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ACOUSTICAL NEWS—USA
Elaine Moran
Acoustical Society of America, Suite 1NO1, 2 Huntington Quadrangle, Melville, NY 11747-4502

Editor’s Note: Readers of this Journal are encouraged to submit news items on awards, appointments, and other activities about
themselves or their colleagues. Deadline dates for news items and notices are 2 months prior to publication.

Announcement of the 2005 Election

In accordance with the provisions of the bylaws, the following Nomi-
nating Committee was appointed to prepare a slate for the election to take
place on 6 May 2002:

Richard Stern,Chair Elizabeth A. McLaughlin
Peggy B. Nelson James M. Sabatier
Emily A. Tobey Ewart A. Wetherill

The bylaws of the Society require that the Executive Director publish in the
Journal at least 90 days prior to the election date an announcement of the

election and the Nominating Committee’s nominations for the offices to be
filled. Additional candidates for these offices may be provided by any Mem-
ber or Fellow in good standing by letter received by the Executive Director
not less than 60 days prior to the election date and the name of any eligible
candidate so proposed by 20 Members or Fellows shall be entered on the
ballot.

Biographical information about the candidates and statements of ob-
jectives of the candidates for President-Elect and Vice President-Elect will
be mailed with the ballots.

CHARLES E. SCHMID
Executive Director

The Nominating Committee has submitted the following slate:

FOR PRESIDENT-ELECT

FOR VICE PRESIDENT-ELECT

Anthony A. Atchley

Henrik Schmidt

Whitlow W. L. Au Uwe J. Hansen
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FOR MEMBERS OF THE EXECUTIVE COUNCIL

Sid P. Bacon Diane Kewley-Port Clark S. Penrod

Neil A. Shaw Stephen C. Thomson Neal F. Viemeister
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USA Meetings Calendar
Listed below is a summary of meetings related to acoustics to be held

in the U.S. in the near future. The month/year notation refers to the issue in
which a complete meeting announcement appeared.

2005
16–20 May 149th Meeting joint with the Canadian Acoustical

Association, Vancouver, Canada@Acoustical Society
of America, Suite 1NO1, 2 Huntington Quadrangle,
Melville, NY 11747-4502; Tel.: 516-576-2360;
Fax: 516-576-2377; E-mail: asa@aip.org;
WWW:http://asa.aip.org#.

16–19 May Society of Automotive Engineering Noise & Vibration
Conference, Traverse City, MI@Patti Kreh, SAE Inter-
national, 755 W. Big Beaver Rd., Ste. 1600, Troy, MI
48084, Tel.: 248-273-2474; E-mail: pkreh@sae.org#.

18–22 July 17th International Symposium on Nonlinear Acoustics,
State College, PA@Anthony Atchley, The Pennsylvania
State University, 217 Applied Research Lab Building,
University Park, PA 16802; Tel.: 814-865-6364; E-mail:
ISNA17@outreach.psu.edu; WWW: http://
www.outreach.psu.edu/c&i/isnal7/#.

17–21 Oct. 150th Meeting joint with Noise-Con, Minneapolis, MN
@Acoustical Society of America, Suite 1NO1, 2 Hun-
tington Quadrangle, Melville, NY 11747-4502; Tel.:
516-576-2360; Fax: 516-576-2377; E-mail:
asa@aip.org; WWW:http://asa.aip.org#.

Cumulative Indexes to the Journal of the
Acoustical Society of America

Ordering information: Orders must be paid by check or money order in
U.S. funds drawn on a U.S. bank or by Mastercard, Visa, or American
Express credit cards. Send orders to Circulation and Fulfillment Division,
American Institute of Physics, Suite 1NO1, 2 Huntington Quadrangle,
Melville, NY 11747-4502; Tel.: 516-576-2270. Non-U.S. orders add $11 per
index.

Some indexes are out of print as noted below.
Volumes 1–10, 1929–1938: JASA and Contemporary Literature, 1937–
1939. Classified by subject and indexed by author. Pp. 131. Price: ASA
members $5; Nonmembers $10.
Volumes 11–20, 1939–1948: JASA, Contemporary Literature, and Patents.
Classified by subject and indexed by author and inventor. Pp. 395. Out of
Print.
Volumes 21–30, 1949–1958: JASA, Contemporary Literature, and Patents.
Classified by subject and indexed by author and inventor. Pp. 952. Price:
ASA members $20; Nonmembers $75.
Volumes 31–35, 1959–1963: JASA, Contemporary Literature, and Patents.
Classified by subject and indexed by author and inventor. Pp. 1140. Price:
ASA members $20; Nonmembers $90.
Volumes 36–44, 1964–1968: JASA and Patents. Classified by subject and
indexed by author and inventor. Pp. 485. Out of Print.
Volumes 36–44, 1964–1968: Contemporary Literature. Classified by sub-
ject and indexed by author. Pp. 1060. Out of Print.
Volumes 45–54, 1969–1973: JASA and Patents. Classified by subject and
indexed by author and inventor. Pp. 540. Price: $20~paperbound!; ASA
members $25~clothbound!; Nonmembers $60~clothbound!.
Volumes 55–64, 1974–1978: JASA and Patents. Classified by subject and
indexed by author and inventor. Pp. 816. Price: $20~paperbound!; ASA
members $25~clothbound!; Nonmembers $60~clothbound!.
Volumes 65–74, 1979–1983: JASA and Patents. Classified by subject and
indexed by author and inventor. Pp. 624. Price: ASA members $25~paper-
bound!; Nonmembers $75~clothbound!.
Volumes 75–84, 1984–1988: JASA and Patents. Classified by subject and
indexed by author and inventor. Pp. 625. Price: ASA members $30~paper-
bound!; Nonmembers $80~clothbound!.
Volumes 85–94, 1989–1993: JASA and Patents. Classified by subject and
indexed by author and inventor. Pp. 736. Price: ASA members $30~paper-
bound!; Nonmembers $80~clothbound!.
Volumes 95–104, 1994–1998: JASA and Patents. Classified by subject and
indexed by author and inventor. Pp. 632. Price: ASA members $40~paper-
bound!; Nonmembers $90~clothbound!.
Volumes 105–114, 1999–2003: JASA and Patents. Classified by subject
and indexed by author and inventor. Pp. 616. Price: ASA members $50;
Nonmembers $90~paperbound!.
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ACOUSTICAL NEWS—INTERNATIONAL

Walter G. Mayer
Physics Department, Georgetown University, Washington, DC 20057

18th International Congress on Acoustics held
in Kyoto, Japan, 4–9 April 2004

International Congress on Acoustics

Over 1000 papers were presented at the 18th International Congress on
Acoustics~ICA! which was held in the historical city of Kyoto, Japan. The
dates of April 4th through 9th were chosen to correspond with the blooming
of the cherry blossoms, which provided added beauty to a city with aesthetic
architectural and landscape designs. The Congress met in the Kyoto Inter-
national Conference Hall, which played a part in recent history as it was the
site for the adoption of the 1997 environmental ‘‘Kyoto Accord’’ on climate
change.

The statistics for attendance appeared in the October issue of theJour-
nal of the Acoustical Society of America. Over 1300 acousticians attended
from 49 countries. Most of the attendees were from Japan~723!, followed
by the USA~89!, Korea~69!, Germany~58!, and China~52!.

The theme of the Congress was ‘‘Acoustical Science and Technology
for Quality of Life.’’ A majority of the 94 structured sessions, which were
covered by 56 titles, focused on this theme. Over 100 experts from around
the world organized these sessions. Topics which comprised the theme of
quality of life included the medical uses of sound~ultrasonic imaging, thera-
peutic ultrasound, sonochemistry, ultrasonic actuators, auditory neuro-
science!, architectural acoustics~classroom acoustics, computer simula-
tions!, noise control~noise barriers, environmental noise policies!, speech
processing, and of course musical acoustics. Like ICA meetings in the past,
the presentations in Kyoto contained a mixture of new research and reviews
of past work in acoustics. TheICA2004 Proceedings, consisting of papers 2
to 4 pages in length, were published on a CD-ROM, and is still available for
purchase.~Please indicate ‘‘ICA2004 Proceedings’’ when you contact the
Acoustical Society of Japan by e-mail^KYM05145@nifty.ne.jp& or fax:
181-3-5256-1022.!

The opening ceremony on Monday was made memorable with tradi-
tional Japanese Noh music, a videotaped welcome to attendees by Prime
Minister Koizumi, and speeches by the conference organizers. On Thursday,
Hideki Tachibana, the General Chairperson for the Conference, arranged for
a special concert at the Kyoto Concert Hall which was open to the public.
Ms. Mariko Senji performed on her Stradivarius violin with the Ritsumeikan
University Symphony Orchestra. Before the concert she demonstrated the
use of concert hall acoustics by showing how she optimizes her position on
stage, and by asking various sections of the orchestra to play from nontra-
ditional positions on stage. Another interesting feature of the Congress were
posters and demonstrations on education in acoustics which were given in

the exhibit area, including a lively demonstration of physical acoustics by
the Stray Cats Group consisting of physics teachers from the Nagoya area of
Japan.

International Commission for Acoustics

Over 40 delegates from ICA member societies gathered at the General
Assembly of the International Commission for Acoustics~ICA! ~The acro-
nym ICA is used for both the International Commission for Acoustics and
the International Congress on Acoustics.! on April 7th. They elected officers
and new members for open seats on the ICA Board, and also stated their
appreciation to retiring ICA officers~see Fig. 2!. Outgoing president Gilles
Daigle was thanked for his efforts to increase the activities of the Commis-
sion in addition to the usual planning for ICA meetings held every 3 years.
These activities included support for specialty conferences and symposia,
travel grants for young scientists, and Gilles Daigle’s work on the proposal
that the ICA join the ICSU~International Council of Scientific! as a separate
scientific union. In addition, ICA Early Career Awards were presented to
Timothy Leighton~UK! and Oleg Sapozhnikov~Russia!.

The Commission selected Sydney, Australia as the site of the 2010
ICA meeting. At its previous meeting in Rome in 2001, the Commission had
chosen Madrid, Spain to be the site of the 2007 Congress which will be held
September 2nd through the 7th~see^www.ica2007madrid.org&!.

CHARLES SCHMID
ASA Delegate to the International Commission for Acoustics

International Meetings Calendar
Below are announcements of meetings and conferences to be held

abroad. Entries preceded by an* are new or updated listings.

December 2004
8–10 Tenth Australian International Conference on

Speech Science & Technology, Sydney, Australia
~Web: www.assta.org/sst/2004!

March 2005
14–17 31st Annual Meeting of the German Acoustical So-

ciety „DAGA ’05…, Munich, Germany ~Web:
daga2005.de!.

14–17 Spring Meeting of the Acoustical Society of Japan,
Koganei, Japan~Acoustical Society of Japan, Nakaura
5th-Bldg., 2-18-20 Sotokanda, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 101-
0021, Japan; Fax: 181 3 5256 1022; Web:
www.asj.gr.jp/index-en.html!.

21–22 *Sonar Transducers and Numerical Modeling in Un-

FIG. 2. Officers of the International Commission for Acoustics~l to r!:
Sonoko Kuwano~Secretary-General!, Hugo Fastl~Treasurer!, Philip Nelson
~President!, Suk Wang Yoon~Vice President!, Volker Mellert ~Past Trea-
surer!, Gilles Daigle~Past President!.

FIG. 1. Ilene Busch-Vishniac, President of ASA, with Sonoko Kuwano,
Secretary General for the 18th International Conference of Acoustics, after
the opening ceremony.
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derwater Acoustics, Teddington, UK~Fax: 144 1727
850553; Web: www.npl.co.uk/acoustics/events/
ioaconference2005!

April 2005
18–21 International Conference on Emerging Technologies

of Noise and Vibration Analysis and Control, Saint
Raphae¨l, France ~Fax: 133 4 72 43 87 12; e-mail:
goran.pavic@insa-lyon.fr!.

May 2005
16–20 149th Meeting of the Acoustical Society of America,

Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada~ASA, Suite
1NO1, 2 Huntington Quadrangle, Melville, NY 11747-
4502; Fax:11 516 576 2377; Web: asa.aip.org!

June 2005
20–23 IEEE Oceans05 Europe, Brest, France ~ENST

Bretagne—Technopoˆle Brest Iroise, 29238 Brest Ce-
dex, France; Fax: 133 229 00 1098; Web:
www.oceans05europe.org!.

23–24 2nd Congress of the Alps-Adria Acoustical Associa-
tion „AAAA2005…, Opatija, Croatia ~Web:
had.zea.fer.hr!.

28–1 International Conference on Underwater Acoustic
Measurements: Technologies and Results, Heraklion,
Crete, Greece ~Web:
UAmeasurements2005.iacm.forth.gr!.

July 2005
4–8 *Turkish International Conference on Acoustics

2005: New Concepts for Harbor Protection, Littoral
Security, and Underwater Acoustic Communica-
tions, İstanbul, Turkey~Web: www.tica05.org/tica05!

11–14 12th International Congress on Sound and Vibra-
tion, Lisbon, Portugal~Web: www.iiav.org!.

August 2005
6–10 Inter-Noise, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil ~Web:

www.internoise2005.ufsc.br!.
28–2 EAA Forum Acusticum Budapest 2005, Budapest,

Hungary~I. Bába, OPAKFI, Fo¨ u. 68, Budapest 1027,
Hungary; Fax: 136 1 202 0452; Web:
www.fa2005.org!.

September 2005
4–8 9th Eurospeech Conference„EUROSPEECH’2005…,

Lisbon, Portugal ~Fax: 1351 213145843; Web:
www.interspeech2005.org!.

5–9 Boundary Influences in High Frequency, Shallow
Water Acoustics, Bath, UK. ~Web:
acoustics2005.ac.uk!.

11–15 6th World Congress on Ultrasonics, Beijing, China
~Secretariat of WCU 2005, Institute of Acoustics, Chi-
nese Academy of Sciences, P.O. Box 2712 Beijing,
100080 China; Fax: 186 10 62553898; Web:
www.ioa.ac.cn/wcu2005!.

14–16 Autumn Meeting of the Acoustical Society of Japan,
Sendai, Japan~Acoustical Society of Japan, Nakaura
5th-Bldg., 2-18-20 Sotokanda, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 101-
0021, Japan; Fax: 181 3 5256 1022; Web:
www.asj.gr.jp/index-en.html!.

October 2005
19–21 36th Spanish Congress on Acoustics Joint with 2005

Iberian Meeting on Acoustics, Terrassa~Barcelona!,
Spain ~Sociedad Espan˜ola de Acústica, Serrano 114,
28006 Madrid, Spain; Fax:134 914 117 651; Web:
www.ia.csic.es/sea/index.html!.

June 2006
5–6 6th European Conference on Noise Control

„EURONOISE2006…, Tampere, Finland~Fax: 1358 9
7206 4711; Web: www.acoustics.hut.fi/asf!

26–28 9th Western Pacific Acoustics Conference
„WESPAC9…, Seoul, Korea~Web: www.wespac9.org!

July 2007
9–12 14th International Congress on Sound and Vibration

„ICSV14…, Cairns, Australia ~e-mail:
n.kessissoglou@unsw.edu.au!.

September 2007
2–7 19th International Congress on Acoustics

„ICA2007…, Madrid, Spain~SEA, Serrano 144, 28006
Madrid, Spain; Web: www.ica2007madrid.org!.

9–12 ICA Satellite Symposium on Musical Acoustics
„ISMA2007…, Barcelona, Spain~SEA, Serano 144,
28006 Madrid, Spain; Web: www.ica2007madrid.org!.

June 2008
23–27 Joint Meeting of European Acoustical Association

„EAA …, Acoustical Society of America „ASA…, and
Acoustical Society of France„SFA…, Paris, France~e-
mail: phillipe.blanc-benon@ec-lyon.fr!
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REVIEWS OF ACOUSTICAL PATENTS
Lloyd Rice
11222 Flatiron Drive, Lafayette, Colorado 80026

The purpose of these acoustical patent reviews is to provide enough information for a Journal reader to
decide whether to seek more information from the patent itself. Any opinions expressed here are those of
reviewers as individuals and are not legal opinions. Printed copies of United States Patents may be
ordered at $3.00 each from the Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks, Washington, DC 20231.
Patents are available via the Internet at http://www.uspto.gov.

Reviewers for this issue:

GEORGE L. AUGSPURGER, Perception, Incorporated, Box 39536, Los Angeles, California 90039
JOHN M. EARGLE, JME Consulting Corporation, 7034 Macapa Drive, Los Angeles, California 90068
MARK KAHRS, Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15261
DAVID PREVES, Starkey Laboratories, 6600 Washington Ave. S., Eden Prarie, Minnesota 55344
DANIEL R. RAICHEL, 2727 Moore Lane, Fort Collins, Colorado 80526
CARL J. ROSENBERG, Acentech Incorporated, 33 Moulton Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
NEIL A. SHAW, Menlo Scientific Acoustics, Inc., Post Office Box 1610, Topanga, California 90290
WILLIAM THOMPSON, JR., Pennsylvania State University, University Park, Pennsylvania 16802
ROBERT C. WAAG, Univ. of Rochester, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Rochester, New York 14627

6,749,481

43.28.Hr SOUND PRODUCING APPARATUS

Leong Kheng Yap and Tiang See Neo, assignors to TechnoCracker
Private Limited

15 June 2004„Class 446Õ213…; filed in Singapore 31 August 1998

Fireworks and firecrackers~and gunpowder! are an ancient Chinese
discovery dating back to the 8th century. Unfortunately, they are explosive

and dangerous to life and limb, so then the question becomes how to create
a safe and sane equivalent. The inventors propose using compressed air that
rapidly ruptures a tightly sealed cap38 also emitting confetti39.—MK

6,744,694

43.30.Es GASEOUS CAVITY FOR FORWARD-
LOOKING SONAR QUIETING

Thomas J. Gieseke and Robert Kuklinski, assignors to The United
States of America as represented by the Secretary of the Navy

1 June 2004„Class 367Õ1…; filed 6 October 2003

A system for minimizing the hydrodynamic noise output of a sonar
array mounted on a high speed surface vessel consists of a cavitation device
14 for intentionally producing cavitation downstream of the forward-looking
array16, which is mounted on the cavitator, and hence forming a cavity of
gas40 behind the array. Struts34 and38 support the cavitator14 and the
array16 from the hull of the vessel. The cavitator could have the shape of a

flat plate, a disk, a hemisphere or, as illustrated, a cone. The flow, which is
laminar over the face of the array, separates aft of the base24 of the cavi-
tator forming gas bubble40, whose outer boundary is suggested by line12.
The size of the bubble can be augmented by pumping air from on-board
source44 out through holes46 in strut 38. The gaseous cavity40 serves to
eliminate direct acoustic paths between the array16 and sources of noise aft
of the array, hopefully without being a source of noise itself.—WT
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6,755,147

43.30.Nb UNDERWATER SIGNALLING DEVICES

Peter Katz, Manly Vale, NSW, Australia
29 June 2004„Class 116Õ27…; filed in Australia 8 December 1999

An underwater diver’s percussive signaling device, which is energized
by the diver’s own compressed air supply, is described. Some of the air
flowing through the channel at the left of the figure can be diverted to
chamber33 by depressing the spring-loaded, finger-actuated switch near the
top center of the figure. The increase in pressure in closed chamber33 forces
both the valve seat58and its associated valve46 to the right. First, the valve
seat bottoms against an annular stop associated with the housing, thus cre-
ating percussive sound that radiates to the surrounding medium through
openings in the housing. The valve itself continues movement to the right.

Its attached centering rod61 ultimately contacts a disk abutting spring74,
again radiating some sound through opening73. Springs48 and 74 ulti-
mately stop valve46 and force it, as well as the movable valve seat58, back
towards the closed position. The disk at the left end of spring74, now
moving to the left, then bottoms against a stop due to its housing75, thus
radiating more percussive-type sound. Similarly, the valve, reseated in valve
seat58, will hit stop 52of the main housing, radiating more sound. Now that
chamber33 is again sealed, the increase in pressure due to the input air flow
starts the cycle again.—WT

6,765,709

43.35.Sx ACTIVE COMPENSATION FOR
TRANSIENT THERMAL EFFECTS IN ACOUSTO-
OPTIC DEVICES

Robert Morris Montgomery et al., assignors to Harris
Corporation

20 July 2004„Class 359Õ285…; filed 28 April 2003

Acousto-optic systems are generally employed in optical modulation
systems to process high-frequency signals. Owing to the small physical
volume of such subsystems and the typically random-data-pattern nature of
the signals they process, acousto-optical signal processing provisions are
subject to thermal transients, which can lead to distortion of the optical
beam and degrade system performance. In order to mitigate the thermal

distortion problem, a multichannel acousto-optical modulator contains an
integrated structure for providing active compensation for transient thermal
effects. Multiple electro-thermal elements in the form of resistive strips are
interleaved with acoustic wave-emitting transducers, to which signals are
applied for modulating the acoustic waves launched into an acousto-optic
medium. The resistive strips receive electrical signals that controllably in-
troduce thermal energy components into the acousto-optic medium in a
manner that causes the overall spatial distribution of thermal energy to have
a prescribed characteristic. It is said that by establishing a thermal gradient
characteristic across all the channels of the rf signal processor and compen-
sating each channel on an individual basis, the device compensates for time-
dependent variations in heating, thereby resulting in a substantially constant
thermal behavior.—DRR

6,751,161

43.38.Ar FLUIDBORNE SOUND PROJECTOR WITH
SWEEP CLEANING FACILITIES

John W. Henry IV et al., assignors to The United States of
America as represented by the Secretary of the Navy

15 June 2004„Class 367Õ143…; filed 26 September 2001

The operation of a high-power, low-frequency piston projector, used to
input acoustical energy into a high-static-pressure piping system, is compro-
mised by the formation of air bubbles in the fluid in those pipes. The patent
describes a system for dynamically sweeping those bubbles away by inject-
ing a flow of pressurized liquid into a vented chamber adjacent to, but
communicating with, the chamber housing the piston projector.—WT

6,759,769

43.38.Ar ELECTROMECHANIC FILM AND
ACOUSTIC ELEMENT

Kari Kirjavainen, Tampere, Finland
6 July 2004„Class 307Õ400…; filed in Finland 25 November 1999

This patent describes a bilateral compound moving structure that acts
as something of a cross between an electret foil and a piezoelectric element.
As shown in the figure, the structure undergoes deformation under the in-
fluence of sound waves. It is described as lightweight, and the net charge
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potential is in the 100-volt range. Thus, the output should be substantial and
uniform over a wide frequency range. The patent also discusses manufac-
turing details.—JME

6,757,399

43.38.Bs ANTI-NOISE-ELECTRET PICK-UP WITH
AN ELECTRET

Ziyi Cheng, Nankai District, Tianjing, China
29 June 2004„Class 381Õ356…; filed in China 22 July 1998

A good noise-canceling~antinoise! microphone is a pressure gradient
design that is mechanically symmetrical enough to cancel sound arriving at
a distance, while at the same time allowing proximity effect to generate an
adequate first-order, low-frequency boost for close-in speaking. The front/
back gradient distance determines the speech sensitivity of the microphone,
and as that distance is increased for the sake of sensitivity, the effectiveness
of high-frequency noise canceling will be compromised. The patent deals
with several mechano-acoustical adjustments that result in improved overall
performance.—JME

6,744,370

43.38.Dv VIBRO-TACTILE ALERT AND MASSAGING
SYSTEM HAVING DIRECTIONALLY ORIENTED
STIMULI

Charles G. Sleichter III et al., assignors to InSeat Solutions, LLC
1 June 2004„Class 340Õ576…; filed 13 July 1999

Six or eight electromagnetic vibrators are embedded in the driver’s
seat of a vehicle. The patent describes an elaborate programming arrange-
ment that allows the system to provide a variety of relaxing massage rou-
tines as well as serve as a warning device.—GLA

6,757,403

43.38.Dv ELECTROACOUSTIC TRANSDUCERS

Kiyoshi Urushibata and Tomonari Suzuki, assignors to Star
Micronics Company, Limited

29 June 2004„Class 381Õ418…; filed in Japan 16 March 2000

With the ever-increasing exposure of humans to noise in this modern
world, the need for more robust transducers for use in hearing aids will only
increase. The patent describes in detail a means of producing more robust

electroacoustic transducers for use in hearing aids, especially the means of
easily attaching the small and fragile lead wires from the coil to the signal
input terminals.—NAS

6,758,303

43.38.Dv ELECTRONIC DEVICE HAVING A MULTI-
MODE ACOUSTIC SYSTEM AND METHOD
FOR RADIATING SOUND WAVES

Robert A. Zurek et al., assignors to Motorola, Incorporated
6 July 2004„Class 181Õ155…; filed 31 October 2002

A cell phone, or other personal communications device, normally has
at least two modes of operation. For two-way communication the cell phone
‘‘clamshell’’ structure is opened and both transmitter and receiver are en-
gaged at the user’s head. For receive-only operation, the device is closed and
the backside of the receiver is positioned at the user’s ear. In this patent,
both opened and closed modes of receiver operation are individually equal-
ized, via acousto-mechanical networks, so that the quality of sound will be
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uniform in both modes of operation. The back chamber of the receiver is
sealed and both outputs are in acoustical parallel. The main output section
510 is equalized by the volume580and the resistance produced by elements
512. The alternate~clamshell closed! output520 is similarly fed through the
volume580 and the resistance produced by elements522.—JME

6,760,454

43.38.Fx PASSIVE VOICE-ACTIVATED
MICROPHONE AND TRANSCEIVER SYSTEM

Gregory A. Shreveet al., assignors to TRW Incorporated
6 July 2004„Class 381Õ110…; filed 4 August 2000

In advanced automotive control systems there is a need for verbal
commands by the driver to directly actuate various functions. Microphones
may be positioned in the cab to pick up these commands, but noise often
intrudes. Body-worn microphones are better as regards noise, but they may
be clumsy to implement. This patent describes an unusual passive micro-
phone, located in the upper portion of the driver’s seatbelt, that has the
benefit of high signal-to-noise ratio and requires no particular effort on the
part of the driver. Figure 1 shows details of a passive microphone based on

an acoustic surface wave~ASW! element. Diaphragm18 physically actuates
the ASW element14 when the driver talks. An electronic actuator/receiver
assembly is located in the dashboard, or in the sun visor, and this assembly
~shown in Fig. 2! emits a continuous set of rf pulses in the 1-GHz range.
These pulses~emitted by element32! are picked up by antennas16 on the
microphone and are voice modulated by the bending motion of element14.
They are then, during the interval between rf pulses, reradiated back to the
receiving element36 and further processed.—JME

6,757,394

43.38.Hz MICROPHONE ARRAY

Naoshi Matsuo, assignor to Fujitsu Limited
29 June 2004„Class 381Õ92…; filed in Japan 18 February 1998

One way of synthesizing higher-order directional microphone pickup
is to use a ‘‘delay-and-sum’’ technique, which enhances signal pickup along
a target axis while allowing noise components to add more or less randomly.
The patent explores methods for further processing of individual signals to
result in lower noise levels.—JME

6,763,118

43.38.Hz HIGH DIRECTIVITY MICROPHONE ARRAY

Martin Reed Bodley et al., assignors to GN Netcom, Incorporated
13 July 2004„Class 381Õ355…; filed 28 October 2002

This patent is a divisional part of United States Patent 6,473,514@re-
viewed in J. Acoust. Soc. Am.113~6!, 2957~2003!#, which dealt with elec-
tronic performance. The present patent deals with packaging and housing

aspects and stresses the various mechanical features of an in-line micro-
phone array intended to be mounted on the top of a video monitor and aimed
as required.—JME

6,739,424

43.38.Ja SPEAKER SYSTEM

Takashi Ogura and Kosaku Murata, assignors to Matsushita
Electric Industrial Company, Limited

25 May 2004„Class 181Õ145…; filed in Japan 22 January 2001

This is a curious patent. For the moment, consider only loudspeakers
701 and 703 mounted in a U-shaped baffle. The speakers can be either
piezoelectric or electrodynamic devices. If the cones move in opposite di-
rections, then their combined front radiation is indicated by arrows731and
rear radiation by arrows732. This is the basic arrangement from which all
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43 patent claims are derived, yet it has been used elsewhere—the Electro-
Voice ‘‘Manifold Technology’’ design, for example. If additional cells are
included as shown, then the arrangement would seem to be a variant of
Heil’s earlier ‘‘air motion transformer.’’ Neither the Heil nor Electro-Voice
patents are included in the references cited.—GLA

6,741,717

43.38.Ja DEVICE FOR REDUCING STRUCTURAL-
ACOUSTIC COUPLING BETWEEN THE
DIAPHRAGM VIBRATION FIELD AND THE
ENCLOSURE ACOUSTIC MODES

Stephane Dedieu and Philippe Moquin, assignors to Mitel
Knowledge Corporation

25 May 2004„Class 381Õ345…; filed in the United Kingdom
28 September 2001

A small loudspeaker that might be used in a loudspeaking telephone is
characterized by a tiny magnet to reduce cost and a lightweight moving
assembly to maximize efficiency. As a result, there is a pronounced peak at

system resonance. In this design, a small, cup-shaped secondary enclosure
32 vents into the main rear cavity. If the acoustic elements are properly
selected, the peak can be flattened and low-frequency response can be
extended.—GLA

6,744,899

43.38.Ja DIRECT COUPLING OF WAVEGUIDE TO
COMPRESSION DRIVER HAVING MATCHING
SLOT SHAPED THROATS

Robert M. Grunberg, Edgecliff, NSW, Australia
1 June 2004„Class 381Õ343…; filed 21 September 2000

To obtain maximum efficiency over a wide bandwidth, the diaphragm
of a high-frequency horn driver must be coupled to a much smaller horn
throat in such a way that very high audio frequencies are not attenuated by
path length differences. Traditionally, sound pickup channels can take the

form of circular slots, radial slots, or tubular conduits. In many cases, an
additional coupler is required to connect the circular driver opening to a
rectangular horn throat. The clever design shown here is a kind of three-
dimensional Venetian blind that picks up sound through parallel linear slots
and combines the channels into a single rectangular opening.—GLA

6,744,903

43.38.Ja MULTIPLE DAMPING DEVICE OF
SPEAKER SYSTEM FOR VIDEO DISPLAY
EQUIPMENT

Chang Wook Jeon, assignor to LG Electronics Incorporated
1 June 2004„Class 381Õ388…; filed in the Republic of Korea

15 April 1999

In some tabletop TV sets, self-contained speaker assemblies are at-
tached to the cabinet using resilient fasteners. These are intended to improve
sound quality and minimize video jitter induced by external vibrations. This
patent describes an improved ‘‘multiple damping device’’ that is said to
provide better mechanical isolation, especially at low frequencies. In effect,
two or three isolation mounts are coupled together with little Z brackets.—
GLA
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6,748,090

43.38.Ja MULTI-MODE RADIATOR PANELS

Wolfgang Bachmannet al., assignors to Harman Audio Electronic
Systems GmbH

8 June 2004„Class 381Õ152…; filed in Germany 19 September 1998

This panel-type speaker assembly is made up of core layer11 plus
cover layers12.1and12.2. A conventional moving-coil driver13 is located
in cavity 16 between the two cover layers. Driver electronic circuitry is also

located in cavity16, which can be hermetically sealed. This allows the entire
assembly to be ‘‘operated without problem in listening areas which pose an
explosion hazard or are subjected to a hostile environment and/or
climate.’’—GLA

6,751,329

43.38.Ja LOUDSPEAKER DRIVER

Martin Colloms and Ian David MacFarlane, assignors to New
Transducers Limited

15 June 2004„Class 381Õ353…; filed in the United Kingdom
21 September 2000

Fifteen or 20 years ago, patents were regularly awarded to inertial
audio transducer designs. These devices were intended to be screwed to wall
panels or table tops and functioned somewhat like wideband tuning forks.
This patent describes a more sophisticated variant that can be affixed to a
point-of-purchase display panel. A housing contains a transducer and an
associated power amplifier. At least one adhesive pad secures the housing to
the panel and vibrations are transmitted to the panel through a separate
adhesive pad.—GLA

6,751,333

43.38.Ja INERTIAL VIBRATION TRANSDUCERS

Henry Azima et al., assignors to New Transducers Limited
15 June 2004„Class 381Õ396…; filed in the United Kingdom

2 September 1995

The design shown here is an inertial driver assembly for distributed-
mode, panel-form loudspeakers. Moving coil18 is glued to panel22, while
the enclosed magnetic assembly14, 15 is supported on a resilient suspen-

sion17. The patent includes a fair amount of general information about such
loudspeakers, and the claims cover both the inertial vibration transducer and
a loudspeaker incorporating such a transducer.—GLA

6,755,277

43.38.Ja SPEAKER RESONANCE VOICEBOX

Mark L. Rehmann, assignor to Dell Products L.P.
29 June 2004„Class 181Õ155…; filed 2 August 2001

This patent is one of many that concerns itself with what happens with
the sound that emanates from the rear of a loudspeaker mounted in an
enclosure, which will radiate from the transducer towards the rear of the
enclosure, where it is then reflected back towards the transducer, and then
outward through the transducer. The peak in response due to this reflection
from the rear of the enclosure is said to be reduced by the invention. A soft
material lining the rear, and sometimes the sides, of the enclosure is often

used to reduce this peak in response. Although this simple method is often
effective, it can reduce the level of the reflected sound and therefore the total
sound from the loudspeaker and enclosure. For laptop computers, the goal in
some cases is to maximize the sound output from the tiny loudspeaker and
its tiny backbox. ‘‘Therefore, what is needed is a speaker box that varies the
natural response and avoids a peak in the perceived speaker volume, but
does not absorb sound energy and is less costly to manufacture.’’—NAS

6,760,462

43.38.Ja PLANAR DIAPHRAGM LOUDSPEAKERS
WITH NON-UNIFORM AIR RESISTIVE
LOADING FOR LOW FREQUENCY MODAL
CONTROL

F. Bruce Thigpen, assignor to Eminent Technology Incorporated
6 July 2004„Class 381Õ431…; filed 9 January 2003

Planar film speakers such as ribbons and electrostatics are often ten-
sioned to hold the diaphragm in place within the speaker’s structure. Even
when tensioned, modal flexing of the film diaphragm can still occur, along
with the attendant response anomalies and buzzing. Acoustic resistance in
the form of optimum vent holes can create an air load to minimize this
effect. This patent presents a means of controlling the low-frequency modal
behavior of electrodynamic or electrostatic ‘‘flat panel’’ loudspeakers by the
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use of nonuniformly spaced openings40 in the stator plate or plates7. The
text includes a brief and clear review of the problems that are inherent due
to the transducer mechanical design. The author has several other patents
concerned with planar loudspeakers which are licensed to some of the major
players in this market.—NAS

6,725,109

43.38.Lc SOUND GENERATOR CIRCUIT SYSTEM
AND METHOD

Wayne B. Hile and James B. Henrie, assignors to Palm,
Incorporated

20 April 2004 „Class 700Õ94…; filed 12 March 2001

This easy-to-understand disclosure covers a simple sound generator for
a palm computer. The inventors argue that using an amplifier together with
PCM samples will be too expensive in both memory and battery consump-

tion. So, they propose a simple three-component low-pass filter coupled to a
Darlington pair driving a piezoelectric transducer. The input is a serial PWM
stream. Not exactly hi-fi, but very economical.—MK

6,437,229

43.38.Md EQUIPMENT AND PROCESS FOR MUSIC
DIGITALIZATION STORAGE, ACCESS, AND
LISTENING

Fernando H. Nobumoto, assignor to Itautec Phico SÕA
20 August 2002„Class 84Õ615…; filed 17 November 2000

An MP3 jukebox? Filed in 2000, this patent is at least 15 years behind
the times.—MK

6,439,723

43.38.Md ORNAMENTAL IMAGE DISPLAY AND
SOUND DEVICE

Robert S. Tano, Ellicott City, Maryland
27 August 2002„Class 353Õ15…; filed 10 March 2000

The patent author wants to add audio to Christmas ornaments. Given
the extensive prior art on stored greetings, the novelty of this part of the
patent is very suspect~The image projector is anyone’s guess!.—MK

6,440,497

43.38.Md PRINTED AUDIO LAYER FOR
PACKAGING, SPORTING EQUIPMENT AND TOYS

Donald Giles Hohenstein, Mooresville, North Carolina
27 August 2002„Class 427Õ256…; filed 30 May 2000

You thought vinyl was dead? Not so fast. This inventor wants to use
raised inks to create a soundtrack. And, you can combine it with ordinary

quasiflat inks to have labels, too. The playback transducer is a fingernail
guided perpendicularly along the track.—MK

6,699,098

43.38.Md ANIMATED MUSICAL ALLIGATOR

Ben Kau, assignor to Ben Kau
2 March 2004 „Class 446Õ298…; filed 20 August 2002

Although the inventor promises to make this animated alligator sing
along with the music it emits, there is absolutely no discussion about how
this might be accomplished. Florida residents may wish their alligators sang
too.—MK
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6,763,995

43.38.Ne METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR
ILLUSTRATING SOUND AND TEXT

Jin K. Song, assignor to PIL, L.L.C.
20 July 2004„Class 235Õ375…; filed 25 April 2000

The patent describes a method and system for illustrating sound and
text through a book holder12 adapted to accept a special type of book with
pages containing illustrations and/or text, with some of the pages containing
magnetic signatures. The magnetic signals may be placed at specific loca-
tions 24 of the book and used by the reader to retrieve electronic represen-
tations of the text and/or illustrations for audible delivery. The book holder
contains a reading surface14 incorporating a magnetic signature sensor16,
a cartridge slot36, a reading controller, a speaker44, and a power supply. A

cartridge34 containing stored audio representations related to the illustra-
tions and/or text of the pages inserts into slot36. The magnetic signature
sensor16 detects magnetic signatures24 on the pages as they are turned by
a user viewing the book. The reading controller interacts with the magnetic
reading sensor to ascertain what page or pages the user is viewing and to
retrieve the corresponding audio representations. The reading controller re-
produces the audible sounds via loudspeaker44.—DRR

6,741,721

43.38.Si INFORMING APPARATUS FOR MOBILE
COMMUNICATION APPARATUS

Toshifumi Fukawataseet al., assignors to Minebea Company,
Limited

25 May 2004„Class 381Õ401…; filed 22 February 2001

Most pagers and cellular telephones allow the user to select between
an audible beep or an inaudible vibration as a call signal. The patent argues
that using a single magnetic circuit and voice coil to accomplish both func-

tions is unsatisfactory. In this design, coilA drives diaphragm26 to generate
an audible signal, whereas coilB moves the entire magnetic assembly to
produce tactile vibrations.—GLA

6,754,546

43.38.Tj ELECTRONIC AUDIO CONNECTION
SYSTEM AND METHODS FOR PROVIDING SAME

Debby Hindus et al., assignors to Interval Research Corporation
22 June 2004„Class 700Õ94…; filed 9 October 1998

This patent relates to the audio interconnection between two or more
spaces which will enable parties in these spaces to be continuously in con-
tact, yet remain ‘‘in the background’’ when that is appropriate. There is a
human dimension to the approach. For example, the usual telephone link
between spaces, whether in the home or in a business context, is something
of an intrusion and normally allows only a one-to-one communication path.
What is proposed here is a system in which several microphones in one
space communicate with one or more other spaces so that there is a clear
mutual sensing among them. As the abstract states, ‘‘a central server pro-
cesses the summed audio signals and in turn transmits playable audio signals
to each separate space... . This creates an audio space shared by each of the
active separate physical spaces.’’ The patent further describes relevant hard-
ware and signal processing for refining these aims.—JME

6,754,352

43.38.Vk SOUND FIELD PRODUCTION APPARATUS

Takashi Kanai et al., assignors to Sony Corporation
22 June 2004„Class 381Õ63…; filed in Japan 27 December 1999

As if your discrete five-channel home playback system for movies did
not already present enough in the way of directional and ambience cues, this
patent adds a rich array of additional options, as shown in the figure, to
‘‘recreate’’ the additional cues that might be present in an actual motion

picture theater. Never mind the fact that today’s cinemas~at least in the
United States! tend to be fairly ‘‘dry’’ acoustic spaces, and that the five basic
channels are intended by the film producers and ‘‘sound designers’’ to con-
vey all necessary ambience and delay cues.—JME
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6,754,350

43.38.Vk SURROUND REPRODUCING CIRCUIT

Yositugu Sugimoto, assignor to New Japan Radio Company, Ind.
22 June 2004„Class 381Õ17…; filed in Japan 22 March 2001

The patent deals with the expansion of two-channel stereo playback
into a wide-front presentation for the listener. Using basic circuit elements
such as equalizers, signal-adaptive gain, and all-pass networks, some of the
effects of cross-talk cancellation over critical portions of the frequency
range can be generated without the use of relatively expensive delay ele-
ments. The patent is clearly written, and the device takes its place in an
already crowded field of audio signal processing for portable radios and
television sets.—JME

6,763,115

43.38.Vk PROCESSING METHOD FOR
LOCALIZATION OF ACOUSTIC IMAGE FOR AUDIO
SIGNALS FOR THE LEFT AND RIGHT EARS

Wataru Kobayashi, assignor to OpenHeart Limited; A Limited
Responsibility Company, Research Network

13 July 2004„Class 381Õ309…; filed in Japan 30 July 1998

The figure pretty much speaks for itself. A binaural recording head
feeds a processor2 that divides the joint program into three frequency
bands, each pair of bands being operated on by a control signal. The dy-
namic behavior of the system is program directed, but does not relate di-
rectly to original cues in the initial pickup. As the abstract states, ‘‘Then, the
divided audio signal of each band is subjected to a processing for controlling

an element for a feeling of the direction of a sound and an element for
feeling of the distance up to that sound source, which are appealed to per-
son’s auditory sense and outputting the processed audio signal.’’ The reader
gets the clear impression that the original English translation, presumably
made in Japan, was put into the patent with no copy editing whatever.—
JME

6,721,015

43.38.Wl SOUND BITE AUGMENTATION

Henry C. Yuen et al., assignors to E Guide, Incorporated
13 April 2004 „Class 348Õ460…; filed 24 July 2002

This patent describes the concept of a brief audio condensation of a
television program, referred to here as a ‘‘sound bite,’’ which would be used
to help locate the show while using an onscreen TV guide, or other similar
applications. It is only a concept, because no method of producing the con-
densed clip is presented, nor even a suggestion of how long such a clip
should be. The claims cover a variety of applications for the concept.—DLR

6,763,723

43.40.Yq FIBER-OPTIC VIBRATION SENSOR
BASED ON FREQUENCY MODULATION OF LIGHT-
EXCITED OSCILLATORS

J. David Zook et al., assignors to Honeywell International
Incorporated

20 July 2004„Class 73Õ657…; filed 25 October 2000

The patent relates to a vibration sensor that makes use of FM technol-
ogy whereby the device uses a strain-sensitive oscillator in which resonant
membranes are driven and sensed by a single multimode optical filter. The
device includes a laser, an optical fiber for transmitting the laser signal, and
an oscillator that receives the laser signal and reflects it as a frequency-

modulated beam. A second optical filter transmits the FM beam and a dis-
criminator receives the FM signal and produces a signal responsive to vi-
bration of the oscillator. In the preferred embodiment, the discriminator also
includes a frequency meter to indicate the average number of cycles per unit
time, thus providing a second signal indicative of the temperature of the
oscillator.—DRR
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6,760,448

43.55.Jz COMPATIBLE MATRIX-ENCODED
SURROUND-SOUND CHANNELS IN A DISCRETE
DIGITAL SOUND FORMAT

Kenneth James Gundry, assignor to Dolby Laboratories Licensing
Corporation

6 July 2004„Class 381Õ23…; filed 5 February 1999

The number of channels in many motion picture soundtracks is now
5.1, where there are five full bandwidth channels and one ‘‘0.1’’ channel.

There are now schemes where 7.1 and 10.2 soundtracks are envisioned and
even produced. The patent describes a brief and abridged history of channel
encoding/decoding schemes, as well as describing a method of encoding
three surround channels in a system originally designed for two surround
channels.—NAS

6,758,305

43.55.Ti COMBINATION SOUND-DEADENING
BOARD

Lawrence J. Gelin et al., assignors to Johns Manville
International, Incorporated

6 July 2004„Class 181Õ285…; filed 16 October 2001

The combination board comprises a structural skin~gypsum board or
plywood, for example! and a sound-deadening material~a lightweight fiber
board, for example!. Bonded together, the combination board provides some
resiliency for the structural skin, which in turn improves the transmission
loss of a wall or floor/ceiling system. It is as easy as regular wallboard to
apply.—CJR

6,751,485

43.58.Jq SOUNDING ALERT FOR RECENT CALLS

Jukka Ranta, assignor to Nokia Corporation
15 June 2004„Class 455Õ567…; filed 28 June 2001

Cache the last few phone numbers in a memory in your cell phone. If
the phone is called by one of those numbers, then generate a different
ringing tone. That’s it. Nothing more, and certainly nothing less. If Amazon
can patent the ‘‘one click’’ user interface, then surely Nokia can do this
one.—MK

6,688,545

43.58.Wc FISHING-REEL SOUNDING DEVICE

Keigo Kitajima and Hirokazu Hiraoka, assignors to Shimano
Incorporated

10 February 2004„Class 242Õ306…; filed in Japan 22 January 2002

Bicycle component followers know that Shimano makes many differ-
ent parts. This patent applies their mechanical know-how to fishing reel
design, specifically, how to design a gear-pawl mechanism so that the sound
generated when the reel is under line pressure is uniform regardless of the
force direction. Detailed mechanical drawings are included.—MK

6,741,264

43.58.Wc METHOD OF GENERATING AN AUDIBLE
INDICATION OF DATA STORED IN A
DATABASE

Michael F. Lesser, assignor to GIFIC Corporation
25 May 2004„Class 345Õ727…; filed 11 May 1999

The idea is to generate audible indicators~called an earcon in the
auditory display community! for various visual displays. The inventor pro-
poses choosing sounds based on the circle of fifths—without any psychoa-
coustical justification.—MK

6,742,713

43.58.Wc ACCESS CONTROLLED SYSTEM WITH
ACOUSTIC MECHANICAL VERIFICATION
TRANSMITTER

Marian Trinkel, assignor to Deutsche Telekom AG
1 June 2004„Class 235Õ492…; filed in Germany 4 June 1999

Magnetic card readers are susceptible to vandalism and weather, to say
the least. This acoustic card uses a variety of techniques including slots,

bars, and holes to create a unique acoustical signature when the plate9 is
deformed and released. The inventor says nothing at all about how well this
works in practice, or how to design a card to fit a particular code.—MK
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6,750,758

43.58.Wc REMOTELY CONTROLLED BEEPER AND
METHOD

Timothy T. Duncan et al., assignors to Tri-Tronics, Incorporated
15 June 2004„Class 340Õ384.1…; filed 27 December 2001

Imagine the following scene: you are accompanying your trusty hunt-
ing dog to obtain a fresh wild duck for dinner. The dog goes into the tall
grass where s/he cannot be seen and only heard. The collar beeps as long as
the dog moves. Finally, the prey are spotted, floating by. Freezing, the dog
‘‘points.’’ The collar recognizes the absence of movement and emits a hawk
screech via piezoelectic speaker. The ducks take flight, where now it’s your
turn.—MK

6,538,565

43.58.Wc APPLAUSE DEVICE

Bradley L. Gotfried, Hobe Sound, Florida
25 March 2003„Class 340Õ384.3…; filed 19 July 2000

Showing approval and disapproval can be tiring—clapping and booing

take physical energy. Why not use a battery-controlled device instead? Takes
all the fun out of it, doesn’t it.—MK

6,461,217

43.58.Wc TALKING DOLL HAVING EXTENDIBLE
APPENDAGES

Danutcha Pestonji, assignor to Mattel, Incorporated
8 October 2002„Class 446Õ297…; filed 4 August 2000

A doll with extendible appendages can also include the now-

ubiquitous sound chip for generating various sound effects.—MK

6,760,447

43.60.Dh SOUND RECORDING AND
REPRODUCTION SYSTEMS

Philip Arthur Nelson et al., assignors to Adaptive Audio Limited
6 July 2004„Class 381Õ17…; filed in the United Kingdom

16 February 1996

Clocking in at 59 pages, this patent may be the most detailed descrip-
tion yet given of what Cooper and Bauck referred to as ‘‘transaural’’ sound
a quarter of a century ago~JAES 37,1/2!. It discusses virtually all aspects of
cross-talk cancellation and HRTFs in creating an accurate binaural listening
experience via a pair of two closely spaced loudspeakers, and should be
required reading for anyone involved in the field.—JME

6,763,113

43.60.Dh SPEAKER DRIVING CIRCUIT

Yoshimichi Maejima, assignor to Sony Corporation
13 July 2004„Class 381Õ109…; filed in Japan 13 March 2000

The modification of a signal to compensate for decreased human per-
ception of low- and high-frequency sound at low listening levels has been
known for sometime and is called loudness compensation. This type of
control is still found in many audio preamplifiers, integrated receivers, and
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similar equipment. The patent describes a method of enhancement to some
existing methods of changing the low- and high-frequency equalization as a
function of level.—NAS

6,760,449

43.60.Fg MICROPHONE ARRAY SYSTEM

Naoshi Matsuo, assignor to Fujitsu Limited
6 July 2004„Class 381Õ92…; filed in Japan 28 October 1998

Almost any three-dimensional microphone array can be used to iden-
tify the directional bearing of an arbitrary signal source in space. The art is
in the refining of the array so that it uses the minimum number of elements
to provide the greatest acuity with the highest signal-to-noise ratio. This
well-written patent examines these problems and their solutions in detail.—
JME

6,760,450

43.60.Fg MICROPHONE ARRAY APPARATUS

Naoshi Matsuo, assignor to Fujitsu Limited
6 July 2004„Class 381Õ92…; filed in Japan 26 June 1997

A divisional part of United States Patent 6,317,501@reviewed in J.
Acoust. Soc. Am.112~1!, 15 ~2002!#, this very complex patent describes an
array of omnidirectional microphones intended to detect a sound source with
both accuracy and high signal-to-noise ratio. The specific aim is to exceed
the performance of other array approaches in the areas of noise, speed, and
accuracy of localizing a sound source. It is very complex, and the reading
makes for very difficult going, due primarily to its ‘‘grammatical
density.’’—JME

6,755,083

43.60.Tj METHOD FOR DISTINGUISHING
MULTIPLE TARGETS USING TIME-REVERSAL
ACOUSTICS

James G. Berryman, assignor to The Regents of the University of
California

29 June 2004„Class 73Õ602…; filed 22 April 2002

This heady four-page patent has no figures and is expressed largely in
conceptual terms. It deals with, among other things, a method of locating
anomalies in an extended, random three-dimensional field. In the example
given, ‘‘an acoustic array sends a signal into a medium, and then receives
the returned/reflected signal. This ... signal is then time-reversed and sent
back to the medium again, and again, until the signal being sent and re-
ceived is no longer changing. At that point, the array has isolated the largest
eigenvalue/eigenvector combination and has effectively determined the lo-
cation of a single target in the medium~the one that is most strongly
reflecting!.’’—JME

6,766,028

43.66.Qp HEADTRACKED PROCESSING FOR
HEADTRACKED PLAYBACK OF AUDIO SIGNALS

Glenn Norman Dickens, assignor to Lake Technology Limited
20 July 2004„Class 381Õ310…; filed in Australia 31 March 1998

Traditionally, headtracking for use with binaural headphones has re-
quired intensive HRTF lookup data, and in some cases operation of the
systems has suffered from lag. This well-written, fairly short patent proposes
that the spatial reference be modeled on a number of previously determined
loudspeaker positions. As the listener’s head is moved, the required coeffi-
cients are calculated as differences from the pre-existing head position. As
such, the lookup process is more efficient. The technique as described is
aimed at performance with entertainment systems, specifically Dolby Digi-
tal, with its five symmetrically arrayed discrete channels.—JME

6,748,093

43.66.Ts HEARING AID WITH A TIGHTENING RING

Jan Tøpholm, assignor to Tøpholm & Westermann APS
8 June 2004„Class 381Õ322…; filed in the European Patent Office

26 March 2001

Described is a method of automating the manufacture of custom in-
the-ear hearing aids. The shape of the auditory canal of an individual is
acquired and converted to a 3D computer model of a custom hearing-aid
shell for that ear canal. A faceplate model is formulated automatically to fit
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with the shell model, forming a complete hearing-aid housing model that is
used for manufacturing the hearing aid under computer control. The outer
surface of the shell model may be increased selectively to form a rib for
improving the acoustic seal.—DAP

6,754,336

43.66.Ts TELEPHONE APPARATUS WITH
HEARING ASSISTANCE

Shinichiro Ito, assignor to Matsushita Electric Industrial
Company, Limited

22 June 2004„Class 379Õ353…; filed in Japan 27 August 1996

From the rather nebulous description given in the patent document,
this device appears to be nothing more than a system whereby the receiving
portion receives frequency-converted signals and turns them into voice sig-
nals that are preadjusted into a format especially suitable for the needs of the
person at the receiving end.—DRR

6,754,357

43.66.Ts EXPANDABLE IN-EAR DEVICE

Ian McIntosh and Roger Saulce, assignors to Sonomax Hearing
HealthCare Incorporated

22 June 2004„Class 381Õ322…; filed 21 January 2003

A method is outlined for using a settable compound to form an ex-
pandable in-ear device that is customizablein situ to the shape of an indi-

vidual ear canal. The device contains a removal handle and may function as
an ear plug or hearing aid for either left or right ears.—DAP

6,754,537

43.66.Ts HYBRID IMPLANTABLE COCHLEAR
STIMULATOR HEARING AID SYSTEM

William Vanbrooks Harrison et al., assignors to Advanced Bionics
Corporation

22 June 2004„Class 607Õ57…; filed 13 November 2001

A combination hearing-aid system provides direct stimulation of high-
frequency auditory neurons via a cochlear implant with a short electrode

array and low-frequency acoustic amplification. The patent states that the
device can also provide tinnitus suppression.—DAP

6,760,457

43.66.Ts AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE SWITCH FOR
HEARING AID

Mark A. Bren and Timothy S. Peterson, assignors to Micro Ear
Technology, Incorporated

6 July 2004„Class 381Õ331…; filed 11 September 2000

A hearing-aid input is automatically switched from microphone input
to a telecoil input by sensing the magnetic field from a telephone handset
when it is brought into close proximity to the ear. A switching network is
recommended to connect and disconnect the microphone and telecoil.—
DAP
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6,766,029

43.66.Ts METHOD FOR ELECTRONICALLY
SELECTING THE DEPENDENCY OF AN OUTPUT
SIGNAL FROM THE SPATIAL ANGLE OF
ACOUSTIC SIGNAL IMPINGEMENT AND HEARING
AID APPARATUS

Joseph Maisano, assignor to Phonak AG
20 July 2004„Class 381Õ313…; filed 3 September 1998

An acoustical beamformer has at least two input transducers spaced at

a predetermined distance. The outputs of the transducers have spatial
weights so as to selectively amplify sources from desired locations.—DAP

6,760,408

43.66.Ts SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR
PROVIDING A USER-FRIENDLY COMPUTING
ENVIRONMENT FOR THE HEARING IMPAIRED

David Crosson and Mike Vermilyea, assignors to Cingular
Wireless, LLC

6 July 2004„Class 379Õ52…; filed 3 October 2002

This is a method for signed instructions or animated prompting in lieu
of spoken instructions or other means of audio prompting for hearing-
challenged users of computer programs. The object of the method is to
provide a user-friendly computing environment for the hearing impaired by
supplying a program or help menu ‘‘patch’’ that provides signed instructions
or responses to queries. An existing computer program contains information
that is translated into a format usable by the hearing-impaired user. Desired
program information is retrieved and translated into animation, digital
movie, or still image formatted to be displayed on a monitor. A hyperlink is
associated with the translated data and is stored in a memory device.—DRR

6,766,031

43.66.Ts IN-THE-EAR HEARING AID WITH
REDUCED OCCLUSION EFFECT AND A METHOD
FOR THE PRODUCTION AND USER-FITTING
OF SUCH A HEARING AID

Soren Erik Westermann, assignor to Widex AÕS
20 July 2004„Class 381Õ328…; filed in Denmark 15 April 1997

The sensation of occlusion and unnatural sound of the hearing-aid
wearer’s own voice often results from placing a custom hearing aid in the
ear. A ventilation tube is inserted into an in-the-ear hearing aid on the side
facing the interior of the wearer’s ear canal. The tube forms a Helmholtz

resonator with the residual cavity volume inside the hearing-aid housing,
resulting in a notch filter response in the frequency range at which excess
energy build-up in the ear canal causes the occlusion effect.—DAP

6,726,636

43.70.Dn BREATHALYZER WITH VOICE
RECOGNITION

Viken Der Ghazarian and Ohanes Der Ghazarian, assignors to
Loran Technologies, Incorporated

27 April 2004 „Class 600Õ532…; filed 28 March 2001

The prior technology for the detection of human alcohol consumption,
as discussed here, includes breath analysis, blood sample analysis, and vari-
ous methods of assessing motor skills. This device, intended for use in an
automobile to prevent operation by an inebriated driver, tests some of these
conditions, but also performs a speech recognition test to detect slurring.
Given that the system could be thoroughly trained with the user’s normal
voice, it might just work.—DLR

6,726,486

43.71.Es METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
AUTOMATED TRAINING OF LANGUAGE
LEARNING SKILLS

Elizabeth H. Budra et al., assignors to Scientific Learning
Corporation

27 April 2004 „Class 434Õ169…; filed 26 September 2001

This patent deals with learning and speech perception, but does not
involve the assignee’s frequently patented formant modification technology.
Here, a number of words are presented on a computer screen, as well as
audibly, and the student places them into one of two or more categories
based on any of semantic, syntactic, phonological, and morphological crite-
ria. The nearly 200-page patent includes details for programming a large
number of such games.—DLR

6,570,991

43.72.Ar MULTI-FEATURE SPEECH ÕMUSIC
DISCRIMINATION SYSTEM

Eric D. Scheirer and Malcolm Slaney, assignors to Interval
Research Corporation

27 May 2003„Class 381Õ110…; filed 18 December 1996

Scheirer and Slaney’s music/speech discriminator is well known—and
here is the patent. The idea is simple enough: Use 13 features as the input to
a classifier. Three different classifiers are discussed in the patent and com-
pared: Gaussian, nearest neighbor, and k-d trees. The patent is easy to
read—and it only took 7 years from the filing date.—MK
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6,430,529

43.72.Gy SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR EFFICIENT
TIME-DOMAIN ALIASING CANCELLATION

Shay-Jan Huang, assignor to Sony Corporation; Sony Electronics
Incorporated

6 August 2002„Class 704Õ229…; filed 26 February 1999

The Dolby AC-3 audio coder uses time domain alias cancellation
~TDAC!. The TDAC algorithm given by Dolby in the specification is not
optimized for real-time performance. This patent describes specific optimi-
zations and, what’s more, real C code is included.—MK

6,725,199

43.72.Ja SPEECH SYNTHESIS APPARATUS AND
SELECTION METHOD

Paul St John Brittan and Roger Cecil Ferry Tucker, assignors to
Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P.

20 April 2004 „Class 704Õ258…; filed in the United Kingdom
4 June 2001

This is a speech synthesizer intended for use in a complex environ-
ment involving a recognizer with elaborate natural language capabilities, the
entire system operating under the control of a dialogue manager. As speech
synthesis proceeds, an analysis of the output is performed to monitor the
syntactic and semantic coherence and relevance of the output to the ongoing
state of the dialogue manager. Depending on the results, any of several
speech synthesizer strategies may be selected.—DLR

6,724,866

43.72.Ne DIALOGUE DEVICE FOR CALL
SCREENING AND CLASSIFICATION

Roland Kuhn et al., assignors to Matsushita Electric Industrial
Company, Limited

20 April 2004 „Class 379Õ88.21…; filed 8 February 2002

This patent discusses some of the mechanics underlying the use of a
speech recognition system for the initial interaction with a telephone caller,
particularly in the case of a telemarketing call. Noting the limitations of a
caller ID system for this purpose, the ‘‘better way’’ devised here is for the
system to learn a speaker model for all ‘‘acceptable’’ callers. In an automatic
mode, the system saves a new speaker model whenever the user talks to that
caller longer than a preset time limit. The user may also instruct the system
specifically to save, or not save, a certain caller’s speaker model. There is no
discussion of specific recognition technology.—DLR

6,725,193

43.72.Ne CANCELLATION OF LOUDSPEAKER
WORDS IN SPEECH RECOGNITION

Thomas J. Makovicka, assignor to Telefonaktiebolaget LM
Ericsson

20 April 2004 „Class 704Õ233…; filed 13 September 2000

On the face of it, this patent seems to be based on a rather preposterous
notion, that a speech recognizer could function as an echo canceller. Such a
system would be used together with a typical signal-based canceller and is
intended to ‘‘clean up’’ any residual echo signal which gets through the
traditional system. Both the incoming and outgoing streams of speech are
processed by the recognizer. If the same word occurs in both streams with
the appropriate timing, that word is assumed to have been picked up from a

line echo. The system output~but not what the user hears, according to the
figure! is the output of a comparator, which is turned off when the same
word occurs in both streams. It is not said how this output is to be used.—
DLR

6,751,595

43.72.Ne MULTI-STAGE LARGE VOCABULARY
SPEECH RECOGNITION SYSTEM AND METHOD

Senis Busayapongchai and Pichet Chintrakulchai, assignors to
BellSouth Intellectual Property Corporation

15 June 2004„Class 704Õ275…; filed 9 May 2001

To reduce processing time and improve accuracy of speech recogni-
tion, the total vocabulary is divided up into smaller vocabulary subsets

which correlate with certain keywords. The user provides a spoken input and
the utterance is matched to the appropriate vocabulary subset.—DAP
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6,757,655

43.72.Ne METHOD OF SPEECH RECOGNITION

Stefan Beslinget al., assignors to Koninklijke Philips Electronics
N.V.

29 June 2004„Class 704Õ270.1…; filed in Germany 9 March 1999

Some client-server speech recognition systems utilizing stored speech
inputs require excessively long processing times due in part to the limited
processing power of the client. A methodology is recommended here to
speed up processing time by performing speech recognition on a speech
recognizer connected to the client through a communications network rather
than by the client itself.—DAP

6,689,946

43.75.Bc AID FOR COMPOSING WORDS OF SONG

Tomoyuki Funaki, assignor to Yamaha Corporation
10 February 2004„Class 84Õ478…; filed in Japan 25 April 2000

The inventor proposes a user interface design to assist the construction
~composition! of songs. Specifically, the music is presented piano-roll style
while words are composed below. The editor offers a list of rhyming words
and grammatical rules~free-verse poets need not apply!.—MK

6,740,802

43.75.Bc INSTANT MUSICIAN, RECORDING
ARTIST AND COMPOSER

Bernard H. Browne, Jr., Clearwater, Florida
25 May 2004„Class 84Õ609…; filed 6 September 2000

This inventor proposes a general all-in-one, all purpose, ‘‘slices and
dices’’ music composition program for the naive user. Everything proposed
here has been implemented before by others. If anything could possibly be
novel, it would be the user interface. But, even that tests the obvious. Algo-
rithmic details are notably absent.—MK

6,693,233

43.75.Gh NECKLESS LAP GUITAR

David L. Sewell, Madison, Wisconsin
17 February 2004„Class 84Õ291…; filed 3 March 2003

The inventor proposes a novel neckless teardrop-shaped ‘‘lap guitar.’’

Avoiding the neck–body joint affords a certain sturdiness. The references to
past guitar construction are interesting.—MK

6,586,664

43.75.Hi DRUM MUTING SYSTEM

Francis Park Hubbell, Miami, Florida
1 July 2003„Class 84Õ411 M…; filed 25 June 2001

There are many reasons to mute a vibrating drum head including re-
spect for your neighbors, small recording studio room acoustics, and not
frightening small children. This inventor proposes an externally attached
muffler that damps the head via an inner frame30. The damper resembles a

piano damper with the point positioned to soften the drum membrane on
large excursions. The frame design is rather arbitrary: What would happen if
it was designed to match the well-described vibratory modes of the drum
head?—MK

SOUNDINGS
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6,462,261

43.75.Pq HARMONICAS

Richard Smith, Portway, Burghill Heresford, the United Kingdom
8 October 2002„Class 84Õ377…; filed in the United Kingdom

3 November 1998

To amplify a harmonica, the player holds a microphone close to the
rear of the instrument. This can amplify breath noise and feedback from the

amplification system. The inventor proposes adding a shell15 and a small
~undoubtedly electret! microphone20. The acoustic effect of creating this
small cavity was not contemplated.—MK

6,538,185

43.75.Tv PEDAL BOARD ASSEMBLY

Michael K. Stratton, assignor to MKS Professional Stage
Products, Incorporated

25 March 2003„Class 84Õ422.1…; filed 10 October 2001

For more than 40 years, electronic test instruments have featured
‘‘plug-ins,’’ whereby a common power supply~and often CRT! are shared

by many instruments. Now, think of creating an effects box with a common
backplane and you have exactly the same idea.—MK

6,538,189

43.75.Tv WIND CONTROLLER FOR MUSIC
SYNTHESIZERS

Russell A. Ethington, Irvington, New York
25 March 2003„Class 84Õ615…; filed 1 February 2002

Given the MIDI clock rate~31.25 kB/s532-ms interval!, key transi-
tions on a wind controller~like the well-known WX-7! can result in glitches.
The inventor proposes using two switches per key to produce a ‘‘trit’’ per
key. These are interpreted by a microcontroller~and converted to MIDI!. As
a bonus, the microcontroller can also offer chords to the chord-hungry wind
player.—MK

6,434,520

43.75.Wx SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR INDEXING
AND QUERYING AUDIO ARCHIVES

Dimitri Kanevsky and Stephane H. Maes, assignors to
International Business Machines Corporation

13 August 2002„Class 704Õ243…; filed 16 April 1999

The inventors sketch the high-level design of an audio retrieval sys-
tem. Data are assigned features and segmented appropriately. This is further
used to index the data in the database. The patent writing is clear but inten-
tionally lacking in details and specifics.—MK

6,570,081

43.75.Wx METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
EDITING PERFORMANCE DATA USING ICONS OF
MUSICAL SYMBOLS

Hideo Suzuki and Masao Sakama, assignors to Yamaha
Corporation

27 May 2003„Class 84Õ622…; filed in Japan 21 September 1999

Yamaha describes how to accept raw MIDI data and convert them to
musical ‘‘icons.’’ The choice of the word icon is poor—‘‘figure’’ would be a
better choice. Essentially, the inventors use an extremely simplistic form of
pattern matching to do the dirty work of converting the MIDI stream into
another stream with different figures.—MK

6,757,574

43.80.Nd METHODS AND APPARATUS FOR
PRODUCING ANIMAL SOUNDS TO LURE ANIMALS

William James Gardner and Tommy J. Martin, assignors to G&B
Patent Holdings, LLC

29 June 2004„Class 700Õ94…; filed 14 January 2000

The methodologies and the associated apparatus~which is nothing
more than a recorded sound playback system! purport to be the electronic
equivalent of the hunter’s moose call or means of attracting other animals of
specific species by mimicking their sounds. In one embodiment, a prere-
corded sound that simulates an environmental contact sound made by the
animal species in the environment is played back in order to lure members
of the species to the area. In a second embodiment, two separate prerecorded
sounds simulating the sounds made by the species are played back
simultaneously.—DRR

SOUNDINGS
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6,757,392

43.80.Qf ELECTRONIC STETHOSCOPE

Artemio Granzotto, Zü rich and Fridolin Voegeli, Rotkreuz, both
of Switzerland

29 June 2004„Class 381Õ67…; filed in Switzerland 6 July 1995

This is an electronic stethoscope that permits simple electrocardio-
graphic investigations as well as the more customary auscultation. The de-
vice consists of a headpiece1 that is placed on the patient, a chestpiece2,
and two earpieces3. Several sensors are arranged around the microphone in
the headpiece, at least three of which are electrodes arranged in an
Einthoven Triangle format for the purpose of obtaining an electrocardio-
gram. A

display is also incorporated in the headpiece for visual display of body
function values gathered by the sensors, these values being collected by an
evaluation unit and electronically processed for the display. The chestpiece
contains rechargeable batteries, and the earpieces terminate in ‘‘olives’’32
containing microphones that generate audio signals constituting the
auscultation.—DRR

6,758,815

43.80.Qf APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR
INDICATING MECHANICAL STIFFNESS
PROPERTIES OF BODY TISSUE

Richard Bruce Bernardi, Wayne, Pennsylvania
6 July 2004„Class 600Õ437…; filed 17 October 2001

Mechanical stiffness properties of body tissues are measured through
the use of Doppler imaging techniques. Ultrasonic signals that are transmit-
ted to the target not only are reflected to yield images of the target but, by

appropriate selection of their intensity, the body tissues under investigation
are deformed or moved by the impinging signals. The deformation or move-
ment of the body tissues is imaged and is therefore representative of the
stiffness of the targeted body tissue.—DRR

6,761,693

43.80.Qf DEVICE AND METHOD FOR DETECTING
OPENING OF PASSAGE IN BODILY CAVITY

Steen B. Rasmussen, assignor to Rhinometrics AÕS
13 July 2004„Class 600Õ462…; filed in Denmark 2 November 1999

This device, designed to detect the opening of a passage in a body
cavity, consists of an electrical signal source, a transducer that converts the
electrical signal into an acoustic signal, and a second transducer to receive
the acoustic signal. The two transducers are adapted to be placed in the body
cavity at opposite sides of an obstruction. The degree to which a passage has
opened up is indicated by the quality of the acoustic signal from the emitting
transducer received by the receiving transducer.—DRR

6,757,563

43.80.Sh CARDIAC RHYTHM MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM WITH ULTRASOUND FOR AUTOCAPTURE
OR OTHER APPLICATIONS

Robert J. Sweeney, assignor to Cardiac Pacemakers, Incorporated
29 June 2004„Class 607Õ28…; filed 17 December 2002

The principal feature of this cardiac rhythm management system is that
it provides ultrasound autocapture capability for determining whether a
stimulation has evoked a desired response from the heart. It also adjusts the
energy of the stimulation on the basis of the observed response from the
heart. An ultrasound element is deployed on a lead inside the heart. Another
ultrasound element is located elsewhere in the heart or in the implanted
device. An autocapture determination circuit determines whether motion of

SOUNDINGS
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the heart chamber indicates a contraction in response to the stimulation and
adjusts the stimulation energy to provide just enough energy needed to ob-
tain capture~this saves energy and prolongs the life of the implanted de-
vice!. Other applications include using ultrasound for~1! determining the
strength of heart contractions;~2! determining dissociation between electri-
cal and mechanical heart activity;~3! measuring the volume of the heart;~4!
determining the origin of sensed intrinsic electrical heart activity signals;~5!
detecting particular arrhythmias;~6! disrupting cell membranes for lowering
stimulation thresholds;~7! controlling steroid delivery; and~8! obtaining
blood flow information.—DRR

6,761,698

43.80.Sh ULTRASONIC OPERATION SYSTEM

Norikiyo Shibata et al., assignors to Olympus Corporation
13 July 2004„Class 601Õ2…; filed in Japan 28 July 2000

The object of this ultrasonic surgical tool is to facilitate surgery
through ultrasonic cutting by monitoring feedback from strategically de-
ployed transducers. A main unit includes an ultrasonic vibrator and may be

connected by means of a detachable cable to any of several different trans-
ducers. The main unit receives an identification signal in an identification
circuit, automatically controls drive signals through a control circuit, and
automatically displays the identified instrument on a display.—DRR

6,764,450

43.80.Sh METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
INTRAVASCULAR TWO-DIMENSIONAL
ULTRASONOGRAPHY

Paul G. Yock, assignor to SciMed Life Systems, Incorporated
20 July 2004„Class 600Õ466…; filed 13 May 2003

This catheter is designed for insertion into a blood vessel of a patient
for ultrasonically imaging the vessel wall. The catheter includes an ultra-
sound emitter and features a tubular element and an internally housed drive
cable for executing circumferential scan about the catheter. Both tubular
element and drive cable are of a size and flexibility adapted to allow their
introduction into the blood vessel and subsequent advancement through the
vessel to the location of the vessel wall where imaging is to be executed.—
DRR

6,755,785

43.80.Vj ULTRASONIC IMAGE GENERATING
APPARATUS AND ULTRASONIC IMAGE
GENERATING METHOD

Jun Omiya, assignor to Matsushita Electric Industrial Company,
Limited

29 June 2004„Class 600Õ443…; filed in Japan 20 November 2001

Analysis of an image produced by this apparatus is used to determine
where the ultrasonic beam is blocked by a relatively impenetrable region

and the direction of the beam is controlled to reduce the area over which the
beam is blocked.—RCW

6,755,786

43.80.Vj ULTRASONIC DIAGNOSTIC IMAGING
WITH ELEVATION BIPLANE IMAGES

Janice Frisa and McKee Dunn Poland, assignors to Koninklijke
Philips Electronics N.V.

29 June 2004„Class 600Õ443…; filed 30 May 2003

Two planes at different elevations in a volume are scanned in real time.
The planes may have corresponding depths separated by the same selectable
distance in elevation. Alternatively, one plane may have a fixed orientation
relative to the imaging probe and the location of the other plane can be
selected.—RCW

6,755,787

43.80.Vj MEDICAL DIAGNOSTIC ULTRASOUND
SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR VERSATILE
PROCESSING

John A. Hossacket al., assignors to Acuson Corporation
29 June 2004„Class 600Õ447…; filed 19 November 2002

A multirow or a two-dimensional transducer is used to obtain sequen-
tial, parallel, or related frames of image data in elevation. Two-dimensional
images are obtained by compounding the frames. Three-dimensional images
are interpolated using multiple two-dimensional frames spaced in elevation
and compounded into a number of two-dimensional frames also spaced in
elevation. An anisotropic filter is employed in this process.—RCW
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6,752,762

43.80.Vj METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
ULTRASOUND CONTRAST IMAGING

Nico DeJong and Peter J. Frinking, assignors to Acuson
Corporation

22 June 2004„Class 600Õ458…; filed in the United Kingdom
21 January 1999

Subharmonic acoustic signals produced by a fundamental frequency
are received and focused to produce an image.—RCW

6,755,788

43.80.Vj IMAGE ORIENTATION DISPLAY FOR A
THREE DIMENSIONAL ULTRASONIC
IMAGING SYSTEM

Douglas Armand Demers and Mckee Dunn Poland, assignors to
Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V.

29 June 2004„Class 600Õ447…; filed 12 May 2003

A number of planes are scanned in real time and images of the planes
are displayed. An icon on the display depicts the relative inclination of the
planes. The icon includes a perspective view of one plane with the aspect
ratio of the outline varying to show the instantaneous inclination of the
planes.—RCW

6,755,789

43.80.Vj ULTRASONIC VASCULAR IMAGING
SYSTEM AND METHOD OF BLOOD VESSEL
CANNULATION

Bradley J. Stringer et al., assignors to Inceptio Medical
Technologies, LLC

29 June 2004„Class 600Õ461…; filed 5 February 2002

Two perpendicular linear arrays of transducers are used to obtain im-
ages of a blood vessel in corresponding perpendicular planes. Doppler
beams at an angle beneath one of the transducer arrays are used to determine
blood flow velocity. The assembly is enclosed by a protective sheath and
secured to a marked cover that facilitates orientation of the assembly and
guidance of a needle during a cannulation procedure.—RCW

6,761,689

43.80.Vj BIPLANE ULTRASONIC IMAGING

Ivan Salgoet al., assignors to Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V.
13 July 2004„Class 600Õ447…; filed 31 October 2002

One of two images in a volume has a fixed planar orientation relative
to the transducer. The other image can be rotated or tilted relative to the
fixed image. An icon is displayed with the images to show their relative
orientation.—RCW
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An alternate approach to constructing distortion product
otoacoustic emission (DPOAE) suppression tuning curvesa)

Tiffany A. Johnson,b) Stephen T. Neely, Darcia M. Dierking, Brenda M. Hoover, and
Michael P. Gorga
Boys Town National Research Hospital, Omaha, Nebraska 68131

~Received 22 June 2004; revised 14 September 2004; accepted 15 September 2004!

Distortion product otoacoustic emission~DPOAE! suppression tuning curves~STCs! typically are
constructed using suppression criteria of 3 or 6 dB. This paper describes a technique for generating
DPOAE STCs using criteria ranging from 3 dB to complete suppression. The criterion effect was
examined at various primary levels (f 254 kHz) in normal-hearing ears. As expected,QERB and
tip-to-tail differences decreased as probe level (L2) increased.QERB values were not systematically
dependent on criterion. For lowL2’s, tip-to-tail differences decreased as criterion increased. Given
similarities in methodology, DPOAE STCs constructed from completely suppressed responses
might be most appropriate for comparison to psychophysical tuning curves. ©2004 Acoustical
Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1815134#

PACS numbers: 43.64.Jb, 43.64.Kc@BLM # Pages: 3263–3266

I. INTRODUCTION

Distortion product otoacoustic emissions~DPOAEs!
have been measured using a suppression paradigm. Suppres-
sion tuning curves~STCs! constructed from these measures
may be compared to tuning curves obtained from other meth-
ods, such as psychophysical masking experiments in hu-
mans. Because the slope of functions relating amount of sup-
pression to suppressor level varies with suppressor
frequency, the shape of the DPOAE STC constructed from
these functions might depend on the suppression criterion
used to construct it. DPOAE STCs frequently are constructed
using suppression criteria of either 3 or 6 dB~e.g., Abdala,
2001; Abdala and Fitzgerald, 2003; Abdalaet al., 1996;
Brown and Kemp, 1984; Gorgaet al., 2002; Gorgaet al.,
2003; Martinet al., 1998b, 2003!. These criteria, however,
represent only partial reduction of the DPOAE response and,
as such, are not directly analogous to tuning curves gener-
ated from psychophysical masking experiments in which the
probe is rendered inaudible. In this paper, we propose a
method for generating DPOAE STCs, based on the fully sup-
pressed condition, that may be more similar to the conditions
from which psychophysical tuning curves are constructed.

We also examine the influence of suppression criterion on
the shape of the DPOAE STC as described byQERB and the
tip-to-tail difference.

II. METHODS

A. Subjects

Data from 22 ears of 20 subjects with normal hearing
were included in the analyses presented here. Normal hear-
ing was defined as thresholds<15 dB HL ~re: ANSI, 1996!
at 4 kHz. The mean threshold at 4 kHz was 5.7 dB HL.

B. Stimuli

Stimulus generation~and data collection! was accom-
plished using custom designed software~EMAV, Neely and
Liu, 1993! that controlled a sound card~CardDeluxe, Digital
Audio Labs! housed in a PC. The stimuli were delivered via
loudspeakers housed in an ER-10C probe-microphone sys-
tem. The probe frequency (f 2) was fixed at 4 kHz with a
primary frequency ratio (f 2 / f 1) of 1.22. The level off 2 (L2)
varied in 10-dB steps from 20 to 70 dB SPL. The level of
f 1 (L1) was set according to the equationL150.4L2

139 dB ~Kummer et al., 1998!. Seventeen suppressor fre-
quencies (f 3) were used, varying from 1 octave below to1

2

octave abovef 2 . The level of the suppressor (L3) was varied
in 5-dB steps from 5 to either 85 or 90 dB SPL, depending
on f 3 .

a!Portions of this work were presented in ‘‘DPOAE suppression tuning
curves: Effect of suppression criteria,’’ 27th Midwinter Meeting of the
Association for Research in Otolaryngology, Daytona Beach, FL, February,
2004.

b!Electronic mail: johnsonta@boystown.org
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C. Data collection

For eachL2 , DPOAE levels were measured first in re-
sponse to the primaries presented alone~the control condi-
tion!. Next, the primaries were presented in the presence of a
fixed suppressor frequency (f 3) that varied in level. This
process was repeated until thef 3-level sequence had been
repeated for each of 17f 3’s and each of 6L2’s.

D. Analysis

Following data collection, DPOAE levels were con-
verted to decrements~amount of suppression! by subtracting
the level measured during each suppression condition from
the level measured during the control condition. Mean
decrement-versus-L3 functions for 3f 3’s ~one below, one ap-
proximately equal to, and one above probe frequency,f 2) are
shown as solid lines in the upper panel of Fig. 1. In this
figure, f 254 kHz andL2540 dB SPL. Because we were in-
terested in constructing DPOAE STCs for a range of sup-
pression criteria, including the condition where the response
is fully suppressed, the maximum amount of decrement was
calculated for eachL2 . The signal-to-noise ratio~SNR! in
the control condition~28 dB at thisL2) defines the maximum
measurable amount of suppression and was used to define
the point at which the response was suppressed to the noise
floor. In the top panel of Fig. 1, the upper horizontal line is
equivalent to the control-condition SNR whenL2540 dB
SPL. The lower horizontal line in the same panel indicates
the point at which the response had been decremented~sup-
pressed! by 3 dB.

Before generating DPOAE STCs, the decrement-versus-
L3 functions were transformed according to

D510 log~10decr/1021!. ~1!

WhenD50, the decrement is 3 dB. This equation served to
linearize the functions and allowed points with high SNRs
~i.e., decrements between 1 and 3 dB! to be included in the
generation of a linear model for the data. The transformed
data were then fit with a linear equation with the constraint
that only decrements>1 dB were included in the fit and that
there must be at least 3L3’s producing decrements greater
than 1 dB. Additionally, only functions including at least one
condition for which at least 3 dB of suppression occurred
were transformed with a linear equation. Ther 2 values re-
sulting from these fits ranged from 0.8 to.0.99 with 86%
greater than 0.9. Thoser 2 values falling below 0.9 were
equally divided between low- and high-frequency suppres-
sors. The linear equations were subsequently solved for dec-
rements ranging from 3 dB to the fully suppressed condition
~i.e., the point when the decrement equals the SNR in the
control condition!. DPOAE STCs were generated using these
different suppression criteria.

These approaches to data analysis are also illustrated in
Fig. 1. In the upper panel, the linear fits to the transformed
data are shown as dashed lines. The open symbols represent
3-dB decrements~calculated from these linear fits! for the
three suppressor frequencies shown in the figure. The closed
symbols represent the corresponding complete-suppression
condition. In the lower panel, these points are re-plotted as a

function of frequency. The lines shown as tuning curves rep-
resent spline fits to these data, in combination with the data
from the other 14 suppressor frequencies. The STCs that
were generated using decrement criteria of both 3 dB and
complete suppression are shown. It is important to note that,
for some conditions~especially whenf 3. f 2), it was not
always possible to fully suppress the DPOAE response, even
when L3585 or 90 dB SPL. However, using the above-
described approach, it was possible to extrapolate to theL3

that would be expected to fully suppress the response. In the
lower panel, points above the horizontal, dashed line repre-
sent extrapolated values ofL3 . The greatest difference in the
STCs constructed from the 3-dB and fully suppressed criteria

FIG. 1. Illustration of the approach to data analysis. In both panels, the
probe frequency (f 2)54 kHz and the probe level (L2)540 dB SPL. Upper
panel: Mean decrement-vs-L3 functions for 3f 3’s are shown as solid lines.
The upper horizontal line represents the maximum amount of decrement and
was determined by calculating the SNR in the control condition~28 dB in
this example!. This horizontal line, therefore, represents the point at which
the response is fully suppressed into the noise floor. The lower horizontal
line represents the point at which the response has been suppressed by 3 dB.
The dashed lines represent the linear fits to the transformed data~as de-
scribed in the text!. The linear fits were solved for a range of decrements.
The 3-dB decrement points are shown as open symbols for three different
suppressor frequencies. The corresponding fully suppressed points are
shown as closed symbols. Lower panel: Mean DPOAE STCs plotted as
suppressor level (L3) vs suppressor frequency (f 3) for two different sup-
pression criteria, 3 dB~lower curve! and complete suppression~upper
curve!. The symbols plotted on the STCs correspond to the symbols dis-
played in the upper panel. The points on the upper curve above the horizon-
tal, dashed line represent extrapolated values ofL3 ~see the text for more
details!.
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was observed whenf 3. f 2 , less whenf 3' f 2 , and least
when f 3, f 2 .

III. RESULTS

A. Suppression tuning curves

Mean DPOAE STCs are shown in Fig. 2, with data for a
different L2 shown in each panel. DPOAE STCs are shown
for suppression criteria ranging from a decrement of 3 dB to
the fully suppressed condition~in 6-dB increments!. In each
panel, the lowest curve represents the DPOAE STC con-
structed from the 3-dB criterion and the highest curve repre-
sents the fully suppressed condition. In each panel, the
circles shown on the upper- and lower-most curves indicate
f 3’s where the decrement-versus-L3 function met the linear-
fit inclusion criteria. Even for the highestL2 ~70 dB SPL!,
where it was more difficult to suppress the response, linear-
fit inclusion criteria were met for 10 suppressor frequencies.
At lower L2’s, the inclusion criteria were met for more sup-
pressor frequencies. Data falling above the dashed, horizon-
tal lines represent extrapolated values ofL3 , as described
earlier. As the criterion progressed from minimum~3-dB
decrement! to maximum suppression, there was a systematic
upward shift in the STC. At lowL2’s, there tended to be a
greater shift at the tip than on the low-frequency tail of the
tuning curve. This effect was less evident at higherL2’s.
Additionally, the low- and high-frequency slopes of the

STCs changed as the suppression criterion was varied. As the
suppression criterion increased, the slope of the high-
frequency flank became steeper while the slope of the low-
frequency flank became shallower.

B. QERB and tip-to-tail difference

The upper panel of Fig. 3 plots theQERB values for the
mean DPOAE STCs as a function of the suppression crite-
rion used to construct the DPOAE STC. The lower panel
plots the tip-to-tail difference for the same conditions, where
the tip was defined as the lowestL3 on each curve and the
tail was defined as theL3 when f 352 kHz ~an octave below
f 2). Within both panels, the parameter isL2 . QERB is defined
as the best frequency~BF! divided by the equivalent rectan-
gular bandwidth~ERB!. For any filter, the corresponding
ERB is the bandwidth of the rectangular filter with the same
BF response that passes the same total power.QERB values
for low probe levels were larger~indicating sharper tuning!
thanQERB values for higher probe levels. The criterion used
to construct the DPOAE STC had little systematic influence
on QERB. Across all criteria, the tip-to-tail difference de-
creased asL2 increased, going from a maximum of about
45–48 dB forL2520 dB SPL down to approximately 16 dB
for L2570 dB SPL. ForL2520– 50 dB SPL, the tip-to-tail
difference decreased as the DPOAE response was more fully
suppressed. At higherL2’s, the suppression criterion did not
influence the tip-to-tail difference.

IV. DISCUSSION

With the exception of the tip-to-tail differences atL2

<50 dB SPL, the criterion used to construct the DPOAE
STC had little influence on measures of cochlear tuning de-

FIG. 2. Mean DPOAE STCs. Each panel represents data for a differentL2 .
Within each panel, STCs are shown for suppression criteria ranging from 3
dB ~open symbols! to complete suppression~closed symbols! in 6-dB incre-
ments. As in Fig. 1, points falling above the horizontal, dashed lines do not
represent measured suppressor levels, but rather are values extrapolated
from the linear fits to the transformed decrement-vs-L3 functions.

FIG. 3. QERB ~upper panel! and tip-to-tail difference~lower panel! as a
function of suppression criterion~dB!. In both panels the parameter isL2 .
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rived from the DPOAE STC~e.g.,QERB). Given the varia-
tion in the slopes of the decrement-versus-L3 functions
across suppressor frequency~see Fig. 1!, it was expected that
the shape of the DPOAE STCs constructed using different
suppression criteria would change. Indeed, there are several
reports in the literature that estimates of tuning became
sharper as the criterion for constructing the DPOAE STC
was varied from minimal suppression to greater amounts of
suppression~e.g., Kummeret al., 1995; Martinet al., 1998a;
Taschenberger and Manley, 1998!. In the present data, the
slope of the high-frequency side of the DPOAE STC in-
creased as the response was more fully suppressed; however,
this effect had little influence on estimates of tuning (QERB)
around the tip of the STC.

Tip-to-tail differences on DPOAE STCs previously have
been viewed as measures related to ‘‘cochlear-amplifier
gain’’ ~Mills, 1998; Pienkowski and Kunov, 2001!, and have
been shown to decrease as probe level increases~Gorga
et al., 2002, 2003!. The decrease in gain, based on these
measures, is a consequence of differences in growth of re-
sponse to on- and low-frequency suppressors. The observa-
tions in the present study, in which tip-to-tail differences
decreased as the response was more fully suppressed, are a
consequence of the same underlying processes. That is,
growth of response to suppressors below probe frequency
( f 2) was more rapid, compared to suppressors close tof 2 .
As the criterion increases, this frequency-dependent differ-
ence in response growth results in a decrease in the differ-
ence between theL3 required to produce the criterion
amount of suppression for on- and low-frequency suppres-
sors.

In our view, the most important result was the demon-
stration of an approach that enabled us to construct DPOAE
STCs from any suppression criteria, including the fully sup-
pressed condition. Because decrement-versus-L3 functions
were well described by linear fits to transformed data, it was
possible to extrapolate to suppressor levels that were above
the levels that could be produced by the hardware. Assuming
this extrapolation was appropriate, this enabled us to extend
the dynamic range of our measurements. Furthermore, by
using the entire decrement-vs-L3 function to develop a linear
model, reliable estimates ofL3 were possible for all condi-
tions, including those for which the response was close to the
noise floor~i.e., those conditions approaching the fully sup-
pressed condition!.

While there was little systematic influence of criterion
on estimates ofQERB from DPOAE STCs, criterion did in-
fluence estimates related to cochlear-amplifier gain, particu-
larly at the low to moderateL2’s that are similar to the levels
used to construct psychophysical tuning curves. Further-
more, constructing DPOAE STCs based on the fully sup-
pressed criterion may be methodologically more similar to
conditions under which psychophysical tuning curves are
constructed. In psychophysical tuning-curve experiments, the
probe frequency and level are fixed and the level of the
masker is varied until the probe is ‘‘at threshold’’ or just
audible. Contrast this condition with the DPOAE condition,

in which the response is only partially suppressed. The need
to present probe and suppressor simultaneously complicates
comparisons to other measurements that describe only the
‘‘excitatory’’ pattern of response. However, the completely
suppressed response may be a more appropriate criterion for
constructing DPOAE STCs when comparisons will be made
with tuning curves constructed from threshold measurements
such as psychophysical masking experiments.
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Improvements of the sensitivity of piezoelectric microphones based on charged cellular polymer
films are reported. The improvements are achieved by~1! an increase of the piezoelectric
d33-coefficient of the cellular polypropylene films by pressure expansion and~2! stacking of the
films. Microphones consisting of a single film of such material have sensitivities of about 2 mV/Pa
at 1 kHz, independent of size, while for a microphone with five stacked films a sensitivity of 10.5
mV/Pa was measured. The equivalent noise level is about 37 dB~A! for the single-film transducer
and 26 dB~A! for the stacked version. Advantages of these new piezoelectric transducers include
their simple design, low cost, and small weight, as well as a large range of shapes and sizes
possible. ©2004 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1810272#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cellular polypropylene~PP!, after appropriate electrical
charging, is highly piezoelectric.1–3 In particular, the piezo-
electric d33-coefficient of this material reaches values of
about 150 pC/N in the audio frequency range and is thus
about five times as high as that of polyvinylidenefluoride
~PVDF!, the best conventional piezoelectric polymer. It was
therefore suggested to use charged cellular PP in electro-
acoustic and electromechanical transducers. In particular,
implementations of loudspeakers,4 microphones5,6 and
hydrophones6 have been described in the literature. Although
of considerably simpler design than conventional transduc-
ers, the previously implemented new devices did not yet
reach the electro-acoustic performance of older capacitive
and piezoelectric systems.

Recently, the piezoelectric activity of cellular PP has
been significantly increased by thickness-expansion of the
polymer.7–11 Microphones with such improved films, show-
ing sensitivities of about 2.2 mV/Pa at 1 kHz, have already
been described by the present authors.12 The use of film
stacks in such microphones, not yet implemented experimen-
tally, is a method to further enhance the sensitivity of these
transducers. This suggests to build advanced microphones
and to examine their electro-acoustic properties.

In the present letter, the implementation and character-
ization of such microphones are described. In particular, the
cellular films are briefly specified in Sec. II, the microphone
design and measuring methods are outlined in Sec. III,
electro-acoustic measurements on the new systems are re-
ported in Sec. IV, and the properties of these microphones
are discussed in Sec. V.

II. CELLULAR PP

The upper part of Fig. 1 shows a SEM photograph of the
cross sectional area of a cellular film~HS01 by VTT, Tam-

pere, Finland!. The film is usually charged on its surface by
a corona discharge. Due to the ensuing electric field in the
interior of the film, discharges occur in the voids and charg-
ing as shown in the lower part of the figure is achieved. A
charge distribution of this kind in a nonhomogeneous mate-
rial causes the piezoelectric effect.2

All piezoelectric films used in the present microphones
were made of a commercial cellular PP film~VHD40 by
Treophan, Neunkirchen, Germany!. Expansion of these films
is achieved by a pressure treatment consisting in the appli-
cation of an increased gas pressure for some time, followed
by pressure reduction to atmosphere. This results in an in-
crease of the thickness of the lenslike voids which originally
extends up to about 5mm and approximately up to about 10
mm after expansion. According to the Paschen law, the in-
creased thickness after expansion lowers the electric field
required for breakdown. Thus, for a given voltage, more
voids experience stronger breakdown, causing an increase of
the piezoelectric coefficient. Since metallization after the ex-
pansion causes shrinking of the film, a second expansion
after metallization softens the material and thus results in
another increase ofd33.10

The frequency response of thed33-coefficient of such
samples was measured, utilizing the inverse piezoelectric ef-
fect, by sinusoidal electrical excitation and interferometric
measurement of the resulting surface deflection. A typical
response of an expanded sample is shown in Fig. 2. In the
audio frequency range,d33-coefficients of about 420 pC/N
were found. These values are larger than those previously
reported for nonexpanded samples by a factor of 3. The slow
decrease ofd33 up to about 30 kHz is due to an increase of
Young’s modulus, while the resonance at approximately 140
kHz is determined by Young’s modulus and the mass of the
film.9

The pressure dependence ofd33 was determined quasis-
tatically by measuring the generated charge upon pressure
application.9 Typical results show that up to pressures of a
few kPad33 increases slightly. This indicates that the stress–
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strain relationship of the cellular films is not exactly linear in
this pressure range, as expected for cellular materials.13

III. MICROPHONE DESIGN AND MEASURING
METHODS

The expanded cellular VHD40 films were used to con-
struct piezoelectric microphones.6,12 These transducers con-
sist simply of a piece of the cellular material of 0.3 cm2 size
that is metallized on both sides. For a film thickness of 55
mm, the capacitance of the microphone is 8 pF. Shielding
requires the mounting of the film in a small housing. The
microphone output is fed directly into a preamplifier of unity
gain ~B&K 2669!14 and its output into an audio analyzer
~R&S UPD!.

In the stacked microphones, the single film is substituted
by a stack of films metallized on both sides which are glued
on top of each other. Since the sound pressure acts on all
films and since the films are electrically connected in series,
the output voltages of all layers add up and the open circuit

sensitivity of a microphone withn layers should ben times
as high as that of a single-film transducer, while its capaci-
tance and resonance frequency~see Sec. V! decrease by a
factor of n.

Electroacoustic measurements were carried out by plac-
ing the microphone in an acoustic coupler with a volume of
0.4 cm3. A 1/8-in. condenser microphone~B&K 4138!, also
extending into the coupler, serves as a reference. The sound
pressure in the coupler is generated with a small electro-
dynamic speaker in a separate cavity coupled by a 4.5-cm-
long metallic pipe into the measuring coupler.

Electronic data recording and processing is carried out
with the above-mentioned audio analyzer, which allows the
evaluation of the frequency response of the sensitivity, its
amplitude dependence, the total harmonic distortion, and the
noise spectrum of the microphone and its amplifier.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The measured frequency responses of microphones with
one and five films of cellular PP films are shown in Fig. 3. As
seen from the figure, the open-circuit sensitivity of the five-
film microphone is about 10.5 mV/Pa at 1 kHz and thus, as
expected~see above!, almost five times larger than the 2.2
mV/Pa of the single-film microphone at this frequency. Both
responses decrease by about 1 dB from 20 Hz to 1 kHz, as
expected from the frequency response of thed33-coefficient
shown in Fig. 2. The ripples seen at 2 kHz and above are due
to the fact that the dimensions of the pressure chamber with
its connector are comparable to a quarter wavelength at these
frequencies.

To test the linearity of the microphones, the dependence
of the sensitivity on applied sound pressure was examined.
The data~not shown in this letter! indicates that there is a 3%
sensitivity increase up to 3.2 kPa~164 dB SPL!. This result
is in qualitative agreement with the increase ofd33 with pres-
sure, discussed above, and thus an indication of nonlineari-
ties of the stress–strain relationship.

The total harmonic distortion~THD! of the cellular mi-
crophone is also related to this nonlinearity. As measure-
ments show, THD increases approximately proportionally to

FIG. 1. SEM photograph of cross section of cellular PP film~HS01! of 70
mm thickness~top! and schematic view of charge distribution in this mate-
rial ~bottom!.

FIG. 2. Interferometrically measuredd33-coefficient for expanded cellular
PP film ~VHD40! of 55 mm thickness.

FIG. 3. Frequency response of cellular PP microphones with single film and
a stack of five films, determined by a comparison method in an acoustic
coupler. Films of about 55mm thickness~VHD40! were used.
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sound pressure and is less than 1% at 164 dB SPL. This very
small distortion originates probably to some part from the
loudspeaker used in these experiments. The part generated
by the microphone is again due to the small nonlinearities of
the stress–strain relationship.

The A-weighted noise voltages of the single-film trans-
ducer and the five-film stack transducer, combined with a
preamplifier, are 3.0 and 4.2mV, respectively. From these
values, total equivalent noise levels~ENLs! of 37 and 26
dB~A!, respectively, are obtained. The noise corresponds
closely to that of the preamplifier, as specified by the
manufacturer.14 The improvement of the ENL for the stack
microphone by 11 dB is due to the increase of the sensitivity
~14 dB!, reduced by the increase of the preamplifier noise
which is mainly due to the lowering of the capacitance
(23 dB).

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The sensitivity M of the single-film microphone de-
scribed above is related to thed33-coefficient by15

M5d33

~s11«s2!

««0
, ~1!

wheres1 ands2 are the combined thicknesses of all solid or
gas parts of the cellular film, respectively, and«o and« are
the absolute and relative permittivities, respectively. From
Eq. ~1! the observed sensitivity of 2.2 mV/Pa is obtained for
s1526mm, s2530mm ~calculated from the density and to-
tal thickness of the film!, and «52.35 by substitutingd33

5475 pC/N, which is close to values actually measured in-
terferometrically~cf. Fig. 2!.

The measured sensitivity of 10.5 mV/Pa for a five-film
microphone is very high for a piezoelectric microphone and
is comparable with sensitivities of electret condenser micro-
phones. Even higher sensitivities may be possible by further
increasing thed33-coefficients which can be achieved by in-
creasing the charge density and by decreasing Young’s
modulus of the cellular films.10 The sensitivity may also be
improved by increasing the numbern of piezoelectric films
in the stack microphone. Since such an increase lowers the
capacitance of the device, stray capacitances and the input
capacitance of the preamplifier have an adverse effect on the
sensitivity. For this reason, the sensitivity of the present ex-
perimental design will not gain very much by increasingn
beyond 5. However, systems with reduced stray capacitance
and/or with larger transducer area will show improved sen-
sitivities for n.5. The eventual limit will be reached when
the film stack capacitance becomes smaller than the input
capacitance of the preamplifier.

Equally important is the equivalent noise level which is
at 37 and 26 dB~A! for the single- and five-film micro-
phones, respectively. Particularly the latter value is again
comparable with that for typical electret microphones16 and
is much better than that of previous cellular microphones@52
dB~A!#.6

A drawback of the present cellular microphones is their
decrease of sensitivity at temperatures in excess of 60 °C due
to the instability of the electret charges in the cellular PP

film. Efforts are underway to produce cellular films of poly-
mers with better charge stability than that of the presently
used PP types.

Additional features of the cellular microphones are their
low harmonic distortion and their high resonance frequen-
cies. As Fig. 2 shows, the resonance frequency of a single-
film microphone is expected to be at about 140 kHz. For a
stack of n films, the resonance frequency decreases by a
factor of n since the mass of the system increases and the
stiffness decreases by this factor. This suggests a resonance
frequency of 28 kHz for the five-film transducer.

In addition to these features, the cellular PP micro-
phones have a simple design. The transducers consist essen-
tially only of one or several pieces of charged and metallized
cellular films, equipped with suitable backing and shielding.
No miniature air gaps, as in electret microphones, have to be
maintained. Cellular microphones can therefore be manufac-
tured at very low cost. These features make such micro-
phones very suitable for a wide range of applications.

Because of the ambiguous meaning of the term ‘‘cellular
microphones’’ and in view of the correlation of electret and
piezoelectric properties in cellular films, we suggest calling
these transducers ‘‘piezoelectret microphones.’’
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The work presented by Santilla´n @J. Acoust. Soc. Am.110, 1989–1997~2001!# about equalization
at low frequencies in rectangular enclosures is extended, and topics that remained unaddressed in
the original study are treated in this paper. A modification is introduced to the original cost function
that leads to a least-squares problem formulation that demonstrates increased robustness, and the
multiple-error LMS ~Least Mean Square! adaptive algorithm is employed to approximate the
coefficients of the equalization filters to their optimum values. Other issues studied in this paper
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I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of equalization in room acoustics is to com-
pensate for the undesired modification that a particular en-
closure introduces to signals as, for example, audio or
speech. Traditional multichannel methods introduce digital
filters to preprocess the input signal before it is fed to a set of
loudspeakers so that the spectral coloration and the rever-
beration tail associated with the transmission path are re-
moved and the obtainable signals at a set of receiving points
are the best approximations to a set of desired signals.1 Such
techniques exhibit a high performance exactly at the receiv-
ing points, but the zone where equalization can be performed
is limited to small areas in the vicinity of the points.2

The problems that traditional equalization methods face
were overcome in Santilla´n’s approach.3 In this work a plane
wave moving along a rectangular enclosure was generated in
order to equalize the sound field at low frequencies in a
continuous three-dimensional region that occupied almost
the complete volume of the enclosure. Theoretical results
showed that the generation of a traveling plane wave is pos-
sible within a rectangular enclosure provided that sets of
sources are arranged in the two walls that are perpendicular
to the direction of propagation. The traditional least-squares
approximation has been employed to estimate the coeffi-
cients of FIR filters for the equalization of broadband
signals.3

However, some issues remained unaddressed in the
original study, and thus the purpose of this paper is to extend

the previous work and discuss some matters more thoroughly
on the basis of simulation and experimental results.

II. EQUALIZATION OF HARMONIC SOUND FIELDS

A. Problem formulation and optimum solution

In the work by Santilla´n3 the optimum strengths of the
sources for the equalization of a harmonic sound field by
simulating a propagating plane wave are obtained according
to the multiple point method4 by minimizing the mean-
squared error at a number of receivers distributed in the zone
of equalization. However, under certain conditions this least-
squares formulation fails to provide a solution or provides
one that lacks robustness.

A more robust solution for the optimum strengths of the
sources can be obtained by including a term proportional to
the effort of the sound sources in the cost function. Minimi-
zation of this modified cost function is guaranteed to provide
a solution in all cases, although it increases the minimum
value of the cost function and thus in general makes the
solution slightly less perfect. Furthermore, since in practice
the strengths of the sources are approximated to their optimal
values by using an adaptive algorithm such as, for example,
the multiple-error LMS algorithm,5 this modification ensures
convergence. In the following section simulation results are
presented to support this.

B. Simulation results

1. An ill-conditioned system

The purpose of the first simulation is to demonstrate the
different performance of the cost function used by Santilla´n3

and the modified cost function proposed in this study when
the system is ill-conditioned. The enclosure considered in the
simulation is rectangular, with dimensionsLx52.7 m, Ly

a!Now at: School of Electrical and Computer Engineering, National Techni-
cal University of Athens, Heroon Polytechniou 9, 157 73, Athens, Greece.
Electronic mail: jsarris@central.ntua.gr
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55 m, andLz52.5 m. All modes with a natural frequency
up to 1 kHz are used to simulate the sound pressure. Thirty-
two sources and 36 receivers are considered placed as de-
scribed by Santilla´n.3 The driving frequency is 200 Hz and a
damping constant with value equal to 0.01 for all the modes
is assumed.

The transfer function matrix that results from the ar-
rangement of sources and receivers described above is rank
deficient, and thus the least-squares formulation proposed by
Santillán3 does not have a numerically stable solution. How-
ever, the cost function with effort weighting leads to a for-
mulation that provides a stable solution. With the LMS adap-
tive formulation of the cost function without effort weighting
there are some modes with infinite time constants, since the
transfer function matrix is rank deficient. The inclusion of
the effort weighting in the definition of the cost function
compensates for the rank deficiency and ensures that there
are no such modes.

2. Limits of the zone of equalization

According to Santilla´n’s study3 the zone of equalization,
defined as the continuous three-dimensional region of the
enclosure where the deviations of the sound pressure from
the desired value are within63 dB, is constantly limited to
be 0.6 m away from the two parallel walls where the sources
are placed. This limit is a conservative estimate for most
practical cases, and thus the dependence of this restriction on
factors like the damping constant of the modes of the enclo-
sure, the number of sources, and the driving frequency calls
for further examination.

From simulation results it can be concluded that the lim-
its of the zone of equalization depend on all three factors,
i.e., the number of sources, the driving frequency, and the
damping constant of the modes of the enclosure. In practical
cases where a finite number of sources is used the zone of
equalization will be limited with respect to the walls where
the sources are placed, and the distance of the limits from
these walls will be proportional to the driving frequency and
inversely proportional to the number of the sources. Further-
more, the results of simulations show that in general damp-
ing tends to limit the zone of equalization further.

III. EQUALIZATION OF BROADBAND SOUND FIELDS

A. Problem formulation and optimum solution

As shown by Santilla´n, it is possible to equalize a broad-
band signal in a large region in a rectangular room by gen-
erating a traveling plane wave.3 In his study, equalization of
a broadband signal was performed by FIR equalization filters
whose coefficients were determined by minimization of the
expectation of the sum of squared errors at a number of
receivers distributed in the zone of equalization.6 However,
as in the case of harmonic sound-field equalization, this
least-squares formulation may fail to provide a solution for
certain arrangements of sources and receivers.

The introduction of a term proportional to the sum of the
squared equalization coefficients to the cost function results
in a least-squares formulation of increased robustness and, as
in the case of the adaptive implementation for the equaliza-

tion of a single-tone sound field, the convergence stability of
the LMS formulation of the modified cost function is guar-
anteed.

B. Experimental results

Experimental results have been obtained in a rectangular
enclosure constructed of 22-mm MDF fiberboard with inter-
nal dimensionsLx51.2 m, Ly52 m, and Lz50.2 m. For
simplicity the enclosure was much smaller in one dimension
than in the other two, so that the resulting sound field is
two-dimensional in the frequency range considered. Two
holes were made on each side perpendicular to they axis
~the direction of the traveling wave!, and two 5-in. loud-
speakers were placed in a line atz50.1 m with their respec-
tive centers positioned atx50.3 m andx50.9 m in each
line. Thus, a total of four sources was used. According to the
specification provided by the manufacturer~Vifa-Speak! the
loudspeakers have a flat frequency response in the frequency
range from about 140 Hz up to approximately 2 kHz. Holes
were also made in one of the large sides of the enclosure, and
five 9.7-mm electret microphones were distributed within the
enclosure in three lines parallel to thex axis, with two mi-
crophones in each of the two first lines and a single micro-
phone in the last one. The number of microphones was lim-
ited by the memory of the available DSP board. The first line
of microphones was positioned aty50.6 m, and the distance
between adjacent microphones was 0.43 and 0.8 m in they-
and x direction, respectively. Since the sound field in the
frequency range of interest should be practically independent
of the z direction, all the microphones were placed in a
single plane atz50 m. In order to measure the sound pres-
sure at various points in the enclosure, 19 holes were evenly
made in one side of the enclosure along they direction.
Thus, by traversing a 9.7-mm electret microphone to 13
evenly spaced positions along thex axis (x50 to 1.2 m! in
each of the 19 holes the sound pressure could be measured at
247 positions in the enclosure.

The input signal was random noise generated and band-
pass filtered in the frequency range from 100 Hz up to 300
Hz by the Brüel & Kjær PULSE system and additionally
low-pass filtered by an analog filter with a cutoff frequency
of 310 Hz. The input signal was then amplified, and passed
through an A/D converter before it was fed to the DSP board.
Each of the signals from the microphones was amplified by
amplifiers that were adjusted so that each channel had the
same sensitivity, passed through an A/D converter, and then
transferred to the DSP board. The signals to drive the loud-
speakers were generated in the DSP board, passed through a
D/A converter, amplified, and then fed to the loudspeakers.
Analog antialising filters with a cutoff frequency of 400 Hz
were also used to low-pass filter the amplified signals from
the microphones, and analog reconstruction filters with a cut-
off frequency of 400 Hz were used to low-pass filter the
output signals of the DSP before they were fed to the ampli-
fiers and loudspeakers. The card with the A/D converter, the
card with the D/A converter, and the DSP board were housed
in a Pentium 233-MHz PC. The DSP board was manufac-
tured by Loughborough Sound Images Ltd. and had imple-
mented a Motorola DSP 96002 processor with a 33.3-MHz
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clock frequency. The A/D converter was a 32-channel analog
acquisition card, and the D/A converter was a 16-channel
analog output card, both manufactured by Loughborough
Sound Images Ltd.

The impulse responses of the transmission paths be-
tween the loudspeakers and the microphones were repre-
sented by FIR filters with 150 coefficients, estimated by the
multiple-error LMS algorithm implemented as an identifica-
tion algorithm. Once the identification was completed the
coefficients of the identification FIR filters were kept fixed
and the equalization process began. The equalization filters
were FIR filters with 60 coefficients. The sampling fre-
quency was 1600 Hz, and the propagating plane wave was
generated by applying delays of 20 samples to obtain the
desired signal for the two receivers in the first line and ad-
ditional delays of two samples for the receivers in the fol-
lowing lines. These two sample delays correspond to the
time that the propagating wave requires to travel from each
line of receivers to the next.

The results obtained for the equalization of the broad-
band sound field by the multiple-error LMS implementation
of the modified cost function are illustrated in Fig. 1 at four

positions in the enclosure, along with the unequalized fre-
quency responses obtained by exciting the enclosure with the
loudspeaker placed at~0.3, 0, 0.1! m. The frequency re-
sponses at the four positions correspond to the location of a
microphone used in the equalization, a point within the zone
of equalization, a point just outside the zone of equalization,
and a point far from the zone of equalization. It can be seen
that the frequency responses are improved at all positions
after the equalization. The peaks and dips of the original
frequency responses are removed and practically flat re-
sponses are obtained in the frequency range of interest. Even
at the point far from the zone of equalization a reasonably
flat response is obtained after the equalization almost in the
entire frequency range of concern. Similar results have been
obtained at other positions in the enclosure. The spatial dis-
tribution of the sound pressure in the 200-Hz, one-third-
octave band before and after the broadband sound field
equalization is shown in Fig. 2. The sound pressure before
the equalization was obtained by exciting the enclosure with
the source placed at~0.3, 0, 0.1! m. It can be seen that the
equalization removed the spatial fluctuations almost in the
entire volume of the enclosure, and thus considerably im-

FIG. 1. Frequency responses before~- -! and after~ ! equalization at the points~a! ~0.2, 1.03, 0.1! m; ~b! ~0.4, 1.1, 0.1! m; ~c! ~1.0, 1.6, 0.1! m; and~d!
~0.6, 0, 0.1! m corresponding to the location of a microphone used in the equalization, a point within the zone of equalization, a point just outside the zone
of equalization, and a point far from the zone of equalization.
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proved the spatial distribution of the sound field.
To examine the robustness of the adaptive implementa-

tion of the modified cost function in the presence of model-
ing errors, three additional holes were made at the points
~0.2, 0.63, 0! m, ~0.23, 1.46, 0! m, and~1, 1.49, 0! m, and the
three microphones originally placed at~0.2, 0.6, 0! m, ~0.2,
1.46, 0! m, and~1, 1.46, 0! m were moved at these positions
after the identification and before the equalization process.
Two of these new positions were shifted from the original

positions along the direction of the wave propagation, while
the last one was shifted in thex direction. It should be noted
that this type of error corresponds to the worst case of model
uncertainties.7 By proper adjustment the multiple-error LMS
implementation of the modified cost function was found to
be stable, and the results obtained for the equalization of the
broadband sound field were similar to the ones presented
above.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

As shown theoretically by Santilla´n,3 the most efficient
way to equalize the sound pressure in a large region in a
room is to generate a plane propagating wave. This work
supplements Santilla´n’s simulation study; the method has
been examined experimentally, and several issues that re-
mained unaddressed in the original study have been treated
in this paper. The modification that is introduced to the origi-
nal cost function leads to a least-squares problem formula-
tion that is guaranteed to provide a solution, and the
multiple-error LMS adaptive formulation that is based on the
modified cost function has been shown to alleviate problems
concerning convergence stability and convergence speed that
can occur in the adaptive implementation of the original cost
function. Also, it has been shown that in the practical case
where a finite number of sources is used the zone of equal-
ization will be limited with respect to the walls where the
sources are placed, and the distance of the limits from these
walls will be proportional to the driving frequency and in-
versely proportional to the number of the sources.
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This study examines the annoyance of pure-tone and bandpass noises with center frequencies of
1000 and 2000 Hz under the condition of equal sound-pressure level. The bandwidths of the source
signal were 0, 40, 80, 160, and 320 Hz, with a 2068-dB/octave sharp filter to control the
autocorrelation function~ACF! of the source signal. Scale values of annoyance were obtained using
a paired-comparison method. The results show that the annoyance of pure-tone and bandpass noises
inside the critical band is not constant. The annoyance of pure tones is greater than that of sharply
filtered noises within the critical band. The annoyance of bandpass noises increases with increasing
effective duration of the ACF,te , which represents the repetitive feature or tonal component of the
source signal within the critical band. ©2004 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1782931#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Although changes in sound intensity are highly corre-
lated with loudness changes, the relationship is not perfect.
That is, changes in frequency, duration, and bandwidth all
affect the perceived loudness of a stimulus, even though the
level of the stimulus remains fixed~Yost, 2000!. Previous
studies have concluded that the loudness of a noise remains
constant as the bandwidth of the noise increases until the
bandwidth reaches the critical band. Loudness then increases
with increasing bandwidth under the same sound-pressure
level conditions~Zwicker et al., 1957; Greenwood, 1961;
Scharf, 1962!. However, it was found that the loudness of a
sharply ~2068 dB/octave! filtered noise increases as the ef-
fective duration of the autocorrelation function~ACF!, te ,
increases, even when the bandwidth of the signal is within
the critical band~Satoet al., 2002!. te represents repetitive
features within the signal itself.

Industrial development has substantially increased envi-
ronmental noise. It has become important to determine the
various effects of such noise on human beings. Recently, a
theory of primary and spatial sensations to environmental
noise has been proposed based on the auditory–brain system
~Ando, 2001!. The model includes the ACF and the interau-
ral cross-correlation function~IACF! mechanisms. The char-
acteristics of a flushing toilet noise in a bedroom on the
downstairs floor, which was perceived to be annoying al-
though the sound-pressure level was only about 35 dBA,
were examined based on this model~Kitamuraet al. 2002!.
The results showed that the ACF and IACF factors for the

flushing toilet noise changed dramatically as a function of
time and might influence annoyance. It was also found that
the ACF factorste andf1 had a significant effect on annoy-
ance~Fujii et al., 2002!.

Basically, psychoacoustic annoyance depends on the
loudness, timbre, and temporal structure of sounds. Loudness
and annoyance have been distinguished and defined~Ber-
glund et al., 1975; Hellman, 1982!. These authors relate an-
noyance to an individual’s reaction to noise within the con-
text of a given situation and loudness directly to sound
intensity. The present study examines the annoyance of
bandpass noises in terms of the factors extracted from the
ACF. Scale values of annoyance of sharply filtered bandpass
noises centered on 1000 and 2000 Hz were obtained using a
paired-comparison method.

II. METHOD

A. Subjective annoyance test

Pure-tone and bandpass noises with center frequencies
of 1000 and 2000 Hz were used as source signals. The basic
stimulus in this experiment was a maximum-length sequence
~MLS! signal ~order 21; sampling frequency 44 100 Hz!
which was bandpass filtered. The MLS signal used during
this experiment is called pseudorandom white noise. To con-
trol the ACF of the bandpass noise, the filter bandwidth was
varied at 0, 40, 80, 160, and 320 Hz by using a cutoff slope
of 2068 dB/octave, obtained by a combination of two filters
~Satoet al., 2002!. In fact, the filter bandwidth of 0 Hz was
the only slope component. The critical bandwidth of the cen-
ter frequency of 1000 and 2000 Hz are approximately 160
and 300 Hz~Zwicker and Terhardt, 1980!. Figure 1 shows
the power spectra of some of the sound used in this study.
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b!Present address: Graduate School of Design, Kyushu University, 4-9-1

Shiobaru, Minami-ku, Fukuoka 815-8540, Japan
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,The ACF provides the same information as the power spec-
tral density of a signal. A normalized ACF of a signal,p(t),
can be expressed by

f~t!5
F~t!

F~0!
, ~1!

where

F~t!5
1

2T E
0

2T

p8~ t !p8~ t1t!dt, ~2!

where 2T is the integral interval,t is the time delay, and
p8(t) is obtained after passing through the A-weighted net-
work, which corresponds approximately to the sensitivity of
the ear,s(t), so thatp8(t)5p(t)* s(t). From the ACF analy-
sis the following are determined:~1! the energy represented
at zero delay,F~0!; ~2! te , which is defined by the time
delay at which the envelope of the normalized ACF becomes
0.1; ~3! the time delay of the first maximum peak,t1 ; and
~4! its amplitude,f1 , ~Ando, 2001!. The source signals were
characterized by ACF factors,t1 , f1 , and te•t1 corre-
sponds to the center frequency of the bandpass noise.f1 and
te increase as the filter bandwidth decreases~Fig. 2!, and
there is a certain degree of coherence betweenf1 andte .

The auditory stimuli were binaurally presented using
headphones~Sennheiser HD-340!. All stimuli were fixed at
the same sound-pressure level@74 dB~A!# by measuring
F~0!. The sound-pressure level was calibrated by using a
dummy head with 1/2-in. condenser-type microphones at
both ears. The magnitude of the interaural cross-correlation
function ~IACC! was kept constant at nearly unity because
the signals fed to both ears were identical.

Eight 21-to 23-year-old subjects with no histories of
hearing disorders participated in the experiment. They were
seated in a dark, soundproof room with a comfortable ther-
mal environment and heard the sound stimuli. The paired-
comparison tests were performed for all combinations of the
pairs of pure-tone and bandpass noise, i.e., 15 pairs@N(N
21)/2,N56] of stimuli interchanging the order in each pair
per session, with the pairs presented in random order. A total
of ten sessions was conducted for each subject. The duration
of the stimuli was 2.0 s, the rise and fall times were 50 ms,
the silent interval between the stimuli was 1.0 s, and the
interval between pairs was 3.0 s, which was the time allowed
for the subjects to respond by pushing one of two buttons.
They were asked to judge which of two sound signals was
more annoying. The scale values of the annoyance to each
subject were calculated according to case V of Thurstone’s
theory~Thurstone, 1927! and the model of case V for all data
was reconfirmed by a goodness-of-fit test~Mosteller, 1951!.

III. RESULTS

The relationship between the scale values of annoyance
and the filter bandwidths is shown in Fig. 3. Statistical sig-
nificance was determined by a Bonferroni test. For the center
frequency of 1000 Hz tested, the averaged scale value of
annoyance for pure tones was significantly greater than those
of sharply filtered noises under the condition of equal sound-
pressure levels (p,0.01). For the center frequency of 2000
Hz tested, the scale value of annoyance for the pure tone was
significantly greater than that of the bandpass noises with
40-, 80-, and 160-Hz bandwidths (p,0.05). There was an

FIG. 1. Power spectra of bandpass noise with~a! 0 Hz bandwidth; and~b!
320-Hz bandwidth of 1000-Hz center frequency.

FIG. 2. Measured effective duration of ACF,te of the source signal as a
function of the bandwidth. Different symbols indicate different frequencies:
~s!: 1000 Hz;~D!: 2000 Hz.
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agreement among subjects that the most annoying stimulus
was a pure-tone or bandpass noise with a 320-Hz bandwidth.
Relatively large individual differences were found for band-
pass noises with a 320-Hz bandwidth.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Averaged scale values of annoyance increased as thete

of sound source increased within the critical band for both
center frequencies of 1000 and 2000 Hz as shown in Fig. 4.
The te represents the repetitive feature or tonal component
of the source signals. The previous research suggests that
tonal components increase the perceived annoyance and
noisiness of broadband noise~e.g., Kryter and Pearsons,
1965; Hargest and Pinker, 1967; Fujiiet al., 2002!. These are
consistent with our results. Two of the eight subjects had
increasing annoyance from pure tone to band noise with wid-

est bandwidth of a center frequency of 2000 Hz. This could
indicate that the effects ofte on annoyance depend on the
individual.

Loudness increases with increasing bandwidth under the
same sound-pressure level conditions beyond the critical
band~Zwicker et al., 1957; Greenwood, 1961; Scharf, 1962!.
A significant increase of annoyance beyond the critical band
was not found in our study. Relatively large interindividual
variations in annoyance were found for bandpass noises with
a 320-Hz bandwidth. The loudness of bandpass noises with
center frequencies of 1000 and 2000 Hz was also investi-
gated. The same subjects who had joined in the annoyance
tests also participated in the loudness tests. The auditory
stimuli were presented in the same way as in the annoyance
tests. The subjects were asked to judge which of two sound
signals was the louder signal. The relationship between the
scale values of loudness and the filter bandwidths is shown

FIG. 3. Scale value of annoyance as a function of the bandwidth of band-
pass noise with center frequency of~a! 1000 and~b! 2000 Hz. Each symbol
represents one subject. The line represents the mean scale value of eight
subjects.

FIG. 4. Scale value of annoyance as a function of thete of bandpass noise
with center frequency of~a! 1000 and~b! 2000 Hz. Each symbol represents
one subject. The line represents the mean scale value of eight subjects.
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in Fig. 5. The averaged scale value of loudness for the band-
pass noises with a 320-Hz bandwidth was significantly
greater than those for the other bandpass noises for both
center frequencies of 1000 and 2000 Hz, which is consistent
with previous research by Zwickeret al. ~1957!, Greenwood
~1961!, Scharf~1962!, and Satoet al. ~2002!, one of which
showed that the loudness for the pure tone was significantly
greater than that of the bandpass noises, and loudness in-
creased with increasingte , although one subject in the study
had increasing loudness from pure tone to widest bandwidth
~Satoet al., 2002!. In this study, three of eight subjects had
increasing loudness with increasing bandwidth. The increase
of loudness and annoyance by pure tone was not found in
two subjects, and this is indicated with an open triangle and
square in Figs. 3~b!, 4~a!, and 4~b!. This indicates that there
could have been a subject who was hardly affected by thete

on loudness or annoyance judgment. That is, the effect ofte

for loudness or annoyance judgment seems to be partially
dependent on the individual.

Almost all the subjects showed an increase of loudness
above the critical band. However, the increase of annoyance
above the critical band showed individual variations. The
increase in annoyance for pure tones was more evident than
that of loudness. Loudness and annoyance produced different
results. This is consistent with the findings obtained by Ber-
glund et al. ~1975!, Hellman ~1982, 1984!, and Kuwano
et al. ~1988!.

Environmental noise from sources such as airplanes,
railways, and so on has been evaluated based on the ACF
and IACF theory~Fujii et al., 2001, 2002; Kitamuraet al.,
2002. The ACF factorste andf1 had a significant effect on
annoyance~Fujii et al., 2002!. In this study, annoyance in-
creased as thete of the sound source increased within the
critical band. Therefore, factors extracted from the ACF, such
aste , could be useful criteria for evaluating environmental
noise.
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The linear acoustics problem of resonant vibrational modes in a triaxial ellipsoidal acoustic cavity
with walls of arbitrary acoustic impedance has been quasi-analytically solved using the Frobenius
power-series expansion method. Eigenmode results are presented for the lowest two eigenmodes in
cases with pressure-release, rigid-wall, and lossy-wall boundary conditions. A mode crossing is
obtained as a function of the specific acoustic impedance of the wall; the degeneracy is not
symmetry related. Furthermore, the damping of the wave is found to be maximal near the
crossing. ©2004 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1819391#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The knowledge of analytical acoustic cavity eigenmodes
is still important in spite of advances in computational
acoustics.1 Indeed, there remains computational difficulties
in obtaining the eigenmodes of irregular three-dimensional
cavities using techniques such as the boundary-element
method.2 Nevertheless, the normal modes are known to be
analytically obtainable in cavities of various shapes, describ-
able in terms of eleven orthogonal curvilinear coordinate
systems.3 The solutions for rectangular, cylindrical, and
spherical cavities are now textbook examples.4 Other shapes
that have been solved exactly are the spheroid,5 the elliptic
cylinder,6 the parabolic cylinder,7 and the parabolic rotational
lens.8 Yet, the most general cavity with a one-coordinate sur-
face, the triaxial ellipsoid, has not been solved. Nevertheless,
physical models in acoustics using the latter shape abound
including, for example, for the study of ocean acoustics,9 of
cavitation in bubbles,10 and of the human body;11 these
works have mostly dealt with scattering problems. Indeed,
the approximation of an irregular body by an ellipsoid~the
so-called Brillouin ellipsoid12! is common. We also note that
previous work on analytic shapes in acoustics were often
only done for rigid-wall and pressure-release boundary con-
ditions. One exception is the discussion in Morse and
Ingard13 for rectangular rooms.

The ellipsoidal cavity is fundamentally important since
it can be viewed as the limit of a highly distorted spherical
cavity and exact results will still hold even when perturba-
tion theory on the sphere is no longer valid. The lowered
symmetry compared to a sphere and a spheroid makes it
ideal as an analytical model of a nonsymmetric cavity. In
addition, the one-parameter nature of the bounding surface

also allows a straightforward implementation of a uniform
boundary condition. Finally, the cavity might have acoustical
characteristics that are more desirable than either the spheri-
cal or the spheroidal cavity since the mode degeneracies
present in the latter are expected to be completely removed
due to the lower shape symmetry.

In this Letter, we present the solution to the triaxial el-
lipsoidal cavity problem analytically in terms of Lame´ wave
functions. The construction of the latter functions can be
carried out independently of the boundary condition. This
allows an efficient computation of the complex eigenfre-
quencies for walls with arbitrary acoustic impedance.

II. THEORY

The mathematical formulation of the problem is finding
the discrete spectrum of the Helmholtz equation,14

¹2P~r !1k2P~r !50, ~1!

subject to the mixed boundary condition on the surface of the
ellipsoidal cavity:

h
]P

]n
1 ikP50, ~2!

whereP(r ) is the acoustic pressure field,k the wave number,
and h is the specific impedance. The latter is given by
Z/(r0c0) whereZ is the wall acoustic impedance,c0 is the
speed of sound, andr0 the background or equilibrium me-
dium mass density. In order to reduce the number of degrees
of freedom in the problem, we will only consider the case
where the acoustic impedance is real and frequency indepen-
dent, and the surface is locally reactive.13 Nevertheless, the
general boundary condition, Eq.~2!, is still complex and fre-
quency dependent.
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A. Ellipsoidal coordinates and the triaxial ellipsoid

Ellipsoidal coordinates~EC! are defined by three fami-
lies of orthogonal confocal quadric surfaces. The latter are
defined by the equation

x2

j22a2 1
y2

j22b2 1
z2

j2 51, a>b>0, ~3!

where different types of surfaces are obtained for different
values of the parameterj. Those three types of surfaces are
obtained as follows.3 If j[j1.a, all three terms on the left
hand side of Eq.~3! are positive and the equation describes
an ellipsoidal surface. Ifa.j[j2.b, the first term on the
left hand side of Eq.~3! is negative; the quadric surfaces are
then a family of confocal hyperboloids of one sheet. Ifb
.j[j3.0, the first two terms on the left hand side of Eq.
~3! are negative; the quadric surfaces are confocal hyperbo-
loids of two sheets.

The relationship of the ECj1 ,j2 ,j3 to the Cartesian
ones is3,15,16

x5
~j1

22a2!1/2~j2
22a2!1/2~j3

22a2!1/2

a~a22b2!1/2 ,

~4!

y5
~j1

22b2!1/2~j2
22b2!1/2~j3

22b2!1/2

b~b22a2!1/2 , z5
j1j2j3

ab
,

with

j1.a.j2.b.j3.0. ~5!

One set ofj1 ,j2 ,j3 corresponds to eight Cartesian points.
In general,a andb can take on any values subject to the

convention given in Eq.~5!. It turns out the values are fixed
when space is partitioned by an ellipsoid. Thus, let the Car-
tesian coordinates of the points of intersection of the ellip-
soid with the Cartesian axes be6x0 ,6y0 ,6z0 . Then, Eq.
~3! for j5j1 relatesx0 ,y0 ,z0 to a,b:

j1re f5z0 , ~6!

a5~j1re f
2 2x0

2!1/2, ~7!

b5~j1re f
2 2y0

2!1/2, ~8!

wherej1re f is the value ofj1 on the ellipsoidal surface~re-
call thatj1 alone defines an ellipsoidal surface!. We observe
that the orderinga.b.0 impliesz0.y0.x0 .

B. Separation of variables in ellipsoidal coordinates

The above problem@Eqs. ~1!–~2!# is separable in EC.
Let

C5X1~j1!X2~j2!X3~j3!. ~9!

The insertion of Eq.~9! in Eq. ~1! leads to three ordinary
differential equations in the separated functionsXi :

A~j1
22a2!~j1

22b2!
d

dj1
FA~j1

22a2!~j1
22b2!

dX1

dj1
G

5~2k2j1
41a2j1

22k!X1 ,

A~a22j2
2!~j2

22b2!
d

dj2
FA~a22j2

2!~j2
22b2!

dX2

dj2
G

52~2k2j2
41a2j2

22k!X2 , ~10!

A~a22j3
2!~b22j3

2!
d

dj3
FA~a22j3

2!~b22j3
2!

dX3

dj3
G

5~2k2j3
41a2j3

22k!X3 ,

The constantsa2 andk are separation constants determined
by the boundary conditions and the fact that any acceptable
solution is finite and differentiable within the ellipsoidal en-
closure. Equations~10! can be rewritten as (i 51,2,3)

~j i
22a2!~j i

22b2!
d2Xi

dj i
2 1j i@2j i

22~a21b2!#
dXi

dj i

1@k2j i
42a2j i

21k#Xi50, ~11!

an equation known as the ellipsoidal or Lame´ wave
equation.3 By making the transformation,

t i5
j i

2

b2 , ~12!

we obtain the form due to Arscottet al.17

t i~ t i21!~ t i2c!
d2Xi

dti
2 1

1

2
@3t i

222~11c!t i1c#
dXi

dti

1@l1mt i1gt i
2#Xi50, ~13!

where

a2

b2 5c, k54b2l, a2524m, k25
4

b2 g. ~14!

It is always possible to writeXi in the general form17

Xi~ t i !5t i
r/2~ t i21!s/2~ t i2c!t/2F~ t i !, ~15!

wherer, s, andt are either 0 or 1, i.e., eight different types
of Xi are possible. The functionF must be found using a
quasi-analytical approach. Inserting Eq.~15! into Eq. ~13!
leads to the differential equation17

t i~ t i21!~ t i2c!
d2Fi

dti
2 1

1

2
~A2t i

222A1t i1A0!
dFi

dti

1„l2l01~m1m0!t i1gt i
2
…Fi50, ~16!

where

l05
1

4
@~r1t!21~r1s!2c#,

m05
1

4
~r1s1t!~r1s1t11!, A05~2r11!c, ~17!

A15~11r!~11c!1t1sc, A252~r1s1t!13.

Equation~16! can be solved formally by using the Frobenius
power-series expansion method,8 i.e.,

Fi~ t i !5(
r 50

`

ar~ t i2t0!r , ~18!
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wheret0 is an expansion parameter. The insertion of Eq.~18!
into Eq. ~16! leads to a five-term recursion formula in the
coefficients ar . First, solutions are found forg50 ~the
Laméequation!. Solutions exist whenever

m52m02n~n21!2
1

2
A2n, ~19!

wheren is an integer~0,1,2, . . .!. The possible values ofl
are then found by solving ann11-polynomial equation inl,
i.e., n11 real l solutions exist for eachn (l5lnm ;m
50,1,2,. . . ,n).17 These solutions give initial values atg
50 for the subsequent computation of separation constants
m~g! andl~g! at finiteg values. Values ofm~g! andl~g! are
obtained next using Newton’s method which is known to be
locally convergent when employing sufficiently small steps
in g. In the present work,Dg is chosen to be 0.01 starting
from g50 and t0 is chosen to be 1 for all the eight cases:
r,s,t equal to 0 or 1.

Once a set of solution parametersg, m, andl has been
obtained, the total eigenfunction within one octant of the
ellipsoid becomes

C~j1 ,j2 ,j3!5X~j1!X~j2!X~j3!, ~20!

whereX satisfies the ellipsoidal wave equation@Eq. ~11!#. A
second solutionY to Eq. ~11! exists, however,¹W Y is not
well-defined everywhere inside the ellipsoid andY can thus
be disregarded as a possible solution. For example,¹W Y di-
verges asj1→a1, j2→a2, andj3→01.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Having determined the characteristic values~i.e., m and
l versusg!, we impose the boundary condition@Eq. ~2!# so
as to obtain a discrete set of solutions for the separable con-
stants: (g i ,m i ,l i) where i 51,2,3,4,. . . , for each of the
eight cases:r561,s561,t561. Once these separation
constants are determined, eigenfrequencies and associated
eigenfunctions~pressure modes! are easily specified as will
be described next. The following relations apply@refer to Eq.
~14!#:

ki5
2Ag i

b
, f i5

v i

2p
5

kic0

2p
5

Ag ic0

pb
, ~21!

whereki , v i , andf i are the wavenumber, angular frequency,
and the frequency of pressure modei , respectively. For finite
values ofh, the separation constants are complex; then, both
the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are also complex. In the
following, we consider an ellipsoidal acoustical enclosure
with absolute semiaxes (x0 ,y0 ,z0)5(1.0,1.5,2.0) m associ-
ated with the parameter values:j1re f52.0 m, a51.732 m,
b51.323 m, andc5a2/b251.714.

A. Modes in a triaxial ellipsoid with pressure-release
walls

In this subsection, it is assumed that the ellipsoidal cav-
ity walls are characterized by a specific impedance equal to
zero, i.e.,h50 corresponding to pressure-release boundary
conditions. The general boundary condition then degenerates
into a Dirichlet boundary condition:

Cu(j15j1re f)
50. ~22!

The fundamental mode withg52.41, r5s5t50 is
shown as a function ofx,y in the z50 plane~left plot!, x,z
in the y50 plane~middle plot!, andy,z in the x50 plane
~right plot! in the first row of of Fig. 1. The corresponding
eigenfrequency is 128 Hz for a cavity containing air at room
temperature~with a sound speed ofc05343 m/s). Note that
the fundamental-mode frequency for a spherical enclosure of
the same volume is 119 Hz~in agreement with the intuitive
rule that the fundamental mode frequency corresponding to
Dirichlet boundary conditions must increase with increasing
spatial asymmetry at a constant volume!. It is evident that
this state has no nodes along the three planes and peaks at
the center of the ellipsoid similar to what is found for the
groundstate of a spherical cavity. It is important to realize
that since this mode is obtained as an exact series solution, it
is smooth and differentiable. This contrasts to solutions ob-
tained via purely numerical techniques such as finite differ-
ence and finite element methods that only give the eigen-
modes at the grid or nodal points and, due to the severe
memory requirements of a three-dimensional problem, are
often not very smooth.

In the second row of Fig. 1, similar plots are shown for
the first excited state along the three planes. The associated
eigenfrequency is 161 Hz (g53.79) and indicesr,s,t are
1,0,0, respectively. As one observes, the eigenmode is zero in
the z50 plane becausej350 whenz50, and

C~j1 ,j2 ,j3!5
j1j2j3

b3 F~j1!F~j2!F~j3!, ~23!

where F is the solution to Eq.~16! ~note that t5j i
2/b2).

However,C is nonzero when plotted in they50 andx50
planes corresponding toj25b.0 ~or j35b.0) and j1

5a.0 ~or j25a.0), respectively. Observe also that the
eigenmode is nodeless in both planes. This solution re-
sembles the first excited state for the sphere in having a
nodal plane. However, all solutions are found to be nonde-
generate in contrast to the spherical case. For the sphere

FIG. 1. The fundamental and first-excited modes plotted along three or-
thogonal planes~from left to right:xy, yz, xz). They correspond pairwise to
pressure-release~i.e., first two rows!, rigid-wall ~middle two rows!, and
lossy-wall ~with specific impedanceh50.6) boundary conditions. For the
latter case, the plots shown are the modulus of the complex eigenmode.
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problem, the first excited state would be three-fold degener-
ate.

B. Modes in a triaxial ellipsoid with rigid walls

In the third row of Fig. 1, the fundamental mode is plot-
ted along the three planes mentioned above corresponding to
the case with rigid walls (h5`), i.e.,

]C

]n U
(j15j1re f)

50, ~24!

where]C/]n denotes the partial derivative along the surface
normal. This solution corresponds to an eigenfrequency of
58 Hz (g50.49) and the indicesn,m, r,s,t equal to
0,0,1,0,0, respectively~the corresponding frequency for a
spherical enclosure having the same volume is 79 Hz!. There
is another solution with a smaller eigenfrequency, namelyf
50 (g50). However, this is the trivial solution whereF
5const andr5s5t50. Since the fundamental mode has
the same set of indices inr,s,t as the first-excited state with
pressure-release walls this eigenmode is zero in thez50
plane@refer to Eq.~23!#. The middle and right plots of Fig. 1,
third row reveal that the fundamental mode satisfies Neu-
mann boundary conditions on the curved ellipsoid boundary
side as it must.

In the fourth row of Fig. 1, the first excited state is
shown. This state has an eigenfrequency of 76 Hz (g
50.84) and is associated with indicesn,m, r,s,t equal to
0,0,0,1,0. The form of this eigenmode is

C~j1 ,j2 ,j3!5S j1
2

b2 21D 1/2S j2
2

b2 21D 1/2S j3
2

b2 21D 1/2

3F~j1!F~j2!F~j3!, ~25!

where, again,F is the solution to Eq.~16!. Hence, this state
is zero in they50 plane ~right plot! where j25b or j3

5b. The left and middle plots~fourth row of Fig. 1! show
that Neumann boundary conditions are fulfilled along the
curved ellipsoid boundary side.

C. Modes in a triaxial ellipsoid with lossy walls

Next, let us consider the general case with a finite, non-
zero specific impedance such that the boundary conditions
are of mixed type@Eq. ~2!#. The variation in the complex
wave number is plotted in Fig. 2 for the fundamental mode
for h50 and the corresponding first excited mode. As is
commonly done in plotting complex electronic band struc-
tures, we have plotted the real~imaginary! part of the wave
number along the positive~negative! y axis. This plot reveals
a number of interesting results. It is evident that the calcu-
lated eigenfrequencies are real whenh50 andh5`, how-
ever, for a finite, nonzero specific impedance,g becomes
complex due to the mixed boundary condition with an imagi-
nary coefficient. In other words, the pressure mode decays
exponentially with time when the specific impedance is finite
and acoustic losses take place at the ellipsoidal walls. Fur-
thermore, there is a rapid convergence of the real part of the
wave number withh; indeed, the results withh52 are less
than 2% from theh5` results. While the real parts for the
two modes shown differ significantly, the imaginary parts are
quite similar. They both reach a maximum near the crossing
of the real parts. The similarity in the damping constants can
be understood in terms of earlier results that the damping
constant is mostly influenced by the wall impedance. A pos-
sible explanation of the near coincidence of the maximum in
the damping constant with the mode degeneracy is due to the
correspondence of the damping constant with the linewidth
of the resonance~in frequency space!. Thus, if the resonance
width is larger than the resonance separation, the neighbor-
ing resonances cannot be resolved and they are quasi-
degenerate. We also note that the imaginary part of the wave
number is usually much smaller than the real part13 except
near the crossing.

The fundamental mode plotted along the three planesz
50, x50, andy50 is shown in the fifth row of Fig. 1. In
general, the eigenfunction is complex and we have plotted
the modulus. Since this state is characterized byr5s5t
50, this eigenmode has no nodal plane along the three Car-

FIG. 2. The real and imaginary part of the wave num-
ber as a function of specific impedance for the
(r,s,t)5(0,0,0) ~solid line! and (r,s,t)5(1,0,0)
~dashed line! modes.
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tesian axes. In the sixth row of Fig. 1, the first-excited state
for h50.6 is plotted along the three planes. As mentioned
earlier, due tor51, this state has a nodal plane (z50).

IV. CONCLUSION

A quasi-analytical solution of the vibrational modes in
triaxial ellipsoidal cavities was obtained for the case with
arbitrary acoustic impedance boundary conditions. Complex
wavenumber data and eigenmode plots are given for the
cases:r,s,t equal to 0,0,0 and 1,0,0 being the fundamental-
mode indices corresponding to pressure-release and rigid-
wall boundary conditions, respectively. A mode crossing of
the lowest two modes was found to occur at an intermediate
specific acoustic impedance with a corresponding peak in the
damping constant.
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Modeling three-dimensional elastic wave propagation in
circular cylindrical structures using a finite-difference approach
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Wave propagation along circular cylindrical structures is important for nondestructive-testing
applications and shocks in tubes. To simulate elastic wave propagation phenomena in such
structures the governing equations in cylindrical coordinates are solved numerically. To reduce the
required amount of computer memory and the computational time, the stress components are
eliminated in the equilibrium equations. In the resulting coupled partial differential equations, in
which only the three displacement components are involved, the derivatives with respect to spatial
coordinates and time are approximated using second order central differences. This leads to the
present new approach, which is both accurate and efficient. In order to obtain a stable scheme the
displacements must be allocated on a staggered grid. The von Neumann stability analysis is
performed and the result is compared with an existing empirical criterion. Mechanical energies are
observed in order to validate the finite-difference code. Since no material damping or energy
dissipation is taken into account in the equations of motion, the total energy must remain constant
over time. Only negligible variations are observed during long-term simulations. Dispersion
relations are used to check the physical behavior of the waves calculated with the proposed
finite-difference method: Theoretically calculated curves are compared with values obtained by a
spectrum estimation method, applied to the results of a simulation. ©2003 Acoustical Society of
America. @DOI: 10.1121/1.1625934#

PACS numbers: 43.20.Mv, 43.20.Bi@VWS# Pages: 3284–3293

I. INTRODUCTION

The extensive use of circular cylindrical geometries in
engineering structures demands three-dimensional simula-
tions of elastic wave propagation in tubes. The numerical
treatment is an important and valuable tool to investigate and
study the behavior of different wave modes. To develop and
optimize nondestructive-testing~NDT! procedures based on
structural waves, accurate data are necessary. Appropriate
simulations can be used to substitute physical experiments.
This allows thorough testing of signal processing algorithms
used in the NDT procedures, e.g., determination of material
properties in anisotropic structures.

To simulate wave propagation phenomena with wave-
lengths of the order of magnitude of the thickness of the
structures, a three-dimensional model is necessary. Another
application that requires a three-dimensional code is the
study of the interaction of elastic waves with local inhomo-
geneities. For example, Leuteneggeret al.1 propose a NDT
procedure for the detection of defects based on the present
simulation code.

Schubertet al.2 use the finite integration technique to
describe the elastic axisymmetric wave propagation in cylin-
drical coordinates. The three-dimensional code of Chen and
Chew3 is based on a finite-difference scheme, in which cen-
tral differences are used in space and time. Both methods use
velocity and stress components which are distributed on a

staggered grid, first introduced for the elastic equations by
Madariaga.4 They discretize the stress-equations of motion
and the constitutive equations~with substituted kinematic re-
lations! separately. This leads to nine explicit linear equa-
tions. In this paper the authors describe a three-dimensional
code in cylindrical coordinates, based on the finite-
difference-method~FDM!. Instead of calculating the stress
and displacement components, which is the common proce-
dure found in literature, the present algorithm discretizes di-
rectly the displacement-equations of motion, leading to three
explicit linear equations only. The three displacement com-
ponents are still allocated on a staggered grid. The advantage
of this new approach is that the elimination of the six stress
components reduces the amount of variables and the required
memory to approximately one third. Due to the fact that no
stress components have to be calculated, around 25% less
computational time is required.

The present method can be used to simulate wave propa-
gation in thin-walled as well as thick-walled tubes and can
be applied to any linear elastic material.

The orthotropic case is described by the authors in detail
in Sec. II. Stress-free and displacement-fixed boundary con-
ditions are discussed, and numerical results are given in
Secs. III and IV. The exact von Neumann stability analysis5,6

is performed and investigated numerically for the three-
dimensional cylindrical case in Sec. V by the authors for the
first time. The obtained results are then compared with the
empirical stability criterion used by Chen and Chew.3

Since no material damping or dissipation is assumed in
the implemented model, the total mechanical energy, i.e., the

a!Electronic mail: daniel.gsell@alumni.ethz.ch
b!Electronic mail: leutenegger@imes.mavt.ethz.ch
c!Electronic mail: dual@imes.mavt.ethz.ch
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sum of the kinetic and the strain energy, is invariant. This
fact is used in Sec. VI to verify the validity of the code.

Ordinarily, analytical solutions of some simple cases are
compared with the corresponding outputs of the numerical
simulation algorithm to be confirmed. Here, a more general
approach is applied. Dispersion relations are used to check
the physical behavior of the simulated elastic waves in a
broad frequency range~Sec. VII!. The theoretically calcu-
lated dispersion curves are compared to the ones derived by
processing numerical data, generated using the present simu-
lation code. Good agreement is achieved.

All the simulations presented in this paper are performed
on a state of the art personal computer.

II. DISCRETIZATION OF THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION

A. General material law

The FDM code described in this investigation can be
applied to any material law having the general stress–strain
relation

t lm5Clmpqepq , ~1!

where t lm and epq , are the stress and strain components,
respectively, andClmpq the stiffness elements. The Einstein’s
summation convention is used for repeated indices. For the
case of cylindrically orthotropic material, as encountered in
filament-wound composite shells, some elements of the stiff-
ness matrix are zero according to Lekhnitskii7 and Eq.~1!
reduces to

S t rr

tww

tzz

t rw

t rz

twz

D 53
c11 c12 c13 0 0 0

... c22 c23 0 0 0

... ... c33 0 0 0

... ... ... c44 0 0

... sym ... ... c55 0

... ... ... ... ... c66

4 •S
e rr

eww

ezz

e rw

e rz

ewz

D .

~2!

The principal orthotropy directions of the material coin-
cide with the cylindrical coordinate system. The authors have
implemented the orthotropic and isotropic material law in
their FDM code. Numerical examples are given in Sec. IV.
For simplicity, the basic ideas of the FDM algorithm are
described for the case of isotropic material in the next sec-
tion.

B. Isotropic material

For the isotropic case, the stiffness elements as functions
of the Laméconstantsl andm are given by

c115c225c335l12m,

c125c135c235l, ~3!

c445c555c6652m.

The linear kinematic relations and the constitutive equa-
tions for a homogeneous linear elastic material8 are used to
express the stress components in terms of the displacement
components. They are substituted into the equilibrium con-

ditions expressed in cylindrical coordinates (r ,w,z). This
leads to the following three coupled partial differential equa-
tions:

r
]2ur

]t2 52
~l12m!

r 2 ur1m
]2ur

]z2 2
~l13m!

r 2

]uw

]w

1
m

r 2

]2ur

]w2 1
~l12m!

r

]ur

]r
1~l1m!

]2uz

]r ]z

1
~l1m!

r

]2uw

]r ]w
1~l12m!

]2ur

]r 2 , ~4!

r
]2uw

]t2 52
m

r 2 uw1m
]2uw

]z2 1
~l13m!

r 2

]ur

]w

1
~l1m!

r

]2uz

]w]z
1

~l12m!

r 2

]2uw

]w2 1
m

r

]uw

]r

1
~l1m!

r

]2ur

]r ]w
1m

]2uw

]r 2 , ~5!

r
]2uz

]t2 5
~l1m!

r

]ur

]z
1~l12m!

]2uz

]z2 1
~l1m!

r

]2uw

]w]z

1
m

r 2

]2uz

]w2 1
m

r

]uz

]r
1~l1m!

]2ur

]r ]z
1m

]2uz

]r 2 ,

~6!

in which ur , uw , and uz denote the radial, tangential, and
axial displacements, andr the mass density.

The partial differential Eqs.~4!–~6! depend on the three
displacement components only and are discretized using sec-
ond order central differences in time and space. The required
amount of computer memory is reduced remarkably, as none
of the six stress components are needed in the discretized
equations.

Despite the fact that no stress components are involved,
a staggered grid is used in order to obtain a stable scheme.
Figure 1 shows the staggered grid cell with the positions of
the three displacement components.

The derivatives with respect tor, w, andz in Eqs.~4!–
~6! are discretized and expressed in terms of values of the
surrounding grid points. If a displacement component does

FIG. 1. Allocation of the three displacement components on a staggered grid
cell.
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not exist at the position of interest, its value is calculated
using linear interpolation. The discretization rules needed for
the equation of motion in radial direction@Eq. ~4!# are given
in the appendix@Eq. ~A1!# as an example. The discretization
rules for Eqs.~5! and ~6! are obtained accordingly.

The second derivatives of the displacementsuj ~in
which j represents eitherr, w, or z! with respect to the time
t are discretized using second order central differences in
time

]2uj

]t2 5
1

Dt2 S uj
j ,i ,k

n11

22uj
j ,i ,k

n

1 uj
j ,i ,k

n21D , ~7!

in which Dt is the time step andn denotes the index of the
time

tn5nDt. ~8!

The indicesj, i, andk define the axial, circumferential, and
radial positionszj j , wj i , and r jk of the three displacement
componentsuj on the grid~Fig. 1!

zj j5 j Dz1djw

Dz

2
1djr

Dz

2
, j 50,1,...,j max, ~9!

wj i5 iDw1djw

Dw

2
, i 50,1,...,i max, ~10!

r jk5R2
h

2
1kDr 1djr

Dr

2
, k50,1,...,kmax, ~11!

with

Dz5
l

j max
, Dw5

2p

~ i max11!
, and Dr 5

h

kmax
. ~12!

Wall thickness, radius of the midplane, and length of the tube
are denoted byh, R, andl, respectively. The Kronecker sym-
bolsdjw anddjr in Eqs.~9!–~11! lead to different results for
the coordinates of each displacement component, as a result
of half-cell shifts that occur due to the staggered grid.

Substituting the discretization rules into Eqs.~4!–~6!
and solving for

ur
j ,i ,k

n11

, uw
j ,i ,k

n11

, and uz
j ,i ,k

n11

yields the following linear equations:

ur
j ,i ,k

n11

52 ur
j ,i ,k

n21

1ar
T

k

• us
j ,i ,k

n

, ~13!

uw
j ,i ,k

n11

52 uw
j ,i ,k

n21

1aw
T

k

• us
j ,i ,k

n

, ~14!

uz
j ,i ,k

n11

52 uz
j ,i ,k

n21

1az
T

k

• us
j ,i ,k

n

, ~15!

where the superscriptT refers to the transposed vectors. The
elements of the vectorsar , aw , andaz are functions of ma-
terial properties, discretization parameters, and radiusr jk .

The vectorus
j ,i ,k

n

contains displacement components of the grid

region j 61, i 61, k61 at the time stepn. Since the vector

elements ofar , aw , andaz depend on the radial coordinate
r jk , they must be calculated separately for each radial layer
of the grid. Equations~13!–~15! represent three uncoupled,
explicit expressions of the displacements of each grid point
at the time stepn11, using the displacement of this grid
point at the time stepsn21 and n, and the values of the
surrounding grid points at the time stepn. As an example the
expanded Eq.~13! is given in the Appendix B@Eq. ~B1!# for
the isotropic case.

For the orthotropic case, the only difference occurs in
the elements of the vectorsar , aw , andaz , which are now
functions of the nine different stiffness elementsc11 to c66.
Equation~B2! in Appendix B is the expanded Eq.~13! for
the orthotropic case.

III. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

The finite-difference approach is based on the use of the
values of neighboring grid points. The grid points describing
the structural boundaries are lacking such neighbors. In the
present case, this means that some of the necessary grid com-

ponents of the vectorus
j ,i ,k

n

are not defined. Therefore, the

concept of a fictitious layer next to the surfaces outside the
structure is introduced. Displacement values at grid points in
the fictitious layer must be calculated according to the corre-
sponding boundary conditions. As examples, stress-free and
displacement-fixed boundaries are discussed below.

A. Stress-free boundary condition

The inner as well as the outer surface of the tubes stud-
ied in the present paper are stress free. Thus, the following
stress components are zero:

t rr S R6
h

2D5t rwS R6
h

2D5t rzS R6
h

2D50. ~16!

These stress components can be described using Hooke’s law
and the kinematic relations. The derivatives of the displace-
ments with respect to the spatial coordinates are approxi-
mated with central differences. This leads to

t r j
j ,i ,k

n

5ej
T

k

• us
j ,i ,k

n

, ~17!

in which the vectorej is a function of the material properties,
the discretization parameters, and the radiusr jk . The vector

us
j ,i ,k

n

contains the displacement components of the grid region

j 61, i 61, k61 at the time stepn.
For example, the grid is chosen in a way that the com-

ponentsuz
j ,i ,0

and uw
j ,i ,0

are located at the inside surface of the

tube. To calculate these displacements at the next time step,
fictitious displacement components are necessary. For ex-

ample, the displacementur
j ,i ,21

n

, which is allocated outside of

the structure, is calculated by substituting Eq.~16! into Eq.
~17!. This results in
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ur
j ,i ,21

n

5e1
0

ur
j ,i ,1

n

1e2
0

uw
j ,i ,21,0

n

1e3
0

uw
j ,i 11,0

n

1e4
0

uz
j 21,i ,0

n

1e5
0

uz
j 11,i ,0

n

.

~18!

Analogously, all fictitious components are determined. Due
to the concept of fictitious layers, Eqs.~13!–~15! can still be
used to calculate the components at the boundaries.

B. Displacement-fixed boundary condition

To fulfill the displacement-fixed boundary condition, all
displacements at the boundary must vanish. Depending on
the chosen grid, some of the displacement components are
situated directly at the boundary and can therefore be set to
zero. The missing components outside the structure are cal-
culated using linear interpolation, in a way that the values at
the boundaries become zero.

For example, the tube is fixed at the ends, and the grid is
set such that the componentsuz

0,i ,k
are located at the bound-

aries. The fictitious componentuw
21,j ,k

n

is necessary to calculate

uw
0,i ,k

n11

and is given by

uw
21,i ,k

n

52 uw
0,j ,k

n

. ~19!

All other components are determined accordingly.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

To demonstrate the capabilities of the present FDM
code, two numerical examples are given below.

For both cases five sine cycles of a particular frequency
~center frequency! are multiplied by a Hanning window and
chosen as the forcing function.

The structure can be excited by either driving displace-
ment or stress components at the source. In the first case, the
desired displacement components are simply given as a func-
tion of time. To achieve a stress source at the surface, the
corresponding displacement components in the fictitious
layer must be defined, since all stress components are elimi-
nated. The necessary fictitious displacement values are cal-
culated by solving Eq.~17!.

A. Point source on an orthotropic tube

An orthotropic tube of radiusR50.02 m, thicknessh
50.002 m, lengthl 50.5 m, and densityr51549 kg/m3 is
used as the test specimen. The computational domain con-
sists of 8, 140, and 500 grid cells in the radial, circumferen-
tial, and axial direction, respectively. A filament-would car-
bon fiber reinforced Epoxy matrix is chosen as material.
Reasonable stiffness coefficients have been suggested by
Dual9 and are given below in N/m2,

c1151.0331010, c2251.0331010, c3351.3431011,

c1253.273109, c1355.583109, c2355.583109,
~20!

c4456.63109, c5559.83109, c6651.031010.

In this simulation, the three surface stress components at one
point are given as a function of time. These stress values,
which are chosen equivalent in this case, are used to calcu-
late the three driving displacement components at one single
grid point of the fictitious layer. The excitation function of
the stress source has a center frequency of 250 kHz.

Figure 2 shows the axial~a!, tangential~b!, and radial
displacements~c! of the traveling wave modes 20ms after
the initiation of the excitation. Different wave speeds in the
various directions of the traveling waves for the three dis-
placement components occur. This is the characteristic be-
havior for an orthotropic material.

B. Axisymmetric excitation of an isotropic tube

An aluminum tube~radius R50.016 m, thicknessh
50.002 m, lengthl 50.3 m, densityr52700 kg/m3, and the
Lamé constants l55.2531010 N/m2 and m52.71
31010 N/m2) is excited axisymmetrically. In the radial and
axial directions, 20 and 500 cells are used, respectively. Due
to the axisymmetry, the number of circumferential grid cells
is irrelevant. In this simulation the axial displacements at the
left end are given as a function of time, while the other
components remain fixed. The excitation function has a cen-
ter frequency of 400 kHz.

Figure 3 shows the radial displacement at two different
times. Figure 3~a! displays the tube at 15ms, right after the
excitation is over, while Fig. 3~b! shows the radial compo-
nents after 40ms. Two wave modes travel at different wave
speeds. This occurs because the excitation frequency is be-
tween the first and second cutoff frequency of axisymmetric
modes.

FIG. 2. Axial ~a!, tangential~b!, and radial~c! displacements at the mid-
plane of an orthotropic tube at 20ms after the initiation of the excitation. A
stress source with a center frequency of 250 kHz is implemented at one
point. The radius is enlarged for better visualization.
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In Fig. 4 the radial~a! and axial~b! displacements of the
slower wave mode at 40ms are plotted versus the tube thick-
ness. Since the cross sections do not remain plane at higher
frequencies and the radial displacement is not constant over
the thickness of the tube, the best way for an accurate simu-
lation of the wave propagation is the three-dimensional
theory.

V. STABILITY

Different stability criteria must be satisfied in order to
obtain a stable and accurate FDM code. The wave with the
shortest wavelengthlmin propagating along the structure
must be sampled in space with sufficient resolution.2,10 This
determines the largest dimension of a grid cell, leading to the
following criterion for a three-dimensional staggered grid in
cylindrical coordinates:

lmin

max~Dr ,Dwr max,Dz!
.8. ~21!

The other critical value is the size of the time stepDt.
The maximal value ofDt to achieve stable conditions de-
pends on material properties, geometry, and spatial discreti-
zation parameters. To determine the critical size of the time

stepDt, the von Neumann stability analysis5,6 is applied to
the present three-dimensional FDM code. The major steps
are given below.

The harmonic wave ansatz

uj
j ,i ,k

n

5ûj

n

el ~kDrkr1 iDwkw1 j Dzkz!, ~22!

in which I represents the imaginary unit, andkr , kw , andkz

are the components of the wave vectork, is substituted into
Eqs.~13!–~15!. This leads to

u
n11

52I• u
n21

1A•u
n

, ~23!

with û5$ûr ,ûw ,ûz%
T and I is the 333-identity matrix. The

matrix A depends on discretization, material, and geometri-
cal parameters and the wave vectork. Equation~23! can also
be written as

w
n11

5G•w
n

, ~24!

where

w
n

5H u
n

u
n21J and G5FA 2I

I 0 G .
The 636 matrix G is called the amplification matrix.

Strikwerda11 proved, that the following condition for all
eigenvaluesLm of the amplification matrixG is required to
guarantee stability:

uLmu<11gDt, m51,...,6, ~25!

in which g is a constant independent ofDt, Dr , Dw, Dz, and
k. To the authors knowledge the constantg cannot be calcu-
lated and its value is usually not specified in literature.

Equation~25! is the general von Neumann condition12

and must be satisfied, if the amplification matrixG is a func-
tion of the discretization parameters. IfG is independent of
Dt, Dr , Dw, andDz, the restricted von Neumann condition

uLmu<1 ~26!

must be fulfilled.
Fellingeret al.6 solved Eq.~26! analytically for the case

of a three-dimensional code for isotropic material in Carte-
sian coordinates (x1 ,x2 ,x3). They obtained the following
criterion for the time step:

Dt<
1

cpA 1

Dx1
2 1

1

Dx2
2 1

1

Dx3
2

, with cp

5Al12m

r
. ~27!

The same result was derived by Taflove.13

Chen and Chew3 used the result of Taflove and Fellinger
@Eq. ~27!# to get the following empirical requirement for cy-
lindrical coordinates:

FIG. 3. Radial displacement at the outer surface of an aluminum tube 15ms
~a! and 40 ms ~b! after the initiation of the excitation. The structure is
excited axisymmetrically at the left end with a center frequency of 400 kHz.
For better visualization, the radius is enlarged.

FIG. 4. Radial~a! and axial~b! displacements of the slower wave mode of
Fig. 3~b!. The displacements are normalized and plotted versus the radial
coordinate.
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s5DtcmaxA 1

Dr 2 1
1

~r minDw!2 1
1

Dz2<1, ~28!

wheres is called the stability factor.
The performance of Eq.~28! is investigated by the

present authors by comparing the numerically calculated ei-
genvalues of the amplification matrixG with the correspond-
ing valuess.
Figure 5 shows the comparison between the stability factors
and the largest absolute eigenvalueuLumax of the amplifica-
tion matrix G for an aluminum tube. While geometrical (R
50.016 m, h50.002 m, and l 50.08 m), material (r
52700 kg/m3, l55.2531010 N/m2, and m52.71
31010 N/m2), and spatial discretization parameters~6, 120,
and 100 cells in the radial, circumferential, and axial direc-
tions, respectively! are held constant, the time stepDt is
varied. For each time step, the largest eigenvalueuLumax

~which is always larger than one! and the stability factors
are calculated~black dots! and are plotted in Fig. 5. Then the
simulations with the corresponding parameters are run and
observed visually to see, whether they are stable or not. As
excitation all three displacement components at one point are
driven with a center frequency of 200 kHz.

The region of Fig. 5 can be divided into three zones.
Zone I is the area in which the stability factors is smaller
than one and the absolute eigenvalues are slightly larger than
one and approximately constant. In this region stability is
always guaranteed.

In zone II the eigenvalues increase remarkably ands is
slightly larger than one. While the slope of the stability factor
curve is approximately constant, an obvious change in the
gradient of the eigenvalues can be observed. The FDM
scheme is still stable in region II.

In zone III stability cannot be achieved any longer.
There is no remarkable change in the stability factor curve or
the eigenvalue curve at the border between zone II and III.

Figure 5 shows that stability can even be achieved if the
stability factor s is slightly larger than one. This was also
noticed by Chen and Chew,3 who experienced that their cri-
terion @Eq. ~28!# could be relaxed. The reason is that their

stability condition is based on the result of Fellinger6 and
Taflove,13 who used the restricted von Neumann criterion
@Eq. ~26!# instead of the general criterion@Eq. ~25!#.

However one must be careful when using stability fac-
tors larger than one. Whereas the limit between zone I and II
is always at the time step wheres equals one, the border
between zone II and III depends on material, geometrical,
and discretization parameters. Therefore, no exact upper
limit of s can be determined to assure stability.

The authors have used Eq.~28! extensively as a stability
criterion in their simulations and experienced that stability is
always guaranteed for values ofs<1.

VI. ENERGY

Since the implemented model is nondissipative, a rea-
sonable method to test the validity of the FDM code is the
observation of the mechanical energy. For a linear elastic
material, the total energy remains constant after the excita-
tion of the structure, because the system is conservative.

The total energyE is given by

E5K1U, ~29!

in which K is the kinetic andU the strain energy,14

K5
1

2 EV
r

duj

dt

duj

dt
dV, ~30!

U5
1

2 EV
tjhejh dV. ~31!

The Einstein’s summation convention is implied for repeated
indices.

A. Kinetic energy

In a first step the discrete kinetic energy is considered to
be constant within a grid cell

dK
j ,i ,k

5
r

2
vj

m

j ,i ,k
vj

m

j ,i ,k

dV
j ,i ,k

. ~32!

The volume for one cell is

dV
j ,i ,k

5~~r rk!22~r rk21!2!
Dw

2
Dz. ~33!

and vj
m

j ,i ,k
are the velocity components at the point

(r wk ,w ri ,zr j ) in the middle of a cell~the indexm defines
components located at this middle point!. The velocities at
the grid points are calculated using central differences in
time

vj
j ,i ,k

n

5
1

2Dt S uj
j ,i ,k

n11

2 uj
j ,i ,k

n21D . ~34!

By using linear interpolation of these values, the components
v r

m

j ,i ,k
, vw

m

j ,i ,k
, and vz

m

j ,i ,k
, are determined.

FIG. 5. Comparison of the stability factors~dashed line! and the largest
absolute eigenvalueuLumax ~solid line! for different time stepsDt.
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B. Strain energy

For the same cell the discrete strain energy~constant
within the grid cell! is approximated as

dU
j ,i ,k

5 1
2tjh

m

j ,i ,k

ejh
m

j ,i ,k

dV
j ,i ,k

. ~35!

The strain componentsejh at the positions shown in Fig. 6
are calculated with the kinematic relations and central differ-
ences in space domain.
The strain componentsejh

m

j ,i ,k
are derived by linear interpolation

of the known values. The stress componentstjh
m

j ,i ,k
are calcu-

lated using the stress–strain relations@Eq. ~1!#.

C. Total energy

The summation over all cells of the discrete mechanical
energies leads to the total energyE of the structure. This
yields

E5(
j

(
i

(
k S dK

j ,i ,k
1dU

j ,i ,kD . ~36!

Figure 7 shows the normalized total energy, the strain energy,
and the kinetic energy as a function of time, calculated dur-
ing a simulation. In this case, an aluminum tube withR
50.016 m, h50.002 m, andl 50.9 m is used as specimen
~same material data as in the axisymmetric example in Sec.
IV !. An axisymmetric displacement excitation in radial and
axial direction is chosen 0.2 m from the left end. The center
frequency of the forcing function~5 sine cycles in a Hanning
window! is set to 250 kHz, resulting in two propagating
wave modes. The boundary conditions are displacement
fixed at both ends. The cell sizes in the radial and axial
directions areDr 50.2 mm andDz50.2 mm.

The total energy remains constant once the waves are
excited~Fig. 7!. Energy interchanges between strain and ki-
netic energy can be observed in Fig. 7 and in its enlargement
~Fig. 8!. The first and third changeovers are attributed to the
reflections of the two different wave modes, traveling at dif-
ferent speeds, at the left boundary of the tube. The second
interchange occurs due to the crossing of the faster~and al-

ready reflected! wave mode with the slower one. The small
ripples in the total energy in Fig. 7~around 80ms! are due to
the approximation that the energy is assumed constant within
a grid cell. However, the ripples vanish as the grid cells are
chosen smaller. More accurate results can be established, if
the energy is approximated by a linear distribution~in r, w,
andz! of the displacements within the cell.

The authors have performed several long-term simula-
tions to test, whether the total energy increases, decreases, or
remains constant.

As an example, an aluminum tube (R50.016 m, h
50.002 m, l 50.3 m, r52700 kg/m3, l55.2531010 N/
m2, and m52.7131010 N/m2) is driven by a displacement
point source in all three directions. The spatial discretization
parameters are 8, 140, and 450 cells in the radial, circumfer-
ential, and axial directions, respectively. The total energies
E1 andE2 are calculated at two different timest1 andt2 . In
this example, the time difference is 4.235 ms which corre-

FIG. 6. Allocation of the strain components on the grid.

FIG. 7. In an aluminum tube, axisymmetric waves are excited at 250 kHz.
Total energy~black solid line!, strain energy~gray solid line!, and kinetic
energy~black dashed line! are plotted versus time.

FIG. 8. Interchange between the strain energy~gray solid line!, and the
kinetic energy~black dashed line!. The figure shows an enlargement of the
first reflected wave mode of Fig. 7.
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sponds to 122 000 time steps. The relative differenceDE21

with respect toE1 amounts only to20.012%, which indi-
cates a negligible decrease of the total energy.

Results of the same order of magnitude are obtained for
several simulations with different material, geometrical, ex-
citational, and discretization parameters. The observation of
the total mechanical energy proves to be a useful criterion to
demonstrate the validity of the finite-difference method pre-
sented.

VII. VALIDATION USING THE DISPERSION RELATION

Dispersion relations are used to check the physical be-
havior of the proposed FDM scheme. They are like a finger-
print of a structure, including all phenomena of the mechani-
cal wave propagation.

On the one hand, dispersion relations can be calculated
from the equations of motion according to Ramsakaya.15 On
the other hand, they can be estimated from an experiment
using the matrix-pencil algorithm published by Hua.16 The
method is described in the papers of Vollmannet al.17 and
Gsell et al.18 The major steps are outlined below and in Fig.
9.

The displacement data are recorded versus time at sev-
eral locations along a surface line parallel to the axis of the
structure. A fast Fourier transform is applied to each mea-
sured data set in order to obtain the complex amplitude spec-
trum. A new data vector is created with the complex ampli-
tudes of all points at one discrete frequency. A signal
processing algorithm is applied to determine the wave num-
bers at the chosen frequency. Here the matrix-pencil algo-
rithm is used. The algorithm is able to estimate frequencies
~or wave numbers! of multiple sinusoids in noisy signals. To
derive the dispersion curves, the procedure is applied to each
frequency.

To validate the present FDM code, displacement data are
generated using a simulation. In a next step the signal pro-
cessing algorithm described above is applied to this data to
estimate the dispersion curves. In Fig. 10 they are compared
with the theoretically calculated curves. An orthotropic tube
of R50.014 75 m,h50.0015 m, andl 51 m with the same
material parameters as the point source example in Sec. IV is
used as a test specimen. A broadband excitation function
with a frequency range of 5–250 kHz is chosen in a way that
the first axisymmetric and the first three nonaxisymmetric
wave modes in the radial, circumferential, and axial direc-
tions are excited.

Good agreement is found between the two methods. In
the case of higher wave numbers one can see slight diver-
gences. This fact is attributed to insufficient sampling of the
shortest wavelength. In the region of lower wave numbers,
deviations occur due to estimation errors of the signal pro-
cessing algorithm in the case of large wavelength.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

The present FDM code is a valuable tool for visualizing
and enhancing the understanding of the wave propagation
phenomena in elastic tubes.

Since the displacement equations of motion are dis-
cretized directly, no stress components must be calculated
with this new algorithm. This reduces the memory require-
ment to approximately one-third and leads to a decrease of
computational time.

The exact von Neumann stability analysis, which is in-
vestigated numerically for three-dimensional cylindrical co-
ordinates for the first time, shows that the empirical result of
Ref. 3 is a useful criterion for the limitation of the time step
Dt.

Observation of the total mechanical energy of different
simulations, which were implemented as nondissipative sys-
tems, showed only negligible deviations. This is another im-
portant finding which proves the validity of the code. Instead
of using analytical solutions for simple cases to validate the
capability of the algorithm to describe the physics appropri-
ately, a new and more general approach is proposed. There-
fore, theoretically calculated dispersion curves are compared
with the estimated values from a numerical experiment. The
achieved results coincide and verify the algorithm.

The code can be used to create numerical data, which
are helpful to investigate signal processing algorithms used
in nondestructive-testing procedures, e.g., neural networks.
The study of the interaction of elastic waves at local inho-
mogeneities~e.g., the scattering at part-through cracks! is
another application of the three-dimensional code.

FIG. 9. Visualization of the major steps in the signal processing algorithm to
determine the dispersion relation.

FIG. 10. Comparison between the theoretically calculated dispersion curves
~gray lines! and the estimated values~black dots! from a numerical experi-
ment.
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APPENDIX A: DISCRETIZATION RULES

Central differences for the equation of motion in radial
direction @Eq. ~4!#:
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APPENDIX B: FULL FORM OF EQ. „13…

Equation~13! to calculate the radial displacement at the
next time step for the isotropic case:
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Equation~13! to calculate the radial displacement at the next time step for the orthotropic case:
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Transient propagation in media with classical or power-law loss
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This paper addresses the problem of small-signal transient wave propagation in media whose
absorption coefficient obeys power-law frequency dependence, i.e.,a}vn. Our approach makes use
of previously derived relations between the absorption and dispersion based on the Kramers–Kronig
relations. This, combined with a recently obtained solution to a causal convolution wave equation
enable expressions to be obtained for one-dimensional transient propagation whenn is in the range
0,n,3. For n52, corresponding to no dispersion, straightforward analytical expressions are
obtained for ad-function and a sinusoidal step function sources and these are shown to correspond
to relations previously derived. For other values ofn, the effects of dispersion are accounted for by
using Fourier transforms. Examples are used to illustrate the results for normal and anomalous
dispersive media and to examine the question as to the conditions under which the effects of
dispersion should be accounted for, especially for wideband ultrasound pulses of the type used in
B-mode tissue imaging. It is shown that the product of the attenuation and total propagation path can
be used as a criterion for judging whether dispersion needs to be accounted for. ©2004 Acoustical
Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1823271#

PACS numbers: 43.20.Bi, 43.20.Hq, 43.80.Cs@TDM# Pages: 3294–3303

I. INTRODUCTION

Experimentally, it has been found that the attenuation of
many media is proportional to thenth power of the fre-
quency. Both scattering and absorption can contribute to this
behavior. For classical viscous loss media such as water,
scattering is considered to be negligible and it has been
found that n'2 over a very wide range of frequencies.1

Interest in accounting for the effects of absorption and ac-
companying dispersion for other types of media has partially
arisen from the need to properly account for its effects in
ultrasound diagnostic and therapeutic applications. In fact, it
is well established that many soft biological tissues have an
attenuation characteristic that can be well represented,2 over
a limited frequency extent, byn in the range 1<n,2.

Our primary purpose is to describe a method for ac-
counting for power-law absorption characteristic for transient
signals and to illustrate how dispersive attenuation can influ-
ence the propagation of such signals. Using a recently ob-
tained solution to a causal convolution wave equation3 and
previously derived relations between the absorption and dis-
persion based on the Kramers–Kronig relations, expressions
are obtained for one-dimensional transient propagation when
n is in the range 0,n,3.

The final portion of this introduction presents a brief
overview of the equation that describes propagation in clas-
sical viscous loss media and its transient solution in one
dimension. Sections II and III provide a description of a new
and more general approach whenn is in the range 0,n
,3. Analytic solutions forn51 and 2 ~the nondispersive
case! are considered in Secs. IV and V and a physical expla-
nation is provided for the manner in which the transient com-
ponent propagates. General dispersive propagation equations

are obtained in Secs. VI and VII, and examples are used to
illustrate propagation in normal and anomalous dispersive
media, as well as to examine the question as to the condi-
tions under which the effects of dispersion need to be in-
cluded.

Background

The problem of predicting the manner in which transient
plane-waves propagate into a continuous medium exhibiting
classical viscous loss has been studied for many years. The
small-signal equation characterizing the propagation was
originally derived and published by Stokes4 in 1845. In one
dimension it can be written as

1

c0
2

]2n

]t2
2

]2n

]x2
5x

]

]t S ]2n

]x2D , ~1!

wheren is the particle velocity,x is distance,t is time,c0 is
the small signal propagation speed in the absence of viscous
loss~x50!, andx is a constant for the medium that expresses
the product of the adiabatic compressibility and viscous
losses. It is a third-order homogeneous linear equation based
on the small-signal assumption.

Although the steady-state solution of this equation is
well known, having been obtained by Stokes4 and subse-
quently by Stefan5 in 1866, transient problems have proven
rather more difficult to address. It is well established that
approximate solutions to such problems do not satisfy cau-
sality in the strict sense, i.e., a propagated pulse does not
have a sharp front but extends asymptotically to plus and
minus infinity, similar to solutions of the second order diffu-
sion equation.6,7 Exact transient solutions have been obtained
using the Laplace transform. Of particular importance is the
work of Hanin8 in 1957 who obtained a solution to~1! for aa!Electronic address: cobbold@ecf.utoronto.ca
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d-function source in terms of power series expansions. More
recently, using Laplace transforms Ludwig and Levin9 also
obtained ad-function solution which was expressed in terms
of two real integrals suitable for numerical evaluations for a
wide range of conditions. Exact solutions have also been
obtained by Norwood10 for a step function, ad-function, a
decaying exponential and a sinusoidal step, the results for
which were expressed in terms of double summations.

Approximation methods have also been used to obtain
solutions for small absorption coefficients. Blackstock,11 in
an important contribution published in 1967, considered the
one-dimensional~1D! problem in which a sinusoidal source
was abruptly switched on. By assuming the absorption to be
small, specifically thatac0!v, wherea is the absorption
coefficient, he showed that~1! could be reduced to the fol-
lowing second order equation:

ac0

v2

]2n

]t2
2c0

]n

]x
2

]n

]t
50. ~2!

This equation can be transformed to the well-known para-
bolic diffusion or heat conduction equation by changing the
variable tot5t2x/c0 . For the assumed boundary and initial
conditions, relatively conventional techniques were then be
used to obtain a solution.

If a5a0v2, wherea0 is an absorption factor, the earlier
approximation can be written asa0c0v!1, from which it
can be seen that the validity of the solution is limited to
locations where the spectral components are such thatv
!1/(a0c0). For example, substituting the values for water
(a056.4310216Np/@m ~rad/s)2], c051500 m/s) gives:v
!1.0431012rad/s. On the other hand, for carbon
tetrachloride12 (a051.357310214Np/@m ~rad/s)2], c0

5938 m/s) yieldsv!7.8531010rad/s. Ludwig and Levin9

noted that close to a transient source, where the frequency
components become higher, the approximation breaks down
thereby limiting the range of validity to both sufficient dis-
tances from the source and small absorption.

For the step sinusoidal problem posed by Blackstock11

the boundary conditions for the particle velocityn can be
expressed as

n~0,t !5H~ t !n0 sin~v0t !, and n~x,t !→0 as x→`,
~3a!

and the initial conditions by,

n~x,t !5]n~x,t !/]t50 for t,0, ~3b!

where n0 is the velocity amplitude,H(t) is the Heaviside
step function,v0 is the angular frequency and propagation is
assumed to be in the positivex-direction. The specification of
both the velocity and its derivative fort,0 is often referred
to as the Cauchy initial condition. However, trying to impose
both conditions can result in a poorly posed problem depend-
ing on the differential equation. It may be better to impose
only the first condition and let the system adjust itself to the
proper derivative condition on the boundary.

Blackstock’s exact solution11 to the approximate second
order equation that satisfies the initial conditionn(x,t)50
for t,0, can be written as

n~x,t !/n05e2a0xv0
2
H~ t2x/c0!sin@v0~ t2x/c0!#

1
1

2
e2~ t2x/c0!2/4a0xH~ t !

3Im@w~S1!2w~S2!#, ~4a!

wherea5a0v0
2 is the approximate absorption coefficient for

classical viscous losses and

w~S!5e2S2
erfc~2 jS!,

S15v0Aa0x1 jUt2 x

c0
UY A4a0x, ~4b!

S25v0Aa0x1 j S t1
x

c0
D Y A4a0x.

However, because of the approximation made in obtaining
~2!, it cannot be expected to be valid solution to~1! close to
the source.

Blackstock11 also derived a somewhat simpler noncausal
solution, which is a good approximation for locations not too
close to the source, though it does fail to satisfy the initial
conditions. It is given by

n~x,t !/n05e2a0xv0
2
H~ t2x/c0!sin@v0~ t2x/c0!#

1
1

2
e2~ t2x/c0!2/4a0x Im@w~S1!#, ~4c!

which is the same as~4a! except for the absence of theH(t)
andw(S2) terms.

Both solutions predict that the wave-front propagation
speed is infinite, which is of course is physically impossible.
It has been suggested that the failure for both the classical
viscous wave equation and the diffusion equation to properly
account for the finite propagation speed arise from neglect-
ing the particle inertia in response to an applied force. As a
result, particles can acquire an arbitrary high velocity. The
paradox of infinite propagation speed has been studied for at
least 50 years and a number of phenomenological ap-
proaches have been used. Many of these yield a hyperbolic
equation whose solutions are causal with a finite propagation
speeds.13 However, as discussed here and by others,11 solu-
tions to the parabolic equations do not provide sufficiently
accurate descriptions of the behavior in regions of practical
interest.

II. A NEW APPROACH FOR 0 ËnË3

For many soft tissues the effects of attenuation over a
limited frequency range can be well represented by a power
law,2 often with n close to 1. Although the contribution of
scattering to the attenuation has not been well documented
for many media, it is generally significantly smaller than
absorption. Provided the effects of scattering can be ignored,
dispersion equations, based on the Kramers–Kronig rela-
tions, can be used.

Recently3 we obtained a solution describing wave
propagation in a medium whose absorption coefficient obeys
a power-law frequency dependence. This solution was shown
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to satisfy the causal time-domain wave equation as proposed
by Szabo14 for propagation in such a medium. It is given by

f~r ,t !5
1

~2p!4 E2`

`

a~v!e2 j @K r ~v!•r2vt#dv, ~5!

where, in order to simplify the presentation, the vector
K r(v) has been introduced whose components are all equal
to @v/c(v)2 j a(v)#/A35K(v)/A3. In addition,a(v) is
an arbitrary function which can be specified by choosing
proper boundary conditions,c(v) is the speed of sound at an
angular frequency ofv and a(v)5a0uvun, where n is a
constant.

Making use of a generalized function~the tempered dis-
tribution!, Szabo15 obtained equations that relatea~v! and
c(v) for values ofn in the range from 0 to 3. Similar rela-
tions, valid for positive frequencies, but based on the differ-
ential Kramers–Kronig relations, were subsequently ob-
tained by Waterset al.16,17 For both positive and negative
frequencies the relations can be written as

1

c~v!
5

1

c0
2

2

p
a0 lnU v

v0
U, for n51, ~6!

1

c~v!
5

1

c0
1a0 tanS pn

2 D ~ uvun212uv0un21!,

for 0,n,1 and 1,n,3, ~7!

where v0 is a reference angular frequency at whichc(v)
5c0 . Recently, Waterset al.18 pointed out that~7! reduces to
~6! in the limit asn→1.

It follows from ~7! that if n52, i.e.,a(v)5a0v2, then
c(v)5c0 , corresponding to the absence of any dispersion.
For all other values ofn dispersion is present, as is illustrated
in Fig. 1 for a reference frequency of 1 MHz. The figure also
assumes that for all values ofn the attenuation at 1.0 MHz is
equal to 5.76 m21: a value that corresponds to that typically
seen in soft tissue.19 It will be noted that forn.2 the speed
decreases with increasing frequency and normal dispersion is
said to be present, as is the case for cancellous bone.20,21For
n,2 the opposite is true and the dispersion is said to be

anomalous. The presence of dispersion increases the diffi-
culty of obtaining an exact solution and, consequently, its
effects are sometimes ignored. For narrow-band signals the
effect of this simplification on the resulting transient wave is
likely to be small.

An exact plane-wave harmonic solution of the classical
viscous loss equation as given by~1!, results in an absorption
coefficient that can be expressed as a power-law series, the
first term of which is quadratic in frequency, i.e.,a(v)
'a0v2. In addition, there is a small anomalous dispersion
term. Because the derivation of~5! assumed that the propa-
gation medium can be exactly characterized by a power-law
absorption coefficient, it is not an exact solution to the clas-
sical viscous loss equation given by~1!. However, for small
losses it can be shown that~5! is an approximate solution of
the classical equation. Nonetheless, it is an exact solution of
the approximate viscous loss wave equation as expressed by
~2!.

We will show that for the special case ofn52 the solu-
tion given by~4c! for the problem expressed by~3! can ob-
tained from the general solution given by~5!. It will also be
shown that solutions for other values ofn in the range 0
,n,3, can be obtained either analytically~by neglecting
dispersion! or exactly, by using Fourier transforms.

III. ONE-DIMENSIONAL PROPAGATION

For 1D propagation in a medium whose losses corre-
spond to a power law in the range 0,n,3, by following the
same steps that were used to obtain~5!, it can be shown that
the velocity potential is given by3

f~x,t !5
1

2p E
2`

`

a~v!e2 j @v/c~v!2 j a~v!#x1 j vtdv. ~8!

Noting that the particle velocity and the velocity potential are
related byn52]f/]x, this can be written as

n~x,t !5
1

2p E
2`

`

j F v

c~v!
2 j a~v!Ga~v!

3e2 j @v/c~v!2 j a~v!#x1 j vtdv. ~9!

It can be seen that~9! can be written in the form of an
inverse Fourier transform, i.e.:

n~x,t !5
1

2p E
2`

`

n~x,v!ej vtdv, ~10!

having a kernel given by

n~x,v!5 ja~v!S v

c~v!
2 j a~v! De2 jx~v/c~v!2 j a~v!!

5n~0,v!e2 jx~v/c~v!2 j a~v!!, ~11!

in which

n~0,v!5 ja~v!S v

c~v!
2 j a~v! D .

If this result is substituted into~9!, the particle velocity can
be expressed as

FIG. 1. The fractional change in phase propagation speed vs frequency, as
predicted by~6! and ~7!, for different values of the exponentn. At the
reference frequency of 1.0 MHz,c051500 m/s. An~frequency! attenuation
coefficient of 0.5 dB/@cm ~MHz)n] was assumed. This corresponds to an
angular frequency coefficient ofa055.76/(2p3106)n, m21 (rad/s)n.
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n~x,t !5
1

2p E
2`

`

n~0,v!e2 j @v/c~v!2 j a~v!#x1 j vtdv, ~12!

which shows that when the source frequency spectrum is
known, the particle velocity at an observation pointx can be
calculated.

IV. PROPAGATION IN MEDIA FOR nÄ2

There are two ways of proceeding to solve the problem
posed in~3!. The first consists of determining thed-function
response and then, by convolving this with the source func-
tion to obtain the response. The second consists of determin-
ing the frequency spectrum of the source and then evaluating
~12!.

A. The impulse response

The impulse response can be obtained from~12! by not-
ing that the response corresponds ton~0,v!51, and using~7!
with n52, andc(v)5c0 . These steps enable thed-response
to be written as

nd~x,t !5
1

2p E
2`

`

e2 j @v/c02 j a0v2#x1 j vtdv

5
e2~ t2x/c0!2/4xa0

2Apxa0

5
e2t2/4xa0

2Apxa0

, ~13!

which is a Gaussian function in retarded timet5t2x/c0 . In
fact, a similar result was obtained by Blackstock@see Eq.
~53! in Ref. 11# from the classical viscous loss differential
equation by using a Laplace transform method. His deriva-
tion assumed the observation point to be at a large distance
from the source.

The Gaussian function fails to satisfy causality and pre-
dicts that an infinitesimal portion of the wave-front propa-
gates with an infinite propagation speed. Figure 2~a! shows
the normalized particle velocity response at four different
observation points, when the attenuation coefficient is as-
sumed to be 100 times greater than that of water at 20 °C,
i.e., a056.4310214Np/@m ~rad/s)2]. Such a value is of the
same order of magnitude as fluids such as glycerin. The ini-
tial condition,n(x,t)50 for t,0, i.e., the causality require-
ment, corresponds to negative values of retarded time such
that t,2x/c0 . For example, at a distance of 10mm from
the source (x/c056.67 ns), from Fig. 2~a! it can be seen that
at the retarded time oft,26.7 ns the response is negligibly
small. However, for smaller distances, such as 2mm (x/c0

53 ns) this is no longer the case. Consequently, for distances
not too close to the source and/or a higher attenuation, the
failure to satisfy causality has no significant effect on the
computed result.

An alternative approach to that of Ludwig and Levin9

for obtaining the impulse response of~1! is described in the
Appendix. It expresses the result as an inverse Fourier trans-
form, which can be evaluated using standard fast Fourier
transform software. Figure 2~b! shows the results for the
same conditions as in Fig. 2~a!. It can be seen that at greater
distances from the source, the response is very close to a
symmetric Gaussian function, but that for small distances the

response becomes asymmetric. Numerical results indicate
that as the observation point approaches the source, the peak
response approaches zero~retarded time! and the wave form
tends toward ad-function, as expected. Our numerical results
also indicate that the response drops to zero fort52x/c0 ,
i.e., t50, making thed-function solution causal. This ap-
pears to be contrary to prior suggestions that~1! is a para-
bolic equation and therefore, its solutions are noncausal.13

However, the wave-front propagation speed remains infinite,
i.e., a small portion of the response reaches any locationx at
a time t.0.

By convolving ~13! with ~3!, it can be shown that the
resulting equation is identical to that obtained in the next
subsection.

B. Using the source spectrum

In the second approach for solving the problem posed by
~3!, the frequency spectrum of the source function can be
used in~12!. For the boundary and initial conditions speci-
fied by ~3b!, n~0,v! can be expressed as

n~0,v!5E
2`

`

n~0,t !e2 j vtdt

5n0E
2`

`

sin~v0t !H~ t !e2 j vtdt. ~14!

By substituting this into~12!, noting that c(v)5c0 and
changing the order of integration results in

FIG. 2. Normalizedd-function response vs retarded timet5t2x/c0 , as-
suming a medium for whicha056.4310214 Np/@m ~rad/s)2]. Each curve
represents the waveform seen at a given location: the four waveforms in
each graph correspond to the same set of distances from the source. The
numbers above each distance indicate the relative amplitude normalization
constant used. Shown in~a! is the approximate response, as calculated from
~13!. ~b! Shows the exactd-function response of~1!. Note the asymmetry in
the response for small distances.
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n~x,t !5
n0

2p E
2`

`

sin~v0t8!H~ t8!

3S E
2`

`

e2a0xv22 j v~x/c02t1t8!dv D dt8. ~15!

From Ref. 22@Eq. ~3.323.2!#, the first integral can be evalu-
ated as

E
2`

`

e2a0xv22 j ~x/c02t1t8!vdv

5A p

a0x
e2~x/c02t1t8!2/4a0x,

which, when substituted into~15!, yields

n~x,t !5
n0

A4pa0x
E

0

`

sin~v0t8!e2~x/c02t1t8!2/4a0xdt8.

~16!

Again, using Ref. 22@Eq. ~3.897.1!#, this second integral can
be evaluated enabling the earlier equation to be written as

n~x,t !5
n0

2
e2a0xv0

2Fsin~v0t!1
1

2 j
e2 j v0t

3erfS 2t12 j v0a0x

2Aa0x
D 1

1

2 j
ej v0t

3erfS t12 j v0a0x

2Aa0x
D G . ~17!

If the relations given in~4b! are used, it can be shown
that ~17! is identical to Blackstock’s solution as expressed by
~4c!. Since Blackstock’s solution is an exact solution to the
approximate wave equation as expressed by~2!, our solution,
as given by~17!, is also an exact solution.

An alternative form for~17! that is convenient for sepa-
rating the transient and steady-state components can be ob-
tained by observing that erf(2X)52erf(X), and noting that
X2X̄52 j Im(X), where the complex conjugate is denoted
by the overscore. These changes enable~17! to be expressed
as

n~x,t !5
n0

2
e2a0xv0

2F sin~v0t!1
1

2 j Fej v0t

3erfS t12 j v0a0x

2Aa0x
D

2ej v0t erfS t12 j v0a0x

2Aa0x
D G G ,

or

n~x,t !5
n0

2
e2a0xv0

2Fsin~v0t!

1ImFej v0t erfS t12 j v0a0x

2Aa0x
D G G . ~18!

If this equation is rewritten as

~19!

where signum(y)511 for y.0 and 521 for y,0, the
steady-state and the transient components can be identified.
These are illustrated in Fig. 3 together with the total response
for a particular observation point. In practical terms, at a
frequency of 5 MHz and if the attenuation coefficient is
again assumed to be 100 times greater than that of water, i.e.,
a056.46310214Np/@m ~rad/s)2], then a0xv0

251 corre-
sponds tox51.57 cm. As pointed out by Blackstock,11 the
portion of the transient term ahead of the steady-state re-
sponse, corresponding to negative values oft, is responsible
for the precursor.

Figure 4 shows the normalized particle velocity as a
function of the normalized retarded timev0(t2x/c0), at
three different distances from the source for the same condi-
tions as Fig. 3. Fora0xv0

251 it can be seen that the precur-

sor has a normalized retarded time duration of less than25.
For c051500 m/s and at a frequency of 5 MHz, this corre-
sponds to less than 0.8 of a cycle out of more than 50. With
increasing distance from the source~higher values of
a0xv0

2) the amplitude of the transient component, increases
relative to the steady-state component: a feature that was
reported by Blackstock.11 As noted earlier, the presence of a
response prior to a time of2x/c0 results from the failure of
the approximate solutions to satisfy the initial conditions.

Figure 5 shows that fora0v0
2x.1, the amplitude of the

transient component falls off much more gradually relative
to the steady-state amplitude, which diminishes as
exp(2a0xv0

2). Also shown is the variation of the transient
full-width-half-maximum ~FWHM!, which increases as a
function of distance. Experimental measurements reported in
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1970 by Moffett and Beyer23 over a limited range of depths
have confirmed this behavior. At first sight, it might seem
that both features of the transient behavior are at variance
with the underlying physics: an issue that does not appear to
have been previously addressed and which is considered
next.

C. Characteristics of the transient component

Perhaps the simplest way of obtaining an intuitive grasp
of the transient component behavior is to examine how fre-
quency dependent attenuation affects a Gaussian function
that roughly approximates the characteristics of the transient
component. For example, at the depth corresponding to
a0v2x51 in Fig. 3, the transient waveform can be approxi-
mated by

S~x,t !5S0e2~ t2x/c0!2/4xs/A2pxs,

where the constantss and S0 are chosen to achieve a rea-
sonable match. Its Fourier transform is given bys(x,v)
5I$S(x,t)%5S0e2 j v(x/c0)2sv2x. Each frequency component
will be subject to an attenuation of exp(2a0v

2x) so that the
resulting waveform is given by

Sa~x,t !5I21$S0e2 j vx/c02sxv2
e2a0v2x%

5S0e2~ t2x/c0!2/4x~s1a0!/A4px~s1a0!.

Consequently, the peak value, which occurs at a time of
x/c0 , falls off as 1/Ax rather than exponentially, and the
FWHM increases with depth. Thus, the lower frequencies
present in the transient waveform suffer less attenuation than
the higher frequencies, a fact that becomes more apparent as
the wave propagates to greater depths. This establishes a
physical basis for the behavior of the transient component
relative to the steady-state component as seen in Fig. 5.

V. NONDISPERSIVE PROPAGATION IN MEDIA
FOR nÄ1

As noted earlier, this case is of particular interest since it
corresponds to the attenuation behavior often regarded as a
good approximation for soft tissue. For the same boundary
and initial conditions as previously assumed,~12! and ~14!
yield

n~x,t !5
n0

2p E
2`

`

sin~v0t8!H~ t8!

3S E
2`

`

e2a~v!x2 j v@ t82t1x/c~v!#dv D dt8. ~20!

For n51, the dispersion relation given by~6! enables~20! to
be expressed as

FIG. 3. The normalized particle velocity waveform is
shown in response to a transient sinusoidal signal that
propagates in a waterlike medium. The response con-
sists of the sum of the steady-state and transient com-
ponents as expressed by~19!.

FIG. 4. The normalized particle velocity waveform
caused by a sinusoidal transient atx50 is illustrated.
The waveforms were calculated from the approximate
equation, i.e.,~4c! or ~17! or ~19!, for three different
observation distances.
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n~x,t !5
n0

2p E
2`

`

sin~v0t8!H~ t8!

3S E
2`

`

e2a0xuvu2 j v~ t82t1x/c012x/p lnuv/v0u!dv D dt8.

~21!

To proceed further in an analytic manner it is necessary
to assume the dispersion of the medium is negligible, en-
abling ~21! to be simplified to

n~x,t !5
n0

2p E
2`

`

sin~v0t8!H~ t8!

3S E
2`

`

e2a0uvux2 j v~ t82t!dv D dt8, ~22!

where t5t2x/c0 . Now the integral in parenthesis can be
rewritten as

E
2`

0

e2a0uvux@cosv~ t82t!2 j sinv~ t82t!#dv

1E
0

`

e2a0uvux@cosv~ t82t!2 j sinv~ t82t!#dv

52E
0

`

e2a0uvux cosv~ t82t!dv5
2a0x

~a0x!21~ t82t!2
.

~23!

Substituting~23! into ~21! yields

n~x,t !5
n0a0x

p E
0

` sin~v0t8!

~a0x!21~ t82t!2
dt8. ~24!

If it is recalled thaty5v0(t2x/c0), the integral in the ear-
lier equation can be written as

E
0

` sin~v0t8!

~a0x!21~ t82t!2
dt8

5
1

4a0x
$ ip@cosh~B1 iy !2cosh~B2 iy !#

12Shi~B1 iy !cosh~B1 iy !12Shi~B2 iy !

3cosh~B2 iy !22Ci~2y1 iB !sinh~B1 iy !

322Ci~2y2 iB !sinh~B2 iy !%, ~25!

where Shi~•! and Ci~•! are the hyperbolic sine and cosine
integrals,24 respectively, and whereB5a0v0x. Substituting
~25! into ~24! and making use of the symmetry properties of
earlier functions results in

n~x,t !

n0
52

1

2
sin~y!sinh~B!

1
1

p
Re@Shi~D !cosh~D !2Ci~ jD !sinh~D !#,

~26!

whereD5B1 jy5a0v0x1 j v0(t2x/c0). In order to check
that ~26! gives the correct boundary conditions, we take the
limit as x→0. This yields

n~0,t !

n0
5sin~v0t !2

1

p
Re@ j Si~v0t !cos~v0t !

2 j Ci~v0t !sin~v0t !#

5sin~v0t !H 11
1

p
Re@ j Ci~v0t !#J

5H~ t !sin~v0t !, ~27!

where Si(y) is the sine integral.24

An alternative approach is based on velocity impulse
response. Forn51, the impulse response can be obtained
from ~12! as

nd~x,t !5
1

2p E
2`

`

ej v@ t2x/c0#2vxa0dv.

But

E
2`

`

e2a0uvux1 j vtdv52E
0

`

e2a0uvux cos~vt!dv

5
2a0x

~a0x!21t2
,

so that

nd~x,t !5
a0x/p

~a0x!21~ t2x/c0!2
.

By convolving this withn(0,t)5H(t)n0 sin(v0t), it can be
shown that at the observation point the waveform is given by

n~x,t !5
j

2p
$2p cos~2y1 j v0a0x!

1p cos~y1 j v0a0x!

22Si~y1 j v0a0x!cos~y1 j v0a0x!

12Ci~y1 j a0v0x!sin~y1 j v0a0x!

22Si~2y1 j v0a0x!cos~2y1 j v0a0x!

12Ci~y2 j v0a0x!sin~2y1 j v0a0x!%,

which can be shown to be identical to~26!.
The steady-state, transient and total response are shown

in Fig. 6 for a given spatial distance. Comparison with Fig. 4

FIG. 5. The peak value of the transient component as obtained from~19! is
shown as a function of the normalized distance from the source. Also shown
are the variations of the steady-state amplitude component and the transient
term FWHM.
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for a0v0
2x54 shows that the transient amplitude is less,

though the sinusoidal amplitudes are identical, as expected.
By comparison of Figs. 7 and 5, the transient amplitude for
n51 decays more rapidly with distance than forn52.
Moreover the FWHM increases less rapidly with distance
than forn52. The effects of the frequency dependent attenu-
ation on the transient component, as discussed earlier, pro-
vides a physical explanation of these changes.

VI. GENERAL DISPERSIVE SOLUTION

Of considerable practical interest is the causal solution
for n in the range for 0,n,3. By substituting~7! into ~12!
and noting thatn~0,v! is the Fourier transform ofn(0,t), the
velocity can be expressed as

n~x,t !5
1

2p E
2`

`

n~0,t8!H E
28

`

expH 2 j vx

3F 1

c0
1a0 tanS pn

2 D ~ uvun21

2uv0un21!G2a0xuvun1 j v~ t2t8!J dvJ dt8.

This can be rewritten as

n~x,t !

n0
5I21H I@n~0,t !#expS 2a0xuvun2 j vx

3H 1

c0
1a0 tanS n

p

2 D @ uvun212uv0un21#J D J .

~28!

When n51 a more convenient computational form can be
obtained from~6! as

n~x,t !

n0
5I21H I@n~0,t !#

3expS 2a0xuvu2 j vxF 1

c0
2

2

p
a0 lnU v

v0
UG D J .

~29!

Numerical results

Three sets of results will be used to show the effects of
dispersion. Figure 8 shows the time-retarded response for a
sinusoidal step-function in a medium withn51 at two dif-
ferent depths:x55 cm in Fig. 8~a! and x530 cm in Fig.
8~b!. The panels show that that the inclusion of dispersion
causes the waveform to be delayed, corresponding to anoma-
lous dispersion, and that the delay increases with depth. As
expected, the effective duration of the dispersive transient
component also increases with depth due to the decrease in
center frequency as the wave propagates through the me-
dium. It can also be seen that the amplitude of the transient
component is slightly reduced when dispersion is included
compared to the nondispersive case.

Of particular practical interest is the effect of dispersion
on the transmission of a Gaussian pulse in a tissue-like me-
dium, similar to those used in B-mode imaging systems. Fig-
ure 9~a! shows that for a pulse with a bandwidth of 75%,

FIG. 6. The normalized velocity waveform caused by a transient sinusoidal
source is shown for propagation in a tissue-like medium (n51). The total
response and its components were calculated from~26!.

FIG. 7. Peak values of the transient components, obtained from~26! relative
to the steady-state amplitude exp(2a0xv0), are shown as a function of the
normalized distance from the source. Also shown is the variation of the
transient term FWHM as a function of distance.

FIG. 8. The effects of speed dispersion are shown for propagation of a
sinusoidal transient signal into a medium whose attenuation is proportional
to the frequency (n51). ~a! a0v0x54. ~b! a0v0x510. In ~b!, if c0

51500 m/s thena056.66631025 Np/~m rad/s), i.e., 36.3 dB/~MHz m!, so
that for an excitation frequency of 100 kHz,a0v0x510 corresponds to an
observation point 23.9 cm from the source.
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propagating in a power-law medium characterized byn51,
attenuation does not cause significant distortion of the pulse
shape~ignoring changes in amplitude! when the two-way
propagation distance is 5 cm. Additionally, Fig. 9~a! shows
that dispersion does not significantly alter the pulse shape at
this distance. In contrast, when the two-way path distance is
30 cm, the cumulative effects of dispersion are more pro-
nounced, and two distinct changes can be observed in the
resulting waveform shown in Fig. 9~b!. First, the dispersion-
less model produces a symmetrical waveform about the time
axis, whereas accounting for dispersion results in asymmetry
in the waveform due to the different propagation speeds on
the various frequency components of the wave. Second, the
moment of the velocity response occurs later in time, as ex-
pected for an anomalous dispersive medium (n,2). In the
case of normal dispersion (n52.5), Fig. 10~a! shows similar
results for the 5 cm case~the corresponding attenuation co-
efficient has been adjusted to give roughly equal peak ampli-
tude levels!. In Fig. 10~b!, the distortion of the resulting
waveform is similar to that of the previous case, however,
the direction of time offset is reversed, as would be expected
when propagating in a normal dispersive medium (n.2).

It is seen from~28! that the contribution of the disper-
sion term to the signal is proportional to the dimensionless
parameterax. This term incorporates the attenuation coeffi-
cient, the frequency, and the propagation distance, and can be
understood as an aggregate parameter representing the total
attenuation experienced by a given wave propagating
through a medium. When two identical waves propagate

through different media for a different propagation distance,
the distorted waves will be identical if the corresponding
values ofa(v)x are equal. The value of this term may serve
as criteria to estimate approximately whether effects of dis-
persion should be included into consideration. For example,
for a propagation distance of 5 cm~Figs. 9~a! and 10~a!! and
using the given values ofa0 and v0 , we obtainax'1.4.
When the propagation distance is increased to 10 cm,ax
'8.6 ~Figs. 9~b! and 10~b!!. Therefore, the effects of disper-
sion are noticeable whenax'1.4 and the effects become
substantial whenax'8.6.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that our general solution as given by~5!
can be used to calculate the effects of dispersive attenuation
on the propagation of an acoustic field in media whose at-
tenuation is a power law function of frequency. Forn52,
dispersion is absent, and exact analytical expressions are ob-
tained for the impulse response and response to a sinusoidal
step. This condition corresponds closely to propagation in a
classical viscous medium whose behavior is generally as-
sumed to be governed by~1!. Comparisons are made be-
tween the exact impulse response of~1! and that for a me-
dium whose exponent is exactly 2. As noted by others, for a
sinusoidal step function source the transient component of
the response has an amplitude that increases with depth, rela-
tive to the steady-state amplitude. An intuitive explanation is
provided based on the frequency content of the transient and

FIG. 9. The effects of dispersion on the propagation of a Gaussian pulse
with a 75% bandwidth into a tissue-like medium (n51.0) are demonstrated.
The received pulse, when dispersion is either ignored or accounted for, are
shown for depths of~a! 5.0 and ~b! 30 cm. The time-retarded received
pressure waveform is normalized with respect to the transmitted pulse.

FIG. 10. The effects of dispersion on the propagation of a Gaussian pulse
with a 75% bandwidth into a medium withn52.5 are illustrated. The trans-
mitted pulse and the received pulse, when dispersion is either ignored or
accounted for, are shown for depths of:~a! 5.0 and~b! 30 cm. The time-
retarded received pressure waveform is normalized with respect to the trans-
mitted pulse.
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steady-state solutions. For tissue-like media withn'1
whose characteristics exhibit anamolous dispersion, the ef-
fects of dispersion are studied for both a sinusoidal step and
a Gaussian source. A dimensionless parameterax has been
shown to represent the overall effects of attenuation and dis-
persion. Results indicate that forax<1.4, the effect of dis-
persion is not significant and can be ignored, while for large
values such asax'8.6, the effects of dispersion signifi-
cantly alter the pulse shape. Our results indicate that for a
wideband Gaussian modulated sinusoidal source, the effects
of dispersion, combined with attenuation can have a pro-
found effect on the shape of the pulse when propagating
through a tissue-like medium.
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APPENDIX

Our purpose is to show that the impulse response can be
expressed as an inverse Fourier transform. The Fourier trans-
form of ~1! can be written as

]2n~x,v!

]x2
1

v2n~x,v!

c0
2~11 j vx!

50,

which has a particular solution of

n~x,v!5n~0,v!e6 j vx/c0A~11 j vx!,

where the source frequency spectrum is denoted byn~0,v!.
Consequently, if the source consists of ad-function atx50
and t50, i.e., n~0,v!51, the resulting particle velocity is
given by

nd~x,t !5Re$I21@e6 j vx/c0A~11 j vx!#%.

The time response at various locations were calculated from
this expression and found to be in agreement with those pre-
sented by Ludwig and Levin.9 If we assume that the absorp-
tion is small and the observation point is sufficiently distant
from the source so that the high-frequency components of
the spectrum are small, it can be shown that the earlier equa-
tion reduces to~13!.
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The sound field caused by a monopole source above an impedance plane can be calculated by using
a superposition of equivalent point sources located along a line in the mirror space below the plane.
Originally, such an approach for representing the half-space Green’s function was described by
Sommerfeld at the beginning of the last century, in order to treat half-space problems of heat
conduction. However, the representation converges only for masslike impedances and cannot be
used for the more important case of reflecting planes with springlike surface impedances. The
singular part of the line integral can be transformed into a Hankel function, which shows that surface
waves are contained in the whole solution. Unfortunately, this representation suffers from the lack
of validity at certain receiver points and from restrictions on wave number and impedance range to
ensure the necessary convergence. The main idea of the present method is to use also a superposition
of equivalent point sources, but to allow that these sources can be located at complex source points.
The corresponding form of the half-space Green’s function is suitable for both masslike and
springlike surface impedances, and can be used as a cornerstone for a boundary element
method. © 2004 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1819504#

PACS numbers: 43.20.Bi, 43.20.Fn, 43.28.Fp, 43.20.Rz@ANN# Pages: 3304–3311

I. INTRODUCTION

In 1909 and in later years, Sommerfeld1–3 investigated
the electromagnetic field of a point source in a half-space
bounded by an infinite plane with extended reaction. Since
that time the problem of determining the corresponding half-
space Green’s function and the associated acoustical problem
was treated by many researchers. Review articles including
comprehensive lists of references can be found in Refs. 4, 5,
and 6. If the half-space Green’s function is known, it can be
incorporated in a boundary element method~BEM!;7–12 con-
sequently, there is no need to model the infinite plane itself,
too. However, the BEM requires that the Green’s function be
differentiated in the normal direction~once or twice! and
evaluated many times during the BEM calculation. There-
fore, the expression for the Green’s function should be con-
structed as simply as possible, in order to lead to a fast and
efficient numerical method, especially if the radiation or
scattering from complex structures consisting of many thou-
sand boundary elements is considered. On the other hand, if
an equivalent source method13 is used for calculating the
sound radiation from vibrating bodies above impedance
planes, it is necessary to derive not only the field of mono-
pole sources over infinite planes, but also the field of multi-
pole sources of arbitrary order~cf. Ref. 13 or 14!. For this
purpose, the aim of the present paper is to derive a represen-
tation of the half-space Green’s functionG, which fulfills
three achievements. First,G should be easily constructed by
a superposition of simple sources, which could be computed
numerically in an efficient way. Second, the formula forG

should not contain singularities at certain receiver points,
other restrictive conditions for ensuring suitable convergence
behavior, or complicated mathematical expressions, for ex-
ample, contour integrals in the complex plane. Third, it
should be possible to generalizeG from monopole scattering
to multipole scattering in a straightforward manner. In addi-
tion, it would be desirable for the physical meaning of all
terms in the representation ofG to become as evident as
possible.

To achieve these purposes, two methods were combined:
the original ‘‘ancient’’ approach of Sommerfeld~see Ref. 3,
Chap. 13!, where a superposition of point sources for treating
problems of heat conduction is used, and the method of com-
plex source points, which was recently proposed in acousti-
cal literature for the investigation of sound propagation, too
~see Refs. 15–17!. The combination of both methods leads to
a powerful expression forG. Using only point sources with
real source points results in a representation ofG, which
only converges for masslike boundary conditions. However,
if the point sources are allowed to have complex locations,
the expression obtained forG is valid for masslike as well as
for springlike impedances, and satisfies all three require-
ments postulated above. In the following, the method will be
called the complex equivalent source method~for short:
CESM!.

In a subsequent paper, the CESM will be generalized, in
order to derive an expression for the reflected sound field of
an arbitrary multipole over an impedance plane.

Further work will be devoted to a detailed numerical
investigation of the CESM together with its incorporation in
the BEM.a!Electronic mail: ochmann@tfh-berlin.de
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II. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM

A monopole source in the frequency domain at the
source location y5(xs ,ys ,zs)5(0,0,h) in the three-
dimensional space is given by

g~x,y!5exp~ ikR!/~4pR!, R5Ax21y21~z2h!2, ~1!

where x5(x,y,z) is the receiver position,k5v/c is the
wave number with angular frequencyv, andc is the speed of
sound. All time-varying quantities should obey the time de-
pendence exp(2jvt) with j 5A21. It is well-known that
g(x,y) is the free-space Green’s function and solves the in-
homogeneous Helmholtz equation

Dg1k2g52d~x,y,z2h!, ~2!

whereD is the Laplace operator. As shown in Fig. 1, it is
now assumed that an infinite reflecting planeS is located at
z50. The plane separates the whole space into the upper
half-spaceV1 ª$(x,y,z)uz.0% and the lower half-space
V2 ª$(x,y,z)uz,0%. On the planeS, a normal impedance
boundary condition is prescribed

p

vn
5Z on S. ~3!

Here,p is the complex sound pressure,vn the normal veloc-
ity, and Z the normal impedance, where the unit normaln
5(0,0,21) is directed into the exterior of the acoustic do-
main V1 . Since the gradient of the pressure is given by

]p

]n
5 j vrvn on S, ~4!

the boundary condition~3! can be written as

]p

]n
2gp50 on S. ~5!

Here, r is the fluid density,]/]n is the derivative in the
direction of the normaln, andg5 jk/Z0 with the normalized
acoustical impedanceZ05Z/(rc). Now, we are looking for
a solution of the Helmholtz equation~2! together with the

boundary condition~5! in the half-spaceV1 . Such a solution
is also called a half-space Green’s function.

III. THE HALF-SPACE GREEN’S FUNCTION FOR A
MASSLIKE IMPEDANCE PLANE

A. The equivalent source method of Sommerfeld

In Ref. 3, Chap. 3, paragraph 13, Sommerfeld treated
half-space problems of heat conduction by writing the total
thermal field as a superposition of an original heat source, a
mirror source, and a line integral combined of single thermal
sources placed at thez axis below the mirror source as
shown in Fig. 1.

By using just the same approach for the corresponding
acoustical problem, we try to find a solution of Eqs.~2! and
~5! in the form

G~x,y!5ĝ~h!1Aĝ~2h!1E
2`

2h

a~h!ĝ~h!dh, ~6!

with the unknown coefficientA and the unknown amplitude
function a(h) of the mirror sources along thez axis. For
brevity, the free-space Green’s function~1! is written as

ĝ~h!ªgS S x
y
z
D ,S 0

0
h
D D 5

1

4p

ejkAx21y21(z2h)2

Ax21y21~z2h!2
. ~7!

Thus,ĝ(2h) is the mirror source ofĝ(h) with respect to the
planeS. The second and third terms on the right-hand side of
Eq. ~6! represent the field reflected from the planeS. Clearly,
G(x,y) is a solution of the Helmholtz equation~2! with only
one singularity at the source point (0,0,h). All other singu-
larities at points (0,0,z) with z<2h are located in the non-
physical lower half-spaceV2 . G(x,y) can be interpreted as
a representation of the half-space Green’s function by a su-
perposition of equivalent point sources. Therefore, this way
of constructing the Green’s function can be considered as a
variant of the equivalent source method or the source simu-
lation technique.13,14

To satisfy the boundary condition~5! on the surfaceS
and determiningA anda(h), the normal derivative

]G

]n
52

]G

]z
, ~8!

has to be calculated. By performing the differentiation with
respect toz and settingz50, one obtains from Eq.~6!

4p
]

]z
G~x,y!U

z50

5S jk21/r h

r h
D exp~ jkr h!

r h
~A21!h

2E
2`

2h

a~h!
]

]h
~exp~ jkr h!/r h!dh,

~9!

using

]ĝ~h!

]z
52

]ĝ~h!

]h
, ~10!

which follows from definition~7!. Here, we have set

FIG. 1. Geometry of the half-space problem.
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r h
25x21y21h2. ~11!

Special attention must be paid to the line integral: the differ-
entiation can be shifted to the amplitude functiona(h) by
performing a partial integration

IªE
2`

2h

a~h!
]

]h
~exp~ jkr h!/r h!dh

5
a~2h!

r h
exp~ jkr h!2E

2`

2h da~h!

dh
~exp~ jkr h!/r h!dh,

~12!

assuming that the contribution from the lower limit vanishes

a~h!

r h
exp~ jkr h! ——→

h→2`

0. ~13!

In the following, we will see that condition~13! is valid only
if the impedanceZ is masslike. SubstitutingG(x,y) into the
boundary condition~5! and taking into account Eqs.~8!–
~12!, we obtain

2S jk21/r h

r h
D ~A21!h

exp~ jkr h!

r h
1

a~2h!

r h
exp~ jkr h!

2E
2`

2h da~h!

dh
exp~ jkr h!/r hdh

3~2g!H ~11A!
exp~ jkr h!

r h
1E

2`

2h

a~h!
exp~ jkr h!

r h
dhJ

50. ~14!

As a first step, for satisfying Eq.~14!, A51 is chosen. Sec-
ond, in order to enforce that both integrals and the remaining
two terms become zero, two equations remain

a~2h!22g50, ~15a!

da/dh1ga~h!50. ~15b!

The solution of Eqs.~15! is easily obtained by

a~h!52g exp~2g~h1h!!. ~16!

Hence, by substituting Eq.~16! into Eq. ~6!, the final result
can be expressed as

G~x,y!5ĝ~h!1ĝ~2h!12e2ghE
2`

2h

e2ghĝ~h!dh,

~17!

or in a more explicit form

G~x,y!5
ejkr (h)

4pr ~h!
1

ejkr (2h)

4pr ~2h!

12ge2ghE
2`

2h

e2gh
ejkr (h)

4pr ~h!
dh, ~18!

with r (h)5Ax21y21(z2h)2.
If the time dependence exp(jvt) is used, the half-space

Green’s function is simply given by the complex conjugate
G* (x,y) of Eq. ~17! or ~18!, where it should be noted that

g* 52 jk/Z0* .

Here, the complex conjugate impedanceZ0* corresponds to
the normalized impedance of the problem formulated with
respect to the time dependence exp(jvt).

B. Discussion of the result „18… for the half-space
Green’s function

For g50 @see Eq.~5!#, the planeS becomes perfectly
rigid, and Eq.~18! gives the expected solution, which is a
superposition of the original source and the corresponding
mirror source

G~x,y!5
ejkr (h)

4pr ~h!
1

ejkr (2h)

4pr ~2h!
. ~19!

The perfectly soft conditionp50 onS must be treated sepa-
rately by reformulating the boundary condition~5! in a more
general way as

a
]p

]n
1bp50 on S, ~20!

and lettinga→0. Then, by substituting Eq.~6! into this per-
fectly soft condition, one obtains

G~x,y!uz505~A11!
ejkr h

4pr h
1E

2`

2h

a~h!
ejkr h

4pr h
dh50,

which is now satisfied forA521 anda(h)50 and leads to
the exact half-space Green’s function for the pressure-
released case.

However, due to the definition ofg5 jkrc/Z, the line
integral in Eq.~18! converges to a finite value for a real wave
numberk only if

Re$g%,0⇔Im$Z%,0, ~21!

where Re$ % or Im$ % denotes the real or imaginary part of the
quantity in brackets, respectively. Therefore, the normal im-
pedance of the reflecting plane is enforced to be masslike.
Also, by substituting Eq.~16! into Eq.~13!, it is obvious that
the necessary condition~13!

2ge2g(h1h)
ejkr h

r h
——→
h→2`

0, ~22!

is satisfied only for masslike impedances. On the other hand,
it has been known for many years that surfaces with spring-
like impedances can lead to the occurrence of surface waves.
This topic was extensively discussed in the literature4–6,18

starting with the work of Sommerfeld.1–3 The approach~6!
seems inadequate to model such surface waves, which may
contribute to the divergent behavior of the line integral.
However, the imaginary part of the ground impedance~the
reactance! is positive for widely used models: For example,
Embleton stated that ‘‘for porous ground this imaginary com-
ponent of the impedance is a compliance, like an elastic
cushion’’~see Ref. 6, p. 38!. As a second example, the model
of Delaney and Bazley~see Ref. 4, p. 74! predicts a positive
reactance. This gives the motivation to extend formula~18!
to the case of springlike surface impedances with positive
reactance in Sec. IV.
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C. Comparison with known solutions

Originally, Sommerfeld analyzed the propagation of ra-
dio waves above the earth. For this reason, he developed the
solution into an integral over Bessel or Hankel functions.1–3

Such an approach is nowadays called a Hankel
transformation.19 By transferring the electromagnetic to the
corresponding acoustical impedance case, the solution of
Sommerfeld@Ref. 3, p. 228, Eq.~9!# can be written~please
note that Sommerfeld’s constantmE /n2 is equal to2g in
our notation!

G~x,y!5
ejkr (h)

4pr ~h!
1

ejkr (2h)

4pr ~2h!

1
2g

4p E
0

`

J0~lr !e2m(z1h)
ldl

m~m2g!
, ~23!

wherer 25x21y2, m5Al22k2, J0 is the Bessel function of
order zero, and Re$m%.0 must be chosen. For demonstrating
the agreement between Eq.~23! and the present solution
~18!, we use the so-called Sommerfeld identity~see Ref. 15!,
originally derived by Sommerfeld~see Ref. 3, p. 222 or p.
229!

ejkAr 21(z1h)2

Ar 21~z1h!2
5E

0

`

J0~lr !e2m(z1h)
ldl

m
. ~24!

By multiplying Eq.~24! with exp(gh) and integrating overh
from h to infinity, we get

E
h

` ejkAr 21(z1h)21gh

Ar 21~z1h!2
dh

5ehgE
0

`

J0~lr !e2m(z1h)
ldl

m~m2g!
, ~25!

by using

E
h

`

e2(m2g)hdh5
1

~m2g!
e2(m2g)h, ~26!

because the contribution from the upper limit disappears for
masslike impedances with Re$g%,0 (Re$m%.0 is presup-
posed!. By introducing expression~25! into Sommerfeld’s
representation~23!, we obtain

G~x,y!5
ejkr (h)

4pr ~h!
1

ejkr (2h)

4pr ~2h!

1
2g

4p
e2ghE

h

` ejkAr 21(z1h)21gh

Ar 21~z1h!2
dh, ~27!

which is exactly the same result as presented in Eq.~18!, if
the variable of integration is changed fromh to 2h.

Similar to Sommerfeld, Habault and Filippi20 also used
the Hankel transform pair for investigating sound propaga-
tion over a homogeneous ground. With the ground character-
ized by a locally reacting surface, the authors obtained ex-
pression Eq.~36! in Ref. 20. By taking into account that
sign (§̂)521(§̂ªIm$Z0% in Ref. 20! for a masslike surface
impedance, and that the right-hand side of the Helmholtz
equation~2! is not a negative but a positive Dirac delta func-

tion in Ref. 20, it is easy to see that the representation of
Habault and Filippi is identical with the present result~18!.

A third interesting comparison can be made by studying
the paper of Liet al.10 They used a totally different tech-
nique, in order to derive the half-space Green’s function by
expanding it in a power series of the parameterg. Again, for
masslike impedances, their result is in full agreement with
formula ~18!. This can be seen by considering Eq.~24! of
Ref. 10: By switching to the present notation, changing the
variable of integration fromh to 2h, and dividing by 4p
due to the different right-hand sides of the Helmholtz equa-
tion ~2!, one gets the exact complex conjugate Green’s func-
tion G* (x,y) ~cf. the end of Sec. III A!. Thus, the results are
identical, since Liet al. used the time dependence exp(jvt).

Then, Liet al. incorporated the half-space Green’s func-
tion into a boundary element formulation. By using
Gaussian–Laguerre quadrature for evaluating the improper
integral numerically, their BEM results agreed very well with
analytical solutions. These findings could be confirmed by a
recent paper,21 whereG was also used for developing a BEM
MATLAB code. However, for springlike impedances the deri-
vation of Li et al.10 was not fully successful, since only an
approximate Green’s function could be determined.

In conclusion, the equivalent source method of Sommer-
feld leads to the exact same result as derived by several
authors using different methods. This may be helpful for a
deeper understanding due to a statement of the mathematical
giant Gauss, who said that ‘‘a variety of methods normally
contributes very much to the explanation of things which are
somewhat more difficult to understand’’~quoted from Ref.
22, translation from German by the author!.

IV. THE HALF-SPACE GREEN’S FUNCTION FOR A
SPRINGLIKE IMPEDANCE PLANE

A. The Hankel term solution

How can the present method be extended to the treat-
ment of sound propagation over springlike impedance
planes? For a positive reactance Reg.0, condition ~13! is
violated. Hence, the partial integration can not be performed
as described in Sec. III A. An obvious approach to overcome
this difficulty is to split the integral appearing in Eq.~6! and,
hence, in the boundary condition~14! as follows:

Îª5E
2`

2h

a~h!
ejkr (h)

r ~h!
dh

5E
2`

`

a~h!
ejkr (h)

r ~h!
dh2E

2h

`

a~h!
ejkr (h)

r ~h!
dh5..I 12I 2 .

Thus, the Green’s function~6! can be expressed as

G~x,y!5
1

4p S ejkr (h)

r ~h!
1A

ejkr (2h)

r ~2h!
2I 21I 1D . ~28!

Now, we first apply the boundary condition~5!

R~G!ª
]G

]n
2gG52

]G

]z
2gG50 on S,

to the first three terms in Eq.~28! separately
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RS ejkr (h)

r ~h!
1A

ejkr (2h)

r ~2h!
2I 2D50 on S.

Proceeding along the same lines as before, we again obtain
A51 and expression~16!

a~h!52g exp~2g~h1h!!.

Condition ~13! changes to

a~h!

r h
exp~ jkr h! ——→

h→1`

0, ~29!

since now the contribution from the upper limit of the inte-
gral I 2 must vanish. Clearly, condition~29! is fulfilled for a
positive reactance@cf. Eq. ~21!#. Consequently, the integral
I 1 takes the form

I 152gE
2`

`

e2g(h1h)
ejkAx21y21(z2h)2

Ax21y21~z2h!2
dh. ~30!

To satisfy the boundary condition completely, it must be
shown that the improper integralI 1 exists and that it fulfills
the boundary conditionR(I 1)50 on S automatically, too.
For a proof, we introduce the transformationh1ªh2z.
Then,I 1 can be written as

I 15E
2`

`

a~h11z!
ejkAx21y21h1

2

Ax21y21h1
2

dh1

52gE
2`

`

e2g(h11z1h)
ejkAx21y21h1

2

Ax21y21h1
2

dh1 . ~31!

Now, it is no longer necessary to perform a partial integra-
tion @cf. Eq. ~12!#, since the variablez is only contained in
the expressiona(h11z). Therefore, we get the equivalence

R~ I 1!50⇔ ]a~h11z!

]z
1ga~h11z!50,

which is automatically satisfied fora(h) given by Eq.~16!.
Hence,I 1 fulfills the boundary condition.

Strictly speaking, the integral converges only if condi-
tion ~29! for h→6` is satisfied. At a first glance, that seems
to be impossible. On the other hand, the integral can be
solved analytically by using the generalized formula of
Heine,23 which for n50 gives

p jH 0
(1)@~z22§2!1/2#

5E
2`

`

ejz cosht1 j § sinh tdt for Im$z6§%.0. ~32!

Here,H0
(1) is the Hankel function of the first kind of order

zero.
For that reason, the two coordinate transformations

t5~h2z!/r and t5sinhu, ~33!

have been applied, and the integral Eq.~30! becomes

I 152ge2g(z1h)E
2`

`

e2 jkr [ ~1/Z0!sinhu2coshu]du. ~34!

Recall thatr 5Ax21y2.

Now, the integral is in an appropriate form for applying
the formula of Heine~32!, which transforms the integral in
~34! into a Hankel function. The result is

I 152ge2g(h1z)~p j !H0
(1)S krA12

1

Z0
2D , ~35!

which is valid for

ImH krS 17
1

Z0
D J .0. ~36!

For a real wave numberk, condition~36! is always violated.
Nevertheless, the complete solution for springlike imped-
ances

G~x,y!5
ejkr (h)

4pr ~h!
1

ejkr (2h)

4pr ~2h!
1

1

2
j ge2g(h1z)

3H0
(1)S krA12

1

Z0
2D 22ge2gh

3E
2h

`

e2gh
ejkr (h)

4pr ~h!
dh, ~37!

which is obtained by substituting Eqs.~28!, ~16!, and ~35!
into Eq. ~6!, is in full agreement with results found in the
literature:

Sommerfeld~see Ref. 1 or Ref. 3, Chap. 6, p. 233! ob-
tained the Hankel function by performing a contour integral
and applying the residue theorem. He called the third term in
Eq. ~37! the surface wave contribution and the fourth term
the volume wave~cf. Ref. 1, Chaps. 5 and 6!. He stated~see
Ref. 1, pp. 695–696! that such a representation of the scat-
tered field is only valid in the regionr 25x21y2.0. In the
vicinity of the z axis, the third and the fourth terms contained
singularities. These singularities must cancel each other out
for r→0, but they destroy the usefulness of formula~37! for
a numerical evaluation. Especially, Eq.~37! cannot be incor-
porated into a boundary element method due to this restricted
validity, which seems to be the main drawback of represen-
tation ~37!.

Looking again at Eq.~36! of Habault and Filippi20 and
choosing a positive reactance, so that sign§̂511 ~in Ref.
20! follows, Eq. ~37! is obtained. Surprisingly, in their deri-
vation no problems of convergence are mentioned and no
additional conditions@like ~36!# emerge.

B. Superposition of equivalent sources with complex
source points

Representations~18! and ~37! of the half-space Green’s
function have the advantage that their physical meaning can
easily be interpreted as a superposition of acoustical sources.
However, for the more important springlike impedance, the
equivalent sources in the last term of Eq.~37! are located in
the lower half-spaceV2(2h<z,0) as well as in the acous-
tical domainV1(0<z,`). The latter leads to singularities
in the vicinity of thez axis for z.0, too. In order to find an
expression better suited for numerical purposes, we use a
completely different approach.

In several papers~see for example, Refs. 15–17!, the
idea appeared to use a discrete sum of simple acoustic
sources with complex source points for the modeling of
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sound propagation. This idea was originally introduced by
Deschamps24 and then enhanced by Felsen and other authors
~see, for example, Refs. 25–28!. They pointed out that
spherical waves with complex source locations could be used
to model the propagation of Gaussian beams. For example, if
the complex location (x,y,z)5(0,0,jb) with realb is used as
source point of a monopole, then the corresponding field
approximately behaves like a Gaussian beam in the paraxial
region near thez axis ~details can be found in Ref. 25!. On
the other hand, these complex sources are exact solutions of
the Helmholtz equation.

The keystone of the approach presented in this paper is
to use the source function

ĝ~2h1 j §!5
1

4p

ejkAx21y21(z1h2 j §)2

Ax21y21~z1h2 j §!2

for 2`,§<0 ~§ real!, ~38!

instead of

ĝ~2h1h!5
1

4p

ejkAx21y21(z1h2h)2

Ax21y21~z1h2h!2

for 2`,h<0, ~39!

in the line integral of Eq.~6!. Therefore, instead of using a
superposition of monopole sources along the negativez axis
@starting at the mirror point (x,y,z)5(0,0,2h)], we start
again at the same mirror point, but now source functions are
added along an ‘‘imaginaryz axis’’ at the pointsz52h
1 j §. Thus, the approach for the half-space Green’s function
is now @cf. Eq. ~6!#

G~x,y!5ĝ~h!1Aĝ~2h!1E
2`

0

b~§!ĝ~2h1 j §!d§.

~40!

By substituting expression~40! into the impedance boundary
condition and proceeding just in the same way as described
in Sec. III A, we get

A51 and b~§!52 j ge2 j g§. ~41!

It follows that the entire half-space Green’s function can be
written as

G~x,y!5ĝ~h!1ĝ~2h!

1
j g

2p E
2`

0 ejkAx21y21(z1h2 j §)2

Ax21y21~z1h2 j §!2
e2 j g§d§.

~42!

The change from real to complex source points has the enor-
mous advantage that the line integral is now convergent for
springlike surface impedances, too. This can be proven by
considering the kernel

K~x,y,z;§!5
b~§!

Ax21y21~z1h2 j §!2

3exp~ jkAx21y21~z1h2 j §!2!, ~43!

of the integral. The first factor

b~§!52 j ge2 j g§52 j gek§/Z0, ~44!

decays exponentially for real wave numbersk and §
→2`, if

ReH 1

Z0
J .0⇔Re$Z0%.0. ~45!

Such an assumption is true if the surface impedance pos-
sesses a small real part, which is a reasonable assumption,
since acoustical propagation always involves dissipative pro-
cesses. However, Eq.~45! is not a necessary condition, be-
cause the second factor of the kernel~43! also decays expo-
nentially, thereby allowing pure imaginary surface
impedances, too. This fact can be verified by observing that
the square-root symbolA in Eq. ~43! must represent the
root with a positive real part, in order to fulfill the radiation
condition for the time dependency exp(2jvt). If we now
choose receiver points at thez axis (x5y50) for simplicity,
we obtain for the exponential function in Eq.~43! (z.0,
h.0)

ejkA(z1h2 j §)2
5e1 jk(z1h)ek§ ——→

§→2`

0. ~46!

Consequently, the improper integral in Eq.~42! exists for all
kinds of surface impedances. It converges much faster then
the one in representation~18!, since the corresponding
source function~39! is a rapidly oscillating function forh
→2`, whereas the source function~38! decays exponen-
tially.

C. Discussion of the main result Eq. „42…

The question arises whether a similar formula for the
half-space Green’s function can be found in the related lit-
erature. The answer is yes. In Ref. 29, Nobile and Hayek
investigated a similar problem and started by using the Han-
kel transform. In the middle of their derivation, they obtained
a line integral@Eq. ~7! in Ref. 29#. Taking in to account the
nomenclature of Nobile and Hayek, changing their variable
of integration fromh to 2§, and dividing by 4p, their result
exactly agrees with the representation of the half-space
Green’s function~42! and, thus, can be interpreted as a su-
perposition of sources with complex source points, too.

Also, in the electromagnetic literature, line integrals
over source points with complex source locations were con-
sidered, in order to treat half-space problems as pointed out
by one of the referees: In Ref. 30, Lindell and Alanen ob-
tained a solution by applying a two-dimensional Fourier
transform to the basic equations and by expressing the reflec-
tion coefficient as the Laplace transform of a certain func-
tion. The final result is a line integral containing Bessel func-
tions. Convergence of the Bessel functions can only be
achieved if the image current is located in complex space,
too.

Some care is needed if the time dependence exp(jvt) is
used. In this case, the sources in the line integral must be
located along thez axis at points with

z52h2 j § for 2`,§<0, ~47!
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to ensure that the kernel of the integral decays exponentially
for all kinds of surface impedances. Again, the root which
yields a positive real part must be taken in order to satisfy
the radiation condition at infinity. A graphical illustration of
how to position the source points in the complexz plane for
different time dependences is given in Fig. 2.

The complex equivalent sources behave in a similar
manner as surface waves, which explains the close relation-
ship between formulas~37! and~42!. The square root in Eq.
~38! becomes zero if and only if

z52h, x21y25§2.

Whereas the ordinary monopole source becomes singular at
a single point~point source!, the complex point source shows
a different behavior: It becomes singular on circles around
thez axis atz52h with radius§ ~circle or ring sources!, and
for u§u→` the radius of these circles of singularity increases
more and more like a growing circular surface wave. Figure
3 shows the development of a complex point source with
decreasing values of§. Also, the close relationship of com-
plex equivalent sources with Gaussian beams can be easily
seen and is described in detail by Felsen,25 for example.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The complex source representation for the half-space
Green’s function has the following advantages:

~1! It can be used for positive as well as for negative reac-
tances of the surface impedance. In all cases, the im-
proper line integral converges, since the kernel consists
of complex image sources which decay exponentially.

~2! No singularities occur in the acoustic domainV1 , since
the singularities of the complex image sources are lo-
cated on circles around the mirror point in the planez
52h.

~3! The representation~42! is valid for all receiver
positions — even if the receiver is placed directly above
or below the source in contrast to the Hankel presenta-
tion in formula ~37!. Therefore, it can be incorporated
into a boundary element code, in order to take into ac-
count the influence of the impedance plane automatically
without the need of preparing a finite-element model of
the plane, too.

~4! All terms in the solution~42! have a clear physical
meaning and can be interpreted as contributions from
acoustical sources.

~5! The approach can be generalized in a straightforward
manner for treating the reflection of multipole sources of
arbitrary order from infinite impedance planes. These re-
sults will be published in the near future.

FIG. 2. Location of equivalent sources in the complexz plane depending on
surface impedance and time dependency.

FIG. 3. Complex modulusuĝu5abs(green) of the Green’s function~38! for
decreasing values of the imaginaryz location § over thexy plane; z1h
50.005 m andf 5420 Hz; ~a! §50 m; ~b! §520.2 m, ~c! §520.4 m.
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Work is in progress to implement the half-space Green’s
function numerically and to incorporate it into a three-
dimensional program code. Especially, the speed of conver-
gence for different numerical set ups will be tested.
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Acoustic modes and the coupling characteristics of a rectangular-like cavity with a slight
geometrical distortion introduced through a leaning wall are investigated in this paper. A pressure
variation index is proposed to quantify the global changes in acoustic modes caused by the
inclination of the wall. Effects on the coupling between acoustic modes and structural modes are
investigated using coupling coefficients. Numerical results show a simple relationship between the
distortion effect and the acoustic wavelength. The effect is most significant when the distortion
approaches the half wavelength. Compared with a rectangular enclosure, the existence of the leaning
wall gives rise to a much more effective coupling between the structure and the enclosure. ©2004
Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1823331#

PACS numbers: 43.20.Ks, 43.20.Tb@MO# Pages: 3312–3318

I. INTRODUCTION

The study of sound radiation by a vibrating structure
into an enclosure has received a great deal of attention for
years. A comprehensive modal-based theoretical framework
for interior sound field simulation was developed in the early
work of Dowell et al.1 and Fahy.2 Since then, a large amount
of effort has been devoted to investigating the vibro-acoustic
behavior of such systems,3,4 Given an excitation on the struc-
ture, structural vibration radiates sound into the enclosure
through its coupling with acoustic modes. Therefore an ac-
curate characterization of the sound-structure interaction
plays a key role in the prediction of acoustic field. The inter-
play between the structure and the enclosure is usually char-
acterized by the structural-acoustic modal coupling coeffi-
cient, which is a measure of the spatial match between
structure modes and cavity modes. The coupling analysis can
be easily done for cavities with simple geometry,5,6 due to
the existence of analytical modal solutions.7 This exercise
turns out to be very useful in many aspects,8,9 especially in
revealing useful physical insights to lead subsequent sound
control strategies.10–13

Literature review shows that most of previous work
dealt with rectangular or cylindrical enclosure. Although the
use of such regular-shaped cavities with perfect geometry
greatly simplifies the modeling procedure, one of the direct
consequences of such assumption is that, due to the symme-
try in both the structure and the enclosure, the structural-
acoustic coupling occurs in a very selective way, which
physically means that a structure mode can only be coupled
to a small portion of acoustic modes to warrant an effective
sound radiation.10,12In practice, however, slight imperfection
in geometry always exists, which may affect the acoustic
mode shapes and, consequently, bring drastic changes in the
coupling nature. As a first step, it is necessary to comprehend

how acoustic modes are altered. Literature survey shows that
few works on the irregular-shaped cavity have been reported.
One of the plausible reasons is that, classical modal-based
methods rely on the availability of acoustic modes, which
cannot be analytically known in the presence of geometry
irregularity. For a long time, numerical methods, such as the
finite element method14 and the boundary element method,15

have been adopted to deal with the problem. The develop-
ment of acoustoelastic method16 and the Green function
method17 made it possible to handle the irregular shaped
cavities in a semi-analytical way. Both methods were then
improved by the authors, who proposed the ‘‘combined
integro-modal~CIM! approach,’’ in which the cavity was dis-
cretized into a series of subcavities, and the acoustic pressure
was decomposed either over a modal basis of regular sub-
cavities or over that of the bounding cavities in the case of
irregular-shaped boundaries.18,19 Comparisons between theo-
retical or other existing results and the presented numerical
solutions showed excellent agreement.20

The purpose of this paper is to investigate possible
changes in acoustic modes and coupling characteristics due
to the introduction of a leaning wall in a rectangular-like
cavity. The whole system is modeled using the CIM ap-
proach. A pressure variation index is defined to quantify the
global change in acoustic modes caused by the wall inclina-
tion. The tendency plots of index reveal the relationship be-
tween the distortion effect and the wavelength of acoustic
modes involved. The impact on the structural-acoustic cou-
pling is also examined.

II. FORMULATION

As shown in Fig. 1, the cavity under investigation is a
rectangular-like cavity with one leaning wall~a trapezoidal
enclosure!. The enclosure has a volumeV0 ~cavity with solid
lines! surrounded by a surfaceS0 which is acoustically rigid.
A small anglea, which defines the degree of the inclination
of the leaning wallS1 , is used to represent the geometry

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic address:
mmlcheng@polyu.edu.hk
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distortion of the cavity, as opposed to its rectangular coun-
terpart. The acoustic pressureC inside the enclosure can be
expressed in the form of wave equation

~¹21k2!C50 ~1!

with the Neumann boundary condition

~]C/]n!S0
50, ~2!

where k is the wave number andn the normal direction
towards outside. In parallel, a rectangular bounding cavity,
which encloses the trapezoidal enclosureV0 and occupies a
volumeVc ((L11L33tga)3L23L3) with a surfaceSc , is
constructed~dashed in Fig. 1!. Inside the bounding cavity,
the Green’s functionG(r ,r 0) satisfies the following inhomo-
geneous Helmholtz equation with a point source:

~¹21K2!G~r ,r 0!52d~r 2r 0!, ~3a!

~]G~r ,r 0!/]n!SC
50, ~3b!

whered(r 2r 0) is the Dirac delta function.G(r ,r 0) can be
expressed in terms of normal modeswp of the bounding
cavity Vc as

G~r ,r 0!5 (
l ,m,n

w lmn~r !w lmn~r 0!

~klmn
2 2k2!VR` lmn

, ~4!

where

w lmn5cosS lpx

L11L3•tga D cosS mpy

L2
D cosS npz

L3
D , ~5a!

with klmn and ` lmn being, respectively, the wave number
and the generalized acoustic mass of thelmn-th mode, viz.

klmn
2 5S lp

L11L3•tga D 2

1S mp

L2
D 2

1S np

L3
D 2

, ~5b!

` lmn5
1

Vc
E

Vc

w lmn~r !w lmn~r !dy. ~5c!

According to the CIM approach,18,20 the acoustic pres-
sure insideV0 is decomposed on the basis of normal modes
w lmn of the bounding cavity as

C5 (
l ,m,n

blmnw lmn , l 51,...,L; m51,...,M ; n51,...N, ~6!

whereblmn are the unknown coefficients to be determined;
(L,M ,N) the numbers of the terms to be kept after the trun-
cation of the series. Combining Eqs.~1!–~4! with ~6! and
using the orthogonality property of mode shapes lead to the
following eigenvalue equation:

~k22klmn
2 !blmn5(

i , j ,k
bi jknlmn,i jk~a!, ~7!

where

nlmn,i jk~a!5E E
S0

w i jk

]w lmn

]n
ds. ~8!

For the cavityV0 , ]w lmn /]n50 holds at all walls except on
the leaning wallS1 . In light of the relationship between vari-
ablesx andz:

x5L11~L32z!•tga, ~9!

one has

]w lmn

]n
52cos

mpy

L2
S lp cosa

L11L3tga

3sin
lpx

L11L3tga
cos

npz

L3

1
np sina

L3
cos

lpx

L11L3tga
sin

npz

L3
D . ~10!

Substituting Eq.~10! into ~8! and then integrating overS1 ,
nlmn,i jk(a) can be expressed as

nlmn,i jk~a!5
@12usign~m2 j !u#pL2

16

•H l cosa

L11L3tga
@c1~a12a21a32a4!

1usign~ l 2 i !u•c2~a52a61a72a8!#

1
n sina

L3
@c1~a11a21a31a4!1c2~a5

1a61a71a8!#J , ~11!

where (c1 , c2 , a1 , ...,a8) are a set of coefficients which can
be calculated for a givena. sign is a symbol function defined
as

sign~x!5H 1, x.0

0, x50

21, x,0

.

It is clear thatnlmn,i jk(a) vanishes whena50, showing the
orthogonality property of the modes when there is no distor-
tion. Rearranging Eq.~7! in the matrix form gives

FIG. 1. Geometry and coordinate system of a rectangularlike cavity with
one leaning wall.
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F n000,000~a!2~k22k000
2 ! ... n000,LMN~a!

... ... ...

nLMN,000~a! ... nLMN,LMN~a!2~k22kLMN
2 !

G H b000

A
bLMN

J 50. ~12!

The solution of Eq.~12! yieldsblmn for constructing acoustic
pressure~or acoustic mode shape! inside the cavity from Eq.
~6!.

In order to quantify changes in acoustic modes, a varia-
tion index is defined as

Jlmn~a!5E
S
DC lmn

2 (a)ds, ~13!

whereDC lmn(a) is the residual mode shape over a given
surfaceS:

DC lmn~a!5C lmn~a!2C lmn~a50!. ~14a,b!

Obviously, Jlmn(a) represents the global change in the
lmn-th mode over the surface caused by the wall inclination.

III. NUMERICAL SIMULATION AND DISCUSSIONS

The formulation described in Sec. II is implemented.
The dimension of the cavity is set asL13L23L350.92
30.1530.6 m3. Since the inclination is introduced parallel
to y-axis, discussions will focus on those modes with order
( l ,m,n) with m50. In the following discussions, the term ‘‘
( l ,m,n) mode’’ will be used to designate a pair of acoustic
modes before and aftera is introduced. It should be men-
tioned that although this notation has clear physical meaning
when a50, it is loosely used for the cavity with a leaning
wall for the sake of convenience. In the latter case, it simply
stands for a mode evolving from the (l ,m,n) mode (a50)

due to the wall inclination. The matching of the pair is en-
sured by carefully checking the mode shape~pressure distri-
bution! of each mode during the calculation.

The truncation of the decomposition series@Eq. ~6!# is a
main factor affecting the accuracy of the calculation. A care-
ful convergence analysis was carried out by following the
procedure detailed in our previous work.18 Roughly speak-
ing, (L,M ,N) was gradually increased until no noticeable
changes in the calculated results were observed. For the
present configuration, the series is truncated up to 60, 3, and
10 in L, M , andN, respectively.

A. Analysis of acoustic modes

Changes in acoustic pressure distribution due to the
variation ofa are first investigated by choosing one typical
mode~1,0,1!. Figure 2 shows the contour plot of the acoustic
pressure over the cross areaABCE (y5L2/2 in Fig. 1! with
different inclination angles. The dashed are the iso-pressure
lines whena50° taken as the nominal case. The pressure
amplitude is normalized to the maximal pressure value in the
cavity. It can be seen that the distortion has no significant
influence on natural frequencies, due to the large wavelength
of the mode with respect to the distortion. With the increase
of a from 2° to 10°, the mode shape deviates gradually from
its nominal case. This change in acoustic pressure is quanti-
fied by the residual mode shapeDC101(a) in Fig. 3. It can
be seen that:

d For the case ofa52°, change in the acoustic mode is
observed, and the maximal difference is 4% compared to

FIG. 2. Contour of the iso-pressure of
the acoustic mode~1,0,1! over the
cross areaABCE.
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the nominal one. With the increase ofa, this change be-
comes more significant, reaching 23% fora510°.

d The perfect symmetry of mode shape at edgesAB andDE
in the case ofa50° is altered due to the distortion.

d There is a maximum pressure change area at edgeAB for
each configuration, ranging from 0.04 to 0.18. Its location
gradually moves towards the leaning wall of the enclosure
when a increases. For the same token, an even larger
variation area~from 0.04 to 0.23! can be observed at the
bottom part of the cavity~edgeDE), with the same mov-
ing tendency as shown at edgeAB. In comparison, there

is little change on the surface opposite to the leaning wall.
Therefore, the effect ofa on acoustic pressure variation is
mainly on the two walls adjacent to the inclined wall
rather than on the opposite one, with the maximal varia-
tion appearing at the area close to the leaning wall.

The global variation of a number of selected acoustic
modes is quantified using the variation indexJlmn(a). Fig-
ure 4 illustrates the tendency curve ofJl00(a) for a number
of selected modes witha varying from 0° to 30°. It can be
seen that

FIG. 3. Residual acoustic pressure
DC101(a).

FIG. 4. Pressure variation index. Solid
line: acoustic modes (l , 0,0! with 0°
<a<30° at S2 ; dashed: 1D duct
modes withg varying from 0 to 0.38.
n: l 51; ,: l 53; s: l 55; L: l
57; h: l 59.
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d For a smalla, the variation indexJl00(a) increases with
the increase of orderl . That is, a certain distortion will
have a more sensitive effect on pressure variation for
high-order modes than for low-order ones.

d Within the range of interest, no extremum ofJl00(a) is
observed for low-order modes. However, peaks appear
with the increase ofl . For example,Jl00(a) reaches its
maximum ata'22° for mode~7,0,0! and ata'16° for
mode ~9,0,0!. With further increase ofl , multiple peaks
emerge.

The earlier results show that there are critical values of
a for each mode in which the variation is the most remark-
able. There might be a relationship between these critical
values and the wavelength of modes in question. Quantifying
this possible relationship can help estimate the impact of
distortion on one particular mode of interest.

Since a mainly affects the acoustic modes in
x-direction, an auxiliary study was performed using a one-
dimensional~1D! duct with a lengthL to understand the
observed phenomena. Some details are given in the Appen-
dix. Using the duct theory,21 it can be found that maximum
alteration in the acoustic pressure occurs at those locations
DL satisfying

DLu i 5 l 21,l 22,...5
l l

2 S l

i
21D5S l

i
21DL, l5

2L

l
, ~15!

and thefirst one is located at

DLu i 5 l 215
l

2
•

l

l 21
. ~16!

Clearly, the number and locations of extrema depend on the
wavelengthl and mode orderl . For thefirst one, an increase
in l makesDL/l approaching 0.5, implying that for high-
order modes, the change in acoustic modes is the most re-
markable whenDL→l/2. Since higher-order modes have

shorter wavelength, a slight distortion can therefore lead to a
significant variation of mode shapes. Results are also plotted
in Fig. 4 and compared with previous ones for the cavity,
showing a strong similarity.

This observation is further verified in Fig. 5 using
the cavity defined before, which illustrates the varia-
tion of Jlmn(a) (0°<a<30°) with respect to DL/l
(DL5L3•tga). A large variety of modes are included in the
figure to check the observation made earlier. It should be
mentioned that, due to the difference in wavelength of dif-
ferent modes, the variation ranges ofDL/l are not the same
for all modes considered. The highest mode involved is 30 in
x-direction of the cavity, for whichfour extremum are de-
tected at DL/l50.55, 1.15, 1.8, and 2.54, respectively
~marked with arrows in the figure!. This result is in consis-
tent with the prediction given by Eq.~15!, which are
DL/lu i 529,...,2650.52, 1.07, 1.67, and 2.3. In addition, with
the increase of mode orderl , thefirst extremumDL/lu i 5 l 21

indeed convergences to 0.5.
The effect of the inclination on different walls is also

examined. Two walls, i.e.,S2 which is adjacent to the leaning
wall andS3 which is opposite to it are taken as example, and
the pressure variation indices for a number of selected modes
are compared in Fig. 6. Apparently, the distortion has much
greater effect onS2 thanS3 .

B. Vibroacoustic coupling analysis

Replacing the top wall of the enclosure by a simply-
supported flexible panel, a coupling analysis is conducted to
quantify the effects of the wall inclination on the structural-
acoustic coupling feature. The commonly used coupling co-
efficient L(a) is defined as the integral of the product be-
tweeni j -th structure modef i j and thelmn-th cavity mode
C lmn(a) over the vibrating surfaceAf :

FIG. 5. Pressure variation index
Jlmn(a) at S2 vs DL/l with 0°<a
<30° (DL5L3•tga,L350.6).
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Li j ,lmn~a!5
1

Af
E f i j C lmn~a!ds. ~17!

Figure 7 compares the magnitude of the coupling coef-
ficients when a50 and a510° using sixteen acoustic
modes (l 50,...,3;m,n50,1) and nine structural modes (i , j
51,..,3). It can be seen that, whena50, only a few acoustic
modes are coupled to each structural mode~denoted by a star
in Fig. 7!. In fact, any symmetric/anti-symmetric modes of
the panel, with respect to the center, would not be coupled to
an acoustic mode if the latter is anti-symmetrical/
symmetrical in one of the two directions parallel to the panel
surface. The distortion of the wall (a510°) greatly in-
creases the number of the coupled modes, denoted by circles
in Fig. 7. Comparing the two cases, the coupling strength
between the originally coupled modes are not significantly
altered, as judged by the closeness of the star-circle pairs in
Fig. 7. The additional coupling caused by the inclination of
the wall, however, can reach a relatively high level in some

cases. For example,L31,300(0)50 between the~3,1! mode
and the~3,0,0! mode whileL31,300(10°)50.15 ~marked with
an arrow in the figure!, attaining 37% of the maximum val-
ues ofLi j ,lmn(a) (L11,100(a)50.4053). Apparently, a strong
coupling is created due to the distortion of the enclosure.

Taking the structural mode~1,1! as an example, varia-
tions of the coupling strength with respect toa are examined
in Fig. 8. Thefive acoustic modes are the same as the ones
previously used in Fig. 4. For each particular acoustic mode,
the general tendency of the curve is somehow similar to its
counterpart in Fig. 4, which implies that a maximum alter-
ation of the pressure would most likely also lead to a signifi-
cant change in its coupling strength to the lower-order struc-
tural modes. This agreement becomes, however, less
consistent, for higher-order structural modes~not shown!.
Therefore, the criterion previously established to quantify the
pressure variation can be roughly used to predict the cou-
pling strength between an acoustic mode with a lower-order
structural mode.

FIG. 6. Pressure variation indexJlmn(a) with 0°<a<30° atS2 ~solid line!
andS3 ~dashed!. n:~1,0,0!; * : ~4,1,2!; ,: ~6,0,1!; L: ~7,0,2!; s: ~8,0,2!; 1:
~12,0,0!.

FIG. 7. Coupling coefficientLi j ,lmn

between acoustic modes and structural
modes of a simply-supported panel.* :

a50 and s: a510° (i , j 51,...,3; l
50,...,3; m,n50,1).

FIG. 8. Effect ofa on the coupling coefficientL11,l00 ( l 51,3,...,9).
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

Acoustic modes and the coupling characteristics of a
rectangular-like cavity with a slight geometrical distortion
introduced through a leaning wall are investigated in this
paper. A pressure variation index is proposed to quantify the
global change in acoustic modes. The coupling coefficient is
used to measure the effect caused by the distortion. Numeri-
cal simulations are performed to find out the relationships
between the variation index, the coupling coefficient and the
distortion. The following conclusions can be drawn.

~1! The pressure distribution inside the cavity is sensi-
tive to geometrical changes. The most affected areas move to
the leaning wall when the distortion is getting larger.

~2! A simple relationship between the distortion effect
and the acoustic wavelength involved is established. Whether
a given distortion is important depends on the wavelength of
the acoustic modes. For a lower-order mode, a small distor-
tion has no apparent influence due to its large acoustic wave-
length. For high-order modes, however, the effect is apparent
and intensifies when the distortion approaches the half wave-
length.

~3! The distortion affects more the two adjacent walls
than the opposite one.

~4! The inclination of the wall gives rise to a much more
effective coupling between the structure and the enclosure.
The most affected modes are these pairs which are not ini-
tially coupled whena50. The coupling strength between an
acoustic mode and a lower-order structural mode roughly
follows the tenancy stated in~2!.
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APPENDIX: RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE
DISTORTION AND THE WAVELENGTH OF A ONE-
DIMENSIONAL DUCT

The l -th mode shape of a duct with a lengthL satisfies
C l5cos(lpx/L), and the corresponding residual mode shape
when the length varies fromL to L(11g) can be written as

DC l~g!5cosS lpx

L~11g! D2cosS lpx

L D , g5
DL

L
. ~A1!

Using the pressure variation index defined in Eq.~13!:

Jl~«!5E
0

L

DC l
2~«!dx

5LS 11
sin~2p l«!

4p l«
1

1

lp S ~21! l 11

11«

1
~21! l

12« D sin~ lp«! D ,

«5
1

11g
. ~A2!

Jl(«) reaches its extrema when]Jl(«)/]«50, i.e.:

1

4«2 A11~2p l«!2 sin~arctg~2p l«!22p l«!

1
2

12«2AS 11«2

12«2D 2

1~p l«!2 sinS lp«

1arctg
lp«~12«2!

11«2 D50. ~A3!

A simplification of Eq.~A3! results in an approximate solu-
tion of «, viz., «5 i / l ( i 51,...,n). Thus, one has

DLu i 5 l 21,l 22,...5

S l

i
21Dl l

2
5S l

i
21DL. ~A4!

wherel is the wavelength of thel -th mode andl52L/ l .
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Scattering of ultrasonic waves in polycrystals with texture is studied in this article. The attenuations
of the three wave modes are determined as a function of dimensionless frequency and propagation
direction, respectively, for given orientation distribution coefficients~ODCs!. The calculation is
done in the case of a statistically orthorhombic sample made up of cubic crystallites. The wave
propagation and scattering model is formulated by the Dyson equation using an anisotropic Green’s
function approach. Within the limits of the first-order smoothing approximation, the Dyson equation
is solved in the spatial Fourier transform domain. The results presented are shown to be directional
dependent, frequency dependent, and especially dependent on the texture coefficients~ODCs! for
the quasilongitudinal and two quasishear waves. The theoretical results presented may be used to
improve the understanding of the microstructure during recrystallization processes. ©2004
Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1810236#

PACS numbers: 43.20.Bi, 43.20.Gp, 43.35.Cg@YHB# Pages: 3319–3327

I. INTRODUCTION

Metals and alloys are made of crystallite grains whose
characteristics and arrangements can be changed by the ap-
plication of heat processing, such as annealing. Microstruc-
tural parameters of metals determine the macroscopic me-
chanical properties of a material and include the grain size,
grain shape, and the orientation of the grains, or texture, and
their distribution in the microstructure. Ultrasonic waves
propagating in such aggregates lose energy due to scattering
from the granular microstructure of these materials. This
scattering is often characterized by the attenuation of the
medium. In general, the attenuation and wave velocity are
dependent on the grain size, shape, and on the particular
orientation distributions of the grains. If the grains are ran-
domly oriented such that the medium is statistically isotro-
pic, these propagation properties are independent of direc-
tion. However, the scattering attenuation and wave velocity
are a function of the propagation direction if the grains have
a preferred orientation. The preferred orientation of grains, or
texture, is best quantitatively described by the orientation
distribution function ~ODF! defining a probability density
function, which is usually expanded in a series of general-
ized spherical harmonics~Roe, 1965, 1966; Bunge, 1982!.
Often, most metallic materials with preferred orientation of
grains display anisotropy of material properties. Therefore,
knowledge of the anisotropic nature of the wave propagation
and scattering in textured materials such as attenuation and
velocity is critical for use with ultrasonic nondestructive
techniques. Such information will provide valuable insight
for modeling the microstructure of such complex materials
during processing.

The scattering of elastic waves by grains of polycrystals
has received considerable attention. The most recent contri-

butions for cubic symmetry with uniformly distributed orien-
tations of grains were made by Hirsekorn~1982, 1983!,
Stanke~1984!, and Weaver~1990!. The problem of wave
propagation and scattering in the case of polycrystalline
grains with an aligned@001# axis has been examined by
Ahmed and Thompson~1996! and Turner~1999!. In that
particular case, the average medium is statistically trans-
versely isotropic. Ahmed and Thompson~1992, 1996! also
studied correlations defined by both equiaxed grains and
grains with elongation.

During the recrystallization process of metals, such as
annealing, the microstructure may contain grains having pre-
ferred crystallographic orientations. For rolling texture, there
are three orthogonal axes of symmetry which are defined as
the rolling, transverse, and normal directions. Thus, the ma-
terial properties of this specific case may be assumed ortho-
rhombic due to the feature of the preferred orientation.
Hirsekorn~1985! also was one of the first to investigate the
wave scattering in polycrystals of cubic symmetry with roll-
ing texture as a function of frequency by using the perturba-
tion approach. She then extended her theory to determine the
directional dependence of the phase velocities and attenua-
tions of the three wave types under the same assumption
with fiber texture~Hirsekorn, 1986!. Her discussions were
restricted to waves propagating in the direction of an axis of
symmetry of the texture. The general formalism of the waves
propagating in any direction through polycrystalline metals
with rolling texture, however, has not yet been reported. The
detailed wave velocities of the three wave types, inclusive of
the quasilongitudinal and two quasishear waves, have been
discussed elsewhere~Sayers, 1982; Johnson, 1985; Hirao
et al., 1987; Li and Thompson, 1990! under the assumption
of orthorhombic-cubic symmetry.

In this article, the more sensitive ultrasonic parameter,
scattering attenuation, is studied for waves propagating in
any direction through such textured media. The wave propa-
gation and scattering model is formulated using the Dyson

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
jaturner@unl.edu
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equation studied by Frisch~1968! and Weaver~1990! which
is easily solved in the spatial Fourier transform domain
within the limits of the first-order smoothing approximation
~FOSA! or Keller ~Karal and Keller, 1964! approximation.
The problem is studied here using the anisotropic Green’s
dyadic, an approach not used previously for textured materi-
als. The attenuations of the three wave types are calculated
numerically as a function of dimensionless frequency and
propagation direction, respectively, for given orientation dis-
tribution coefficients~ODCs! using the derived expressions.
The resulting attenuations are shown to be directional depen-
dent, frequency dependent, and dependent on the texture co-
efficients~ODCs! for the quasilongitudinal and two quasis-
hear waves. The theoretical results presented may be used to
improve the understanding of the microstructure during the
recrystallization process. In addition, the present formulation
may be used to study diffuse ultrasonic problems in a
straightforward manner. Although the present model is for
the case of orthorhombic-cubic symmetry, the formalism can
be easily modified to apply to other given symmetry cases.

In the next section, the preliminary elastodynamics of
elastic wave propagation and scattering is introduced in
terms of an anisotropic Green’s dyadic. The formalism of the
attenuation is then developed for the anisotropic case of
orthorhombic-cubic symmetry.

II. WAVE PROPAGATION AND SCATTERING MODEL

The equation of motion for the elastodynamic response
of an infinite, linear-elastic material to deformation is given
in terms of the Green’s dyadic by

$2d jkr] t
21]xiCi jkl ~x!]xl%Gka~x,x8;t !

5d j ad3~x2x8!d~ t !, ~1!

whered3(x2x8) is the three-dimensional spatial Delta func-
tion. The second-order Green’s dyadic,Gka(x,x8;t), defines
the response at locationx in the kth direction to a unit im-
pulse at locationx8 in the ath direction. The moduli are
considered to vary spatially and density is assumed uniform
throughout. In the case of orthorhombic-cubic symmetry, the
moduli C are supposed to be spatially heterogeneous and
have the form Ci jkl (x)5Ci jkl

0 1dCi jkl (x). The material
properties might have global anisotropy such that the mean
moduli are not necessarily isotropic. The covariance of the
moduli is characterized by an eighth-rank tensor

^dCi jkl ~x!dCabgd~x8!&5J i jkl
abgdh~x2x8!. ~2!

The spatial and tensorial parts of the above covariance,J
andh, are assumed independent. The correlation functionh
is also assumed a function of the difference between two
vectors,x2x8. This assumption implies that the medium is
statistically homogeneous.

The mean response,^G&, is governed by the Dyson
equation~Weaver, 1990; Frisch, 1968!

^Gia~x,x8!&5Gia
0 ~x,x8!1E E Gib

0 ~x,y!Mb j~y,z!

3^Gj a~z,x8!&d3y d3z. ~3!

In Eq. ~3!, the quantityG0 is the bare Green’s dyadic defined
as the ensemble average response of the medium without
fluctuations, namely, the solution to Eq.~1! whendCi jkl (x)
50. The second order tensorM is the mass or self-energy
operator. The Dyson equation, Eq.~3!, is easily solved in the
Fourier transform domain under the assumption of statistical
homogeneity. The assumption of statistical homogeneity en-
sures thatG0, M , and ^G& are functions of a single wave
vector in Fourier space. The Dyson equation is then trans-
formed and solved to give the result for^G~p!& of the form

^G~p!&5@G0~p!212M̃ ~p!#21, ~4!

whereM̃ is the spatial transform of the self-energy. The self-
energy M can be written as an expansion in powers of
moduli fluctuations. To first order~Frisch, 1968; Karal and
Keller, 1964! M is expressed as~Weaver, 1990!

Mb j~y,z!

' K ]

]ya
dCabgd~y!

]

]yd
Ggk

0 ~y,z!
]

]zi
dCi jkl ~z!

]

]zl
L . ~5!

Such an approximation is assumed valid if the fluctuations,
dC, are not too large. The components ofM̃ are employed to
calculate the attenuation of the three wave modes. Further
details of the scattering theory can be reviewed by the reader
in the articles of Karal and Keller~1964!, Frisch ~1968!,
Stanke and Kino~1984!, Weaver~1990!, and Turner~1999!.

The medium of oriented grains with rolling texture has
orthorhombic symmetry. When ultrasonic waves propagate
in such media, the phase velocity and the associated polar-
ization vector are determined by the Christoffel equation.
The dispersion relations for the mean response are then given
by the solution of the Dyson equation, Eq.~4!, as

gb~p!5@gb
0~p!212mb~p!#21

5@v22p2cb
22mb~p!#21, ~6!

for each wave type,b, quasilongitudinal (qP) and two qua-
sishear (qS1 andqS2) waves. The expressions for the dis-
persion relations of the mean response are written

v22p2cb
22mb~p!50, ~7!

which is solved for the wave vectorp. The attenuation of
each wave type is given by the imaginary part ofp. The
explicit expressions of the attenuation can be determined us-
ing an approximation valid below the high-frequency geo-
metric optics limit @mb(p)'mb((v/cb)p̂)# ~Stanke and
Kino, 1984; Weaver, 1990!. This approximation allows the
imaginary part ofp to be calculated directly from Eq.~7!.
Thus, the attenuations of the three wave types are calculated
as

ab~ p̂!52
1

2vcb~ p̂!
Im mbS v

cb
p̂D . ~8!

The attenuations for the three wave types, which are
each defined in Eq.~8!, are finally given in the general form
~Turner, 1999!
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ab~ p̂!5
1

cb
3~ p̂! H p

4 E d2ŝ
v4

cqS1
5 ~ ŝ!

h̃S v

cb~ p̂!
p̂

2
v

cqS1~ ŝ!
ŝD

••••ûKp̂ŝv̂1

••••ûKp̂ŝv1

1
p

4 E d2ŝ
v4

cqP
5 ~ ŝ!

h̃S v

cb~ p̂!
p̂

2
v

cqP~ ŝ!
ŝDJ

••••ûKp̂ŝv̂2

••••ûKp̂ŝv̂2

1
p

4 E d2ŝ
v4

cqS2
5 ~ ŝ!

h̃S v

cb~ p̂!
p̂

2
v

cqS2~ ŝ!
ŝDJ

••••ûKp̂ŝv̂3

••••ûKp̂ŝv̂3 J , ~9!

whereK is defined as the polarization for the wave typeb ~1,
2, or 3 for wave typesqS1, qP, andqS2, respectively!. In
the above equation, the integrals are over the unit sphere,
which is defined by unit vectorŝ. The directionp̂ defines the
propagation direction,ŝ is the scattered direction, andû and
v̂ are defined as the polarization directions. The dependence
of the vectorsû on p̂ and ofv̂ on ŝ is implicit. The argument
of h̃ is the difference between the incoming and outgoing
propagation directions. The inner products on the covariance
of the moduli fluctuations are given in terms of four unit
vectors. In the next section, the correlation function is speci-
fied.

III. CORRELATION FUNCTION

As shown in Eq.~2!, the tensorial and spatial contribu-
tions of the material covariance are assumed independent.
The spatial correlations are characterized byh. Here, it is
assumed thath has an exponential form

h~r !5e2r /L. ~10!

The correlation length,L, is of the order of the grain radius
in polycrystals. In general, a simple exponential form of the
spatial correlation function is not exact for polycrystals with
rolling texture for which there is grain elongation. For elon-
gated grains, a more general spatial correlation function must
be used~Ahmed and Thompson, 1992!. The influence of this
choice of correlation function on the attenuations is left as a
subject of future investigations. In Fourier transform space,
the correlation function is then given by

h̃~q!5
L3

p2~11L2q2!2
. ~11!

The forms of the attenuation given above contain the
difference of two vectors, h̃(q)5h̃(@v/c1(u)#p̂
2@v/c2(u8)# ŝ) as the argument for covariance in Eq.~2!.
Now the correlation functionsh̃b2g(p̂,ŝ) are considered. If
the three nondimensional frequencies are then defined as
xb5vL/cb , using the expression of the spatial Fourier
transform of the correlation function in Eq.~11!, the func-

tions h̃b2g(p̂,ŝ) are then expressed in terms of the above
dimensionless quantities as

h̃b2g~ p̂,ŝ!5
L3

p2~11xb
2~f!1xg

2~f8!22xb~f!xg~f8!p̂"ŝ!2
,

~12!

for the incoming wave typeb and outgoing wave typeg. The
inner product, p̂"ŝ5cosf cosf8 sinu sinu8
1sinf sinf8 sinu sinu81cosu cosu8, if the unit vectorsp̂
and ŝ are generally defined by p̂5x1 cosf sinu
1x2 sinf sinu1x3 cosu and ŝ5x1 cosf8 sinu8
1x2 sinf8 sinu81x3 cosu8. The anglesu, f and u8, f8 are
respectively defined as Euler angles in a general coordinate
system. The form of the eighth-rank tensor,J i jkl

abgd , is dis-
cussed next for rolling texture made up of cubic crystallites.

IV. COVARIANCE AND ATTENUATION

To calculate the attenuations, the relevant inner products
on the covariance of the moduli fluctuations are required.
The covariance of the moduli fluctuations is represented by
an eighth-rank tensor which is given explicitly by

J
••••ûp̂ŝv̂
••••ûp̂ŝv̂5Jabgd

i jkl ûbûkp̂ap̂l ŝi ŝdv̂gv̂ j . ~13!

For polycrystals of cubic symmetry, the eighth-rank covari-
ance,J i jkl

abgd , is written as

J i jkl
abgd5^Ci jkl Cabgd&2^Ci jkl &^Cabgd&

5k2K (
n51

3

ainajnaknaln (
n51

3

aanabnagnadnL
2k2K (

n51

3

ainajnaknalnL
2K (

n51

3

aanabnagnadnL , ~14!

where the brackets,^ &, denote an ensemble average over all
orientations of grains, andk5C11

0 2C12
0 22C44

0 is the single-
crystal anisotropy factor. If the polycrystal is of
orthorhombic-cubic symmetry, only certain terms are non-
zero. An example term necessary for calculating the attenu-
ations is presented in the Appendix. Details of the other non-
zero terms may be found elsewhere~Yang, 2003!. For the
second term in Eq.~14!, the results are given in the details of
other articles~Sayers, 1982; Johnson, 1985; Hiraoet al.,
1987; Li and Thompson, 1990!.

The forms of the attenuations presented in Eq.~9! re-
quire various inner products on the covariance tensor. These
inner products have the general form ofJ

••••ûp̂ŝv̂
••••ûp̂ŝv̂ , where the

vectors p̂ and ŝ, respectively, represent the incoming and
outgoing propagation directions. The vectorsû and v̂ are
vectors defining the polarization directions of the particular
waves. While waves propagate in arbitrary directions, the
polarization vectors are found by the Christoffel equation.
Substituting the correlation function, Eq.~12!, and the inner
products into Eq.~9!, the resulting dimensionless attenua-
tions are given in the form
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ab~ p̂!L5
xb

4cb~ p̂!

2r2
3H E

4p

J
••••ûKp̂ŝv̂1

••••ûKp̂ŝv̂1 ~ p̂,ŝ!

~11xb
2~ p̂!1xqS1

2 ~ ŝ!22xb~ p̂!xqS1~ ŝ!p̂"ŝ!2

1

cqS1
5 ~ ŝ!

d2ŝ

1E
4p

J
••••ûKp̂ŝv̂2

••••ûKp̂ŝv̂2 ~ p̂,ŝ!

~11xb
2~ p̂!1xqP

2 ~ ŝ!22xb~ p̂!xqP~ ŝ!p̂"ŝ!2

1

cqP
5 ~ ŝ!

d2ŝ

1E
4p

J
••••ûKp̂ŝv̂3

••••ûKp̂ŝv̂3 ~ p̂,ŝ!

~11xb
2~ p̂!1xqS2

2 ~ ŝ!22xb~ p̂!xqS2~ ŝ!p̂"ŝ!2

1

cqS2
5 ~ ŝ!

d2ŝJ , ~15!

whereK has the same definition as discussed in Eq.~9!. It
should be noted that these inner products have units ofk2. In
the long wavelength Rayleigh limit,xb!1, Eq. ~15! can be
simplified as

ab~ p̂!L/xb
45

cb~ p̂!

2r2
3H E

4p

J
••••ûKp̂ŝv̂1

••••ûKp̂ŝv̂1

cqS1
5 ~ ŝ!

d2ŝ

1E
4p

J
••••ûKp̂ŝv̂2

••••ûKp̂ŝv̂2

cqP
5 ~ ŝ!

d2ŝ1E
4p

J
••••ûKp̂ŝv̂3

••••ûKp̂ŝv̂3

cqS2
5 ~ ŝ!

d2ŝJ .

~16!

In Eq. ~16!, the dimensionless attenuation has been normal-
ized by the fourth power of the dimensionless frequency for
the respective wave type.

In Eqs. ~15! and ~16! the inner products,J
••••ûp̂ŝv̂
••••ûp̂ŝv̂ , do

not have simple analytical forms for arbitrary propagation
direction in this orthorhombic-cubic case. Thus, these results
must be calculated numerically. In the next section, example
numerical results and discussions are presented.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Numerical results are now presented for a 70% rolled
steel plate. The material constants of a single crystal and the
texture coefficients of the orientation distribution function
with respect to the generalized spherical functions are given
by ~Bunge, 1982!

C11
0 52.3731011 Pa, C12

0 51.4131011 Pa,
~17!

C44
0 51.1631011 Pa, r57850 kg/m3,

and

c4
00521.47, c4

2050.46,

c4
4050.50, c6

0052.69,

c6
20521.20, c6

4050.46,
~18!

c6
60520.14, c8

00520.07,

c8
2050.29, c8

40520.45,

c8
60520.47, c8

80520.22.

The orientation distribution coefficients~ODCs! in
Bunge’s notationcl

mn must be converted into those in Roe’s

notationWlmn , which are used in this discussion. In order to
carry out the calculations for the attenuations, Eq.~15!, nu-
merical methods are employed. The procedure of numerical
methods for calculating the wave attenuations is now de-
scribed.

First, using the Christoffel equation, the eigenvalue-
eigenvector problem is solved for a given wave propagation
direction and scattering direction. Second, the covariance of
the moduli fluctuations is calculated by Eq.~14!. Next, using
the known covariance and eigenvectors, the inner products of
each wave type are calculated numerically. Finally, the
double integration is implemented numerically by the ex-
tended trapezoidal method. Here, examples are presented to
describe important features of the wave attenuations for sev-
eral propagation directions. The examples are generated us-
ing the methods discussed above. Since the orthorhombic
symmetry has three mutually orthogonal planes of symmetry,
all calculations are made for 0°<f<90° and 0°<u<90°.

Convergence of the numerical integration was examined
first. Wave attenuations of each wave type were examined
for waves propagating in the rolling direction, that isf50°
andu590°, and at a dimensionless frequencyxqS151.0. The
results show fast convergence for each wave mode in nu-
merical integrations using the extended trapezoidal method
~Yang, 2003!. In order to achieve a balance between effi-
ciency and accuracy, the number of intervals in the integra-

FIG. 1. Rayleigh attenuation,aqPL/xqP
4 , as a function of propagation direc-

tion for qP waves using the specified ODCs.
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tion N520 is chosen for calculating the attenuations for each
wave mode in the results shown here.

First, the attenuations within the Rayleigh limit are cal-
culated using Eq.~16!. It is known that the attenuations de-
pend on the fourth power of frequency in the Rayleigh re-
gime. Thus, the normalized Rayleigh attenuationabL/xb

4 of
each wave mode is shown with the angular dependence in
Figs. 1–3 for various propagation directions, respectively. It
is observed that in this specific case the attenuations of each
wave mode are considerably dependent on the wave propa-
gation direction. For waves propagating in different direc-
tions, the curves of the attenuations have smoothly changing
shapes. The percent variations of theqP, qS1, and qS2
attenuations in terms of polar angleu shown in Figs. 1–3 are
about 25–40%, 20–50%, and 15%, respectively. The varia-
tion of theqS2 attenuations is more uniform than that of the
others.

Outside the Rayleigh regime, the attenuation results are
calculated using the complete integrals, Eq.~15!. The direc-
tional dependence of the attenuation is presented first for a
given dimensionless frequency,xqS151.0. Figure 4 shows

the normalized quasilongitudinal wave (qP) attenuation,
aqPL, as a function of azimuthal directionf for various
polar anglesu. It is seen that the attenuation is dependent on
the propagation direction as expected. Here, the attenuation
variation with respect to polar angleu is around 15–30%.
The results for the normalized shear wave (qS1 andqS2)
attenuations are presented in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. The
directional dependence on the propagation direction for these
attenuations is also significant. The percent variation of the
qS1 andqS2 attenuations in terms of polar angleu is about
10–50%. These results may be contrasted with the results in
the Rayleigh limit. Comparisons of the Rayleigh attenuations
with attenuations outside the Rayleigh regime show that the
tendency of variation is quite different with each due to the
effect of frequency. In Fig. 4, theqP wave attenuation is
observed to have the maximum atf590° for given anglesu.
In Fig. 5, the curves of theqS1 wave attenuations have
smoothly changing shapes. Figure 6 shows that for propaga-
tion at polar angleu530°, 45°, and 60°, the maximum at-
tenuation is aboutf545°, and at polar angleu590°, there is
a minimum attenuation approximately atf545°. Further-

FIG. 2. Rayleigh attenuation,aqS1L/xqS1
4 , as a function of propagation di-

rection forqS1 waves using the specified ODCs.

FIG. 3. Rayleigh attenuation,aqS2L/xqS2
4 , as a function of propagation di-

rection forqS2 waves using the specified ODCs.

FIG. 4. Directional dependence of the normalizedqP attenuation,aqPL, for
frequencyxqS151.0.

FIG. 5. Directional dependence of the normalizedqS1 attenuation,aqS1L,
for frequencyxqS151.0.
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more, the asymmetry is observed in Fig. 6 for various polar
angles.

Next, results are presented for the normalized attenua-
tion as a function of aximuthal directionf for four different
frequencies at given polar angleu590°. The normalized
shear wave (qS1) attenuations,aqS1L, are shown in Fig. 7
for u590° for normalized frequenciesxqS151.0, 1.5, 2.0,
and 2.5. It is seen that the attenuation curves show a similar
shape with increasing frequency for the respective polar
angle. The results for the normalizedqP attenuations,aqPL,
are shown in Fig. 8 for the same frequencies. Figure 9 shows
the normalizedqS2 attenuations,aqS2L, as a function of
propagation direction for the same four frequencies. It is ob-
served that the attenuation curves show a similar shape with
increasing frequency for each wave type as well. All curves
of the attenuations have smoothly changing shapes for vari-
ous frequencies. Figure 9 shows that at polar angleu590°
there is a minimum attenuation atf545° for various fre-
quencies. There is no symmetry to be observed with increas-
ing frequency as well in Fig. 9.

Finally, results are presented for the normalized attenu-

ations as a function of frequency for several propagation di-
rections. In Figs. 10–12, the normalized attenuations of the
three wave modes are plotted versus dimensionless fre-
quency,xqS1 , for propagation directions along the rolling,
normal, and transverse directions, respectively. For the ex-
ample considered here, Fig. 11 shows theqS1 wave attenu-
ation for propagation in the rolling, normal, and transverse
directions with polarization in the normal, transverse, and
rolling directions, respectively. Figure 12 shows theqS2
wave attenuation propagated in the rolling, normal, and
transverse directions and polarized in the transverse, rolling,
and normal directions, respectively. It is observed that there
is a transition region as the dimensionless frequency in-
creases. Thus, the relative order of the attenuation is
switched in such a transition region for the three wave
modes, respectively. The attenuations increase with the
fourth power of frequency in the low frequency limit. After a
transition region, the attenuations scale with the square of
frequency as expected. Moreover, the normalized attenuation
of each wave type is plotted versus normalized frequency,
xqS1 , for propagation within thex12x2 plane for various

FIG. 6. Directional dependence of the normalizedqS2 attenuation,aqS2L,
for frequencyxqS151.0.

FIG. 7. Angular dependence of the normalizedqS1 attenuation,aqS1L, for
various frequencies,xqS1 , at polar angleu590°.

FIG. 8. Angular dependence of the normalizedqP attenuation,aqPL, for
various frequencies,xqS1 , at polar angleu590°.

FIG. 9. Angular dependence of the normalizedqS2 attenuation,aqS2L, for
various frequencies,xqS1 , at polar angleu590°.
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azimuthal angles in Figs. 13–15. In the Rayleigh regime, it is
observed that the curves for each wave type mainly show the
same shape. The variation of the attenuation of each wave
mode is about 10%. Outside the Rayleigh regime, the attenu-
ation of each wave mode in the rolling direction is about ten
times higher than that for propagation atf530°, 45°, and
60°. This feature is thought to be the result of the weak
texture for the case discussed here.

The generalized attenuation results presented in this ar-
ticle for arbitrary propagation direction suggest that new ul-
trasonic techniques for characterization of texture coeffi-
cients may be possible. Further study is necessary to unravel
the complex relations between the ODCs and the angular and
frequency dependence of the attenuations. Attenuation mea-
surements could ultimately be inverted such that the ODCs
may be determined. However, such an approach must be
optimized by choosing measurement directions that are the
most sensitive to the desired ODC. Thus, theoretical devel-

opments such as this one will provide a firm basis for direct-
ing new experiments. Eventual process control of recrystal-
lization that is quantitative will require modeling-directed
experimental methods. In addition to theoretical research,
numerical methods will also be necessary for progress to be
made. This work must also be expanded to include other
factors important to textured materials, such as grain size
distribution and grain shape.

VI. SUMMARY

In this article, the scattering of elastic waves in poly-
crystalline materials with texture was discussed. The en-
semble average response of the elastic waves is governed by
the Dyson equation within the limits of first-order smoothing
approximation. In contrast with previous work, here an an-
isotropic Green’s dyadic approach was used. In order to cal-
culate the attenuations, the relevant inner products on the
covariance of the effective moduli fluctuations were derived

FIG. 10. NormalizedqP attenuation,aqPL, as a function of dimensionless
frequency,xqS1 , for waves propagating in the rolling (RD), normal (ND)
and transverse (TD) directions.

FIG. 11. NormalizedqS1 attenuation,aqS1L, as a function of dimension-
less frequency,xqS1 , for waves propagating in the rolling (RD), normal
(ND) and transverse (TD) directions.

FIG. 12. NormalizedqS2 attenuation,aqS2L, as a function of dimension-
less frequency,xqS1 , for waves propagating in the rolling (RD), normal
(ND) and transverse (TD) directions.

FIG. 13. NormalizedqP attenuation,aqPL, as a function of dimensionless
frequency,xqS1 , for waves propagating within thex12x2 plane.
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in polycrystals of cubic symmetry with rolling texture. Com-
pact expressions for the attenuations of the quasilongitudinal
and two quasishear waves were then presented in terms of
integrations over the scattered directions. In general, attenu-
ations for each wave type are dependent on frequency, wave
velocity, and wave propagation direction, as well as texture
coefficients which are the expansion coefficients of the ori-
entation function with respect to the generalized spherical
functions. The results show that the attenuations of each
wave type can be comprehensively affected by those param-
eters. The general formulation is also directly related to
backscattering problems. The simple form of the results
makes them particularly useful for nondestructive testing and
materials characterization research. To use ultrasonic tech-
niques for monitoring texture during processing, the relation-

ships between ultrasonic parameters such as ultrasonic at-
tenuation and materials texture must be investigated. If one
knows the relationships between the ODCs and the ultra-
sonic attenuation, the texture coefficients can be inverted
from ultrasonic attenuation measurements. The ultrasonic at-
tenuations of sample specimens can then be measured during
annealing such that the ODCs can be determined during pro-
cessing.
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APPENDIX

For polycrystals of cubic symmetry, the nonzero terms of the eighth-rank covariance,J i jkl
abgd in Eq. ~14!, are determined.

The first term within the brackets is given as
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FIG. 14. NormalizedqS1 attenuation,aqS1L, as a function of dimension-
less frequency,xqS1 , for waves propagating within thex12x2 plane.

FIG. 15. NormalizedqS2 attenuation,aqS2L, as a function of dimension-
less frequency,xqS1 , for waves propagating within thex12x2 plane.
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1W820FT8201T82̄01
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where thew is orientation distribution function~ODF!. It can be expanded in a series of generalized spherical harmonics, with
the coefficientsWlmn defining the orientation distribution coefficients~ODCs!. The notationsTlmn are defined as
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0
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21

11S (
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3
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3

aanabnagnadnD 3Zlmn~j!e2 imce2 inw dj dc dw.

If the polycrystal is of orthorhombic-cubic symmetry, an example term (i 5 j 5k5 l 51 and a5b5g5d51! is given as
follows:
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The remaining nonzero terms necessary for the calculation are given in detail elsewhere~Yang, 2003!.
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It is known that a handclap in front of the stairs of the great pyramid of Chichen Itza produces a
chirp echo which sounds more or less like the sound of a Quetzal bird. The present work describes
precise diffraction simulations and attempts to answer the critical question what physical effects
cause the formation of the chirp echo. Comparison is made with experimental results obtained from
David Lubman. Numerical simulations show that the echo shows a strong dependence on the kind
of incident sound. Simulations are performed for a~delta function like! pulse and also for a real
handclap. The effect of reflections on the ground in front of the pyramid is also discussed. The
present work also explains why an observer seated on the lowest step of the pyramid hears the sound
of raindrops falling in a water filled bucket instead of footstep sounds when people, situated higher
up the pyramid, climb the stairs. ©2004 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1764833#
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I. INTRODUCTION

During the post meeting tour of the first PanAmerican/
Iberian meeting on Acoustics that was held in Cancun
~Mexico! in 2002 ~hereafter called ‘the post meeting tour’!,
the participants were shown that there are plenty of interest-
ing sound effects that occur at Chichen-Itza. Chichen Itza is
a Maya ruin where, besides the famous ‘‘ball court,’’1 there
is a pyramid~El Castillo! that produces a sound echo, in
response to a handclap, which sounds like the chirp of a
Quetzal bird. This effect has been one of the major subjects
during plenty of talks given by David Lubman2–5 and
others.6–8 Lubman has stressed the fact that the Quetzal bird
chirp is actually caused by Bragg scattering. However, there
has never been presented an actual simulation of the effect,
except for some heuristic simulations based on the ray
theory2–5 or a heuristic approach for the case of incidence at
45° measured from the normal to the surface.8–12 In what
follows, a full diffraction simulation is presented of the echo,
based on a~time-! delta function like handclap and also a
real handclap, based on the physical parameters of the stair-
case of the Pyriamid at Chichen-Itza and based on the
monofrequent single homogeneous plane wave diffraction
theory of Claeyset al.,9,10 which is a simplified case of the
inhomogeneous plane wave diffraction theory.11 The present
work describes the first simulations of a spherical sound
pulse, based on that monofrequent pure plane wave diffrac-

tion theory.9,10 Furthermore, it is for the first time that the
theory has been applied to audio frequencies.

Before presenting this development, it is of cultural im-
portance to stress the fact that some people believe that the
Quetzal bird chirp echo is caused by accident and others
believe that it is caused as a consequence of the Pyramid
builders’ purpose. Nevertheless, it is known that the Quetzal
bird has played a very important role in Mayan culture,
which is probably due to the fact that Mayans originally
lived for many centuries in the forest before getting involved
in the construction of cities and religious sites. However,
what is sure about this pyramid is that it certainly functioned
as a great solar calendar. For example a large serpent is built
on one side that causes special light effects around the time
of spring and fall equinox. This serpent is culturally con-
nected to the Quetzal bird~as can be seen on a Mayan glyph
from the Dresden Codex!, whence the generation of a
Quetzal bird echo might not be a real coincidence. It is also
known that an echo in Mayan culture represents a spirit.
However, it must also be notified that a Quetzal bird echo
also occurs at other Pre-Columbian sites and Ancient Mexi-
can ruins.12 Furthermore the first author encountered similar
effects as in Chichen Itza at two religious sites in Sri Lanka.
There, the short concrete staircase, that enables people to
take a bath in the Menik Ganga river at the religious site of
Katharagama, produces the low frequency sound of quacking
ducks in response to a handclap. Furthermore high frequency
echoes occur on the immense staircase leading to the reli-
gious site of Sri Pada~Adam’s peak!. Nevertheless, the ef-a!Electronic mail: NicoF.Declercq@UGent.be
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fects in Sri Lanka are probably a coincidence and are not a
result of purposely construction.

The last part of this paper is devoted to the less known
fact that an observer seated on the lowest stair step of the
great pyramid at Chichen Itza, hears pulses that sound like
raindrops falling in a water filled bucket, when other people
are climbing the pyramid higher up. This phenomenon~here-
after called ‘‘raindrop effect’’!, has been observed by the first
author and by a student fellow Ce´cile Goffaux during the
post meeting tour. Since the ‘‘rain god’’ plays a very impor-
tant role in the Yucatan Mayan culture, this finding might be
an impetus for future cultural studies.

II. THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE ECHO
SIMULATION

The staircase is seen as a periodically corrugated~infi-
nite! surface, being sawtooth shaped~see Fig. 1!. This is only
true within the interval of the physical staircase. This infinite
mathematical model is matched to reality by modeling a
handclap not by a truly spherical wave, but by a wave that
only contains propagation directions from the emitter di-
rectly to the staircase within the angular interval@a1 ,a2#
that assures impingement on the staircase and within the in-
terval @a3 ,a4# if, in addition, reflections on the ground are
considered as well. Hence, the handclap is only spherical if
observed on the staircase. Whatever sound patterns are emit-
ted to areas outside of the considered intervals is unimportant
for the present study. The vectorsd, h, D, andH are defined
in Fig. 1. Forex and ez being unit vectors along thex, re-
spectively,z direction, straightforward geometrical consider-
ations result in
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The diffraction theory of Claeyset al. that is applied here
can be found in the literature.9,11 Nevertheless, some charac-
teristics of that theory are outlined below. The theory is
based on the decomposition of the diffracted acoustic field
into pure plane waves, which is essentially only allowed
whenever the Lipmann conditions9,11 are fulfilled, stating
that the incident wave length must be of the same order of
magnitude as the corrugation period and that the corrugation
height must not exceed the incident wave length. If these
conditions do not hold, then errors will occur in the descrip-
tion of the sound field within the corrugation. Elsewhere the
errors will be small, except when the Lipmann conditions are
seriously violated of course. Basically, each of the reflected
and transmitted wave fields are decomposed into a series of
plane waves, each plane wave of orderm having a wave
vector

Km5kx
mex1kz

mez , ~8!

with

kx
m5kx

inc1m
2p

A2q
, ~9!

and kz
m determined bykx

m , the material properties of the
considered medium and the dispersion relationk25v2/v2,
omega being the angular frequency andv being the plane
wave velocity. The sign ofkz

m is chosen such, as to fulfill the
necessity of plane waves to propagate away from the inter-
face and, wheneverkz

m is purely imaginary, the amplitude
must decay away from the interface. The continuity condi-
tions demand continuity of normal stress and normal particle
displacements on each spot of the pyramid’s staircase. It can
be found in Claeyset al.9,11 that this leads to a set of equa-
tions that is periodical inx, whence the discrete Fourier
transform can be applied, resulting in an equal number of
equations and unknown amplitudes of all diffracted orders. It
can also be found in Claeyset al.9,11 that this discrete infinite
set of equations and unknowns can be chopped to a square
linear matrix equation that can be solved by a computer.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The following parameters are chosen such as to match
the physical reality of the reported experiments13 at 10 m in
front of the pyramid~see Fig. 1!. The observer’s height is

FIG. 1. Depiction of the pyramid’s staircase with and observer in front of it.
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chosenh51.80 m, the observers distanced510 m, the pyra-
mid’s dimensionsD523.84 m,H524.02 m,q50.263 m. It
then follows from ~1!–~4! that a1535.01°, a2578.15°,
a3582.22°, anda4555.42°. The material properties in the
humid Yucatan air have been taken asr51.1466 kg/m3 for
the density andv5343 m/s for the sound velocity. Those for
the limestone14 staircase have been taken asr52000 kg/m3

for the density,v l54100 m/s for the longitudinal wave ve-
locity andvs52300 m/s for the shear wave velocity. Damp-
ing has not been taken under consideration. For the param-
eters just given, the Lipmann conditions are given as
follows: For frequencies lower than 1844 Hz, the numerical
simulations will be perfect. For frequencies higher than 1844
Hz, there will be small errors in the description of the sound
field within the corrugation, but not elsewhere. For very high
frequencies, say more than 5000 Hz, errors may also occur in
the prediction of the sound field outside of the corrugation,
i.e., in the air and where the observer is situated. The errors
gradually grow for higher frequencies and are due to
‘‘shadow zones’’ and neglecting internal reflection within the
stairs.

A. Direct echo coming from a delta pulse

Within the angular interval@a1 ,a2#, the incident sound
is considered to be spherical and contains 500 frequencies
equally distributed between 500 and 3000 Hz. All incident
plane waves have the same amplitude regardless of their di-
rection and frequency. The former is necessary to produce
the spherical wave, the latter is needed to produce a delta
function like handclap. The spherical wave is modeled by
300 plane waves propagating along equally distributed
angles within the interval@a1 ,a2#. There is no serious vio-
lation of the Lipmann conditions. Only for frequencies above
1844 Hz can there be some errors in the sound field descrip-
tion within the corrugation, but that is not of significant im-
portance here because we are only interested in effects at the
observer’s position.

In Fig. 2, the calculated echo as a function of time is
given, corresponding to an incident spherical pulse. This sig-
nal looks very clean, i.e., there is not too much noise outside
of the echo, and is somewhat similar to the normalized plot
in Fig. 3 of the actual sound of a real Quetzal bird in the

forest. The latter signal was downloaded in* .wav format
from the website of David Lubman.13 The few delta function
like peaks in the middle of that latter plot are the result of
cracks that can be heard in the recorded sound file and are
probably due to wood creaks in the bird’s biotope. Figure 4
shows a normalized plot of the pyramid’s echo and is ob-
tained from a*.wav file that was also downloaded from Lub-
man’s website.13 This signal is far from clean. This is prima-
rily due to low frequency noise coming from the interaction
of wind with the microphone. Since it is almost impossible to
compare sound signals in time–space, it is necessary to study
sonograms or spectrograms of the obtained signals.15 A sono-
gram depicts the amplitude as a function of time ‘‘t’’ and as
a function of frequency ‘‘f.’’ It is obtained by a time limited
Fourier transform. Here, we used a gaussian window of
0.002 s width. The sonograms are plotted by means of a
gamma correction of 2. If the recorded sound is truly and
solely an echo that comes from diffraction on the staircase,
some patterns that will be mathematically described now,
may appear in the sonogram. From~9! an2m’th order echo
may appear if the following relation holds:

kx
inc5m

p

A2q
. ~10!

FIG. 2. Normalized calculated direct echo coming from a delta pulse. FIG. 3. Normalized recorded signal produced by a Quetzal bird in the forest.

FIG. 4. Normalized recorded signal of the echo coming from the pyramid.
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If this is combined with the dispersion relation, the angle, as
a function of the frequency at which the echo may appear,
can be calculated. If a ray-consideration is then applied, the
time delay as a function of each angle, taking into account
the wave speed in air, can also be obtained. This ultimately
results in:

t~2m, f !

5
udz1hzu

v cos ReF p

2
2arctan

AS 2p f

v
D 2

2S m
p

A2q
D 2

m
p

A2q

G
.

~11!

In Fig. 5 the curves that are represented by~11! are depicted
by means of a sonogram. In all sonograms that are presented
here, the vertical axis represents the frequency in the range
from 0 Hz ~bottom! to 5000 Hz~top!. The horizontal axis
always spans a range of 0.2 s. However, the instant values on
the horizontal axis do not always range from 0 to 0.2 s. It is
only the difference between the right side of the horizontal
axis and the left side that is 0.2 s. This is of course due to the
fact that sound recordings contain no information about the
absolute values of the start of recording and the end of re-
cording. However, in order to compare the different sono-
grams that are presented here, we have taken into account
physical considerations like the presence of the handclap in
the recordings of Lubman13 or the knowledge of the time-
origin in our calculations, to draw a time–frequency window
on each of the presented sonograms that is absolutely the
same in each sonogram. This window will therefore function
as the reference window for the discussions below. The ab-
solute position of the window is chosen as to contain the
relevant information that is present in Fig. 6, which is the
sonogram that corresponds to the calculated echo of Fig. 2.
This sonogram shows almost the same structure as the one of

Fig. 7, which corresponds to the recorded Quetzal bird chirp
in the woods~see also Fig. 3!. The only important difference
is the frequency at which the patterns appear and their dura-
tion. The actual bird chirps at lower frequencies than the
calculated pyramid’s echo. The authors do not know how a
young Quetzal bird sounds like, but perhaps the resemblance
would then be better. If Fig. 5 is compared with Fig. 6, it is
noticed that even though the classical grating equation pre-
dicts the possibility of elevated amplitude lines in the sono-
gram, not all lines are associated with a relevant amplitude if
the continuity conditions are also taken into account~see Fig.
6!. However, the elevated amplitude patterns that do appear
correspond more or less to the lines of Fig. 5. Especially
there is a strong appearance of them524 or m525 back
reflected sound. The fact that it is not simple to decide which
order is actually determining the elevated amplitudes is prob-
ably due to the interference of several plane waves because
the incident sound is spherical. This is slightly in contrast
with the assumption of Lubman5 that the Bragg-orders can

FIG. 5. Bragg diffraction lines on a sonogram. The sonogram shows infor-
mation as a function of time~horizontal axis! and frequency~vertical axis!.
The square window is a reference window that represents the same time–
frequency values in each sonogram in this report.

FIG. 6. Sonogram of the calculated direct echo coming from a delta pulse.
The axes are equal to those of Fig. 5.

FIG. 7. Sonogram of the recorded Quetzal bird chirp in the forest. The axes
are equal to those of Fig. 5.
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be well seen in the sonogram of the recorded echo. In order
to examine this contradiction, we have calculated the sono-
gram that actually corresponds to the recorded pyramid’s
echo of Fig. 4. The result is shown in Fig. 8. Within the
reference time/frequency window, the same pattern can be
found more or less~if you look through the noise! as in Fig.
6. However, Fig. 8 shows that it is absolutely not for certain
that all patterns that are noticeable would correspond to the
lines of Fig. 5. There is even something more obscure, which
is the presence of ‘‘patterns’’ outside the reference window.
If these were simply coming from Bragg diffraction, they
would also appear in Fig. 6, where not only the mathematical
grating equation is taken into account, but also the continuity
conditions. Since they do not appear in Fig. 6~or have an
amplitude which is too small to be noticed!, it can already be
concluded that these patterns cannot simply be the result of
pure Bragg diffraction and that an extra effect must be in-
volved.

B. Direct echo coming from a handclap

The answer to the critical question as to what then actu-
ally causes these patterns can be revealed if one considers
Fig. 9. The latter figure depicts the sonogram of the handclap
taken from the recordings of Lubman13 and being isolated
from the echo of the same recording. A handclap is actually
far from a delta function, because not all frequencies have
the same amplitude. Actually, the handclap contains several
frequency bands. For this purpose we have also simulated
the echo resulting from a real handclap instead of a pulse.
The handclap itself~as taken from Lubman13!, which takes
0.02 s and must be followed by 0.18 s of silence in order to
get a realistic time window of 0.2 s, needs to be represented
by 4096 frequencies in between 5 and 25 000 Hz. Because of
the amount of RAM memory needed and due to a limited
CPU speed, taking into account all these frequencies in our
diffraction procedure would result in a calculation time that
exceeds the lifetime of our high speed computer.

This, together with the fact that the higher the frequen-
cies, the more seriously Lipmann’s conditions are violated,
and a trade off between handclap reproducibility and calcu-
lation time, led to the decision to reduce the number of fre-
quencies to 1968 in between 400 and 10 240 Hz. Taking into
account higher frequencies would have violated Lipmann’s
conditions and would have taken us too much time. Consid-
eration of only frequencies up to 5000 Hz led to an incident
handclap that didn’t sound right and led to an echo that did
not at all correspond with reality. The reason of the latter
effect is that a complicated handclap is much harder to deal
with than the pulse of last section. Whereas a frequency chop
for a pulse results in a new pulse that is quickly followed by
a period of silence within the 2 s time window of interest, a
frequency chop for a handclap results in unnegligible noise
following the handclap, which is too strong if only frequen-
cies up to 5000 Hz are considered. This noise, which is less
important if frequencies up to 10 240 Hz are taken into ac-
count, is also diffracted and due to time shifts may even
overlap with neighboring time windows after diffraction.
Therefore the numerical echo~as can be seen in Fig. 10!,
corresponding with an incident numerical handclap with fre-

FIG. 8. Sonogram of the recorded echo coming from the pyramid. The
vertical axis is equal as in Fig. 5, the horizontal axis spans the same time
interval length. The reference window is situated at the same time/frequency
values as in Fig. 5.

FIG. 9. Sonogram of the recorded~and mathematically isolated! handclap.
Same comments on the axes as in Fig. 8.

FIG. 10. Calculated direct echo coming from a handclap.
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quencies higher than 10 240 Hz neglected, is, contrary to
physical experiments, not limited in time. In Fig. 10, for
reasons of calculation time limitations, we have, just as in
the previous calculations, considered the results for all ap-
plied plane waves at all applied frequencies, but we have
only taken into account 1024 positions of time within the
interval of interest for reproducing the result. This means that
a time limited Fourier transform cannot extract frequencies
higher than the sampling frequency of 3034 Hz. However, if
we take a look at the sonogram in Fig. 11, which corresponds
with the numerical signal in Fig. 10 and is made just like all
previous sonograms, we can see 4 frequency bands instead of
only 2 in Fig. 6. Even more important is that they coincide
with the experimentally measured frequency bands of Fig. 8.
Therefore, even if, because of computer limitations, a true
temporal description cannot be obtained, still what the fre-
quencies are concerned the simulation reproduces the experi-
mental result obtained by Lubman.13 This proves that the
lower two frequency bands in the experiments are mainly
caused by the nature of the handclap and not as much by the
diffraction process itself. In other words the echo is a func-
tion of the kind of incident sound.

C. Direct and indirect echo coming from a handclap

In Sec. III A we discussed the echo coming from a pulse
and showed that the presence of 4 frequency bands in the
reflected sound instead of 2 was probably due to the kind of
incident sound. In Sec. III B this statement was proved by
simulating the echo coming from the handclap in the
experiments.13 Yet another important question that needs to
be resolved is the influence of the ground in front of the
stairs of the pyramid. Up until now we have neglected this
effect. We now consider the extreme condition where the
ground is a perfect reflector. Hence sound coming from the
handclap is not only propagating strait to the pyramid, but is
also reflected on the ground before propagating towards the
pyramid. Furthermore sound reflected from the pyramid may
be received after strait propagation from the stairs or may
again be reflected by the ground before being received.
Therefore, the received signalG consists of 4 parts:

~i! G1: Sound traveled directly to the pyramid and being
received directly;

~ii ! G2: Sound traveled directly to the pyramid and being
received after being reflected by the ground;

~iii ! G3: Sound being reflected by the ground before hav-
ing traveled to the pyramid and being received di-
rectly;

~iv! G4: Sound being reflected by the ground before hav-
ing traveled to the pyramid and being received after
being reflected by the ground.

We call the person in front of the pyramid ‘‘person’’ and his
mirror image~see Fig. 1! the ‘‘mirror person.’’ The ground is
replaced by a mathematical mirror plane. Mathematically G1

is emitted by the person and again received by the person. G2

is emitted by the person and received by the mirror person.
G3 is emitted by the mirror person and received by the per-
son. G4 is emitted and received by the mirror person. By
filling in the correct coordinates of the person~d1h! and the
mirror person~d2h!, simulation is again possible of each
signal. Then

G5G11G21G31G4 . ~12!

The result of G can be seen in Figs. 12 and 13. Again these
figures cannot really tell anything about the temporal distri-
bution of the frequencies, nevertheless it is seen that the
ground has no influence on the presence or absence of the 4
frequency bands. In the future it would be great if someone
would do some experiments at the pyramid by placing a
reflector or an absorber in front of the staircase in order to
see what effect it has on the received echo.

IV. EXPLANATION OF THE RAINDROP EFFECT

If people are climbing the pyramid, their shoes produce
sound pulses containing all frequencies. Even though such
pulses are more complicated, we model them here by means
of a superposition of normally incident pure plane waves.
Figure 14 shows the amplitude of the reflection coefficient of
the zero order and the21st order as a function of the fre-
quency. Since we are only interested in understanding the
raindrop effect, we focus in Fig. 15 on the frequency zone

FIG. 11. Spectrogram of the calculated direct echo coming from a handclap.

FIG. 12. Calculated direct and indirect echo coming from a handclap.
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where the21st order reflected sound undergoes a transition
from evanescent to bulk waves. That happens at a frequency
f given by

f 5
v

A2q
5919.57 Hz. ~13!

In addition it can be verified with what has been explained
above that this transition zone fulfills the Lipmann condi-
tions whence the validity of the numerical calculations can-
not be cast doubt on.

On the right side of the transition frequency in Fig. 15,
the 21st order reflected sound is as important, regarding its
amplitude, as the zero order reflected sound. Furthermore, in
Fig. 16, the propagation direction~measured from the pyra-
mid’s surface! of the 21st order reflected sound is depicted
as a function of the frequency. On the right of and close to
the transition frequency, the21st order diffracted sound
travels almost parallel to the pyramid’s surface. Now, since
that sound is bulk in nature~not evanescent! and since it has

a considerable amplitude~see Fig. 15!, it is actually hearable
for the observer seated on the lowest stair step. The observed
frequency range is limited since~see Fig. 16! only a limited
bunch of frequencies produce sound that can reach the ob-
server’s ear, which is situated at small angles from the pyra-
mid’s surface. Frequencies between 920 and 1000 Hz indeed
sound like the main frequency that is present in the bunch of
frequencies generated by a raindrop falling in a bucket filled
with water.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

It is shown that the echo that is produced by the pyramid
consists of diffracted sound coming from the staircase. The
echo is formed by a process which is connected with Bragg
reflection, but more effects are as important as well, such as
the continuity conditions on the stairs and the frequency pat-
tern of the incident sound. Therefore we would be pleased if
someone could do some extended experiments in front of the
pyramid in order to measure the echo as a function of the
incident sound. We would not be surprised if the use of
drums or timber wood to produce sound pulses would result
in a better echo. The model also showed that the ground in
front of the pyramid has no influence on the reflected fre-
quency bands. Nevertheless it could not be shown what the

FIG. 14. The zero order reflection coefficient~solid line! and the21st order
reflection coefficient~dotted line! as a function of the frequency, for normal
incident sound on the pyramid. The left side of the dashed line corresponds
to evanescent21st order reflected waves, while the right side corresponds
to bulk 21st order reflected waves.

FIG. 15. Close up of Fig. 14.

FIG. 16. The propagation angle of the21st order reflected sound as a
function of the frequency, measured from the pyramid’s surface.

FIG. 13. Spectrogram of the calculated direct and indirect echo coming
from a handclap.
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temporal effect is. It could elongate the echo or shorten it
depending on the reflective properties of the ground. It
would also be interesting to test the effect of the sound speed
in air on the produced echo. This speed can vary in the dry
season and wet season and can also vary with temperature. It
is also explained how an observer seated on the lowest stair
step may hear ‘‘raindrops’’ falling in a water filled bucket
when other people are climbing the upper stairs.
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On the acoustic modes in a cylindrical duct with an arbitrary
wall impedance distribution
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The present paper considers the propagation of sound in a cylindrical duct, with a wall section of
finite length covered by an acoustic liner whose impedance is an arbitrary function of position. The
cases of~i! uniform wall impedance, and wall impedance varying along the~ii ! circumference or
~iii ! axis of the duct, or~iv! both simultaneously, are explicitly considered. It is shown that a
nonuniform wall impedance couples modes with distinct azimuthall or axial m wave numbers, so
that their radial wave numbersk can no longer be calculated separately for each pair (m,l ). The
radial wave numbers are the roots of an infinite determinant, in the case when the wall impedance
varies either~i! circumferentially or~ii ! radially. If the wall impedance varies~iv! both radially and
circumferentially, then the radial wave numbers are the roots of a doubly infinite determinant, i.e.,
an infinite determinant in which each term is an infinite determinant. The infinite determinants
specifying the radial wave numbers are written explicitly for sound in a cylindrical nozzle with a
uniform axial flow, in which case the radial eigenfunctions are Bessel functions; the method of
calculation of the radial wave numbers applies equally well to a cylindrical nozzle with shear flow
and/or swirling flows, with the Bessel functions replaced by other eigenfunctions. The radial wave
numbers are calculated by truncation of the infinite determinants, for several values of the aspect
ratio, defined as the ratio of length to diameter. It is shown that a nonuniform wall impedance will
give rise to additional modes compared with a uniform wall impedance. The radial wave numbers
specify the eigenfrequencies for the acoustic modes in the duct; the imaginary parts of the
eigenfrequencies specify the decay of the sound field with time, and thus the effectiveness of the
acoustic liner. ©2004 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1812308#

PACS numbers: 43.20.Mv, 43.20.Ks, 43.20.Bi@MO# Pages: 3336–3347

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most widespread methods of noise reduction
in the inlets~Horowitz et al., 1982; Meyer, 1996! and ex-
hausts of jet engines~Savkar, 1975; Koch, 1977b; Rienstra,
1984; Martinez, 1988; Snakovskaet al., 1996; Snakowska
and Idczak, 1997; Joseph and Morfey, 1999; Hocter, 1999!,
including fan, compressor, and turbine ducts, is the use of
acoustic liners. These liners are represented most simply by
an impedance condition~Rawlins, 1978; Campos, 1978a;
Koch and Möhring, 1983; Koch, 1977a; Howe, 1983; Rien-
stra, 1985; Bieset al., 1991!, which can be applied locally if
the impedance is uniform. The ever more stringent noise
standards, demanding higher performance from acoustic lin-
ers, have led to the consideration of nonuniform~Watson,
1984; Fuller, 1984a,b; Vaidya, 1985; Regan and Eaton,
1999!, e.g., circumferentially and/or longitudinally seg-
mented liners, for which the wall impedance is an arbitrary
function of position. Such a nonuniform distribution of im-
pedance over the duct walls has a global rather than local
effect on the acoustic natural frequencies, or eigenfrequen-
cies, in the duct. These frequencies are generally complex,
implying that the sound field decays with time. The very
purpose of using segmented acoustic liners is to optimize the
impedance distribution, so as to obtain the fastest possible
decay in time of the eigenfunctions, as specified by their
complex eigenfrequencies. The aim of the present paper is to
demonstrate the effect of arbitrary distributions of nonuni-

form wall impedance, on sound in nozzles containing an
axial mean flow by calculating the corresponding normal
modes and eigenfrequencies.

The specific application chosen for detailed analysis
~Sec. II! is a cylindrical nozzle containing an uniform axial
flow. It is well known that in this case~Sec. II A! the eigen-
functions consist of four factors:~i! sinusoidal functions in
the circumferential direction, with integer wave numberm;
~ii ! for a duct of finite length, sinusoidal functions also in the
longitudinal direction, with integer wave numberl; ~iii ! for
finite acoustic pressure on the duct axis, Bessel coefficients
of order m, having as argument the radial distancer multi-
plied by a radial wave numberk; ~iv! sinusoidal functions in
time, with frequenciesv determined byk, l, m. Since the
boundary condition at the duct wall determines the radial
wave numberkn for eachl, m, it follows that it also specifies
the eigenfrequenciesv lmn . The present method also applies
to the acoustics of ducts containing sheared~Campos and
Kobayashi, 2000; Camposet al., 1999; Campos and Serra˜o,
1998! or swirling ~Campos, 1993! mean flows, with the dif-
ference that the eigenfunctions may be more complicated
~Campos, 1993, 2000b,a! than Bessel functions~Watson,
1944; Whittaker and Watson, 1927; Campos, 2003! Vortical
mean flows can absorb sound~Munt, 1977; Campos, 1978b;
Plumblee and Doak, 1979; Nelson and Morfey, 1981; Rien-
stra, 1984; Howe, 1995!, in addition to the effect of the liner.

In the simplest case~Sec. II A! of a rigid wall boundary
condition, thekn are real, andv is real or imaginary, corre-
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sponding, respectively, to propagating or evanescent waves.
In the case~Sec. II B! of a uniform complex impedance, both
k andv are generally complex, and thus the eigenfunctions
decay with time. The calculation of the eigenfrequencies is
nonlocal in the case of impedance varying either circumfer-
entially ~Sec. III A! or axially ~Sec. III B!, when it can be
represented by a single Fourier series. A double Fourier se-
ries is needed if the wall impedance varies~Sec. III C! both
axially and circumferentially. In the cases of nonuniform
wall impedance~Secs. III A–III C!, the complex eigenfre-
quencies are specified by the roots of infinite determinants,
which can be determined approximately~Sec. IV A! by trun-
cation and iteration methods. It is shown that a nonuniform
wall impedance can give rise to additional eigenmodes rela-
tive to the case of uniform wall impedance~Sec. IV B!. The
discussion~Sec. V! indicates how the complex eigenfrequen-
cies, and more specifically, their imaginary parts, which
specify the decay of eigenmodes with time, may be used to
maximize the attenuation of sound by optimizing the imped-
ance distribution over the duct wall.

II. ACOUSTIC EIGENFUNCTIONS AND EIGENVALUES
FOR SOUND IN A CYLINDRICAL NOZZLE

The solutions of the acoustic wave equation, without
sources, in cylindrical coordinates and in presence of a uni-
form axial flow, are illustrated first for rigid wall~Sec. A!
and uniform impedance~Sec. B! boundary conditions, before
proceeding to the case of nonuniform linings~Sec. III!.

A. Cylindrical nozzle with uniform axial flow

Consider the convected wave equation~Pierce, 1981;
Campos, 1986! with sound speedc for the acoustic pressure
p, using cylindrical coordinates (r ,u,z) for a nozzle contain-
ing an uniform axial flow with velocityU
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The free solutions, in the absence of sources, are sought;
these eigenfunctions can also be used to solve the wave
equation forced by sound sources. Considering a lined sec-
tion of lengthL, the acoustic fields are sinusoidal functions
of the axial and circumferential coordinates,z and u, with
wave numbers, respectively, 2p l /L and m appearing in the
corresponding Fourier series, and the time dependence is
specified by a Fourier integral over the frequencyv
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The axial dependence of the acoustic field has been repre-
sented by a Fourier series over a section 0<z<L of the duct,
to be able to match a similar Fourier series representation Eq.
~32! of the nonuniform wall impedance varying axially. On
substitution of Eq.~2! in Eq. ~1!, it is found that the radial

dependence is specified by a Bessel equation of orderm

r 2P91rP81~k2r 22m2!P50, ~3!

where prime denotes derivative with respect tor, and k,
which plays the role of radial wave number, is defined by

k2[
1

c2 S v2
2p lU

L D 2

2S 2p l

L D 2

. ~4!

The radial wave numberk is distinguished from the axial
wave number, which is represented by 2p l /L.

The solution of the Bessel equation Eq.~3! of orderm,
which is finite ~Watson, 1944; Campos, 1993! on the duct
axis, is a Bessel function of integral orderm

Plm~r ,v!5AlmJm~kr !, ~5!

whereAlm is a constant. In the simplest case of a rigid wall
boundary condition

]p

]r U
r 5R

50⇒05
dP

dr U
r 5R

5kJm8 ~kR!, ~6!

the roots j mn of the derivativeJm8 of the Bessel functions
specify the axial wave numberskmn

Jm8 ~ j mn!50⇒kmn5
j mn

R
, ~7!

and hence the eigenfrequenciesv lmn

v lmn5
2p lU

L
6cA~2p l /L !21~ j mn /R!2. ~8!

The eigenfrequencies are specified by the axial, circumferen-
tial, and radial wave numbers, respectively,l, m, and kmn ,
and have a Doppler shift due to the axial mean flow.

B. Wave modes with a complex impedance wall
boundary condition

The eigenfrequencies are given in all cases by

v lmn5
2p lU

L
6cA~2p l /L !21klmn

2 , ~9!

where the radial wave numberk is determined by the appro-
priate boundary condition, e.g., Eq.~7! in the case of a rigid
wall, and can depend onl, m, andn. Note that the mean flow
velocity U, which is axial, affects the wave frequency Eq.~9!
as a Doppler shift (2p l /L)U, with 2p l /L playing the role of
axial wave number. In all cases, including walls with com-
plex impedance, uniform or nonuniform, the total acoustic
pressure Eq.~2! is a superposition of eigenfunctions Eq.~5!,
viz.

p~r ,u,z,t !5 (
m52`

1`

eimu (
l 52`

1`

ei2p lz/L

3 (
n51

`

e2 iv lmntAlmnJm~klmnr !, ~10!

with amplitudes
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Almn5
1

pL F S 12
m2

klmn
2 D $Jm~klmnR!%2G

3E
0

2p

e2 imuduE
0

L

e2 i2p lz/Ldz

3E
0

R

rJm~klmnr !p~r ,u,z,0!dr , ~11!

determined by the initial acoustic pressurep(r ,u,z,0) at time
t50. The arbitrary constants could also be determined by the
acoustic pressure at the nozzle entrance for all time. Regard-
less of whether the mode amplitudesAlmn in Eq. ~11! are
determined by~a! the initial acoustic pressure in the tube or
~b! the boundary conditions at the tube end~s!, this will not
affect the calculation of eigenvalues, which is presented next.
For general complex impedance wall boundary conditions,
both klmn andv lmn are complex

exp~2 iv lmnt !5exp@2 i Re~v lmn!t#exp@ Im~v lmn!t#,
~12!

and thus the acoustic fields decay with time if Im(vlmn),0.
Thus, the complex wall impedance, whether uniform or not,
should be chosen so that the imaginary part of the eigenfre-
quency is negative, and as large in modulus as possible. This
will be shown first for uniform wall impedance, before pro-
ceeding to one- and two-dimensional nonuniform impedance
distributions over the duct wall.

The acoustic pressurep is related to the radial acoustic
velocity v r through the radial component of the momentum
equation

S ]

]t
1U

]

]zD v r~r ,u,z,t !1
1

r

]

]r
p~r ,u,z,t !50, ~13!

or in terms of eigenfunctions by

iVlm~r ,v!5
1

r~v22p lU /L !

dPlm~r ;v!

dr
. ~14!

Using Eq.~9! together with the definition~Rayleigh, 1945!
of acoustic impedance as minus the ratio of acoustic pressure
and velocity spectra

6F i

rc

1

Ak21~2p l /L !2G dPlm~R;v!

dr

52Vlm~R;v!5
Plm~R;v!

Z̄
, ~15!

leads to

iZ

A11~2p l /kL!2
Jm8 ~kR!5Jm~kR!, ~16!

where prime denotes the derivative of the Bessel function
with respect to its argumentkr, and the dimensionless spe-
cific impedanceZ is defined by

Z5
Z̄

rc
; ~17!

note that the specific impedanceZ equals the ratio of the
liner impedanceZ̄ to the impedancerc of a plane wave, and
thus would be unity in the latter case. In the case of a rigid
wall, or infinite impedance, then Eq.~16! simplifies to Eq.
~6!. In the case of finite uniform complex wall impedance
Z5const, the rootsn51,2,...,̀ of Eq. ~16! specify the radial
wave numbersklmn , which are generally complex; thus, the
eigenfrequencies Eq.~9! are also complex, and their imagi-
nary part should be made as negative as possible to have Eq.
~12! a marked decay of the acoustic field with time.

III. ACOUSTIC EIGENFREQUENCIES
FOR ONE- AND TWO-DIMENSIONAL IMPEDANCE
DISTRIBUTIONS

The consideration of nozzles with nonuniform wall im-
pedance leads to acoustic eigenvalues which are determined
by roots of an infinite determinant, in the case of one-
dimensional impedance distribution, i.e., impedance varying
circumferentially~Sec. A! or axially ~Sec. B!. In the case of
a two-dimensional impedance distribution, i.e., impedance
varying both axially and circumferentially, the acoustic ei-
genvalues are the roots~Sec. C! of a doubly infinite determi-
nant, i.e., an infinite determinant whose elements are infinite
determinants.

It is usual in duct acoustics to use complex axial wave
numbers which, like the complex frequencies in Eq.~12!,
specify the axial decay of the modes. Two cases arise:~a! if
the wall impedance is uniform or varies only circumferen-
tially, then the acoustic fields are sinusoidal in the axial di-
rection, and an axial wave number does exist;~b! if the wall
impedance varies axially, regardless of whether or not it var-
ies circumferentially, then the acoustic fields are specified by
a Fourier series in the axial direction, with real axial wave
numbers 2p l /L, and it is necessary to consider complex
frequencies as in Eq.~9!. Thus, the general approach, which
applies in both cases, is to use complex frequencies, as is
done in the sequel.

A. Duct with a circumferentially nonuniform wall
impedance distribution

The impedance wall boundary condition can be written
in general

p̃~R,u,z;v!5Z̄~u,z;v!ṽ r~R,u,z;v!, ~18!

where Z̄ may vary axially and circumferentially and where
p̃, ṽ r are the spectra of the acoustic pressure perturbation
and radial velocity perturbation

p~r ,u,z,t !5E
2`

1`

dve2 ivt p̃~r ,u,z;v!, ~19a!

v r~r ,u,z,t !5E
2`

1`

dve2 ivtṽ r~r ,u,z;v!. ~19b!

The radial acoustic velocity is related to the pressure by the
radial component of the linearized momentum equation Eq.
~13! which, by use of Eqs.~19!, can be written as

rS 2 iv1U
]

]zD ṽ r1
] p̃

]r
50. ~20!
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Consider first a circumferentially varying but axially
uniform wall-specific impedanceZ(u;v), which is an arbi-
trary periodic function with bounded variation, and thus can
be represented by a Fourier series

Z~u;v!5 (
m852`

1`

Zm8~v!eim8u, ~21!

with coefficients

Zm8~v!5
1

2p E
0

2p

Z~u!e2 im8udu. ~22!

The coefficientsZm8 may be interpreted as the amplitudes of
the circumferential harmonicsm8 in Eq. ~21! of the imped-
ance.

From Eqs.~2! and ~5!, it follows that

p̃~r ,u,z;v!5 (
m52`

1`

eimu (
l 52`

1`

ei2p lz/L (
n51

`

AlmnJm~kr !,

~23!

and, due to the linearity of the problem, it can be assumed
that the spectra of the radial velocity perturbation can also be
represented by a Fourier series inz andu

ṽ r~r ,u,z;v!5 (
l 52`

1`

ei2p lz/L (
m52`

1`

eimuVlm~r ;v!. ~24!

Substitution of Eqs.~23! and ~24! in Eq. ~20! leads to

Vlm~r ;v!5
1

i S v

c
2

2p l

L
M D rc

kAlmnJm8 ~kr !, ~25!

where M5U/c is the Mach number. This expression for
Vlm , together with Eqs.~21!, ~23!, and ~24!, can now be
used in Eq.~18!, yielding

(
l 52`

1`

ei2p lz/LF (
m52`

1`

AmeimuJm~kR!

7 (
m,m852`

1`
1

ia l
AmZm8e

i ~m1m8!uJm8 ~kR!G50, ~26!

where Eq.~4! was used to eliminatev. The parametera l is
given by

a l[A11~2p l /kL!2, ~27!

andAlmn is denotedAm for simplicity, since only the circum-
ferential wave numberm is summed in Eq.~26!. Note that
the Mach number of the axial mean flow which appears in
Eq. ~25! drops on account of Eq.~9! from the parametera l in
Eq. ~27!; thus, the radial wave numbers, which are the roots
of Eq. ~26!, are not affected by a uniform axial flow, al-
though the frequency is, by the Doppler shift in Eq.~9!. Each
coefficient of the sum inl must vanish. Rearrangement of
terms and redefinition of the summation indexes leads to

(
m52`

1`

eimuFAmJm~kR!7 (
m852`

1`
Zm8
ia l

Am2m8Jm2m8
8 ~kR!G

50. ~28!

This equation must hold for arbitrary values ofu, which
leads to

mPZ: (
m852`

1` FJm8~kR!dmm87
Zm2m8

ia l
Jm8
8 ~kR!GAm850,

~29!

wheredmm8 is the Kronecker delta, i.e., 1 form85m and 0
for m8Þm, viz. the infinite identity matrix. This is a homo-
geneous system of linear equations in the amplitudesAm of
the eigenfunctions. Since theAm for m50,61,62,...,6`
cannot be all zero, the determinant of the coefficients in Eq.
~29! must vanish

D[U� ] ] ] ]

¯ FJ21~kR!7
Z0

ia l
J218 ~kR!G 7

Z21

ia l
J08~kR! 7

Z22

ia l
J18~kR! ¯

¯ 7
Z1

ia l
J218 ~kR! FJ0~kR!7

Z0

ia l
J08~kR!G 7

Z21

ia l
J18~kR! ¯

¯ 7
Z2

ia l
J218 ~kR! 7

Z1

ia l
J08~kR! FJ1~kR!7

Z0

ia l
J18~kR!G ¯

] ] ] ] �

U50. ~30!

Note thatD depends onk through the argumentskR of
the Bessel functions and also throughkL in a l in Eq. ~27!,
which also involvesl. Also, if the impedance depends on the

frequencyZl(v), then by use of~4! it can be expressed in
terms ofk. Thus, the roots of

D~kR,a l ,Zm!50 ~31!
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specify the radial wave numberskln , which depend onl and
are ordered byn. They in turn specify the eigenfrequencies
v ln in Eq. ~9!, which in this case do not depend onm.

B. Nozzle with an axially varying wall impedance
distribution

Consider next a complex wall impedance varying only
in the axial direction but not circumferentially, which is rep-
resented by the Fourier series

Z~z;v!5 (
l 852`

1`

Zl 8~v!ei2p l 8z/L, ~32!

with coefficients given by

Zl 8~v!5
1

L E
0

L

Z~z;v!e2 i2p l 8z/Ldz. ~33!

The coefficientsZl 8 may be interpreted as the amplitudes of
the axial harmonicsl 8 in Eq. ~32! of the impedance.

In this case substitution of Eqs.~23!, ~24!, ~25!, and~32!
in Eq. ~18! yields

(
m52`

1`

eimuF (
l 52`

1`

ei2p lz/LAlmJm~kR!

2 (
l 852`

1`

(
l 52`

1`

ei2p~ l 1 l 8!z/LZl 8

3
k

~6 !iAk22S 2p l

L
D 2

AlmJm8 ~kR!G50. ~34!

Each coefficient of the sum inm must vanish. Rearrange-
ment of terms and redefinition of the summation indexes
leads to

(
l 52`

1`

ei2p lz/LH (
l 852`

1` F AlmJm~kR!7Zl 2 l 8

3
k

iAk22S 2p l 8

L
D 2

Al 8mJm8 ~kR!G J 50. ~35!

The coefficients of the Fourier series inl must now vanish.
Using the Kronecker delta, these terms can be written as

(
l 852`

1`

Al 8mFd l 8 lJm~kR!7Zl 2 l 8
1

ia l 8
Jm8 ~kR!G50. ~36!

These are a set of equations~one for each value ofl andm!
from which theAlm can be found. Not all theAlm can vanish
simultaneously. For Eqs.~36! to hold, it is necessary that the
~infinite! determinant of the coefficients vanishes

Em5detH d l 8 lJm~kR!7Zl 2 l 8
1

ia l 8
Jm8 ~kR!J 50. ~37!

The roots of Eq.~37! specify the radial wave numberskmn

and hence, by Eq.~9!, the eigenfrequenciesvmn .

C. General case of impedance distribution varying
both axially and circumferentially

In the most general case of complex wall impedance
varying both axially and circumferentially, it is represented
by a double Fourier series

Z~u,z;v!5 (
l 852`

1`

ei2p l 8z/L (
m852`

1`

eim8uZm8
l 8 ~v!, ~38!

with coefficients

Zm8
l 8 ~v!5

1

2pL E
0

2p

due2 im8uE
0

L

dze2 i2p l 8z/LZ~u,z;v!.

~39!

The coefficientsZm8
l 8 may be interpreted as the amplitudes of

the circumferentialm8 and axiall 8 harmonics of the imped-
ance Eq.~38!. Substitution of Eqs.~23!, ~24!, ~25!, and~38!
in Eq. ~18! leads to

(
m852`

1`

(
l 852`

1` FJm8~kR!dmm8d l l 8

7
1

ia l 8
Zm2m8

l 2 l 8 Jm8
8 ~kR!GAl 8m850, ~40!

for all m, l PZ. Since theAlm with l, m50,61,62,...,6`
cannot all vanish, the determinant of the coefficients must
vanish

05F~kR,a l ,Zm
l !5F~kn!

5detFJm8~kR!dmm8d l l 87
1

ia l 8
Zm2m8

l 2 l 8 Jm8
8 ~kR!G , ~41!

thus specifying the radial wave numberskn and, through Eq.
~9!, the eigenfrequenciesvn .

The condition Eq.~41! specifies the vanishing of a dou-
bly infinite determinant, i.e., an infinite determinant inm8
whose terms are infinite determinants inl 8, as follows:~i!
take l fixed in Eq.~40!, so that like Eq.~29! it specifies the
infinite determinants similar to Eq.~30!, viz.
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Dl ,l 8[U� ] ] ]

¯ FJ21~kR!1
Z0

l 2 l 8

ia l 8
J218 ~kR!G Z21

l 2 l 8

ia l 8
J08~kR! ¯

¯

Z1
l 2 l 8

ia l 8
J218 ~kR! FJ0~kR!1

Z0
l 2 l 8

ia l 8
J08~kR!G ¯

¯

Z2
l 2 l 8

ia l 8
J218 ~kR!

Z1
l 2 l 8

ia l 8
J08~kR! ¯

] ] ] �

U , ~42!

of which Eq.~30! is D0,05D; ~ii ! the infinite determinant of
Eq. ~42! is the double infinite determinant Eq.~41!

F~kR,a,Zm
l !5det@Dl 2 l 8~kR,a,Zm

l !#. ~43!

This doubly infinite determinant could be calculated in
the reverse way, by:~i! taking m fixed in Eq.~40!, so that it
specifies the infinite determinants similar to Eq.~37!, viz.

Em,m85detH Jm8~kR!dmm8d l l 82
Zm2m8

l 2 l 8

ia l 8
Jm8
8 ~kR!J 50,

~44!

of which Eq.~37! is the casem85m, i.e.,Em5Em,m ; ~ii ! the
infinite determinant of Eq.~44!

F~kR,a l ,Zm
l !5det@Em,m8~kR,a l ,Zm

l !#, ~45!

is the double-infinite determinant Eq.~41!. The evaluation of
double-infinite determinants involves two truncations, one
for each infinite determinant, as discussed in more detail
elsewhere~Campos and Oliveira, 2004!.

IV. COUPLING OF ACOUSTIC MODES THROUGH THE
NONUNIFORM IMPEDANCE

In the case of uniform impedance, the infinite determi-
nants are diagonal, and thus there is no coupling of the radial
acoustic modesn for different circumferentialm and axialm
orders~Sec. A!; the infinite determinants cease to be diago-
nal for nonuniform impedance, showing that a
circumferentially/axially nonuniform impedance couples the
radial modesn for different circumferentialm/axial l orders
respectively~Sec. C! besides splitting modes, so that a non-
uniformly lined nozzle has more modes than a uniformly
lined one.

A. Exact calculation of radial wave numbers
and eigenfrequencies

As an example of the calculation of eigenvalues, con-
sider the central term in Eq.~30!, written in the form

ia lJ0~kR!1Z0J08~kR!50. ~46!

This expression involves two dimensionless parameters: ra-
dial wave number made dimensionless multiplying by the
radiusR

k[kR, ~47!

and the ‘‘aspect ratio’’ of the duct, i.e., the ratio of length to
radius

m[
L

R
. ~48!

Both appear in the parametera l defined by Eq.~27!

a l5A11S 2p l

mk D 2

. ~49!

Thus, for each value of the aspect ratio of the nozzlem, the
dimensionless radial wave number is the root of

iA11S 2p l

mk D 2

J0~k!2Z0J1~k!50, ~50!

where J08(x)52J1(x) was used. For each of four aspect
ratiosm51, 2, 5, 10, the wave numbers were searched in the
interval

210,Re~k!,10, ~51a!

210,Im~k!,10, ~51b!

to exclude high-order modes.
As an example, the dimensionless radial eigenfrequen-

cies@Eq. ~47!# for a cylindrical nozzle with four aspect ratios
@Eq. ~48!#, viz.

m51,2,5,10, ~52!

are indicated in Table I in the case of uniform impedance

l 51: case 1: Z0511 i , ~53!

and first circumferential model 51. In this case the eigen-
values are specified by the roots of the central term@Eq. ~50!#

TABLE I. Eigenvalues for the dimensionless radial wave number Eq.~47!,
lying in the intervals Eq.~51a!, Eq. ~51b!, for the central term Eq.~46! of
the determinant Eq.~30!, for each of the four values Eq.~52! of the aspect
ratio Eq.~48!, in the case 1 of uniform wall impedance Eq.~53!.

m51 m52 m55 m510

29.5221 i0.4161 29.6011 i0.3934 29.6251 i0.3845 29.6281 i0.3831
26.2661 i0.4261 26.4161 i0.3963 26.4661 i0.3780 26.4731 i0.3748
22.8071 i0.3562 23.1111 i0.4123 23.2701 i0.3662 23.2951 i0.3544
21.9791 i3.9733 20.8351 i2.2174 20.2191 i1.1000 20.0511 i0.6139
2.0361 i0.2886 1.7621 i0.4127 1.3801 i0.5368 1.2041 i0.6241
4.7971 i0.4441 4.5601 i0.4663 4.4411 i0.4577 4.4201 i0.4549
7.7641 i0.4541 7.6371 i0.4416 7.5931 i0.4328 7.5861 i0.4312
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of the determinant@Eq. ~30!#. The radial wave numbers,
shown in Table I, are ordered by increasing real part.

B. Additional eigenmodes due to nonuniform
impedance distribution

In the preceding case of uniform wall impedance 0
5Z615Z625..., thedeterminant Eq.~30! is diagonal and
its roots correspond to the vanishing of the diagonal terms

m50,1,2,...: ia lJ6m~kR!1Z0J6m8 ~kR!50, ~54!

for all m50,61,62,..., of which Eq.~50![Eq. ~46! is just
the casem50. The first 13 eigenvalues are indicated in
Tables II and III in the case 1 of uniform impedance. Case 2
introduces a circumferentially nonuniform wall impedance

case 2: Z5Z01Z1 cosu, ~55!

with amplitude of the first harmonic

subcase 2a: Z15Z2150.11 i0.1, ~56a!

subcase 2b: Z15Z2150.51 i0.5, ~56b!

larger in subcase 2b than in subcase 2a. In case 2 the deter-
minant Eq.~30! is three banded, coupling all modes. Case 3
introduces a second harmonic in the circumferentially non-
uniform impedance

case 3: Z5Z01Z1 cosu1Z2 cos 2u, ~57!

larger in subcase 3b than in subcase 3a:

subcase 3a: Z25Z2250.011 i0.01, ~58a!

subcase 3b: Z25Z2250.11 i0.1, ~58b!

In case 3 the determinant in Eq.~30! is five-banded, coupling
all modes more strongly than in case 2. Note that the ampli-
tudes of the fundamentalZ0 and harmonicsZ61 , Z62 ,... of
the impedance must be such that the real part of the imped-
ance is positive Re(Z).0 at all positions 0<u,2p.

The eigenvalues indicated in Tables II and III for cases 2
and 3 were calculated as the roots of the determinant Eq.~30!
truncated as a 333 determinant, i.e., with the terms explicitly
written in Eq. ~30!. The effects of nonuniform wall imped-
ance on changing the eigenvalues are more marked in the
subcases 2b and 3b in Table III than in the subcases 2a and
3a in Table II, because the harmonics of the impedance has a
larger magnitude in modulus. The more striking feature of
Tables II and III is the observation that a nonuniform wall
impedance causes the appearance of additional eigenmodes:
the 13 eigenvalues in the case 1 of uniform wall impedance
split into 19 eigenvalues in cases 2 and 3 of nonuniform wall
impedance. The appearance of these six additional eigen-
modes in the same range is due to the interaction between the
harmonics of the acoustic field and the harmonics of the
nonuniform wall impedance.

The appearance of additional acoustic modes, as a con-
sequence of the interaction with the circumferentially non-
uniform impedance, can be explained as follows, starting
from the determinant Eq.~30! truncated in the formM3M
~viz. 333 in the case of Tables II and III!: ~i! in the case of
uniform wall impedance, the 2M11 conditions Eq.~54! for
m50,61,62,...,6M actually reduce to onlyM11 condi-

TABLE II. Eigenvalues of Eq.~30! for the dimensionless radial wave num-
ber Eq.~47! lying in the intervals Eq.~51a!, Eq. ~51b! for each of the four
values Eq.~52! of the aspect ratio Eq.~48! in case 1 of uniform wall
impedance, case 2a of first Eq.~56a! and case 3a of second Eq.~58a!
harmonic of the circumferentially nonuniform wall impedance.

m51

Case 1 Case 2a Case 3a

Re Im Re Im Re Im

29.521 94 0.416 13 29.512 18 0.411 56 29.512 22 0.411 63
27.835 44 0.425 65 27.835 44 0.425 65 27.834 28 0.419 30

27.827 53 0.419 78 27.828 58 0.426 24
26.265 59 0.426 12 26.258 12 0.419 51 26.258 13 0.419 58
24.434 63 0.425 55 24.434 63 0.425 55 24.439 30 0.420 33

24.432 60 0.418 77 24.427 79 0.423 92
22.807 34 0.356 20 22.807 10 0.351 55 22.807 08 0.351 56
22.090 80 3.928 34 22.090 80 3.928 34 22.090 70 3.963 16

21.994 27 3.513 20 21.995 74 4.458 95
21.979 19 3.973 27 21.994 04 4.478 11 21.994 24 3.498 17

2.036 24 0.288 63 2.035 25 0.288 74 2.035 25 0.288 74
3.278 02 0.397 92 3.278 02 0.397 92 3.273 15 0.394 81

3.278 66 0.392 75 3.283 59 0.395 82
4.796 96 0.444 07 4.799 57 0.437 25 4.799 59 0.437 27
6.193 78 0.461 83 6.193 78 0.461 83 6.194 34 0.454 25

6.201 53 0.454 00 6.201 11 0.461 65
7.764 46 0.454 13 7.772 99 0.447 40 7.772 98 0.447 48
9.243 63 0.451 74 9.243 63 0.451 74 9.247 48 0.445 18

9.254 57 0.446 09 9.250 81 0.452 80
m52

29.600 82 0.393 46 29.590 35 0.391 06 29.590 42 0.391 12
27.944 93 0.398 51 27.944 93 0.398 51 27.941 48 0.393 92

27.935 37 0.395 27 27.938 80 0.399 98
26.416 07 0.396 37 26.405 98 0.393 22 26.406 04 0.393 28
24.668 33 0.413 82 24.668 33 0.413 82 24.666 73 0.408 02

24.660 22 0.408 76 24.661 72 0.414 67
23.110 64 0.412 32 23.102 79 0.406 23 23.102 81 0.406 30
21.156 69 2.092 95 21.156 69 2.092 95 21.152 16 2.110 02

21.064 16 1.985 13 21.071 91 1.974 36
20.835 04 2.217 43 20.889 44 2.357 75 20.886 81 2.351 78

1.761 76 0.412 69 1.760 51 0.410 33 1.760 52 0.410 33
2.980 94 0.496 23 2.980 94 0.496 23 2.981 61 0.487 72

2.989 07 0.487 00 2.988 53 0.495 58
4.559 54 0.466 33 4.569 18 0.459 84 4.569 16 0.459 92
6.013 85 0.461 88 6.013 85 0.461 88 6.019 55 0.455 88

6.026 79 0.457 23 6.021 13 0.463 42
7.637 41 0.441 64 7.648 94 0.437 72 7.648 92 0.437 80
9.147 66 0.438 13 9.147 66 0.438 13 9.153 61 0.433 44

9.160 38 0.435 20 9.154 43 0.440 07
m55

29.624 88 0.384 52 29.614 40 0.382 81 29.614 48 0.382 86
27.979 48 0.385 85 27.979 48 0.385 85 27.975 59 0.382 00

27.969 77 0.383 54 27.973 65 0.387 51
26.466 02 0.377 97 26.455 84 0.376 20 26.455 91 0.376 25
24.757 14 0.383 74 24.757 14 0.383 74 24.754 01 0.379 57

24.748 18 0.380 88 24.751 29 0.385 16
23.269 49 0.366 15 23.260 00 0.363 98 23.260 06 0.364 03
20.948 99 0.886 87 20.948 99 0.886 87 20.935 21 0.869 05

20.926 40 0.875 42 20.932 08 0.893 72
20.219 00 1.109 97 20.214 90 1.122 06 20.214 94 1.121 85

1.380 25 0.536 78 1.384 41 0.529 83 1.384 43 0.529 87
2.737 52 0.546 44 2.737 52 0.546 44 2.746 15 0.547 66

2.754 89 0.539 45 2.746 32 0.538 46
4.440 81 0.457 73 4.453 48 0.454 08 4.453 40 0.454 17
5.941 18 0.452 40 5.941 18 0.452 40 5.948 15 0.454 62

5.955 34 0.450 09 5.948 34 0.448 07
7.592 87 0.432 79 7.605 07 0.430 24 7.604 99 0.430 32
9.116 20 0.431 23 9.116 20 0.431 23 9.122 62 0.427 33

9.129 21 0.429 35 9.122 77 0.433 43
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tions m50,1,2,...,M , because the case1m coincides with
2m, e.g., there are in the range@Eq. ~51a!, Eq. ~51b!# seven
eigenmodes which are the roots of Eq.~50! indicated in
Table I, plus six eigenmodes which are roots of Eq.~54! with
m561, for a total of 13 in the first column of Tables II and
III; ~ii ! in the case of nonuniform wall impedance, the deter-
minant Eq.~30! in general no longer has double roots, so the
number of eigenmodes increases, i.e., the seven single roots
and six double roots in the case of uniform wall impedance
~first column of Tables II and III! give rise to 71~632!519
distinct roots in the case of nonuniform wall impedance~re-
maining columns of Tables II and III!.

C. Interaction of harmonics of impedance
and harmonics of sound

Figure 1 shows the eigenvalues for the ductL5R of
aspect ratio unitym51, in the cases a of weaker and b of
stronger harmonics of the wall impedance. It is seen that in
case:~a! the weak harmonics of the wall impedance almost
does not change the eigenvalues;~b! the change of eigenval-
ues is small but more visible in the case of larger harmonics
of the wall impedance. In both cases of small~a! or larger~b!
harmonics of the wall impedance, they cause the appearance
of additional eigenmodes, which did not exist for uniform
wall impedance in the sense that they were double roots
which became distinct single roots. This phenomenon could
be called eigenmode splitting by the nonuniform wall imped-
ance. The full set of 22 split eigenmodes is shown in Fig. 2
for the cases of two weak~3a! or stronger~3b! harmonics of
the wall impedance and several aspect ratios, Eq.~52!. It is
seen that the wider ductm51 or L5R allow radial wave
numbers with larger imaginary parts, and hence faster decay.
As the duct becomes narrower, i.e., the diameter becomes
smaller relative to the length, the radial wave numbers have

smaller imaginary parts, implying a slower spatial decay.
Given the initial amplitudes of each eigenmode, their decay
specifies how effective the nonuniform impedance liner is in
reducing the acoustic energy. An assessment of the noise
reduction potential of a nonuniform acoustic liner, and its
optimization, requires an analysis beyond the preceding re-
marks, including~Campos and Oliveira, 2004! evaluation for
various modes of the way their spatial and/or temporal decay
is affected by the impedance distribution.

The preceding analysis could be further elaborated in
several directions. The radial eigenvalues calculated from the
truncated 333 form of the infinite determinant Eq.~30!
could be checked for accuracy comparing with larger 434
and 535 truncation; an alternative, less reliable measure of
accuracy, would be to start with the 333 truncation of Eq.
~30!, and compare the roots of the upper and lower 232
determinants along the diagonal. In the case just discussed,
when the impedance varies only circumferentially and not
axially, there is an axial wave number,kz , i.e., the discrete
spectrum exp(i2plz/L) could be replaced by a continuous
spectrum exp(ikzz), with kz52p l /L; in this case the fre-
quencyv could be taken as real in Eq.~9! and the complex
radial wave numbersklmn would specify complex axial wave
numbers (kz) lmn as roots of

u@~kz! lmn#
21~klmn!

2u1/25v2~kz! lmnU. ~59!

As in Eq. ~12!, the imaginary part of the axial wave number

exp@ i ~kz! lmnz#5exp$ iz Re@~kz! lmn#%

•exp$2z Im@~kz! lmn#%, ~60!

would specify the decay of the wave mode along the length
of the duct.

One way to optimize the acoustic liner for sound attenu-
ation is to maximize Im@(kz)lmn# in Eq. ~60! or make Im(vlmn)
in Eq. ~12! as large a negative value as possible; the optimi-
zation could concern just one mode or a combination of
them. If the liner impedance varies in the axial direction,
then a longitudinal wave numberkz does not exist, and there
is no alternative to the formulation Eq.~12! in terms of natu-
ral frequenciesv lmn . In the case of sound generation by a
source of frequencyv, all the eigenfunctions in Eq.~10!
would be forced to oscillate at frequencyv, rather than
v lmn , and thus the time dependence would be e2 ivt. The
amplitudesAlmn would depend on the amplitudes of the forc-
ing, and also on the difference between the forcing frequency
v and the natural frequenciesv lmn . If the forcing had con-
stant amplitude, i.e., real frequencyv, sincev lmn are com-
plex for a nonuniform liner, there are phase shifts between
the forcing and the response. A resonancev5v lmn would
only be possible by a forcing decaying in time, such that the
frequency Re(v)5Re(vlmn) and rate of decay in time Im(v)
5Im(vlmn) would match those of a natural mode. In the case
of a cylindrical annulusr 1,r ,r 2 , the solution Eq.~10!
would be replaced by a linear combination of BesselJm and
NeumannYm functions, with amplitudesAlmn andBlmn , re-
spectively, which can be specified by applying boundary
conditions in thez direction, e.g., at the duct entryz50 and
at the exitz5L to the section with acoustic lining. Indepen-

TABLE II. ~Continued.!

m51

Case 1 Case 2a Case 3a

Re Im Re Im Re Im

m510
29.628 39 0.383 14 29.617 92 0.381 52 29.618 00 0.381 57
27.984 56 0.383 82 27.984 56 0.383 82 27.980 63 0.380 08

27.974 85 0.381 65 27.978 78 0.385 51
26.473 46 0.374 87 26.463 30 0.373 30 26.463 37 0.373 35
24.770 67 0.377 94 24.770 67 0.377 94 24.767 40 0.374 06

24.761 70 0.375 44 24.764 96 0.379 43
23.294 74 0.354 43 23.285 37 0.352 87 23.285 44 0.352 92
21.018 18 0.595 14 21.018 18 0.595 14 21.017 09 0.586 21

21.008 67 0.588 83 21.009 65 0.597 95
20.050 92 0.613 92 20.048 96 0.615 13 20.048 99 0.615 12

1.204 00 0.624 06 1.213 67 0.614 30 1.213 69 0.614 39
2.677 44 0.557 63 2.677 44 0.557 63 2.686 30 0.559 41

2.697 13 0.552 14 2.688 29 0.550 65
4.420 02 0.454 88 4.433 07 0.451 88 4.432 99 0.451 97
5.929 57 0.450 37 5.929 57 0.450 37 5.936 48 0.452 69

5.943 86 0.448 47 5.936 91 0.446 35
7.586 10 0.431 23 7.598 36 0.428 91 7.598 28 0.428 98
9.111 52 0.430 10 9.111 52 0.430 10 9.117 99 0.426 31

9.124 56 0.428 38 9.118 05 0.432 34
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dently from these possible additional developments, which
may be the subject of future work, a number of conclusions
can be drawn from the preceding analysis.

V. DISCUSSION

There is a fundamental difference between the acoustics
of a nozzle with uniform~Sec. II! and nonuniform~Sec. III!
wall impedance. In the case of uniform wall impedance ev-
ery azimuthal exp(imu) mode can exist independently from
the others, because the impedance is isotropic, e.g., the re-
flection of an isotropic modem50 from the wall is an iso-
tropic mode. If the wall impedance varies circumferentially it
is clear that an isotropic modem50 will be reflected as an
anisotropic modemÞ0, or rather as a superposition of iso-
tropic m50 and anisotropic modesm51,2,... . Thus, a cir-
cumferentially varying impedance couples all circumferen-
tial modes m50,1,2,... . This is why the radial
eigenfunctions are calculated separately for eachm in the
case@Eq. ~54!# of uniform impedance

iaJm~kR!1Z0Jm8 ~kR!50, ~61!

whereas in the case of circumferentially varying impedance
the eigenvalues are the roots of an infinite determinant@Eq.
~30!# coupling all m. The coupling coefficientsZm8 are the
amplitudes@Eq. ~22!# of the harmonics of the circumferen-
tially varying impedance expressed by Eq.~21! as a Fourier
series. If the impedance were uniformZ0Þ05Z615Z62

5¯5Z6m8 , then the infinite determinant Eq.~30! would
reduce to its diagonal, and it would vanish if one of the terms
of the diagonal was zero, which is precisely the condition
Eq. ~54!, which is equivalent to Eq.~61!. If the impedance
were circumferentially nonuniform, but had only one har-
monic Z0 , Z61Þ05Z625¯5Z6m , then the determinant
Eq. ~30! would be three-banded, and all azimuthal modes
would already be coupled. As more harmonics is added to
the impedanceZ0 , Z61 ,...,Z6mÞ05Z6m615¯, the de-
terminants have more bands,viz. (2m11) bands form har-
monics, and the coupling becomes more complex.

TABLE III. As in Table II, in the case 2b of first Eq.~56b! and case 3b of
second Eq.~58b! harmonic of the circumferentially nonuniform wall imped-
ance with larger amplitudes.

m51

Case 1 Case 2a Case 3a

Re Im Re Im Re Im

29.521 94 0.416 13 29.341 48 0.268 98 29.343 16 0.281 60
27.835 44 0.425 65 27.835 44 0.425 65 27.762 96 0.428 31

27.698 21 0.275 73 27.752 00 0.288 88
26.265 59 0.426 12 26.134 25 0.269 32 26.133 66 0.279 02
24.434 63 0.425 55 24.434 63 0.425 55 24.444 46 0.305 15

24.394 18 0.290 23 24.365 83 0.405 54
22.807 34 0.356 20 22.793 98 0.254 03 22.791 93 0.256 73
22.090 80 3.928 34 22.090 80 3.928 34 22.068 56 4.297 27

21.633 91 2.435 46 21.613 60 2.369 21
21.979 19 3.973 27 20.452 88 6.228 45 20.605 43 6.184 13

2.036 24 0.288 63 2.012 94 0.289 82 2.012 72 0.289 71
3.278 02 0.397 92 3.278 02 0.397 92 3.249 73 0.303 39

3.296 37 0.285 94 3.334 31 0.374 99
4.796 96 0.444 07 4.844 59 0.304 90 4.847 72 0.308 99
6.193 78 0.461 83 6.193 78 0.461 83 6.270 09 0.456 70

6.326 67 0.284 90 6.271 60 0.300 90
7.764 46 0.454 13 7.907 07 0.288 51 7.908 55 0.298 60
9.243 63 0.451 74 9.243 63 0.451 74 9.320 13 0.459 40

9.435 03 0.281 91 9.376 94 0.297 75
m52

29.600 82 0.393 46 29.385 26 0.266 86 29.389 99 0.281 73
27.944 93 0.398 51 27.944 93 0.398 51 27.878 80 0.411 45

27.758 27 0.268 59 27.814 68 0.281 13
26.416 07 0.396 37 26.214 73 0.264 19 26.218 56 0.278 14
24.668 33 0.413 82 24.668 33 0.413 82 24.598 10 0.419 53

24.523 46 0.272 75 24.577 36 0.285 25
23.110 64 0.412 32 22.968 75 0.260 12 22.969 23 0.270 53
21.156 69 2.092 95 21.156 69 2.092 95 21.102 01 2.270 60

20.937 26 1.394 71 20.955 37 1.348 71
20.835 04 2.217 43 20.195 72 3.119 65 20.260 58 3.101 94

1.761 76 0.412 69 1.736 55 0.361 84 1.737 31 0.361 31
2.980 94 0.496 23 2.980 94 0.496 23 3.059 75 0.486 53

3.122 25 0.293 62 3.065 17 0.312 49
4.559 54 0.466 33 4.718 55 0.295 76 4.720 04 0.306 74
6.013 85 0.461 88 6.013 85 0.461 88 6.092 08 0.474 66

6.244 98 0.287 01 6.183 77 0.304 52
7.637 41 0.441 64 7.846 40 0.285 94 7.845 08 0.300 23
9.147 66 0.438 13 9.147 66 0.438 13 9.221 13 0.455 64

9.390 38 0.283 55 9.328 55 0.300 02
m55

29.624 88 0.384 52 29.399 72 0.266 38 29.405 65 0.281 88
27.979 48 0.385 85 27.979 48 0.385 85 27.916 41 0.401 22

27.778 90 0.266 43 27.836 32 0.278 67
26.466 02 0.377 97 26.245 11 0.262 70 26.251 34 0.277 87
24.757 14 0.383 74 24.757 14 0.383 74 24.694 13 0.396 52

24.576 09 0.264 22 24.631 75 0.275 90
23.269 49 0.366 15 23.062 28 0.253 64 23.068 70 0.267 80
20.948 99 0.886 87 20.948 99 0.886 87 20.846 42 0.957 12

20.778 25 0.633 13 20.843 73 0.613 91
20.219 00 1.109 97 20.051 78 1.251 76 20.066 14 1.248 35

1.380 25 0.536 78 1.440 97 0.388 92 1.444 59 0.392 27
2.737 52 0.546 44 2.737 52 0.546 44 2.829 61 0.555 35

3.024 94 0.308 67 2.958 41 0.333 15
4.440 81 0.457 73 4.664 82 0.294 97 4.663 84 0.310 09
5.941 18 0.452 40 5.941 18 0.452 40 6.017 19 0.472 84

6.213 29 0.290 52 6.148 80 0.308 91
7.592 87 0.432 79 7.825 21 0.286 11 7.822 47 0.301 97
9.116 20 0.431 23 9.116 20 0.431 23 9.187 90 0.451 80

9.375 43 0.284 76 9.312 12 0.301 44
m510

29.628 39 0.383 14 29.401 90 0.266 32 29.408 01 0.281 90
27.984 56 0.383 82 27.984 56 0.383 82 27.921 98 0.399 51

27.782 04 0.266 12 27.839 62 0.278 30

TABLE III. ~Continued.!

m51

Case 1 Case 2a Case 3a

Re Im Re Im Re Im

26.473 46 0.374 87 26.249 92 0.262 48 26.256 56 0.277 81
24.770 67 0.377 94 24.770 67 0.377 94 24.709 02 0.391 50

24.584 81 0.262 84 24.640 77 0.274 34
23.294 74 0.354 43 23.080 30 0.252 12 23.088 14 0.266 61
21.018 18 0.595 14 21.018 18 0.595 14 20.928 30 0.427 51

20.857 68 0.425 38 20.926 45 0.621 94
20.050 92 0.613 92 20.011 75 0.627 66 20.014 38 0.627 31

1.204 00 0.624 06 1.336 10 0.407 04 1.341 30 0.414 96
2.677 44 0.557 63 2.677 44 0.557 63 2.772 72 0.572 03

3.005 31 0.315 01 2.936 13 0.341 58
4.420 02 0.454 88 4.655 71 0.295 31 4.654 17 0.311 20
5.929 57 0.450 37 5.929 57 0.450 37 6.005 06 0.472 02

6.208 20 0.291 27 6.143 13 0.309 81
7.586 10 0.431 23 7.821 96 0.286 20 7.818 98 0.302 30
9.111 52 0.430 10 9.111 52 0.430 10 9.182 91 0.451 11

9.373 17 0.284 97 9.309 64 0.301 69
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The preceding argument on circumferentially varying
impedance~Sec. III A! would apply as well to an axially
varying impedance~Sec. III B!, replacing the infinite deter-
minant Eq.~30! by Eq. ~37!. In the case of an impedance
varying both circumferentially and axially~Sec. III C! the
eigenvalues are roots of a ‘‘doubly infinite’’ determinant Eq.
~44!, i.e., an infinite determinant Eq.~45! whose elements are
infinite determinants Eq.~44!. It is clear the generalization to
n-times-infinite determinant consists of a sequence ofn
‘‘nested’’ infinite determinants which could be calculated in
n! different ways. Multiple infinite determinants can be cal-
culated approximately by truncatingn times, at each stage.
Of course attention should be paid to accumulation of errors.
Returning to the acoustics of a nozzle, in the general case of
impedance varying both axially and circumferentially, the
coefficients Eq.~39! of the double Fourier series Eq.~38! act
as coupling coefficients between the axiall and the azimuthal
m modes, adding more ‘‘bands’’ to the inner and outer infi-
nite determinants as more impedance harmonics is consid-
ered. This occurrence of infinite determinants goes beyond
the earlier applications, e.g., in the Hill’s solution of
Mathieu’s equation~Whittaker and Watson, 1927; Campos,
2000b! and solutions of linear differential equations with ir-
regular singularities~Forsyth, 1902; Campos, 2000a!, in that
doubly infinite determinants also arise. The latter may be
extended ton-times multiply infinite determinants, defined as
a sequence ofn infinite determinants, each having as terms
another infinite determinant, the process being repeatedn

times. Since a nonuniform duct liner has two dimensions, in
this application doubly infinite determinants arise at most.

The roots of these infinite determinants specify an infi-
nite sequence of radial wave numbersklmn , and hence the
corresponding eigenfrequenciesv lmn . The method has been
applied to uniform axial flow in a cylindrical duct, for which
the radial eigenfunctions are Bessel functions Eq.~5!; in the
case of a cylindrical annulus this solution would be replaced
by a linear combination of Bessel and Neumann functions
Ym(kR). In the presence of shear or swirl~Campos and
Kobayashi, 2000; Campos, Oliveira, and Kobayashi, 1999;
Campos and Serra˜o, 1998; Tam and Auriault, 1998! in the
mean flow, the eigenfunctions may no longer be Bessel func-
tions, but the eigenfrequencies would still be roots of infinite
determinants like Eq.~30!, Eq. ~37!, and Eq.~41!, with the
Bessel functions replaced by the relevant eigenfunctions. In
the actual calculations the infinite determinants have to be
truncated, and a finite number of eigenfrequencies result; this
is consistent with practical applications, where only the low-
est few eigenfrequencies need be considered. The eigenfre-
quencies are ordered by their real parts, with their imaginary
parts indicating the decay of the eigenmodes. Thus, given an
initial set of eigenmodes and their amplitudes, it is possible
to calculate how their acoustic energy decays with time. This
may be used to maximize the acoustic attenuation, by opti-

mizing the amplitudesZm8 , Zl 8, Zm8
l 8 of the harmonics of the

liner impedance, which specify the nonuniform impedance

FIG. 1. For a cylindrical nozzle with length equal to the
radius, eigenvalues of the dimensionless radial wave
number Eq.~48!, in the cases of wall impedance either
uniform ~3!, with one harmonic~n!, or with a second
harmonic~h!, distinguishing the case a Eq.~56a!, Eq.
~58a! of weak harmonics~top! from the case b Eq.
~56b!, Eq. ~58b! of strong harmonics~bottom!.
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distribution over the duct wall. Several optimization criteria
could be chosen. For example, the slowest decaying mode
could be chosen, and the impedance optimized to maximize
its decay. Since a nonuniform impedance causes mode cou-
pling or splitting and thereby causes the appearance of addi-
tional modes, the most reliable optimization criterion should
be to maximize the decay of the total acoustic energy in the
duct, or the sound radiation in the far field outside the nozzle.
The acoustic energy at the nozzle exit would depend on the
pressure distribution at the inlet, and on the noise sources in
the duct. These sound generation and radiation aspects of
nonuniformly lined nozzles may be the subject of future
work, expanding on the propagation theory presented here.
The acoustic fields calculated in the present paper for a non-
uniformly lined duct section can be matched to known solu-
tions for rigid walled or uniformly lined ducts with straight
or angled junctions.
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Nonlinear interaction of counterpropagating waves in solids is considered by using a general
approach taking into account only the cumulative~resonant! nonlinear perturbations giving a
nonzero contribution over the period and, consecutively, potentially able to significantly modify the
linear solution. Different stress-strain relations are addressed, including those with hysteresis which
serve as basic models for the recent acoustic experiments with rock and metals. An important case
of the interaction of counterpropagating waves with close amplitudes in a high-Q resonator~bar!
with hysteresis is specially addressed and compared with the case of a ring resonator. ©2004
Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1823332#
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I. INTRODUCTION

This paper deals with one of the difficult problems of
modern nonlinear acoustics: nonlinear resonances in solid
bars. It is common knowledge that many real materials, in-
cluding rock and metals, are characterized by a hysteresis in
the dependence between tensors of stress,s ik , and strain,
e ik . Acoustic wave propagation in such media has many
peculiarities. Due to important applications such as in the
nondestructive evaluation, these effects became a hot topic in
the recent years~see Refs. 1 and 2, and references therein!.

Although most informative experimental results have
been obtained in resonant bars, few theoretical models are
yet available to describe and calculate waves interacting in
such bars, except for the classical case of quadratic
nonlinearity.3,4 For the latter, in the main approximation, the
counterpropagating waves do not interact in a cumulative
way. As regards media with hysteresis, a relatively detailed
consideration has been made for traveling waves5,6 that al-
lowed to construct a model of a ring resonator in which a
wave propagates in one direction.2,7 Interaction of oppositely
propagating waves in a hysteretic model was considered only
for quasiharmonic waves, and only for some rather specific
cases.8–10

Here a simple but rather general approach is suggested
based on accounting of only resonance nonlinear perturba-
tions which cumulate from period to period, whereas the
nonresonant terms in the equations provide only small per-
turbations to the linear solution and can be neglected in the
first approximation. Note that this approach is typical of all
asymptotic perturbation methods.

II. GENERAL APPROACH

For simplicity, one-dimensional processes and the corre-
sponding scalar values,s5s11 ande5e11, are considered,
which is adequate to the majority of experiments performed
in resonance bars.

We begin with the nonlinear wave equation

r
]2e

]t2
5

]2s~e,e t!

]x2
, ~1!

~r is the material density,e t[]e/]t). In media with domi-
nating physical nonlinearity, the kinematic nonlinear terms
responsible for the difference between Eulerian and Lagrang-
ian forms of the equation can be neglected;2 note that all
nonlinear terms are still much smaller than linear ones,
which is practically always true in solid acoustics without
plasticity and destruction effects. We represent the stress-
strain relation as

s5Me1sN~e,e t!,

where the elastic modulusM is constant, andsN5O(e2) is a
small, nonlinear part that may or may not include hysteresis.
Hence, from~1!:

]2e

]t2
2c2

]2e

]x2
52~1/r!

]2sN

]x2
. ~2!

Herec5AM /r is the linear wave velocity.
For studying the opposite waves’ interaction, we pass

from x and t to ‘‘traveling’’ variables, h15x2ct and h2

5x1ct. In these variables, Eq.~2! reads

2M
]2e

]h1]h2
5S ]2

]h1
2

1
2]2

]h1]h2
1

]2

]h2
2 D sN , ~3!

or, after integration,

e5e01~h1!1e02~h2!1eN , ~4!

where

2MeN5E ]sN

]h1
dh21E ]sN

]h2
dh112sN . ~5!

Note that the earlier transformations are still exact, and
the integral form is more adequate for dealing with nonana-
lytic functions characteristic of models with hysteresis con-
sidered later; however, in each case we shall finally return to
a more common differential form of the equations. In the
absence of nonlinearity Eq.~3! has an evident general solu-a!Electronic address: lev.a.ostrovsky@noaa.gov
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tion, e05e01(h1)1e02(h2). The nonlinear perturbation,
eN , is supposed small. However, due to the cumulative char-
acter of wave distortion~such as in the simple wave tending
to break!, the contribution ofeN tends, in general, to secu-
larly increase. Thus, according to the standard asymptotic
theory, we represente as a superposition of two slowly dis-
torting, interacting waves

e5e1~h1 ,h2!1e2~h2 ,h1!1g~h1 ,h2!, ~6!

where e1 only slowly depends onh2 ~so that ]e/]h2

!]e/]h1), and vice versa fore2 . The interaction function
g is small, of orderO(sN), and it disappears in each of
traveling waves in the absence of the other. Note also that in
literature the presentation in such form as, e.g.,e1(h1 ,t)
wheret is a slowly varying, is more common, but there is no
real difference between these presentations~see later!.

To be more specific, we suppose that the process is pe-
riodic in space with a wavelengthL, and the period-average
of each term in~6! is zero or at least is of the order ofo(sN).
This is compatible with all nonlinear models of stress-strain
dependence considered later and it is sufficient for practically
all realistic situations where the vibrations are excited by an
oscillating transducer.

Substitute Eq.~6! into Eq.~5!. As mentioned, all nonlin-
ear terms are locally small, and in the main order, one should
take into account only the resonance ones the resulting effect
of which is not small. Consequently, in the first approxima-
tion the termsg in Eq. ~6! and sN in Eq. ~5! can be ne-
glected, whereas in the integrands of Eq.~5! only terms with
nonzero period average effectively contribute into the solu-
tion. Note also that upon integrating over the period, slow
dependencies can be ‘‘frozen.’’

III. NONHYSTERETIC MODELS

Consider first two simple, nonhysteretic stress-strain de-
pendencies, starting with the quadratic one

sN52ae2, a5const. ~7!

Substituting~7! and ~6! into ~5!, we have

eN5eN11eN2

52
a

2M
•5 E S ]e1

2

]h1
12

]e1

]h1
e21

]e2
2

]h2
Ddh2

1E S ]e2
2

]h2
12

]e2

]h2
e11

]e1
2

]h1
Ddh1

. ~8!

As mentioned, we shall neglect all nonresonant terms in
which the corresponding integrals over the spatial wave pe-
riod L disappear. Evidently, the last term in each of the ear-
lier integrals is zero over the period, and hence, these terms
are noncumulative. The same is true for the second terms if,
as already mentioned,*h2

h21Le6dh650. ~The respective

factors,e7 , are slowly varying and can be taken constant
over the period ofh6 .) The first terms in the integrands
contribute toe1 and e2 , respectively. After differentiating
we have for each wave~evidently,]e6 /]h75]eN6 /]h7):

]e6

]h7
52

a

2rc2

]e6
2

]h6
. ~9!

Thus, the opposite waves in a quadratic medium propa-
gate independently, and each satisfies the known equation of
a simple wave~the nonviscous Burgers equation!. This result
was earlier obtained and used by the author3 to calculate
nonlinear waves in an acoustic resonator~see also Ref. 4!.

Note that in the original variables, we have]/]h2

5]/]x1(1/c)]/]t, and ]/]h15]/]x2(1/c)]/]t'2]/]x
for thee1 wave~and correspondingly fore2). Then, in vari-
ables t5t7x/c, x85x, with a slow dependence ont, it
transforms Eq.~9! to the standard form

]e6

]x8
5

a

rc3

]e6
2

]t6
. ~10!

The similar is true for all subsequent models.
Now consider cubic nonlinearity

sN5be3, b5const. ~11!

Representing againe5e11e2 , we have from Eq.~5!,
for, e.g.,e1 :

eN15
b

2M
•S E ]e1

3

]h1
dh213

]e1

]h1
E e2

2 dh2

13
]e1

2

]h1
E e2dh2

D . ~12!

The last term in~12! gives zero over the period and can be
neglected. Differentiating the rest, we have

]e1

]h2
5

b

2M S ]e1
3

]h1
13^e2

2 &
]e1

]h1
D . ~13!

Similarly for e2 :

]e2

]h1
5

2b

2M S ]e2
3

]h2
13^e1

2 &
]e2

]h2
D . ~14!

Here ^e6
2 &5(1/L)*h6

h61Le6
2 dh6 is the average value.

For a traveling wave, each of Eqs.~13! and ~14! is
equivalent to the modified Burgers equation without losses
which can be applicable for transverse waves in, e.g., a
string. Each wave propagates with a local velocity ofc@1
2(3b/M )(e6

2 1^e7
2 &)#; the last term in these parentheses

defines a change in the average wave velocity and the corre-
sponding nonlinear frequency shift in a resonator, whereas
the previous term is responsible for the nonlinear profile dis-
tortion of the simple wave. In general, these two equations
must be solved as a system. In a symmetric case,^e2

2 &
5^e1

2 &, that is characteristic of a high-quality resonator,
these two equations are identical.

IV. HYSTERESIS

More complicated is the problem of wave interaction in
media with a hysteretic stress-strain relation. Consider first
the most frequently used stress-strain dependence given by
~Fig. 1!:
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2sN5aeme1Sg~e22em
2 !; a,g.0. ~15!

HereS5Sign(]e/]t).

By definition, em(x).0 is the peak value of time-
varying strain at a given pointx. In a progressive wave, the
dependence ofem on x is slow as compared with the wave
length and is due to the wave amplitude damping at singu-
larities in the stress-strain function~15!; this process was
considered, in, e.g., Refs. 5 and 6. The slow variation ofem

does not affect integration over the period. However, for the
case of two opposite waves considered here, strong varia-
tions of em alongx can occur at each spatial period~such as
in a quasiharmonic standing wave!, and they must be taken
into account in the main order when the wave interaction is
considered.

Letting em5em@x5(h11h2)/2#, we have from ~5!
and ~15!:

2MeN55
aE ]

]h1
~eme11eme2!dh21aE ]

]h2
~eme11eme2!dh1

1SgE S ]e1
2

]h1
12

]e1

]h1
e21

]e2
2

]h2
Ddh21SgE S ]e2

2

]h2
12

]e2

]h2
e11

]e1
2

]h1
Ddh1

1SgS E ]em
2

]h1
dh21E ]em

2

]h2
dh1

D . ~16!

Evidently, ]em /]h15]em /]h2 .
For a traveling wave whene250 andem is slowly vary-

ing, only the first terms in the first and second lines’ inte-
grands of the right-hand side of~16! give a cumulative con-
tribution for e1 , and their differentiating overh2 yields

2M
]e1

]h2
5aem

]e1

]h1
1Sg

]e1
2

]h1
, ~17!

and similarly for e2 . In the variablest52h1 /c and x
5x8, Eq.~17! corresponds to Eq.~6! of Ref. 6. Its solution is
known: a primarily sinusoidal wave transforms to a triangu-
lar form asymptotically decreasing in magnitude asx21 ~Fig.

2!. The term withem ~here, in general,em is slowly decreas-
ing! is responsible for the wave velocity variation.

Let us return to the interaction of opposite waves in the
framework of Eq.~16!. Considering thate1 only slowly de-
pends onh2 , this dependence can be neglected at a period,
as earlier. The same is true fore2(h1). However, the func-
tion em(h11h2) is now determined by the superposition of
both waves and in a general case it can have a rather com-
plicated form. As earlier, the integrable terms can be ne-
glected because they give zero integral at the period. In par-
ticular, the integrals of type *e1(]em /]h1)dh2

5*e1(]em /]h2)dh2 over the period are zero. As a result,
we obtain

2MeN5H aS E ]e1

]h1
emdh21E ]e2

]h2
emdh11E ]em

]h1
e2dh21E e1

]em

]h2
dh1D

1SgS E ]e1
2

]h1
dh21E ]e2

2

]h2
dh112E ]e1

]h1
e2dh212E ]e2

]h2
e1dh1

D . ~18!

For the description of resonators~bars!, of special inter-
est is again the case when at a given interval ofx5(0,L), the
opposite waves have almost identical amplitudes and profiles
at each moment~i.e., wave damping at the distanceL is
supposed small!. In this case, without loss of generality, one
can let the functione2(h2) the same ase1(h1) ~just by a
proper positioning of the origin,x50).

Let us consider the third term,*e2(]em /]h1)dh2

5*e2(]em /]h2)dh2 , in Eq. ~18!. In our case,e2 is a
periodic function ofh2 with a periodL, and its Fourier
expansion contains harmonics proportional to
exp@(62npi/L)h2#, where n51,2,... . The functionem(x)
5Max$ue11e2u% is an even, positive function varying
from 0 to 2A, whereA is the amplitude of each wave~Max

FIG. 1. The hysteretic stress-strain dependence of type~15!.
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is the time maximum depending onx!. Evidently, its period
is L/2, and its Fourier series, as well as the series of its
derivative, contains terms with exp@(64mpi/L)(h21h1)#,
wherem50,1,... . Hence, the producte2]em /]h2 can con-
tain either terms oscillating inh2 that do not give a cumu-
lative effect, or the terms of type exp@(64npi/L)h1# when
n562m. However, in the class of symmetric functions
e2(h2) with zero average, such as those shown in Fig. 3,
there is no even harmonics in the wave, and the latter com-
ponents are absent~cf. Eq. ~12! of Ref. 6 where, in our case,
b15b2). This means that the corresponding term in~18! is
not cumulative and can be neglected.

At this stage, differentiating~18! gives fore1 :

2M
]e1

]h2
5~aem12Sge2!

]e1

]h1
1Sg

]e1
2

]h1
. ~19!

The terms in parentheses define a perturbation of wave ve-
locity. In general, they describe a ‘‘jerky’’ motion of each
point of the wave profile~with a fixedh1). Representation
em(x)5^em&1 ẽm(x) shows that at a fixedh1 , only the av-
erage part,̂ em&5(1/L)*h2

h21Lue11e2umaxdx, generates a

systematic velocity shift in~19!. In the hysteretic term, the
factor S changes its sign together with the time derivative,
e t5c@(e2)h2

2(e1)h1
#. At a fixedh1 the last term ine t is

fixed ~slow dependencies are unimportant at a period!, while
the first term oscillates. The integralS*e2dh2 gives zero at
a period, and the corresponding term in~19! can be ne-
glected. Finally, we have

2M
]e1

]h2
5a^em&

]e1

]h1
12Sge1

]e1

]h1
, ~20!

and a similar equation fore2 .
This equation looks similar to Eq.~17! written for a

traveling wave. However, their solutions differ very signifi-
cantly. First, instead ofem coinciding with the peak ampli-
tude of the wave, here we have^em& depending on both
waves. This quantity depends on the wave profile. If each
wave is close to a sinusoid with a peak amplitudeA, then
em52Ausinkxu, and ^em&54A/p. Thus, in terms of a trav-
eling wave amplitude, the nonlinear velocity shift and the
respective frequency shift in a resonator is somewhat stron-
ger than in a ring resonator of length 2L. In case of strongly
distorted waves of a triangular type with a peak value ofA
~curve 2 in Fig. 2!, the functionem(x) is a sawtooth one~Fig.
3!. It yields ^em&5A, and no difference with the case of a
traveling wave exists in this aspect.

More radical is the difference in the effect of the last,
hysteretic term. It describes a nonlinear, cumulative profile
distortion but the relative velocity of each profile point
changes its sign withe t5c@(e2)h2

2(e1)h1
#. As before the

last term here is fixed at a fixed profile point, and the sign
variation is related to (e2)h2

as it shows up at that point.
Note first that for a sawtooth wave shown in Fig. 2, the value
of (e1)h1

is the same at the entire wave front, so that the
opposite wave of the same~or smaller! steepness cannot
change its sign: the entire process is the same as in the trav-
eling wave. On the contrary, in the wave close to a sinusoid
~a more realistic case at present! the opposite wave affects
the propagation. As before, each profile point propagates
with ‘‘jerks,’’ except for the points wheree150 ~and
(e1)h1

is maximal! which does not have nonlinear velocity

FIG. 2. Scheme of evolution of an initially sinusoidal traveling wave in a medium with the stress-strain dependence from Fig. 1.~1! t50 and~2! t.0.

FIG. 3. The dependenceem(x) for two counterpropagating waves of sinu-
soidal and triangular profiles~see Fig. 2! and equal amplitudes.
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shift at all, and the change of wave steepness in this point is
not affected by the opposite wave. The vicinities of wave
crests and troughs, with small (e1)h1

, mostly move back
and forth due to the action of oscillating (e2)h2

, and these
and other points are progressing slower than in a traveling
wave becausee t changes its sign during the period. Thus, the
wave distortion, remaining qualitatively the same as in a
traveling wave, occurs slower. Correspondingly, harmonic
generation is less intensive than in a traveling wave or in a
ring resonator considered in Refs. 6 and 7.

Consider briefly another basic model of the hysteretic
stress-strain dependence6 ~Fig. 4!:

sN52Mb5
e2~e.0,e t.0!

2e212eme~e.0,e t,0!

2e2~e,0,e t,0!

e212eme~e,0,e t.0!

. ~21!

The evolution of a traveling wave for this case was also
described in Ref. 6. The wave profile is more complex: it
contains both cusps as in Fig. 2 and shock fronts@see Fig.
2~b! of Ref. 6#; however, it retains the same symmetries as in
the previous case. Now the integrals in Eq.~5! should be
taken at four intervals during the period, corresponding to
the four branches in~21!. After a simple but somewhat cum-
bersome consideration it can be shown that the counter-
propagating waves of similar profiles and equal amplitudes
satisfy an equation similar to~20!. Hence, each of the oppo-
sitely propagating waves in a resonator again acquires an
additional constant velocity shift proportional tôem&,
whereas its profile distortions occur slower.

V. RESONATORS

To apply this theory to resonance longitudinal modes in
a bar, one must consider reflections of a traveling wave from
the bar ends. If the ends are free~a typical situation!, stress
~pressure! and strain invert their phases upon reflection,
whereas the particle velocity is reflected in-phase. Consider
the earlier cases from this viewpoint.

Quadratic, nonhysteretic nonlinearity, Eq. (7). As s and
e change the phase byp, the compressions and dilations in
the wave are transposed after each reflection. Hence, the
nonlinear steepening is not cumulative; in particular, the sec-
ond harmonic is not generated in a resonance manner. If the
wave distortion at the resonator’s lengthL is small, it re-
mains small at all times.

Cubic, nonhysteretic nonlinearity, Eq. (11). In this case,
the nonlinear part of the simple wave velocity is proportional
to e2, and change of sign does not affect distortion, which
continues to cumulate after each reflection, until a steady-
state regime is established. Hence, the cubic effects, such as
third harmonic generation and nonlinear resonance fre-
quency shift, are equally well expressed in resonators with
hard and free ends.

Hysteretic nonlinearity, Eqs. (15) and (21). As e changes
its sign upon reflection, the same is true fore t , and the wave
passes from the ascending branch of the stress-strain curve to
the descending part, and vice versa. As a result, the nonlinear
distortion continues: although local nonlinearity is quadratic,
it will cumulate like in cubic medium.

Note that in the latter three models, only odd harmonics
of a primarily sinusoidal field exist, which may explain the
fact that in many bar experiments, the observed level of third
harmonic exceeds that for the second harmonic, in spite of
the natural domination of quadratic terms in the expansion of
the material equation of state,s~e!.

Let us briefly compare oscillations in a hysteretic ring
resonator7 and a resonance bar considered here. From the
earlier consideration it follows that if the wave has reached
the sawtooth stage, there is no difference between these two
cases, and all results obtained in Refs. 6 and 7 are applicable
to the bar provided the traveling wave amplitude, i.e., half of
peak amplitude in the bar,A, is the same as in a ring of a
length 2L. For a quasisinusoidal wave, the value of^em& in
Eq. ~20! differs from the amplitudeem in Eq. ~17! by a factor
of 4/p. In the latter case, the relative resonance frequency
shift is Dv/v5Dc/c5aemax/2pM (Dc is the nonlinear
variation of sound velocity!. This agrees with most of reso-
nant bar experiments where the measured resonance fre-
quency shift is proportional to the wave amplitude in the bar.

Detailed analysis of resonance modes in a bar is beyond
the scope of this paper. Note, however, that, similarly to the
ring resonator, the ratio between the nonlinear frequency
shift and losses due to hysteresis, is expected to be
amplitude-independent in a quasisinusoidal regime. Also, as
mentioned, harmonic generation should be partially sup-
pressed by the interaction of opposite waves. It is not clear
yet whether this conclusion agrees with experimental data
but some indicators for this do exist. In the framework of the
model~15!, the ratio of the third harmonic amplitude to that
of the main harmonic,A3 /A1 , in a quasisinusoidal traveling
wave~and, consequently, in a ring resonator! would be three
times larger that the relative sound velocity shift, that is
equal to the relative resonance frequency shift,D f / f ~cf. Eq.
~12! of Ref. 6!. In experiments by Johnsonet al., at the strain
amplitude of, e.g., 1026, the value ofD f / f reaches 1021 for
Berea sandstone~see Fig. 6 of Ref. 2!. At the same time,
from Fig. 10~a! of Ref. 2, the value ofA3 /A1 is of order 5
31023 for Berea sandstone, that is significantly smaller than
the frequency shift, which possibly agrees with the above
conclusions. This question needs further consideration.

VI. CONCLUSION

The approach developed earlier seems to provide a rela-
tively simple and universal description of counterpropagat-

FIG. 4. The hysteretic stress-strain model of type~21!.
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ing waves’ interaction, including resonance processes in bars
where the amplitudes of these waves are typically close to
each other. Most specific is the hysteretic case in which the
interaction of opposite quasiharmonic waves preserves the
same order of nonlinear frequency shift as in a traveling
wave but tends to decrease nonlinear distortions and har-
monic generation at a given strain amplitude~as opposed to
a nonhysteretic medium with cubic nonlinearity!, whereas at
the sawtooth stage, both effects are similar to those in a
traveling wave. A possible explanation of this in terms of a
standing wave representation is that the diameter of hyster-
etic loop decreases with the distance from the oscillation
peak and, in addition, only a half of the ‘‘doubled’’ hysteretic
loop at each point can be attributed to a wave traveling in a
given direction. Still, a more detailed consideration is
needed, taking into account asymmetry of hysteretic loops,
linear losses, etc. This work is planned to be continued.
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Measurements of the top surface vibration of a buried~inert! VS 2.2 anti-tank plastic landmine
reveal significant resonances in the frequency range between 80 and 650 Hz. Resonances from
measurements of the normal component of the acoustically induced soil surface particle velocity
~due to sufficient acoustic-to-seismic coupling! have been used in detection schemes. Since the
interface between the top plate and the soil responds nonlinearly to pressure fluctuations,
characteristics of landmines, the soil, and the interface are rich in nonlinear physics and allow for
a method of buried landmine detection not previously exploited. Tuning curve experiments
~revealing ‘‘softening’’ and a back-bone curve linear in particle velocity amplitude versus
frequency! help characterize the nonlinear resonant behavior of the soil-landmine oscillator. The
results appear to exhibit the characteristics of nonlinear mesoscopic elastic behavior, which is
explored. When two primary waves f1 and f2 drive the soil over the mine near resonance, a rich
spectrum of nonlinearly generated tones is measured with a geophone on the surface over the buried
landmine in agreement with Donskoy@SPIE Proc.3392, 221–217~1998!; 3710, 239–246~1999!#.
In profiling, particular nonlinear tonals can improve the contrast ratio compared to using either
primary tone in the spectrum. ©2004 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1814119#

PACS numbers: 43.25.Ts, 43.40.Fz, 43.40.Ga@MFH# Pages: 3354–3369

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Historical background

Acoustic-to-seismic coupling1,2 has proven to be an ex-
tremely accurate technology for locating buried landmines.
Focusing mainly on linear acoustic techniques, airborne
sound couples into the ground, interacts with the buried
mine, and causes increased vibration of the ground above the
mine—at the surface. Recently, Donskoy has suggested a
nonlinear vibro-acoustic technique3–5 involving two primary
frequencies which couple into the ground and interact non-
linearly with the soil over the top surface of the mine gener-
ating nonlinear frequency components that can also be de-
tected at the surface. The nonlinear mechanism involves the
soil and the relatively compliant mine to be in contact during
the compressional phase of the wave but separating during
the tensile phase. Therefore false alarms should be elimi-
nated for relatively noncompliant buried objects. Linear and
nonlinear tests have been compared at Army test lanes indi-

cating that nonlinear spatial profiles over buried landmines
have more contrast sensitivity than linear measurements.6 To
further understand the nonlinear mechanisms involved, a set
of nonlinear tuning curves of the resonant response of the top
plate versus amplitude—for several buried landmines—are
presented. In one case an inert VS 2.2 anti-tank mine buried
3.6 cm deep~in loess soil! had its peak frequency shift from
90 to 80 Hz as the amplitude of the acceleration increased by
a factor of 4. Analogies are made to experimental nonlinear
tuning curves for rocks~like sandstone! and for soil alone
where the theoretical mechanisms have been established.7

1. On ‘‘classical’’ and ‘‘nonclassical’’ nonlinearity

If the excitation of a system is due to a harmonic force
that contains only a single ‘‘primary’’ frequency component,
and if the system’s oscillation response contains frequency
components other than the primary~i.e., harmonics, subhar-
monics!, then we say that the system exhibits nonlinear be-
havior. When two primary components~labeled by frequen-
cies f 1 and f 2) excite a system, then nonlinear behavior may
be observed in the study of the measured amplitudes of the
so-called combination frequenciesum f16n f2u wherem and
n are integers. To lowest order the combination frequencies
are the sum and difference frequencies,f 11 f 2 and f 12 f 2 ,
respectively.

The nonlinear elastic behavior of earth materials~includ-
ing rock, soils, or granular material! is an extremely rich
topic8 ~see the review article by L. A. Ostrovsky and P. A.

a!Work presented at the 146th Meeting of the Acoustical Society of America,
Austin, TX, 10–14 November 2003. Portions of this work have been pre-
sented at SPIE’ AeroSense Conference, 21–25 April 2003, Orlando, FL,
Proc. SPIE 17th, Conference on Detection and Remediation Technologies
for Mines and Minelike Targets VIII, edited by R. S. Harmon, J. H. Hol-
loway, and J. T. Broach, ‘‘Nonlinear tuning curve vibration response of a
buried landmine,’’5089, paper no. 57~2003!; also at the 16th International
Symposium on Nonlinear Acoustics, Moscow, Russia 19–23 August 2002,
session on Devices and Industrial Applications of Nonlinear Acoustics.

b!Electronic mail: korman@usna.edu
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Johnson9!, and some distinction must be made for character-
izing thestructural nonlinear elasticitybehavior~also called
mesoscopic/nanoscale elasticity! of this class of materials
compared to theatomic elasticbehavior such as conven-
tional fluids and monocrystalline solids.10 The nonlinearity
of atomic elastic materials~due to the anharmonicity of the
lattice on an atomic or molecular level! is small because the
intermolecular forces are large. However, for the geomateri-
als, the cracks, contacts, and dislocations of the so-called
bond systemforces~formed by the hard matrix of grains and
crystals—exhibiting ‘‘classical’’ nonlinearity! are relatively
small. These geomaterials are said to exhibitslow dynamic
effects, involving hysteresis and relaxation phenomenon.

2. Objectives

This paper involves a study of nonlinear acoustic mine
detection and demonstrates that some of the nonlinear oscil-
latory experiments reported on here exhibit the same charac-
teristics as mesoscopic nonlinear behavior. Is it possible that
the mechanisms that result in mesoscopic behavior are also
present in the landmine detection problem? Here, an inert VS
2.2 anti-tank mine11 is used in the investigation.

Six experiments are reported. In experiment 1, nonlinear
tuning curves are measured involving a set of rms accelera-
tion measurements of the top plate of the buried mine versus
frequency, using a small accelerometer. A family of tuning
curves is obtained corresponding to a set of airborne constant
amplitude swept sinusoidal acoustic pressure drive levels
that incrementally increase from the previous curve. Here the
mine, which rests on a smooth thick concrete slab~located
outdoors at the Army test site!, is buried in finely sifted, very
dry, loess soil~a clay–silt mix!.

In experiment 2, the apparatus is taken to the gravel lane
14 at the Army test site, to perform acoustic experiments on
another VS 2.2 landmine~which has been buried for several
years!. In this case nonlinear tuning curves are measured
involving a set of rms particle velocity measurements of the
ground~above the center of the mine! versus frequency using
the swept sinusoid technique described in experiment 1.

Experiment 3 uses the setup in experiment 2 with a few
modifications to perform a two-tone nonlinear test on the
buried VS 2.2 mine in the gravel lane 14. Here, two sub-
woofers are individually driven to produce individual acous-
tic pressure amplitudes at the so-called primary components
which are designated by the frequenciesf 1 and f 2 , respec-
tively. The geophone used in experiment 2 is also used in
experiment 3 to detect the nonlinearly generated harmonics
and combination frequencies that are produced by the inter-
action of the primaries which couple into the ground and
interact nonlinearly with the soil and the buried landmine.
The geophone is repositioned across the soil surface so that
the rms particle velocity profile corresponding to each tonal
in the received spectrum can be measured.

The nonlinear experiments described in experiment 3 are
repeated in experiment 4, where the VS 2.2 mine~used in
experiment 1! is buried in finely sifted, very dry, loess soil.
Here, a layer of soil is sandwiched between the concrete slab
and the bottom of the mine.

In experiment 5, an apparatus called the soil-plate oscil-
lator is used to model the buried landmine as a thin clamped
circular elastic plate~mounted within a short rigid tube! with
a layer of finely sifted loess soil placed over the plate. A
geophone that rests on the surface of the soil is used to mea-
sure nonlinear tuning curves in the manner described above.
From these tuning curves, first measured with increasing
drive amplitudes, then decreasing drive amplitudes, one can
measure effects that appear to exhibit mesoscopic nonlinear
elastic behavior including slow dynamics and hysteresis.

The final experiment 6 is a nonlinear two-tone test study
involving another VS 2.2 landmine buried in sifted, very dry,
loess soil at the National Center for Physical Acoustics field
test site. Here, the nonlinearly generated difference fre-
quency component mean-squared velocity profile across the
mine is found to be more narrow compared to the profile
results when the experiment is repeated~using linear tech-
niques! where a single primary frequency is chosen to be
located at the difference frequency. Whereas in experiments
2–4 the axes of the subwoofers are perpendicular to the
ground plane, in experiment 6, the axes of the subwoofers
are nearly horizontal to the ground in a ‘‘forward looking’’
arrangement.

An additional experiment involving a soil-mass oscilla-
tor has been placed in the Appendix. Here, the effective lon-
gitudinal sound speed is measured and an attempt is made to
quantify the soil nonlinearity using resonant tuning curve
behavior. The relative frequency shift with vibration ampli-
tude is then compared with the buried landmine and with the
soil-plate oscillator tuning curve results.

We now present these experiments and attempt to show
a strong connection to the mesoscopic nonlinear phenom-
enon we have outlined above.

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Experiment 1: Resonant behavior of a VS 2.2
landmine in sifted soil

Figure 1 shows the experimental setup of the inert VS
2.2 landmine that is placed on a smooth concrete slab. Not
shown in the figure is a small accelerometer that is glued
onto the center of the mine’s top plate. The acceleration re-
sponse and the acoustic pressure response~above the center
of the top plate or the soil over it! versus acoustic excitation

FIG. 1. Experimental setup of the inert VS 2.2 landmine for measuring the
mine’s top plate acceleration versus frequency for a variety of soil layer
depths. Concrete slab is located outside at the Army test site~7
August 2002!.
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frequency are recorded using an Agilent 35670A dynamic
spectrum analyzer to find the location of its resonances.
Here, an amplified swept sinusoidal drive signal is applied to
both the subwoofers using a tee connector. The woofers
~30.5 cm diam! are located 80 cm above the concrete on a
light parallel bar plastic frame that is 1.5 m long and 30 cm
wide. The soil is supported in a concrete rectangle, with a 61
cm by 61 cm inside dimension, that is 23 cm high and 7.6 cm
thick. The experiment is repeated several times using homo-
geneous fine sifted loess soil to bury the mine at various
depths in order to keep track of how the resonant frequency
changes with soil mass loading.

Vibration studies of the VS 2.2 landmine placed on the
concrete surface, first with no soil and then with different
thickness layers of loess soil burying the mine, are studied.
Figure 2 shows the relative response of theuaccelerometer’s
complex voltage signal/microphone’s complex voltage sig-
nalu versus frequency between 50 and 650 Hz for several
cases. In each case the amplitude acoustic drive level is set
very low. It is observed that for the lowest frequency mode,
the frequency increases with mass loading up to the point
where the soil is flush with the top plate of the mine, while
further increase in soil depth exhibits a decrease in fre-
quency.

Next, a set of tuning curves is obtained for the buried
landmine for the case where the soil layer is 3.6 cm above
the top of the mine. The results are shown in Fig. 3~a! in the
frequency range of interest which covers the lowest resonant

peaks. Nonlinear tuning curves are generated by sinusoidally
sweeping the subwoofers between 50 and 150 Hz at different
drive amplitudes. Notice that as the acoustic drive amplitude
increases, the peak frequencies become shifted to lower fre-
quencies, suggesting that the nonlinear interaction is getting
‘‘softer.’’ A plot of the peak resonant accelerometer signal
voltage versus the corresponding resonant frequency—for
each peak—exhibits linear behavior. See Fig. 3~b!. The re-
sults shown in Fig. 3 involve acoustic measurements per-
formed in finely sifted loess soil. The linear behavior of the
so-called backbone curves in Fig. 3~b! are characteristic of
geophysical materials which exhibitmesoscopic/nanoscale
elasticityundergoing vibration near a resonance.~See Ref. 9,
pp. 8–9.!

These results are now compared to experiments where a
VS 2.2 has been buried over a long period of time in a gravel
lane at the Army test site.

B. Experiment 2: Resonant behavior of a VS 2.2
landmine in weathered gravel

Experiments involving a VS 2.2 landmine are now per-
formed in the gravel lane 14 at the Army test site, on 7
October 2002. The mine has been buried at 1 in. and has
been in the ground for several years. The experimental setup
is shown in Fig. 4.

A geophone~Input/Output, Inc. model SM-11! located at
the center of the mine on the surface and a microphone

FIG. 2. The response versus frequency of the center of
the top plate of the VS 2.2 resting on the concrete, with
no soil, with soil layers 0.37 H, 0.61 H, 0.87 H deep,
with a soil layer that is flush with the height of the mine
1.00 H and 1.31 H deep. The mine’s height is H511.5
cm. Multiply the relative vertical scale by 0.0167
~m/s2!/Pa for actual values.
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~B&K 1
2-in.-diam condenser type! located at 1 in. above the

soil at the center of the mine are used to measure the rms
geophone/microphone response function versus frequency.
Here, the subwoofer loudspeakers~connected by a tee! are
driven by an amplified swept sinusoidal tone in the fre-
quency range of 50 to 400 Hz. The airborne sound coupling

into the ground shows a strong resonant response near 170
Hz. The results are shown in Fig. 5.

From the geophone/microphone response, one can now
choose a suitable frequency band~in this case 120 to 250 Hz!
to generate a family of tuning curves—near resonance—for
studying the acoustic behavior of the buried VS 2.2 landmine
as a nonlinear oscillating system. The tuning curves shown in
Fig. 6 are a measure of the geophone rms velocity versus
frequency for a series of increasing acoustic drive levels.
Figure 7 shows that the bending of the tuning curves towards
resonant frequencies that are progressively lower yields a
linear relationship between the peak rms particle velocity
versus the corresponding resonant frequency. This relation-
ship is characteristic of tuning curve bending in experiments
that are performed on rocks and granular material. See pp.
8–9 of the review article by L. A. Ostrovsky and P. A.
Johnson9 for more details.

C. Experiment 3: Nonlinear two-tone results for a VS
2.2 landmine in weathered gravel

1. Background

Donskoy’s nonlinear vibro-acoustic technique for buried
landmine detection3,4 involved insonifying the soil above the

FIG. 3. ~a! The relative velocity response versus frequency of the center of
the top plate of the VS 2.2 resting on the concrete with a soil layer that is 3.6
cm above the height of the mine. The family of nonlinear tuning curves
suggests that for increasing acoustic drive the nonlinear interaction is getting
‘‘softer.’’ ~b! The ‘‘back-bone’’ curve near resonance of the peak velocity
versus the corresponding frequency is linear for two closely separated peaks
in ~a!.

FIG. 4. Experimental setup of the inert VS 2.2 landmine buried at 1 in. deep
in gravel lane 14 at the Army test site~7 October 2002! for measuring the
particle velocity versus frequency across the mine.

FIG. 5. Geophone/microphone response function for the VS 2.2 buried at 1
in. in lane 14 at the Army test site~7 October 2002!.

FIG. 6. Tuning curves are shown of the geophone’s response versus fre-
quency for increasing levels of acoustic drive amplitude for the VS 2.2
buried in gravel lane 14 at the Army test site~8 October 2002!.
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mine with two acoustic pressure discrete tones~designatedf 1

and f 2) and measuring the amplitudes of the nonlinearly gen-
erated combination frequencies with a contact sensor placed
on the soil surface above the mine and well off the mine’s
center. In the absence of the mine or when the mine was
replaced by buried objects that have a compressional stiff-
nessK much greater than the mine’s stiffnessKm , the com-
bination frequencies greatly diminished. According to Don-
skoy’s lumped element model, it is necessary to have the
mine’s stiffness be much lower than the stiffnessKs of the
soil layer above the mine for the nonlinear coupling to be
significant. See Figs. 8~a! and ~b!.

Donskoy’s model reveals the essential points of a more
complex nonlinear mechanism where the grains of a soil’s
surface are to be in contact with an elastic boundary in the
compressional phase and perhaps in the tensile phase some
lose contact at different locations across the surface; i.e., the
opening and closing of soil cracks. All surfaces~of the mine
case! may need to be considered in regards to the soil contact
problem.

Sabatieret al.6 applied this nonlinear technique to bur-
ied landmine detection using a computer controlled laser
Doppler vibrometer~LDV ! to scan the soil surface over a
relatively large area and to systematically study the effects of
placing the two primary acoustic tonals (f 1 and f 2) close
together and on either side of a strong resonance from the
geophone/microphone response function. Sabatier’s mea-
surements of each individual nonlinearly generated surface
particle velocity component versus scan position for a VS 2.2
buried in a gravel lane demonstrated the usefulness of using
nonlinear acoustic detection schemes versus linear acoustic
schemes. However, the dynamic range of the LDV can some-
times be a limiting factor in detecting the full contrast ratio
involving particle velocity detection on and off the buried
landmine in some nonlinear detection schemes.

Concurrently, Donskoyet al.5 also reported LDV field
test measurements~on and off the mine! for sum and differ-
ence frequencies from their two-tone test excitation. Their
test included the nonlinear detection of buried plastic anti-
tank mines~M19, VS 1.6! and plastic antipersonnel mines

~M14,VS50!. They used a buried shaker for one primary fre-
quency~seismic excitation!, f 1 , and a loudspeaker for the
other primary frequency~acoustic-to-seismic excitation!, f 2 .
Both frequencies are swept in increments given byf 15 f 01

15n Hz and f 25 f 0225n Hz, wheref 01 and f 02 are the ini-
tial values of the primaries and the step numbern
51,2,...,23, such that the sum frequency remains fixed at
f 011 f 02. Donskoy’s measurements showed the significance
of finding optimal resonant conditions in detecting M19 and
VS50 mines over a set of burial depths.

Further, in a laboratory experiment, involving a mine
stimulant buried in frozen wet sand, Donskoy’s group used a
scanning LDV to demonstrate that the nonlinear technique
could profile the object, whereas the linear approach was
found to be successful only at normal temperatures, due to a
reduction in the on/off mine impedance contrast.

2. Results

The nonlinear experiments presented below are moti-
vated in part by extending Donskoy’s and Sabatier’s work on
acoustic landmine detection and in part by the evidence
~from the previous experiments reported here! that the non-

FIG. 7. The geophone’s peak resonant response is plotted versus the asso-
ciated frequency of the peak. The linear behavior is typical of the slow
dynamic nonlinear effects observed in rock samples.

FIG. 8. ~a! Donskoy’s one-dimensional model with typical parameters.
Shear stiffness and damping elements are not shown.~b! The effective force
F versus displacementx shows bi-modular behavior. The springs stay to-
gether during the compression phase and separate under the tensile phase. In
compression, the effective spring constant is the series equivalent ofKs and
Km .
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linearity involves features that may involve mesoscopic elas-
ticity, and feature slow dynamical~relaxation! response and
hysteresis effects.

Figures 9~a! and~b! show the results of a nonlinear two-
tone test, where the primary acoustic frequency components
are f 15165 Hz and f 25175 Hz. The experimental setup
shown in Fig. 4 remains the same, except that the individual
loud speakers are driven separately with amplified tones at
165 and 175 Hz, respectively. The microphone~located at
x50.0 and 2.5 cm above the soil! generated a signal spec-
trum that was recorded with the spectrum analyzer. The
sound pressure levels of interest are SPL(f 1)5105 dB,
SPL(f 2)5105 dB due to the primary wave components and
SPL(2f 1)568 dB, SPL(2f 2)566 dB and SPL(f 11 f 2)
560 dB re 20 mPa indicating that there is some distortion at
the source~and some in the microphone as well!. The ambi-
ent SPL was typically 45 dB.

In Fig. 9~a!, the geophone is placed on the soil surface at
the location x50.0 cm ~on the mine! marking the axis
through the center of the buried VS 2.2. In Fig. 9~b!, the
geophone is placed on the surface at the locationx
5222.9 cm~off the mine!, keeping all other conditions the
same. The results presented in Fig. 9 and later on involve an
average of 40 FFTs.

It is estimated that the contrast ratio is about 20 dB for
the geophone rms velocity when one is looking at either
primary componentf 1 or f 2 . However, nonlinearly gener-
ated components near the sum frequency componentf 11 f 2

have a contrast ratio of about 40 dB. The nonlinear two-tone
experimental results from Fig. 9 are recorded along with

FIG. 9. The primary acoustic componentsf 15165 Hz andf 25175 Hz~with
incident amplitudesp1rms53.5 Pa, p2rm53.5 Pa) drive the buried VS 2.2
landmine. Measurements show the nonlinearly generated components that
are characteristically separated by 10-Hz intervals across the spectrum. The
geophone is located over the center of the mine in~a! and well off the mine
in ~b!.

FIG. 10. Geophone rms velocity versus scan position
given for individual tonals. The primary frequency
components aref 15165 Hz andf 25175 Hz, respect-
fully. The horizontal scale is in cm and the vertical scale
mm/s. The VS 2.2 landmine is buried in gravel.
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other trials for a set of geophone locations going across the
mine. Some of these nonlinearly generated rms velocity pro-
files are shown in Fig. 10 along with the profiles of the
primary componentsf 1 and f 2 .

A two-tone test involving a linear vibrating surface was
used to establish that any nonlinearity generated by the geo-
phone and supporting spectrum analyzer was greater than 65
dB down from the primaries. Therefore a 0.2mm/s threshold
is placed on the detection of any nonlinearly generated tone
in Fig. 10.

The continuous wave experiments for buried landmine
detection involving the two primary frequency components
f 1 and f 2 produced side bands of first order, namely a sum
frequency componentf 11 f 2 and second harmonic genera-
tion components 2f 1 and 2f 2 . ~The difference frequency
f 22 f 2 was too low to observe in this experiment since the
geophone’s response is very low for frequencies much less
that 100 Hz.! The experiment also produced side bands of
second orderf 212 f 1 , f 222 f 1 with significant amplitude,
and higher orders as well, indicating strong evidence for
nonclassical nonlinearity.8

@In Ref. 9 nonclassical nonlinearity is reported for ex-
periments in Berea sandstone where two-tone excitation pro-
duced a rich spectrum which included first and second order
sidebands.~See pp. 14–15.! Further, in the experimental
technique called nonlinear wave modulation spectroscopy
~NWMS!, an object~such as an automobile engine bearing
cap! struck by an impulse while being simultaneously driven

by a pure tone continuous wave shows a linear superposition
in its spectrum of resonant frequencies along with the pure
tone—without a crack. When the part is damaged due to a
crack, the spectrum includes a significant nonlinear response
characterized by sidebands.~See pp. 40–42.!#

3. Nonlinear two-tone sweep experiment

The geophone/microphone response function~Fig. 5! for
the VS 2.2 buried at 1 in. in lane 14 at the Army test site was
used to select the two primary frequency componentsf 1

5165 Hz andf 25175 Hz, for the two-tone nonlinear experi-
ment, which were chosen to be 10 Hz apart, near the reso-
nant peak of 170 Hz. The following questioned is posed.
Given conditions where the resonant frequencies are not
known, can one perform a series of two-tone nonlinear ex-
periments where the primary components aref 15 f and f 2

5 f 110 Hz andf ranges in steps from frequencies well be-
low to well above the expected resonant peaks, and discrimi-
nate landmines from false alarms?

The ‘‘swept’’ nonlinear two-tone test experiment in-
volves plotting~for a specific tonal! the geophone rms veloc-
ity response versus frequency. The two-tone primary excita-
tion frequencies are labeledf 1 and f 2 wheref 2 is always set
at f 1110 Hz. The data set, shown in Fig. 11, involves utiliz-
ing a set of Fourier spectra where firstf 1535 Hz, f 2

545 Hz, then increment by 10 Hz tof 1545 Hz, f 2

555 Hz,..., up tof 15225 Hz andf 25235 Hz. Whereas the

FIG. 11. Results for the ‘‘swept’’ non-
linear two tone test experiment in-
volves plotting~for a specific tonal lo-
cation relative to the two primariesf 1

and f 2) the geophone rms velocity re-
sponse versus frequency. The two-tone
primary excitation frequencies are la-
beled f 1@n# and f 2@n# where f 1@n#
5(35110n) Hz and f 2@n#5(45
110n) Hz wheren51,...,15. First let
f 1@1#535 Hz, f2@1#545 Hz. Then in-
crement by 10 Hz tof 1@2#545 Hz,
f 2@2#555 Hz, up to f 1@15#5225 Hz
and f2@15#5235 Hz. For each of the
15 two-tone tests there will be two pri-
maries and a set of combination tones.
When the results are collected for all
the sum frequency tonals, designated
by tonal5 f 1 , one can observe two
peaks in the geophone response versus
frequency in the graph located in row
4, column 1. When the results are col-
lected for all the tonals that are 10 Hz
below the first primary, designated by
tonal5 f 1210 Hz, there is a single
peak located at 130 Hz, shown in the
graph located in row 1, column 3. The
graphs at locations row 1, column 4,
and row 2, column 1, represent the
geophone response versus the primary
tonals f 1 and f 2 , respectively.
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geophone response versus frequency labeled byf 1 or f 2 rep-
resent the ‘‘conventional’’ linear response of the soil above
the center of the mine, the tonal labeled byf 1 represents the
sum frequency component’s tonal response versus frequency,
as the primaries are incremented in steps of 10 Hz. The ex-
periments where done on 8 October 2002 with the VS 2.2
landmine buried in gravel lane 14 at the Army test site.

For example, if one chose to detect the mine with the
sum frequency component,f 1 , then the peak geophone re-
sponse occurs at the frequencies 120 and 260 Hz, respec-
tively. Therefore, primary frequency component sets$f 1

555 Hz and f 2565 Hz% and $f 15125 Hz andf 25135 Hz%
respectively achieve these results. Most of the nonlinearly
generated tonals appear to have two similar distinct peaks in
their response versus frequency data set.

D. Experiment 4: Laboratory nonlinear mine detection
experiment

The VS 2.2 buried at the Army test site in lane 14, a
gravel lane, has been exposed to natural weathering for sev-
eral years. In comparison we now explore a nonlinear acous-
tic landmine detection experiment where a similar VS 2.2
~the one used in experiment 1! is buried in finely sifted ho-
mogeneous loess soil. In particular, the experimental results
presented in Fig. 10~involving the profiles of the geophone
response across the gravel surface for individual tonals! will
be our base for comparison.

The nonlinear mine detection experimental setup shown
in Fig. 12 is similar to Fig. 1 except that the landmine is
buried at 3.6 cm below the surface and is 7.9 cm above the
concrete slab. Figures 13~a! and ~b! show the results of a
nonlinear two-tone test, where the primary acoustic fre-
quency components aref 1575 Hz andf 2585 Hz. These pri-
mary components are selected from the geophone/
microphone response function which shows a strong
resonant peak at 80 Hz. The experimental technique shown
in Fig. 4 remains the same, except that the individual loud
speakers are driven separately with amplified tones at 75 and
85 Hz, respectively. The microphone~located atx50.0 and
2.5 cm above the soil! generated a signal spectrum that was
recorded with the spectrum analyzer. The sound pressure lev-
els of interest are SPL(f 1)5110 dB, SPL(f 2)5110 dB due
to the primary wave components and SPL(2f 1)570 dB,
SPL(2f 2)565 dB and SPL(f 11 f 2)553 dB re 20 mPa in-

dicating that there is some distortion at the source~and some
in the microphone as well!. In Fig. 13~a!, the geophone is
placed on the soil surface at the locationx50.0 cm ~on the
mine! marking the axis through the center of the buried VS
2.2. In Fig. 13~b!, the geophone is placed on the surface at
the locationx5222.9 cm~off the mine!, keeping all other
conditions the same.

It is estimated that the contrast ratio is about 22 dB for

FIG. 12. Experimental setup of the inert VS 2.2~buried at 3.6 cm below the
surface and 7.9 cm above the concrete in sifted loess! for the nonlinear
two-tone acoustic test~3 October 2002!.

FIG. 13. The primary acoustic componentsf 1575 Hz andf 2585 Hz ~with
incident amplitudesp1 rms56.3 Pa,p2 rms56.3 Pa) drive the buried VS 2.2
landmine. Measurements show the nonlinearly generated components that
are characteristically separated by 10-Hz intervals across the spectrum. The
geophone is located over the center of the mine in~a! and well off the mine
in ~b!. In ~c! the mine has been removed, the soil has been raked and filled
and leveled to the preexisting height, and the geophone placed over the
center.
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the geophone rms velocity when one is looking at either
primary componentf 1 or f 2 . However, nonlinearly gener-
ated components near the sum frequency componentf 11 f 2

have a contrast ratio of about 10 dB. At the end of all the
detection experiments the mine is removed and the soil
raked, filled in, and leveled. From Fig. 13~c! the contrast
ratio improves to 25 dB at the sum frequency component and
about 30 dB at the 2f 11 f 25235 Hz component.

The nonlinear two-tone experimental results from Fig.
13 are recorded along with other trials for a set of geophone
locations going across the mine. Some of these nonlinearly
generated rms velocity profiles are shown in Fig. 14 along
with the profiles of the primary componentsf 1 and f 2 .
~Place a 0.6mm/s threshold on the detection of any nonlin-
early generated tone in Fig. 14 due to geophone nonlinear-
ity.!

The nonlinear two-tone test results for the VS 2.2 buried
in finely sifted loess soil demonstrate that nonlinear acoustic
mine detection techniques also work for a loosely packed
granular medium. However, detailed comparisons between
the nonlinearly generated velocity profiles for the individual
tonals shown in Figs. 10 and 14 present challenges that prob-
ably go beyond understanding the differences between the
acoustics of weathered gravel versus finely sifted loess soil.
Whereas the results of Fig. 10 involve primariesf 1

5165 Hz andf 25175 Hz, and in Fig. 14f 1575 Hz andf 2

585 Hz, the mass loaded VS 2.2 mine case and soil interface
probably involve different ‘‘primary’’ modal shapes. In spite
of these differences, performing experiments in sifted loess
soil, a weathered soil~or another granular material that is
made homogeneous! in a limited size concrete rectangular
vessel should prove useful in modeling the vibro-acoustic
nonlinear interaction. Referring to Fig. 14, several of the
profiles ~for examplef 5150, 160, 170 Hz! do not fall off
into the noise floor when the geophone is well off the mine.

So, the effects of the rectangular boundary on this experi-
ment might prove to be a significant study. The soil-plate
oscillator apparatus described in the next section is an at-
tempt to model the buried landmine using a simplified ap-
proach.

E. Experiment 5: The soil-plate oscillator

It is necessary to try to model the interaction of a buried
landmine with the soil for the purpose of understanding the
physics of this complicated nonlinear oscillating system at a
fundamental level. The normal modes of a landmine case are
further complicated by the soil loading, the moisture in the
soil, the layering of the natural soil in the ground as well as
the inhomogeneous soil content, vegetation, and weathering.
Figure 15 shows a laboratory apparatus called the soil-plate
oscillator which is designed to model the oscillating top plate
of a buried landmine. It is filled with a layer of finely sifted,

FIG. 14. Geophone rms velocity versus scan position
given for individual tonals. The primary frequency
components aref 1575 Hz andf 2585 Hz, respectfully.
The horizontal scale is in cm and the vertical scale is
mm/s. The VS 2.2 landmine is buried in sifted loess
soil.

FIG. 15. Cross-sectional diagram of the soil-plate oscillator used for mod-
eling the oscillating top plate of a landmine that is mass loaded with sifted
loess soil. The oscillator is setup for the swept sinusoidal acoustic excitation
experiment when the speakers are connected by a tee and for a nonlinear
two-tone test when they are individually driven at the primary frequencies
f 1 and f 2 .
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dried, crushed and resifted Mississippi loess soil~a clay–silt
mix!. The density of the loess soil is 1.22 g/cm3. Both loud-
speaker enclosures have a speaker diameter of 8 cm.

The soil-plate oscillator has a thin elastic polycarbonate
circular plate that is clamped around the edges by two circu-
lar aluminum flanges. The upper flange (thickness52L,
i.d.58L, o.d.516L) is fitted with an aluminum tube
(thickness5L, i.d.58L, length52.5L). A column of soil up
to 3.5L, whereL52.54 cm, can be placed in the tube above
the circular plate. The polycarbonate plate is 2.7860.04 mm
thick, has a physical diameter of 8.5L and is clamped at 8L,
the inside diameter. The density of the plate is 1.23 g/cm3.
The mass of the clamped portion of the plate isMplate

5111 g. A small accelerometer is glued to the underside of
the plate at the center. The apparatus is placed in the Mich-
elson Hall lab B-2 anechoic chamber facility at the Naval
Academy. The temperature was recorded to be 23 °C. Experi-
ments performed with the thin clamped plate~oscillating
with no soil loading! show that the frequencies of the lowest
normal modes agree with the theory for a thin plate clamped
at its edges. The frequency of the fundamental mode,f 01

5170.3 Hz, is obtained using the accelerometer signal ver-
sus frequency tuning curve that is measured on the spectrum
analyzer operating in the swept sinusoidal mode between 50
and 850 Hz. Thef 115338.5 Hz and thef 205677.6 Hz modes
were also observed.

1. Effects of mass loading and tuning curve response

When soil is loaded on the elastic plate, the frequency of
the fundamental mode decreases until the frequency reaches
a minimum of around 70 Hz. This occurs for a soil mass
M soil of about 900 g~or a soil layer 2.3 cm in height!. A
further increase in mass loading results in an increase in the
fundamental mode that is shown in Fig. 16~a!. The f 11 peak
reduced to 207.6 Hz when 255 g of soil were added. This
resonant peak~from the spectrum analyzer trace! flattened
out so that the peak could not be distinguished when further
mass was added, while the ‘‘f 21’’ mode is not observed at all.
Figure 16~b! shows the results of mass loading for thef 20

~second radial mode! peak. The ‘‘f 20’’ radial mode has de-
creased from 694.2 Hz to about 246 Hz when 1013 g of soil
are added. Results depend on the temperature.

Initially it was thought that the soil loading must be
deforming the shape of the elastic plate so that the plate’s
increased stiffness with mass loading dominates the effect of
adding elastic material mass to the oscillator. The theory of
the fundamental oscillation of a clamped elastic plate under a
static load can be modeled as a Duffing oscillator, with a

damping term proportional to the velocity, a linear restoring
force term, a nonlinear cubic restoring force term, and a
static as well as a dynamic forcing term.~See the work done
by Farnsworth12 and Kung.13! @Note added in proof:Don-
skoy’s work ~presented at the 147th Meeting of the ASA,
New York, May 2004! suggests that in some cases the effects
of the flexural deformation of the soil column involving
shear stiffness are more important than the bulk stiffness in
predicting the resonant frequency versus depth in buried
landmine studies. In response, the authors replaced the soil
loading by water and observed a continuous decrease in fre-
quency closely followingf }((Mwater/M plate)11)21/2 for
0,Mwater/M plate,25. For this oscillator, the plate’s in-

FIG. 17. Soil-plate oscillator nonlinear tuning curves.
The data sets are for increasing~a! then decreasing~b!
amplitudes.

FIG. 16. ~a! The fundamental resonant frequencyf ~first radial mode! of the
soil-plate oscillator versusz5M soil /Mplate. The solid line is a semi-
empirical fit to the function f 5(A/(z11)1Bz1Cz2)1/2, where A
527 800,B5241, andC511.4.~b! The resonant frequencyf ~second radial
mode! of the soil-plate oscillator versus z5M soil /Mplate. The solid line is a
semi-empirical fit to the functionf 5(A/(z11)1Bz1Cz2)1/2, where A
5449 000,B51910, andC525.6.
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creased stiffness effects will require a relatively thicker soil
column to become more significant.# The experimental data
and semi-empirical fit~of the frequency versus mass loading
shown in Fig. 16! are for the condition of an infinitesmal
amplitude dynamic sinusoidal force.

Tuning curves for the soil-plate oscillator are now ob-
tained in the frequency range between 200 and 300 Hz cor-
responding to this ‘‘f 20’’ radial mode. The soil surface is
insonified by an acoustic pressure that is obtained by driving
the loud speaker by a swept sinusoidal signal. The geophone
~Mark Products model L40A2-100H7510-K6! placed at the
center of the soil surface is used to measure the rms particle
velocity versus frequency. A miniature electret microphone
placed very close to the geophone is used to monitor the
incident pressure versus frequency. In Fig. 17~a!, the rms
velocity versus frequency tuning curves are measured for a
series of pressure amplitudes that incrementally increase.
The tuning curve data set is collected uniformly in time over
a period of 33 min. Then immediately after, under the same
experimental conditions, a second set of tuning curves is

measured for a series of pressure amplitudes that incremen-
tally decrease starting from the highest amplitude of the pre-
vious data set. See Fig. 17~b!. The geophone sensitivity cali-
bration is 25.5 V/~m/s! from 200 to 300 Hz. There are 900 g
of sifted loess soil resting on the plate for the results in Figs.
17–21.

Figure 18 shows a plot of the peak rms geophone signal
versus the corresponding resonant frequency for increasing
pressure amplitude tuning curves, along with a second plot
for the decreasing pressure amplitude tuning curves. The ef-
fects of hysteresis are present. In Fig. 19, the geophone sig-
nal ~corresponding to the strain! versus the microphone sig-
nal ~corresponding to the stress! shows nonlinear behavior as
well as hysteresis effects.

In Figs. 18 and 19, the geophone calibration sensitivity
is 25.5 V/~m/s! and the microphone calibration sensitivity is
7.5 mV/Pa. The results in Fig. 19 are similar to the hysteretic
nonlinear behavior of rock elasticity with discrete memory.
The experimental results for rock have been predicted by the
Priesach-Mayergoyz space~PM space! model. The theory is

FIG. 19. Soil-plate oscillator tuning curves exhibit hysteresis in the stress
~microphone signal! versus strain~geophone signal!. Solid circles: increas-
ing pressure amplitude. Open circles: decreasing pressure amplitude.

FIG. 18. Soil-plate oscillator tuning curves exhibit hysteresis in the resonant
frequency versus corresponding peak geophone signal. Solid circles: in-
creasing pressure amplitude. Open circles: decreasing pressure amplitude.

FIG. 20. The nonlinear two-tone test using the soil plate oscillator. LDV rms velocity versus scan position for the primary componentsf 1576 Hz, f 2

586 Hz and the sum frequency componentf 11 f 25162 Hz, respectfully. The horizontal scalex/a is the position normalized to the radiusa of the clamped
plate and the vertical scale is inmm/s.
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summarized in the review article by Ostrovsky and Johnson.9

~See pp. 22–26.!

2. Two-tone nonlinear test using the soil-plate
oscillator

The soil-plate oscillator has been shown to exhibit non-
linear behavior from the tuning curve experiments that to
some degree model the behavior of the VS 2.2 that was
either buried in fine sifted homogeneous loess soil~Fig. 3! or
in the gravel lane 14 at the Army test site~Figs. 6 and 7!.
Figure 15 shows the experiment for the two-tone nonlinear
test using the soil-plate oscillator. The loudspeaker enclo-
sures are metal with perforated grills for shielding.

When the soil-plate oscillator is driven with airborne
sound at two closely spaced primary frequencies, the geo-
phone’s signal is rich in nonlinearly generated tonals, similar
to the experimental Fourier spectrum shown in Fig. 13~a!.
Here, the primary frequency componentsf 1576 Hz andf 2

586 Hz are chosen around the fundamental resonance ‘‘f 01’’
of the oscillator, which was 81 Hz for the experimental con-
ditions. Six profiles of the normal component of the soil
surface response versus scan position across the diameter of
the soil plane are shown in Fig. 20 for the primary compo-
nents and several nonlinearly generated components includ-
ing the sum frequency componentf 15162 Hz. The 3.2 cm
diameter of the geophone makes it difficult to obtain data
points close to the inner cylindrical wall of the apparatus.
Therefore, measurements were taken using a Polytec 100
laser Doppler vibrometer~LDV ! in the NCPA anechoic
chamber facility. Referring to Fig. 15, the LDV profile runs
from ‘‘out of the page to ‘‘into’’ the page.

Earlier it was mentioned that the ‘‘f 11’’ mode exhibited a
very broad peak when the polycarbonate clamped plate is
loaded with soil. This peak is estimated to be near 150 Hz.
Moving now to the more sharply peaked ‘‘f 20’’ radial mode

~where the peak is estimated to be near 270 Hz!, results in
Fig. 21 are shown where the nonlinear two-tone test is per-
formed where the primary components are given byf 1

5265 Hz andf 25275 Hz.
In Fig. 20, the profiles at the primary componentsf 1

576 Hz and f 2586 Hz and the nonlinearly generatedf 1

210 Hz566 Hz component closely resemble the fundamen-
tal mode shape of a thin plate or membrane. Thef 1

5162 Hz sum frequency component profile has some resem-
blance to the commonf 11 mode of a timpani drum, while the
2 f 21 f 15248 Hz component has a mode structure resem-
bling the f02 radial mode—with diminished response near the
center. The 3f 11 f 25314 Hz component is not symmetric. It
might be described using a combination of modes with more
emphasis placed on the fundamental.

In Fig. 21, the profiles at the primary componentsf 1

5265 Hz andf 25275 Hz and the nonlinearly generatedf 1

210 Hz5255 Hz component closely resemble the mode
shape at the second radial mode frequency,f 02. The f 1

5540 Hz sum frequency component exhibits a deteriation in
the f 02 mode along with a small but distinguishable notch at
the center. The 2f 11 f 25805 Hz and 2f 21 f 15815 Hz pro-
files are more narrow at the center and exhibit very compli-
cated structure away from the center. This structure cannot
be explained at this time.

F. Experiment 6: Nonlinear mine detection profiles at
the difference frequency

Nonlinear acoustics experiments are performed at the
National Center for Physical Acoustics’ mine lane field test
site that is located in Oxford, MS about 2 miles from the
University of Mississippi. The mine lane is made up of a
natural Mississippi loess soil that is comprised of a clay–silt

FIG. 21. The nonlinear two-tone test using the soil-plate oscillator. LDV rms velocity versus scan position for the primary componentsf 15265 Hz, f 2

5275 Hz and the sum frequency componentf 11 f 25540 Hz, respectfully. The horizontal scalex/a is the position normalized to the radiusa of the clamped
plate and the vertical scale is inmm/s.
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mixture that is free from rocks or even small pebbles. The
lane is kept free from grass or other vegetation growth. Fig-
ure 22 shows the experimental setup.

Individual loudspeakers~Peavey Impulse 200 Subwoof-
ers! are decoupled from the soil and are placed at a height of
22 cm above the soil’s surface. The speakers are separated by
100 cm and centered 186 cm from the center spot of the
buried land mine. A VS 2.2 inert anti-tank mine was buried
months before the test at a depth of 9 cm below the soil’s
surface. A model L-10A~100 Hz! geophone~manufactured
by Mark Products! was used to measure the velocity profile
at the surface across the landmine.

The nonlinear acoustic detection of the buried land
mines required a preliminary linear test. First the geophone
is placed at the center of the landmine~on the soil’s surface!
and a swept sine wave is used to drive the speakers which are
connected in parallel. A strong linear resonance at 115 Hz
was found for the buried VS 2.2. A trial and error study
determined that using primary frequencies off 15915 Hz
and f 25800 Hz yielded the strongest difference frequency
f 12 f 2 component. Nonlinear experiments are performed
with drive voltages of 11.3 and 10.8 Vrms on the speakers
labeledS1 andS2 , respectively, which generate separate pri-
mary tones atf 1 and f 2 . The geophone had a linear gain of
500 ~Tektronix 502 preamp! and was filtered in a 50-Hz
bandwidth about the nonlinearly generated difference fre-
quency component using a Stanford Research~model num-
ber 650! elliptical bandpass filter.

There is always the question in nonlinear experiments
that the receiving electronics is generating the nonlinearities.
A field-test check using two tonesf 15945 Hz and f 2

5800 Hz ~that excited the geophone suspended in the
nearfield of the two speakers! demonstrated that there are no
nonlinearites being generated~at the difference frequency! in
the electronics at least above the noise floor of the spectrum
analyzer.

Figure 23 shows the relative mean square velocity pro-
file on the surface detected at the difference frequency across
the center of the buried mine for the VS 2.2.

Here the geophone~whose diameter is 1 in.! is posi-
tioned at 1-in. intervals to generate the profile. Clearly, the
nonlinear technique is able to detect the buried land mine but
one could not determine to what extent the profile is due to

the nonlinear effects of the mine-soil interface, or the non-
linearites manifested by inhomogeneities of the soil alone.

These experiments, performed on 20 June 2001, were
modified by planning similar experiments where the natural
loess soil was excavated forming a 200-cm-diam, 70-cm-
deep cavity and painstakingly refilled with very fine sifted—
homogeneous and very dry—Mississippi loess soil. The VS
2.2 mine was then buried~at a depth of 3.8 cm! in this pool
of fine loess soil on 30 September 2001 and the nonlinear
experiments were continued.

Using the setup described earlier, it was determined,
from a swept sine wave driving both speakers, that a strong
linear resonance occurred at 92 Hz. It was suggested that a
linear profile across the mine be taken, for later comparison
with the corresponding profile. However, in order to disturb
the soil’s surface as little as possible, the velocity profile was
determined every 4 in. over a 36-in. scan. Next, speakersS1

and S2 were driven at frequenciesf 15300 Hz and f 2

5392 Hz and the geophone is positioned at 1-in. intervals
over the 36-in. scan. Here the gain on the geophone is 1000
and the bandpass filter is set to pass from 80 to 100 Hz. Each
data point corresponds to an average of 100 spectra that are
measured on the Agilent spectrum analyzer which was set at
a resolution of 2 Hz using a span of 80 to 100 Hz.

From the results of Fig. 24 one can see that the relative
mean square velocity profile from the geophone’s response is
more sharply peaked over the mine and displays more rela-
tive sensitivity for the nonlinearly generated difference fre-
quency component of 92 Hz, compared to the linear response
at 92 Hz. A detailed velocity profile over the VS 2.2 mine
using the nonlinearly generated 92 Hz difference component
is shown in Fig. 25.

One might conclude that some of the fluctuating nonlin-
earity has been eliminated by using a more homogeneous
soil. Here, the mean-squared velocity contrast ratio between
‘‘on’’ the mine, and well ‘‘off’’ is ;50 or 17 dB.

III. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The outcomes of experiments 1–5 clearly exhibit non-
linear behavior that is characteristic of the mesoscopic non-

FIG. 22. Experimental setup: Nonlinear acoustic detection of buried land
mines. A geophone measures the velocity profile at thef 22 f 1 difference
frequency.

FIG. 23. Mean squared velocity profile at the 115-Hz difference frequency.
Horizontal scale is in inches. The primary frequencies aref 15800 Hz and
f 25915 Hz. The peak corresponds to 0.2mm/s. The VS 2.2 is buried in
naturally weathered loess soil.
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linear behavior that is used to describe rocks and granular
material. That is, the amplitudes of the lowest order and
higher order nonlinearly generated components are relatively
large for low drive level excitation. When tuning curve be-
havior is measured in experiments 1, 2, and 5, it shows a
linear relationship between the resonant amplitude of oscil-
lation versus the corresponding resonant frequency. In these
experiments~1,2,5! the tuning curve bending indicates a
softer spring constant at higher amplitudes. In the two-tone
test experiments reported here, the rich spectrum of nonlin-
early generated tones is in agreement with Donskoy,3,4

whose work provided much of the motivation for the au-
thors’ research.

The nonlinearly generated profiles shown in Figs. 10 and
14 and their trends when compared to neighboring tonals
present a formidable challenge to the theoreticians. Here, the
normal modes of the mine case and their connection with the

nonlinearity at the interface are specific issues that need to be
addressed. Further studies using the soil-plate oscillator
model might be useful in learning more about the nonlinear
dynamics at the interface and predicting the particle velocity
profiles~at different tonals! at the soil’s surface. A theoretical
model of this oscillator should consider both the nonlinearity
of the plate due to soil loading as well as the nonlinear soil-
plate interface effects that have been suggested by Donskoy.

In experiment 6, the nonlinear profile~at the difference
frequency! is shown to be considerably narrower when com-
pared to the linear profile obtained at the same frequency.
There is a considerable advantage to using high-frequency
~more directive! primary sources since laser Doppler veloci-
meter measurements of ground vibration require a significant
decoupling from the incident sound field. Although no theory
has been developed for these nearfield profiles, there might
be some comparisons to the nonlinear interaction of sound
beams in the presence of an obstacle or bubbly media.~See
Ref. 10, pp. 318–331.! Recently, a linear model for landmine
detection in an effective fluid~involving acoustic-to-seismic
coupling! has been proposed and offers a theoretical predic-
tion of the particle velocity profile at the fluid surface.14

In the experimental study of the nonlinear acoustic de-
tection of buried landmines, the characteristics of a family of
tuning curves reveals nonlinear behavior that is similar to the
nonlinear mesoscopic elastic behavior that describes rocks or
granular material. The nonlinearity of soil, the mine case
under static and dynamic stress, and the interaction of the
soil with the surface of the mine case are all participants in
this rich nonlinear mine detection problem. The nonlinear
mine detection problem is a worthwhile venture because the
nonlinear approach eliminates some types of false alarms
and the contrast ratio on and off the mine is improved; how-
ever its study and effective application involve using the di-
agnostic tools of linear acoustic mine detection—a proven
technology.15
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APPENDIX: THE SOIL-MASS OSCILLATOR

1. Estimating some elastic properties of a soil sample

An apparatus called the soil-mass oscillator was used to
determine the effective longitudinal sound speed in a very
finely sifted, dried, crushed and rolled and resifted sample of
Mississippi loess soil. Here a rigid rectangular frame of in-
side dimensionsLx533.0 cm, Ly526.7 cm is filled to a
depth ofL58.6 cm with soil. A concrete plate of massmp

59.272 Kg rests on the surface of the soil. The density of the
soil is r51220 Kg/m3 and the total soil mass isms

59.2 Kg. In order to perform the experiment, a pair of sub-
woofer drivers, located 2 m above the buried concrete slab
~roughly 1 m3!, are driven with a swept sinusoidal tone
through the fundamental resonance of the system. A spec-
trum analyzer records the response of an accelerometer that
is glued to the surface of the concrete plate. A family of
resonance curves is obtained at a very low acoustic drive
pressure from the subwoofer, by successively adding 100-g
weights to the top of the plate, up to 900 g. At low frequen-
cies ~long wavelengths! the effective mass of the soil con-
tributes a value ofms/3. Therefore the total mass of the os-
cillator is m5mp1(ms/3)1ma , where ma is the added
mass.

Figure 26 shows a plot of the square of the peak~reso-
nant! frequency versus the inverse of the total mass of the
oscillator. For small damping the spring constant of the soil
is given using the relationv5Ak/m, wherev52p f andk
is the spring constant in N/m. It can be shown that for long
wavelengths that the spring constantk can be expressed in
the form k5rc2S/L whereS is the cross-sectional area of

FIG. 27. Soil-mass oscillator nonlinear tuning curves. Data set for increas-
ing levels of acoustic drive amplitude.

FIG. 28. The peak velocity response is plotted versus the associated fre-
quency of the peak. Solid line: linear fit of the data points.

TABLE I. Linear fit of the back-bone curve from a set of tuning curves. Results are for a buried VS 2.2
landmine, the soil plate oscillator, and the soil mass oscillator.

Back-bone curve fit function
v5b1m3 f
f: frequency in Hz Experimental setup Comments

Temperature
range~°C!

10 580mm/s2~115 mm! f VS 2.2 buried in sifted first of two peaks 29.5–30.3
loess soil at 3.6 cm deep closely spaced

6360mm/s2~60.9mm! f VS 2.2 buried in sifted second of two peaks 30.5–28.6
loess soil at 3.6 cm deep closely spaced

8660mm/s2~60.0mm! f VS 2.2 buried in weathered one dominant ;22
gravel at 2.5 cm deep peak

19 880mm/s2~75.2mm! f soil plate oscillator increasing amplitude 18.5
sifted loess soil is 2.3 cm deep tuning curves

24 480mm/s2~95.2mm! f soil plate oscillator decreasing amplitude 18.5
sifted loess soil is 2.3 cm deep tuning curves

21 710mm/s2~117.5mm! f soil mass oscillator increasing amplitude 22.4–22.4
sifted loess soil is 9 cm thick tuning curves

19 900mm/s2~107.9mm! f soil mass oscillator increasing amplitude 36.1–31.8
sifted loess soil is 9 cm thick tuning curves
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the soil andL is the soil’s thickness. The spring constant is
determined to bek51.23107 N/m and the effective longitu-
dinal sound speed in the soil isc598 m/s.

If the damping force is given by2rv, wherer is the
effective damping constant andv is the velocity of the con-
crete plate, then one can estimate the damping fromr
5mv/Q. For zero added mass, the resonant frequencyf
5261 Hz and quality factor Q531.6 were used to determine
r 5640 Kg/s.

2. Nonlinear tuning curves

When the soil-mass oscillator is driven at sufficiently
high acoustic pressure amplitudes~while the total mass m
remains constant! the tuning curves shift their peak to lower
frequencies. This suggests that the soil driven nonlinearly is
acting as a soft spring. Figure 27 shows a family of these
tuning curves.

If the equation of motion of this oscillator contains weak
nonlinear terms in the spring’s restoring force, such as a
quadratic or a cubic term, then the tuning curve near reso-
nance would show the effects of bending. That is, the locus
of points representing the peak amplitude response~taken
from the horizontal tangent! versus resonant frequency
would bend, but the functional dependence would not be a
linear relationship.16

For comparison, the nonlinear restoring force is first
modeled to have a quadratic nonlinearity which is given by
f spring52k1x2k2x2. The damping force is f damping

52k4dx/dt and the externally applied force isf external

5Fc cos(vt)2Fssin(vt). Using Newton’s second law the
equation of motion isf e1 f s1 f d5md2x/dt2. Using some
abbreviations this can be written in the formd2x/dt2

1cdx/dt1ax1bx25H cos(vt)2Gsin(vt). A trial solution
of the formx5a cos(vt)1bcos(2vt)1d can be used to ob-
tain information about the shape of the nonlinear tuning
curve. The solution is just given,S2(v,a)1a2c2v25H2

1G2, where S is defined as S(v,a)5a(a2v2)
25a3b2/6a. One can obtain horizontal tangents to the fre-
quency response curves fromda/dv50. Using implicit dif-
ferentiation one can show that the result for the back-bone
curve is 25a2b2/6a5v22v0

2, wherev05a2c2/2 is the
infinitesimal amplitude resonant angular frequency.

In the case where the restoring force is modeled to have
a cubic nonlinearityf spring52k1x2k3x3 the equation of mo-
tion becomes d2x/dt21cdx/dt1ax1gx35H cos(vt)
2Gsin(vt), which is the Duffing equation. A trial solution of
the form x5a cos(vt) can be used to obtain information
about the tuning curve shape. Here, the back-bone curve re-
sult is given by23a2g/45v22v0

2.
It is difficult to know from the back-bone curve shown

in Fig. 28, what portion of its behavior is due to the conven-
tional ~or classical! nonlinearities that are often modeled
with higher order terms, and how much is due to the possi-
bility of nonlinear mesoscopic elasticity. However, the back-

bone curve is fairly linear, which suggests that a comparison
could be made with the other tuning curve measurements
presented in this paper.

This comparison is presented in Table I, which shows
that the slopes of all the tuning curve experiments have the
same order of magnitude.

In regard to nonlinear acoustic mine detection~using
tuning curves near a resonance! the ‘‘on the mine’’/‘‘off the
mine’’ contrast ratio might be enhanced for high quality fac-
tor, Q, resonance conditions on the mine and low Q factor,
far from resonant conditions of ground soil, off the mine.
This might explain in part the success of driving the soil-
mine oscillator with two tones placed close together on either
side of a resonance—in nonlinear acoustic landmine detec-
tion.
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An adjoint perturbative method is used to derive expressions for the first- through third-order
derivatives of a pressure field with respect to sound speed, density, and frequency, for the restricted
case of a laterally homogenous waveguide in which environmental parameters are only a function
of depth. By using a normal-mode Green’s function, the three-dimensional spatial correlation
required by the standard acoustic adjoint equation can be reduced to a set of one-dimensional depth
integrals. The resulting expressions for the first-order derivative are similar to those obtained by
previous perturbative approaches based on the depth-separated wave equation, but the approach
followed here permits straightforward extension to higher-order derivatives. Explicit evaluations of
the expressions for a representative shallow-water waveguide model are in excellent agreement with
numerical finite-difference computations. An analysis of the expressions as a function of
source-receiver range finds the contributions to the mode amplitude derivatives to be non-negligible
at ranges less than a few modal interference lengths, for parameters associated with the ocean
bottom. Therefore, linear perturbative inversion methods that perturb only horizontal wavenumbers
and not mode amplitudes should either be used with caution or modified to incorporate the
expressions presented here. ©2004 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1760107#

PACS numbers: 43.30.Pc, 43.30.Bp@WLS# Pages: 3370–3383

I. INTRODUCTION

The nonlinear inversion of ocean acoustic data for envi-
ronmental parameters often requires estimates of the first-
and higher-order derivatives of a modeled acoustic pressure
field with respect to various environmental parameters of in-
terest, as well as with respect to frequency. These ‘‘pressure
derivatives’’ are fundamental theoretical tools in ocean
acoustic parameter estimation theory. The first-order pressure
derivatives are required to determine the theoretical mini-
mum variance of an environmental parameter estimate, via
the Cramer–Rao lower bound~CRLB!.1 Recent work has
also demonstrated that if the second- and third-order pressure
derivatives can be obtained, then the corresponding limiting
bias can be computed, along with an estimate of the number
of independent data samples required for a maximum-
likelihood estimate to attain the CRLB.2,3

Pressure derivatives also arise in applied ocean acoustic
work whenever linear relationships between small environ-
mental fluctuations and resulting changes in the acoustic sig-
nal are sought. Some applications include the effect of small
sound-speed fluctuations on the acoustic signal variance,4

and inverse perturbative methods for directly extracting en-
vironmental parameter estimates from small deviations be-
tween a measured and modeled signal.5–7 In addition, non-
linear inversion procedures, including gradient-search and
other local optimization methods,8 can also exploit informa-
tion from first- and higher-order pressure derivatives to speed
convergence to a local minimum.9 The derivative of pressure
with respect to frequency is also a matter of interest in stud-

ies of full-field ocean tomography10 and the acoustic
invariant.11,12

The evaluation of these derivatives can be problematic,
even for the restricted case of a laterally homogeneous wave-
guide, where the environmental variation is assumed to be
only depth-dependent, and the acoustic field propagating
from source depthzs to receiver depthzi with frequencyv
can be conveniently expressed as a weighted sum of normal
modes:13

p~zi ,zs ,r !5
ie2 ip/4S~v!

r~zs!A8pr
(

f
U f~zi !U f~zs!

eikr f r

Akr f

. ~1!

Herekr f is the horizontal wavenumber of modeU f , S(v) is
a source strength,r is the density of the medium at the
source, andkr f r is assumed much greater than one.

One approach for obtaining the pressure derivative of
Eq. ~1! is to perturb the environment by a small amount,
compute a new set of modes, and estimate the pressure de-
rivative via finite differences. However, issues of computa-
tional time and numerical stability arise. For example, finite-
difference estimates forM parameters requireM11 normal
mode evaluations to obtain theM first-order pressure deriva-
tives, and approximatelyM2/2 and M3/6 separate normal
mode evaluations to obtain all possible second- and third-
order derivatives, respectively. Even a laterally homogenous
waveguide model typically has at least six environmental
parameters, and thus computational time can be a significant
issue, even for only first-order derivatives.

a!Portions of this work have been presented at the 143rd~Cancun! Meeting
of the Acoustical Society of America.

b!Electronic mail: athode@ucsd.edu
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A more serious problem is the selection of appropriate
step and grid sizes for the finite difference estimates. Not
only are additional runs required for a convergence test of
these parameters, but the appropriate step size changes with
source/receiver horizontal separation. For example, taking
the derivative of Eq.~1! with respect to an environmental
parameter« yields terms such asir (]kr f /]«), indicating that
the pressure derivative grows linearly with range, and thus
the appropriate finite-difference step size should shrink with
range. Thus optimizing finite difference step sizes over a
wide set of ranges is not straightforward.

An alternative method for estimating first-order pressure
derivatives for a laterally homogenous waveguide involves
the application of perturbation theory to the depth-separated
component of the wave equation, usually to obtain the de-
rivative of a waveguide horizontal number with respect to
the environmental parameter of interest.5,6 For example, for a
sound speed perturbation one obtains

]kr f

]a
[2

v2

kr f
E

0

` ]c~z!/]a

c~z!3r~z!
uU f~z!u2 dz, ~2a!

wherec(z) is the depth-dependent sound speed profile that is
a function of environmental parametera. These ‘‘wavenum-
ber derivatives’’ are then applied to Eq.~1! via the chain rule:

]p~zi ,zs ,r !

]a
52A r

8p

e2 ip/4S~v!

r~zs!

3(
f

S ]kr f

]a DU f~zi !U f~zs!
eikr f r

Akr f

. ~2b!

These expressions have also been extended by Ref. 14 to
incorporate the derivative of the normal mode amplitudesU f

with respect to the environmental parameter, defined here as
the ‘‘mode amplitude derivative.’’ Equation~2! requires only
one normal mode computation, regardless of the number of
environmental parameters desired, and the vertical integra-
tion can be computed numerically without the convergence
and range-dependent issues faced by direct computation of
finite differences. However, extending these results to
multiple-order derivatives quickly becomes cumbersome,
particularly if the modal amplitude derivatives are retained.

In this paper, a third approach for computing multiple-
order pressure derivatives is derived using an acoustic ad-
joint perturbative approach that is well established in the
geophysical literature and has recently been extended to
range-dependent ocean environments.15,16 The resulting ex-
pressions compactly incorporate the effects of both modal
amplitude and wavenumber changes on the pressure field for
the first-through third-order derivatives.

After providing some preliminary background for the
acoustic adjoint equation in Sec. II A, Sec. II B derives
normal-mode expressions for the first- and second-order
pressure derivatives with respect to sound speed, density, and
frequency. Expressions for the third-order derivative with re-
spect to a single parameter are also given. Section III dis-
cusses how the first-order expressions reduce to Eq.~2! when
the mode amplitude derivatives are neglected, but illustrates
situations where this assumption isnot valid, and Eq.~2! will

not be accurate. Section III concludes by comparing the ad-
joint pressure derivatives with finite-difference estimates for
a representative shallow water ocean waveguide model.

II. THEORY

A. Preliminaries

1. Acoustic adjoint equation for environmental
pressure derivative

This section outlines the standard derivation of the
acoustic adjoint equation, in preparation for the new applica-
tions in Sec. II B. More extensive derivations are provided in
Refs. 17–20.

Let g( r̄ , r̄ s ,v) define a Green’s function for a wave-
guide acoustic field generated at positionr̄ s and measured at
location r̄ ~Fig. 1! at angular frequencyv. The propagation
of this field is governed by the density-dependent Helmholtz
equation:

r0~ r̄ !¹"S 1

r0~ r̄ !
¹g~ r̄ , r̄ s ,v! D1kre f

2 h0~ r̄ !g~ r̄ , r̄ s ,v!

52d~ r̄ 2 r̄ s!5¹2g~ r̄ , r̄ s ,v!1kre f
2 h0~ r̄ !g~ r̄ , r̄ s ,v!

2
1

r0~ r̄ !
¹r0~ r̄ !"¹g~ r̄ , r̄ s ,v![L0g~rW, r̄ s ,v!. ~3!

Herekre f is a spatially invariant medium wavenumber, while
h0( r̄ ,v)[k0(rW)2/kre f

2 5cre f
2 /c0(rW)2 describes a spatially de-

pendent refractive index squared that defines the propagation
environment described by a spatially dependent sound speed
profile c0(rW) and densityr0(rW). The linear operatorL0 pro-
vides a shorthand way of writing this differential equation.
From this point the explicit dependence ofg on frequency is
dropped, and the sound speed and density are assumed to
vary only with depth.

Imagine that the propagation environment is perturbed
such that the new propagation environment can be expressed

FIG. 1. Waveguide model used to illustrate adjoint formulas. A 48-element
vertical array, with 2-m spacing and first element at 1-m depth, is positioned
in a 100-m isovelocity waveguide with bottom speed of 1645 m/s, subsur-
face compressional speed gradient of 1 m/s per m, bottom density 1.3 g/cc,
and bottom attenuation of 0.25 dB/wavelength. The acoustic source depth is
50 m. The bottom density is uniform in both the sediment and half-space,
which begins 46 m below the sediment/water interface.
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as a linear sum of a set of basis functions; i.e.,c(z)5c0(z)
1( jajcj (z), andr(z)5r0(z)1( jbjr j (z), with the coeffi-
cientsaj and bj defined here as environmental parameters,
and expressions likecaj

[]c/]aj uaj 505cj (z), etc., defined
as ‘‘first-order environmental derivatives.’’ Most physical
processes in the ocean can be parametrized in this form.

Given these expressions, asymptotic expansions can be
written for the square refractive index and density, based on
the set of infinitesimal nondimensional environmental pa-
rameter magnitudesa j and b j . The parametera j has the
form aj /cre f with the differential termsaj having respective
units of compressional sound speed~m/s!, while b j has the
form bj /max@r0(z)#, with the density parameterbj in terms
of ~g/cc!. These normalizations ensure that alla and b are
dimensionless and much less than order one. The expansion
for a single environmental parameter seta1 andb1 thus has
the following form:

h~z![h0~z!1a1ha1
~z!1

a1
2

2
ha1a1

~z!

1
a1

3

6
ha1a1a1

~z!¯ ,

~4!
r~z![r0~z!1b1rb1

~z!.

The addition of other parametersa2 , a3 etc. would
yield additional cross-terms and ‘‘mixed derivatives’’ in
Eq. ~4!. Despite the linear relationship between the perturba-
tions and sound speed, higher-order environmental
derivatives like ha1a1

must be retained for the square
refractive index, because of the nonlinear relationship
between it and the compressional sound speed. For
example, ha1

(z)522bcre f
2 /c(z)3cca1

(z) and ha1a1
(z)

56bcre f
2 /c(z)4cca1

(z)2Þ0. Note that an environmental de-
rivative for attenuation can be obtained by adding an imagi-
nary term to the refractive index via standard methods.13

The Green’s functiong( r̄ , r̄ s) of the perturbed environ-
ment can be expressed as a similar expansion, illustrated here
for only a single parameter set:

g~ r̄ , r̄ s![g0~ r̄ , r̄ s!1a1ga1
1b1gb1

1a1b1ga1b1

1
a1

2

2
ga1a1

1
b1

2

2
gb1b1

1¯ . ~5!

Here the order-one termsga1
[]g/]a1ua150 and ga1b1

[]2g/]a1]b1ua1 ,b150 are the derivatives of the Green’s
function with respect to the nondimensional environmental
perturbations. Once relationships between these terms and

FIG. 2. The relative contributions of mode amplitude
derivative terms to the environmental pressure deriva-
tive at 25, 100, and 250 Hz, as a function of source-
receiver separation. The top row shows the ratio of the
magnitude of the sum of the off-diagonal terms in Eq.
~18a! to the magnitude of the sum of all terms in Eq.
~18a!, for derivatives with respect to~a! uniform water
column sound speed and~c! bottom interface speed.
The bottom row shows the difference in phase between
Eqs. ~18a! and ~2! for derivatives with respect to~b!
uniform water column sound speed and~d! bottom in-
terface speed. All quantities have been averaged across
all array receiver depths to produce a depth-averaged
result. As expected, as the horizontal separation in-
creases, the relative influence of the modal amplitude
derivatives decrease.
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the environmental derivatives have been established, the
Green’s function derivatives can be expressed in terms of
dimensional units.

By inserting Eqs.~4! and~5! into ~3! and rearranging, an
exactequation is obtained for the derivative of the Green’s
function with respect to an environmental parameter:

F¹21kre f
2 h0~ r̄ !2

1

r0~ r̄ !
¹r0~ r̄ !"¹ Gg«

52Fkre f
2 da j«

ha j
~ r̄ !1deb j

S rb j

r0
2 ¹r02

1

r0
¹rb j

D "¹G
3g0[L«g0 . ~6!

The symbold«n is the Kronecker delta, with the dummy
parameters« and n representing any parametera j or b j ,
thus covering the possibility of mixed parameter derivatives.
A general way for solving Eq.~6! for g« is to use an ‘‘ad-
joint’’ Green’s functiong( r̄ , r̄ i), for a source excitation at a
receiver locationr i :

L0g0~ r̄ , r̄ i !52d~ r̄ 2 r̄ i !. ~7!

~The minus sign in front of the delta function is a matter of
convention.! Multiplying Eq. ~7! by g«( r̄ , r̄ s)/r0( r̄ ) and Eq.
~6! by g0( r̄ , r̄ i)/r0( r̄ ), subtracting the results from each

other, and then integrating each term over the entire spatial
domain produces a solution forg«( r̄ i , r̄ s):

g«~ r̄ i , r̄ s!

r0~ r̄ i !
52E E E

V

g0~ r̄ , r̄ i !

r0~ r̄ !
L«~ r̄ !g0~ r̄ , r̄ s! d3r

1E E E
V

S 1

r0~ r̄ ! D @g0~ r̄ , r̄ i !L0g«~ r̄ , r̄ s!

2g«~ r̄ , r̄ s!L0g0~ r̄ , r̄ i !# d3r . ~8!

As discussed in Refs. 17–19 among others, the second vol-
ume integral can be converted into a surface integral, which
vanishes as the domain of integration is extended to infinity
by invoking the Sommerfeld radiation condition.

All pressure derivatives from Sec. II B onward will be
written with respect to dimensional units. Thus, the final ex-
pression for the derivative of acoustic pressurep with respect
to a dimensional sound speed parametera is

FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2, but with~a! and~b! with respect
to bottom density and~c! and ~d! with respect to sub-
surface compressional speed gradient.
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pa~ r̄ i , r̄ s!5r0~ r̄ i !S S

S0
DS0

3E E E
V

Fkre f
2 ha~ r̄ !

g0~ r̄ , r̄ i !

r0~ r̄ !
g0~ r̄ , r̄ s!G d3r ,

~9a!

or for a dimensional density parameterb,

pb~ r̄ i , r̄ s!5r0~ r̄ i !S S

S0
DS0

3E E E
V

@g0~ r̄ , r̄ i !V̄b~ r̄ ,r!"¹g0~ r̄ , r̄ s!# d3r ,

~9b!

where V̄b( r̄ ,r)[(rb( r̄ )/r0
3( r̄ ))¹r0( r̄ )21/r0

2( r̄ )¹rb( r̄ ),
which requires both the density environmental derivative and
the spatial gradient of the environmental derivative.6,21,22To
convert the Green’s function derivative into a pressure de-
rivative, a reference source strengthS05r0v2V0 and a true
source strengthS ~both in units of Pa-m! have been added,
with V0 being the volume injection sufficient to generate a
pressure level of 1 Pa at 1 m range~120 dBre 1 mPa @1 m
source level!. This choice ofV0 setsS051 Pa-m.

Equations ~9a! and ~9b!, subsequently labeled the
‘‘acoustic adjoint equations,’’ are well established in the geo-
physical literature~e.g., Refs. 19, 20 and 23!. Equation~9! is
an exactexpression for the pressure derivative, even though
it was derived using a perturbational approach, and its ap-
pearance is very similar to that of the Born approximation.24

Without further simplification the spatial integral of Eq.~9!
faces the same issues with computational speed and conver-
gence as finite-difference approaches; indeed, in many geo-
physical applications this integration must be performed nu-
merically, e.g., Refs. 23 and 25. However, it will be shown
below that the particular geometry of a laterally homogenous
waveguide permits this three-dimensional integration to be
reduced to a set of one-dimensional depth integrals, reducing
the computational load normally associated with the adjoint
equation.

2. Higher-order environmental pressure derivatives

Having solved for the first-order pressure derivative, the
second-order derivativesg«n may be obtained25 by permit-
ting the nondimensional magnitudes of« andn to increase to
the point that the higher-order terms in Eqs.~4! and ~5! are
no longer negligible, yielding a new equation:

L0g«n~ r̄ !522kre f
2 da«ha~ r̄ !gn~ r̄ , r̄ s!

2kre f
2 da«danhaa~ r̄ !g0~ r̄ , r̄ s!

22db«r0~ r̄ !Vb~ r̄ !"¹gn~ r̄ , r̄ s!

12db«dbnrb~ r̄ !Vb~ r̄ !"¹g0~ r̄ , r̄ s!. ~10!

Using a series of steps nearly identical to Eqs.~7! and
~8!, the second-order environmental pressure derivatives can
be computed with respect to dimensional sound-speed pa-
rametersa1 anda2 :

pa1a2
~ r̄ i , r̄ s!

5r0~ r̄ i !S S

S0
DS0kre f

2 E E E
r̄

g0~ r̄ , r̄ i !

3F2
ha1

~ r̄ !

r0~ r̄ !
ga2

~ r̄ , r̄ s!1
ha1a2

~ r̄ !

r0~ r̄ !
g0~ r̄ , r̄ s!G d3r ,

~11a!

or with respect to dimensional density parametersb1 andb2 :

FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3, but with respect to acoustic frequency.
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pb1b2
~ r̄ i , r̄ s!

52r0~ r̄ i !S S

S0
DS0E E E

r̄

g0~ r̄ , r̄ i !

3FVb1
~ r̄ !"¹gb2

~ r̄ , r̄ s!2S rb1
~ r̄ !

r0~ r̄ !
DVb2

~ r̄ !"¹g0~ r̄ , r̄ s!G
3d3r , ~11b!

as well as ‘‘mixed’’ derivatives with respect to density and
sound speed parameters:

pab~ r̄ i , r̄ s!

52r0~ r̄ i !S S

S0
DS0E E E

r̄

g0~ r̄ , r̄ i !

3Fkre f
2 ha~ r̄ !

r0~ r̄ !
gb~ r̄ , r̄ s!1Vb~ r̄ !"¹ga~ r̄ , r̄ s!G d3r . ~11c!

As was argued in the previous section, Eq.~11! is exact, and
not an approximation, despite the appearance of terms simi-
lar to the first and second Born approximations.

The procedure for obtaining third- and higher-order de-
rivatives proceeds much the same way; here only the ‘‘pure’’
third-order derivative with respect a single sound speed pa-
rametera is explicitly presented:

paaa~ r̄ i , r̄ s!

5r~ r̄ i !S S

S0
DS0kre f

2 E E E
r̄

g0~ r̄ , r̄ i !

3F 3
haa~ r̄ !

r0~ r̄ !
ga~ r̄ , r̄ s!1

haaa~ r̄ !

r0~ r̄ !
g0~ r̄ , r̄ s!1¯

3
ha~ r̄ !

r0~ r̄ !
gaa~ r̄ , r̄ s!

G d3r .

~12!

3. Derivatives with respect to frequency

The medium wavenumberkre f5v/cre f(z) visible in Eq.
~3! involves a ratio between frequency and the sound speed
profile. Therefore, a perturbation in acoustic frequencydv
produces a change in the medium wavenumber identical to
that produced by a sound speed perturbationdc(z)
52c(z)dv/v at the unperturbed frequency. Thus any ex-
pression for an environmental pressure derivative can be re-

FIG. 5. The relative contribution of modal amplitude
derivative terms to the environmental pressure deriva-
tive for a 100-Hz signal, as a function of source-
receiver separation and receiver depth. Subplot~a!
shows the ratio of the magnitude of the sum of the
off-diagonal terms in Eq.~18a! to the magnitude of the
sum of all terms in Eq.~18a!, for derivatives with re-
spect to bottom speed. Subplot~b! shows the difference
in phase between Eqs.~18a! and ~2!, for derivatives
with respect to bottom speed.
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interpreted as a derivative with respect to frequency. The
most direct approach for obtaining the frequency derivative
is to extend the definition ofh in Sec. II A 1 to h( r̄ ,v)
[k( r̄ )2/kre f

2 5v2cre f
2 /v0

2c( r̄ )2, with v0 defined as the origi-
nal ‘‘background’’ frequency for which the original Green’s
function in Eq. ~3! is computed. Thus, if the environ-
mental parametera is reinterpreted as frequencyv,
then the extended definition ofh produces terms
like hv( r̄ ,v0)5(2v/v0

2)@cre f
2 /c( r̄ )2#uv5v0

52h( r̄ ,v0)/v0

and hvv( r̄ ,v0)5(2/v0
2)@cre f

2 /c( r̄ )2#uv5v0
52h( r̄ ,v0)/v0

2.
These terms can now be substituted directly into Eqs.~9!,
~11!, and~12!. In the next section all environmental deriva-
tive expressions will also contain definitions that convert
them into frequency derivatives.

B. Normal-mode formulation of acoustic adjoint
equation

1. First-order derivative

In this section the standard acoustic adjoint equations in
Eqs. ~9a! and ~9b! are used to derive normal-mode expres-
sions for the environmental pressure derivatives in an ocean
acoustic waveguide, which have been previously derived by
perturbing the depth-dependent component of the wave
equation.14,22 The inversion parameters of interest will be

assumed to be depth dependent only, e.g.,h0( r̄ )5h0(z) and
¹r0( r̄ )5]r0(z)/]z. In a related paper this latter restriction
is relaxed.26

Neglecting the density term momentarily, Eq.~9a! can
be written as

]p~ r̄ i , r̄ s!

]a
5kre f

2 r~ r̄ i !S S

S0
DS0E dz8

ha~z8!

r~z8!

3F E E d2r 8 g~ u r̄ 82 r̄ i u,z8,zi !g~ r̄ 8,z8,zs!G .
~13!

Here the acoustic source’s horizontal location has been set to
the horizontal origin (r̄ s50), zi ,r i are the receiver ranges
and depths, andzs is the source depth. The notationg(u r̄
2 r̄ su,z,zs) for the Green’s function describes the propaga-
tion of an acoustic field from point (zs , r̄ s) to a point at depth
z and horizontal range separationu r̄ 2 r̄ su. From Eq.~13! on-
ward the zero subscript for the unperturbed Green’s functions
and density are dropped, with the understanding that the
Green’s function and density terms in subsequent discussion
refer to theunperturbedfunctions.

This equation can be solved in a manner reminiscent to
normal-mode formulations for ambient ocean noise.27 First,

FIG. 6. Same as Fig. 5, but all derivatives are with
respect to bottom density.
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the waveguide Green’s functions are decomposed into their
spatial Fourier components:

g~ r̄ 8,z8,zs!5
1

2p
F E E d2k g~kx ,ky ,z8,zs!e

i ~kxx81kyy8!G ,
~14!

g~ u r̄ 82 r̄ i u,z8,zi !5
1

2p
F E E d2k8 g~kx8 ,ky8 ,z8,zi !

3ei @kx~x82xi !1ky~y82yi !#G .
Using Eq.~14! and integral definitions of the delta function,

e.g., d(kx1kx8)5(1/(2p))@*ei (kx1kx8)x8 dx8#, the zeroth or-
der Bessel function,J0(x)5(1/(2p))@*0

2peix cosu du#, Eq.
~13! becomes

]p~ r̄ i , r̄ s!

]a
52pkre f

2 r~ r̄ i !S S

S0
DS0E dz8

ha~z8!

r~z8!

3F E
0

`

dkr krg~kr ,z8,zi !g~kr ,z8,zs!J0~krr i !G .
~15!

For a laterally homogeneous waveguide, the wavenumber
Green’s function can be expressed as a sum of normal
modes:

g~kr ,z,zs!5
1

2pr~zs!
(

f

U f~z!U f~zs!

kr
22kr f

2 , ~16!

wherekr f is the horizontal wavenumber of modeU f . Sub-
stituting Eq.~16! into ~15! yields integrals of the form

I f g~r i ![E
2`

` krH0
~1!~krr i !dkr

~kr
22kr f

2 !~kr
22krg

2 !
, ~17!

which can be solved via a contour integration in a manner
reminiscent of Ref. 27. Whenf Þg, the residues are simple
poles; whenf 5g, the residues are second-order poles. The
final result reduces the acoustic adjoint equation of Eq.~9a!
from a three-dimensional spatial integration to a sum of one-
dimensional depth integrals:

]p~ r̄ i , r̄ s!

]a
5S S

S0
DS0

i

4r~zs!
(
f ,g

Zf g~ha!

3Rf g~r i !U f~zi !Ug~zs!, ~18a!

with

Zf g~x![kre f
2 E

0

` x~z8!

r~z8!
U f~z8!Ug~z8! dz8, ~18b!

wherex(z) is an arbitrary depth-dependent function, and

Rf g~r i !

55
H0

~1!~kr f r i !2H0
~1!~krgr i !

kr f
2 2krg

2 , f Þg,

2r iH1
~1!~kr f r i !

2kr f
——→
kr f r i@1

ir iH0
~1!~kr f r i !

2kr f
, f 5g

.

~18c!

Here Hi
(1) is the i th-order outgoing Hankel function of the

first kind.
The first-order derivative of pressure with respect to fre-

quency is the same as above, except in Eq.~18a! Zf g(ha) is
replaced byZf g(2h/v). The equivalent expression for den-
sity in Eq. ~9b! can be derived in exactly the same manner,
obtaining a result identical in form to Eq.~18a!, but with a
slightly altered form for the depth integral, Eq.~18b!:

Z
r

f g~Vb![E
0

`

U f~z8!Vb~z8,r!
]Ug~z8!

]z8
dz8. ~18d!

For the idealized case of constant densitiesrwater and rsed

for the water and bottom sediment, respectively, with a dis-
continuity at depthD, the fact that the derivative of a step
discontinuity can be treated as a delta function leads to the
expression

Z
r

f g5U f~D !S Dr

r̄3 2
1

r̄2D ]Ug~D !

]z
, ~18e!

where r̄5(rsed1rwater)/2 andDr5(rsed2rwater)/2. Thus
only the modal depth derivatives at the bottom interface in-
fluence the density derivative.

FIG. 7. Adjoint ~solid line! and numerical~dashed line! first-order pressure
derivative estimates, as a function of receiver depth, for a 100 Hz signal
with 120 dBre 1 mPa@ 1 m source level propagating 2 km through Fig. 1
environment:~a! magnitude and~b! phase of derivative with respect to
uniform water column sound speed, and~c! magnitude and~d! phase of
derivative with respect to bottom interface speed. Numerical parameter step
sizes are 0.1 m/s, mesh grid size is 500 in water column.
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2. Second-order derivatives

The power of the adjoint perturbative approach becomes
apparent when progressing to higher-order terms@Eq. ~11!#,
where the second-order pressure derivative has two refrac-
tive index terms. The second term can be solved in a manner
similar to the previous section; the first term requires some
additional steps, beginning by combining Eqs.~11! and~13!:

]p~ r̄ i , r̄ s!

]a1]a2
~ term 1!

52kre f
4 r~ r̄ i !S S

S0
DS0E E E

r̄

g~ u r̄ 82 r̄ i u,z8,zi !

3ha1
~ r̄ 8! d3r 8E E E

r̄

d3r 9 S g~ u r̄ 92 r̄ 8u,z9,z8!

r~ r̄ 9! D
3ha2

~ r̄ 9!g~ u r̄ 92 r̄ su,z9,zs!. ~19!

Substituting the wavenumber integrals for the Green’s func-
tion as before yields integrals of the form

I f gh~r i ![E
2`

` krH0
~1!~krr i !dkr

~kr
22kr f

2 !~kr
22krg

2 !~kr
22krh

2 !
,

requiring contour integration around first-through third-order
poles. When combined with the second term, the full expres-
sion for the second-order pressure derivative with respect to
refractive index parameters becomes

]2p~ r̄ i , r̄ s!

]a1]a2

5S S

S0
DS0

i

2r~zs!

3F (
f ,g,h

Zf g~ha1
!Zgh~ha2

!Rf gh~r i !U f~zi !Uh~zs!

1
1

2 (
f ,g

Zf g~ha1a2
!Rf g~r i !U f~zi !Ug~zs!

G ,

~20a!

Rf gh~r i !55
H0

~1!~kr f r i !

~kr f
2 2krg

2 !~kr f
2 2krh

2 !
1

H0
~1!~krgr i !

~krg
2 2kr f

2 !~krg
2 2krh

2 !
1

H0
~1!~krhr i !

~krh
2 2kr f

2 !~krh
2 2krg

2 !
, f ÞgÞh,

2r iH1
~1!~krgr i !

2krg~krg
2 2kr f

2 !
——→
krgr i@1

ir iH0
~1!~krgr i !

2krg~krg
2 2kr f

2 !
, f Þg5h,

r i
2H2

~1!~krgr i !

8krg
2 ——→

krgr i@1

2r i
2H0

~1!~krgr i !

8krg
2 , f 5g5h

. ~20b!

If frequency is the parameter of interest, thenZf g(ha1a2
) in

Eq. ~20a! is replaced byZf g(2h/v2), Zf g(ha) is replaced by
Zf g(2h/v), etc. The corresponding solution for the second-
order density derivative is

]2p~ r̄ i , r̄ s!

]b1]b2
5S S

S0
D S0

i

2r~zs!
F (

f ,g,h
Z
r

f g~Vb1
!Z

r

gh~Vb2
!

3Rf gh~r i !U f~zi !Uh~zs!2
1

2

3(
f ,g

Z
r

f gS rb1
Vb2

r0
DRf g~r i !U f~zi !Ug~zs!G ,

~21!

and for the mixed-order derivative

]2p~ r̄ i , r̄ s!

]a]b
5S S

S0
DS0

i

r~zs!

3F (
f ,g,h

Zf g~ha!Z
r

gh~Vb!Rf gh~r i !U f~zi !Uh~zs!G .

~22!

3. Third-order derivatives

Equation~12!, the adjoint expression for the third-order
pressure derivative with respect to a single sound speed pa-
rameter, has many terms that are nearly identical to those in
previous sections; only the term involving a spatial integral
overgaa requires the solution of new contour integrals simi-
lar in form to Eq.~17!, except that four terms are present in
the denominator. Some care must be taken to identify all
situations where multiple poles exist. The final expression
for the third-order ‘‘pure’’ pressure derivative is
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]2p~ r̄ i , r̄ s!

]a3 5S S

S0
DS0

i

2r~zs!3
3 (

f ,g,h
Zf g~haa!Zgh~ha!Rf gh~r i !U f~zi !Uh~zs!

1
1

2 (
f ,g

Zf g~haaa!Rf g~r i !U f~zi !Ug~zs!

13 (
f ,g,h, j

Zf g~ha!Zgh~ha!Zh j~ha!Rf gh j~r i !U f~zi !U j~zs!
4 ~23a!

with the new definition

Rf gh j~r i !5

¦

H0
~1!~kr f r i !

~kr f
2 2krg

2 !~kr f
2 2krh

2 !~kr f
2 2krp

2 !
1

H0
~1!~krgr i !

~krg
2 2kr f

2 !~krg
2 2krh

2 !~krg
2 2krp

2 !
1

H0
~1!~krhr i !

~krh
2 2krg

2 !~krh
2 2kr f

2 !~krh
2 2krp

2 !

1
H0

~1!~kr j r i !

~kr j
2 2kr f

2 !~kr j
2 2krh

2 !~kr j
2 2kr f

2 !
, f ÞgÞhÞ j

H0
~1!~kr f r i !

~kr f
2 2krg

2 !~kr f
2 2krh

2 !2 1
H0

~1!~krgr i !

~krg
2 2kr f

2 !~krg
2 2krh

2 !2 1
H0

~1!~krhr i !

~krg
2 2krh

2 !~kr f
2 2krh

2 !2 1
H0

~1!~krhr i !

~kr f
2 2krh

2 !~krg
2 2krh

2 !2

1
r iH1

~1!~krhr i !

krh~krh
2 2kr f

2 !~krg
2 2krh

2 !
, f ÞgÞh5 j ,

H0
~1!~krhr i !2H0

~1!~kr f r i !

~kr f
2 2krh

2 !3 2
r iH1

~1!~krhr i !

4krh~krh
2 2kr f

2 !22
r iH1

~1!~kr f r i !

4kr f ~krh
2 2kr f

2 !2 , f 5gÞh5 j

H0
~1!~kr f r i !2H0

~1!~krgr i !

~kr f
2 2krg

2 !3 1
r iH1

~1!~krgr i !

2krg~kr f
2 2krg

2 !22
r i

2H2
~1!~krgr i !

8krg
2 ~kr f

2 2krg
2 !

, f Þg5h5 j

2
r i

3H3
~1!~kr f r i !

48kr f
3 , f 5g5h5 j

. ~23b!

The extension of these expressions to density and mixed-
parameter derivatives presents no major conceptual ob-
stacles.

III. DISCUSSION

In this section, the full-field perturbative expressions in
Sec. II B are compared with expressions based on perturba-
tions of modal horizontal wavenumber only. These expres-
sions are then compared with derivatives obtained numeri-
cally by finite differences, using a representative waveguide
propagation model.

A. Ocean waveguide model

The normal modes and associated horizontal wavenum-
bers for this section are modeled assuming a 100-Hz field
generated by a 50-m-deep acoustic source in a 100-m-deep
waveguide~Fig. 1!. The received field is computed at 48
receiver depths that span a water column with a constant
sound speed ofcre f51500 m/s. The bottom properties are an
interface speed ofcb51645 m/s, subsurface sound speed
gradient of 1~m/s!/m, sediment bed density of 1.3 g/cc, and
medium attenuation of 0.25 dB/wavelength. The modes were
computed using a MATLAB version of KRAKEN developed
by J. Ianniello,28 using a mesh size of 10 points per meter in
the water column.

The pressure derivative with respect to a uniform change
in water sound speed uses the refractive index derivative

hcw

water~z!5H 22
cre f

2

c~z!3

]c~z!

]cw
52

2

cre f
, 0,z,D

0, z.D

,

~24!

where D is the waveguide depth. The pressure derivative
with respect to the bottom interface sound speed (cb) uses
the complementary refractive index derivative

hcb

bottom~z!5H 0, 0,z,D,

22
cre f

2

c~z!3 , z.D
. ~25!

Finally, the pressure derivatives with respect to the subsur-
face compressional speed gradient~s! use

hs
gradient~z!5H 0, 0,z,D,

22S cre f
2

c~z!3D ~z2D !

Lsed
, z.D

. ~26!

Here Lsed is the 46-m sediment thickness. Equations~24!–
~26! were inserted into Eqs.~18!, ~20!, and~23! for the first-
through third-order pressure derivatives, respectively. The
pressure derivatives for density were computed using Eqs.
~18! and~21!. The modal depth derivative for Eq.~18e! was
evaluated using a simple finite difference of the mode ampli-
tude.
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B. Relationship with wavenumber perturbation
methods

An examination of the matrixRf g in Eq. ~18c! suggests
that the off-diagonal components are much smaller than the
diagonal terms, for horizontal ranges much greater than the
modal interference length between two modes. If the off-
diagonal terms are neglected, Eq.~18a! reduces to Eq.~2!.
The diagonal terms inRf g are thus associated with the modal
wavenumber derivatives, while the off-diagonal terms are
associated with the mode amplitude derivatives, as can be
also deduced from Ref. 14.

Equation~18! provides an opportunity to examine under
what circumstances mode amplitude derivatives can be
safely neglected when relating environmental perturbations
to acoustic field changes. Figures 2–4 examine this question
for the waveguide environment discussed previously, as a
function of source-receiver range and acoustic frequency.
The top row of each figure shows the ratio of the magnitude
of the sum of the off-diagonal terms in Eq.~18a! to the
magnitude of the sum of all the terms in Eq.~18a!. The
bottom row shows the difference in phase between Eqs.
~18a! and ~2!. All quantities have been averaged across all
array receiver depths to produce a depth-averaged ratio. As
expected, as the horizontal separation increases the relative
influence of the mode amplitude derivatives decrease. For

some parameters, such as the water-borne sound speed pro-
file and frequency, the relative magnitudes never exceed
10%. However, parameters associated with the ocean bot-
tom, such as the bottom interface compressional speed, bot-
tom density, and subsurface compressional speed gradient,
show significant mode amplitude derivative contributions out
to horizontal ranges of 2 to 3 km, which correspond to the
modal interference distance of the two lowest-order modes.
At certain receiver depths, these contributions can persist out
to much further ranges. Figures 5 and 6 show the magnitude
ratios and phase error of a 100-Hz signal as a function of
both source-receiver range and receiver depth. Magnitude
ratios of over 10% that persist to at least 10 km are present at
several receiver depths.

These results suggest that the derivatives of normal
mode amplitudes with respect to bottom parameters can be
non-negligible, particularly when the horizontal range be-
tween source and receiver is less than a few modal-
interference wavelengths, corresponding to ranges of a few
km in water depths on the order of 100 m. Therefore linear
inversion methods which assume that environmental pertur-
bations only have first-order effects on horizontal wavenum-
bers, i.e., use Eq.~2!, should either exercise caution at short
ranges or use the complete expression in Eq.~18!.

The effects of frequency on mode amplitude are con-

FIG. 8. Same as Fig. 7, but showing first-order pressure derivatives with
respect to bottom density and subsurface compressional speed gradient:~a!
magnitude and~b! phase of derivative with respect to bottom density, and
~c! magnitude and~d! phase of derivative with respect to sediment subsur-
face compressional speed gradient. Numerical parameter step sizes are
1.2531023 g/cc and 0.1 m/s per m, respectively.

FIG. 9. Adjoint ~solid line! and numerical~dashed line! second-order pres-
sure derivative estimates for same situation described in Fig. 7, as a function
of receiver depth:~a! magnitude and~b! phase of second-order derivative
with respect to uniform water column sound speed,~c! magnitude and~d!
phase of second-order derivative with respect to bottom interface speed, and
~e! magnitude and~f! phase of the mixed second-order derivative of water
and bottom speeds.
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firmed to be less than 10% at all ranges for this environment,
and drop off substantially with at higher frequencies. Thus,
the assumption that the pressure derivative with respect to
frequency is primarily driven by changes in the horizontal
wavenumber, a crucial assumption behind the derivation of
the waveguide ‘‘invariant,’’ seems accurate for this environ-
ment.

This discussion has concerned first-order derivatives
only; however, similar conclusions can be drawn about the
relative importance of the off-diagonal expressions of Rf gh in
Eq. ~20b! and Rf gh j in Eq. ~23b!.

C. Comparison with finite-difference computations

In this section the environmental pressure derivative ex-
pressions in Eqs.~18!, and~20!–~23! are directly compared
with convergence-tested finite-difference estimates, for a
100-Hz field with 120 dBre 1 mPa @1m source level propa-
gating through the environment described in Sec. III A. A
horizontal separation of 2 km was chosen because the deriva-
tives at this range incorporate significant contributions from
all components ofRf g . Figures 7 and 8 display the first-
order pressure derivatives with respect to water-column
sound speedcw , the interface sound speedcb , bottom den-
sity, and the bottom subsurface sound speed gradient. The
magnitudes and phases of the derivatives are plotted for each

element in the vertical receiving array. The appropriate step
sizes for the finite-difference derivatives were obtained via a
convergence test. As discussed in the Introduction, the opti-
mal step sizes vary with range, but at 2-km source range
sufficient step sizes were found to be 0.1 m/s for sound speed
and 1.2531023 g/cc for density.

Figures 9 and 10 use Eqs.~20!–~22! to derive the phases
and magnitudes of six of the ten possible second-order de-
rivatives that can be formed between the four environmental
parameters. All of the ‘‘pure’’ derivatives are shown, as well
as the mixed derivatives between the water and bottom
sound speed, and the bottom density and bottom slope. Fig-
ure 11 compares the third-order expressions of Eq.~23! with
the numerical estimates for the ‘‘pure’’ derivatives with re-
spect tocw , cb , and the bottom subsurface sound speed
gradient. Finally, Fig. 12 shows the first- and second-order
derivatives of the acoustic field with respect to frequency,
demonstrating how the second-order derivative is an order of
magnitude greater than the first-order derivative. All the first-
and second-order adjoint derivatives match the finite-
difference estimates well. Simulations with more realistic

FIG. 10. Additional second-order pressure derivatives for same situation
described in Fig. 7:~a! magnitude and~b! phase of second-order derivative
with respect to bottom density,~c! magnitude and~d! phase of second-order
derivative with respect to subsurface sediment compressional speed gradi-
ent, and~e! magnitude and~f! phase of the mixed second-order derivative of
density and subsurface gradient.

FIG. 11. Adjoint ~solid line! and numerical~dashed line! estimates for se-
lected third-order pressure derivatives, for the same situation described in
Fig. 7: ~a! magnitude and~b! phase of third-order derivative with respect to
uniform water column sound speed,~c! magnitude and~d! phase of third-
order derivative with respect to bottom interface speed, and~e! magnitude
and ~f! phase of third-order derivative with respect to sediment subsurface
compressional speed gradient.
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sound-speed profiles, including upward- and downward-
refracting profiles, produced similar results.

IV. CONCLUSION

An adjoint perturbative approach has been used to de-
rive the first- through third-order derivatives of pressure with
respect to waveguide environmental parameters@Eqs. ~18!–
~23!#, as a function of the normal mode amplitudes and
wavenumbers of a laterally homogenous waveguide. These
expressions incorporate the effects of the environmental per-
turbations on the modal horizontal wavenumbers and mode
amplitudes, the latter often being neglected in practice, ex-
cepting Refs. 14 and 22. Most common environmental pa-
rameters, except waveguide depth, can be incorporated into
these expressions. Some parameters explored here include
water and bottom sound speed, bottom density, subsurface
compressional speed gradient, and frequency. The extension
of these expressions to bottom attenuation is straightforward.

Explicit evaluations of the expressions for a standard
shallow-water waveguide model are in excellent agreement
with numerical finite-difference computations. An analysis of
the expressions as a function of source-receiver range finds
the contribution of the mode amplitude derivatives to be non-
negligible at ranges less than a few modal interference wave-
lengths, for parameters associated with the ocean bottom.
However, at certain receiver depths these mode amplitude

contributions can persist to at least 10 km range. Thus, linear
perturbative inversion methods that perturb only modal
wavenumbers and not mode amplitudes should either be
used with caution or modified to incorporate the expressions
presented here.

The scope of this paper has been restricted to environ-
mental pressure derivatives with respect to parameters that
are depth-dependent only. In a related work26 the normal-
mode expressions presented here are extended to include
three-dimensional perturbations in a laterally homogenous
waveguide.
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An underwater acoustic intensity sensor is described. This sensor derives acoustic intensity from
simultaneous, co-located measurement of the acoustic pressure and one component of the acoustic
particle acceleration vector. The sensor consists of a pressure transducer in the form of a hollow
piezoceramic cylinder and a pair of miniature accelerometers mounted inside the cylinder. Since this
sensor derives acoustic intensity from measurement of acoustic pressure and acoustic particle
acceleration, it is called ap-a intensity probe. The sensor is ballasted to be nearly neutrally buoyant.
It is desirable for the accelerometers to measure only the rigid body motion of the assembled probe
and for the effective centers of the pressure sensor and accelerometer to be coincident. This is
achieved by symmetric disposition of a pair of accelerometers inside the ceramic cylinder. The
response of the intensity probe is determined by comparison with a reference hydrophone in a
predominantly reactive acoustic field. ©2004 Acoustical Society of America.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The acoustic intensity vector provides important infor-
mation about acoustic power transport. The direction gives
the local direction of power flow and the magnitude is equal
to the time-averaged rate of acoustic power transport through
a unit area perpendicular to the power-flow direction.

At any time,t, and any point given by the location vec-
tor, r¢, in a sound field, the instantaneous acoustic intensity,
I¢i , is the product of acoustic pressure,p, and acoustic par-
ticle velocity,u¢ :

I¢i~r¢,t !5p~r¢,t !•u¢~r¢,t !. ~1!

For a sinusoidal signal, the instantaneous intensity would
oscillate about some average value at twice the frequency of
the sinusoid. The ordinary acoustic intensity is the time-
average value:

I¢~r¢!5 lim
T→`

1

T E
0

T

I¢i~r¢,t !dt. ~2!

This definition applies to a strictly stationary process. In
practice, the nature of the signal and the type of processing
determine the time used for the average. For a noise-free
periodic waveform, an average over a single period is suffi-
cient. For signals in the inevitable noise, the intensity is nor-

mally calculated as an average of some number of time
records with finite length.

According to Fahy,1 acoustic intensity can also be cal-
culated from the cross spectrum between pressure and par-
ticle velocity:

S¢ I5S¢pu~r¢,v!5 lim
T→`

1

T
E@p~r¢,v,T!•u¢* ~r¢,v,T!#, ~3!

where S¢ is the two-sided spectral density,v is radian fre-
quency, boldface indicates a complex quantity, the asterisk
denotes a complex conjugate, andE is the average over
many records. The quantitiesp and u are the finite Fourier
transforms over the record length,T, of the acoustic pressure
and particle velocity, respectively.

For stationary, ergodic processes, Eq.~2! is the cross-
correlation function,R¢ pu , betweenp andu¢ for zero time lag.
Then, by the Wiener–Khintchine theorem:2

I¢~r¢!5R¢ pu~r¢,0!5
1

2p E
2`

`

S¢ I~r¢,v!dv. ~4!

Because the real part ofS¢ I is an even function ofv and the
imaginary part is odd, we can write:

I¢~r¢!5
1

2p E
2`

`

Re@S¢ I~r¢,v!#dv

5
1

p E
0

`

Re@S¢ I~r¢,v!#dv, ~5a!a!Present address: University of Michigan, Biomedical Engineering Depart-
ment, Ann Arbor, MI 48109-2099; electronic mail: kangkim@umich.edu
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or, equivalently,

I¢~r¢!5
1

2p E
0

`

Re@G¢ I~r¢,v!#dv, ~5b!

where G¢ is the single-sided spectral density.~The single-
sided density,G¢ , is the normal output of signal analyzers; it
is twiceS¢ but only taken over positive frequencies.! The real
part ofG¢ determines completely the ordinary acoustic inten-
sity. Often, the real part is called the ‘‘active’’ intensity spec-
trum and the imaginary part the ‘‘reactive’’ intensity spec-
trum. The active intensity is directly related to the ordinary
acoustic intensity and describes net acoustic power flow. The
reactive intensity is related to oscillatory exchange of acous-
tic energy.

The single-sided intensity spectrum,G¢ I , measured with
a p-a probe is determined from the single-sided cross spec-
trum, G¢ pa , between the pressure signal and the accelerom-
eter output, i.e.,

G¢ I~x,v!5G¢ pu5
j

v
•G¢ pa5

j

v
•

2

T
E@p~x,v,T!

•a¢* ~x,v,T!#, ~6!

wherea¢ is the finite Fourier transform of the acoustic particle
acceleration. The single-axisp-a probe used here measures
only one component of particle acceleration so the intensity
is determined in the direction,x. Notice that the active inten-
sity is associated with theimaginary part of the cross-
spectrum,G¢ pa , whereas the reactive intensity is associated
with the real part.

Determining acoustic power flow has been of interest to
researchers for many years.3–10 Recently, efforts in this area
have concentrated on the development of measurement tech-
niques and devices. With the advent of new signal processing
techniques and advances in transducer technology, intensity
measurement devices have been improved to make them
more reliable, accurate, and compact.11 Much of the previous
research on acoustic intensity measurement has been for in-
air applications. However, some effort has been given to un-
derwater intensity measurements. Corbett12 demonstrated in
water the methods developed by Seybert and Ross13 and
Chung and Blaser14 for the measurement of the acoustic
properties of materials using a two-microphone technique
~the p-p technique!. Clark and Watkinson15 measured the
underwater intensity due to a point-excited, periodically
ribbed cylinder. DeVilbiss16 applied thep-p technique to the
measurement of the complex reflectivity of thin plates in
water, while Segota17 built a p-p probe with two closely
spaced PVDF hydrophones. Van Tol18 added a third hydro-
phone between the two used for determining the pressure
gradient to obtain the pressure component directly, thus
eliminating the need to average two hydrophone signals.
Ng19 was granted a patent for an underwaterp-p intensity
probe.

While many intensity sensors for underwater use are
based on pressure differencing~the p-p concept! there has
been interest in measuring acoustic particle velocity directly,
using neutrally buoyant inertial sensors.20 A two-component
inertial vector sensor using moving-coil transducers was de-

veloped by Bauer and DiMattia,21 while D’Spainet al.22 de-
scribe the Marine Physics Laboratory’s freely drifting Swal-
low Float System as a very low-frequency~0.5–20 Hz!
underwater vector sensor that can be used to measure particle
velocity and intensity.

Gabrielsonet al.23 built and successfully tested a neu-
trally buoyant inertial sensor consisting of a glass-
microballoon-and-epoxy composite cast surrounding a small,
commercial geophone. When this type of velocity sensor in-
cludes a co-located hydrophone, ap-u type underwater in-
tensity sensor results.24 This type of sensor is not limited by
the finite difference and phase mismatch errors associated
with p-p probes.10 McConnell et al.25 describe an intensity
sensor based on two closely spaced velocity sensors. This
concept infers acoustic pressure through the use of the con-
tinuity equation and measures the acoustic particle velocity
directly. Thisu-u probe is basically a velocity gradient hy-
drophone that can also be used to measure several compo-
nents of the acoustic particle velocity tensor field, compo-
nents that are associated with density fluctuations.26,27

However, theu-u probe has finite-difference and phase mis-
match errors similar to those that affect thep-p probe. Fur-
thermore, theu-u probe has greater sensitivity to nonacous-
tic motion and vibrations~see Bastyret al.28!.

The subject of the present paper is the design, develop-
ment, and evaluation of an underwater pressure-particle ac-
celeration intensity probe: thep-a probe. The one-
component probe utilizes a neutrally buoyant body
composed of a hollow piezoceramic cylinder to measure
pressure and a pair of internally mounted accelerometers to
measure the rigid body probe acceleration.~An obvious ex-
tension to three components involves three pairs of acceler-
ometers mounted inside a spherical piezoceramic shell.! The
rigid body acceleration is the same as the acoustic particle
acceleration as long as the probe is neutrally buoyant, and as
long as the acoustic wavelength remains large compared to
sensor dimensions.20 The inherent high resonance frequency
of an accelerometer allows this type of intensity sensor to be
used at higher frequencies than those of geophone-based in-
tensity sensors.24 However, the self-noise of miniature accel-
erometers is typically much higher than that of geophones.

II. DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF THE INTENSITY
SENSOR

A. Introduction

An acoustically small body immersed in water and free
to move responds directly to the acoustic particle motion. If
the body is neutrally buoyant then the body’s motion is the
same as that of the surrounding fluid. If the body is nega-
tively buoyant the amplitude of the motion of the body is
reduced compared to that of the fluid; if the body is posi-
tively buoyant the amplitude of the body’s motion is larger
than that of the fluid. Consequently, if an inertial transducer
~an accelerometer or geophone! is embedded in the body, a
signal is produced that can be related to the acoustic particle
motion. If this sensor is coupled with a pressure sensor,
acoustic intensity can be determined by Eqs.~1!, ~3!, or ~6!.
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Because the particle velocity is measured directly, there is no
error associated with the subtraction of nearly equal signals
common with gradient sensors.

For the single-component intensity sensor described
here, a hollow piezoceramic cylinder is employed as the
pressure sensor. A pair of Oceana Sensor Technologies piezo-
ceramic miniature accelerometers~A5100-CO2-0/5! is used
to measure acoustic particle acceleration. The accelerometers
are bonded directly to the inner surface of the pressure sensor
with epoxy, as shown for an early prototype in Fig. 1.

The effective centers of the velocity sensor and the pres-
sure sensor of an intensity probe should be co-located. An
accelerometer embedded at the acoustic center of a pressure
sensor is the configuration considered here. The pair of ac-
celerometers is connected electrically in series as shown in
Fig. 2 and arranged symmetrically with respect to the cylin-
der axis so that the effective center of acceleration sensing is
on the cylinder axis, which is also the effective center of the
pressure sensor.

This arrangement also cancels the output that results
from the radial vibration of the ceramic cylinder. In practice,
this is not a significant advantage because the radial vibration
that results from the acoustic pressure is important only at
very high frequencies.29

B. Neutral buoyancy

If the sensor body is neutrally buoyant then the sensor
body acceleration is equal to the fluid particle acceleration.
While neutral buoyancy is not a requirement for successful
operation, it does make interpretation of the measurements
simpler. Both the hollow piezoceramic cylinder and the min-
iature piezoceramic accelerometers are negatively buoyant.
To achieve neutral buoyancy, two syntactic foam end caps
with density 0.38 g/cm3 are fitted into the ends of the hollow
cylinder. The end-cap volume is determined so that the over-
all density of the sensor is slightly less than 1 g/cm3 ~see
Table I!. A low-melting point metal alloy is added to fine
tune the buoyancy.

The outer diameter of the piezoceramic cylinder is 3.81
cm and the length is 2.54 cm. The diameter of the end-cap
matches that of the cylinder at each end and the length ex-
posed to water at each end is 2.29 cm. Thus, the finished
intensity sensor has an outside diameter of 3.81 cm and it is
7.11 cm long. The mass of water displaced by the intensity
sensor is 80.9 g~at 20 °C! and the mass of the sensor is 80.2
g. The slight positive buoyancy helps compensate for the
additional mass loading of the signal cable.

C. Suspension system

Inertial sensors are sensitive to any motion. Besides the
desired motion that results from acoustic waves, structure-
borne vibration, and flow-turbulence forces can produce un-
desired output.23,30–34Consequently, the intensity probe sus-
pension system should be designed in a way that isolates the
sensors from all nonacoustic vibration. The referenced stud-
ies have detailed descriptions for the design of inertial-sensor
suspension systems. It is important that the suspension sys-
tem ~a! have a natural frequency well below the intended
range of acoustic sensing,~b! fix the average position and
orientation of the sensor body,~c! permit movement of the
sensor body in response to the acoustic field,~d! isolate the

FIG. 1. Partially assembled, single-axisp-a intensity sensor. Only one ac-
celerometer is shown here. Later in the assembly, the other accelerometer is
attached to the cylinder wall directly opposite the one shown here.

FIG. 2. Schematic connection and mechanical mounting of the accelerom-
eters. The dark arrows inside the accelerometers indicate the directions of
the sensing. On the left is the rigid-body motion of the neutrally buoyant
intensity sensor, corresponding to the acoustic particle motion of the sur-
rounding fluid. On the right is the radial vibration of the ceramic cylinder
due to the same acoustic field. Accelerometers connected in series reduce
the response to the radial vibration but increase the response to the rigid-
body motion. If the two accelerometers are perfectly matched in sensitivity,
the sensor will not respond to the radial vibration but double the response to
the rigid-body motion.

TABLE I. The masses and fluid-displacement volumes of the components of
the one-componentp-a intensity sensor. The sensor is designed to be
slightly positively buoyant to compensate for the signal cable mass.

Component
Mass
~g!

Volumea

~cc!

Piezoceramic
cylinder

36.9 29.0

Two Accelerometers
~with wires!

7.8 —

Two End-caps 23.8 52.1

Two O-rings 0.4 —

Adhesive and
sealant

2.0 —

Added massb 9.3 —
Total 80.2 81.1c

aFluid displacement volume.
bMelted alloy~Cerro Bend: a low melting point alloy of lead, tin, zinc, and
bronze manufactured by Cerro Metal Products in Bellefonte, PA! is evenly
spaced inside the end caps.

cThe density of water at 20 °C is 0.998 g/cc.
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sensor from structure-borne vibration,~e! not distort the re-
sponse of the sensor in either magnitude, phase, or apparent
sound incidence angle, and~f! withstand operational shock.

The present intensity sensor is intended to measure one
component of the acoustic vector field, so the acoustically
induced motion of the sensor body must be unimpeded in
this direction. A taut-line suspension~shown in Fig. 3! was
used here. Each line of the two-line suspension has its upper
end fixed to a positioner above the water surface. Each line is
attached to the cylinder at the top and bottom and the lower
ends are attached to 13.5 g weights. The lines are attached to
the cylinder so that the accelerometer sense axis is perpen-
dicular to the plane of attachment. This allows free motion in
the sense direction but constrains rotation.

D. Pressure sensor

A hollow, piezoceramic cylinder of lengthl 52.54 cm,
outer diameterdo53.81 cm, and thicknesst51.5 mm is
used as the pressure sensor. The material is Channel Indus-
tries type C5500~Channel Industries, Santa Barbara, CA;
www.channelindustries.com!. The cylinder is electrically
poled in the radial direction. The primary strain for the
breathing mode of the cylinder is tangential; therefore, the

predominant piezoelectric coupling is 3-1. Some physical
and electrical properties of the cylinder are given in Tables II
and III.

The driving-point admittance of the piezoceramic trans-
ducer was measured in both air and water to determine its
resonance frequency, blocked capacitance, and quality factor.
As shown in Fig. 4, the resonance frequency was 16.8 kHz in
water and 24.3 kHz in air. The in-air resonance frequency
calculated from the material characteristics in Tables II and
III was 24.9 kHz, which differs by only 2% from the mea-
surements. The quality factor,Q, was determined to be 28 in
water, and 35 in air. From analysis of the admittance circle,
the blocked electrical capacitance was found to be 29.8 nF
and the electrical-equivalent capacitance of the mechanical
part was found to be 0.67 nF. Their ratio gives the effective
coupling factor for this configuration askeff

2 50.0225. The
free capacitance~the capacitance that would be measured at
the transducer terminals well below the mechanical reso-
nance! is the blocked capacitance divided by (12keff

2 ) or
30.5 nF. Direct calculation of the free capacitance using
Tables II and III gives 30.2 nF.

The capacitance of the cabling or circuitry connected to
the pressure sensor will reduce the output from the sensor. To
minimize this adverse effect, a preamplifier with a gain of 10
and an input impedance of 10 MV was designed using a
low-noise, BiFET operational amplifier, AD743~Analog De-
vices, Norwood, MA; www.analog.com!.

The response of the piezoceramic cylinder to acoustic
pressure~including this preamplifier! was measured by the
comparison technique in the Applied Research Laboratory
calibration facility and determined to be 3.15 mV/Pa~2170
60.5 dB re 1 V/mPa! from 10 Hz to well over 1000 Hz.

E. Accelerometer

The piezoceramic accelerometer uses a tungsten mass
coupled to a sensitive, annular shear, piezoceramic element.
It has an internal low-noise preamplifier that requires a con-
stant current supply of between 0.3 and 0.6 mA. A constant-

FIG. 3. The two-line suspension system for testing thep-a probe. The
accelerometer response axis is perpendicular to the plane of the photograph.
The electrical cable that extends from the top of the probe is coiled loosely
to minimize its influence on the probe motion.

TABLE II. Fundamental physical and electrical properties of the hollow cylinder piezoceramic transducer
manufactured by Channel Industries, Inc. The material is Channel Type C5500. The cylinder has an outside
diameter of 3.81 cm, a length of 2.54 cm, and a wall thickness of 1.5 mm.

Coupling
coefficient
k31

Piezoelectric
constant

g31(1023 Vm/N)

Piezoelectric
constant

d31(10212 m/V)

Free
dielectric
constant

K3
T

Frequency
constant

Nc (Hz m)
Density

r(103 kg/m3)

Mean
diameter
dm (cm)

20.37 211.9 2185 1750 910 7.6 3.73

TABLE III. Primary relations between the physical and electrical param-
eters of the hollow cylinder piezoceramic transducer.

Resonance
frequency (f o)

Capacitance
~C!

Generated
voltage (V)

Displacement
(Ddm)

Nc

dm

2pK3
Teol

ln~do /di!

a 1

2
g31dop

d31dm

t
V

aeo is the dielectric permittivity for air: 8.85310212 (F/m).
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current diode is incorporated between the voltage supply~5
Vdc! and the sensor to accomplish this. The sensor power
and signal share the same line; the dc bias is removed with a
blocking capacitor.

The responses of the accelerometers mounted in the
cylinder were measured~in air! using a Wilcoxon F4
shaker ~Wilcoxon Research, Gaithersburg, MD;
www.wilcoxon.com! and a PCB Piezotronics W353366 ref-
erence accelerometer~PCB Piezotronics, Depew, NY; www-
.pcb.com!. The cylinder was mounted on the shaker using
steel clamps on both sides of the end caps. The pair of ac-
celerometers was wired as shown in Fig. 2. They were cali-

brated twice—once with their sense axes in the same direc-
tion and once with their sense axes in the opposite direction.
The response curves for the individual and combined accel-
erometer outputs are shown in Fig. 5. The data indicate that
reasonable cancellation~25–35 dB! of the radial vibration of
the cylinder is possible from the accelerometers wired in
series. The degree of cancellation depends not only on the
matching of accelerometer magnitude response, but also on
the relative phase response between them.

III. RESPONSE OF THE INTENSITY PROBE

The pressure sensor and the accelerometer of the inten-
sity probe produce voltages, not pressure and acceleration.
Therefore, a voltage cross spectrum must be converted to a
pressure-acceleration cross spectrum using the sensor re-
sponses. In the frequency domain, the voltage output,V, is
related to the acoustic quantity by the complex response,H,
of the sensor:

Vps5pHps , ~7!

Vas5aHas , ~8!

where the subscriptps relates to the pressure sensor and the
subscriptas relates to the acceleration sensor. The relation-
ship between the measured cross spectrum between voltage
outputs and the desired cross spectrum between acoustical
quantities is then

GVpsVas

Gpa
5

2E~VpsVas* !/T

2E@pa* #/T
5HpsHas* . ~9!

~The response factors are not random so we do not need to
carry the averages through to the right side of this equation.!
This product of responses is, in effect, the calibration factor
for the intensity probe since

GI5
j

v
•

GVpsVas

HpsHas*
. ~10!

One approach to response measurement is to use a cali-
brated reference pressure sensor~a standard hydrophone! and
a well-known sound field. If we measure the ratio of the
voltage output of the intensity sensor hydrophone to the volt-
age output of the reference hydrophone and the ratio of the
voltage output of the accelerometer to the voltage output of
the reference hydrophone, we can write

HpsHas* 5
1

pa*
•

Vps

Vpr
•

Vas*

Vpr*
•VprVpr* , ~11!

where the subscript,pr, refers to the reference pressure hy-
drophone. Since

VprVpr* 5pp* •HprHpr* 5pp* •uHpru2 ~12!

the intensity-sensor calibration product becomes

HpsHas* 5S p

aD *
uHpru2S Vps

Vpr
D S Vas

Vpr
D *

. ~13!

This result defines what is required for this variety of inten-
sity sensor response measurement and what is not required.

FIG. 4. Admittance (Ym5Gm1 jBm) measurement of hollow cylinder pi-
ezoceramic transducer of lengthl 52.54 cm, outer diameterdo53.81 cm,
and thicknesst51.5 mm. For display, each component of admittance and its
magnitude is multiplied by 1000. The blocked electrical capacitanceC0 has
been subtracted from these data. The admittance circle in water is overlaid
~small circle in lower right panel! on the admittance circle in air for better
comparison.

FIG. 5. Calibration of accelerometers mounted in the cylinder using a Wil-
coxon F4 shaker and a PCB Piezotronics W353366 reference accelerometer.
The dashed line represents the doubled response curve for combined accel-
erometer output. The solid lines are response curves for each individual
accelerometer and they are almost identical. The dotted line at the bottom of
the plot indicates reasonable cancellation~25–35 dB! of the radial vibration.
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The complex ratios of sensor output voltage to reference out-
put voltage are required for both the intensity-sensor hydro-
phone and the accelerometer. These measurements are
straightforward. Also, the complex ratio of acoustic pressure
to acoustic particle acceleration for the acoustic field in
which the response measurement is performed must be
known. The magnitude of the reference hydrophone’s re-
sponse must be known but the phase response of the refer-
ence isnot required.

In order to determine the separate complex response of
either the intensity-sensor hydrophone or accelerometer, we
would need to know the complex response of the reference
hydrophone. But, for the intensity sensor, we need only the
product ofHps and the complex conjugate ofHas . Since we
know that the phase of the reference sensor cancels out in
this product, we can assume any phase for the reference hy-
drophone. The most convenient assumption is that the phase
of the reference is zero.

With this assumption, the response of the intensity-
sensor hydrophone is determined as an ordinary comparison
measurement:

Hps5uHpru•
Vps

Vpr
. ~14!

The ratio of acoustic acceleration to acoustic pressure is

a

p
5

Vas

Has
•

Hpr

Vpr
, ~15!

therefore,

Has5uHpru•
p

a
•

Vas

Vpr
. ~16!

The response of the accelerometer should not be a function
of the nature of the acoustic field so any field variations in
the ratio of pressure to acceleration should be offset by the
measured voltage ratio between the accelerometer output and
the reference output. This gives a check of the validity of the
p/a model for the acoustic field. If the model is wrong, then
features associated with the acoustic field will appear in the
calculated response.

Over most of the frequency range considered in this pa-
per, the reference hydrophone used has a phase response of
very nearly zero.~That is, the voltage output of the reference
hydrophone is zero with respect to the phase of the acoustic
pressure at the hydrophone.! But this is not essential for de-
termination of the intensity sensor response. What must be
understood is that, using this procedure, the phase of the
individual sensor responses may be unknown but the phase
errors introduced by the assumption of zero phase for the
reference cancel out in the response product@Eq. ~13!#.

IV. RESPONSE MEASUREMENT IN THE SLOW-WAVE
TUBE

The simplest field in which to perform an intensity-
sensor response measurement is a one-dimensional traveling
plane-wave field but this is a difficult field to generate accu-
rately, especially at low frequency. The low-frequency mea-
surement of thep-a probe described here was performed in

a slow-wave tube; a fluid-filled, compliant-wall tube driven
at one end. Compliant-walled waveguides have a lower lon-
gitudinal sound speed compared to a similar rigid-walled
tube; therefore, the standing wave pattern at a given fre-
quency in a slow-wave tube will exhibit more nodes and
antinodes than in the rigid tube of the same length. The slow
waveguide is convenient for evaluating the performance of
intensity sensors because the sensor can be traversed along
the length of the tube and the measured pressure and particle

FIG. 6. Experimental setup for the calibration in SWC. Thep-a intensity
probe and reference hydrophone scan the sound field in the vertical direc-
tion.

FIG. 7. Response comparison between intensity sensor pressure element and
reference hydrophone. The magnitude of the ratio of the pressure element
output to the reference hydrophone output is plotted from 16 to 1000 Hz.
The nominal response of the reference hydrophone~including the condition-
ing electronics! is 3.16 mV/Pa.
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velocity should mimic the rich modal structure expected, if
the sensor is designed properly. The design and operation of
the slow-wave ‘‘calibrator’’ used in this research are dis-
cussed in detail in Bastyret al.28 and will not be repeated
here. Acoustic wave fronts were measured and found to be
plane~except near the walls! for frequencies up to 900 Hz.

The p-a intensity probe was ballasted for neutral buoy-
ancy and suspended in the water. The physical arrangement
is shown schematically in Fig. 6. The centerline of the sensor
cylinder was perpendicular to the axis of the 20-cm-diameter
slow-wave tube and the sensor cylinder was positioned so
that the acceleration sense axis was parallel to the axis of the
tube. The intensity probe and the reference hydrophone were
placed at a depth of 11.4 cm below the water surface and
spaced less than 3 cm apart. A USRD J-9 projector~USRD,
Newport, RI; www.npt.nuwc.navy.mil/USRD/! drove the

slow-wave tube with white noise up to 1600 Hz. The source
level was raised until the measured signal was significantly
above the sensor noise floors.

The response measurement results are reported here to 1
kHz. From a few Hz to 1 kHz, the reference hydrophone, a
Reson TC4013 ~Reson, Goleta, CA; www.reson.com/
TC4013.html!, has a nominally flat response of 31.6mV/Pa
~2210 dB re 1 V/mPa! and the reference hydrophone was
followed by a preamplifier with a gain of 100. The absolute
response is probably within 20% based on comparison to a
laboratory standard hydrophone. More relevant for the
present purposes are the additional uncertainties introduced
by the specific measurement procedure for the intensity sen-
sor and these uncertainties will be estimated.

From direct comparison of the amplified voltage outputs
of the intensity sensor hydrophone and the reference hydro-
phone~see Fig. 7!:

Vps

Vpr
50.9860.03, ~17!

so the intensity sensor hydrophone response is about 3.1
60.1 mV/Pa including the preamplifier. The uncertainty in-
dicated is the additional uncertainty over the uncertainty in
the reference.

The measurement of the ratio of the accelerometer out-
put to the reference hydrophone output~Fig. 8! shows the
character of a lossy standing wave. A reasonable model for
the field in the slow-wave calibrator is

p5p0 sin~kx!ej vt ~18!

and

a5
vp0

rc
cos~kx!ej vt, ~19!

wherek is a complex wave number

k5
v

c
~11 j a!, ~20!

c is the effective sound speed in the water in the tube,r is the
density, anda is a dimensionless loss parameter. Fitting this
model to the measurement at the null near 750 Hz yields
values ofc5344 m/s anda50.022. This model fits the mea-
surement well to about 800 Hz~see Fig. 8! and is consistent
with the effective sound speed observed and calculated in
other studies.35,36 A model that includes dispersion fits the
measurement well even above 800 Hz but the added com-
plexity is not justified here.

Using Eq.~13! and the measured voltage ratio and Eqs.
~18! and ~19! for p/a, we find the response of the acceler-
ometer to be constant at 1460.5 mV/~m/s2!. Figure 9 shows
that the derived accelerometer response shows very little of
the strong variation in the acoustic field just below 800 Hz.
Only the magnitude is plotted in Fig. 9; the imaginary part of
the accelerometer response is very small indicating that the
relative phase between the sensors is negligible.

A detailed set of near- and far-field measurements was
made with this intensity probe of the sound field created by
single and multiple sources in a large water reverberant

FIG. 8. Comparison between the measured ratio of acoustic pressure to
acoustic acceleration~dots! and the lossy standing wave model~solid line!.
The model is fit to the measurement at only one point: the null at 750 Hz.
The magnitude is shown here but both the real and imaginary parts compare
equally well.

FIG. 9. Magnitudes of several of the factors in Eq.~16! plotted from 16 to
1000 Hz. The upper dashed curve is the predictedp/a. The lower dashed
curve is the measurement:Vas /Vpr . Their product times the magnitude of
the reference hydrophone response@see Eq.~16!# is the accelerometer re-
sponse,Has , and is plotted as the solid line. The accelerometer response
function should not show the field variations evident in either dashed curve.
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tank.28 The results compared very favorably with theoretical
predictions performed for these sound fields. These findings
will be published separately.

V. CONCLUSIONS

An inertial-sensor based acoustic vector sensor that
functions underwater as an intensity sensor has been demon-
strated. Some useful design parameters were determined for
this p-a intensity sensor. The response of thep-a intensity
sensor was determined by comparison with a reference hy-
drophone in a predominantly reactive acoustic field. Below
800 Hz where the interference of acoustic field due to the
sensor itself is negligible (ka for the sensor body less than
0.3, wherea'1.9 cm, the radius of the piezoelectric cylin-
der!, the response of the intensity sensor reasonably follows
the lossy plane-wave model for slow-wave calibrator.

Miniature accelerometers provide adequate response to
measure acoustic particle acceleration~from which velocity
can be computed! of underwater sound waves over a reason-
ably wide band below the inherently high resonance fre-
quency of the accelerometer. However, such accelerometers
have a high noise floor compared to low ocean ambient con-
ditions. The placement of these accelerometers within a cy-
lindrical piezoelectric hydrophone element is reported here.
It is critical that opposing accelerometers be used in order to
cancel the breathing mode of the cylinder, while retaining the
rigid body response of the near neutrally buoyant shell to
acoustic waves. Any nonsymmetric mode of the cylinder,
which may be induced by adding a mass locally, will change
the response of the accelerometer pair to the rigid body mo-
tion. It is important to balance the mass distribution to pre-
vent spurious resonances of the ceramic. The metal housing
of the accelerometer as a ground will interfere electrically
with the cylinder surface as an electrode. Electrical and me-
chanical isolation of the accelerometers from the piezocer-
amic element is also important. Routing of the electrical
wires from the intensity probe must be carefully performed
to assure that the individual sensors making up the probe
have symmetrical response. The inertial sensor is sensitive to
all kinds of motion, so careful design of the suspension sys-
tem is required.

Compared to conventional hydrophone arrays and other
versions~e.g.,p-p types! of intensity sensors,p-a intensity
sensors can be designed to be more compact so they can be
applied not only for directional measurements in the far field,
but also for near-field intensity mapping and source localiza-
tion on complex underwater structures. Although not dis-
cussed earlier, another very important advantage of a co-
located pressure and particle acceleration~or velocity! sensor
is the probe’s ability to extract the active, propagating inten-
sity of a source of interest from a reactive field due to rever-
beration and/or isotropic diffuse noise. This ability is because
of the cross-spectral processing and direct measurement of
active and reactive components of the intensity. The isotropic
noise and reverberation have strong reactive components, but
negligible active components. Such discrimination is impos-
sible with an omnidirectional pressure sensor acting alone.
Support for this comment may be found in articles by Jacob-
sen and his co-workers37,38 that show expressions for the

coherence function between a pressure sensor and a velocity
sensor. This coherence approaches zero in an isotropic noise
field as the sensor separation distance approaches zero. Lo
and Junger39 showed further that time-averaged intensity
measurements discriminate against isotropic noise like that
created by rain on the ocean surface.
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Experimental demonstration of remote, passive
acousto-optic sensing
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Passively detecting underwater sound from the air can allow aircraft and surface vessels to monitor
the underwater acoustic environment. Experimental research into an optical hydrophone is being
conducted for remote, aerial detection of underwater sound. A laser beam is directed onto the water
surface to measure the velocity of the vibrations occurring as the underwater acoustic signal reaches
the water surface. The acoustically generated surface vibrations modulate the phase of the laser
beam. Sound detection occurs when the laser is reflected back towards the sensor. Therefore, laser
alignment on the specularly reflecting water surface is critical. As the water surface moves, the laser
beam is reflected away from the photodetector and no signal is obtained. One option to mitigate this
problem is to continually steer the laser onto a spot on the water surface that provides a direct
back-reflection. Results are presented from a laboratory test that investigates the feasibility of the
acousto-optic sensor detection on hydrostatic and hydrodynamic surfaces using a laser Doppler
vibrometer in combination with a laser-based, surface normal glint tracker for remotely detecting
underwater sound. This paper outlines the acousto-optic sensor and tracker concepts and presents
experimental results comparing sensor operation under various sea surface conditions. ©2004
Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1811475#

PACS numbers: 43.30.Yj, 43.38.Zp, 07.60.Ly@YHB# Pages: 3393–3403

I. INTRODUCTION

Detecting underwater sound from the air, without de-
ploying any hardware, would provide a remote, aerial sens-
ing capability, presenting opportunities for use in a number
of commercial and military applications. Such a sensor tech-
nology could enable passive sonar1 to detect and monitor
marine mammal sounds and enable aerial reception of under-
water acoustic communication signals.2

Ceramic-based hydrophones have long been used to de-
tect underwater sound and form the basis of modern day
sonar systems. However, these sensors must be physically
immersed in the water for efficient acoustic signal reception.
Remote sensing of underwater sound from the air has been
achieved using reconnaissance aircraft, equipped with sen-
sors relaying information about the oceanic environment
back to the Naval vessel. The aircraft’s sensors need to be
able to detect underwater sound from in the air and typically
deploy sonobuoys with radio frequency links relaying infor-
mation back to the aircraft.

The concept of using lasers to probe an air–water inter-
face for measuring the surface velocity to detect underwater
sound evolved from water flow velocity measurements.3 The
use of lasers has since been used to measure thetransverse
water surface velocity produced by the underwater acoustic
pressure field incident upon the water surface.4–6 Early
trends in the detection of underwater sound were accom-
plished by measuring the amplitude modulation of the re-
flected light as sinusoidal variations of the surface directed
portions of the incident laser beam back to the detector.6 This
technique may prove difficult when the water surface is in

motion, such as with a turbulent water surface or while prob-
ing the ocean surface. The surface oscillations due to the
underwater sound field may be masked by the amplitude
modulation of the water surface.

Interferometric techniques using coherent laser radiation
have been used to measure the Doppler frequency shift of a
laser beam on the water surface vibrating in response to an
incident acoustic wave.7–10 A laser-based, acousto-optic
sensing method has been devised that enables the detection
of underwater sound from a remote position in the air, with-
out requiring underwater hydrophone equipment. The
acousto-optic sensor detects underwater acoustic signals by
probing the water surface with a laser Doppler vibrometer
~LDV !, thereby achieving acoustic to optical signal conver-
sion.

Acoustic pressure waves propagating within the water
environment will cause vibrations on an air–water interface,
which can be optically detected by observing the amplitude
or phase characteristics of the reflected optical beam. Addi-
tional sea surface motion occurs as a superposition of wave
components including wind driven gravity waves, shorter
wavelength capillary waves and nonlinear wave interaction,
leading to breaking waves and the production and dissipation
of wave energy distributed in amplitude, slope and spatial
frequency. However, the small amplitude and low velocity of
the acoustically generated surface waves is not completely
masked by the larger sea surface wave motion. Commercial
LDVs, although not optimized to measure on hydrodynamic
surfaces or as sensitive as the highly developed in-water ce-
ramic transducer devices, are able to detect a range of sound
pressure levels across a wide frequency band. The foremost
issue governing acousto-optic sensor performance on ocean
surfaces is not the detection sensitivity but rather the signala!Electronic mail: antonellilt@npt.nuwc.navy.mil
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dropout due to laser reflections deflected away from the LDV
sensor system by the surface wave motion. The laser trans-
mitter and receiver are typically co-located in interferometric
based vibrometer systems; thus these devices require a direct
back-reflection of the laser beam from the water surface.
Since turbulent conditions prevail in realistic situations, sig-
nificant intermittence of the received signal is expected as
the slope of the wave surface changes relative to the laser
beam angle.11,12

The accuracy and reliability of acousto-optic sensing
and the subsequent signal processing depends upon the sen-
sor to actually receive the reflected optical signal from the
water surface. The traditional implementations of basic sonar
signal processing functions, such as convolution, Fourier
transformation, and interpolation, assume that the continuous
time waveform is sampled at a uniform rate. However, since
the acousto-optic sensors are prone to signal dropouts, it may
not be possible to conventionally process this data. Although
signal processing may salvage the sensor data to some ex-
tent, the problem still exists due to the intermittent absence
of signal information.13 This issue may become especially
critical for acousto-optic sensing to capture time critical and
sequential acoustic communication signals or sensor array
data for time delay beamforming applications.1,10,14

Possible solutions to increase the probability of receiv-
ing a reflection from the water surface are to enlarge the laser
beam diameter and/or the receiver’s field of view to capture
a wider range of angled reflections. Regardless, signal drop-
out may not be eliminated entirely. The approach taken to
reduce the signal dropout through system hardware discussed
in this paper was to append a laser-based glint tracking sys-
tem onto the acousto-optic sensor. The tracking system di-
rects a laser beam in a search pattern on the water surface to
locate a surface normal such that the reflected laser beam
from this surface normal is captured by the system. The
tracker then locks onto this surface glint feature and continu-
ally provides a feedback control signal to adjust the laser
deflection mirrors to maintain position on the surface glint
location. The laser beam from the acousto-optic sensor
would then be aligned to superimpose itself on the tracking
beam, such that it is also continually positioned to interro-
gate the surface reflecting glint location thereby maintaining
acousto-optic reception under hydrodynamic surface condi-
tions.

This paper presents the results from an experiment con-
ducted under laboratory conditions at the Naval Undersea
Warfare Center, Acoustic Tank Facility to demonstrate the
feasibility of a laser-based system for the aerial detection of
underwater sound. The minimum discernible signal level ca-
pable of being detected by probing the water surface and the
capabilities of the acousto-optic sensor system incorporating
the surface normal glint tracker are presented. The results of
this experiment supports and demonstrates the feasibility of
the proposed aerial sensing of underwater sound under real-
istic ocean surface conditions.

II. PRINCIPLES OF ACOUSTO-OPTIC SENSING

The acousto-optic sensor provides a method for detect-
ing underwater sound by measuring the velocity of the water

surface vibrations generated as the underwater acoustic
waves reach the water surface. The laser light from a LDV is
focused from the air onto the specularly reflective air–water
boundary to remotely measure the water surface velocity.
The reflected light, phase modulated by the surface motion,
is detected and demodulated to obtain information on the
underwater sound field. The laser light reflected from the
surface is Doppler frequency shifted by an amount propor-
tional to the instantaneous surface velocity, which contains
information directly related to the pressure field in the water
incident on the surface.

Consider an acoustic plane wave of amplitude P0 propa-
gating in the water at an angleu with respect to the normal to
the water–air interface, assumed here to be perfectly flat and
still. The LDV detects the normal component of the velocity
at the air–water interface. At the air–water interface, the
acoustic pressure vanishes and the particle velocity
doubles.15 Since the characteristic impedance (rc) of water
is much greater than that of air, the air–water interface pre-
sents an impedance mismatch, pressure release surface that
vibrates in response to an impinging acoustic field. As a re-
sult, the acoustic pressure in the water, incident on and re-
flected from the air–water boundary, causes the surface to
vibrate at the frequency of the acoustic pressure producing
the vibrations. The amplitude of the normal component of
the velocity,v0 , created by the acoustic plane wave is there-
fore given by Eq.~1!:

v05
2P0 cos~u!

rc
. ~1!

The output voltageVout(t) from the interferometer is
proportional to the surface velocity by applying the m/s per
volt scale factor of the device,C, as indicated in Eq.~2!:16

Vout~ t !5
v~ t !

C
. ~2!

The Fourier transform~FT! of the output voltage pro-
vides the spectrum level of the detected signal, whereN is
the number of data samples used to calculate the FT using
Eq. ~3!, as programmed in the Matlab software environment.
The velocity spectrum is then converted to a sound pressure
spectrum level in dB relative to amPa at 1 m~dB re mPa!
using Eq.~4!, wheref s is the sample rate of the data. The last
term in Eq.~4! is a bandwidth correction term:

L~ f!5
2C

N
uFT~Vout~ t !!u, ~3!

SPLLDV520 LogS L~ f!
rc

2

1026
D 210 Log~ f s /N!. ~4!

The light reflected from the water surface must be cap-
tured by the optical detector on the LDV. Applying geometri-
cal optics, for an LDV positioned normal to the surface, the
surface slope angle,fslope, can be calculated using Eq.~5!,

ufslopeu,
1

2
tan21

Oa

2hd
, ~5!

where Oa is the detector’s optical aperture andhd is the
height of the detector from the measurement surface. For an
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aperture of 18 mm and a height of 1981 mm, a wave slope
angle whose absolute value is greater than 0.13° would de-
flect the laser beam beyond the receiver aperture and there-
fore cause signal dropout.

The laser-based, interferometric, acousto-optic sensor
presents a potentially wide bandwidth device for remote so-
nar reception without needing to be submerged. The band-
width of the acousto-optic sensor extends over several de-
cades~0.1 Hz to 150 MHz! and does not have a resonant
operation frequency. Rather, the sensor’s bandwidth is lim-
ited by the processing electronics such that reducing sensor
bandwidth improves detection sensitivity within that band.

III. EXPERIMENTATION

A laboratory test for investigating the feasibility of
acousto-optic sensing for remotely detecting underwater
sound was conducted under various water surface conditions.
Moving water surfaces tend to intermittently deflect the laser
beam away from the sensor’s photodetectors, resulting in
noncontinuous signal acquisition. The objective of the test
was to determine the improved acousto-optic sensor acquisi-
tion performance with the implementation of a surface re-
flectance tracking system relative to the detection perfor-
mance achieved with no tracking on both hydrostatic and
hydrodynamic surfaces with varying degrees of surface mo-
tion.

Two tests were conducted in an acoustic tank facility
demonstrating acousto-optic sensing using the setup shown
in Fig. 1, differentiated by the motion of the water surface.
Surface velocity data, vibrations in the direction along the
axis of the laser beam, were obtained on hydrostatic and
hydrodynamic water surfaces using the acousto-optic sensor
in combination with the surface reflection glint tracker sys-
tem. The water surface fluctuations due to the reflected sound
pressure field were measured using a single acousto-optic
sensor, comprised of a laser Doppler vibrometer, model
OFV-353 manufactured by Polytec PI.16 The laser beam
from the acousto-optic sensor was directed through the
tracker system mirrors and out onto an angled mirror down
onto the water surface. The laser beam was initially directed

through the mirror setup straight down onto the water surface
to maximize signal detection when the tracker algorithm was
turned off. The total path length of the laser beam emitted
from the LDV through the tracker mirror system onto the
water surface was 78 inches (hd51981 mm) due to physical
constraints of the test setup area.

The glint tracker system identifies and maintains lock on
a water surface reflection feature using a low-power
(,0.5 mW), infrared~780 nm wavelength! beam and con-
tinually makes analog corrections to tracking mirrors in real
time.17,18 The tracking system directs a laser beam in a
search pattern on the water surface to find a surface normal
such that the reflected laser beam is captured by the system.
The optical tracker monitors the reflection from the tracking
beam’s current position with a 10-mm beam diameter to op-
timize tracker performance with the wave slope conditions
on the water surface. The tracker algorithm uses information
on the detected tracker beam amplitude and shape to provide
feedback on tracker mirror position to maintain lock on the
surface glint.19 The laser beam from the acousto-optic sensor
is superimposed on the tracking beam such that it is also
continually positioned at the surface reflecting glint location.

The underwater acoustic transmitter, AN/BQR-7, was
submerged to a depth of 2 m, offset vertically such that the
LDV laser beam did not extend onto the transmitter to avoid
reading vibrations from the transducer surface rather than the
air–water interface. The underwater acoustic signal was re-
corded using a traditional, ceramic-based reference hydro-
phone, model H-52 mounted 1 m directly below the acoustic
transmitter. The reference hydrophone output voltage,Vrms

was used to calculate the transmitted SPL at the water sur-
face near the acousto-optic sensor using Eq.~6!,

SPLHydrophone520 log~Vrms!2RVS10K

120 log~d! dB re mPa, ~6!

where the receive voltage sensitivity of the H-52 hydrophone
at 10 kHz (RVS10 K) was2178 dB re V/mPa, andd51 m
is the distance between the transmitter and the hydrophone.

Initially, the transmitter was set to emit 2-ms acoustic
pulses of a 10-kHz sinusoidal signal, providing for only short
duration data captures of both the reference hydrophone and
the acousto-optic sensor. This pulsing scheme was used pri-
marily for investigating the hydrostatic surfaces where signal
dropout was minimal. The short duration data acquisition
scheme was found to be inadequate for analyzing the inter-
mittent signal captures that would last for tens of millisec-
onds under hydrodynamic surface conditions, which are
dominated by signal dropout. The underwater acoustic
source transmitted acontinuous10-kHz signal into the water
with an SPL of approximately 167 dBre mPa for all hydro-
dynamic tests.

Table I lists the test conditions for the recorded data files
for the various surface condition tests with the tracker on and
off.

FIG. 1. Test setup used to evaluate the performance of the acousto-optic
sensor to detect underwater sound by probing the water surface. The LDV
was combined with a laser tracker system under various water surface con-
ditions to improve detection on moving water surfaces.
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A. Hydrostatic surface test

Previous tests of the acousto-optic sensor were con-
ducted on hydrostatic surfaces prior to being integrated with
the tracker hardware. Water tank test results demonstrated
the feasibility of laser detection of sound on an air–water
interface. Minimum discernible signal level performance us-
ing a commercial LDV resulted in detecting tonal signals
having a sound pressure level~SPL! of 120 dBre mPa at the
water surface.8 These early results conclusively demon-
strated acousto-optic sensor detection of single tones in the
water. The amplitude of the time series data was observed to
be uniform throughout the duration of the signal pulse and
the corresponding Fourier transform indicated a peak at the
acoustic test frequency above the background noise level.10

Additionally, acoustic communication signals were also de-
tected error-free by the acousto-optic sensor probing the wa-
ter surface while the underwater transmitter projected inco-
herently and coherently modulated signals.20 Thus, there is a
compilation of data to support hydrostatic operation of the
acousto-optic sensor.

As tests progressed to measure acoustics on hydrody-
namic surfaces, signal dropout due to surface reflections not
being captured by the sensor optics became an issue for re-
alizing this sensor concept in practical ocean surface condi-
tions. The glint tracker system was devised to find a surface
glint and steer the laser beam of the acousto-optic sensor
onto that region to maintain a continuous acousto-optic sen-
sor detection. It was then necessary to obtain new baseline
sensor data as the acousto-optic sensor was combined with
the glint tracker hardware.

The operation of the combined acousto-optic sensor
~LDV ! and surface reflection glint tracker system on a hy-
drostatic, nearly calm surface was tested to obtain baseline
signal and noise and performance information. The test setup
is shown in Fig. 1 with the exception that the buoy, later used
to create surface waves, remained motionless during the hy-
drostatic tests.

Each data file contains the hydrophone and the LDV
detection results from a single, 2-ms, 10-kHz transmit pulse,
recorded at a sample rate of 819.2 kHz for 2.5 ms. The time
series data for the reference hydrophone and the correspond-
ing Fourier transform is provided in Figs. 2~a! and ~b!, re-
spectively. The amplitude of the time series data in Fig. 2~a!
is nearly uniform throughout the 2-ms pulse duration, with

the 10-kHz oscillations clearly visible. The Fourier transform
in Fig. 2~b! confirms the reception of the 10-kHz signal with
minimal other frequency components present in the under-
water environment or in the hydrophone detection system.
The peak SPL of the 10-kHz in-water acoustic signal was
calculated to be 166.5 dBre mPa at the water surface from
the reference hydrophone output voltage using Eq.~6! with
Vrms5267 mV. The signal measured on the reference hydro-
phone was nearly constant throughout all of the hydrostatic
and hydrodynamic tests.

Once the LDV was integrated with the tracker system,
data was taken to ensure that the tracker did not adversely
affect the acousto-optic sensor operation. Two data files were
recorded under hydrostatic conditions with the tracker hard-
ware in place and electrically powered, but with the tracking
algorithm turned off, preventing tracker mirror steering. The
LDV was set at a sensitivity level ofC51 mm/s per volt.
Figures 3~a! and ~b! show the results from a single pulse
detection on the acousto-optic sensor with the tracker algo-
rithm off, while Figs. 3~c! and ~d! show the corresponding

TABLE I. Pulse/CW LDV data acquisition matrix.

Filename Water surface
Tracker
~on/off!

10 kHz transmit
signal type

Data
segment duration

~s!

vSQTNTRQ1 hydrostatic on 2 ms pulse 2.5 ms
vSQTNNTQ hydrostatic off 2 ms pulse 2.5 ms
DAT cut 3 dynamic: buoy—75 rpm on cw 26
DAT cut 7 dynamic: buoy—75 rpm off cw 6
DAT cut 9 dynamic: buoy—100 rpm on cw 45
DAT cut 8 dynamic: buoy—100 rpm off cw 45
DAT cut 10 dynamic: buoy—125 rpm on cw 45
DAT cut 11 dynamic: buoy—125 rpm off cw 45
DAT cut 13 dynamic: buoy—150 rpm on cw 45
DAT cut 6 dynamic: buoy—200 rpm on cw 30

FIG. 2. The~a! time series data and~b! Fourier transform of the underwater
acoustic signal recorded on the H-52 reference hydrophone. A 2-ms-long,
10-kHz acoustic pulse has been acquired on the underwater H-52 reference
hydrophone.
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results recorded with the tracker algorithm on. The LDV data
recorded with and without the tracker algorithm were nearly
identical for this hydrostatic surface condition.

Ideally, the acousto-optic sensor and tracker combina-
tion would detect a signal on the hydrostatic surface that
imitates the waveform recorded on the underwater reference
hydrophone. However, the time series data recorded on the
acousto-optic sensor shows an amplitude modulation enve-
lope of approximately 1.6 kHz, which is the difference fre-
quency between the 10- and 8.4-kHz peaks observed in the
Fourier spectrum shown in Figs. 3~b! and ~d!. The 10-kHz
test signal produced vibrations on the water surface that were
detected by the LDV. The 8.4-kHz signal results from the
dither frequency signal of the resonant scanners inside the
tracker system. The phase of the LDV laser beam was modu-
lated by both the unwanted mirror motion and the desired
water surface vibrations. Other than the presence of the 8.4-
kHz tone, the tracker system did not affect the acousto-optic
sensor operation or performance relative to the reference hy-
drophone reading, for the hydrostatic surfaces. As expected,
no signal dropouts were observed by the acousto-optic sen-
sor under hydrostatic conditions with the laser from the
acousto-optic sensor properly aligned for perpendicular inci-
dence on the water surface.

B. Hydrodynamic surface tests

The second test was designed to verify the operation of
the combined LDV/tracker hardware on hydrodynamic sur-
faces to evaluate tracker performance versus surface condi-
tion as compared to acousto-optic sensor performance with-
out the use of the tracker system. The surface waves for the
hydrodynamic surface tests were generated using an 18-in.-
diam. rubber buoy suspended in the water and connected to a

rotation system such that the buoy was moved vertically up
and down at a constant rate. The buoy motion created regu-
larly spaced surface waves with a repeatable amplitude and
frequency by adjusting the number of revolutions per minute
~rpm! of the rotation motor. Acousto-optic sensor tests with
motor rotation speeds at 75, 100, 125, 150, 175 and 200 rpm
were conducted. A video camera was used to capture the
water surface condition at each of the wave settings. A CCD
camera embedded in the tracker system was used to monitor
both the tracking laser and the red laser associated with the
acousto-optic sensor.

Signal recordings as long as 1 min were taken to obtain
time evolution recording of the acousto-optic sensor under
the hydrodynamic surface conditions with the tracker algo-
rithm on and off. The LDV velocity output and reference
hydrophone signals were recorded on a DAT analog tape
recorder and later digitized at 50 kHz for data analysis. A
high-pass Butterworth filter with a 500-Hz cutoff frequency
was applied to the data to attenuate dc and low-frequency
signal components of the recorder. The reference hydrophone
recorded the constant amplitude, 10-kHz test signal similar
to that shown in Fig. 2 for all of the hydrodynamic tests with
a peak SPL of approximately 167 dBre mPa at the water
surface, regardless of water motion.

1. Hydrodynamic—75 rpm

The rotating motor attached to the buoy was set for 75
rpm excitation. This generated a water surface that was ob-
served to have a low amplitude (,5 mm, crest to trough!,
long wavelength (,1.5 m), standing wave pattern, with an
oscillation frequency of approximately 1.1 Hz~17 wave os-
cillations in 15 s!. Acousto-optic sensor data was first re-
corded with the tracking algorithm turned off to obtain base-

FIG. 3. A 2-ms-long, 10-kHz acoustic pulse acquired
on the LDV probing the hydrostatic surface.~a! The
time series data of the surface velocity recorded on the
LDV acousto-optic sensor with the tracker algorithm
off. ~b! The Fourier transform spectrum of the signal
recorded with the tracker algorithm off.~c! The time
series data of the surface velocity recorded on the LDV
acousto-optic sensor recorded with the tracker algo-
rithm on. ~d! The Fourier transform spectrum of the
signal recorded with the tracker algorithm on.
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line acousto-optic sensor performance on this surface
condition. The level of signal dropout was compared to the
acousto-optic sensor acquisition capabilities with the tracker
algorithm activated.

The water surface motion due the 75 rpm excitation was
sufficient to intermittently deflect the laser beam away from
the acousto-optic sensor’s photodetectors (.0.13°) and pro-
duce signal dropout as observed in Fig. 4, with the tracker
algorithm off. The high amplitude signal observed in Fig.
4~a! indicates signal dropout due to the nature of the LDV
which clips the output voltage when there is insufficient op-
tical return to the device.

Since the tracker algorithm was shut off, the tracker mir-
rors were not adjusted to maintain lock on the surface glint.
Therefore, signal acquisition where the light reflected from
the water surface was redirected toward the sensor’s photo-
detector was minimal. Correspondingly, the spectrogram in
Fig. 4~b!, which shows the spectral content of the detected
signal as a function of time, is nearly filled with the whiter
region containing a higher amplitude and small, yet signifi-
cant, black strip regions that correspond to lower amplitude
signal content. The spectrogram for the hydrodynamic sur-
face case with the tracker algorithm off shows almost a con-
tinuum of broadband noise. The broadband noise indicates a
high degree of signal dropout with little trace of the 10-kHz
tone or the tracker’s dither frequency present on either the
spectrogram or the Fourier transform shown in Fig. 4~c!,
which displays the overall spectral content of the signal. This
does not present a case of poor signal-to-noise ratio rather it

presents a condition indicating the absence of optical signal
detection. As the received optical signal decreases below the
threshold of the vibrometer decoding electronics, the noise
level increases. The background noise level~NL! with insuf-
ficient optical return was measured at 147 dBre mPa in a
10-Hz spectral band, calculated using 60 spectral averages.

One 10-ms instance of the test signal was observed in
the recording, as the natural surface conditions allowed for
specular return into the sensor, occurring between 4.648 and
4.658 s in the trace shown in Fig. 4. An enlarged view of this
time mark is shown in Fig. 5. The expanded time scale in
Fig. 5~a! allows for the sinusoidal waveform of the test sig-
nal to be visible. During this data capture, the 10-kHz signal
and the 8.4-kHz tracker dither frequency are observed on
both the spectrogram in Fig. 5~b! and the Fourier transform
in Fig. 5~c!. The signal is observable with a SPL of 165 dB
re mPa, and the noise level was approximately 140 dBre
mPa in a 10-Hz band.

The tracker algorithm was then turned on, and a signifi-
cant improvement is seen as a greatly reduced signal dropout
shown in Fig. 6, for the 75 rpm case. The time series data of
the acousto-optic sensor shown in Fig. 6~a! contains some
large amplitude signal components associated with signal
dropout or a high surface velocity, and some lower amplitude
segments that contain the detected sinusoidal acoustic signal.
Due to the large amplitude and time scales used in Fig. 6~a!,
the 10-kHz sinusoidal nature of the signal is not distinguish-
able throughout the 26-s recording. The spectrogram shown
in Fig. 6~b! contains broadband signal components associ-

FIG. 4. ~a! Acousto-optic sensor time series data re-
corded with the water excitation at 75 rpm and the
tracker system off;~b! the spectrogram; and~c! the Fou-
rier transform converted to units of sound pressure
level, calculated in a 1-Hz band with 60 spectral aver-
ages.
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FIG. 5. ~a! A subset of the recorded acousto-optic sen-
sor time series data between 4.648 and 4.658 s;~b! the
spectrogram; and~c! the Fourier transform calculated
using the time series data in~a! recorded with the water
excitation at 75 rpm and the tracker system off. This
was the one instance of acousto-optic sensor signal de-
tection for this test case occurring between times 4.648
and 4.658 s.

FIG. 6. ~a! The recorded acousto-optic sensor time se-
ries data;~b! the spectrogram; and~c! the Fourier trans-
form calculated using the time series data in~a! re-
corded with the water excitation at 75 rpm and the
tracker algorithm on.
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ated with signal dropout. The 10-kHz acoustic tone and the
8.4-kHz tracker dither frequency are observed throughout the
spectrogram and are distinct in the Fourier transform shown
in Fig. 6~c!. The signal level measured was approximately
152.5 dBre mPa and the noise level was reduced to 134 dB
re mPa in a 10-Hz band, since there was an increased inci-
dence of optical return. The tracker video was reviewed with
observed tracker lock established throughout the test dura-
tion, providing good optical signal detection from the water
surface. Thus, it is believed that the broadband spikes ob-
served in the spectrogram in Fig. 6~b! result from the optical
Doppler shift of the laser beam due to steering of the beam
on the moving surface.

2. Hydrodynamic—100 rpm

The acousto-optic sensor was tested with the wave sur-
face excitation set at 100 rpm. The surface was observed to
have a low amplitude (,5 mm), long wavelength
(,1.5 m), standing wave pattern similar to the 75 rpm case
but with a more rapid surface wave oscillation frequency of
1.5 Hz ~22 wave oscillations in 15 s!, due to the increased
rotator speed controlling the buoy wave maker. Figures 7~a!
and~b! show the spectrograms of the recorded acousto-optic
sensor for the 100 rpm surface excitation with the tracker
algorithm on and off, respectively.

Acousto-optic sensor data was first recorded with the
tracker system electronics off to obtain baseline acousto-
optic sensor performance on this surface condition. Surpris-
ingly, the 100 rpm test results, shown in Fig. 7~b!, indicate a
higher incidence of intermittent signal detection than ob-
served with the 75 rpm case. However, there is still a con-
siderable amount of signal dropout preventing consistent de-
tection for this test case with the tracker off during the 45 s
of recorded data analyzed. The majority of the recording
contains broadband signal indicative of signal dropout due to
errant reflections away from the acousto-optic sensor. How-
ever, there are a number of short duration segments contain-

ing valid data observed in the spectrogram plot in Fig. 7~b!.
Data recorded at the time mark between 25.8 and 26.8 s
contains several acousto-optic sensor detections of the 10-
kHz test signal and the 8.4-kHz dither frequency between
areas of broadband signal dropout. These positive signal de-
tections typically last between 10 and 100-ms. There were
enough valid data segments to create a peak at the 10-kHz
test frequency in the Fourier transform with a SPL of ap-
proximately 150 dBre mPa in a 10 Hz band. The noise floor
has increased to 148 dBre mPa consistent with the reduced
incidence of optical return.

With the tracker off, there is a high incidence of signal
dropout, as observed in Fig. 7~b!, characterized with a broad-
band spectrum, indicated as the white sections of the graph.
However, a dramatic increase in the valid data acquisition
occurred with the tracker on. A set of acousto-optic sensor
data was then recorded with the tracker algorithm turned on
with the same 100 rpm agitated water surface condition. The
distinct horizontal lines corresponding to the 10-kHz test sig-
nal and the 8.4-kHz tracker mirror dither frequency are ob-
served throughout the spectrogram of the recorded acousto-
optic sensor reading with the tracker algorithm as shown in
Fig. 7~a!. There were also shorter instances of high ampli-
tude, broadband data segments indicating signal dropout
throughout the 45-s data set. In fact, the test signal was de-
tected for longer time spans lasting for several seconds as
compared to the time that the signal was lost due to dropout.
Activation of the glint tracker continuously updated the
steering mirrors for directing the sensing laser beam onto the
water surface glint. The glint tracker had a major impact on
improving the duration of acousto-optic sensor signal detec-
tion of the water surface vibrations. The LDV and tracker
combination provided a more consistent means for detecting
the underwater sound for this surface condition.

3. Hydrodynamic—125 rpm
The excitation of the water surface standing wave pat-

tern was increased to 125 rpm. The water surface was ob-

FIG. 7. Spectrogram of a 45-s long
acousto-optic sensor data segment
taken with a surface buoy excitation of
100 rpm with~a! the tracker algorithm
on and~b! with the tracker algorithm
off. Cut 9: peak SPL
5150.2 dBre mPa at 10 kHz; SPL
5135 dB re mPa at 8.4 kHz.
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served to have a low amplitude (,8 mm), long wavelength
(,1 m), standing wave pattern, with an oscillation fre-
quency of approximately 1.8 Hz~27 wave oscillations in 15
s!. The detection capability of the acousto-optic sensor was
observed to be greatly enhanced with the tracker algorithm
on rather than off, but the spectrogram results of the 45-s
data recording were similar to the 100 rpm wave case. The
acousto-optic sensor was able to acquire valid data of the
underwater acoustic field for a considerable amount of time,
with several data segments lasting greater than 6 s, between
intervals of broadband noise indicative of signal dropout or
high surface Doppler velocity possibly due to the laser steer-
ing across the water surface. When it was observed that the
tracker algorithm lost lock on the surface glint, the tracker
system had to reestablish lock via a search pattern.

In contrast, the acousto-optic sensor experienced nearly
continuous signal dropout when the tracker algorithm was
shut off. However, there were still short duration occurrences
in which the test signal was observed when the natural wave
patterns specularly reflected the measurement laser beam
back towards the optical detector. In particular, a 20-ms sig-
nal and another 15-ms long signal trace was observed. How-
ever, considering that the length of the data acquisition was
45 s, sparse appearances of 15- and 20-ms bursts are not long
enough for communication signal detection with this sensor
scheme on this and even rougher water surfaces.

4. Hydrodynamic—150 rpm

The excitation of the water surface was increased to 150
rpm. The surface waves were oscillating more frequently, at
approximately 2.1 Hz~31 wave oscillations in 15 s!, with the
surface wave condition still characterized as a relatively low
amplitude (,10 mm), long wavelength (,0.5 m), standing
wave. The water surface roughness was such that while the
tracker algorithm was turned off, the acousto-optic sensor
did not appear to have any valid detection of the test signal
and was completely dominated by signal dropout. Once the
tracker algorithm was activated, there was an immediate im-

provement in acousto-optic sensor detection. However, the
duration of valid detection started to degrade with the 150
rpm case as compared to the 125 rpm surface wave excita-
tion case. The spectrogram of the water surface velocity de-
tected by the acousto-optic sensor with the surface excitation
at 150 rpm and the tracker algorithm on is shown in Fig. 8.
The test signal was observed to last for several seconds. The
tracker then lost lock on the surface glint, and broadband,
signal dropout conditions persisted until relock was estab-
lished. This pattern was repeated several times over the 45-s
data segment where there was an approximately even distri-
bution between valid signal detection and signal dropout.
Regardless, the signal detection performance was greatly im-
proved over test runs where tracking was not used.

5. Hydrodynamic—175 rpm

The excitation of the water surface was increased to 175
rpm. This water surface was still a standing wave pattern
with higher frequency oscillations at approximately 2.4 Hz,
but still with a relatively low yet increased amplitude
(,15 mm) and long wavelength (,0.3 m) compared to pre-
vious test surfaces. The tracker system experienced great dif-
ficulty acquiring and maintaining lock on water surface re-
flective glint regions. It seemed that this surface condition
approached the limit of tracker glint detection performance.
Data taken at this water surface wave setting was invalid and
appeared to neither have broadband signal dropout nor con-
tain the test signal or dither frequencies.

6. Hydrodynamic—200 rpm

The most significant water surface wave condition was
achieved by setting the rotating motor speed of the buoy to
200 rpm. The surface waves were oscillating more fre-
quently, at approximately 2.7 Hz~40 wave oscillations in 15
s!, with the surface wave condition still characterized as a
relatively low amplitude (,15 mm), long wavelength
(,0.2 m), standing wave. The vertical up–down buoy mo-
tion providedtraveling waves on the water surface in con-

FIG. 8. Spectrogram of a 45-s long
acousto-optic sensor data segment
taken with a surface buoy excitation of
150 rpm with the tracker algorithm on.
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trast to the standing waves that were produced at lower rpm.
The tracker had difficulty at this water surface condition. The
tracker algorithm works by searching for and locking onto a
glint reflection from the water surface. For standing wave
patterns, the glint region on the water surface moves around
according to the wave oscillation amplitude and frequency.
However, with traveling waves, the tracker will follow the
glint until it travels beyond the search area prescribed by the
tracker optics or the glint is extinguished by the physics of
the wave action. The water surface roughness was such that
while the tracker algorithm was turned off, the acousto-optic
sensor did not appear to have any valid detections of the test
signal and was completely dominated by signal dropout.
Once the tracker algorithm was activated, there was little
improvement in detection performance throughout the 30-s
acousto-optic sensor data capture as shown in Fig. 9 com-
pared to detection without using the glint tracker. Short du-
ration (,10 ms) data segments were observed, but not at-
tributed to glint tracking. This test case demonstrated that the
tracking algorithm needs improvement to work on traveling
wave patterns and, in general, on surfaces characterized by
higher amplitude and higher wavenumber wave structures.

IV. CONCLUSION

A laboratory test for investigating the feasibility of
acousto-optic sensing for remotely detecting underwater
sound by detecting the vibrations on the water surface was
conducted under hydrostatic and hydrodynamic conditions.
As the water surface roughness increased, the acousto-optic
sensor performance degraded as the narrow measurement la-
ser beam was specularly reflected away from the sensor’s
optical detector, resulting in loss of signal detection. To miti-
gate the signal dropout condition, the acousto-optic sensor
was integrated with a surface glint tracking system. The
tracker system, by continually steering the measurement la-
ser beam onto a specular glint region on the water surface,
helps to increase the time during which the acousto-optic
sensor is able to accurately detect the underwater acoustic

signal. This experimentation was conducted to evaluate the
performance capabilities of the tracker system by comparing
the detection performance of the acousto-optic sensor opera-
tion under various water surface conditions.

The results indicate that the acousto-optic sensor is ca-
pable of detecting the underwater acoustic signal by probing
the hydrostatic surface. Detection on hydrodynamic surfaces
posed the greater challenge. Since the acousto-optic sensor
was 78 in. from the water surface, even minor surface fluc-
tuations produced signal dropout as the reflection angle of
the narrow laser beam is deflected beyond the acceptance
cone angle of the LDV-based acousto-optic sensor. The com-
bined acousto-optic sensor and tracker system was tested un-
der several, repeatable water surface conditions, including
five tests conducted on standing wave patterns with increas-
ing oscillation frequency and one test with a traveling wave
pattern. The water surfaces were in general characterized as
low-amplitude, low-wave-number surface waves, where op-
tical glints are sustained on the water surface for possible
tracker detection. Under such hydrodynamic surface wave
conditions, activation of the glint tracker to continuously up-
date the steering mirrors for directing the sensing laser beam
onto the water surface glint had a major impact on the dura-
tion of positive acousto-optic sensor signal acquisition of the
water surface vibrations and, thus, provides a more consis-
tent means for detection of the underwater sound. The
tracker algorithm was capable of finding and locking onto a
surface reflection glint for low-amplitude, low-wave-number
surfaces. However, the tracker was not robust enough to
maintain glint lock under even low-amplitude, traveling
wave conditions since the glint feature eventually disap-
peared, necessitating a new glint search process. Capillary
waves were also found to be problematic in addition to the
traveling waves since the tracker follows the surface wave
glint until the waves travel beyond the laser steering area and
tracker relock must be achieved on a different wave struc-
ture. Without the tracker, the LDV operated under predomi-
nantly dropout conditions. Tracker activation aided in main-

FIG. 9. Spectrogram of a 30-s long
acousto-optic sensor data segment
taken with a surface buoy excitation of
200 rpm with the tracker algorithm on.
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taining signal acquisition. However, the tracker would lose
lock intermittently as the surface roughness increased.

The noise spectrum level of the acousto-optic sensor
was found to be approximately 134 dBre mPa in a 10-Hz
band on hydrodynamic surfaces with the tracker on across
the measured frequencies between 0 and 25 kHz. However,
with the tracker off, there was a reduction in the optical
signal return and consequently an increase in the noise floor
to 148 dB re mPa in a 10-Hz band, due to the velocity
decoding electronics.

The acousto-optic sensor and tracker combination also
produced an additional modulation tone due to the tracker
system that was detected by the acousto-optic sensor. The
8.4-kHz dither frequency signal of the resonant scanning
mirrors inside the tracker system interfered with the acousto-
optic sensor detection. It should be noted that this effect can
be mitigated by proper filtering and tracker design. This can
be done by physically separating the LDV steering mirrors
from the dither mirrors and increasing the dither frequency
beyond the desired detection and filter frequency bands of
the acousto-optic sensor. Increasing the dither frequency will
also allow for an increase in the tracking bandwidth, which
may improve tracking on high wave number surfaces.

Additionally, it was observed that the motion of the
steering action following the glint on the hydrodynamic sur-
face produces an additional Doppler shift to the recorded
data. This Doppler shift, directly related to the steering of the
measurement beam along the water surface, may affect the
dynamic range of the velocity measurements from the
acousto-optic sensor. Faster laser beam steering may help in
reducing signal dropout. However, this can be achieved at
the cost of inserting an additional high velocity Doppler term
onto the low, micrometer per second velocities encountered
from the acoustic excitation of the water surface as detected
by the acousto-optic sensor. Mitigating this Doppler shift
will also be the focus of future sensor system designs.

It is envisioned that the laser system would eventually
be mounted on a surface ship, land-based mobile or tower
platform, helicopter, or aircraft. The laser-based sonar system
remains on the host platform and is therefore a reusable
~nondisposable! resource for continual operation. This
method for in-air optical sensing of underwater sound could
be used for detecting in-water acoustic communication sig-
nals, tracking cetacean mammal migration, and detection and
localization of in-water sound sources as a means of remote,
aerial sonar. Further research in refining and improving the
tracker system is necessary to realize an aerial implementa-
tion of the acousto-optic sensor system.
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To investigate acoustic effects of nonlinear internal waves, the two southwest tracks of the SWARM
95 experiment are considered. An airgun source produced broadband acoustic signals while a packet
of large nonlinear internal waves passed between the source and two vertical linear arrays. The
broadband data and its frequency range~10–180 Hz! distinguish this study from previous work.
Models are developed for the internal wave environment, the geoacoustic parameters, and the airgun
source signature. Parabolic equation simulations demonstrate that observed variations in intensity
and wavelet time–frequency plots can be attributed to nonlinear internal waves. Empirical tests are
provided of the internal wave-acoustic resonance condition that is the apparent theoretical
mechanism responsible for the variations. Peaks of the effective internal wave spectrum are shown
to coincide with differences in dominant acoustic wavenumbers comprising the airgun signal. The
robustness of these relationships is investigated by simulations for a variety of geoacoustic and
nonlinear internal wave model parameters. ©2004 Acoustical Society of America.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nonlinear internal waves often occur in coastal areas,
including the Yellow Sea1 and Mediterranean Sea,2 and off
both coasts of the United States.3,4 They are now known to
strongly influence acoustic propagation through them. Varia-
tions in acoustic field and travel time caused by nonlinear
internal wave fields have been studied in the Barents Sea5

and in the Gulf of Mexico.6 Reference 1 proposed that un-
expectedly large, frequency-dependent transmission losses
observed in the Yellow Sea resulted from strong internal
waves. It was suggested that the effect depended on an ef-
fective wavenumber of the internal waves and a classical
wave–wave interaction phenomena. This leads to a reso-
nance condition relating the internal wave wavelength and
differences between the dominant acoustic mode wavenum-
bers.

Resonant interactions between linear internal waves and
acoustic mode amplitudes were previously examined
theoretically7 in a random media setting. Throughout this
paper, we focus mainly on acoustic influences from quaside-
terministic nonlinear internal waves, as opposed to a random
internal wave field.8 Fundamental questions arise concerning
the ocean applicability of the resonance mechanism. For ex-

ample, at moderate acoustic frequencies of 200–600 Hz,
shallow-water channels have many propagating modes and
many possibilities for wavenumber differences that resonate
with the internal wave scales. What happens at lower fre-
quencies? The classical resonance mechanism also requires
an acoustic diffraction grating with well-defined environ-
mental wavelengths. How are these wavelengths specified in
realistic ocean environments, with trains consisting of
variable-amplitude, irregularly spaced nonlinear waves? Sig-
nificant acoustic mode coupling is now known to occur with-
out the resonance mechanism; numerical studies show mode
amplitude changes of 400 Hz signals due to the interaction
with a single nonlinear internal wave9 and an irregular inter-
nal wave packet.10 Is the acoustic-nonlinear internal wave
resonance condition viable in actual ocean environments?

Simulations support the resonance condition hypothesis
as a possible coupling mechanism. For example, in the Yel-
low Sea study1 nonlinear internal wave packets were repre-
sented by deterministic sinusoidal waves, so the effective
wavenumber was easily specified, and simulations indicated
that a resonant interaction could cause the large transmission
losses observed. More recently, the role of effective internal
wave wavenumbers has been shown for continuous wave
~CW! transmissions at 240 Hz,6 above 450 Hz,11 and for
broadband pulses centered at 224 Hz and above.12,13 None-
theless, we are not aware of combinations of a well-sampled
ocean environment, research-quality acoustic data, and a
comprehensive modeling study that demonstrates the occur-
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rence and effective operation of the resonance mechanism.
Deterministic and random internal wave fields were found by
simulations to have distinct effects on acoustic propagation14

in an environment like SWARM. A more thorough review of
relevant experimental and theoretical investigations has been
prepared.15 One important development is a formulation16 in
terms of the horizontal wavenumber spectrum of the nonlin-
ear internal wave packet, as opposed to a single wavenum-
ber. Resonance occurs when internal-wave wavenumber
spectrum peaks correspond to differences between acoustic
mode wavenumbers.

In the summer of 1995, the Shallow Water Acoustics in
Random Media~SWARM! experiment was conducted off the
coast of New Jersey17 to obtain high quality environmental
and acoustic data and study the influences of nonlinear inter-
nal waves on acoustic propagation. The main acoustic track
in SWARM explored an across shelf geometry, which was
perpendicular to the internal wave wavefronts. Broadband
signals were also propagated in an along shelf geometry on
two southwest tracks during the passage of at least one
strong nonlinear internal wave packet. The along and across
shelf geometry of these tracks allows the investigation of the
azimuthal dependence of acoustic variations caused by non-
linear internal waves.18

In this paper we focus on additional observations and
detailed modeling for the southwest tracks of the SWARM
experiment. The airgun source used along this track pro-
duced signals with energy primarily in a low-frequency~10–
180 Hz! band. This band contrasts with previous studies that
focus on CW signals above 200 Hz and with other broadband
simulations12,13,18 at higher frequencies. Observed time
variations in acoustic measurements, the presence of high
quality environmental data, and the passage of a strong and
coherent train of nonlinear internal waves provide an excep-
tional opportunity for testing the applicability of the reso-
nance mechanism. However, low-frequency signals contain
relatively few propagating modes and thus provide few op-
portunities for satisfying the resonance condition. Our study
also uses time–frequency analysis to reveal frequency-
dependent mode amplitude variations resulting from the non-
linear internal waves.

In this paper we also address modeling issues in the
context of SWARM that should be relevant to other experi-
ments. It is important for future simulations to develop an
environmental model of that site and of the nonlinear internal
waves that reproduce observed variations in data. Although
questions arise about using weakly nonlinear Korteweg-
deVries equation solutions to model nonlinear internal
waves,19 thermal records from SWARM show that these so-
lutions are adequate for modeling spectral and temporal char-
acteristics of the nonlinear wave packet observed. Moreover,
the primary acoustic effects seen are reproduced without re-
lying on contributions from a background field of linear in-
ternal waves. The level of uncertainty in seabed geoacoustic
parameters, especially the upper sediment layers, is detailed
for analyzing internal wave effects. An unexpected aspect of
the modeling effort was the need to formulate an effective
source representation, emphasizing the experimental infor-

mation necessary to perform comparisons between data and
simulations.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we provide
details of the experimental tracks, including the airgun
source and environmental data. In Sec. III we explain envi-
ronmental observations, notably the occurrence of the non-
linear internal waves and their observed effects on acoustic
signals. In Sec. IV we describe the full model of the south-
west SWARM tracks obtained from available environmental,
source, and acoustic data. In Sec. V we describe parabolic
equation results that reproduce observed variations in pulse-
averaged intensity and time–frequency behavior. The inter-
nal wave-acoustic resonance condition is discussed, and this
track provides an effective empirical test of this condition. In
Sec. VI, we investigate the sensitivity of pulse-averaged in-
tensity variations to internal wave and geoacoustic model
parameters. In Sec. VII we summarize our major findings.

II. EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION

The SWARM experiment was performed off the New
Jersey coast in the Mid-Atlantic Bight continental shelf re-
gion ~Fig. 1, inset!. The primary goal of this multi-
institutional experiment was to study effects of nonlinear in-
ternal waves on acoustic signals, and a considerable amount
of acoustic and environmental data was collected. A full
technical overview of SWARM is in Ref. 17. The correlation
of acoustic and internal wave data for the southwest tracks
can be found in Ref. 18.

In the present work we focus on the southwest experi-
mental tracks shown in Fig. 1. The two vertical linear arrays
~VLAs!, the primary acoustic receivers for SWARM, are in-
dicated by black circles. The northerly one was a Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institution~WHOI! telemetered array
deployed in 70.5 m of water, consisting of 16 hydrophones
spaced approximately 3.5 m apart, with top and bottom
phones at depths of 14.9 and 67.5 m. The southerly one, a
Naval Research Laboratory~NRL! telemetered array, was
located approximately 9 km to the southeast of the WHOI
VLA in 88 m of water and consisted of 32 elements spaced 2
m apart with top and bottom phones at 21 and 85 m.

Two thermistor strings~with five thermistors each! at the
receiver sites provided ‘‘end point’’ observations of the non-
linear internal waves. The string positions are indicated by
white squares in Fig. 1. The first, attached to the WHOI
VLA, measured the temperature every 30 s at depths of 12.5,
22.5, 30.5, 50.5, and 60.5 m. The second, very close to the
NRL VLA, took measurements every 60 s at depths of 19.8,
39.6, 51.5, 63.5, and 75.5 m. In addition, the R/V Oceanus
was near the WHOI array and provided radar images of pass-
ing nonlinear internal wave packets.17

The R/V Cape Hatteras occupied the SWARM site for
six days, 31 July to 5 August, 1995, and was positioned
southwest of the two VLAs at the position denoted by the
black square in Fig. 1. CTD data collected there also showed
the passage of nonlinear internal waves and provided sound-
speed profile data. The Cape Hatteras deployed two sources
during this period; a J-15 for transmitting LFM sweeps and a
20 in.3 Bolt airgun; data from the latter source will be exam-
ined here. The airgun had a pulse signature that was found to
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be quite repeatable, based on measurements at a single moni-
tor hydrophone17,18 hung below the source. The airgun pro-
duced broadband pulses that had consistently repeatable
spectra in the 10–180 Hz band~see Fig. 2 of Ref. 18!. These
spectra show significant peak frequency components cen-
tered near 32 Hz and several harmonics. The dependable
source signature is essential for our subsequent analysis of
waveguide-dependent broadband variations.

As shown in Fig. 1 the airgun signals propagated along
two different tracks~heavy lines!. The track to the WHOI
array was about 15 km long, 70 m deep, and displayed very
flat bathymetry. The NRL track was about 18 km long; the
depth increased from approximately 70 m at the source to
about 88 m at the VLA. GPS location data estimated the
orientation of the WHOI and NRL tracks to be 34° and 74°
from true north, respectively. The dashed lines in Fig. 1 rep-
resent a packet of strong nonlinear internal waves that were
observed passing through the experimental region on August
4. The actual packet does not have the exactly linear wave-
fronts shown schematically here.

The southwest portion of the SWARM experiment is
also near the AMCOR 6010 borehole site. Although this site
was several km southwest of the Cape Hatteras, it still pro-
vides an initial approximation to the geoacoustic properties
of the SWARM site. The core location is indicated by the
black diamond in Fig. 1.

III. DATA ANALYSIS

A. Internal waves

Several episodes of nonlinear internal wave activity oc-
curred while the R/V Cape Hatteras was on site.17,18 Figure
2~a! shows records from the top three WHOI thermistors for
August 4. Low-frequency tidal components were removed
using a 5 min sliding highpass filter. The passages of several
different packets of nonlinear internal waves are visible
throughout the day. Figure 2~b! shows a specific group of
internal waves that first crossed the WHOI thermistor string
at approximately 1800 h GMT on August 4. By subtracting

the DC component from these signals and using the ther-
mistor sampling rate of 1/30 Hz, the spectrum of this tem-
perature variability can be calculated. The normalized spec-
trum in Fig. 2~c! has the strongest peaks at 0.0013 and
0.0024 Hz, which correspond to periods of 12.8 and 6.9 min.
This is consistent with the intervals between nonlinear inter-
nal waves in the time series of Fig. 2~b!.

At 19:01 GMT, while this packet of internal waves was
traversing both acoustic tracks, the airgun on the Cape Hat-

FIG. 1. Geometry of the southwest portion of SWARM
experiment. Signals from an airgun at R/V Cape Hat-
teras~black square! received by WHOI and NRL VLAs
~black circles!. Thermistor strings~white squares! asso-
ciated with each array. The AMCOR 6010 site~black
diamond! located several km southwest of the source.
Bathymetry of the NRL waveguide declines slightly to-
ward VLA. Two acoustic tracks~dark lines! intersected
by an internal soliton packet~dashed lines! observed on
4 August 1995.

FIG. 2. ~a! Records from top three thermistors at WHOI VLA on 4 August
1995. Internal soliton packets visible at all depths.~b! Smoothed record
from the top~12 m! WHOI thermistor between 1800 and 2200 GMT. This
packet overlapped acoustic tracks while the airgun fired.~c! The normalized
frequency spectrum of the smoothed record in~b! with the DC component
removed. Dominant frequency components correspond to periods of 12.82
and 6.94 min.
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teras began firing once per minute. One valuable feature of
this data is that the internal wave propagation direction in-
tersects the two acoustic propagation directions at very dif-
ferent angles, as shown in Fig. 1. The bearing of this packet
was estimated as 59° west of north from radar on the R/V
Oceanus, which was near the WHOI VLA. Assuming the
internal wave crests are linear, the angle between internal
wave and acoustic propagation directions is about 49° along
the NRL track and close to 90° along the other track. At an
angle of 90° the nonlinear internal wave fronts would be
parallel to the acoustic track.

B. Acoustics

1. Wavelet transform

The broadband character of the airgun signals allows
analyzing changes in their time–frequency behavior after an
interaction with nonlinear internal waves. To do this we have
used a wavelet transform.20 Wavelet transforms have been
used, for example, in shallow water for sediment parameter
inversion21,22 but not for investigating effects of nonlinear
internal waves. These transforms help show the frequency-
dependent variations in arrival times, the strengths of signal
components, and the interactions between acoustic modes. A
summary of the time–frequency transforms we employed is
in Ref. 20.

The time–frequency transformTf of a signal f (t) is
given by the integral

Tf~u,j!5E
2`

`

f ~ t !fu,j~ t !dt, ~1!

wherefu,j(t) is a basis function depending on two param-
eters,u andj. One familiar example is the Short Time Fou-
rier Transform~STFT!, for which the basis functions are si-
nusoids. For narrow band signals the STFT is effective, but if
the signal has many different scales, the STFT can suffer
from aliasing or a lack of resolution. For example, a finite
time series record has only a few degrees of freedom at
lower frequencies, but many at higher frequencies, which
prompts the need for scaling. A wavelet basis introducesj as
a variable scale. We use a Gabor~or Morlet! wavelet that is
a Gaussian pulse translated byu, scaled byj, and modulated
by chosen frequencyh:

fu,j~ t;h!5
1

Aj
e2@~ t2u!/j#2

eih@~ t2u!/j#. ~2!

When a wavelet basis is used in Eq.~1!, the graph ofTf is
known as a scalogram. Wavelet analysis is not immune to
aliasing and interference effects, which depend on the shape
of the basis function. However, focusing on scale instead of
frequency allows better resolution across a large frequency
band, which is desirable since the airgun signal has a reliable
frequency content between 10 and 180 Hz.

Figure 3 shows two scalograms of signals from phone 5
~29 m depth! of the NRL VLA. Phone 5 was chosen because
its position in the water column is close to a peak in the third
acoustic normal mode atf 564 Hz, and allows a clear obser-
vation of first, second, and third mode energy. Each signal is
shown in three panels. The top panel is the time domain

representationf (t), the right panel is the Fourier spectrum of
f (t) over the full interval, and the large panel is the scalo-
gram. The graphs have all been normalized by their maxi-
mum values, and the spectrum and scalogram are limited to
the repeatable spectrum below 180 Hz. Figure 3~a! shows the
signal corresponding to the 1904 GMT airgun shot. Its Fou-
rier transform shows energy peaks near 32 Hz and its har-
monics, with most energy concentrated at 32, 64, and 95 Hz.
The scalogram shows the expected modal group velocity
structure,23 with two modes present at 32 Hz, three at 64 Hz,
and at least four at 95 Hz. Mode arrivals at 32, 64, and 95 Hz
are all well separated. Mode interaction causes some energy
to travel at different group velocities, which causes energy to
appear in the scalogram between otherwise well-defined
modes. Some evidence of mode interaction can be seen be-
tween the second and third modes of the 120 Hz band. Fig-
ure 3~b!, showing the 1910 GMT shot 6 min later, has a
Fourier spectrum similar to that from the 1904 shot but with
considerably more energy in higher frequencies around 120
and 150 Hz. However, the scalogram reveals even more
striking differences between these signals. The modal group
velocity curves are still visible at 1910, but a larger concen-
tration of energy arrives early in higher frequencies. The
modal interaction occurring between the first and second
modes in the 95 Hz band is indicated by a strong blending
between the corresponding peaks. The mode interaction is
also visible above 95 Hz. Shot 1904 has stronger lower fre-
quencies, while shot 1910 has significant high-frequency en-
ergy arriving at the start of the pulse. These differences can
also be seen in the time series, but not so easily as on the
scalograms.

The differences between Fourier transforms and scalo-
grams of these signals are typical in the data from other
hydrophones for the entire hour. The variations occur over 12
to 14 minute periods, and indicate the correlation between
the nonlinear internal waves and variations in the acoustic
signals.

2. Pulse-averaged intensity

Variations in pulse-averaged intensity were observed in
deconvolved and filtered airgun data.18 Since the source was
extremely repeatable over 10–180 Hz, we expand the analy-
sis of those variations to the entire reliable band. The decibel
time-averaged intensity in W/m2 of an acoustic pulsep(t) is

I T510 log10S 1

T E
0

T up~ t !u2

rc
dtD dB re: 1 mPa, ~3!

whereT is the interval of integration,r is water density, and
c is an average sound speed. The intervalT was chosen to
contain a complete pulse and is typically 1.6 s for NRL VLA
data and 1.2 s for WHOI data.

The quantityI T is calculated for 60 pulses received dur-
ing the hour beginning on 1901 GMT on August 4. Figure
4~a! shows the results from the WHOI VLA and Fig. 4~b!
shows results from the NRL VLA. Multiple variations occur
at several dB amplitudes in both datasets, and the quasiperi-
ods of the variations are from 12 to 14 min. The presence of
oscillations with similar periods in both datasets suggests
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these effects arise from the internal waves that traverse the
tracks. The occurrence of these variations is largely indepen-
dent of receiver depth, although the amplitudes and patterns
do show some weak depth dependence. Consequently, a re-
liable measure of the overall variations can be obtained by
examining the depth-averagedI T , shown by thick lines in
Fig. 4. The quasiperiod of the variations is preserved by the
depth average, with amplitudes at the WHOI and NRL VLAs
of 5.9 and 3.1 dB, respectively. The difference between these
two values suggests that the internal waves have a larger
effect on acoustic signals propagating nearly parallel to the
internal wave fronts.

IV. MODELING

Several features of the southwest SWARM tracks are
important in order to compare simulations with observations.

The inherent range dependence of the water column due to
the internal waves motivates the use of parabolic equation
~PE! for calculating the waveguide transfer function. The
codeRAMGEO24 was modified to output the received complex
acoustic pressure at selected hydrophone depths, and these
values are used to construct the transfer function between 10
and 180 Hz. Broadband pulses are then obtained by standard
synthesis methods.25 For the remainder of this study, we will
focus on modeling the variations observed at the NRL VLA.

A. Internal waves

Several CTD casts are available from the R/V Cape Hat-
teras. Sound-speed profiles that were obtained from these are
shown in Fig. 2 of Ref. 18. These records show that large
internal waves passed under the ship and thus traveled past
the source while it was firing. Enough samples were taken to

FIG. 3. A time–frequency analysis of NRL data at 29 m
depth.~a! 1904 GMT shot, received time domain signal
~top panel!. The Fourier transform~side panel! shows
dominant energy peaks at 32, 64, and 95 Hz. The scalo-
gram~color panel! represents a Gabor wavelet analysis
of the signal in the top panel. Group velocity curves are
visible; two, three, and five modes revealed near 32, 64,
and 95 Hz.~b! 1910 GMT shot~six minutes later!. The
spectrum shows more high-frequency energy than in
~a!. The scalogram shows substantial energy arriving
early in frequency bands higher than 95 Hz. Evidence
of the mode interaction visible, especially at 95 Hz.
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obtain a good representation of the average sound-speed pro-
file at the source. This profile is used in the PE simulations.
This average profile surely undergoes a modification along
the propagation track, but in the absence of data this effect is
not incorporated into the environmental model. Only range-
dependent variations due to the nonlinear internal waves are
included as changes to the average profile.

An early effort to model nonlinear internal waves in
shallow water for acoustics work used sinusoidal wave
packets.1 Since an analysis of weak nonlinear oscillations in
a two-layer fluid leads to the Korteweg-deVries~KdV! equa-
tion, many authors have used periodic KdV solutions for
their models, including the cnoidal6 and dnoidal18,26Jacobian
elliptical integral solutions. These latter models are more
physically correct but not so useful for this study, for two
reasons. First, the temporal evolution of an internal wave
packet is very slow compared to the passage of an acoustic
signal, and second, the full nonlinear internal wave solution
is unable to easily incorporate the randomly uneven spacings
between wave peaks.15 Consequently, a simple sum of non-
periodic KdV equation solutions is used to represent the
horizontal variations due to nonlinear internal waves. Be-
cause the sampling rate of the WHOI thermistors is the only
experimentally specified parameter, we first regard the
packet as a time series:

h~ t,z!5F1~z! (
n50

5

An sech2F2p~ t2tn!

tn
G . ~4!

Equation~4! represents a train of six KdV solitons wheret
represents time, andtn , An , andtn represent the peak posi-
tion ~measured fromt50), amplitude, and width~in sec-
onds! of each soliton. The first internal wave mode is repre-
sented byF1(z) and is approximated by a continuous
piecewise-linear function.16 This model is similar to that
used in Ref. 10. Note thattn is not a proper wavelength since
the sech2 solutions are not periodic.

We found in our modeling that it is necessary to obtain a
reasonable spectral match between data and the modeled in-
ternal waves. This has important consequences for the inter-

nal wave-acoustic resonance condition in Sec. V, which de-
pends on peaks of the wavenumber spectrum.7,16 Due to the
remarkably uniform peak spacing and height of the thermal
variations in Fig. 2, our model employs evenly spaced inter-
nal waves. Figure 5 compares the internal wave packet fre-
quency spectrum to that of the model from Eq.~4! using
evenly spaced waves withtn5t511.9 samples, andtn

52.3nt. Standard methods provide the frequency axis from
the thermistor sampling rate. The principal features of the
two spectra are quite similar. The largest component appears
at f iw'0.0024 Hz, and two smaller components appear at
0.0013 and 0.0040 Hz. The feature match between these two
spectra is evidence that our choices of internal wave model
and parameters are appropriate for modeling, although these
parameters by no means provide a unique representation of
the packet. Differences in higher-frequency peaks are caused
by slightly uneven spacing between the waves, fluctuations
in the water column thermal properties such as the diffuse
linear internal wave field, or other effects.

Because of the consistency between the two spectra in
Fig. 5, we expect the time series of the nonlinear internal
wave packet to be modeled reasonably well. The thermistor

FIG. 4. IntensityI T for each hydrophone at~a! WHOI
and ~b! NRL VLA versus geotime starting at 1901
GMT. The quasiperiod of variations at each phone is
consistent with Fig. 2. Depth-averagedI T ~dark curves!
shown at the bottom. Note different scales in the range
of intensity variations for~a! and ~b!.

FIG. 5. The dashed curve is a normalized spectrum of an internal wave
packet at the top~12 m! WHOI thermistor reproduced from Fig. 2. The solid
curve is the normalized spectrum of the internal wave model in~4!. Note the
location and amplitude agreement of the dominant frequency components.
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sampling rate permits a comparison of the model time series
to data. Figure 6~a! shows three thermistor records of the
type in Fig. 2~b! that focus on the nonlinear internal wave
packet passing the WHOI thermistor string between 1800
and 2000 GMT. As the internal waves pass any location, they
force warm water into the lower colder layer. The amount of
temperature change decreases with depth, as seen by com-
paring the solid curve~12 m depth! in Fig. 6~a! to the dashed
~22 m! and dashed-dotted~30 m! curves. From the model
spectrum of the internal wave packet, the associated fre-
quency domain representation is inverse Fourier transformed
to obtain the time series, shown in Fig. 6~b!. The first internal
gravity wave mode used in the model expresses thermal
variations as depth increases as in the data. Uniform peak
spacing and height is reproduced in the model, as expected,
although different parameters could be selected for a more
detailed pattern match. Because of the relatively high sym-
metry in the data, we chose parameters for a symmetric
model and thus a classical diffraction grating. Since diffrac-

tion gratings cause incident waves to break into bands of
maxima and minima behind the grating,27 this phenomenon
provides an interpretation of the variations observed in our
particular data. We emphasize that our conclusions do not
show that either uniform spacing between waves or identical
amplitudes is essential to model the observed spectrum. In-
deed it has been shown that even a single wave can cause
acoustic mode coupling,9 although more than one wave is
evidently necessary for a reasonable spectral match to this
data.

The acoustic effects of linear internal wave field compo-
nents of the internal wave field28 are often distinct from the
effects caused by nonlinear internal waves.14,29 Calculations
were performed to confirm that the environment under con-
sideration is consistent with that conclusion, but these results
are not shown here. Satellite images of coastal nonlinear in-
ternal waves4,17 indicate that assuming essentially linear
wavefronts in this region is reasonable. However, this as-

FIG. 6. ~a! WHOI thermistor records between 1800 and
2000 GMT on 4 August 1995. The first internal wave
mode suppresses the temperature change for increasing
depth. Note the regular spacing between oscillations in
these records.~b! Simulated thermistor records using
the internal wave model in~4! with parameters that
generated the spectrum in Fig. 5.
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sumption introduces uncertainty into any environmental
model of the SWARM region.

B. Geoacoustics

The NRL track bathymetry is slightly sloping from 71 to
86 m ~inset, Fig. 1! according to depth values that were ob-
tained from the National Geophysical Data Center.30 We as-
sume that sediment layer interfaces in the bottom follow the
bathymetry, so that new layers are not revealed as the water
depth increases. A PE implementation that handles bottom
layers in this way,RAMGEO,24 was modified to output com-
plex pressure at given hydrophone depths and then used to
calculate the waveguide transfer function.

Data from the AMCOR 6010 site~see Fig. 1! has sig-
nificant features that we preserved in our bottom model.
Core profiles of compressional sound speed, attenuation, and
density are shown by dashed lines in Fig. 7, where small
circles represent the actual data points.17 One feature is a
shallow reflector within 10 m of the water–sediment inter-
face. A deep layer of dense fast material appears about 25 m
from the water–sediment interface, with a channel of softer
sediment between these two reflectors. The presence of the
deep strong reflector has been well documented for this
region.31 We considered a variety of candidate bottom pro-
files that preserved these features and were numerically
‘‘close’’ to the data profiles. To evaluate a candidate bottom
model, PE simulations were performed and the received
pulses filtered using an order 10 noncausal Butterworth
filter.32 This filter was applied with 10 Hz bandwidth and
center frequencies chosen at the dominant airgun signal fre-
quencies~source details are shown in Sec. IV C!. The goal
was reasonable visual agreement between relative modal am-
plitudes and arrival times in data and simulations. This pro-
cedure for selecting geoacoustic profiles is similar to that
used elsewhere,33,34 and no strong claim can be made about
the faithfulness of the result to the actual bottom profile~for
example, the geoacoustic range dependence is not modeled!
or about its uniqueness. Bottom profile inversions at the
SWARM site are being performed by others.35

The selected bottom profiles are shown by solid lines in
Fig. 7. The upper reflective layer, slow channel, and strong
reflector are preserved in Fig. 7~a!. Since the strong reflector
is probably hard material that supports shear waves, the in-
creased attenuation in Fig. 7~b! is expected since elastic ef-
fects are not explicitly included.36 Figure 8~a! compares a
typical NRL data shot~light curve! with a 10–180 Hz full-
band simulation~dark curve! at 29 m depth using this bot-
tom. Figures 8~b!, 8~c!, and 8~d! compare Butterworth fil-
tered data~light curves! and simulations~dark curves! in 32,
64, and 95 Hz bands of the curves in Fig. 8~a!. Relative
amplitude and arrival times of two modes at 32 Hz show
good agreement. In the 64 Hz band, the first two modes are
well reproduced, while the third is present but smaller than in
data. In the 95 Hz band, the large initial pulse in the simu-
lation represents a combination of the first and second
modes, and the presence and arrival of higher modes show
good agreement with data. Results at other depths show
similar agreement, and 29 m is displayed to show as many
modes as possible. The overall agreement is good consider-
ing the geoacoustic parameter uncertainty and neglected ef-
fects such as bottom elasticity and profile range dependence.

C. Source model

Broadband simulation is usually performed by calculat-
ing continuous wave solutions at many discrete frequencies

FIG. 7. AMCOR 6010 data~dashed curves with circles! and model geoa-
coustic profiles~solid curves! for ~a! sound speed~m/s!, ~b! attenuation
~dB/l!, and ~c! density ~kg/m3!. Principal characteristics including upper
sediment layer, shallow reflector, low sound speed waveguide, and strong
reflector correspond. The large attenuation values in the model account for
elastic effects.

FIG. 8. Comparisons showing the similarity between modal characteristics
~occurrence, dispersion, and strength! in pulse data~light upper curves! and
simulations~heavy lower curves!. ~a! Full frequency band.~b! Light ~and
heavy! curve results from applying a 10 Hz bandwidth Butterworth filter
centered at 32 Hz to a light~and heavy! broadband signal in~a!. ~c! The
same, but with the filter centered at 64 Hz.~d! The same, but with the filter
centered at 95 Hz.
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in bands of interest to obtain waveguide transfer functions.25

The transfer function and the Fourier transform of the source
signature are used to obtain the final broadband pulse. Thus,
the accuracy of broadband simulations depends on a reliable
frequency–domain representation of the source signal. The
available source monitor is critical for assuring that the air-
gun produced repeatable signals, which means that an aver-
age of recorded source signatures deviates very little from an
individual source signature over the frequency band. How-
ever, this monitor hydrophone suffered from apparent con-
tamination in its output, which we explain next.

Figure 9 illustrates inconsistencies between the fre-
quency spectrum of the monitor signal and received VLA
data. Figure 9~a! shows a sample pulse recording from hy-
drophone 5~29 m! of the NRL array at 1910 GMT. Figure
9~b! shows the amplitude-normalized spectrum of this data.
Note the gradual decrease in the energy in the second and
higher harmonics and that the energy in the first harmonic is
slightly higher than in the fundamental. This spectral distri-
bution is typical of all data from both the NRL and WHOI
arrays. Consequently, we believe it represents the roughly
‘‘correct’’ distribution of source energy propagated down
each waveguide. For comparison, the average of the signals
received at the monitor hydrophone is shown in Fig. 9~c!,
and its normalized spectrum in Fig. 9~d!. This spectrum
shows significantly more energy in the fundamental band
around 32 Hz than in any other. Peaks occur at 64, 95, and
150 Hz, but the largest of these is less than one-sixth the
amplitude of the 32 Hz peak. The substantially different en-
ergy distribution in Fig. 9~d! from that in Fig. 9~b! is suspi-
cious. If the true source spectrum looks like Fig. 9~d! then
significantly more low-frequency energy than high-
frequency energy would appear in Fig. 9~b!. There is actually
proportionally more high-frequency energy, Fig. 9~b!—the
opposite of what is expected from standard medium attenu-
ation or scattering effects.

Confirmation of the difficulty is provided by Fig. 9~e!,
which shows the broadband time series at the NRL VLA
simulated using this source and previously described
bathymetry, water sound speed, and geoacoustic profiles. The
strong presence of the 32 Hz band is suggested by the char-
acter of the time series. The normalized spectrum shown in
Fig. 9~f! verifies that the frequency composition of the moni-
tor signal in Fig. 9~c! is preserved by the waveguide, as
expected in the absence of significant frequency-dependent
effects.

The cause of the mismatch between data in Figs. 9~a!,
9~b! and the simulations in Figs. 9~e!, 9~f! is apparently from
signal corruption at the monitoring phone by echoes off the
surface and seafloor interfaces. These echoes are not propa-
gated down the waveguide, so a source representation that
includes them will cause inaccurate broadband modeling. We
next show that, with this particular configuration of the air-
gun in the waveguide, the echoes lead to abnormal amplifi-
cation of key frequency components. Suppose two sources
are in a homogeneous environment. The first source is 1 m
above a receiver~which represents the monitor!, and the sec-
ond is at a distance above the receiver~25 m for the airgun at
12 m! that corresponds to the surface echo. At a given time,

both sources emit the same signalf (t), for which F̃(z) is the
z-transform from samplingf (t) at an intervalT. If g(t) is the
system output, itsz-transform is

G̃~z!5F̃~z!~11z2k!H̃~z!, ~5!

where H̃(z) is the transfer function for the homogeneous
environment andz2kH̃(z) is the ~k sampling unit! delayed
version ofH̃(z) corresponding to the second source. Range
dependence everywhere has been ignored because of the

FIG. 9. An illustration of source modeling issues.~a! Sample NRL data
pressure~Pa! data signal at 29 m; and~b! its normalized spectrum illustrates
a gradual decrease in the energy level of higher-frequency harmonics.~c!
The pressure obtained by averaging signals received at a source monitoring
hydrophone.~d! Normalized spectrum of~c! contains a relatively large 32
Hz component.~e! The simulated signal using the source in~c!, and~f! its
normalized spectrum. Since the source frequency composition is essentially
preserved by a waveguide, contamination has occurred in~c!. ~g! The simu-
lated signal for the same waveguide environment as~e!, but the source
representation is Gaussian pulses in the frequency domain, and~h! its nor-
malized spectrum. The spectral character matches~b! well.
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small distances involved. Equation~5! shows that the re-
ceived signal is affected by additional poles at thekth roots
of unity, which will amplify certain frequencies. We substi-
tute eivT for z and solve forv, so that amplification is ex-
pected at

v l5
p

kT
~112l !⇒ f l5

1

2kT
~112l !, l 50,1,2,..., ~6!

wherekT is the total delay between the arrival of the first
and second signals. With our configuration,kT'0.0167 s,
and hencef 0'30.8 Hz, so the fundamental in the source
signature suffers substantial amplification from the surface
echo return. Moreover, forl 51 ~and l 52) the echo fre-
quency is about 90 Hz~and 150 Hz!, and thus anomalous
amplification occurs in both frequency bands in Fig. 9~d!,
although they are weaker than the echo near 32 Hz. The
conclusion is that signals recorded by the source hydro-
phone, while valuable for establishing the repeatability of the
airgun cannot be used in modeling broadband propagation.

Such echoes or any unwanted frequency components
can often be removed from a signal by standard filtering
techniques.32 However, when the corruption occurs in the
same frequency bands as the signal of interest, it is not al-
ways possible to discriminate between the two receptions.
One method is deconvolution techniques to estimate the im-
pulse response of the waveguide.18 These techniques require
signal processing and assumptions that are not easily justi-
fied in this case. However, the repeatability of the source
signature suggests that variations in the data are due to the
environment and not the airgun source. Thus, we construct a
model source signature that preserves the impulsive nature of
the airgun, with frequency components, amplitudes, and
bandwidths selected so reasonable agreement is obtained be-
tween VLA data and broadband simulations.

Since the frequency components in the received data
signals are robust, we model the source by summing modu-
lated Gaussian pulses in the frequency domain. The widths
and locations of these pulses are chosen to match the domi-
nant features in the spectra of the data from the NRL VLA.
With a bandwidth of 2A24p517.34 Hz, a model in the fre-
quency domain is

S~v!5A(
n51

N

r n21@e2~v22pqn!2/24p1e2~v12pqn!2/24p#,

~7!

whereA is the amplitude,r is a number less than one that
governs successive amplitudes of the harmonics, andqn are
frequency peak locations. To correspond with the experi-
ment, peaks are chosen at 32 Hz and its harmonics. The
harmonic frequencies need to be reduced by the observed
factor of 15/16, because airgun signals are damped by sur-
rounding water pressure~analogous to attenuation in oscilla-
tory systems reducing a frequency to a quasifrequency!, so
the frequency peaksqn532(15/16)n Hz for n51,2,3,... .
While other parameters were obtained from the monitor sig-
nal, the selectionr 50.65 is based on energy distributions at
the VLA. The impulsive nature of the airgun signal is pre-
served, although with a quite different character than the
monitor signal.37

Figure 9~g! shows a simulated time series using the
model source. The spectrum of this time series is shown in
Fig. 9~h! and clearly better matches the data. All subsequent
simulations in this study are calculated using the source
model of Eq.~7!.

V. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

Using the environmental and source models from Sec.
IV, broadband PE simulations are compared with one hour of
airgun data. To obtain the internal wave model in a standard
coordinate system of ranger and depthz, we rewrite Eq.~4!
for symmetric waves as

h~r ,z!5F1~z! (
n50

5

An sech2F2p~r 2r n1vnt !

Ln
G , ~8!

where vn5v iw is a ~uniform! internal wave speed,An5A
513 m, Ln5L is a uniform internal wave width,r n

5snL, ands is called the spacing multiple. Varyingvn for
each wave would introduce packet dispersion and was
judged unnecessary for the current study. For models involv-
ing solutions of the KdV equation,v iw can be estimated from
environmental parameters as in Ref. 18. Here we choose
v iw50.42 m/s because when projected onto the NRL acous-
tic track ~discussed below! we obtainvNRL50.6 m/s, which
provides a consistent match with the period of acousticI T

variations in Fig. 4 and is also close to the 0.579 m/s value in
Ref. 18 for a similar packet of waves.

Column 1 of Table I contains the frequency locations of
peaks in the spectrum of thermal data shown in Fig. 2~c!.
Values for wavelengthsl iw5v iw / f iw associated with these
frequencies are shown in column 2, and column 3 shows
wavenumbersk iw52p/l iw . To obtain internal wave param-
eters to model the NRL track, values in columns 2 and 3 are
projected using an incidence angle estimate of 45°. Column
4 contains projected column 2 valueslNRL5l iw /cos(45°),
and column 5 showskNRL52p/lNRL . The location of the
lowest frequency spectral peak in Fig. 5 corresponds to the
periodic distance between evenly spaced nonlinear internal
waves. Thus, the nonlinear internal wave widthL in Eq. ~8!
can be found usingr n5sLNRL5lNRL . Sinces52.3 from
Sec. IV A, LNRL5450/2.35195 m.

The projected packet model is propagated toward the
source for 60 ‘‘minutes’’ of geotime and a PE simulation is
performed for each minute. Results at 29 m using the experi-
mental bathymetry, water sound speed profiles at the source,
and the bottom profiles shown in Fig. 7 are compared to data

TABLE I. Three strong peaks appear in the WHOI thermistor data fre-
quency spectrum~Fig. 5!. An internal wave speed of 0.42 m/s gives
wavenumbersk iw and wavelengthsl iw along the direction of internal wave
propagation. The right two columns show values projected onto the NRL
track.

WHOI thermistor data NRL track parameters

f iw (Hz) l iw (m) k iw (rad/m) lNRL ~m) kNRL ~rad/m)

0.00132 319 0.0197 450 0.0140
0.00243 173 0.0364 244 0.0257
0.00395 106 0.0591 150 0.0418
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shot 1910 GMT in Fig. 8. Note that modes in bands around
32, 64, and 95 Hz are clearly present~and will thus be able to
couple! and that their arrivals are consistent with data. Small
discrepancies should not significantly affect scalograms or
pulse-averaged intensity.

We next examine scalograms of the simulated signals.
Similarity of group velocity curves and modal excitation be-
tween the data and simulations is also a good check of the
broadband synthesis method. Figure 10 shows two signals
that are 6 min apart at 29 m depth. Behavior comparable to
that in the data scalograms in Fig. 3 is observable. Figure
10~a! shows simulation minute 12. The time domain pulse
suggests, and its Fourier transform shows, significant energy
peaks in expected frequency bands. Similar to Fig. 3~a!, most
signal energy arrives in the second mode of the 64 Hz band,
while well-separated arrivals appear in the 95 and 120 Hz
bands. Two modes appear at 32 Hz, three modes at 64 and 95
Hz, and up to four modes in bands above 95 Hz, consistent
with Fig. 3~a!. Figure 10~b! shows simulation minute 18 and
notable differences from the minute 12 signal. Acoustic en-

ergy has been distributed to the third mode of the 64 Hz band
and into higher-frequency bands. This is the same redistribu-
tion as is evident between the data scalograms in Fig. 3.
Modes at 95 Hz and above are not as well separated as at
minute 12, which again is similar to the data. The features
are quasiperiodic in the computations with time scales close
to those in the data.

Figure 11 shows pulse-averaged intensityI T at each hy-
drophone of the NRL VLA for the simulation parameters
above in a plot analogous to Fig. 4~b!. A very close match
between simulations and data is evident for the first 30 min.
Approximately 3.5 periods occur in the calculations, similar
to variations in the data. In the second 30 min, comparably
strong variations occur in the data, but their period is longer
and does not match the computations. This discrepancy is
likely caused by evolution of the nonlinear internal wave
packet and its deviations from the model. The overall depth
dependence of the calculatedI T is very similar to that of the
NRL data, with slightly larger oscillations at the top and
bottom of the array. The depth-averaged amplitude is very
close to that of the data.

Figure 12 displays depth-averagedI T calculations for
full-band and bandpass filtered data~solid curves! and com-
putations~dashed–dotted curves!. Figure 12~a! shows a very
good match between data and computed depth-averagedI T .
Note a strong amplitude and phase correlation between data
and computations for the first 30 min of geotime. Data varia-
tions have maximum amplitude slightly more than 2 dB for
this time period, while the computations have 1.65 dB. The
location of intensity maxima and minima is consistent with
data, suggesting that the speed estimate is appropriate. Fig-
ures 12~b!, 12~c!, and 12~d! show depth-averagedI T for
order-10 Butterworth filtered signals with a 10 Hz bandwidth
and center frequencies of 32, 64, and 95 Hz. At 32 Hz the
data are somewhat noisy, although one large intensity mini-

FIG. 10. A Gabor wavelet analysis of broadband signals from PE simula-
tions. The same panels as in Fig. 3.~a! Simulation minute 12 concentrates
acoustic energy near 32 Hz and its harmonics.~b! Simulation minute 18~6
geotime minutes later! shows an increased higher-frequency content and
variations in mode strengths.

FIG. 11. IntensityI T at each hydrophone for 60 min traversal of an internal
soliton packet past the source. Variations occur clearly at all 32 NRL hydro-
phones, and the dynamic range of depth-averaged intensity variations
closely matches observations~Fig. 4!.
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mum is modeled well in location and amplitude by compu-
tations. For higher frequency bands, the intensity data are
cleaner. The 64 Hz band shows two intensity minima with
locations and amplitudes that are produced by computations,
and the 95 Hz band comparison emphasizes the accuracy of
the peak locations. The amplitude variation of computations
in the 95 Hz band is smaller than in the data, which is a
likely reason for the somewhat reduced amplitude of the
computed full band variations. Also, the average intensity
levels of the computations are very similar to data.

The physical mechanism that is evidently responsible for
producing the observed acoustic variations is well described
in the literature. Resonant coupling between acoustic modes
is caused by range-dependent anomalies in the bottom38 or
water column7,11 when the following condition is satisfied:

k'kn2km , ~9!

where k is the effective spectral peak wavenumber of the
internal wave anomalies~in our situationkNRL) andkn and
km are horizontal wavenumbers of acoustic modesn andm.
Equation~9! also arises because mode coupling occurs when
acoustic wavenumber differences nearly coincide with peaks
in the spectrum of inhomogeneities.16

Table II shows horizontal wavenumberskn for the three
lowest peak frequencies in the source spectrum. These
wavenumbers were calculated using the programCOUPLE39

for the bottom parameters shown in Fig. 7 and sound-speed
profile calculated from an average of CTD measurements
taken by the R/V Cape Hatteras. Table III shows differences

between selected wavenumbers from Table II. Specific
wavenumber differences within 10% of effective internal
wave wavenumber spectrum peaks~the fourth column of
Table I! have been underlined. Numerous opportunities are
available to satisfy resonance conditions at 32, 64, and 95
Hz. The number of possible resonance interactions is the
probable reason this particular packet configuration provides
comparable variations in data and computations. Also, the
resonant coupling opportunities for all three dominant acous-
tic frequencies is a likely reason for the similarity ofI T varia-
tions seen in all panels of Fig. 12.

Two aspects of this analysis bear mentioning. First, the
speed of the nonlinear internal wave packet is lower than
estimates obtained from other SWARM data,40 but these es-
timates come from different days of the experiment. Second
is the use of 45° as the incidence angle, which is slightly
smaller than the 49° obtained from bearing estimates and
experimental geometry. This variation can be acounted for
by uncertainty in these estimates or by a slight curvature of
the nonlinear internal wavefronts. Several combinations of
internal wave parameters were tested withL ranging from
180 to 350 m andr n from 2nL to 2.5nL, but the formula-
tion used above, withLNRL5195 m, r n52.3nLNRL , and
vNRL50.6 m/s, provided the best internal wave spectrum
match. In addition, this configuration provided the largest
acoustic variations and appropriate periods. This supports the
hypothesis that the internal wave-acoustic resonance condi-
tion governs observed variations and a further analysis is
presented in Sec. VI.

VI. PARAMETER SENSITIVITY

According to the resonance condition in Eq.~9!, mode
coupling will be affected by changes to internal wave spec-
tral peak locations, governed by internal wave parameters, or
acoustic wavenumbers, which depend on water column and
geoacoustic parameters.41 Ray theoretic intensity cal-
culations42 and scintillation index correlations6 also indicate

FIG. 12. Depth-averaged intensity variations for data~dashed curves! and
PE simulations~solid curves!: ~a! full band, and Butterworth filtered bands
centered at~b! 32 Hz, ~c! 64 Hz, and~d! 95 Hz. The relative intensity
representsI T converted to dB re: 1mPa. Mean sound levels, quasiperiods,
and amplitudes of variations are reproduced well by simulations for the full
frequency band and two lower bands.

TABLE II. Acoustic wavenumbers calculated using COUPLE for the model
environment at the source with no internal waves. Three, five, and seven
propagating modes occur near 32, 64, and 95 Hz.

32 Hz 64 Hz 95 Hz

1 0.131 0.268 0.399
2 0.117 0.258 0.391
3 0.102 0.243 0.381
4 0.232 0.366
5 0.216 0.355
6 0.343
7 0.316

TABLE III. Differences between selected acoustic wavenumbers from Table II. Comparisons with
wavenumberskNRL in Table I show multiple opportunities for acoustic mode coupling within the internal
wave packet. Underlined values are within 10% of akNRL peak.

k12k2 k12k3 k22k3 k22k4 k32k4 k12k5 k32k5 k42k6

32 Hz 0.0140 0.0283 0.0143
64 Hz 0.00928 0.0237 0.0144 0.0257 0.0113 0.0520 0.0271
95 Hz 0.00752 0.0183 0.0107 0.0258 0.0151 0.0443 0.0260 0.0230
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acoustic sensitivity to nonlinear internal wave parameters.
Despite the quantity of environmental data and the consistent
modeling results, uncertainty in conclusions about internal
wave speed,vn , width Ln , and spacingDr n in Eq. ~8! are
unavoidable. Limited knowledge of the water column and
geoacoustic parameters also introduce ambiguity into com-
putational results. Finally, the resonance condition itself can-
not specify unique sets of nonlinear internal wave
parameters.7

In this section, the dependence of acoustic variations on
model parameters is described. In order to isolate resonance
effects from range dependence, broadband~10–180 Hz! two-
dimensional~2-D! PE simulations are performed in a 71 m
deep range-independent waveguide using the source model
in Sec. IV and geoacoustic parameters in Fig. 7. The signals
are received at 16 depths, from 15 m and every 3.5 to 69 m.
In all cases internal wave packets start 100 m from the
source, have amplitudesAn5A515 m, and propagate at
speedvn5v50.65 m/s toward the source for 30 min. Except
where otherwise noted, the packets consist of evenly spaced
waves with Dr n5Dr . The computational evidence shows
that the resonance condition can predict increases in acoustic
variability with geotime, indicating that the actual variations
result from mode coupling. The soliton amplitude will not
affect peak locations in a packet’s normalized spectrum, so
soliton amplitude effects are not discussed.

A. Internal wave parameters

For a packet of nonlinear internal waves with equal am-
plitudes, widths, and spacings, the number of wavesN.1
does not affect the locations of the spectral peaks. Conse-
quently, the occurrence of resonant mode coupling is not
significantly affected. Geotime simulations performed that
verify this assertion, forN between 3 and 9 waves, show that
the amplitudes ofI T variations were always very similar.37

Unless noted otherwise, PE simulations here useN
55 sech2 waves.

1. Width

In contrast toN, the width parameterL does affect the
Fourier spectrum of Eq.~8!. In Sec. V, acoustic variability
consistent with data was produced withL5195 m. Here
nonlinear internal wave packets with larger widths are exam-
ined to determine if packet spectral peak locations can pre-
dict maxima in acoustic variability. Figure 13 shows normal-
ized spectral peak behavior withL between 300 and 800 m
for a Dr 52.3L nonlinear internal wave packet. The fre-
quency axis is calculated using a sampling rate of 1/30 Hz.
As the widthL of each waveform increases, the dominant
frequency of the internal wave packet decreases. For smaller
L, the first ~lowest-frequency! peak is the maximum of the
internal wave packet spectrum. The frequency location of the
first peak and its spectral height decreases asL increases.
The location of the second peak also decreases withL, but
its height increases until it becomes the spectral maximum.
Further increases inL emphasize lower-frequency compo-
nents of the packet and cause more spectral peaks to occur at
frequencies below the maximum peak location.

Acoustic wavenumber differences for 32, 64, and 95 Hz

are seen to correspond with internal wave packet frequencies
near 0.0013 and 0.0024 Hz in Table I. By examining Fig. 13
we see that spectral peaks occur at these frequencies for sev-
eral internal wave packets with largerL than that used to
model the NRL track. To confirm resonant behavior consis-
tent with Eq.~9!, we examine acoustic variations for internal
wave packets withL near 370 m, which has spectral peaks
near both 0.0013 and 0.0024 Hz. Figure 14 shows results of
broadband simulations for internal wave packets with five
equally spaced values ofL from 325 to 425 m, and Table IV
shows dB amplitude values forI T fluctuations of full band
geotime simulations and bandpass filtered simulations with
center frequencies at 32, 64, and 95 Hz. As predicted, maxi-
mum variations occur forL5375 m, althoughL5350 m
also shows large-amplitude fluctuations, which can be seen
in Figs. 14~b!, 14~c!, and in column 2 of Table IV. Amplitude
degradation on either side ofL5375 m is evidence of a
resonance peak for modal interaction. For the 32 and 64 Hz
bands, L5375 m causes maximum amplitude variations
compared withL5350 m in the 95 Hz band. This is consis-
tent with Table III, which shows acoustic wavenumber dif-
ferences occur for a slightly higher wavenumber~and thus a
slightly higher frequency, near 0.0015 Hz! in the 95 Hz band.

By following the internal wave spectral frequencies as-
sociated with resonance across Fig. 13~black dashed lines! it
appears that resonance points should also occur whenL is
close to 570 and 720 m. Table V shows an amplitude mini-
mum atL5675 m and larger variations forL5575 m and
L5725 m that confirm the occurrence of resonant peaks.
Table V indicates that 32 and 64 Hz mode coupling is preva-
lent for L5575 m, while 95 Hz coupling dominates varia-
tions caused by a packet withL5725. This is consistent with
Table III, which shows two occurrences of 95 Hz band
wavenumber differences with 0.026 rad/m. Once again, this
will occur at a slightly higher frequency than 0.0024 Hz; also
the k12k3 value at 95 Hz is near 0.018 rad/m, which corre-

FIG. 13. Normalized internal wave spectrum for a packet with variableL
and r n52.3L. As L increases, dominant frequency components in the
packet decrease. Resonance interactions occur forL5370, with peaks at
0.0014 and 0.0024. Another set of peaks occur near these frequencies when
L'570 andL'720.
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sponds to the peak forL5725 m just above the lower white
dashed line in Fig. 13.

Together these two demonstrations show that nonlinear
internal wave packet parameters can predict acoustic fre-
quencies where large acoustic variability will occur. They
also indicate that for a region without large packet spectral
peaks at resonance frequencies, the acoustic variability will
be significantly reduced.

2. Spacing

Spacing variations between individual sech-squared
waves also affect the nonlinear internal wave packet spec-
trum. For evenly spaced packets,Dr 5sL wheres is called
the spacing multiple. Due to the large acoustic variations
observed~above!, we focus here on internal wave packets
with L5375 m. Figure 15 shows a normalized spectral peak
dependence ons. As s increases, the separation between in-
ternal wave peaks increases, decreasing the peak frequencies
for the packet. Multiple spectral peaks arise for givens, and
the dependence of the spectral maxima is similar to that in
Fig. 13.

To illustrate resonant behavior, PE simulations are per-
formed for broadband signals transmitted through nonlinear
internal wave packets propagating toward the source with
spacing multiples near 2.3. Table VI confirms the resonant
behavior ofI T fluctuation amplitudes. For full band signals,
the largest amplitude occurs ats52.3, with progressive am-
plitude decay for longer and shorters. The s52.3 case has
spectral peak frequencies locations near 0.0014 and 0.0025.

Results centered at 95 Hz have maximum fluctuation ampli-
tude fors52.15, due to slightly higher wavenumber differ-
ences in this frequency band~Table III!.

An examination of Fig. 15 reveals packet spectra peaks
near 0.0014 Hz whens'4.3 and near 0.0025 whens'3.6.
Table VII shows the amplitude ofI T variations ~in dB!
caused by packets with spacing multiples from 3.5 to 4.4.
For 10–180 Hz full band simulations, the amplitude peak at
s53.6 is followed by decay and then an increase to another
peak ats54.4. In addition, the 95 Hz band amplitude fors
54.2 is relatively small given the resonance peak fors
54.3. The small amplitude of depth-averaged oscillations at
64 and 95 Hz does not seem to support resonant condition
behavior. However, the size of these depth-averaged values
is affected by depth dependence of the pulse-averaged inten-
sity curves. Figure 16 investigates bandpass filtered varia-
tions by a receiver for~a! 32 Hz, ~b! 64 Hz, and~c! 95 Hz.
Very little depth dependence is present in Fig. 16~a!, while
Fig. 16~b! shows that near 20 min,I T curves in the middle of
the array are completely out of phase with curves near the
top of the array. The variations thus tend to cancel each other
out when depth averaging. Figure 16~c! shows large-
amplitude fluctuations at each receiver, which is expected for
s54.2. Again strong depth dependence is present and oscil-
lations change phase in alternating quarters of the water col-
umn. This depth dependence leads to a cancellation in depth-

FIG. 14. Full bandI T variations for differentL and
r n52.3L as the nonlinear internal wave packet moves
toward the source.~a! L5325 m, ~b! L5350 m, ~c!
L5375 m,~d! L5400 m, and~e! L5425 m. All varia-
tions show a similar phase and weak depth dependence.
The largest amplitudes occur in~b! and~c! with ampli-
tude decay visible on either side.

TABLE IV. I T variation amplitudes for differentL with r n52.3L. Reso-
nance effects expected nearL5375 m. Amplitude maxima in 32 and 64 Hz
bands forL5375 m, in a 95 Hz band forL5350 m.

L Full 32 Hz 64 Hz 95 Hz

325 1.27 0.89 2.73 1.71
350 2.46 1.55 3.72 4.07
375 2.78 3.07 5.10 3.30
400 1.71 3.06 2.93 1.60
425 1.31 1.60 1.86 1.82

TABLE V. I T variation amplitudes for differentL with r n52.3L. Peak
locations in Fig. 13 predict resonance interaction nearL5570 m and
L5720. Column 2 shows 10–180 Hz full band simulations confirming reso-
nant behavior. Interactions occur in all three frequency bands forL5570 m,
and are restricted to 64 and 95 Hz bands forL5720 m.

L Full 32 Hz 64 Hz 95 Hz

550 2.08 1.78 4.66 3.36
575 2.21 2.43 4.86 2.58
600 1.70 2.40 3.46 1.56
625 1.11 1.47 2.23 1.05
650 1.23 1.08 1.94 1.48
675 0.95 0.96 1.95 1.30
700 1.64 0.98 1.84 2.71
725 2.02 1.26 2.73 4.91
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averagedI T and explains the small amplitude of the 95 Hz
band in Table VII.

B. Geoacoustic parameters

A deep strong reflector can significantly impact
wavenumbers and group speeds of low-frequency acoustic
modes.41 Figure 17 shows sound speed, attenuation, and den-
sity profiles for nine bottom models. In modelR1 throughR9

the reflector increases in steps of 5 m from 6 to 46 m below
the water–sediment interface, respectively. ModelR5 is
similar to that used in Sec. IV. Changes in wavenumbers
from varying reflector depths cause differences in relative
mode arrival times in each frequency band. These changes
can force the wavenumber difference to depart from internal
wave spectral peak locations, resulting in less modal interac-
tion and smallerI T variations.

Broadband simulations were performed using a nonlin-
ear internal wave packet configuration withL5370 ands
52.3. Figure 18 showsI T variations caused as the nonlinear
internal wave packet moves toward the source for modelsR3

throughR7 . Large fluctuations occur at all hydrophones in
Fig. 18~c!, while significantly smaller-amplitude oscillations
appear in the other panels. The variations in all cases are
weakly depth dependent. Table VIII confirms that theI T fluc-
tuation amplitude peak occurs with modelR5 for the full
band and all filtered signals. The amplitude decrease associ-

ated with raising and lowering the strong reflector from 26 m
occurs because acoustic wavenumber differences for those
configurations do not cause resonant interaction.

The effect of the shallow reflector was also considered.
Acoustically hard material is characterized by higher sound
speed,25 so decreasing the maximum sound speed of the shal-
low reflector could affect acoustic variability for several rea-
sons. First, the amount of energy reflected back into the wa-
ter column is reduced and energy is less effectively trapped
between the shallow and deep reflectors. Second, reduced
sound-speed gradients above and below the shallow reflector
will also modify acoustic intensity. PE computations for sev-
eral shallow sediment configurations were considered. The
conclusion is that variations in the shallow reflector do not
impact acoustic horizontal wavenumbers~and changes inI T

amplitude! as significantly as the location of the deep reflec-
tor ~for the lowest frequencies, the shallow reflector may
even be acoustically transparent!.

C. Sensitivity estimation

If an internal soliton with a particular widthL0( f 0) de-
fined by Eq.~9! causes resonant modal interaction across a

FIG. 15. Normalized internal wave spectrum dependence on spacing mul-
tiple s with L5370. Ass increases, dominant frequency components in the
packet decrease. Resonance interactions occur fors52.3. Another set of
peaks occur nears53.6 ands54.2.

FIG. 16. Depth-dependentI T variations forL5370 m ands54.2: ~a! the 32
Hz band shows little depth dependence;~b! the 64 Hz band shows depth
dependence in the middle phones beginning near 20 min.~c! The 95 Hz
band shows significant variations at each receiver. Depth-averaged varia-
tions in ~c! show significant cancellation.

TABLE VI. I T variation amplitudes for differents with L5370 m. Reso-
nance interactions most significant nears52.3 for full-band, 32, and 64 Hz
band simulations. The resonant peak occurs fors52.15 in a 95 Hz band.

s Full 32 Hz 64 Hz 95 Hz

2.0 1.36 0.93 2.76 2.03
2.15 2.57 1.64 3.83 4.27
2.3 2.78 3.07 5.11 3.30
2.45 1.68 3.00 2.85 1.57
2.6 1.27 1.54 1.72 1.84

TABLE VII. I T variation amplitudes for differents with L5370 m. Reso-
nance interactions are expected nears53.6 ands54.1. Full-band and 32 Hz
band simulations show decay from resonant peak ats53.6 but do not indi-
cate a second peak. An amplitude increase occurs for 64 and 95 Hz bands.

s Full 32 Hz 64 Hz 95 Hz

3.5 1.86 1.92 5.28 1.64
3.6 1.87 2.50 4.37 1.70
3.7 1.59 2.26 3.13 1.66
3.8 1.33 1.74 2.26 1.36
3.9 1.14 1.32 1.57 1.49
4.0 1.05 1.03 1.52 1.16
4.1 1.08 0.90 1.90 1.21
4.2 1.13 0.95 1.87 1.23
4.3 1.45 0.93 2.01 2.36
4.4 1.74 0.85 1.58 4.36
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frequency band in oceanic waveguides, the associated inter-
nal wave spectral peak must have sufficient amplitude. The
peak must also be broad enough to permit coupling forL
reasonably close toL0 , even though the amount of coupling
may be reduced. A related matter is to estimate the band-
width aroundf 0 that can be expected to exhibit variability
due to mode coupling.

To address these issues, assume Eq.~9! holds for a reso-
nant soliton widthL0 associated with acoustic modesn and
m at radian frequencyv052p f 0 , whereki(v0) is the ith
acoustic horizontal wavenumber, so

L0~v0!5
2p

kn~v0!2km~v0!
. ~10!

Is L0 still resonant for an acoustic signal with frequency
v01Dv? Expanding the wavenumber in a Taylor series for
a band nearv0 and dropping higher-order terms gives

kn~v01Dv!'kn~v0!1kn8~v0!Dv. ~11!

Since

kn~v0!2km~v0!5v0@Sp
n~v0!2Sp

m~v0!#

[v0 DSp
nm~v0!, ~12!

whereSp
i (v) is the modei phase slowness, and

kn8~v0!2km8 ~v0!5v0@Sg
n~v0!2Sg

m~v0!#[DSg
nm~v0!,

~13!

whereSg
i (v) is the modei group slowness, Eq.~10! can be

rewritten in terms of the Taylor series in Eq.~11! as

L0~v01Dv!'
2p

v0DSp
nm~v0!1DvDSg

nm~v0!
. ~14!

Thus, in order forL0 to remain a resonant wavelength, any
change in DSp

nm(v0) must be offset by a change in
DSg

nm(v0) that is opposite in sign. This requirement is rea-
sonable in shallow waveguides where increased frequency
usually leads to reduced phase velocity and increased group
velocity ~past the Airy phase!.

A useful example of Eq.~14! is a rigid-bottom isoveloc-
ity waveguide of sound speedc and depth D, with
wavenumbers for moden at frequencyf 0 ,

FIG. 17. ~a! Sound speed~m/s!, ~b! attenuation~dB/l!,
and ~c! density~kg/m3! for geoacoustic models. Model
R1 ~light dotted curve!, R2 ~light dashed-dotted curve!,
R3 ~light dashed curve!, R4 ~light solid curve!, R5

~heavy black curve!, R6 ~black solid curve!, R7 ~black
dashed curve!, R8 ~black dashed-dotted curve!, andR9

~black dotted curve! have a 2000 m/s reflector at 6, 11,
16, 21, 26, 31, 36, 41, and 46 m from the water–
sediment interface, respectively.

FIG. 18. I T variations for different reflector depths us-
ing L5370 ands52.3 for model~a! R3 , ~b! R4 , ~c!
R5 , ~d! R6 , and ~e! R7 . All variations exhibit similar
phase and weak depth dependence. Large-amplitudeI T

fluctuations in~c! and decreasing amplitudes on either
side is evidence of a resonant interaction.
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kn~ f !5
AS 2p f

c D 2

2F S n2
1

2Dp

D
G 2

. ~15!

Equation~11! in terms off is

kn~ f 01D f !5kn~ f 0!1S f 0 D f

kn~ f 0! D S 2p

c D 2

, ~16!

and Eq.~14! becomes

L0'
2p

kn~ f 0!2km~ f 0!1S 2pk0f 0 D f

c D S 1

kn~ f 0!
2

1

km~ f 0! D
.

~17!

This relation only occurs ifD f 50, m5n, or km( f 0)
5kn( f 0). These are all trivial cases in the rigid bottom
waveguide, which indicates that the resonant peaks are in-
deed sharp. However, other waveguides allowkn8( f 0)
'km8 ( f 0), which can occur asymptotically at high frequen-
cies, at the Airy phase, or in multilayered waveguides.23

Using this example we also examine the change in op-
timal soliton width for a given variationD f from f 0 :

~18!

Large values of Eq.~18! indicate that the resonant soliton
wavelength must undergo significant changes for small
changes in frequency. If this happens, then a model soliton
width would be unable to cause a modal interaction across a

frequency band, because Eq.~10! would not be satisfied.
However, a relatively small value from Eq.~18! allows a
soliton width selected for a particular center frequency to
cause a modal interaction~though perhaps not at optimal
resonance levels! over a frequency bandD f .

Table IX shows values ofDL/D f calculated using Eq.
~18! for mode combinations shown in Table III. Row one
shows changes near 10 m/Hz for all mode combinations. For
a 10 Hz bandwidth signalD f 55 Hz soDL'50 m—about
20% of a soliton width. At 64 Hz, the largest value occurs for
DL12. This value is about 50% of a typical wavelength, so it
may be difficult to have interactions between these two
modes. The other 64 Hz values are much smaller, especially
for resonant mode combinations displayed in Table III, so
interaction among these is feasible. Values ofDL/D f for 95
Hz follow the same pattern. These results are reasonable
since Table IV and Table V demonstrate that for the 32 Hz
band, significantly larger acoustic variability arises whenL
is within 50 m of the soliton width that causes the largest-
amplitude variability. In the 64 and 95 Hz bands, the reso-
nance peaks are sharper in Tables IV and V, which is con-
firmed by the reduced values for these frequency bands in
Table IX. These estimates indicate the resonant soliton width
is fairly sensitive to the acoustic frequency, especially in the
lowest mode pairs, but the use of rigid bottom wavenumbers
represents a worst-case scenario for the sensitivity. The val-
ues in Table IX are also consistent with results for nonlinear
internal wave packet randomness since variability of about
20–30 m inL iw do not significantly affect the internal wave
spectrum.

Table X shows values ofDL/DD that result from a
perturbation analysis similar to that forDL/D f . These val-
ues were calculated for 32 Hz usingD596, and for the
higher frequencies usingD571. This difference is necessary
to make isospeed wavenumbers correspond more closely to
wavenumbers in Table I, and is expected since the 32 Hz
band penetrates to the deep reflector while the higher-
frequency modes are more effectively contained in the water
column. Values in Table X are significantly larger than those
obtained forDL/D f , which is consistent with the conclusion
from Sec. VI B that resonant modal interaction is relatively
sensitive to waveguide and deep reflector depths.

TABLE VIII. I T variation amplitudes for different geoacoustic models. The
resonance peak occurs as the reflector passes through 26 m depth in all
frequency bands.

Model Full 32 Hz 64 Hz 95 Hz

R1 0.84 1.20 1.26 1.35
R2 1.08 1.68 1.67 1.34
R3 1.23 1.65 1.93 1.15
R4 1.66 2.31 2.28 1.68
R5 2.95 2.82 5.00 3.91
R6 1.47 1.48 2.40 2.40
R7 1.00 1.32 1.71 1.46
R8 1.02 1.37 1.57 1.43
R9 1.12 1.02 1.56 1.39

TABLE IX. Variability in DL i j /D f for modesi and j.

DL12 DL13 DL23 DL24 DL34 DL15 DL35 DL46

32 Hz 14.5 9.8 6.2
64 Hz 13.6 4.7 7.2 3.0 5.2 1.7 2.5
95 Hz 13.5 4.6 6.9 2.8 4.8 1.4 2.1 1.7

TABLE X. Variability in DL i j /DD for modesi and j.

DL12 DL13 DL23 DL24 DL34 DL15 DL35 DL46

32 Hz 16.4 5.5 8.3
64 Hz 24.2 8.1 12.1 4.9 8.2 2.5 4.7
95 Hz 35.9 12.0 18.0 7.2 12.0 3.6 5.1 4.1
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VII. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

An environmental model for the NRL acoustic track is
formulated using thermistor data at the receiver, CTD data at
the source, and perturbations of AMCOR 6010 borehole
data. Due to the apparent contamination in the source moni-
tor signal, a model source signature is developed for broad-
band acoustic modeling. Nonlinear internal wave packets
that were observed between the acoustic source and receiver
during transmission are modeled using a train of sech2 soli-
tons. This model allows the soliton width and spacing be-
tween solitons to be varied for each wave in the packet.

It has been found by comparing broadband SWARM
acoustic data to broadband PE computations that the passage
of nonlinear internal waves evidently cause the pulse-
averaged intensity fluctuations in airgun signals recorded at
the NRL/VLA. Wavelet transforms are used to analyze
time–frequency variations of acoustic data caused by nonlin-
ear internal waves. The transforms reveal that acoustic mode
strength and arrival time variability of peak frequency com-
ponents are correlated with the passage of the nonlinear in-
ternal waves.

The acoustic frequency bands near 32, 64, and 95 Hz
studied here are significantly lower frequencies than have
been previously examined in connection with nonlinear in-
ternal waves. While the internal wave-acoustic resonance
condition is well known, the opportunity to relate observed
nonlinear internal wave spectral peaks to acoustic wavenum-
bers is apparently novel. Significant acoustic effects arise
despite the relatively low number of propagating modes at
the frequencies of interest. The influence of nonlinear inter-
nal wave width and spacing parameters on acoustic variabil-
ity is described, and the internal wave spectrum can predict
packet configurations that cause resonant behavior for par-
ticular acoustic frequency bands.

Several aspects of the acoustic results from the NRL
track remain open for future investigation. Time–frequency
behavior observed in data and simulation scalograms was not
fully analyzed and would be a rich area of investigation.
New applications of time–frequency analysis, including in-
versions, may be possible with an understanding of the non-
linear internal wave effects. Range-dependent inversions
along the NRL acoustic track could be performed for bottom
or water-column properties. The influence of uncertainty
modeled by random internal wave parameters deserves more
extensive treatment.
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The deposition of ultrasonic energy in tissue can cause tissue damage due to local heating. For
pressures above a critical threshold, cavitation will occur, inducing a much larger thermal energy
deposition in a local region. The present work develops a nonlinear bubble dynamics model to
numerically investigate bubble oscillations and bubble-enhanced heating during focused ultrasound
~HIFU! insonation. The model is applied to calculate two threshold-dependent phenomena occurring
for nonlinearly oscillating bubbles: Shape instability and growth by rectified diffusion. These
instabilities in turn are shown to place physical boundaries on the time-dependent bubble size
distribution, and thus the thermal energy deposition. ©2004 Acoustical Society of America.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Research on the effects of therapeutic ultrasound dates
back at least 70 years. Biological, physical, and chemical
effects due to high intensity ultrasound, sometimes coupled
with cavitation activity, have been observed by several re-
searchers who essentially established the field of therapeutic
ultrasound.1–3 In addition to causing mechanical damage,
cavitation has been observed to affect and, under the right
conditions, enhance heat deposition from ultrasound.4–9

The preceding list of work on bubble-enhanced heating
was reviewed in Holt and Roy,10 who also observed bubble-
enhanced heating in an agar-based tissue-mimicking phan-
tom from focused MHz-frequency ultrasound. Their findings
were characterized by a threshold dependence and enhanced,
but often erratic heating above the threshold. They also mod-
eled the two dominant mechanisms for bubble-enhanced
heating: Viscous dissipation from bubble oscillations and ab-
sorption of the sound emitted by oscillating bubbles. Quan-
titative estimates for thermal power deposition from a single
oscillating bubble were on the order of 10 mW, compared to
;1 W from absorption of the incident ultrasound waves.
Though their findings established quantitatively that heat
deposition from cavitation could account for their enhanced
heating measurements, neither their model nor their experi-
mental results~nor other groups results! could provide any
guidance as to the bubble sizes responsible for the enhanced
heating. We will return to this point.

Edson11 extended the work of Holt and Roy by adding a
passive cavitation detector~PCD!12 to monitor the presence
of bubbles. His experimental results showed that the PCD
detected~by detecting broadband acoustic emissions above 2
MHz with a primary field of 1 MHz! inertial cavitation co-

incident with enhanced heating. In addition, he calculated the
bubble-related power deposition in a reasonable parameter
space, and, by estimating the number of bubbles in the gel to
be on the order of 10–100, he could account for the observed
cavitation-enhanced temperature rise.

In recent work, Baileyet al.13 studied the effect of over-
pressure on focused ultrasound lesion shapesin vitro. They
found at high intensity levels, lesions formed with no over-
pressure, were tadpole shaped, and shifted into the prefocal
region, but lesions formed with high overpressure remained
cigar shaped. They concluded this result supported the hy-
pothesis that bubbles contributed to the tadpole-shaped le-
sion distribution.

An in vivo experimental investigation of bubble-
enhanced heating is reported by Sokkaet al.14 These authors
monitored lesion formation in rabbit thigh while monitoring
temperature via magnetic resonance imaging~MRI!. They
observed a faster temperature rise within the first few sec-
onds and higher overall temperature in the bubble-enhanced
exposures than the sonications without bubble formation,
consistent with the observations in Ref. 10. The lesions cre-
ated with the gas-bubble-enhanced heating exposures were
two to three times larger by volume, consistently more
spherical in shape and closer to the transducer than the con-
trol exposures, in accordance with the observations reported
in Ref. 13.

Hilgenfeldt et al.15,16 modeled the energy deposited
from bubbles ofmm size and driven by diagnostic ultrasound
pulses. They considered the effect of viscous dissipation and
acoustic emissions from bubbles allowed to oscillate nonlin-
early. They reported that the strong absorption of the acoustic
radiation from nonlinearly oscillating bubbles results in a
temperature rise as high as 100 K for driving pressure around
3 MPa at a distance of 1mm from the bubble surface.
Chavrieret al.17 also investigated the emissions from nonlin-
early oscillating bubbles and the resulting absorption of the
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sound; a ‘‘global attenuation coefficient’’ is used in their en-
ergy equation to account for the presence of the bubble-
enhanced heating owing to bubble acoustic emissions. They
used their model to predict prefocal lesion growth when the
bubble density exceeds 500 bubbles per cubic mm. Both of
these numerical models employed an ideal gas assumption
with a uniform temperature for the bubble interior dynamics.
Neither of these models considered the effects of varying
viscosity. Finally, neither of these models includes bubble
shape instabilities or growth/dissolution via gaseous mass
diffusion.

Though not the subject of the present paper, we note that
our results here will be generally applicable to the occur-
rence of cavitation-related bioeffects other than enhanced
heating. Thus, we note here that acoustically induced cavita-
tion has been shown to play an important role in
hemolysis,18–21 hemostasis,22–24 and drug transport,25 espe-
cially in the context of thrombolysis.26–31

Though the importance of cavitation bubbles in the con-
text of therapeutic ultrasound is thus well established, any
attempt to quantitatively account for the contributions of
bubbles to the heating~or any other effect! must rely on an
inference of the bubble size distribution, as bubble dynamics
at a fixed driving frequency is very sensitive to the bubble
equilibrium radius. Since such a distribution is difficult to
measure, we turn our focus toward calculating the bubble
size distribution by incorporating shape and growth instabili-
ties into a model for bubbles in therapeutic ultrasound. Taken
together, these two threshold-dependent instabilities will de-
fine an allowed bubble size distribution.

II. BUBBLE DYNAMICS MODEL

A comprehensive review of bubble dynamics may be
found in The Acoustic Bubble.32 In what follows, a Newton-
ian fluid bubble dynamics model is assumed. We integrate
the Newtonian model over a large viscosity range, from
0.001 Pa s to 0.5 Pa s. The choice of a large range of viscos-
ity is to supplement this Newtonian fluid assumption; in re-
ality we may expect tissue to behave as a viscoelastic mate-
rial, and one of the features of such materials is shear
thinning.

A. Radial motion equation

Throughout this work, the radial equation of motion we
use is the so-called Keller–Miksis equation which was first
derived by Keller and Miksis,33,34 and has the form,
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where dots denote time derivatives,R is the bubble radius,cL

is the sound speed in the surrounding medium,r is the den-
sity of surrounding medium,p` is the ambient pressure,
ps(t) is the applied acoustic field pressure, andpB is the

pressure on the surrounding medium side of the interface
between the medium and the bubble.pB is related to the
internal pressurep of bubble by the following formula:
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wheres is the surface tension coefficient, andm is the shear
dynamic viscosity. The sound field we chose in this study is
sinusoidal:

ps~ t !5pa cosvt, ~3!

wherepa is the acoustic amplitude andv is the driving an-
gular frequency. Most therapeutic applications of ultrasound
rely on rather long tone bursts, approximating continuous-
wave conditions. Our model is not limited to sinusoidal forc-
ing, but experimental and numerical results show that with
our experimental material parameters, sound fields in tissue
and tissue-mimicking media are very weakly nonlinear,
therefore the harmonics ofv are unimportant for the bubble
dynamics for the current applications.

B. Internal pressure

To solve the above radial equation, the internal pressure
of bubble is needed. A model for the internal temperature and
pressure of the bubble is described in detail in Prosperetti
et al.35 and Kamathet al.36 This model accounts for heat
transport by convection and conduction to and from the sur-
rounding medium. The model was derived by assuming an
ideal gas and spatial uniformity of the gas pressure inside the
bubble. The internal pressurep can be found by integrating:
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whereg is the ratio of the specific heats of the gas andK is
the gas thermal conductivity. The gas temperature field
T(r ,t) is obtained from
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wherev is the radial velocity of the gas inside of the bubble.
The temperature boundary condition for a relatively cold liq-
uid, such as water at normal ambient temperature, is,

T@r 5R~ t !,t#5T` , ~7!

whereT` is the undisturbed liquid temperature.
The solution of this set of equations of motion~1!–~7!

requires numerical integration. Kamath and Prosperetti de-
veloped a Galerkin spectral method which we employ in this
work. The ODE solver ODE15s inMATLAB is used to solve
the resulting set of ODEs.
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C. Stability of a spherical bubble

An oscillating spherical bubble can also develop shape
oscillations. An instability to wavy surface perturbations will
cause shape oscillations of a spherical bubble. Plesset,37 Eller
and Crum,38 Prosperetti,39 Hilgenfeldt et al.,40 and Hao and
Prosperetti41 have modeled the stability of a spherical surface
using spherical harmonics to describe the perturbations. Con-
sider a small axisymmetric distortion of the spherical inter-
faceR(t),

r 5R~ t !1an~ t !Pn~u! , ~8!

wherePn is the Legendre polynomial of degreen andan(t)
is the amplitude. The shape distortion consists of a superpo-
sition of surface oscillations whose amplitudes are given by
an(t). The problem is to determine how thean(t) behave.

Holt and Gaitan42 and Gaitan and Holt43 have reported
experimental observations of the onset of shape instability
for a bubble in water. A comparison of those experimental
results with predictions~Hao and Prosperetti41 and Prosper-
etti and Hao44! shows quantitative agreement regarding
moden observed and dependence on bubble size for all mod-
els of bubble oscillation. For the radial model Eq.~1!, and
with the following approximations~9!–~12!, Hao and
Prosperetti41 document that good quantitative agreement can
be expected in the single bubble sonoluminescence range,
corresponding to inertially collapsing bubbles where the
driving frequency is around 20 kHz and driving pressure is
0.8–1.4 atm.

The equation governing the time evolution of thean(t)
is

än1Bn~ t !ȧn2An~ t !an50 ~9!
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wherebn5(n21)(n11)(n12), n is the kinematic viscos-
ity, an is the amplitude of thenth surface mode, and the
boundary layer thickness d5min(An/v,R/2n)
~Prosperetti,45 Brenneret al.,46 and Hilgenfeldtet al.40! The
ordinary differential Eq.~9! can then be solved numerically
using numerical values ofR, Ṙ, and R̈ from Eq. ~1!. To
finally determine the threshold for breakup plotted in the
figures, the criterion max(uan(t)u/R(t))>1 is used for breakup
via shape instability.

D. Rectified diffusion

The shape instability threshold is not enough to yield the
bubble size. For a shape-stable bubble, its equilibrium radius
may grow, shrink, or in certain rather rare cases remain

stable because of rectified diffusion~Eller and Flynn!.47 To
determine the growth or dissolution of bubbles we integrate
the following equation~Fyrillas and Szeri!:48
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whereRg is the universal gas constant,R0 is the equilibrium
radius of bubble,v0 is the natural frequency of the bubble,
T` is the temperature of the surrounding liquid,r is the
density of liquid,M is the molecule weight of gas inside the
bubble,p` is the ambient pressure,Pe is thePéclet number,
s is the surface tension,ci is the dissolved gas concentration,
c0 is the saturation concentration in the liquid,pG* is the
dimensionless pressure inside the bubble,t is the dimension-
less time defined ast5t/v0 , x is the dimensionless bubble
radius defined asR5xR0 , andU is the dimensionless radial
coordinate in the liquid, and angled brackets denote a fourth-
order time average. The validity of this method depends on
the Péclet number being large, which can be easily satisfied
in most cases. The rectified diffusion threshold is given when
the growth rate is zero

ci2c0^pG* ~t!&t̂50, ~13!

which is identical to Eller and Flynn’s result.47

III. RESULTS

We chose the range of viscosity from 0.001 Pa s to 0.5
Pa s for simulations, which covered most of the possible vis-
cosity coefficients encountered in human soft tissue. We in-
vestigate a bubble size range from 0.01mm to 50mm. The
driving frequency used in all the simulations is 1 MHz. Other
parameters used in the simulation arecL51600 m/s,
s50.0725 N/m,T`520 °C, p`51 atm, andr51100 kg/m3.
These values correspond to the properties of tissue-
mimicking phantoms used in our experiments.10,11,49,50For
more details on the calculations and other results, the reader
is referred to Ref. 50.

A. Stability boundaries

Figures 1–3 show overviews of the bubble dynamics for
acoustic pressurespa51.0 MPa and 2.5 MPa, at an excita-
tion frequency of 1 MHz~for more details and calculations
the reader is referred to Yang!.50 The threshold for breakup
via shape instability~labeled SI, calculated for the most un-
stable mode at each bubble size and viscosity!, the threshold
for growth by rectified diffusion~labeled RD, calculated for
a variety of dissolved gas concentrations!, and the threshold
for inertial cavitation~labeled IC, defined conventionally as
an expansion of the bubble to a size greater than twice its
equilibrium radius!51,52 are all plotted on the same graph in
order to facilitate identification of bubble behaviors.

Figure 1 plots all three thresholds for an acoustic pres-
sure of 1.0 MPa at 1 MHz for a gas-saturated medium. Once
nucleated, the only bubbles which will survive are those
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which are diffusively stable~on the RD threshold!, or those
which grow. In this space, a positive slope on the RD thresh-
old line represents an unstable equilibrium, and a negative
slope is stable. Bubbles below the RD threshold grow.
Breakup via SIs bounds the region of surviving bubbles—all
bubbles below the SI threshold line exceed the criterion for
breakup via SI. Finally, since the experimental evidence of
coincidence of broadband noise emissions detected by PCD
always accompanies the observation of the onset of en-
hanced heating, we conclude that some fraction of the cavi-
tation bubbles are collapsing inertially. The IC threshold line
represents a minimal threshold for inertial collapse, and thus
represents a boundary for the initial stages of cavitation ac-
tivity. Thus, there is a wedge-shaped region in the parameter
space for allowed bubble sizes, which in fact encompasses
bubbles between 0.02 and 10mm.

Figure 2 plots all three thresholds for an acoustic pres-
sure of 2.5 MPa at 1 MHz for a gas-saturated medium. The

situation is somewhat more complicated. The shape stable
and shape unstable regions for this higher pressure are no
longer simply connected; note the islands of instability for
small bubbles between viscosity values 0.02 and 0.005 Pa s.
The size of the allowed region has increased, and admits
bubbles with radii as small as 10 nm and as large as 17mm.

Figure 3 shows the effect of changing dissolved gas con-
centration. When the gas concentration decreases from 100%
to 10%, the threshold does not shift very much, but from
10% to 0.1%, there is a large difference between the calcu-
lated thresholds, with the growth region dramatically shrink-
ing for decreasing dissolved gas concentration. One expects
to find nearly saturated media in the body. However, for
violent enough bubble collapse, sonoluminescence
results42,40 have shown that only the noble gases participate
in diffusion; N2 and O2 are dissociated during collapse and
chemically bonded in water. This effect would expand the
potential range of effective dissolved gas concentrations for

FIG. 1. Pa51.0 MPa, f 51 MHz, and 100% gas satu-
ration. Rectified diffusion~RD100, dashed line!, shape
instability ~SI, thin solid line!, and inertial cavitation
~IC, thick solid line with stars! thresholds. Below RD
bubbles grow. Below IC bubbles collapse inertially. Be-
low SI bubbles break up from shape instabilities.

FIG. 2. Pa52.5 MPa, f 51 MHz, and 100% gas satu-
ration. Rectified diffusion~RD100, dashed line!, shape
instability ~SI, thin solid line!, and inertial cavitation
~IC, thick solid line with stars! thresholds atPa

51 MPa, f 51 MHz. Below RD bubbles grow. Below
IC bubbles collapse inertially. Below and enclosed by
SI bubbles break up from shape instabilities.
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cavitation zone bubble dynamics to the well-undersaturated
values calculated in Fig. 3. Such an effect, if it plays a role,
would thus further limit the allowed bubble sizes to smaller
bubbles. Choosing the 0.1% case for a most dramatic case
illustration, while the lower limit of allowed bubble sizes
remains virtually unchanged, the upper limit decreases to
~for any viscosity value! less than 2.5mm, meaning that in
this case all allowed bubbles are below resonant size at 1
MHz. Such a qualitative difference~from the saturated case!
would profoundly affect the effective sound speed in the
cavitation zone and thus would affect the primary HIFU
propagation.

Figure 3 also shows the paths of two bubbles with initial
radius of 50 nm in a 10% saturated medium which have two
very different eventual fates. For the path labeled ‘‘a’’, we
have chosen a viscosity of twice that of water. This bubble
grows very quickly and in roughly 14 cycles becomes shape
unstable. Such a bubble will break up, and likely one or more

fragments will repeat this process of growth and breakup.
For the path labeled ‘‘b’’, we have chosen a viscosity of 20
times that of water. This bubble grows more slowly, and
eventually~after roughly 2 s! encounters the stable branch of
the rectified diffusion threshold, where it will remain since it
is shape stable.

B. Bubble size evolution

Based on the wide variety of bubble dynamics behaviors
~from inertial collapse to sinusoidal oscillations, from peri-
odic to chaotic motion! encountered in this parameter space,
one would expect and in fact observes in computation, a
large change in growth rates for different bubble sizes. Fig-
ure 4 plots growth rates for growing bubbles at 3 MPa and
100% saturation. Though the growth is rather modest for
higher viscosity and larger bubbles sizes, the effect of inertial
bubble dynamics~expansion of up to 80 times the initial

FIG. 3. Pa52.5 MPa, f 51 MHz, and variable dis-
solved gas concentration. The inertial cavitation~IC!
and shape instability~SI! thresholds are as in Fig. 2. All
other lines are the RD thresholds for dissolved gas con-
centrations of 100%~RD100!, 75% ~RD75!, 50%
~RD50!, 20% ~RD20!, 10% ~RD10!, 1% ~RD1!, and
0.1% ~RD01! relative to saturation. The two arrows
show two paths for qualitatively different bubble behav-
ior. For these two paths, the viscosities are~a! 0.002
Pa s; and~b! 0.02 Pa s. The total growth times for each
path when the dissolved gas concentration is 10% are
~a! 1.38e-5 s; and~b! 1.57 s. The initial radius for both
paths isR0(t50)550 nm.

FIG. 4. Contour plot of bubble growth rates at 3 MPa,
1 MHz, and dissolved gas concentration 100%. Solid
lines correspond to growth rates of, from top to bottom,
0, 1, 10, 100, 1000, and 10 000 m/s.
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radius followed by violent collapse in a single cycle! is
clearly seen in the bunching of the growth rate contours for
small ~10 to 100 nm! bubbles and small~0.001 to 0.02 Pa s!
viscosities.

The question arises as to whether or not this disparity of
growth rates has implications for the temporal evolution of
bubble size distributions. To investigate this question, we
followed the growth of the bubble equilibrium radius for an
array of initial bubble equilibrium sizes from 15 nm to 100
nm undergoing a 2 MPa insonation in a 20% saturated me-
dium. A ‘‘rectangular’’ distribution@full width at half maxi-
mum ~FWHM!;O~1!# corresponding to 1 bubble at each
size in the range was used, and all initialR0 are above the
growth threshold. The results are shown in Fig. 5. In Fig.
5~a!, when the viscosity is 0.05 Pa s, the first few time slices
reveal that, owing to the different growth rates experienced
by the small and large initial bubbles, a bimodal distribution
has developed. However, soon thereafter~by 5 ms! the ini-
tially slow-growing bubbles have caught up, so that by the
end of the 25 ms interval the profile is very nearly flat again.
The mean radius is now, however, more than an order of
magnitude greater at roughly 3.5mm, so the FWHM at the
end of the 25 ms interval is O(1021).

Figure 5~b! plots the same evolution when the viscosity
is an order of magnitude lower~now five times that of wa-
ter!. The flat distribution evolves smoothly, and~though not
seen on this plot! the differences between bubble equilibrium
radii actually decrease from their initial value ofDR0

55 nm during the 25 ms insonation, resulting in a FWHM at
the end of 25 ms that is O(1022). Thus, for this range of
viscosity values, an initial distribution of practically any
character would narrow as the insonation progressed, so that
any disperse distribution would be smoothed out by the
growth dynamics into a nearly monodisperse distribution.

IV. DISCUSSION: WHICH BUBBLES WILL
CONTRIBUTE?

The main purpose of this study was to investigate bubble
dynamics in a large parameter space relevant to HIFU, and if
possible, bound the bubble size distribution that contributes
to the enhanced heating observed in experiments. Only
bubbles that do not dissolve and that are shape stable will
contribute to the heating. Bubbles which contribute to heat
generation will thus be trapped in the wedge-shaped region
between the two instability thresholds, perhaps further con-

FIG. 5. Bubble equilibrium radius vs time for bubbles
with initial radii ranging from 15 nm to 95 nm at 2 MPa
for different viscosities:~a! 0.05 Pa s and~b! 0.005 Pa s.
Dissolved gas concentration 20%.
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strained by the IC threshold though our experimental knowl-
edge is too incomplete to allow a stronger statement.

Two possible asymptotic behaviors naturally divide this
allowed bubble region into two areas. In the lower area, char-
acterized by viscosities on the order of water and illustrated
by the path marked ‘‘a’’ in Fig. 3, bubbles will grow~rapidly!
until they encounter the shape instability threshold and break
up, whereupon a fragment may repeat the process. Such
bubbles expand during one cycle to roughly 20 or more
times their initial size and collapse inertially, breaking up
typically via the Rayleigh–Taylor mechanism. To make any
quantitative statement about the bubble sizes thus allowed
one has to specify the acoustic pressure and frequency. For
example, for 2.5 MPa and 1 MHz HIFU in a material whose
viscosity coefficient is between 0.001 Pa s~water! and 0.008
Pa s~whole blood at low shear rates!, we may expect bubbles
to be distributed~unevenly, perhaps! between 10 nm and
roughly 1mm.

For higher values of viscosity in the upper area, illus-
trated by the path marked ‘‘b’’, bubbles will grow until they
become trapped on the stable~since it has a negative slope!
rectified diffusion threshold, and these bubbles will stably
oscillate at that size. In this regime, the dissolved gas con-
centration becomes the dominant factor in determining the
upper size limit. Once again one has to specify parameters to
infer a bubble size distribution. For 2.5 MPa and 1 MHz
HIFU in a material whose apparent viscosity coefficient is
between 0.02 Pa s~synovial fluid at moderate shear rates!
and 0.2 Pa s~SAE 20 oil!, we may expect bubbles to be
distributed between a common lower bound and an upper
bound determined by the dissolved gas concentration. The
lower the dissolved gas concentration, the lower the upper
bound of bubble sizes. To cite two extreme cases, for 0.1%
saturation, the bubble size distribution will range from about
10 nm to only 2mm. For 100% saturation, bubbles could
grow as large as 18mm, many times the~linear! resonant
size.

The disconnected shape instability regions in Fig. 3 are
caused by the strong nonlinearity of the oscillating bubbles.
In all simulations, we use the same initial conditions:R(0)
5R0 and Ṙ(0)50. For these strong nonlinear oscillating
bubbles, different initial conditions may yield different radial
motions; i.e., it is very likely that there are multiple coexist-
ing steady-state solutions~or attractors!.53,54 Such solutions
are only elicited~at fixed parameter values! if different initial
conditions are used. Thus, one would expect small shifts in
the calculated shape stability threshold for calculations im-
posing different initial conditions. Such shifts will typically
be small compared to any experimental uncertainties in pa-
rameters and measurements.

The calculated growth rates for small bubbles just above
the Blake threshold are dramatically high, implying that such
bubbles survive only a few cycles. However, the calculation
of the growth rate has used the equilibrium value of bubble
oscillation, averaged over a cycle. These facts suggest that a
steady-state time-average calculation cannot be applied to
these small bubbles without large errors, because the fast
growth ensures large departures from equilibrium. Though
beyond the scope of this work, a more accurate treatment of

these bubbles will be found by relaxing the implicit assump-
tion that the smooth part of the mass diffusion problem is
dominant ~see Refs. 48 and 50 for details!. For the larger
viscosity regions of parameter space, the contribution from
these small bubbles will be small since bubbles will grow
and pass that region in a matter of a few cycles. For the small
viscosity regions, whether a bubble survives one cycle or ten
will also be unimportant as long as the problems of interest
require hundreds or more cycles of oscillation. Thus, these
calculations should be valid for therapeutic situations provid-
ing the ultrasound burst is at least 100 cycles or 100ms at 1
MHz.

We used a Newtonian model to investigate the bubble
dynamics. We know however that real tissue materials are
viscoelastic. We investigated a large range of viscosity to try
to cover many of the possibilities. However, how good~or
bad! this approach is needs to be determined, and this re-
quires a numerically tractable non-Newtonian bubble
model.55,56 Another practical difficulty related to this prob-
lem is that the viscoelastic material properties of tissue, in
general, are difficult to obtain, and moreover are strain-type
and strain-rate dependent. Bubbles present a dilatational
strain, and nonlinearly varying strain rates~over a single
cycle of motion in many cases!. Ultimately, there is a need
for an explicit experimental investigation of bubble dynam-
ics in viscoelastic media, including tissue.

V. CONCLUSION

These bubble dynamics results over a broad parameter
range allow an experimenter to narrow down the possibilities
for bubble sizes as long as some information about the pa-
rameters (Pa , f, m, and ci /c0) of a given experiment is
available. The results may then be applied to calculate the
bubbles contribution to the heat deposition during therapeu-
tic ultrasound treatment. For example, in the series of tissue-
mimicking experiments,10,11,57 the investigators found that,
by applying these results to the interpretation of their experi-
ments, they could infer that only something on the order of
50 appropriately sized bubbles were required to account for
the observed peak enhanced heating. Moreover, since the
models as presented here are complete~they capture the
dominant physical phenomena of nontranslating bubbles in a
sound field! and numerically practical, they may be adopted
as tools for investigation of bubble effects~including heat-
ing! for other situations requiring predictive characterization
of ultrasound applications.
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Attention is given to surface waves of shear-horizontal modes in piezoelectric crystals permitting
the decoupling between an elastic in-plane Rayleigh wave and a piezoacoustic antiplane Bleustein–
Gulyaev wave. Specifically, the crystals possess 4¯ symmetry ~inclusive of 4̄2m, 4̄3m, and 23
classes! and the boundary is any plane containing the normal to a symmetry plane~rotatedY cuts
about theZ axis!. The secular equation is obtained explicitly as a polynomial not only for the
metallized boundary condition but, in contrast to previous studies on the subject, also for other types
of boundary conditions. For the metallized surface problem, the secular equation is a quadratic in the
squared wave speed; for the unmetallized surface problem, it is a sextic in the squared wave speed;
for the thin conducting boundary problem, it is of degree 16 in the speed. The relevant root of the
secular equation can be identified and the complete solution is then found~attenuation factors, field
profiles, etc.!. The influences of the cut angle and of the conductance of the adjoining medium are
illustrated numerically for AlAs (4̄3m), BaLaGa3O7 (4̄2m), and Bi12GeO20 ~23!. Indications are
given on how to apply the method to crystals with 222 symmetry. ©2004 Acoustical Society of
America. @DOI: 10.1121/1.1819503#

PACS numbers: 43.35.Pt, 43.38.Fx, 43.38.Rh@ANN# Pages: 3432–3442

I. INTRODUCTION

The nature and properties of a piezoacoustic surface
wave depend heavily on the crystallographic and anisotropic
properties of the piezoelectric substrate, on the direction of
propagation, and on the orientation of the cut~boundary!
plane. For certain choices, the in-plane components of the
mechanical displacement decouple from the antiplane com-
ponent, leading to two different types of surface waves
namely, the Rayleigh wave, elliptically polarized in the plane
containing the direction of propagation and the normal to the
substrate surface, and the shear-horizontal~SH! wave, lin-
early polarized in the direction normal to the direction of
propagation and parallel to the free surface. Moreover, either
wave or both waves may be coupled to the electromagnetic
fields. Of special interest are the configurations allowing for
a piezoacoustic SH wave, decoupled from a purely elastic
Rayleigh wave. Indeed, the former type of wave, also known
as Bleustein–Gulyaev1,2 wave, penetrates more deeply into
the substrate than the latter type; consequently, the acoustic
energy is less localized and the power can be increased sig-
nificantly before damage occurs~Tseng3! although, as
pointed out by a referee, there are exceptions to this
behavior.4 Moreover, an SH wave-based resonator is smaller
than a resonator based on the propagation of a sagittally po-
larized surface wave~see Kadota and collaborators5,6!; this
feature results in a downsizing of design, an attractive point
for the miniaturization of mobile phones for instance, where
SAW devices are used as filters. Koerber and Vogel7,8 iden-
tified all the cuts and rotations of axes leading to piezoacous-
tic SH modes; they exist for some suitable cuts and transfor-
mations in the following crystal classes: 2, 23, 43̄m, 222,
2mm, 4, 4̄, 6, 4mm, 6mm, 32, 4̄2m, 6̄m2, 422, and 622. The

main purpose of this paper is to derive explicitly the secular
equation for piezoacoustic SH surface waves uncoupled from
purely elastic Rayleigh waves polarized in a plane of sym-

metry, for a crystal in the 4¯symmetry class~and thus for the

4̄2m, 4̄3m, and 23 classes!.
Several workers addressed this topic in the wake of the

seminal papers by Bleustein and by Gulyaev, but explicit
results remained limited either to propagation in special di-
rections for which one of the piezoelectric constant is
zero3,9–13 or to the case where the free surface of the sub-
strate is metallized,9 or in the weak piezoelectric coupling
approximation.9,14 Here, the crystal is cut along a plane con-
taining theZ axis and makingany angle with theXY crys-
tallographic plane. Moreover, the surface may be metallized,
or in contact with the vacuum, or in contact with a thin
conducting layer with arbitrary finite conductance. Also, no
approximation is made about the strength of the piezoelectric
effect. Attention is, however, limited to crystals with tetrag-

onal 4̄ symmetry ~inclusive of the tetragonal 42̄m, cubic

4̄3m, and cubic 23 symmetries!. This limitation is not essen-
tial but simplifies the notation to a certain extent; it is nev-
ertheless possible to extrapolate the method presented here-
after to crystals with lower symmetries such as orthorhombic
222, as pointed out at the end of the paper. Note that the
study of piezoacoustic SH surface waves in potassium nio-
bate~2-mm symmetry! was recently undertaken by Mozhaev
and Weihnacht,15 who showed that for that class, the secular
equation is a cubic in the squared wave speed.

The constitutive equations and the piezoacoustic equa-
tions for the class of crystals listed above are recalled in
Secs. II A and II B, respectively, and some fundamental equa-
tions, which encapsulate the whole boundary value problem
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and its resolution, are quickly derived in Sec. II C.
These fundamental equations are applied in Sec. III to

the consideration of a piezoacoustic SH surface wave. A
method based on the resolution of the propagation condition
for partial modes first, and the resolution of the boundary
value conditions next, would lead to quite an involved analy-
sis, including the analytical examination of a quartic polyno-
mial for the coefficients of attenuation. The method based on
the fundamental equations derived in Sec. II C circumvents
the stage of the quartic and delivers directly the secular equa-
tion in polynomial form. In particular it is seen that for met-
allized ~also known as short-circuit! boundary conditions
~Sec. III A!, this equation is just a quadratic in the squared
wave speed whose relevant root is readily identified. For
open-circuit boundary conditions~Sec. III B!, the secular
equation is also a quadratic in the squared wave speed, but it
is not valid ~the corresponding solution does not satisfy the
boundary conditions.! For the free-~nonmetallized! boundary
condition ~Sec. III C!, the secular equation is a sextic in the
squared wave speed. For the conductive thin layer boundary
condition~Sec. III D!, the secular equation is a polynomial of
degree 16 in the wave speed.

Once the secular equation is solved for the speed, the
complete description of the wave follows naturally~Sec.
IV A !, including the attenuation coefficients and the profiles
for the mechanical displacement, electric potential, traction,
and electrical induction. A simple check for the validity of
the solution is proposed in Sec. IV B.

The results are illustrated numerically and graphically
using experimental data available for AlAs~cubic 4̄3m),
BaLaGa3O7 ~tetragonal 4̄2m), and Bi12GeO20 ~cubic 23! in
Sec. V. The range of existence of the free-SH wave with
respect to the angle of cut, the speeds of propagation, the
amplitude of the profiles, etc. are all quantities which can be
obtained numerically with as high a degree of numerical ac-
curacy as is needed.

The paper concludes with a discussion of the merits and
possible applications of the method presented, and with a
chronological account of the several advances in the field,
without which the results of this paper could not have been
established.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Constitutive equations

Consider a piezoelectric crystal with mass densityr,
possessing at most the tetragonal 4¯symmetry~this symmetry
includes the tetragonal 42̄m, cubic 4̄3m, and cubic 23
cases.! Let ĉi jkl , êi jk , andê i j be its respective elastic, piezo-
electric, and dielectric constants with respect to the coordi-
nate systemXYZ along the crystallographic axes. Now, cut
the crystal by a plane containing theZ axis and making an
angle u with the XY plane. The new coordinate system
x1x2x3 ~say!, obtained after rotation ofXYZ about Z, is
defined by

F x1

x2

x3

G5F cosu sinu 0

2sinu cosu 0

0 0 1
G FX

Y
Z
G , ~1!

and so, the plane of cut is defined byx250, as shown in Fig.
1.

In the new coordinate system, under the electrostatic ap-
proximation for the electrical field, the stress tensor compo-
nentss i j and the electric induction componentsDi are re-
lated to the gradients of the mechanical displacementu and
of the electrical potentialf by the constitutive relations

s i j 5ci jkl ul ,k1ei jkf ,k , Di5eiklul ,k2e ikf ,k , ~2!

where the comma denotes partial differentiation~here, with
respect to thexk coordinates!. Using the Voigt contracted
notation for thec, e, and e, these relations are written in
matrix form as

3
s11

s22

s33

s23

s31

s12

D1

D2

D3

4 53
c11 c12 c13 0 0 c16 0 0 e31

c12 c11 c13 0 0 2c16 0 0 2e31

c13 c13 c33 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 c44 0 0 e14 2e15 0

0 0 0 0 c44 0 e15 e14 0

c16 2c16 0 0 0 c66 0 0 e36

0 0 0 e14 e15 0 2e11 0 0

0 0 0 2e15 e14 0 0 2e11 0

e31 2e31 0 0 0 e36 0 0 2e33

4 3
u1,1

u2,2

u3,3

u2,31u3,2

u3,11u1,3

u1,21u2,1

f ,1

f ,2

f ,3

4 . ~3!

Explicitly, the ci j andei j are deduced from theĉi j and
êi j in XYZ by well-known relationships. In particular

c445 ĉ44, e115 ê11, e145ê14cos 2u2ê15sin 2u,

e155ê15cos 2u1ê14sin 2u. ~4!

B. Piezoacoustic equations

Now, consider the propagation of an antiplane~SH! in-
homogeneous wave in the half-spacex2>0, traveling with
speedv and wave numberk in thex1 direction, with attenu-
ation in thex2 direction. It is known16 that for the crystals
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under consideration this wave decouples entirely from its
in-plane counterpart, a purely elastic two-component Ray-
leigh wave. Thus, the wave is modeled asu15u250, and

$u3 ,f%5$U3~kx2!,w~kx2!%eik(x12vt), ~5!

for some yet unknown functionsU3 andw of kx2 . Accord-
ingly, the constitutive equations Eq.~2! lead to similar forms
for the stress and electrical components

$s i j ,Di%5 ik$t i j ~kx2!,di~kx2!%eik(x12vt), ~6!

wheret115t225t125d350, and

t335c13U12 ic11U28 , t3252 ic44U381e14w1 ie15w8,

t315c44U31e15w2 ie14w8, d15e15U32 ie14U382e11w,
~7!

d25e14U31 ie15U381 i e11w8.

Here and hereafter, the prime denotes differentiation with
respect to the variablekx2 .

Using the above-introduced functionsU3 , w, t i j , di , the
classical equations of piezoacoustics

s i j , j5rui ,tt , Di ,i50, ~8!

reduce to

2t131 i t 328 52XU3 , 2d11 id2850, ~9!

whereXªrv2.
When the regionx2,0 above the crystal is the vacuum

~permeability: e0) and the surfacex250 remains free of
tractions, then the boundary value problem corresponding to
Eq. ~9! is that of piezoacoustic~Bleustein–Gulyaev! SH sur-
face waves.

C. Fundamental equations for the resolution

The method of resolution rests on the property that the
piezoacoustic equations~9! can be written in the form,

j85 iNj, where j~kx2!5@U3 ,w,t32,d2#T, ~10!

andN is a real 434 matrix which, brought up to any posi-
tive or negative integer powern, has the following block
structure:

Nn5F N1
(n) N2

(n)

K (n) ~N1
(n)!TG , with K (n)5~K (n)!T,

N2
(n)5~N2

(n)!T, ~11!

whereT denotes the transpose, and where the submatrices of
Nn are 232 matrices. As kindly pointed out by a referee, the
first-order differential form Eq.~10! of the piezoacoustic
equations dates back to Kraut,17 and before that, to Stroh18

and others~see Fahmy and Adler19 for references! for the
purely elastic case. The subsequent analysis below builds
upon several crucial contributions, which are listed and put
into context at the end of this article.

Now, because the wave amplitude must vanish away
from x250, j(kx2) is such that

j~`!50. ~12!

Clearly, premultiplication ofNn by Î defined as

Î5F0 1

1 0G , where 15F1 0

0 1G , ~13!

produces a symmetric matrix,

ÎNn5FK (n) ~N1
(n)!T

N1
(n) N2

(n) G5~ ÎNn!T, ~14!

so that taking the scalar product on both sides of Eq.~10! by
ÎNnj̄, where the overbar denotes the complex conjugate,
leads toj̄"ÎNnj85 i j̄"ÎNn11j, the right-hand side of which is
purely imaginary. Taking the real part and integrating yields
j̄"ÎNnj5const.50 @by Eq. ~12!#, and in particular

j̄~0!• ÎNnj~0!50. ~15!

These fundamental equations20–22 allow for a completely
analytical derivation of the secular equation, for a great va-
riety of boundary conditions. Note that becauseN is a 4
34 matrix, there are at most three independent fundamental
equations according to the Cayley–Hamilton theorem. Any
choice of three different integersn is legitimate, although the
choicen521,1,2 seems to yield the most compact expres-
sions for the components ofNn.

III. SECULAR EQUATIONS

For the piezoacoustic~Bleustein–Gulyaev! shear-
horizontal wave, the matrixN in Eq. ~10! is written in com-
pact form using the following quantity:

k25
e14

2

e11c441e15
2 , ~16!

as

FIG. 1. RotatedY cut about theZ axis.
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N53
e15

e14
k2 2

e11

e14
k2

e11

e14
2 k2 2

e15

e14
2 k2

c44

e14
k2

e15

e14
k2 2

e15

e14
2 k2 2

c44

e14
2 k2

X2c44~11k2! 2e15~11k2!
e15

e14
k2

c44

e14
k2

2e15~11k2! e11~11k2! 2
e11

e14
k2

e15

e14
k2

4 . ~17!

Note thatN is indeed of the form Eq.~11!. To express
explicitly integer powers ofN, it proves convenient to use
scalar multiples of the matrixÎNn, for which the fundamen-
tal equations Eq.~15! are also valid. For instance, the funda-
mental equations~15! also hold atn52,21 when ÎNn is
replaced withM (2), M (21) respectively, defined by

M (2)5
e14

e15k
2 ÎN2, M (21)5S e11c44

e14
2 k2X21D ÎN21.

~18!

These symmetric matrices are given explicitly by their com-
ponents,

M11
(2)52@X22c44~11k2!#,

M12
(2)52

e11

e15
X12

e11c442e15
2

e15
~11k2!,

M22
(2)54e11~11k2!,

M13
(2)5

e11

e14e15
X2

e11c442e15
2

e14e15
~112k2!,

~19!

M23
(2)522

e11

e14
~112k2!, M33

(2)54
e11

e14
2 k2,

M14
(2)52

1

e14
X12

c44

e14
~112k2!,

M24
(2)52

e11c442e15
2

e14e15
~112k2!,

M34
(2)52

e11c442e15
2

e14
2 e15

k2, M44
(2)524

c44

e14
2 k2,

and

M11
(21)5S 11

e11c44

e14
2 Dk2X2c44~11k2!,

M12
(21)52

e11e15

e14
2 k2X1e15~11k2!,

M22
(21)52

e11
2

e14
2 k2X1e11~11k2!, M13

(21)5
e15

e14
k2,

M23
(21)5

e11

e14
k2, M33

(21)5
e11

e14
2 k2, M14

(21)5
X2c44

e14
k2,

~20!

M24
(21)5

e15

e14
k2, M34

(21)5
e15

e14
2 k2, M44

(21)5
X2c44

e14
2 k2.

Now all the required equations and quantities are in
place to treat various electrical boundary value problems.

A. Metallized „short-circuit … boundary condition

Here, the surface of the crystal is coated with a thin
metallic film, with thickness negligible when compared to
the wavelength, and brought to a zero electrical potential.
Moreover, the coating still allows the surface to remain free
of mechanical tractions. Then

s2350, f50, at x250, so that

j~0!5@U3~0!,0,0,d2~0!#T. ~21!

Writing j(0)5U3(0)@1,0,0,a#, where a5d2(0)/U3(0) is
complex, the fundamental equations~15! for ÎN (n51),
M (2) (n52), andM (21) (n521) lead to the following ho-
mogeneous system of equations:

F N31 N21 N24

M11
(2) M14

(2) M44
(2)

M11
(21) M14

(21) M44
(21)

G F 1
a1ā
aā

G5F 0
0
0
G . ~22!

For a nontrivial solution to exist, the determinant of the sys-
tem’s matrix must be zero. Factoring out common factors,
this condition reads

U X2c44~11k2! c44k
2 2c44

2@X22c44~11k2!# 2X12c44~112k2! 24c44

S 11
e11c44

e14
2 Dk2X2c44~11k2! ~X2c44!k

2 X2c44
U50. ~23!
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When X50, the first column in the determinant becomes
proportional to the third, and the determinant is zero. Hence,
X is a factor of the determinant; the remaining factor is a
quadratic inX

X22c44S 3e11c4414e14
2 14e15

2

e11c441e15
2 DX

12c44
2 S e11c4412e14

2 12e15
2

e11c441e15
2 D 50, ~24!

that is, the explicit secular equation for piezoacoustic
(Bleustein–Gulyaev) antiplane surface waves on a metal-

lized tetragonal4̄ (or tetragonal 4̄2m, or cubic 4̄3m, 23)
crystal, cut along any plane containing the Z axis.

This equation being a quadratic inX, it is solved explic-
itly and it yieldsa priori two roots. The selection is made by

considering the known speed of a Bleustein–Gulyaev surface
wave in a cubic 4̄3m or 23 crystal whenu545°. Then, the
root of the quadratic corresponding to the plus sign isX
5rv252c44, and the root corresponding to the minus sign
is

rv25c44S 11
e15

2

c44e111e15
2 D 5c44S 11

ê14
2

c44e111ê14
2 D ,

~25!

in accordance with Tseng3 ~see also Koerber and Vogel,7 Al-
burque and Chao,10 Velasco,11 Bright and Hunt13!. By conti-
nuity with the other cases (4,̄ 4̄2m, 4̄3m, 23,uÞ45°), the
speed of the generic Bleustein–Gulyaev wavefound from the
secular equation~24! is vBGm, given by

rvBGm
2

c44
5

3e11c4414e14
2 14e15

2 2@~e11c4414e14
2 !21~4e14e15!

2#1/2

2~e11c441e15
2 !

. ~26!

For tetragonal 4̄2m, cubic 4̄3m, or cubic 23 crystals,ê1550 and by Eq.~4!, this expression reduces to

rvBGm
2

c44
5

314x̂22@~114x̂2 cos2 2u!214x̂4 sin2 4u#1/2

2~11x̂2 sin2 2u!
, ~27!

as proved by Braginski� and Gilinski�9 using a different
method. In Eq.~27!, x̂25ê14

2 /(e11c44) is the ‘‘piezoelectric
coupling coefficient’’ for bulk waves.

B. Electrically open boundary condition

The substrate is said to be ‘‘mechanically free, electri-
cally open’’ ~Ingebrigsten,23 Lothe and Barnett24! when

s3250, D250, at x250, so that j~0!

5@U3~0!,w~0!,0,0#T. ~28!

Writing j(0)5U3(0)@1,a,0,0#, where a5w(0)/
U3(0) is complex, the fundamental equations~15! for ÎN
(n51), M (2) (n52), andM (21) (n521) lead to the fol-
lowing homogeneous system of equations:

F N31 N32 N42

M11
(2) M12

(2) M22
(2)

M11
(21) M12

(21) M22
(21)

G F 1
a1ā
aā

G5F 0
0
0
G . ~29!

For a nontrivial solution to exist, the determinant of the sys-
tem’s matrix must be zero. Its components are given in Eq.
~17!, Eq. ~19!, and Eq.~20!. As in the short-circuit configu-
ration, atX50 the first and third columns in the determinant
both become proportional to@1,4,1#T and soX is a factor of
the determinant; the remaining factor is a quadratic inX

e11
2

e14
2 k2X22e11~11k2!F32S 114

e15
2

e14
2 D k2GX

12~11k2!2~e11c442e14
2 2e15

2 !50. ~30!

At this stage, an important point must be raised. Al-
though this secular equation might seem legitimate at first
sight, it must be recalled that it was obtained through a pro-
cess based on the fundamental equations~15! which, due to
the involvement of integer powers of the matrixN, might
generate spurious secular equations. In fact, it has been
proved9,24 that the Bleustein–Gulyaev wavedoes not exist
for open-circuit boundary conditions. Hence, the secular
equation Eq.~30! is not valid. It is given here for complete-
ness and to illustrate one limitation of the fundamental equa-
tions approach. However, as is seen in Sec. IV B, a simple
check can be done to realize whether the speed given by an
explicit secular equation is valid or not.

C. Free-boundary condition

In the general case of a nonmetallized, mechanically free
boundary, the tangential component of the electric field and
the normal component of the electric induction are continu-
ous across the substrate/vacuum interface. These continuities
lead to the relationship~e.g., Dieulesaint and Royer,25 p.288!,

d2~0!5 i e0w~0!, so that j~0!5w~0!@a,1,0,i eo#T,
~31!

wherea5a11 ia25U3(0)/w(0) is complex. Now, the fun-
damental equations~15! for ÎN (n51), M (2) (n52), and
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M (21) (n521) lead to a nonhomogeneous linear system of
equations

F N32 e0N21 N31

M12
(2) e0M14

(2) M11
(2)

M12
(21) e0M14

(21) M11
(21)

G F 2a1

2a2

a1
21a2

2
G

5F 2N422e0
2N24

2M22
(2)2e0

2M44
(2)

2M22
(21)2e0

2M44
(21)

G . ~32!

By Cramer’s rule, the unique solution to this system is

2a15D1 /D, 2a25D2 /D, a1
21a2

25D3 /D, ~33!

whereD is the determinant of the 333 matrix in Eq.~32!,
with components given in Eq.~17!, Eq. ~19!, and Eq.~20!,
and theDk are the determinants obtained by replacing this
matrix’s kth column with the vector on the right-hand side of
Eq. ~32!. It follows from Eq. ~33! that

D1
21D2

224DD350, ~34!

which is the explicit secular equation for piezoacoustic
(Bleustein–Gulyaev) antiplane surface waves on a nonmet-

allized, mechanically free4̄ (or 4̄2m, 4̄3m, 23) crystal, cut
along any plane containing the Z axis.

The expansions of the determinantsD,..,D3 are lengthy
and are not displayed here, but they are easily computed by
using the components Eq.~17!, Eq. ~19!, and Eq.~20!. It
turns out thatD factorizes into the product ofe0 and a cubic
in X which is independent ofe0 , while D1 ~respectively,D2 ,
D3) factorizes into the product ofe0X ~respectively,X, e0)
and a polynomial which is quadratic inX and linear ine0

2.
The resulting secular equation~34! is a sextic inX and a
cubic in e0

2, with the coefficient of thee0
6 term proportional

to the ‘‘metallized secular equation’’~24! and the coefficient
of the e0

0 term proportional to the~nonvalid! ‘‘open-circuit
secular equation’’~30!.

It is emphasized again that, as in Sec. III B, great care
must be taken to ensure that the speed given by the secular
equation Eq.~34! leads to a valid solution. This point is
discussed in Sec. IV B.

D. Thin conducting layer boundary condition

As a final type of boundary condition, consider that the
semi-infinite substrate is covered with a metallic film with
thicknessh and conductanceg, whereh is assumed to be so
small with respect to the acoustic wavelength that the effects
of mechanical loading can be neglected. Then, the perme-
ability of the regionx2,0 close to the interface is changed
from e0 ~see the previous subsection! to e02 i e ~see Royer
and Dieulesaint,26 p. 301!, with e5gh/v. Replacing the
former quantity with the latter in the previous subsection
leads to similar results as above, except that the 333 matrix
and the right-hand side of Eq.~32! are now replaced with

F N321eN21 e0N21 N31

M12
(2)1eM14

(2) e0M14
(2) M11

(2)

M12
(21)1eM14

(21) e0M14
(21) M11

(21)
G , and

F 2N4222eN222~e0
21e2!N24

2M22
(2)22eM24

(2)2~e0
21e2!M44

(2)

2M22
(21)22eM24

(21)2~e0
21e2!M44

(21)
G , ~35!

respectively. Then, the secular equation is Eq.~34!, where
D,...,D3 are appropriately changed. Because here the quan-
tity e depends uponv, the secular equation is a polynomial
in the speed of degree higher than in the previous subsection,
namely it is a polynomial of degree 16 inv.

IV. CONSTRUCTION OF THE SOLUTIONS

A. Description of the wave

Once a wave speed is determined from the secular equa-
tion, it is a rather straightforward matter to construct the
corresponding complete solution. Indeed, the antiplane me-
chanical displacementu3 , the electrical potentialf, the
shear stresss32, and the electric inductionD2 are given by

@u3 ,f,s32,D2#~x1 ,x2 ,t !

5R$@U3 ,w,ikt32,ikd2#~kx2!eik(x12vt)%. ~36!

Here, U3 , w, t32, d2 are the components ofj, solution to
j85 iNj. Takingj in exponential form leads to the following
decaying solution:

j5b1j1eikq1x21b2j2eikq2x2, ~37!

whereb1 , b2 are constants,q1 , q2 are the two roots with
positive imaginary part to theinhomogeneous wave propa-
gation condition: det (N2q1)50, and thej i satisfy: Nj i

5qij
i.

Explicitly, the qi are roots of the quartic

~e11c441e15
2 !q424e14e15q

32@e11~X22c44!24e14
2

12e15
2 #q214e14e15q1e15

2 2e11~X2c44!50, ~38!

and thej i are proportional to any column vector of the ma-
trix adjoint to N2qi1, the third one say. Hence

j i5Fe14

c44
ai ,bi ,e14

2 f i ,
e14

2

c44
gi GT

, ~39!

where the nondimensional real quantitiesai , bi , f i , gi ( i
51,2) are given by

ai52
e11c44

e14
2 ~qi

211!, bi5
e15

e14
~qi

221!22qi ,

f i5
e15

e14
~3qi

221!2
e15

2

e14
2 qi~qi

221!2
e11c44

e14
2 qi~qi

211!22qi ,

~40!

gi5
e11c44

e14
2 S qi

212
e15

e14
qi21D .

Finally, the ratiob2 /b1 comes from the condition that the
third component ofj~0!, proportional to t23(0), must be
zero, so thatb2 /b152 f 1 / f 2 .
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B. Validity of the solution

Once a wave solution has been constructed, its validity
must be checked, that is, it must satisfy the boundary condi-
tions.

Thus, for a solution to theshort-circuit problem ~Sec.
III A !, it must be checked thatw(0)5b1b11b2b2 and
t32(0)5b1e14f 11b2e14f 2 are indeed equal to zero. These
conditions are equivalent to checking that

Ub1 b2

f 1 f 2
U50. ~41!

For a solution to theopen-circuitproblem~Sec. III B!, it
must be checked thatt32(0)5b1e14f 11b2e14f 2 and d2(0)
5b1(e14

2 /c44)g11b2(e14
2 /c44)g2 are equal to zero. These

conditions are equivalent to checking that

U f 1 f 2

g1 g2
U50.

As expected,9,24 this condition is never satisfied.
For a solution to thefree-boundaryproblem~Sec. III C!,

it must be checked thatt32(0)5b1e14f 11b2e14f 250 and
that d2(0)5 i e0w(0), that is, b1(e14

2 /c44)g1

1b2(e14
2 /c44)g25 i e0(b1b11b2b2). These conditions are

equivalent to checking that

U f 1 f 2

e14
2

c44e0
g12 ib1

e14
2

c44e0
g22 ib2

U50. ~42!

In general, this condition is met only for a limited range of
the cut angleu.

Finally, for a solution to thethin conducting layer
boundary problem ~Sec. III D!, it must be checked that
t32(0)50 and thatd2(0)5(e1 i e0)w(0). These conditions
are equivalent to checking that

U f 1 f 2

e14
2

c44~e02 i e!
g12 ib1

e14
2

c44~e02 i e!
g22 ib2

U50. ~43!

V. EXAMPLES

In this section, the secular equations derived in Sec. III
and the tests presented in Sec. IV are employed to find nu-
merically the wave speed and its range of existence for three
crystals, one with cubic 43̄m symmetry, one with tetragonal
4̄2m symmetry, and one with cubic 23 symmetry. Data col-
lected from the specialized literature are used for the values
of the mass densities, of the stiffnesses, and of the piezoelec-
tric and dielectric constants. In order to graph the depth pro-
files, a frequency of 100 MHz and a mechanical displace-
ment of 10213 m at x250 are picked to fix the ideas. Note
that at a 45° angle of cut, the profiles present pure~nonoscil-
lating! exponential decay, because the propagation condition
~38! is a biquadratic and the corresponding roots are purely
imaginary; they are essentially similar to those displayed by
Bright and Hunt.13 Here, the profiles are computed at angles
Þ45°.

A. AlAs

For aluminum arsenide (43̄m symmetry! the physical
quantities of interest are27 r53760 kg•m23, c44558.9
3109 N•m22, ê14520.225 C•m22, ande11510.06e0 .

Using the results of Secs. III and IV, it is found that the
speeds of the piezoacoustic SH surface wave with metallized
~Sec. III A! and with free~Sec. III C! boundary conditions
are almost indistinguishable on a graph from the speed of the
bulk shear wave. For instance at 45°, these speeds are
(m•s21): 3976.784, 3976.965, and 3976.966, respectively.
Note however that the SH surface wave for the metallized
~‘‘shorted’’! boundary condition exists for all values ofu
~within the range delimited above by the speed at 45° and
below by the speed at 0° and at 90°, which is
3957.890 m•s21), whereas the SH surface wave for the un-
metallized~‘‘free’’ ! boundary condition exists only within a
limited range, delimited above by the speed at 45° and below
by the speed at 45.0°68.51°, which is 3975.276 m•s21.

Figure 2 displays the variations of the three speeds as a
function of u. The speed of the bulk shear wave is always
above the speed of the SH surface wave for the metallized
boundary condition; they are both defined everywhere. The
speed of the SH surface wave for the unmetallized boundary
condition is intermediate between these two speeds, but ex-
ists only in the range@36.49°,53.51°#. A zoom is provided
for this range. In that zoom, the curve for the bulk shear
wave almost coincides with the curve for the SH surface
wave corresponding to the unmetallized boundary condition;
together, they form the upper curve while the lower curve
represents the variations of the SH surface wave speed cor-
responding to the metallized boundary condition.

Note that the simple test for the solution’s validity pre-
sented in Sec. IV B works perfectly here and hence forward.

FIG. 2. Speeds of piezoacoustic waves in a AlAs (43̄m symmetry! crystal,
as a function of the cut angle: bulk shear wave~upper curve!, SH surface
wave for free-~unmetallized! boundary conditions~intermediate curve!, and
SH surface wave for metallized boundary conditions~lower curve!.
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Thus, using a 40-digit precision underMAPLE for AlAs, the
modulus of the determinant in~42! is found to be less than
10219 at 45.0°68.5125° and more than 0.2 at 45.0°
68.5129°.

Figure 3 shows the variations with depth of the fields of
interest~mechanical displacement, shear stress, electrical po-
tential, electric induction! for the SH surface wave corre-
sponding to the metallized boundary condition atu
522°308. The variations of the fields are presented over 250
wavelengths, and zooms are provided for the@0, 5# wave-
lengths range, wheref, s32, andD2 undergo rapid changes.

B. BLGO

Soluchet al.28 measured experimentally the elastic, pi-
ezoelectric, and dielectric properties of BaLaGa3O7 (4̄2m
symmetry, mass density:r55450 kg•m23) as: c44539
3109 N•m22, ê1450.29 C•m22, ande11512.4e0 .

Here, the speeds of the piezoacoustic SH surface wave
with metallized~Sec. III A! and with free-~Sec. III C! bound-
ary conditions differ more notably than in the previous ex-
ample from the speed of the bulk shear wave. For instance at
45°, these speeds are (m•s21): 2700.739, 2701.239, and
2701.242, respectively. The range of values for the wave
speedvBGm of the metallized shorted boundary condition is
delimited above by the speed at 45° and below by the speed
at 0° and at 90°, which is 2675.063 m•s21. For the un-
metallized free-boundary condition, the corresponding~lim-
ited! range for the wave speedvBGf is bounded above by the
speed at 45° and below by the speed at 45.0°67.485°,
which is 2699.369 m•s21. The difference between the two
speeds is the largest atu545°; there, the ratio 2(vBGf

2vBGm)/vBGf is equal to 3.7031024.
Figure 4 displays the variations withu of the speeds for

the bulk shear wave, for the SH surface wave corresponding

to the unmetallized boundary condition, and for the SH sur-
face wave corresponding to the metallized boundary condi-
tion. Figure 5 shows the variations with depth of the fields of
interest~mechanical displacement, shear stress, electrical po-
tential, electric induction! for the SH surface wave corre-
sponding to the metallized boundary condition atu
522°308. Similar comments to those made for Fig. 3 apply.

FIG. 3. Depth profiles of the SH surface wave for metallized boundary
conditions in a AlAs crystal cut at 22°308: mechanical displacement, shear
stress, electrical potential, electric induction.

FIG. 4. Speeds of piezoacoustic waves in a BaLaGa3O7 (4̄2m symmetry!
crystal, as a function of the cut angle: bulk shear wave~upper curve!, SH
surface wave for free~unmetallized! boundary conditions~intermediate
curve!, and SH surface wave for metallized boundary conditions~lower
curve!.

FIG. 5. Depth profiles of the piezoacoustic SH surface wave for metallized
boundary conditions in a BaLaGa3O7 crystal cut at 22°308: mechanical
displacement, shear stress, electrical potential, electric induction.
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C. BGO

The relevant physical quantities of bismuth germanium
oxide (Bi12GeO20, 23 symmetry! are29 r59200 kg•m23,
c44525.523109 N•m22, ê1450.983 C•m22, and e11

538.0e0 .
Here, the differences between the speeds of the bulk

shear wave, of the SH surface wave corresponding to the
metallized boundary condition, and of the SH surface wave
corresponding to the unmetallized boundary condition are
more marked than in the previous example. At 45°, these
speeds are (m•s21) 1747.812, 1756.836, and 1756.846, re-
spectively. At 0° and at 90°, the speeds of the bulk shear
wave and of the SH surface wave corresponding to the met-
allized boundary condition are both equal to
1665.507 m•s21. The SH surface wave for the unmetallized
boundary condition exists only in the range 45.0063.149°,
and at the extremities of this range, its speed is
1755.068 m•s21.

Figure 6 displays the variations of the three wave speeds
as a function ofu. Figure 7 shows the variations of the quan-
tity 2(vBGf2vBGm)/vBGf with the angle of cut; its largest
~smallest! value is 1.02731022 at 45.00° (0.97531022 at
48.149°).

Figure 8 shows the variations with depth of the fields of
interest~mechanical displacement, shear stress, electrical po-
tential, electric induction! for the SH surface wave corre-
sponding to the metallized boundary condition atu
522°308. Similar comments to those made for Figs. 3 and 4
apply.

Figure 9 shows the variations with depth of the same
fields for the SH surface wave corresponding to the unmet-
allized boundary condition atu542°308. By comparison
with the previous figure, it can be seen that the SH surface

wave for the unmetallized boundary condition penetrates far
more deeply than the SH surface wave for the metallized
boundary condition. The electrical potential and the electric
induction are plotted inside the crystal for the range@0, 500#
wavelengths, and also in the vacuum over the crystal for the
range @210,0# wavelengths; the continuity of these fields
across the interface is made apparent with a zoom for the
range@25,5# wavelengths.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The method of resolution for the title problem of this
paper is based on the fundamental equations~15!. This

FIG. 6. Speeds of piezoacoustic waves in a Bi12GeO20 ~23 symmetry! crys-
tal, as a function of the cut angle: bulk shear wave~upper curve!, SH surface
wave for free~unmetallized! boundary conditions~intermediate curve!, and
SH surface wave for metallized boundary conditions~lower curve!.

FIG. 7. Variations of 2(vBGf2vBGm)/vBGf with u in a Bi12GeO20 ~23 sym-
metry! crystal.

FIG. 8. Depth profiles of the piezoacoustic SH surface wave for metallized
boundary conditions in a Bi12GeO20 crystal cut at 22°308: mechanical dis-
placement, shear stress, electrical potential, electric induction.
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method has proved itself to be very effective and versatile.
The end result is the complete analytical elucidation of the
problem, for a great variety of surface impedance problems
in a piezoelectric half-space, i.e., problems where the electric
induction is proportional to the electrical potential:kF
5 ivZD2 ~say! at the boundary plane. The method can be
followed through when the impedanceZ is zero ~short-
circuit!, infinite ~open-circuit!, pure imaginary ~free-
boundary!, or complex~thin conducting layer!. It has already
been used for other types of surface impedance problems for
elastic interface waves~Stoneley waves,20,22 Scholte
waves21! and could be adapted to configurations30 with a
resistance force proportional to the normal velocity, a mass
concentrated in a thin surface layer, a system of elastic os-
cillators resting on an elastic half-space, a thin elastic layer
longitudinally deformable, etc. The method can also accom-
modate a coupling between elastic and piezoelectric fields, in
situations such as the one treated here or for instance, the
case of interface acoustic waves at a domain boundary.31

Here, attention was restricted to Bleustein–Gulyaev
waves in tetragonal 4¯piezoelectric crystals. The extension to
the classes of orthorhombic 222 or monoclinic 2 crystals is
straightforward and only requires the computation of the el-

ements of the matrixN in Eq. ~10!. Their general expression
is given for instance by Abbudi and Barnett.32 As an illustra-
tion, they are now presented for rhombic 222 crystals.

For such a crystal, the relevant nonzero piezoacoustic
constants in the crystallographic coordinate system areĉ44,
ĉ55, ê14, ê25, ê11, and ê22. In the coordinate system ob-
tained after the rotation Eq.~1!, they are

c445 ĉ44cos2 u1 ĉ55sin2 u, c455~ ĉ442 ĉ55!cosu sinu,

c555 ĉ55cos2 u1 ĉ44sin2 u, e125~ ê222 ê11!cosu sinu,

e115 ê11cos2 u1 ê22sin2 u, e225 ê22cos2 u1 ê11sin2 u,
~44!

e145ê14cos2 u2ê25sin2 u, e155~ ê141ê25!cosu sinu,

e255ê25cos2 u2ê14sin2 u, e2452ê15.

The equations of motion can be cast in the form Eq.~10!,
where the matrixN is defined by its 232 blocksN1

(1) , N2
(1) ,

K (1) in Eq. ~11!. The components of2N1
(1) and N2

(1) are
given here by

F S e22c45

e14e15
2

e25

e14
Dk2 S e22

e15
1

e12

e14
Dk2

2S c44e25

e14e15
1

c45

e14
Dk2 S e12c44

e14e15
21Dk2

G ,

F e22

e14e15
k2 2

1

e14
k2

2
1

e14
k2 2

c44

e14e15
k2
G , ~45!

respectively, and those ofK (1) are

K11
(1)5X2c552S c44

e25
2

e14e15
12c45

e25

e14
2c45

e22c45

e14e15
Dk2,

K12
(1)52e151Fc44e12

e14
1

c45e22

e15
1e25S e12c44

e14e15
21D Gk2,

K22
(1)52e111Fe12S e12c44

e14e15
22D2e22

e14

e15
Gk2. ~46!

Here, the quantityk2 is defined by

k25
e14e15

e11c441e15
2 . ~47!

Finally, in the guise of a conclusion, the main relevant
advances toward the full resolution of the problem presented
in the paper are recapitulated. In the purely elastic case, the
secular equation for Rayleigh waves polarized in a plane of
symmetry was derived by Currie33 who, using an algebraic
approach based on the Stroh formalism, obtained the equa-
tions

Ū~0!•K (n)U~0!50, ~48!

whereU~0! is the mechanical displacement on the free sur-
face. Although these equations are also valid in generally
anisotropic crystals, his derivation of the secular equation for
triclinic ~no symmetry! crystals apparently leads to a trivial
identity. This problem was later corrected by Taylor and

FIG. 9. Depth profiles of the piezoacoustic SH surface wave for free~un-
metallized! boundary conditions in a Bi12GeO20 crystal cut at 42°308: me-
chanical displacement, shear stress, electrical potential, electric induction.
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Currie34 and by Taziev35 ~see also Ting36!. In contrast to
these approaches based on the formulation of the equations
of motion as a first-order differential system for the
displacement-traction vector, Mozhaev37 wrote the equations
of motion as a second-order differential system for the dis-
placement vector

aU92 ibU81gU50, ~49!

wherea, b, g, are real symmetric matrices. Then, using first
integrals, he quickly derived the secular equation for ortho-
rhombic crystals. Destrade38 rewrote the equations of mo-
tion, this time in the form

ât92 i b̂t81ĝt50, ~50!

for the tractions, whereâ, b̂, ĝ, are real symmetric matri-
ces. Adapting Mozhaev’s first integrals, he rederived~un-
aware of Currie’s result! the secular equation for Rayleigh
waves polarized in a symmetry plane. He also mentioned
~and the proof was later given in the review article by Ting39!
that the method of first integrals could not be used for arbi-
trary anisotropy when the equations of motion are written as
Eq. ~49! or Eq. ~50!. Recently20–22 he made the connection
between Currie’s and Taziev’s use of integer powers of the
Stroh matrixN and Mozhaev’s first integrals, as shown here
also in Sec. II C. Note that Mozhaev and Weihnacht15 were
able to solve the problem of SH surface modes of a 2-mm
crystal using first integrals of the piezoacoustic equations
written as a second-order differential system.
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In the present work we deal with the scattering dispersion and attenuation of elastic waves in
different types of nonhomogeneous media. The iterative effective medium approximation based on
a single scattering consideration, for the estimation of wave dispersion and attenuation, proposed in
Tsinopouloset al., @Adv. Compos. Lett.9, 193–200~2000!# is examined herein not only for solid
components but for liquid suspensions as well. The iterations are conducted by means of the
classical relation of Waterman and Truell, while the self-consistent condition proposed by Kimet al.
@J. Acoust. Soc. Am.97, 1380–1388~1995!# is used for the convergence of the iterative procedure.
The single scattering problem is solved using the Ying and Truell formulation, which with a minor
modification can accommodate the solution of scattering on inclusions in liquid. Theoretical results
for several different systems of particulates and suspensions are presented being in excellent
agreement with experimental data taken from the literature. ©2004 Acoustical Society of America.
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I. INTRODUCTION

When a plane wave travels through a suspension of par-
ticles like particulate composites~solid particles in solids!,
liquid suspensions~solid particles in fluid!, and emulsions
~fluid inclusions in fluid!, multiple scattering occurs and part
of the incident energy is transferred to the scattered fields.
Parameters such as the frequency of the incident wave, the
relative position among the particles, the geometry of the
particles and the material properties of both matrix and in-
clusions affect the amount of this energy. Thus, although
matrix and particles can be nonattenuative, the amplitude of
waves propagating through suspensions decays and the de-
cay rate is frequency dependent. For a plane wave the decay
of its amplitude is expressed via a frequency dependent ex-
ponential coefficient known as an attenuation coefficient. On
the other hand, the size of the particles as well as the material
mismatch between particles and surrounding medium imply
that the dynamic behavior of the composite medium is
strongly depended on the excitation frequency of the incident
wave. Macroscopically this means that the phase velocity of
a plane wave traveling through a suspension of particles is
frequency dependent. This phenomenon is known in the lit-
erature as wave dispersion.

The quantitative determination of dispersion and attenu-
ation of a plane wave, caused by a random distribution of
inhomogeneities, is a problem which has been studied inten-
sively either theoretically or experimentally by many inves-
tigators in the past. The first important theoretical work on
the subject is that of Foldy1 who, employing a configura-
tional averaging procedure, derived a dispersion relation for

scalar wave propagation through a medium containing iso-
tropic scatterers. Later, Lax2 extended the work of Foldy and
proposed a new dispersion relation for multiple wave scat-
tering by anisotropic scatterers. In both works the wave dis-
persion and attenuation was represented via a frequency de-
pendent complex wave number expressed in terms of the
particle concentration and the forward far field scattering am-
plitude taken from the solution of the single particle wave
scattering problem. The results of Lax were further improved
by Waterman and Truell,3 Twersky,4 Lloyd and Berry,5

Varadanet al.6 and Javanaux and Tomas7 who derived dis-
persion relation expressed in terms of the particle concentra-
tion and the forward as well as the backward scattering am-
plitude of the single scattering problem inserting thus the
contribution of the back-scattering to the multiple scattering
process.

The above mentioned multiple scattering theories have
been extensively exploited by many investigators in order to
explain wave dispersion and attenuation observed in experi-
ments dealing with wave propagation in nonhomogeneous
fluids and solids. Here one can mention the representative
works of Sayers and Smith,8 Ledbetter and Datta,9 Norris,10

Anson and Chivers,11 Shido et al.,12 Lu and Liaw13 and
Challis et al.14 for particulate composites, the works of
Holmeset al.,15 Mobley et al.,16 Meulen et al.,17 for elastic
particles in liquid suspensions and the works of McClemens
and Povey18 and McClemens19 for emulsions. In most of
these articles, spherical inclusions are considered while the
far field parameters of the single particle wave scattering
problem, used in the dispersion and attenuation expressions,
are mainly taken from the works of Epstein and Carhart20 for
emulsions, Allegra and Hawley21 for elastic particles in a
liquid continuum and Ying and Truell22 for suspensions ofa!Electronic mail: polyzos@mech.upatras.gr
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solids in solids. Comparisons showed that, for cases of par-
ticulate composites with a significant mismatch between the
physical properties of particles and matrix, the aforemen-
tioned multiple scattering theories predict well only for very
low concentrations of particles~less than 10%!, while their
prediction efficiency, in terms of particles concentration, can
be improved in cases of nonhomogeneous solids with small
differences in the physical properties of the material constitu-
ents. On the other hand, the simple multiple scattering theo-
ries of Foldy,1 Waterman and Truell3 and Lloyd and Berry5

enhanced by the Epstein and Carhart20 and Allegra and
Hawley21 models, where besides the interaction of the
spherical particle with the incident wave, heat transport phe-
nomena between particles and surrounding medium are taken
into account, provide reasonable predictions for liquid sus-
pensions and emulsions with concentrations up to 20%. This
is an expected result since, due to mode conversion, multiple
scattering effects are more pronounced in solid than in liquid
suspensions. Eventually, one can say here that none of the so
far mentioned theories is able to provide acceptable wave
dispersion and attenuation predictions for all the types of
suspensions and for a wide range of particle concentrations
and wavenumbers.

Besides the aforementioned fundamental multiple scat-
tering procedures, many analytical semi-analytical and nu-
merical models for predicting wave dispersion and attenua-
tion in nonhomogeneous media have been proposed in the
literature. Among them, the methodologies applied for both
solid and liquid suspensions can be grouped into two catego-
ries. In the first category belong the works that provide dis-
persion and attenuation expressions by means of the
Kramers–Kroning relations. Representative works are those
of Beltzer et al.23 and Beltzer24 for particulate composites
and the works of Temkin,25 Ye26 and Leander27 for suspen-
sions, while an excellent mathematical description and deri-
vation of Kramers–Kroning relations can be found in the
work of Weaver and Pao.28 However, as it is mentioned in
the book of Zhang and Gross29 and noted in the paper of
Temkin,30 Kramers–Kroning relations provide satisfactory
results only for low concentrations of particles while one of
the quantities phase velocity and attenuation coefficient
should be known independently. The second category con-
cerns the self-consistent theories. According to these theo-
ries, the frequency dependent wave velocity and attenuation
coefficient are evaluated through self-consistent expressions
most of which are based on scattering parameters taken from
the solution of the single scattering problem where the mi-
crostructure of the composite medium is immersed into an
infinitely extended effective medium. The self-consistent or
effective medium theories appear in the literature with dif-
ferent versions and procedures depending on the type of sus-
pensions they applied. Thus, for particulate composites one
can mention the self-consistent models of Talbot and
Willis,31 Sabina and Willis32 and Devaney,33 the effective
medium approximations of Kerr34 and Kanaunet al.,35 the
dynamic self-consistent effective medium approximations of
Berryman,36 Kim et al.37 and Tsinopouloset al.38 and the
incremental self-consistent approach of Anson and Chivers11

and Biwa et al.39 For liquid suspensions, one can mention

the effective medium approaches of Anson and Chivers,40

Hemar et al.,41 Cowan et al.,42 McClements et al.43 and
Hipp et al.44,45 and the coupled-phase models of Harker
et al.,46 Atkinson and Kytomaa47 and Evans and
Attenborough.48 Comparisons with experimental results have
shown that the self-consistent models are those which are
able to predict satisfactory the behavior of a wave pulse
propagating within a dense distribution of particle-scatterers.

Recently, Kimet al.37 presented a modified version of
the coherent potential approximation,49–52 in order to predict
the speed and the coherent attenuation of an elastic wave
propagating in a medium containing randomly distributed,
solid spherical inclusions. The frequency dependent effective
stiffness and density of the composite are obtained by solv-
ing a system of three nonlinear volume-integral equations in
which, however, the interior dynamic displacement field of a
single inclusion immersed in an infinitely extended effective
medium must be knowna priori. Although in their theory
correlations among the scatterers are neglected, their results
were in a good agreement with experimental observations.

Kanaunet al.35 claim that the application of this effec-
tive medium scheme for wave propagation problems is ques-
tionable, since matrix and inclusions play quite different
roles in the process of wave diffraction. However, scattering
occurs due to the interaction of the incident wave with the
randomly distributed particles. Thus, considering inclusions
and matrix as scatterers the surfaces of which have opposite
unit normal vector, the self-consistent hypothesis of Kim
et al.37 seems to be quite reasonable

Later, Tsinopouloset al.38 proposed an iterative effective
medium approximation~IEMA ! combining effectively the
self-consistent model of Kimet al.37 and the simple multiple
scattering theory of Foldy.1 In their work, the evaluation of
the wave speed and attenuation coefficient was accomplished
through a practical and simple iterative procedure avoiding
thus the solution of complex nonlinear systems of equations
such those required in the approximation of Kimet al.More-
over, comparing the estimations provided by the two meth-
ods, IEMA appears to be more efficient and accurate in cases
of highly concentrated elastic mixtures.

Here, the IEMA of Tsinopouloset al.38 is properly modi-
fied and improved in order to predict well wave dispersion
and attenuation in particulate composites, particle suspen-
sions and emulsions. Our aim in the current work is twofold:
first to develop a single theoretical model that predicts well
wave dispersion and attenuation for all types of suspensions
and second to provide an iterative computational scheme that
for the case of spherical particles is simple and easily imple-
mented. The present new version of IEMA combines the
self-consistent model of Kimet al.37 with the quasicrystal-
line approximation of Waterman and Truell.3 Considering the
effective material properties of the composite medium being
the same with the static elastic ones proposed by
Christensen,53 properly modified for liquid mixtures, and sat-
isfying the single scattering self-consistent condition of Tsi-
nopouloset al.,38 the effective and frequency dependent dy-
namic density of the nonhomogeneous medium is evaluated.
The complex value of the effective density in conjunction
with the static effective stiffness of the composite medium
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determine both the velocity and the attenuation of an ultra-
sonic pulse propagating in the random particulate suspen-
sion. The single scattering problem is solved using the Ying
and Truell22 formulation, which with minor modification can
accommodate solution of scattering problems dealing with
inclusions suspended in liquid matrix. Several numerical re-
sults compared with experimental data taken from the litera-
ture demonstrate the IEMA efficiency on predicting wave
dispersion and attenuation in all types of particle suspen-
sions.

II. THE IEMA FOR PARTICLE SUSPENSIONS

In this section, the IEMA proposed recently by Tsinopo-
uloset al.38 and modified for the needs of the present work is
presented.

The starting point of the IEMA is a self-consistent con-
dition first considered in the coherent potential theory of
Soven.49 According to this theory, any wave propagating in a
composite medium can be considered as a sum of a mean
wave propagating in a medium having the dynamic effective
properties of the composite and a number of fluctuating
waves coming from the multiple scattering of the mean wave
by the uniformly and randomly distributed material varia-
tions from these of the effective medium. On the average, the
fluctuating field should be vanished at any direction within
the effective medium, i.e.,

^k̂"T̃"k̂&50, ~1!

where^ & denotes the average over the composition and the
shape of the scatterers,T̃ is a matrix corresponding to the
total multiple scattering operator for the fluctuating waves
and k̂ is the propagation direction of the mean wave. Equa-
tion ~1! is well known as self-consistent condition and can be
used to determine the dynamic effective properties of the
composite material. However, due to the prohibitive compu-
tational cost of the evaluation of the operatorT̃ Soven49 pro-
posed, instead of Eq.~1!, the use of the following simplified
self-consistent condition:

^k̂"t̃"k̂&50, ~2!

with t̃ being a single scattering operator coming from the
diffraction of the mean wave by each composition, i.e. ma-
trix and particles, embedded in an infinitely extended effec-
tive medium. Devaney33 proved that Eq.~2! could also be
written as a function of the far field scattering amplitudes in
the forward direction. Thus, for identical homogeneous par-
ticles embedded in a homogeneous elastic or liquid matrix,
Eq. ~2! assumes the following form:

n1g(1)~ k̂,k̂!1~12n1!g(2)~ k̂,k̂!50, ~3!

wheren1 represents the volume fraction of the particles and
g(1)( k̂,k̂), g(2)( k̂,k̂) are the forward scattering amplitudes
taken by the solution of the two single wave scattering prob-
lems illustrated in Fig. 1. The solution of the single scattering
problem is described in the next section.

According to the IEMA the self-consistent condition~3!
is satisfied numerically through an iterative procedure, which
can be summarized as follows.

Consider a harmonic elastic plane wave with circular
frequencyv, either longitudinal~P! or transverse~SH or
SV!, traveling through the composite. Due to the presence of
the particles, multiple scattering occurs and thereby the con-
sidered wave becomes both dispersive and attenuated and its
complex wavenumberkd

eff(v) can be written as

kd
eff~v!5

v

Cd
eff~v!

1 iad
eff~v!, ~4!

with Cd
eff(v) andad

eff(v) being the frequency dependent wave
phase velocity and attenuation coefficient, respectively. The
subscriptd denotes either longitudinal (d[p) or transverse
(d[s) wave.

Next, the composite material is replaced by an elastic
homogeneous and isotropic medium with effective Lame’
constants meff, leff, given by the static model of
Christensen,53

leff5l21

n1~l12l2!S l21
4

3
m2D

n2~l12l2!1S l21
4

3
m2D ,

~5!

AS meff

m2
D 2

12BS meff

m2
D1C50.

Subscripts 1 and 2 indicate particle and matrix material prop-
erties, respectively, andA, B and C are functions of
(m1 ,m2 ,n1) given in the paper of Christensen.53 Since the
Lame’ constantl is usually referred to an elastic medium, in
the present work where liquid suspensions and emulsions are
considered the bulk modulusKeff5leff1(2/3)gmeff is used
instead.

For the cases of a liquid matrix, the shear modulus,meff,
instead of being calculated through~5!, is set to a very small
value, since, even for high concentrations, the inclusions do
not form an interconnected network that would effectively
reinforce the shear rigidity of the mixture. In the present
paper the shear modulus for all the considered liquid phases
has been taken equal to 100 Pa.

In the first step of the IEMA, the effective density of the
composite is assumed to be

~reff!step15n1r11~12n1!r2 . ~6!

FIG. 1. A plane mean wave propagating in the effective medium and scat-
tered by ~a! a matrix inclusion~problem 1! and ~b! a particle inclusion
~problem 2!.
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Then, the effective wave number (kd
eff)step1 is evaluated as

straightforward through the relations

~kp
eff!step15vF3Keff14meff

3~reff!step1
G2 1/2

, ~7!

for a P-wave and

~ks
eff!step15vF meff

~reff!step1
G2 1/2

, ~8!

for a shear wave, respectively.
In the sequel, utilizing the material properties obtained

from the first step, the two single wave scattering problems
illustrated in Fig. 1 are solved. The solution of these prob-
lems is accomplished analytically from the matrix notation
of the Ying and Truell formulation, as will be explained in
Sec. III. Combining the evaluated forward scattering ampli-
tudesgd

(1,2)( k̂,k̂), according to the self-consistent condition
~3!, i.e.,

gd~ k̂,k̂!5n1gd
(1)~ k̂,k̂!1~12n1!gd

(2)~ k̂,k̂!, ~9!

and making use of the dispersion relation proposed by Wa-
terman and Truell,3 one obtains the new effective wave num-
ber of the mean wave,

@~kd
eff!step2#

25@~kd
eff!step1#

21
3n1gd~ k̂,k̂!

a3

1
9n1

2~gd
2~ k̂,k̂!2gd

2~ k̂,2 k̂!!

4k2a6 , ~10!

where a is the radius of the smallest sphere including the
particle.

The new complex wave number (kd
eff)step2 of the mean

wave propagating through the composite medium is the de-
parture point of the second step. Keeping the same static
material properties~5! for the effective medium and utilizing
relations ~7! and ~8! for longitudinal and transverse inci-
dence, respectively, one calculates the new effective density
of the host medium (reff)step2, which due to (kd

eff)step2 is now
complex. Considering the new material propertiesleff ,meff

and (reff)step2, the two single wave scattering problems de-
picted in Fig.1 are solved again and the procedure is repeated
until the self-consistent condition~3! is satisfied. This means
that (kd

eff)step(n21)5(kd
eff)step(n) . Finally, the evaluatedkd

eff in
conjunction with Eq. 4 determines the frequency dependent,
effective velocity Cd

eff(v) and the attenuation coefficient
ad

eff(v) of the propagating wave. The whole procedure is
summarized in the flow chart of Fig. 2.

In the just described procedure, a point that needs fur-
ther discussion is the use of the complex density throughout
the iterations of the IEMA. From a physical point of view,
one can say that the choice of using the density as the main
parameter controlling the material properties of a particle
suspension seems to be realistic, since both dispersion and
attenuation are dynamic properties of the considered com-
posite medium. On the other hand the idea of a complex
density is not something new in the literature. As a represen-
tative example one can mention the works of Petculescu and
Wilen,54 Leeet al.55 and Pan and Horne56 dealing with sound

propagation and fluid flow in porous media and that employ
complex densities in their frequency domain analysis. Usu-
ally, the imaginary and real part of a complex density come
from the frequency domain transformation of first and sec-
ond order time derivatives, respectively, involved in the dif-
ferential operator of the problem. Thus, beyond the different
type of explanations being available in the literature, the real
and imaginary part of a complex density are directly related
to the kinetic and the absorbing energy of the medium, re-
spectively. This could explain why in the proposed here it-
erative methodology the complex density is responsible for
the final evaluation of the frequency dependent velocity and
attenuation coefficient of the particulate composite medium.

It should be also mentioned that an alternative IEMA
procedure would be the consideration of a constant density
@Eq. ~6!# for all the steps and the use of either the complex
values of the bulk modulus evaluated from Eq.~7! when
longitudinal waves propagate through the composite me-
dium, or the complex shear modulus obtained from Eq.~8!
when shear waves are considered. However, although the
two procedures seem to be equivalent, the use of the com-
plex modulus instead of the complex density leads to disper-
sion and attenuation predictions that in many cases are in
poor agreement with experimental observations. On the con-
trary and as it is evident in the sections after next, the use of
the complex density in the IEMA procedure provides results
being in a very good and sometimes in excellent agreement
with the available experimental data.

III. FORMULATION AND SOLUTION OF THE SINGLE
SCATTERING PROBLEM

In this section the formulation and solution of the single
scattering problem is briefly described. The present approach
is based on the Ying and Truell formulation22 considering
scattering of a plane wave on an elastic sphere embedded in
an infinite elastic matrix. The subject of scattering on a
spherical obstacle has been discussed extensively in litera-
ture so only general guidelines will be presented here.

When a compressional wave impinges on the particle it
gives rise to both compressional and shear waves inside the
particle, as well as the scattered compressional and shear
waves outside the particle. Expressions for each of these
waves are equated using the boundary conditions at the sur-

FIG. 2. A schematic representation of IEMA.
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face of the particle, yielding four equations with four un-
known scattering coefficients,An , Bn , Cn and Dn . In the
present formulation temperature and heat transfer effects are
not included. The equations, concerning namely the continu-
ity of the normal and tangential velocity component as well
as the continuity of the normal and tangential stress compo-
nent are as follows:

Ank1ahn11~k1a!1Bnnk1ahn11~k1a!2Ck2aj m11~k2a!

2Dnnk2aj m11~k2a!

5~2 i !n21~2n11!
1

k1
@k1aj m11~k1a!#, ~11!

Anhn~k1a!2Bn@~n11!hn~k1a!2k1ahn11~k1a!#

2Cnj m~k2a!1Dn@~n11! j n~k2a!2k2aj n11~k2a!#

5~2 i !n21~2n11!
1

k1
j m~k1a!, ~12!

An@~k1a!2hn~k1a!22~n12!k1ahn11~k1a!#

1Bnn@~k1a!2hn~k1a!22~n12!k1ahn11~k1a!#

2Cnp@~k2a!2 j n~k2a!22~n12!k2aj n11~k2a!#

2Dnpn@~k2a!2 j n~k2a!22~n12!k2aj n11~k2a!#

5~2 i !n21~2n11!
1

k1
@~k1a!2 j m~k1a!22~n12!

3k1aj m11~k1a!#, ~13!

An@~n21!hn~k1a!2k1ahn11~k1a!#

2BnF S n2212
k1

2a2

2 Dhn~k1a!2k1ahn11~k1a!G
2Cnp@~n21! j n~k2a!2k2aj n11~k2a!#

1DnpF S n2212
k2

2a2

2 D j n~k2a!2k2aj n11~k2a!G
5~2 i !n21~2n11!

1

k1
@~n21! j m~k1a!2k1aj m11~k1a!#,

~14!

where k1 and k2 are the longitudinal wavenumbers in the
matrix and inclusion, respectively,k1 and k2 are the shear
wavenumbers in the matrix and inclusion, respectively,p
5 m2 /m1 , a is the particle radius, andj n and hn are the
spherical Bessel and Hankel functions.

In case the modeling concerns a problem of scattering
on particles suspended in liquid, the equations can be derived
by a limiting process (m2➛0).59 As it is already mentioned
in the present work the shear modulus for any liquid phase
was taken to be 100 Pa.

In order to calculate velocity and attenuation for a given
frequency the equations must be solved for the scattering
coefficients for each value of n. In the case of the scattered
longitudinal wave, theAn coefficients are of interest. This
system of equations, in matrix notation, is solved by a Mat-

lab routine using standard inversion command. Therefore,
the forward scattering amplitude,g, can be calculated
through

g~0!5
1

ik1
(
n50

`

~2n11!An ,

~15!

g~p!5
1

ik1
(
n50

`

~21!n~2n11!An .

The appropriate order ofn has been shown by O’Neilet al.60

to be roughly equal to the dimensionless wavenumber,k1a,
meaning that for higher frequency bands as the particle ra-
dius rises significantly compared to the wavelength, and in
order to have a reliable calculation of the scattering ampli-
tude and therefore velocity and attenuation, more scattering
terms must be summed in Eq.~15!.

Indeed, this is evident throughout the present work as
can be seen in Fig. 3. There, two indicative examples con-
cerning the order ofn, necessary for the convergence of
velocity via the Waterman and Truell dispersion relation are
depicted. In Fig. 3~a! where a case of a lead/epoxy particu-
late composite is considered, it is seen that for frequency 1.9
MHz corresponding tok1a53, for particle radius 660mm,
the velocity obtains a constant value after aboutn56. In Fig.
3~b! the medium is a polystyrene in the saline suspension
and the appropriate number ofn for convergence is 16 while
thek1a equals 12.5~radius 152mm and frequency 20 MHz!.
It is seen that generally velocity and attenuation converges
for order k1a13 while thereafter no detectable change is
mentioned. Thereforen was set equal to the integer ofk1a
17 for the needs of the present study.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section the prediction capability of the IEMA is
examined. Although it has been proven to yield accurate re-
sults for particulate composites38 for volume concentrations
as high as 50%, herein the efficiency of IEMA is addressed
also for liquid matrix systems. Calculations are carried out
for several cases of systems for which experimental data are

FIG. 3. ~a! Velocity vs ordern for 5.2% by volume composite of 660mm
radius lead spheres in epoxy.~b! Velocity vs ordern for 3% by volume
suspension of 152mm radius polystyrene spheres in water.
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available in the literature. The material properties of the con-
stituent phases are summarized in Table I along with the
corresponding figure number where experimental and theo-
retical curves are depicted. Although water and polystyrene
takes part in more than one measurement, the properties do
not exhibit remarkable differences from one case to other;
therefore they are mentioned once.

A. Particulate composites

The first material studied is an Iron/PMMA composite.
In Fig. 4~a! comparison between measured and calculated
longitudinal velocity is depicted for a monochromatic wave
(k1a50.06). The experimental data are obtained by the
work of Piche and Hamel.57 As observed the agreement is
excellent while the Waterman–Truell model, as expected,
predicts well only for low concentrations.

The other case, Fig. 4~b!, concerns a titanium carbonate
~TiC! in epoxy composite at the dimensionless frequency

k1a50.02. It is obvious that the agreement for almost all
volume fractions between experimental velocity11 and IEMA
predictions is very good. In this figure, the predictions made
by the Waterman and Truell approach, without applying the
iterative procedure, are also supplied. It is seen that the
agreement is good but for high volume fractions the use of
the self-consistent relation seems to more closely follow the
trend at higher volume fractions.

The next case under consideration is a lead/epoxy~Epon
828z! composite with spherical particles of radius 660mm
and volume fractions 26% and 52%; see Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!,
respectively. The theoretical results are compared again to
those taken directly from the Waterman–Truell dispersion
relation. Although the discrepancy between IEMA results
and experiment ~taken from the work of Kinra and
Rousseau58! seems to increase with volume content, it can be
said that, qualitatively, the results are in good agreement. An

TABLE I. Material properties.

Material
Cp

~m/s!
Cs

~m/s!
l

~Gpa!
m

~Gpa!
r

(Kg/m3) Fig.

Iron 5941 3251 110.99 82.86 7840 4~a!
PMMA 2669 1305 4.37 2.00 1175
TiC 10000 6200 113.28 188.36 4900 4~b!
Epoxy 2523 976 5.58 1.19 1250
Lead 2210 860 38.48 8.36 11300 5
Epoxy ~828z! 2640 1200 4.92 1.73 1202
Al7091 6305 3066 59.5 26.7 2840 6
SiCp 12210 7707 100.0 196.0 3300
Glass 5280 3240 17.15 26.16 2492 7
Epoxy ~3012! 2541 1161 4.44 1.59 1180
Polystyrene 2337 1098 3.21 1.27 1053 8, 9~b!, 10
Water 1500 — 2.250 – 1000 8, 9~b!, 10, 12,

13, 14~b!
Glass 6790 4167 27.36 41.76 2405 9~a!
ATB 1026 — 2.49 – 2365
Glass 5600 3400 20.6 28.9 2500 11
Glycerol–water
mixture

1840 — 4.063 1200 11

Xylene 1320 — 1.513 – 868.2 12
Bromoform 900 — 2.341 – 2890 13~a!
Benzene 1320 — 1.5263 – 876 13~b!, 14~a!
Water/glycerine 1711 — 3.232 – 1104 14~a!
Carbon
tetrachloride

968 — 1.536 – 1640 14~b!

FIG. 4. A comparison between predicted and measured longitudinal velocity
for ~a! an iron/PMMA composite~experimental data from Ref. 52! and ~b!
for a titanium carbonate in epoxy composite~experimental data from Ref.
11!.

FIG. 5. A comparison between predicted and measured~Ref. 58! longitudi-
nal velocity for a 660mm radius lead spheres in an epoxy composite with
volume fraction~a! 26% and~b! 52%.
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important conclusion drawn by this figure is that the IEMA
predicts the shift of the lowest and highest resonance fre-
quencies to higher values as the volume fraction increases.
The position of the resonant frequencies can be found in the
diagrams of Fig. 5 since at these frequencies the velocity
obtains maximum values.

Figure 6 depicts the longitudinal wave velocity of alu-
minum ~Al ! matrix composites containing silicon carbide
~SiCp! particles. The increase of velocity with volume frac-
tion is apparent for both cases and predicted values are quite
close to the experimental ones concerning the random orien-
tation of the particles. After microstructural characterization
of the material,13 the average SiCp size varied approximately
from 2 to 4mm. For the theoretical predictions the diameter
was considered to be 3mm.

The last particulate composite case concerns the attenu-
ation of the glass/epoxy~Tra-cast 3012! system. The attenu-
ation measurements carried out by Kinraet al.61 for a 45%
volume content of glass and the corresponding predictions of
IEMA are presented in Fig. 7. It is apparent that the IEMA
follows closely the experimental data for the frequency range

tested, while the Waterman and Truell approach seems suit-
able only for low frequencies.

B. Elastic–liquid suspensions

Liquid suspension modeling does not require a much
different approach. As mentioned above, since liquids do not
support shear waves, the shear modulus of the matrix ob-
tained values very small~100 Pa!.

The first case studied is a 1% by volume polystyrene in
water suspension with particle size 50mm interrogated
experimentally16 in the frequency band 3–30 MHz by means
of ultrasonic spectroscopy. Overall, the predicted shape of
the phase velocity and attenuation curves tracks the experi-
mental results closely as seen in Figs. 8~a! and 8~b!, respec-
tively. The peaks and nadirs of the IEMA model coincide
with the experimentally measured ones for both velocity and
attenuation being closer than the original Waterman and Tru-
ell dispersion relation.

Another case of interest lies in Fig. 9~a!. There, the ve-
locity of glass in acetylene tetrabromide-benzene~ATB! is

FIG. 6. A comparison between predicted and measured~Ref. 13! longitudi-
nal velocity for a SiCp in aluminum composite, matrix type 7091.

FIG. 7. A comparison between the predicted and measured~Ref. 61! longi-
tudinal attenuation for a glass/epoxy~Tra-cast 3012! composite.

FIG. 8. A comparison between the predicted and measured~Ref. 16! sound
velocity of a suspension of 1% polystyrene spheres in water with radius~a!
50 mm and~c! 70 mm and corresponding attenuation~b! and ~d!.

FIG. 9. A comparison between the predicted and measured sound velocity
of a suspension of~a! glass in ATB~experimental data from Ref. 18! and~b!
polystyrene in water~experimental data from Ref. 15!.
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depicted vs the volume content. The frequency applied ex-
perimentally is 5 MHz while the particle radius is 12.5mm,
resulting in k1a50.3829. The experimental data is due to
McClements and Povey18 and they are in excellent agree-
ment with IEMA predictions.

In Fig. 9~b! another case of polystyrene in water is ex-
amined concerning the effect of the volume fraction in ve-
locity at 2 MHz. In such systems, due to the low-density
contrast between the two phases thermal effects are expected
to be dominant.15 However, although the present formulation
omits such effects, theoretical predictions are very close to
experimental data.15

The same work of Holmeset al.15 contains interesting
comparisons between the dispersive behavior of different
particle volume fraction suspensions sharing though the
same particle size. In Fig. 10 the experimentally observed
dispersion of 20.6% and 45.5% with a particle size of 308
nm between 2 and 50 MHz is depicted. It is apparent that
both the IEMA and the Waterman–Truell model predict well
for the present case.

The last case of elastic in a liquid suspension presented
herein concerns a suspension of monodisperse~radius 0.438
mm! glass beads in a 75% glycerin–25% water mixture. The
properties of the suspended and continuum media exhibit

large mismatch~the sound velocity of fluid is 1840 m/s while
of glass beads 5600 m/s! resulting in strongly scattering be-
havior. IEMA succeeds in predicting very well the experi-
mental behavior42 up to about 5 MHz tested for the cases of
34% and 45% volume content of glass as seen in Figs. 11~a!
and 11~b!, respectively.

C. Liquid–liquid emulsions

Apart from the suspension of elastic particles in fluid, a
separate category can be assumed for the liquid–liquid emul-
sions. Ultrasonic parameters of such systems as velocity and
attenuation can also here be very closely predicted usingm
5100 Pa for both liquids and following the same iterative
procedure. All experimental data concerning this section are
taken again from McClements and Povey.18

In Fig. 12 a water in xylene emulsion is described with
droplet size 5mm, measured at the frequency of 5 MHz for a
wide range of volume fractions. In the next Fig. 13 two cases
of water based emulsions are presented. In Fig. 13~a! the
dispersed phase is bromoform and in Fig. 13~b! it is benzene.
The droplet size is 3mm for the first case and 8mm for the
second while the frequencies used are 3 and 2 MHz, respec-
tively. As can be seen, the increase of the dispersed liquid

FIG. 11. A comparison between the predicted and measured~Ref. 42! sound
velocity of a glass beads in glycerol–water mixture suspension for volume
fraction ~a! 34% and~b! 45%.

FIG. 10. A comparison between the predicted and measured~Ref. 15! sound
velocity of a 308 nm polystyrene spheres in water suspension for different
volume contents.

FIG. 12. A comparison between the predicted and measured~Ref. 18! sound
velocity of water in a xylene emulsion.

FIG. 13. A comparison between the predicted and measured~Ref. 18! sound
velocity of ~a! bromoform in water and~b! benzene in water emulsion.
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content causes a certain decrease in sound velocity, which is
predicted exactly by the IEMA present herein.

The cases of the last figure concern a benzene in water/
40% glycerin emulsion, see Fig. 14~a!, and a carbon tetra-
chloride in water emulsion, Fig. 14~b!. It is seen that the
decrease in velocity with the increase of a droplet content is
very closely predicted using the iterative procedure on the
Ying and Truell formulation described herein. The properties
of all different phases of the emulsions can be found in Table
I.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A recently introduced iterative methodology for the
quantitative estimation of wave dispersion and attenuation
due to scattering is described here. Although successfully
tested for particulate composites,38 in this work its effective-
ness is examined additionally on suspensions of solids in
liquid and liquid in liquid emulsions systems. The obtained
theoretical curves concerning velocity and attenuation pre-
dict very closely the experimental results, regardless of the
nature of the phases. The elastic properties of the effective
medium are given by the static mixture model of
Christensen53 while for the case of liquid matrix the shear
rigidity is taken as 100 Pa. The dynamic behavior of the
system is characterized by the complex effective material
density, calculated through the iterative procedure discussed
above. The IEMA being simpler than the one proposed by
Kim et al.37 is very powerful even for high volume fractions
where it provides predictions close to experimental observa-
tions. The IEMA can be used as a practical tool for wave
dispersion and attenuation prediction being very useful for
applications in a nondestructive evaluation. Taking into con-
sideration thermal effects is expected to improve the accu-
racy of dispersion and attenuation predictions and is pro-
posed as a task for future work.
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Acoustical enclosures are the common arrangements in reducing airborne noise from shipboard
machinery such as engines and generators. In this paper the theoretical models, established based on
statistical energy analysis, are presented for predicting the insertion loss of acoustical enclosures in
different frequency ranges. In addition to the consideration of resonant modal coupling between
internal sound field and enclosure structural vibration, the nonresonant transmission though and the
interaction between enclosure walls in the models are also included. It is shown that the insertion
loss of enclosures is mainly controlled by the nonresonant modes in the intermediate frequency
range. At high frequencies, the insertion loss of enclosures can be improved by increasing the sound
absorption at the internal boundaries of enclosures. Experiments were carried out on two enclosures
made of different materials. The measured results are compared with the predicted values and the
good agreement between them is the initial demonstration of the validity and feasibility of the
theoretical models. ©2004 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1819377#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Noise reduction of acoustic enclosures has been exten-
sively investigated by many authors. It is of importance be-
cause acoustic enclosures are used in many applications to
reduce the noise emanating from acoustic sources such as
running machines or noisy engines. The challenge in enclo-
sure design is to achieve the required noise reduction with
minimum cost and, at the same time, to fulfill functional
requirements such as materials flow, ventilation, accessibility
for repairs, shock-proof mounting, etc. The obvious action in
meeting the challenge is to develop an accurate prediction
model for the design.

Jackson1,2 and Junger3 studied the enclosure perfor-
mance due to the excitation of an internal acoustic wave field
by modeling the source and enclosure walls into two parallel
flat plates separated by an air gap. One plate was assumed to
be the source and the other was the enclosure wall. In Jack-
son’s model both plates were assumed to be infinite, and the
source plate generates plane waves, which are reflected and
transmitted at the wall plate. In Junger’s model, however,
both plates are of finite sizes. The source plate was modeled
as a rectangular uniform piston radiator generating a uniform
pressure field in the gap, and the wall plate has simply sup-
port boundary conditions. Junger’s model allows for absorb-
ing material in the airgap, the higher order structural modes,
and the coincidence effect in the enclosure wall. Tweed and
Tree4 have reviewed the Jackson and Junger’s work and con-
cluded from their measurements that neither method can give
acceptable results for the prediction of the enclosure perfor-
mance.

Oldham and Hillarby5 extended Junger’s model by as-
suming that the source plate undergoes forced vibration in
typical mode shapes at low frequencies, and only symmetric
mode shapes cause pressure effect on the enclosure plate. At
high frequencies, statistical energy analysis~SEA! is em-
ployed by modeling the system into two subsystems. The
interaction between enclosure walls and the nonresonance

transmission through the enclosure walls were neglected.
The comparison between the theoretical predictions and the
experimental results6 indicated that their model is only suit-
able for assessing the potential performance of an enclosure
with simple source configurations.

Lyon7 approached the enclosure problem in a different
way based on the analysis model, consisting of a flexible
panel and an enclosed acoustic volume, which was used later
by Tweed and Tree.4 He assumed that the flexible panel is
excited by an external reverberant wave field rather than an
interior noise source, and divided the analysis into three fre-
quency regions:~1! at low frequencies, where both the flex-
ible panel and interior acoustic volume are stiffness con-
trolled; ~2! at intermediate frequencies, where only the panel
is resonant and the volume is stiff; and~3! at high frequen-
cies, where both the panel and interior volume display reso-
nant behavior. In the low-frequency region, Lyon suggested
that the enclosure performance depends on the ratio of the air
cavity and panel stiffness. In the intermediate and high-
frequency regions, SEA was employed to calculate the noise
reduction. At intermediate frequencies, Lyon modified his
SEA model into two subsystems by excluding the interior
acoustic volume from his statistical analysis. First, Lyon as-
sumed one panel mode in the frequency band of interest to
give a lower bound of noise reduction. Then, he used an
average modal density to obtain the average value of noise
reduction. Eichler8 extended Lyon’s analysis to a rectangular
box with six flexible walls. He reduced his analysis model by
assuming that the opposite walls vibrate symmetrically in
phase with each other, but uncorrelated with respect to the
other walls. His assumptions were not justified. Both Lyon
and Eichler did not include the nonresonant transmission in
their analysis but used it as a reference for comparison. Cole
et al.9 extended Eichler’s high-frequency analysis further by
treating each enclosure wall as a single SEA subsystem and
by accounting for the nonresonant transmission between the
reverberant room~subsystem 1! and the enclosed acoustic
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volume~subsystem 8!. Theoretical prediction has been com-
pared with their experimental results. Good agreement was
achieved for different conditions except at the intermediate
frequencies and at the critical coincidence frequency. In ad-
dition, Coleet al.have studied, both theoretically and experi-
mentally, the effects of apertures on the enclosure perfor-
mance. However, Coleet al.did not make any attempt in the
low and intermediate frequency ranges.

Ver10 studied the noise reduction of acoustic enclosures
in a similar way as Lyon did, but he placed the noise source
inside the enclosure. Ver has detailed the noise reduction in
the low-frequency range but did not present any analytical
model for the intermediate frequency range, and stated: ‘‘To
date there is no analytical model available which would pro-
vide reliable engineering information for design of enclo-
sures in this intermediate frequency range. Accordingly the
design of enclosures in this frequency range is usually based
on scale-model measurements or on experience.’’ When the
enclosed acoustic volume starts to exhibit resonances, Ver
said, ‘‘although no diffuse sound field exists in this fre-
quency range, it has been found that the assumption of a
diffuse sound field usually results in a conservative estimate
of the insertion loss.’’ In addition, Ver analyzed the enclosure
performance due to the force excitation on the enclosure
walls. Tweed and Tree4 have concluded from their measure-
ments that Ver’s analytical model in the high-frequency
range was inadequate for design purposes.

In SEA it is assumed that the response of a subsystem is
determined by resonant modes. The uncertainty of SEA re-
sults becomes large when the number of modes is small in
the frequency band of interest. It is shown11,12 that this un-
certainty is related to the mobility of the receiving sub-
system. Craiket al. have given a semiempirical expression
for correcting the coupling loss factors in the frequency
bands where few modes are present.11,12Craik’s correction is
very useful for extending the SEA to the lower part of the
intermediate frequency range.

The model studied in this paper is a sealed enclosure of
any shape but with an enclosed noise source. In the analysis
given, both the nonresonant sound transmission through
walls and the interaction between walls are considered. The
predicted values of insertion loss are compared with the ex-
perimental results. The agreement in all cases is very encour-
aging.

II. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

We consider an airtight acoustical enclosure of any
shape. Each wall of the enclosure is assumed to be flexible,
homogeneous, isotropic, thin, and of uniform thickness. The
‘‘thin panel’’ assumption implies that the effects of shear
deformation and rotational inertia are negligible. The classi-
cal linear theory for thin plates holds and the power trans-
mitted by those forces through in-plane waves is negligible.
Only bending waves are considered in the analysis of struc-
tural vibration on the enclosure walls.

A noise source is located inside the enclosure generating
an interior pressure field, which excites the walls of the en-
closure. The vibrating walls then radiate noise into the area
outside of the enclosure. The enclosure is of such a size that

the resonance frequency of the first structural mode in the
walls is lower than that of the first acoustic mode of the
enclosed volume.

The noise reduction in the low-frequency range has been
detailed by Ver10 and will not be repeated here. In most prac-
tical applications, the low-frequency sound transmission is
not of much interest to the designer because the correspond-
ing frequency band is usually narrow and at very low fre-
quency range, where the noise radiation from the source is
usually small.

A. Insertion loss

The insertion loss of an acoustical enclosure is defined
as13

IL 5LW02LWc ~dB!, ~1!

where LW0 and LWc are the sound power levels radiated,
respectively, by the acoustic source and by the vibrating en-
closure walls.

In a given frequency band, two types of structural modes
are present on the enclosure walls: resonant modes, which
have their natural frequencies in the frequency band under
consideration and hence have a high response, and nonreso-
nant modes, which are excited such that their natural fre-
quencies fall outside the frequency band under consideration.
It is postulated that the nonresonant modes are responsible
for the ‘‘mass-law’’ transmission of sound.14–16 The sound
power radiated by the nonresonant modes of enclosure walls,
Wnon, is given by

Wnon5tW0 , ~2!

whereW0 is the sound power~watt! radiated by the acoustic
source when it is within the enclosure andt is the overall
transmission coefficient17 of the enclosure, which can be ob-
tained by averaging over all the incident angles and enclo-
sure walls.

On the other hand, the sound power radiated by the reso-
nant modes of walli, Wresi, can be estimated from the aver-
aged vibration velocity, and is given by13

Wresi5r0cs iSiv i
2, ~3!

wherer0 is the mass density of air;c is the sound speed in
air; s i andSi are, respectively, the radiation coefficient and
surface area of walli; v i is the vibration velocity of walli.
The total sound power radiation from an enclosure isWc

5( Wresi1Wnon.

B. Noise reduction at intermediate frequencies

In the intermediate frequency range, the air within the
enclosure acts like a pure stiffness closely coupled to the
walls, while the enclosure walls exhibit resonant behavior.
The interior acoustic volume cannot be treated as a separate
SEA subsystem in this frequency range. It only loads the
walls reactively and increases some of their resonance fre-
quencies slightly, but this increase may be neglected because
it barely changes the modal density of the walls.8 Each wall,
however, may be treated as one SEA subsystem, but its
modal density could be low at some frequencies and shows
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significant fluctuations. The modal density of subsystemi
could be more accurately predicted from the real part (Yi) of
its point mobility using the following equation:13

ni54SirSiYi , ~4!

whererSi is the surface mass density.
For the case of low modal density, the coupling loss

factor between plates also shows significant fluctuations. The
fluctuations are very similar to those of the real part of the
space-averaged point mobility of the receiving subsystem.
The coupling loss factor (h i j ) needs to be modified using the
following relationship:11,12

h i j 5h i j `Yj /Yj ` , ~5!

where Yj ` is the conventional value of the point mobility
obtained based on infinite plate theory~having the same
thickness as the receiving subsystem!; Yj is the real part of
the point mobility of the receiving subsystem, andh i j ` is the
predicted coupling loss factor based on two semi-infinite
plates.

The enclosed noise source generates a uniform sound
pressure to the interior wall surfaces. The power radiated by
the enclosed noise source (W0) is ~1! dissipated inside the
enclosed volume;~2! transmitted to and exciting the walls;
and~3! transmitted through the walls due to the nonresonant
modes. If there is little sound-absorptive material to dissipate
sound in the enclosure, the dissipated power component be-
comes negligible. The power component transmitted to each
enclosure wall will be proportional to the modal density, the
damping loss factor, and the radiation coefficient of the wall.
For an enclosure ofm walls without the treatment of any
acoustic absorptive material, the power input to walli from
the enclosed acoustic source is given by

Wi5
nih i i ~12t!W0

( j 51
m njh j j

, ~6!

whereh j j is the dissipation loss factor of wallj due to the
structural damping and sound radiation. If walli does not
exhibit resonance behavior (ni is very small! or has a small
dissipation loss factor,Wi will be negligible or small in com-
parison with others.

The power balance equation on walli ( i 51,2,...,m) can
be expressed as

vh i0Ei2v(
j 51
j Þ i

m

h j i Ej5Wi , ~7!

where v52p f is radian frequency,Ei5rSiSiv i
2, and h i0

5h i i 1( i 51,iÞ j
6 h i j are, respectively, the total energy stored

in wall i and the total loss factor of walli. h i j is the coupling
loss factor from walli to j. For the rectangular enclosure
(m56), all the joints are assumed as ‘‘corner joint’’ andh i j

is given as18

h i j 5
2cBiLi j

pvSi

2.754X

113.24X

2c

~11c!2
, ~8a!

where Li j is the coupling length between wallsi and j; X
5hi /hj is the thickness ratio;c5r icLi

3/2hi
5/2/r j cL j

3/2hj
5/2, cBi ,

andcLi are, respectively, the bending and longitudinal wave
speeds on walli. If the enclosure walls are made of the same
materials and have the same thickness,X5c51, then

h i j 5
0.2068cBiLi j

vSi
. ~8b!

The solution of power balance, Eq.~7!, gives the vibra-
tion level of each enclosure wall. Then, the power radiation
due to the resonant modes of each enclosure wall can be
estimated using Eq.~3!.

C. Noise reduction at high frequencies

In the high-frequency bands, both the enclosure walls
and the enclosed air volume are excited to have diffuse
sound fields. The enclosed air volume can be treated as a
separate SEA subsystem, and seven total subsystems exist
for a rectangular enclosure. If the enclosed air volume is
numbered as subsystemm11, the power balance equations
can be written as

vh i0Ei2v (
j 51
j Þ i

m11

h j i Ej50, i 51,2,...,m ~9a!

vh~m11!0E~m11!2v(
j 51

m

h j ~m11!Ej5W0 , ~9b!

whereEm115Vp2/r0c2 is the total acoustical energy stored
in the enclosed air volume,V is the volume of the enclosure,
and p is the sound pressure. The coupling loss factor from
wall i to the enclosed air volume is given by15

h i ~m11!5H 2r0cs i

vrSi
f , f ci ,

r0cs i

vrSi
f > f ci ,

~10!

where f ci is the critical frequency of theith walls. The cou-
pling loss factor from the enclosed acoustic volume to walli
can be obtained from the consistency relation:13

nm11h~m11!i5nih i ~m11! , ~11!

wherenm11 is the modal density of the enclosed air volume
and given by19

nm115
4p f 2V

c3
1

p f S

2c2
1

P

8c
, ~12!

V is the enclosed air volume,S5( i 51
m Si is the total surface

area of all enclosure walls, andP is the total edge length. The
modal density of walli is given by13

ni5
A3Si

cLihi
. ~13!

Both the sound-pressure level inside the enclosure and
the vibration levels on the walls can be obtained by solving
Eqs. ~9a! and ~9b!. Then, the power component radiated by
the resonant modes of each enclosure wall can be calculated
using Eq.~3!.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

A. Rectangular box enclosure

Experiments were carried out on two types of acoustical
enclosures. One is a rectangular box made of aluminum. The
box has a volume of 1.1531.030.868 m3 and consists of six
plates, which have the same thickness of 2.5 mm, and two
rectangular frames~the cross dimensions are 3536 mm2! for
clamping the lid plate. Five plates were welded together into
a cavity with one opening~0.86831.5 m2! having a flange,
which has the cross dimensions of 2532.5 mm2. The lid
plate ~0.91831.55 m2! was bolted to the flange between the
two frames, and a thin rubber layer was placed between the
lid and the flange to prevent sound leakage. The measure-
ment was taken in a large open carpark in a sunny day. Dur-
ing the measurement, the box was supported by four steel
balls of 50 mm in diameter at its corners. Each ball was
placed on a short hollowed cylinder~the diameter is 40 mm!,
which was put on an adjustable stand. The outer surface of
the balls is very smooth, and a point contact between the box
and each ball is assumed. The power transmitted to the balls
should be very small and negligible. The bottom plate of the
box was about 1.55 m above the ground. The nearest build-
ing was at least 65 m away from the box surfaces.

A TOA TU-650 loudspeaker, fed with white-noise sig-
nals, was screwed into a hole located at one of the box cor-
ners. To avoid the acoustic radiation from the back, the loud-
speaker was fitted into a sealed cylindrical case and only
allowed to radiate sound power from the front opening. Be-
fore the measurement, the acoustic power radiation of the
speaker was measured in an anechoic chamber. It was no-
ticed that this speaker has a low output at frequencies below
160 Hz.

The dissipation loss factor of the single lid plate was
measured using the decay method.19 During the measure-
ment, the plate was freely hung by two fishing wires and
nine accelerometer positions were randomly selected. At
each accelerometer position, five hammer impacts were
made and a time-averaged decay timeT60 was obtained.
Then, a time-averaged dissipation loss factor was calculated
from T60. The dissipation loss factor, as shown in Fig. 1, is
the average over nine individual time-averaged results. In
this case, the dissipation loss factor is the sum of the struc-
tural damping factor and radiation loss factor. It is shown in
Fig. 1 that the dissipation loss factor is dominated by struc-
tural damping at frequencies about one octave band below
the critical frequency~the predicted critical frequency is 4.85
kHz! and by radiation loss at frequencies above the critical
frequency. The structural damping factor can be represented
by

hs5
0.7

f 0.9
. ~14!

The above equation will be used to predict the structural
damping factor of all the box walls. The measured dissipa-
tion loss factor will not be used in the prediction of insertion
loss of the box enclosure.

The internal losses of the enclosed air volume are domi-

nated by viscous and thermal losses at the walls, so that the
corresponding loss factor is calculated by8

hacoustics5
Scg

4vV
, ~15!

whereg is the acoustic absorption coefficient, the lower limit
of which is g51.831024Af for the case of air at room
temperature.19 No absorption material was present inside the
box during measurement.

B. Enclosure with fibrous glass composite panels

Another tested enclosure was made from fibrous glass
composite panels for the purpose of attenuating the conveyer
belt noise in a mining site. It has an opening and has the
length of 1.35 m, width of 1.25 m, and height from 0.65 to
0.75 m. All the walls have the same thickness of 3 mm. The
top two plates are formed into a V-shape through a smooth
arc, and the angle between them is 162°. For simplicity, these
two ~V-shape! plates are treated as a single flat plate~one
SEA subsystem! in the analysis model. This enclosure is di-
vided into five SEA subsystems and all the structural joints
are assumed to be corner joint.

During the measurement, the opening was faced to the
ground and the gap was sealed using a woolen layer. To
ensure that there was no acoustic leakage in the sealed gap,
an initial intensity measurement was carried out along the
gap and then compared with the measurement over the top
surface. Two measurements were carried out: one was the
enclosure with a 50-mm rockwool layer and another without
any acoustic absorption material. The statistical absorption
coefficients of the 50-mm rockwool layer and a 3-mm enclo-
sure wall sample, as shown in Fig. 2, were obtained from the
measurement in an impedance tube and the chart for relating
normal and statistical absorption coefficients.20 During data
processing, the mass of the 50-mm rockwool layer was taken
into account in the calculation of the surface mass density
(rSi,eff5rSi1rSrockwool, whererSrockwool is the surface mass
density of the rockwool layer!.

FIG. 1. Dissipation loss factors of the 2.5-mm aluminum plate.;: measured
dissipation loss factor; : predicted structural damping factor using
Eq. ~14!; : predicted radiation loss factor.
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Two loudspeakers were used to generate high-level
noise: one speaker~JL Audio 10WD3! emanated low-
frequency noise~up to 800 Hz! and another~TOA TU-650!
high-frequency noise. During the measurement, the loud-
speakers were placed on the ground inside and close to the
center of the enclosure. It was shown that the noise from the
loudspeakers with and without the fibrous glass enclosure
was at least 13 dB~mostly more than 20 dB! higher than the
background noise.

The dissipation loss factor of the enclosure walls is quite
high and is measurable using the decay method only at fre-
quencies above 1 kHz. At all the frequency bands of interest,
the dissipation loss factor is approximated by

h5
0.45

f 0.3
. ~16!

C. Sound intensity measurements

The measured insertion loss is obtained based on Eq.~1!
from the averaged sound intensity measured over the enclo-
sure walls and the acoustic power radiation of the speaker
measured in an anechoic chamber. The BK2681 sound inten-
sity probe was used to measure the sound intensity. Before
and after the measurements, the microphones of the intensity

probe were calibrated using the BK4231 acoustical calibra-
tor. During the measurements, the BK2144 dual-channel
real-time frequency analyzer was used to record both the
sound-intensity data and the sound-pressure data.

Scanning technique was used and the moving speed of
the intensity probe was very slow. The distance between the
probe paths was about 0.1 m. In order to evaluate the accu-
racy of the intensity data, the pressure-intensity indexDpI

was calculated during data processing21

DpI5Lp̄2L u Ī u20.16, ~17!

where Lp̄ and L u Ī u are the simultaneously measured~time-
and space-averaged! sound-pressure level and sound-
intensity level with the reference values of 2.031025 Pa and
1 pW/m2, respectively. The results with an index value larger
than a predetermined limit~10 dB for engineering level22!
were rejected. It was shown that all the pressure-intensity
indexesDpI were less than 9.5 dB at frequencies above 250
Hz for the rectangular aluminum box, and above 100 Hz for
the fibrous glass enclosure.

Each enclosure wall was divided into two scanning ar-
eas, and each scanning area was scanned three times with
different spacers~the 50-mm spacer was used for the fre-
quency range upto 1.6 kHz, the 12-mm spacer for the fre-
quency range from 1.6 kHz to 3.2 Hz, and the 6-mm spacer
for the frequency range above 3.2 kHz!. During data process-
ing the finite difference error was predicted and corrected
using the following expression:21

I corrected5
kD

sin~kD!
I measured, ~18!

whereI measuredis the measured sound intensity;I correctedis the
corrected sound intensity free from the finite difference error;
k is the wave number of interest, andD is the spacing dis-
tance between the two microphones. The total sound power
in each frequency band was calculated from the corrected
sound intensity averaged over 12 individual data.

D. Results and discussions

For the rectangular aluminum box, the lowest acoustic
frequency of the enclosed air volume is predicted at 98 Hz
~diagonal mode!. In the frequency bands below~including!
80 Hz, the intermediate frequency model should be used.
Figure 3 shows the comparison of the measured and pre-
dicted insertion losses~dB! of the rectangular aluminum box.
The measured results agree well with the prediction at fre-
quencies above 315 Hz. At frequencies below 31.5 Hz the
measured values are very large~out of the scale! because the
measured sound intensity is residual~some are negative!.
Although there is no single acoustic mode within the inter-
mediate frequency bands, the high-frequency model gives a
comparable estimation as the intermediate frequency model.
At the intermediate frequencies, the insertion loss is mainly
controlled by the nonresonant modes because the resonant
modes have very low radiation coefficient, although they
carry high vibration energy. At most high frequencies, the
insertion loss is underestimated. This is because the lower
limit of the absorption coefficient (g51.831024Af ) was

FIG. 2. Measured statistical sound absorption coefficients of a 50-mm rock-
wool layer~a! and the wall sample of the fibrous glass enclosure~b!.
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taken for the internal boundaries during the analysis. The
absorption coefficient inside the enclosure plays a very im-
portant role in the insertion loss improvement. For this rect-
angular aluminum box, the insertion loss can be increased up
to 2.9 dB if the absorption coefficient is doubled (g53.6
31024Af ), as shown in Fig. 4.

For the fibrous glass enclosure, the lowest acoustic fre-
quency of the enclosed air volume is predicted at 88.1 Hz
~diagonal mode!. In the frequency bands below~including!
63 Hz, the intermediate frequency model should be used.
Figure 5 shows the comparisons of the measured and pre-
dicted insertion losses~dB! of the fibrous glass enclosure
with and without a 50-mm rockwool layer. It is shown that
the absorption material layer greatly improves the perfor-
mance at frequencies above~including! 250 Hz. For the fi-
brous glass enclosure without a rockwool layer, the predic-
tion based on the high-frequency model has a better
agreement than that on the intermediate frequency one,

which underestimates the insertion loss. For the fibrous glass
enclosure with a 50-mm rockwool layer, the measured results
agree well with the prediction based on the high-frequency
model at frequencies above 315 Hz. The intermediate fre-
quency model overestimates the insertion loss. If the mass of
the 50-mm rockwool layer was not taken into account in the
prediction, however, the intermediate frequency model
slightly underestimates the insertion loss and the high-
frequency model prediction is much~from 5.8 to 10.6 dB!
lower than the measured results at frequencies above 250 Hz
but agrees well only at frequencies of 80, 100, 125, and 200
Hz. This indicates that the mass effect of the rockwool layer
becomes significant at high frequencies. Again, the predic-
tion indicates that the insertion loss is mainly controlled by
the nonresonant modes in the intermediate frequency range.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Two theoretical models, based on statistical energy
analysis, have been presented in this paper to predict the
performance of airtight acoustical enclosures in different fre-

FIG. 3. Measured~;! and predicted~ : from the high-frequency
model; : from the intermediate frequency model! insertion losses~dB!
of the rectangular aluminum enclosure.

FIG. 4. Predicted insertion losses~dB! of the rectangular aluminum enclo-
sure with different internal absorption coefficients~ : g51.8
31024Af ; : g53.631024Af ).

FIG. 5. Measured~;! and predicted~ : from the high-frequency
model; : from the intermediate frequency model! insertion losses~dB!
of the fibrous glass enclosure without~a! and with ~b! a 50-mm rockwool
layer.
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quency ranges. Both the nonresonant sound transmission
through and the interaction between enclosure walls are con-
sidered. It is shown that the insertion loss of enclosures is
mainly controlled by the nonresonant modes in the interme-
diate frequency range. This is because at the intermediate
frequencies the resonant modes have very low radiation ca-
pacity.

The validity and feasibility of the two theoretical models
have been initially tested on two enclosures made of differ-
ent materials. The absorption coefficient inside the enclosure
plays a very important role in the insertion loss improve-
ment. The addition of an acoustical absorption layer inside
an enclosure not only increases the damping of enclosed air
volume but also has an effect on the nonresonance transmis-
sion across enclosure walls. This effect should be considered
in the prediction. The measured results suggests that for the
case of enclosures without adding any acoustical absorption
layer, the high-frequency model may be extended to the in-
termediate frequency bands where no single acoustical mode
is presented in the enclosed air volume.

The insertion loss studied in this paper is the reduction
in powers radiated from enclosed sources. By reciprocity,
however, it is equal to the insertion loss~reduction in pres-
sure! of enclosures, which are exposed to an acoustic wave
field.
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Perception and annoyance due to wind turbine
noise—a dose–response relationship
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Installed global wind power increased by 26% during 2003, with U.S and Europe accounting for
90% of the cumulative capacity. Little is known about wind turbines’ impact on people living in
their vicinity. The aims of this study were to evaluate the prevalence of annoyance due to wind
turbine noise and to study dose–response relationships. Interrelationships between noise annoyance
and sound characteristics, as well as the influence of subjective variables such as attitude and noise
sensitivity, were also assessed. A cross-sectional study was performed in Sweden in 2000.
Responses were obtained through questionnaires (n5351; response rate 68.4%!, and doses were
calculated as A-weighted sound pressure levels for each respondent. A statistically significant dose–
response relationship was found, showing higher proportion of people reporting perception and
annoyance than expected from the present dose–response relationships for transportation noise. The
unexpected high proportion of annoyance could be due to visual interference, influencing noise
annoyance, as well as the presence of intrusive sound characteristics. The respondents’ attitude to
the visual impact of wind turbines on the landscape scenery was found to influence noise annoyance.
© 2004 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1815091#

PACS numbers: 43.50.Qp, 43.50.Sr@LCS# Pages: 3460–3470

I. INTRODUCTION

Wind turbines generate renewable energy and thus con-
tribute to sustainable development. However, disturbance
from wind turbines may be an obstacle for large-scale pro-
duction ~Rand and Clarke, 1990; Ackerman and So¨der,
2000!. Few studies have so far been directed to the preva-
lence of disturbance, and existing knowledge of annoyance
due to wind turbines is mainly based on studies of smaller
turbines of less than 500 kW~Wolsink et al., 1993; Pedersen
and Nielsen, 1994!.

Global wind power installed at the end of 2003 reached
39 GW according to American Wind Energy Association
~2004!, an increase of 26% in just one year. United States~7
GW! and Europe~29 GW! account for 90% of the cumula-
tive capacity. In Sweden, more than 600 wind turbines are
operating today with a total installed capacity of 0.4 GW,
producing 600 GWh per year. They are placed in 84 of Swe-
den’s 290 municipalities both along the coasts and in rural
inland areas, concerning a number of people. The goal set up
by the Swedish government for 2015 is 10 TWh, leading to
an increase of 1600% from today. Most of these new turbines
will probably be situated off shore, but as the cost for build-
ing on land is considerably lower, the development on land is
expected to continue. Already, turbines are being erected
near densely populated areas. Preliminary interviews con-
ducted among 12 respondents living within 800 m of a wind
turbine, and a register study of the nature of complaints to
local health and environments authorities, indicated that the
main disturbances from wind turbines were due to noise,
shadows, reflections from rotor blades, and spoiled views
~Pedersen, 2000!.

All wind turbines in Sweden are upwind devices. The
most common type is a 600 or 660 kW turbine with three
rotor blades, rotor diameter 42–47 m, constant rotor speed
28 rpm ~84 blade passages per minute, a blade passage fre-
quency of 1.4 Hz!, and hub height of 40–50 m. They often
operate singly or in multiple units of 2 to 10. The noise
emission at the hub is 98–102 dBA measured at wind veloc-
ity 8 m/s at 10 m height. Earlier turbines were often down-
wind devices and contained low-frequency noise~Hubbard
et al., 1983!. In contrast to these, modern machines have the
rotor blades upwind and the noise is typically broadband in
nature~Fig. 1!, ~Persson Waye and O¨ hrström, 2002; Björk-
man, 2004!. There are two main types of noise sources from
an upwind turbine: mechanical noise and aerodynamic noise.
Mechanical noise is mainly generated by the gearbox, but
also by other parts such as the generator~Lowson, 1996!.
Mechanical noise has a dominant energy within the frequen-
cies below 1000 Hz and may contain discrete tone compo-
nents. Tones are known to be more annoying than noise with-
out tones, but both mechanical noise and tones can be
reduced efficiently~Wagneret al., 1996!. Aerodynamic noise
from wind turbines has a broadband character. It originates
mainly from the flow of air around the blades; therefore the
sound pressure levels~SPLs! increase with tip speed. Aero-
dynamic noise is typically the dominant component of wind
turbine noise today, as manufacturers have been able to re-
duce the mechanical noise to a level below the aerodynamic
noise. The latter will become even more dominant as the size
of wind turbines increase, because mechanical noise does not
increase with the dimensions of turbine as rapidly as aerody-
namic noise~Wagneret al., 1996!.

Previous international field studies of annoyance from
wind turbines have generally found a weak relationship be-
tween annoyance and the equivalent A-weighted SPL~Randa!Electronic mail: eja.pedersen@set.hh.se
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and Clarke, 1990; Wolsinket al., 1993; Pedersen and
Nielsen, 1994!. It is possible that different sound properties,
not fully described by the equivalent A-weighted level, are of
importance for perception and annoyance for wind turbine
noise. Support for such a hypothesis was given in a previous
experimental study where reported perception and annoy-
ance for five recorded wind turbine noises were different,
although the equivalent A-weighted SPL were the same~Per-
sson Waye and O¨ hrström, 2002!. The results from that study
and subsequent experiments suggested that the presence of
sound characteristics subjectively described as lapping,
swishing, and whistling was responsible for the differences
in perception and annoyance between the sounds~Persson
Waye and Agge, 2000!. The descriptions swishing and whis-
tling were found to be related to the frequency content in the
range of 2000 to 4000 Hz~Persson Wayeet al., 1998! while
the description lapping probably referred to aerodynamically
induced fluctuations and was found to best be described by
specific loudness over time~Persson Wayeet al., 2000!.
Sound characteristics such as described here could be of rel-
evance for perception and annoyance, especially at low back-
ground levels.

It has been suggested that the perception of wind turbine
noise could be masked by wind-generated noise. However,
most of the wind turbines operating today have a stable rotor
speed, and, as a consequence, the rotor blades will generate
an aerodynamic noise even if the wind speed is slow and the
ambient noise is low. Furthermore, noise from wind turbines
comprises modulations with a frequency that corresponds to
the blade passage frequency~Hubbardet al., 1983! and is
usually poorly masked by ambient noise in rural areas~Ar-
linger and Gustafsson, 1988!.

It has also been shown in previous field studies that
attitude to wind turbines is relevant to perceived annoyance
~Wolsink et al., 1993; Pedersen and Nielsen, 1994!. Such a
relationship, however, was not found in an experimental
study where the participants were exposed to wind turbine
noise ~Persson Waye and O¨ hrström, 2002!. The difference
could be due to the fact that the subjects in the latter study
had very little personal experience of wind turbines gener-

ally, or to their lack of visual impression during the noise
exposure.

There is clearly a need for field studies to investigate the
impact of wind turbines on people living in their vicinity and
to further explore the presence of disturbances. In particular,
dose–response relationships should be investigated to
achieve a more precise knowledge of acceptable exposure
levels. As noise annoyance may be interrelated to the pres-
ence of intrusive sound characteristics, ambient sound pres-
sure level, and visual intrusion as well as individual vari-
ables, all these factors should be taken into account and their
relative importance evaluated.

The aims of this study were to evaluate the prevalence
of annoyance due to wind turbine noise and to study dose–
response relationships. The intention was also to look at in-
terrelationships between noise annoyance and sound charac-
teristics, as well as the influence of subjective variables such
as attitude and noise sensitivity.

II. METHOD

A. General outline

The investigation was a cross-sectional study compris-
ing respondents exposed to different A-weighted sound pres-
sure levels~SPL! from wind turbines. Five areas totaling 22
km2 comprising in total 16 wind turbines and 627 households
were chosen within a total area of 30 km2 ~Table I!. Subjec-
tive responses were obtained through questionnaires deliv-
ered at each household and collected a week later in May and
June 2000. The response rate was 68.4%. A-weighted SPLs
due to wind turbines were calculated for each respondent’s
dwelling. Comparisons were made of the extent of annoy-
ance between respondents living at different A-weighted
SPLs.

B. Study area and study sample

The criteria for the selection of the study areas were that
they should comprise a large enough number of dwellings at
varying distances from operating wind turbines within a

FIG. 1. Frequency spectra of two up-
wind three-bladed wind turbines re-
corded at down wind conditions;
WindWorld 600 kW and Enercon 500
kW.
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comparable geographical, cultural, and topographical struc-
ture. Suitable areas were found in a municipality in the south
of Sweden. More than 40 wind turbines are located in this
region, either in small groups with two to five turbines or as
single objects. The landscape is flat and mainly agricultural
but small industries, roads, and railroads are also present.
Most people live in privately owned detached houses in the
countryside or in small villages. The wind turbines are vis-
ible from many directions. To define the study area, prelimi-
nary calculations of sound distribution were made so that the
area would include dwellings exposed to similar A-weighted
SPL irrespective of the number of wind turbines. Of the 16
wind turbines in the selected five areas, 14 had a power of
600–650 kW, the other two turbines having 500 kW and 150
kW. The towers were between 47 and 50 m in height. Of the
turbines, 13 were WindWorld machines, 2 were Enercon, and
1 was a Vestas turbine. Figure 1 shows a1

12-octave band
spectra of a WindWorld turbine sound recorded 320 m from
a turbine in area A at 6.3–8.9 m/s and a spectra of an Ener-
con turbine sound recorded 370 m from the turbine in area E
at 4.5–6.7 m/s. Both recordings were done under downwind
conditions.

The study sample comprised one selected subject be-
tween the ages of 18 and 75 in each household in the area
within a calculated wind turbine A-weighted SPL of more
than 30 dB (n5513). The subject with birth date closest to
May 20 was asked to answer a questionnaire.

C. Questionnaire

The purpose of the study was masked in the question-
naire; the questions on living conditions in the countryside
also included questions directly related to wind turbines. The
response of most questions was rated on 5-point or 4-point
verbal rating scales. The key questions relevant for this paper
were translated into English and are presented in the Appen-
dix. The questionnaire was divided into four sections. The
first section comprised questions regarding housing and sat-
isfaction with the living environment, including questions on
the degree of annoyance experienced outdoors and indoors
from several sources of annoyance, wind turbines included.
The respondent was also asked to rate his/her sensitivity to
environmental factors, one being noise.

The second section of the questionnaire comprised ques-
tions on wind turbines, related to the respondent by the re-
cent development of wind turbines in the community. The
response to different visual and auditory aspects of wind tur-
bines as noise and shadows were asked for, followed by

questions on frequency of disturbances and experiences dur-
ing certain activities and weather conditions. Respondents
were also asked to describe their level of perception and
annoyance related to the wind turbine sounds they could
hear, using verbal descriptors of sound and perceptual char-
acteristics. These descriptors were obtained from previous
experimental studies were subjects initially verbally de-
scribed their perception of annoying sound properties for five
recorded wind turbine sounds~Persson Waye and O¨ hrström,
2002!. This, together with some given adjectives, resulted in
a total of 14 adjectives that were rated on unipolar scales
with regard to annoyance. In this field study, the original
descriptors were complemented with regionally used
phrases. Several questions on attitude to wind turbines were
also included.

The third section of the questionnaire concerned health
aspects such as chronic illnesses~diabetes, tinnitus, cardio-
vascular diseases, hearing impairment! and general well-
being ~headache, undue tiredness, pain and stiffness in the
back, neck or shoulders, feeling tensed/stressed, irritable!.
Respondents were asked questions about their normal sleep
habits: quality of sleep, whether sleep was disturbed by any
noise source, and whether they normally slept with the win-
dow open. The last section comprised questions on employ-
ment and working hours.

D. Calculations and measurements of noise exposure

For each respondent, A-weighted SPLs~dB! were calcu-
lated as the sum of contributions from the wind power plants
in the specific area. The calculations were made with calcu-
lation points every fifth meter. The calculations followed the
sound propagation model for wind power plants adopted by
the Swedish Environmental Protection Agency~2001! and
used as a basis for granting of building permission. The
model assumes downward wind of 8 m/s at 10-m height. The
calculation model is slightly different depending on the dis-
tance between the source and the receiver. For the cases in
this study the following equation was used:

LA5LWA,corr28220 lg~r !20.005r , ~1!

where r is the distance from the source to the receiver in
meters. The atmospheric absorption coefficient is estimated
to be 0.005 dB/m.LWA,corr is a modified sound power level
of the wind power:

LWA,corr5LWA1k•Dvh. ~2!

TABLE I. Description of study areas.

Area Square km
Wind

turbines Households
Study

population Responses
Response
rate ~%!

A 3.7 2 89 75 54 72.0
B 4.7 3 44 33 23 69.7
C 8.3 8 70 59 49 83.1
D 3.3 2 393 325 210 64.6
E 2.0 1 31 21 15 71.4

Total 22.0 16 627 513 351 68.4
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LWA is the A-weighted sound power level of the wind power
plant, which in this study was given by the manufacturer;k
describes how the sound power level varies with the wind
speed at 10 m height and

Dvh5vhS ln~H/z0!

ln~h/z0!

ln~h/0.05!

ln~H/0.05!
21D , ~3!

wherevh is the wind speed at 10-m height,H the height of
the hub,h is 10 m, andz0 the surface roughness length. In
these calculations,z050.05 m ~fields with few buildings!
was used and therefore no value ofk was needed. The SPL
calculated this way is an estimate for the equivalent level for
a hypothetical time period with continuous performance at
downwind conditions 8 m/s at 10-m height.

To verify the calculations, to record frequency spectra,
and to study background sound, a mobile caravan equipped
with a sound level meter~Larson & Davis type 820!, digital
audio tape recorder~Sony TCD-D8 DAT!, and meteorologi-
cal instruments~Davis Weather Monitor type II! was used.
The mobile station was placed on different sites of the study
area. Both the meteorological instruments and the noise re-
cording instruments were computer controlled and directed
remotely via a cellular phone. The microphone was attached
on a vertical hardboard facing the noise source. The equip-
ment and procedures are thoroughly described by Bjo¨rkman
~2004!. The sound pressure levels measured on the reflecting
plane were corrected by26 dB to present the free field
value. The ambient sound pressure level varied from 33 dB
LAeq,5 minto 44 dBLAeq,5 min. The variations were mainly due
to the amount of traffic within a 24-h time period. The lower
background levels typically occurred during evening and
nights.

The respondents were classified into six sound catego-
ries according to the calculated wind turbine A-weighted
SPL at their dwelling. Table II shows the number of respon-
dents living within each sound category and also the study
sample and response rate for each sound category.

Data for the distance between the dwelling of the re-
spondent and the nearest wind turbine were obtained from
property maps, scale 1:10 000. The distance differed within
each sound category, depending on the number of wind tur-
bines in the area—the larger number of wind turbines, the
shorter distance at the same A-weighted SPL. Table III

shows the relationship between distance and A-weighted
SPL. Two values are given for each category: the range and
the median interval.

E. Statistical treatment of data

Due to the fact that most of the data were categorical
~ordered or nonordered! and not continuos data, and there-
fore no assumptions on probability distribution could be
made, nonparametric statistical methods were used, all de-
scribed by Altman~1991!. Data from verbal rating scales
were calculated as proportions with 95% confidence inter-
vals. When relevant, the two highest ratings of annoyance
~rather annoyed and very annoyed! were classified as an-
noyed and the three lower ones as not annoyed~do not no-
tice, notice but not annoyed, and slightly annoyed!. In the
analysis of attitude, negative and very negative were classi-
fied as negative; in the analysis of sensitivity, rather sensitive
and very sensitive were classified as sensitive. More ad-
vanced statistical analyses were carried out using SPSS ver-
sion 11.0. Relationships between variables were evaluated
using Spearman’s nonparametric rank correlation (r s). Pear-
son’s chi-square~chi2! was used to test that all sound cat-
egories contained the same proportion of observations. To
evaluate differences between two unmatched samples of ob-
servations on an ordinal scale~e.g., comparing men and
women’s answers on a 5-graded verbal rating scale!, the
Mann–Whitney test was used (zMW); a nonparametric test
equivalent to thet test, but based on ranks~Altman, 1991!.
All significance tests were two-sided andp-values below
0.05 were considered statistically significant. When explor-
ing several relationships at the same time, 1 out of 20 calcu-
lations would be classified as statistically significant by
chance. This risk of mass significance was avoided using
Bonferroni’s method when appropriate, reducing thep-value
considered statistically significant by dividing it with the
number of correlations calculated at the same time~Altman,
1991!.

Binary logistic multiple regression was used to study the
impact of different variables on annoyance of wind turbine
noise ~annoyed–not annoyed!. Sound category was used as
the dose variable. Logistic regression is a method used to
make a nonlinear function into a linear equation, using odds
rather than straightforward probability. The equation is

TABLE II. Study sample, study population, and response rate related to sound category~dBA!.

Sound category ,30.0 30.0–32.5 32.5–35.0 35.0–37.5 37.5–40.0.40.0 Total

Study sample 25 103 200 100 53 32 513
Study population 15 71 137 63 40 25 351
Response rate 60.0% 68.9% 68.5% 63.0% 75.5% 78.1% 68.4%

TABLE III. Distance between dwelling and nearest wind turbine related to sound category~dBA!.

Sound category ,30.0 30.0–32.5 32.5–35.0 35.0–37.5 37.5–40.0 .40.0

Range~m! 650–1049 550–1199 450–1099 300–799 300–749 150–549
Median interval~m! 850–899 750–799 550–599 450–499 350–399 300–349
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lnS p

12pD5b01b1x11b2x21¯, ~4!

where, in this case,p is the probability of being annoyed by
noise from wind turbines,x1–xn are the variables put into
the model, andb1–bn are the logarithmic value of the odds
ratio for one unit change in the respective variable~Altman,
1991!. A relevant measurement of explained variance using
nonparametric statistics is Nagelkerke pseudo-R2

~Nagelkerke, 1991!.
To estimate how consistently the respondents answered

to questions measuring similar response, Cronbach’s alpha
~Miller, 1995! was calculated as a testing of the internal con-
sistency reliability of the questionnaire. Five of the questions
regarding wind turbine noise were compared: annoyance out-
doors, annoyance indoors, annoyance of rotor blades, annoy-
ance of machinery, annoyance as a describing adjective. De-
mographic data on age and gender of the population in the
four parishes in the study area were collected from local
authorities. The study population was compared to these de-
mographical data, parish-by-parish, and divided into 10-year
categories for age and gender, as well as in total.

III. RESULTS

A. Study population

The overall response rate was 68.4%, ranging from
60.0% to 78.1% in the six sound categories~Table II!. No
statistically significant differences in variables related to age,
gender, or employment were found among sound categories
~Table IV!. A statistically significant difference was found
between sound categories as to whether respondents lived in
apartments or detached houses~chi2562.99, df55, p
,0.001). Overall, most of the respondents~80%! lived in
privately owned detached houses or on farms. The remaining
lived in tenant-owned or rented apartments. The latter were
more frequent in sound category 32.5–35.0 dBA~Table IV!.
However, there was no statistically significant difference be-
tween the respondents living in privately owned detached
houses or on farms, on one hand, and those living in tenant-
owned or rented apartments, on the other hand, regarding
subjective factors, when correcting for requirements to avoid
mass significance. Most of the respondents did not own a
wind turbine or share of a wind turbine~95%, n5335). No

statistically significant differences in variables related to
noise sensitivity, attitude, or health were found between the
different sound categories.

The mean age in the study population was 48 years~SD
514.0! ~Table IV! which did not differ statistically signifi-
cantly from the demographic data~45 years, SD515.2!. The
proportion of women in the study population was slightly
higher than in the demographic data; in the study population,
58% women and 42% men~Table IV!, compared to 49%
women and 51% men in the demographic data. However, no
statistically significant differences were found between men
and women regarding perception and annoyance due to wind
turbine noise, noise sensitivity, or attitude to wind turbines.
Differences between genders were found regarding well-
being. Women suffered more often from headache (zMW

523.243, n5328, p,0.001), undue tiredness (zMW

523.549, n5327, p,0.05), pain and stiffness in back,
neck or shoulders (zMW523.312,n5331, p,0.001), and
tension/stress (zMW523.446,n5328, p,0.001).

B. Main results

The proportion of respondents who noticed noise from
wind turbines outdoors increased sharply from 39% (n
527, 95%CI: 27%–50%! at sound category 30.0–32.5 dBA
to 85% (n553, 95%CI: 77%–94%! at sound category 35.0–
37.5 dBA ~Table V!. The proportion of those annoyed by
wind turbine noise outdoors also increased with higher sound
category, at sound categories exceeding 35.0 dBA. The cor-
relation between sound category and outdoor annoyance due
to wind turbine noise~scale 1–5! was statistically significant
(r s50.421,n5341, p,0.001). No respondent self-reported
as annoyed at sound categories below 32.5 dBA, but at
sound category 37.5–40.0 dBA, 20% of the 40 respondents
living within this exposure were very annoyed and above 40
dBA, 36% of the 25 respondents~Table V!.

To explore the influence of the subjective factors on
noise annoyance, binary multiple logistic regression was
used~Table VI!. Eight models were created, all containing
sound category as the prime variable assumed to predict
noise annoyance. The three subjective factors of attitude to
visual impact, attitude to wind turbines in general, and sen-
sitivity to noise were forced into the model one-by-one, two-
by-two, and finally all together. In the first model only noise

TABLE IV. Characteristics of the respondents given as proportions of respondents in each sound category~dBA! and in total.

Sound category ,30.0 30.0–32.5 32.5–35.0 35.0–37.5 37.5–40.0 .40.0 Total

n 15 71 137 63 40 25 351
Gender: Male~%! 27 35 39 50 50 48 42
Residence: Detached

houses/farms~%!
100 83 61 100 97 96 81

Occupation: Employed~%! 67 59 58 53 69 67 60
Sensitivea to noise~%! 62 44 49 53 58 50 50
Negativeb to wind turbines~%! 8 10 11 18 20 8 13
Negativeb to visual impact~%! 43 33 38 41 40 58 40
Long-term illness~%! 20 29 28 16 30 24 26
Age: Mean
~SD!

46
~13.3!

47
~13.7!

47
~14.3!

50
~14.6!

48
~13.1!

48
~14.3!

48
~14.0!

aSensitive consists of the two ratings: rather sensitive and very sensitive.
bNegative consists of the two ratings: rather negative and very negative.
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exposure was used as the independent variable. The Exp~b!
was 1.87, i.e., the odds for being annoyed by noise from
wind turbines would increase 1.87 times from one sound
category to the next. When adding the subjective factor of
attitude to visual impact as an independent variable, the in-
fluence of the noise exposure decreased, but was still statis-
tically significant. The pseudo-R2 increased from 0.13 to
0.46, indicating that the new model explained 46% of the
variance in annoyance. Adding the two remaining subjective
factors did not improve the model as the coefficients did not
reach statistical significance.

Noise from rotor blades was reported as the most annoy-
ing aspect of wind turbines. Of the respondents, 16% (n
554, 95%CI: 12%–20%! were annoyed by noise from rotor
blades. Changed view~14%, n548, 95%CI: 10%–18%!,
noise from machinery~9%, n533, 95%CI: 6%–12%!, shad-
ows from rotor blades~9%, n529, 95%CI: 6%–11%!, and
reflections from rotor blades~7%, n522, 95%CI: 4%–9%!
were also reported.

C. Attitude and sensitivity

Almost all respondents~93%, n5327, 95%CI: 91%–
96%! could see one or more wind turbines from their dwell-
ing or garden. When asked for judgments on wind turbines,
the adjectives that were agreed on by most respondents were
‘‘environmentally friendly’’ ~79%!, ‘‘necessary’’ ~37%!,

‘‘ugly’’ ~36%!, and ‘‘effective’’ ~30%!. Only the word ‘‘an-
noying’’ ~25%! was judged higher among those in higher
sound categories than among those in lower sound categories
(zMW523.613,n5351, p,0.001).

The high judgment of the word ‘‘ugly’’ corresponds to
the outcome of the attitude questions. Of the respondents,
only 13% (n544, 95%CI: 9%–16%! reported that they were
negative or very negative to wind turbines in general, but
40% (n5137, 95%CI: 34%–44%! that they were negative
or very negative to the visual impact of wind turbines on the
landscape scenery~Table IV!.

All correlations between sound category, noise annoy-
ance, and subjective factors are shown in Table VII. Noise
annoyance was correlated to both sound category and the
three subjective factors, strongest to attitude to the wind tur-
bines’ visual impact on the landscape. The subjective factors
were also correlated to each other, except for general attitude
and sensitivity to noise. Of all the respondents, 50% (n
5169, 95%CI: 45%–55%! regarded themselves as rather
sensitive or very sensitive to noise~Table IV!.

When comparing those annoyed by wind turbine noise
and those not, no differences were found regarding the judg-
ments of the local authorities, with the exception of per-
ceived opportunity to influence local government (zMW5
22.753,n5300, p,0.005). Those annoyed reported nega-
tive changes to a higher degree (zMW525.993,n5307, p

TABLE V. Perception and annoyance outdoors from wind turbine noise related to sound exposure.

,30.0
n512

%~95%CI!

30.0–32.5
n570

%~95%CI!

32.5–35.0
n5132

%~95%CI!

35.0–37.5
n562

%~95%CI!

37.5–40.0
n540

%~95%CI!

.40.0
n525

%~95%CI!

Do not notice 75~51–100! 61~50–73! 38~30–46! 15~3–23! 15~4–26! 4~19–57!
Notice, but not annoyed 25~1–50! 24~14–34! 28~20–36! 47~34–59! 35~20–50! 40~19–57!
Slightly annoyed 0 14~6–22! 17~10–23! 26~15–37! 23~10–35! 12~19–57!
Rather annoyed 0 0 10~5–15! 6~0–13! 8~21–16! 8~19–57!
Very annoyed 0 0 8~3–12! 6~0–13! 20~8–32! 36~17–55!

TABLE VI. Results of multiple logistic regression analyses with 95% confidence intervals.

Variables b p-value Exp~b! ~95%CI! Pseudo-R2a

1 Noise exposure 0.63 ,0.001 1.87~1.47–2.38! 0.13
2 Noise exposure 0.55 ,0.001 1.74~1.29–2.34! 0.46

Attitude to visual impact 1.62 ,0.001 5.05~3.22–7.92!
3 Noise exposure 0.62 ,0.001 1.86~1.45–2.40! 0.20

Attitude to wind turbines 0.56 ,0.001 1.74~1.30–2.33!
4 Noise exposure 0.63 ,0.001 1.88~1.46–2.42! 0.18

Sensitivity to noise 0.56 ,0.005 1.75~1.19–2.57!
5 Noise exposure 0.55 ,0.001 1.73~1.28–2.33! 0.46

Attitude to visual impact 1.66 ,0.001 5.28~3.26–8.56!
Attitude to wind turbines 20.10 0.319 0.91~0.64–1.28!

6 Noise exposure 0.57 ,0.001 1.77~1.30–2.40! 0.47
Attitude to visual impact 1.59 ,0.001 4.88~3.08–7.72!
Sensitivity to noise 0.22 0.344 1.25~0.79–1.96!

7 Noise exposure 0.63 ,0.001 1.88~1.45–2.45! 0.24
Attitude to wind turbines 0.58 ,0.001 1.78~1.32–2.41!
Sensitivity to noise 0.59 ,0.005 1.80~1.22–2.67!

8 Noise exposure 0.56 ,0.001 1.76~1.29–2.39! 0.47
Attitude to visual impact 1.63 ,0.001 5.11~3.10–8.41!
Attitude to wind turbines 20.10 0.597 0.91~0.64–1.29!
Sensitivity to noise 0.21 0.373 1.23~0.78–1.94!

aNagelkerke~1991!.
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,0.001); 83% compared to 37% among those not annoyed.
Of the 138 respondents who reported negative changes over-
all, 41% (n557, 95%CI: 33%–50%! specified wind turbines
in the response to an open question.

D. The occurrence of noise annoyance

Among those who noticed wind turbine noise (n
5223), 25% (n547, 95%CI: 18%–31%! reported that they
were disturbed every day or almost every day and 17% (n
533, 95%CI: 12%–23%! once or twice a week. Annoyance
was most frequently reported when relaxing outdoors and at
barbecue nights.

Perception of wind turbine noise was influenced by
weather conditions. Of the respondents who noticed wind
turbine noise, 54% stated that they could hear the noise more
clearly than usual when the wind was blowing from the tur-
bines towards their dwelling. Only 9% reported that the
noise was heard more clearly when the wind was from the
opposite direction. The noise was also more clearly noticed
when a rather strong wind was blowing~39%!, but 18%
reported that the noise was more clearly noticed in low wind.
For warm summer nights, 26% noticed the noise more
clearly than usual.

E. Sound characteristics

There was a statistically significant correlation between
sound category and annoyance due to noise from rotor blades
(r s50.431,n5339, p,0.001) and from the machinery (r s

50.294, n5333, p,0.001). In all sound categories, a
higher proportion of respondents noticed noise from rotor
blades than from the machinery~Fig. 2!. The proportion who

noticed noise from rotor blades was similar to the proportion
of respondents who noticed wind turbine noise in general.
Noise from rotor blades was noticed in lower sound catego-
ries than noise from the machinery, i.e., it could be heard at
a greater distance. However, comparing the numbers of an-
noyed with the numbers of those who could hear noise from
the two sources, respectively, both noises were almost
equally annoying. Of the 215 respondents who noticed noise
from rotor blades, 25% (n554, 95%CI: 19%–31%! were
annoyed. Of the 101 respondents who noticed noise from the
machinery, 30% (n530, 95%CI: 21%–39%! were annoyed.

Among those who noticed noise from wind turbines,
swishing, whistling, pulsating/throbbing, and resounding
were the most common sources of annoyance according to
verbal descriptors of sound characteristics~Table VIII!.
These descriptors were all highly correlated to noise annoy-
ance. All other verbal descriptors of sound characteristics
were also statistically significantly correlated to noise annoy-
ance, but to a lower degree. When analyzing annoyance due
to noise from rotor blades, the strongest correlated verbal
descriptor of sound characteristics was swishing (r s

50.807, n5185, p,0.001), which can be compared to
noise annoyance due to noise from the machinery—which
had the highest correlation with scratching/squeaking (r s

50.571,n5133, p,0.001).

F. Indoor noise annoyance and sleep disturbance

A total of 7% of respondents (n525, 95%CI: 5%–10%!
were annoyed by noise from wind turbines indoors. Forty-
five percent (n524, 95%CI: 32%–59%! of those who were
annoyed by noise from wind turbines outdoors were also

FIG. 2. Proportions with 95% confidence intervals of
perception outdoors due to noise~notice but not an-
noyed, slightly annoyed, rather annoyed, very annoyed!
from wind turbines, from rotor blades, and from ma-
chinery, related to sound categories.

TABLE VII. Correlation between noise annoyance, sound category~dBA! and the subjective variables. Statis-
tically significant correlations in boldface. To avoid the risk of mass significancep,0.008 were required for
statistical significance.

Sound
category

Attitude to
visual impact

Attitude to
wind turbines

Sensitivity to
noise

Noise annoyance 0.421 0.512 0.334 0.197
Sound category ¯ 0.145 0.074 0.069
Attitude to visual impact ¯ 0.568 0.194
Attitude to wind turbines ¯ 0.023
Sensitivity to noise ¯
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annoyed indoors. There was a statistically significant corre-
lation between indoor annoyance and sound category (r s

50.348,n5340, p,0.001).
Regarding sleep disturbance, 23% (n580, 95%CI:

18%–27%! of respondents stated that they were disturbed in
their sleep by noise. Several sources of sleep disturbance,
such as road traffic, rail traffic, neighbors, and wind turbines,
were reported in an open question. At lower sound catego-
ries, no respondents were disturbed in their sleep by wind
turbine noise, but 16% (n520, 95%CI: 11%–20%! of the
128 respondents living at sound exposure above 35.0 dBA
stated that they were disturbed in their sleep by wind turbine
noise. Of those, all except two slept with an open window in
the summer. No statistically significant correlations were
found between sleep quality in general and outdoor noise
annoyance, indoor noise annoyance, attitude to visual im-
pact, attitude to wind turbines in general, or sensitivity to
noise.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Method

The results were based on the questionnaire survey and
calculated A-weighted SPL. The purpose of the study was
masked in order to avoid other factors such as attitude and
ownership influencing the answers. The survey method is
well established and has been used in several previous stud-
ies exploring annoyance due to community noise~e.g., Öhr-
ström, 2004!.

The results indicate a high validity for the questionnaire.
The questions detected annoyance by odor from industrial
plants in the area where the biogas plant is located@of those
annoyed by odor from industrial plants, 83% (n519) lived
close to the biogas plant#; it also detected annoyance by
noise from trains in the areas where the train passes@all of
the respondents who reported that they were annoyed by
noise from railway traffic (n512) lived in areas where the
railway passed#. There was a high correspondence between
the responses to the general question of noise from wind
turbines at the beginning of the questionnaire and the more
specific questions later~alpha: 0.8850,n5326), also indicat-
ing high reliability of results.

The response rate at the different sound categories
ranged from 60.0% to 78.1%, with the overall mean 68.4%
and the dropout fairly equally distributed over sound catego-
ries. The distribution of age in the study population was
similar to that of the demographic data for the area, but the
proportions of women were somewhat higher than expected,
especially in the lower sound categories. It has previously
been shown that annoyance is not related to gender
~Miedema and Vos, 1999! and as this study found no differ-
ences between men and women regarding noise annoyance
and attitude to wind turbines, the higher proportion of
women in the study population presumably had no impact on
the results. A rather high proportion, 50%, of respondents
self-reported as rather or very sensitive to noise. Other field
studies in Sweden on annoyance due to road traffic noise in
urban areas have found a lower proportion of noise-sensitive
persons; for example, Matsumura and Rylander~1991! re-
ported 25% of the respondents as noise sensitive in a road
traffic survey (n5805). The difference might reflect prefer-
ence of living environment, indicating that noise sensitive
individuals prefer a more rural surrounding or that people
living in areas with low background noise levels might de-
velop a higher sensitivity to noise.

The calculated A-weighted SPL reflected downwind
conditions assuming a wind speed of 8 m/s. Over a larger
period of time, the direction and speed of the wind will vary
and hence affect the actual SPL at the respondent’s dwelling.
It is likely that these variations, seen as an average over a
longer period of time, in most cases will result in lower
levels than the calculated SPL. Several unreliabilities related
to the calculations might have led to an over- or underesti-
mation of the dose levels. However, this error would not
invalidate the comparison between respondents living at dif-
ferent SPL. Another source of error is that no account was
taken of the physical environment around the respondent’s
house~e.g., location of patio or veranda, presence of bushes
and trees in the garden!. The actual SPL that the respondent
experienced in daily life might therefore differ from the cal-
culated, leading in most cases to an overestimation of the
calculated dose.

B. Results

The results suggest that the proportions of respondents
annoyed by wind turbine noise are higher than for other
community noise sources at the same A-weighted SPL and
that the proportion annoyed increases more rapidly. A com-
parison between established estimations of dose–response
relationships for annoyance of transportation noise~Schultz,
1978; Fidellet al., 1991; Miedema and Voss, 1998; Miedema
and Oudshoorn, 2001; Fidell, 2003! and an estimation of a
dose–response relationship for wind turbine noise, based on
the findings in this study, are shown in Fig. 3. All curves are
third order polynomials. The established curves describing
annoyance from transportation noise are based on a large
amount of data, and the wind turbine curve on only one
study, so interpretations should be done with care. An impor-
tant difference between studies of transportation noises and
wind turbine noise is however where the main annoyance
reaction is formed. For most studies of transportation noises

TABLE VIII. Verbal descriptors of sound characteristics of wind turbine
noise, based on those who noticed wind turbine sound (n5223). Statisti-
cally significant correlations in boldface. To avoid the risk of mass signifi-
cancep,0.0062 were required for statistical significance.

Annoyed by
the specified

sound character

Correlation
to noise

annoyance

Swishing 33%~27%–40%! 0.718
Whistling 26%~18%–33%! 0.642
Pulsating/throbbing 20%~14%–27%! 0.450
Resounding 16%~10%–23%! 0.485
Low frequency 13%~7%–18%! 0.292
Scratching/squeaking 12%~6%–17%! 0.398
Tonal 7% ~3%–12%! 0.335
Lapping 5% ~1%–8%! 0.262
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it can be assumed that annoyance is formed mainly as a
reaction to the sound pressure levels perceived indoors, and
hence the actual noise dose should be reduced by the attenu-
ation of the fac¸ade. For wind turbine noise the main annoy-
ance reaction is formed when spending time outdoors. The
actual difference in noise dose could therefore, at least partly,
explain the comparatively higher prevalence of noise annoy-
ance due to wind turbines. However, this factor does not
explain the steep gradient.

Another factor that could be of importance for explain-
ing the seemingly different dose–response relationships is
that the wind turbine study was performed in a rural envi-
ronment, where a low background level allows perception of
noise sources even if the A-weighted SPL are low. Wind
turbine noise was perceived by about 85% of the respondents
even when the calculated A-weighted SPL were as low as
35.0–37.5 dB. This could be due to the presence of ampli-
tude modulation in the noise, making it easy to detect and
difficult to mask by ambient noise. This is also confirmed by
the fact that the aerodynamic sounds were perceived at a
longer distance than machinery noise.

Data obtained in this study also suggest that visual
and/or aesthetic interference influenced noise annoyance.
Support for this hypothesis can be found in studies evaluat-
ing auditory-visual interactions~Viollon et al., 2002!. In one
field-laboratory study, subjects evaluating annoyance due to
traffic noise were less annoyed if a slide of a visually attrac-
tive street was presented together with the noise, as com-
pared to the same noise level presented together with a visu-
ally unattractive street. The difference in noise annoyance
amounted to as much as 5 dBA~Kastka and Hangartner,
1986!. The hypothesis was also supported by the logistic
multiple regression analyses in the present study, where the
visual variable attitude to visual impact had a significant im-
pact on the model. However, although the inclusion of the
variable increased the pseudo-R2, the influence of noise ex-
posure was still a significant factor for noise annoyance. A
general prediction of the visual influence on noise annoy-
ance, however, can not yet be made with any certainty as
both attenuating~Kastka and Hangartner, 1986! and ampli-
fying effects~e.g., Wattset al., 1999! have been detected.

The high prevalence of noise annoyance could also be
due to the intrusive characteristics of the aerodynamic sound.
The verbal descriptors of sound characteristics related to the

aerodynamic sounds of swishing, whistling, pulsating/
throbbing, and resounding were—in agreement with this
hypothesis—also reported to be most annoying. The results
for the sounds of swishing and whistling agree well with
results from previous experimental studies~Persson Waye
et al., 2000; Persson Waye and Agge, 2000; Persson Waye
and Öhrström, 2002!, while pulsating/throbbing in those
studies was not significantly related to annoyance.

Most respondents who were annoyed by wind turbine
noise stated that they were annoyed often, i.e., every day or
almost every day. The high occurrence of noise annoyance
indicates that the noise intrudes on people’s daily life. The
survey was performed during May and June when people
could be expected to spend time outdoors, and the results
therefore reflect the period that is expected to be most sen-
sitive for annoyance due to wind turbine noise.

A low number of respondents were annoyed indoors by
wind turbine noise. Some of the respondents also stated that
they were disturbed in their sleep by wind turbine noise, and
the proportions seemed to increase with higher SPL. The
number of respondents disturbed in their sleep, however, was
too small for meaningful statistical analysis, but the probabil-
ity of sleep disturbances due to wind turbine noise can not be
neglected at this stage.

Noise annoyance was also related to other subjective
factors such as attitude and sensitivity. These results corre-
spond well with the results from other studies regarding
community noise~e.g., noise from aircraft, railways, road
traffic, and rifle ranges!. In a summary of 39 surveys per-
formed in ten different countries, the correlation was 0.42
between dose and response, 0.15 between exposure and atti-
tude, 0.41 between annoyance and attitude,20.01 between
exposure and sensitivity, and 0.30 between annoyance and
sensitivity ~Job, 1988!. Corresponding numbers from this
study are presented in Table VII and show a noteworthy
similarity.

Two aspects of attitude were explored in the present
study. Attitude to the visual impact of wind turbines on the
landscape scenery was more strongly correlated to annoy-
ance than the general attitude to wind turbines. The four
most supported adjectives queried in the survey were envi-
ronmentally friendly, necessary, ugly, and effective, thus giv-
ing the picture of a phenomenon that is accepted, but not
regarded as a positive contribution to the landscape.

FIG. 3. A comparison between the dose–response rela-
tionship for transportation noise estimated by third or-
der polynomials suggested by Miedema and Oudshoorn
~2001! and wind turbine noise~dotted line!. The latter
(%HA54.38* 1022(LEQ232)322.413* 1021

(LEQ232)212.4073(LEQ232)) were derived using
regression based on five points interpolated from sound
categories used in this study and the assumption that
‘‘very annoyed’’ in this study equals ‘‘highly annoyed’’
~Miedema and Voss, 1998!.
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Previous studies of community noise have found that
people who tend to be consistently negative could be pre-
dicted to be more annoyed by a new source of noise~Wein-
sten, 1980!. More recent studies on community noise have
included additional aspects and suggest conceptual models
describing individual differences in the terms of stress, ap-
praisal, and coping~Lercher, 1996!. In the case of annoyance
due to wind turbine noise, the findings suggest that indi-
vidual differences others than attitude and sensitivity could
influence the variation of noise annoyance. Respondents an-
noyed by wind turbine reported negative changes in their
neighborhood to a higher degree than those not annoyed and
stated that they had little perceived opportunity to influence
local government. The importance of these parameters for
noise annoyance due to wind turbines should be further stud-
ied.

C. Conclusions

A significant dose–response relationship between calcu-
lated A-weighted SPL from wind turbines and noise annoy-
ance was found. The prevalence of noise annoyance was
higher than what was expected from the calculated dose. It is
possible that the presence of intrusive sound characteristics
and/or attitudinal visual impacts have an influence on noise
annoyance. Further studies are needed, including a larger
number of respondents especially at the upper end of the
dose curve, before firm conclusions could be drawn. To ex-
plore attitude with regard to visual impact, some of these
studies should be performed in areas of different topography
where the turbines are less visible. There is also a need to
further explore the influence of individual and contextual
parameters.
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APPENDIX: QUESTIONNAIRE

Key questions from the questionnaire used in the study.
Questions with the main purpose to mask the intention of the
questionnaire and standard questions on socio-economic sta-
tus and health are not shown here. Translated from Swedish.

Section I

—How satisfied are you with your living environment?
~very satisfied, satisfied, not so satisfied, not satisfied, not at
all satisfied!

—Have there been any changes to thebetter in your
living environment/municipality during the last years?~no,
yes! State which changes.

—Have there been any changes to theworse in your
living environment/municipality during the last years?~no,
yes! State which changes.

—State for each nuisance below if you notice or are
annoyed when you spend timeoutdoorsat your dwelling:
odor from industries, odor from manure, flies, noise from
hay fans, noise from wind turbines, railway noise, road traf-
fic noise, lawn mowers.~do not notice, notice but not an-
noyed, slightly annoyed, rather annoyed, very annoyed!

—State for each nuisance below if you notice or are
annoyed when you spend timeindoors in your dwelling:
odor from industries, odor from manure, flies, noise from
hay fans, noise from wind turbines, railway noise, road traf-
fic noise, lawn mowers.~do not notice, notice but not an-
noyed, slightly annoyed, rather annoyed, very annoyed!

—How would you describe your sensitivity to the fol-
lowing environmental factors: air pollution, odors, noise, lit-
tering? ~not sensitive at all, slightly sensitive, rather sensi-
tive, very sensitive!

Section II

—Can you see any wind turbine from your dwelling or
your garden?~yes, no!

—What is your opinion on the wind turbines’ impact on
the landscape scenery?~very positive, positive, neither posi-
tive nor negative, negative, very negative!

—Are you affected by wind turbines in your living en-
vironment with regard to: shadows from rotor blades, reflec-
tions from rotor blades, sound from rotor blades, sound from
machinery, changed view?~do not notice, notice but not an-
noyed, slightly annoyed, rather annoyed, very annoyed!

—If you are annoyed by noise, shadows and/or reflec-
tions from wind turbines, how often does this happen?
~never/almost never, some/a few times per year, some/a few
times per month, some/a few times per week, daily/almost
daily!

—If you hear sound from wind turbines, how would you
describe the sound: tonal, pulsating/throbbing, swishing,
whistling, lapping, scratching/squeaking, low frequency, re-
sounding?~do not notice, notice but not annoyed, slightly
annoyed, rather annoyed, very annoyed!

—Have you noticed if sounds from wind turbines sound
different at special occasions: when the wind blows from the
turbine towards my dwelling, when the wind blows from my
dwelling towards the turbine, when the wind is low, when the
wind is rather strong, warm summer nights?~less clearly
heard, more clearly heard, no differences, do not know!

—Are you annoyed by sound from wind turbines during
any of the following activities: relaxing outdoors, barbecue
nights, taking a walk, gardening, other outdoor activity?~do
not notice, notice but not annoyed, slightly annoyed, rather
annoyed, very annoyed!

—Do you own any wind turbines?~no, yes I own one or
more turbines, yes I own shares of wind turbines!

—What is your general opinion on wind turbines?~very
positive, positive, neither positive nor negative, negative,
very negative!

—Please mark the adjectives that you think are adequate
for wind turbines: efficient, inefficient, environmentally
friendly, harmful to the environment, unnecessary, necessary,
ugly, beautiful, inviting, threatening, natural, unnatural, an-
noying, blends in.1
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In order to examine the role of noise sensitivity in response to environmental noise, this paper
presents detailed comparisons of socio-acoustic studies conducted around international airports in
Amsterdam, Sydney, and London. Earlier findings that noise sensitivity moderates the effect of
noise on annoyance were examined to see if they could be replicated in each of the datasets,
independent of the technique of measuring noise sensitivity. The relation between exposure to
aircraft noise and noise annoyance was studied separately for groups of individuals with low,
medium, and high noise sensitivity, with statistical adjustment for relevant confounders. Results
support the previous findings that noise sensitivity is an independent predictor of annoyance and
adds to the prediction of noise annoyance afforded by noise exposure level by up to 26% of
explained variance. There is no evidence of a moderating effect, whereby the covariation between
noise exposure level and annoyance is weak for people who score at the extreme high or low end
of the sensitivity scale, and strong for people who score in the middle of the sensitivity scale.
Generally, noise sensitivity appears to increase annoyance independently of the level of noise
exposure after adjustment for relevant confounders. These findings were consistent across the three
datasets. ©2004 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1810291#

PACS numbers: 43.50.Qp, 43.66.Lj@DKW# Pages: 3471–3479

I. INTRODUCTION

Noise sensitivity is generally accepted as an important
nonacoustical modifier of the noise–annoyance relation~re-
views: Refs. 1–6!. Very few studies have focused on the
precise role of noise sensitivity.7,8 Extensive reviews of
Fields,9 Job,1 and Guski3 found firm evidence that reaction to
noise~annoyance, dissatisfaction! was associated with an ex-
pressed sensitivity to noise in general. Estimates of the
amount of variation in annoyance and dissatisfaction with
noise that is explained by noise sensitivity scores are reason-
ably consistent~10%–26% according to Job,1 and 10%–16%
according to Guski3! in comparison to 10% by noise level
itself as primary stimulus. Noise sensitivity is not synony-
mous with annoyance. The association between noise sensi-
tivity and noise exposure is consistently low, and the
sensitivity–reaction relation is seen at all levels of noise ex-
posure.

Noise sensitivity is also associated with other health

variables such as sleep disturbance10–12 and psychological
distress and psychiatric disorders.8,13–18 In the Caerphilly
study6 noise sensitivity predicted psychiatric disorder at
follow-up, but after adjusting for trait anxiety the effect of
noise sensitivity was no longer significant. This suggests that
the influence of noise sensitivity on psychiatric disorder is
confounded by anxiety: people who are anxious are more
aware of threatening aspects of the environment~including
noise! and more prone to psychiatric disorders.

Laboratory studies produced contradictory results in task
performance situations under noisy conditions.19 Self-
reported noise sensitivity has been validated to some extent
against physiological responses to noise in laboratory
studies.8 People with higher levels of noise sensitivity dis-
play higher tonic skin conductance, slower habituation, and
greater changes in heart rate in response to noise.20 Noise-
sensitive people also show higher baseline arousal levels,21

higher baseline blood pressure, and higher baseline psycho-
physiological arousal, which leads to more pronounced reac-
tions to all stressors, including noise,22 independent of resi-
dential noise exposure levels. Several studies of associationsa!Electronic mail: irene.van.kamp@rivm.nl
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of noise sensitivity with anxiety, neuroticism, and extraver-
sion suggest an association between noise sensitivity and
personality trait measures,23,24 but with the exception of the
association with neuroticism, findings are
inconsistent.13,14,19,22,25–28Although Field’s synthesis9 sug-
gests no strong relation between sensitivity and demographic
characteristics, noise sensitivity has been shown in other
studies to increase with age and length of residency in noisy
areas,8,11,29–32 although again these results are not always
consistent.30 Age and length of residency are also related to
extent of reaction to noise,5,33,34complicating analysis of the
sensitivity–reaction relation.

Fields9 found no evidence to support a selection effect of
noise-sensitive people out of highly exposed areas, although
this selection effect may well occur under certain circum-
stances. It is also conceivable that people who consider
themselves as sensitive to noise do not move into noisy ar-
eas. The lack of an association between noise sensitivity and
residential exposure is unsurprising given that noise sensitiv-
ity may be only one reason among many for moving from or
staying in a particular area.

The role of noise sensitivity remains insufficiently un-
derstood partly due perhaps to differences in definition and
measurement, partly to variations in research techniques,3

and partly to the lack of detailed analysis of the interrelations
among the relevant variables.

This paper describes an analysis of the relation between
noise exposure, noise sensitivity, and noise reaction in three
separate studies. Three alternative models of the influence of
noise sensitivity on the noise–annoyance relation are pre-
sented and tested on three data sets, making use of a uniform
analytical approach.

II. DEFINITIONS

The concept of noise sensitivity has been defined in sev-
eral different ways. Definitions in the literature include:~1! a

stable trait covering attitudes to a whole range of environ-
mental sounds;25 ~2! internal states~be they physiological,
psychological, attitudinal, or related to lifestyle or activities
conducted! of an individual that increases his degree of re-
activity to noise in general;2 ~3! an attitude towards noise in
general;8,35,36 and ~4! susceptibility to noise or sound and
susceptibility to annoyance, not necessarily by noise.31,32

Definitions are often operational orpost hocby outcome~for
a review, see Job2!. Thus, sensitivity has been viewed as a
trait, resulting from personal factors which increase reactiv-
ity to noise~e.g., attitudes!, as a state and as a resultant of
both traits and states. We focus here on a susceptibility to
noise annoyance rather than a susceptibility to annoyance in
general~general sensitivity!. We distinguish between noise
sensitivity and attitude towards the noise source.2 In addi-
tion, we distinguish self-reported noise sensitivity from sus-
ceptibility to physiological and health effects of noise.

III. MODELS AND HYPOTHESES

Early surveys7,37 indicated that noise sensitivity was not
related to noise level38 but rather acted as an effect modifier39

in the noise-annoyance relation. An interaction effect was
observed in which the extremes of the scale resulted in a low
regression coefficient visualized in a flat curve, whereas the
curve is steeper in the middle group, due to a larger regres-
sion coefficient@see Fig. 1~c!#. Recently, Miedema and Vos40

concluded on the basis of a meta-analysis on 28 combined
datasets that noise sensitivity modifies the relation between
noise and annoyance. These studies all employed a single-
item rating scale about the degree to which people consider
themselves sensitive to noise, which is considered to be the
least reliable measure of sensitivity.25 Stansfeld13,14 found
that highly noise-sensitive subjects reported significantly
higher noise annoyance in high-noise areas but not in low-
noise areas, also indicative of an interaction effect. However,

FIG. 1. ~a!–~d!. Four possible models of the relation noise, noise sensitivity, and reaction.
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the Sydney Airport Health Study results23,24 did not support
this finding: the effect of noise sensitivity was not higher in
the areas with high noise exposure. While it is possible that
these results genuinely reflect differences between cultures,
the inconsistencies may be due to differences in measure-
ment or analyses.

Job2 describes three possible causal connections be-
tween reaction and noise sensitivity:~1! noise sensitivity in-
fluences reaction;~2! reaction influences noise sensitivity;
and~3! a third variable directly influences reaction and noise
sensitivity independently. To the models described by Job we
could add an intervening variation in which noise influences
annoyance indirectly via noise sensitivity~sensitization!, or
noise influences sensitivity indirectly via annoyance. This
can be described as a transactional process where an increase
in sensitivity leads again to an increase in annoyance. Within
the framework of this paper the aspect of a third, underlying
factor such as anxiety or general vulnerability will not be
addressed. For considerations of this issue see Stansfeld.6

Figure 1~a!–~d! is a graphic representation of the three
different models of the noise–annoyance relation that were
tested in the current study. In Fig. 1~a!, the model assumes no
effect of noise sensitivity on reaction. In Fig. 1~b!, noise
sensitivity has a direct effect on reaction independent of
noise, and in Figs. 1~c! and~d!, sensitivity has a moderating
effect on the relation between noise and reaction.

A. Aim

The major aim of the current analysis is to investigate
the role of noise sensitivity in the noise–response relation,
via detailed analysis of socio-acoustic data collected from

three international airports: Schiphol Amsterdam Airport and
London Heathrow as major airports in Europe and Sydney
Airport as one of the major airports of the Asian and Pacific
region. The primary question is whether noise sensitivity has
a direct or a moderating effect on levels of annoyance.
Within the framework of this paper the following issues were
examined: first, what demographic variables are related to
noise sensitivity? Do noise-sensitive and -insensitive people
differ in terms of age, gender, length of residency, education,
ethnicity, or home ownership? Second, does noise sensitivity
influence reactions independent of noise exposure levels@as
shown in Fig. 1~b!# or does it interact with noise exposure
levels in the sense that noise sensitivity leads to different
levels of reaction at differing levels of exposure@Figs. 1~c!
and ~d!#?

IV. METHOD

A comparison of the methodology of the three studies
shows major differences in approach. Although the concepts
used are highly comparable, the measurement techniques
used varied somewhat~see Table I!.

A. Datasets

For this paper three datasets were used:~1! the Sydney
Airport ~Kingsford Smith! study from 1994;41 ~2! the Am-
sterdam Airport~Schiphol! survey from 1996;42 and ~3! the
Schools Environment and Health Study around London Air-
port ~Heathrow! from 1996.43 The three locations differ pri-
marily in climate and possibly in culture~e.g., in terms of
acceptance of noise!. Although there are important differ-

TABLE I. Comparison of study methodology across the three centers.

Sydney Amsterdam London

Data sets Sydney Airport study 1994 Schiphol Study 1996 Children School Performance
Study 1996

Sample size and selection 1005
Sampled on basis of exposure
~dich.! and distance in a 232
design
HH, LL, HL, LH
In these analyses, only the
HL group (N5253) was used

11601
Sampled on basis of exposure
~continuous! and
distance

193
Sampled on basis of
childrens’ school exposure
levels. Four high@16-h
outdoorLeq 66 dB~A!# and
four low schools@16-h
outdoorLeq,57 dB ~A!#
selected

Survey procedure interview~every 7th
resident).18 yrs

Postal survey.18 yrs Children took questionnaire
home for mothers

Response rate 86% 39% 84%
Noise exposure measures ANEI KE Leq 16
Noise annoyance measures Combination of three 0–10

numeric scales with verbal
labels ranging from ‘‘not at
all’’ to ‘‘very much’’

0–10 numeric scale with
verbal labels ranging from
‘‘not at all’’ to ‘‘very much’’

1–4 point scale with verbal
labels ranging from ‘‘not at all’’
to ‘‘very much’’

Noise sensitivity measures 6 noise situationsre: loud
noise 0–10 numeric scale and
verbal labels ranging from
‘‘not at all’’ to ‘‘very much’’

Single item, 0–10 numeric
scale

WNS, 10-item version

Socio-demographic measures Age, gender,~non! native,
education level, employment
status, length of time living at
the current address, and home
ownership.

Age, gender, country of birth,
education level, employment
status, length of time living at
the current address, and home
ownership.

Age, gender, ethnicity,
education level, employment
status, household
deprivation, length of time
living at the current address,
and home ownership.
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ences in measurement, procedure, and other methodological
aspects, the core aspects examined in the three datasets, such
as noise exposure, annoyance, and noise sensitivity, were
comparable~see Table I!. The large sample sizes allow de-
tailed analysis of the complicated relations between noise
exposure, annoyance, and noise sensitivity.

B. Samples

In the Sydney study, 523 female and 482 male residents
18 years and older were selected on the basis of noise expo-
sure and location relative to Sydney~Kingsford Smith! Air-
port to produce a 232 design; current noise exposure was
‘‘high’’ or ‘‘low’’ and noise exposure was projected to either
decrease, increase, or remain unchanged due to flight-path
changes. Due to repeated calls back by a highly motivated
field team the refusal rate was less than 14%. For full details
of method and design, see Hatfieldet al.41 Due to the manner
in which noise was measured, there was a gap in the distri-
bution of noise level~no levels were measured between 0
and 15 ANEI! for the two low areas and a very small range
of noise levels in the ‘‘high remains high’’ area. Because we
wanted to use noise as a continuous variable in all analyses,
only the ‘‘high decreases to low’’ exposure group (N5253;
114 men and 139 women! was used in Sydney. This group
had the largest range of noise exposure, and noise level was
approximately normally distributed. In the Amsterdam study,
5524 female and 6077 male residents 18 years and older and
living within a radius of 25 km around Schiphol Airport
participated in the survey. The sample was randomly selected
from 30 216 addresses, which were stratified by aircraft noise
levels and distance to the airport. The response rate was
39%. For full details of methods and design, see Franssen
et al.42

In the London study 193 mothers of children participat-
ing in the Schools Environment and Health study were in-
cluded in the analyses. Children were selected on the basis of
aircraft noise exposure at school, and all parents of partici-
pating children were given a self-administered questionnaire
to complete. Parents were classified into home noise expo-
sure by aircraft noise contours. The response rate was 84%
of parents of children who took part in the study. For full
details of methods and design, see Haineset al.43

C. Procedure

The data for the Sydney study were obtained from face-
to-face interviews that were conducted among people aged
18 years and older before the changes to the configuration of
Sydney Airport. Houses were selected at random within each
census district, and within a selected house, one randomly
selected adult was asked to participate. Full details of the
selection procedure are described by Hatfieldet al.39

The data for the Amsterdam study were collected in a
cross-sectional survey making use of a postal questionnaire
among people aged 18 years and older, sampled from 30 216
addresses in the area in a radius of 25 kilometers around
Schiphol Airport. After a few weeks a reminder was sent to
those who had not yet responded. To examine if the results
could have been biased by selective nonresponse in the

Schiphol sample, the postal questionnaire was supplemented
with a short telephone survey among a small portion of the
nonresponders. Full details are given by Franssenet al.42

The data for the London study were collected in a cross-
sectional study among children, their parents, and their
teachers. Children taking part in the study received a ques-
tionnaire for their mothers to complete at home and return to
the school. The children~and parents! in the study were se-
lected on the basis of the child’s aircraft noise exposure at
school high aircraft noise areas@high516-h outdoor equal or
greater thanLeq 66 dB~A!; low 16-h outdoor Leq,57
dB~A!#, and were matched on the following criteria:~a! age
of the children;~b! sound level at the school from nonaircraft
sources;~c! noise protection~double glazing! in the schools;
~d! socio-economic group distribution and unemployment
rate, and~e! proportion of ethnic groups in the area.43

D. Materials

In the Sydney study, a structured interview, based on
previous socio-acoustic survey questionnaires42 and revised
on the basis of the results of a pilot study, assessed psycho-
logical reactions to noise, sensitivity to noise, and demo-
graphic variables, as well as aspects of physical and mental
health, attitudes to the noise source, noise-induced activity
disturbance, and personality.

In the Amsterdam study, a self-administered question-
naire based on validated questions and questionnaires from
Dutch noise research and national health surveys was em-
ployed. The questionnaire contains questions about the resi-
dential environment, noise annoyance from several sources
including aircraft noise, perceived environmental safety,
Schiphol Airport, socio-demographics, living situation, gen-
eral health, lifestyle, and quality of sleep and sleep distur-
bance.

In London, a self-administered questionnaire for the par-
ents measured a range of outcomes including parental health,
environmental perception, and socio-economic factors.

E. Noise exposure measures

Unfortunately, it was not possible to convert the expo-
sure measures used in the three studies into one standard
measure such asLden.

In Sydney, data on aircraft noise exposure levels at each
participating residential address were derived from the Inte-
grated Noise Model~INM ! program, at the time of the study
verified by numerous measures at different locations around
the airport. The INM was then employed to produce aircraft
noise exposure data for the sample areas, and sample periods
parallels the Australian Noise Exposure Index~NEF! with a
modified evening penalty~based on Australian reaction
data44! of 6dB between 7 p.m. and 7 a.m. and is a measure of
what has occurred rather than being a forecast. These noise
data were geo-coded to each participating residential address
usingGEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM~GIS! software.

In Amsterdam, aircraft noise exposure level was calcu-
lated by the National Aerospace Laboratory~NLR!, using the
Dutch standard calculation model for determining the annual
exposure to aircraft noise around Schiphol. Aircraft noise
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levels for 1996 were calculated for eachx, y coordinate of
the geometric center of the area covered by the 6-digit postal
code for the respondent’s residential address. The levels are
expressed in Kosten units~Ke!, a yearly average defined by
the maximum noise levels during flights, the total number of
flights, and the time at which these flights take place~night
flights are weighted more heavily! as well as inLaeq mea-
sures. The model only includes that part of each aircraft
movement during which the calculated noise level at ground
level is higher than 65 dB~A!. Of the different noise expo-
sure measures available in the Amsterdam sample, KE was
chosen in view of its comparability to the ANEI exposure
measure used in Sydney.

In London, aircraft noise exposure levels at each partici-
pating parent’s home were taken from the published Civil
Aviation Authority dB~A! Leq, contour maps indicating the
average continuous equivalent sound level of aircraft noise
within a particular area for 16-h daily periods during 15 June
to 15 September~92 days! in 1991. These are the UK stan-
dard aircraft noise contours.

F. Noise sensitivity measures

At the three study locations, noise sensitivity was mea-
sured in three different ways. While these methods vary,
there is strong evidence in the literature to indicate that they
measure the same underlying construct. For a review of the
value of these different instruments in terms of reliability,
validity, and interrelations, see Zimmer and Ellermeier.25

In the Sydney study, noise sensitivity is derived from
reactions~annoyance and dissatisfaction! to various noise
situations other than aircraft noise were measured, in line
with previous Australian studies.45,46 When noise sensitivity
is measured in this way, factor analysis indicates that noise
sensitivity is not a unitary concept. Rather, two distinct fac-
tors appear: one related to loud, generally outdoor noises
~road traffic, lawn mower! and the other related to generally
indoor, quieter but nonetheless distracting noise situations
~rustling papers at movies, people talking while watching
television!. For a detailed description of the strong reliability
and construct validity of the scales, see Jobet al.2 In the
current analyses only the sensitivity to loud noise scale was
used.

In the Amsterdam survey a single-item 11-point scale
was used to measure noise sensitivity, asking people the ex-
tent to which they consider themselves sensitive to
noise.15,37,47The reliability of this method is questionable, in
the sense that it violates the assumption of independence of
noise level.25

The Schools Environmental and Health study in London
administered the Weinstein noise sensitivity scale@WNS-10
Refs. 31, 32#. The WNS is comprised of statements describ-
ing responses to noise related situations~e.g., ‘‘I get annoyed
when my neighbors are noisy,’’ and ‘‘Even music I normally
like will bother me if I’m trying to concentrate’’!. Respon-
dents rate their agreement with every statement on a scale
ranging from strong disagreement to strong agreement. The
21-item scale has shown to be sufficiently reliable~with al-
pha around 0.85!, and to have construct validity in different

languages.25,28,31Stansfeld15 reports a Cronbach’s alpha reli-
ability coefficient of 0.78 on the 10-item version.

G. Statistical analysis

Age, length of residency, employment status, and educa-
tion were categorised in order to allow comparisons across
the three studies. The annoyance and sensitivity scales were
converted to 0–100 scales for ease of comparability. For the
regression models, the sensitivity scales in all three studies
were recoded into tertiles, chosen to represent low, medium,
and high levels of sensitivity to noise. Sensitivity was cat-
egorized in order to test the noise by sensitivity interaction.
Three categories were chosen in order to test the hypotheses,
represented by Figs. 1~a! to ~d!, of no effect, an additive
effect, or a moderating effect~especially, but not limited to,
the ‘‘Z-form’’ theory proposed by McKennell7!. Tertiles were
chosen as a manner of standardizing the different scales used
in the different studies: an interaction term between two con-
tinuous variables is not only difficult to interpret, but also
would make testing the Z-form theory impossible.

In preparation for regression analyses, the mean noise
sensitivity levels and the associations of noise exposure with
noise sensitivity were examined in the three samples. More-
over, the distribution of demographic factors in the different
sensitivity groups was examined, to determine inclusion as
confounder in the analysis.

In order to investigate whether the influence of noise
sensitivity on annoyance depends on noise level, and
whether in an additive and/or a multiplicative fashion, linear
regressions were run on the three datasets separately, adjust-
ing for potential confounding variables such as age, gender,
length of residency, educational level, ethnicity, SES, and
home ownership. Making use of a uniform methodological
approach to the different data sets enables us to show
whether different measurements of noise sensitivity and/or
different cultural settings lead to different conclusions. On
each of the three datasets, four models were fitted. In the first
step ~model 1! the simple exposure–response relations of
noise and annoyance were studied. In the next step~model
1a! relevant confounders were introduced into the model, in
order to adjust for differences in populations among the three
studies. To the regression model were then added the three
noise sensitivity categories~model 2!. In the last step~model
3! the interaction terms of noise exposure level multiplied by
noise sensitivity categories was added to the model. The
best-fitting model was chosen based on the increase inR2

and by examining residual diagnostics. Because the three
sites studied very different populations, there was concern
that the results may have been biased by the difference in
background characteristics. While the Sydney and Amster-
dam studies were population-based, the London study was
based primarily on mothers of school-aged children, thus
women between the ages of 18 and 49. To determine whether
this unusual distribution of potentially confounding variables
affected the results, the regression models described above
were repeated for the three separate datasets, limiting the
datasets to only women in the age range 18 to 49.
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V. RESULTS

A. Demographic structure and noise sensitivity
groups in each sample

Table II presents the demographic structure and noise
sensitivity groups in each sample. Mean exposure levels are
not fully comparable, since different noise metrics are used.
The mean levels of annoyance and noise sensitivity are very
similar in the three samples. The high mean sensitivity score
in London is possibly due to the large percentage of women
~85%! in the sample; some previous studies have shown that
women generally score higher on noise sensitivity, although
this finding is not consistent.25 There are differences in de-
mographic structure in terms of age, ethnicity, education,
employment, and length of residency.

Analysis of the characteristics of subsamples~data not
shown! over the three noise sensitivity groups indicates that
a significant difference in noise exposure level is found be-
tween the three sensitivity groups only in the Schiphol
sample. Noise annoyance increases significantly across noise
sensitivity groups across all three studies. The sensitivity
groups differ significantly with regard to gender and age in
the Sydney and Amsterdam sample; the high noise sensitiv-
ity group contains significantly more women and people be-
tween 39 and 59 years. In all three samples the percentage of

non-native people is significantly higher in the high noise
sensitivity group. In the Amsterdam sample noise sensitivity
is associated with high levels of education, whereas in Syd-
ney and London the middle education group has higher sen-
sitivity. Length of residency also shows an inconsistent pat-
tern. Both in the Sydney and London sample, people who
had lived 10 years or longer in the area are under-represented
in the high NS group, although the difference is not signifi-
cant. In the Amsterdam sample, the pattern of association is
unclear. In the Amsterdam sample, the percentage of
unemployed/retired people is significantly higher in the high
noise sensitivity groups, while in the other samples such an
association is not found. Finally, home ownership is also
differentially related to noise sensitivity. These results are
strongly a result of the socio-demographic features of the
areas around the three different airports and the samples se-
lected.

B. Exposure–response relations

The distribution of mean annoyance level was examined
by noise exposure classes for each location, and is presented
in Figs. 2~a!–~c!.

TABLE II. Characteristics of the three study populations.

Sydney
(N5233)

Amsterdam
(N59767)

London
(N5193)

Noise level, mean ANEI~SD! 26.5 ~3.1! N/a N/a
Noise level, mean KE~SD! N/a 28.5~10.5! N/a
Noise level, mean DBA~SD! N/a N/a 60.4~5.6!
Annoyance level, mean~SD! 66.5 ~28.4! 63.3 ~34.3! 63.5 ~34.3!
Sensitivity level, mean~SD! 48.5 ~22.6! 51.1 ~24.1! 60.7 ~17.4!
Sensitivity level, %a

low 33.5 30.4 35.2
middle 33.9 34.7 32.6
high 32.6 34.9 32.1

Gender male, % 46.4 54.8 15.0
Age, %

17–29 30.9 14.5 2.6
30–39 25.3 22.1 59.1
40–49 17.2 21.8 35.2
50–59 9.9 18.1 3.1
60 and over 16.7 23.5 0.0

Ethnic minorityb 50.6 5.9 30.2
Employment status, %

employed 70.8 60.8 73.6
retired, student, homemaker 26.2 33.5 20.7
unemployed 3.0 5.7 5.7

Education, %
none/low 6.0 17.6 49.7
middle 52.4 32.6 30.1
high 41.6 49.8 20.2

Length of residency, %
0–5 years 49.4 27.0 38.3
5–10 years 18.9 18.0 33.2
10 or more years 31.7 55.0 28.5

Rented house, % 34.8 40.0 18.7

aCategories defined for each site separately, dividing the sensitivity scale into three roughly equal groups.
bIn Amsterdam and Sydney, members of an ethnic minority are those respondents not born in the Netherlands
or Australia, respectively. In London, this was measured as self-reported ethnicity which is not dependent upon
country of birth.
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C. Noise sensitivity and noise annoyance: four models

Linear regression analysis was performed in the four
stages described in Sec. IV G. Table III shows the results of
this ~stratified! linear regression analysis. Noise exposure ex-
plains 4%, 10%, and 12% of the variance in annoyance in
Sydney, Amsterdam and London respectively, increasing to
18%, 12%, and 17% after inclusion of confounders~model
1a!. The total amount of explained variance after adding
noise sensitivity to the model~model 2! is 21%, 38%, and
23% in the three samples. A striking difference between the
surveys is found in the extent to which variance is explained
by noise sensitivity after noise level and confounders have
been taken into account; the increase inR2 from model 1a to
model 2 is only 3% in Sydney and 6% in London, but is 26%
in the Amsterdam sample.

Addition of the noise by sensitivity interaction~model 3!
does not significantly increase the model fit (R2), and ex-
amination of residual diagnostics~data not shown! confirms

that the fit of model 3 is no better than that of model 2. The
noise by sensitivity interaction thus adds nothing new to the
model with only main effects.

Analyses performed on the datasets restricted to females
between 18 and 49 displayed similar patterns of results~data
not shown!. Again, the model with only an additive effect of
noise sensitivity~model 2! gave the best fit, and the noise by
sensitivity interaction did not add significantly to the predic-
tion afforded by the model.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

This study examined the role of noise sensitivity in the
relation between aircraft noise and annoyance. The results of
analysis support the hypothesis that noise sensitivity in-
creases annoyance independently from, and above, level of
noise exposure, after adjustment for relevant confounders. It
can be concluded that noise and sensitivity are important and
independent predictors of annoyance in all three studies
across a range of cultures and climates. No evidence was
found for an interaction effect of noise sensitivity with noise.
These findings were consistent across three studies, broadly
suggesting that neither the cultural differences nor the differ-
ent measures involved in these studies influenced the ob-
served role of sensitivity. Of course, other cultures and mea-
sures may influence the observed role of sensitivity. This
finding contrasts with the findings of Miedema and Vos,40

who conclude, on the basis of a meta-analysis, that there is
evidence for an interaction effect above an additive effect of
noise sensitivity on annoyance. An explanation for divergent
evidence has to be primarily sought in differences between
statistical approach. The former study used noise sensitivity
as a continuous variable, whereas in the current study noise
sensitivity was categorized in order to test the noise–noise
sensitivity interaction for low, medium, and high levels of
noise sensitivity.

A. Strengths and limitations

The present study finds consistent patterns of results
over three different studies in three countries. The differing
characteristics of the samples and the varied measurements
used made direct comparisons more difficult and may ex-
plain the inconsistencies in the associations between demo-
graphic characteristics and noise sensitivity. Nevertheless,
the consistency of the association between noise, noise sen-
sitivity, and annoyance despite the different samples suggests
that these associations are robust. The weak association be-
tween noise level and noise sensitivity in Amsterdam may
reflect the use of a single-item measurement of sensitivity.
The noise source examined in these studies was limited to
aircraft noise, but there is little reason to suppose the findings
would be different with other sources of noise.

Noise sensitivity has previously been shown to increase
with age and length of residency,8,11,29,30,31,32although not
consistently.25 These findings are only partly confirmed: a
significant relation between length of residency and noise
sensitivity was found only in the Amsterdam sample, while
in the other samples people who lived less than 5 years in the
area were over-represented in the high noise sensitivity
group.

FIG. 2. ~a!–~c!. Distribution of annoyance level by air traffic noise level in
Sydney~top! Amsterdam~middle!, and London~lower!. The upper, middle,
and lower lines in each box represent the 75th, 50th, and 25th percentile,
respectively, of annoyance level for each group;d indicates the mean level;
and the ends of the ‘‘whiskers’’ indicate the lowest and highest annoyance
levels.
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B. Implications

Noise sensitivity does not appear to increase annoyance
levels only at high levels of noise exposure as a moderator of
annoyance. Rather, it seems that noise sensitivity influences
noise annoyance irrespective of noise level: at all levels of
noise intensity, noise-sensitive people are likely to be more
annoyed than the general population. Reducing only the
highest levels will still mean that there are highly sensitive
people highly annoyed at lower levels of noise.

C. Recommendations

Based on these outcomes, several recommendations can
be put forward. To begin with, noise sensitivity is an impor-
tant nonacoustical factor with a strong influence on annoy-
ance, and therefore standardized measure of noise sensitivity
should be included in studies of reaction to noise. At this
time, no recommendations can be made for a standard noise
sensitivity measure, because further research is needed to test
the parametric properties of the different noise sensitivity
scales in different noise situations. For this purpose the au-
thors have designed a multicenter laboratory study to com-
pare the four noise-sensitivity indices, in terms of their va-
lidity against physiological responses~heart rate and blood
pressure!, their test–retest reliability, and their internal con-
sistency~where relevant! under two conditions: during task
performance and during a control condition. The study will
tentatively be conducted in London, Sydney, and Amster-
dam. Much has already been achieved in terms of the inter-
national standardization of noise and reaction measures. A
purpose-designed multicenter comparison employing stan-

dardized measures of noise, noise reaction, and noise sensi-
tivity, would allow extension of the understanding of the
influence of noise sensitivity on noise offered by the present
meta-analysis. The running 5th Framework EU projects
‘‘HEARTS’’ and ‘‘HYENA,’’ as well as the Schiphol moni-
tor, will allow for such comparisons.
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TABLE III. Results of linear regression models of annoyance in three cities.

Variable~s! in model

Sydney
(N5233)

Amsterdam
(N59767)

London
(N5193)

b ~s.e.! Model R2 b ~s.e.! modelR2 b ~s.e.! modelR2

Model 1
Noise levela 1.70 ~0.58! 0.04 1.04~0.03! 0.10 2.15~0.42! 0.12
Model 1a
Noise levela

1potential confounders
1.60 ~0.58! 0.18 1.03~0.03! 0.12 2.31~0.44! 0.17

Model 2
Noise levela 1.48 ~0.57! 0.21 0.90~0.03! 0.38 2.09~0.43! 0.23
Noise sensitivity

low ~ref! ~ref! ~ref!
medium 11.05~4.27! 26.17~0.68! 10.75~5.66!
high

1potential confounders
12.79~4.45! 44.31~0.69! 21.27~5.78!

Model 3
Noise levela 2.72 ~0.93! 0.22 0.84~0.05! 0.38 2.32~0.81! 0.24
Noise sensitivity

low ~ref! ~ref! ~ref!
medium 10.63~4.27! 26.29~0.68! 10.36~5.71!
high 13.01~4.46! 44.51~0.69! 21.37~5.86!

Noise* sensitivity interaction
low ~ref! ~ref! ~ref!
medium 21.89 (1.31) 0.22~0.06! 0.12 ~1.09!
high

1potential confounders
22.21 (1.49) 20.06 (0.06) 20.64 (1.03)

aDifferent definitions of noise level were used in the different cities: in Amsterdam, KE; in London, dBA; in
Sydney, ANEI.

*Multiplied by
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Objective measures were investigated as predictors of the speech security of closed offices and
rooms. A new signal-to-noise type measure is shown to be a superior indicator for security than
existing measures such as the Articulation Index, the Speech Intelligibility Index, the ratio of the
loudness of speech to that of noise, and the A-weighted level difference of speech and noise. This
new measure is a weighted sum of clipped one-third-octave-band signal-to-noise ratios; various
weightings and clipping levels are explored. Listening tests had 19 subjects rate the audibility and
intelligibility of 500 English sentences, filtered to simulate transmission through various wall
constructions, and presented along with background noise. The results of the tests indicate that the
new measure is highly correlated with sentence intelligibility scores and also with three security
thresholds: the threshold of intelligibility~below which speech is unintelligible!, the threshold of
cadence~below which the cadence of speech is inaudible!, and the threshold of audibility~below
which speech is inaudible!. The ratio of the loudness of speech to that of noise, and simple
A-weighted level differences are both shown to be well correlated with these latter two thresholds
~cadence and audibility!, but not well correlated with intelligibility. ©2004 Acoustical Society of
America. @DOI: 10.1121/1.1810300#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Offices and meeting rooms are often intended for confi-
dential discussions where eavesdroppers and others outside
the room should not be able to listen in to these discussions.
Speech originating inside such a room being difficult to hear
or understand in the adjoining spaces implies that the room
provides good speech privacy. In cases where the degree of
privacy is sufficiently high, one can speak of architectural
speech ‘‘security.’’ Improved security would be provided, for
instance, by a room constructed with boundaries having
higher sound transmission loss. To assess the degree of se-
curity, it is necessary to measure whether the ‘‘transmitted’’
speech is audible or intelligible at positions outside the room.
This paper reports the results of new subjective studies to
evaluate measures of architectural speech security.

Defining the problem of architectural speech security in
terms of the fraction of speech that can be understood makes
it one of speech intelligibility. Investigations into speech pri-
vacy for open-plan office situations have used this same
approach.1 The distinction made by security designers is that
‘‘privacy’’ is a less stringent description of sound isolation
than security. A condition where overheard speech is audible
but only slightly intelligible corresponds to excellent privacy,
but could be described as imperfect security. A high degree
of speech security implies not only very low~or zero! speech
intelligibility, but also minimal audibility of the transmitted
speech sounds.

Speech intelligibility, speech privacy, and speech secu-

rity are related to the level of the speech signal relative to the
level of the noise at the listener position. The Articulation
Index ~AI ! ~Ref. 2! and the Speech Intelligibility Index~SII!
~Ref. 3! are both frequency-weighted signal-to-noise ratio
type measures, and can be calculated from the speech and
noise spectra at the position of a listener. AI and SII are good
indicators of the degree to which the speech is intelligible,
but they do not necessarily represent zero intelligibility at
their minimum values of zero. Furthermore, for conditions of
zero intelligibility, where the rhythm of speech or some
speech sounds may be audible, AI and SII provide no infor-
mation. They are therefore seemingly ill-suited to the prob-
lem of assessing architectural speech security. A useful mea-
sure of security will indicate the degree to which the
transmitted speech is intelligible or, in cases of zero intelli-
gibility, audible.

The most significant published study of architectural
speech privacy in buildings was by Cavanaughet al. in
1962.4 They presented a report on occupants’ impressions of
privacy in buildings, and how they related to AI. The main
focus of the work was on privacy~i.e., freedom from distrac-
tion!; however, there was a subcomponent of the study as-
sessing so-called ‘‘confidential privacy,’’ which subjects
were instructed corresponded to a situation where there was
an ‘‘assurance of not being overheard.’’ One of their main
results states that, ‘‘the most critical 10% of the subjects
began to feel a lack of@confidential# privacy when the articu-
lation index reached 0.05.’’ An important point is that the
assessments were based on how private the subjectsfelt a
situation was. The actual fraction of the speech theycould
understand was not measured. Nevertheless, this paper lays

a!Electronic mail: brad.gover@nrc-cnrc.gc.ca
b!Electronic mail: john.bradley@nrc-cnrc.gc.ca
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the basis for relating privacy in offices to an objective mea-
sure.

In 1965, Young5 published a revised computational pro-
cedure based on the data in Cavanaughet al. He proposed a
measure derivable from A-weighted levels of speech and
noise, and single number indicators of transmission loss.
This is a practical approach, easy to calculate, but at best no
more accurate than the original Cavanaughet al. method.
This simplified method was not supported with additional
subjective tests. The so-called ‘‘Speech-Privacy Calculation’’
has become accepted practice,6 but, being based on the Ar-
ticulation Index, is likely not appropriate for rating speech
security, where zero intelligibility is expected.

This paper presents the derivation of a suitable objective
measure, providing information regarding the degree of se-
curity both above and below the threshold of intelligibility.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Subjective listening tests were conducted, presenting
subjects with sound fields simulating listening outside of a
room in which a person was speaking. The spectra of the
speech and of the noise at the listening position were sepa-
rately measured, and were used to compute various objective
measures. Relations were sought between these measures
and the subjects’ responses.

A. Listening tests

All listening tests were conducted in a sound-isolated
test room located at the National Research Council in Ot-
tawa. Anechoically recorded speech was filtered to simulate
transmission through a wall and, along with background
noise, was played into the room. Subjects in the room heard
these sounds and responded to a test operator seated outside
the room, who scored their response. Details of the tests and
of the subjects follow. All tests were approved by NRC’s
Ethics Review Board.

1. Facility and hardware

The test room measured 9.2 m long by 4.7 m wide by
3.6 m high, and was constructed from concrete. The room is
not connected to the building, and is resting on springs for
vibration isolation. Sounds existing outside the room, there-
fore, are largely isolated from penetrating within. For the
present study, the interior walls of the room were lined with
10-cm-thick absorbing foam, covered by curtains. There was
a conventional T-bar ceiling with 25-mm-thick glass-fiber
ceiling tiles installed, and the floor was covered with carpet.
This interior treatment yielded a quite ‘‘dead’’ space. The
measured background noise level in the room was 13.7 dBA.

Test speech was played over loudspeakers positioned at
the front of the room. The background noise was played over
another set of loudspeakers positioned above the ceiling, di-
rectly above the subject. Figure 1 shows a diagram of the
setup. Having the noise and speech originate from different
spatial locations is important for a realistic test. Listeners are
better able to recognize speech in noise when the speech and
noise arrive from different directions.7

A block diagram of the electroacoustic system used to
produce the test sounds is shown in Fig. 2. The two blocks

labeled ‘‘DME32’’ are Yamaha Digital Mixing Engines,
which are highly flexible signal-processing boxes, able to
perform the functions of many interconnected devices such
as equalizers, filters, oscillators, etc. The outputs of the
DME32s run through the power amplifiers into high-quality
loudspeaker systems~Paradigm Compact Monitors, Para-
digm PW subwoofers!. One component in each DME32 was
initially configured under computer control~via the RS232
interface! to equalize the playback path through the power
amplifiers and loudspeakers to be flat at position of the lis-
tener’s head~61 dB from 60 to 12 000 Hz!.

The background noises for the test sound fields were
generated by the internal noise generator of one of the
DME32 units. This same unit shaped the spectrum and ad-
justed the level as desired, responding to control commands
sent by the computer over the MIDI interface. One channel
of the noise output was delayed by 300 ms relative to the
other so as to avoid any unnatural perceptual effects caused
by movement of the listener’s head~as can be observed when
listening to monaural material over a pair of loudspeakers!.

The speech sounds were generated from playback of
anechoically recorded source material stored on the com-
puter in 16-bit, 44.1-kHz wave-file format. The output of the
sound card ran into the second DME32, which performed the
necessary equalization and level adjustment, again with com-

FIG. 1. Schematic of cross section through the test room, showing the
location of the listener and the loudspeakers used to generate the test sound
fields.

FIG. 2. Block diagram of the computer-controlled electroacoustic system
used to create the test sounds. The speech, played from the computer, is
processed by one of the Yamaha DME32 units to simulate transmission
through a wall. The other DME32 unit generates spectrally shaped random
background noise.
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mands to switch settings received over the MIDI interface.
Equalizer components in this DME32 simulated the various
wall transmission loss curves.

2. Speech material

The test material used was phonetically balanced En-
glish sentences.8 These sentences are of low predictability,
and are more representative of conversation than isolated
words. The response and scoring procedure had the subjects
state out loud the words they thought they heard, and the test
operator noted on a score sheet those that were correctly
identified. In this way the fraction of words actually under-
stood was scored. In intelligibility tests using rhyming
words, the scoring can be done similarly, but subjects are
able to guess correctly as often as 20% of the time,9 which
means they are particularly unsuitable in assessing security
situations, where scores as low as 0% are expected. Further-
more, sentences can be more accurately scored than running
speech, or so-called ‘‘connected discourse,’’ whereby the
procedure usually involves allowing the subject to estimate
the fraction of the words they are capable of understanding.10

When the issue is security, rather than a sense of privacy, this
distinction is important.

A total of nine recorded versions of the test sentences
was acquired, spoken with different efforts by different talk-
ers of both genders. The choice of recording used for the
tests was the best quality recording available~16-bit, 44.1-
kHz ‘‘CD-quality’’ digital !, and was of a male talker speak-
ing clearly. This speaking voice was most easily identified by
subjects in pilot testing. That is, from a security point of
view, this recording was the ‘‘worst-case’’ talker. The aver-
age of the spectral magnitude of four test sentences is shown
in Fig. 3. The spectrum varies slightly from sentence to sen-
tence; this curve is more representative of a ‘‘long-term’’
average. Also shown in Fig. 3 are ‘‘typical’’ speech spectra
for a male talker speaking with two different speaking ef-
forts, taken from Ref. 11. At this playback level~68 dBA!, it
can be seen that the speech corresponds to an effort some-
where between ‘‘raised’’ and ‘‘loud.’’All speech spectral lev-
els were measured over a 60-s period, looping the sentences
continuously.

3. Walls

Walls to be simulated in the tests were selected from
past measurements of actual wall samples in the wall testing
facility at NRC. The transmission loss~TL! curves for the
four walls used in the test are shown in Fig. 4; their descrip-
tions are given in Table I. These four curves were selected
since they are of different shapes, and representative of wall
constructions typical of office environments.

The speech transmitted through any of these walls will
be attenuated and spectrally distorted. Figure 5 shows typical

FIG. 3. Example measured spectrum of talker used in this work. Also shown
are ‘‘typical’’ spectra for a male talker speaking with ‘‘raised’’ and ‘‘loud’’
effort as given in Ref. 11.

FIG. 4. Measured transmission loss curves for the walls selected to be
simulated in the tests. The four wall descriptors are explained in Table I.

TABLE I. Wall descriptions and sound transmission class~STC! ratings for
the walls simulated in the listening tests.

Wall Descriptor Wall description STC rating

Door Solid core wood door, no seals. 20
Plenum 5/8 in. mineral fiber ceiling. 32
G13 89-mm wood stud wall with 13-

mm gypsum board on both sides;
cavity filled with glass-fiber batts.

34

G16 90-mm steel stud wall with 16-
mm gypsum board on both sides;
cavity filled with glass-fiber batts.

46

FIG. 5. ‘‘Transmitted’’ speech spectra, measured in the test room after fil-
tering the source speech~top curve! through each simulated wall.
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speech spectra measured in the test room after filtering by
each TL curve.

4. Noise

All background noises used in the testing were spec-
trally shaped random noise. As discussed above, one of the
Yamaha DME32 units was used to generate the noise inter-
nally, and equalizer components were used to shape the spec-
trum. Five different spectra were used, shown in Fig. 6.

The base case noise is the ‘‘neutral’’ spectrum, so-named
under the RC naming convention.12 It has a25-dB/octave
roll-off. The other spectra are derived from this by boosting
‘‘low’’ ~50–200 Hz!, ‘‘mid’’ ~250–1600 Hz!, or ‘‘high’’
~2000–10 000 Hz! frequency sections by 10 dB. These other
noise types are used to systematically vary the spectral quali-
ties of the interfering noise, representing cases that are more
or less ‘‘rumbly’’ or ‘‘hissy.’’

B. Objective measures

From measurements of the one-third-octave spectral lev-
els of the ‘‘transmitted’’ speech and noise, various numerical
indicators can be calculated. The issue is to find a measure
that is well-correlated with the subjective responses from the
listening tests.

1. AI and SII

The Articulation Index~AI ! ~Ref. 2! and its more recent
replacement, the Speech Intelligibility Index~SII! ~Ref. 3!,
are measures calculated from the ratio of speech to noise in
various frequency bands. The basic idea is that the contribu-
tion to the overall intelligibility from a particular frequency
band is dependent on the ‘‘effective’’ ratio of signal to noise
in that band, and on the importance of the band. The index
itself is a weighted sum of the band contributions. Properties
of the hearing system are built into the measure through the
method in which the effective signal-to-noise ratio is deter-
mined from the signal and noise levels, and through the
specification of the frequency band importance weights.

For the calculation of AI, the effective signal-to-noise
level difference in a band is obtained by clipping the actual

level difference, and by adjusting for the difference in level
between the peak speech level and the rms speech level. The
clipping is performed by setting all values below a specified
minimum valueL5212 dB to be equal to212 dB, and all
values above a specified maximum valueU5118 dB equal
to 118 dB. This clipped signal-to-noise is then shifted by
adding 12 dB, to adjust for the difference between the peak
and rms levels. The AI is given mathematically by

AI5
1

30(
b

wb•@121min~max~Sb2Nb ,212!,18!#,

~1!

whereSb is the speech level in decibels in frequency bandb,
Nb is the noise level in decibels in bandb, andwb are the
frequency weightings. Here, max(x,L) is the larger ofx or L;
that is, L is the minimum clipped value ofx. Values ofx
below L are set toL. Similarly, min(x,U) clips the upper
value toU. The resulting value of AI is between 0 and 1. The
calculation of SII is similar, but the determination of effec-
tive band signal-to-noise ratio is a little more sophisticated,
taking into account masking. With regard to the practical
minimum and maximum values for band signal-to-noise
level differences, the SII calculation usesL5215 dB, U5
115 dB.

2. Weighted signal-to-noise

A simplified approach that is similar to some of the steps
involved in computing the AI or SII is to compute the actual
~as opposed to effective! signal-to-noise level difference in
each frequency band, and then simply perform a weighted
sum across all bands. It does seem prudent, however, to
specify a lower limit for the signal-to-noise level difference,
clipping to this minimum value. In speech security situa-
tions, very high signal-to-noise level differences are unlikely
to occur, so clipping will not be specified on the upper end.
The expression for the resulting weighted signal-to-noise ra-
tio Xw(L) is

Xw~L !5(
b

wb•max~Sb2Nb ,L !, ~2!

where as above,Sb is the speech level in decibels in fre-
quency bandb, Nb is the noise level in decibels in bandb,
andwb are the frequency weightings. Here, max(Sb2Nb ,L) is
the larger ofL or the signal-to-noise level difference; that is,
L is the minimum clipped value of the actual signal-to-noise
level difference. Several weighting strategies for one-third-
octave bands were considered; those resulting in the best-
correlated indices are presented here: uniform weighting, AI-
band importance weighting, and SII-band importance
weighting. The weights, normalized so that they sum to
unity, are given in Table II.

3. Loudness

Loudness~in sones! is a quantity that can be calculated
from the spectrum of a signal, and has been shown to be
related to the ‘‘perceived loudness’’ of sounds. The calcula-

FIG. 6. Measured noise spectra, all corresponding to 45 dBA. The ‘‘neutral’’
spectrum has a25-dB/octave roll-off. The other spectra were derived from
this by boosting the bass frequencies~50–200 Hz!, midfrequencies~250–
1600 Hz!, or high frequencies~2000–10 000 Hz! by 10 dB.
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tion of loudness is explained in Ref. 13. Measuring the
speech loudnessLS and the noise loudnessLN separately,
the loudness ratior L given by

r L5
LS

LN
, ~3!

can be computed. This is a linear measure, so for instance if
the speech is half as loud as the noise, the value ofr L will be
0.5.

4. A-weighted level difference

Weighted speech and noise levels can be computed from
their spectra separately, and then the difference in these lev-
els computed. The weighting scheme considered here is the
familiar A-weighting, the result being the A-weighted level
differenceLA , given by

LA510 logS (
b

wb10~Sb/10!D 210 logS (
b

wb10~Nb/10!D ,

~4!

where Sb , Nb , b, and wb are as above. The terms on the
right-hand side are the A-weighted signal and noise levels,
respectively. The weightswb are merely the nonlogarithmic
A-weighting factors; 10 log(wb) is the decibel correction fac-
tor for bandb.

III. LISTENING TEST DESCRIPTIONS

A. Test 1: Intelligibility

The test conducted first consisted of a large number of
sentences processed to simulate wide ranges of the condi-
tions thought to be representative of actual offices and meet-
ing rooms. Each of the four wall types and five background
noise types was included. For each wall/noise combination,
three signal-to-noise ratios were designed, corresponding to
varying ‘‘difficulty:’’ easy, moderately difficult, and difficult.
In the ‘‘easy’’ case it was judged that most listeners should
be able to identify all words in a sentence. The ‘‘difficult’’
case was intended to be just above the threshold of
intelligibility—some listeners could identify some~but not
necessarily all! of the words.~It is not possible to design in
advance the conditions that define the threshold we are seek-
ing to find. Some of the difficult cases still had to correspond
to nonzero intelligibility in order to find the threshold point.!
In addition to these 43533560 cases, 8 additional cases
were constructed corresponding to 2 additional difficulties
~‘‘very difficult’’ and ‘‘very, very difficult’’ ! for 1 noise type
~neutral!, for all 4 walls. These cases were constructed by
reducing the speech level 3 and 9 dB below that used for the
difficult case. In total, this yielded 68 physical conditions.

Five different sentences were included for each condition,
resulting in a test 340 sentences long. The range of levels for
the ‘‘source’’ speech~notionally behind the simulated wall!
resulted in measured ‘‘transmitted’’ speech levels of 28–49
dBA in the test room. The range of levels for the background
noise was from 27–51 dBA.

The test was conducted in the following manner: the
subject sat in the room with no test sounds playing. The
noise was turned on, and a second or so later, the speech
began. After the end of the sentence, the noise was switched
off. At this point, the subject said out loud~into a talkback
microphone! the words they thought they had heard. The
subjects were encouraged to guess. The operator was outside
the test room~monitoring the talkback microphone! scoring
the responses, and would ask the subject to repeat an answer
deemed ambiguous or incomprehensible. When the operator
was satisfied, the computer was cued to play the next test
sentence. The score for each sentence was computed as the
percentage of words correctly identified; all words were
counted, and no part scores were given.

Subjects completed the test over three different testing
sessions, usually on different days. Each session consisted of
two runs of about 57 sentences, separated by a brief break to
avoid fatigue. The subjects listened to several practice sen-
tences before each run. In total, one run of 57 sentences took
about 20 min; the session for the day taking just under an
hour, including breaks.

B. Test 2: Thresholds

A second test was conducted as a follow-up to the pre-
vious one, consisting of an additional 160 test sentences.
These resulted from the 32 combinations of 2 wall types
~G13 and G16!32 noise types~neutral and bass boost!38
signal-to-noise ratios, with 5 different sentences for each
combination. These cases were distributed over the range of
difficulty from all subjects able to understand at least one
word, through to all subjects unable to detect the presence of
speech at all. The range of notional source speech levels
resulted in measured levels ranging from 20–45 dBA. The
background noise levels ranged from 43–46 dBA. The best
listeners from the previous test were used as subjects.~Here,
‘‘best’’ means these subjects correctly identified the most
words, that is, they were the worst-case listeners from a se-
curity point of view.!

The test was conducted in a manner exactly like the
previous one, except in how the subjects responded. They
still spoke aloud, but were asked to respond to the following
questions, written on an instruction sheet:(1) Did you hear
any speech sounds? (2) If yes, did you hear the rhythm or

TABLE II. 1/3-octave-band signal-to-noise weighting strategies considered in computing a weighted signal-to-noise ratio measure.

Weighting

Frequency~Hz!

160 200 250 315 400 500 630 800 1000 1250 1600 2000 2500 3150 4000 5000

Uniform 0.0625 0.0625 0.0625 0.0625 0.0625 0.0625 0.0625 0.0625 0.0625 0.0625 0.0625 0.0625 0.0625 0.0625 0.0625 0.0625
AI 0.0000 0.0120 0.0300 0.0300 0.0420 0.0420 0.0601 0.0601 0.0721 0.0901 0.1111 0.1141 0.1021 0.1021 0.0721 0.0601
SII 0.0088 0.0101 0.0159 0.0306 0.0466 0.0612 0.0691 0.0752 0.0866 0.0893 0.0933 0.0950 0.0918 0.0893 0.0816 0.0558
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cadence of the speech? (3) If yes, did you understand any of
the words? (Tell the experimenter the words you were able to
understand.)

C. Subjects

Subjects participating in the tests were volunteers; all
were fluent English speakers, and none was compensated for
participating. All respondents~54 in total! were given a stan-
dard audiometric hearing threshold test and a short trial of
the intelligibility test, spanning all difficulty levels. The 36
subjects correctly identifying 62% or more of the words in
the trial participated in the main test~test 1!. The mean in-
telligibility score ~across all 340 sentences! for each of these
36 subjects was computed and was used to split the group
into the ‘‘better’’ subjects~the 19 scoring greater than 65%!
and the ‘‘worse’’ subjects~the 17 scoring less than 65%!.
These better 19 subjects additionally participated in test 2.
The analyses in this paper use only the scores for these 19
subjects, for both tests 1 and 2.

From the data provided in Ref. 14, an ‘‘average’’ oto-
logically normal listener was constructed by averaging the
hearing level~HL! data for 30- and 40-year-old males and
females. The 10th, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 90th percentiles of
these HL curves are shown in Fig. 7. Also shown in the
figure is the average HL curve for the 19 better subjects from
the tests. Twenty-five percent of the population of average
30/40-year-old male/female listeners can be expected to have
hearing as good or better than this. We see therefore that our
subjects had excellent hearing, but not ‘‘unreasonably’’ so.

Knowing what portion of the population was used as test
subjects is important, but does not necessarily enable ‘‘ex-
trapolation’’ of the test results to groups with less sensitive
hearing. For certain, people with worse hearing will do more
poorly on the listening tests~and therefore be less of a risk,
from a security point of view!. However, there are factors
other than hearing loss that can cause reduced scores~for
example, attention span, ability and desire to concentrate,
native language!.

IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Intelligibility score

Figure 8 shows the intelligibility score results for all the
sentences in both tests combined. Each panel of the figure
shows the 193~3401160!59500 individual intelligibility
scores for the 19 subjects for each sentence, as a percentage
of the words correctly identified, plotted versus the various
objective indicators computed from the speech and noise
spectra~the dots!. Overlaid on the plots are the least-squares
best-fit Boltzmann curve to the mean of the data~the dashed
curve!, and fits to the 5th, 50th, and 95th percentile curves
~solid curves, from bottom to top, respectively!. The Nth
percentile curve is defined so that (100-N)% of the recorded
intelligibility scores exceeds the values on the line; that is,
(100-N)% of the data points lies above the line,N% lies
below. The square of the correlation coefficientR2 ~the ‘‘co-
efficient of determination’’! of the relationship between the
scores and the best-fit curve is given. See Appendix A for the
equation of the Boltzmann curve, and the fit parameters for
each~Table III!.

The squared correlation coefficients can be used to
evaluate the goodness of the indicators as predictors of intel-
ligibility. Values closer to unity indicate better relationships,
closer to zero indicate worse ones. TheR2 for the

FIG. 7. Average HL curve for the 19 subjects shown with 10th, 25th, 50th,
75th, and 90th percentile HL curves for an ‘‘average’’ otologically normal
listener. The percentiles give the percentage of the population with hearing
loss worse than the curve. The ‘‘average’’ listener response is the mean of
the 30-year-old and 40-year-old male and female responses given in Ref. 14.

FIG. 8. Individual intelligibility scores for the 19 subjects from 500 sen-
tences each~9500 points total!, plotted versus the various indices. The
dashed line is the least-squares Boltzmann function fit to the mean; the
squared correlation coefficient (R2) for this fit is shown. The three solid
lines are the least-squares Boltzmann function fits to the 5th, 50th, and 95th
percentiles~from bottom to top, respectively!.
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A-weighted level difference~0.464! and the loudness ratio
~0.565! are the lowest. AI and SII yieldR2 values of 0.726
and 0.745, respectively. The other six indices are weighted
signal-to-noise ratios: three different weightings~uniform,
AI, SII! for each of two different signal-to-noise clipping
levels (L5222 and232 dB!. The highestR2 values are for
the SII weighting,R250.762 for222-dB clipping, andR2

50.757 for232-dB clipping. The AI-weighted indices yield
R250.755 andR250.750 for222-dB and232-dB clipping,
respectively. The uniformly weighted indices result inR2

50.750 for both222- and232-dB clipping. These clipping
levels were selected after having assessed the relationships
between the test results and the indices for clipping from
212 dB down to232 dB, in 2-dB steps. These results are
discussed in Appendix B.

All of the weighted signal-to-noise indices presented in
Fig. 8 are well-correlated with the intelligibility scores. The

differences among theR2 values are statistically significant,
but it is not clear that they are all practically significant. In
general, the SII-weighted measures correlate slightly better
than the others, the highest for222-dB clipping of the
signal-to-noise level difference.

Notice that AI and SII have the problem that at their
minimum value of zero, subjects are still able to correctly
identify words from the test sentences. They are therefore
confirmed to be unsuitable as a security measure.

Figure 9 shows the curve fits to the 5th, 25th, 50th, 75th,
and 95th percentiles of the intelligibility score data collected
from both listening tests, plotted versus SII-weighted,
222-dB clipped signal-to-noise ratio. The parameters defin-
ing these Boltzmann curves are given in Table IV. Since the
weights sum to unity, the minimum value of the measure is
222 dB, which is the endpoint of these curves. What the
figure shows, for instance, is that at an index value of215
dB, 75% of the subjects could identify about 10% of the
overheard words, 50% of the subjects could identify 23% of
the words, and only the best 5% of the subjects could iden-
tify 92% of the words. Dropping an additional 5 dB to an
index value of220 dB, only 25% of the subjects could iden-
tify more than 4% of the words, and only the best 5% of
subjects could identify 11% of the words.

FIG. 9. Intelligibility score versus SII-weighted signal-to-noise. The curves
from bottom to top represent the 5th, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 95th percentiles
of the 9500 individual responses.

TABLE III. Values of the Boltzmann function parametersA andB from Eq. ~A1! for the intelligibility score
curves plotted in Fig. 8.

Mean 5th percentile 50th percentile 95th percentile

A B A B A B A B

A-weighted level
difference

25.1418 5.9696 9.3204 3.3068 25.2999 3.6593 218.6277 2.3182

Loudness ratio 0.4893 0.1693 1.6817 0.6347 0.4689 0.1120 0.1073 0.1047
AI 0.0767 0.0352 0.2240 0.0683 0.0756 0.0297 0.0138 0.0168
SII 0.1182 0.0459 0.2863 0.0776 0.1110 0.0428 0.0376 0.0132
Uniformly wtd,
222-dB clipped

211.9266 2.3234 25.2475 2.8743 211.9736 1.7240 216.4794 1.1815

AI-weighted,
222-dB clipped

212.9251 2.2389 26.5831 2.8026 213.0123 1.7106 217.7037 0.9459

SII-weighted,
222-dB clipped

212.9106 2.1987 26.8542 2.9735 212.8981 1.6604 217.7130 1.1150

Uniformly wtd,
232-dB clipped

212.1875 2.5259 25.2621 2.7047 212.1053 1.9800 217.8748 1.3434

AI-weighted,
232-dB clipped

213.2084 2.5172 26.4154 2.7317 213.1395 1.9902 218.5097 1.2247

SII-weighted,
232-dB clipped

213.2092 2.4777 26.8974 2.8654 213.1850 2.0601 218.1247 1.0317

TABLE IV. Values of the Boltzmann function parametersA andB from Eq.
~A1! for the intelligibility score percentile curves shown in Fig. 9.

Intelligibility score
percentiles

A B

5th percentile 26.8542 2.9735
25th percentile 210.9010 1.9146
50th percentile 212.8981 1.6604
75th percentile 214.8641 1.6355
95th percentile 217.7130 1.1150
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B. Thresholds

For each of the 34011605500 sentences in both tests, a
tally was made of the percentage of the 19 subjects able to
correctly identify at least one word. These data are plotted in
Fig. 10 versus the objective indices~the dots!. Also shown in

each panel is the least-squares Boltzmann function fit, and
associatedR2 value ~function parameters are given in Table
V!. These are the threshold of intelligibility results. Appen-
dix B discussesR2 values for correlations with indices com-
puted with other clipping levels.

Notice that as above for the word intelligibility scores,
A-weighted level difference and loudness ratio were the
poorest indicators (R250.586 and 0.737, respectively!. The
R2 values for AI and for SII were 0.889 and 0.904, respec-
tively. The 222-dB clipped signal-to-noise ratios had the
highestR2 values~0.919, 0.910, and 0.908 for the SII, AI,
and uniform weights, respectively!. The R2 for the 232-dB
clipped schemes were 0.905 for SII weighting, 0.896 for AI
weighting, and 0.900 for uniform weighted.

For the 160 sentences of test 2, a tally was made of the
fraction of the 19 subjects able to:~1! identify the cadence or
rhythm of the speech~including those identifying words!,
and~2! hear the presence of speech in the background noise
~including those identifying cadence or words!. These results
are shown in Fig. 11, for the threshold of cadence, and in
Fig. 12 for the threshold of audibility. Each panel shows the
percentage of subjects~the dots!, the least-squares Boltz-
mann function fit, and theR2 value for the fit~see Table V
for the fit parameters!. Appendix B discussesR2 values for
correlations with indices computed with other clipping lev-
els.

For the threshold of cadence analysis,R2 was 0.918 for
the A-weighted level difference, 0.956 for the loudness ratio.
The R2 values for AI and SII were 0.672 and 0.770, respec-
tively. The 222-dB clipped measures hadR2 values of
0.912, 0.798, and 0.815 for uniform, AI, and SII weighting,
respectively. The232-dB clipped measures hadR2 values of
0.858, 0.686, and 0.691 for uniform, AI, and SII weighting,
respectively.

For the threshold of audibility analysis,R2 was 0.835 for
the A-weighted level difference, 0.899 for the loudness ratio.
The R2 values for AI and SII were 0.389 and 0.566, respec-

FIG. 10. Threshold of intelligibility: The dots are the percentage of the 19
subjects correctly identifying at least one word from each of the 3401160
sentences in both tests~500 dots total!. The solid curve is the least-squares
Boltzmann function fit to the mean. The squared correlation coefficient val-
ues (R2) for the fits are shown.

TABLE V. Values of the Boltzmann function parametersA andB from Eq.~A1! for the threshold curves shown
in Figs. 10–12.

Threshold of
intelligibility

Threshold of
cadence

Threshold of
audibility

A B A B A B

A-weighted level
difference

29.8875 4.3067 212.7405 2.2338 216.6796 2.3335

Loudness ratio 0.3242 0.0882 0.2099 0.0413 0.1398 0.0288
AI 0.0271 0.0117 0.0033 0.0032 20.0001 0.0020
SII 0.0547 0.0197 0.0150 0.0087 0.0047 0.0083
Uniformly wtd,
222-dB clipped

215.0566 1.5448 218.5891 0.8918 219.9799 0.7142

AI-weighted,
222-dB clipped

215.8685 1.3351 218.7729 0.9573 220.0918 1.0158

SII-weighted,
222-dB clipped

215.8558 1.3363 218.8710 0.8925 220.1302 0.9513

Uniformly wtd,
232-dB clipped

215.6432 1.8739 220.0467 1.4037 222.4119 1.8053

AI-weighted,
232-dB clipped

216.4980 1.6114 220.1055 2.0360 222.9373 2.5032

SII-weighted,
232-dB clipped

216.5059 1.6267 220.3049 2.0092 223.1323 2.4872
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tively. The 222-dB clipped measures hadR2 values of
0.816, 0.681, and 0.693 for uniform, AI, and SII weighting,
respectively. The232-dB clipped measures hadR2 values of
0.741, 0.581, and 0.583 for uniform, AI, and SII weighting,
respectively.

In general, for both cadence and audibility thresholds,
the A-weighted level difference and loudness ratio are better
indicators than the signal-to-noise ratio type measures, in-
cluding AI and SII. The thresholds of cadence and of audi-
bility involve the detection of sounds, not necessarily under-
standing of speech. They are more related to audibility and
loudness than to intelligibility; the strong correlations with
measures of such~loudness, A-weighted levels! indicate this.
The 222-dB clipped measures were better correlated than
the 232-dB clipped, but inspection of the figure indicates
that the best-fit curves do not reach zero. This is analogous to
the problem with AI and SII for intelligibility scores. For
both thresholds, the uniformly weighted measures are better
correlated than the AI and SII weighted ones. This possibly
indicates the relative importance of the lower frequencies
~below 800 Hz! for audibility, which are reduced by the
intelligibility-derived weighting schemes, but are relatively
important for transmitted speech sounds~see Fig. 5!.

Figure 13 shows the curves for the threshold of cadence
and the threshold of audibility: the percent of subjects able to
detect the cadence or any speech sounds, versus A-weighted
level difference. At210 dB ~i.e., speech level 10 dBlower

than background noise level!, 95% of the subjects could
identify that there was speech, and 77% of the subjects could
identify its cadence. Five decibels lower than this, at a level
difference of215 dB, 67% of subjects could hear the speech
sounds, 27% identifying the cadence. The threshold of intel-

FIG. 11. Threshold of cadence: The dots are the percentage of the 19 sub-
jects identifying the cadence of speech~including those correctly identifying
some words! from each of the 160 sentences in the second test~160 dots
total!. The solid curve is the least-squares Boltzmann function fit to the
mean. The squared correlation coefficient values (R2) for the fits are shown.

FIG. 12. Threshold of audibility: The dots are the percentage of the 19
subjects identifying the presence of speech sounds~including those identi-
fying cadence and those identifying some words! from each of the 160
sentences in the second test~160 dots total!. The solid curve is the least-
squares Boltzmann function fit to the mean. The squared correlation coeffi-
cient values (R2) for the fits are shown.

FIG. 13. Thresholds of cadence and audibility versus A-weighted level dif-
ference. The curves represent the percentage of subjects able to at least
identify the cadence of speech~cadence! or to at least detect the presence of
speech sounds~audibility!.
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ligibility curve was not included in Fig. 13, since the corre-
lation with A-weighted level difference is so poor (R2

50.586). A-weighted level difference is not a good measure
for assessment of threshold of intelligibility.

A measure that is well-correlated with all three thresh-
olds is the uniformly weighted232-dB clipped signal-to-
noise. This measure can be used to assess all thresholds, and
indicate relative relations among them. The usefulness of
uniformly weighted band levels has been explored by Ta-
chibanaet al. as an indicator of loudness.15 This ties in well
with the above-noted observation that detection of the
thresholds of audibility and of cadence has to do with the
loudness of the speech sounds. Figure 14 shows the thresh-
old curves for the percentage of subjects able to correctly
identify at least one word~intelligibility !, able to identify at
least the cadence~cadence!, and able to at least hear some
speech sounds~audibility! versus uniformly weighted,
232-dB clipped signal-to-noise index. For a measure value
of 215 dB, 98% of the subjects could hear some speech
sounds, and 60% could identify at least one word. Five deci-
bels lower, at a value of220 dB, only 8% of subjects could
identify at least one word. At an index value of225 dB, less
than 1% of subjects could identify a word, and only 20%
could hear speech sounds. If one considers 50% of the sub-
jects as a threshold point~as is the norm!, then the threshold
of intelligibility could be said to be at about215.5 dB, the
threshold of audibility about 7 dB lower, at222.5 dB.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Listening tests simulating speech transmission through a
range of typical office wall constructions have been used to
find objective measures of intelligibility and audibility suit-
able for architectural speech security situations. A speech-
signal-to-noise ratio, restricting the 1/3-octave-band level
differences to222 dB and weighted using the band impor-
tance frequency weights from the SII calculation, was found
to be a good measure of speech intelligibility. It has also

been found that, in cases of zero intelligibility, both loudness
ratio and simple A-weighted level difference are able to ac-
curately predict audibility of the speech or its cadence. These
measures~loudness ratio and A-weighted level difference!
should not, however, be used to assess intelligibility. A uni-
formly weighted 1/3-octave-band signal-to-noise ratio
clipped to232 dB is a good indicator for all three thresh-
olds.

The existing measures AI and SII are not suitable for
evaluating speech security. While they are highly correlated
with the listening test intelligibility scores, both fail to indi-
cate zero intelligibility at their minimum values of zero. Fur-
thermore, they provide no information regarding the thresh-
olds of audibility and of cadence.

These results indicate that the Speech-Privacy
Calculation,5 which uses estimates of A-weighted signal-to-
noise ratio to assess privacy relative to AI50.05, is not ideal
for assessing the threshold of intelligibility.

The relationships derived between intelligibility scores
and thresholds and the objective measures are worst-case
from a security point of view. They are therefore broadly
applicable. The listeners were acute hearing and cued to ex-
pect to overhear speech; the speaking voice was strong and
clear. Predicting a level of security from this work should err
on the conservative side relative to listeners with less sensi-
tive hearing and/or talkers with less clear voices.
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APPENDIX A: BOLTZMANN FUNCTION FITS

The sigmoidal curves fitted to the data from the listening
tests are Boltzmann functions.16 The functional form of this
curve is given by

F~x!512
1

11expS x2A

B D , ~A1!

whereA and B are parameters defining the midpoint of the
rise and the slope, respectively. The parameterA is the ab-
scissa value corresponding to the 50% point of the curve:
F(A)50.5. The curve has asymptotes of11 at x5` and 0
at x52`. The values ofA andB for the intelligibility score
curves shown in Fig. 8 are given in Table III, those for the
intelligibility score percentile curves shown in Fig. 9 are
given in Table IV, and those for the threshold curves shown
in Figs. 10–12 are given in Table V.

FIG. 14. Thresholds versus uniformly weighted,232-dB clipped signal-to-
noise index. Each curve represents the percentage of subjects able to cor-
rectly identify: at least one word from a sentence~intelligibility !, the ca-
dence of speech~cadence!, or the presence of speech sounds~audibility!.
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APPENDIX B: SIGNAL-TO-NOISE CLIPPING LEVEL

The parameterL in Eq. ~2! defines the minimum value
of the signal-to-noise level difference that is taken as con-
tributing to the measureXw(L). The results of the listening
tests were correlated withXw(L) for L5212 dB to L5
232 dB, in 2-dB steps for the three weighting strategies
~uniform, AI, and SII!. Figure 15 shows the resultingR2

values for the relationships of the measures with each of:~a!
intelligibility scores; ~b! threshold of intelligibility; ~c!
threshold of cadence; and~d! threshold of audibility. Clip-
ping below232 dB does not appreciably change the rela-
tionships; little of the collected data lies in that range.

For the intelligibility scores and the threshold of intelli-
gibility, the correlations are much the same for all three
weightings, the SII only slightly higher~notice the scale on
the ordinate axis!. There is a peak at around222 dB, which
is also about the point where the fit curve trends to zero
intelligibility ~see Figs. 8 and 10!. Clipping below this, the
R2 trends to a constant value. Above this, not only does the
correlation drop, but also the data start to clip before the
intelligibility reaches zero, as happens with AI and SII.

The thresholds of cadence and audibility show that uni-
form weighting is better correlated than the AI and SII for all
clipping levels. TheR2 actually drops with decreasing clip-
ping level, but from inspection of Figs. 11 and 12, a level of
232 dB is necessary to ensure the data points are not clipped
before audibility reaches zero.
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Traditionally, multiple listener room equalization is performed to improve sound quality at all
listeners, during audio playback, in a multiple listener environment~e.g., movie theaters,
automobiles, etc.!. A typical way of doing multiple listener equalization is through spatial averaging,
where the room responses are averaged spatially between positions and an inverse equalization filter
is found from the spatially averaged result. However, the equalization performance, will be affected
if there is a mismatch between the position of the microphones~which are used for measuring the
room responses for designing the equalization filter! and the actual center of listener head position
~during playback!. In this paper, we will present results on the effects of microphone-listener
mismatch on spatial average equalization performance. The results indicate that, for the analyzed
rectangular configuration, the region of effective equalization depends on~i! the distance of a
listener from the source,~ii ! the amount of mismatch between the responses, and~iii ! the frequency
of the audio signal. We also present some convergence analysis to interpret the results. ©2004
Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1810238#

PACS numbers: 43.55.Br, 43.60.Cg, 43.55.Jz@NX# Pages: 3491–3497

I. INTRODUCTION

A typical room is an acoustic enclosure that can be mod-
eled as a linear system whose behavior at a particular listen-
ing position is characterized by an impulse response. The
impulse response yields a complete description of the
changes a sound signal undergoes when it travels from a
source to a receiver~microphone/listener!. The signal at the
receiver consists of direct path components, discrete reflec-
tions that arrive a few milliseconds after the direct sound, as
well as a reverberant field component. In addition, it is well
established that room responses change with source and re-
ceiver locations in a room.1,2

Specifically, the time of arrival of the direct and multi-
path reflections and the energy of the reverberant component
will vary from position to position. In other words; a room
response at positioni, pf ,i , can be expressed aspf ,i5pf ,d,i

1pf ,rev,i ; whereas the room response at positionj, pf , j , can
be expressed aspf , j5pf ,d, j1pf ,rev,j where pf ,d is the fre-
quency response for the direct path component, andpf ,rev is
the response for the multipath component. An example of
time domain responses at two positions, displaced a few feet
apart from each other, in a room with a reverberation time of
about 0.25 s, is shown in Fig. 1 along with the direct com-
ponent, early reflections, and late reverberant components.
Figure 2 shows the corresponding frequency response from
20 Hz to 20 kHz.

One of the goals in equalization is to minimize the spec-
tral deviations~viz., correcting the peaks and dips! found in
the magnitude response through an equalization filter. This

correction of the room response significantly improves the
quality of sound played back through a loudspeaker system.
In essence, the resulting system formed from the combina-
tion of the equalization filter and the room response should
have a perceptually flat frequency response.

One of the important considerations is that the equaliza-
tion filter has to be designed such that the spectral deviations
in the magnitude response~e.g., Fig. 2! are minimizedsimul-
taneouslyfor all listeners in the environment. Simultaneous
equalization is an important consideration since listening has
evolved into a group experience~e.g., as in-home theaters,
movie theaters, and concert halls!. An example of perform-
ing only a single position equalization~by designing an in-
verse filter for position 1! is shown in Fig. 3. The top plot
shows the equalization result at position 1~which shows a
flat response under an ideal filter design!.3 However, the
equalization performance is degraded at position 2 with the
use of this single position filter, as can be seen in the lower
plot. For example, comparing Figs. 2 and 3, it can be seen
that the response around 50 Hz at position 2, after single
position equalization, is at least 7 dB below the response
before equalization.

One method for providing simultaneous multiple listener
equalization is by spatially averaging the measured room re-
sponses at different positions, for a given loudspeaker, and
stably inverting the result. The microphones are positioned,
during measurements, at the expected center of a listener’s
head. An example of performing spatial average equalization
is shown in Fig. 4. Clearly, the spectral deviations are sig-
nificantly minimized for both positions through the spatial
average equalization filter.4–6

Although spatial average equalization is aimed at
achieving uniform frequency response coverage for all lis-
teners, its performance is often limited due to~i! mismatch

a!Submitted in December 2003 to the Journal of the Acoustical Society of
America, revised June 2004.

b!Current address: 2461 Coolidge Ave., Ste. 1, Los Angeles, California
90064; electronic mail: sunil@audyssey.com
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between the microphone measurement location and the ac-
tual location for the center of the listener head, or~ii ! varia-
tions in listener locations~e.g., head movements!.

In this paper, we present a method for evaluating the
robustness of spatial averaging based equalization, due to the
introduction of variations in room responses@generated ei-
ther through~i! or ~ii !#, for a rectangular listener arrange-
ments relative to a fixed sound source. The proposed ap-
proach uses a statistical description for the reverberant field
in the responses~viz., via the normalized correlation func-
tions! in a rectangular listener configuration for a rectangular
room.7 A similar approach is followed in Ref. 8 for determin-
ing variations in performance. However, this was done with a
single position equalization in mind and is focused for mi-
crophone array applications~e.g., sound source localization!.
Talantziset al.9 used a similar analysis for understanding the
effect of source displacements, but this analysis was also
presented for a microphone array setup without spatial aver-
age equalization.

The advantage of the proposed approach is that~i! it is
based on an established theory of the statistical nature of
reverberant sound fields;13 ~ii ! it can be applied to a large
frequency range above the Schroeder frequency, for typical
size rooms, unlike modal equations that are valid for low
frequencies having wavelengths greater than
1/3 min@Lx ,Ly ,Lz#;

11 and ~iii ! the computational complexity,
due to the approximations, is low.

In Sec. II, we introduce a background necessary for the
development of the robustness analysis. Specifically, an in-
troduction is provided for the deterministic direct compo-
nent, and the statistical reverberant field correlations. In Sec.
III we present the mismatch measure for analyzing the ef-
fects of mismatch between the microphone~during measure-
ment of room responses! and listener position~during play-
back! with a spatial average equalizer.10 Additionally, a
convergence analysis of the equalization mismatch error, for

FIG. 1. Examples of room acoustical responses, having the direct and re-
verberant components, measured at two positions a few feet in a room.

FIG. 2. Magnitude responses of room responses of Fig. 1 showing different
spectral deviations~from flat! at the two listener positions.

FIG. 3. Magnitude responses, upon single position equalization, of re-
sponses of Fig. 2. Specifically, the equalization filter is designed to correct
for deviations at position 1, but the equalized response at position 2 is
degraded.

FIG. 4. Magnitude responses, upon spatial average equalization, of re-
sponses of Fig. 2. Specifically, the equalization filter is designed to correct
for deviations, on an average, at positions 1 and 2.
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spatial average equalization, is presented at the end of the
section. In Sec. IV we present results based on simulations
for typical rectangular listener arrangements relative to a
fixed source. A rectangular configuration has been consid-
ered, as this is common in large environments~e.g., movie
theaters, concert halls! as well as in typical home-theater
setups. The analysis can be extended to arbitrary listening
configurations. In Sec. V we conclude the paper.

II. ROOM ACOUSTICS FOR SIMPLE SOURCES

The sound pressurepf ,i at locationi and frequencyf can
be expressed as a sum of direct field component,pf ,d,i , and
a reverberant field component,pf ,rev,i , as given by

pf ,i5pf ,d,i1pf ,rev,i . ~1!

The direct field component for sound pressure,pf ,d,i , of
a plane wave, at farfield listener locationi for a sound source
of frequencyf located ati 0 , can be expressed as11

pf ,d,i52 jkrcSfgf~ i u i 0!e2 j vt,

gf~ i u i 0!5
1

4pR
ejkR, ~2!

R25u i 2 i 0u2,

wherepf ,d( i u i 0) is the direct component sound pressure am-
plitude,Sf is the source strength,k52p/l is the wave num-
ber, c5l f is the speed of sound~343 m/s! and r is the
density of the medium~1.25 kg/m3 at sea level!.

The normalized correlation function12 which expresses a
statistical relation between sound pressures, of reverberant
components, at separate locationsi and j, is given by

E$pf ,rev,i pf ,rev,i* %

AE$pf ,rev,i pf ,rev,i* %AE$pf ,rev,j pf ,rev,j* %
5

sinkRi j

kRi j
, ~3!

whereRi j is the separation between the two locationsi and j
relative to an origin, andE$•% is the expectation operator.

The reverberant-field mean square pressure is defined as

E$pf ,rev,i pf ,rev,i* %5
4crPa~12ā !

Sā
, ~4!

wherePa is the power of the acoustic source,ā is the aver-
age absorption coefficient of the surfaces in the room, andS
is the surface area of the room.

The assumption of a statistical description@as given in
~3!, ~4!# for reverberant fields in rooms is justified if the
following conditions are fulfilled:13 ~1! Linear dimensions of
the room must be large relative to the wavelength.~2! Aver-
age spacing of the resonance frequencies must be smaller
than one-third of their bandwidth~this condition is fulfilled
in rectangular rooms at frequencies above the Schroeder fre-
quency,f s52000AT60/V Hz (T60 is the reverberation time in
seconds andV is the volume in m3!. ~3! Both source and
microphone are in the interior of the room, at least a half-
wavelength away from the walls.

Furthermore, under the conditions in Ref. 13, the direct
and reverberant sound pressure are uncorrelated.

III. MISMATCH ANALYSIS FOR SPATIAL AVERAGE
EQUALIZATION

A. Analytic expression for mismatch performance
function

A performance function,Wf , that is used for analyzing
the effects of mismatch, for spatial average equalization, of
room responses is given as

W̄f5
1

N (
i 51

N

e f ,i~r !,

~5!
e f ,i~r !5E$u p̃f~r ! p̄f

212pf ,i p̄ f
21u2%.

In ~5!, e f ,i(r ) represents the equalization error in ther
neighborhood of the equalized locationi having responsepf ,i

~the r neighborhood is defined as all points at a distance ofr
from location i!. The neighboring response, at a distancer
from location i, is denoted byp̃f(r ), whereas the spatial
average equalization response is denoted byp̄f . Thus, re-
sponsep̃f(r ) is the response corresponding to the displaced
center of the head position of the listener~viz., with a dis-
placement ofr!. To get an intermediate equalization error
measure,e f ,i(r ), the expectation is performed over all neigh-
boring locations at a distancer from the equalized locationi.
Furthermore, the final performance functionW̄f is the aver-
age of all the equalization errors,e f ,i(r ), in the vicinity of
the N equalized locations. In essence, the displacement~dis-
tance! r can be interpreted as a ‘‘mismatch parameter,’’ since
a room response measured at displacementr will be different
than the response measured at a nominal locationi.

For simplicity, in our analysis, we assume variations in
responses due to displacements~or mismatch! in a horizontal
plane (x-y plane!. The analysis, presented in this paper, can
be extended to include displacements on a spherical surface.
Thus,~5! can be simplified to yield

e f ,i~r !5EH U p̃f~r !N

( j 51
N pf , j

2
pf ,iN

( j 51
N pf , j

U2J . ~6!

An approximate simplification for~5! can be done by
using the Taylor series expansion.14 Accordingly, if g is a
function of random variables,xi , with average values
E$xi%5 x̄i , theng(x1 ,x2 ,...,xn)5g(x) can be expressed as
g(x)5g( x̄)1( i 51

n gi8( x̄)(xi2 x̄i)1g( x̂), where g( x̂) is a
function of order 2~i.e., all its partial derivatives up to the
first order vanish at (x̄1 ,x̄2 ,...,x̄n). Thus, to a zeroth order of
approximation,E$g(x)%'g( x̄).

Hence, an approximation for~6! is given as

e f ,i~r !

'N2
E$ p̃f~r ! p̃f~r !* 2 p̃f~r !pf ,i* 2 p̃f~r !* pf ,i1pf ,i pf ,i* %

( j (kE$pf , j pf ,k* %
.

~7!

We use the following identities for determining the de-
nominator of~7!:

E$pf , j pf ,k* %5E$pf ,d, j pf ,d,k* 1pf ,rev,j pf ,rev,k* %, ~8!

ukcrSf u254pPacr, ~9!
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E$pf ,d, j pf ,d,k* %5
Pacr

4pRjRk
ejk~Rj 2Rk!, ~10!

E$pf ,rev,j pf ,rev,k* %5
4crPa~12ā !

Sā

sinkRjk

kRjk
, ~11!

Rjk5ARj
21Rk

222RjRk cosu jk8 . ~12!

In summary,~8! is obtained by using~1! and knowing that
the reverberant and direct field components of sound pres-
sure are uncorrelated,~9! is derived in Ref. 11~p. 311!, ~10!
is determined by using~2! and ~9!, and ~11! is determined
from ~3! and ~4!. In ~12!, which is the cosine law,u jk is the
angle, subtended at the source ati 0 , between locationsj and
k.

Thus, the denominator term in~7! is

(
j

(
k

E$pf , j pf ,k* %5(
j

(
k

S Pacr

4pRjRk
ejk~Rj 2Rk!

1
4crPa~12ā !

Sā

sinkRjk

kRjk
D . ~13!

Now, the first numerator term in~7! is

E$ p̃f~r ! p̃f~r !* %5E$ p̃f ,d~r ! p̃f ,d~r !*

1 p̃f ,rev~r ! p̃f ,rev~r !* %,
~14!

E$ p̃f ,dp̃f ,d* %5ukrcSf u2E$gf~ ĩ u i 0!gf* ~ ĩ u i 0!%

5ukrcSf u2EH 1

~4p!2uR̃u2J ,

where,R̃ is the distance from a source ati 0 relative to spatial
average equalized locationi, and is determined by using co-
sine law ~viz., R̃5ARi

21r 222Rir cosui, where u i is the
angle subtended at the source between locationi and the
location in ther neighborhood of locationi!. The result from
applying the expectation can be found by averaging over all
locations in a circle in ther neighborhood of locationi ~since
for simplicity we have assumed mismatch in the horizontal
or x-y plane!. Thus,

EH 1

u4pR̃u2J 5
1

2

1

~4p!2 E21

1 d~cosu i !

Ri
21r 222Rir cosu i

. ~15!

Simplifying ~15! and substituting the result in~14! gives

E$ p̃f ,d~r ! p̃f ,d~r !* %5
ukrcSf u2

2~4p!2Rir
logURi1r

Ri2rU
5

Parc

8Rirp
logURi1r

Ri2rU ~16!

E$ p̃f ,rev~r ! p̃f ,rev~r !* %5
4crPa~12ā !

Sā
. ~17!

The result in~16! is obtained by using~9!, whereas~17! is a
restatement of~4!. Thus,

E$ p̃f~r ! p̃f~r !* %5
Parc

8Rirp
logURi1r

Ri2rU1 4crPa~12ā !

Sā
.

~18!

The correlation,E$ p̃f ,d(r )pf ,d,i(r )* %, in the direct-field
component for the second term in the numerator of~7! is

ukrcSf u2
1

2~4p!2 E21

1 ejk~ARi
2
1r 222Rir cosu i2Ri !d cosu i

RiARi
21r 222Rir cosu i

5
Parc

4pRi
2

1

~4pRi !
2

sinkr

kr
. ~19!

The reverberant field correlation for the second term in the
numerator of~7! can be found using~3!, and is

E$ p̃f ,rev~r !pf ,rev,i* %5
4crPa~12ā !

Sā

sinkr

kr
. ~20!

The third numerator term in~7! can be found in a similar
manner as compared to the derivation for~19! and ~20!.

The last term in the numerator of~7! is computed to
yield

E$pf ,i pf ,i* %5
Parc

4pRi
2

1
4rcPa~12ā !

Sā
. ~21!

Equation~21! can be obtained by substitutingj 5k5 i in
~10! and~11! respectively. Substituting the computed results
into ~7!, and simplifying by canceling certain common terms
in the numerator and the denominator, the resulting equaliza-
tion error due to displacements~viz., mismatch in responses!
is

e f ,i~r !'
N2

c1
F 1

8Rirp
logURi1r

Ri2rU12c21
1

2c3

2S 1

c3
12c2D sinkr

kr G
c15(

j
(

l
S 1

4pRjRl
ejk~Rj 2Rl !1c2

sinkRjl

kRjl
D

c25
4~12ā !

Sā
, ~22!

c352pRi
2,

Rjl 5ARj
21Rl

222RjRl cosu j l .

Finally, substituting~22! into ~5! yields the necessary
equation forW̄f .

B. Analysis of equalization error

In this section, we present an analysis for the behavior of
the equalization error at each listener. This analysis helps in
understanding, theoretically, the degradation~from a
‘‘steady-state’’ perspective! of equalization performance at
different listener positions and at different frequencies.

Throughout the analysis we assume thatr ,Ri , for
small mismatch between the microphone position and the
center of the listener head position relative to the distance
between the microphone and the source. Thus, in~22!,
logu(Ri1r)/(Ri2r)u→0.

Now, for r /l.1, the equalization error~22! converges
to a steady-state value,e f ,i

ss(r ):
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e f ,i
ss~r !'

N2

c1
F2c21

1

2c3
G5k1S k21

1

4pRi
2D }

1

Ri
2

; ~23!

since sinkr/kr→0. This implies that listeners at larger dis-
tances will have lower steady-state equalization errors than
listeners closer to the source for a given wavelength of
sound. Primarily, the inverse relationship betweene f ,i

ss(r ) and
Ri , at steady state in~23! is due to the direct path sound field
correlations@viz., 1/2c3 obtained from~21!# at positioni.

IV. RESULTS

We simulated~22! for frequencies above the Schroeder
frequencyf s577 Hz ~i.e., T6050.7 s,V58 m38 m38 m).

In this setup, we simulated a rectangular arrangement of
six microphones, with a source in the front of the arrange-
ment. Specifically, microphones 1 and 3 were at a distance of
3 m from the source, microphone 2 was at 2.121 m, micro-
phones 4 and 6 were at 4.743 m, and microphone 5 was at
4.242 m. The anglesu1k in ~12! were ~45,90,18.5,45,71.62!

degrees for (k52,...,6), respectively. Thus, the distances of
the listeners from the source are such thatR65R4.R5

.R15R3.R2 .
The equalization error,e f ,i(r ), results are depicted for

different listeners in Figs. 5–8 for four frequencies (f
5500 Hz, f 51 kHz, f 55 kHz, and f 510 kHz) as a func-
tion of r /l, where the mismatch parameter 0<r<0.7 m
(r /l corresponds to no mismatch condition!. Specifically,
only the results for listeners 1 and 2 are shown in the top
panels since listener 3 is symmetric relative to source/listener
2 ~hence the results of listener 1 and 3 are identical!. Simi-
larly, only the results for listeners 4 and 5 are shown in the
bottom panels.

We observe the following.

~1! It can be seen that the steady-state equalization error at
listener 2 is higher than that at listener 1~top panel!. This
follows from ~23! ~since R15R3.R2). Similar results

FIG. 5. e f ,i(r ) for the listeners at different distance from the source;r /l
50 corresponds to the optimal position,f 5500 Hz.

FIG. 6. e f ,i(r ) for the listeners at a different distance from the source,f
51 kHz.

FIG. 7. e f ,i(r ) for the listeners at different distance from the source,f
55 kHz.

FIG. 8. e f ,i(r ) for the listeners at different distance from the source,f
510 kHz.
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can be predicted for the equalization errors for listeners 4
and 5 ~this is not immediately obvious in the bottom
panels, sinceR4 is close toR5).

~2! Furthermore, the non-steady state equalization region,
for a given equalization error, is larger~better! for listen-
ers farther from the source. For example, the equaliza-
tion region is a circle of a radius 0.025l for listener 2,
whereas it is 0.04l for listener 1 ate f ,i(r )5210 dB and
f 5500 Hz. This effect is dominant at lower frequencies
but not easily noticeable at higher frequencies~as can be
seen from the initial rise of the error toward a peak value
before reaching a steady-state value!.

~3! The equalization error shows a sinc(2r /l) dependance
after the initial peak~as emphasized in Fig. 6!. This de-
pendence arises from the finite correlation of the rever-
berant field before it reaches a negligible value at steady
state.

Finally, Fig. 9 summarizes the average equalization error
plot @i.e., Wavg of ~5!#, over all listeners, for frequencies be-
yond f s and mismatch parameterr ranging from 0 to 0.7 m.
This measure is a composite measure weighing the equaliza-
tion error at all positions equally, and shows that the perfor-
mance degrades for all frequencies with increasing mismatch
or displacement in meters. Also, the degradation, for small
displacementr ~of the order of 0.1 m!, is larger for higher
frequencies. For example, it can be seen that the slope of the
Wavg curves in the frequency region around 200 Hz is lower
than the slopes of the curves for frequencies around 10 kHz.
Alternate measures with nonuniform weighting, depending
on the ‘‘importance’’ of a listening position, may be instead
used. Thus, such a measure could potentially be used, to give
an overall picture, during comparisons to other approaches of
multiple listener equalization.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we analyzed the performance of spatial
averaging equalization, in a multiple listener environment,
used during sound playback. As is well known, room equal-

ization at multiple positions, allows for high quality sound
playback in the room. However, as is typically the case in
room equalization, the microphone positions during mea-
surement of the room response will not necessarily corre-
spond to the center of the head of the listener, leading to a
frequency-dependent degradation due to mismatch between
the measured response and the actual response corresponding
to the center of listener head during playback. Several inter-
esting observations can be made from the results, including
~i! the influence of frequency and distance on the size of
equalization region,~ii ! the steady-state equalization error
being dependent on the distance of the listener from the
source, and~iii ! the dependence of the reverberant field cor-
relation on the equalization error. Future goals will be di-
rected to using the proposed method for comparing different
multiple listener equalization techniques in terms of their
robustness to response mismatch.
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Measurement of in-duct acoustic properties by using a single
microphone with fixed position
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Acoustic properties of sound absorption materials and other acoustic structures can be measured in
an impedance tube using the well-established two-microphone method to resolve the two traveling
wave components of a standing wave pattern. The accuracy of such measurements depends crucially
on the calibration of the two microphones placed in close proximity. To eliminate such calibration,
the one-microphone method@Chu, J. Acoust. Soc. Am.80, 555–560 ~1986!# uses the same
microphone to probe at two positions sequentially using the voltage driving the loudspeaker as a
reference signal. A variant of this method is introduced in this study in which the microphone is
fixed at one position while a rigid end plate moves between two positions to resolve the standing
wave. The sound source is installed as a side branch, and its driving signal is also used as a reference
in the two-step measurement. Close agreement is found with the established two-microphone
method, and factors which might affect the accuracy of the new technique are discussed. As a
demonstration of the robustness of the method, a low-budget electret microphone is used and the
result also matches well with those obtained by the two-microphone method with high-quality
condenser type microphones. ©2004 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1811476#

PACS numbers: 43.55.Ev, 43.85.Bh@DKW# Pages: 3498–3504

I. INTRODUCTION

There are four methods to determine the in-duct acoustic
properties, such as the reflection coefficient and absorption
coefficient. They are the standing wave method using a probe
microphone, multi-point, two-microphone, and one-
microphone methods. Their strengths and weaknesses have
been discussed by Jones and Parrott~1989!.

The so-called standing wave method~SWR! ~Lippert,
1953! uses a probe microphone to measure the ratio of the
successive maxima and minima of a standing wave pattern in
order to find out the acoustic impedance, from which the
reflection and absorption coefficients are deduced. This is a
tedious and time-consuming process. The multi-point
method uses one microphone to take measurements at mul-
tiple points, and the least-square method is used to curve-fit
the measured pattern and deduce the acoustic properties. Two
to six pressure measurements per half-wavelength are re-
quired ~Jones and Parrott, 1989!. Again, the measurement
points can be varied by using a traversing probe microphone.
The main weakness of both SWR and multi-point methods is
the requirement of the hardware movement of microphone,
which is time consuming. To overcome this problem, the
two-microphone method was introduced by Seybert and
Ross~1977!. Two microphones are placed at two different
positions with a certain separation distance. The signals from
the two microphones are acquired at the same time in order
to find out the transfer function between them, from which
the forward and backward waves in a standing wave pattern
are resolved. Random excitation is used to find out the auto-

spectral and cross-spectral densities of the two locations so
that the whole spectrum of acoustic properties can be found
at once. This method was further developed by Chung and
Blaser analytically and experimentally~1980a, b!. Their
method involved the decomposition of the waveform into the
incident and reflected components using a simple transfer
function of the pressures at two locations. The excitation
signal can be random or harmonic. The comparison between
the transfer function method and SWR with different se-
lected points was investigated in detail by Chu~1988!. The
absorption and impedance found by the two-microphone
method with varied microphone separation distance is better
than those with fixed separation and SWR method. A similar
approach for different distances between two measurement
points was also taken by Fahy~1984!. Chu ~1986a! also ex-
tended the transfer function studies by adding the effect of
tube attenuation.

Compared with the SWR and multiple-point methods,
the two-microphone method saves time but requires the
knowledge of accurate amplitude and phase relationships be-
tween the two microphones, so the calibration is necessary
before taking a measurement. The calibration is carried out
by swapping the pair of microphones which are flush
mounted on the duct with absorptive termination according
to ISO 10534-2~1998!. To eliminate the calibration, Chu
~1986b! introduced the so-called one-microphone method in
which a single microphone is used to measure sound at the
two measurement points of an otherwise two-microphone
rig. In this sense, the methodology is similar to the two-
microphone method. Signals taken from the single micro-
phone at different positions are referenced to the analog sig-
nal which drives the loudspeaker. The result is good
compared with the SWR method although there are some

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
mmlhuang@polyu.edu.hk
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deviations at low frequencies~,200 Hz!. The one-
microphone method can eliminate the error of phase mis-
match between two microphones. In both two- and one-
microphone methods, the two measurements become one
when the separation distance between the two measurement
positions is equal to an integer multiple of the half-
wavelength. In other words, there are frequency blind spots
in these methods. To overcome this problem, a third mea-
surement position might be needed. In this study, an alterna-
tive configuration for the single microphone method is intro-
duced. In the new design, the loudspeaker is flush mounted
to the duct wall as a side branch, and only one fixed micro-
phone insertion hole is provided. A rigid end plate provides
the rigid wall boundary and the design is such that the posi-
tion of the plate can be adjusted easily without the provision
of any extra microphone insertion hole. Measurements taken
with two positions for the rigid end plate resolve the two
traveling wave components. As is shown below, the present
one-microphone method is based on an acoustic arrangement
different from all previous impedance tube rigs, and the new
rig is also expected to bring some convenience in terms of
implementation. In what follows, expressions are derived for
the reflection and absorption coefficients of the acoustic
specimen as a function of the readings of the two-step mea-
surement. Experimental validation is carried out by the two-
microphone method. Factors affecting the accuracy of the
new single microphone method are discussed towards the
end.

II. THEORY

The theoretical model is shown in Fig. 1, which also
serves as an illustration of the experimental rig to be de-
scribed in the next section. The geometry resembles a stan-
dard impedance tube. The specimen to be tested is put at one
end of the tube at a distanceLabs from the center of the flush
mounted piston (x50) driven by a vibrator. A movable rigid
plate is installed on the right-hand side atx5La , Lb during
two measurements, respectively. The measurement micro-
phone~labeled M1! is located atx5xm , while three other

microphones illustrated by broken lines indicate the use of
three extra microphones for the validation purpose in this
study.

The acoustic field in the duct can be described by the
superposition of acoustic radiation from the piston, indicated
by prad , and the standing wave pattern formed by the re-
flecting ends of the duct, labeled aspi andpr for the left- and
right-traveling components, respectively. Note that a near
field exists around the piston before the radiated waves
evolve into plane waves when the frequency is below the
cut-on frequency of the duct. In what follows,prad denotes
the complex amplitude of the plane traveling wave and the
near field is ignored in the following derivation where mea-
surement points are sufficiently far away from the piston
center. Note also thatpi and pr are the constant amplitudes
for the traveling waves throughout the duct length. The pres-
sure atx5xm ~microphone 1! is written as follows:

p15~prad1pr !e
2 ikxm1pie

ikxm. ~1!

Note that the time dependence of exp(ivt) is left out of all
formulations, and all pressure amplitudes are divided by the
complex amplitude of the voltage signal which drives the
vibrator–piston assembly. In other words, the pressures mea-
sured can be regarded as a result of vibration of a unit am-
plitude for all measurements.

The normal particle velocity vanishes at the acoustically
rigid plate atx5La , so the relationship between the wave
components is

pi5~prad1pr !e
22ikLa or pr5pie

2ikLa2prad . ~2!

Combining Eqs.~1! and ~2!,

pi5
p1

eikxm1eik~2La2xm!
. ~3!

When the rigid plate is moved tox5Lb , the wave compo-
nentspi and pr are changed but the radiation pressureprad

remains unchanged and independent of the reflections at the
tube ends. It is implicitly assumed here that the change in the
input mechanical impedance from the air in the duct on the
piston is negligible when the rigid end plate moves from one
position to the next during the two-step measurement. This
assumption is validated in the experiment, and the small
variation of piston response is analyzed in the next section.
The reflection wave components for the rigid end plate po-
sition atx5Lb are denoted bypi8 andpr8 . Similar to Eq.~3!,

pi85
p18

eikxm1eik~2Lb2xm!
. ~4!

In addition to these equations, the impedance and reflection
coefficient at the interface of the absorption material atx
52Labs is assumed to be the same for the two measure-
ments. The reflection coefficient is written as

R

I
5

pr

prad1pi
e2ikLabs5

pr8

prad1pi8
e2ikLabs, ~5!

FIG. 1. Experimental setup for the new one-microphone method with pro-
vision for the two-microphone method employed for validation purpose.
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whereI is the complex amplitude of the total traveling wave
incident on the specimen, andR is the complex amplitude of
the reflected wave, cf. Fig. 1.

Solving these two equations forprad andR/I ,

R

I
5S pr2pr8

pi2pi8
D e2ikLabs. ~6!

Within Eq. ~6!, pi andpi8 can be found from Eqs.~3! and~4!,
while pr and pr8 are found from the second equation in~2!

when the rigid plate is placed atx5La andx5Lb , respec-
tively. Hence,

pr2pr85pie
2ikLa2pi8e

2ikLb.

Substitution of these results into Eq.~6! gives the complex
reflection coefficientR/I as well as the energy coefficients of
reflection~b! and absorption~a! defined as follows:

R

I
5

~p1 /p18!cos@k~Lb2xm!#e2ikLa2eik~La1Lb! cos@k~La2xm!#

~p1 /p18!cos@k~Lb2xm!#2eik~La2Lb! cos@k~La2xm!#
e2ikLabs, b5URI U

2

, a512b. ~7!

When the distance between the measurement microphone
and the rigid end plate is a quarter wavelength, say for the
second measurement,k(Lb2xm)5p/2, the pressure at the
measuring point vanishes,p1850, and Eq.~7! becomes the
type of 0/0. This is similar to what happens in the two-
microphone measurement when the distance between the two
microphones is a multiple of a half-wavelength. Theoreti-
cally, the problem can be resolved by taking the ratio of the
derivative with respect to k for cos@k(Lb2xm)#/p18
→21/(]p18/]k), which requires the use of data for the cur-
rent as well as the neighboring frequencies. Having said that,
one must be aware that such a derivative may not be numeri-
cally reliable in an experiment where broadband excitation is
used, leading to small ripples in the measured data. If, how-
ever, harmonic excitation is used, one can always skip this
particular frequency during the test. If the result at the par-
ticular frequency is definitely desired, one can always move
the rigid end plate to a slightly different position. Such a
move would be easier to implement in the current device
than drilling another microphone insertion hole in the two-
microphone method. In the present experimental study, this
singularity is not encountered as the operational frequency is
chosen to be below 1000 Hz while the quarter-wavelength
frequency forLb2xm540 mm is 2144 Hz.

III. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

Figure 1 also shows the schema for the experimental rig
with lengths labeled in mm. The duct cross section was 100
3100 mm2. The duct wall was made of 15-mm-thick acrylic,
which is believed to be acoustically rigid. The first cut-on
frequency of the duct was 1700 Hz. For the purpose of cross-
checking, two pairs of B&K 1

2-in. condenser-type micro-
phones~type number 4189! were installed flush with the duct
walls. Microphone 1~M1! was regarded as the measurement
microphone in the present one-microphone method. The ad-
ditional microphone~M2! was used to couple with M1 to
conduct the two-microphone measurement for the reflection
coefficient at the surface of the movable rigid plate. Two
more microphones~M3,M4! were installed at the left-hand
side to measure the acoustic properties of the specimen at

x52Labs for comparison with the results of the one-
microphone method. Note that only one microphone, M1, is
needed when the device is used in practice. A wide separa-
tion distance of 80 mm was used for the microphone pairs in
order to have a good measurement accuracy at lower fre-
quencies. The distance between the rigid plate and M1 was
20 mm in the first measurement and 40 mm in the second
measurement when the rigid plate was moved byLb2La

520 mm. The movement was increased to 40 mm for fre-
quencies lower than 200 Hz. The movable plate was tight-
ened after the adjustment of its location. The microphones
were supported by B&K’s Nexus four-channel conditioning
amplifier ~type 2691!, and the signals were acquired through
the National Instruments’ AD conversion card type PCI-
4452. The voltage signal fed to the vibrator~B&K type
4809!, which drove the flush-mounted piston, was also cap-
tured together with the microphone signals. A harmonic ana-
log signal was generated by a function generator~Hioki
7050!, amplified by B&K’s power amplifier~LAB Gruppen
300! before it was fed to the vibrator. The frequencies ranged
from 100 to 1000 Hz with an interval of 20 Hz. The advan-
tage of the pure tone tests is its better signal-to-noise ratio
than broadband excitation, which is good for the comparison
between the two-microphone method and the present
method. The piston had a surface area of 50350 mm2, flush
mounted in the middle of the duct. In order to allow free
oscillation of the piston, there was a 2-mm gap between the
edges of the duct and the piston. To avoid noise leaking
through the gap, a 0.6-mm-thick flexible rubber was used to
seal the gap. Fiberglass of density 40 kg/m3 and flow resis-
tivity of about 9000 kg/m3s were used as the acoustic speci-
men to be tested in the left-hand side tube. Tests were con-
ducted with the test section filled up by fiberglass to three
different depths: 60, 185, and 660 mm. Since the duct was
not very short, the acoustic attenuation had to be taken into
account when deducing the reflection coefficient. This is dis-
cussed in Sec. IV.

Figure 2 shows the comparison of the absorption coeffi-
cient a of the glass fiber measured by the present one-
microphone method~open circles! and the two-microphone
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method~solid line!. Figures 2~a!–~c! are the results for the
fiberglass filling of depth 60, 85, and 660 mm, respectively.
The agreement between the two methods for all three tests is
good except a few points below about 150 Hz. Above 150
Hz, the mean deviations between the two methods are 1.4%,
1.1%, and 0.6% for the three tests, respectively. Similar re-
sults can be obtained by using random signal excitation to
the piston.

IV. MEASUREMENT ACCURACY

This section is devoted to the investigation of the effects
of various special factors which might affect the accuracy of
the current measurement technique. These factors include the
vibration of the so-called rigid plate, the effect of the end
plate position on the piston response, noise leaking in the
piston gap, and other noise attenuation mechanisms present
in the system. The attenuation would be significant if the
distance between the measurement microphone M1 and the
acoustic specimen is very large. For the errors caused by the
finite size of the microphone sensing membrane, calibration
error of phase mismatch between two microphones, spectral

analysis for signals with noisy environment, etc., the readers
are referred to the earlier works of Seybert and Soenarko
~1981! as well as Bode´n and Åborn ~1986!.

A. Rigidity of the movable plate

If the rigid plate is not entirely rigid, sound reflection on
its surface would be less than 100%. The extent to which the
rigid plate assumption was correct for the current rig was
assessed by the reflection coefficient by the two-microphone
method using microphones M3 and M4 shown in Fig. 1. The
ratio of linear amplitudes,uR/I u, is shown in Fig. 3~a!. On
average,uR/I u was about 0.96. However, below 100 Hz, it
could be lower than 0.9. The impedance of the so-called rigid
plate is normalized by that of air,Z5p8/(r0c0u), and the
result is shown in Fig. 3~b!. When the finite impedance is
used for the end plate, the absorption coefficient for the
acoustic specimen is recalculated as

a512UFZ11

Z21G F
p1

p18
GF ~Z21!eikxm1~Z11!ei ~2kLb2xm!

~Z21!eikxm1~Z11!ei ~2kLa2xm!Ge2ikLa2e2ikLb

F p1

p18
GF ~Z21!eikxm1~Z11!ei ~2kLb2xm!

~Z21!eikxm1~Z11!ei ~2kLa2xm!G21
U 2

. ~8!

Figure 3~c! comparesa deduced from the rigid-plate as-
sumption ~open circles! and that from the above formula
~open squares!. It is found that the correction of the end plate
vibration amounts to about 1.5% in terms ofa except for 180
Hz where a deviation of 4.0% is found. The conclusion is
that the end plate vibration is not significant.

B. Effect of sound attenuation in the duct system

A long duct of over 1.6 m is used in the present setup in
Fig. 1. This may cause excessive sound attenuation due to
the frictional loss, heat transfer, etc. There may also be a
certain amount of noise leaking through the clearance be-
tween the piston and the duct wall. These losses can be cal-

FIG. 2. Comparison of the absorption coefficient between the present
method~s! and the two-microphone method~———!. ~a! is for the absorp-
tion material of 60 mm in depth,~b! 185 mm, and~c! 660 mm.

FIG. 3. Effect of the rigidity of the movable plate.~a! is the reflection
coefficient at the surface of the movable plate measured by the two-
microphone method.~b! is the real~———! and imaginary~––! parts of the
normalized impedance at the surface of the movable plate.~c! is the com-
parison of the absorption coefficient calculated by Eq.~7! ~s! and Eq.~8!
~h!.
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culated by the net sound energy flux into a control volume
which encloses the long duct segment. As shown in Fig. 1,
the control volume can be considered to be the duct segment
from the center of microphones M3 and M4 to that of M1
and M2. Denote the intensity of sound traveling from the
position of microphonem towards microphonen asI mn , the
total sound energy dissipated inside the control volume is
found asdI 5I 342I 431I 212I 12, and an energy dissipation
coefficient is defined asa15dI / Ī where Ī is the average of
the four intensity magnitudes. To finda1 , the rig shown in
Fig. 1 was revised as follows. The test specimen on the left-
hand side duct was removed, and a loudspeaker was installed
on the left-hand side to serve as the sound source. By using
two microphones on the left-hand side and another two on
the right-hand side, all the wave components can be found,
hencea1 . The vibrator-piston assembly was installed in the
middle segment of the duct which had a length of 60 cm.
When the middle segment of the duct was removed, the total
duct length became 1.0 m between the centers of the two
pairs of microphones. The energy dissipation coefficient is
shown in Fig. 4~a! as the solid line. The energy dissipation in
this case is expected to come mainly from the friction be-
tween sound and the duct walls, for which the analytical
prediction~see Pierce, 1991, Eq. 10-5.8! for a single travel-
ing wave is also shown in Fig. 4~a! as a dashed line. The two
lines are close to each other in general, validating the general
assumption for the dissipation mechanism. The wavy behav-
ior of the measured dissipation coefficient probably accounts
for the standing wave effect. Since such standing wave com-
position is not known a priori in the eventual one-
microphone measurement, the analytical prediction of at-
tenuation for a traveling wave is used as a correction factor
for the decay of each traveling wave along the duct. The
effect of this correction is shown in Fig. 4~b!, where the open
squares are the results without the correction and open
circles are those with attenuation correction. The mean cor-
rection is about 1.2% fora. Generally speaking, the correc-
tion is not large and such a correction can be further reduced
or even ignored if the distance between the measurement
microphone and the specimen is minimized. The current test
rig had the provision for the two-microphone measurement

for the validation purpose, and a reduction of duct length is
anticipated when such provision is removed for practical use
of the one-microphone method.

C. Piston response

The working principle of the present one-microphone
method is based on the assumption that the radiated wave
from the piston for a given voltage input,prad , is not af-
fected by the location of the rigid end plate. Factors that
uphold and undermine this assumption are briefly discussed
here before a quantitative experimental examination of the
assumption is reported. The actual amplitude of the piston
vibration is influenced by the input mechanical impedance,
sayZin , derived from the fluid loading on the piston inside
the duct~cf. Kinsleret al., 2000!. This impedance diverges at
a duct resonance frequency when the measurement sample is
a hard wall and all acoustic attenuations are ignored. Under
this extreme condition, the constantprad assumption is un-
likely to be upheld and the current method would fail around
such resonance frequency. However, it is anticipated that the
actual magnitude ofZin is rather limited when the normal
friction is accounted for. It is also limited by the finite dissi-
pative element which normally exists in any specimen to be
measured. The variation ofZin at a nonresonant frequency is
even more limited. Having said that, a loudspeaker made of
paper cone is unlikely to possess sufficient mechanical im-
pedance such thatZin is deemed negligible. The device used
in the current test is a B&K vibration exciter type 4809 with
a force rating of 45 N. A piston of mass 294 g is attached as
the payload. Note that a heavier piston would reduce the
vibration amplitude but the system impedance can be further
increased, leading to a better satisfaction of the constantprad

assumption. The extent to which the piston vibration was
affected by the swapping of the end plate position was inves-
tigated quantitatively. The response of the piston was mea-
sured by a B&K accelerometer~type 4374 with Nexus con-
ditioning amplifier type 2692! placed on top of the piston.
The voltage input to the vibrometer,v in , and the accelera-
tion output from the accelerometer,vout , were sampled si-
multaneously by the computer. The amplitude ratio of the
two signals is shown in Fig. 5 for the range of frequencies
from 60 to 1000 Hz. The solid line is the result for the first
position of the end plate,La5615 mm, and open circles for
the second,Lb5La140 mm. The two results are hardly dis-
tinguishable in the figure. The average deviation is 0.8%, and
the effect of such deviation on the results of one-microphone
measurement is found to be negligible.

D. Inaccuracy caused by the calibration error

Whether the deviation between the one- and two-
microphone measurements is large or not can be judged by
the range of uncertainty involved in the latter method due to
microphone calibration. Assuming that the transfer function
between the actual sound pressurep and the digital readingA
from a microphone input channel isJ1 , J2 for the two mi-
crophones, respectively, and that a standing wave pattern is
formed by an incident waveIe2 ikx and a reflected wave
Reikx, wherex50 is located at the center of the two micro-

FIG. 4. The effect of sound energy dissipation along a rigid duct.~a! com-
pares the measured energy dissipation coefficient of the straight duct seg-
ment in the present rig~———! with prediction of such losses based on a
traveling wave theory~Pierce, 1991! ~––!. ~b! is the comparison of the
absorption coefficient with~s! and without~h! correction for the sound
energy loss along the rigid duct segments.
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phones separated by a distance ofs, the wave componentsI
and R are resolved in one session of two-microphone mea-
surement as follows:

I 5
J1A1e2 ik~L11s!2J2A2e2 ikL1

e2 iks2eiks
and

R5
2J1A1eik~L11s!1A2J2eikL1

e2 iks2eiks
.

The linear reflection coefficientR/I is

R

I
5e2ikL1S 2A1eiks1A2J

A1e2 iks2JA2
D , ~9!

whereJ5J2 /J1 is the complex ratio of the microphone re-
sponses. When the complex ratioJ is subject to an uncer-

tainty of dJ, the resultant energy coefficients of reflection
and absorption can be found out easily. Figures 6~a! and ~b!
show the amplitude and phase of calibration factorJ, respec-
tively. Two typical sets of data are shown for two calibration
exercises, and the difference between the two gives an esti-
mate for the magnitude ratioudJu and phase angle difference
du. Typically, the difference in amplitude was about 0.002
for frequencies greater than 300 Hz. However, much higher
deviation was found at lower frequencies. The effect ofdJ
on the measured absorption coefficienta for the 60-mm-
deep fiberglass filling in the present rig is shown in Figs. 6~c!
and ~d!. Figure 6~c! shows the maximum~dashed line! and
minimum ~solid line! level of the absorption coefficient
when uJu changes from 0.99 to 1.01 and phase angleu
changes from20.005 to 0.015. Figure 6~d! shows the range
of absorption coefficientda. It is found thatda associated
with suchdJ can be greater than the deviation between the
one-microphone and two-microphone measurements as
shown in Fig. 2. The uncertainty is also larger than the fric-
tional losses shown in Fig. 4~a!. The comparison between the
two-microphone method and Chu’s~1986b! one-microphone
method shows that the deviation for the reflection coeffi-
cients at very low frequencies~,250 Hz! is about 0.1, which
is slightly poorer than what is achieved here~cf. Fig. 3 of
Chu, 1986b!.

E. Use of an electret microphone

The accuracy of the one-microphone measurement de-
pends on the consistency of the transfer function between the
measurement microphone and the sound source, and it elimi-
nates the need of calibration between two microphones. To
demonstrate the full advantage of this method, a very low-
budget microphone was used instead of B&K’s12-in.
condenser-type microphones which have a flat frequency re-
sponse down to at least 20 Hz. A miniature~0.1-in.! electret
microphone produced by Tibbetts Industries~151 series! was
tested. It had a flat frequency response from 300 to 3000 Hz,
and its response at 100 Hz was 4 dB below that at 300 Hz.
Figure 7 shows the comparison ofa measured by using such

FIG. 6. The uncertainty of the two-microphone method.~a! shows the mag-
nitude of the calibration factorJ, and ~b! is the phase ofJ during two
calibration trials ~h,s!. ~c! is the maximum~––! and minimum level
~———! of absorption coefficient caused by the variation ofJ. ~d! is the
uncertainty of the absorption coefficient caused by such variation.

FIG. 7. The absorption coefficient measured by an electret microphone in
the present rig~s! compared with the two-microphone measurement using
two B&K microphones~———!.

FIG. 5. Comparison of the amplitude ratio of signals from the piston accel-
eration and the voltage input to the vibrator when the end plate is located at
La5615 mm~———! andLb5La140 mm ~s!.
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an electret microphone in the present method with that of the
two-microphone method. The medium deviation was about
1.9%, slightly higher than 1.4% from B&K microphones.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A new rig of one-microphone measurement method for
in-duct standing waves is proposed and experimentally vali-
dated against the well-established two-microphone method.
The new rig involves the use of a side-branch sound source
and a movable rigid plate which provides the necessary con-
figuration variation to achieve two independent measure-
ments. The main advantage of the rig is that the measure-
ment microphone is installed at its fixed position during the
measurements. Results are summarized as follows.

~1! The use of a fixed microphone eliminates the need to
drill many microphone insertion holes as required by the
two-microphone method and the existing one-
microphone method.

~2! The agreement of the sound reflection and absorption
coefficients between the present one-microphone method
and the two-microphone method is very satisfactory.

~3! The complete flexibility for the rigid plate to vary its
position eliminates the blind spots in spectrum where
measurements are rendered impossible when the separa-
tion distance between the two microphone positions co-
incides with the half wavelength.

~4! Sound energy losses and other factors of uncertainties
are discussed, and the errors are found to be generally
acceptable when compared with the uncertainties in the
two-microphone measurement arising from the micro-
phone calibration.

~5! A very low budget electret microphone is also found to
yield satisfactory results in the present one-microphone
method.
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This paper explores acoustical~or time-dependent! radiosity using predictions made in four cubic
enclosures. The methods and algorithms used are those presented in a previous paper by the same
authors@Nosal, Hodgson, and Ashdown, J. Acoust. Soc. Am.116~2!, 970–980~2004!#. First, the
algorithm, methods, and conditions for convergence are investigated by comparison of numerous
predictions for the four cubic enclosures. Here, variables and parameters used in the predictions are
varied to explore the effect of absorption distribution, the necessary conditions for convergence of
the numerical solution to the analytical solution, form-factor prediction methods, and the
computational requirements. The predictions are also used to investigate the effect of absorption
distribution on sound fields in cubic enclosures with diffusely reflecting boundaries. Acoustical
radiosity is then compared to predictions made in the four enclosures by a ray-tracing model that can
account for diffuse reflection. Comparisons are made of echograms, room-acoustical parameters,
and discretized echograms. ©2004 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1811473#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the initial phase1 of the current research, algorithms
and methods were developed for acoustical radiosity for ar-
bitrary polyhedral enclosures, based on a numerical solution
to the integral equation. These were programed inMATLAB

~Ref. 2! and validated by comparison to analytical solutions
for a spherical enclosure.

Further research is required to understand the necessary
and sufficient conditions for convergence of the solution
found by the algorithms and methods to the analytical solu-
tion. The numerical solution has been applied several times
in the literature3–7 but, apart from Schroeder and Hackman’s8

investigations for a two-dimensional enclosure, there has
been little or no systematic investigation of the effect of vari-
ous prediction parameters, such as the space and time reso-
lutions. Questions that need to be addressed include: how
many patches and/or elements are needed?; what time reso-
lution is fine enough?; how far~in time! does the prediction
need to be made?; what part of this should be exact~without
the averaging outlined in Nosalet al.1!?; and, what is the
error introduced by the use of configuration factors to ap-
proximate form factors1? This research explores acoustical
radiosity thoroughly for one case—that of a cubic

enclosure—and leads to a better understanding of the factors
involved in acoustical radiosity predictions.

Similarly, little effort has previously been put into the
comparison of acoustical radiosity to other prediction meth-
ods. Work by Le Bot and Bocquillet,9 in which radiosity and
ray tracing are compared, focuses only on steady-state
sound-pressure levels. Further comparison of the two predic-
tion techniques is another objective of this research. To do
so, predictions are made for the four cubic enclosures using
RAYCUB, a ray-tracing model that can account for diffuse
reflection, and are compared to the predictions made by
acoustical radiosity. Acoustical radiosity and ray tracing with
diffuse reflection are expected to give identical predictions in
limiting cases.9

II. PARAMETERS, ECHOGRAMS, AND DISCRETIZED
ECHOGRAMS

Listener perception of a sound field is affected by two
main attributes of the field. The first is the arrival time and
strength of the direct signal and the first-order reflections.
Differences between sound fields with respect to these reflec-
tions can be seen by comparing echograms—perhaps the
most fundamental and detailed method of comparison. This
comparison reveals information about the prominent reflec-
tions and other fine details about the distribution of energy in
time.

The other perceptible attribute of the field is the tempo-
ral distribution of energy. It is difficult to get information
about this distribution by comparison of echograms, so other

a!Current affiliation: School of Ocean and Earth Sciences and Technology,
Department of Geology and Geophysics, University of Hawaii at Manoa,
1680 East-West Road POST 813, Honolulu, HI, 96822. Electronic mail:
nosal@hawaii.edu
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methods of comparison must be used. One method is to com-
pare room-acoustical parameters, most of which are mea-
sures of energy distribution~for example, clarity and
definition10 are defined by ratios of early and late energies!.
Parameters used for comparisons in this paper are sound-
pressure level (Lp), center time ~TS!, early decay time
~EDT!, reverberation time~RT!, clarity (C80), and definition
(D50).

10 They have been well correlated with listener
perception.11 Nevertheless, much information about the exact
distribution of energy is lost to the parameters, since they are
not highly sensitive to subtle changes in energy distribution.

To enable comparison of such changes, ‘‘echogram dis-
cretization’’ is used in this research as a way to compare total
energy levels within small time steps. The idea is very
simple: time is discretized, and all energy arriving between
points of discretization is summed to give the total energy for
the corresponding time step~a similar method of comparison
has previously been used by Suhet al.12!. Obviously, the
resolution used in the echogram discretization must be
coarser than the time resolution used in the radiosity algo-
rithm ~or, in the case of measurements, the inverse of the
sampling frequency!. Note that using a longer time interval
in the radiosity algorithm is not equivalent to using a small
time interval in radiosity and then using the longer interval in
the discretization of the echogram. We have chosen to use
discretized echograms with 50-ms time steps. The resolution
is somewhat arbitrary~not corresponding to perceptual issues
or otherwise!, and was chosen since it provided a substantial,
but not overwhelming, amount of information. In the cases
considered, the use of smaller or larger time steps gave simi-
lar results and led to similar conclusions.

III. RADIOSITY PREDICTIONS

A. Preliminary remarks

The radiosity algorithm was run numerous times for four
cubic rooms. Each cube had walls 8 m long, and an average
absorption coefficient of 1/6. The absorption was distributed
as indicated in Table I.

Predictions were made, varying:~1! the number of
patches~only a single-level hierarchy was applied!; ~2! the
resolution of the time discretization;~3! the length of time
for which exact and approximate predictions are made; and
~4! the form-factor prediction method. The effect of the vary-
ing distribution of absorption~among the four cubes! was
investigated using the results, and comparisons were made
with predictions by ray tracing. For each prediction, the
source was at the center of the cube and had power of 0.005
W. The receiver was located inside the enclosure 2 m from
the floor, the front wall, and a sidewall, respectively~by sym-

metry of the configurations, which sidewall does not matter!.
Air absorption was neglected throughout—in the way that it
is incorporated, it has no effect on convergence.

B. Patch size

1. Specifications

The numerical solution is based on a discretization of
the boundary. This results in discretization error, which
should be reduced as the resolution of the meshing is in-
creased. In particular, as the resolution increases, the numeri-
cal solution approaches the analytical solution. To minimize
computational requirements, it is desirable to minimize the
number of patches used in the discretization.

For each cube, the radiosity algorithm was run ten times
with an increasing number of patches. The first prediction for
each cube had each wall as a single patch, giving a total of
six patches. For the second prediction, each wall was divided
into four equally sized, rectangular patches, giving 24
patches in total. The third prediction had nine patches on
each wall for a total of 54 patches, the fourth had 16 giving
96 in total, and so on~in general, thenth prediction hadn2

patches on each wall and 6n2 patches in total!.
The predictions were made with a discretization period

of Dt51/24 000 s. This was chosen based on initial predic-
tions that indicated that there is almost no variation in room-
acoustical parameter predictions if time is discretized more
finely thanDt51/18 000 s. Form factors were found using
the analytical formulas given by Grosset al.13

In the methods used here,1 predictions are made using
the exact radiosity algorithm for time steps up totexact. For
time steps betweentexactandtfinal , which is the last time step
for which predictions are made, radiation densities are esti-
mated using an averaging technique.1

texact and tfinal were set to 0.8 and 1.0 s, respectively,
based on a criterion developed by Nosal.14 The criterion
guarantees that the reverberation time predicted from the
truncated impulse response is withine of the reverberation
time that would be obtained from the full impulse response,
provided that truncation of the full impulse response occurs
at a time greater thantmin(e,RT), where

tmin~e,RT!5
RT

6 ln~10!

3 lnF11
~1023e@3 ln~10!e#/RT!21

10235/1021025/10~1023e@3 ln~10!e#/RT!
G , ~1!

where RT is the reverberation time for the full response.
To apply the criterion, exponential decay was assumed.

Miles6 showed that, in general, the decay curves predicted
using the integral equation are strictly exponential after some
time. Consequently, even though the first part of the sound
decay is not exponential, the assumption of exponential de-
cay along the entire curve may not be unreasonable in this
application. Then, according to Eying’s classical formula for
reverberation time10

TABLE I. Distribution of absorption in the cubic rooms. In all cases,ā
51/6.

Cube Distribution of absorption

1 a5
1
6 over all walls

2 a51 on the floor, 0 on the other walls
3 a5

1
2 on the floor and the ceiling, 0 on the other walls

4 a5
1
2 on the floor and the front wall, 0 on the other walls
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RT5
24V ln~10!

c~4mV2S ln~12ā !!
'0.161

V

4mV2S ln~12ā !
. ~2!

The RTs in the cubic rooms should be 1.1782 s@in Eq. ~2!,
V, S, and ā are room volume, surface area, and average
absorption coefficient, respectively,c is the speed of sound,
andm is the air absorption coefficient#. Although this rever-
beration time may not be perfectly accurate~due to the lim-
iting diffuse-field assumption made by Eyring15!, it can be
taken as an initial estimate for use in Eq.~1!. If it is desired
to predict RT to within 0.01 s of the full impulse response RT
~which represents very high accuracy! then, according to this
equation, the requiredtfinal is given by

tfinal>tmin~0.01,1.1782!50.9264 s. ~3!

tfinal51.0 was chosen correspondingly, andtexact was chosen
to be quite close totfinal ~since the effects of varyingtexact

were unknown!.

2. Convergence

Figure 1 shows the echograms for cube 1 obtained from
predictions with 24, 54, 150, and 600 patches, respectively.
As the meshing is refined, the energy arriving at the receiver
is spread out in time, with fewer distinct reflections. Indeed,
the echogram for 600 patches has none of the prominent,
large peaks that the echogram for 24 patches has~apart from
the direct signal!. An explanation for this observation is that,
with a finer meshing, the energy leaving a patch is divided
into more parts to propagate to the other patches, so that
large units of energy are quickly dissipated. This is what is
expected in a room with diffusely reflecting boundaries.

In a real room, with partially specularly reflecting
boundaries, some distinct reflections would be expected, sug-
gesting that fewer patches may yield echograms that look

more similar to measured echograms. However, this should
not be interpreted as meaning that predictions with fewer
patches yield more realistic predictions. The arrival times
and amplitudes of the distinct reflections in such predictions
are unrealistic and do not correspond to times and amplitudes
that would result from specular reflection.

Figure 2 shows a discretized echogram for cube 1 with
time intervals of 0.05 s. For each time interval, the pressure-
squared sums for predictions with 6, 54, 150, and 600
patches, respectively, are plotted. From the graphs, it is evi-
dent that more patches tend to result in more energy in the
very early time steps, with levels becoming more uniform at
about 0.15 s. This trend reverses itself from about 0.2 to 0.35
s, after which energy levels are very similar. The most no-
ticeable changes in the echograms and discretized echograms
occur for predictions with less than 150 patches. For more
than 150 patches, there is less change, with predictions for
150 patches similar to those for 600 patches. This indicates
that 150 patches are sufficient for accurate predictions.

In Table II, the predicted values of the various param-
eters are given for varying numbers of patches. These values
are for cube 1; the trends are very similar for all four cubes.
Each of the parameters considered (Lp , C80, D50, EDT, RT,
and TS! converges to a finite value as the number of patches
increases. The percent difference between consecutive pre-
dictions decreases with increasing number of patches@here,
consecutive means between thenth and the (n11)th predic-
tion, with 6n2 and 6(n11)2 patches, respectively#. This
suggests convergence by the ratio test.16 The validation of
the numerical solution for the sphere1 provides confidence
that the numerical solution does indeed converge~with in-
creasing number of patches! to the analytical solution to the
integral equation.

C80 is the slowest to converge of all the parameters.

FIG. 1. Echograms for cube 1 from
radiosity predictions with~a! 24; ~b!
54; ~c! 150; and~d! 600 patches (Dt
51/24 000, texact50.8 s, and tfinal

51.0 s).
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However, even in the case where it is slowest to converge
~cube 1!, the differences between the fifth and sixth predic-
tions ofC80 are less than 1%. In fact, all of the other param-
eters~in all cubes! have differences less than 1% between the
third and fourth predictions. Indeed, a fine subdivision of the
enclosure is not necessary in these trials, and 150 patches are
sufficient for good predictions, as in the echograms. Worth
noting is that the differences between theLp’s for the first
and second prediction is less than 1%~in all cubes!. This
suggests that~in a cubic room! radiosity can be used with a
very coarse subdivision~one patch per wall in this case! to
predict steady-state sound-pressure levels in rooms with dif-
fusely reflecting boundaries, even with nonuniformly distrib-
uted absorption.

It is important to realize that required patch size does not
depend on the frequency of the sound that is being consid-
ered. This is due to the fact that phase is not accounted for in
radiosity. Indeed, the integral equation is the same for any
frequency, except for the values of absorption coefficients
and air absorption exponents; consequently, convergence of

the numerical solution to the analytical solution is not fre-
quency dependent~apart from changes in convergence with
varying absorption!. Convergence of the numerical solution
to the analytical solution is not to be confused with conver-
gence to the true solution~the solution that would be ob-
tained in a real room!. It is possible that the analytical solu-
tion to the integral equation~which is the converged
numerical solution! is closer to the true solution at higher
frequencies, because phase effects are less significant at
these frequencies. The phase independence of radiosity
might also help to explain the adequacy of a coarse subdivi-
sion of the enclosure surfaces. Still, it is important to keep
the relationship between patch size and the wavelength of
sound being considered in mind when working with acous-
tical radiosity.

3. Absorption distribution

It is of interest to use predictions made for the four
different cubes to investigate the effect of different distribu-
tions of absorption. As mentioned above, the average absorp-
tion coefficient in each cube was 1/6. Refer to Table III for
the predicted parameters~from the run with 150 patches!.

RT is longest in cube 1, with uniform absorption, and
shortest in cube 2, which has absorption on the floor. The

TABLE II. Parameter predictions with varying number of patches for cube
1 (Dt51/24 000,texact50.8 s, andtfinal51.0 s).

Number of
patches

Lp

~dB!
C80

~dB!
D50

~%!
EDT
~s!

RT
~s!

TS
~ms!

6 84.83 1.60 43.29 1.35 1.42 102.93
24 84.82 1.85 45.04 1.27 1.23 97.16
54 84.83 1.92 45.43 1.24 1.21 95.95
96 84.85 2.97 45.74 1.23 1.20 95.02

150 84.86 2.00 45.87 1.23 1.20 94.67
216 84.86 2.02 46.98 1.22 1.19 94.42
294 84.86 2.04 46.04 1.22 1.19 94.28
384 84.86 2.05 46.14 1.22 1.19 94.17
486 84.87 2.06 46.18 1.22 1.19 94.11
600 84.87 2.06 46.20 1.22 1.19 94.07

TABLE III. Parameter predictions for the four cubic rooms~150 patches,
Dt51/24 000,texact50.8 s, andtfinal51.0 s).

Cube
Lp

~dB!
C80

~dB!
D50

~%!
EDT
~s!

RT
~s!

TS
~ms!

1 84.86 2.00 45.87 1.23 1.20 94.67
2 84.99 2.85 49.88 1.08 1.06 84.5
3 84.63 2.39 47.83 1.17 1.16 89.7
4 84.67 2.35 47.58 1.17 1.16 90.2
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13% difference in RT in these cubes indicates that absorption
distribution has a significant effect on RT. Following a line of
reasoning set forward by Schroeder and Hackman,8 cube 2
has the lowest RT because the absorbent surface ‘‘sees’’ only
reflective surfaces. In the other cubes, the absorbing surfaces
see surfaces that absorb some of the sound, so they receive
lower sound energy than they would from reflecting surfaces.
In cube 1, no surfaces are fully reflecting, so that absorbing
surfaces see only other absorbing surfaces, resulting in a
lower decay rate and higher RT. Since the absorbing surfaces
in cubes 3 and 4 see both reflecting and absorbing surfaces,
the RTs are between those in cube 1 and cube 4.

Lp’s are very similar~within 0.4 dB! for all four enclo-
sures. Predicted values ofC80 andD50, which are lower for
cube 1 and higher for cube 4, are consistent with the predic-
tions of RT. For higher RTs, lowerC80 and D50 values are
expected, because a slower decay rate means more late en-
ergy, giving lower early-to-late energy ratios. Similarly,
higher and lower TSs for cubes 1 and 4, respectively, are
consistent with the RT results.

4. Computational efficiency

Experimental data suggest that radiosity, in a single-
level hierarchy, is associated with a computational time com-
plexity of ordern2, wheren is the number of patches. This
can be explained theoretically as follows. At each time step,
and for each element, (n21) elements must be considered in
the calculations. Since there aren elements in total, this
givesn•(n21) calculations for each time step, giving a time
complexity of ordern2. For a two-level hierarchy withn
elements andm patches, we expect a complexity of order
m•n.

Also suggested by experimental data is a memory com-
plexity of order n; the memory requirement increases lin-
early with the number of patches. Once again, this makes
sense theoretically because, for each element, radiation den-
sities must be computed for all time steps, so that there are
alwaysn•~number of time steps! values to be stored.

Refer to Fig. 3 for plots of elapsed time versus number
of patches, and for memory requirement versus number of
patches. The run times and memory requirements are for
predictions for cube 2~and are similar for the other cubes!. A
Pentium IV 2.2-GHz PC was used for these predictions.

C. Time resolution

First, it should be recognized that the nature of time
resolution in the radiosity algorithm is quite different from
sampling periods used in digital systems and in experimen-
tation. The radiosity algorithm does not simply sample the
response everyDt seconds, whereDt is the discretization
period. Rather, energy within a time interval is summed to
give the energy level for the corresponding time step. Also,
phase is neglected in radiosity, so signal frequency does not
affect the algorithm~as discussed above!. Previous authors
have referred to Nyquist’s and Shannon’s theorems, claiming
that, by these theorems, a discretization frequency (1/Dt) of

at least twice the maximum signal frequency is sufficient.
Because it is not clear if the application of these theorems is
appropriate, they are not used here.

On the other hand, the Courant number criterion is ap-
plicable here. The Courant number17 can be expressed as
cDt/Dxmin , whereDxmin is the minimum distance between
patches. To satisfy the Courant number criterion, this number
must be less than 1; if the Courant number is too large, then
the time resolution must be refined to satisfy the criterion.
This ensures that the distance traveled in one time step is not
more than the distance between patches. In all investigations
performed in this research, the Courant number criterion is
satisfied by default~time resolution is fine enough!.

To investigate the effect of resolution, further predic-
tions were made for all cubes, with discretization periods of
Dt51/16 000, 1/12 000, 1/8000/, 1/4000, 1/2000, and 1/1000
s ~recall that the initial predictions hadDt51/24 000). For
these predictions, 600 patches were used to mesh the cubes.
Once again,texact and tfinal were set to 0.8 and 1.0 s, respec-
tively.

Several echograms for cube 1 are given in Fig. 4.
Echograms for the different resolutions look quite similar.
Already for Dt51/2000, the distinct early signals are in the
same place, and of the same amplitude, as the ones forDt
51/24 000. The overall amplitudes of the signals in the later
parts of the echogram are lower for a finer time resolution, as
expected—smaller time steps result in more time steps, each
with less energy. From this, it might be concluded that dis-
cretization periods ofDt51/4000 are sufficient, and that al-
ready atDt51/2000, reasonable results are obtained.

Discretized echograms for the different time resolutions
are almost identical. There tends to be slightly more energy
in the early time steps for finer resolutions. This tendency

FIG. 3. Variation of~a! elapsed time; and~b! memory requirement with
number of patches for cube 2 (Dt51/24 000,texact50.8 s, andtfinal51.0 s).
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reverses for later time steps~after about 0.2 s!. Interestingly,
this is a similar trend to that for varying patch discretization.
Nevertheless, the differences for the varying time resolutions
are, for all practical purposes, negligible.

Values for the various parameters versus 1/Dt are given
in Table IV. The values are for cube 4, which has the most
significant differences in parameters for different resolutions.
Trends for the other cubes are very similar. As is the case for
varying patch sizes, the parameter predictions converge with
finer resolution.Lp is unaffected by discretization period.
This is expected, because different time resolutions do not
alter the total energy in the system; they only distribute it
differently in time. Values ofC80, D50, and TS change mini-
mally for the different discretizations~differences between
predictions withDt51/1000 andDt51/24 000 are less than
1%!. The most significant changes are for EDT and RT. Even
for these parameters, however, predictions forDt51/2000
are within 1% of predictions forDt51/4000, and the differ-
ences for predictions forDt51/4000 andDt51/24 000 are
less than 1%. As with the echograms, this suggests that dis-
cretization periods ofDt51/4000 are sufficient for accurate
predictions.

Both time complexity and memory requirements are of
the order 1/Dt, as expected. Figure 5 shows elapsed time
versus 1/Dt, and memory requirement versus 1/Dt, for the
predictions for cube 1. Once again, the computer was a Pen-
tium IV 2.2-GHz PC.

FIG. 4. Echograms for cube 1 with
four time resolutions Dt: ~a! Dt
51/1000 s; ~b! Dt51/2000 s; ~c! Dt
51/8000 s; ~d! Dt51/24 000 s ~600
patches,texact50.8 s, andtfinal51.0 s,
range reduced to cut off the direct sig-
nal, which is the same for all predic-
tions!.

TABLE IV. Parameter predictions with varying 1/Dt for cube 4 ~150
patches,texact50.8 s, andtfinal51.0 s).

1/Dt
~s21!

Lp

~dB!
C80

~dB!
D50

~%!
EDT
~s!

RT
~s!

TS
~ms!

1 000 84.67 2.31 47.86 1.20 1.20 91.21
2 000 84.67 2.32 47.66 1.19 1.19 90.69
4 000 84.67 2.33 47.57 1.18 1.18 90.45
8 000 84.67 2.33 47.53 1.18 1.17 90.30

12 000 84.67 2.35 47.62 1.18 1.16 90.20
16 000 84.67 2.35 47.58 1.17 1.16 90.20
24 000 84.67 2.35 47.58 1.17 1.16 90.20

FIG. 5. Variation of~a! elapsed time; and~b! memory requirement with
discretization frequency 1/Dt for cube 1 ~150 patches,texact50.8 s, and
tfinal51.0 s).
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D. Time limits

It was shown@Eq. ~3!# that, to get accurate predictions
of RT, the impulse response must be predicted to at least
tfinal50.93 s. Although this gives an idea of what value of
tfinal to use in predictions, it is still not known what timetexact

is required. It is also of interest to investigate the effect of
changing tfinal in the predictions to verify thattfinalmin

50.93 s. To do so, predictions were made for the cubes, with
varying tfinal and texact. In this investigation, 150 patches
were used withDt51/12 000.

First, as an ‘‘exact’’ case, a prediction was made using
tfinal52 s andtexact51.4 s. This was confirmed as the limit to
which predictions converge with increasing time limits; there
was no change~up to four decimal places! in parameter pre-
dictions between this case and predictions withtfinal.2 s
and/ortexact.1.4 s.

For the first set of predictions,tfinal was held constant at
2 s whiletexactwas varied~between 0.05 and 1.4 s!. In Table
V, the parameter predictions for cube 1 are given for varying
texact. From these predictions, it is clear that RT is the pa-
rameter most sensitive to changes intexact. Still, in all cubes,
the RT prediction withtexact50.6 s is different from the exact
answer by less than 1%. For all other parameters,texact

50.1 s is sufficient for the same accuracy~at this exact time
limit, RT predictions differ by less that 5%!.

To investigate the effect oftfinal , another set of predic-
tions held texact constant and variedtfinal . Table VI gives
predictions of the parameters withtexact50.6 s and varying
tfinal . Predictions do not change significantly astfinal is in-

creased beyond 1 s. This is consistent with Eq.~1!. Indeed,
the prediction withtexact50.6 s andtfinal51.0 s puts all pa-
rameter predictions within 1% of the values for the exact
case, for all cubes.

E. Form factors

As outlined in Nosalet al.,1 HELIOSFF ~Ref. 18! was
used to find form factors for arbitrary polyhedral rooms.HE-

LIOSFF approximates the form factors by configuration fac-
tors; integrals are taken from one point on a patch, rather
than from all points on the patch, to the second patch. For
this reason, it is necessary to check that the use of these form
factors does not significantly affect predictions. To do so,
predictions were made for all four cubes under the same
conditions as those outlined in Sec. B, using form factors
given by HELIOSFF instead of the analytical values. In all
cases, the parameters other thanC80 are within 1% of those
found using analytical form factors~in Sec. B! for the mesh-
ing with 96 patches.C80 is within 1% of the analytical form
factor predictions for 150 patches. Echograms and dis-
cretized echograms are also very similar to those predicted in
Sec. B. It was concluded that approximations made in the
determination of form factors byHELIOSFF do not signifi-
cantly affect predictions, particularly when a reasonably fine
~150 patches or more, in this case! meshing of the enclosure
is used.

IV. RAY TRACING

A. Diffuse ray tracing with RAYCUB

Having established some understanding of, and confi-
dence in, the acoustical radiosity prediction results for the
cubic enclosures, predictions can be compared to ray-tracing
predictions for the case of diffuse surface reflection, as as-
sumed by radiosity. The ray-tracing model used for this com-
parison ~RAYCUB! was developed by Ondet and Barbry;19

modifications were made to predict echograms and acousti-
cal parameters, and to account for diffuse reflections as de-
scribed by Kuttruff.20 RAYCUB allows the user to input rel-
evant room characteristics~room dimensions, source/receiver
positions, absorption coefficients, air-absorption exponents!.
Also input are the size of the receiver~a cube of finite vol-
ume!, the number of rays to be traced, the number of ray
trajectories, and the sampling rate~fixing the echogram time-
bin size!, as well as a seed number~to initialize the random
number generator!. To account for diffuse reflection, two
random numbers are selected to determine the direction of
the reflected ray. The first number is chosen in the interval
~2p,p! to define the azimuthal angle of the reflected ray.
The polar angle of the reflected ray is defined by the arc-
cosine of the square root of the second number, chosen in the
interval ~0,1!. Details about this method can be found in
Kuttruff.20

B. Comparisons

The ray-tracing model was used to predict the
echograms for the four cubic rooms. To ensure high preci-

TABLE V. Parameter predictions with varyingtexact~s) for cube 1 (tfinal

52 s, 150 patches,Dt51/12 000).

texact

~s!
Lp

~dB!
C80

~dB!
D50

~%!
EDT
~s!

RT
~s!

TS
~ms!

0.05 84.85 1.88 45.89 1.21 1.16 93.75
0.1 84.85 2.00 45.88 1.22 1.16 94.13
0.2 84.86 2.00 45.87 1.23 1.17 94.49
0.3 84.86 2.00 45.87 1.23 1.18 94.61
0.4 84.86 2.00 45.87 1.23 1.19 94.65
0.6 84.86 2.00 45.87 1.23 1.20 94.67
0.8 84.86 2.00 45.87 1.23 1.20 94.67
1.0 84.86 2.00 45.87 1.23 1.20 94.69
1.2 84.86 2.00 45.87 1.23 1.21 94.69
1.4 84.86 2.00 45.87 1.23 1.21 94.69

TABLE VI. Parameters predictions with varyingtfinal ~s) for cube 1 (texact

50.6 s, 150 patches,Dt51/12 000).

tfinal

~s!
Lp

~dB!
C80

~dB!
D50

~%!
EDT
~s!

RT
~s!

TS
~ms!

0.7 84.85 2.00 45.92 1.23 1.16 94.46
0.8 84.86 2.00 45.91 1.23 1.19 94.60
0.9 84.86 2.00 45.91 1.23 1.20 94.66
1.0 84.86 2.00 45.91 1.23 1.20 94.69
1.1 84.86 2.00 45.91 1.23 1.20 94.69
1.2 84.86 2.00 45.90 1.23 1.20 94.69
1.3 84.86 2.00 45.90 1.23 1.20 94.69
1.5 84.86 2.00 45.90 1.23 1.21 94.69
1.6 84.86 2.00 45.90 1.23 1.21 94.69
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sion, a million rays were traced for 500 reflections at a sam-
pling frequency of 24 kHz. The receiver was a cubic cell
with side lengths of 0.1 m.

Echograms obtained by radiosity~with 600 patches and
Dt51/24 000) and ray tracing for cube 1 are shown in Figs.
6~a! and 6~b! ~echograms for the other cubes are similar!.
The echograms are clearly quite different; the echogram for
ray tracing has more peaks than the radiosity echogram. It
seems that radiosity smears the energy in time more than ray
tracing with diffuse reflection.

When the discretized echograms are compared, small
differences in the distribution of energy is apparent for all
cubes ~Fig. 7 shows the discretized echogram for cube
3—the other cubes showed similar trends!. In general, it can
be observed that total energy levels are higher for radiosity in

very early time steps~before 200 ms!, and that levels become
more similar in later time steps. This suggests, as did obser-
vation of the echograms, that radiosity tends to smear~or
diffuse! energy faster than ray tracing with diffuse reflection.

Values of the parameter predictions for the cubes are
given in Table VII~a!. In general, ray tracing with diffuse
reflection gives predictions quite similar to predictions by
radiosity ~see Table III!. The parameter that exhibits the
greatest difference between predictions isC80; differences
for these parameters never exceed 16%. RT, EDT, TS, and
D50 predictions are all within 8%. Radiosity predictions for
Lp are all within 2% of ray-tracing predictions. Note that, for
the cubic enclosures, ray-tracing predictions ofLp are con-
sistently lower than predictions by radiosity.

FIG. 6. Echograms for cube 1 pre-
dicted by~a! radiosity; ~b! ray tracing
with 1 million rays; ~c! ray tracing
with 50 million rays; ~d! ray tracing
with 1 million rays averaged over 64
runs. Radiosity: 600 patches,Dt
51/24 000, texact50.8 s, and tfinal

51.0 s. Ray tracing: diffuse reflection,
500 reflections, 24 kHz,~0.1 m!3 re-
ceiver. Range reduced to cut off the
direct signal to show detail.
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C. Discussion

The differences in the predictions of the parameters,
echograms, and discretized echograms for radiosity and ray
tracing with diffuse reflection are likely a consequence of the
different manner in which diffuse reflection is incorporated
in the models. Indeed, a diffusely reflected ray inRAYCUB is
not scattered in all directions~as it is in radiosity! but only in
one random direction. Consequently, the energy of the ray is
not broken into many parts. Rays with high amounts of en-
ergy retain the energy, resulting in peaks in the echogram and
less smearing of energy. In radiosity, all energy is immedi-
ately scattered, so that no larger ‘‘bundles’’ of energy remain
intact to propagate through the system to cause peaks in the
echogram. Also, because of this scattering in radiosity, en-
ergy is quickly smeared in time, giving different discretized
echograms and parameter predictions.

Still, in the limiting cases~with infinitely many rays
traced indefinitely with a point receiver in ray tracing, and
with infinitely many patches and continuous time in radios-
ity! the two methods should be equivalent.9 It was, therefore,
surprising to find such big differences, particularly in the
echograms~where the difference is most pronounced!. Sev-
eral attempts were made to investigate this, including per-
forming further predictions with finer meshing of the room
surfaces in radiosity, and further predictions with ray tracing.
Increasing the number of patches did not improve the com-
parison but, as the number of rays increased in ray tracing,
the echograms became more similar. Echograms from a
simulation for cube 1 with 50 million rays is shown in Fig.
6~c!, and parameter predictions for cube 1 are given in Table
VII ~b!.

To check for noise artifacts in ray tracing, which could
be the source of the problem, the number of rays hitting the
receiver in the ray-tracing simulations was recorded. It was
approximately 18 000 for 1 million rays, 178 860 for a run
with 10 million rays, and 902 014 for 50 million rays. In-
deed, the number of hits increased linearly with the number
of rays. When the ray-tracing model was run again with dif-
ferent initialization numbers, the echograms were different,
indicating that the solution may not have converged. Cer-
tainly, the echogram for the case of 50 million rays looks
more similar to the radiosity echogram than that for the case
of 1 million rays—some of the most predominant peaks were
reduced in amplitude. Still, it cannot be concluded that the

two methods give similar echograms. Predicted discretized
echograms also changed with increasing numbers of rays,
but those for ray tracing with 50 million rays were not obvi-
ously closer to radiosity than those with fewer rays. Errors in
parameter values did not improve with increasing number of
rays.

It would be of interest to runRAYCUB for an even larger
number of rays. This could not be done because of time
constraints~the run with 10 million rays took 15 h on a
Pentium III 500-MHz PC; the one with 50 million rays took
80 h on a Pentium 4 2.2-GHz PC!. There is a possibility that,
with many more rays, ray tracing would converge to the
radiosity solution. If this were the case, then it could be
concluded that radiosity presents a more efficient way to pre-
dict the details of echograms for rooms with diffuse reflec-
tion ~the run for radiosity took about 5 h, and only seconds
for changing receiver positions once the enclosure was ren-
dered!. It may also be the case, however, that, with a much
finer meshing, radiosity echogram predictions more closely
resemble ray-tracing predictions. Very long run times pro-
hibit an exhaustive investigation of the issue at this time. A
possible conclusion is that the presented results may not rep-
resent converged solutions, but that they do represent practi-
cal limits in the algorithms used and in current computing
capabilities.

A second idea was to average many ray-tracing runs,
each with a different random initialization number. This was
done for all cubes with 1 million rays averaged over 64 runs.
The resulting echogram for cube 1 is shown in Fig. 6~d!, and
parameter predictions are given in Table VII~c!. The tail ~af-
ter about 0.05 s! of the echogram looks more similar to the
radiosity echogram than the nonaveraged echogram, but the
early part is missing some of the more prominent arrivals
that are seen in the radiosity echogram—they have been lost
in the averaging process. Parameter predictions are, in gen-
eral, much closer to radiosity predictions than before. Once
again,Lp were consistently lower than predictions by radi-
osity.

An alternative approach would be to use a ray tracer that
incorporates diffuse reflection in a different way. It could, for
instance, spawn a hundred or more rays for reflection from
each diffuse surface, and assign a portion of the incident
ray’s energy~according to Lambert’s cosine law! to each
spawned ray. This approach would likely reduce the noise of
the stochastic solution and may give results more similar to
the radiosity predictions.

V. CONCLUSION

Several things can be learned from the predictions made
for the four cubic~83838-m! enclosures using the acousti-
cal radiosity algorithms and methods developed in Nosal
et al.1 First, the predictions suggest that 150 patches, dis-
cretization periods of 1/4000 s, and impulse responses pre-
dicted exactly for slightly over half of the total predicted
length of the response, where cutoff times are determined by
Eq. ~1!, are sufficient for accurate prediction in these enclo-
sures. Second, different distributions of absorption have a
significant effect on the sound fields in enclosures with dif-
fusely reflecting boundaries—more uniform distributions

TABLE VII. Parameter predictions by ray tracing for the four cubic rooms
with ~a! 1 million rays;~b! 50 million rays;~c! average over 64 runs with 1
million rays @diffuse reflection, 500 reflections, 24 kHz,~0.1 m!3 receiver#.

Cube
Lp

~dB!
C80

~dB!
D50

~%!
EDT
~s!

RT
~s!

TS
~ms!

~a! 1 84.58 2.15 46.23 1.21 1.24 92.89
2 83.29 2.45 46.41 1.03 1.09 86.41
3 83.95 2.24 47.97 1.26 1.18 92.91
4 83.86 2.31 46.46 1.15 1.13 91.82

~b! 1 84.57 1.98 46.89 1.22 1.22 93.71
~c! 1 84.57 2.02 45.87 1.22 1.23 94.50

2 83.45 2.83 49.69 1.13 0.98 84.95
3 84.31 2.31 46.24 1.18 1.16 91.38
4 83.84 2.24 46.80 1.18 1.18 91.31
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lead to slower decays~hence longer reverberation times,
higher center times, and lower clarities and definitions!.
Moreover, computational time complexity increases as the
square of the number of patches, while memory complexity
increases linearly with the number of patches. Both time and
memory complexity are inversely proportional to time reso-
lution. Furthermore, estimation of form factors by way of
configuration factors~such as those predicted byHELIOSFF!
does not significantly affect prediction accuracy. In general,
radiosity smears energy in time, and eliminates any strong
reflections from the echogram. This may make it insufficient
for realistic rendering~auralization! of sound fields, in which
strong signals have considerable effect on listener percep-
tion.

Although not expected, significant differences between
radiosity and diffuse ray-tracing echogram predictions were
found. There is reason to believe that the ray-tracing predic-
tions had not converged for 1 million rays, or even for 50
million rays, and that echograms for radiosity and ray tracing
would look more similar for converged predictions. Ray-
tracing predictions averaged over 64 runs had more similari-
ties in the late decay and in parameter predictions. Limita-
tions of the algorithms, and of current computing
capabilities, may be the restrictive factor for a perfect com-
parison.

Despite the differences in the detailed echograms, the
discretized echograms predicted by radiosity are similar to
those predicted by ray tracing, as are parameter predictions.
In the case of the cubic enclosures considered in this re-
search, these are within 16% forC80, 8% for RT, EDT, TS,
andD50, and 2% forLp .

The question of why radiosity and ray tracing predict
different echograms is of immediate interest to future re-
search in acoustical radiosity. Ideally, further simulations
would be run, for a sufficiently large number of rays in ray
tracing and, possibly, for a very fine meshing of the enclo-
sure for radiosity. In addition, it would be interesting to look
further into the conditions for convergence of acoustical ra-
diosity and to do further comparisons to ray tracing—
possibly for noncubic, and even nonrectangular enclosures.
Beyond this, comparisons of radiosity predictions~and those
by ray tracing for various surface-reflection laws! to mea-
surements made in real rooms are needed to validate the
methods.
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On the kinematics of broadband multipath scintillation
and the approach to saturation
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Utilizing a simple model in which the acoustic wave function is a sum of independent Gaussian
wave packets, the relative intensity variance or scintillation index~SI! is analytically calculated. The
model has an unspecified probability density function~PDF! for wave packet amplitudes and
Gaussian PDFs for travel-time-induced and non-travel-time-induced phase shifts; amplitudes and
both phase shifts are assumed to be mutually uncorrelated. It is shown that a proper treatment of the
mean field is required to obtain the saturation value, SI51, in the limit of a large number of
interfering wave packets. The analytic formulas for SI allow identification of important wave packet
parameters in the approach to saturation. Criteria are identified for both broadband and narrow-band
cases for which the approach to saturation is from above and below 1. It is demonstrated that the
broadband approach to saturation is much slower than the narrow-band cases, since wave packets
separated in time by more than an inverse bandwidth do not strongly contribute to interference. This
effect is quantified by the time–bandwidth product. The model is also used to obtain an analytic
expression for pulse time spread; it is shown that multipath conditions which favor a rapid approach
to saturation do not favor large pulse spread. ©2004 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1798356#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Long-range ocean acoustic propagation experiments in
both deep and shallow water are characterized by an ubiqui-
tous broadband multipath arrival structure which requires in-
terpretation ~Duda et al. 1992; Colosi et al., 2001; Chiu
et al., 2004; Fredrickset al., 2003!. Of fundamental impor-
tance to ocean remote sensing and signal processing in this
multipath environment is the development of strong wave
scattering and the approach to saturation where the real and
imaginary parts of the wave-field envelope become indepen-
dent Gaussian random variables. Understanding the approach
to saturation is an exercise in understanding how indepen-
dent contributions from the scattered wave field produce in-
terference so that the sum of all these contributions leads~via
the central limit theorem! to Gaussian noise.1 A fully satu-
rated wave field has an intensity probability density function
~PDF! that is the two degree of freedom chi-square distribu-
tion ~i.e., negative exponential!

P~ I !5
1

^I &
expF2

I

^I &G , ~1!

so that the moments of the field become

^I n&5n! ^I &n. ~2!

Also, the phase of the wave field is uniformly distributed
between2p and p. A useful measure of saturation is the
relative intensity variance or scintillation index given by

SI5
^I 2&

^I &2
21, ~3!

and, using Eq.~2! it is seen that the saturation value of SI is
1. Figure 1 shows a sketch of two possible routes to satura-
tion. In one case, which is typically a high-frequency or geo-
metrical optics case, SI overshoots 1, forming the partially
saturated or strong focusing regime~Flattéet al., 1979! and
saturation is approached from above 1. In the other case,
which is typically a low-frequency or diffractive case, SI
simply grows monotonically to approach 1 from below.
In this paper, kinematical conditions are obtained which
describe the approach to saturation from either above or
below 1.

In studying the approach to saturation, analytic results
are difficult to obtain. Dashen~1979!, for example, has com-
puted first-order corrections to Eq.~2!, in the partially satu-
rated regime, using the path integral formalism so that

^I n&5n! ^I &n@11 1
2n~n21!a#, ~4!

where a can be computed explicitly using a spectrum of
index of refraction variations.2 In this case SI5112a, anda
is always positive. Later, Dashenet al. ~1993! improved
upon the series expansion to get faster convergence in the
case of a constant background wave speed and homogeneous
isotropic turbulence with a pure power law. Comparing to
Monte Carlo numerical simulations, they were able to accu-
rately predict moments up tôI 4& from the saturated region
where SI51 to near the partially saturated region where SI
can have a maximum. However, these approaches are limited
in that there is no waveguide, the Markov approximation is
made, the approach to saturation is only from above 1, and
there is no account of broadband effects. Numerical ap-
proaches have been very useful for atmospheric optics appli-
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cations~Martin and Flatte´, 1988, 1990; Flatte´, Bracher, and
Wang, 1994! and for some ocean cases~Ewart and Percival,
1986; Ewart, 1989!, but it is hard to isolate the important
physics, and again broadband effects have not been treated.

In this paper a simple analytic form of SI is put forth
which is based on the interference of independent random
phasors modeled as Gaussian wave packets. Explicitly, a sum
of Gaussian wave packets~Gasiorowicz, 1974! at time t can
be written

p~ t !5 (
k51

N

ake
2~ t2tk

gr
!2/~2DT2! cos@v0~ t2tk

ph!2uk#, ~5!

wherev0 is the center frequency,ak is a real amplitude,DT
is the time width of the Gaussian wave packet (Dv[1/DT is
the frequency width of the Gaussian!, tk

gr and tk
ph are the

group and phase delays, anduk is a frequency-independent
phase shift. It must be noted that the amplitudesak , and the
delaystk

gr andtk
ph are all slow functions of geophysical time,

but this dependence is not explicitly noted because we are
considering independent realizations of the field. This model
is quite general and may equally describe the interference
along a single temporally resolved wavefront~given ad-
equate bandwidth! or it may describe the interference over
the entire arrival pattern as in single-frequency cases. Acous-
tic waves are nondispersive, sotgr5tph, and the phase shift
uk may be associated with, for example, the number of caus-
tics that the wave packet has traversed. Utilizing the nondis-
persive property and demodulating Eq.~5! leads toc, the
complex envelope ofp

c~ t !5 (
k51

N

ake
2~ t2tk!2/~2DT2!e2 ivtke2 iuk, ~6!

where we denotetk5tgr5tph. For the forthcoming analysis
it is useful to write the demodulated field at the mean travel
time of the multipathstm so that

c~ tm!5e2 ivtm(
k51

N

ake
2dtk

2/~2DT2!e2 ivdtke2 iuk

5e2 ivtm(
k51

N

ake
2Q2fk

2/2e2 ifke2 iuk, ~7!

where Q[Dv/v0 , and fk[v0dtk5v0(tm2tk) is the
phase change associated with the travel time of the pulse.3 In
Eq. ~7! we have assumed that the mean travel times of the
multipaths are the same, and thus this term will have no
effect on the statistics of intensity. The multipaths are as-
sumed uncorrelated and for an individual multipath the am-
plitude, group delay, and phase shifts are all assumed to be
uncorrelated, so that

^akf j&5^aku j&5^fku j&50,

^akaj&5^a&2~kÞ j !, ^akak&5^a2&
~8!

^fkf j&5F2dk, j , and ^uku j&5Q2dk, j .

The phasesfk anduk are assumed to be zero-mean Gaussian
random variables with variancesF2 andQ2, but the PDF of
the amplitudea is unconstrained.4 N may be considered the
number of independent multipaths, which in general will be
different from the total number of multipaths. In real random
media problemsN is a random variable,5 but in this study we
will treat it as a constant. IfN is independent of the other
parameters in this problem, the results of this paper could be
used with a PDF ofN to further ensemble average the inten-
sity moments.

Loosely, the physical basis of the model@Eq. ~7!# is ray
theory, where the group delayfk is associated with travel-
time fluctuations, the phaseuk is associated with the number
of caustics that the ray has passed through, and the amplitude
variation is associated with fluctuations of the ray tube. This
model is useful since recent ray theory results~Brown et al.,
2003; Wolfson and Tomsovic, 2001; Beron-Veraet al., 2003!
have been able to describe several observables from long-
range acoustic transmission experiments. The ray theory also
provides analytic models for both amplitude and phase vari-
ability. However, the analogy is not perfect as the phase,uk,
in ray theory is not a continuous random variable, but is
quantized in units ofp/2.6 Also, Eq.~7! can be interpreted in
mode language where variations of the group and phase de-
lays ~both continuous random variables! are associated with
mode coupling. However, in this analogy the assumption of a
symmetric Gaussian wave packet is not appropriate to the
dispersive nature of modal wave packets.

A noteworthy omission in the present model is that cor-
relations between multipaths are not treated. This effect is
known to be crucial to the partially saturated regime whereN
is small and strong coherent caustic formation dominates the
field ~Flattéet al., 1979; Mikhalevsky, 1982!. Further, it has
been suggested from path integral results~Flatté, 1983! and
numerical simulations@Bracher and Flatte´, 1993; Flatte´,
Bracher and Wang, 1994# in an atmospheric optics context
~power-law random media! that the approach to saturation is
controlled by the disintegration of multipath correlations,
where the small-scale index of refraction fluctuations con-
tributes to the creation of independent multipaths, while the

FIG. 1. Sketch of two different routes to saturation. They axis is scintilla-
tion index and thex axis is a generic scattering strength index which could
be propagation range, variance of the index of refraction, intensity variance
computed by weak fluctuation theory, etc.
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large-scale modulations create correlations between these
multipaths. This physical picture is the basis of so-called
convolution PDFs like the log-normal convolved with expo-
nential intensity PDF that has had some success in describing
numerical simulations through turbulence spectra@Bracher
and Flatte´, 1993; Flatte´, Bracher, and Wang, 1994#. The
present model takes a different, more kinematical view, and
exposes constraints on parameters like the sourceQ function,
number of interferersN, phase variancesF2 and Q2, and
amplitude variations of the interfering wave as the saturation
limit is reached. This approach should be valid in some neig-
borhood of full saturation once multipath correlations have
weakened.

Using the present model@Eqs. ~7! and ~8!# it is found
that a proper treatment of the mean field is essential to ob-
taining a correct understanding of the approach to saturation.
This point has been appreciated in the optical propagation
literature and is the basis of the Rice–Nakagami amplitude
distribution ~Rice, 1944; Strohbehn, 1978, and references
therein!. Several important results are found from defining a
proper mean centered wave function. First, under both
narrow-band and broadband conditions the scintillation in-
dex can approach 1 from either above or below 1, yet for the
broadband case it is much more difficult to achieve an ap-
proach from below 1. Further, it is found that broadband
signals approach saturation more slowly because the effec-
tive number of interfering waves is reduced by a factor pro-
portional to the time–bandwidth product. That is to say,
wave packets more than an inverse bandwidth away from
each other do not strongly interfere and thus do not contrib-
ute to saturation. The ratio of^a4&/^a2&2, effectively the kur-
tosis of the multipath amplitude PDF, has significance for
both broadband and narrow-band cases and competes against
N to drive the system to saturation. Further, it is shown that
for broadband cases, conditions which favor a rapid ap-
proach to saturation do not favor a large pulse time spread.

The outline of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II analytic
calculations of intensity moments are presented and used in
the analysis of SI. In Sec. III the approach to saturation is
discussed and a model based on ray theory is put forward to
demonstrate the approach to saturation as a function of
propagation range. Section IV presents results for pulse time
spread as saturation is approached. A summary is given in
Sec. V.

II. A STATISTICAL MODEL OF MULTIPATH
SCINTILLATION

Details of the model calculations are now given. The
wave function,c, is described by Eq.~7! and the assumed
multipath statistics stated in Eq.~8! are used. The mean in-
tensity is

^I &5^cc* &5 (
k51

N

(
j 51

N

^akaj&^e
i ~uk2u j !&

3^e2Q2~fk
2
1f j

2
!/2ei ~fk2f j !&. ~9!

Making use of the assumption of Gaussian phases, the fol-
lowing basic results can be easily obtained:

^e2mQ2f2/2ein f&5
1

~11mQ2F2!1/2

3expF2
n2

2

F2

~11mQ2F2!
G , ~10!

^e2mQ2f2/2&5
1

~11mQ2F2!1/2
, ~11!

andm is required to be greater than zero. In Eq.~9! there are
N, j 5k terms in the double sum and they are evaluated using
Eq. ~11!, while there areN(N21) terms withj Þk and these
are evaluated using Eq.~10!. Combining both results gives

^I &5
N^a2&

~112Q2F2!1/2
1

N~N21!^a&2

11Q2F2
F1g2, ~12!

where

Fm~F,Q!5expF2
F2

11mQ2F2G , and

g25exp@2Q2#. ~13!

The mean intensity is seen to be the sum of two terms, the
first of which comes from the correlation of two identical
wave packets, and the second which comes from the as-
sumed uncorrelated nonidentical pairs.

The calculation for̂ I 2& proceeds along similar lines

^I 2&5^cc* cc* &5 (
k51

N

(
j 51

N

(
m51

N

(
n51

N

^akajaman&

3^ei ~uk2u j 1um2un!&

3^e2Q2~fk
2
1f j

2
1fm

2
1fn

2
!/2ei ~fk2f j 1fm2fn!&, ~14!

except the combinatorics is more difficult. A cumbersome
but straightforward calculation utilizing Eqs.~10! and ~11!
leads to the mean-square intensity

^I 2&5
N^a4&

~114Q2F2!1/2
1

N~N21!^a2&2

~112Q2F2!
~F2

4g812!

1
4N~N21!^a3&^a&~F3F1!1/2g2

~~113Q2F2!~11Q2F2!!1/2

1
2N~N21!~N22!^a2&^a&2F1g2

~11Q2F2!~112Q2F2!1/2
~F2

2g412!

1
N~N21!~N22!~N23!^a&4F1

2g4

~11Q2F2!2
. ~15!

The mean-square intensity is seen to be the sum of five terms
which come from the five different ways of combining four
wave packets. The first and last terms are from combinations
of all identical and all different wave packets, while the third
term is from three identical wave packets and one different.
The second and fourth terms are, respectively, from combi-
nations of two pairs of identical wave packets, and one pair
of identical and one pair of different wave packets. An im-
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portant parameter in these equations gauging the effects of
bandwidth is the ‘‘time–bandwidth’’ product QF
5(Dv/v0)(v0^(dtgr)2&1/2)5Dv^(dtgr)2&1/2 ~Munk and
Wunsch, 1983!. However, in the limit of very largeN ~fixing
the other variables!, one finds that̂ I 2&→^I &2 and thus SI
}N21. It is seen that asN becomes large, SI→0 so that a
proper saturation value of SI51 is not obtained. In this case
the moments are dominated by the contributions from prod-
ucts of independent wave packets of which there are a large
number @for example, the second term in Eq.~12! which
scales likeN(N21) as opposed to the first term which scales
like N#. These independent wave packet contributions are
associated with a background energy, or mean field which is
not directly related to scintillation. Thus, to examine this
issue in more detail we compute the mean field. Taking the
expectation value of Eq.~7! gives the mean field

^c&5
N^a&

~11Q2F2!1/2
F1

1/2g. ~16!

For Q50 the mean field reduces to the familiar expression
N^a&exp@2(F21Q2)/2#. It is seen that in a multipath envi-
ronment, the mean field may attain a significant value since
increasingN can offset the effects of increasingF or Q:
In ray theory, N can increase exponentially. Further, the
dependence of the mean field onF goes from exponen-
tial ~exp@2F/2#! for a narrow-band signal to a weaker
1/(QF) for a broadband signal.

To rectify the mean-field problem, a new mean centered
wave function,c r5c2^c& is defined which leads to the
result that

^I r&5^I &2^c&25
N^a2&

~112Q2F2!1/2
2

N^a&2

11Q2F2
F1g2.

~17!

Note here that after removing the mean field from the mean
intensity, the dependence onN has dropped from quadratic to
linear. Another cumbersome calculation leads to the result

^I r
2&5^I 2&12^c&2~2^I &1^c2&!23^c&424^c&

3^cc* c& ~18!

5
N^a4&

~114Q2F2!1/2
1

N~N21!^a2&2

~112Q2F2!
~F2

4g812!

2
4N^a3&^a&~F3F1!1/2g2

~~113Q2F2!~11Q2F2!!1/2

2
2N~N22!^a2&^a&2F1g2

~11Q2F2!~112Q2F2!1/2
~F2

2g412!

1
3N~N22!^a&4F1

2g4

~11Q2F2!2
. ~19!

Equations~17! and~19! are used to analytically compute the
scintillation index SI, and it is found that Gaussian statistics
are indeed obtained in the limit of largeN. These equations
will guide the interpretation of the approach to saturation,
which is discussed next.

III. APPROACH TO SATURATION

Equations~17! and ~19! are still a bit unwieldy, so it is
instructive to look at two distinct cases of~1! single fre-
quency (Q50) and large phase variance~F, Q@1! and ~2!
large time–bandwidth product, (QF@1). In this discussion,
a narrow-band signal (Q!1) is associated with the single-
frequency case. In the narrow-band and broadband cases, the
scintillation index is found to be7

SI.11
1

N S ^a4&

^a2&2
22D

1O~g2,F0~F,0!! narrow band, ~20!

SI.11
1

N S QF
^a4&

^a2&2
22D

1O~g2,1/QF!, broadband. ~21!

Note that because of the complex dependency of Eqs.~17!
and ~19! on Q, the asymptotic narrow-band and broadband
cases@Eqs.~20! and~21!# cannot be related to one another as
a smooth function ofQ. Several points are noteworthy from
Eqs.~20! and ~21!.

A. Approach to saturation from above or below 1

First, SI will approach 1 if the second terms in Eqs.~20!
and~21! go to zero. This limit will be approached from either
above or below 1 depending on the sign of the terms multi-
plying 1/N. In the narrow-band case the transition from an
approach from above 1 to below 1 is at^a4&/^a2&252, while
the broadband case requiresQF ^a4&/^a2&252, with the ad-
ditional requirement thatQF@1. The magnitude of
^a4&/^a2&2 is a measure of the importance of the tails in the
PDF of the amplitude, and can be considered a kurtosis mea-
sure. In subsequent discussion we will refer to this parameter
as the kurtosis of the amplitude distribution. Therefore, in a
broadband context, the PDF of amplitude fluctuations from
the interferers must fall off very rapidly in the tails to get an
approach to saturation from below 1.

To get a feeling for the orders of magnitude, some
sample PDFs for the multipath amplitudes~a! can be exam-
ined. For the idealized case of no amplitude fluctuations~i.e.,
where ^a4&/^a2&251), the broadband case yieldsQF52
for the transition. The narrow-band case always approaches 1
from below~Dyer, 1970!. A Rayleigh PDF fora ~exponential
in intensity! has been obtained for mode amplitudes~Dozier
and Tappert, 1978; Colosi and Flatte´, 1996!. For the narrow-
band case with Rayleigh amplitudes, a vanishing first-order
correction term is obtained since^a4&/^a2&252 @Eq. ~2!# so
that higher order terms are need to describe the approach to
saturation. However, for the broadband case and Rayleigh
amplitudes, one finds the transition between SI approaching
1 from above or below atQF51. As a final example, ray
theory results indicate that the PDF ofa is close to log nor-
mal ~Wolfson and Tomsovic, 2002; Brownet al., 2003;
Beron-Veraet al., 2003!, and for a log-normal PDF~variance
s2 and meanm! the moments ofa are
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^an&5expFs2n2

2
1mnG , so that

^a4&

^a2&2
5exp@4s2#.

~22!

Therefore, the condition for̂a4&/^a2&252 is s5(ln 2)1/2/2
→1.8 dB, which is a very modest value for the amplitude
variation, and is in fact much smaller than simulated multi-
path amplitude variations~see Sec. III C.! Thus, it is seen
that the conditions to get an approach to saturation from
below 1 impose a strong restriction on the PDF of multipath
amplitude fluctuations.

B. Corrections to Rayleigh statistics

In both broadband and narrow-band situations, the cor-
rection to SI51 near saturation is controlled by the factor

bSI5
1

Neff

^a4&

^a2&2 H Neff5N for Q50,

Neff5N/QF for QÞ0,
~23!

whereNeff is the effective number of interfering waves. In
the narrow-band caseNeff5N, but in the broadband case
Neff5N/(QF). Thus, the time–bandwidth productQF in-
creases the correction to SI51, so that the system is further
from saturation. It must be noted that in the narrow-band
case the phase variancesF2 andQ2 are on equal footing as
both terms are associated with exponentially decaying terms
~i.e., F0 andg2). In the narrow-band case these travel-time-
induced and non-travel-time-induced phases contribute to the
approach to saturation only to the extent of wiping out all but
a few terms in SI. The broadband case is different because
the travel-time-induced phase shifts are now tied to the shift-
ing of the pulse envelope, and thus we see that thebSI pa-
rameter is a function ofF2 and not a function ofQ2 ~and
thusg2). In this broadband case, it is seen that group delays
have a larger role in the approach to saturation.

As an acoustic field propagates out in range, it is ex-
pected thatN, F, and ^a4&/^a2&2 will all increase. The ap-
proach to saturation as a function of range will depend on the
competition of these factors as related by thebSI expression
@Eq. ~23!#. IncreasingN speeds the approach to saturation,
but increasinĝ a4&/^a2&2 can counteract theN effect and
slow down the approach to saturation. Further, for the broad-
band case the counterintuitive result is obtained that increas-
ing phase varianceF actually slows the approach to satura-
tion by reducingNeff . This means physically that pulses
separated by more than an inverse bandwidth will not sig-
nificantly interfere and thus contribute to saturation.

C. A ray chaos example

It is instructive to use Eqs.~17! and~19! in an example
to understand potential range variation of SI; the approxi-
mate forms for SI@Eqs.~20! and~21!# are also used to dem-
onstrate their regime of validity. A ray theory example is
treated since there are theoretical models for all parameters.
However, we will ignore the influence of the non-travel-
time-induced phase fluctuationsu, since we have seen theo-
retically that at best they are on equal footing with the travel-
time-induced phase fluctuations in the narrow-band case, and
in the broadband case they are much less significant than the

travel-time-induced phase fluctuations. For ray theory the
PDF of ray amplitude is log normal, and the variances2

grows linearly with range~Wolfson and Tomsovic, 2001;
Beron-Veraet al., 2003!. Further, the ray theory model has
N5exp(nR) ~Tappert and Tang, 1996! and gives the expo-
nential increase in multipaths. A reasonable model is to as-
sumeF2 to grow diffusively with range. So, for this ex-
ample, parametrizations of the form

N~R!5exp~Rn!, F2~R!5F0
2R/R0 ,

^an&~R!5exp@ 1
2s0

2Rn2/R0#, ~24!

are adopted. Numerical simulations of ray propagation
through internal wave sound-speed perturbations for a long-
range propagation experiment suggestF0

2;4p2, s0
2;5, R0

53000 km, andn;1/100 km~Beron-Veraet al., 2003!. Note
that in this model the correction to Rayleigh statistics param-
eter

bSI5
1

N

^a4&

^a2&2
5

exp@4s0
2R/R0#

exp@nR#

5exp@2R~n24s0
2/R0!#, ~25!

is governed by two competing exponentials, and so the satu-
ration limit SI51 can only be obtained ifn.4s0

2/R0 . Equa-
tions ~17! and~19! as well as Eqs.~20! and~21! are used to
compute SI, and Fig. 2 shows the anticipated range variation.
The modeled SI values are above 1 in the first few 100 km,
and then saturate very close to 1 at about 2000 km. The
broadband case is seen to reach saturation at a longer range.

IV. SATURATION AND THE MEAN PULSE

In broadband propagation the approach to saturation is
accompanied by a distortion of the pulse from the transmit-
ted form ~Flattéet al., 1979!. In the previous section it was
shown that the approach to saturation is slowed by increasing
QF, since pulses separated in time by more than an inverse
bandwidth will not significantly interfere. In this section it
will be shown how this kinematical constraint imposes a
limit on pulse time spread. Pulse distortion can be quantified
by examining the mean pulse and its time spread~Dashen,
Flatté, and Reynolds, 1985!. The calculation of the mean
pulse begins with Eq.~6!, which can be written

c~ t !5e2 ivtm(
k51

N

ake
2~ t2tm2dtk!2/~2DT2!e2 ivdtke2 iuk

5e2 ivtm(
k51

N

ake
2Q2~f~ t !2fk!2/2e2 ifke2 iuk,

f~ t !5v0~ t2tm!. ~26!

Utilizing the same assumptions as before@Eq. ~8!#, the mean
pulse is then simply written as
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^I ~f~ t !!&5^c~ t !c* ~ t !&5 (
k51

N

(
j 51

N

^akaj&^e
i ~uk2u j !&

3^e2Q2@~f~ t !2fk!21~f~ t !2f j !
2#/2ei ~fk2f j !&.

~27!

The expectation values in the mean pulse involve basic
Gaussian integrals which can be solved by traditional means
to obtain

^I ~f~ t !!&5I 0~ t !S N^a2&

~112Q2F2!1/2
expF2Q2F2Q2f2~ t !

112Q2F2 G
1

N~N21!^a&2F1g2

11Q2F2
expFQ2F2Q2f2~ t !

11Q2F2 G D ,

~28!

whereI 0(t)5exp(2Q2f2(t)) is the unperturbed pulse. Here,
^I (t5tm)& is the same as the mean intensity in Eq.~12!. The
reader will note that the expression for the mean pulse does

not have the mean field removed@though the modification is
trivial via Eq. ~17!#: Here, the issue of the mean field is not
important and we are interested in the time spread of the total
field.

The pulse width is defined as the full width at half maxi-
mum intensity and so, for the unperturbed pulse, the width is
simply 2(ln 2)1/2/Dv. The width of the perturbed pulset0 is
investigated in the limit of large time–bandwidth product
QF@1. In this caset0 is obtained from the solution of a
quadratic equation yielding

y52z1~z21z11/2!1/2, z5bt exp~Q22!/A8, ~29!

bt5
^a2&

^a&2

QF

N21

1

g2
, ~30!

t0
254t2 ln y22, t5F/v0 . ~31!

It proves useful to define the pulse spread relative to the
unperturbed pulse and measured in units of inverse band-
width tb51/Dv, so the spread is

FIG. 2. Upper panel: Range variation of SI using a ray
theory model as discussed in the text. The heavy curves
are for Q50.5 and the light curves are forQ50.
Dashed curves are for asymptotic estimates of SI using
Eqs.~21! ~heavy! and~20! ~light!. Lower panel: Range
evolution ofbSI for Q50.5 andQ50.

FIG. 3. Upper panel: Range variation of the relative
pulse time spread (t r , measured in inverse bandwidths!
using a ray theory model as discussed in the text. The
time spread is computed using Eq.~32!, with Q50.5
~heavy line!. Also plotted is the range dependence of
QF ~light line!. Lower panel: Range evolution ofbt .
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t r
254~Q2F2 ln~y22~bt ,Q!2 ln 2!. ~32!

The pulse spread is controlled by a parameter much like the
scintillation index parameterbSI ; this parameter is called the
spread parameterbt . For SI to approach 1,bSI must ap-
proach zero. Pulse spread grows in two ways which can oc-
cur simultaneously; one in whichbt increases and one in
which F increases. In the first case whenbt is large then
y→0, makingt0 large; in this case pulse spread, unlike SI, is
affected by the frequency-independent phase shift factorg2,
which under strong scattering conditions~g→0! will contrib-
ute to increasing the spread. Thus, as seen before, conditions
which favor an approach to saturation (bSI!1) do not favor
large pulse spread (bt@1). To demonstrate these effects,t0

is computed for the previously described ray theory model.
Figure 3 shows the evolution in range oft r and it is seen that
the pulse spread does not grow rapidly, but increases likeAR
in accord with the increase inF.

V. SUMMARY

A kinematic model of broadband multipath scintillation
is put forward to describe scintillation index SI and pulse
timespreadt0 dependencies on sourceQ, number of interfer-
ers N, travel-time and non-travel-time-induced phase delay
variancesF and Q, and interferer’s amplitude variability.
This model assumes independent multipaths, and thus is
strictly valid only in a neighborhood where SI is near 1,
though the extent of this neighborhood is not known. It is
found that SI can approach 1 from either above or below, and
this behavior is critically dependent on the kurtosis of the
multipath amplitude PDF (^a4&/^a2&2), and the time–
bandwidth product (QF). For narrow-band and broadband
signals, the conditions to approach 1 from above are

^a4&

^a2&2
.2, narrow band, ~33!

^a4&

^a2&2
.

2

QF
, broadband. ~34!

These relations have important implications for the partially
saturated regime, since an approach to saturation from above
1 is associated with a strong focusing regime and a local
maximum in SI. Bandwidth is seen to place strong con-
straints on the problem, and only multipath amplitude PDFs
with relatively small kurtosis will result in an approach to
saturation from below 1. The corrections to Rayleigh statis-
tics at SI51 are governed by the parameterbSI @Eq. ~23!#
and here it is seen that increasing multipath amplitude kur-
tosis and time–bandwidth product competes with increasing
N to drive the system to saturation. In this case one sees the
counterintuitive result that increasing phase varianceF2 ac-
tually slows the approach to saturation. Further, it is shown
that group delays~i.e., phase variations associated with
travel-time changes,F2) are the important phase variations
leading to saturation.

Regarding pulse time spreadt0 , two mechanisms are
shown to lead to pulse broadening. In one case, a pulse
spread parameterbt@1 @Eq. ~30!# leads to large pulse
spread, and in the other increasingF leads to spread. The

spread parameterbt is closely related to the saturation pa-
rameterbSI , so that the conditionbSI!1 ~which implies
bt!1) for saturation is not conducive to large pulse spread
through the first mechanism.

The results of this paper are kinematic, not dynamic, and
it is the hope of the authors that these results will help guide
the interpretation of numerical simulations, and further
theory on the difficult topic of the approach to saturation.
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In conventional biomedical photoacoustic imaging systems, a pulsed laser is used to generate
time-of-flight acoustic information of the subsurface features. This paper reports the theoretical and
experimental development of a new frequency-domain~FD! photo-thermo-acoustic~PTA! principle
featuring frequency sweep~chirp! and heterodyne modulation and lock-in detection of a
continuous-wave laser source at 1064 nm wavelength. PTA imaging is a promising new technique
which is being developed to detect tumor masses in turbid biological tissue. Owing to the linear
relationship between the depth of acoustic signal generation and the delay time of signal arrival to
the transducer, information specific to a particular depth can be associated with a particular
frequency in the chirp signal. Scanning laser modulation with a linear frequency sweep method
preserves the depth-to-delay time linearity and recovers FD-PTA signals from a range of depths.
Preliminary results performed on rubber samples and solid tissue phantoms indicate that the
FD-PTA technique has the potential to be a reliable tool for biomedical depth-profilometric
imaging. © 2004 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1819393#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The photoacoustic~PA!, or more precisely, photo-
thermo-acoustic~PTA! effect, is the process of light being
absorbed by a material, creating a temperature change fol-
lowed by a localized volume expansion leading to the gen-
eration of acoustic waves. In addition to obvious applications
in the area of subsurface depth profilometry of defects in
materials,1 there have been many advances in applying pho-
toacoustic monitoring to soft tissue imaging, cancerous le-
sion detection, and subdermal depth profilometry in the last
decade. In recent years, the field of laser optoacoustic~or
photoacoustic! applications to biomedical imaging has en-
joyed very rapid development,2–4 becoming the object of
broader attention by the biophotonics community.5 This is so
because PA detection has shown concrete promise of depth
profilometric imaging in turbid media at depths significantly
larger than accessible by purely optical methodologies.6 In
state-of-the-art laser PA instrumentation and measurement
systems in turbid media, as developed by some of the major
research groups in this field,6–10 pulsed lasers have always
been the PA signal source of choice. The major reasons for
this choice are twofold:~a! Following optical absorption of a
short laser pulse by turbid tissue, optical-to-thermal energy
conversion and localized PTA volume expansion detection,
the acoustic propagation received within approximately 1ms
after the end of the laser pulse is essentially thermally adia-
batic: it carries information about the thermal shape of the

absorber, which substantially coincides with its geometric
shape before any significant heat conduction can deform the
image at later times;11 ~b! In pulsed photoacoustics a large
amount of the available energy is imparted to the Fourier
spectral components of the PTA signal response, which cor-
respond to the early times~or high frequencies! after the
arrival of the acoustic pulse at the transducer, thus yielding
acceptable signal-to-noise ratios under coadded transient
pulse detection.12 Pulsed PTA detection, however, presents
disadvantages in terms of laser jitter noise, acoustic and ther-
mal noise within the wide bandwidth of the transducer, easy-
to-miss nascent factors of contrast-generating subsurface fea-
tures amidst the series of stronger acoustic reflections for
other neighboring structural inhomogeneities and bound-
aries, as well as strong background signals from sound-
scattering tissue. These mechanisms tend to limit system de-
tectivity and signal-to-noise ratio~SNR! and construe
important limitations because they may seriously compro-
mise the contributions to the signal of contrast-generating
subsurface features and thus limit the ability to monitor na-
scent and small-size tumors by the PTA process. In addition,
very large pulsed-laser peak irradiances incident on living
tissue may have detrimental effects, and for this reason very
low average pulse energies (,5 mJ) are used at the expense
of SNR. Besides, it is difficult to construct linear, low-noise
detection systems for a wide range of pulsed amplitudes, a
common requirement for patient-specific diagnostics. Nor-
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mally, acoustic responses from turbid media are time gated
and Fourier transformed into the frequency domain in order
to determine and match the peak response of the transducer
with the frequency contents of the PTA signal.13 Quantita-
tively, tissue inhomogeneity parameter measurements are de-
rived from the peak of the frequency spectrum of the trans-
formed signal.

Frequency-domain~FD! PTA methodologies can offer
alternative detection and imaging schemes with concrete ad-
vantages over pulsed laser photoacoustics. These advantages
include:~a! Low fluence of the harmonic or frequency-swept
~chirped! laser modulation, with the concomitant advantage
of a much higher tissue damage threshold. A combination of
harmonically modulated and chirped detection
methodologies12 can overcome the possible disadvantage of
lower signal levels under single-frequency harmonic modu-
lation at high, thermally adiabatic frequencies (; MHz),
while retaining the speed and wide temporal range of pulsed
laser responses. The superior signal-to-noise ratio of the ul-
tranarrow lock-in amplifier bandpass filter can offset much of
the SNR deterioration at MHz frequencies. Frequency chirps
may also recover the strength of the high-frequency Fourier
components through fast-Fourier transformation of the
frequency-domain transfer function to time-domain impulse-
response, thus matching the major advantage of pulsed-laser
excitation;~b! Depth profilometry over a very wide range of
frequencies. The depth range in turbid media depends on the
acoustic velocity and the optical extinction coefficient at the
probe wavelength. Therefore, through precise time gating by
use of optimal boundary~minimum and maximum! frequen-
cies in a laser chirp, depth localization can be effected in a
much more controllable fashion than with a pulsed laser. The
chirp can be further tailored to center around a particular
feature of interest, thus offering a high degree of depth con-
trollability and efficient rejection of undesirable acoustic re-
flections outside the time gate, thus minimizing unwanted
interference effects.~c! Possible parallel multichannel
lock-in signal processing and image generation in quasireal
time;14,15 ~d! A substantially wider signal dynamic range
through use of lock-in filtering; and~e! A simple instrumen-
tal normalization procedure through division with a reference
signal in the frequency-domain, as opposed to nontrivial de-
convolution in the time domain, especially with highly non-
linear ~e.g., resonant! ultrasonic transducers. Yet, FD and/or
hybrid methods have not been pursued historically in bio-
medical PTA imaging.

In this paper we report the theoretical and experimental
development of a new frequency-swept lock-in PTA depth
profilometric imaging methodology for ultimate use with
biomedical turbid media. The problem of linear PTA pressure
wave generation from a solid immersed in a liquid is ad-
dressed and a mathematical model for a three-layered
liquid–solid–liquid system is formulated. A modulated cw
laser beam incident on the top surface of an absorbing solid
is considered as the source of PTA waves inside the solid.
Coupled small-amplitude~linear! wave equations are solved
in the solid and fluid, and the resulting predictions are com-
pared to experimental data obtained using a laser operating
within the relatively nonabsorbing range of human tissue

~1064 nm! and a commercial acoustic transducer as the re-
ceiver. The present one-dimensional model also accounts for
acoustic attenuation and optical absorption effects. The
single-frequency model was further extended to include lin-
early frequency-swept laser amplitude modulation via chirp-
ing the laser source, and theoretical data were compared to
experimental results on a rubber sample immersed in water.
The results indicate that the frequency-domain PTA field is
closely associated with the location and dimensions of a sub-
surface object, its acoustic impedance, acoustic damping
property, and optical absorption coefficient. By scanning
across a sample surface area of interest, 2D and/or 3D im-
ages can be obtained by combining the depth profilometric
scans obtained at each point and at a fixed acoustic delay
time. Preliminary experimental results using artificial subsur-
face defects in rubber and solid tissue phantoms are also
presented. This method allows one to increase subsurface
feature resolution by time gating and imaging only selected
depth slices to the exclusion of other overlying or underlying
features.

II. THEORY OF PHOTO-THERMO-ACOUSTIC WAVE
GENERATION IN LAYERED STRUCTURES

A. Coupled PTA boundary value problems

Figure 1 shows the geometry used for the one-
dimensional mathematical model. The configuration closely
corresponds to the experimental geometry. It contains three
coupled layers: the top and bottom layers are composed of a
fluid, with the middle layer composed of a solid. The top
layer is assumed to be semi-infinite fluid and occupies the
spatial region2`,z<2L. It has densityr f , and speed of
soundcf . The solid layer has thickness L, densityrs , speed
of soundcs , specific heat at constant pressureCPs , optical
absorption coefficient at the laser wavelengthma , bulk
modulusKs , and isobaric volume expansion coefficientbs .
For the quantitative measurements on nonturbid media pre-
sented in this work, the scattering coefficient of the medium
and the contributions and complications of the diffuse
photon-density wave replacing the purely absorbing ther-

FIG. 1. Geometry used for formulating the frequency-swept lock-in
PTA problem.
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moacoustic signal source are ignored for simplicity. How-
ever, the mathematical formalism to deal with these issues
has been developed16,17 and will be applied to quantitative
measurements of light-scattering phantoms, such as those
used qualitatively in Sec. III, in a future publication. Since
the thermal diffusion length,m(v)5A2as /v, is negligible
compared to the diameter of the heat source (;3 mm), the
mathematical model can be considered in the 1D regime. The
bottom layer extends from 0<z,`. We do not consider the
finite thickness of the bottom layer because in our experi-
ments no reflections from the fluid–container interface were
observed.

An analytical solution of the coupled PTA problem in
the form of spectral integrals can be obtained by converting
the time-domain equations to their frequency-domain coun-
terparts using Fourier transforms~FTs!.18,19 The spectral
Fourier component of the heat conduction equation in the
solid is the thermal-wave equation

]2

]z2 us~z,v!2S iv

as
D us~z,v!52

1

ls
H~z,v!, 2L<z<0,

~1!

whereus(z,v) is the temperature rise above ambient.as and
ls are, respectively, the thermal diffusivity and conductivity
of the solid medium. The spectral componentH(z,v) at any
angular frequencyv of the thermal source is given by

H~z,v!5maI 0e2ma(L1z)1 ivt. ~2!

Here,I 0 is the laser fluence andeivt is the modulation factor.
The termeivt is implied in each term of the solutions and
will be omitted hereafter. Since the thermal diffusion length,
m(v)5A2as /v, is negligible compared to the sample thick-
ness, the solid layer can be considered as semi-infinite. The
general solution of Eq.~1! is

us~z,v!5Ge2ss(z1L)1Ee2ma(z1L), ~3!

wheress
25 iv/as is the complex thermal-wave diffusion co-

efficient in the solid.G is an unknown coefficient that needs
to be determined andE is the source term defined as

E5
maI 0

ls~ss
22ma

2!
. ~4!

Assuming a nonviscous fluid with no direct internal PTA
source, the FT component of the heat conduction equation
inside such a fluid can be written as

]2

]z2 u f~z,v!2S iv

a f
D u f~z,v!50, 2`,z<2L,

0<z,`, ~5!

whereu f(z,v) is the temperature rise anda f is the thermal
diffusivity of the fluid. The general solution for Eq.~5! can
be written as

u f~z,v!5Fes f (z1L). ~6!

Here,F is an unknown coefficient ands f
25 iv/a f .

By using the thermal boundary conditions at the fluid/
solid interface

u f~2L,v!5us~2L,v!,

ls

]

]z
us5l f

]

]z
u f , ~7!

one can determine the constantsF andG as

F5
E~lsss2lsma!

~l fs f1lsss!
, ~8!

G52Ebs f , ~9!

where

bs f5
~lsma1l fs f !

~l fs f1lsss!
~10!

By introducing in the solid a particle/molecule displace-
ment potential,fs(z,v), the coupled wave equations in the
solid and fluid can be easily solved. The displacement poten-
tial is related to the displacement vector,Us(z,v), as

Us~z,v!5
]

]z
fs~z,v!, 2L<z<0. ~11!

Due to laser PTA excitation by a large spot-size laser beam,
only longitudinal waves are assumed to propagate in an iso-
tropic solid. This assumption allows the use of the Helmholtz
equation, which is satisfied by the displacement potential,fs

]2

]z2 fs~z,v!1ks
2fs~z,v!5S Ksbs

rscs
2 D us~z,v!, ~12!

whereks5v/cs is the acoustic wave number in the solid for
small-amplitude acoustic perturbations. The general solution
to this equation is

fs~z,v!5Aeiksz1Be2 iksz1Ce2ss(z1L)1De2ma(z1L).
~13!

Here, A and B are integration constants to be determined.
ConstantsC andD are found to be

C5
2maI 0Ksbsbs f

rscs
2ls~ss

22ma
2!~ss

21ks
2!

,

D5
maI 0Ksbs

rscs
2ls~ss

22ma
2!~a21ks

2!
. ~14!

Inside the fluid, since wave sources have a potential na-
ture, liquid motion will be potential motion. By introducing a
scalar potential of the velocity field

v~z,v!5
]

]z
c f i~z,v!, 2`,z<2L, 0<z,`,

~15!

where the subscripti 51,2 indicates the top and bottom fluid,
respectively, one can obtain the photo-thermo-acoustic wave
equation@Eq. ~16!# for a nonviscous fluid19

]2

]z2 c f i~z,v!1kf
2c f i~z,v!50, ~16!

where kf5v/cf is the wave number for small-amplitude
acoustic perturbations in the fluid.

The small-amplitude pressure change in the fluid is re-
lated to the velocity potential,C f i , by
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P~z,v!52 ivr fc f i~z,v!. ~17!

The general solutions to Eq.~16! can be written as

c f 1~z,v!5C1eik f (z1L), 2`,z<2L,

c f 2~z,v!5C2e2 ik fz, 0<z,`. ~18!

The constants (A,B,C1 ,C2) in Eqs. ~13! and ~18! can be
determined through the boundary conditions of stress and
velocity continuity at the two interfacesz50,2L19

rscs
2 ]2

]z2 f~0,v!2Ksbsus~0,v!

52P~0,v!5 ivr fc f 2~0,v!,

rscs
2 ]2

]z2 f~2L,v!2Ksbsus~2L,v!

5P~2L,v!5 ivr fc f 1~2L,v!,

iv
]

]z
fs~0,v!5

]

]z
c f 2~0,v!,

iv
]

]z
fs~2L,v!5

]

]z
c f 1~2L,v!. ~19!

Using the boundary conditions~19!, coefficientC1 can be
determined as

C1~v!5
maI 0Ksbscf@An~v!eiksL1Bn~v!e2 iksL12ivcfbs f~ma

21ks
2!~ issr f1kfrs!e

2ssL1Cn~v!#

csvls~ss
22ma

2!~ma
21ks

2!~ss
21ks

2!@~rscs1r fcf !
2eiksL2~rscs2r fcf !

2e2 iksL#
,

where

An~v!5~rscs1r fcf !@ icsks
2~ss

21ks
22ma

2bs f2ks
2bs f!

2v~mass
21maks

22ssma
2bs f2ssks

2bs f!#,

Bn~v!5~rscs2r fcf !@v~mass
21maks

22ssma
2bs f2ssks

2bs f!

1 icsks
2~ss

21ks
22ma

2bs f2ks
2bs f!#,

and

Cn~v!52ivcf~ss
21ks

2!~2kfrs2 imar f !e
2maL. ~20!

Finally, the spectral component of the experimentally mea-
surable pressure wave in the front fluid can be written as

P~z,v!52 ivr fC1~v!eik f (z1L). ~21!

B. Acoustic attenuation effects

Equation ~12! for the FT of the one-dimensional dis-
placement potential can be modified to allow for acoustic
attenuation effects in the solid. The resulting Helmholtz
equation can be written as

]2

]z2 fs~z,v!1kgs
2 fs~z,v!5S Ksbs

rscs
2 D us~z,v!,

where

kgs5
v

cs
2 i

gv

2p
. ~22!

Here, g is the acoustic attenuation coefficient with dimen-
sions of Nepers/m. By assuming the wave number,kgs , to be
complex, its imaginary part would account for the acoustic
absorptive properties of the material. Therefore, the effects
of acoustic attenuation can be incorporated in the PTA pres-
sure wave equations by simply substitutingkgs for ks in all
relevant spectral equations described above.

C. Special case: Optically opaque solid

For an optically opaque solid, the exponential term,
e2maL, can be ignored due to the vanishingly small optical
absorption length,ma

21. Therefore, by using the boundary
conditions@Eq. ~19!#, coefficientC1 can be relatively simpli-
fied

C1~v!5
maI 0Ksbscf@An~v!eiksL1Bn~v!e2 iksL12ivcfbs f~ma

21ks
2!~ issr f1kfrs!e

2ssL#

csvls~ss
22ma

2!~ma
21ks

2!~ss
21ks

2!@~rscs1r fcf !
2eiksL2~rscs2r fcf !

2e2 iksL#
,

where

An~v!5~rscs1r fcf !@ icsks
2~ss

21ks
22ma

2bs f2ks
2bs f!

2v~mass
21maks

22ssma
2bs f2ssks

2bs f!#,

Bn~v!5~rscs2r fcf !@v~mass
21maks

22ssma
2bs f2ssks

2bs f!

1 icsks
2~ss

21ks
22ma

2bs f2ks
2bs f!#. ~23!

Again, by substituting coefficient,C1(v), into Eq.~21!, one
can obtain the spectral component of the pressure wave in
the top fluid layer, which is a complex number. Both the
amplitude and phase of the pressure field will be plotted and
compared to the experimental frequency-scan results in Sec.
III.

The frequency-domain numerical results will be further
converted into time domain using inverse Fourier transfor-
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mation~IFT! and used as theoretical fits to the experimental
data in frequency-swept measurements~Sec. IV!.

III. PTA FREQUENCY-SCAN SIMULATIONS,
INSTRUMENTATION, AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Theoretical simulations were performed for the simple
case of a black rubber sample immersed in water. There are
two reasons to use rubber samples in this project. First is to
verify the mathematical model. The numerically simulated
results show the difference between PTA signals generated
by an opaque and a translucent layer. The rubber sample is
an example of such an opaque solid. Second, the rubber
samples can provide us with preliminary results to test and
optimize the instrumental aspects of the imaging system
while we are still trying to achieve a better understanding of
wave generation from scattering phantoms. Two input pa-
rameters, the thickness of the solid and its optical absorption
coefficient, were changed independently for each simulation
to illustrate the frequency-domain PTA signal generation
through the developed theory. Table I~Refs. 20–22! presents
the optical and elastic properties used as input parameters for
the mathematical model. For a fully opaque solid, Eqs.~23!
and ~21! were used to calculate the laser-induced acoustic
field within the actual experimental frequency range. Figures
2~a! and ~b! display the theoretical amplitude and phase of
the pressure field obtained from a 2.5-mm-thick rubber
piece. Figures 3~a! and ~b! are the numerically simulated
results obtained from 5-mm-thick rubber using the developed
theory. The frequency-domain amplitude plots contain a se-
ries of oscillations, superposed on a decaying envelope. Due
to the intermediate step of optical energy conversion into
thermal waves, the spectral energy content decreases with
increasing laser modulation frequency. This well-known
thermal-wave effect controls the further conversion of ther-
mal energy into acoustic waves, thus turning the PTA signal
envelope into a low-pass-equivalent filter. The amplitude os-
cillations are due to standing acoustic waves between the top
and bottom surfaces of the rubber. For an opaque solid, laser
light is only absorbed at the top surface of the solid, where
thermoelastic waves are then generated. In the one-
dimensional model, the acoustic waves propagate in two di-
rections, upward into the fluid and downward into the solid
material. In a 3D model, this longitudinal character of the
photo-thermo-acoustic wave would still prevail as the signal
is dominated by boundary reflections. The wave components
reflected from the bottom surface will lag in phase compared
to those generated at the top surface of the solid. Under
harmonic excitation, a standing wave will be formed, so that
at frequencies

f n5
~2n11!cs

4L
, n50,1,2,3..., ~24!

and

f n85
ncs

2L
, n51,2,3..., ~25!

there will be destructive interference minima and construc-
tive interference maxima, respectively, as shown in the am-
plitude plots of Figs. 2~a! and 3~a!. It is clear that the fre-
quency values,f n and f n8 are related to the thickness of the
opaque solid.

The PTA phase patterns of Figs. 2~b! and 3~b! are related
to sample thickness, the acoustic impedance at the sample–
water interface, and the location of the receiver. Despite the
appearance of these curves, the phase of the pressure field is
continuous as a function of frequency. Since phase is mea-
sured within the range of6p, a 360-deg discontinuity oc-
curs as the value of phase reaches1p or 2p, both experi-
mentally and computationally.

Figures 2~c! and 3~c! are the time-domain amplitude
plots of the simulated pressure field, corresponding to Figs.
2~a! and 3~a!, respectively. These time-domain plots were
converted from their frequency-domain counterparts using
the inverse Fourier transformation~IFT!. The two peaks in
each plot indicate the acoustic waves generated at the top
surface and reflected from the bottom surface of the solid.
The delay time between the two peaks is equal to twice the
thickness of the solid, divided by the speed of sound in the
medium.

TABLE I. Optical and elastic properties used as input parameters for the
mathematical model.

ms

~1/cm!
Ks

(N/m2)
bs

~1/C!
cs

~m/s!
cf

~m/s!
rs

(kg/m3)

100 1.53109 631024 1600 1474 1320
r f

(kg/m3)
ls

~W/mK!
l f

~W/mK!
as

(m2/s)
a f

(m2/s)
g

~Nepers/m!
998 0.13 0.61 0.0631026 0.131026 5531026

FIG. 2. Frequency-domain~amplitude and phase! and time-domain~ampli-
tude! simulation of the PTA pressure field obtained using a 2.5-mm-thick
rubber piece (ma5100 cm21).
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To illustrate the effects of varying optical absorption
~penetration! depth on the PTA signal, Fig. 4 features the
same rubber material as Fig. 3, but with a smaller optical
absorption coefficient, representing a translucent solid. For
such a solid, laser light can penetrate deeper into the bulk
and create a distributed light/heat source. Due to the distrib-
uted heat sources, thermoelastic waves are generated by local
compressions and expansions. All these acoustic waves cre-
ated throughout the thickness of the translucent solid contrib-
ute to the total pressure field. Although the thicknesses of the
solids in Figs. 3 and 4 are the same, different interference
patterns are observed due to the differences in absorption
depth. As for the phase plots, no significant changes can be
observed between Figs. 3~b! and 4~b!, owing to the very
large range of phases involved. Figure 4~c! is the IFT time-
domain amplitude plot corresponding to Fig. 4~a!, and it con-
tains three major peaks. The first two peaks are caused by the
acoustic waves generated at the top and bottom liquid–solid
interfaces. The third peak is caused by the first reflection of
acoustic waves from the bottom surface. Comparing Fig.
4~c! to Fig. 3~c!, which is obtained from an opaque solid
with the same thickness and similar thermoelastic properties,
the delay time between the first two peaks in Fig. 4~c! is half
of that in Fig. 3~c!. This is so because the acoustic waves
created by the subsurface-distributed light/heat sources at the
back interface of the translucent solid propagate backwards
and are detected without requiring the forward wave to un-
dergo reflections from the bottom surface. Another important
feature caused by the decrease of the optical absorption co-
efficient is the decrease in signal amplitude and broadening

of PTA response, which is also shown in Fig. 4~c!. This
feature is caused by the deeper penetration of light and a
more even distribution of heat source inside the material.

A block diagram of the experimental setup for the fre-
quency scan measurements is shown in Fig. 5. The optical
source used to generate PTA pressure waves was an ytter-
bium fiber laser~IPG Photonics, 1064 nm!. Using a function
generator~Stanford Research Systems, DS345! to drive the
acousto-optic modulator~Neos Technologies, N15180-1.06-
Gap! chosen for its optimal modulation depth, the intensity
of the laser beam was modulated harmonically at selected
frequencies. The laser beam was focused onto the specimen.
An acoustic mirror~Panametrics, F102! with a small hole to
allow passage of the incident light beam was used to reflect

FIG. 3. Frequency-domain~amplitude and phase! and time-domain~ampli-
tude! simulation of the PTA pressure field obtained using a 5-mm-thick
rubber piece (ma5100 cm21).

FIG. 4. Frequency-domain~amplitude and phase! and time-domain~ampli-
tude! simulation of the PTA pressure field obtained from a 5-mm-thick
translucent solid with the same thickness of rubber in Fig. 3 and optical
absorption coefficientma54 cm21.

FIG. 5. Block diagram of the experimental PTA setup used for frequency
scans.
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the sound waves to a commercial acoustic transducer~Pana-
metrics, V382!. The received signal was amplified by a pre-
amplifier ~Panametrics, 5676! and sent to a high-frequency
lock-in amplifier ~Stanford Research Systems, SR844!. A
computer program~MATLAB 6.0! was used to control the fre-
quency of the function generator and acquire the data from
the lock-in amplifier.

The specimen used for the frequency scan measurements
was a 1.8-mm-thick piece of rubber immersed in water. Fre-
quency scans were performed at several lateral positions. At
each position, the scan was repeated five times within the
frequency range of 1.2–3 MHz. The frequency step size was
50 kHz. The results at each lateral position were coadded and
averaged to eliminate white noise. The frequency spectra
were normalized using the transfer function curve of the
acoustic transducer supplied by the manufacturer.

The experimental and best-fitted frequency-scan results
using the system of Fig. 5 and Eq.~23! for an opaque solid
are shown in Fig. 6. The thickness and density of the rubber
sample were measured to be 1.8 mm and 1320 kg/m3, re-
spectively. The measured room temperature was 24 °C, from
which the density and the speed of sound in water were
calculated23 to be 998 kg/m3 and 1489 m/s, respectively. To
obtain the best fits to the entire frequency record of the pres-
sure responses, the exact values of the bulk modulus,Ks ,
isobaric volume expansion coefficient,bs , acoustic attenua-
tion coefficient,g, thermal diffusivities,a f ,s , and thermal
conductivities,l f ,s , were not as important as the speed of
sound, and the optical absorption coefficient of the rubber
sample. For these secondary parameters, the listed values in
Table I were used for the numerical simulations. The impor-
tant parameters used for the theoretical fits were the speed of
sound,cs51800 m/s, and the optical absorption coefficient,
ma5100 cm21. The value of the optical absorption coeffi-
cient is close to the upper limit of the resolvable absorption
coefficient range. Although this number is not excessively
high, it is well-known that PA saturation sets in at around
53103 cm21.24 Above this limit, no significant changes
were observed for the amplitude and phase plots, and the

solid is considered as a black absorber. A good agreement is
observed in Fig. 6, between the measured and calculated
pressure field against frequency. The slight discrepancy in
the amplitude plot is within the estimated range of uncertain-
ties of the measurement system, which was mainly caused by
nonuniformity of the specimen and system noise of the elec-
trical circuit.

IV. PTA FREQUENCY SWEEPS AND HETERODYNED
SUBSURFACE IMAGING

A rapid frequency-scanning~chirp generation! system
was designed and implemented to allow for fast PTA depth
profilometry of subsurface inhomogeneities through a wide
range of depths at a fixed spatial coordinate. Besides their
advantage of speed for full frequency-spectrum acquisition
compared to point-to-point frequency scans, another major
feature of frequency-swept thermoacoustic signals is their
ability to be Fourier transformed into a time-delay domain
inverse spectrum which carries the depth profilometric infor-
mation in a series of time sequences equivalent to the im-
pulse response of the acoustic system.25,26 Therefore,
frequency-swept PTA signals are hybrid between time- and
frequency domains,12 a unique property which can be used to
enhance signal-to-noise ratio significantly through hetero-
dyning and lock-in noise filtering. The block diagram of the
frequency-sweep heterodyne subsystem used to modify the
PTA signal generation and detection part of Fig. 5 is shown
in Fig. 7. A linear frequency sweep~chirp! signal was gen-
erated by a function generator~FG1! to modulate the inten-
sity of the ytterbium laser. The chirp signal of FG1 was
triggered by a delay-pulse generator~Stanford Research Sys-
tems, DG 535!, which was also used to trigger the second
function generator~FG2!. The output of FG2 was mixed with
the output of the PTA ultrasonic transducer using a mixer
~Mini-circuits, ZAD-3!. The output of the mixer was further
sent to a low-pass filter~LPF1, Stanford Research Systems,
SR 640!. This signal was then mixed with a single harmonic
frequency,v0 using a second mixer. The single-frequency
signal was generated by the internal oscillator of the high-
frequency lock-in amplifier~LIA; Stanford Research Sys-
tems SR 844!. The output signal of mixer 2 was filtered
using the second low-pass filter~LPF2! and then sent to the
LIA as the input signal. The amplitude and phase of the LIA
output were stored in a computer for display and analysis.

The PTA signal generation flow chart associated with
the circuit of Fig. 7 is described in Fig. 8. The chirp signal
generated by FG1 can be written as cos@(a1bt)t#, wherea
51 MHz is the starting frequency andb54 MHz/ms is the
sweep rate. This chirp signal was triggered by the DG 535
delay-pulse generator, which also triggered FG2. The output
of FG2, delayed by a controlled time,t, through the delay
pulse generator can be written as cos$@a1b(t2t)#t%. The in-
tensity of the laser beam was modulated by the acousto-optic
modulator according to the chirp signal generated by FG1.
At the acoustic transducer, the received signal can be written
as cos$@a1b(t2 (z/c))#t%, where z represents the depth at
which the acoustic signal originates, andc is the speed of
sound in the probed medium. Due to the linear relationship
between the depth and the delay time when the transducer

FIG. 6. Frequency-domain amplitude and phase of the PTA pressure field
obtained from a 1.8-mm-thick rubber piece. Solid line: experimental results.
Dashed line: best-fitted numerical results.
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receives the signal, this expression shows that the informa-
tion at a certain depth can be related with the frequency
components of the chirp signal. At mixer 1, the frequency
components from the two input channels underwent addition
and subtraction. The resulting high-frequency part was then
removed by low-pass filter 1. The remaining low-frequency
part of the signal was downshifted and contained a wide
spectrum of frequencies, each with time-delayed informa-
tion. Since both the input signals of mixer 1 contained the
same starting frequency,a, this component was canceled out
after subtraction. The output signal from LPF1 can be written
as cos$@b(t 2 (z/c))#t%. To perform PTA depth profilometry,
mixing this output~second mixer! with a single harmonic
fixed frequency,v0 , generated by the internal oscillator of
the LIA, and low-pass filtering the two sidebands of the
mixed signal, yielded an output which can be represented by
cos$@v02b(t 2 (z/c))#t%. The frequency downshifted output
was detected by the LIA. By scanning the chirp delay time,
t, a nonzero LIA signal output was expected atv0 only when
t5 z/c . Therefore,t scans at a fixed spatial coordinate are

equivalent to depth coordinate scans and can yield informa-
tion from different probe depths in the sample at a fixed
lateral coordinate point. Scanning over a predetermined two-
dimensional area of the sample will generate a subsurface 3D
image.

The solid line in Fig. 9 is the result of a single (x,y)
point scan using the PTA imaging system, while the dashed
line is the simulated result. The chirp signal covered a fre-
quency range from 1 to 5 MHz and the step size of the delay
time used for the scan was 0.1ms. The specimen was a
5.4-mm-thick rubber piece, which had the same material
properties as the one used for frequency-scan tests. The
frequency-domain simulated result was calculated by substi-
tuting the thickness, material properties, and the chirp fre-
quency range into Eqs.~23! and ~21!. The corresponding
time-domain pressure field was obtained by applying inverse
Fourier transformation to the frequency-domain result. The
peaks were generated by solid–liquid interface reflections of
acoustic waves. Good agreement was obtained between the
numerical and experimental results. Even though the laser
beam was focused, thus creating in principle a 3D PTA pro-

FIG. 7. Block diagram of the circuit used in the PTA
system of Fig. 5 for frequency-swept~chirp! hetero-
dyned depth profilometric scanning imaging.

FIG. 8. Frequency-swept and heterodyned PTA signal generation flow chart.

FIG. 9. A single-point scan of a 5.4-mm-thick rubber piece using the PTA
chirp heterodyne scanning system. Solid line: experimental data; dashed
line: numerical fits to the theory. The horizontal axis indicates time delay
t5z/c.
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file, the reflection spectrum from a short distance between
interfaces is expected to be very similar to the 1D situation
and to be adequately interpreted by our 1D theory, as ob-
served. An interesting feature here is the increase of ‘‘back-
ground’’ noise in the measured pressure field after 8ms.
Eight ms corresponds to the delay time required by the
acoustic transducer to receive the first echo generated at the
acoustic mirror, Fig. 5. The background noise is due to the
multiple reflections of sound waves within the probed me-
dium.

Although both the single-frequency scan system~Fig. 5!
and the chirp scan system~Fig. 7! can perform depth profilo-
metric measurements, the PTA chirp scan system has signifi-
cant advantages of precise depth control, fast scanning speed,
and high signal-to-noise ratio. The modified chirp scan sys-
tem shown in Fig. 7 performs an inverse Fourier transforma-
tion to convert the frequency-domain measured pressure field
into time-domain signals, which carry the depth profilomet-
ric information in a series of time sequences equivalent to
the impulse response of an acoustic system. This important
step makes it possible to construct an operator-controlled
subsurface slice-by-slice image in 3D space. In order to ob-
tain a frequency-scan plot, as shown in Fig. 6, one has to
perform point-by-point frequency-scans using the single fre-
quency scan system, followed by signal averaging and nor-
malization, which significantly hampers the operating speed.
On the other hand, the chirp scan system has the capability to
perform full frequency-spectrum acquisition in,ms dura-
tion. In conclusion, through heterodyning and lock-in noise
filtering, the PTA chirp scan system can generate time-
domain equivalent signals with a high signal-to-noise ratio,
using a fraction of operating time.

Figure 10 presents the depth profilometric amplitude and
phase images of a 2D scan over another rubber sample,
which had a curved top surface. The meaning of a 2D scan is
actually a surface line scan containing a full depth scan at
each surface coordinate point. The thickness of this sample
was 7 mm at the center and 3 mm around the edges. The scan
was performed from left to right with a spatial step size of
around 1 mm. The step size of the delay time was 0.1ms,
which corresponds to a distance of around 150mm in water.
The images clearly show the top surface and the bottom sur-
face at two edges of the solid. However, at the center part of
the cross section, the bottom surface is not visible, due to
excessive acoustic attenuation in the thicker body of the ma-
terial. From this result it was determined that the detectable
thickness of this opaque rubber sample was around 3 mm.

Preliminary depth profilometric scans using solid phan-
toms with optical and acoustical properties resembling those
of blood-deficient~normal! and blood-rich~vascularized! tis-
sue were also performed. The solid phantoms are homoge-
neous, 3-mm-thick, monolithic, and made of polyacrylamide
with different absorption coefficients. The reason we show
this set of results is to partially verify the validity of the
theory and compare the PTA signals obtained from an
opaque vs a translucent solid without scattering. The second
reason we present these results is to show potential applica-
tions of this technique to subsurface tissue imaging. The op-
tical absorption coefficients at 1064 nm wavelength are

around 0.1 and 10 cm21 for blood-deficient dermis and oxy-
genated blood, respectively.27 The effective scattering coef-
ficient for breast tissue is around 1.2 cm21.6 To illustrate the
effects of varying optical absorption coefficient~optical pen-
etration depth! on the PTA signal, depth profilometric scans
were performed on a set of single-layered solid phantoms
made of polyacrylamide, diluted with different percentages
of India ink to closely mimic the absorption and scattering
properties of human tissue. The thickness of the solid phan-
toms was 3 mm. Their optical absorption coefficients,ma ,
and effective optical scattering coefficients,ms8 , ranged from
3 to 15 cm21 and 0.15 to 3 cm21, respectively. These optical
properties were obtained from the literature.28

Figure 11 shows three sets of 1D scan results~amplitude
and phase! obtained from samples with differentma andms8 .
A direct quantitative comparison between the experimental
and numerical results is not practical, since our model does
not include the scattering effects of the solid. Following the
developed formalism,16,17 these issues will be addressed in
forthcoming publications. However, certain features ob-
served from the experimental results still agree with the pre-
dictions of the present mathematical model.~A! A decrease
in optical absorption coefficient always results in diminished
signal amplitude and broadening of the PTA response.~B!
The peaks and troughs corresponding to the top and bottom

FIG. 10. Depth profilometric images of a rubber sample with curved top
surface obtained using the PTA chirp heterodyne scanning system.~a! Am-
plitude ~b! Phase.
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surface reflections are clearly visible in both amplitude and
phase traces. The generation of peaks or troughs is deter-
mined by the acoustic impedance at the fluid–solid bound-
ary. For the solid phantoms, the density was measured to be
1160 kg/m3. The sound velocity,cs , was 1550 m/s, which
was measured using the time-of-flight technique.~C! For
samples with optical absorption depths commensurate with
their thickness, as shown in Fig. 11~c!, an additional trough
is generated halfway between reflections of the incident
acoustic wave at the front and back surface, corresponding to
direct absorption at the back interface and launching of an
acoustic pulse traveling toward the front surface~transducer
location!.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A linear frequency-domain PTA theory has been devel-
oped for a composite liquid–solid–liquid one-dimensional
geometry which includes acoustic attenuation effects and
natural mixed~rigid and free! boundary conditions at the
solid–liquid interface.19 Numerical simulations have been
carried out to study the effects of varying sample thickness
and optical absorption coefficients on the PTA field. The
theory was then applied to the case of a 1.8-mm-thick rubber
sample immersed in water. The simulated PTA field was
compared with the experimental results obtained from a fre-
quency scan system. The results display the following trends:
~1! The amplitude of the pressure field contains acoustic
standing-wave patterns.~2! For an opaque solid, the interfer-
ence pattern is mainly determined by the thickness of the
solid. For a translucent solid, it is strongly dependent on the
optical absorption coefficient.~3! The frequency values of
the minima or maxima contained in the measured frequency
scan results can be used to measure the acoustic speed and
the optical absorption coefficient of the experimental system.
For the tested black-rubber/water system, the measured
acoustic speed is 1800 m/s, which is within the range re-
ported in the literature.22

A heterodyned lock-in PTA imaging technique using an
intensity-modulated frequency-swept~chirped! laser beam
was also developed as an extension of the single-frequency
PTA setup. Compared to the single-frequency scan system,
the PTA chirp scan method has significant advantages of pre-
cise depth localization, fast scanning speed, and high signal-
to-noise ratio. This lock-in system can be used to perform
subsurface slice-by-slice two-channel~amplitude and phase!
imaging from operator determined, precisely controlled
depths, thus improving the reliability and signal-to-noise ra-
tio ~i.e., dynamic range! of photoacoustic imaging over con-
ventional pulsed laser detection. Good agreement was ob-
tained between the numerical and experimental results on a
flat, 5.4-mm-thick rubber sample and a rubber specimen with
curved top surface. Experiments were also carried out on
solid tissue phantoms with different optical absorption and
scattering coefficients, indicating that the PTA depth profilo-
metry system using a continuous-wave laser source and
frequency-swept, heterodyned detection may be applicable in
a biomedical imaging setting.

FIG. 11. Single-point scans of 3-mm-thick solid phantoms using the PTA
chirp heterodyne scanning system. The optical absorption and scattering
coefficients of the phantoms are~a! ma59 cm21 andms852 cm21; ~b! ma

57 cm21 andms851.2 cm21; ~c! ma53 cm21 andms850.15 cm21.
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The temporal representation of speechlike stimuli in the auditory-nerve output of a guinea pig
cochlea model is described. The model consists of a bank of dual resonance nonlinear filters that
simulate the vibratory response of the basilar membrane followed by a model of the inner hair
cell/auditory nerve complex. The model is evaluated by comparing its output with published
physiological auditory nerve data in response to single and double vowels. The evaluation includes
analyses of individual fibers, as well as ensemble responses over a wide range of best frequencies.
In all cases the model response closely follows the patterns in the physiological data, particularly the
tendency for the temporal firing pattern of each fiber to represent the frequency of a nearby formant
of the speech sound. In the model this behavior is largely a consequence of filter shapes; nonlinear
filtering has only a small contribution at low frequencies. The guinea pig cochlear model produces
a useful simulation of the measured physiological response to simple speech sounds and is therefore
suitable for use in more advanced applications including attempts to generalize these principles to
the response of human auditory system, both normal and impaired. ©2004 Acoustical Society of
America. @DOI: 10.1121/1.1815111#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Speech is the most important sound that the human au-
ditory system has to process. Physiological recordings from
the mammalian auditory nerve~AN! in response to speech-
like stimuli such as synthesized vowels and syllables~e.g.,
Deng and Geisler, 1987a; Miller and Sachs, 1983; Miller
et al., 1997; Sachs and Young, 1979; Young and Sachs,
1979! have determined the limits of peripheral representa-
tion, and posed clear tasks for processing by the central ner-
vous system. Although such animal models have provided
valuable insights, it is difficult to infer the processing mecha-
nism from the measured responses alone. Furthermore, the
nonlinear nature of the system makes it difficult to predict
the responses to new complex stimuli, often requiring more
data collection. Animal experiments are complex and time
consuming, even using efficient measurement techniques
such as the Spectral Manipulation Procedure~SMP! ~LePrell
et al., 1996!. A nonlinear computational model able to simu-
late the physiological data would be very useful in assessing
how this coding would apply to a much wider range of
speech stimuli.

Recently, Sumneret al. ~2003b! presented a complete
nonlinear filterbank model of the guinea-pig auditory nerve
and evaluated it against AN responses to pure tones. The
model was able to reproduce the pure tone tuning across a

wide range of levels and best frequencies~BFs!, the com-
pressive cochlear nonlinearities, and rate-level functions as-
sociated with different AN fiber types at a given BF. A dual
resonance nonlinear~DRNL! filter design ~Meddis et al.,
2001! was used to simulate the response of the basilar mem-
brane~BM!. Transduction of the BM response by inner hair
cells was simulated with a revised version of the Meddis
inner hair-cell ~IHC! ~Meddis, 1986; Sumneret al., 2002,
2003a!. This allowed accurate reproduction of phase locking,
adaptation and the characteristics associated with AN fibers
of different spontaneous rate. In addition to superior re-
sponse to pure tones, the model’s nonlinear properties may
introduce different responses to complex stimuli from that
obtained from models that include linear filters, such as the
gammatone filter~Johanesma, 1972; Pattersonet al., 1988!.

Here, the cochlear model1 of Sumneret al. ~2003! is
evaluated quantitatively in its ability to reproduce AN re-
sponses to complex speechlike stimuli. This is an important
step in the refinement of the model. It helps to strengthen its
value as a computational tool, advancing toward the goal of
being able to predict the response to arbitrary stimuli. A va-
riety of nonlinear filter models have been proposed previ-
ously ~e.g., Deng and Geisler, 1987b; Goldstein, 1995; Irino
and Patterson, 2001; Zhanget al., 2001!. While speechlike
stimuli have been tested in some of the models~Deng and
Geisler, 1987b; Sachset al., 2002!, only Bruceet al. ~2003!
have attempted a systematic comparison with physiological
data. Contrasts will be made with the responses of the cur-a!Electronic mail: s.d.holmes@bham.ac.uk
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rent model and those of the model of Bruceet al.
This study focuses on the temporal aspects of AN coding

of steady-state vowels. Sachs and Young~1979! first demon-
strated that a place representation based upon AN spike rates
was insufficient to effectively code vowel spectra, especially
in the presence of background noise~Sachset al., 1983!.
However, timing information, in the form of phase locking
by AN fibers to prominent spectral features, robustly codes
the vowel spectra across signal level in cats~Young and Sa-
chs, 1979! even in the presence of background noise~Sachs
et al., 1983!. This is important for speech representation be-
cause it provides level-invariant coding which is missing for
a code based on spike rate. Young and Sachs proposed the
average localized synchronized rate~ALSR! as a suitable
representation of this information. This code is based on tem-
poral information, but also includes rate information.

Palmeret al. ~1986! and Palmer~1990! recorded the re-
sponses to single and double vowels from a large population
of AN fibers across a wide range of BFs in the guinea-pig.
From the raw spike times, they calculated several measures
of temporal coding of vowels at different signal levels. Pe-
riod histograms locked to the fundamental period of the vow-
els ~or the combined period for double vowels synthesized
with different pitches! were collected and these were used to
generate synchronization spectra using Fourier analysis. The
most prominent component in this FFT spectra was obtained
for every fiber, and the fiber BF was plotted against the fre-
quency of this largest component to produce a dominant
component analysis. ALSRs were also calculated from the
FFT spectra for the population of fibers. All of these analyses
highlighted the way that prominent spectral features, such as
formant harmonics, were strongly represented in the pattern
of AN phase locking and were consistent across signal lev-
els.

These two studies of Palmer and colleagues provide the
physiological data for the evaluation of the guinea pig co-
chlea model presented here. The model parameters used here
differ only slightly from previously published values. These
changes were necessary to simulate more accurately the new
data set, and are described with the model in Sec. II. The
responses of the new model are shown in Sec. III. The new
parameters still reproduce the previously modeled data.
Thus, this study adds significantly to the value of the model
by expanding the modeled data set to include complex
sounds that are of biological significance for the human au-
ditory system.

Nonlinear filtering is thought to play an important role in
the global~cross-fiber! representation of speech sounds in the
auditory nerve. Groups of fibers across wide BF ranges show
coherent patterns of temporal responses phase locked to the
major formant frequencies of the vowel~Secker-Walker and
Searle, 1990!. Clear discontinuities across the best-frequency
axis corresponding to a shift in the dominant response from
one formant to another are suggestive of significant nonlin-
ear processing. This tendency of individual AN fibers to
phase-lock to nearby formant peaks rather than local har-
monic frequencies may be important to our understanding of
the role of formant frequencies in identifying and differenti-
ating vowel sounds.

Section IV investigates the features of the model re-
sponse that are important to vowel formant representation,
and also considers vowel representation in a human cochlea.
The response of the revised nonlinear filterbank is compared
to the previous generation of models based on linear gam-
matone filters, and also a version of the DRNL that is linear,
but has unchanged pure-tone thresholds. In this way we test
the hypothesis that nonlinear filtering contributes to the tem-
poral coding of speech stimuli. These comparisons show that
in fact linear filters are capable of highlighting formants
across fiber populations if they are matched to the correct
bandwidth. However, they do not match detailed patterns in
the physiological data as closely as the full nonlinear model.
Removal of the IHC/AN complex also shows that this con-
tributes to the vowel formant representation. Further, a linear
filterbank with human bandwidths does not produce an ad-
equate temporal representation of the formants.

Formant phase-locking appears to be enhanced by a pro-
cess of synchrony suppression. In physiological recordings
from cats~e.g., Miller et al., 1997; Young and Sachs, 1979!,
one harmonic shows greater phase locking relative to the
other harmonics in the AN output than in the input signal
spectrum. Bruceet al. ~2003! demonstrated through selective
‘‘impairment’’ of their cat auditory model that this synchrony
suppression is largely generated on the BM, with a small
additional contribution from the IHC/AN complex. Syn-
chrony suppression in the context of the current guinea pig
model is investigated in Sec. IV, and appears to be somewhat
different, showing more suppression in the IHC/AN than the
BM. The current poor understanding of low frequency hear-
ing does mean we must be careful to conclude that BM non-
linearity does not contribute significantly to speech represen-
tation. However, this study highlights the importance of the
continuing and more accurate measurement of the auditory
periphery if we are to understand the basis of speech percep-
tion. It also demonstrates the value of computational models
in the investigation of important issues, such as the value of
nonlinear filtering in auditory processing.

II. MODEL DESCRIPTION

A. Middle ear filtering

Middle ear filtering is modeled by two cascaded linear
band-pass Butterworth filters. One filter is second-order, with
lower and upper cutoffs of 4 and 25 kHz. The second is
third-order and has lower and upper cutoffs of 0.55 and 30
kHz. A scaling factor of 1.41310210 m/s/uPa produces real-
istic stapes velocities.

B. Mechanical BM filtering

A bank of dual-resonance nonlinear~DRNL! filters is
used to simulate the mechanical bandpass filtering of the
BM. The DRNL filter has been described in detail elsewhere
~Meddiset al., 2001; Sumneret al., 2003b!. Figure 1 shows
the architecture of a single filter, representing a single BM
place. Each DRNL filter consists of two pathways, one linear
and the other nonlinear. These represent the passive BM vi-
bration, and the active process within the cochlea, respec-
tively. Each pathway consists of a cascade of first-order gam-
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matone filters ~Pattersonet al., 1988! and a cascade of
second-order Butterworth low-pass filters. In the nonlinear
pathway a compression function is sandwiched in the middle
of the gammatone filter cascade. The output of the linear and
nonlinear pathways are summed to produce the filter output.
The compression function in the nonlinear pathway is de-
fined by

y@ t#5SIGN~x@ t# !3MIN ~aux@ t#u,bux@ t#uv!, ~1!

wherex@ t# is the input,y@ t# is the output, anda, b, andv are
parameters.

Sumneret al. ~2003b! fitted the DRNL to the pure tone
responses of guinea-pig AN fibers across a wide range of
BFs. To implement a complete filterbank, several of the
model parameters vary as a function of the nonlinear filter
BF. The relationship of parameter value andBFnl is defined
by

Parameter510r01m log10 BFnl, ~2!

wherer0 andm are different for each parameter that varies
with BF. Values for these variable parameters are shown in
Table I. The compression exponent,v, is set to 0.1 dB/dB for
all filter BFs. Initially the number of filters in each cascade

was also fixed across BF. In the present study, it was found
that improved frequency threshold curves~FTCs! were pro-
duced by varying the linear path cascade with BF. This is
detailed in Sec. II D. Other parameters fixed across BF are
shown in Fig. 1. Here, the entire filterbank comprises 100
filters, with BFs from 0.1 to 5 kHz, evenly spaced on a log
scale.

C. IHC transduction

The process of mechanical to electrical transduction is
simulated by a model of inner hair cell/auditory nerve pro-
cesses~Sumneret al., 2002, 2003a!. This model includes
simulations of cilia transduction and receptor potential re-
sponse, presynaptic calcium processes, neurotransmitter dy-
namics at the synapse, and AN refractory effects. The param-
eters used in all of the simulations described here are those
for the HSR fiber in Sumneret al. ~2003b, Table I!. In the
simulations that follow, spikes were generated for 100 HSR
AN fibers at each BF.

D. Model development

It was found that few changes to the model parameters
from Sumneret al. ~2003b! were required in order to match
the new data closely, while retaining the correct response to
Sumneret al.’s simulations. Table I shows the DRNL param-
eter values. The linear path bandwidth was increased at
lower BFs and the gammatone cascade of the linear pathway
was altered. Previously a cascade of three gammatone filters
was used at all BFs. This produced too much tail response at
low BFs and too little at high BFs. Sumneret al. fitted FTCs
using data from Evans~1972!. Better fits were obtained here
with a cascade of 4 at BFs below 8 kHz and 2 at higher BFs.
The only other change was to reduce the lower cutoff of the
second middle ear filter from 700 to 550 Hz, as it was noted
that thresholds were slightly too high at very low BFs. Oth-
erwise the model was unchanged from Sumneret al.

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the
DRNL filter structure, representing a
single BM location.

TABLE I. Basilar membrane filtering~DRNL! parameters that vary as a
function of nonlinear BF wherep0 andm refer to Eq.~2! in the text. Where
the parameters have changed from Sumneret al. ~2003b!, this is highlighted
by inclusion of the earlier parameter values in the final column. Dashes
indicate no change.

Parameter Description

Current values
Sumneret al.
~2003b! values

p0 m p0 m

CFlin Best frequency of linear
path gammatone filters

0.339 0.895 ¯ ¯

BWLin Bandwidth of linear path
gammatone filters

1.42 0.5 1.3 0.53

g Linear path gain 5.68 20.97 ¯ ¯

BWnl Bandwidth of nonlinear
path gammatone filters

0.8 0.58 ¯ ¯

a Low level gain in
nonlinear path

1.87 0.45 ¯ ¯

b Compressive region gain
in nonlinear path

25.65 0.875 ¯ ¯
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III. MODEL EVALUATION

A. Individual fiber period histograms and FFT
magnitude spectra

Period histograms~PHs! were accumulated from model
AN fibers in response to vowel sounds identical to those
used by Palmeret al. ~1986! and Palmer~1990!. Figure 2
shows the data from Palmeret al. ~right column! and the
model response~left column! for six fibers in response to /Ä/
at 80 dB SPL, lasting 400 ms. Conditions for the model were
as close as possible to the data. BFs were set equal to those
of the guinea-pig AN fibers. The period histograms were set
to the fundamental period~10 ms!. The first 40 ms and the
last 20 ms were excluded to avoid onset and offset effects.
The model replicates the fine structure of the response for
each fiber quite closely. The FFT magnitude spectra calcu-
lated from each PH are shown in Fig. 3. They show the
degree of phase locking to each stimulus harmonic. The

model responses are similar to the data, and show peaks at
similar frequencies for all BFs, although sometimes with a
somewhat broader range of harmonics picked out.

A further test of the model is its response to double
vowels, where twice the number of formants are more
closely packed in frequency. PHs recorded from four guinea-
pig fibers in response to the double vowel /Ä/1/i/ presented
at 85 dB SPL for 500 ms~Palmer, 1990!, together with the
output of the model AN at the same BFs, are shown in Fig. 4.
The fundamental frequencies of the vowels /Ä/ and /i/ were
100 and 125 Hz, respectively. Therefore these PHs have a
40-ms period, in order to include an integer number of stimu-
lus cycles for both vowels. At each of the four BFs, the
model and data correspond closely. This is confirmed in the
FFT magnitude spectra for the corresponding PHs, shown in
Fig. 5. The responses of all four channels show almost the
same pattern of phase locking to stimulus components as the

FIG. 2. Period histograms locked to the vowel period~10 ms! showing data
from Palmeret al. ~1986! and model simulation of the response to the vowel
/Ä/ presented at 80 dB SPL, of six AN fibers with BFs as indicated. The
firing rate has been normalized to the value of the largest histogram bin.

FIG. 3. FFT magnitude spectra obtained from the period histograms in Fig.
2. Data from Palmeret al. ~1986; right column! and model~left column!
simulations are shown. The firing rate has been normalized to the value of
the first FFT bin.

FIG. 4. Period histograms locked to the stimulus period~40 ms! showing
data from Palmer~1990; right column! and model simulation~left column!
of the response to the double vowel /Ä~100 Hz!/1/i~125 Hz!/ presented at 85
dB SPL, of four AN fibers with BFs as indicated. The firing rate has been
normalized to the value of the largest histogram bin.

FIG. 5. FFT magnitude spectra obtained from the period histograms in Fig.
4. Data from Palmer~1990; right column! and model simulations~left col-
umn! are shown. The firing rate has been normalized to the value of the first
FFT bin.
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data. The one difference occurs in the 2.2-kHz model chan-
nel, which shows more response to the second formant~F2!
of /i/ at 2.29 kHz. This suggests the model may not have
quite wide enough filters at this frequency. However, as will
be seen in the next section, only a small number of model
channels show this response.

B. Dominant component analysis

From the FFT magnitude spectra obtained for model
channels/AN fibers, it is possible to conduct a dominant
component analysis across the entire frequency range. For
each channel/fiber the stimulus component with the largest
value is selected. The channel/fiber BF is then plotted against
the frequency of the dominant component.

For the single vowels /Ä/, /i/ and /u/ that Palmeret al.
~1986! analyzed, the dominant component analysis is shown
in Fig. 6 ~crosses!. Also shown is the model response~dots!.

The vowel formants are indicated by horizontal broken lines
on the figures. Formants are highly salient in the pattern of
dominant component phase locking by AN fibers, with a
range of BFs showing synchronization to each formant fre-
quency. The figures show that at certain BFs, the animal data
can show more than one pattern of phase locking. At higher
BFs, the fiber response may be dominated by either a high
frequency formant or the vowel fundamental. These differ-
ences at the same BF are likely to be due to differences
between individual animals. The only major difference be-
tween animal and model data is seen in the analysis for /i/,
where F1 is under-represented between 0.5 and 1 kHz in the
model. The differences are small though, in comparison to
the strong overall correspondence of model and data across
all three vowels.

The same comparison is made for the /Ä/1/i/ double
vowel response recorded by Palmer~1990; crosses! and the
model output~dots! in Fig. 7. Again, the model captures the
typical phase locking pattern shown by the data, although it
is unable to show the split in dominant component in the data
around 1–2 kHz for reasons discussed above. There is also
too much phase locking to the high frequency formants
~F2,F3! of /i/. However, the single set of model parameters
used does produce phase locking to the components around
which the data is most densely packed at most BFs and so
reproduces the key features.

C. Average localized synchronized rate profiles

The average localized synchronized rate~ALSR! was
first introduced by Young and Sachs~1979! as a way to com-
bine both rate-place and phase-locked temporal information
in a single representation. It is a measure of the synchroni-
zation to each stimulus harmonic, averaged across AN fibers
whose BF is close to the frequency of each harmonic. In
order to calculate the ALSR, an FFT is calculated from the
PSTH of each fiber. From this the synchronization index
(Rk) is obtained for each stimulus harmonic. The ALSR for
the kth harmonic of the vowel is then defined as

FIG. 6. Dominant component versus best frequency for the synthesized
vowels /Ä/, /i/, and /u/ presented at 80 dB SPL. The model response is
shown as solid points, data by Palmeret al. ~1986! as crosses. Horizontal
broken lines indicate frequencies of the first three vowel formants. The
diagonal line shows where the dominant component frequency is equal to
the fiber BF.

FIG. 7. Dominant component versus best frequency for the synthesized
double vowel /Ä~100 Hz!/1/i~125 Hz!/ presented at 85 dB SPL. The model
response is shown as solid points, data by Palmeret al. ~1986! as crosses.
Horizontal broken lines indicate frequencies of the vowel formants, the de-
tails of which are indicated to the right of the figure. The diagonal line
shows where the dominant component frequency is equal to the fiber BF.
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ALSR~k!5
1

Mk
(

l PCk

Rkl , ~3!

whereRkl is the Fourier magnitude of thekth component of
the response of thelth fiber expressed in spikes/second,Ck is
the set of fibers with CFs within60.25 oct ofk f0 , Mk is the
number of fibers inCk , and f 0 is the fundamental frequency
of the vowel. Data points are excluded from plots where the
frequencies correspond to harmonics of F1 or F2, or sum or
difference tones of the same.

Studies have shown that the ALSR captures the impor-
tant spectral features of a stimulus well and is robust across
large changes in signal level~Young and Sachs, 1979! and
background noise~Sachset al., 1983!. Palmeret al. ~1986!
and Palmer~1990! used ALSRs to display the response to
vowels in their studies. ALSRs for the three vowels they
used, at signal levels of 60 and 80 dB SPL, together with the

response of the model to the same synthesized stimuli are
shown in Fig. 8. The harmonics closest to F1–F3 of each
vowel are indicated by broken vertical lines. Overall, there is
very close correspondence between the model and the data.
Formant peaks are apparent in both, and where the peaks are
small, or peaks unrelated to formants are present in the data,
the same peaks are generally present in the model. Changes
with level are reproduced reasonably well. Synchronization
to F2 and F3 of /i/ is, however, too strong in the model.
Nevertheless the relatively high synchronization to harmon-
ics in the trough between F1 and F2 of /i/ are reproduced at
80 dB, if less so at 60 dB.

Palmer~1990! recovered separate ALSRs for the con-
stituent vowels of the double vowel /Ä/1/i/. The two vowels
had different fundamental frequencies, one of 100 Hz, the
second of 125 Hz. Thus ALSR values were calculated for

FIG. 8. ALSR functions on a logarithmic frequency scale calculated from the response to the synthesized vowels /Ä/, /i/, and /u/ presented at 60 and 80 dB
SPL. Data for 60 dB SPL is displaced one order of magnitude down. The model response is shown on the left, data from Palmeret al. ~1986! on the right.
Vowel formant frequencies are indicated by vertical lines.
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frequencies spaced 25 Hz apart. The ALSRs for the two
vowels were recovered by sampling the complete ALSR at
multiples of their respective fundamental frequencies.
Palmer found that the recovered ALSRs showed almost the
same pattern of peaks and troughs as those for the vowels
presented singly. The ALSRs for /Ä~100 Hz!/ and /i~125 Hz!/
based on Palmer’s data, and the corresponding model ALSRs
obtained in the same manner, are shown in Fig. 9. Shared
harmonics of the two vowels are excluded from these plots.
The model ALSRs correspond well with the data. They also
closely match the ALSRs derived from single vowels in Fig.
8. There is greater synchronization to F2 of /i/, as per the
results of the dominant component analysis in Fig. 6. Other
than this difference, the ALSRs recovered from the com-
bined activity show a close correspondence.

In order to determine how robust the ALSRs are across a
wider range of signal levels, Fig. 10 shows ALSRs for the
single vowel /Ä/ at levels of 27 to 77 dB SPL. No compa-
rable guinea pig data has been published for this simulation,
however Young and Sachs~1979! show similar analyses re-
corded from the cat. Figure 10 includes their data for the
vowel /Ä/, chosen since this was the vowel with the closest
match in formant frequencies to the vowels used here. Direct
comparisons must be made with caution due to the different
species, but Fig. 10 shows that the formant peaks are re-
tained down to the lowest signal levels, much like Young and
Sachs’ data. The guinea pig ALSRs do show less prominent
formant peaks than the cat data, but this is also shown in
Palmeret al.’s guinea pig data at 60 and 80 dB SPL~Fig. 8!.

This may be due to differences in filter bandwidths, or syn-
chrony suppression which is investigated in the next section.

IV. THE ROLE OF TUNING AND NONLINEARITY

In this section the properties of the model which affect
the quality of representations are investigated, in particular
the contributions of BM filter shape and synchrony suppres-
sion. Figure 11 shows the responses of various filterbank
models to the vowel /Ä/, presented at 80 dB SPL, represented
as a dominant component analysis. The responses to other
vowels showed similar differences between the models.

Figure 11~a! shows the response of a gammatone filter-
bank with the output fed through the older version of the
IHC model ~Meddis, 1986!. The filters have been tuned to
give the same 10-dB bandwidths as the DRNL using the
same method described by Sumneret al. ~2003b!. The
middle-ear model was modified slightly from that described
in Sec. II A to produce the same audiogram as the DRNL
model.2 This filterbank shows a quite different response at
low BFs to the nonlinear DRNL~cf. Fig. 6!. At low BFs F1
is over represented. This is due to the high frequency slope
of the gammatone filters, which is too shallow compared to
guinea pig auditory filters. Gammatone filters are symmetric
about BF on a linear frequency scale, and so alter the repre-
sentation, which in animals is based upon more asymmetric
filter shapes at high input intensities. At BFs from 1 to 2 kHz
F0 is overrepresented. At 80 dB SPL input level, the gam-
matone filters are too narrow to pick out the formants, since

FIG. 9. ALSR functions on a logarithmic frequency scale calculated from the response to the synthesized double vowel /Ä~100 Hz!/1/i~125 Hz!/ presented
at 85 dB SPL. The model response is shown on the left, data from Palmer~1990! on the right. Plots are shifted vertically by one order of magnitude for clarity.
The scales refers to 80 dB SPL. Vowel formant frequencies are indicated by vertical lines.
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FIG. 10. ALSR functions on a logarithmic frequency scale calculated from the model response to the synthesized vowel /Ä/ ~left column! and corresponding
cat data~data from Young and Sachs, 1979! ~right column! presented at intensities from 27 to 77 dB SPL. Plots are shifted vertically by one order of
magnitude for clarity. The scales refers to 77 dB SPL. Vowel formant frequencies are indicated by vertical lines.

FIG. 11. Dominant component analysis of the reponse to /Ä/ for four auditory nerve models.~a! Linear gammatone filterbank with guinea-pig bandwidths, and
Meddis 86 IHC.~b! Linearized version of the DRNL filterbank model.~c! Linearized DRNL filterbank model only~without the IHC/AN stage!. ~d! Linear
gammatone filterbank with human bandwidths, and Meddis 86 IHC.
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the filter bandwidths do not vary with level. The broad low
frequency tail characteristic of the physiological response at
high intensities is absent.

Figure 11~b! shows the response of the DRNL filterbank
presented in previous sections, but with the compression re-
moved (v51, b(r0)51e5) so the output of the normally
nonlinear pathway is allowed to grow linearly at all input
levels. The pure tone thresholds for this model are identical
to the full nonlinear model. The response is more similar to
that of the nonlinear DRNL~cf. Fig. 6! than the gammatone.
Detail differences exist in the representation of low-
frequency components, and there is less response to F2~1100
Hz! in the linearized DRNL. These comparisons suggest that
BM nonlinearity is not crucial for reproducing the data, and
introduces only small differences at low BFs. The lack of a
major nonlinear effect is not surprising since the pure tone
response of the model is mostly linear at low BFs. At high
BFs nonlinearity is more significant, and the differences
would likely be larger.

Figure 11~c! shows the linearized DRNL filterbank out-
put alone, with no IHC/AN complex. As a consequence of
phase-locking limits—shown by the DRNL response to high
frequency components in~c! which is lacking in~b!—the fit
to the data is slightly degraded when the AN response is
omitted. Otherwise, this simulation shows that the IHC/AN
complex does contribute much to the vowel representation.

Finally, Fig. 11~d! shows the response of a gammatone
filterbank with the old~Meddis, 1986! haircell, with band-
widths set to match human ERBs. The representation here is
remarkably different, with BF components dominating at all
BFs, and no widespread response to the formants.

Figures 11~b! and ~c! suggest that in this model BM
nonlinearity makes a small contribution to vowel formant
representation, while the IHC/AN complex mostly effects
higher stimulus frequencies. However, this conclusion is
drawn from a dominant component analysis, which may ob-
scure more detailed changes through the discarding of all but
the largest response in each model channel. Bruceet al.
~2003! have shown that synchrony suppression, particularly
on the BM, but also within the IHC, contributes to the domi-
nance of vowel formants in temporal representations of vow-
els in the cat AN. The current model is now compared to the
only available guinea pig data in order to understand whether
this is also true in the guinea pig. Palmer~1990! derived
FFTs from AN spikes in a guinea pig AN fiber with a BF of
2.01 kHz when the double vowel /Ä/1/i/ was presented at
signal levels of 55–95 dB SPL. Figure 12 shows the model
response and the corresponding data~b!, derived in the same
way as those in Sec. III A. The model response includes both
the full model~a! and the model BM output only~c!.

The data@Fig. 12~b!# shows the way in which phase
locking shifts to different vowel harmonics as the compres-
sion and filter bandwidth characteristics vary with level. The
response shifts from formant harmonics close to BF at low
levels, when the filter is sharply tuned, to more intense but
remote formant harmonics at high intensities with broader
BM tuning. The full model shows a similar shift with level to
the data, although there are detail differences. At higher in-
tensities, the model is dominated by the 1100-Hz harmonic,

whereas the data shows 700 Hz as the largest component.
Figure 7 shows that in the data there are fibers showing 700,
800, and 1100 Hz as dominant components around 2 kHz BF.
Therefore the model does match some fibers, but not the
single illustrative fiber chosen by Palmer.

Of more interest is the lack of synchrony suppression in
the data. Multiple harmonics are strongly represented, even
at high levels. This contrasts strongly with the pattern shown
in the cat~Bruceet al., 2003, Fig. 8!, where one component
almost completely dominates the output at high intensities.
The guinea pig data looks more like an impaired cat fiber
~assumed to have lost BM nonlinearity and some IHC sensi-
tivity ! with little synchrony suppression. This difference ex-
plains the contrast in the formant peaks in the ALSRs for the
model and cat data in Fig. 10. The full model~a! does show
synchrony suppression at 85 and 95 dB SPL, when the
1100-Hz component dominates strongly. The BM-only
model ~c! shows much less synchrony suppression than the
full model even at 95 dB. The prominent 2.25-kHz peak at
lower signal levels in the BM response is a consequence of
the narrow filters at this level, not suppression. The decline
in phase locking in guinea pig AN fibers above 1.5–2 kHz
explains why this prominent harmonic on the BM is not as
strongly represented in the full model output. The suppres-
sion that exists in the model is generated more within the
IHC/AN complex, not on the BM. In fact the current model
probably shows too much suppression within the IHC at high
input levels.

V. DISCUSSION

Simulations of the guinea pig cochlea have been de-
scribed in Sec. III. These have produced results that match
physiological data closely in terms of phase locking to stimu-
lus components. The simulated AN response of individual
model channels to both single- and double-vowels captures
the important features of phase locking in the data. When all
of these channels are combined to give the population re-
sponse, in both the dominant component analysis and the
ALSR, a close correspondence is found. The ALSR response
across a wide range of signal levels also shows a similarly
robust formant representation to the available cat data.

The filterbank was initially based upon parameters de-
rived from the response of the guinea pig AN to pure tones
~Sumneret al., 2003b!. Very little modification to those fil-
terbank parameters was necessary in order to produce close
matches to the response to vowels. The modifications simply
improved the lower BF thresholds and FTC shapes. The
change from the parameters used in the earlier simulations
may indicate that the data previously modeled did not suffi-
ciently constrain the low-BF responses. The focus in Sumner
et al. ~2003b! was upon higher BF fibers, which may have
led to less optimal parameters for lower-BF fibers. In order
to determine whether the parameters adopted in this study
retained the correct responses to pure tones, the simulations
in Sumneret al. ~2003b! were repeated. Results were not
seriously affected, and the good match to data was repeated.
Therefore the current parameters can be viewed as a refine-
ment of the previous ones.
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The results in Fig. 11 compare different linear and non-
linear models and highlight the usefulness of computational
models in investigating the role of nonlinearity in speech
representation. They suggest, perhaps surprisingly, that filter
shape and not nonlinearity is crucial for the observed repre-
sentations in the guinea pig. The current results contrast with
those of Bruceet al. ~2003! and Deng and Geisler~1987b!.
Deng and Geisler demonstrated that when a linear and a
nonlinear model were matched for frequency threshold curve
~FTC! shape, the nonlinear model produced a better match to
the animal data. The response of their linearized model re-
sembled our gammatone simulation of human auditory fil-

ters, locking to harmonics rather than formants. The removal
of BM nonlinearity had a much larger effect in Deng and
Geisler’ model than in the current one. This is due to differ-
ences in the degree of nonlinearity at low BFs. Deng and
Geisler assumed significant nonlinearity across all BFs.
Sumneret al. ~2003b! fitted the current model to data from
Cooper and Yates~1994! which showed less nonlinearity at a
1.8-kHz place than at higher BFs. Therefore, although pa-
rameters for BFs below 1.8 kHz are extrapolated using the
logarithmic function in Eq.~2!, they are more constrained
than Deng and Geisler’s parameters. The parameters do pro-
duce a good match to the data, although more physiological

FIG. 12. FFT magnitude spectra obtained from period histograms locked to the stimulus period for a fiber with BF of 2.01 kHz, showing~a! full model AN
spike rate,~b! AN spike data from Palmer~1990! and~c! BM model response magnitude. Stimulus is the double vowel /Ä~100 Hz!/1/i~125 Hz!/ presented at
levels of 55–95 dB SPL. The spike rate/BM response has been normalized to the value of the largest histogram bin.
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measurements are required at low BFs in order to confirm
the degree of nonlinearity at low frequencies in the guinea
pig.

In our guinea pig cochlear model, the broad frequency
selectivity allows intense harmonics below BF to be picked
out. The asymmetrical shape of the DRNL filters, with a
steep slope on the high frequency side and a shallow slope
below BF, causes harmonics with frequencies greater than
the filter BF to be rejected. Thus harmonics lower in fre-
quency than the first formant are apparent in the dominant
component analysis of even the linearized DRNL, while the
more symmetrical gammatone filters do not show this prop-
erty. Even if the bandwidths of the gammatone filters were
adjusted manually according to the expected input level, they
would not show the correct formant representation due to
their symmetry about BF.

Section IV also suggests that the spread of temporal cod-
ing of formants along the cochlear partition might be less in
humans than some other species. It is true that human co-
chlear filters are sharper than many animals~Sheraet al.,
2002! and may be sufficient to support a reasonable spectral
code. However, any conclusions drawn from our simulations
about the importance of a temporal code for speech must be
made with caution. Emerging evidence suggests that low fre-
quency hearing in humans is in fact quite nonlinear~Lopez-
Povedaet al., 2003; Nelson and Schroder, 2004!. Therefore
the gammatone filterbank may not provide a realistic repre-
sentation of responses to broadband signals. The human au-
ditory nerve may behave more like the model of Deng and
Geisler ~1987b!, which assumed significant nonlinearity at
all BFs. Given suitable human compression and tuning data,
the DRNL model architecture should be able to predict the
human temporal response to speech. This highlights the need
for further psychophysical characterization of the human au-
ditory periphery to more tightly constrain computational
models.

The results presented in Figs. 11 and 12 suggest that BM
nonlinearity has only a small effect on speech representation,
at least in guinea pigs. However, most of the spectral energy
of vowel stimuli falls at frequencies well below those at
which guinea pigs are maximally sensitive. At higher BFs
nonlinearity is far more significant and the differences be-
tween a nonlinear and linear model would probably be much
larger. Attempts have been made to generate vowel sounds
that are normalized to account for cochlear differences be-
tween species~Recio et al., 2002!. Unfortunately such
stimuli are not suitable for assessing temporal responses
since their formant frequencies fall well outside the range of
phase locking in guinea pigs. Therefore no attempt was made
to study responses to normalized vowels at higher BFs. The
reduced nonlinearity of low-BF places may explain the rela-
tively weak BM synchrony suppression shown in Fig. 12 for
the current model compared to the cat model of Bruceet al.
~2003!. Our results may appear contradictory to their dem-
onstration of the importance of BM-generated synchrony
suppression. However we feel that the current simulations
are not opposed to their findings, but may illustrate a species
difference. Of course the relative lack of guinea pig data
makes these conclusions tentative.

The guinea pig cochlea model presented here can effec-
tively reproduce an average AN population response to vow-
els. As described here, it is a suitable model for further in-
vestigation of speech coding in the AN. A future goal is the
transfer of principles extracted from animal studies to mod-
els of human hearing and hearing impairment in particular.
For example, it has been shown that one kind of human
hearing loss may be simulated in our model by a single
change to the DRNL compression function parametera
~Lopez-Poveda and Meddis, 2000!. Similarly, Sachset al.
~2002! and Bruceet al. ~2003! showed that auditory trauma
in the cat could be modeled through a small set of parameter
changes. A fuller appreciation of these issues should lead to
improvements in speech coding algorithms in digital hearing
aids. Another future application is the use of peripheral mod-
els as inputs to more ambitious models of processing in the
central nervous system itself. In such cases, any errors in
modeling the periphery will propagate throughout the sys-
tem. As a consequence, detailed and rigorous evaluation of
the peripheral model against available physiological data will
assume even more importance.
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Studies that have examined age effects in the human middle ear using either admittance measures
at 220 or 660 Hz or multifrequency tympanometry from 200 to 2000 Hz have had conflicting results.
Several studies have suggested an increase in admittance with age, while several others have
suggested a decrease in admittance with age. A third group of studies found no significant age effect.
This study examined 226 Hz tympanometry and wideband energy reflectance and impedance at
ambient pressure in a group of 40 young adults and a group of 30 adults with age>60 years. The
groups did not differ in admittance measures of the middle ear at 226 Hz. However, significant age
effects were found in wideband energy reflectance and impedance. In particular, in older adults there
was a comparative decrease in reflectance from 800 to 2000 Hz but an increase near 4000 Hz. The
results suggest a decrease in middle-ear stiffness with age. The findings of this study hold relevance
for understanding the aging process in the auditory system, for the establishment of normative data
for wideband energy reflectance, for the possibility of a conductive component to presbycusis, and
for the interpretation of otoacoustic emission measurements. ©2004 Acoustical Society of
America. @DOI: 10.1121/1.1808221#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The middle ear serves to partially overcome the imped-
ance mismatch between sound waves in air and the fluid-
filled cochlea. An understanding of age effects in the middle
ear and their affect on the input to the cochlea is critical to an
understanding of the aging process in the auditory system, to
an understanding of presbycusis, and to the development of
clinical norms for hearing and middle-ear assessment. Age
effects in the middle ear may also impact the interpretation
of otoacoustic emission measurements, which depend on the
forward and reverse transfer of sound energy through the
middle ear.

Anatomical studies in humans have documented
changes in the middle ear with age. Ruahet al. ~1991! stud-
ied changes in the tympanic membranes harvested from 46
human cadavers ranging in age from 2 days to 91 years.
They reported that with age the tympanic membrane be-
comes ‘‘less vascular, less cellular, more rigid, and less elas-
tic’’ ~p. 634!. A histological study of the middle ear ossicles
was conducted by Etholm and Belal~1974!, who reported
arthritic changes in the incudomalleal and incudostapedial
joints in presbycusic ears. More significant arthritic changes
including fusion of bone joints were seen in specimens from
ears over 70 years of age. Similarly, Harty~1953! examined
temporal bones of elderly patients and reported that the os-
sicular joints contained less elastic tissue.

Behavioral studies have suggested the presence of a con-
ductive component to presbycusis, in which the loss is pre-
dominantly in the middle to high frequencies~Marshall
et al., 1983; Nixonet al., 1962!. Nixon et al. reported a 12
dB air-bone gap at 4000 Hz that they attributed to the loss of
middle-ear stiffness necessary for the transmission of high
frequencies. Randolph and Schow~1983! challenged this in-
terpretation and attributed the high-frequency air-bone gap in
the elderly to ear-canal collapse during audiometric head-
phone placement. However, Marshallet al. found that ear-
canal collapse in their elderly subjects was not sufficient to
explain the effect. They suggested that in some elderly sub-
jects there was an apparent ‘‘loosening in the middle-ear sys-
tem’’ ~p. 606!.

The possibility of a functional change in the middle ear
with age is supported by recent studies of middle-ear func-
tion in the mouse using laser-Doppler vibrometry~LDV ! that
have demonstrated a decrease in mid- to high-frequency
umbo velocity in aging mice~Doan et al., 1996; Rosowski
et al., 2003!. However, in a recent LDV study in humans
from age 20 to 81 years, Whittemoreet al. ~2004! reported a
significant age-related change in umbo velocity in only one
of nine measurement frequencies, and that was a slight in-
crease in umbo velocity with age at 6000 Hz.

Most previous studies that have examined age effects in
the middle ear have used traditional 220 or 660 Hz admit-
tance tympanometry. Overall, these studies have yielded con-
flicting or inconclusive results. Consider first the measure-
ment of peak-compensated static acoustic admittance~Peak
Ytm), which is an estimate of the middle-ear admittance. This
is obtained by subtracting the admittance measured in the ear
canal under positive or negative air pressure, usually1200

a!Portions of this work were presented at the 145th Meeting of the Acousti-
cal Society of America, Nashville, TN, April 2003.

b!Current affiliation: Otolaryngology, Head and Neck Surgery, and Virginia
Merrill Bloedel Hearing Research Center, University of Washington, Se-
attle, WA 98195. Electronic-mail: pfeeney@u.washington.edu
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or 2300 decaPascals~daPa!, from the admittance measured
at the peak of the tympanogram~Van Campet al., 1986!.
Previous studies of PeakYtm include that of Beattie and
Leamy ~1975!, who reported a significant increase in Peak
Ytm at 660 Hz in their older group of 20 subjects aged 60–78
years compared to a younger group of 20 subjects aged
17–29 years. A more complex effect of age on PeakYtm was
reported by Jergeret al. ~1972!, who studied the effect of age
and gender in 700 subjects with either normal hearing or a
sensorineural hearing loss,70 dB hearing level~HL!. They
reported that PeakYtm measured with a 220 Hz probe tone
rose to a maximum by the fourth decade and then decreased
for subjects over 50 years of age. Blood and Greenberg
~1977! reported a significant decrease in PeakYtm with age at
220 Hz. A decrease in PeakYtm with age was also reported
by Gateset al. ~1990! in a cohort of 1656 adults with an age
range of 63–95 years. However, the reported decline in Peak
Ytm at 220 Hz was small, decreasing 0.003560.0017 ml per
year.

In contrast, several studies have shown little or no sig-
nificant effect of age on middle ear admittance. Nerbonne
et al. ~1978! reported no significant age effect on PeakYtm

using a 220 Hz probe tone in three groups of 60 men and
women aged 20–29, 60–69, and 70–79 years. In a study
using both 220 and 660 Hz probe tones, Thompsenet al.
~1980! measured static acoustic conductance, susceptance,
and admittance in 60 women with 10 subjects in each age
decade from 20 to 79 years. No significant effect of age was
found for any of the measurements with either probe fre-
quency. Holte~1996! also found no age effect in PeakYtm at
226 Hz for men in 7 age groups with 20 subjects in each
decade from 20 to 79 years and 16 subjects.79 years. Holte
also examined tympanometric width~TW! in these subjects,
defined as the pressure interval over which static acoustic
admittance at 226 Hz was reduced by one-half. There was a
moderate negative correlation (r 520.616) between TW
and PeakYtm for the subjects in that study, as well as a
moderate positive correlation between TW and two measures
of middle-ear resonant frequency derived from multifre-
quency tympanometry (r 50.467 and 0.441!. Therefore, as
stiffness increased, resulting in a higher resonant frequency,
PeakYtm decreased and tympanometric width increased for
the subjects in that study. Holte found a small but statistically
significant positive correlation between TW and age,r
50.176. Negative findings for an age effect in PeakYtm at
226 Hz have also been reported by Uchidaet al. ~2000! in a
study of 933 subjects across three decades from age 40 to 70
years and by Stenklevet al. ~2004! in comparing a group of
otologically normal subjects>60 years old with a group of
20 young-adult controls.

Middle ear resonance frequency calculated by using
multifrequency tympanometry~200–2000 Hz! has also been
used to examine age effects in the middle ear. As part of the
study reported above, Holte~1996! calculated the middle ear
resonant frequency in her subjects who ranged in age from
20 to over 80 years. Since greater middle ear stiffness, as in
otosclerosis, increases the resonant frequency of the middle
ear, Holte reasoned that multifrequency tympanometry
would be an appropriate measure of the age-related stiffness

effect suggested by anatomical studies. However, she found
no statistically significant age effect for this measure. Similar
findings using multifrequency tympanometry were reported
by Wiley et al. ~1999!, who found no age effect for middle-
ear resonant frequency for 467 men and women from age 48
to 90 years. Similarly, Uchidaet al. ~2000! found no age
effect for middle ear resonance frequency in their large
sample of subjects from age 40 to 70 years.

These conflicting or negative findings may be due to a
lack of sensitivity of clinical admittance measurements in the
200–2000 Hz bandwidth to age-related changes in middle
ear function. Perhaps this is not surprising in the face of
reports of normal 226 Hz tympanograms in cases of con-
firmed middle ear disease~Feeney, Grantet al., 2003; Hunter
and Margolis, 1997!. Moreover, the interpretation of admit-
tance tympanometry at frequencies between 220 and 2000
Hz has been complicated by increased errors in the calcula-
tion of ear canal volume, as well as by the appearance of
notched tympanograms~Van Campet al., 1986!.

A relatively new technique for middle ear measurement
holds promise for the study of the aging ear by allowing the
examination of the acoustic power response of the middle ear
over the audiometric frequency range. Energy reflectance is
the ratio of the power reflected from the middle ear to the
incident power. Thus, when all of the power at a given fre-
quency is absorbed by the middle ear, the energy reflectance
is 0.0. Likewise, when all of the power is reflected by the
middle ear, the energy reflectance is 1.0. Energy reflectance
at ambient pressure in adults is typically near 1.0 in the low
frequencies but decreases gradually with frequency to a
minimum around 4000 Hz and then increases at higher fre-
quencies~Feeney, Grantet al., 2003; Keefeet al., 1993;
Stinson, 1990; Voss and Allen, 1994!. An attractive feature of
energy reflectance measurements is that, unlike traditional
admittance measures, they are relatively insensitive to probe
microphone location in the ear canal~Huang,et al. 2000b;
Stinsonet al. 1982!.

Wideband energy reflectance and impedance measure-
ments of the normal middle ear in adults and young children
have been made in the frequency range of 200–10 000 Hz
~Keefe et al., 1993; Margoliset al., 1999; Voss and Allen,
1994!. Recent studies have suggested that compared to stan-
dard clinical admittance measurements, wideband energy re-
flectance and impedance measurements may provide a more
sensitive test of middle-ear disorders and conductive hearing
loss ~Feeney, Grantet al., 2003; Keefe and Levi, 1996;
Keefe and Simmons, 2003; Piskorskiet al., 1999!. Wideband
energy reflectance may also provide a more sensitive mea-
surement of the acoustic reflex threshold~Feeney and Keefe,
1999; 2001; Feeney, Keefeet al., 2003; Feeneyet al., in
press!.

The purpose of the present study was to examine age
effects in the middle ear by applying wideband acoustic mea-
surements in a group of young adults and in a group of adults
>60 years of age. Measurements of wideband impedance
and energy reflectance in the ear canal were obtained at am-
bient pressure.
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II. METHOD

A. Subjects

The young-adult group consisted of 40 participants, 20
women and 20 men, ages 18–28 yr (mean521.4 yr) who
were recruited from flyers posted on campus. Young-adult
subjects were included in the study if they had a negative
history of middle-ear disorders and met the following inclu-
sion criteria:~1! A normal otoscopic screening for ear canal
and tympanic membrane abnormalities;~2! A normal 226 Hz
admittance tympanogram defined as having a single peak
within 610 daPa of ambient pressure and with PeakYtm

between 0.3 and 1.7 mmho~Margolis and Hunter, 1999!; and
~3! Pure-tone air-conduction thresholds<15 dB HL from
250 to 8000 Hz with air-bone gaps<10 dB at octave fre-
quencies from 250 to 4000 Hz.

The older-adult group consisted of 30 participants, 15
women and 15 men, ages 60–85 yr (mean571.6 yr) who
were recruited from flyers posted on campus and at local
senior centers. These subjects also had a negative history of
middle-ear disorders and met the same otoscopic and tympa-
nometric inclusion criteria as the subjects in the young-adult
group. As with the young group, audiometric air-bone gaps
were <10 dB at octave frequencies from 250 to 4000 Hz.
However, subjects with pure-tone air conduction thresholds
outside the normal range were included in the study.

B. Apparatus

With the subject seated in a sound-treated booth, pure-
tone audiometry to meet the inclusion criteria was conducted
using a Madsen, model 622 diagnostic audiometer calibrated
for air- and bone-conduction testing to ANSI S3.6~1996!
standards. ER-3A insert earphones were used for air-
conduction testing to avoid ear-canal collapse. Tympanom-
etry was conducted using a Grason-Stadler, Inc., model 33
~GSI-33! immittance instrument calibrated to ANSI S3.39
~1987! standards.

The energy reflectance measurement system consisted of
an Etymotic Research, model ER-10C microphone system; a
Communication Automation & Control, model 32C data ac-
quisition card with a 24 kHz sampling frequency; and a per-
sonal computer. The energy reflectance probe signal con-
sisted of 40 ms electrical chirps generated by the data
acquisition card, with a bandwidth extending from 200 to
10 000 Hz, which were routed to a receiver in the ER-10C
probe. The microphone response was high-pass filtered at
200 Hz~48 dB per octave! to remove system and biological
noise by use of a programmable filter~Tucker-Davis, model
PF1! and then acquired at a sampling rate of 24 kHz with a
spectral resolution of approximately 12 Hz.

C. Procedure

1. Energy reflectance calibration

The method described by Keefeet al. ~1992! was used
to calibrate the system for the measurement of energy reflec-
tance in the ear canal. Calibration was conducted daily using
a set of 6 brass tubes with inside diameters of 8 mm and
lengths ranging from 486 to 918 mm with rigid terminations.

During calibration a standard ER-10C foam ear tip with a
diameter of 14 mm and length of 14 mm~ER10C-14A! was
attached to the probe and then compressed and inserted into
each calibration tube to a depth of approximately 12 mm.
The calibration protocol consisted of determining the Thev-
enin source impedance and sound pressure of the ER-10C
microphone system across frequency from 250 to 8000 Hz.
This was accomplished by iterative comparison of the mea-
sured pressure response of the six tubes to a model of each
including viscothermal losses.

To test the validity of the calibration, a method devel-
oped by Keefeet al. ~1992! was employed. In this method an
error function is used to determine the error in the acoustical
estimate of the length of each calibration tube across fre-
quency. An unacceptably large error term results in a failed
calibration as implemented in software. When this was en-
countered in the present study, perhaps due to a leaky probe
fit in the calibration tubes, the calibration was repeated until
an acceptable error term was obtained. Keefeet al. ~1992!
reported that acceptable calibrations obtained by this method
minimized the error in calculating the Thevenin equivalents
such that estimates of calibration tube energy reflectance did
not exceed 0.03 at any frequency across the measurement
bandwidth.

Measurements of the pressure spectrum in a subject’s
ear canal were combined with the Thevenin parameters of
the probe to derive wideband impedance at the probe tip. The
characteristic impedance at the entrance of the ear canal was
then estimated based on an acoustical estimate of the ear
canal area. One-third octave measurements of energy reflec-
tance from 250 to 8000 Hz were then obtained by a compari-
son of the impedance at the probe tip and the characteristic
impedance of the ear canal using standard transformations
~Keefeet al., 1992!.

2. Energy reflectance measurements

Following the audiometric assessments to meet inclu-
sion criteria, energy reflectance measurements were made
with the subject seated in a commercial sound-treated booth.
The foam tip of the ER-10C microphone was inserted in the
subject’s ear canal with full insertion depth~14 mm! if pos-
sible, depending upon the ear canal shape and size. The foam
tip remained in the ear canal for 2 min to allow the foam to
expand and seal the ear canal before energy reflectance was
measured.

The probe signal was then introduced into the subject’s
sealed ear canal using a receiver in the ER-10C microphone
system. The overall level was set to 65 dB SPL as calibrated
in a Zwislocki occluded ear simulator~Knowles Electronics,
model DB-100!. An artifact-reject algorithm was used to
eliminate noisy responses to the chirp stimuli~Keefe and
Ling, 1998!. When the patient was seated quietly, the experi-
menter started data acquisition, which was a time-averaged
response to a series of eight valid chirps. Each averaged
response took approximately 1 s toacquire.

The initial averaged energy reflectance response was
evaluated to determine if there was a leaky probe fit resulting
in low energy reflectance at the lowest one-third octave.
Based on our experience with measurements in adults with
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this system, a leaky probe fit was suspected if the energy
reflectance was lower than 0.8 at 250 Hz. If such a measure-
ment was obtained, the probe tip was removed from the ear,
reinserted, and allowed to expand for an additional 2 min
prior to reflectance measurement. In several cases, the ear
canal could not be sealed with the standard 14 mm dia foam
tip, so an 18 mm diam foam tip was used~ER10C-14C!. This
problem was typically experienced with oval ear canals in
some elderly subjects where a leak was apparent at the su-
perior or inferior aspect of the ear canal with the smaller
foam tip. The ER10C-14C foam tip was used for 5 elderly
subjects. The standard 14 mm diam foam tip was too large to
be comfortably inserted in the ear canal for several subjects.
In these cases, a 10 mm diam foam tip was used~ER10C-
14B!. This foam tip was used for 2 young subjects and 1
elderly subject.

Once an adequate fit had been confirmed, the reflectance
measurement was repeated to obtain a total of three valid
measurements for each ear. These were then averaged at each
one-third-octave frequency to obtain the final data set for
each ear. When both ears of a subject met inclusion criteria,
both were measured. The data for one ear from each subject
were arbitrarily selected for analysis, with the stipulation that
data from equal numbers of right and left ears were used if
possible. If only one of a subject’s ears met the inclusion
criteria, data from that ear was used for data analysis.

III. RESULTS

A. Audiometry

Responses to standard audiometric measures are shown
in Table I for both groups. Data were obtained on equal

numbers of right and left ears for the young-adult group, and
16 left and 14 right ears for the elderly group. For the young-
adult group, the mean three-frequency pure-tone average
~PTA! for air conduction for the frequencies 500, 1000, and
2000 Hz was 6.5 dB HL (SD54.1 dB). For the elderly
group, the group-mean three-frequency PTA for air conduc-
tion was 21.1 dB HL (SD510.7 dB) with a range from 3.3
to 41.7 dB HL. To meet inclusion criteria for this study,
subjects from both groups could have air-bone gaps no
greater than 10 dB at the audiometric frequencies from 250
to 4000 Hz. Table I also shows the mean air-bone gaps and
standard deviations for both groups. The difference in air-
bone gap between groups at each frequency was tested using
an independent-samplest-test. An alpha level of 0.05 was
adopted for this and subsequent statistical tests, and a two-
tailed test was used for all analyses. The elderly group had a
significantly greater air-bone gap at 250 Hz (mean
55.0 dB) than the young group (mean51.5 dB), t(68)
54.61, p,0.01. The air bone gap was also greater for the
elderly group at 4000 Hz (mean56.3 dB) compared to the
young group (mean51.4 dB), t(68)52.77, p,0.01. The
means were not significantly different at other frequencies.

B. 226 Hz tympanometry

Tympanometric data obtained with the GSI-33 clinical
system using a 226 Hz probe tone are shown in the first three
rows of Table II for young-adult and elderly groups. There
were no statistically significant differences between right and
left ears for these measures, so data from both ears were
combined for the following statistical analyses. An
independent-samplest-test was used to evaluate the differ-

TABLE I. Group mean air- and bone-conduction audiometric thresholds for the young-adult and elderly groups.
Also displayed are the group-mean air-bone gaps~ABG!. This is defined as the mean air-conduction threshold
minus the mean bone-conduction threshold at each frequency. Numbers in parentheses are SD.

Group Measure

Frequency~Hz!

250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

Young Air 7.3 ~4.4! 7.8 ~5.1! 5.6 ~5.6! 6.3 ~4.5! 3.4 ~5.4! 20.1 (6.1)
Bone 5.8~4.7! 2.6 ~2.6! 2.1 ~7.1! 0.9 ~5.2! 2.0 ~6.2!
ABG 1.5 ~5.3! 5.2 ~4.7! 3.5 ~5.2! 5.4 ~4.9! 1.4 ~4.4!

Elderly Air 15.3 ~8.1! 16.8 ~9.5! 21.5 ~11.5! 24.8 ~13.8! 36.0 ~17.5! 45.0 ~23!
Bone 10.3~7.8! 13.2 ~10.0! 17.7 ~12.5! 21.2 ~14.3! 29.7 ~16.3!
ABG 5.0 ~5.1! 3.6 ~5.2! 3.8 ~6.3! 3.6 ~4.7! 6.3 ~4.5!

TABLE II. Tympanometric and ear-canal measurements for the young and elderly groups. The means, SDs and
ranges of values are shown for peak-compensated static acoustic admittance~PeakYtm), tympanometric width
~TW!, and equivalent ear canal volume (Vea), all obtained using a 226 Hz probe tone. The ear canal diameter
~EC Diameter! estimates were obtained using the energy reflectance system. Also shown are the results of the
two-tailed t tests and associatedp values for the mean comparisons. Thep-values for significantt-test results
are underlined.

Measure

Young Elderly
Mean

Comparisons

Mean SD Range Mean SD Range t p

PeakYtm ~mmhos! 0.61 0.24 0.3–1.5 0.62 0.19 0.3–1.1 0.17 0.86
TW ~daPa! 76.3 19.1 50–110 78.7 17.6 50–125 0.53 0.60
Vea (cm3) 1.30 0.36 0.7–2.3 1.50 0.35 0.9–2.4 2.42 0.02
EC Diameter~mm! 10.67 2.87 5.5–18.0 9.25 2.78 5.4–15.3 2.07 0.04
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ences between groups on these measurements. There was no
significant difference in PeakYtm between the young-adult
group (mean50.61 mmho) and the elderly group (mean
50.62 mmho), t(68)50.174, p50.86. There was also no
significant difference in TW between the young-adult group
(mean576.3 daPa) and the elderly group (mean
578.7 daPa),t(68)50.53, p50.60. However, there was a
small but significant difference between groups in equivalent
ear canal volume (Vea), with the young-adult group (mean
51.3 cm3) demonstrating a smallerVea than the elderly
group (mean51.50 cm3), t(68)52.42,p50.02.

Gender differences were also evaluated for both groups
for each of the three measures derived from 226 Hz tympa-
nometry. For the young-adult group, theVea for men (mean
51.42 cm3) was larger than for women (mean51.18 cm3),
t(38)52.21, p50.03; however, there were no significant
gender differences for PeakYtm or TW ~Table III!. The Vea

for the elderly men (mean51.67 cm3) was also larger than
for elderly women (mean51.34 cm3), t(28)52.83, p
5,0.01. The PeakYtm was also greater for elderly men
(mean50.70 mmho) than elderly women (mean
50.53 mmho), t(28)52.71, p50.01. However, there was
no significant gender difference in the elderly group for TW
~Table IV!.

C. Wideband impedance

Wideband acoustic impedance data were accepted as
satisfactory if the input resistance was positive. As was sug-
gested by Keefeet al. ~1993!, measurements of negative re-
sistance with this energy reflectance system are likely due to

small errors in estimating the Thevenin parameters of the
probe and physiological noise. For 15 young subjects and 5
elderly subjects, there were negative resistances at 8000 Hz,
the highest one-third octave frequency. Due to the large
amount of unsatisfactory data at this frequency, this fre-
quency was excluded from further analysis for both groups.
There were only 2 subjects in each of the young and elderly
groups with negative resistances at 6350 Hz, and 1 of these
subjects in the elderly group also had a negative resistance at
5040 Hz. Therefore, these negative resistance data were ex-
cluded, and the mean data for the subsequent analyses for
impedance and energy reflectance were based on the remain-
ing data at these frequencies for both groups.

An independent-samplest-test was used to evaluate the
differences between age groups and genders on wideband
measurements of impedance and energy reflectance for each
of the 15 one-third-octave frequencies from 250 to 6350 Hz.
This analysis assumes that the impedance and energy reflec-
tance data for each one-third octave are independent. This
approach was also used by Keefeet al. ~1993! in their analy-
sis of age effects and is supported by recent data showing
that middle ear disorders such as ossicular disarticulation can
affect a narrow frequency range while leaving other frequen-
cies unaffected~Feeney, Grantet al., 2003!.

The one-third octave averaged impedance in cgs ohms
measured at the probe tip is illustrated in the top panel of
Fig. 1 for the young-adult and elderly groups. The error bars
in Figs. 1–3, 5 and 6 represent61SE, which were chosen
rather than61 SD to facilitate the visual comparison of
mean differences. The SDs for each measurement are re-
ported in Table V. The impedance decreased from 250 to
5040 Hz for the young-adult group consistent with a
stiffness-controlled system, and increased above this fre-
quency consistent with a mass-controlled system. The im-
pedance for the elderly group was similar to that of the
young-adult group from about 1500 to 3000 Hz, but diverged
at lower and higher frequencies. There were significant dif-
ferences between groups in impedance, with impedance for
the elderly group averaging around 50 cgs ohms lower than
that of the young group at frequencies between 315 and 1260
Hz ~Table V!.

The group-mean impedance phase measured at the probe
tip for the young-adult and elderly groups is shown in the
bottom panel of Fig. 1. Impedance phase was stiffness domi-
nated in the low frequencies, and mass dominated above
4000 Hz for both groups. Impedance phase was significantly
more negative for the elderly group at 500 Hz by around 2°
but was significantly more negative for the young-adult
group by around 8° over the frequency range from 1000 and
2000 Hz~Table V!. Similar to the data of Keefeet al. ~1993!
there was increased variability in the phase measurements at
frequencies above 2000 Hz.

The real and imaginary parts of the acoustic impedance,
resistance and reactance, are displayed in Fig. 2 in cgs ohms
as a function of frequency for both groups. As detailed in
Table V, there was a small difference between groups in
resistance with significantly lower resistance for the elderly
group by an average of 19 cgs ohms between 315 and 794
Hz, and significantly higher resistance for the elderly group

TABLE III. Gender comparison for the young group for tympanometric and
ear-canal measurements. The means and SDs of values are shown for peak-
compensated static acoustic admittance~PeakYtm), tympanometric width
~TW!, and equivalent ear canal volume (Vea), all obtained using a 226 Hz
probe tone. Also shown are the results of the two-tailedt tests and associ-
atedp values for the mean comparisons. Thep-values for significantt-test
results are underlined.

Measure

Women Men
Mean

comparisons

Mean SD Mean SD t p

PeakYtm ~mmho! 0.55 0.17 0.67 0.28 1.55 0.13
TW ~daPa! 74.0 17.1 78.7 21.0 0.77 0.48
Vea (cm3) 1.18 0.06 1.42 0.17 2.21 0.03

TABLE IV. Gender comparison for the elderly group for tympanometric and
ear-canal measurements. The means and SDs of values are shown for peak-
compensated static acoustic admittance~PeakYtm), tympanometric width
~TW!, and equivalent ear canal volume (Vea), all obtained using a 226 Hz
probe tone. Also shown are the results of the two-tailedt tests and associ-
atedp values for the mean comparisons. Thep-values for significantt-test
results are underlined.

Measure

Women Men
Mean

comparisons

Mean SD Mean SD t p

PeakYtm ~mmho! 0.53 0.15 0.70 0.19 2.71 0.01
TW ~daPa! 80.3 21.3 77.0 13.5 0.51 0.61
Vea (cm3) 1.34 0.19 1.67 0.40 2.83 ,0.01
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of around 16 cgs ohms between 1587 and 2520 Hz, and also
at 6350 Hz with a large difference of 78 cgs ohms. The
reactance for the young group was significantly more
stiffness-dominated from 397 to 1587 Hz by an average of
41 cgs ohms.

D. Wideband energy reflectance

An acoustic estimate of ear canal diameter for the
young-adult and elderly groups was derived using a sum rule
on resistance at the probe tip~Keefeet al., 1992!. As shown
in Table II, the mean estimated ear-canal diameter for the
young group (mean510.67 mm) was larger than that of the
elderly group (mean59.25 mm) and this difference was sta-
tistically significant,t(28)52.07,p50.04. The characteristic
impedance (Zc) of a tube with cross-sectional areaS is ap-
proximately equal toZc5rc/S, wherer is the density of air
and c is phase velocity of sound in air.Zc along with the
impedance measured in the ear canal,Zec, is used to calcu-
late the pressure reflectance magnitude,uRu5(Zec2Zc)/
(Zec1Zc). The energy reflectance is equal touRu2 ~Keefe
et al., 1992; Voss and Allen, 1994!.

There were no statistically significant differences in en-
ergy reflectance between right and left ears for the young-
adult group at any frequency. The only significant difference

between right and left ears for the elderly group was at 6350
Hz (mean50.72, SD50.17) with higher energy reflectance
in the right ear than the left ear (mean50.55, SD50.17).
Therefore, the data for right and left ears were pooled for the
remaining energy reflectance analyses. The group-mean one-
third-octave energy reflectance for the young-adult and eld-
erly groups is shown in Fig. 3. The energy reflectance was
0.96 at 250 Hz for the young adults and decreased with in-
creasing frequency, dropping to 0.69 at 1000 Hz, and to a
minimum of 0.24 at 4000 Hz before it increased to 0.64 at
6350 Hz. The group-mean energy reflectance for the elderly
group was also 0.96 at 250 Hz, but decreased more steeply as
a function of frequency, reaching a value of 0.52 at 1000 Hz,
and then decreased more gradually with frequency, reaching
a minimum of 0.40 at 4000 Hz before it increased to 0.62 at
6350 Hz. At-test for independent samples was conducted to
examine mean differences at each one-third octave fre-
quency. The results are presented in Table V which shows
the means, standard deviations and two-tailedt-test results.
Energy reflectance was significantly lower for the elderly
group by an average of 15% from 794 to 2000 Hz but sig-
nificantly higher for the elderly group at 4000 Hz by 20%.

In examining individual energy reflectance plots for sub-
jects from both groups, it was noted that the reflectance pat-
terns for the young-adult subjects tended to have a single
minimum near 4000–5000 Hz~similar to the mean data in
Fig. 3!, but that the reflectance patterns for the elderly sub-
jects tended to have two minima: One between 1000 and
2000 Hz and a second between 4000 and 5000 Hz. Nineteen
out of 30 elderly subjects~63%! had reflectance patterns with
two energy reflectance minima lower than 0.5 with the aver-
age frequency for the low-frequency minimum at 1504 Hz
(SD5463 Hz) and the average frequency for the high-
frequency minimum at 4045 Hz (SD51092 Hz). However,
only 6 of the 40 young adults~15%! had secondary, low-
frequency minima. This double-minima pattern for the eld-
erly group is not evident from the mean data in Fig. 3, thus
Fig. 4 shows four individual energy reflectance plots from
each group representative of the majority of the patterns for
each group~65% of the elderly and 85% of the young sub-
jects!.

Group-mean energy reflectance for women and men of
the young-adult group is shown in Fig. 5. Women had 10%
higher energy reflectance than men at 794 and 1000 Hz but
18% lower energy reflectance at 5040 Hz~Table V!. The
group-mean energy reflectance data were similar for women
and men in the elderly group. These data are presented in
Fig. 6, with a similar trend as shown for the young adults,
with women having higher reflectance in the mid-to-low fre-
quencies and lower reflectance at 4000 Hz. However, these
gender differences were not statistically significant at any
frequency for the elderly group.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. 226 Hz tympanometry

The subjects in this study were selected to have negative
histories of middle ear disorders, normal otoscopic findings,

FIG. 1. The panels show the group mean one-third-octave impedance~cgs
ohms, top! and impedance phase~degrees, bottom! for the young-adult
group (N540, solid line and filled squares! and the elderly group (N530,
dashed line and open circles! as a function of frequency. The error bars are
61 SE.
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and single-peaked 226 Hz tympanometry yielding PeakYtm

in the normal adult range~Margolis and Hunter, 1999!. The
young-adult and elderly groups did not differ in respect to
PeakYtm or TW, two measures that index middle-ear func-
tion, but were slightly different inVea, with the elderly
group having aVea that was 0.2 cm3 larger than that of the
younger group. The difference inVea is not in agreement
with Wiley et al. ~1996! who reported thatVea decreased
with age. However, this trend was significant only for right
ears in their subjects aged 48–90 years. In about one-quarter
of the elderly subjects in the present study, the presence of an
oval opening to the ear canal necessitated the use of an oval
probe tip to obtain a hermetic seal for tympanometry. These
tips do not fit as deeply into ear canals as circular tips; there-
fore, this may have contributed to the measurement of larger
Vea in the elderly group. In fact, group-mean estimates of
ear-canal diameter obtained with the wideband reflectance
system showed a significantly smaller diameter in the elderly
group of 9.25 mm compared to 10.67 mm for the young-
adult group~Table II!. These ear-canal-diameter estimates

are in good agreement with those of Keefeet al. ~1993!,
obtained with the same reflectance system, of 10.4 mm for
adults who ranged in age from 20 to 50 years.

A gender difference in 226 Hz tympanometry for the
younger group was found only forVea. However, for the
older group, men also had a significantly greater PeakYtm in
addition to a largerVea than women. This is consistent with
the data of Wileyet al. ~1996! who reported that Peak Ytm
and Vea were both greater in men than women, even when
data were adjusted for age in subjects aged 48–90 years.
They also reported a significantly wider TW in men of
,3 daPa, which was not observed in the present study. This
differs from the data of Gateset al. ~1990! who found no
gender differences in PeakYtm for their elderly subjects aged
63–95 years.

B. Wideband energy reflectance and impedance

1. Error analysis

The energy reflectance data for the young adults in the
present study differed somewhat from the adult data of Keefe

TABLE V. Young and elderly group means and standard deviations for impedance level and impedance phase measured at the probe tip, resistance and
reactance measured at the probe tip, and energy reflectance. Mean energy reflectance and standard deviations are also shown for women and men in the young
group. Also shown are the results of the two-tailedt tests and associatedp values for the mean comparisons with an apha level of 0.05. Thep-values for
significantt-test results are underlined.

Measurement

One-third Octave Frequency~Hz!

250 315 397 500 630 794 1000 1260 1587 2000 2520 3175 4000 5040 6350

Impedance
~cgs ohms!

Young 719 591 467 371 303 249 213 181 153 120 86 69 67 67 126
SD 145 121 98 78 63 51 52 44 40 35 30 39 92 97 149

Elderly 662 537 413 324 253 197 169 157 149 122 98 67 37 53 196
SD 115 92 73 57 44 37 34 33 42 41 40 32 22 36 133
t 1.79 2.04 2.55 2.77 3.69 4.76 4.06 2.49 0.45 0.17 1.45 0.22 1.73 0.72 1.97
p 0.08 0.045 0.01 ,0.01 ,0.01 ,0.01 ,0.01 0.02 0.65 0.87 0.15 0.83 0.09 0.48 0.053

Impedance
Phase

~degrees!

Young 284.1 283.2 281.3 278.3 274.0 270.6 266.6 264.3 263.6 264.5 256.8 242.9 220.0 18.0 58.6
SD 3.1 3.1 3.5 4.5 5.9 8.0 7.9 8.5 10.0 11.3 25.0 33.6 38.6 47.4 40.6

Elderly 284.9 284.6 282.8 280.5 276.3 270.4 260.2 255.1 256.0 258.2 258.1 254.5 226.1 35.0 51.0
SD 3.3 2.9 3.0 3.6 5.2 6.7 10.2 13.7 12.2 11.1 10.7 14.9 40.9 47.2 31.6
t 0.96 1.95 1.82 2.12 1.68 0.15 2.93 3.44 2.84 2.33 0.28 1.77 0.63 1.47 0.81
p 0.34 0.06 0.07 0.04 0.10 0.89 ,0.01 ,0.01 ,0.01 0.02 0.78 0.08 0.53 0.15 0.42

Resistance
~cgs ohms!

Young 72 69 69 73 81 81 85 78 67 50 40 41 51 34 50
SD 43 34 27 27 29 33 43 29 30 22 17 34 88 45 106

Elderly 57 49 51 53 59 65 82 89 86 66 53 37 24 25 128
SD 34 25 22 21 23 23 33 39 47 38 30 19 13 19 134
t 1.55 2.61 2.86 3.39 3.47 2.25 0.33 1.41 2.04 2.20 2.31 0.62 1.66 0.99 2.63
p 0.12 0.01 ,0.01 ,0.01 ,0.01 0.03 0.74 0.16 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.54 0.10 0.33 0.01

Reactance
~cgs ohms!

Young 2715 2586 2461 2363 2290 2233 2193 2162 2135 2107 271 237 29 5 89
SD 145 121 98 79 64 52 43 41 36 34 37 46 51 104 129

Elderly 2659 2534 2409 2319 2245 2185 2145 2125 2117 2100 281 255 218 37 113
SD 116 93 73 57 44 37 31 31 25 29 33 30 29 43 98
t 1.75 1.96 2.45 2.56 3.32 4.39 5.20 4.11 2.33 0.98 1.14 1.81 0.84 1.56 0.81
p 0.09 0.054 0.02 0.01 ,0.01 ,0.01 ,0.01 ,0.01 0.02 0.33 0.26 0.07 0.40 0.12 0.42

Energy
Reflectance

Young 0.96 0.95 0.93 0.88 0.82 0.76 0.69 0.63 0.60 0.58 0.49 0.35 0.24 0.33 0.64
SD 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.07 0.10 0.13 0.15 0.17 0.18 0.17 0.16 0.16 0.15 0.20 0.19

Elderly 0.96 0.94 0.91 0.86 0.77 0.66 0.52 0.45 0.44 0.44 0.42 0.40 0.40 0.42 0.62
SD 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.12 0.13 0.18 0.20 0.18 0.19 0.16 0.14 0.14 0.20 0.19
t 0.92 0.74 1.30 1.20 1.66 3.12 4.30 4.04 3.53 3.36 1.76 1.50 4.76 1.99 0.31
p 0.36 0.46 0.20 0.24 0.10 ,0.01 ,0.01 ,0.01 ,0.01 ,0.01 0.08 0.14 ,0.01 0.051 0.76

Energy
Reflectance

~Young Group!

Women 0.97 0.96 0.94 0.90 0.85 0.80 0.74 0.67 0.64 0.62 0.51 0.35 0.19 0.24 0.61
SD 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.05 0.11 0.12 0.15 0.16 0.13 0.15 0.17 0.13 0.12 0.19
Men 0.96 0.95 0.91 0.86 0.79 0.71 0.63 0.59 0.56 0.54 0.47 0.35 0.28 0.42 0.66
SD 0.31 0.04 0.05 0.07 0.10 0.13 0.16 0.18 0.19 0.20 0.17 0.14 0.15 0.22 0.20
t 0.65 1.04 1.65 1.93 1.80 2.40 2.40 1.59 1.46 1.40 0.74 0.16 2.02 3.14 0.85
p 0.52 0.30 0.11 0.06 0.08 0.02 0.02 0.12 0.15 0.17 0.47 0.88 0.051,0.01 0.40
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et al. ~1993!, which were collected using the same method
~Fig. 7!. One difference in the results between the studies is
in regard to the sharp minimum of 0.25 in energy reflectance
at 4000 Hz in the present study compared to 0.37 at that
frequency for the Keefeet al. study. However, Keefeet al.
reported that individual subjects often had a reflectance mini-
mum ,0.20 ~their Fig. 17, p. 2635! and that an energy re-
flectance minimum in the range of 0.1–0.2 was more typical.
The minimum in energy reflectance was reported by Keefe

et al. to occur for that study at 360061200 Hz, so that av-
eraging across subjects tended to overestimate the energy
reflectance minimum.

Several differences between the studies could account
for these differences in energy reflectance. One difference is
that the adult subjects in the Keefeet al. ~1993! study were
older than the young-adult subjects in the present study,
ranging in age from 20 to 50 years old~D.H. Keefe, personal
communication!, so it is possible that some of the variance in
the energy reflectance patterns across subjects could have
been age-related. Another difference is in the type of probe
microphone used. Keefeet al. used an Etymotic Research,

FIG. 2. The group mean one-third-octave resistance~R, cgs ohms! for the
young-adult group (N540, solid line and filled squares! and the elderly
group (N530, dashed line and open squares! as a function of frequency.
Also plotted is the group mean one-third-octave reactance~X, cgs ohms! for
the young-adult group~solid line and filled triangle! and elderly group
~dashed line and open inverted triangle! as a function of frequency. The
error bars are61 SE.

FIG. 3. The group mean one-third-octave energy reflectance for the young-
adult group (N540, solid line and filled squares! and the elderly group
(N530, dashed line and open circles! as a function of frequency. The error
bars are61 SE.

FIG. 4. Representative plots of energy reflectance for 4 young-adult subjects
~solid lines! and 4 elderly subjects~dashed lines!, including elderly subject
E22.

FIG. 5. The group mean one-third-octave energy reflectance for young-adult
women (N520, solid line and half-filled squares! and young-adult men
(N520, dashed line and inverted triangles! as a function of frequency. The
error bars are61 SE.
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ER-7C probe microphone, which had the microphone outlet
extended 3 mm beyond the receiver port. This probe configu-
ration reduces the effect of nonuniform sound waves created
by the receiver-load interface, thus improving the accuracy
of impedance measurements at high frequencies~Huang
et al., 2000a!. The standard foam tip used with the ER-10C
probe in the present study had no such microphone exten-
sion, and all participants in both groups were tested with the
same probe. Huanget al. 2000a observed that in a cavity

with an admittance value similar to the human ear, the ER-
10C probe tip without the microphone extension introduced
a greater error in measuring admittance than a probe tip with
a microphone extension when compared to model predic-
tions for frequencies above 3000 Hz@Huang et al. 2000a,
Fig. 2~B!, lower#. The measurement error resulted in higher
admittance for the tip without the extension compared to the
tip with the extension by about 1 dB at 3000 Hz to a maxi-
mum of 5 dB at 5000 Hz. However, since the standard ER-
10C probe tip without the extension was used for subjects in
both groups in the present study, it is expected that the dif-
ferences between the groups would not be affected by errors
in absolute measurement at the high frequencies.

The data in Fig. 7 show good agreement at frequencies
of 3000 Hz and higher among the energy reflectance esti-
mates of the present study for young adults and four pub-
lished studies of adult energy reflectance. The data in Fig. 7
from Stinson~1990! were obtained from a total of 20 ear
canals from 13 subjects~19–45 years, median524 years)
with data from 1 subject at 3000 and 3500 Hz, 4 subjects at
4000 Hz, and 8 or more subjects at higher frequencies. These
energy reflectance data were obtained using an analysis of
standing wave patterns in the open ear canal. The study by
Keefe et al. ~1993! made measurements in 10 adults~age
20–50 years! using the system of Keefeet al. ~1992!. The
data from Voss and Allen~1994! were obtained for 10 sub-
jects~18–24 years! using an energy reflectance method simi-
lar to that of Keefeet al. ~1992! with an ER-7C microphone
with a microphone extension. These measurements were ob-
tained in sealed ear canals as in the Keefeet al. ~1993! study,
but an average value of ear canal diameter of 0.74 cm was
used in the calculation of energy reflectance rather than in-
dividual estimates. Finally, the energy reflectance data from
Farmer-Fedor and Rabbitt~2002! were obtained from mea-
surements in 6 adults~age 22–34 years! using a method
based on the sound pressure distribution in the open ear ca-
nal.

At frequencies of 3000 Hz and higher, the greatest dif-
ference between the mean data from the present study and
the other studies shown in Fig. 7 is at 5000 Hz, which is the
frequency at which the Huanget al. ~2000a! showed the
greatest deviation for the probe configuration used in this
study compared to a probe with a microphone extension.
However, even at this frequency, the data agree with the data
from the study by Voss and Allen~1994! collected using a
probe tip with a microphone extension in adults of the same
age. Moreover, at around 6000 Hz the data from the present
study are in agreement with most of the studies with the
possible exception of the data from Farmer-Fedor and Rab-
bitt ~2002!. The greatest disagreement between the data for
the present study and those of the other studies occurs for
frequencies below 3000 Hz, at which the probe-microphone
extension does not affect the data. For these frequencies, the
present study shows higher energy reflectance than the other
studies. In addition to age differences between subjects in the
present study and some of the previous studies, the method-
ology of the present study varied slightly from that of the
other two studies that measured energy reflectance in the
sealed ear canal~Keefeet al., 1993; Voss and Allen, 1994!.

FIG. 6. The group mean one-third-octave energy reflectance for elderly
women (N515, solid line and half-filled squares! and elderly men (N
515, dashed line and inverted triangles! as a function of frequency. The
error bars are61 SE.

FIG. 7. Energy reflectance as a function of frequency in adult humans for 4
published studies, and young-adult data from the present study. The legend
also shows the number of ears that were included in the measurements. The
error bars represent61 SD for the present study and for the data from
Stinson~1990!.
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In order to avoid a leaky probe fit that might invalidate the
differences between young and elderly subjects, the protocol
for the present study called for a full insertion depth of the
probe tip and for the tip to remain in place for 2 min to allow
full expansion of the foam prior to data collection. If the
energy reflectance was less that 0.8 after 2 min, the probe
was reinserted and the process repeated. The result of this
protocol was that the lowest energy reflectance for the 40
young and 30 elderly subjects at 250 Hz was 0.86, and the
mean energy reflectance for both groups was 0.96 at 250 Hz
compared to a mean of 0.92 at 250 Hz for Keefeet al. ~1993!
and 0.91 at 234 Hz for the data of Voss and Allen~1994!. It
is proposed that this procedural difference reduced the prob-
ability of a leaky probe fit, and as a result and yielded higher
energy reflectance values at frequencies below the reflec-
tance minimum~4000 Hz!.

When the ear canal is of a different diameter than the
calibration tubes, the effective Thevenin equivalents change.
This can lead to errors in the calculation of wideband admit-
tance and reflectance measurements~Huang et al., 2000a,
Keefeet al. 1992!. The calibration tube set in this study had
a diameter of 8 mm, which was smaller than the mean acous-
tic estimates of ear canal diameter for both groups. To assess
the effect on group differences that extremes in ear canal
diameter might have, the energy reflectance data were reana-
lyzed with the data from subjects with either the 5 largest or
5 smallest ear-canal diameters excluded. Gender differences
were also reassessed in this manner with data from men and
women with the 5 largest or 5 smallest ear-canal diameters
excluded for the young-adult group. Data from men and
women with the 3 largest or 3 smallest ear-canal diameters
for the elderly group were excluded, with fewer data ex-
cluded for this analysis due to the smaller number of subjects
of each gender in the elderly group.

In general, the results of the revised analysis did not
alter the basic shape of the energy reflectance responses
across frequency for either age group or gender within each
age group. However, with data excluded from subjects with
large-diameter canals, there were 9 frequencies at which the
young and elderly groups were significantly different com-
pared to 6 frequencies in the original analysis~Table V!. All
6 of the original frequencies were still significantly different,
showing the same trend, and the 3 additional frequencies at
which significant differences were observed were 630 and
2520 Hz at which the young group had higher energy reflec-
tance and 5040 Hz at which the young group had lower
energy reflectance. With data excluded from subjects with
small-diameter canals, there was one additional frequency
that was significantly different between the groups; that be-
ing 5040 Hz for which the young group had lower energy
reflectance.

The revised analysis of the effect of gender for the
young group with data from subjects with large ear canals
excluded revealed two additional frequencies that were sig-
nificantly different between genders; those being 1260 Hz at
which women had higher energy reflectance and 4000 Hz at
which women had lower energy reflectance. With data ex-
cluded from subjects with small-diameter canals, there were
only 2 frequencies for which significant differences existed

between genders, at 500 and 1000 Hz, with women having
higher energy reflectance. This is compared to 3 frequencies
at which there were significant group differences in the origi-
nal analysis; 794, 1000, and 5040 Hz~Table V!. Finally, for
the elderly group, the revised analysis of gender differences
with data from subjects with large ear canals excluded re-
vealed significantly higher energy reflectance for females at
250, 315, and 500 Hz where there had been no significant
differences at any frequency in the previous analysis. With
data excluded from subjects with small-diameter canals,
there was significantly higher energy reflectance for females
at 1260 Hz, where there had been no significant differences
in the original analysis~Table V!. Overall, the results of
these revised analyses for age and gender suggest that the
effect of including subjects with extreme values of ear canal
diameter reduced the number of frequencies at which there
were significant differences in energy reflectance between
groups, but that the basic trends in the data were unchanged.

A problem associated with the interpretation of imped-
ance measurements made from the ear canal at ambient pres-
sure is the volume of air between the probe and the tympanic
membrane with its associated acoustic impedance. Clinical
admittance tympanometers routinely correct for the ear canal
component of admittance at 226 Hz by pressurizing the ear
canal and subtracting the resultant ear canal admittance from
the total admittance at peak tympanometric pressure~Van
Campet al., 1986!. Margolis et al. ~1999! corrected for the
impedance of the ear canal in their wideband impedance
data, up to 8000 Hz, using a transmission-line model of the
middle ear based on the method of Lynchet al. ~1994!. This
method incorporated an estimate of ear canal volume derived
from a low-frequency admittance measurement at
2300 daPa ear canal pressure. Margoliset al. ~1999! ob-
tained this admittance measurement with the same probe tip
used to make the wideband impedance measurements. One
limitation of the present study is that this type of ear-canal
correction could not be applied to the data because the im-
pedance measurements were obtained with a different probe
tip and probe-insertion depth than the wideband impedance
measurements, thus the ear canal volume estimates would be
different for the two measurements.

2. Age effects

A simple model of the middle ear consisting of a series
combination of resistance, stiffness, and mass can be used to
predict changes in acoustic impedance and energy reflec-
tance responses~Feeney and Keefe, 1999; Johansen, 1948;
Margoliset al., 1999!. Figure 8~top panel! shows the model
output for the impedance level in dB (103 log10 Impedance!
as a function of frequency for the case where stiffness has
been decreased by factors of 0.5 and 0.1. The model output
can be compared with the impedance data for the young and
elderly subjects in Fig. 1. The main feature of the data, which
is lower impedance at frequencies below the impedance
minimum for the elderly group, is accounted for in the model
by a decrease in middle-ear stiffness. The model output for
energy reflectance for the same stiffness conditions is also
shown in Fig. 8~bottom panel!. This can be compared with
the energy reflectance data for the young and elderly subjects
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in Fig. 3. The main feature of the data, showing lower energy
reflectance for the elderly group at frequencies below the
reflectance minimum and higher reflectance at frequencies
above the reflectance minimum, is observed in the model.
However, the reflectance minimum for the elderly group is
not as low as that observed with the model. Keefeet al.
~1993! reported that individual subjects in their study had
deep reflectance notches that occurred at various frequencies
between 2400 and 4800 Hz, and that data averaging reduced
the overall depth of the notch for the group data. This may
have contributed to the shape of the mean energy reflectance
pattern for the elderly subjects in the present study combined
with the effect of multiple reflectance notches reported
above.

If the difference in energy reflectance between age
groups is the result of differences in middle-ear stiffness, it is
somewhat surprising that a difference between groups was
not observed for PeakYtm at 226 Hz; a frequency which
should be affected by a change in stiffness. However, normal
226 Hz tympanometry has previously been observed in cases
of ossicular disarticulation and otosclerosis~Feeney, Grant
et al., 2003!, as well as in otitis media~Hunter and Margolis,
1997!, which all affect middle ear stiffness. Therefore, the

lack of sensitivity of this 226 Hz measure for age effects is
not totally surprising.

Only 6 of the young-adult subjects~15%! in the present
study had both low- and high-frequency minima in the pat-
tern of energy reflectance. However, the data from 63% of
elderly subjects revealed two reflectance minima, with the
average frequency for the low-frequency minimum at 1504
Hz (SD5463 Hz) and the average frequency for the high-
frequency minimum at 4045 Hz~SD51092 Hz!. Thus, the
flatter shape of the data curve of the elderly group’s mean
energy reflectance for frequencies from 1000 to 4000 Hz is
likely related to the presence of this second, low-frequency
minimum observed in elderly ears. A marked low-frequency
minimum in the energy reflectance pattern, occurring at fre-
quencies below 1000 Hz, has been reported in ears with re-
duced stiffness due to a hypermobile tympanic membrane or
ossicular disarticulation~Feeney, Grantet al., 2003!. In these
cases of middle ears with decreased stiffness, the reflectance
minimum indicates a frequency region where the middle ear
impedance is close to the characteristic impedance of the ear
canal, resulting in increased power absorption by the middle
ear but with reduced power transfer to the cochlea, especially
in the case of disarticulation. The secondary low-frequency
reflectance minimum observed in the majority of the elderly
patients in the present study may be related to a smaller
reduction in middle-ear stiffness in these subjects.

The findings of this study are consistent with those of
increasing admittance with age reported for PeakYtm at 660
Hz by Beattie and Leamy~1975!. The findings would also
appear to agree with the report of Marshallet al. ~1983! of a
‘‘loosening in the middle ear system’’ in some of their eld-
erly subjects. The findings of the present study are also con-
sistent with the hypothesis put forward by Nixonet al.
~1962! that the middle ear has a loss of stiffness with age,
proposed to explain their behavioral data of a high-frequency
air-bone gap at 4000 Hz in the elderly. Nixonet al. ~1962!
suggested that this occurred due to a diminished mechanical
integrity of the articulations of the ossicular chain.

Of interest in this regard is the group-mean air-bone gap
data in Table I for the present study. There were significantly
larger air-bone gaps for the elderly group at 250 and 4000
Hz. The largest air-bone gap occurred for the elderly group at
4000 Hz, which was 6.3 dB compared to 1.4 dB for the
younger group. This was not likely the result of ear-canal
collapse for the subjects in the present study given the use of
insert earphones for pure-tone air-conduction testing. Nixon
et al. ~1962! reported a 12 dB air-bone gap at 4000 Hz for
their oldest group~50–59 years!. This degree of conductive
component could not have been reached with subjects in the
present study because the inclusion criterion restricted the
range of permitted air-bone gaps to<10 dB. Therefore, the
results of the present study may underestimate the degree of
the high-frequency conductive component in the elderly.

The difference in energy reflectance between the young
and elderly groups at 4000 Hz was 2.3 dB@103 log10 ~En-
ergy ReflectanceElderly/Energy ReflectanceYoung)# compared to
4.9 dB difference in air-bone gap, and there was no appre-
ciable difference between groups in energy reflectance at 250
Hz. Thus, there does not appear to be a one-to-one relation-

FIG. 8. Output from a simple model of the middle ear consisting of a series
combination of resistance, stiffness, and mass showing the effect of chang-
ing the stiffness component by a factor of 0.5 and 0.1 on the impedance
level (103 log10 Impedance, upper panel! and energy reflectance~lower
panel!.
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ship between the change in this wideband acoustic feature
and the small degree of conductive component for the sub-
jects in this study. However, Keefe and Simmons~2003! re-
ported that energy transmittance~1-energy reflectance! was
an excellent predictor of conductive hearing loss for air-bone
gaps>20 dB. Comparing tests at a fixed specificity of 0.90,
the sensitivity of pressurized transmittance at predicting a
conductive loss was 0.94 compared to only 0.28 for PeakYtm

at 226 Hz. More work is needed to examine the ability of
these wideband acoustic measures to predict the degree of
conductive hearing loss.

The present findings, suggesting decreased stiffness in
the aging middle ear, are not supported by anatomical studies
showing changes in ossicular joints and in the tympanic
membrane that would result in increased middle-ear stiffness
with age~Etholm and Belal, 1974; Harty, 1953; Ruahet al.,
1991!. However, Doanet al. ~1996! proposed that the elderly
middle ear may have a reduction in tonic middle-ear muscle
contraction as suggested by reduced acoustic stapedius reflex
amplitude ~Hall, 1982; Jerger and Oliver, 1987!, which
would act to reduce stiffness in the ossicular chain and tym-
panic membrane. Doanet al. ~1996! also suggested that
changes in tonic muscle contraction, middle ear ligaments, or
ossicular joints could also alter the rotational axis of the os-
sicles, which would alter middle-ear inertia leading to more
high-frequency changes with aging.

One inclusion criterion of this study was an audiometric
air-bone gap<10 dB to rule out significant middle-ear pa-
thology. Therefore, the differences observed in the wideband
impedance and reflectance could have no more influence on
hearing than a 10 dB conductive component. Even given that
restriction, the elderly group had significantly greater air
bone gaps at 250 and 4000 Hz than the younger group, with
the greatest conductive component at 4000 Hz in agreement
with the behavioral data of Nixonet al. ~1962!. Thus, it is
possible that the present study underestimated the effect of
aging on the middle ear by restricting the inclusion of elderly
subjects with greater high-frequency air-bone gaps, which
may be the norm in this population.

One consequence of reduced high-frequency middle ear
function in the elderly would be a deleterious effect on the
measurement of otoacoustic emissions, the amplitudes of
which rely in part on the reverse transfer function of the
middle ear. In a study on the effect of aging on distortion-
product otoacoustic emissions~DPOAEs!, Lonsbury-Martin
et al. ~1991! reported that there were some subjects who had
high-frequency hearing thresholds in the normal range, but
who had a dramatic loss in DPOAE amplitudes. One possi-
bility posed by Lonsbury-Martinet al. ~1991! to account for
this anomaly was the presence of a subtle change in the
reverse transfer function of the middle ear. This might be the
case for an elderly ear as shown in the data for subject E22,
a 69-year-old man~Fig. 4! who had normal 226 Hz tympa-
nometry with PeakYtm at 0.7 mmho and a PTA of 13 dB HL.
His poorest air-conduction threshold was 20 dB HL at 4000
Hz, with a bone-conduction threshold at that frequency of 10
dB HL, a 10 dB air-bone gap. This subject’s reflectance pat-
tern showed the characteristic double notching discussed
above for the elderly group, with energy reflectance from

1000 to 4000 Hz that is higher than the average for this age
group. Although he had normal hearing~considering the 10
dB air-bone gap as within normal limits! and normal middle
ear function according to traditional measures, his energy
reflectance data suggest that his middle ear would be less
efficient at power absorption than younger ears and, perhaps,
less efficient at reverse transmission of acoustic energy.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Wideband energy reflectance and impedance measure-
ments at ambient pressure suggested a decrease in middle-ear
stiffness with age. This was observed in the absence of a
middle-ear age effect with 226 Hz tympanometry. The results
appear to be at variance with anatomical studies suggesting
increased middle-ear stiffness with age. However, an age-
related reduction in tonic middle-ear muscle contraction
along with possible changes in the rotational axis of the os-
sicles with age could account for these findings~Doanet al.
1996!. These results suggest the possibility of a conductive
component to presbycusis, and may account for an age-
related reduction in the amplitude of otoacoustic emissions.
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Cochlear compression: Effects of low-frequency biasing
on quadratic distortion product otoacoustic emission
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Distortion product otoacoustic emissions~DPOAEs! are generated from the nonlinear transduction
in cochlear outer hair cells. The transducer function demonstrating a compressive nonlinearity can
be estimated from low-frequency modulation of DPOAEs. Experimental results from the gerbils
showed that the magnitude of quadratic difference tone~QDT, f 2– f 1) was either enhanced or
suppressed depending on the phase of the low-frequency bias tone. Within one period of the bias
tone, QDT magnitudes exhibited two similar modulation patterns, each resembling the absolute
value of the second derivative of the transducer function. In the time domain, the center notches of
the modulation patterns occurred around the zero crossings of the bias pressure, whereas peaks
corresponded to the increase or decrease in bias pressure. Evaluated with respect to the bias
pressure, modulated QDT magnitude displayed a double-modulation pattern marked by a separation
of the center notches. Loading/unloading of the cochlear transducer or rise/fall in bias pressure
shifted the center notch to positive or negative sound pressures, indicating a mechanical hysteresis.
These results suggest that QDT arises from the compression that coexists with the active hysteresis
in cochlear transduction. Modulation of QDT magnitude reflects the dynamic regulation of cochlear
transducer gain and compression. ©2004 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1819501#
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I. INTRODUCTION

An extraordinary feature of the auditory system is that it
maintains high sensitivity over a large range of acoustic in-
put in nature. This wide input range over 100 dB can mostly
be attributed to the transducer characteristics of the sensory
hair cells in the auditory periphery~for review, see Cooper,
2004!, especially the signal preprocessing of the outer hair
cells ~OHCs!. These cells amplify low sound pressures and
compress high pressures to assure a relatively constant input
to the inner hair cells that control the neural transmitter re-
lease. The amplification is thought to be due to the sound-
induced motile responses of the OHCs that feedback to the
inner ear structures to enhance the mechanical stimulation to
the inner hair cells~Yates, 1990! as evidenced by otoacoustic
emissions~OAEs!. However, this mechanical feedback is
controlled by the electrical voltage changes produced from
mechanoelectrical transduction~MET!, the conversion of
sound pressures to cation flows through the ion channels in
the OHC stereocilia~Hudspeth, 1989!. MET saturates at high
sound pressures and largely dominates the nonlinearity of the
inner ear. The reciprocal relation between the mechanical
and electrical events in the cochlear transducer, i.e., the
OHCs and their coupled basilar membrane~BM! and tecto-
rial membrane, follows a compressive nonlinearity@Fig.
1~B!#, often described by a second-order Boltzmann function
( f B , Hudspeth, 1989; Evanset al., 1991!

y~x!5
A

11eb~x1c!
•@11ed~x1e!#

, ~1!

wherex, y are acoustic input and mechanical output in Pa;A,
b, c, d, ande are constants. Quantitative measurements of the
transduction characteristics or transducer function (f Tr) with
OAEs provide noninvasive tools for evaluating cochlear
functional and structural integrity.

One consequence of the compressive nonlinearity in co-
chlear transduction is the generation of intermodulation dis-
tortion products~DPs! while simultaneously presenting two
pure tones (f 1 , f 2 , f 1, f 2). The DPs contain a series of fre-
quency components of both odd- and even-order combina-
tions or differences of the two primary frequencies. Cubic
difference tone~CDT, 2f 1– f 2) and quadratic difference tone
~QDT, f 22 f 1) are the most prominent representatives of the
odd- and even-order DPs, respectively. As mechanical re-
sponses from the OHCs near thef 2 place ~Martin et al.,
1987!, these DPs are directly measurable in the ear canal as
distortion product otoacoustic emissions~DPOAEs!. Differ-
ent DPs are generated from different aspects of the sigmoid-
shapedf Tr , i.e., the central portion with optimal gain gives
rise to CDT and the asymmetric compressions at larger in-
puts produce QDT~van Emstet al., 1997!. As a part of the
response spectrum, QDT should be examined together with
CDT to provide an integrated view of the cochlear processes
~Cheng, 1999!. Recently, a noninvasive method was intro-
duced to quantitatively estimate the cochlearf Tr from low-
frequency modulation of CDT~Bian et al., 2002, 2004!. In
this paper, the effects of low-frequency biasing on QDT are
reported.a!Electronic mail: lbian@kumc.edu
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II. THEORY AND EXPERIMENTS

A. Theoretical background

The principle of using low-frequency biasing to estimate
cochlear f Tr is that the cochlear response to sufficiently
small input is modulated as the cochlear transducer structure
is displaced, and the modulation pattern~MP!, depending on
the nature of the response, is proportional to the appropriate
derivative of the f Tr . In the case of QDT, the following
derivations show that the MP is associated with the second
derivative of thef Tr . With Taylor’s series expansion, the
value of the nonlinearf Tr in Eq. ~1! at any arbitrary inputx0

can be derived asf Tr(x0)5Sn50
` an(x0)•(x2x0)n, where

an(x0)5 f (n)(x0)/n!, and f (n)(x0) is thenth derivative off Tr

at x0 . The pointx0 , referred to as the operating point~OP!,
is varied by the bias tone, so that a probe signal (xp) can be
placed at different positions on thef Tr @Figs. 1~A! and ~B!#
to estimate a complete MP. Thus, with the inputx5xp

1x0 , the output of thef Tr at an OP becomes a polynomial
power series

f Tr~x0!5 (
n50

`

an~x0!•xp
n . ~2!

To obtain DPs, xp should be a two-tone signal,
L1 cosu11L2 cosu2 ~whereu152p• f 1 , u252p• f 2). Using
binomial theorem and a formula for cosn u ~for details cf.
Appendix A of Bian et al., 2002!, each term in the power
series of Eq.~2! can be determined

xp
n~u1 ,u2!5

1

2n22 (
k51

n FL1
hL2

kS n
kD •~ah cosmhu1

•ak cosmku2!G , ~3!

whereh5n2k, (k
n) is a binomial coefficient,ah andak are

series of binomial coefficients determined by (i
h) and (j

k),
integer multiplesmh5h22i and mk5k22 j ; here, 0< i
,h/2 and 0< j ,k/2. Consequences of the products of the
sinusoidal elements in each term are the creation of a series
of intermodulation DPs related to thatnth power term, i.e.,
cos(mhu16mku2), since cosa•cosb5@cos~a1b!1cos~a
2b!#/2. Summation of all the terms in the power series in
Eq. ~2! generates an entire frequency spectrum of the DPs.
Only even-order terms of the power series in Eq.~2! can
produce QDT (u22u1), i.e., n should be even. Moreover,i
5(h21)/2, j 5(k21)/2 ~where h and k are odd!, so that
mh5h22i 51, and mk5k22 j 51. Therefore, the magni-
tude of the QDT (MQDT) given by the absolute value of the
frequency component can be calculated with

MQDT~x0!5U (
n52,4,...

` Fan~x0!

2n21 (
k51

n

L1
hL2

kS n
kD S h

i D S k
j D GU ,

~4!

where

S n
kD S h

i D S k
j D5n! •F S h21

2 D ! S h11

2 D ! S k21

2 D ! S k11

2 D ! G21

.

A more explicit form of theMQDT can be derived by expand-
ing Eq. ~4! and replacingan with its original form

FIG. 1. Simulation: effect of low-frequency biasing on
QDT magnitude. A two-tone signal (xp) rides on a low-
frequency bias tone (x0) of large amplitude@panel~A!#,
then passes through a second-order Boltzmann func-
tion, f B @panel~B!#. The normalized QDT magnitudes
@dots in panel~C!# extracted from the output as a func-
tion of the instantaneous bias-tone amplitude show a
shape similar to the absolute value of the second deriva-
tive of the f B ~solid line!, denoted asu f B

(2)u. Panel~D!
~left!: the correlation coefficient (r 2) between the QDT
magnitude and theu f B

(2)u improves asymptotically as the
primary level (L15L2) reduces. Panel~D! ~right!: the
contribution of the second derivative term to the QDT
magnitude relative to 20 even-order terms in Eqs.~4!
and ~5! also increases exponentially with reduction in
primary level.
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MQDT~x0!5L1L2U f ~2!~x0!

2!
1

3

2

f ~4!~x0!

4!
~L1

21L2
2!

1
15

8

f ~6!~x0!

6!
~L1

413L1
2L2

21L2
4!1¯U. ~5!

Therefore, QDT magnitude at an OP depends on the
primary levels and the weighted second and other even-order
derivatives of thef Tr . WhenL1 andL2,1, thenth element
of the series approaches zero, and the first term is the largest,
since limn→` 1/(2n21n!) 50. If L1 and L2!1, the QDT
magnitude can be approximated with only the first term

MQDT~x0!' 1
2L1L2•u f ~2!~x0!u. ~6!

When the primary levels are held constant,MQDT is essen-
tially proportional to the absolute value of the second deriva-
tive of the f Tr evaluated at different OPs, orMQDT(x0)
}u f Tr

(2)(x0)u. Therefore, it is possible to obtain the second
derivative of the cochlearf Tr by measuring QDT magnitudes
at various OPs across the operating range of the cochlear
transducer.

Numerical simulations verified the relation between
QDT magnitude and theu f Tr

(2)(x0)u. As shown in Figs. 1~A!–
~C!, a two-tone signalxp and a low-frequency bias tonex0

were sent to a sigmoid-shapedf B ; QDT magnitude was
computed with short-time fast Fourier transforms~FFTs! on
small segments of the output waveform. Each segment had a
different dc shift or an instantaneous bias pressure~BP!. The
QDT magnitude from each segment plotted as a function of
the corresponding BPs demonstrated an MP similar to the
u f Tr

(2)(x0)u which is a dual-peak structure with a center notch
@panel~C!#. Reducing the primary levels (L15L2) below 0.2
Pa or 80 dB SPL improved the correlation coefficient (r 2)
asymptotically to 1@panel ~D!#. Another simulation com-
pared the contribution of the first term in Eqs.~4! and~5! that
containsf Tr

(2)(x0) relative to a total contribution of 20 even-
order terms~including the first term!. As primary level re-
duced (L15L2) to less than unity~presumed as Pa!, the
second-derivative term accounted for almost all the contribu-
tions from the 20 terms combined@Fig. 1~D!#. Both simula-
tions indicate that at low signal levels the QDT magnitude at
an OP is proportional to theu f Tr

(2)(x0)u, i.e., the QDT is de-
termined by the nonlinear characteristics of thef Tr and the
location of the OP.

B. Previous results

Effects of the low-frequency modulation on the QDT
magnitude were briefly mentioned in Bianet al. ~2002!. In
that study, DPOAEs were obtained from the peaks and
troughs of the bias tone with various peak amplitudes. The
measured QDT magnitudes evaluated as a function of the
bias tone level demonstrated MPs similar to the shape of the
u f Tr

(2)u consisting of a center notch and two peaks~Fig. 2!. The
QDT magnitude increased when the cochlear transducer is
biased in either positive or negative sound-pressure direc-
tions. The shape of the MP also varies with the level of the
two-tone signal, i.e., the peaks are wider and taller at higher
primary levels. The center notch pinpoints the inflection
point ~IP! of the sigmoid-shapedf Tr which is situated around

the BP of22 to 23 Pa. With little or no biasing, the QDT
magnitudes present on the right side of the center notch
~small notches at zero BP!, implying asymmetrically situated
OPs. These findings are quite typical at higher primary levels
despite relatively higher intersubject variability than the
CDT data.

More recently, Bianet al. ~2004! investigated the tem-
poral aspect of low-frequency biasing on CDT magnitude.
Experimental results showed phase-dependent modulation of
CDT magnitude, i.e., a typical MP similar to theu f Tr

(3)u pre-
sented during half cycle of the bias tone. Since basal BM
response to low-frequency tone is linear and in phase with
the stimulus~Robles and Ruggero, 2001!, the BP change can
be directly related to the BM displacement. Thus, thef Tr

derived from the low-frequency modulated DPOAEs reflects
a force ~sound pressure!-displacement, or a ‘‘stress–strain’’
relation of the cochlear transducer. The phase relation be-
tween the MPs and bias-tone-induced BM displacement in-
dicated hysteresis in the mechanical responses of the co-
chlear transducer. Subsequently the derived force-
displacement function demonstrated a hysteresis loop with
counterclockwise traversal that was attributed to the timing
of the feedback force related to the ‘‘negative damping’’ in
OHC dynamics. Since QDT is generated from the compres-
sion portions with even symmetry on thef Tr , it reflects a
different perspective of the same nonlinear process that gen-
erates CDT. The QDT is more prominent at higher signal
levels and could be robust under certain pathologic condi-
tions where CDT is diminished. Moreover, QDT may be
more useful in estimating the IP of thef Tr ~Frank and Ko¨ssl,
1996, 1997; Sirjaniet al., 2004! and thus may have clinical
diagnostic value. Therefore, it is necessary to study the be-
havior of QDT under low-frequency biasing.

III. METHODS

Since this study was based on 11 Mongolian gerbils, ten
of which provided the CDT data reported in Bianet al.
~2004!, the experimental procedures were the same as de-
scribed previously. Briefly, after being anesthetized with Ket-
amine and Xylazine~100 and 2 mg/kg, i.p.!, the gerbil’s right
pinna was removed and a speculum was sealed onto the bony
ear canal. At the tip of the speculum, a subwoofer~Boston
Acoustics! was connected via a silicon tube for delivery of
the bias tone. A calibrated probe microphone~Etymotic Re-
search, ER-10B! was inserted into the speculum and two
earphones~ER-3A! were coupled to the ports on the ER-10B
to present the two-tone signal. The two primaries and the
bias tone were generated separately and the signal levels
were program controlled with three attenuators~Tucker-
Davis Tech., TDT PA4!. Two trials of recordings were made
with an interval of about 90 min. Each trial contained varia-
tions of the primary tone conditions: six levels and two pairs
of frequencies.

Two-tone signals with frequencies of 3968/5120 Hz,
( f 2 / f 151.29) and 5888/7552 Hz, (f 2 / f 151.28) and levels
from 50 to 75 dB SPL (L15L2 , 5-dB step! were used in the
experiment. A bias tone of 25 Hz was presented at 20 Pa
peak amplitude~120 dB pSPL! via an amplifier~Optimus
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SA-155! and calibrated in the speculum with a sound-level
meter~Quest 1800!. The bias tone was 250 ms in duration,
with a flat tail of about 40 ms. Ear-canal acoustic signal~Fig.
3! recorded from the ER-10B was amplified 29 dB~Stewart
VBF 10 M!, averaged 50 to 100 times, and sampled at
65 536 Hz ~TDT AD2!. The QDT magnitudes and corre-
sponding BPs were derived with a moving-window method
~Bian et al., 2004! in MATLAB ~MathWorks!. Starting at time
zero, a section of 512 data points~7.8 ms! was Kaiser win-
dowed, and a QDT magnitude was extracted with FFT~Fig.
3!. The data were also low-pass filtered at 100 Hz and the

median was taken as the matching BP value. The next QDT
and BP pair was obtained by shifting the window by 16
points~0.24 ms! until the end of the waveform was reached.
Only data within the middle three cycles of the bias tone
with stable peak-amplitudes were used to avoid any influ-
ence of the transient response from the recording system, the
middle-, and the inner ear.

Plotting the QDT magnitudes against the corresponding
BPs revealed the MPs. To characterize the MP, a series of
physiologic indices was measured from the QDT and BP
data using an automatic program with user interactive veri-
fications. The indices were obtained separately for loading
~increasing in BP! and unloading~decreasing in BP! pro-
cesses. These indices from the three cycles of the bias tone
were averaged and analyzed with respect to two trials, two
pairs of primary frequencies, and six primary levels. To
evaluate the effects of these signal conditions, the indices
were examined separately for the two pairs of primary fre-
quencies with a two-way~trial3primary level! or a three-
way ~trial3loading/unloading3level! analysis of variance
~ANOVA ! usingSTATISTICA ~StatSoft!.

IV. RESULTS

A. Modulation of QDT magnitude

To ensure accuracy and reliability, the time-domain
QDT data obtained from the moving-window FFT were also
verified with those from an alternative method: bandpass fil-
tering. The ear-canal acoustic signal was bandpassed with a
zero-phase Butterworth filter centered at the QDT frequency
with a 300-Hz bandwidth. The bandpassed signals for differ-
ent primary frequencies are sinusoids of the QDT with
modulated envelopes@Figs. 4~A!–~B!#. Compared with QDT
magnitude obtained from the moving-window method, the
envelope of the bandpassed QDT waveform matched pre-
cisely with the QDT magnitude from FFT. Such comparisons
were made in all the animals for various experimental con-
ditions, and results from the two methods were consistent.
This indicates that the moving-window FFT did not intro-
duce distortions in the QDT magnitude, nor phase- or time
delays in the data.

Closely examining the temporal characteristics of the
QDT waveforms in panels~A! and~B! of Fig. 4 with respect
to the bias tone in panel~C!, two observations can be made:
~1! QDT magnitude is modulated by the bias tone in a phase-
dependent manner;~2! in the tail portion of the signal where

FIG. 2. Eamples of the QDT magnitude as a function of the bias tone level.
Data were obtained with bias tones with various peak amplitudes. Indicated
in each panel is the primary level in dB SPL (L15L2).

FIG. 3. Ear canal acoustical signal and
the moving-window method. The peak
amplitude of the bias tone is 120 dB
pSPL ~20 Pa!. The tail portion~about
40 ms! of the signal is flat where bias
level is zero. The QDT data are ob-
tained from middle three complete
cycles ~large rectangle! of bias tone
where the peak amplitude of the bias
tone is stable. A window of 512 points
~small rectangle! shifting along the
time waveform in 16-point steps is
used to extract the QDT with FFT.
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the BP is zero, the QDT magnitude is moderate, stable, and
generally greater for lower primary frequencies. The effects
of the bias tone were either enhancing or suppressing of the
QDT magnitude or envelope. The enhancement occurred at
the peaks and troughs of the bias tone, while the suppression
occurred near zero crossings of the BP. In the time domain,
the modulation of QDT magnitude formed a series of lobes
of different sizes presented alternately. In addition, the lobes
with greater magnitudes and widths corresponded to the
peaks of the bias tone, whereas the lobes of smaller sizes
related to the troughs. Between the lobes deep notches oc-
curred periodically. Despite considerable variations, these
observations were typical among all the animals across dif-
ferent signal conditions, especially at primary levels above
50 dB SPL.

Focused on one period of the bias tone where BP rises
and falls monotonically, the QDT magnitude showed a
double MP containing two shapes of theu f B

(2)(x)u @Fig.
5~A!#, i.e., the typical ‘‘V-shaped’’ MP appeared for every
half cycle of the bias tone with the notches located around
the zero crossings of the bias tone. The MP of the QDT in
relation to the bias tone can be better observed by plotting
the QDT magnitude as a function of the BP@panel~B!#. The
double MP of the QDT is marked by the separation of the
center notches of the two typical MPs. The center notch or
the minimal QDT magnitudes occur at a more positive sound
pressure during BP rising or loading of the cochlear trans-
ducer, whereas the MP centered in the negative pressures are
related to BP falling or unloading. Since the two typical MPs
of the QDT connected at the maximal BPs@Fig. 5~B!#, the
correspondingf Tr related to the double MP should contain
two sigmoid-shaped curves forming a hysteresis loop.

B. Characterization of QDT double MP and hysteresis

To directly find inference of thef Tr from the experimen-
tal data, and for the ease of comparisons among experimental
conditions, the double MP of QDT magnitude was character-
ized with a set of physiological indices. As indicated in Fig.
6~A!, the typical MP directly relates to the shape of the co-
chlearf Tr . Three points on the typical MP were identified to
determine the shape of the MP: the center notch and two
peaks on each side. The peaks of QDT magnitude correspond
to the points where the cochlear transducer is driven into
compression in either negative or positive sound pressures.
The absolute amplitudes of the peaks in dB SPL at negative
and positive pressures were measured asP1 andP2 , respec-
tively. They represent the enhanced QDT magnitudes due to
the low-frequency biasing. Values ofP1 andP2 indicate the
maximal reduction rate in cochlear gain or maximal com-
pression, sincef Tr

(2) is the slope of thef Tr
(1) which reflects the

cochlear transducer gain. Locations ofP1 andP2 also corre-
spond to the two notches of the ‘‘W-shaped’’ MP of CDT
~Bian et al., 2002!. Thus, the distance between the two peaks
on the MP of QDT is equivalent to the modulation width
~MW! measured from the CDT~Bian et al., 2004!. The MW
is a measure of the central portion of the transducer operating
range where the transduction is close to optimal.

The location of the center notch, evaluated with the BP
at the notch, corresponds to the IP of the sigmoid-shaped
f Tr , where theu f Tr

(2)u equals zero and theu f Tr
(1)u is maximal.

Index BP at the IP, or BPIP, indicates the optimal OP of the
cochlear transducer with maximal gain. Nonzero BPIP repre-
sents the sound pressure required for the transducer to oper-
ate optimally. The QDT magnitude in dB SPL evaluated at
the notch may reflect the general compression from the feed-

FIG. 4. Low-frequency modulation of QDT in the time domain. Panels~A! and~B!: comparison between two methods, the moving-window FFT~thick line!
and a narrow-band filtering at the QDT frequency~thin line!. The primary levels in both panels are 70 dB SPL (L15L2). Panel~C! The corresponding
low-frequency bias tone serves as a reference. Note: notches in QDT waveforms occur roughly at the zero crossings of the bias tone, and enhancements ofthe
QDT ~compared to the tails! relate to the peaks and troughs of the bias tone. The enhancement is greater at positive peaks of the bias tone.
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back mechanism governing the transduction at a given signal
level. The heights of the two peaks,P1 and P2 , relative to
the notch were, measured asPN1 and PN2 in dB, respec-
tively. These relative measures indicate the compression due
to cochlearf Tr in addition to the general compression. The
asymmetry of thef Tr was accessed by the ratio of the mag-
nitude of the two lobesP1 and P2 ~in Pa!, with values
greater or less than 1 indicating asymmetric transducer.

When evaluated with respect to BP, the MP of QDT
showed a separation of the center notches@Fig. 5~B!#, i.e.,
the location of the center notch depended on the direction of
the change in BP. The center notch followed the same direc-
tion of the BP change. The correspondingf Tr is a hysteresis
loop with separated IPs@Fig. 6~B!#, where response for load-
ing was smaller and unloading response greater. During load-
ing of cochlear transducer, the IP off Tr is located in the
positive BPs, whereas the IP shifts in the negative sound-
pressure direction during unloading, thus giving rise to a
counterclockwisehysteresis loop. Since the center notch of
the MP of QDT corresponds to the IP of the sigmoid-shaped
f Tr , the distance between the two notches on the double MP
measures the loop width~LW! of the cochlear hysteresis.

C. Effects of primary level on double MP

Even with considerable variability at lower primary lev-
els, the typical MP of QDT generally presented in all animals
for two trials of both primary frequencies. Clear presence of
the MP was often observed from 60 to 75 dB SPL primary
levels. As the QDT data from an animal shown in Fig. 7, the
double MP becomes better defined as the QDT magnitude
rises with primary level and progressive changes in the MP
were noticeable across primary levels.

1. Separation of center notches and hysteresis

Separation of the center notches on the double MP was
observed in all animals at various primary levels. Different
from other indices, a three-way~frequency3trial3level!
ANOVA was used to analyze the LW data for the lack of
loading effect. Due to no significant difference between the
repeated measures over 90 min, LWs from the two trials

FIG. 5. Modulation pattern~MP! of the QDT magnitude.~A! Temporal MP.
For a complete cycle of the bias tone~lower trace!, there are two ‘‘V-
shaped’’ MPs~upper trace! with notches corresponding to the zero crossings
of the bias tone. Larger peaks of the QDT magnitude present when the BP is
positive, while smaller peaks occur at the negative BPs.~B! Double MP of
the QDT and hysteresis. The QDT magnitudes within one bias tone period
plotted as a function of the bias tone pressure show a ‘‘butterfly-like’’ double
MP with separated center notches. During loading~increasing in the BP!,
the center notch shifts to the right~positive BP!, whereas the center notch
shifts to the left~negative BP! during unloading. Dots represent the starting
points of the traces.

FIG. 6. Characterization of the MP of QDT magnitude.~A! Typical MP and
f Tr . The typical MP contains a center notch and two peaks on each side.
Notch,P1 , andP2 are the amplitudes of the center notch and the two peaks,
respectively. MW: the distance between the peaks. BPIP: location of the
inflection point~IP! measured with the BP at the center notch. Correspond-
ing locations of the indices on thef Tr are shown on the lower curve.~B!
Double MP andf Tr hysteresis. The separation of the two center notches on
the double MP is used to determine the loop width~LW! of the hysteresis.
Corresponding locations of the center notches and peaks of the MP on the
f Tr hysteresis loop are indicated.
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were combined to compute the mean and standard error
~SE!. The averaged LWs were about 7 to 9 Pa for six primary
levels and two pairs of primary frequencies@Fig. 8~A!#. The
LW of higher primary frequencies (f 155888 Hz) was sig-
nificantly smaller than that of the lower frequencies (f 1

53968 Hz). The separation of the center notches was also
evidenced with the locations of the BPIP @Fig. 8~B!#. For
increasing the BP or loading of the cochlear transducer, the
BPIP averaged across trials~ANOVA, p.0.05) was about
3–0 Pa, whereas the BPIP for unloading is located at about
26–29 Pa. At both primary frequencies, the BPIP decreased
with increase in primary levels. The separation of BPIP be-
tween loading and unloading was consistent with the mea-
sure of LW.

2. Changes in shape of the MP

It can be observed from Fig. 7 that the double MP of
QDT magnitude changes with the primary level. Since the

ANOVA showed significant effects of the primary level on
the physiological indices of the MP but no differences be-
tween the two trials, the data were pooled to evaluate the
level and loading effects. Indices notch,P1 , andP2 as func-
tions of primary levels showed variations of a general growth
pattern ~Fig. 9!. The QDT magnitudes at the notch~left
panel! were very small and grew slowly up to about 60–65
dB SPL. At higher primary levels~.65 dB SPL!, however,
the notch magnitude increased at a greater 1-dB/dB, rate.
The transition of the two growth rates was indicated with a
‘‘knee point.’’ As shown in Fig. 9, the magnitudes ofP1 and
P2 were greater and generally increased at a linear rate~1
dB/dB! within the input range of 55–70 dB SPL with the
knee points located at about 55–60 dB SPL. Compared to
the notch, the primary levels at the knee points were lower,
and the change of growth rates across the knee points were
smaller. In addition,P1 and P2 growth functions saturated
above 70 dB SPL. Moreover, the QDT magnitudes were
smaller for the higher primary frequencies (f 155888 Hz),
especially within the linear growth range. For this frequency,
the primary levels at the knee points were higher, or the
ranges of low growth rate were wider. Except forP2 , the
QDT magnitudes are greater during loading process than un-
loading.

The relative magnitude of the two peaks on the MP,PN1

FIG. 7. Examples of the QDT double MP. The primary level in dB SPL
(L15L2) is indicated in each panel. The QDT magnitudes are extracted
from three complete cycle of the bias tone. Note the progressive changes in
the MPs with the primary levels.

FIG. 8. Separation of the center notches on the QDT double MP. Mean
6standard error~SE! of the LW, the distance between the center notches,
and BPIP, the location of the IP, are displayed in panels~A! and~B!, respec-
tively. The LW reduces with primary level while the IPs of the transducer
hysteresis shift to the negative sound pressures. Data reflect the average
across two trials (n522).
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andPN2 , grew gradually up to 65–70-dB SPL primary lev-
els, and followed by a decline at 75 dB SPL@Figs. 10~A! and
~B!#, indicating that effects of the bias tone reached the
maximal. The data were more variable than the absolute
measure of the peak amplitudes,P1 and P2 . It can be ob-
served from Figs. 10~A! and ~B!, also from Fig. 9, that the
magnitude ofP2 is greater thanP1 . This unevenness in the
sizes of the two peaks on the MP was described by the asym-
metry index, ratio ofP1 /P2 . As shown in Fig. 10~C!, the
asymmetry generally is less than 1, except at the two lowest
primary levels during the loading process. A common trend
can be found that theP1 /P2 value reduces with primary
level. In other words, the size of QDT peak in the positive
sound pressures (P2) is greater than the peak in the negative

side (P1) at higher levels. Index MW, the distance between
the two peaks on the MP, expanded from about 15–30 Pa as
primary level rose from 50–70 dB SPL@Fig. 10~D!#, sug-
gesting that the two peaks are further apart.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Temporal MP of QDT magnitude

Phase-dependent modulation of QDT magnitude is the
major effect of the low-frequency biasing. In the time do-
main, the magnitude of QDT demonstrates enhancements
when the BP is increased or decreased, and suppressions at
around zero crossings of the BP@Fig. 4 and Fig. 5~A!#. These
findings are in agreement with previous measurements in

FIG. 9. Effects of primary level on physiologic indices: growth patterns of notch,P1 , andP2 . Two stages of growth at low to moderate levels are indicated
by the ‘‘knee points’’~short arrows!. Dashed lines represent the linear growth at moderate levels. The knee points for higher frequency shift to higher primary
levels. The range of lower growth rate is wider for the notch thanP1 , andP2 . Growth functions ofP1 , andP2 saturate at high primary levels. Data represent
mean6SE of the indices averaged across the two trials (n522).

FIG. 10. The effect of primary level on physiologic
indices.~A!, ~B! Growth functions of the magnitudes of
P1 , andP2 relative to the notch,PN1 , andPN2 . ~C!
Asymmetry index (P1 /P2) reduces with level. Dashed
line indicates perfect symmetry in the MP.~D! MW
expands as primary level rises (L15L2). Data represent
mean6SE of the indices averaged across the two trials
(n522).
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gerbils on acoustical low-frequency biasing of DPOAEs by
Frank and Ko¨ssl ~1996, 1997!, who found a modulation of
QDT magnitude up to 16 dB with a 5-Hz bias tone above
105 dB SPL. Furthermore, they noticed that the QDT mag-
nitude was enhanced when the BM was displaced towards
either scala tympani~ST! or scala vestibuli~SV! and mini-
mized at zero crossings of the bias tone. However, the
present study provides a more detailed characterization of the
low-frequency modulation of QDT~Figs. 4, 5, and 7!. For
example, positive BPs give rise to larger QDT magnitudes,
indicating that biasing of the BM towards ST produces
greater enhancement of the QDT.

In humans, the low-frequency modulation of CDT mag-
nitude has been measured~Scholzet al., 1999!, but the effect
on QDT has never been reported. However, phase-dependent
modulation of tone-burst-evoked OAEs was observed using
a 45-Hz tone~Zwicker and Manley, 1981!. When tone bursts
are placed at different phases within one period of the bias
tone, the variation of the OAE magnitude demonstrates an
MP that is a mirror image of the masking period pattern
~MPP!, a temporal modulation of threshold by a low-
frequency masker~Zwicker and Sherer, 1987!. The typical
MPP with sinusoidal masker shows two ‘‘V-shaped’’ patterns
with notches at zero crossings of the masker~Zwicker,
1977!. Psychoacoustical MPP and MP of OAEs are directly
comparable to the MP of QDT@Fig. 5~A!#, since the notches
and the peaks all occur near zero BP, where the cochlear gain
is highest. As proposed by Patuzziet al. ~1984!, the modu-
lations of auditory sensitivity originate from the nonlinearity
in the MET of OHCs, where compression of transducer gain
elevates hearing threshold. It is necessary to point out that
the MPP of threshold and MP of the tone-burst-evoked
OAEs are related to thef Tr

(1) , while the MP of QDT are
related to the f Tr

(2) . Therefore, the same double MP of
DPOAEs observed in gerbils could be found in humans.
More importantly, the MPs of OAEs may alter under patho-
logic conditions as indicated by the MMP derived from
amplitude-modulated maskers~Wojtczaket al., 2001!.

B. QDT double MP: Comparison with CDT

The QDT and CDT largely originate from different por-
tions on the sigmoid-shapedf Tr ~van Emstet al., 1997!, rep-
resenting compression and gain of the transducer, respec-
tively. Consequently, QDT and CDT demonstrate somewhat
opposite behaviors during low-frequency biasing. Therefore,
the characteristics of QDT double MP and their variations
with signal level are discussed in comparison with the results
of CDT ~Bian et al., 2002, 2004!.

1. Separation of center notches

An important finding of the low-frequency biasing of
QDT is the double MP marked by the separation of the cen-
ter notches~Fig. 8!. This effect indicates that the cochlearf Tr

has hysteresis, and the loop is wider at low levels. The hys-
teresis is possibly a consequence of the active force genera-
tion from the OHCs which is more prominent at low levels
~Yates, 1990!. Direct measurements of the cochlear fluid
pressure during acoustic stimulation~Olson, 2004! show that
harmonic distortions are generated from a force production

which coincides with maximal velocity of the BM motion.
Such an active force, termed ‘‘negative damping’’ due to the
proportionality to velocity, is reduced at the extremes of the
BM displacement, thus producing greatest effect at zero
crossings of the BM displacement. Therefore, the deviation
of the output from that of a singlef Tr is most prominent at
zero displacement and forms a hysteresis loop. As analyzed
previously~Bian et al., 2004!, the counterclockwise traversal
of the hysteresis indicates energy gain during the transduc-
tion.

Slight phase- or time delay in the force production could
generate a deviation of the maximal forcing away from zero
displacement which could also contribute to the separation of
the center notches and hysteresis. Consequently, the LW can
be evaluated as time delay, i.e., the amount ofbackwardtime
shift to overlap the center notches~Bian et al., 2004!. Aver-
aged across primary levels, the QDT delays for the two pairs
of primary frequencies were about 1.4 and 1.1 ms, respec-
tively. These QDT delays are generally consistent with simi-
lar measures for CDT~Bian et al., 2004! and group delays of
CDT in gerbils ~Faulstich and Ko¨ssl, 2000!, suggesting the
same source of generation for the two different DPs. More-
over, the QDT delay at the higher primary frequencies is
slightly shorter than CDT delay~1.2 ms!. Since the fre-
quency of QDT is always lower than the CDT (f 2 / f 1

,1.5), the shorter delay could be explained by a dispersive
backward-traveling-wave where low frequencies travel
faster. However, there is no difference between the delays of
QDT and CDT at the lower primary frequencies. A recent
finding ~Ren, 2004! indicates that the DPOAEs propagate in
acoustic pressure wave with virtually no delay. Therefore,
the tuning characteristics of the cochlear transducer that gen-
erates DPOAEs could account for the difference between the
delays of QDT and CDT. Since the transducer with higher
characteristic frequency~CF! is more sharply tuned, the re-
sponse phase around the CF is steeper~Geisler and Rhode,
1982! so that the phase difference between CDT and QDT is
greater. These filter effects can be attributed to the time-
dependent properties of the MET channels~Housley and
Ashmore, 1992! and the membrane motors of the OHCs
~Santos-Sacchi, 1992; Ospecket al., 2003! that determine
the activation time and frequency limit.

2. Shapes of the MPs

The shape of the QDT magnitude MP is fundamentally
different from that of the CDT. Despite the dependence on
the bias tone phase, these MPs can be better compared with
the averaged QDT and CDT magnitudes in dB SPL obtained
from the peaks and troughs of the three cycles of bias tones
with various peaks amplitudes~Fig. 11; see also Fig. 2!. The
major difference is located near zero BP, where CDT mag-
nitude is almost maximal and QDT is relatively small. A
small shift of the OP in the negative sound-pressure direction
can produce a drastic reduction in QDT magnitude marked
by a deep notch exceeding 20 dB, whereas the CDT magni-
tude remains relatively constant. This can explain the disso-
ciation of QDT magnitude from CDT after prolonged stimu-
lation of low-level primaries ~Brown, 1988; Whitehead
et al., 1991!, or increase in QDT magnitude following a brief
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exposure to a low-frequency tone~Kirk and Patuzzi, 1997;
Sirjani et al., 2004!. The mechanism of the OP shift is likely
to be the voltage-dependent length change of the OHCs,
since the odd- and even-order DPs in the electromotile re-
sponse of the isolated OHCs with varying holding potentials
demonstrate different MPs~Takahashi and Santos-Sacchi,
1999! similar to those in Fig. 11. Increasing the driving volt-
age of the cochlear transducer by injecting positive current
into scala media produces enhanced MP of QDT~Frank and
Kössl, 1997! and BM vibration at the CF~Parthasarathi
et al., 2003!. Therefore, the compressive nonlinearity in the
OHC transduction underlies the different behaviors of the
odd- and even-order DPs. Dependence of QDT on cochlear
transducer driving voltage implies that compression and am-
plification are two inseparable aspects of the ‘‘active’’ pro-
cess.

If the inputs to thef Tr are acoustic stimuli without a bias
tone, i.e., they are independent of OP shift or BP is always
zero, then an alternative explanation of the OP shift would be
that the cochlear transducer adjusts the location of its IP.
Given that the initial OP for the primaries alone~BP50! is
situated on the rising slope ofP2 ~Fig. 11!, an OP shift in the
negative sound-pressure direction or towards SV is equiva-
lent to an adjustment of the transducer IP towards zero BP.
This would result in ‘‘sensitization’’ of cochlear transducer,
since the cochlear gain would be optimal at the zero BP. In
this case, which may occur with prolonged stimulation of
low-level primaries, the QDT magnitude is reduced and hear-
ing threshold improved. Shift of the OP in positive direction
or ST is associated with ‘‘desensitization,’’ since the trans-
ducer IP is moved farther away from zero BP~Fig. 11!. If
this happens, e.g., after brief noise exposure, the transducer
gain is reduced and signal is in asymmetrical compression
~Bian and Chertoff, 1998!, resulting in greater QDT magni-

tude and elevated threshold. Regulations of the cochlearf Tr

can also be observed when the signal level is varied and are
discussed in the following sections.

3. Effects of primary level on indices of cochlear
transduction

Physiologic indices that characterize the cochlearf Tr

show significant effects of the primary level. Notch,P1 , and
P2 exhibit at least two stages of growth, a shallower~,0.5
dB/dB! and a steeper~1 dB/dB! stage separated by a knee
point at about 55 to 65 SPL~Fig. 9!. The slow versus linear
growths observed at lower and higher levels are in agreement
with Brown ~1993!, who showed gradual increase of QDT
magnitude below 65 dB SPL and a more rapid growth above
70 dB SPL. Compared with the CDT growth functions ob-
tained from low-frequency biasing~Bian et al., 2004! and
standard methods~Dorn et al., 2001; Mills, 2002!, the slow
QDT growth at lower levels corresponds to the linear growth
of CDT that is attributable to higher transducer gain. This is
consistent with a comparison that CDT magnitude starts to
saturate and QDT begins to rise linearly around 60 dB SPL
~Kim et al., 1980!. Compressive growth of CDT and corre-
sponding linear growth of QDT have also been found in
perceived DPs~Zwicker, 1979!. Moreover, linear growth of
QDT magnitude coincides with peaks ofPN1 and PN2 .
Similar to the notch on CDT growth function, the knee point
indicates the transition from amplification at low input levels
to compression at higher levels. Combined measures of CDT
and QDT could provide a complete estimate of cochlear
transduction.

Index asymmetry smaller than 1 indicates that biasing
towards positive sound pressures produces a greater QDT
magnitude (P1). This is consistent with the result that the dc

FIG. 11. Different MPs of QDT and CDT magnitudes. The MP of QDT magnitude resembles the shape of theu f Tr
(2)u marked by a deep notch near -2-Pa bias

level, whereas the MP of CDT is similar to theu f Tr
(3)u with two notches located around610 Pa. Dashed line indicates the location of the OP when there is no

or little biasing~BP50!. Note: the small notch on the MP of QDT near zero BP is caused by the variability of QDT measured at several small bias levels. The
deep notch on the magnitude of QDT corresponds to the IP of the cochlearf Tr , where the transducer gain is optimal. A shift of the OP towards the IP results
in large reduction in QDT magnitude with little change in CDT. For acoustic input without biasing, this is equivalent to the adjustment of the IP to zeroBP,
or ‘‘sensitization.’’ An OP shift in the opposite direction, corresponding to the movement IP farther away from zero BP, is associated with ‘‘desensitization.’’
Dot arrows indicate shifts of the OP from zero BP; arrows with a square denote adjustments of the IP. Positive BP indicates BM displacement towards scala
tympani ~ST!; negative BP: scala vestibuli~SV!.
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component of the round-window electrical response or sum-
mating potential is greater during low-frequency biasing in
the positive pressure direction~Choi et al., 2004!, indicating
greater compression while biasing the BM towards ST. Un-
der loading condition at low primary levels~<55 dB SPL!, a
reversal of the symmetry is noticeable@Fig. 10~C!#, i.e., bi-
asing towards negative sound pressures produces greater
QDT magnitude. This may be comparable to the observation
that electrical biasing produced opposite change in the mag-
nitude of the electrically evoked OAEs at low versus high
levels ~Roddy et al., 1994!. Indicator of the IP on thef Tr ,
BPIP, also shifts in the negative sound-pressure direction
with primary level @Fig. 2 and Fig. 8~B!#. Shift of the IP
away form zero BP contributes to the asymmetry of thef Tr

at higher levels. Therefore, the shape of the cochlearf Tr

alters dynamically depending on the input level. There is a
small but sometimes significant effect of loading and unload-
ing on the MP of QDT, i.e., loading produces greater QDT
magnitude than unloading, especially the center notch at the
higher primary frequencies@Fig. 9~A!#. Brown ~1993! no-
ticed that descending signal levels resulted in smaller QDT
magnitude than ascending. If sequence of signal presentation
is equivalent to loading process in the biasing, then its effect
on QDT can be attributed to the hysteresis in cochlearf Tr .

4. Regulation of cochlear transduction

Regulation of thef Tr characteristics and shift of the IP
with signal level may underlie the mechanisms of the ‘‘co-
chlear amplifier.’’ A local feedback from the voltage-
dependent motile response of the OHCs in the cochlear
transducer may actively control the gain of thef Tr for effec-
tive energy conversions. In the feedback loop, OHC receptor
potentials from MET act as feedback signal that enhances the
mechanical response of the cochlear transducer~Yates,
1990!, thus further influencing the voltage changes that con-
trol the force production. In fact, MET functions derived
from the cochlear microphonic are level dependent~Patuzzi
and Moleirinho, 1998; Bian and Chertoff, 1998, 2001!. The
dc component in the electric response could induce a tonic
motile response of the OHCs~Evanset al., 1991!, and sub-
sequently a static position shift of the BM depending on the
input level~LePage, 1987; Cooper and Dong, 2003!. This, in
turn, could alter the IP of the cochlearf Tr , resulting in sen-
sitization at threshold or low input levels and desensitization
at higher levels. The reciprocal relation between electrical
and mechanical responses of the OHCs could produce the
dynamical change in cochlearf Tr and hysteresis~Bian et al.,
2004!. Adaptation of the OHC transduction channels may
also play a role in the active adjustment of thef Tr . It is
known that the adaptation of MET is Ca21-dependent~Fet-
tiplace and Ricci, 2003!, and blocking Ca21 channels can
prevent the reduction of QDT magnitude after prolonged
stimulation of the primaries~Kujawa, 1996!. Adaptation of
myosin motors in the stereocilia could adjust the angle of the
bundle that controls the overall open probability of the MET
channels, thus resulting in alterations in the IP location and
symmetry of thef Tr . In mammals, adaptation of OHC trans-

duction channel could influence the positive feedback from
the somatic motility for optimal sensitivity at low levels and
compression for high input.

Evidences from QDT measurement suggest that the ef-
ferent system may also involve in the regulation of cochlear
f Tr ~Brown, 1988; Kirk and Johnstone, 1993; Chang and
Norton, 1997!. As indicated by summating potential, stimu-
lating the efferent system can produce tonic activities of the
OHCs~Konishi and Slepian, 1971! that could affect the IP of
the f Tr . Decrease in DPOAEs by activating efferent feed-
back is possibly due to the reduction in gain and adjustment
of the IP of f Tr in adaptation to the presence of the stimuli
~Liberman et al., 1996; Kim et al., 2003!. However, these
efferent effects on DPOAEs are usually small~,6 dB! and
slow ~time constant.10 ms!. In contrast, the changes in
QDT magnitude in the present study are over 20 dB and on a
cycle-by-cycle basis. Moreover, the data for analysis were
taken from the middle portion of the stimuli to avoid the
onset and offset of the bias tone~Fig. 3!, where efferent
reflex is more likely to occur. Therefore, the low-frequency
modulation of DPOAEs is not an efferent effect. Although
the efferent effect on the modulation of QDT is limited~Ku-
jawa, 1995!, the exact role of efferent system on the regula-
tion of cochlearf Tr remains to be determined.

C. Relation to the model of hysteresis

The adequacy of the ‘‘negative damping’’ model that fit
to the MP of CDT magnitude~Bian et al., 2004! was
checked with the QDT data. The parameters derived from the
CDT data were used to generate an output from which QDT
magnitudes were extracted with the moving-window method.
The model predicted the QDT double MP and hysteresis
~Fig. 12!, indicating that the same mechanism generates the
two DPs. However, without adjusting model parameters, the
predicted QDT magnitudes were greater than the actual data.
When fitting the model to QDT data, reducing the parameter
A @Eq. ~1!# significantly improved the fit. From six animals
(r 250.5– 0.9),A was reduced 2–6 times depending on the
primary levels, and adjustments to other parameters were
within the variability from the CDT data. As evidenced from
the electromotile response of the isolated OHCs~Takahashi
and Santos-Sacchi, 1999!, compressive nonlinearity of Bolt-
zmann type usually produces greater QDT than CDT, espe-
cially when the OP is away from the IP~Lukashkinet al.,
2002!. Although adding a negative damping can enhance
CDT magnitude more than the increase in QDT, the model’s
overestimate of the QDT indicate that an additional compo-
nent maybe involved in shaping the frequency spectra of the
cochlear response. There could be a bandpass filtering during
the DP-generating processes so that only frequency compo-
nents closer to the CF, orf 2 , can be amplified~Brown et al.,
1992!. In mammals, tectorial membrane could be a structural
basis for the filtering of DPOAEs~Lukashkinet al., 2004!,
so that the low-passed OHC motility could be more efficient
near the CF as shown in a feedback model~Cooper, 2004!.
Therefore, parameterA may reflect the filter shape of the
feedback component.
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VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Low-frequency modulation of QDT in gerbils showed
enhancement and suppression depending on the phase of the
bias tone. Suppression of QDT occurred around the zero
crossings of the bias tone, and enhancement corresponded to
the peaks and troughs of the BP. For each half cycle of bias
tone with monotonic increase or decrease in BP, the MP of
QDT magnitude demonstrated a typical ‘‘V-shaped’’u f Tr

(2)u.
When the QDT magnitude was plotted as a function of the
BP, a double MP consisting of two typical shapes of theu f Tr

(2)u
presented with a separation of the center-notches. These ex-
perimental results are consistent with the observation from
the CDT ~Bian et al., 2004! that the nonlinear cochlearf Tr

has hysteresis where the traversal is counterclockwise. These
results also confirm that both odd and even-order DPs are
generated from the same nonlinearity: the OHC transduction
~Faheyet al., 2000; Lukashkinet al., 2002!. Therefore, the
QDT magnitude MP could be used with CDT in differential
diagnosis of hearing problems related to cochlear transduc-
tion. Moreover, the enhanced QDT at higher levels may be
less vulnerable to cochlear damage than the CDT. The QDT,
a consequence of compression in cochlear transduction and
an indicator of the IP on thef Tr , would be useful for the
early detection of Me´nière’s disease~Sirjani et al., 2004!,

where position of the BM is displaced due to the enlargement
of endolymphatic volume. Furthermore, since the frequency
of the bias tone is closer to the DP frequencies~QDT and
CDT!, it could suppress the secondary generation of DPs at
their CF regions~e.g., Konrad-Martinet al., 2001!. This
could reduce the complexity of DPOAE measures caused by
multiple sources of generation that limit the clinical applica-
tion and interpretation~Shaffer et al., 2003; Shera, 2004!.
Therefore, low-frequency modulated DPOAEs can be used
to accurately estimate the nonlinearf Tr at the primary
source.
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Distortion product otoacoustic emission (2f1 – f2) suppression
in 3-month-old infants: Evidence for postnatal maturation
of human cochlear function?
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The complete timeline for maturation of human cochlear function has not been defined. Distortion
product otoacoustic emission~DPOAE!-based measures of cochlear function show non-adult-like
responses from premature and term-born neonates at highf 2 frequencies; however, older infants
were not included in these studies. In the present experiment, previously collected DPOAE
ipsilateral suppression data from premature neonates were combined with new data collected from
adults, term-born neonates, and 3-month-old infants to further examine the time course for
maturation of cochlear function. DPOAE suppression tuning curves~STC! and suppression growth
patterns were measured in the three age groups atf 256000 Hz, L1565, L2555 dB SPL, with an
f 2/f 1 of 1.2. Results indicate that term-born neonates and 3-month-old infants have non-adult-like
STC width, slope on the low-frequency flank, and tip features. However, the two infant groups are
not significantly different from one another. Suppression growth patterns for low-frequency
suppressor tones show a clear developmental progression. In general, the younger the infant, the
more shallow and compressive the suppression growth for the lowest suppressor frequencies. These
findings suggest a high-frequency postnatal immaturity in cochlear function as measured by
DPOAE suppression. Results may have been influenced by noncochlear factors, such as middle-ear
immaturity. These factors are reviewed and considered. ©2004 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1811472#

PACS numbers: 43.64.Jb, 43.64.Kc@BLM # Pages: 3572–3580

I. INTRODUCTION

Several characteristics of 2f 1 – f 2 DPOAE suppression
are non-adult-like in premature neonates. Research using
both cross-sectional and longitudinal experimental designs
have shown that premature neonates~ranging from 31 to
39-weeks postconceptional age! have narrower suppression
tuning curves than adults atf 251500 and 6000 Hz, and
atypically shallow growth of suppression for suppressor
tones lower in frequency thanf 2 ~Abdala, 1998; 2001; Ab-
dala and Chatterjee, 2003!. These age effects are most robust
and reliably present atf 256000 Hz and have been inter-
preted to indicate an immaturity in cochlear function just
prior to term birth.

In contrast to the consistent DPOAE-based immaturities
observed in premature neonates, term-born neonates have
produced somewhat mixed results. They appear to have
adult-like DPOAE suppression tuning atf 251500 Hz, but
narrower, sharper tuning than adults atf 256000 Hz~Abdala
et al., 1996; Abdala, 1998!. They show excessively shallow
suppression growth for low-frequency suppressor tones at
both 1500 and 6000 Hz. Therefore, although term-born neo-
nates show some adult-like features of cochlear function as
measured by DPOAE suppression, they also show systematic
immaturities. These immaturities suggest that continued de-
velopment of the cochlear response may persist beyond term
birth in humans.

Because immaturities in DPOAE suppression are
present at term birth, ‘‘older’’ infants need to be studied to
define the time course for complete maturation of human
cochlear function. Much of the developmental work examin-
ing cochlear function in humans thus far has focused on the
period prior to full gestation~,37 weeks!. However, recent
findings have indicated that DPOAE-based assays of co-
chlear function change little between 33-weeks postconcep-
tional age~PCA! and term status~37–40 weeks! ~Abdala,
2003!; therefore, it will be necessary to examine the months
following term birth to describe the timeline for maturation
of cochlear function as measured by DPOAE suppression.
Preliminary work from our laboratory has shown that
1-month-old infants have immature DPOAE suppression
tuning and suppression growth at 6000 Hz, although this
finding was based on a very small number of observations
~Abdala, 2003!. Additionally, normal-hearing children rang-
ing in age from 8 to 12 years have completely adult-like
DPOAE suppression at both 1500 and 6000 Hz~Abdala,
2001!. Therefore, we have initiated the study of postnatal
cochlear maturation by measuring DPOAE suppression in
3-month-old infants and comparing their results to newborns
and to normal-hearing adults. In the present study, we:~1!
compiled existing DPOAE suppression data from premature
neonates ranging from 31-weeks PCA to 1 month corrected
age and~2! collected new DPOAE suppression data from
healthy term newborns, 3-month-old infants, and adults. The
inclusion of 3-month-old infants allowed for the study ofa!Electronic mail: cabdala@hei.org
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cochlear development during this early postnatal period. The
research question addressed in this study is whether cochlear
function, as measured by DPOAE ipsilateral suppression, is
adult-like by the first months of postnatal life.

II. METHODS

A. Subjects

Subjects tested for this study included: a group of ten
healthy term-born neonates, a group of ten healthy 3-month-
old infants~term-born!, and a group of five normal-hearing
adults. The data from these five adults were combined with
data from five adults previously tested with the same para-
digm to reach ann510. Each subject was tested during a
one-time test session. In addition, data from subjects partici-
pating in completed experiments were included in many of
the analyses and figures for comparison. DPOAE suppres-
sion data previously collected included: nine prematurely
born newborns tested at weekly intervals for 6–8 test ses-
sions ~three of these nine subjects were tested again at 1
month corrected age! and five adult subjects tested at weekly
intervals for 5–6 test sessions~see Abdala, 2003 for detail
re: adult and premature subjects!.

The term neonates~eight males; two females! were
tested on average within 4 days~97 h! of birth; their mean 1-
and 5-min APGAR scores were 8.2 and 9.1, respectively.
Four left and six right ears were tested. Average birth weight
was 3506 grams~i.e., 7.7 lbs.!. The 3-month-old infants~six
males; four females! were tested on average 104 days after
term birth ~i.e., 14.8 weeks or 3.5 months!. Seven right ears
and three left ears were tested. These infants had an unre-
markable birth history and normal postnatal development as
per parent interview and postnatal medical examinations. All
infant subjects passed a click-evoked ABR hearing screening
~35 dB HL! at birth to be included in this study. In addition,
a DP-gram was performed as a screening evaluation prior to
the test session to ensure adequate signal-to-noise ratio~15
dB! at the test frequency.

B. Instrumentation and signal processing

An Ariel DSP161 signal processing and acquisition
board housed within a Compaq Prolinea 590 personal com-
puter with Pentium processor was used to generate stimuli
and acquire data. The Ariel board was connected to an Ety-
motic Research ER-10C probe system and to an analog high-
pass filter~12-dB/oct; 710-Hz high-pass cutoff!. The ER-10C
probe contains two output transducers and a low-noise mi-
crophone. The two primary tones and the suppressor tone
were generated by the DSP processor. The primary tone atf 1
was generated by one D/A converter and delivered via one
transducer. The primary tone atf 2 and the suppressor tone
( f s) were produced by the second D/A converter and output
through the second transducer. The signal at the probe mi-
crophone was high-pass filtered and sampled at a rate of 50
kHz with a sweep length of 4096 samples, giving a fre-
quency resolution of 12.2 Hz. Twenty-five sweeps of the
microphone signal were added and comprised one block.

C. Data acceptance criteria

Acceptance criteria were as follows:~1! noise measure-
ments for three frequency bins~12.2 Hz wide! on either side
of the 2f 1 – f 2 frequency had to be,0 dB SPL to assure
appropriate subject state; and~2! the measured DPOAE level
had to be at least 5 dB above the average noise measured in
the same six bins around the distortion product frequency to
be accepted into the grand average. In addition, sweeps were
accepted into a block of data only when the estimated rms
level in that sweep did not exceed a user-controlled artifact
rejection threshold. This level was set for each subject based
on observations of baseline activity level determined early in
the test session, and modified if necessary during the experi-
ment.

D. Calibration

Intermodulation distortion produced by the recording
system at 2f 1 – f 2 was measured with the probe in a Zwis-
locki coupler for all test conditions. The mean level of dis-
tortion was221 dB SPL. In no case did the level exceed
217 dB SPL. The recording system noise floor was deter-
mined using a similar method with no tones present. The
level of system noise floor ranged between222 and227 dB
SPL depending on frequency.

An in situ calibration procedure was conducted on both
output transducers before each subject was tested. Tones of
fixed voltage were presented to the transducers at 250 Hz
intervals from 500 to 10 000 Hz and the resulting SPL of
these tones recorded in each ear canal. Based on this infor-
mation, an equalization of output levels was performed for
each subject to achieve target stimulus levels across test fre-
quencies.

E. Procedure

Following the acquisition of informed parental consent,
term-born neonates and 3-month-old infants were tested at
Women and Children’s Hospital Los Angeles County1USC
Medical Center in a quiet room. Newborns were swaddled
and fed if necessary, then placed in a hospital isolette for
testing. Three-month-old infants were tested either in the iso-
lette, in the mother’s arms, or sleeping in an infant seat.
Adult subjects were tested within an IAC sound-attenuated
booth at the House Ear Institute in the Children’s Auditory
Research Laboratory while sitting comfortably in a lounge
chair, reading, or napping.

DPOAE suppression data were collected atf 2
56000 Hz using 15 different suppressor tones. The most
marked age effects for DPOAE suppression have been pre-
viously observed at 6000 Hz. For this reason, 6000 Hz was
chosen as the test frequency to enhance the probability of
detecting age effects. DPOAEs were recorded with anf 2/f 1
ratio of 1.2 and primary tone levels were presented at 65
~L1!–55 ~L2! dB SPL. Custom-designed software for the
collection of DPOAE suppression tuning curves was devel-
oped at the Children’s Auditory Research and Evaluation
Center, House Ear Institute.

Once the newborn was asleep, he/she was positioned
either on his/her back or slightly angled onto their side with
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blankets for support at their back. The positioning was con-
ducted to ensure optimal accessibility to the external audi-
tory meatus for placement of the probe. When the probe was
placed at the meatus snugly and the cable fixed to the isolette
or the blankets with surgical tape to minimize movement, the
test was initiated. If the probe tip slipped out minimally dur-
ing testing ~as noted by a 2–3-dB drop in stimulus and
DPOAE levels!, it was nudged back into place until appro-
priate levels were achieved and the test continued. If the
probe tip came out of the ear completely during the record-
ing of a DPOAE STC, it was refit and levels were recali-
brated before continuing.

At the beginning of the test, an unsuppressed DPOAE
was initially measured and then a suppressor tone (Fs) was
presented simultaneously with the primary tones and its level
increased in 5-dB steps over a range of intensities~40 to 85
dB SPL!. Fifteen suppressor tones with frequency ranging
from one octave below to 1/4 octave abovef 2 were pre-
sented at intervals between 25 and 150 cents~one octave
51200 cents!. The list of suppressor frequencies used in this
experiment is shown in the Appendix~left-most column!. To
generate iso-suppression tuning curves, the suppressor level
reducing DPOAE amplitude by 6 dB was determined for
each suppressor tone using linear interpolation~between data
points just prior to and following 6 dB of suppression! and
then plotted as a function of its frequency.

F. Data analysis

DPOAE suppression data were analyzed in the follow-
ing manner:~1! DPOAE suppression tuning curve width was
quantified 10 dB above the tip by calculating aQ10 value;~2!
slope of the low- and high-frequency flank of the STC was
determined by fitting a regression line from the tip of the
curve to end points on the low- and high-frequency bound-
aries; ~3! STC tip frequency and suppressor level corre-
sponding to the tip were measured;~4! the growth pattern of
DPOAE suppression was calculated for each suppressor tone
by measuring the slope of the DPOAE amplitude3 suppres-
sor level function using a linear regression equation. Any
initial amplitude plateau was eliminated and only the linear
portion of this function was included. The measured segment
began 1–2 dB down from the unsuppressed value and in-

cluded all points with sufficient SNR. If the last points in the
function showed an increase in DPOAE amplitude they were
eliminated.

III. RESULTS

A. Suppression tuning curves

Figure 1 shows DPOAE STCs collected withf 2
56000 Hz from ten adults, ten term-born neonates, and ten
3-month-old infants. The suppression tuning curves collected
from term neonates and adults are typical in morphology and
their quantitative features~width, slope, and tip values! fall
well within the normal range of suppression values as re-
ported in previous literature~Abdala et al., 1996; Abdala,
1998!. It is clear from Fig. 1 that the low-frequency slope
and the width of the adult STC were different than the STCs
collected from either infant group. The adult tuning curve
appears to be broader with a more shallow low-frequency
flank.

Figures 2 and 3 display STCQ10 and low-frequency
flank data from all subject groups and includes longitudinal
and single-session data. The longitudinally collected data
from premature neonates and adults were collected, ana-
lyzed, and described in a previous publication~Abdala,
2003!. In those reports, repeated measures ANOVAs~re-
stricted to the age range from 33–37 weeks! indicated no
effect of test session or postconceptional age on any STC
feature, but a significant effect of age group; adults had sig-
nificantly broader tuning~smallerQ10) and a less steep low-
frequency flank than premature neonates (Q10: f 524.51;
p50.0008; Low-frequency slope:f 521; p50.0001). As is
evident from Figs. 2 and 3, STC data from term, 1-month-
old, and 3-month-old infants, show the same trend; the
DPOAE STC is narrower in infants than adults and has a
steeper low-frequency flank. Mean data are included in the
inset graphs and suggest that there may be a progression
toward adult-like values of STC width and steepness as the
infants approach 3 months of age.

The single-session data collected for the three primary
age groups~term newborns, 3-month-old infants, and adults!
were statistically analyzed for age effects@Figs. 4~a!–~c!#.
One-way ANOVAs were conducted for STCQ10, slope, tip
level, and tip frequency. Age effects were observed forQ10,

FIG. 1. Ten superimposed DPOAE suppression tuning curves~STC! recorded atf 256000 Hz for three age groups. A 6-dB suppression criterion was used to
plot each STC.
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low-frequency slope, and tip level (f 530.2; p50.0001; f
558.42; p50.0001; f 53.79; p50.03, respectively!. Post
hoc t-tests further revealed that both the term group and the
3-month-old infant group had significantly largerQ10 values
and significantly steeper low-frequency flank than the adult
group. In contrast, neither tuning curve width nor steepness
on the low-frequency flank was significantly different be-
tween term newborns and 3-month-old infants. Although
non-adult-like, the meanQ10 and low-frequency values from
the 3-month-old group appear to be moving in an adult-like
direction.

Tip level also showed an age effect, indicating that the
level of the suppressor tone at the tip of the STC was gen-
erally elevated for adults relative to either term newborns or
3-month-old infants@see Fig. 4~c!#.

B. Suppression growth

Figure 5 shows mean growth of suppression~slope in
dB/dB! plotted as a function of suppressor frequency for
adults, 3-month-old infants, term newborns, and data previ-
ously collected from prematurely born infants at four differ-
ent ages~33-, 35-, 38-weeks PCA and 1 month corrected
age!. Standard deviations of the mean are provided in the
Appendix. Data points to the left of the dashed vertical line
represent suppressor tones lower in frequency thanf 2
(, f 2); those to the right, suppressor tones higher in fre-
quency thanf 2(. f 2). Data points below the gray horizon-
tal line reflect shallow/compressive growth of suppression
~,1.0!; points above this line reflect steep/linear growth
~.1.0!. Adults show the expected, previously reported pat-

FIG. 2. DPOAE STC width (Q10)
plotted as a function of repeated test
session for premature neonates and
adults. Data from one single test ses-
sion are plotted for term-born neonates
and 3-month-old infants. The open
squares reflect data from three infant
subjects born prematurely and tested
at 1 month corrected age. Inset graph
displays meanQ10 from each age
group.

FIG. 3. Slope on the low-frequency
flank of the DPOAE STC as a function
of repeated test session for premature
neonates and adults. Data from one
single test session are plotted for term-
born and 3-month-old infants. The
open squares reflect data from three
infant subjects born prematurely and
tested at 1 month corrected age. Inset
graph displays mean slope from each
age group.
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tern of suppression growth. The steepest growth is observed
for suppressor tones, f 2 and shallow growth of suppression
for tones. f 2. This pattern accurately reflects basilar-
membrane nonlinearity since a suppressor lower in fre-
quency than the probe~i.e., f 2 tone! should produce linear or
near-linear response/suppression growth. This typical pattern
of DPOAE suppression growth in adults is consistent with
physiologic and psychoacoustic studies of response growth
in laboratory animals and humans.

One-way ANOVAs were performed only on the four
lowest suppressor frequencies to test for age effects. These
four frequencies were targeted because they are the only data
points indicating a potential age effect as seen in Fig. 5.
There was a significant effect of age group on suppression
growth for 3044, 3620, and 4063 Hz, indicating that infants
show more shallow growth of suppression than adults at
these frequencies (f 58.95; p50.0001; f 52.74; p50.046;
f 53.28; p50.02, respectively!. Premature neonates at 33-,
35-, and 38-weeks postconceptional age show a peak of
steep suppression growth for frequencies aroundf 2, but in-

creasingly shallow growth for tones, f 2. At the very lowest
frequencies, these premature groups show very compressive
growth of suppression, indicating that the DPOAE does not
suppress easily as suppressor level is raised. In contrast,
3-month-olds~X! show a pattern of suppression growth simi-
lar to adults for all but the lowest frequency suppressor tone
~3044 Hz!. At this frequency, their growth of suppression
remains excessively shallow. Term neonates and 1-month-old
infants show intermediate slope values~falling between neo-
nate and adult values!, suggesting a developmental progres-
sion in the pattern of suppression growth for low-frequency
suppressor tones.

C. Summary of results

Premature neonates that have reached 39–40-weeks
PCA, term-born neonates, and 3-month-old infants show
various features of DPOAE suppression tuning and suppres-
sion growth that are non-adult-like. DPOAE STCs are nar-
rower and steeper on the low-frequency flank, show a
slightly reduced tip level, and the growth of suppression for
the lowest frequency suppressor tones is more shallow in
infants than adults.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Immaturity in cochlear function

The results suggest that cochlear function, as measured
by DPOAE ipsilateral suppression, is still not completely
mature in the early postnatal period. These results, combined
with previously published findings, suggest that cochlear im-
maturities are subtle in nature, and data appear to become
systematically more adult-like with increasing postnatal age.
This developmental pattern is particularly striking when ex-
amining growth of suppression patterns~see Fig. 5!. Shallow,
compressive growth of suppression for low-frequency sup-
pressor tones is not observed in the healthy, mature cochlea.
The adult cochlea shows the expected pattern of very effec-
tive, at least linear suppression of the primary DPOAE
source~aroundf 2) when a suppressor tone is presented at a
more apical region than the probe (f 2). The portion of the
traveling wave vibration pattern overlapping withf 2 be-
haves linearly because it is far from the compressive peak
region. Suppressor tones. f 2 cannot effectively suppress the
DPOAE, even as their level is raised, because of compres-
sive motion in the peak region of this traveling wave~Abdala
and Chatterjee, 2003!. This pattern represents normal
response/suppression growth on the basilar membrane and is
consistent with reported nonlinearities in physiological and
psychoacoustic paradigms~Oxenham and Plack, 1997;
Rhode and Cooper, 1993; Cooper, 1996!.

Infants, on the other hand, do not show linear growth of
suppression when suppressors are, f 2. They show compres-
sive growth of suppression~,1.0!. Paradoxically, this result
suggests that vibratory motion on the infant basilar mem-
brane is more focal around CF than adult motion and more
nonlinearas level is increased. Past work has, in fact, led us
to hypothesize that the newborn cochlear amplifier is exces-
sively nonlinear and may go through a developmental ‘‘over-
shoot’’ period. This type of overshoot of nonlinearity has

FIG. 4. ~a!–~c! Mean DPOAE STC~a! width, ~b! low-frequency slope, and
~c! tip level for three age groups. Each mean value is comprised of ten
observations.
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been reported in gerbils during development and has been
attributed to variations in the endocochlear potential~Mills
and Rubel, 1998!. At present, the exact mechanism or source
of non-adult-like DPOAE suppression growth in human in-
fants is not clearly understood; however, these consistently
present and highly replicable age effects may be indicating a
subtle immaturity in cochlear function, even into the early
postnatal months.

This immaturity in cochlear function is most likely re-
lated to immaturities in thecochlear amplifier, since the last
maturational stages of morphological development in the hu-
man fetal cochlea support cochlear micromechanics
~Lavigne-Rebillard and Pujol, 1987!. However, an alternative
possibility must be considered. It is possible that passive
vibratory characteristics of the infant cochlea related to
basilar-membrane mass and stiffness remain immature into
the postnatal period. We have typically considered these to
be early maturing aspects of cochlear anatomy and function.
However, animal research has shown concurrent develop-
ment of active and passive cochlear function in gerbils dur-
ing the early weeks of postnatal life.

Mills and Rubel~1996! reported that the passive cutoff
frequency~i.e., frequency above which passive waves do not
propagate on the basilar membrane! to be approximately
8000 Hz at 14 days after birth~dab! in gerbil. Only a few
days later~18–23 dab!, the cutoff frequency was almost
adult-like at 32 kHz. Mills and Rubel stated that this
2-octave shift in base cutoff frequency is consistent with a
reported 1.5-octave shift of characteristic frequencies in the
basal turn of the gerbil during this same time period~Arj-
mandet al., 1988!. The work of Mills and Rubel suggests
that passive constraints may require higher stimulus levels at
high frequencies to activate areas of the cochlea that have
mature cochlear amplifier function. That is, what appears to
be immature cochlear amplifier function may actually be di-

rectly related to elevated passive thresholds of basilar-
membrane motion. If this is the case in human newborns,
stimulus levels reaching the infant cochlea may not provide
an optimum trigger for active processes, even if the cochlear
amplifier is fully mature. In contrast, the same stimulus lev-
els probably evoke active cochlear function effectively in
adults.

Available human morphological data do not shed light
on this question of passive vibratory motion of the basilar
membrane. Bredberg~1968! reported on light microscope
studies of the postmortem fetal cochlea, and found that at 5
fetal months, fluid spaces were still immature. He also de-
scribed one cochlea in which the mesenchymal layer under
the basilar membrane was thickened~relative to adults!. Lin-
demanet al. ~1971! found that the cat cochlea looks basi-
cally mature by 2–3 weeks after birth, but that some changes
in the detachment of the tectorial membrane can be seen up
to 4 postnatal weeks. Likewise, decades earlier, Wada~1923!
found that the rat cochlea showed slight changes well after
most structures had achieved adult size. Any subtle, late im-
maturities in mass of the basilar membrane could potentially
affect stiffness and, consequently, vibratory patterns. Al-
though the DPOAE suppression paradigm we used for the
current experiment was effective in detecting age effects re-
lated to cochlear function, it does not allow for a distinction
between immaturities based in passive versus active basilar-
membrane motion.

Putting aside the issue of whether functional cochlear
immaturities are due to active or passive aspects of basilar-
membrane vibration, it is not known whether these subtle
age differences produce any perceptual consequences for in-
fants. Are these cochlear immaturities represented and pre-
served at higher levels of the auditory system? Both behav-
ioral and auditory brainstem response~ABR! measures of
frequency resolution have shown immaturities in frequency

FIG. 5. DPOAE suppression growth
slope for three age groups and prema-
ture neonates at four different ages
~33-, 35-, and 38-weeks postconcep-
tional age and 1 month corrected age!.
Points to the left of the vertical,
dashed line represent slope values that
are lower in frequency thanf 2 and
points to the right, values that are
higher in frequency. Data at or above
the gray horizontal line show linear,
steep growth of suppression, whereas
data below the gray line indicate com-
pressive, shallow growth.
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coding for 3-month-old infants. ABR-derived tuning curves
and bandpass functions are non-adult-like in 3-month-olds at
8000 Hz, but appear to be mature at lower frequencies. Both
low and high frequencies are adult-like by 6 months of age
~Folsom and Wynne, 1987; Abdala and Folsom, 1995!. Like-
wise, psychoacoustic tuning curves recorded with high-
frequency probe tones~8000 Hz! are immature in 3-month-
old infants, although they also become adult-like by 6
months of age~Spetner and Olsho, 1990!. Whether the
source of ABR and psychoacoustic tuning immaturities in
3-month-old infants is the same as the source of DPOAE
suppression tuning immaturities~i.e., cochlea! is not known.
It is possible that the ABR and behavioral results simply
reflect and preserve these peripheral limitations. However, it
is also possible that they are reflecting limitations and imma-
turities that are only neural in nature and unrelated to co-
chlear immaturity observed in the current study.

B. Noncochlear factors

It is also possible that noncochlear factors contribute to
some extent to the non-adult-like DPOAE suppression re-
sults observed in infants. Immature infant middle-ear func-
tion is one of these potential factors. Power-based measures
of middle-ear function, such as acoustic reflectance, change
with increasing age in infants~Keefe et al., 2000!. Infants
tend to have lower middle-ear compliance and higher resis-
tance, leading to less effective power transfer into the infant
middle ear and possible attenuation of sound~Keefe et al.,
1993!. Attenuated primary tone and suppressor tone levels in
infant ears could produce age effects by altering the operat-
ing point of cochlear amplifier function in infants relative to
adults. The cochlear amplifier functions in a level-dependent
fashion; therefore, differing levels reaching the infant versus
adult cochlea could selectively impact the shape of the infant
DPOAE STC and suppression growth pattern.

The possibility of middle-ear involvement can be con-
sidered in various ways. Because the middle-ear system be-
haves linearly, and immaturity of function should produce a
simple, relatively flat level attenuation, we have simulated its
effect by manipulating primary tone level.

~1! If the immature middle ear produces a 10-dB attenuation
of primary tones reaching the cochlea of infants, then
presenting these tones 10 dB higher in infants should
effectively equalize stimulus levels for these two groups.

To this end, suppression growth atf 256000 Hz was
measured in neonates and adults using level compensa-
tion. Figure 6~a! shows that, even when primary tones
are presented at a110-dB level in infants, their slope of
suppression growth for tones, f 2 remains shallow and
non-adultlike.

~2! It has been shown that infants generally require a higher
suppressor level to initiate DPOAE suppression with
low-frequency suppressor tones~Abdala and Chatterjee,
2003!. Figure 6~b! illustrates this trend. Suppression
thresholds~i.e., the suppressor level required to produce
2 dB of suppression! are plotted as a function of suppres-
sor frequency for adults and two infant groups. Infant
suppression thresholds are elevated for low-frequency
suppressor tones; that is, it takes more suppressor level
to just initiate DPOAE amplitude reduction in infants
than in adults. This threshold elevation may be due to
attenuation of suppressor levels produced by an imma-
ture middle ear, and could result in a reduced range of
suppression growth available for measurement.

If the immature middle ear differentially influences
which segment of the suppression growth function is
measured to estimate slope, it might produce age effects
unrelated to cochlear function. Does this abbreviated
suppression growth function in infants produce an inac-
curate estimate and bias data toward shallow slope val-
ues? In order to address this question, statistical correla-
tions were conducted between suppression thresholds~at
the four lowest suppressor frequencies! and slope of sup-
pression growth for subjects in this study. If an elevated
suppression threshold~and resulting abbreviated growth
function! always produces shallow suppression growth,
the correlations should elucidate this relationship. Of the
four suppressor frequencies tested, only the lowest sup-
pressor tone~3044 Hz! showed a modest correlation be-
tween suppression threshold and slope of suppression
growth (r 50.43; f 54.7855; p50.04). The more el-
evated the suppression threshold, the more shallow the
slope of suppression growth. It could be argued that an
immature middle ear produces elevated suppression
thresholds, thus leading to the suppression growth values
that are biased toward shallow slope.

Even with this modest correlation, data in Fig. 5 indi-
cate that an elevated suppression threshold is notsuffi-
cient to reliably produce shallow measures of suppres-
sion

FIG. 6. ~a! Suppression growth for
three infant groups and adults. Infant
data have been collected with primary
tones presented 10 dB higher~L1565;
L2555 dB SPL! than adult primary
tones ~L1555; L2545 dB SPL!. ~b!
Suppression thresholds are defined as
the level of suppressor required to just
initiate suppression; that is, to produce
2 dB of suppression. Suppression
thresholds are shown here for three
age groups.
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growth slope. Three-month-old infants show adult-like
growth of suppression for most suppressor tones below
f 2 ~as shown in Fig. 5!, yet they have elevated thresh-
olds at these same suppressor frequencies as shown by
the data presented in Fig. 6~b!. It is too simplistic to
assume that suppression growth functions that include
fewer data points will always produce shallow slope val-
ues. This was not shown to be the case. Nevertheless, it
is likely that this factor, which may at its root be of
middle-ear origin, influences the suppression growth
slope to some extent for low suppressor frequencies.

~3! Finally, it is also possible that the segment of the sup-
pression growth function available for measurement in
infants is abbreviated because the infant noise floor is
higher than the adult noise floor. This noise-floor eleva-
tion could also lead to artificially shallow suppression
growth measurements in much the same way as middle-
ear-based level attenuation. To test this possibility, statis-
tical correlations were conducted between unsuppressed
DPOAE amplitude and suppression growth slope. It is
assumed that a robust, high-amplitude DPOAE would
provide adequate noise immunity~SNR! so as to record
a complete suppression growth function, comprised of
several data points. The more complete and detailed the
function, the less likely the contamination of slope esti-
mates by noncochlear factors like the middle ear and
elevated noise. No significant correlations were found
between unsuppressed DPOAE amplitude and slope of
suppression growth.

V. CONCLUSION

The non-adult-like DPOAE suppression observed in in-
fants as old as 3 months of age is hypothesized to stem from
subtle, postnatal immaturities in cochlear function. In the
near future, we will expand this research to examine DPOAE
suppression through 6 months of age. An intriguing question
remains about the origin of these non-adult-like DPOAE
suppression findings in 3-month-olds: are they due to imma-
turities in active cochlear mechanics or in the passive vibra-
tory motion of the basilar membrane? To answer this ques-
tion, it will be important to develop experimental paradigms
that can distinguish between these two modalities of cochlear
function and assess the relative contribution of each factor to
the experimental results. Additionally, postmortem anatomi-
cal studies of the human fetal basilar membrane during vari-
ous stages of development might shed light on this issue.

In addition to investigating the cochlear source of these
DPOAE-based immaturities, it will be important to better
define how noncochlear influences might contribute to
DPOAE suppression results. Our preliminary analyses do not
suggest that these factors greatly impacted the findings or
impacted them in a clear and systematic fashion. The most
effective way to address this question, however, is to concur-
rently measure DPOAE suppression and middle-ear function
during development and examine the relationship between
the two measures. This study is currently ongoing in our
laboratory.
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Temporal auditory acuity, the ability to discriminate rapid changes in the envelope of a sound, is
essential for speech comprehension. Human envelope following responses~EFRs! recorded from
scalp electrodes were evaluated as an objective measurement of temporal processing in the auditory
nervous system. The temporal auditory acuity of older and younger participants was measured
behaviorally using both gap and modulation detection tasks. These findings were then related to
EFRs evoked by white noise that was amplitude modulated~25% modulation depth! with a sweep
of modulation frequencies from 20 to 600 Hz. The frequency at which the EFR was no longer
detectable was significantly correlated with behavioral measurements of gap detection (r 5
20.43), and with the maximum perceptible modulation frequency (r 50.72). The EFR techniques
investigated here might be developed into a clinically useful objective estimate of temporal auditory
acuity for subjects who cannot provide reliable behavioral responses. ©2004 Acoustical Society
of America. @DOI: 10.1121/1.1798354#

PACS numbers: 43.64.Ri, 43.66.Mk@BLM # Pages: 3581–3593

I. INTRODUCTION

Prosody~rhythmic and stress variations in the amplitude
envelope of a speech signal! is crucial to speech intelligibil-
ity. The envelopes of speech signals contain enough informa-
tion, even without their spectral content, to permit a listener
to identify tokens~Van Tasell et al., 1987; Rosen, 1992!.
Shannonet al. ~1995! showed that a listener can recognize
words, phrases, and sentences using amplitude envelopes of
the speech signal in each of four frequency regions to modu-
late corresponding bandlimited noises. They found that
speech intelligibility remained high when they recombined
these four bands of amplitude-modulated noise. The enve-
lopes of the speech signal in different spectral regions there-
fore play an important role in speech understanding.

Anything that reduces a listener’s sensitivity to these
amplitude modulations~auditory temporal acuity! is likely to
lead to problems in speech understanding. Temporal acuity
deteriorates in old age~Schneideret al., 1998; Snell and Fri-
sina, 2000; Gordon-Salant and Fitzgibbons, 1999!, and this
deficit may explain many age-related hearing problems
~Schneider, 1997; Schneideret al., 2002; Snellet al., 2002!.
Certain disease processes can also result in decreased tem-
poral acuity. For example, patients with auditory neuropathy
~Zeng et al., 1999, 2001! or multiple sclerosis~Rappaport

et al., 1994! have difficulty perceiving rapid changes in au-
ditory input. Temporal auditory acuity can be abnormal in
sensorineural hearing loss~e.g., Fitzgibbons and Wightman,
1982; Formby, 1987!, although if one adjusts the intensity
and bandwidth of the sounds to compensate for a subject’s
hearing loss, there is no impairment~Moore, 1995; Grose
et al., 2001!. Decreased sensitivity to amplitude fluctuations
may also contribute to developmental language disorders
~Benasich and Tallal, 2002!, but the nature of this relation-
ship is not clear~Bishop et al., 1999; Amitayet al., 2002!.
Given the importance of envelope cues to speech intelligibil-
ity, tests to evaluate temporal acuity are essential.

The two most prevalent subjective ways to measure a
listener’s sensitivity to envelope fluctuations are to determine
how sensitive they are to sinusoidal modulations in the am-
plitude of a sound~the temporal modulation transfer func-
tion, TMTF!, or how sensitive they are to a gap in an other-
wise continuous sound or between two sounds~gap
detection!. In the first procedure, a sound~often a band of
noise! is sinusoidally modulated at a given frequency, with
the depth of modulation~the ratio of the difference between
the peak and trough of the modulated wave and their sum!
systematically adjusted until the listener can no longer detect
the modulation. Intensity adjustments are typically made to
the modulated stimulus to control for intensity differences
between modulated and unmodulated stimuli~Viemeister,
1979!. The frequency of modulation is then changed and the
procedure repeated~Viemeister and Plack, 1993!.

In young, normal-hearing human listeners, the behav-
ioral TMTF for white noise can be modeled as a single-pole
low-pass filter with a 3-dB cutoff near 55 Hz~Viemeister,
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XI International Symposium on Audiological Medicine, Padua, Italy, Oc-
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1979!. This means that sensitivity to sinusoidal variations in
the amplitude envelope remains roughly constant so long as
the frequency of modulation is less than approximately 55
Hz, and then begins to decline steadily. However, the rate of
decline is slow enough that listeners can normally detect a
25% amplitude modulation up to frequencies of about 500
Hz. The highest frequency at which a subject can discrimi-
nate 100% amplitude modulation is approximately 2.5 kHz,
if the stimulus is designed to minimize high-frequency inten-
sity effects~Viemeister and Plack, 1993!.

Gap detection tests measure the shortest perceptible du-
ration of a gap in an ongoing sound, or between two sounds.
In young, normal-hearing human listeners, gap detection
thresholds are about 1 ms for white noise. For pure tones the
gap threshold increases with decreasing frequency from 2.3
ms at 8000 Hz to 22.5 ms at 200 Hz~Shailer and Moore,
1983!. Since two cycles of a 100% modulated sound roughly
resemble a gap between two short sounds~sound off, sound
on, gap, sound on, sound off!, it might be expected that the
two tasks engage somewhat similar mechanisms. Note, how-
ever, that 100% modulation of a sound is similar to a con-
tinuous string of gaps between adjacent, identical, short-
duration sounds. Hence, the modulation detection task allows
for integration of information about periodic level changes
over a time period that is much longer than that involved in
detecting a gap between two short sounds. Accordingly, a
reduced correspondence would be expected between modu-
lation detection and detection of a gap in an otherwise con-
tinuous stimulus, or detection of a gap between two spec-
trally different sounds. Indeed, in the latter case, gap
detection thresholds can be as much as ten times longer than
when the markers are the same on both sides of the gap
~Phillips et al., 1997!. In the former case, auditory processes
~such as neural adaptation to the first marker! are likely to
affect gap duration thresholds.

These two measures of temporal acuity are also likely to
be related to different aspects of speech recognition. Phone-
mic contrasts can be cued by differences in the size of gaps
between bursts that signal the presence or absence of a stop
consonant~e.g.,slit versussplit!. Hence, gap detection acuity
is likely to be most relevant at the segmental or phonemic
level. The TMTF, on the other hand, limits the processing of
amplitude modulations at the syllabic or suprasegmental
level, and is therefore likely to be more directly relevant to
speech prosody. However, to the extent that the detection of
a gap between two identical short-duration sounds can be
conceived of as two cycles of an amplitude modulated enve-
lope, knowledge of the TMTF could also be informative
about the ability of a listener to detect a gap.

Most of the information that is known about temporal
acuity has been collected using behavioral paradigms. An
objective electrophysiological measure of human temporal
auditory acuity would be very helpful in testing subjects who
are unable to give accurate behavioral responses~e.g., young
children, individuals with language impairment, or patients
with cognitive difficulties!. The present study addresses this
need. In the research reported here, auditory steady-state re-
sponse methods~Pictonet al., 2003a! were adapted to objec-
tively estimate the TMTF. The results from this electrophysi-

ological method were compared to behavioral measures of
the TMTF.

The spectrum of the electrophysiological response to an
amplitude-modulated signal contains energy at the modula-
tion frequency. Thus, if a 1-kHz tone is modulated at a rate
of 80 Hz, the spectrum of the response will reveal energy at
80 Hz and at overtones of 80 Hz~due to nonlinearities in the
auditory system!, even though there is no energy in the
stimulus at the modulating frequency. The strength of the
80-Hz component can be taken as an index of the brain’s
sensitivity to an 80-Hz modulation of the stimulus, and the
modulation depth at which the 80-Hz component is first de-
tected can be considered as a measure of the modulation
threshold at that frequency.

Auditory steady-state responses must be recorded across
a wide band of modulation frequencies in order to obtain an
electrophysiological representation of the TMTF. While mul-
tiple separate responses can be sequentially recorded at se-
lected modulation frequencies~Stapellset al., 1984; Rees
et al., 1986; Sapsfordet al., 1996!, a more efficient approach
might be to use a continuous sweep of modulation frequency
through the band of interest. Sweep techniques were origi-
nally employed for the measurement of visual evoked poten-
tials ~Regan, 1966, 1989; Norciaet al., 1989!. They have
also been used for auditory stimuli, where both intensity
~Picton et al., 1984; Lindenet al., 1985; Rodriguezet al.,
1986!, and modulation rate~Linden et al., 1985! have been
varied. In the sweep technique, some aspect of the stimulus
is continuously changed or ‘‘swept’’ across a specified range.
Since the stimulus changes over time, the instantaneous am-
plitude and phase of the response is continuously changing.
Referring to these as ‘‘auditory steady-state responses’’ is
therefore not appropriate. However, since the modulation fre-
quency of the stimuli used here was fast relative to the rate of
change of modulation frequency, the responses examined in
this paper are much more akin to auditory steady-state re-
sponses than to transient evoked responses. For simplicity,
they will henceforth be referred to with the more general
term of envelope following response~EFR!.

This paper describes the results of a set of experiments
examining how well the human EFR can be recorded by
sweeping through a range of modulation frequencies. Several
preliminary experiments evaluated the effects of different
stimuli and subject states on the EFRs recorded using the
sweep technique. The results of these experiments helped
shape the experimental parameters for the main experiment,
which compared objective EFR measurements of the TMTF
and subjective measurements of temporal acuity in younger
and older subject groups.

II. METHODS

A. Subjects

Two groups of adult subjects participated in this study.
The younger group (n525, 20 females! had normal thresh-
olds of hearing~<20 dB HL! for octave frequencies from
500 to 4000 Hz, and varied in age from 18 to 43 years.
Fourteen of these subjects~11 females! participated in the
main experiment comparing younger and older subjects. The
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older group (n513, 8 females! ranged in age from 60 to 78
years. They had mildly elevated thresholds relative to those
of young normal-hearing adults, but did not use hearing aids.
On average, their thresholds were 20.8 dB HL~over the
range from 500 to 4000 Hz! with standard deviation~SD!
12.6 dB. Only three individuals had any thresholds.35 dB
HL. For the preliminary experiments, individuals from the
younger group were employed. The main experiment, in-
volving both EFRs and behavioral measurements, used both
subject groups.

During the main experiment, it was found that the back-
ground noise in the older group’s electroencephalogram
~EEG! was approximately 1.5 times that in the younger
group ~probably due to increased muscle activity associated
with wakefulness; older subjects tended to have more diffi-
culty sleeping for the duration of the experiment!. In order to
approximately equalize the background EEG-noise levels to
which the averaged EFRs are compared, the younger group
attended one measurement session, whereas the older group
attended two. Therefore, the older group had twice as many
repetitions in the averaged EEG data~and the noise levels
were reduced byA2!.

B. Auditory stimuli

Acoustic stimuli were generated using aMASTER re-
search system~John and Picton, 2000; see www.mastersys-
tem.ca! running theSWEEPIV1 software module which per-
mits using external sound files. Amplitude modulation was
applied to either a uniform white-noise carrier or a 1-kHz
tone. The depth of modulation was 100%, 50%, or 25% in
the preliminary experiments, and 25% in the main experi-
ment. Each sound file consisted of a single stimulus ‘‘sweep’’
containing 30 1.024-s epochs. For the first 15 epochs, the
modulation rate increased linearly from the minimum to the
maximum instantaneous frequency. In the second half of the
sweep, the modulation rate decreased from maximum to
minimum in symmetry with the first half. In some test con-
ditions, the modulation rate was fixed in frequency through-
out the 30.72-s sweep. The sweeps were repeated without
any pause between them, since the sounds were designed so
that there was no discontinuity at the transition between the
end of one sweep and the beginning of the next.

Digital-to-analog conversion was performed using a Na-
tional Instruments 6052E input/output board at 32 kHz with
16-bit precision. The electrical stimulus amplitude was ad-
justed using a Grason-Stadler model 16 audiometer prior to
transduction by a pair of Etymotic ER-2 transducers with a
flat frequency response at the eardrum up to 10 kHz. Gener-
ally, a single channel was used to present the stimulus mon-
aurally using a foam ear insert. A Knowles DB-100 Zwis-
locki coupler and Bru¨el & Kjær sound-level meter were used
to calibrate the stimulus.

C. Recordings

Measurements were performed in an Industrial Acous-
tics Company~IAC! sound-insulated room. During the ex-
periments, the participants sat in a comfortable chair and
watched a silent subtitled movie. The chair could be reclined

for protocols wherein the subjects slept. The experiments
generally took between 1 and 2 h. Gold-plated Grass elec-
trodes were used to record the EEG from the vertex~Cz!, and
just below the hairline at the posterior midline of the neck
~reference!, with a ground on the collarbone. All electrode
impedances were below 8 kOhm at 10 Hz. Responses were
amplified with gain 10 000 and bandpass filtered 1–300 Hz
or 1–1000 Hz using a Grass P50 battery-powered amplifier.
The acquisition board applied a further gain of 5, and data
were digitized at 16-bit resolution, and stored on disk at a
rate of 1~preliminary studies! or 2 ~main experiment! kHz.

D. EFR analysis

Data analysis was performed offline after the experimen-
tal recordings were completed. Data from each sweep were
synchronously averaged in the time domain. The number of
sweeps averaged was between 50 and 100. A noise rejection
algorithm was employed to exclude 1.024-s epochs of data if
a threshold noise level was exceeded in a broad frequency
band containing the response frequency. Prior to averaging,
the mean and SD of the noise in all epochs were estimated.
The noise rejection threshold for any given epoch was then
set as 1.5 SDs above the mean noise. Given that a sweep was
divided into 30 1.024-s epochs, each ‘‘epoch slot’’ could con-
tain a different number of epochs in the average. Typically,
fewer than five epochs would be rejected from each slot
when 50 sweeps were averaged.

The EFR was extracted from the average EEG sweep
using a Fourier analyzer~FA! with orthogonal reference si-
nusoids that matched the instantaneous frequency of the
stimulus~Regan, 1989!. The complex outputs of the analyzer
were filtered using simple 1.024-s boxcar filters~applied
twice per multiplier! as shown in Fig. 1. The second half of
the analyzed sweep was subsequently vector averaged with
the first half of the sweep. This ‘‘fold-and-average’’ opera-
tion was justified since the modulation frequency was re-
versed between the two halves of the sweep. Given the
30.72-s sweep length, and the filter windows of 1.024 s,
anticipated physiological delays~which could have been up
to 60 ms! were neglected during the averaging operation.

FIG. 1. Fourier analyzer schematic. Diagram showing how modulation rate,
f m , is swept over time, and how the instantaneous frequency is used to
modulate the stimulus and extract the response in a Fourier analyzer.
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The instantaneous response amplitude at each frequency
of interest was compared to a noise estimate, derived from
the discrete Fourier transform~DFT! of the average sweep
folded in the time domain, in order to determine whether a
given response signal was statistically different from the
background EEG-noise level estimate. This noise estimate
was calculated using660 DFT frequency bins~63.9 Hz!
surrounding the instantaneous modulation rate of the swept
stimulus. Since the FA passes more noise than the DFT~due
to its wider bandwidth!, a scaling factor was determined us-
ing simulated noise. The EEG noise in FA estimates effec-
tively had an amplitude 3.24 times greater than in the DFT
estimates. AnF ratio was then employed to test whether the
FA response amplitude was significantly different from the
scaled DFT EEG-noise estimate~John and Picton, 2000!.

In the main experiment, the highest frequency at which
the EFR could be reliably measured was estimated for com-
parison with the behavioral thresholds. The measured EFR
amplitude never reaches zero due to noise passing through
the FA. The EFR amplitude was therefore phase weighted
using an expected phase. This phase-weighted amplitude can
reach zero, and a threshold can therefore be determined.

The phase-weighted EFR amplitude was calculated from
the projection of the complex FA output onto an expected
phase~Pictonet al., 2001!

Aw5A cos~u2ue!, ~1!

whereAw is the phase-weighted amplitude,A is the FA out-
put amplitude,ue is the expected phase, andu is the FA
output phase. The analysis assumes that a single EFR source
with a modulation-frequency-independent delay is dominat-
ing the measured EFR, and that the phase therefore changes
linearly with the instantaneous modulation frequency. The
expected phase was determined by linear regression of the
phase versus frequency data for frequencies between 100 Hz
and the highest frequency at which a response was judged
significantly different from background EEG noise using an
F ratio. For one subject the regression was based in the
40-Hz range because this subject had no significant re-
sponses at frequencies over 100 Hz. The maximum fre-
quency at which an EFR was recognizable was then taken as
the highest frequency at which the phase-weighted amplitude
was significantly different from zero using at test.

Apparent latencies were calculated using linear regres-
sion as the slope of the phase by frequency plot over a range
of frequencies~Regan, 1966, 1989!. No correction was made
for the small acoustic delay of approximately 0.9 ms from
the Etymotic ER-2 transducer to the ear canal through a short
sound tube~292 mm, including foam insert!.

E. Behavioral measurements

Two behavioral measurements of temporal auditory acu-
ity were employed. A two-alternative, forced-choice para-
digm was used, and thresholds were estimated using a pro-
cedure derived from PEST~Taylor and Creelman, 1967!. The
initial increase in difficulty was one step per correct answer,
until the first error. Subsequently, the difficulty was increased
one step every three correct answers, and decreased one step
for every error. A complete test was composed of 105 trials,

and took approximately 10 to 20 min to finish depending on
the task and the individual. The behavioral threshold for a
given test was determined as the average of all available
reversals, excluding the first.

The threshold for detecting 25% amplitude modulation
of a white-noise carrier was found by asking the participant
to choose which of two randomized 1-s sounds was modu-
lated. The nonmodulated sound was of equal duration and
power~Viemeister, 1979!. For most individuals, the modula-
tion frequency started at 50 Hz and increased in equal steps
of 50 Hz. Some of the participants had a relatively low
threshold, and were tested beginning at 10 Hz, and increas-
ing in equal steps of 10 Hz. Sounds were presented at 60 dB
SPL, but could be increased for the comfort of listeners in
the older group. This should have no effect on the detection
threshold at these sensation levels~Bacon and Viemeister,
1985!.

The threshold for detecting a gap between brief white-
noise markers was found by asking the participant to choose
which of two randomized sounds contained a gap. The gap
target was created with two 5-ms markers with Gaussian-
shaped rise and fall times~SD 0.167 ms! separated by a short
interval. The nontarget sound was white noise of equal du-
ration and total energy, and had similar rise and fall enve-
lopes ~Schneider and Hamstra, 1999!. The gap duration
started at 20 ms, and decreased in equal steps of 1 ms to a
minimum of 1 ms. For training purposes, larger gap dura-
tions were available for subjects who initially had trouble
with 20 ms. Sounds were presented at 75 pSPL, but could be
increased if requested by listeners in the older group.
Changes in sensation level should have no effect on the de-
tection threshold at these levels~Schneideret al., 1998;
Schneider and Hamstra, 1999!.

All participants performed training trials until it was
clear that they understood how to respond. For each task,
training was typically about 10 trials. The younger subject
group was generally familiar with behavioral testing, and
performed the modulation and gap detection tasks once~105
trials each!. The older group performed both tasks twice, and
thresholds were determined from the results of the second
tests.

F. Statistical analyses

Repeated-measures analyses of variance~ANOVAs!
were performed using Greenhouse–Geisser corrections. In
the main experiment, a correlation analysis was performed
between the behavioral thresholds, and values derived from
the EFR measurements. This was to determine if physiologi-
cal measurements could serve as useful indices of the behav-
ioral responses. The behavioral thresholds were~a! the maxi-
mum frequency~Hz! at which 25% amplitude modulation of
noise could be detected;~b! the minimum gap~ms! that
could be detected between brief noise markers;~c! the recip-
rocal of this gap detection threshold~Hz!; ~d! the mean pure-
tone hearing threshold~dB HL! from 500 to 4000 Hz. The
EFR measurements were~a! the highest frequency~Hz! at
which the phase-weighted amplitude of the EFR was statis-
tically different from noise;~b! the apparent latency~ms! of
the EFR in the frequency band used to calculate the expected
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phase;~c! the frequency~Hz! at which amplitude peaked
between 30 and 50 Hz;~d! the amplitude~nV! of the peak
frequency between 30 and 50 Hz;~e! the apparent latency
~ms! between 30 and 50 Hz;~f! the mean amplitudes~nV!
from 30–50 Hz, 80–100 Hz, 100–200 Hz, 200–300 Hz,
300–400 Hz, and 400–500 Hz; and~g! the optimal cutoff
frequency of a first-order low-pass filter model fit to the am-
plitude data above 80 Hz, using a fixed gain of mean ampli-
tude 80–100 Hz and a least-squares cost function. The cor-
relations between all of these measures and age~in years!
were also investigated. Two-tailed separate variancet tests
were employed to assess the null hypotheses that the group
means were equal for each variable above.

Similar t tests were also used to evaluate at what fre-
quency the phase-weighted EFR amplitude was no longer
significantly different from zero. In this implementation of
the FA, the output was determined from data averaged in the
time domain. Therefore, multiple signal estimates were not
available at a given response frequency, and the variance of
the amplitude estimate had to be calculated indirectly for use
in the t tests. The variance across660 DFT EEG-noise bins
near the response frequency was employed instead, after ap-
propriate scaling. Simulations showed that the variance of
multiple estimates from the FA is similar to the DFT variance
across multiple noise bins, after scaling by the effective
bandwidths of the two analyzers.

III. RESULTS

A. Preliminary experiments

1. Effects of carrier and level

The purpose of the first experiment was to evaluate the
influence of stimulus carrier and level on the response. Three
different amplitude-modulated stimuli were presented in a
balanced design: white noise presented at 60 and 50 dB SPL,
and a 1-kHz tone presented at 60 dB SPL. Figure 2~A! plots
the average amplitude of the frequency component in the
evoked response corresponding to the modulation frequency
in the stimulus. These average amplitudes represent the
grand vector average of 58 sweeps from each of five waking
individuals in response to 100% amplitude modulation at
frequencies from 35 to 100 Hz. In the band 35 to 60 Hz, the
modulated noise elicited a larger response than the modu-
lated pure tone. Since these averages were determined during
a sweep over the modulation frequencies employed, also
shown are the responses to noise at 60 dB SPL that was
modulated at fixed rates of 40 and 80 Hz~squares!, and
analyzed using the DFT. The amplitudes measured during the
sweep are the same as those obtained using a fixed modula-
tion frequency.

Also shown in Fig. 2~B! is the average phase of the
frequency component in the evoked response corresponding
to the modulation frequency. All responses in the grand av-
erage were statistically different from the background EEG
noise, with the exception of the region between 65 and 75
Hz. This loss of significance corresponds to the reduced re-
sponse amplitude and rapid phase changes observed near 70
Hz. Apparent latencies were calculated for the changing
modulation rate stimuli. In the band 38 to 60 Hz, the laten-

cies were 22.4, 22.7, and 29.9 ms for the 60- and 50-dB SPL
noise, and the 60-dB SPL 1-kHz tone, respectively. Peak
amplitudes between 35 and 50 Hz were significantly larger at
60 dB SPL for the noise than for the 1-kHz tone (F55.96;
d f52, 8; p,0.03; post hoc ttest!.

2. Comparing swept and fixed modulation
frequencies

The purpose of the second experiment was to confirm
that the sweep stimulus elicited the same response as fixed
modulation rate stimuli, including at higher modulation rates.
The grand vector average of 56 sweeps from each of 10
waking individuals is shown in Fig. 3. The stimulus was 60
dB SPL 100% amplitude modulated noise presented in a bal-
anced design for the two ranges 20 to 100 Hz, and 70 to 200
Hz. Also shown are the DFT results for fixed modulation
rates of 40, 80, and 160 Hz. Responses were highly signifi-
cant with the exception of about a 5-Hz band centered on 27
Hz, where there was a null in the amplitude response. The
apparent latency was 20.9 ms for the band 35 to 55 Hz, and
8.6 ms from 80 to 190 Hz.

A repeated-measures ANOVA of the EFR amplitude at
the frequencies 40, 80, and 160 Hz with factors of frequency
and modulation type~fixed or swept! showed a significant
effect of modulation frequency (F5115.385;d f52, 18; p

FIG. 2. Grand average of responses from five waking individuals. Panel~A!
shows the response amplitude, and panel~B! the response phase as the rate
was swept from 35 to 100 Hz for 100% amplitude modulation. The continu-
ous thick line is the response to a 1-kHz pure-tone carrier presented at 60 dB
SPL. The continuous thin and dashed lines are the responses to white-noise
carriers presented at 60 and 50 dB SPL, respectively. The open squares show
the responses to noise modulated at fixed rates of 40 and 80 Hz, and pre-
sented at 60 dB SPL.
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,0.001), but no effect of modulation type and no interac-
tion. The fixed-rate response amplitude at 40 Hz was a little
larger than the swept-rate measurement, but the difference
was not significant using at test.

In two subjects, responses were examined near 70 Hz,
where the amplitude was low, using swept modulation fre-
quencies. Five measurements were made with fixed modula-
tion rates distributed within a few hertz of 70 Hz, and re-
sponses were analyzed using the DFT. There was no clear
difference between swept and fixed modulation responses,
indicating an amplitude minimum near 70 Hz that was inde-
pendent of the recording technique.

3. Electrical artifacts

The purpose of the third experiment was to verify that
there were no electrical artifacts influencing the EFR mea-
surements. The EFR was obtained in a balanced design with
amplitude-modulated noise either delivered to the ear, or de-
livered to a Zwislocki coupler on the subject’s shoulder. Re-
sponses were recorded to a variety of sweeps~20–100 and
70–200 Hz modulated 100% at 60 dB SPL, and 100–700 Hz
modulated 50% at 65 dB SPL! in four subjects. All subjects
had highly significant responses when the stimulus was in
the ear. When the stimulus was delivered to the Zwislocki

coupler, the EFR was significant with an average incidence
during the sweep across the different subjects and conditions
of 5.4% ~range 0%–11%!. This result was expected since a
statistical criterion ofp,0.05 was used to evaluate whether
a given EFR amplitude was significantly different from an
estimate of the background EEG noise. When no stimulus
was delivered to the ear, a false positive detection would be
expected at the EFR frequency 5/100 times, which is close to
the 5.4% found here.

4. Effects of sleep

The purpose of the fourth experiment was to investigate
the effects of sleep on the EFR. Three individuals were
evaluated both asleep and awake using 25% amplitude
modulated noise presented at 60 dB SPL for the ranges 20 to
100 Hz, and 100 to 600 Hz. Data from a single individual are
shown in Fig. 4. For the 20- to 100-Hz range while awake,
the responses were highly significant except near the ampli-
tude minimum of 70 Hz. In sleep, the responses remained
highly significant except below 33 Hz, and near the broader
amplitude minimum at 66 Hz. For the 100- to 600-Hz range,
both waking and sleeping responses became insignificant af-
ter 500 Hz. There was a deep valley in the amplitude re-
sponse near 27 Hz during both sleep and wakefulness.

FIG. 3. Grand average of responses from 10 waking individuals. Panels~A! and~B! show the amplitude and phase responses for the range 20 to 100 Hz for
100% amplitude modulation of a white-noise carrier presented at 60 dB SPL. Similarly, panels~C! and ~D! show the responses for the range 70 to 200 Hz.
The open squares show the responses to noise modulated at fixed rates of 40, 80, and 160 Hz and presented at 60 dB SPL.
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The peak amplitude of the EFR was significantly larger
during wakefulness than during sleep for all three subjects
~sign test between 35 to 50 Hz,p,0.000 01). At higher fre-
quencies, there was no significant difference in response am-
plitude between sleep and wakefulness for two of three sub-
jects ~including the subject in Fig. 4!. For the third subject,
the amplitude during wakefulness was on average 4 nV
larger than during sleep. The mean EEG-noise estimate was
smaller during sleep for all three subjects.

For the subject shown in Fig. 4, the apparent latencies in
the band 35 to 50 Hz were 27.1 and 31.2 ms during sleep and
wakefulness. The other two subjects had apparent latencies
of 12.0 and 25.4 ms while asleep, and 23.6 and 28.7 ms
while awake. In the frequency band 100 to 400 Hz, the sub-
ject shown in Fig. 4 had apparent latencies of 9.0 and 8.8 ms
while asleep and awake. For the other two subjects, the ap-
parent latencies were correspondingly 9.3 and 9.4 ms during
sleep, and 9.5 and 9.1 ms during wakefulness.

B. Main experiment

Based on the preliminary data, it was decided to use
white noise at 60 dB SPL as the stimulus, since this gave the
highest signal-to-noise ratio~SNR! of the three stimuli tested

in the first experiment. The sweep approach was justified
since there were no significant differences between swept
and fixed rates of modulation. Finally, it was decided to have
the subjects sleep through the recording since the residual
EEG noise was lower during sleep, and since the response at
the higher frequencies was not affected by the subject state.
The stimulus was 25% amplitude-modulated white noise in
two sweep ranges: from 20 to 100 Hz, and from 100 to 600
Hz. The reason for using 25% modulation depth was that this
depth evoked responses that were typically statistically sig-
nificant only up to about 500 Hz. A larger modulation depth
would have increased this frequency, and thereby increased
the maximum modulation rate required in the stimulus and
the test time needed. The stimulus for the behavioral modu-
lation detection task also requires less adjustment for inten-
sity effects at lower frequencies~Viemeister, 1979!. By em-
ploying 25% modulation, the detection threshold was at a
frequency low enough to minimize intensity artifacts.

Figure 5 shows two grand vector averages: one of 14
individuals from the younger group, and the other of 13 in-
dividuals from the older group. During each measurement
session, 60 and 90 sweeps were averaged for the two ranges
20 to 100, and 100 to 600 Hz. As noted above, the younger

FIG. 4. Individual response during waking and sleeping. Panels~A! and~B! show the amplitude and phase for the range 20 to 100 Hz from a single individual
in response to 25% amplitude modulated white noise presented at 60 dB SPL. Similarly, panels~C! and~D! are for a 60-dB SPL stimulus 25% modulated from
100 to 600 Hz. The continuous thick line indicates the responses when the individual was awake, and the continuous thin line shows the responses duringsleep
on a different date. The dashed thick and thin lines are the EEG-noise estimates at the response frequency during wakefulness and sleep, respectively.
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group attended one session, whereas the older group attended
two. For the younger group in the 20- to 100-Hz range, re-
sponses were highly significant except below 31 Hz, and
near the response amplitude minimum at 69 Hz. A reversal in
phase slope also occurred near 69 Hz. Between 35 and 55
Hz, the apparent latency was 24.3 ms, whereas it was 11.2
ms between 75 and 90 Hz. For the higher modulation range
from 100 to 600 Hz, the responses were highly significant
until 485 Hz. The apparent latency between 110 and 450 Hz
was 8.8 ms.

Responses were highly significant for the older group in
the 20- to 100-Hz range, with the exception of responses
near the minimum at 64 Hz where the phase slope changed,
but did not reverse. The apparent latency was 29.3 ms be-
tween 35 and 55 Hz, and 19.0 ms between 75 and 90 Hz. In
the higher frequency range, the response was highly signifi-
cant until 235 Hz. Between 120 and 235 Hz, the apparent
latency was 9.1 ms.

Both groups showed a valley in the magnitude response
below 30 Hz, and a peak near 40 Hz. Regarding the ampli-
tude minima near 70 Hz, all but one subject had at least one
region where the EFR amplitudes were not significantly dif-
ferent from the noise estimates, between 50 and 80 Hz. In the
younger group, nine participants had a single amplitude
minimum near 70 Hz, whereas in the older group only four
had simple distinct minima. Many older participants had

more complex amplitude functions with multiple local
minima between 50 and 90 Hz.

Table I summarizes the results for those variables where
the group means were significantly different. While the fre-
quency of the amplitude peak in the band 30 to 50 Hz was
significantly lower for the older group@see Table I and Fig.
5~A!#, the peak amplitude itself was not significantly differ-
ent between the two groups. In the same band, the older
group had a significantly longer apparent latency than the
younger group. This is evident in Fig. 5~B!, where the older
group’s phase versus modulation frequency slope is steeper
than for the younger group. The mean amplitudes were also
significantly larger for the younger group in the bands be-
tween 100 and 500 Hz, as visible in Fig. 5~C!.

The behavioral responses for the two subject groups are
plotted in Fig. 6. Both the threshold for detecting 25% modu-
lation of a white-noise carrier, and the threshold for detecting
a gap between brief white-noise markers are plotted against
the objectively determined frequency at which the phase-
weighted EFR amplitude was no longer reliably different
from noise. The number of reversals available for calculating
the behavioral thresholds varied with the individual. On av-
erage, 9.8 and 10.3 reversals~SD 2.2 and 1.6 reversals! were
available for the older and younger groups, respectively. As
shown in Fig. 6, the two groups were largely separated with
only a couple of individuals overlapping. Two participants

FIG. 5. Grand average of responses from sleeping individuals. Panels~A! and~B! show the responses to 25% amplitude modulated white noise presented at
60 dB SPL in the range 20 to 100 Hz. Similarly, panels~C! and ~D! show the responses for the range 100 to 600 Hz. The thick lines indicate the average
response from 14 individuals in the younger group. The thin lines show the average response from 13 participants in the older group.
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from the younger group and one from the older group had
maximum EFR frequencies at the highest frequency present
in the amplitude-modulated stimulus.

The younger group performed significantly better in the
behavioral measurements~see Table I!. The maximum EFR
frequency was also significantly higher for the younger

group. Table II summarizes the significant correlations be-
tween the objective EFR and behavioral variables. The best
correlations between objective and behavioral measurements
were obtained between the maximum EFR frequency and
behavioral modulation detection (r 50.72,p,0.001), or
mean pure-tone hearing threshold (r 520.76,p,0.001).
When correlations were calculated for the older and younger
groups separately, some variables were significant within a
given group, but none was significantly correlated in both
groups.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Preliminary experiments

1. Different carriers

The results shown in Fig. 2 demonstrate the effects of
carrier type and level. The largest responses were obtained
for amplitude-modulated noise, presented at 60 dB. The
50-dB SPL modulated noise also generated a larger response
than the 1-kHz carrier tone presented at 60 dB SPL. This is
presumably because the noise will stimulate a larger region
of the cochlea, and hence activate more afferent fibers~Pic-
ton et al., 2003a; Johnet al., 2003!. While these may not all
add in phase, the net result is a larger response than for the
modulated tone.

The apparent latency of the modulated tone was larger
than either of the noise stimuli. This may be because the
dominant latency in the noise response was from a higher
frequency band, and therefore more basal region of the co-
chlea, than for the 1-kHz carrier. The traveling wave delays
are longer for the lower frequency pure-tone carrier.

2. Swept and fixed modulation rates

Similar responses were obtained using swept or fixed
rate modulation of noise carriers. As shown in Figs. 2 and 3,
the correspondence of the phase measurements between the
FA ~swept rate! and DFT~fixed rate! analyses was excellent.
The amplitude results were also similar, and no significant
differences were found. This suggests that the rate of change
of the sweep stimulus was sufficiently low that response at-
tenuation did not occur. An altered response might be ex-

TABLE I. Significant results from two-tail separate variancet tests that evaluated whether the means for the younger and older groups were equal for different
variables. These variables included the behavioral thresholds, age, and values derived from the EFR measurements. A low probability indicates thatthe means
were unequal for the younger and older groups. The one nonsignificant result is included because this variable derived from the EFR was significantly
correlated with a behavioral measurement in Table II.

Modulation
detection

~Hz!

Gap
detection

~Hz!

Gap
detection

~ms!

Pure-
tone

hearing
threshold
~dB HL!

Maximum
EFR

frequency
~Hz!

30–
50–Hz

frequency
of

amp. peak
~Hz!

30–50-
Hz

apparent
latency
~ms!

100–
600-Hz
apparent
latency
~ms!

100–
200-Hz
mean
amp.
~nV!

200–
300-Hz
mean
amp.
~nV!

300–
400-Hz
mean
amp.
~nV!

400–
500-Hz
mean
amp.
~nV!

Low-pass
model cutoff

frequency
~Hz!

Age
~yrs!

Younger group
mean~SD!

567 ~95! 460 ~197! 2.7 ~1.5! 2.1~3.9! 494~114! 41~5! 25.6~6.2! 8.4~0.5! 31~10! 21~8! 15~6! 8~4! 260~108! 28~6!

Older group
mean~SD!

264 ~131! 274 ~77! 4.0 ~1.6! 20.8~12.6! 294~131! 37~4! 35.5~4.8! 8.6~1.5! 18 ~8! 10~4! 6~4! 3~2! 165 ~39! 69~6!

Significance *** ** * *** *** * *** ** *** *** *** ** ***

*p,0.05.
** p,0.01.

*** p,0.001.

FIG. 6. Behavioral responses versus maximum EFR frequency. Panel~A!
shows the behavioral threshold for detecting 25% amplitude modulation of
white noise plotted against the highest frequency at which the phase-
weighted EFR amplitude was reliably different from zero. Similarly, panel
~B! shows the threshold for detection of a gap between brief Gaussian
white-noise markers versus the same EFR threshold. The open circles

demarks each participant from the older group, and crossed symbol X shows
the individuals from the younger group.
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pected at very high sweep rates, since the sources of the EFR
in the auditory nervous system could have difficulty tracking
very rapid changes in modulation rate. However, Artieda
et al. ~2004! have recently described a technique that can
follow the brain’s response to modulated sounds by averag-
ing responses to a 1.6-s ‘‘chirp’’ that increased in modulation
frequency from 1–120 Hz. They were able to demonstrate
clear responses with maximum amplitude near 40 Hz.

The EFR amplitude null observed near 27 Hz in Figs.
3~A! through 5~A! may be due to the superposition of middle
latency responses~MLRs! and auditory brainstem responses
~ABRs, Galamboset al., 1981!, since the MLR and ABR
waves occur with interpeak intervals of approximately 25
ms. Therefore, the responses will be in phase for successive
occurrences elicited at 40 Hz, and out of phase when elicited
every 37.5 ms, or at the rate of 26.7 Hz. Similar interference
might occur for successive responses elicited every 12.5 ms,
or at the rate of 80 Hz, but at these rates the MLR is likely
too attenuated to have any effect, leaving only a periodic
ABR.

3. Subject state

The response amplitude near 40 Hz was larger during
wakefulness than sleep. This is consistent with other studies
that show a reduction in the 40-Hz response with sleep~Lin-
denet al., 1985; Cohenet al., 1991; Pictonet al., 2003b!, or
sedation ~Plourde and Picton, 1990; Dobie and Wilson,
1998!. At frequencies above 100 Hz, the three subjects tested
here had the same EFR amplitudes during sleep and wake-
fulness, but noise estimates were consistently lower during
sleep. The goal of the main experiment was to compare be-
havioral thresholds with relatively high-frequency EFRs. It
was therefore decided to measure the EFR during sleep for
the main experiment, in order to optimize SNR for a given
measurement duration.

B. Main experiment
1. Age effects on psychophysical measurements of
auditory temporal acuity

The behavioral tasks were performed with relatively few
trials for a psychoacoustic measurement, in order to maintain
a reasonable test time for one or two sessions. Fewer rever-
sals were therefore available for calculating the behavioral
thresholds, and some increased variability is expected. Nev-
ertheless, a clear decrease in temporal auditory acuity was
found with age, replicating the reports of others. Although
most studies have not used noise stimuli, similar decreases in
gap detection threshold with increasing age have been found.
Schneider and Hamstra~1999!, for example, determined that
the gap detection threshold increased from 1.7 to 3.4 ms
from young adults to old adults using 2-kHz tones of 5-ms
duration.

2. Age effects on the EFR
There was no age-related difference in the amplitude of

the EFR measured in the frequency range of 30–50 Hz.
Similar findings have been obtained in other studies~Much-
nik et al., 1993; Boettcheret al., 2001!. Under some condi-
tions the 40-Hz response to frequency modulation may be
larger in elderly subjects~Boettcheret al., 2002!. One prob-
lem in assessing age-related changes is the fact that the re-
sponse is very susceptible to drowsiness and sleep, and eld-
erly subjects may be less able to sleep through the recordings
than younger subjects~Dimitrijevic et al., 2004!. The age-
related decrease in the peak frequency in this range and the
increase in the apparent latency has not been reported before.
These changes suggest some change in the timing and re-
sponsiveness of the cortical generators. Both effects are sig-
nificantly related to the decrease in the maximum modulation
frequency that can be perceived~Table II!.

The EFR at frequencies greater than 100 Hz was signifi-
cantly smaller in the elderly subjects, but this was not the
case in the band 80 to 100 Hz. The apparent latency for these
responses was, however, not affected by age. Boettcheret al.

TABLE II. Relationship ~Pearsonr! between behavioral thresholds, age, and values derived from the EFR measurements. Variables that are shown were
significantly correlated with at least one behavioral threshold.

Behavioral

threshold

Modulation

detection

Gap

detection

in Hz

Gap

detection

in ms

Pure-

tone

hearing

threshold

Maximum

EFR

frequency

30–

50-Hz

frequency

of amp.

peak

30–50-Hz

apparent

latency

100–

600-Hz

apparent

latency

100–

200-Hz

mean

amp.

200–

300-Hz

mean

amp.

300–

400-Hz

mean

amp.

400–

500-Hz

mean

amp.

Low-pass

model

cutoff

frequency Age

Modulation

detection

1 0.64*** 20.54** 20.74*** 0.72*** 0.42* 20.59*** 20.34 0.65*** 0.67*** 0.63*** 0.64*** 0.42* 20.81***

Gap

detection

in Hz

1 20.84*** 20.42* 0.42* 0.12 20.19 20.07 0.59** 0.54** 0.49** 0.44* 0.16 20.51**

Gap

detection

in ms

1 0.36 20.43* 20.24 0.11 20.02 20.58*** 20.54*** 20.51*** 20.44* 20.14 0.42*

Pure-tone

hearing

threshold

1 20.76*** 20.26 0.53** 0.63*** 20.42* 20.46* 20.51** 20.45* 20.35 0.70***

*p,0.05.
** p,0.01.

*** p,0.001.
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~2001! and Dimitrijevicet al. ~2004! also found no change in
the amplitude of the 80-Hz response in normal-hearing eld-
erly subjects. The age-related decrease in amplitude found
here above 100 Hz may have been related to the mild hearing
loss in the elderly subjects, but the correlations between am-
plitude and pure-tone thresholds were low~Table II!. One
might therefore postulate that the decreased size of the re-
sponse reflects the decreased temporal acuity of the aging
nervous system—an inability of the auditory brainstem to
follow frequencies near 100 to 200 Hz as well as in the
younger subjects.

3. Relations between the EFR measurements and the
psychophysical findings

A good correlation between the maximum EFR fre-
quency and modulation detection thresholds is shown in the
data of Fig. 6. There was a clear separation of groups and a
wide spread of individual thresholds across the test range for
the modulation detection task. The gap detection thresholds
were more closely clustered at values less than 5 ms. Inter-
individual discrimination may have improved if the step
changes between gap stimuli had been smaller than 1 ms. In
Fig. 6, three participants had maximum EFR frequencies that
were at the ceiling of 600 Hz. In these individuals, it would
probably have been possible to measure the EFR to higher
frequencies, but the highest modulation rate in the stimulus
was 600 Hz.

The lack of significant psychophysiological correlations
within each group separately was likely due to the small
numbers of subjects, and the lack of variation of the psycho-
physical findings within the groups. Unfortunately, the re-
sults therefore do not have sufficient power to disentangle
the effects of temporal acuity from other effects of aging.

The EFRs generated in the brainstem or cortex cannot
distinguish between peripheral~cochlear and auditory nerve!
and brainstem causes for decreased auditory acuity. It may,
however, be possible to distinguish between brainstem and
cortical problems if different frequency bands of the re-
sponse are evaluated~e.g., 30–50 Hz, and 100–200 Hz!.
Amplitude and latency values are different for the brainstem
and cortical sources, and this may help evaluate changes in
each region.

C. Model of EFR sources

For the correlation analysis, a simple first-order low-
pass filter model was fit to the EFR amplitude data above 80
Hz. The optimal cutoff frequencies were significantly differ-
ent between subject groups~Table I!, but the correlation with
behavioral measures was relatively poor~Table II!. The
model gain was calculated as the mean amplitude from 80 to
100 Hz, and was neither significantly different between
groups nor correlated. The physiology is more complex than
can be easily fit with such a model. There are at least two
subsystems~brainstem and cortex! with different response
characteristics and latencies.

The grand vector average amplitude functions had nulls
near 70 Hz@Fig. 5~A!#, and the presence of two distinct
apparent latencies. Similar decreases in amplitude have been

reported previously~see Fig. 10, Pictonet al., 2003a!. This
morphology suggested a two-component model of the EFR
~Fig. 7!. The model postulates two separate sinusoidal gen-
erators, each responding at the envelope frequency, one in
the brainstem and one in the cortex, with latencies of 7.3 and
29 ms, respectively. The cortical source has a constant am-
plitude of 85 nV up to 50 Hz, and then decreases linearly to
0 nV at 95 Hz. The brainstem source had constant amplitude
of 35 nV across the plotted frequency band, but would be
expected to decrease to zero from 100 to 500 Hz@see Fig.
5~C!#. The total net response measured at a hypothetical elec-
trode on the scalp was determined at each simulation fre-
quency by summing the steady-state sinusoidal responses of
the two sources in the time domain, and then obtaining the
amplitude and phase of the resultant net sinusoid. The am-
plitude of each source in the sum was determined from the
amplitude versus frequency plot in the top half of Fig. 7, and
the phase of each source across frequency was determined by
the source’s latency. Summation was justifiable since the
scalp fields for the two sources are similar and superimpose
without interaction~Herdmanet al., 2002!. Since the phase
of each generator will change when the latency is constant
and the envelope frequency varies, the sources sum construc-
tively in some frequency regions, and destructively in others.

FIG. 7. Model EFR resulting from the sum of two sources. Hypothetical
cortical and brainstem sources are shown with long dashed and short dashed
lines, respectively. Amplitude is shown in panel~A!, and phase in panel~B!.
The cortical source had a true delay of 29 ms, and constant amplitude from
20 to 50 Hz of 85 nV. The amplitude decreased linearly to zero from 50 to
95 Hz. The brainstem source had a true delay of 7.3 ms and constant am-
plitude of 35 nV. The continuous thick line indicates the sum of the two
sources as might be recorded at scalp electrodes.
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No correction was attempted for transmission from the two
sources to the hypothetical electrode.

For the total net response, an amplitude minimum oc-
curred near 70 Hz due to destructive interference between
the two sources, and the apparent latency was 22.8 ms for the
band 35 to 55 Hz. It can be seen in Fig. 7~B! that the net
phase slope was determined by the relative amplitudes of the
cortical source with its relatively long delay~steeper slope!,
and the brainstem source with its shorter delay~shallower
slope!. In other words, when the cortical source amplitude is
large relative to the brainstem source~e.g., near 45 Hz! then
the total net phase slope is closer to that of the cortical
source, and this is reflected in the apparent latency estimate.
This simple model reproduces the peak near 45 Hz and null
near 70 Hz that occur in the grand vector average amplitude
response of the younger group shown in Fig. 5~A!.

If the model source amplitudes and delays are adjusted,
the net output can be made to resemble the average response
of the older group. The frequencies of the amplitude peak
and null are controlled by the relative delays of the two
sources. As shown in Table I, the older group had a peak
response in the 40-Hz region that was significantly lower in
frequency than for the younger group. Their apparent latency
in that region was also significantly longer. While the ampli-
tude in the 40-Hz region was not significantly different be-
tween groups, the mean amplitude between 100 and 200 Hz
was significantly larger for the younger group. For the older
group, the model may be adjusted such that both sources
have lower cutoff frequencies, and steeper decay. The rela-
tive amplitudes of the sources could also be manipulated to
emphasize the cortical source.

The average experimental apparent latency results are
congruent with the simple model. For the younger group, the
measured EFR amplitude between 100 and 200 Hz suggests
that a brainstem source may make a larger relative contribu-
tion to the net response in the 40-Hz region than for the older
group. The apparent latency of the presumed brainstem
source measured at high frequencies~.100 Hz! was low for
both groups~,10 ms!. For the younger group, the relatively
large amplitude of this source may in part be responsible for
the lower apparent latency estimated in the 40-Hz region.

In the fourth preliminary experiment, the apparent la-
tency in the 40-Hz region was shorter during sleep for three
subjects. This could be due in part to the relatively larger
contribution of the brainstem source when the cortical source
amplitude was attenuated by sleep.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

As discussed in the Introduction to this paper, it would
be very helpful to have a simple objective test of temporal
auditory acuity that could be used to assess patients who
cannot give reliable data from psychophysical testing.
Werneret al. ~2001! have shown that auditory brainstem re-
sponses can be recorded to gaps in noise, and that the thresh-
olds for recognizing these responses were related to psycho-
physical gap detection thresholds in adults. They found
similar ABR thresholds in infants, although their psycho-
physical thresholds were much longer. The results presented
here show the maximum frequency for recognizing the EFR

correlates well with the psychophysical measures of the
maximum perceptible threshold. This could then serve as an
objective test of temporal auditory acuity.

The techniques investigated here for objectively assess-
ing temporal acuity are neither simple nor rapid. The test
could be made faster by only eliciting the response from a
narrower range of frequencies~e.g., 100 to 600 Hz!. Even
then, the measurement could take 45 to 90 min~i.e., two
sessions for the older subjects! depending on the background
EEG noise of the recording. The limiting factor is that the
system must determine when a near-threshold response is not
present, and time is required to reduce the background EEG
noise sufficiently to make this judgment. Accordingly, a bet-
ter approach might be to derive a simple measurement at
suprathreshold levels that relates well to the psychophysical
measurement. Shorter testing durations can be achieved
when the evoked responses are larger, since the background
EEG noise need not be reduced as much to achieve a given
SNR. The peak frequency of the 40-Hz response is signifi-
cantly related to the maximum perceptible modulation fre-
quency, but the correlation is not high.

This study relied upon 25% modulation, which elicits a
relatively small EFR. Future studies could examine the util-
ity of recording responses with stimulus parameters that are
optimized for short recording times. For example, these
could employ a brief sweep of frequencies~e.g., 100–300
Hz! using 50% or 100% amplitude modulation, to produce
larger responses. The amplitudes over this limited range of
modulation rates might be used to predict the threshold. Re-
sponse amplitudes can also be increased by using bandlim-
ited noise~e.g., 1000–2000 Hz! rather than broadband noise
~Johnet al., 2003!. Further, since the behavioral gap thresh-
old increases with decreasing carrier frequency for pure-tone
markers, using pure tones or bandpass noise may be antici-
pated to cause a more pronounced decrease in EFR ampli-
tude with increasing modulation frequency. Additionally,
when testing both ears, the testing time can be reduced to
that of one single ear, since both ears can likely be tested
simultaneously using different modulation rates in each ear.
Ultimately, one would like a measurement that would reli-
ably indicate good or bad temporal auditory acuity within
about 10 min.

Despite these reservations about test time, the sweep
EFR techniques investigated here can provide an objective
measurement of human auditory temporal acuity that is rea-
sonably well correlated to behavioral measurements.
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The bat head-related transfer function reveals binaural cues
for sound localization in azimuth and elevation
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Directional properties of the sound transformation at the ear of four intact echolocating bats,
Eptesicus fuscus, were investigated via measurements of the head-related transfer function~HRTF!.
Contributions of external ear structures to directional features of the transfer functions were
examined by remeasuring the HRTF in the absence of the pinna and tragus. The investigation
mainly focused on the interactions between the spatial and the spectral features in the bat HRTF. The
pinna provides gain and shapes these features over a large frequency band~20–90 kHz!, and the
tragus contributes gain and directionality at the high frequencies~60 to 90 kHz!. Analysis of the
spatial and spectral characteristics of the bat HRTF reveals that both interaural level differences
~ILD ! and monaural spectral features are subject to changes in sound source azimuth and elevation.
Consequently, localization cues for horizontal and vertical components of the sound source location
interact. Availability of multiple cues about sound source azimuth and elevation should enhance
information to support reliable sound localization. These findings stress the importance of the
acoustic information received at the two ears for sound localization of sonar target position in both
azimuth and elevation. ©2004 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1811412#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Qp, 43.66.Pn, 43.80.Lb, 43.64.Bt, 43.64.Ev@JAS# Pages: 3594–3605

I. INTRODUCTION

Echolocating bats, as auditory specialists, present a valu-
able model for the study of spatial hearing. These flying
mammals produce ultrasonic vocalizations and listen to the
echoes reflected from objects around them.1 Their vital ac-
tivities, such as spatial orientation, prey detection, localiza-
tion, and capture can be accomplished entirely with the use
of a biological sonar system. An important question is
whether specialized sound localization capacity is required
for successful orientation by echolocation in bats. If so, what
specializations are evident that can help to deepen our under-
standing of spatial hearing?

Azimuthal discrimination experiments by Simmons
et al.2 and horizontal tracking experiments by Masterset al.3

report about 1.5° accuracy in the echolocating big brown bat,
Eptesicus fuscus. This species uses broadband frequency-
modulated~FM! echolocation signals, which are well suited
for spatial localization.4 Lawrence and Simmons5 measured
the minimum audible angle~MAA ! along the vertical axis
and report discrimination byE. fuscusof about 3°. In a later
study, Wotton and Simmons6 closely studied the bat’s MAA
in the midsagittal plane at 5 different elevations (1/240°,
1/220°, and 0°).They reported that the bat’s MAA falls
between 2.9° and 4.1° at around 0° and1/220° elevation
and increases to 6.7° at around240° and 8.3° at around
40°. In the same study, when the bat’s tragus was deflected,
the MAA increased significantly, 18.3° – 20.1°, at around
220° elevation; however, the MAA in the upper hemisphere
did not show a measurable change with the tragus manipu-
lation. In these studies, the bats used biosonar to perform the
localization tasks.

Studying bats in a passive listening localization task,
Koay et al.7 used a conditioned avoidance procedure to mea-

sure left–right azimuthal sound source discrimination byE.
fuscus. They reported that the bat’s threshold for discrimina-
tion is 14°, comparable to a number of other mammalian
species they tested. Further, they reported that this bat spe-
cies could not discriminate narrow-band sounds that were
positioned at 30° off the midline at low frequencies~5.6 to 8
kHz!. They concluded thatE. fuscusis not able to use inter-
aural time difference~ITD! cues at sound frequencies where
interaural phase differences would be available. Koayet al.
estimated the maximum ITD experienced by the bats during
the experiment to be approximately 55ms. Although the re-
sults of this study suggest thatE. fuscuscannot use interaural
phase differences for sound localization, the result does not
eliminate the possibility of ITD localization using the enve-
lope of wideband sounds.

To explore sound localization one step further, attention
has been given to the directional properties of the external
ears. Studies of the directionality of sound-pressure transfor-
mation at the pinna of several different bat species have been
conducted.8–10 In these studies, sound pressure at the tym-
panic membrane was measured at different frequencies by
moving a narrow-band sound source in space and recording
signals at the base of the ear canals. Disturbance of the iso-
pressure contours and a decrease in the gain of the sound
pressure for all frequencies tested was reported after remov-
ing the pinna and the tragus together.8,10

Using a similar approach, Fuzzessery11 measured acous-
tic pressure transformation by the intact ears of the pallid bat,
Antrazous pallidus. He reported that monaural spectral fea-
tures of the HRTF of this species show parallel patterns to
what has been reported in other mammals, such as humans
and cats. He also showed that binaural difference cues
changed with both azimuth and elevation. Grinnell and
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Grinnell12 reported a similar observation in the directional
dependence of evoked potential recordings from the inferior
colliculus ~IC! of FM bats,Plecotus townsendiiand Myotis
lucifugus. They found that directional sensitivity of the neu-
ral responses changed with small changes in sound source
angle in both the horizontal and vertical planes. Moreover,
they reported that directional sensitivity was different at dif-
ferent frequencies. Based on these observations and assum-
ing that directional responses of the left and right ICs are
similar, they hypothesized that bats can use interaural level
differences~ILD ! obtained from several different frequencies
to localize both sound source azimuth and elevation. Fuz-
essery and Pollak13 conducted cochlear microphonic record-
ings in mustached bats,Pteronotus parnellii, a species that
produces signals with a combination of constant frequency
and FM components. These researchers also proposed a
similar role for ILD in horizontal and vertical sound local-
ization. These important findings stand apart from the com-
mon view that interaural differences are used for azimuthal
localization. Thus, the role of binaural cues for localization
of sound source elevation warrants further study.

Sounds reaching the ear are transformed in a direction-
ally dependent manner as a result of their interaction with the
body, the head, and the pinnae. The direction-dependent
transformations can be modeled as a linear time-invariant
systems transfer function, commonly known as the head-
related transfer function~HRTF!. Contrary to what the name
suggests, the torso, in particular neck and shoulders, also
introduce strong effects on the properties of the HRTF.14

To our knowledge, the most detailed published measure-
ment of the HRTF in bats was reported by Wottonet al.15

The study focused on elevation cues: in particular, spectral
notches and peaks in the HRTF of the big brown bat,Epte-
sicus fuscus. They measured the HRTF of full and half-head
preparations and reported a linear relationship between cen-
ter frequency~CF! of spectral notches~30 to 50 kHz! and
sound source elevations (230° to 0°).They also reported
that the relation between notch CF and elevation was dis-
rupted when the bat’s tragus was deflected. Based on their
findings, Wottonet al. suggested that position of the spectral
notches along the frequency axis could contribute to vertical
localization in bats, as is the case in other animals that have
been studied, such as cats16 and humans.17

Wotton et al.6,18 provided behavioral evidence for the
role of the position of a spectral notch in sound source local-
ization along the vertical plane. They trained the bats to dis-
criminate a linear FM sound with a spectral notch at a par-
ticular frequency, and they demonstrated that spectral
notches in the HRTF are perceived by the bat.18 Bats showed
a significant decrease in their performance in this behavioral
task when the target sound source was presented at a particu-
lar elevation at which the filtering characteristics of the ex-
ternal ear produced a spectral notch at the same frequency. In
another experiment, they showed that deflection of the bat’s
tragus resulted in an increase in vertical MAA.6 Based on
these and other MAA measurements2,5,6 they suggested that
there are distinct sound localization cues for azimuth and
elevation, consistent with the classic dichotomy of separate
cues for horizontal and vertical sound localization.

In our paper, we present the HRTF of an echolocating
FM bat,Eptesicus fuscus. Our first goal was to confirm ear-
lier reports by Wottonet al.15 and extend observations to
intact preparations that preserve the head, neck, body, and
wings. The measurements were taken from the entire frontal
hemisphere at a high spatial and spectral resolution to cap-
ture a complete and detailed HRTF. We carried out analyses
of HRTF data that enabled us to investigate the interactions
between spatial and spectral features of the HRTF that were
not previously reported. By comparing measured transfer
functions in the absence of pinna and tragus, we examined
the contribution of the external ear structures to the direc-
tional properties of the HRTF. In our analysis presented here,
we emphasize the acoustic features that are believed to play
a role in mammalian sound localization. This approach has
led us also to consider a role for binaural cues for vertical
localization by animals that hear in the ultrasonic range.

II. METHODS

We constructed an apparatus and developed the methods
to permit measurements of the head related transfer function
~HRTF! of the intact bat, in the frontal hemisphere. A 1-m-
radius hoop was used to carry out the acoustic measurements
~Fig. 1!. The hoop was mounted upright and fixed to a rect-
angular frame, which was attached to the ceiling and floor of
a large room (736 m) lined with acoustic foam. This device
could rotate around its vertical axis and could be locked on a
reference dial at any selected azimuth angle with 1° resolu-
tion. A custom 1.6-cm-diameter ultrasound loudspeaker~de-
sign by Lee Miller, Odense, Denmark, frequency response
flat 1/23 dB between 20 and 100 kHz! was attached to a
sliding fixture that could be locked at any position on the
hoop. The hoop was marked in 5° steps, indicating elevation
coordinates.

A. Animal preparation

Measurements were taken from four intactEptesicus
fuscusspecimens~S1, S2, S3, S4!. Each bat was perfused
with 4% paraformaldehyde, followed by a saline flush. A

FIG. 1. Schematic of the frame used to suspend the bat, with microphones
implanted in the ear canals, and to deliver acoustic signals from changing
azimuths and elevations.
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microphone with a 1.5-mm-diameter metal probe~FG 3453-
Knowles Electronics! was inserted into each of the bat’s ear
canals after rupturing the tympanic membrane. Lithium bat-
teries~1.5 V! were used to power the microphones. The mi-
crophones were glued in place~Loctite 411 with Zipkicker
accelerator! and sealed tightly around the ear canal to avoid
any leak of sound pressure. Cross-talk between the micro-
phones was measured before each experiment, and it was no
greater than260 dB. The bat was suspended horizontally
with its wings spread, as in flight, and the pinnae were pre-
served in an upright position.

The bat’s head was positioned at the center of the hoop
pointing at the 0° azimuth and elevation. Photographs of the
bat were taken to make necessary coordinate transformations
to align the bat’s eye–nostril axis to 0° azimuth and 0°
elevation. The coordinate transformations that were applied
to S1, S2, S3, and S4 were 40°, 30°, 0°, and 22° downward
tilt, respectively. Two laser pointers were installed at posi-
tions 290° and 90° azimuth, each aimed at the tip of the
corresponding tragus. These laser beams were permanently
illuminated to monitor the position of the bat and to ensure
the correct position of the frame in the calibration stage.
Another laser pointer was used to adjust the directionality of
the speaker with respect to the bat’s head any time the eleva-
tion of the speaker was changed.

To investigate the contribution of the pinna and the tra-
gus to the directional properties of the HRTF, a separate set
of measurements for tragus-absent and pinna-absent ears was
conducted. Tragus-absent measurements were taken from S3
and S4 by keeping the right ear intact~control ear! and de-
flecting the tragus of the left ear. Pinna-absent measurements
were taken from S2, S3, and S4 by cutting away the pinna
and returning the tragus of the left ear to its natural position.
Measurements of the HRTF from the intact right ear allowed
comparisons across different sets of measurements to control
for any time-related changes that may have occurred in the
condition of the bat. During data collection from S3, an un-
intended change in the orientation of the bat after the first set
of measurements prevented a detailed comparison of the
HRTF features between the intact and manipulated ears.

B. Data acquisition

The data were recorded for sounds broadcast from a
loudspeaker at a distance of 84 cm from the center of the
bat’s head. Microphone recordings from 685 different
speaker positions on the frontal hemisphere were taken. Spa-
tial positions were sampled from a double-polar coordinate
system with 5° resolution in both dimensions. Speaker posi-
tions were specified by their azimuth and elevation values.
Azimuth values changed from290° to 90° from left to right
of the midline, while elevation values changed from290° to
90° from below to above the horizon.

Computer-generated signals, consisting of 2-ms-duration
downward linear frequency-modulated~FM! sweeps, were
broadcast at a rate of 33 Hz. The duration and interpulse
interval of the signals were selected to prevent overlap of the
broadcast signals with echoes from the hoop and surrounding
walls. The signals recorded with the implanted microphones
were amplified and bandpass filtered~10–100 kHz! using a

commercial filter unit~Stewart!. The signals were sampled
through a data acquisition system~IOTech Wavebook/512!
connected to a Pentium III PC computer. The outputs from
the microphones were monitored at all times on a two-
channel oscilloscope~LeCroy!.

C. Signal processing

Fifty signals per channel~left and right ears! were re-
corded, with a sampling rate of 500 kHz for each speaker
position. To improve SNR, these signals were time aligned
and averaged, making sure that the relative time delay be-
tween channels was unchanged. Then, HRTFs for the left
and the right ears at each source direction were calculated as
the ratio of the Fourier transform~2048-point FFT! of the
averaged signals to the Fourier transform of the averaged
signals obtained from free-field sound recordings. Free-field
sound recordings were taken from the speaker position 0°
azimuth and 0° elevation with both microphones placed at
the center of the coordinate frame before they were im-
planted in the bat’s ears.

The magnitude of the HRTF was smoothed in logarith-
mic frequency domain using a rectangular sliding window.
The width of the sliding window was chosen to obtain a
quality factor of 20. In this case, the quality factor is defined
as the proportion of the window’s center frequency to its
width. This quality factor was chosen based on measured
tuning curves of cells in the inferior colliculus ofE.
fuscus19,20 to achieve biologically realistic frequency resolu-
tion.

For some analyses, the HRTF was divided into
direction-dependent and direction-independent linear time-
invariant systems. The magnitude of the direction-
independent component~here referred to as the common
transfer function, CTF! was calculated as the spatial average
of the magnitude function across the entire set of HRTF mea-
sured. The phase of this component was computed, based on
a minimum-phase assumption.21 The direction-dependent
component, also called direction-dependent transfer function
~DTF!, was calculated by dividing the HRTF by the CTF.

Spatial interpolation was applied to the measured HRTF
at each frequency using spherical harmonic expansion.22

This process allowed us to obtain HRTF for the directions
that were not sampled during the measurements. After inter-
polation, iso-level contours were obtained using built-inMAT-

LAB functions.

III. RESULTS

A. Acoustic gain

Acoustic gain can be defined as the ratio of sound inten-
sity at the ear canal to sound intensity in free field at a par-
ticular frequency. Thus, acoustic gain is the magnitude of the
HRTF at that frequency. The direction of the maximum gain
of HRTF ~or DTF! across azimuth and elevation, at a par-
ticular frequency, is commonly known as the acoustic axis.

Figure 2~a! depicts the maximum gain~MG! provided
by the HRTFs of the left~solid! and the right~dashed! ear of
S1 as a function of frequency, across all the directions. Each
curve shows distinct peaks and troughs, the acoustical modes
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of the external ears. A plateau at the lower frequencies spans
a frequency region between 10 and 30 kHz. A peak can be
seen at the higher end of the spectral range. The peak point
of this mode is around 57 and 67 kHz for the right and the
left ears, respectively. A trough in between the plateau and
the peak occurs at 43 kHz for the right ear and 50 kHz for the
left. Across most of the frequency range, except the trough,
the gain is positive and reaches a maximum of 25 dB for the
left ear.

1. Asymmetry between the left and the right ears

Another interesting feature of the data is that the left
ear’s and the right ear’s MG of HRTF and DTF are not
identical, suggesting asymmetry between the ears. This
asymmetry may be a result of structural and/or orientation
differences between ears. Orientation differences between
the two pinnae could be natural or might have been created
during preparation of the animals for acoustic measurements.
However, the asymmetry might also be an artifact caused by
the placement of the microphones in the ear canals. Many
HRTF studies have investigated effects of microphone posi-
tion in the ear canal on the directional changes in HRTF.23–25

These studies have reported that transformation in the ear
canal is independent of sound direction. Thus, microphone
placement in the ear canal likely does not contribute to di-

rectional changes in the HRTF. To evaluate unintended ef-
fects of microphone placement in both ears that may poten-
tially produce asymmetry, we examine the common transfer
function ~CTF! and the MG of the direction-dependent com-
ponent of the HRTF, i.e. the direction-dependent transfer
function ~DTF!. Effects of the ear canal and its interactions
with the microphones on the HRTF are accounted for in CTF
@Fig. 2~b!#. Any structural differences between the ears, be-
fore the ear canal opening, would still be present in DTF~for
a technical discussion, see Refs. 17 and 26!. However, some
asymmetry in the MG of DTF still persists between the two
ears@see Fig. 2~c!#. In particular, above 35 kHz the left ear
shows a higher gain than the right ear.

The local troughs in both DTFs@Fig. 2~c!# are the result
of differences in center frequencies of the troughs in MG
functions and CTFs, shown in Figs. 2~a! and ~b!, respec-
tively. The center frequencies of the troughs for both ears
shift to a lower frequency in the CTF. We hypothesize that
the asymmetry between the left and the right ear DTF is a
result of structural and/or orientation differences between the
two ears.

2. Pinna and tragus manipulations

Figure 3 illustrates the left and right MG of HRTF, CTF
and MG of DTF of S4. The left ear of S4 was manipulated
after the intact ear measurement, while the right remained
untouched to serve as a control. Figures 3~a! and ~d! show
MG of HRTFs of the left and right ears, respectively.

As expected, the right ear characteristic functions over-
lap across different measurement sessions, ensuring that no
significant decay of the preparation occurred@Figs. 3~d!, ~e!,
and~f!#. Shaded areas represent the range of change of char-
acteristic functions along the frequency axis across three sets
of measurements. Notice also that CTFs of the left ear show
only small variations across the different manipulations. In
contrast, the MG of the left ear HRTF for the intact and the
tragus-absent cases differ above 57 kHz, where tragus re-
moval causes a drop in the gain@Figs. 3~a!, ~b!, dashed line#.
Notice that this effect persists in the maximum gain of the
DTF of the left ear@Fig. 3~c!#. This observation suggests that
the presence of the tragus affects the acoustical mode, caus-

FIG. 2. ~a! Maximum gain~MG! of head related transfer functions~HRTF!.
~b! Common transfer functions~CTF!. ~c! MG of directional transfer func-
tions~DTF!. Functions for the left and the right ears of S1 given as solid and
dashed lines, respectively.

FIG. 3. Transfer functions for S4: Intact~solid!, tragus-removed~dashed!, and pinna-removed~dotted!. The right ear remained intact as a control. Charac-
teristic functions for the right ear depicted as lines with varying thickness, representing the range of change of the functions across different measurements.
The characteristic functions, from top to bottom, are maximum gain~MG! of HRTF, CTF, and MG of DTF.
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ing an improvement in gain and directionality and a small
change in the frequency of the resonant mode.

Following removal of the pinna on the left ear, the maxi-
mum gain drops up to 6 dB between 20 and 35 kHz and up
to 14 dB at frequencies above 57 kHz. The maximum gain of
the DTF, after the pinna was removed, shows a very shallow
increase with frequency@Fig. 3~c!, dotted line#.

MG of HRTFs obtained from S4@Figs. 3~a! and~d!# and
S1 @Fig. 2~a!# were slightly different from each other, not
only across subjects but also across ears in the same subject.
These differences may be a result of natural variations in ear
shape and/or differences in pinna orientation and microphone
placement in the subjects’ ear canals. However, MG of DTFs
show a similar pattern across subjects.

B. Monaural spectral properties

The HRTF includes direction-dependent spectral fea-
tures that can be used for the computation of sound localiza-

tion by the auditory system. Spectral notches are the most
systematic of these features, and are believed to play an im-
portant role in vertical sound localization.15 Figure 4 shows
the contour plots of the DTF magnitudes measured from the
left ear of S2, as a function of frequency, on three sagittal
planes, 23° ipsilateral~top!, midsagittal 0°~middle!, and 23°
contralateral~bottom!.

1. Position of spectral notches along the frequency
axis changes with elevation

DTFs at different sagittal planes share a similar profile.
Relatively higher intensities are observed for the planes that
are more ipsilateral~negative azimuths in this case! as a re-
sult of head shadow@Fig. 4~a!#. A peak covering almost the
entire frontal hemisphere below 55 kHz is interrupted by a
primary spectral notch that shifts from 30 to 55 kHz with
increasing elevation@Figs. 4~a!, ~b! and ~c!# and remains

FIG. 4. Left ear DTF contour plot for sagittal planes at 23° ipsilateral~top row!, 0° ~middle row!, and 23° contralateral~bottom row!. Intact~a!, ~b!, ~c! and
pinna-absent~d!, ~e!, ~f! cases for S2. Contour lines are plotted with 3-dB separation.
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fixed at approximately 55 kHz at higher elevations. This
notch changes roughly linearly for elevations260° to 20°
@Figs. 4~b! and ~c!#. A secondary notch appears between 55
and 90 kHz over the elevation range of260° to 0° @Fig.
4~b!# and and260° to 20° @Fig. 4~c!#, respectively. A third
notch trend is observed between250° and220° elevations
along the lower border of a second peak for frequencies
above 55 kHz@Figs. 4~a! and ~b!#.

2. The pinna is essential for the elevation-dependent
nature of the spectral notches

Figures 4~d!, ~e!, and ~f!, illustrate the changes in DTF
as a result of pinna removal in the same subject. As can be
seen, primary and secondary notch trends are no longer
present for the pinna-absent ear. Starting at 70 kHz, a linear
notch trend, less visible in the intact ear measurements@Figs.
4~a!, ~b!, ~c!#, shows similar elevation-dependent behavior as
the primary and secondary notch trends in the lower hemi-
sphere. Moreover, at high elevation and frequency, a differ-
ent group of spectral notches surrounds a peak in this region.
With the removal of the pinna, less directional dependence of
spectral profile is observed.

3. Spectral notches are azimuth- and elevation
dependent

The frequency where a notch reaches its lowest point is
defined as the notch center frequency. In Fig. 5 the spatial
changes in the frequency of the primary notch, obtained from
the HRTF of S1, for both ears are represented as a function
of azimuth and elevation. The contour lines in the figure
represent directions that share the same primary notch center
frequency in the HRTF. To distinguish the primary notch,
from other notches, a clustering algorithm in the three-
dimensional domain of azimuth, elevation, and frequency
was applied. This algorithm groups points that are close to-
gether in this 3D space. Interpolation between the obtained
points was achieved using spherical harmonic decomposi-
tion. Iso-frequency contour lines of the center frequencies for
both ears extend from ipsilateral low elevations to contralat-

eral high elevations. The center frequencies monotonically
increase with elevation in the medial-frontal space in both
ears.

C. Monaural spatial features

1. Spatial patterns of HRTF consist of directional
lobes separated by deep spatial nulls that are co-
localized with the spectral notches

In Fig. 6, intact and pinna-absent DTF magnitude con-
tour plots at selected frequencies are compared. The figures
are based on data collected from the left ear of S2. Contour
maps of the intact ear differ from the ones corresponding to
the pinna-absent manipulation. In the intact case, a large lobe
covers almost the entire ipsilateral and part of the contralat-
eral frontal hemisphere for frequencies below 40 kHz. Above
40 kHz, two sidelobes, in addition to the main lobe, appear.
Deep spatial nulls separate the main lobes and the sidelobes.

In the pinna-absent case, the main lobe for all frequen-
cies covers a much larger spatial area in the frontal hemi-
sphere. At lower frequencies~32 kHz!, the main lobe occu-
pies a large portion of the contralateral side. The acoustic
axis falls between 0° and234° of azimuth, around the 0°
elevation plane, for almost the entire frequency region. In
general, for the pinna-absent ear not only is the spatial selec-
tivity low ~larger lobes! but also the gain across frequency.
This observation is in agreement with the effect of the pinna
removal on MG of HRTF and DTF in Fig. 3.

It is interesting to note the relation between the spatial
nulls in the HRTF magnitude at a particular frequency, and
the presence of spectral notches at that frequency. Figure 6
~left column! illustrates this relationship via overlaid spatial
contour maps and spatial position of the spectral notches,
white dots, at given frequencies. Note that spectral notches
are co-localized with spatial nulls. This is a result of a rapid
change in spatial location of the deep nulls in a small fre-
quency range.

FIG. 5. Primary spectral notch center frequency as a function of elevation and azimuth, for the intact left and right ears of S1. Iso-frequency contourlines were
obtained using spherical harmonic interpolation.
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2. Direction of the acoustic axis changes
with frequency

Another important observation is that, in the intact case,
the acoustic axis~maximum point of the lobe! moves to

higher elevations and lower azimuths as frequency increases
~Fig. 7!. Figures 7~a! and ~b! show the elevation and the
azimuth of the acoustic axis as a function of frequency ob-
tained from the HRTF of S2. Acoustic axis elevation shows a

FIG. 6. Spatial contour map of HRTF magnitude at selected constant frequencies~32, 48, 71, 81 kHz! for intact and pinna-absent cases of S2. Contour lines
are plotted with 3-dB separation. Overlaid on the left ear plots are white dots representing the existence of spectral notches in the corresponding HRTF, at that
particular frequency.
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linear increase from250° at 10 kHz to 10° at 42 kHz. A
second linear trend between 50 and 90 kHz also shows an
increase in acoustic axis elevation from215° to 10°. At the
frequency region~40 to 50 kHz! where the first linear trend
is interrupted a second spatial lobe becomes prominent, as
can be seen in Fig. 6~48 kHz!. Note that behavior of the
acoustic axis is very similar in both ears.

The azimuth of the acoustic axis shifts towards 0° azi-
muth ~from 1/240° to 1/210°) as frequency increases
from 20 to 90 kHz. From Fig. 7 one can conclude that ex-
ternal ears provide more sensitivity to the sounds arriving
from directly in front of the bat at frequencies above 50 kHz.

3. The pinna and the tragus contribute to the
directionality of the HRTF

One can observe in Fig. 6 that the main lobes and the
sidelobes become more directional with sound frequency. We
quantified the frequency-dependent increase in directionality
using a directivity index.27 The directivity index is defined as
the log ratio of the acoustic power delivered by a directional
receiver on the acoustic axis to that of an omnidirectional
with the same sensitivity in a diffused sound field. The di-
rectionality of the spatial maps of the left ears of S1, S2, and

S4, as a function of frequency, are given in Fig. 8 for ma-
nipulated~left! and control~right! ears. For all subjects spa-
tial directionality of intact ears increases monotonically with
frequency~Fig. 8, solid lines!, indicating that acoustic energy
is collected from a restricted directional range as the fre-
quency increases. Thus, this finding is consistent with the
observation that the HRTF becomes more spatially selective
with sound frequency. Using linear regression, an increase in
the directionality was computed for the intact left and right
ears, respectively: 0.148 and 0.121 dB/kHz for S1, 0.13 and
0.135 dB/kHz for S2, and 0.150 and 0.139 dB/kHz for S4.
Note that the slopes were slightly different between the left
and the right ears of S1 and S4, consistent with the asymme-
try between the left and right MGF described earlier~Fig. 2!.

The effects of the manipulation of the left ear of S2
~pinna-absent! and S4~pinna-absent and tragus-absent! on
directionality of the HRTF as a function of frequency can
also be seen in Fig. 8~dashed lines for tragus-absent and
dotted lines for pinna-absent cases!. For both S2 and S4
@Figs. 8~b! and ~c!# directionality still increases monotoni-
cally, but removal of the pinna decreases directionality. The
decrease in directionality is small below 30 kHz and more
apparent above 57 kHz for S4; however, for S2 it occurs over

FIG. 7. Frequency-dependent changes in acoustical axis elevation~a!, and azimuth~b! for the left and the right ear of S2.

FIG. 8. Directivity index of S1, S2, and S4 for left~a!, ~b!, ~c! and right~d!, ~e!, ~f! ear. Pinna and tragus manipulations were only applied to the left ears of
S2 and S4. Data are shown from the right ear as a control. Intact~solid!, pinna-absent~dotted!, and tragus-absent~dashed! cases are illustrated. Directivity
index for the right ear depicted as lines with varying thickness representing the range of change of the functions across~different! measurements.
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a much larger frequency range. Removal of the tragus also
causes a decrease in the directionality over 57 kHz for S4.

D. Interaural level differences
1. Spatial characteristics of the ILD becomes
complex with sound frequency

Spatial contour maps of interaural level differences
~ILD ! at different frequencies are displayed in Fig. 9 for S2.

For frequencies below 40 kHz, ILD changes monotonically
from the right to the left, as a function of azimuth~Fig. 9, 38
kHz!. In contrast, at higher frequencies this monotonic
change no longer holds for the frontal hemisphere. In fact, at
high frequencies negative ILDs~Ref. 25! were observed:
negative ILD refers to measurements for which sound pres-
sure at the contralateral ear is larger than the ipsilateral ear.

FIG. 9. Interaural level difference~ILD ! spatial contour maps for 38, 48, 58, 68, and 80 kHz of S2. Contour lines are plotted with 3-dB separation.
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The contour plot for 48 kHz~Fig. 9! shows that the mono-
tonic ILD trend along the azimuth was disrupted with a
negative ILD pattern around the center (0° azimuth and el-
evation.!. Above this frequency, negative and positive ILD
patterns alternate along the vertical axis around the midsag-
ittal plane. The occurrence of this alternating ILD pattern
increases with sound frequency. Note that large ILD values
also appear at directions around the mid-segittal axis.

2. ILD changes on the cones of confusion

Figure 10 shows the distribution of the angle of the spa-
tial gradient vector of ILD with respect to the vector perpen-
dicular to the cone of confusion surface, for each HRTF mea-
surement location, as a function of frequency, for S4. A
gradient vector’s norm and orientation indicate the amount
and the relative direction of composite local changes of the
ILD at a given sound source direction and frequency. Having
all the local gradient vectors orienting perpendicular to the
surface of the cone of confusion would indicate that ILD
change is independent from sound source elevation. Distri-
butions are obtained as normalized histograms of the angles
at each frequency. Normalization was undertaken by weight-
ing each angle by a factor. The weight for each position was
obtained as the ratio of the local gradient vector norm to the
spatial integral of the norm of all the gradient vectors. This
way the local ILD change at a particular position contributed
to the distribution in proportion to the overall change in ILD
on the frontal hemisphere. The histogram should show a
peak around 90° if ILD changes on the cone of confusion,
and it should peak around 0° if it does not. The distributions
show a peak around 0°, below 40 kHz, extending to 20° on
each side, suggesting a constant ILD along the cone of con-
fusion. Above 40 kHz, histograms show peaks around 90°,
suggesting that local change of ILD is dominant on the cones
of confusion.

E. Interaural time differences

Figure 11 illustrates the interaural time differences~ITD!
obtained from S1. ITD was calculated based on the spectro-
gram correlation of the impulse responses.21 For this process
a 100-channel, second-order Butterworth bandpass filter
bank, consisting of filters with 1/3-octave bandwidth and en-
velope detectors, was used. The cross correlation obtained
from outputs of the right-and the left ear frequency channel
pairs was summed across frequency. The time lag of the

maximum of this summed cross correlation was taken as the
ITD for that sound source location. ITD changed approxi-
mately between275 and 75ms as the sound source moved
from right to left for all the subjects.

IV. DISCUSSION

Accurate sound localization is essential for bats when
they negotiate complex acoustic environments. Extraordi-
nary sensitivity to echo delay, used by the bat for target range
discrimination, has been reported~for a review, see Ref. 28!.
However, less is known about the acoustic cues used by bats
to localize sound source direction. Several behavioral studies
reported accurate azimuthal and elevational sound localiza-
tion performance in echolocating bats.2,3,6The bats’ accuracy
in sound localization depends on robust localization cues
created by the directional properties of the ears and/or spe-
cializations of acoustic information processing that take
place in the auditory system. Studying the HRTF is an im-
portant step in our understanding of sound localization, as
localization cues available to all mammals are captured en-
tirely by the HRTF. Investigating bat sound localization from
the HRTF is limited to a situation where the pinnae are im-
mobile during passive listening.E. fuscushas mobile pinnae,
and thus, HRTF-based analysis cannot capture the role of the
pinna mobility in sound localization. Yet, our results can still
apply to the localization of brief sounds when the pinnae
may be immobile during the sound reception. Bats have been
shown to localize brief sounds with high accuracy.29 Thus,
our results are likely to be relevant to the understanding of
sound localization in echolocating bats.

Our analysis of the echolocating bat HRTF suggests that
the pinna plays a role in shaping its directional features.
Comparisons between the intact-and the pinna-absent ears
showed that the pinna improves the directionality and the
gain of the HRTF. The pinna also affects the directional
properties of the spectral notches.

Spectral notches systematically changed with sound di-
rection in the bat HRTF. There were three prominent notch
trends, which were between 30 and 50 kHz, 55 and 90 kHz
for sound source positions on the lower hemisphere, and 55
and 90 kHz for sound source positions on the upper hemi-
sphere. A closer look at the spatial distribution of these
notches showed that iso-frequency lines of notch center fre-
quencies extend diagonally from contralateral at low eleva-
tions to ipsilateral at high elevations, exhibiting both eleva-
tion and azimuth dependence. Iso-frequency lines of notch

FIG. 11. Interaural time difference~ITD! spatial contour map for S1.
FIG. 10. Angle of spatial gradient vectors of ILD to the vector perpendicu-
lar to cone of confusion plane at each frequency for S4.
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center frequencies from both ears result in a grid-like orga-
nization of these lines, as observed earlier in cats by Rice
et al.30

Another salient feature of the HRTF is the presence of
spatial nulls. These nulls were found in between the main
lobe and the sidelobes of the HRTF. A comparison between
the spatial positions of the spectral notches and the spatial
nulls indicates that the two are overlapping~Fig. 6, left col-
umn!. In addition to our observations, many earlier studies
on the directional properties of the bat external ear also men-
tion that the acoustical axis moves in the frontal hemisphere
and increases in directionality with sound frequency.8–10 In
relation to these characteristics of the HRTF, the spatial nulls
also move with the acoustical axis. These changes in spatial
nulls within a small frequency region are related to a deep
and sharp notch in the HRTF. Ear manipulations in this study
revealed that the pinna contributes to this phenomenon.

We observed that the ILD also shows both azimuth and
elevation dependence. An azimuth-dominant change in ILD
appears at low frequencies, between 10 and 40 kHz. For
frequencies above 40 kHz, the ILD spatial distribution was
more complex and sensitive to the elevation of the sound
source.

Wotton et al.15 reported that the absence of the tragus
causes disturbances in the primary notch trend of the bat
HRTF. In a related behavioral study these authors reported
tragus deflection produced a dramatic increase in the bat’s
vertical MAA in the frontal-lower hemisphere, where they
observed the primary notch trend of the HRTF from the in-
tact ear. They hypothesized that bats uses the primary notch
trend as a cue for localization of the sound source elevation.

We found that the tragus contributes to the gain and the
directionality of the HRTF at frequencies between 70 and 90
kHz. Aside from these effects, we did not observe distur-
bances in the vertical dependence of spectral notches in the
frequency range of 30–50 kHz following tragus removal, as
reported in the Wottonet al. study.15

ITD based on the measured HRTF changed between
275 and 75ms. Although this range of change is relatively
small, we believe that ITD could be a reliable cue for sound
localization during echolocation. The range difference dis-
crimination threshold ofE. fuscusis 30–60ms;28 thus, it may
be possible for a bat to detect echo arrival differences from
the echo delay difference between the two ears using FM
sweeps.

1. A model for sound localization

Earlier theoretical and experimental studies of sound lo-
calization have asserted that mammals localize sound using
binaural difference cues~ILD and ITD! for azimuth and
monaural spectral cues, such as spectral notches, for
elevation31 in the frontal~lower! hemisphere. However, nei-
ther the monaural cues that are investigated here nor the ILD
in our data behaves in a way that is consistent with this
localization scheme. By contrast, both the ILD and the spec-
tral notches were dependent on sound source azimuth and
elevation.

Our observations are in agreement with some earlier re-
ports. Grinnell and Grinnell12 and Fuzzessery and Pollak13

suggested a role for ILD in vertical localization in other bat
species. In addition to bats, earlier studies report elevation-
dependent ILD changes in humans32 and other mammals
such as ferret.25 However, these reports did not lead to fur-
ther studies of the role of ILD on vertical sound localization
in bats and other animals.

Wotton et al.15 briefly mentioned a weak relation be-
tween the primary notch trend and sound source azimuth.
They mentioned a possible role for the spectral notch in bin-
aural sound localization, as was suggested in cats;30 however,
they focused on the role of the spectral notch in vertical
sound localization. They reported that elevation-dependent
notch trends are limited to the lower hemisphere, and sug-
gested that this observation can explain the vertical MAA
difference between high and low elevations along the vertical
plane. Moreover, disturbance of the primary notch trend and
the increase in the MAA at lower elevations in bats with
deflected tragus were considered to provide further support
for the role of the spectral notch in vertical sound localiza-
tion. Combining their behavioral and HRTF data, Wotton
et al. suggested separate sound localization cues for vertical
and horizontal components of the sound source position.

We observed that the pinna contributes more to the
direction-dependent spectral patterns than does the tragus. In
addition, we showed that spectral notches are not limited to
the lower hemisphere. Spectral notches mainly surround the
acoustic energy peaks in the HRTF spatial patterns, and they
can appear for sound sources at high elevations. We found
that there is a coupling between the spatial nulls and the
spectral notches and most important, the spatial nulls give
rise to complex ILD patterns. Consequently, elevation depen-
dence of the ILD is related to the directional properties of the
spectral notches. Thus, ILD and spectral notches should not
be viewed as entirely separate cues that could be used exclu-
sively for horizontal and vertical sound localization, respec-
tively.

We propose that both the ILD and the spectral notches
contribute to localization of sound source azimuth and eleva-
tion, probably in cooperation with other spectral features of
the HRTF. The fact that both cues can provide horizontal and
vertical information about sound source position improves
the robustness of computation for sound localization. This
new scheme can replace the simple dichotomy of acoustic
cues for sound localization in azimuth and elevation.

Several recent psychoacoustical findings showed that
human subjects’ vertical localization performance was not in
accordance with the single-notch theory.33 The single-notch
theory predicts that subjects should perceive a sound source
at a vertical position that depends on the frequency of the
spectral notch embedded in the sound source. This prediction
is based on the relationship between the sound source eleva-
tion and the notch frequency in the HRTF. Ladgendjik and
Bronkhorst,34 using virtual acoustic techniques, observed
that human subjects’ localization acuity did not change when
the spectral notch cue was removed from HRTFs.

Our data suggest a model of sound localization in which
the absence of the primary notch cue should not cause loss of
acuity in vertical localization outside the midsagittal plane,
since the ILD cue is still available. The fact that in our model
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the spectral features in the HRTF from both ears contribute
to the computation of sound source localization is also in
agreement with the study by Hotmanet al.35 In this study it
was shown that spectral cues from left and right ears are
weighted to construct an elevation percept around the mid-
sagittal plane.

We suggest that computation of sound location in the bat
auditory system should be based on information received
from both ears. Localization cues that were investigated here
are not distinctly separate for sound source azimuth or eleva-
tion, but rather can contribute together to the estimation of
sound source location.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A spatial-spectral analysis of the HRTF ofE. fuscusis
reported. HRTFs obtained from intact, pinna-absent, and
tragus-absent ears are compared to understand contributions
of external ear structures to the directional transformation of
the sounds at the ear canals.

We made key observations that may have important con-
sequences to our understanding of bat sound localization. We
found that both ILD and spectral notches, believed to be
important localization cues, are dependent on sound source
azimuth and elevation

These findings lead us to a localization model forE.
fuscus, for which both of these cues contribute to localization
of sound source direction. This model provides robustness in
sound localization by employing multiple cues for sound
source azimuth and elevation.
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The effect of the filter bank on fundamental frequency (F0) discrimination was examined in four
Nucleus CI24 cochlear implant subjects for synthetic stylized vowel-like stimuli. The four tested
filter banks differed in cutoff frequencies, amount of overlap between filters, and shape of the filters.
To assess the effects of temporal pitch cues onF0 discrimination, temporal fluctuations were
removed above 10 Hz in one condition and above 200 Hz in another. Results indicate thatF0
discrimination based upon place pitch cues is possible, but just-noticeable differences exceed 1
octave or more depending on the filter bank used. Increasing the frequency resolution in theF0
range improves theF0 discrimination based upon place pitch cues. The results ofF0 discrimination
based upon place pitch agree with a model that compares the centroids of the electrical excitation
pattern. The addition of temporal fluctuations up to 200 Hz significantly improvesF0
discrimination. Just-noticeable differences using both place and temporal pitch cues range from 6%
to 60%. Filter banks that do not resolve the higher harmonics provided the best temporal pitch cues,
because temporal pitch cues are clearest when the fluctuation on all channels is atF0 and preferably
in phase. ©2004 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1823311#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Ts, 43.66.Fe, 43.66.Hg@GDK# Pages: 3606–3619

I. INTRODUCTION

Although cochlear implants~CI! have helped many deaf
people in their daily lives by providing a means for oral
communication, the sound that CI patients perceive is very
different from the sounds normal-hearing subjects perceive.
Cochlear implant patients have, for instance, problems dis-
criminating pitch ~Gfeller and Lansing, 1992; Pijl, 1997;
Geurts and Wouters, 2001!. Geurts and Wouters found just-
noticeable differences~jnd! of fundamental frequency (F0)
from 4% up to 13% in four Laura cochlear implant subjects
~Geurts and Wouters, 2001!. These jnd’s are very poor com-
pared to normal-hearing subjects who typically perceive dif-
ferences of less than 0.5%~Moore and Glasberg, 1990!.
However, pitch perception is very important for intonation,
speaker identification, music perception, and speech percep-
tion in tonal languages. In an attempt to improve theF0
discrimination for cochlear implant recipients, this study as-
sessed the effects of the filter bank design on the discrimina-
tion of the fundamental frequency of speech-like harmonic
sounds. The filter banks tested in the present experiment dif-
fer in cutoff frequency distribution in the low frequencies,
amount of overlap between filters, and filter shape.

Pitch cues can be elicited using two independent mecha-
nisms in cochlear implants: place pitch cues and temporal
pitch cues~Tong et al., 1982; Shannon, 1983; Townshend
et al., 1987; McKayet al., 2000!. Temporal pitch cues arise

when the repetition rate of stimulation on one channel
changes. The temporal pitch sensation rises with increasing
rate up to 300 Hz but saturates at higher rates~Shannon,
1983!. Place pitch cues arise when the site of stimulation is
changed while keeping the stimulation rate constant, with
more basal stimulation eliciting higher pitches.

It has been shown that both temporal and place pitch
cues enable CI recipients to some degree to perceiveF0
differences of synthetic harmonic sounds with currently used
sound processors~Geurts and Wouters, 2001!, and in normal-
hearing subjects with acoustic models of CI processors
~Greenet al., 2002!. Geurts and Wouters~2001! measured
the discrimination ofF0 of synthetic steady-state vowels in
subjects implanted with the 8-channel Laura implant. Their
results indicated that even without temporal pitch cues, only
preserving place pitch cues, some discrimination ofF0 was
possible although the jnd’s were very large. Without tempo-
ral pitch cues the jnd’s were on average around 50% but
varied over conditions and subjects from 5% to more than
100%. With the inclusion of temporal information, the jnd’s
decreased significantly, as would be expected. Greenet al.
~2002! examined the discrimination of CI simulations of fre-
quency glides in sawtooth waves and synthetic diphthongs in
normal-hearing subjects. They studied the influence of both
place and temporal pitch in modulated noise-band vocoder
CI simulations, and concluded that both pitch mechanisms
contribute to the discrimination ofF0. Subjects were able to
integrate both cues as the inclusion of both pitch cues pro-
duced the highest discriminative performance. However,
when the original sounds were diphthongs, the inherent
variation of formant structures perturbed the place pitch cue.

The current sound processing in cochlear implants has a

a!Portions of this work were presented in ‘‘Pitch perception in cochlear
implants with different filter bank designs,’’ Proceedings of the 25th An-
nual International Conference of the IEEE Engineering in Medicine and
Biology Society, Cancun, Mexico, 2003.

b!Electronic mail: johan.laneau@med.kuleuven.ac.be
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negative effect onF0 discrimination, since CI subjects ap-
pear to be able to estimate musical intervals more accurately
for pulse trains than for real musical sounds processed by
their speech processors~Pijl, 1997!. Part of this limitedF0
discrimination ability in CI recipients using their speech pro-
cessors may be due to the limited transmission of the fine
temporal information in current speech processors, since
most current speech processors only extract the slowly vary-
ing envelope and use this to modulate a constant rate pulse
train ~Smith et al., 2002!.

Because of this limited use of fine temporal pitch cues in
current CI sound processors, previous studies have tried to
improve the transmission of temporal pitch cues in order to
improve theF0 discrimination in cochlear implants~Jones
et al., 1995; Geurts and Wouters, 2001; Barryet al., 2002!.
However, no study resulted in a significant improvement of
F0 discrimination. Explicit presentation of the fundamental
frequency by stimulating the most apical channel with a
pulse train at the rate ofF0 did not improve the perception
of suprasegmental cues such as intonation~Jones et al.,
1995!. Barryet al. ~2002! assessed the effect of pulse rate on
the perception of tones in Cantonese-speaking children by
comparing a group of children using the SPEAK strategy to
a group of children using the higher rate ACE strategy. The
hypothesis was that higher rates better preserve the temporal
code~Wilson, 1997; Rubinsteinet al., 1999!, but the authors
found no significant differences between the strategies. In-
deed, the group of children with the ACE strategy performed
slightly ~but nonsignificantly! worse than the group of
SPEAK users. Geurts and Wouters~2001! developed a varia-
tion to the CIS sound-processing scheme that enhanced the
modulation depth of the beating of the output of the filters,
and also did not find a significant difference when compared
to the standard CIS in the discrimination ofF0 of synthetic
vowels.

In a recent study, Geurts and Wouters~2004! showed
that a new filter bank can improve the place pitch cues for
F0 discrimination of synthetic vowels. Their newly proposed
filter bank had more resolution in the lower frequencies and
more filter overlap between different channels compared to
the reference filter bank in that study. An important improve-
ment inF0 discrimination based only upon place pitch cues

was obtained but it remains, however, unclear whether this is
due to the increased frequency resolution, the smooth transi-
tion between filters, or the increased filter overlap. With the
inclusion of temporal cues, the improvement was small or
even absent.

The present study investigates which aspect of the filter
bank ~cutoff frequency distribution, filter shape, or filter
overlap! has the strongest effect onF0 discrimination for
both place pitch cues and temporal pitch cues. It also inves-
tigates which physical properties of the stimuli are related to
the place pitch cues that facilitateF0 discrimination, and
which lead to clearer temporal pitch cues.

The effect of four filter banks on the voice-range pitch
discrimination is compared in cochlear implant users. In or-
der to separate the effects of place pitch cues and temporal
pitch cues on complex pitch perception, two experimental
conditions were created. In the first condition, temporal pitch
cues were excluded by low-pass filtering the stimulation en-
velopes at 10 Hz, and consequently only place pitch cues
were present. In the second condition both place and tempo-
ral pitch cues~up to approximately 200 Hz! are present. Per-
formance onF0-discrimination task was measured as a func-
tion of relative difference of fundamental frequency, using a
constant-stimuli 2I2AFC pitch-ranking experiment. Four
Nucleus CI24 cochlear implant subjects took part. The har-
monic signals were synthetic stylized vowel-like single-
formant stimuli.

II. METHODS

A. Subjects

Four experienced postlingually deafened users of the
Nucleus CI24 cochlear implant participated in this study. All
subjects performed all tests and were paid for their collabo-
ration. Some relevant details about the subjects can be found
in Table I. Subjects S1 and S2 are implanted with the straight
version of the Nucleus electrode array CI24R~ST!
Nucleus24k and use a SPEAK strategy in daily life. Subjects
S3 and S4 are implanted with the perimodiolar version of the
Nucleus electrode array CI24R~CS! Nucleus24 Contour and

TABLE I. Relevant information about each of the subjects who participated in the experiments. The last column
shows the results for a phoneme recognition task with monosyllabic consonant–vowel–consonant~CVC! words
of the NVA list ~Wouterset al., 1994!.

Subject

Duration
of

profound
deafness

~y! Etiology
Implant

type
Speech

processor

Clinical
speech

processing
strategy

Age
~y!

Implant
experience

~y;m!

Phoneme
recognition

~%!

S1 11 Hereditary Nucleus
CI24R~ST!

ESPrit Speak 19 1;11 74%

S2 3 Unknown Nucleus
CI24R~ST!

ESPrit Speak 21 3;2 86%

S3 30 Progressive Nucleus
CI24R~CS!

SPrint ACE 54 0;8 84%

S4 32 Progressive Nucleus
CI24R~CS!

ESPrit 3G ACE 49 0;6 52%
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use an ACE strategy~900 pps per channel! in daily life. All
subjects are relatively good performers with their implants in
daily life.

B. Sound processing

Four different filter banks were used to process the
stimuli. The frequency response of the four filter banks is
depicted in Fig. 1. The filter banks differ in spectral resolu-
tion for the low frequencies and in the shape of the indi-
vidual filters. All filter banks have 22 bands corresponding to
the number of channels in the Cochlear Nucleus CI24 using
monopolar stimulation mode. One filter bank~ACE! is at
present most commonly used clinically for Nucleus CI24,
and is included in the present experiment as a reference for
current performance of cochlear implant subjects. The three
other filter banks are specifically designed for this experi-
ment and resemble more closely the frequency analysis of
the normal human ear. All three filter banks have more reso-
lution in the low frequencies compared to the ACE filter
bank. The GTF filter bank is based upon a model for the
filtering of the normal ear~Pattersonet al., 1995!. The BUT
and GTFW are derived from this filter bank by changing the
filters’ shape and bandwidth, respectively.

The first filter bank~ACE! is the filter bank of the stan-
dard commercial speech-processing strategy~Cochlear Corp:
ACE! of the Cochlear SPrint speech processor implemented
in MATLAB ~Cochlear Ltd, 2002!. It consists of a 128-point
FFT with a Hamming window, leading to 64 frequency bins.
The first two bins, containing the dc and the lowest frequen-
cies, are discarded. The following eight bins are assigned to
the first eight channels of the filter bank, respectively. The
higher bins are summed in magnitude in groups of two or
more to form the rest of the channels, leading to an approxi-

mately logarithmic frequency distribution in the higher chan-
nels.

The GTF, BUT, and GTFW filter bank all consist of 22
fourth-order IIR bandpass filters. The filters in the GTF filter
bank were fourth-order gammatone filters using Slaney’s
implementation~Slaney, 1993!. The center frequencies of the
gammatone filters were set corresponding to the middle of 22
equally long sections along the cochlea ranging from 100 to
8000 Hz in total. The transformation from frequency to dis-
tance along the cochlea was calculated by Greenwood’s for-
mula for a cochlear length of 35 mm anda50.06 ~Green-
wood, 1990!. The bandwidth of the filter was set to the
equivalent rectangular bandwidth~ERB! of the auditory filter
corresponding to its center frequency~Glasberg and Moore,
1990!.

The BUT filter bank is similar to the GTF filter bank;
however, the shape of the filters is more rectangular~a flat
frequency response in the passband and 24-dB/octave
slopes!. The BUT filter bank consists of 22 fourth-order But-
terworth filters, of which the cutoff frequencies were equi-
distantly spaced along the length of the cochlea with cutoff
frequencies ranging from 100 to 7800 Hz in total. The high-
est cutoff frequency was set slightly below the Nyquist fre-
quency to avoid numerical problems. Both the GTF and the
BUT filter bank resolve one or two of the lowest harmonics
for most of the stimuli in the present study. The GTFW filter
bank is based upon the GTF filter bank but the bandwidth of
the filters is increased so that all overtones are unresolved.
This caused the output of every filter for a harmonic sound to
beat at the fundamental frequency. The GTFW was imple-
mented identically to the GTF filter bank except that the
bandwidth was set at half the filter’s center frequency.

In order to separate the effects of temporal and place
pitch cues, the envelopes of the filter outputs were obtained

FIG. 1. The frequency response of the
different filter banks examined in the
present study. The ACE filter bank is
the filter bank implemented in the
commercial Sprint speech processor.
The GTF filter bank is based upon the
physiology of the normal ear and has a
higer resolution in the lower frequen-
cies. The BUT filter bank is based
upon the GTF filter bank but with
more rectangular filter shapes. The
GTFW is also based upon the GTF fil-
ter bank but the bandwidth of the fil-
ters of the GTFW filter bank were set
not to resolve any overtone. Because
the stimuli in the present study con-
tained virtually no energy in higher
frequencies, the frequency response is
represented up to 2000 Hz for clarity.
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in two different ways. In one condition, including both tem-
poral and place pitch cues, the envelope contained modula-
tions up to 200 Hz. In the other condition, including place
pitch cues but without temporal pitch cues, the envelope only
contained modulations up to 10 Hz. The deletion of modula-
tions at frequencies above 10 Hz removes all fluctuations
that generate temporal pitch percepts, although listeners can
still understand speech, at least when presented in a quiet
background~Drullman et al., 1994; Shannonet al., 1995!.

In the ACE filter bank, the envelope is extracted by tak-
ing the magnitude of the complex-valued output. The bin
width of the FFT filter bank limits the maximal modulation
frequency after this envelope extractor to approximately 200
Hz. In the condition without temporal pitch cues these enve-
lopes were, in addition to the standard ACE processing, low-
pass filtered with a fourth-order Butterworth filter at 10 Hz.

The envelopes for the GTF, BUT, and GTFW were ex-
tracted using a half-wave rectifier and a fourth-order Butter-
worth low-pass filter. The cutoff frequency of the low-pass
filter was set at 200 Hz when temporal pitch cues were trans-
mitted and at 10 Hz when temporal pitch cues were removed.

The subsequent processing was identical for all filter
banks. First, the signals were resampled from the audio sam-
pling rate~16 kHz! to the channel stimulation rate~900 Hz!.
Then, only the eight most intense channels per time slot were
selected for stimulation. Finally, the amplitude of the signals
is compressed using the standard compression function of
the NucleusMATLAB Toolbox ~Cochlear Ltd., 2002!, in order
to map the acoustic input level onto the subjects’ electrical
dynamic range. The compression function is defined by

y~x!5H 0 for 0<x,0.0156

logS 11416.2
x20.0156

0.5703 DY6.033 for 0.0156<x,0.5859

1 for 0.5859<x<1

. ~1!

In formula ~1! x is the amplitude of the extracted envelopes
for each channel andy is the compressed amplitude ex-
pressed in proportion of the dynamic range expressed in
clinical current units of the subject for that channel. The
obtained envelopes were used to modulate pulse trains of
900 pulses per second with biphasic pulses of 25-ms phase
width and 8-ms interphase gap. The pulses were delivered in
monopolar mode with both external return electrodes active
(MP112).

C. Stimuli

Original stimuli before sound processing were synthetic
harmonic complexes produced by the excitation of a single-
formant resonator by a periodic signal, and resemble highly
stylized vowels. The generation of the single-formant stimuli
~SFS! was based upon the Klatt speech synthesizer~Klatt,
1980!. The stimuli were generated by filtering a 500-ms
pulse train sampled at 16 kHz and ramped on and off with a
raised cosine over 10 ms with a cascade of two filters.

The first filter models the voice source and its output is
similar to the typical glottal volume velocity waveform. It is
implemented as a second-order low-pass filter with a cutoff
frequency of 50 Hz~Klatt, 1980!. The second filter is a reso-
nator that shapes the single formant of the stimuli. It is
implemented as a second-order bandpass filter, of which the
transfer function is defined by

H~z!5
A

12Bz212Cz22

with

C52exp~22.pBwT!

B52 exp~2pBwT!cos~2pFrT!

A512C2B
, ~2!

whereT is the sampling period~62.5ms! andFr andBw are
the filter’s center frequency and bandwidth, respectively
~Klatt, 1980!.

The fundamental frequency of the stimuli used in the
present study ranged from 133 Hz up to 558 Hz. The center
frequencies of the bandpass filter, or formant frequencies
(F1), were 300, 350, 400, 450, or 500 Hz, and the band-
width of the formant resonator was fixed at 100 Hz for all
stimuli. The stimuli were first equalized in rms and then
scaled with a common factor so that most of the signals
nearly optimally used the input dynamic range of the com-
pression function@Eq. ~1!# but none of the signals was
clipped. Figure 2 shows the spectrum of two representative
stimuli.

D. Psychophysical procedure

Fundamental frequency discrimination was measured in
a two-interval, two-alternative forced choice~2I2AFC! pro-
cedure using the method of constant stimuli. The subjects
were instructed to indicate which of the two intervals con-
tained the stimulus with higher pitch, while ignoring the
loudness cues. The intervals were separated by a 500-ms
silent gap and no feedback was provided, in order to force
the subjects to base their judgments on a perceptual dimen-
sion that corresponded to their intuitive sense of pitch. This
further reduced the likelihood of any residual loudness cues
affecting their judgments.

Both stimuli in a trial had the same formant frequency.
The F0 of one stimulus in each 2I2AFC trial was equal to
the reference frequency, and that of the other was set at a
higher frequency. This reference frequency was 133 or 165
Hz. These frequencies lie in the range of normal adult voice,
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and 133 Hz is set near the first crossover between filters for
the IIR filter banks, and 165 Hz is set near the center of the
second filter of the IIR filter banks. TheF0 frequencies of
the eight comparison stimuli were 140, 150, 165, 180, 210,
250, 325, and 450 Hz for the reference stimuli with anF0 of
133 Hz. For the reference stimuli with anF0 of 165 Hz, the
eight comparison stimuli hadF0 frequencies of 174, 186,
205, 223, 261, 310, 403, and 558 Hz. The relative differences
betweenF0 are the same for both referenceF0 conditions
and range from 5.2% up to 238%. The formant frequency
was kept constant within trials because stimuli with the same
F0 but with their main energy in different frequency regions
can lead to differences in pitch~Ohgushi, 1978!.

The trials were presented in blocks. All 16 conditions
resulting from the combinations of type of envelope extrac-
tion ~with or without temporal pitch cues!, filter bank~ACE,
GTF, BUT, or GTFW!, and referenceF0 ~133 or 165Hz!,
were presented in separate blocks. Each block contained tri-
als with all eight comparison frequencies for all five formant
frequencies. These 40 different trials were repeated twice,
leading to 80 trials per block. Different formant frequencies
were included per block in order to prevent subjects from
identifying and learning the reference stimulus based upon
other cues. Every block was presented twice to every subject.
Care was taken that blocks processed with the ACE, GTF,
and BUT filter bank were presented in random order. The
blocks processed with the GTFW filter bank were presented
at the end of the experiment.

To reduce the influence of loudness cues, amplitude was
roved by multiplying the amplitude of all stimuli with a ran-
dom factor between 0.85 and 1.1, with amplitude expressed
in clinical current units and relative to the dynamic range. An
exception was made for subject S4 in the condition of the
ACE filter bank without temporal pitch cues and the refer-
enceF0 of 165 Hz, where the subject judged the loudness of

the stimuli as uncomfortably loud using the default ampli-
tude roving. In this one case, the amplitude was roved with a
factor between 0.77 and 1.

III. RESULTS

The proportion of times the comparison stimulus was
judged higher than the reference stimulus, pooled over all
formant frequencies, is shown in the absence and presence of
temporal pitch cues by Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. The top
four rows of panels in each figure show the results for a
single subject, and the mean data are shown in the bottom,
fifth row of panels. The left column in every figure shows the
results for the condition with a referenceF0 of 133 Hz and
the right column shows the results for the condition with a
referenceF0 of 165 Hz. The proportions depicted in Figs. 3
and 4 are based upon 20 presentations per data point.

A repeated measures analysis of variance~ANOVA ! was
performed on the proportions of correctly ranked trials using
five factors. The independent variables were presence of
temporal pitch cues~absent or present!, referenceF0 ~133 or
165 Hz!, filter bank ~ACE, GTF, BUT, or GTFW!, relative
F0 difference~eight levels!, and formant frequencies~five
differentF1). The main effects of presence of temporal pitch
cues (p50.002) and relativeF0 difference (p50.007) were
significant. The other main factors were not significant: ref-
erenceF0 (p50.678), filter bank (p50.251), and formant
frequency (p50.122). The latter result allows averaging
over the different formant frequencies in the presentation of
the data in Figs. 3 and 4. Only the interaction term between
filter bank and presence of temporal pitch cues was signifi-
cant (p50.015). No other interaction terms were significant,
but there were significant intersubject differences (p
,0.001).

FIG. 2. The spectra of two representa-
tive stimuli used in the present study.
The upper panel shows the spectrum
of a single-formant stimulus with for-
mant frequency 450 Hz and funda-
mental frequency 133 Hz. The lower
panel shows the spectrum of a single-
formant stimulus with formant fre-
quency 350 Hz and fundamental fre-
quency 325 Hz. The dotted line in
each panel shows the combined fre-
quency response of the two filters that
shape the spectrum~see the text!. The
plot of the frequency response is lim-
ited up to 2000 Hz for clarity.
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Figures 3 and 4 indicate that subjects were able to rank
the stimuli based upon their fundamental frequency. They
also show that as the relativeF0 difference increases the
difference is perceived more clearly. Also, comparing Figs. 3
and 4, the results indicate that providing temporal fluctua-
tions in the envelope of the channels up to 200 Hz improves
the ability of the subjects to discriminateF0 differences.
This improvement is, however, dependent on the filter bank
used, and the largest improvement is found for the ACE filter
bank.

Because of the significant interaction between presence/
absence of temporal pitch cues and the filter banks, the re-
sults are presented in two parts: with or without temporal
pitch cues.

A. Without temporal pitch cues

A four-factorial repeated-measures analysis of variance
was performed on the proportions of correctly pitch-ranked
trials that were collected with stimuli without temporal pitch
cues. The main effects of filter banks (p50.030) and relative
F0 difference (p50.010) were significant. The effects of
formant frequency and referenceF0 were not significant, as
well as all interaction terms. The between-subject differences
were significant (p,0.001). Pairwise comparisons were per-
formed using the least-significant difference~LSD! on the
filter bank design. The GTF and BUT filter bank produced
significantly better performance than the ACE filter bank
(p50.035 andp50.018, respectively for GTF and BUT!
and the GTFW filter bank (p50.049 andp50.015, respec-

tively for GTF and BUT!, but there was no significant dif-
ference between BUT and GTF. The GTFW filter bank al-
lowed for significantly better performance than the ACE
filter bank (p50.046).

The results indicate that even without temporal pitch
cues it was still possible for the subjects to rank the stimuli
based onF0. However, it must be emphasized that this was
only possible for relatively large differences inF0 of about
one octave for the BUT and GTF filter bank and more than
one octave for the GTFW filter bank. For the ACE filter
bank, the subjects found it almost impossible to use place
pitch cues to rankF0, even when stimuli differed more than
20 semitones.

B. Including temporal pitch cues

A four-factorial repeated measures ANOVA was per-
formed on the proportions of correctly ranked trials where
the stimuli now contained temporal pitch cues. The main
factors referenceF0 (p50.006) and relativeF0 difference
(p50.013) had a significant effect. No other main effects
were significant. The effect of the filter bank was not signifi-
cant (p50.126).

The discrimination was significantly poorer at the higher
referenceF0 tested. This result agrees with previous studies
showing that the effectiveness of temporal pitch cues de-
crease with increasing overall rate~Shannon, 1983!.

Three of the four subjects~S1, S3, and S4! did not reach
perfect performance for the ACE filter bank and reference

FIG. 3. The average proportion of cor-
rectly pitch-ranked stimuli pooled over
the various formant frequencies. The
different lines in the figures represent
the results for the various filter banks
examined in the present study, with all
temporal fluctuations above 10 Hz fil-
tered out. The fundamental frequen-
cies of the signals are plotted on the
horizontal axis on a log scale. The left
and right columns of panels depict the
results for the condition where the ref-
erenceF0 was 133 and 165 Hz, re-
spectively. Rows 1 to 4 represent a dif-
ferent subject. The bottom panels
represent the average of the four sub-
jects. The dotted line indicates the
chance level.
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F0 of 165 Hz until the relativeF0 difference was more than
one octave. Nevertheless, the performance was above chance
level for relatively smallF0 differences. This indicated that
further increasing theF0 difference did not make the two
processed stimuli perceptually more dissimilar. This was
probably due to the poor resolution of the ACE filter bank in
the F0 range causingF0 to be encoded solely by temporal
pitch cues, whose effectiveness was limited at highF0’s.
This limitation might have been caused by the limited modu-
lation depth of the envelopes at higher frequencies or by the
reduced perceptual differences for temporal pitch cues at
higher rates. The three IIR filter banks~GTF, BUT, and
GTFW! did not suffer from this shortcoming because, for
larger F0 differences, the pitch discrimination was most
probably also mediated by place pitch. The difference in re-
sults between the condition without temporal pitch cues and
the condition with both place and temporal pitch cues quan-
tifies the influence of temporal pitch cues present in the pre-
sented stimuli. To assess this, the proportions of correctly
ranked trials were averaged over the four subjects and con-
verted intod8 values for all conditions and all stimuli. To
prevent infinited8 values for perfect responses, the perfect
responses are adjusted by introducing an error of half a trial
as suggested by MacMillan and Creelman~1991!. The
amount of perceptual difference, introduced by the temporal
pitch cues, is the difference of thed8 values between the
condition with temporal pitch cues (dplace1temp8 ) and the con-
dition without temporal pitch cues (dplace8 ). Assuming that
both temporal and place pitch cues are optimally used and

independent~McKay et al., 2000!, and taking into account
the possibility of pitch reversals, the amount of temporal
pitch cues is calculated by

dtemp8 5sign~X!* AuXu with X5sign~dplace1temp8 !

3~dplace1temp8 !22sign~dplace8 !~dplace8 !2. ~3!

This formula simplifies todtemp8 5Adplace1temp8 22dplace8 2 for
discrimination experiments as stated in McKayet al. ~2000!
because in discrimination experiments only positived8 val-
ues are possible. However, in a pitch-ranking experiment
pitch reversals can occur and these lead to negatived8 val-
ues. Moreover, in a pitch-ranking test the subjects are forced
to project their percepts onto a single axis~‘‘the combined
pitch axis’’!. When temporal and place pitch cues of two
compared stimuli are conflicting the two stimuli are discrim-
inable ~McKay et al., 2000!, but ranking them in pitch is at
least very hard and might possibly lead to ad8 value close to
zero.

All data points where both conditions, with and without
temporal pitch cues, resulted in perfect discrimination were
discarded because these points did not provide any informa-
tion on the effect of adding temporal pitch cues. The addi-
tional perceptual effect based upon the temporal pitch cues is
shown in Fig. 5. Data points represent averages over formant
frequency and referenceF0. The temporal pitch cues become
clearer as theF0 difference increases for all filter banks, but
the clarity of the temporal pitch cues differs between filter
banks. The ACE and GTFW filter bank, having broad filters,

FIG. 4. The average proportion of cor-
rectly pitch-ranked stimuli pooled over
the various formant frequencies. The
different lines in the figures represent
the results for the various filter banks
examined in the present study, with all
temporal fluctuations included up to
200 Hz. The fundamental frequencies
of the signals are plotted on the hori-
zontal axis on a log scale. The left and
right columns of panels depict the re-
sults for the condition where the refer-
enceF0 was 133 Hz and 165 Hz, re-
spectively. Rows 1 to 4 represent a
different subject. The bottom panels
represent the average of the four sub-
jects. The dotted line indicates the
chance level.
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allow for the largest increase in performance based upon
temporal pitch cues. The GTF and BUT filter bank, which
have narrower filters, exhibit less increase of the discrimina-
tion performance possibly because the baseline performance
was lower.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Without temporal pitch cues

Previous research has shown thatF0 discrimination can
take place in the absence of temporal pitch cues in CI sub-
jects~Geurts and Wouters, 2001; Geurts and Wouters, 2004!.
This is confirmed by our results. Additionally, it is shown
that this ability to discriminateF0 based on place pitch cues
is highly dependent on the filter bank used. The ACE filter
bank did not allow theF0 information to be coded by place
pitch cues. However, the BUT, GTF, and GTFW filter banks,
which have more resolution in the lower frequencies, did
enable the subjects to perceiveF0 differences based upon
place pitch. The GTFW has slightly less resolution compared
to GTF and BUT due to the large filter overlap, and conse-
quently theF0 discrimination using this filter bank is some-
what lower compared to the latter two filter banks. The ac-
tual shape of the filter bank, being more rectangular with
steep slopes and less overlap~BUT!, or more triangular with
shallower slopes and more overlap~GTF!, did not signifi-
cantly change the performance. This contrasts with the re-
sults of Geurts and Wouters~2004!, who found an improved
performance for a triangular-like filter bank. However, given
the present results, the improved performance of the triangu-
lar filter bank in that study was probably facilitated by the
different cutoff frequencies used in the triangular filter bank,
leading to more resolution in the lower frequency register.
For subjects who have poor temporal pitch sensitivity but

good place pitch sensitivity, the filter banks with high reso-
lution in theF0 register may enable them to better discrimi-
nateF0.

Some of the psychometric curves of Fig. 3 are non-
monotonic and contain pitch reversals, some of which are
consistent over the various subjects. In addition, when pool-
ing the data for the different subjects and plotting the sepa-
rate psychometric curves for the differentF1 values, some
significant pitch reversals can be observed, e.g., the psycho-
metric curve forF15500 Hz in Fig. 6~A!. An analysis of all
conditions that resulted in significant pitch reversals after
pooling the data over the different subjects reveals a consis-
tent pattern of the average channel amplitude before com-
pression. This pattern is most easily interpreted by means of
an example. Figure 6~B! shows the average amplitude of the
22 channels for a stimulus withF15500 Hz, processed with
the GTF filter bank. The thick line represents the normalized
average amplitude for the reference stimulus having anF0
of 133 Hz. The two thin lines represent the normalized av-
erage amplitude for two comparison stimuli,F05150 Hz
~solid line! and F05250 Hz ~dashed line!. The former
stimulus resulted in a pitch reversal and the latter stimulus
resulted in a correct pitch order@the arrows in Fig. 6~A!#.
When comparingF0’s 133- and 150 Hz, the position of the
fundamental frequency moves from the first to the second
channel~towards the base!, but the peak caused by the har-
monics under the formant frequency shifts downward from
channel 7 to channel 6, towards the apex. So, the pitch per-
cept was not determined by the place of the fundamental
frequency, but was largely determined by the place of the
largest excitation along the electrode array. In the case where
the channels with the largest amplitude coincide, as in Fig.
6~B! for F0 133 Hz~thick solid line! andF0 250 Hz~thin

FIG. 5. The additionald8 caused by
the inclusion of temporal pitch cues in
the processed stimuli, for the four fil-
ter banks tested in this study. The ad-
ditional d8 values are calculated based
upon the average response of the four
CI subjects, and are derived from the
difference in d8 between the corre-
sponding data points with and without
temporal pitch cues~see the text for
details!. The additionald8 is averaged
over the five different formant fre-
quencies and over both referenceF0
conditions. The error bars indicate the
standard error of the mean. The data
points are slightly shifted along thex
axis for clarity.
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dashed line!, the pitch difference was most probably medi-
ated by the excitation shift along the electrode array of the
smaller peaks. Summarizing the two previous effects, we hy-
pothesize that the pitch of the different sounds was deter-
mined by a weighted position of the peak of the excitation
pattern. The simplest form of a weighted peak position was
the center of gravity or the centroid, and can be expressed as

C5
(e51

22 e.m~e!

(e51
22 m~e!

~4!

In Eq. ~4! C is the centroid,e indicates the channel number
~ranked from apex to base!, andm(e) is the average ampli-
tude on channele. The centroid is computed based upon the
average amplitude of the envelopes~the compression accom-
modating for loudness growth is not applied!. According to
the proposed model, the discriminability of two sounds
~based upon place pitch cues! was determined by the dis-
tance between the centroids of the excitation patterns of the
two sounds. The centroid has the additional benefit of being
independent of overall intensity. Figure 7 shows a scatter plot
of the model prediction of all stimuli and the respective av-
erage proportion of correctly ranked trials, forF0’s of 133
Hz ~top panel! and 165 Hz~bottom panel!. The solid line in
Fig. 7 represents the normal cumulative distribution fit to the

pooled data over all conditions and subjects. This function
was fitted to the average proportion using a Gauss–Newton
nonlinear least-squares fitting method.

Similarly, a normal cumulative distribution function was
fitted to the scatter plots for every subject separately. The
slope of this fitted normal cumulative distribution function
was taken as a performance measure of place pitch sensitiv-
ity. This fitting procedure is similar to a linear regression
with the data points converted intod8 values. Just-noticeable
differences~jnd! were derived from the fitted curves as the
minimal distance expressed in number of electrodes to obtain
75%-correct pitch rankings.

Figure 8 depicts the jnd estimates that were obtained
from these fitted curves for every subject. The place pitch
sensitivity of the subjects was also measured using an elec-
trode ranking experiment in a separate study~Laneau and
Wouters, 2004!. These jnd estimates are also depicted in Fig.
8. In the latter study the subjects were presented two stimuli
that differed in site of stimulation along the electrode array,
and had to indicate the highest one. The jnd’s shown in Fig.
8 are the mean of the jnd’s for conditions with different
numbers of active channels. No significant effect was found

FIG. 6. Top panel: The proportion of correctly pitch-ranked stimuli pooled over all subjects for the condition with referenceF0 133 Hz and stimuli processed
with the GTF filter bank and all temporal modulations above 10 Hz removed. The different lines in the figure depict the results for the various formant
frequencies used. The fundamental frequencies of the signals are plotted on the horizontal axis on a log scale. A significant pitch reversal is noticedfor the
case where the formant frequency is 500 Hz~filled symbols! for the two lowest testedF0 frequencies~140 and 150 Hz!. Bottom panel: The average channel
amplitudes for the single-formant stimuli with formant frequency 500 Hz and fundamental frequencies 133, 150, and 250 Hz when processed with the GTF
filter bank and with all temporal modulations above 10 Hz removed. The thick line represents the average amplitude of the reference stimulus withF0 133Hz,
F1 500 Hz, and processed with the GTF filter bank~i.e., the reference stimulus of the line with the filled symbols in the upper panel!. The thin solid line
represents the average channel amplitude of the comparison stimulus mentioned in the upper panel and causing a pitch reversal (F05150 Hz). The peak of
the average amplitude has shifted towards the apex with respect to the average amplitude of the reference stimulus~thick line!, causing the comparison
stimulus to be perceived at a lower pitch. The thin dotted line represents the average amplitude of a comparison stimulus correctly ranked in pitch (F0
5250 Hz). Although the peak of the average amplitudes of the reference and comparison stimulus are at the same location, most probably the correct ranking
is due to the shift of the fainter channels towards the base.
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of the number of active channels of the stimuli on place pitch
sensitivity in the latter study.

The jnd’s estimated from theF0 discrimination data and
the jnd’s estimated from the place pitch measurements are
nearly equal for all subjects~within error bars!. However, for
subject S3, the place pitch sensitivity is somewhat worse
when compared to the centroid sensitivity. This can be due to
the fact that we arbitrarily choose two electrode locations to
estimate the place pitch sensitivity. At other locations the
place pitch sensitivity for subject S3 might be better.

Previous support for the centroid model has been pre-
sented by McDermott and McKay~1994! for the case of two
stimulation channels in cochlear implants. They investigated
the pitch perceived when two bipolar channels were stimu-

lated simultaneously and interleaved using constant current
levels. The pitch of the two-channel stimuli varied monotoni-
cally between the pitches of the stimuli on the two single
electrodes, as the relative current amplitudes were changed
in orderly fashion. They interpreted their results by stating
that the centroid of the excitation pattern shifted from one
electrode location to the other as relative currents varied, and
that this centroid shift caused the varying pitch. Their results
also indicated that the pitch of two interleaved stimulated
channels was perceived as one-dimensional, at least up to
separations of 3 mm between stimulating electrodes. McKay
et al. ~1996! later confirmed and extended this result using
dissimilarity matrices and multidimensional scaling analysis.
They concluded that there exist two basic perceptual dimen-

FIG. 7. The proportion of correctly
ranked stimuli pooled over all subjects
plotted as a function of the difference
in centroid. Only data of stimuli that
allowed no temporal pitch cues were
included in this picture. For the sake
of clarity the data for the two reference
F0’s are depicted in separate panels
(F0 133 Hz in the upper panel andF0
165 Hz in the lower panel!. A normal
cumulative distribution function was
fitted to the pooled data and is repre-
sented by the solid line in both panels.

FIG. 8. Estimated just-noticeable dif-
ferences~jnd’s! for the four subjects.
The dashed bars present the jnd’s from
the centroid differences calculated
from the F0-discrimination data. The
jnd’s estimated from site of stimula-
tion discrimination of the multichannel
stimuli in the same patients~Laneau
and Wouters, 2004! are depicted by
means of the dotted bars. The error
bars indicate the 95% confidence inter-
val on the jnd estimated given by the
fitting routine for the centroid jnd’s.
The error bars on the place pitch sen-
sitivity of the multielectrode stimuli
indicate61 standard deviation.
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sions with two-channel stimulation. The first percept was
associated with the middle of the two active channels, corre-
sponding to the centroid of the excitation pattern. The second
percept was associated with the separation of the two active
channels. However, McKayet al. also argued that their ex-
periment did not rule out that the dimensions could also be
interpreted as simply being associated with the location of
the two channels. The results of McKayet al. ~1996! were
consistent for separations up to 12 mm, the largest separation
tested, between active channels. Due to the nature of the
acoustic stimuli used in the present study and the maxima
selection in the sound-processing stage, the pulse sequences
only stimulated channels that were at most ten electrodes
apart, resulting in a maximal separation of 7.5 mm between
active channels.

Cohenet al. ~1996! examined the direct relationship be-
tween the forward-masking pattern and the numerical pitch
estimates that single-channel stimuli exert. They found a
clear qualitative correspondence between the centroid of the
forward-masking pattern and the numerical pitch estimates,
for all stimulation modes. They were also able to predict the
reversed~compared to normal tonotopy! pitch ranking of
some pairs of electrodes based upon the centroid of the
forward-masking pattern for several subjects.

In normal-hearing subjects, models based upon the cen-
troid of the spectrum~Stover and Feth, 1983; Anantharaman
et al., 1993! have been used to explain the results of pitch
ranking and discrimination experiments with noise bands
~Dai et al., 1996; Versfeld, 1997!. These models accurately
described the discriminability of narrow-band sounds, but
the models had to be extended for the discrimination of
sounds with larger bandwidths.

It is, however, questionable whether the place pitch is
truly a pitch percept or an aspect of the sounds’ timbre. Ac-
cording to the ANSI definition of pitch~American National
Standards Institute, 1994!, place pitch is pitch as subjects are
able to rank stimuli from high to low. Nevertheless, there is a
striking resemblance between the proposed model for place
pitch and the model for sharpness in normal-hearing subjects
~Zwicker and Fastl, 1999!. Both models calculate the cen-
troid of the excitation pattern.

The results of the present study, and the studies of
Geurts and Wouters~2001; 2004! have shown thatF0 dis-
crimination in cochlear implant recipients is possible solely
based upon place pitch cues. These studies used stationary
synthetic signals while running speech is nonstationary and
formant frequencies change over time. Greenet al. ~2002!
measured the discrimination of direction of sweeps of funda-
mental frequency using noise-band vocoders in normal-
hearing subjects. They showed that for stationary signals the
discrimination was possible based solely on place pitch cues,
but the discrimination became almost impossible when the
signals had nonstationary formant frequencies. Moreover, the
model presented above to account for theF0-discrimination
results based upon place pitch cues indicates a strong depen-
dence of the place pitch cues on the overall spectral shape of
the stimuli. This might limit the usefulness of place pitch
cues to encodeF0 in cochlear implants during running
speech.

On the other hand, although formant frequencies andF0
frequencies originate from physically independent processes,
formant frequencies andF0 frequencies are often correlated.
For example, both the formant frequencies and theF0 fre-
quencies of a female speaker are on average higher than
those of a male speaker. The combined effect of higher for-
mant frequencies and higher fundamental frequencies will
shift the centroid of the excitation pattern toward the base.
This shift might be detectable for cochlear implant subjects
even during running speech. This might help the subject lis-
tening to running speech to discriminate pitch differences.

Moreover, the possible problem forF0 discrimination
based upon place pitch cues coming from the interaction
between overall spectral shape andF0 cues is less likely to
exist for some musical sounds, such as woodwinds, because
these musical notes have stationary spectral shapes through-
out their duration~Gray, 1977!. Second, the dimensions and
form of the instrument, defining the resonance frequencies,
are fixed so the spectral shape is fixed across different notes.
Consequently, the differences in place pitch between two dif-
ferent notes are related toF0 differences.

B. Including temporal pitch cues

Comparing Figs. 3 and 4, the improvement in perfor-
mance from adding the temporal pitch cues was largest for
the ACE and GTFW filter banks. However, the range for
improvement was much larger for the ACE filter bank than
for the other filter banks because the latter already enabled
someF0 discrimination without temporal pitch cues.

The limited improvement obtained by adding temporal
pitch for the GTF and BUT filter bank might have been due
to the fact that higher harmonics of the test stimuli is also
resolved in those filter banks. Resolved harmonics prevented
the output of filters from beating at the fundamental fre-
quency, and the only fluctuation seen at the output was at the
frequency of the respective harmonic. The filter outputs with
the largest amplitude were filters having center frequencies
close to the formant frequencies~between 300 and 500 Hz!.
In this range the BUT and GTF filter banks resolved the
individual harmonics, so the largest output of the filters fluc-
tuated at multiples of the fundamental frequency. As an ex-
ample, the modulations of channels 1 to 7 of one of the
sounds processed with the BUT filter bank and after enve-
lope detection are depicted in Fig. 9. The most intense chan-
nels in this example do not beat atF0 frequency but at some
higher harmonic frequency. Although this higher frequency
fluctuation was partly attenuated by the envelope detection
low-pass filter, it is still clearly present in the channel output.
Only the output of the lower channel, containing the funda-
mental frequency, and possibly higher channels, containing
unresolved harmonics, provide the temporal pitch cues re-
lated to F0. The channels containing resolved higher har-
monics are modulated at multiples ofF0 and consequently
elicit higher pitches because higher modulation frequencies
lead to higher pitches~McKay et al., 1994!.

The ACE filter bank did not suffer from this shortcom-
ing because all the bins in the FFT filter bank are approxi-
mately 250 Hz wide, so all harmonics was unresolved~at
least for the reference stimuli!, causing all filter outputs to
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beat at the fundamental frequency. Similarly, the GTFW fil-
ter bank was designed to only resolve the fundamental fre-
quency and with all overtones unresolved. This also made
the output of all channels beat atF0 for the GTFW filter
bank.

In order to assess the effect of the modulation depth of
the beatings atF0 in the different channels, the average
modulation depths of all stimuli were computed. We also
assess the effect of the phase differences of the beating
across channels. These interchannel phase differences of the
beating atF0 are caused by the phase differences between
the different harmonics of the original sound and by the
phase response across frequency of the filters in the filter
bank. The average modulation depth over all channels is
computed in two different ways to assess the effect of the
phase differences. In the first way, all phase information of
the channels was discarded~‘‘without phase’’!. In the second
way the phase information was included and contributed to
the average as out-of-phase channels could interfere destruc-
tively ~‘‘with phase’’!.

As a first step, the average spectrum of the modulations
in all channels was calculated. For the ‘‘without phase’’ ap-
proach, the spectrum of all channels was calculated sepa-
rately and the average of the magnitude of the spectrum over
the channels was taken, discarding the phase components of
the modulations. In the ‘‘with phase’’ approach, the time sig-
nal was averaged over all channels and then the magnitude
of the spectrum of this average time signal was calculated. In
the second step, the modulation depth was calculated for
both approaches from the respective average spectrum, using
Eq. ~5!

modulation depth5
2* iS~F0!i

iS~F0!i1iS~0!i , ~5!

where iS(F0)i was the magnitude of the spectrum at the
fundamental frequency andiS(0)i was the magnitude of the
dc component of the spectrum.

As a third step, the obtained modulation depths were
correlated with the amount of temporal pitch cues (dtemp8 ) for
all processed reference stimuli and all test conditions. The
correlation was done only with the modulation depth of the
reference stimuli and not with the modulation depth of the
higherF0 comparison stimuli, because of the test procedure
used in the present experiment. The subjects were asked to
indicate the highest-sounding stimulus and this could be the
one with a higher modulation rate or with no modulation at
all. This is because for modulated stimuli the perceived pitch
is related to the modulation frequency but steady-state~or
poorly modulated! stimuli elicit high pitches related to the
high overall pulse rate~McKay and Carlyon, 1999!. So, clear
pitch differences may have been perceived when the com-
parison contained no modulations at all.

The analysis revealed that thedtemp8 values are signifi-
cantly (p,0.0001 for both! correlated with the modulation
depth of the reference stimulus of the trials for both compu-
tational methods (r 50.4216; andr 50.3090 for with phase
and without phase, respectively!. Moreover, although both
methods of calculating the modulation depth are significantly
correlated (r 50.5910) with each other, the correlation with
benefit from inclusion of temporal pitch cues was 36%
higher when phase information was included. Using a test
comparing the two sets of predictors~Tabachnick and Fidell,
1996!, this lead to a significant higher correlation for the
‘‘with phase’’ approach (Z52.42; p50.0077). However,
both correlations are rather weak and the results of this
analysis should be interpreted with some caution.

The poorest-performing filter bank for temporal pitch

FIG. 9. Time fragment of the ampli-
tudes of channels 1 to 7 across time
for the SFS stimulus with F0
5133 Hz andF15400 Hz, processed
with the BUT filter bank. Channels 1
and 2 only contain the first harmonic,
and consequently the outputs beat at
the fundamental frequency. Channels 3
and 4 only contain the second har-
monic, leading to a modulation at the
second harmonic frequency. Channel 5
contains only the third harmonic, and
consequently the output beats at the
third harmonic frequency. The beating
at higher harmonics makes the tempo-
ral pitch cues less clear.
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cues~BUT! produced the lowest modulation depths averaged
over all reference stimuli. The best-performing filter bank for
temporal pitch cues~ACE! produced the highest average
modulation depth for the reference stimuli, when modulation
depths are calculated taking into account the relative phase
differences between the channels. When the phase informa-
tion is discarded, GTF produced the lowest modulation
depths and GTFW with the highest modulation depths. So,
the ‘‘with phase’’ modulation depth present in the processed
stimuli can be a predictor of the amount of temporal pitch
cues that can be used by the cochlear implantee.

This may mean that out-of-phase modulations on differ-
ent channels probably allow for less clear pitch percepts than
equally large in-phase modulations, at least when the chan-
nels are within a relatively narrow region, as is the case in
this study. It has been shown before that modulation patterns
on two nearby electrodes are integrated, while more widely
separated modulation patterns are perceived separately
~McKay and McDermott, 1996!.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In the present study, properties of filter banks which af-
fect F0 discrimination in cochlear implants were examined.
Temporal and place pitch cues toF0 discrimination were
studied separately and for both cues the mechanisms relating
the pitch percepts to physical parameters were investigated.

The results of our experiments demonstrate that both
place and temporal pitch cues allow the discrimination of the
fundamental frequency, as also evidenced by previous re-
search. However,F0 discrimination based upon purely place
pitch cues is weak and only possible for differences exceed-
ing one octave for the best-performing filter banks. More-
over, the ACE filter bank, as used by most of the Nucleus
cochlear implant recipients in their daily life, did not allow
for F0 discrimination based upon place pitch cues. Our ex-
periments indicate that our new filter banks having the high-
est frequency resolution in theF0 register gave the best re-
sults using place pitch cues. The newly proposed filter banks
are likely to improveF0 discrimination, relative to the cur-
rently clinically available filter bank, in subjects having good
place sensitivity and poor temporal sensitivity, at least for
spectrally stationary signals. A previous study has shown that
for some cochlear implantees the place pitch cues are very
important forF0 discrimination~Geurts and Wouters, 2004!.

When temporal pitch cues were added to the stimuli,
performance increased significantly and jnd’s forF0 dis-
crimination ranged from 6% up to 60% depending on sub-
ject, processing condition, and referenceF0. There were no
overall significant differences between the performance of
the filter banks when both temporal and place pitch cues
were presented to the subjects. The performance of cochlear
implant subjects is still very poor compared to the perfor-
mance of normal-hearing subjects where jnd’s forF0 are
typically less than 1%. The largest temporal pitch cues for
F0 discrimination were possible with the filter banks that did
not resolve the harmonics. In these filter banks all output
channels beat at the fundamental frequency. When the beat-
ings of the different channels were in phase, the temporal

pitch cues seemed to be clearer compared to the case where
beatings of neighboring channels are out of phase.

A modeling study of the results with purely place pitch
cues indicated that place pitch is related to the centroid of the
excitation pattern along the cochlea. As place pitch cues en-
able subjects to rank stimuli from low to high, it can be
considered a pitch percept. However, taking into account the
present model, place pitch is more related to the sharpness or
brightness of timbre than to the repetition rate of the pro-
cessed sound in cochlear implants.

The proposed model indicates that the place-pitch-
mediatedF0 cues and the overall spectral shape are closely
related. In other words, there might be interference in the
perception betweenF0 and formant frequencies when both
are coded onto place of stimulation. This might possibly lead
to a reduction of the usefulness of the place-pitch-mediated
F0 cues when formants vary as in running speech, and might
possibly also lead to reduced speech perception whenF0
strongly varies. Although the spectral shape or brightness of
timbre also interferes with pitch perception in normal-
hearing subjects~Ohgushi, 1978!, the effect in cochlear im-
plants appears to be larger, at least when only place pitch
cues are present.

With the filter banks studied, optimal transmission of
both temporal and place pitch cues was difficult for one and
the same filter bank.
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In this study we investigated the reliability and convergence characteristics of an adaptive
multidirectional pattern search procedure, relative to a nonadaptive multidirectional pattern search
procedure. The procedure was designed to optimize three speech-processing strategies. These
comprise noise reduction, spectral enhancement, and spectral lift. The search is based on a
paired-comparison paradigm, in which subjects evaluated the listening comfort of speech-in-noise
fragments. The procedural and nonprocedural factors that influence the reliability and convergence
of the procedure are studied using various test conditions. The test conditions combine different
tests, initial settings, background noise types, and step size configurations. Seven normal hearing
subjects participated in this study. The results indicate that the reliability of the optimization strategy
may benefit from the use of an adaptive step size. Decreasing the step size increases accuracy, while
increasing the step size can be beneficial to create clear perceptual differences in the comparisons.
The reliability also depends on starting point, stop criterion, step size constraints, background noise,
algorithms used, as well as the presence of drifting cues and suboptimal settings. There appears to
be a trade-off between reliability and convergence, i.e., when the step size is enlarged the reliability
improves, but the convergence deteriorates. ©2004 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1808220#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Yw, 43.66.Ts@DDO# Pages: 3620–3628

I. INTRODUCTION

In previous studies, multi-directional strategies have
been proposed to optimize hearing-aid parameters~e.g., Neu-
man et al., 1987; Kuk and Lau, 1996!. In many studies the
~modified! Simplex procedure has been promoted. The Sim-
plex procedure is especially advantageous over tournaments
with respect to time efficiency. Moreover, the procedure can
take into account interactions between parameters by consid-
ering multiple responses at the same time. However, many
methodological consequences have not been studied system-
atically.

In order to apply the Simplex procedure in the auditory
domain, a paired-comparison paradigm has been used most
frequently.1 There are several reasons for using paired-
comparisons. It often appears problematic to use objective
scores like speech intelligibility thresholds, because different
parameter settings do not always yield different scores. Other
important advantages of the paired-comparison paradigm
comprise high sensitivity and psychological advantage due to
a high motivation by active subject interaction. For audio-
logical purposes it appears especially advantageous to evalu-

ate not only speech intelligibility, but also listening comfort
in order to guarantee better satisfaction from using the hear-
ing aid.

In a pilot study we expanded the domain of the modified
Simplex procedure of Neumanet al. ~1987! from two dimen-
sions to three. The dimensions represented different algo-
rithms instead of different parameters of a single algorithm.
The results indicated that the test-retest reliability of the op-
timization procedure is relatively poor due to the presence of
settings that were hard to distinguish. Moreover, listening
comfort appeared a more reliable evaluation criterion than
speech intelligibility. Therefore, in this study we selected the
listening comfort criterion to determine subjective prefer-
ences.

In order to improve the reliability we modified the pro-
cedure in the following ways. First, the step size in the pro-
cedure has been made adaptive. That is, the step size for each
dimension was governed by the perceptual differences be-
tween settings for each listener. Initially, the step size was
large. After three rounds of comparisons the step size was
halved. The process of halving continued until the listener
could not distinguish the settings any more. In that case the
step size was enlarged for that particular dimension. Second,
boundary effects for the constrained complex of settings
have been made less influential. This was achieved on the
one hand by extreme algorithm settings at the boundary that

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Clinical and Experi-
mental Audiology, Academic Medical Center Amsterdam, P.O. Box 22660,
1100 DD, Amsterdam, The Netherlands. Telephone:131-20-5663918;
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are assumed to be unfavorable. On the other hand the num-
ber of inside settings relative to boundary settings was in-
creased. This was achieved by increasing the number of set-
tings from five to ten for each dimension. We hypothesize an
increased reliability of the procedure as a consequence of
these modifications.

Although the necessity of distinguishable settings is as-
sumed to be an important prerequisite for a reliable optimi-
zation procedure, other procedural and nonprocedural factors
can be of influence as well. Procedural factors that need
closer inspection are the initial setting, the stop criterion, and
the maximum number of paired comparisons. This latter con-
straint prevents listeners from losing their attention. When
different initial settings yield different final settings~optima!,
the optimization procedure performs inconsistently. Next to
this effect, the reliability might depend on the initial setting
for reasons yet unknown. The stop criterion is an important
tool for proper convergence. When the stop criterion has
been chosen falsely, the procedure might end too quickly.
The procedure can also end too late. This can happen when
the, a priori defined, maximum number of paired compari-
sons has been reached. In both cases at best a sub-optimal
setting will be found.

Non-procedural factors that can influence the reliability
in a negative way can be caused by acoustical constraints and
cognitive factors. When the stimulus material has been re-
corded real-life, a smearing effect can be introduced as a
result of reverberation. A shaping effect in the frequency
domain can be expected when the stimuli are presented
through a hearing aid. Both effects could have detrimental
effects on the reliability. Although optimization of speech
perception for hearing aids should be performed in realistic
acoustical conditions in future studies, in this study we used
artificial speech and noises that are presented by headphones.
So, both a stationary car noise and a fluctuating speech-
shaped noise have been chosen as experimental parameters.
The most important cognitive factor is the criterion that is
used by the listener to judge which fragment is better. That
is, the listener’s criterion can drift during an experiment. This
aspect needs close inspection.

In this study three experimental questions will be an-
swered. Does the adaptive multidirectional pattern search
perform reliably? Or, stated differently, does the adaptive
step size result in high reliability of the optimization strat-
egy? Directly related to this, what are the effects of proce-
dural and nonprocedural factors on the reliability of the mul-
tidirectional pattern search? Finally, taking all considerations
into account, we evaluate how applicable the multidirec-
tional pattern search is to the auditory domain for the selec-
tion of an optimal setting of complex hearing aids.

II. METHOD

A. Algorithms

Three experimental auditory signal-processing algo-
rithms are used in the optimization procedure. The individual
dimensions are spectral enhancement~SE!, spectral lift~SL!,
and noise reduction~NR!, developed and described in detail
by Lyzengaet al. ~2002!.

The spectral enhancement algorithm expands the spec-
tral peaks for frequencies between 200 and 5000 Hz. In that
region slow spectral fluctuations are slightly compressed, in-
termediate fluctuations expanded, and fast fluctuations re-
main intact to avoid statistical variations of noise from being
expanded. The spectral enhancement was realized using a
power function. Enhancement factorM represents the expo-
nent, the spectral amplitude of the signala represents the
base of the power function.

The spectral lift algorithm is a linear filter that is as-
sumed to reduce upward-spread-of-masking. That is, to try
prevent low-frequency high-level formants from masking
higher-frequency low-level formants. Therefore, the algo-
rithm is designed to progressively emphasize frequencies be-
tween 0.3 and 3 kHz, the region in which the second to
fourth formant are dominant. For frequencies higher than 3
kHz the spectral envelope decreases again, so the filter is
sawtooth shaped, and the peak of the filter is centered on 3
kHz. Emphasis of high frequencies is avoided, because sharp
sounds are assumed to be uncomfortable.

The noise reduction algorithm attempts to suppress noise
based on the temporal behavior of the signal, i.e., the phase
variations. When the temporal behavior of spectral compo-
nents is irregular, the signal is assumed to be noisy, and the
linear suppression filter is given small amplitudes. The am-
plitude of the filter is set high when spectral components
behave temporally regular, and are assumed to be speech-like
signals.

It was found to be difficult to assemble a series of ten
easily discernable settings for each algorithm without intro-
ducing intolerable distortions. To overcome this difficulty,
we included settings that, at first inspection, seemed counter-
intuitive. Not only spectral expansion is allowed but also
spectral compression, not only spectral lift but also spectral
suppression, and finally, not only noise reduction but also
noise amplification. The settings are labeled from23 to 6,
such that 0 is the reference setting.

The spectral enhancement factorM ranges between 0.25
and 2.5 in steps of 0.25 dB/dB. For setting 0,M51 and
there is no spectral enhancement. The spectral lift settings
have values between29 and 18, in nine 3 dB steps. A lift-
value of 0 represents no spectral lift. The noise reduction
multiplication factors are represented by dimensionless val-
ues between23 and 6 in steps of 1, and setting 0 corre-
sponds to a value of 0. The algorithm values have been cho-
sen so that steps are approximately perceptually equidistant.

B. Experimental procedures and conditions

1. Multidirectional pattern search with adaptive step
size

In order to simultaneously optimize multiple hearing aid
algorithms a multidirectional pattern search design is used in
this study. We use three dimensions that represent three hear-
ing aid algorithms. Several procedural features characterize
the search strategy, which is aimed at finding the optimal
combination of all algorithm settings. The search has a single
initial setting. After the first comparison, the next setting is
assumed to have improved performance, i.e., listening com-
fort in this study. To search for improved performance, the
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setting under focus is compared pair wise with three neigh-
bors ~n paired comparisons forn dimensions!. The settings
that are included for paired comparisons are orthogonally
related to the initial setting under focus and remain orthogo-
nally related. So, three orthogonal search directions are used
throughout the procedure for this pattern search design. The
decision as to what will be the next setting under focus de-
pends on the outcome of all three paired comparisons in the
following way. When neither of the neighbors wins, the set-
ting under focus remains the best setting. When one neighbor
wins, this neighbor will be the new best setting. When two or
three neighbors win, the new setting is estimated from the
winning directions. That is, theassumednew best setting is
found by addition of the vectors that represent the search
directions, i.e., the directions of paired comparisons. As a
consequence, the progress can be along a diagonal with re-
spect to the orthogonal system of search directions.

The new search directions for the novel best setting de-
pend on the history of search directions. For each dimension
the search direction remains the same when the neighbor
yields higher listening comfort. The search direction is re-
versed when the setting at stake performs better than the
neighbor in that particular direction. The incorporation of the
history of search directions is very important for this search
strategy in order to accelerate the optimization process. The
settings can never escape a predetermined lattice structure.
This feature is necessary for our study due to the fact that we
had to record the speech and noise material in advance.

The step size has been made adaptive, and can be char-
acterized by perceptual distinctness. At the start of the
search, the step size is equal to four steps of the lattice struc-
ture. After one series of three paired comparisons the step
size is halved to two steps. After another three rounds the
step size is halved to one step, the minimum step size. The
halving process has been incorporated to speed convergence.
The initial large step size was mainly chosen to ensure au-
dible differences between settings and to make the listeners
acquainted with the perceptual dimensions. At any time the
fragments to be compared can be repeated. When the listener
cannot distinguish between the two settings, the step size for
that particular dimension will be increased until it is equal to
three. Again, after three series the step size will be halved
and rounded, until the step size is equal to one step. It is
important to note that the ‘‘no difference’’ button can be used
only after the ‘‘repeat’’ button has been used once, as the
listeners should be convinced that the fragments are indistin-
guishable, instead of just rather difficult to judge in terms of
listening comfort. Each pair of fragments can be repeated
once.

The multidirectional pattern search procedure terminates
when one of the following three criteria is met. When the
same setting is frequented three times or when a setting wins
a paired comparison more than six times, the procedure will
stop. These stop criteria are a compromise between good
convergence and limited required average test time. The third
stop criterion is the maximum number of paired comparisons
in the procedure. This criterion has been included to limit the
maximum test time of the procedure. In a pilot experiment a
limit of 54 paired comparisons was found to be a reasonable

choice, which corresponds to a test duration of fifteen min-
utes on average.

For four different starting points a test~T! and a retest
~R! have been performed. In the multidimensional setup we
used combinations T~23!5R~23!5~23,23,23!, T~1!
5R~1!5~1,1,1!, T~3!5R~3!5~3,3,3!, and the center of grav-
ity of the winners of T~23!, R~23!, T~1!, R~1!, T~3!, and
R~3!. This starting point, which could be a suboptimal setting
instead of an optimal setting is labeled as T~S! or R~S! de-
pending on the test or retest status.

2. Multidirectional pattern search with step size as
parameter

The experimental procedure for this experiment is the
same as for experiment 1, except for the step size. Using the
step size as a parameter, the dependence of the reliability on
the step size can be estimated. In this experiment, the step
size is either fixed or variable. The fixed step size is either 3
or 4 lattice grid steps. The variable step size has a lower limit
of 2 and an upper limit of 3 steps. Therefore, only the lower
limit is different from the lower limit of experiment 1, which
was 1 step. Hence, in combination with the first experiment
there are four step size configurations. The labeling of the
configurations follows the possible step sizes in the proce-
dure. So, the procedure of the experiment 1 is step123, the
variable step size with elevated minimum step size is labeled
step23. The fixed step size configurations are labeled step3
and step4. The first ‘‘orienting’’ step of the multidirectional
pattern search is twice as large as the fixed step size through-
out the procedure, i.e., 6 and 8, respectively. For the variable
step size, the first step is equal to 4, comparable to experi-
ment 1. Experiment 2 has been completed for starting point
~23,23,23! and continuous noise only. For this starting
point three tests were performed instead of a test and a retest
only, used in experiment 1.

For experiment 1 the reliability of the multidirectional
pattern search was determined. The reliability is the test-
retest reproducibility for the pattern search. The reliability
was calculated by the three-dimensional~3D! distance be-
tween the optima found in the test and in the retest condition.
For experiment 2 two measures were determined. First the
reliability was calculated for different pattern search designs
that comprised different step size configurations. Second a
convergence measure was determined. Convergence relates
to the ability of the pattern search to find the optimum. The
degree of convergence was studied by comparing the optima
found for each step size configuration. That is, for each sub-
ject the average optimum setting~avg2! was determined for
each step size configuration for starting point~23,23,23!.
After that the results were compared with the average opti-
mum setting for the continuous noise condition and for all
starting points of experiment 1~avg1!. Finally, the three-
dimensional distance between avg1 and avg2 was calculated.

C. Subjects and test material

Experiment 1 was conducted by seven normal hearing
subjects: s1 to s7. Only part of these subjects were available
for experiment 2: s1, s3, and s4. Therefore, two other normal
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hearing subjects were added, s8 and s9, thus the data of
experiment 2 rely on the results of five subjects. We verified
that the performance of s8 and s9 was in agreement with the
other subjects for a subset of conditions in experiment 1~for
details see the cluster analysis in the results section!.

The subjects were listening with their ‘‘better’’ ear; three
subjects used their left, six subjects their right ear. In the
experiments, the subjects listened to speech in background
noise. The duration of the fragments in the optimization pro-
cedure range between 1.5 and 2.5 seconds. We used standard
Dutch sentences~VU98; see Versfeldet al., 2000!, uttered by
a Dutch female speaker and equated for their root mean
square ~RMS!-values. Two background noises have been
used: Continuous car noise~cont! and fluctuating speech-
shaped noise~fluct, Festen and Plomp, 1990!. The speech
and noise were presented at a signal-to-noise ratio~SNR! of
0 dB. This SNR was assumed to be appropriate for judging
the listening comfort of the speech-in-noise fragments used
for the multidirectional search.2

D. Experimental setup

1. Recording method

The stimulus material was processed off-line. The
speech fragments were preceded by a fixed period of 0.5 s of
silence and the length of the silence period after the sentence
depended on the length of the sentence, creating a fragment
of four seconds. Likewise, four-second noise fragments were
cut and added to the speech fragments at a signal-to-noise
ratio of 0 dB. To achieve this, levels of the speech fragments
were compared to the levels of the specific noise fragments
in dBA. The A-weighting was used to correct for differences
in spectral contents of the two noise types. After the speech
and noise had been mixed, the signals were processed by the
three algorithms.

The order of processing is quite straightforward. The
noise reduction was used first, because spectral peaks are
more pronounced for higher signal-to-noise ratios and may
be processed more successfully after noise reduction. The
spectral lift algorithm is applied last, after the enhancement
stage, because the lift will be defined better once the signals
are enhanced. When the order of processing is reversed, the
amount of lift will depend on the amount of expansion. We
carefully avoided clipping of the signals in the recording. To
avoid loudness becoming a cue when fragments are com-
pared pair wise in the experiments, the fragments were
equalized with respect to their root-mean-square~RMS! val-
ues.

2. Playback method

Before running the optimization procedure the 44 100
Hz sampled signals were stored on disk. During the experi-
ments these monophonic signals were transferred to a signal-
processing hardware system~stage 1!, filtered using an ex-
perimental hearing aid~stage 2!, transferred back to the
signal-processing hardware system~stage 3!, and finally pre-
sented through headphones~stage 4!.

In the first stage the monophonic signal was fed into
channel 1 of the signal-processing hardware~Tucker Davis

Technologies TDT system!. An appropriate DC-voltage was
fed into channel 2 of the signal-processing hardware system
in order to create positive voltages needed for the experimen-
tal hearing aid in stage 2. After that, the signals of both
channels were transferred via several hardware modules in
different ways. That is, the AC-part, was converted to analog
~using a TDT DA3-unit!, filtered by an anti-aliasing filter
~TDT FT5! with a cut-off frequency of 16 kHz and a slope of
48 dB/oct, and attenuated 18 dB by a programmable attenu-
ator ~TDT PA4!. The DC-component was also converted to
analog via the same converter~TDT DA3! and summed with
the attenuated AC-component using a signal mixer~TDT
SM3!.

In stage 2, the signal with the appropriate DC-offset was
transferred to a flexible experimental hearing aid~DASi-
system; Rass and Steeger, 2000! to filter the signal following
a predetermined frequency shape. We applied the correction
factors described by Dillon~1986! to compensate for the
presentation of signals by headphones instead of by a
behind-the-ear hearing aid. In order to use this study as an
appropriate reference for future studies with hearing-
impaired subjects the normal hearing subjects in this study
receive slight amplification for certain frequencies as well.
The NAL-prescription rule was used for this purpose~Na-
tional Acoustic Laboratory, Byrne and Dillon, 1986!. In ef-
fect some frequency shaping was applied.

After this filtering, the signal was transferred back to the
signal-processing hardware system in stage 3. In this stage
the signal is amplified with a microphone amplifier~TDT
MA2! and buffered by a headphone-buffer module~TDT
HB6!. Finally, in stage 4 the signal was presented monopho-
nically by Telephonics TDH-39P headphones to the subjects
seated in a sound-attenuating booth.

III. RESULTS

A. Pattern search optimization with adaptive step size

1. Statistics

The optimization procedure ended most often on meet-
ing two stop criteria simultaneously. They were a setting is
frequented three times and a setting has won a paired com-
parison more than six times. This might indicate that there is
a close relation between these stop criteria. The total number
of paired comparisons depended on subject and on noise
type. To determine the significance of these differences, Wil-
coxon ~matched pairs signed rank sum! tests were per-
formed. For continuous noise the number of paired compari-
sons was significantly lower~Wilcoxon, p,0.05) than for
fluctuating speech-shaped noise, on average they are 30 and
38, respectively. In the paired comparisons the second alter-
native is used not significantly more frequently than the first
alternative, although the second alternative tends to be used
more often.

The relation between use of the ‘‘repeat’’ and ‘‘no dif-
ference’’ button was also subject dependent. Most subjects
did not use the ‘‘no difference’’ button frequently. So, these
subjects did not seem to have frequent problems in distin-
guishing the fragments, irrespective the step size. Two sub-
jects used the no difference button relatively often, probably
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because they sometimes had difficulties hearing differences
between the fragments. One subject almost always used the
repeat button when there was no perceived difference. For
the fluctuating noise relative to the continuous noise, the re-
peat button was used twice as often and the no difference
button a factor four more often.

After a startup round with a step size of 4, the step size
was halved to 2. From this point on the step size was re-
corded to determine the minimum step size and maximum
step size used in the search. The minimum step size could
either be 1 or 2. The maximum step size could be either 2 or
3. The results showed that the minimum step size per dimen-
sion was comparable for both noise types and had a value of
1 for approximately 80% of all paired comparisons. How-
ever, the maximum step size was noise dependent. A maxi-
mum step size of 3 was found in 7% and 27% of the cases,
for continuous noise and fluctuating noise, respectively. This
large difference was found to be mainly caused in the spec-
tral enhancement dimension. Obviously, spectral enhance-
ment settings may be harder to discriminate in fluctuating
noise.

2. Reliability

To acquire information about the reliability we used two
strategies. Cumulative distributions were used to determine
the factors that influence the reliability. A cluster analysis
provided information of the spread and location of optimal
and suboptimal settings for each individual.

a. Cumulative distributions. The three-dimensional
~3D! distance between the optimum found for the test and
retest condition has been calculated in order to determine the
reliability of the optimization procedure. In principle, the
procedure has maximum reliability when the test and retest
results always yield the same optimum settings for all con-
ditions. Cumulative distributions were used in order to ana-
lyze the spread of possible test-retest differences. The cumu-
lative percentages were calculated as a function of the
maximum distance between test and retest optima. These

percentages are given in Fig. 1. From this graph it appears
that 11%, 45%, and 76% of the data have a test-retest dis-
tance smaller thanA3, 2A3, and 3A3, respectively. These dis-
tances represent a maximum step size of 1, 2, or 3, in each
dimension. As a reference the random distribution is also
given, presented as a dashed line. For this random distribu-
tion 1000 test and retest results have been chosen randomly,
after which the 3D distances have been calculated. The cu-
mulative distribution of the normal hearing subjects deviates
clearly from the random cumulative distribution. The cumu-
lative distribution of the normal hearing subjects contains a
few distances that are very large. This is mainly due to the
results of subject 7. To illustrate the large test–retest differ-
ences, we have plotted the median 3D distance for each in-
dividual ~see Fig. 1!, which shows that the performance of s7
was very close to completely random.

To reliably study the dependence of the reliability on
noise type and initial setting the results of s7 have been dis-
carded. For different noise types, the cumulative distribu-
tions were found to be approximately equal. For different
initial settings, however, differences in the distributions ap-
peared, as shown in Fig. 2. Especially for percentages around
80% differences occur. In general, the test-retest reliability
was highest when the average optimal setting~opt! was cho-
sen as the initial setting of the procedure. Initial setting
~3,3,3! produced the lowest reliability.

The one-dimensional~1D! distances were calculated for
each separate dimension. These results are presented in Fig.
3. It appears that the test-retest reliability depends strongly
on the algorithm. The reliability was highest for the noise
reduction algorithm and poorest for spectral lift. Addition-
ally, the one-dimensional reliability depended on noise type.
The reliability for SE and NR was highest for continuous
noise, whereas for SL the reliability was highest for fluctu-
ating speech-shaped noise~not shown in Fig. 3!.

b. Cluster analysis. A cluster analysis has been per-
formed to investigate the spread of optima found for differ-

FIG. 1. Cumulative distributions for the calculated 3D distances between
the test and retest optima, averaged for two noise types and seven normal
hearing subjects~average response!. As a reference, the random distribution
is also given as calculated based on randomly assigned test and retest op-
tima. The triangles represent the median 3D distance values for each indi-
vidual ~s1 to s7!.

FIG. 2. Cumulative distributions for the calculated 3D distances between
the test and retest optima, averaged for six subjects and differentiated by
initial setting. The initial setting was~23,23,23!, ~1,1,1!, ~3,3,3!, or the
average optimal setting~opt!. As a reference, the random distribution is also
given as calculated based on randomly assigned test and retest optima.
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ent conditions in the three-dimensional space of algorithm
settings. The method of hierarchical clustering has been
used, based on nearest neighbors and Euclidean distances.
The results of the cluster analysis are presented in Table I.
The numbers of final settings that are included in the cluster
analysis are indicated in the second column~total!. The cri-
terion to assign different optima to the same cluster is the
average distance between the cluster center and the other
points, which should be lower thanA3. The number of clus-
ters that result from the analysis with this criterion is given in
the third column~# clusters!. The largest cluster is assumed
to be the optimum. The one but largest cluster is considered
a suboptimum. The algorithm settings that represent the op-
timum or suboptimum are rounded values of the cluster cen-
ter. The number of points~# points! that form the optimum
and suboptimum are also included in Table I. Clusters that
contain only one or two final settings are considered to be
outliers and are given in the last column~# outliers!.

For subjects s1 to s6 at least 50% of the final settings is
grouped in one cluster. So, for the majority of the subjects
the optimization strategy can find an optimal combination of
algorithm settings. For s1, s4, s5, and s7 there is also a sec-

ond cluster of reasonable size. For s1 and s4 this is a true
suboptimum, i.e., a serious competitor for being most com-
fortable. The presence of two large clusters for subjects s5
and s7 appear to be optima that relate specifically to the two
noise conditions.3 The percentage of outliers is 25% or less
for all but one subject. Subject s7 has a large scatter among
the final settings found by the optimization procedure.

There proved to be a clear relation between the number
of paired-comparisons needed and the size of the clusters.
For the large and medium optimum and suboptimal clusters
the procedure stopped on average after 25 and 30 paired
comparisons, respectively. For the outliers, 54% of the pro-
cedures that were performed took 45 to 54 paired compari-
sons, which is close to, or at, the upper limit of paired com-
parisons needed.

FIG. 4. Cumulative distributions for the calculated 3D distances between
the test and retest optima, averaged for five normal hearing subjects~5NH!
and differentiated by step-size configuration. The pattern searches were per-
formed for continuous noise~cont. noise! and initial setting~23,23,23!
only. The step size can be either adaptive and vary between 1 and 3
~1<step<3!, or between 2 and 3~2<step<3!, or the step size can be fixed
at 3 ~3<step<3! or fixed at 4 ~4<step<4!. As a reference, the random
distribution is also given as calculated based on randomly assigned test and
retest optima.

FIG. 3. Cumulative distributions for the calculated 1D distances, i.e., the
difference between test and retest for each dimension separately. The dimen-
sions of the optimization procedure represent the algorithms Spectral En-
hancement~SE!, Spectral Lift ~SL!, and Noise Reduction~NR!. For com-
parison, the random distribution is also given.

TABLE I. Results of a cluster analysis for seven subjects~s1 to s7!. The total number of points~total! included
in the analysis and the number of clusters~#clusters! that result from the analysis are given in the second and
third column. The two largest clusters are assumed to form the optimum and suboptimum. The algorithm
settings of the optimum and suboptimum are indicated. SE, SL, and NR represent algorithms Spectral Enhance-
ment, Spectral Lift, and Noise Reduction. Clusters that contain only one or two final settings are called outliers.
The number of points~#points! are given for the optimum cluster, the suboptimum cluster and the clusters of
outliers.

Subject Total #Clusters

Cluster1: optimum Cluster2: suboptimum
Outliers
# pointsSE SL NR # points SE SL NR # points

s1 16 4 21 5 0 11 0 1 0 3 2
s2 16 4 1 4 0 12 4
s3 16 3 21 21 0 14 2
s4 16 6 0 1 0 8 0 23 1 4 4
s5 14 4 0 3 2 7 21 22 1 4 3
s6 14 4 21 1 1 10 4
s7 16 8 5 23 5 5 21 23 6 4 7
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B. Pattern search with step size as parameter

The results of all four step-size configurations~step123,
step23, step3, step4! are plotted as cumulative distributions
in Fig. 4. For comparison, the random distribution, based on
randomly assigned test and retest optima, is plotted in the
dashed line.

The results show that the reliability of the procedure
tends to increase when the minimum step size increases from
one to three~for step123, step23, and step3, respectively!.
For a fixed step size of four the reliability decreases relative
to a step size of 3. Both for the fixed~solid lines! and for the
variable step size configurations~dotted lines! there is a par-
allel shift of the distributions. This shift indicates an increase
in reliability for the variable configurations and a decrease
for the fixed configurations when the step size is enlarged.

The degree of convergence was studied by comparing
the optima found for each step size configuration. The aver-
age results indicate that the 3D distance increases with mini-
mum step size, at least for minimum step sizes between 1
and 3. The 3D-distance is 1.0, 1.8, 2.0, and 1.7 for configu-
rations step123, step23, step3, and step4, respectively. There
is a significant difference (p,0.05, Wilcoxon matched pairs
signed rank sum test for the results of five subjects and four
configurations! between step123 and the step3 configuration,
which indicates that the optimization procedure converges
better for the variable step size configuration.

Finally, the number of paired comparisons needed to end
the optimization procedure appeared inversely proportional
to the minimum step. For step123, step23, step3, and step4
the number of paired comparisons is 22.2, 16.2, 16.2, and
13.8, respectively.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Adaptive pattern search

An advantage of the pattern search method is that no a
priori information is required. For perceptually governed op-
timization that depends on the listener’s capacities and expe-
rience this method shows promising capabilities. However,
the perceptual capacities of the listeners also constrain the
methodological possibilities of the optimization method. The
adaptive step size that is used in this study helps to create
perceptually distinguishable fragments to be used in the
paired comparisons. The results of the pattern search proce-
dure suggest that settings that differ 2 or 3 steps can be
judged reliably for our set of stimuli. That is, the reliability
of the optimization procedure is high for a variable step size
that ranges between 2 and 3, and for a fixed step size of 3.

The optimal settings have been estimated in two differ-
ent ways considering all pattern searches for each listener.
The estimators comprise the average optimum setting (Oavg)
and the center of the largest cluster~Cl!. The three-
dimensional distance between the two estimators can be de-
termined. The individual results, average results, and stan-
dard deviations are presented in Table II for each background
noise type. The results of this study suggest that for both
noise types the correspondence between the cluster center
and the average optimum setting is close for all but one
subject. This can be seen from the small average 3D-

distances that are smaller thanA3 for all but one subject
~distances larger thanA3 are presented in gray in Table II!.
Although the results presented in Table II cannot simply
yield information about the quality of the estimators, the
cluster center of the largest cluster is assumed to be the best
estimator of the optimum. For in some pattern searches~for
different tests and starting points! the ‘‘real’’ optimum can be
missed when there are grave discontinuities in the three-
dimensional perceptual landscape or due to procedural inac-
curateness as a result of step sizes used.

B. Reliability and convergence

The cumulative distributions of all subjects except for s7
indicate that the three-dimensional distance between test and
retest is lower than 2A3 for about 50% of the results. The
cluster analysis illustrates the presence of large and interme-
diate clusters around the optimum, small clusters around a
suboptimum, and some outliers.

In studies of Neumanet al. ~1987!, Kuk and Pape
~1992!, and Kuk and Lau~1996! the reliability of the modi-
fied ‘‘Simplex’’ procedure was higher than in this study. The
most important explanation for that may well be connected
to the configuration and the stimulus material of the optimi-
zation procedure. In our setup the subjects listened to sen-
tences that were between 1.5 and 2.5 s in duration. More-
over, in our experimental paradigm speech-in-noise
fragments were presented in succession and could be re-
peated only once. A problem of this design is that the audi-
tory memory is not sufficient to compare the fragments: At
the end of fragment 2, a part of fragment 1 is already forgot-
ten. In the studies mentioned above the paradigm is very
different in that continuous discourse is used and listeners
are allowed to switch freely between two parameter settings.
By switching freely, the effects of auditory memory are less
acute, because of the possibility to return to the alternative.
In a small parameter or algorithm space such a paradigm
appears to be convenient, but for large multidimensional set-
ups, like in this study, such a slow approach is unpractical.

Another, maybe more influential difference is the level
equalization of the stimulus material in our study. For the
study of Neumanet al. ~1987! the loudness of low frequen-

TABLE II. Three-dimensional distances between the cluster optimum~Cl!
and the average optimum~Oavg! differentiated by subject~s1 to s7! and
noise type. The noise type was either continuous car noise~cont! or fluctu-
ating speech-shaped noise~fluct!. Additionally, the average three-
dimensional distances~avg! and standard deviations~stdev! are indicated.
Values larger thanA3 are presented in italic.

Subject

3D-dist~Cl, Oavg!

cont fluct

s1 1.3 3.1
s2 0.2 0.3
s3 0.2 0.3
s4 3.2 0.6
s6 0.3 0.5
s7 0.4 0.5
avg 0.9 0.9

stdev 1.2 1.1
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cies and high frequencies of the stimulus material was one of
the optimization parameters under study. For the studies of
Kuk and Pape~1992! and Kuk and Lau~1996!, the parameter
settings of the two-dimensional optimization procedure were
the degree of amplification used for high and low frequen-
cies. However, because the subjects had to adjust the level of
the test material to their most comfortable level~MCL!, the
effective levels can be quite different for different settings.
The advantage of these approaches is that the reliability is
high because level differences are relevant cues for converg-
ing on the optimum setting. An additional advantage is that
~parts of! the stimulus material can never be too loud or too
soft. Our optimization procedure was intended to focus on
the effects of the algorithms themselves and not on level
differences. The reason for this is that loudness differences
can act as a separate and different evaluation criterion. The
procedure used in this study avoids that the optimum setting
found is the result of a loudness judgment exclusively.

The choice of the background noise type in combination
with the selected signal processing algorithms also affects
the reliability. An explanation could be that the differences
between settings, in the paired comparisons in the optimiza-
tion process, are much more difficult to detect for the fluc-
tuating noise than for the continuous noise. Subjects indi-
cated that processing artifacts are much more prominent for
the continuous car noise condition relative to the fluctuating
speech-shaped noise condition.

When the maximum number of paired comparisons was
reached the end point is not likely to be the optimum, and the
setting that has won most paired comparisons is in most
cases not the optimal setting either. Conversely, when the
end point is reached rather quickly, within nine to eighteen
paired comparisons, this point is much more likely to be the
true optimum. The reliability found for each noise type can
be directly related to the stop criterion, if addressed. For
fluctuating noise, that had a relatively low reliability, the pro-
cedure stopped most often when the maximum number of
paired comparisons was reached. For continuous noise, the
procedure ended both on three visits and more than six wins.
This might imply that combining these both stop criteria
yields highest reliability.

The adaptive pattern search of study A~step-size con-
figuration step123! appeared to have the best convergence
properties. The unexpected reversal with respect to the de-
gree of convergence as a function of step size might be due
to the case that a grid point was accidentally located near
avg1. Further inspection of the data revealed that this was the
case in only one subject. In three out of five subjects avg1
proved to be closer to a grid point in the step3 configuration
than in the step4 configuration. So, this effect is not very
likely to be the only explanation.

C. Auditory constraints

In this study we did not record the difference limens for
each particular dimension. Although these limens can be
measured for each algorithm separately, that would still not
produce any knowledge of the limens for combinations of
these nonlinearly acting algorithms. The present study shows
that the adaptive step size can partly compensate for any

unfortunate choices of the step size. The step size configura-
tion appears to affect the reliability. Apart from the fixed step
size configurations, we found that the highest reliability was
achieved for a minimum step size of two and a maximum
step size of three~step23!. A variable step size helps to create
perceptually distinguishable fragments. In the same line, the
elevated minimum step size has an advantageous effect in
avoiding the presentation of indistinguishable fragments.

In the studies of Neumanet al. ~1987! and Kuk and
Pape~1992!, it seems that the possible existence of multiple
optimum settings played a minor role. That is, the combina-
tion of the parameters under study yielded a response surface
that curved smoothly around a single optimum. Yet, in the
study of Kuk and Lau~1996! category rating results showed
a multimodal response pattern for three out of seven sub-
jects, when evaluated for clarity for SNR50 and SNR55
dB. Also the results of a previous pilot study indicate that the
response surface can sometimes be multimodal. In this study,
the cluster analyses imply the presence of multiple optima.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Inclusion of an adaptive step size has two advantages.
The perceptibility between fragments can be controlled. That
is, an increase in the step size can be beneficial in order to
create perceptual differences between settings that are com-
pared. As a result the steps in the procedure can be estimated
more reliably. The gradual decrease of the step size helps the
procedure to converge towards the optimum setting. The re-
liability, however, depends on many factors, especially on
initial value, stop criterion, step size constraints, background
noise, algorithms used, and the possible presence of subop-
timal settings. Reliability and convergence appear to have a
trade-off effect. Specifically, when the step size is enlarged
the reliability improves, but the convergence deteriorates.

The results of the cluster analysis and of the cumulative
distributions correspond closely, especially for continuous
car noise, with the exception of one subject. The cumulative
distributions indicate that for the pattern search about 50% of
the test-retest optima have a three-dimensional distance
lower than 2A3. The cluster analyses show that large clusters
can be formed that cover many end points of the pattern
search found for different conditions. For four subjects a
second cluster could be identified that either represented the
optimum for the second background noise, or a suboptimum.

The presence of a suboptimum can cause the optimiza-
tion strategy to stop prematurely. Another drawback of the
present pattern search procedure is the problematic division
between ‘‘not distinguishable’’ and ‘‘no preference.’’ Never-
theless, the simplicity and efficiency of the search and the
assimilation of algorithm interactions make the optimization
strategy suitable for fine-tuning of auditory signal-processing
algorithms.
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1Using the paired-comparison paradigm the expression ‘‘Simplex method’’
might be confusing. A ‘‘Simplex’’ designates a Euclidean geometrical spa-
tial element bounded by a minimum number of points. For two dimensions
a Simplex is a triangle, in three dimensions a tetrahedron. So for n dimen-
sions a Simplex containsn11 vertices~boundary points!. As such, the
expression Simplex can be used, because the settings that are compared
pair wise correspond to vertices of a Simplex configuration. In the proce-
dure new Simplices are formed by reflecting one point in the center of
gravity ~centroid! of the remaining points. This so-called Simplicial feature
of the Simplex method is, among others, fundamentally different from the
~modified! Simplex procedure of Neumanet al. ~1987!. When using that
procedure in a paired-comparison paradigm, it is impossible to decide what
vertex should be reflected. This meant that different procedural rules had to
be incorporated. Instead of reflection in one point, as is the case in the
original procedure, the new Simplex is created by a combination of trans-
lations and line-reflections. As a consequence, the new Simplex can share at
most 1 point with the old Simplex, while in the procedure of Spendley
et al. ~1962! the new Simplex always sharesn21 points with the old
Simplex. This procedural difference indicates that the original elegant
movement of the Simplex was abandoned in the modified procedure of
Neuman. To avoid ambiguous terminology, the most important features of
our ~and Neuman’s! procedure have been selected and compared with other
procedures that can be classified as direct search methods~see e.g., Torc-
zon, 1989; Lewiset al., 1998, 2000!. To appreciate the lattice structure and
the constrained search directions, it is convenient to denote our procedure
‘‘multidirectional pattern search.’’

2In order to check this assumption, the Speech Reception Thresholds~SRT!
of six subjects were measured. This threshold represents the signal-to-noise
ratio at which 50% of sentences in noise are repeated entirely correctly
~Plomp and Mimpen, 1979!. On average, the subjects’ SRT is23.6 ~1.6!
and29.1 ~2.5! dB for two standard noises, continuous speech-shaped noise
and fluctuating speech-shaped noise, respectively. This corresponds well
with results of Festen and Plomp~1990! and is substantially lower than the
SNR of 0 dB for the speech-in noise fragments used in this study. The SNR
for continuous car noise, which was not measured here, can be expected to
be lower than the SNR for continuous speech-shaped noise due to the fact
that continuous speech-shaped noise will mask speech more efficiently than
continuous car noise. So, the paired comparisons were performed for
speech in noise presented at levels for which the percentage correct score
was well over 50%.

3When for each noise type cluster analyses were carried out for each indi-
vidual, the same conclusion could be drawn. Moreover, it appeared that the
number of optima that form the largest cluster and the number of outliers

were comparable for subjects s8 and s9 and the other seven subjects.
Hence, it is assumed that the results of the five subjects in experiment 2 can
be compared safely amongst each other and with the results of experiment
1.
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Auditory processing of real and illusory changes in frequency
modulation (FM) phase
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Auditory processing of frequency modulation~FM! was explored. In experiment 1, detection of a
p-radians modulator phase shift deteriorated as modulation rate increased from 2.5 to 20 Hz, for 1-
and 6-kHz carriers. In experiment 2, listeners discriminated between two 1-kHz carriers, where,
mid-way through, the 10-Hz frequency modulator had either a phase shift or increased in depth by
DD% for half a modulator period. Discrimination was poorer forDD54% than for smaller or larger
increases. These results are consistent with instantaneous frequency being smoothed by a time
window with a total duration of about 110 ms. In experiment 3, the central 200-ms of a 1-s 1-kHz
carrier modulated at 5 Hz was replaced by noise, or by a faster FM applied to a more intense 1-kHz
carrier. Listeners heard the 5-Hz FM continue at the same depth throughout the stimulus.
Experiments 4 and 5 showed that, after an FM tone had been interrupted by a 200-ms noise, listeners
were insensitive to the phase at which the FM resumed. It is argued that the auditory system
explicitly encodes the presence, and possibly the rate and depth, of FM in a way that does not
preserve information on FM phase. ©2004 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1811474#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Ba, 43.66.Nm, 43.64.Bt@GDK# Pages: 3629–3639

I. INTRODUCTION

In this article we investigate how the auditory system
encodes changes in the frequency of a sound over time. One
simple scheme would be for the system to take a series of
‘‘snapshots’’ of the stimulus~Hartmann and Klein, 1980;
Dooley and Moore, 1988a, b; Demany and Semal, 1989;
Plack and Carlyon, 1995!. According to this scheme, when
frequency modulation~FM! is imposed on a carrier, the fre-
quency estimated from successive brief temporal windows
changes; if this change exceeds a criterion value, then the
FM can be detected. A version of this general idea, in which
the listener combines multiple ‘‘looks’’ obtained throughout
the stimulus~Hartmann and Klein, 1980!, allows for the de-
crease in FM detection thresholds~‘‘FMDTs’’ ! with increas-
ing duration. The snapshot hypothesis also predicts that FM-
DTs should increase with modulation rate, because a window
of a given duration will, at higher rates, average the instan-
taneous frequency over a greater proportion of the modulator
period. This prediction has been confirmed for sinusoidal
carriers having frequencies up to 4 kHz~Demany and Semal,
1989!. Demany and Semal’s data indicate that, for these fre-
quencies, the ‘‘snapshot’’ hypothesis does a good job of ac-
counting for the detection of sinusoidal FM. Sek and Moore
~1995! have argued that, for low-to-medium carrier frequen-
cies, FM is encoded by changes in the pattern of phase lock-
ing to the carrier.

An alternative viewpoint is that dynamic changes in the
frequency of a sound are explicitly encoded by the auditory
system in some way. Unlike the snapshot hypothesis, this
view asserts that there is something about the way that the
system encodes, say, sinusoidal FM, that is qualitatively dif-
ferent from the processing of a series of brief but separate
tones of differing frequency. Early physiological evidence
for this ‘‘explicit coding’’ of FM came from Rees and Moller
~1983!, who found units in the rat inferior colliculus~IC!
whose firing rates varied systematically as a function of FM
rate. Psychophysical evidence comes from a number of para-
digms. Dooley and Moore~1988a! measured duration dis-
crimination for tones that were either fixed in frequency and
level, or that glided in frequency and/or level over a fixed
extent. For the gliding stimuli, the rate of change of fre-
quency and/or level co-varied with duration. Dooley and
Moore found that duration discrimination was better for the
gliding stimuli than for the steady stimuli, and argued that
this indicated a sensitivity to the rate of change of frequency
and/or level.

More recently, Cusack and Carlyon~2003! presented
subjects with a sequence of tones that were quasi-randomly
distributed in frequency and time, and which, on 50% of
trials, contained a ‘‘target’’ tone. Performance was much bet-
ter when the target was frequency modulated and the other
tones~‘‘interferers’’! were steady than for the converse con-
dition where the target was steady and the interferers were all
modulated. They interpreted this finding as evidence for a
perceptual asymmetry in hearing, and argued that it reflected
the presence of neural feature detectors sensitive to the pres-
ence of FM. A related finding was reported by Gockel and

a!Electronic mail: bob.carlyon@mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk
b!Present address: Research Laboratory of Electronics, Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139-4307.
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Carlyon ~2000!, who investigated FM detection interference
~FMDI! in conditions where the~unmodulated! standard and
the ~modulated! signal were each preceded and followed by
an interfering tone in a remote frequency region. When the
interferers were unmodulated, the signal interval could be
identified by spotting a modulated tone in a background of
five steady tones~four interferers plus the standard!. FM de-
tection thresholds~FMDTs! were lower in this condition than
when the interferers were modulated, and where the task can
be thought of as detecting a single unmodulated standard
from a sequence of five modulated tones~four interferers
plus the signal!. They also concluded that their results were
consistent with a perceptual asymmetry between the process-
ing of modulated and of steady sounds. Indeed, Carlyon
~2000! has argued that this is true for more ‘‘conventional’’
FMDI paradigms, in which the interferers and targets are
presented simultaneously~Wilson et al., 1990; Moore and
Shailer, 1992; Carlyon, 1994!. Finally, Sek and Moore
~1999! required subjects to discriminate between a pair of
pure tones that had the same frequency and a pair in which
the second tone was higher than the first. Performance was
improved when the silent gap between the two tones in each
pair was replaced by a linear frequency glide. Again, the
results were interpreted as evidence for a mechanism sensi-
tive to dynamic frequency changes.

Although there is a substantial amount of evidence for
mechanisms sensitive to theexistenceof FM, evidence for
mechanisms sensitive to FMphaseis much weaker. Indeed,
the behavioral evidence for FM-specific mechanisms derives
entirely from paradigms in which subjects were not required
to discriminate the phase of FM. This was true for Cusack
and Carlyon’s work on perceptual asymmetries, and for ex-
periments on FMDI, which is unaffected by the relative
phase of the target and interferer FM~Moore et al., 1991;
Carlyon, 1994!. It was also the case for Sek and Moore’s
study on the detection of frequency differences between
tones that could be joined by linear frequency glides, be-
cause subjects were not required to report the direction of the
frequency change. Indeed, a recent replication and extension
of their study showed that, when a direction judgment was
required, the addition of a frequency glide did not help
~Lyzengaet al., 2004!. Finally, it is worth noting that sub-
jects cannot detect differences in FM phase between two
inharmonically related tones that occupy separate frequency
regions, when cues associated with distortion products and
within-channel interactions are minimized~Carlyon, 1991,
1994, 2000!.

The above considerations lead to the interesting hypoth-
esis that the auditory system may encode the presence~and
perhaps the rate and depth! of FM in a way that does not
preserve information on the modulator phase. This idea can
be reconciled with the snapshot hypothesis if one assumes
that, at an early stage of processing, changes in instantaneous
frequency over time are smoothed with a form of temporal
window. To the extent that the modulator period exceeds the
window duration, the modulator phase will be preserved in
the window output. The output of the window may be used
for detecting FM, but, once the FM depth exceeds threshold,
an additional form of encoding can be used. This latter form

of encoding may register the presence~and perhaps the depth
and rate! of FM, but not its phase.

According to this idea, for supra-threshold FM depths,
the form of processing that is used depends on the task. We
have described some paradigms in which FM phase is not
important, and, in these cases, it may be that FM is processed
using the additional FM-specific coding mechanism de-
scribed above. In other tasks, where FM phase information is
crucial, listeners will be forced to rely on the output of the
temporal window. Under such conditions, we would expect
good performance to occur only when the changes in instan-
taneous frequency are slow enough to be preserved in the
output of the temporal window. The experiments reported
here evaluate this scheme, by measuring the processing of
changes in FM phase both mid-way through a modulated
tone, and in a stimulus giving rise to the continuity illusion
~Warrenet al., 1972!.

II. DETECTION OF AN FM PHASE REVERSAL

A. Rationale

Experiment 1 had two aims. First, because later experi-
ments investigated the detection of ‘‘illusory’’ changes in
modulator phase, it was necessary to identify those condi-
tions under which physical phase shifts could be detected.
Second, by measuring detection of phase shifts as a function
of FM rate, we could gain some insight into the extent of any
‘‘temporal sluggishness’’ in a task using easily detectable FM
depths. Evidence for this sluggishness has been previously
reported for FM detection thresholds by Sek and Moore
~1995!, who noted that it is greatest at low-to-moderate fre-
quencies, where, they argue, FM is detected by virtue of a
phase-locking code@see also Moore and Sek~1996! and
Gockel et al. ~2001!#. We therefore measured detection of
FM phase reversals for two carrier frequencies—1 and 6
kHz.

B. Method

In each two-interval two-alternative forced-choice
~‘‘2IFC’’ ! trial, listeners were presented with two tone bursts,
frequency modulated at a depth of610% of the carrier fre-
quency, and separated by a silent interval of 500 ms. The
level of each tone was 60 dB SPL. On each trial, the carrier
frequency was held constant at either 1 or 6 kHz, and the
modulation rate was fixed at either 2.5, 5, 10, or 20 Hz. The
starting modulation phase was selected at random from 0 and
p radians. Both the standard and signal had a nominal dura-
tion of 800 ms. We describe the generation of the standard
and signal for this nominal duration first, before describing
why and how the duration sometimes differed from this
value.

The standard stimulus is illustrated in the left-hand part
of Fig 1~a!, and was generated according to Eq.~1!:

y~ t !5sin~2p f ct1u1g~ t !!, ~1!

whereg(t) is a function describing the FM~implemented by
phase modulation!:

g~ t !5~Dm / f m!@cos~f!2cos~2p f mt1f!# ~2!
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and wheref c and f m are the carrier and modulator frequen-
cies, respectively. The zero-to-peak FM depth is defined as
the difference in Hz betweenf c and the maximum instanta-
neous frequency, is denoted byDm , and is expressed here as
a percentage of the carrier frequency (100Dm / f c). The ini-
tial carrier and modulator phases are given byu and f, re-
spectively. The value ofu was always zero, andf was equal
to zero on half of the trials andp on the other half, selected
at random.

The signal differed from the standard in that the FM
phase was shifted byp radians mid-way through the stimu-
lus @i.e., after 400 ms; see right-hand part of Fig. 1~a!#. For
brevity, we refer to thisp-radians phase shift as a ‘‘phase
reversal.’’ To produce this reversal, the first half of the stimu-
lus was generated according to Eq.~1!, again withu50 and
f50 or p. The second half was generated with a new value
of f set to differ byp radians from the value it would have
had in the absence of a reversal. To avoid any discontinuities
in the fine structure associated with this change in the modu-
lator phase, the value ofu for the second half of the signal
was set to the value ofg(t) at the end of the first half.

Two precautions had to be taken to prevent listeners

from using cues other than the FM phase reversal to perform
the task. First, as mentioned above,f was randomized from
presentation to presentation. If this had not been done, lis-
teners might have identified the signal from the FM phase at
the end of the stimulus—as shown in Fig. 1~a!, which illus-
trates a trial withf m55 Hz andf50 for both the standard
and signal. The difference in the final phase of the FM is
rendered useless as a cue by the randomization off. How-
ever, even with this randomization, if the stimulus duration
were fixed, there would be other ways of identifying the
signal. For example, the direction of the change in instanta-
neous frequency just after the start of the signal stimulus is
the same as that just before its end, and this is not the case
for the standard@Fig. 1~a!#. To prevent this being used as a
cue, a half-cycle of FM was added to the start of 50% of all
stimuli, and, independently, a half-cycle of FM was ap-
pended to the end of 50% of stimuli. These manipulations,
which were applied at random from presentation to presen-
tation, increased the signal duration by up to 1/f m s, and
forced listeners to base their judgments on the FM phase
reversal near the middle of the signal.

C. Listeners and procedure

Eight normal-hearing listeners took part in the trials with
a carrier frequency of 1 kHz; four of these also participated
in trials with a carrier frequency of 6 kHz. Eight blocks of 25
trials were obtained for each listener for each combination of
f m and f c , so each data point was based on the average of
200 trials per listener. The values off m and f c were fixed
within a block of trials, and the blocks were run in an order
counterbalanced for bothf m and, for those listeners who
were tested at both carrier frequencies,f c. Listeners were
seated individually in a double-walled sound-attenuating
booth and listened through one earpiece of a Sennheiser
HD250 Linear 2 headset.

D. Results

The symbols connected by solid lines in Fig. 2 show
performance averaged across all listeners tested at carrier
frequencies of 1 kHz~squares,N58) and 6 kHz~triangles,
N54). To show that the differences in performance between
the two carrier frequencies were not due to differences in the

FIG. 1. Schematic spectrograms of some of the stimuli used in the experi-
ments. Standards are shown in the left-hand column and signals in the right.
Labels on the far right refer to the names of conditions used in experiments
4 and 5. The dotted lines in part~b! represent the stylized output of a
hypothetical temporal window, as discussed in the text. In part~c! the tra-
jectory that the FM tone would have had, if not interrupted by the noise, is
shown by the white trace.

FIG. 2. Mean percent correct detection of an FM phase
reversal@cf. Fig. 1~a!# as a function of FM rate, for
carrier frequencies of 1 kHz~squares! and 6 kHz~tri-
angles!. The dotted line without symbols shows the data
for the 1-kHz carrier averaged only over the subset of
listeners who were also tested at 6 kHz. Error bars show
the standard error across listeners.
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subset of listeners tested, mean data forf m51 kHz obtained
only with those listeners tested at both frequencies are plot-
ted as the dotted line.

For both carrier frequencies, performance decreased
markedly as the modulation rate increased. Performance was
better for the 1-kHz carrier than for the 6-kHz carrier. One
implication of the latter result is that phase reversals were not
detected because they caused momentary changes in the fre-
quency spectrum of the signal, because the tones were modu-
lated by the same percentage of each carrier frequency, and
because auditory filters are slightly sharper, when expressed
as a proportion of their center frequency, at 6 kHz than at 1
kHz ~Glasberg and Moore, 1990!.1 The reasons for the dif-
ference are not certain, but one possibility is that the most
efficient way of tracking changes in instantaneous frequency
is via a phase-locking mechanism, which is more effective at
low carrier frequencies. A similar explanation has been pro-
posed for the deterioration in pure-tone frequency DLs at
high frequencies~Moore, 1973; Micheylet al., 1998!, and
for the detection of FM. In the latter case, Sek and Moore
~1995! have argued that the increase in FMDTs with increas-
ing modulation rate at low-to-moderate frequencies is due to
a ‘‘sluggish’’ temporal mechanism, which is not available for
high carrier frequencies, where a place-of-excitation cue
must be used.

Whatever the reason for the difference in performance
between the two carrier frequencies, the deterioration in per-
formance with increasing modulation rate indicates a limita-
tion in the ability of the auditory system to track fast changes
in the instantaneous frequency of a sound. Such a limitation
might be modeled, at least to a first approximation, by
smoothing the function relating instantaneous frequency to
time using a sliding temporal integrator~temporal window!
of finite duration. As illustrated by the dashed line in the
left-hand part of Fig. 1~b!, a phase reversal would cause a
‘‘bump’’ in the output of such a window. Furthermore, as the
modulation rate is increased, more complete cycles of the
FM would fall within the window, thereby reducing the size
of the bump, and making it harder to detect. This general
idea was tested by experiment 2, and a more specific imple-
mentation of it is discussed in Sec. VII A.

III. DISCRIMINATING BETWEEN AN FM PHASE
REVERSAL AND A BRIEF INCREASE IN FM DEPTH

A. Rationale and method

In experiment 2, listeners discriminated between an FM
tone containing a modulator phase reversal, and one contain-
ing no such reversal but in which the modulation depth,Dm ,
was increased by an amountDDm for half a cycle of the
modulator@see Fig. 1~b!#. The rationale was that, if instanta-
neous frequency is averaged by a temporal window, then
there should be some value ofDDm that produces a bump in
the output of that window which is similar to that produced
by a modulator phase reversal. If subjects detect the reversal
only by virtue of the magnitude of this bump, then they
should be poor at discriminating between the two stimuli;
this is shown in Fig. 1~b!, the dashed lines of which show the
output of a hypothetical window.

In each trial, the standard stimulus was a 1-kHz carrier
modulated at a rate of 10 Hz and with a depth of 10%, with
a p-radians shift in the modulator phase occurring near the
middle. This standard was identical to one of the 10-Hz sig-
nals in experiment 1; the phase reversal could occur at either
a positive or negative zero crossing, and the stimulus had a
nominal duration of 800 ms that could be extended by half a
modulation cycle at either the beginning, end, neither, or
both. This standard was presented in two intervals of each
3I-2AFC trial, but could differ between these two intervals in
the starting modulator phase (f50 or p! and/or duration,
which was randomized from presentation to presentation.
The signal was presented in either the second or third inter-
val of each trial, at random. It was generated in the same way
as described by Eq.~1!, except that after 400 ms of the nomi-
nal duration, the valueDm was increased toDm1DDm , for
one half-cycle of the modulator. To avoid any discontinuities
associated with this change in the modulation depth, the
value ofu following the momentary increase in modulation
depth was set to the value ofg(t) at the end of that increase.

B. Results

Panels~a!–~e! of Fig. 3 show percent correct as a func-

FIG. 3. Percent correct discrimination between an FM
phase reversal and an increase in modulator depth over
a half-cycle, as a function of the size of that increase
~experiment 3!. Panels~a!–~e! show data for subjects
S1–S5, and panel~f! shows the mean and standard er-
ror across all subjects except S4.
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tion of DDm for the five listeners tested. Four of these func-
tions are nonmonotonic with a minimum at 4%@panels~a!–
~c!# or 2% @panel ~e!#. One subject, S4@panel ~d!#, shows
performance that is near chance forDDm<2%, and which
improves monotonically asDDm is raised above 2%. In all
cases the minimum level of performance exceeds the chance
value of 50%; averaged across listeners, the minimum value
was 67%~71% when S4’s data were excluded!. The final
panel~f! shows the functions averaged over all subjects ex-
cept S4.

The fact that, for most listeners, performance reaches a
minimum at intermediate values ofDDm is broadly consis-
tent with the idea that instantaneous changes in frequency are
averaged using a temporal window with a finite duration. As
discussed in Sec. II A@and illustrated in Fig. 1~b!#, it is pos-
sible that a particular value ofDDm will produce a similar
change in the output of the temporal window as does an FM
phase reversal. Because performance never dropped com-
pletely to chance, this class of explanation requires that the
way the window output varied over time was never exactly
the same for the two types of stimulus. For example, al-
though a phase reversal and a judicious choice ofDDm

might produce the same maximum excursion in the output of
the window, the duration or shape of that excursion might
differ. Indeed, Sec. VII A describes a simple model for which
this is the case, and which uses a window having a duration
of 110 ms. Alternatively, it could be that a finer-grained sam-
pling of values ofDDm would reveal a particular value for
each subject that yielded chance performance.

IV. PERCEPTION OF FM CONTINUITY

A. Rationale

In a conference presentation, Plomp~1982! reported that
when a portion of a 15-Hz FM tone was replaced by a burst
of noise, listeners heard the modulation continue throughout
the noise burst. However, Plomp did not report any quanti-
tative data on this effect, and the remainder of the experi-
ments described here investigate his finding in more detail.
Experiment 3 provides a more formal replication of the origi-
nal finding ~albeit with a slower FM rate!, and shows that
listeners hear the extent of the FM continue undiminished.
This finding, which shows that thedepthof FM is fully pre-
served during the illusion, provides a useful contrast to the
results of experiments 4 and 5, which show that thephaseof
the FM is not preserved.

B. Methods

The first stimulus presented in each trial consisted of
two 400-ms 1-kHz tones, frequency modulated at a depth of
610% and at a rate of 5 Hz. The tones were turned on and
off with 5-ms raised-cosine ramps and were separated by a
200-ms gap~zero-voltage points!. They had a level of 60 dB
SPL. In one condition, the gap was filled by a digitally gen-
erated 220-ms bandpass noise~800–1200 Hz! that was
turned on 5 ms before the start of the first tone burst’s offset
ramp, and ended 5 ms after the second tone burst had
reached full amplitude. The noise spectrum level was 52 dB
SPL, giving a level at the output of an auditory filter

~‘‘ERB,’’ Glasberg and Moore, 1990! centered on 1 kHz of
73 dB SPL. In another condition the gap was filled by a 73
dB SPL 1-kHz tone, frequency modulated at a rate of 13.6
Hz and a depth of 10%, and with a modulator starting phase
of zero. This FM tone was turned on and off in the same way
as the noise in the first condition.

The second stimulus was presented 500 ms later and
consisted of a 1-s 5-Hz FM tone, whose modulation depth
during the first and last 400 ms was also 10%. During the
middle 200 ms, the FM depth was, on separate trials, 4%,
6%, 8%, 10%, 12%, 14%, 16%, or 20%. Discontinuities as-
sociated with changes in modulation depth were avoided by
generating the stimulus according to Eq.~1! in three sections,
corresponding to the first 400 ms, middle 200 ms, and final
400 ms of the stimulus. The value ofu at the start of the
second and third sections was then set to the value ofg(t) at
the end of the previous section.

Four normal-hearing listeners were instructed to ignore
the interrupting sound~noise or 13.6-Hz FM tone! during the
first stimulus and to focus on the middle portion of the stimu-
lus. They were asked to adjust a horizontal slider to indicate
how similar this sounded to the middle part of the second
stimulus. The slider readings were digitized, divided by the
maximum value used by each listener, and then averaged
across listeners.

C. Results

Figure 4 shows the mean similarity rating as a function
of the FM depth of the central portion of the comparison
stimulus. The function reached a maximum at an FM depth
of 10%, both when the inducer was a noise~squares! and
when it was a 13.6-Hz FM tone~crosses!. In both conditions,
then, listeners heard the modulation continue to the same
extent during the interruption as was physically present be-
fore and after it. The finding is particularly interesting for the
case with the modulated inducer, as it was~of course! also
possible for subjects to attend to the~louder! 13.6-Hz FM
tone and ignore the tone with 5-Hz FM. This means that,
depending on the instructions to the subject, s/he can, for the
same stimulus, hear either an~illusory! slow or a ~‘‘real’’ !

FIG. 4. Results of experiment 3, in which listeners rated the similarity of the
illusory portion of an interrupted FM carrier to that of a comparison~unin-
terrupted! carrier in which the depth of the central portion of the FM was
varied; the value of the FM depth of the central portion is shown on the
abscissa. For all stimuli, the first and last portions of the stimulus consisted
of a 1-kHz tone modulated at a rate of 5 Hz by610% of its carrier fre-
quency. The interruption lasted 200 ms and was filled by either a noise burst
~squares! or an intense 1-kHz carrier modulated by610% at a rate of 13.6
Hz ~crosses!.
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fast FM applied to a 1-kHz carrier. To our knowledge there is
no ‘‘nonillusory’’ stimulus that produces this percept; this
issue is discussed further in Sec. VII D.

V. EXPERIMENT 4: DETECTION OF REAL
AND ILLUSORY REVERSALS IN FM PHASE

A. Method

Experiment 4 investigated the ability of listeners to de-
tect changes in FM phase under the conditions illustrated in
Figs. 1~a! and ~c!–~f!. All of these conditions used a 2IFC
task with feedback, a modulation rate of 5 Hz, a carrier fre-
quency of 1 kHz, and a zero-peak modulation depth of 10%.
The ‘‘continuous’’ condition@Fig. 1~a!# was simply a repli-
cation of that part of experiment 1 that used a 1-kHz carrier
and a modulation rate of 5 Hz. As in that experiment,f @Eq.
~1!# was set to zero on half of all trials and top on the other
half. Subjects had to detect a phase shift ofp radians in an
otherwise uninterrupted FM. This condition provided a base-
line level of performance for comparison with the other con-
ditions. The nominal duration of the tone was 800 ms, as in
experiment 1, and again this could be increased by either
0.5/f m or 1/f m s ~100 or 200 ms!.

In the remaining conditions, the FM tone was inter-
rupted approximately half-way through for 200 ms. In the
‘‘noise’’ condition @Fig. 1~c!#, this 200-ms interval was filled
with a burst of noise, identical to that used in experiment 2.
The durations of the portions of the tone before and after the
noise were nominally 400 ms, but these could be increased
~independently and at random! by 100 ms. Hence, as in the
continuous condition, the total duration of the tone~exclud-
ing the 200-ms interruption! was nominally 800 ms, but
could be increased by 0, 100 or 200 ms. The rationale behind
this noise condition was that, if the phase~as well as the
presence and depth! of FM is preserved during the noise,
then subjects should be able to tell whether or not the second
portion of the tone started in the modulation phase that it
would have had if the modulation had continued throughout.
This illusory FM is illustrated by the white line continuing
through the noise in Fig. 1~c!.

The ‘‘gap’’ condition @Fig. 1~d!# was similar to the noise
condition except that the noise was absent and the reversal in
modulator phase occurred after a silent gap. If subjects are
not sensitive to FM phaseper se, then performance in this
condition should be at chance. Note that if we had not ran-
domized duration, there would have been an extra cue that
subjects could have used in the gap condition. Specifically,
subjects could compare the modulator phase at the start of
each tone burst within a given interval of the trial: these
phases would have been the same for the standard stimuli
@Fig. 1~d!, left# but different for the signals@Fig. 1~d!, right#.
This cue was rendered useless by the duration randomiza-
tion, as illustrated in Fig. 1~e!. We will return to this issue in
Sec. VI.

Finally, in the ‘‘steady’’ condition@Fig. 1~f!#, the 200-ms
gap was filled by an unmodulated tone. We would also ex-
pect performance to be at chance in this condition, unless
there were ringing in a frequency modulation filterbank,
analogous to that proposed for amplitude modulation~Dau

et al., 1996!. If that were the case, and if the ringing per-
sisted long enough, subjects might be able to detect a phase
reversal between the end of the ringing response to the first
burst and the start of the second burst~cf. Shailer and Moore,
1987; Sek and Moore, 2002!.

The method of signal generation and other signal param-
eters were the same as in experiment 1. Five normal-hearing
listeners completed blocks of 25 trials per condition, before a
fresh set of blocks was started, in a different order. This was
continued until a total of eight blocks per condition had been
run, so that each data point reported here was the mean of
200 trials per listener.

B. Results

The results of experiment 4, averaged across listeners,
are shown in Fig. 5. Performance was close to perfect in the
continuous condition, but was not significantly better than
chance in the noise condition. The fact that subjects could
not detect an ‘‘illusory’’ phase reversal in the noise condition
suggests that FM phase is not preserved for 200 ms during
the continuity illusion. Combined with the finding of experi-
ment 3 that the FM depth is perceived to continue unabated
throughout the noise, this suggests that subjects were expe-
riencing a somewhat paradoxical percept during the signal
intervals. That is, they heard the FM continue, but did not
notice what would have been an obvious phase shift in that
FM. Subjectively, one hears a continuous FM whose extent
and rate do not change during the noise, but without the
discontinuity that would occur if the modulation really had
continued throughout~as in the continuous condition!.

Performance was also at chance in the gap and steady
conditions, suggesting that, if there is ringing in a modula-
tion filterbank, the duration of the ringing is too short to
allow listeners to detect a shift in phase of the modulation
when the modulation is interrupted for 200 ms~correspond-
ing to one whole modulator period!.

VI. EXPERIMENT 5: IMPAIRMENTS IN PERFORMANCE
PRODUCED BY ILLUSORY CONTINUITY

A. Rationale and method

Experiment 5 addressed the same issue as experiment 4
but using a paradigm in which the continuity illusion is pre-
dicted to impair performance unless information on FM
phase is retained. To do this we exploited an alternative strat-
egy, described in Sec. V A, for how listeners might perform
the task in the gap condition@Fig. 1~d!#. That section pointed

FIG. 5. Results from the four conditions of experiment 4, showing means
and standard errors calculated across listeners. The horizontal dashed line
indicates chance performance. Schematic spectrograms of the various con-
ditions are shown in Fig. 1.
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out that, if overall duration were not randomized, subjects
could discriminate between the standard and signal intervals
by comparing the starting phase of the two tone bursts within
each interval.~These starting phases would be the same for
the standard, but not for the signal!. In experiment 5, the
duration of all stimuli was fixed, and listeners were alerted to
this strategy. The reasoning was that, if the stimulus is heard
to continue uninterrupted through the noise~experiment 3!,
then the strategy should not be available—because, percep-
tually, there are no longer two tone bursts to compare within
each interval. Hence subjects should only be able to perform
the task in the noise condition if the phase of the FM is
preserved in the auditory system during the noise burst.

Because one prediction for experiment 5 is that the noise
@Fig. 1~c!# should impair performance relative to that for the
gap condition@Fig. 1~d!#, due to it inducing the continuity
illusion, we introduced two controls for alternative ways in
which the noise might impair performance. To control for
any distracting effect, the ‘‘off-frequency’’ condition@Fig.
1~h!# used a noise burst that was filtered between 2000 and
2400 Hz. This noise should still distract the subject but, be-
cause its center frequency was remote from that of the 1-kHz
carrier, it should not induce the illusion. The rms level, du-
ration, and timing of the off-frequency noise were identical
to those of the on-frequency noise used in the noise condi-
tion. Another possibility is that the on-frequency noise would
produce some masking of those portions of the tone that
were temporally adjacent to the gap, and that this would
prevent subjects from comparing the initial modulator phase
of the two carrier bursts that comprise each interval. To con-
trol for this, the central 100-ms portion of the noise was
deleted in the ‘‘gap-noise’’ condition@Fig. 1~g!#, and 5-ms
raised-cosine ramps were applied to the remaining portions
of noise that were temporally adjacent to this deleted portion.
The reasoning was that the remaining noise bursts would still
mask the portions of the carrier adjacent to the gap,2 but that
the interruption in the noise would abolish the continuity
illusion. Hence a preserved ability to perform the task in this
condition, but not in the noise condition, would provide evi-
dence that the poor performance in the latter was not due to
masking of those portions of the tone adjacent to the gap.
Such a finding would also argue against interpretations in
terms of an auditory analog of the ‘‘change blindness’’ phe-
nomenon, in which the transient obliteration of part of a
visual scene prevents subjects from noticing an otherwise
obvious change~e.g., Rensinket al., 2000!.

B. Results

Figure 6 shows that, as in experiment 4, subjects could
easily detect a phase reversal in the continuous condition, but
did not perform consistently above chance in the noise con-
dition. However, the removal of the duration randomization
meant that, unlike the case with experiment 4, all listeners
except S2 could now perform the task reliably in the gap
condition. Unfortunately, despite the lack of a duration rove
and instructions to compare the FM phase at the start of each
tone burst, it appears that S2 did not learn to use this strategy
consistently. Importantly, the remaining subjects, who did
perform well in the gap condition, could also perform sub-

stantially above chance in the off-frequency and gap-noise
conditions. Hence, subjects could do the task in conditions
where the tone was perceived as being interrupted, even
when there was a noise present that potentially distracted the
subjects and/or masked portions of the tone adjacent to the
silent gap. This conclusion should be qualified slightly by the
observation that performance in the gap-noise and off-
frequency conditions was below that for the gap condition,
suggesting that distraction and/or partial masking effects
may have had some effect on performance. Nevertheless, the
only condition in which a noise reduced performance to
chance was the one in which an on-frequency noise com-
pletely filled the silent gap between the two tone bursts in
each interval. Performance in that condition was significantly
worse than in the off-frequency@ t(5)55.80,p50.002# and
gap-noise@ t(5)53.74,p50.014# conditions. We attribute
this to the noise inducing a perception of continuity, which
prevented subjects from comparing the FM phases at the
start of the two tone bursts in each trial.

Further light on the way in which perceived continuity
can affect performance comes from the steady condition, in
which the carrier was continuous throughout, but where the
central 200-ms portion of the carrier was unmodulated. Sub-
jectively, one hears this stimulus veridicaly: first modulated,
then steady, and then modulated again. One might therefore
expect subjects to be able to perform the task in much the
same way as they do in the gap condition—by comparing the
phase of FM at the start of each unmodulated portion. How-
ever, as shown in Fig. 6, this was not the case, and perfor-
mance was at chance. One explanation is that listeners may
only be able to compare the FM phase at the start of two
modulated sections if the time of onset of the modulation is
‘‘labeled’’ in some way. In the gap condition this labeling
would be provided by the onset of the carrier. Because pro-
cessing of FM is sluggish, in the steady condition, the FM
may have to be present for some time~following the steady
portion! before listeners become aware that the FM has re-
sumed.@For comparable arguments about the detection of
gaps in amplitude modulation, see Sek and Moore~2002!#.

VII. DISCUSSION

A. Discriminating between changes in FM phase
and depth

Section I introduced the idea that changes in FM phase
might be detected via the output of a sliding temporal win-

FIG. 6. Data from the six conditions of experiment 5, presented separately
for each listener. Schematic spectrograms of the various conditions are
shown in Fig. 1.
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dow, whose effect is to average instantaneous frequency over
a finite duration. We argued that such a scheme was consis-
tent with the results of experiment 1, which showed that
listeners’ sensitivity to an FM phase reversal deteriorated
with increasing FM rate. The reasoning is illustrated by the
solid lines in Fig. 7~a!, which show instantaneous frequency
convolved with a Hann window, for FM rates ranging from
2.5 to 20 Hz, superimposed on the patterns of instantaneous
frequency~dashed lines!. The window had a total duration of
110 ms, and a duration between the 6-dB-down points of 55
ms. For low FM rates, the window output reflects the indi-
vidual cycles of the sinusoidal FM, and the phase reversal
mid-way through the stimulus has a distinct effect. For
higher FM rates, the phase reversal produces a small
‘‘bump’’ in the window output. As the FM rate increases
further, the bump shrinks, consistent with the reduction in
performance with increasing FM rate.

In experiment 2, listeners were required to discriminate
between a tone in which the FM phase reversed mid-way
through, and one in which the FM depth was increased by
DD% for half a modulator period. Performance varied non-
monotonically as a function ofDD, reaching a minimum for

most listeners at a value of around 4%. This result was in-
terpreted as providing some support for the idea that changes
in instantaneous frequency are smoothed by a temporal win-
dow, and that listeners detect such changes using the output
of that window. However, performance never quite dropped
to chance, leading us to accept this interpretation only with
some caution.

Figure 7~b! shows the output of the 110-ms Hann-
shaped temporal window in response to the FM-phase-
reversal standard of experiment 2~dashed line!, and to the
signals containing FM depth increments (DD) between 0%
and 10%~solid lines!. It can be seen that the signal with
DD54% produces a bump having approximately the same
height as that produced by the standard. This is consistent
with the minimum in the function relating discriminability to
DD ~Fig. 3!. It can also be seen, from Fig. 7~b!, that the
window output in response to a signal withDD54% is not
identical to that produced by the phase-reversal standard.
One difference can be ignored: the bumps produced by the
different values ofDD occur earlier than that produced by
the standard, but this would not have consistently aided per-
formance because the durations of both stimuli were roved.

FIG. 7. ~a! Dashed lines in each panel show the pattern
of instantaneous frequency of a sinusoidal modulator of
a given rate, with a phase reversal mid-way through.
Superimposed solid lines show the output of a sliding
temporal window. The window had a total duration of
110 ms, and so the output is undefined for the first and
last 55 ms of the 800-ms stimulus.~b! The solid lines
show the outputs in response to stimuli in which the FM
depth during one half-cycle was increased by amounts
DDm of 0%, 2%, 4%, 6%, 8%, and 10% off c . Succes-
sively higher values ofDDm produce increasingly
higher excursions in the middle of the trace. The dashed
line shows the window output in response to 5-Hz FM
containing a phase reversal mid-way through, with an
FM depth of610% of a 1000-Hz carrier frequency.
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A second difference is more likely to have affected perfor-
mance: the bumps produced by the FM depth increases are
narrower than that produced by the standard, and this could
account for the fact that scores did not drop to chance, even
at DD54%.

We should stress, of course, that the above simulations
do not prove that the brain smoothes changes in instanta-
neous frequency using a Hann temporal window with a total
duration of 110 ms. The shape of the window was chosen
arbitrarily, and its duration was selected to give the best
match to the data of experiment 2, on the assumption that the
decision metric is the maximum extent of the deviation in the
window output. Other window shapes and decision metrics
are clearly possible. Also, additional cues may have come
into play in some conditions. For example, wide FM excur-
sions could produce onset responses in auditory nerve fibers
tuned to frequencies more than 10% away from the carrier,
and listeners might detect these onsets without necessarily
tracking any change in pitch. This would have had the effect
of elevating the functions shown in Fig. 3 for larger values of
DD.

The simulation does, however, demonstrate that averag-
ing using a fairly long window can qualitatively account for
the results of the first two experiments reported here. It is
also worth noting that a duration of 110 ms is roughly con-
sistent with that suggested by studies of temporal over-
integration in pitch perception~Carlyon, 1996; Micheyl and
Carlyon, 1998; Gockelet al., 1999!.

B. ‘‘Explicit’’ encoding of FM phase

In the Introduction, we reviewed several sources of evi-
dence that the presence of FM is ‘‘explicitly encoded’’ by the
auditory system. We interpreted as evidence for such encod-
ing any finding showing that dynamic changes in a sound’s
frequency were processed in a manner that was qualitatively
different from the processing found for steady sounds. Pre-
vious psychophysical findings in this category included ex-
periments on glide detection, on FMDI and on the perceptual
asymmetries reported by Cusack and Carlyon~2003!. The
experiments described here allow a different, perhaps more
precise, definition of what is meant by ‘‘explicit encoding,’’
which relates to those features of a sound that are encoded,
when other aspects appear to be discarded by the system.
The fact that listeners hear FM continue throughout a noise,
but are insensitive to the phase at which the FM resumes
after the noise ends, is consistent with the system encoding
the presence of FM in a way that does not preserve phase
information. In contrast, when listeners have to detect rever-
sals in FM phase, they may need to use a separate mecha-
nism, which does preserve FM phase. This mechanism is
probably sluggish, causing performance to drop dramatically
for modulation rates above about 10 Hz, and causing listen-
ers to confuse FM phase reversals with momentary increases
in FM depth.

We should stress that this does not mean that changes in
FM phase can only affect perception when they are suffi-
ciently slow to be preserved in the output of a fairly long
temporal window. Rather, such changes may be perceptible,
if they influence the output of some other mechanism. For

example, although listeners are insensitive to differences in
FM phase between two inharmonically related~simulta-
neous! pure tones, they can easily detect such differences
when the tones are harmonically related, because the FM
phase difference causes them to become mistuned~Carlyon,
1991, 1994, 2000!.

The ‘‘recoding’’ of sinusoidal FM may also have impli-
cations for the processing of other forms of dynamic fre-
quency change. Dannenbring~1976! presented subjects with
an alternating series of ascending and descending linear fre-
quency glides, so that the instantaneous frequency of the
signal underwent an alternating series of peaks and troughs.
He replaced the peaks of this FM pattern with bursts of
noise, so as to induce an illusion of continuity, and asked
subjects to adjust a comparison sound to the maximum fre-
quency that they heard during this illusion. The results
showed that the maximum frequency subjects heard corre-
sponded to the maximum instantaneous frequency that was
physically present. As with our results, this shows that sub-
jects were not perceiving the pattern of instantaneous fre-
quency change that they ‘‘would have’’ heard if the signal
had really continued throughout the noise. Our results, how-
ever, differ from his conclusion that subjects’ percepts corre-
spond to an interpolation between the frequencies of the
glide just before and just after the noise. If this had been the
case for the sinusoidal FM reported here, subjects would
have heard the modulation stop during the noise bursts.

C. A modulation filterbank?

An alternative explanation of the present results comes
from the idea that FM may be processed via a modulation
filterbank, analogous to that proposed for AM~Dau et al.,
1996, 1997!. The FM phase reversals used in experiment 1
would produce ‘‘splatter’’ in the modulation domain, and, if
the bandwidth of modulation filters increases with their cen-
ter frequency~as is proposed for AM filters!, this splatter
would be less detectable at faster rates. This in turn could
account for the reduction in performance with increasing FM
rate. Furthermore, ‘‘modulation splatter’’ might not provide a
useful cue when the FM phase reversal occurred on either
side of a 200-ms noise burst, or on either side of an unmodu-
lated carrier, since the offset and onset of the modulation
would result in splatter in the modulation domain in both
intervals of a trial. The probable ineffectiveness of the
‘‘modulation splatter’’ cue in such a case is consistent with
the results of experiments 3 and 4. One argument against an
explanation in terms of a modulation filter bank is that, if the
FM filters are similar to those proposed for AM, they will be
very broadly tuned, with a Q factor of about 1~Sek and
Moore, 2003!. This would make splatter in the modulation
domain very hard to detect. However, in the absence of de-
finitive information on the shapes of the putative FM filters
and on the size of the change in filter output that can be
detected, it may be premature to reject this idea outright. If it
is correct, then an ‘‘excitation pattern’’ in the modulation
domain, calculated from the rms outputs of different modu-
lation filters, would provide one way in which the auditory
system could explicitly encode the presence, depth, and rate
of FM, without explicitly encoding its phase.
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D. Paradoxical percepts and informal observations

Two aspects of the results presented here suggest that,
during the continuity illusion, listeners perceived a pattern of
FM that could not be produced by any ‘‘real’’ modulator.
One of these comes from the combination of the results of
experiment 1, which showed that listeners can easily detect a
reversal in the phase of a 5-Hz FM, with those of experi-
ments 3–5. These latter experiments revealed that FM is
heard to continue through an interrupting noise, but that lis-
teners are insensitive to the relative phase at which the FM is
resumed after the noise ends. In other words, listeners hear
the FM continue, but do not notice a phase reversal which, if
the FM really had continued, would have been obvious. One
way out of this paradox would be to assume that the internal
representation of the FM rate changed during the noise, in
such a way as to avoid an abrupt change in phase when the
real FM tone resumed. For example, a rate change from 5 Hz
to either 2.5 or 7.5 Hz would produce a modulator whose
phase shifted byp radians over 200 ms, allowing the FM to
continue without any sudden phase reversal. Of course, no
such rate change should occur in the standard intervals@e.g.,
left of Fig. 1~c!#, and so one would have to assume that a
change in the representation of FM rate occurred at some
early level of processing, but that listeners could not detect
this change. This might be possible, because, as noted in the
Introduction, there is some evidence that the perception of
FM is ‘‘sluggish’’ ~Sek and Moore, 1995!. We therefore gen-
erated versions of our signals in which the 200-ms central
portions were replaced, not by a noise, but by FM at either
2.5 or 7.5 Hz. In both cases the rate change was clearly
audible, providing further support for the idea that the illu-
sory FM perceived by our subjects did not correspond to any
physically present FM.

A second paradoxical percept is suggested by the results
of experiment 3, where the central portion of a 1-kHz tone,
modulated at 5 Hz, was replaced by a more intense tone with
the same carrier frequency but a different modulation rate
~13.6 Hz!. Listeners perceived the 5-Hz FM continue un-
abated through the 13.6-Hz FM tone. Although subjects were
told to ignore the more intense tone, one can choose to attend
to it, and, when one does, the faster FM rate can clearly be
heard. This means that the same stimulus can give rise to the
percept of two different FM rates on the same carrier fre-
quency. One may not be able toperceivethe two rates simul-
taneously, but rather may have to direct attention to one or
the other. Nevertheless, we could not think of a nonillusory
stimulus where one could choose to attend to one or another
sinusoidal FM rate, applied to the same carrier. One candi-
date would be a 1-kHz carrier modulated by a complex
(13.615 Hz) tone, but, when we generated this stimulus, the
resulting percept had a complex beating quality, and one
could not hear the component modulation rates individually.

The existence of paradoxical FM percepts is not some-
thing that can be easily accommodated by a simple view in
which processing is limited to taking a series of ‘‘snapshots’’
of sounds. Rather, it is more consistent with the view that
sounds are encoded in terms of auditory features, which can,
under specific conditions, be analyzed and recombined in
seemingly contradictory ways. In this sense, the paradoxical

percepts reported here are analogous to the paradoxical fig-
ures, such as the ascending and descending staircases~e.g.,
Escher, 1960!, that are well known in the visual modality.
The results presented here add to the growing body of evi-
dence that FM is such a feature~Rees and Moller, 1983;
Moore and Shailer, 1992; Sek and Moore, 1999; Cusack and
Carlyon, 2003!.

VIII. SUMMARY

~i! Experiment 1 showed that detection of ap-radians
shift in FM phase deteriorated as the modulation rate
increased from 2.5 to 20 Hz, for carrier frequencies of
1 and 6 kHz.

~ii ! Experiment 2 required listeners to discriminate be-
tween a 1-kHz carrier in which the 10-Hz frequency
modulator shifted in phase byp radians mid-way
through, and one in which the depth of FM was in-
creased~from 610%) by an amountDD for half a
modulator period. The function relating performance
to DD was nonmonotonic, and reached a minimum at
DD54%.

~iii ! Experiment 3 showed that listeners heard FM of a
1-kHz carrier continue at its full depth through an
interrupting sound, which was either a burst of noise
or a 1-kHz carrier with FM at a 13.6-Hz rate. In the
latter case, they heard the 5-Hz FM continue behind
the 13.6-Hz FM.

~iv! Experiments 4 and 5 showed that, although listeners
heard FM continue through a noise burst, they were
insensitive to the phase at which the FM resumed af-
ter the noise had ended. Combined with the results of
experiment 1, this shows that they are insensitive to a
phase shift, which, if applied to a stimulus with unin-
terrupted FM, would be easily detected.

~v! The results of the first two experiments can be quali-
tatively explained by a model in which instantaneous
frequency is averaged using a sliding temporal win-
dow with duration about 110 ms. For low FM rates,
the output of this mechanism preserves information
on the rate and phase, as well as the presence, of FM

~vi! The results of the last three experiments, together with
those of previous studies, indicate that the presence
~and perhaps the rate and depth! of FM are repre-
sented in the auditory system via a separate code. This
code may be useful for faster FM rates, and for more
central processing where different features of sounds
need to be combined. It is responsible for the percep-
tion of FM during the continuity illusion, but does not
preserve information on FM phase.
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Phonation threshold pressures were directly measured in five normal subjects in a variety of voicing
conditions. The effects of fundamental frequency, intensity, closure speed of the vocal folds, and
laryngeal airway resistance on phonation threshold pressures were determined. Subglottic air
pressures were measured using percutaneous puncture of the cricothyroid membrane. Both onset
and offset of phonation were studied to see if a hysteresis effect produced lower offset pressures
than onset pressures. Univariate analysis showed that phonation threshold pressure was influenced
most strongly by fundamental frequency and intensity. Multiple linear regression showed that these
two variables, as well as laryngeal airway resistance, most strongly predicted phonation threshold
pressure. Two of the five subjects demonstrated a significant hysteresis effect, but one subject
actually had higher offset pressures than onset pressures. ©2004 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1812309#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Theoretical studies and limited measurements on laryn-
geal models, excised larynges, andin vivo subjects have in-
dicated that the threshold pressure required to sustain vocal-
fold vibration may be less than what is required to initiate
vibration. As a result, there may be a hysteresis effect such
that the offset pressure for vibration is less than the onset
pressure. In this study we have directly measured the onset
and offset threshold pressures during vocalization in five nor-
mal subjects. The goal of the study was to determine which
laryngeal factors influence threshold pressure for vocaliza-
tion and to determine if a hysteresis effect for threshold pres-
sures was present.

Titze1 derived the threshold pressure necessary to sus-
tain oscillation using a body-cover model of vocal-fold struc-
ture. His theoretical results showed that threshold pressure
was inversely related to the vocal-fold thickness and directly
related to the tissue damping coefficient, the prephonatory
glottal width, and the mucosal wave velocity in the vocal-
fold cover. In order to determine the relationship between
threshold pressure and fundamental frequency, he reasoned
that an increase in fundamental frequency should decrease
vocal-fold thickness and increase the mucosal wave velocity.
As a result, threshold pressure should increase as the square
of fundamental frequency.

Titze et al.2 and Chanet al.3 used a physical model to
study phonation threshold pressure. Their model of the vocal
folds consisted of a thin silicone membrane, encapsulating
fluids of differing viscosity~representing the vocal-fold mu-

cosa!, placed within a Plexiglas airflow chamber. Various
combinations of membrane thickness, fluid viscosity, and
glottal configuration were tested. Phonation threshold pres-
sure was found to be lower with thin membranes and low
fluid viscosity. Offset threshold pressures were consistently
lower than onset pressures.

Lucero4 adopted Titze’s body-cover model and modified
it to include large body oscillations. The lung pressure nec-
essary to sustain vibration at a given amplitude was calcu-
lated for several different glottal configurations~e.g., diver-
gent, convergent, rectangular!. He found that in all three
configurations the pressure necessary to maintain oscillation
dropped once vibration began. For a rectangular glottic con-
figuration, the ratio between offset and onset pressure was
calculated to be 0.5.

Lucero5 next examined this hysteresis phenomenon
more closely by calculating the amount of energy absorbed
and dissipated during each vocal-fold vibration. His analyti-
cal results indicated that the ratio of offset/onset pressure
was a function of the phase delay~the delay between the
movement of the upper and lower portion of the vocal folds!
and the airflow separation coefficient~defined as the ratio
between the glottal entry area and the area at the point at
which the airflow detaches from the glottal wall!. Moreover,
he found that as the amplitude of vocal-fold oscillation in-
creased, the point of airflow separation shifted in the glottis.
His calculations showed that this would decrease the amount
of energy absorbed by the vocal folds and therefore enable
vocal vibration to continue at pressures below those at pho-
nation onset.

Jiang and Titze measured phonation threshold pressures
in excised canine larynges, both in a whole preparation and
as a hemilarynx positioned against a glass plate.6 In both

a!Current address: Dept. of Otolaryngology/Head and Neck Surgery, Alaska
Native Medical Center, 4315 Diplomacy Drive, Anchorage, AK 99508.
Electronic mail: rlplant@anmc.org
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cases, threshold pressures were measured at approximately
0.9 kPa.

Many studies investigating threshold pressures in human
subjects have used a noninvasive indirect technique for mea-
surement of subglottic pressure. This technique measures the
peak intraoral pressure as the subject speaks a voiceless plo-
sive consonant followed by a voiced sound~e.g., ‘‘pah’’!.
Although the method has significant limitations in estimating
subglottic pressure during prolonged phonation,7 it has been
shown to be fairly accurate in measuring onset pressure in
certain circumstances.8 One major limitation is that it can
only be used for vibrations that follow a plosive consonant.
Direct techniques allow measurement of onset or offset pres-
sure for any type of vocalization, and in particular can be
used for voiced onsets.

Verdolini-Marstonet al. used this technique to examine
the effect of hydration on phonation threshold pressure.9 The
threshold pressure for three different pitches~low, medium,
and high! was determined in ‘‘dry’’ and ‘‘wet’’ hydration
conditions. Group average thresholds ranged from 3–5-cm
H2O in low pitches and 4–7-cm H2O in the high pitches.

Sundberget al. used a similar technique to measure
threshold pressure in operatic baritone singers.10 The actual
values for threshold pressure are not listed in their paper, as
they were instead interested in the ratio (Ps2Pthr)/Pthr ,
wherePthr5threshold pressure andPs5subglottic pressure.

Jianget al.11 recognized the shortcomings of techniques
based on labial opening and developed a new method that
utilized measurement of supraglottal pressure following in-
terruption of airflow during vocalization. Their results
showed a slight increase in phonation threshold as sound
intensity increased. Threshold pressures ranged from 1- to
7-cm H2O.

Plant and Hillel7 directly measured subglottic pressure
and laryngeal airflow during speech in normal subjects and
subjects with adductor spasmodic dysphonia. Subglottic
pressure was measured by percutaneous puncture of the cri-
cothyroid membrane and was therefore not subject to the
limitations present with indirect techniques. Their results
showed that subglottic air pressure in normal subjects could
vary by as much as 30%–50% during vocalization of a
single syllable.

Plant and Younger12 studied the interaction of subglottic
air pressure, vocal intensity, and fundamental frequency in
seven normal individuals. This interaction was found to be
highly variable, particularly with regard to the relationship
between subglottic pressure and vocal intensity. In particular,
some subjects could increase output intensity at certain fre-
quencies by as much as 50% with minimal changes in sub-
glottic pressure. There was a trend for lower threshold pres-
sure at offset, but other factors such as fundamental
frequency were not taken into account in these comparisons.

These previous results imply that threshold pressure may
be influenced by, among other things, fundamental frequency
and vocal intensity. Rather than determining a single thresh-
old pressure, it may therefore be more appropriate to con-
sider the relationship between onset or offset pressure and
other voicing parameters.

One such parameter is the closure force of the glottis.

For example, if an individual strongly adducts his folds prior
to initiation of airflow, one might expect the phonation
threshold pressure to be higher than with a breathy voice
onset. During phonation, the force with which the vocal folds
are approximated is affected primarily by contraction of the
thyroarytenoid and the interarytenoid muscles13 and tissue
properties of the vocal folds. Subglottic pressures are known
to be much higher in conditions associated with increased
muscle contraction in the larynx, such as adductor spasmodic
dysphonia.7

Measurements of glottic adduction forces have been
made using direct laryngoscopy in anesthetized canines,14

but there is no easy technique to determine these forces dur-
ing normal speech in human subjects. However, for constant
vocal-fold mass, the acceleration~and therefore the closure
speed! of the folds should increase with an increase in the
force applied to the fold. Peak closure speed of the vocal fold
can be calculated from the first derivative of the EGG signal.
Orlikoff has in fact shown that the slope of the increasing
EGG contact signal is related to vocal intensity and declina-
tion in airflow.15

Laryngeal airway resistance is known to be larger in
individuals with increased contraction of the vocal-fold
adductors.7 The laryngeal airway resistance may therefore
represent the degree of glottalization during vocalization.
Holmberg et al. found that laryngeal airway resistance de-
creased as subjects changed from a normal voice to a soft
voice.16

In the present study, onset and offset threshold pressures
were measured in five normal subjects under a variety of
voicing conditions. Simultaneous measurements were made
of: ~1! fundamental frequency;~2! vocal intensity;~3! laryn-
geal airway resistance; and~4! maximum of the first deriva-
tive of the electroglottography signal (dEGG/dt). The goals
of the study were~1! to determine if a relationship existed
between phonation threshold pressure and these four vari-
ables; and~2! to determine if onset threshold pressure for
phonation differed from offset pressure.

II. METHODS AND MATERIALS

The study group consisted of five healthy individuals
with no previous history of voice disorder. None of the sub-
jects was a serious singer or trained in voice. The design of
the study was approved by the Institutional Review Board at
Eastern Virginia Medical School. The subjects ranged in age
from 26 to 47 ~mean 31!; there were four men and one
woman~subject No. 5!.

Airflow, electroglottography, subglottic pressure, and the
sound signal were simultaneously measured during vocaliza-
tion of the sound /i/. The specific tasks given to the subjects
were to~a! say three tokens with a deliberately breathy onset;
~b! say three tokens at low pitch, the first token at low inten-
sity and the next two at increasing intensity;~c! say three
tokens at midpitch, increasing in intensity as in the previous
case;~d! say three tokens at high pitch, increasing in inten-
sity as in the previous case; and~e! say three tokens with a
glide from low to high pitch. When possible, the process was
repeated.
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A Rothenberg-type mask was placed over the subject’s
face throughout the vocalization. EGG electrodes were posi-
tioned on either side of the neck overlying the thyroid carti-
lage. Subglottic pressure was measured by inserting a 21-
gauge needle through the cricothyroid membrane. The needle
was attached to a pressure transducer using a short~;10-cm!
section of arterial pressure tubing. A condenser microphone
was placed within the mask to measure the sound signal.

Airflow measurements were calibrated with a standard-
ized flow meter. Pressure measurements were calibrated us-
ing a manometer. The four channels of data were sampled at
6000 Hz and directly stored on a laptop computer for analy-
sis.

The onset of vocal-fold vibration was defined as the first
appearance of a periodically varying EGG signal. The actual
point of phonation onset or offset was chosen as the peak of
the first derivative of the first or last EGG waveform~Fig. 1!.
This did not necessarily correspond to the initiation of the
sound or the airflow fluctuations. In many cases there were
one to three cycles in the audio and airflow signals prior to
the first periodic EGG signal. These initial vibrations pre-
sumably occurred prior to vocal-fold contact, although air-
flow did drop to zero between the peaks in these early vibra-
tions.

Fundamental frequency at the point of vocal-fold onset
and offset was determined by averaging the frequency of the
first three and the last three wave cycles. Intensity was de-
termined by calculating the root-mean-square of the first
three and last three wave cycles. Laryngeal airway resistance
was defined as the quotient of the root-mean-square of the
pressure and the airflow over the first three and last three
wave cycles. The EGG signal was differentiated and the
maxima of the first three and last three peaks were averaged.

During the end of vocalization there often were gradual
decreases in the amplitude of the EGG, rather than the abrupt
changes seen at onset. As a result, the precise point of vibra-
tion offset was occasionally difficult to determine. However,
since subglottic pressure was often only slowly changing
with time at offset, this had little effect on the determination
of the offset threshold pressure.

III. RESULTS

A. Relationships with threshold pressure

The number of tokens available for analysis from each
subject ranged from 15 to 36. The variation was due prima-

rily to the technical ability to collect data.~In some cases the
needle would become plugged, and a maximum of two punc-
tures was done in most cases.! Both univariate and multiple
linear regression analysis of the relationship between thresh-
old pressure and the study variables were performed. The
univariate relationships between onset and offset pressure
and each of the study variables for each of the subjects are
shown in Figs. 2 through 5. A simple linear regression was
performed for each of these relationships and is also shown
on the graphs. Each fitted regression line was tested to deter-
mine if its slope was statistically different from zero (p
,0.05). Those fitted lines in which the slope was statisti-
cally different from zero are indicated by capitalization and
underlining of their identifying annotation~e.g., ONSET or
OFFSET!.

The largest number of significant nonzero relationships
occurred in relationship to intensity~Fig. 2! and fundamental
frequency~Fig. 3!. Every subject had either an onset pressure
or an offset pressure that showed a significant relationship to
fundamental frequency, with a total of six significant rela-
tionships in all. There were five significant relationships ob-
served with intensity: Two subjects had significant relation-
ships with both onset and offset~subjects 4 and 5!, one
subject had a significant relationship with onset~subject 3!,
and the other two subjects showed no relationship between
intensity and threshold pressure~subjects 1 and 2!.

The slopes for most of the fitted regression curves were
non-negative. There were two instances in which the slopes

FIG. 1. Signal waveforms and the defined subglottic threshold air pressure
at ~a! onset and~b! offset of vocal-fold vibration. Axis for subglottic air
pressure is on the right.

FIG. 2. Scatter plots and fitted regression lines showing the relationship
between phonation threshold pressure and sound intensity. Lines whose
slope was significantly different from zero are capitalized and underlined
~e.g.,ONSET andOFFSET!.
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were significantly negative; that behavior was seen in subject
4 with regard to laryngeal airway resistance and threshold
pressure~Fig. 4, fourth graph!.

Multiple regression analysis of the relationships was
also performed for each subject. The Mallow’sC(p) statistic
was calculated to determine which combination of variables
produced a model that best predicted threshold pressure for
onset and offset for each subject. The results of this analysis,
as well as the value forR2 for the model, are shown in Table
I.

Results of multiple regression analysis showed a more
prominent relationship among the study variables than seen
in the simple linear regression analysis. Intensity, airway re-
sistance, and frequency were found to significantly contrib-
ute to the prediction of threshold pressure in nine, eight, and
seven of the combinations, respectively. The first derivative
of the EGG signal made a significant contribution in only
three of the cases.

B. Comparison between onset and offset threshold
pressures

In order to compare onset and offset pressure, 90%-
confidence curves were drawn around the fitted simple linear
regression lines. Results for each of the subjects and each of
the study variables are shown in Figs. 6 through 9.

Two of the subjects~subject 3 and subject 5! had signifi-
cantly lower offset pressures over most of the range of the
study variables. For subject 5, there was an overlap of the

confidence curves only in the frequency range between 170
and 200 Hz~Fig. 7, fifth graph!. Subjects 1 and 4 had an
overlap of the onset and offset confidence curves for most of
the study variables, indicating no significant difference be-
tween these two conditions. Finally, one subject~subject 2!
had an unusual behavior in which offset pressure was signifi-
cantly higher than onset pressure.

IV. DISCUSSION

In order for vocal-fold vibration to occur, the subglottic
air pressure must exceed a certain threshold. This study has
analyzed the factors influencing threshold pressure at the on-
set and offset of phonation. Theoretical work and early mea-
surements in larynges have indicated that the threshold pres-
sure may be influenced by the fundamental frequency of
vibration and by certain physical properties of the vocal
folds. Moreover, some results indicate that offset pressure is
less than onset pressure.

Percutaneous puncture into the airway was used in this
study to measure the subglottic pressure in our study sub-
jects. This technique is commonly used for many office-
based laryngeal procedures and was well tolerated by all of
our subjects.

The influence of four variables on threshold pressure
was first studied. Fundamental frequency and sound intensity
were chosen because of their known relationship with vocal-
fold vibration. Fundamental frequency is directly related to
the physical properties of the vibrating folds; frequency rises

FIG. 3. Scatter plots and fitted regression lines showing the relationship
between phonation threshold pressure and fundamental frequency. Lines
whose slope was significantly different from zero are capitalized and under-
lined ~e.g.,ONSET andOFFSET!.

FIG. 4. Scatter plots and fitted regression lines showing the relationship
between phonation threshold pressure and laryngeal airway resistance. Lines
whose slope was significantly different from zero are capitalized and under-
lined ~e.g.,ONSET andOFFSET!.
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as vocal-fold tension increases.17 Sound intensity has previ-
ously been shown to increase with the amplitude of the mu-
cosal wave and with subglottic pressure.6,18

The study results showed substantial variability in the
relationship of threshold pressure to acoustic or vibratory
properties among and between subjects. These findings, seen
in other in vivo studies utilizing direct measurement of sub-
glottic pressure,12 demonstrate that vocal-fold vibration is
influenced by a complex combination of aerodynamic and
tissue characteristics. Several trends could still be identified.
Univariate analysis showed a strong relationship between
fundamental frequency and threshold pressure. All of the sig-

nificant nonzero slopes were positive, indicating that pres-
sure increased with higher frequency. These results agreed
with previous theoretical studies and models.1–3

Results of multiple linear regression analysis indicated
that threshold pressure was most often influenced by vocal
intensity, fundamental frequency, and laryngeal airway resis-
tance. The first derivative of the electroglottographic signal
made only a small contribution to the threshold pressure.
This parameter was chosen as a possible representative of the
closure force of the vocal folds, but it either did not represent
that force or the closure force had little effect on threshold
pressure.

The importance of laryngeal airway resistance is thresh-

FIG. 5. Scatter plots and fitted regression lines showing the relationship
between phonation threshold pressure and maximum dEGG/dt. Lines
whose slope was significantly different from zero are capitalized and under-
lined ~e.g.,ONSET andOFFSET!.

TABLE I. Results of multivariable analysis, showing those variables found significantly predictive of phonation
threshold pressure.

ONSET
subject R2 Best predictors in multiple linear regression:

1 0.89 frequency, intensity, airway resistance, dEGG
2 0.83 frequency, intensity, airway resistance
3 0.73 frequency, intensity, airway resistance, dEGG
4 0.74 intensity, airway resistance
5 0.84 intensity, airway resistance
OFFSET
subject

1 0.72 frequency, intensity
2 0.45 frequency, intensity
3 0.55 frequency, airway resistance
4 0.79 frequency, intensity, airway resistance, dEGG
5 0.73 intensity, airway resistance

FIG. 6. Fitted regression lines and 90%-confidence bands (p,0.05) for
onset and offset threshold as a function of sound intensity.
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old pressure is somewhat misleading. Since subglottic pres-
sure is used to calculate laryngeal airway resistance, correla-
tion between threshold pressure and resistance reflects
primarily the influence of airflow on threshold pressure. For
example, a strained onset should produce minimal airflow
and therefore a high laryngeal airway resistance. There were
two unusual instances seen~both in the same subject, num-
ber 4! in the univariate analysis in which the threshold pres-
sure actually decreased with increasing airway resistance
~Fig. 4, fourth graph!. These results would occur if the
change in the airflow exceeded the change in the subglottic
pressure.

The presence of a hysteresis effect was difficult to uni-
formly confirm or deny due to the variability in pressure
relationships both between and within subjects. Two of the
subjects demonstrated such an effect for most test conditions.
Two other subjects had little statistical difference between
onset and offset pressure. And, subject 2 had offset threshold
pressures that were consistently higher than the onset pres-
sure, just the opposite of the predicted behavior. This indi-
vidual may have had additional ‘‘pressing’’ of the vocal folds
at offset, although the threshold pressures were higher even
at low laryngeal airway resistances.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Direct measurement of subglottic pressure in normal
subjects has confirmed that phonation threshold pressure is
influenced by fundamental frequency and, to a lesser extent,

FIG. 7. Fitted regression lines and 90%-confidence bands (p,0.05) for
onset and offset threshold as a function of fundamental frequency.

FIG. 8. Fitted regression lines and 90%-confidence bands (p,0.05) for
onset and offset threshold as a function of laryngeal airway resistance.

FIG. 9. Fitted regression lines and 90%-confidence bands (p,0.05) for
onset and offset threshold as a function of maximum dEGG/dt.
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laryngeal airway resistance and intensity. However, these re-
sults were not seen in all subjects or in all phonation trials. In
some cases the threshold pressure for offset was lower than
the onset pressure, indicating that the vocal folds develop a
hysteresis effect while vibrating.
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This study explored the perceptual benefits of brief exposure to non-native speech. Native English
listeners were exposed to English sentences produced by non-native speakers. Perceptual processing
speed was tracked by measuring reaction times to visual probe words following each sentence.
Three experiments using Spanish- and Chinese-accented speech indicate that processing speed is
initially slower for accented speech than for native speech but that this deficit diminishes within one
minute of exposure. Control conditions rule out explanations for the adaptation effect based on
practice with the task and general strategies for dealing with difficult speech. Further results suggest
that adaptation can occur within as few as two to four sentence-length utterances. The findings
emphasize the flexibility of human speech processing and require models of spoken word
recognition that can rapidly accommodate significant acoustic-phonetic deviations from native
language speech patterns. ©2004 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1815131#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Foreign accent is a source of variability in speech that
can be particularly detrimental to speech perception. Non-
native speech can cause misidentification of words~Lane,
1963; Munro and Derwing, 1995a, b; van Wijngaarden,
2001! and increased processing time~Munro and Derwing,
1995b!. However, research shows that experience with ac-
cented speech improves perceptual accuracy~Bradlow and
Bent, 2003; Clarke, 2000; Weil, 2001; Wingstedt and Schul-
man, 1987!. What is not clear is how much~or little! expe-
rience is necessary for changes in perception to occur. Do
significant changes require hours, minutes, or only seconds
of exposure? Our study addressed this question by recording
on-line changes in the ease of processing non-native speech
during the first few moments of exposure. A principal as-
sumption was that even a short sample of foreign-accented
speech contains phonological regularities that the listener’s
speech processing system could exploit. Knowledge of these
regularities should lead to more efficient decoding of the
speech signal, and therefore to improved processing effi-
ciency after exposure to only a few accented utterances.

Traditionally, variability in the acoustic realization of
words and phonemes has been viewed as noise and an im-
pediment to language perception. It was assumed that in the
initial stages of speech processing, anormalizationmecha-
nism strips away ‘‘nonlinguistic’’ aspects of the signal~such
as those due to vocal tract characteristics!, revealing invari-
ant acoustic cues to phonetic identity~Libermanet al., 1967;
Shankweileret al., 1977!. In compensating for differences in

vocal tract characteristics, normalization was thought to in-
volve calibrating vowel perception according to the vowel
space dimensions of each speaker~Joos, 1948!. There is evi-
dence that vowel identification is indeed evaluated in a rela-
tive, rather than absolute, manner. Ladefoged and Broadbent
~1957! found that identification of vowels in a /bVt/ context
changed according to the frequency range of formants in a
carrier sentence. Another finding consistent with the normal-
ization hypothesis is the effect of constantly changing the
talker in a series of spoken words. This results in slower
processing and increased error rates, presumably due to the
need to recalibrate to each talker~Mullennix et al., 1989;
Sommerset al., 1994!.

However, recent findings indicate that many nonlinguis-
tic aspects of speech are not discarded, as the normalization
hypothesis implies, but are retained and affect later speech
processing~for a review, see Pisoni, 1997!. For example,
Palmeri et al. ~1993! reported faster recognition for previ-
ously presented words when the second presentation was in
the same voice rather than a new voice. This should not
occur if specific voice characteristics are discarded during
speech perception. Consequently, many researchers have ar-
gued that some forms of variability should be reconceptual-
ized as useful information rather than noise, and that speech
perception models must incorporate variability as a funda-
mental aspect of spoken word recognition~Luce and McLen-
nan, in press; Nygaard and Pisoni, 1995; Pisoni, 1997!.

Against this background, foreign accent presents a use-
ful kind of variability for experimentation. Non-native
speech contains multiple departures from native norms that
can cause perceptual difficulty. These include deviations
from native phoneme prototypes as well as non-native pho-
netic context rules, syllable structure, and prosodic patterns.
Foreign-accented speech thus requires adaptation to a range
of variability that supplements previous perception research
on variability due to vocal tract characteristics, phonetic con-
text, and speaking rate.

a!This work contributed to the first author’s doctoral dissertation and was
conducted under the direction of the second author. Portions of this work
were presented in ‘‘Perceptual adjustment to foreign-accented English with
short term exposure,’’ inProceedings of the 7th International Conference
on Spoken Language Processing, Denver, CO, 2002, edited by J. H. L.
Hansen and B. Pellom, pp. 253–256.

b!Present address: Department of Psychology, University at Buffalo, State
University of New York, Buffalo, NY 14260. Electronic-mail:
cclarke2@buffalo.edu
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This is not to say that the types of phonetic variability
observed in accented speech do not occur in native speech.
We assume here that the variations of accented speech can be
considered an extreme form of that seen among native speak-
ers ~Nygaard and Pisoni, 1998!. It might be supposed that
adapting to a new native voice involves accommodation of
new acoustic speech characteristics, such as voice quality,
while adapting to an accented voice requires accommodation
of new phonetic characteristics. However, it has been shown
that familiarity with a native voice is based not only on voice
quality but also on pronunciation idiosyncrasies, i.e., pho-
netic patterns~Remezet al., 1997! typically due to dialect or
idiolect. Therefore, it is plausible that similar mechanisms
are at work in coping with differences among native speakers
and with differences between native and accented speakers.
The advantage in studying accented speech is that these pro-
cesses are exaggerated, whereas they typically occur too
quickly for observation with native speech.

Lane~1963! seems to have been the first to establish that
word identification is poorer for accented than for native
speech. He found that word identification accuracy for
Serbian-, Japanese-, and Punjabi-accented English was ap-
proximately 36% lower than for native speech in all signal-
to-noise ratio and filtering conditions. More recent work has
shown lower intelligibility for a Mandarin accent in second
language~L2! learners of English~Munro and Derwing,
1995a, b!, and an English accent in L2 learners of Dutch
~van Wijngaarden, 2001!. van Wijngaarden estimated that the
reduction in intelligibility for the speech of fluent non-
natives was equivalent to lowering native speech by 3 to 4
decibels~dB!.

In addition to poorer word identification, accented
speech can slow perceptual processing. Schmid and Yeni-
Komshian ~1999! showed that mispronunciations were de-
tected more slowly for Spanish- and Tamil-accented speech.
And, in a speeded true/false sentence verification task, Mu-
nro and Derwing~1995b! found that listeners were slower to
verify sentences produced by a Mandarin-accented speaker,
even when they transcribed them correctly.

However the perceptual system handles variability in
speech, some kind of learning must be involved. Normaliza-
tion as a way to compensate for talker-specific characteristics
must be supplemented or supplanted by mechanisms that re-
tain information about those characteristics and apply it to
later perceptual processing. Many studies have demonstrated
the perceptual benefits of experience with various speech
characteristics, including those due to talker differences
~Nygaard and Pisoni, 1998; Nygaardet al., 1994!, speaking
rate ~Dupoux and Green, 1997!, hearing impairment~Mc-
Garr, 1983!, and synthetic speech~e.g., Greenspanet al.,
1988; for a review, see Duffy and Pisoni, 1992!.

The last few years have seen an increased interest in the
perceptual learning of accented speech characteristics~Brad-
low and Bent, 2003; Clarke, 2000; Weil, 2001!. However, the
first experiments investigating this topic were in the 1980s.
Gass and Varonis~1984! reported improved sentence tran-
scription accuracy following exposure to a story spoken by a
non-native speaker. Wingstedt and Schulman~1987! created
a ‘‘fake’’ accent in Swedish speech and found higher word

repetition accuracy for participants who had earlier repeated
a set of accented sentences. Because this improvement was
attained with novel words, the researchers concluded that the
listeners had developed ‘‘phonological perceptual rules’’~p.
339!—rules for translating the acoustic-phonetic input for a
particular accent to the native representations of the intended
phonemes.

Several recent studies have replicated the findings of
perceptual improvement following exposure to accented
speech. Clarke~2000! trained native English listeners over
three sessions to recognize either several Spanish-accented
voices or several Chinese-accented voices. In a subsequent
word transcription test that included one of the Spanish-
accented voices and one of the Chinese-accented voices from
training, listeners were more accurate with the accented
voice they were trained with than the other accented voice.
In a similar study, Weil ~2001! exposed listeners to a
Marathi-accented voice using word and sentence transcrip-
tion tasks over four training sessions. In a following tran-
scription test, trained listeners were more accurate with the
Marathi-accented voice than were untrained listeners. Fi-
nally, Bradlow and Bent~2003! also found a beneficial effect
of familiarity with a Chinese-accented voice in a sentence
transcription test after two days of transcription training.

In sum, there is clear evidence of perceptual learning for
a variety of nonlinguistic speech characteristics—aspects of
speech once thought of as noise to be discarded during lan-
guage processing. This information is retained and used in a
beneficial way. Furthermore, the benefits are integral to the
speech system: In various cases it has been shown that task
improvement did not rely on the use of semantic context
~McGarr, 1983!, becoming accustomed to odd physical char-
acteristics of the speech~Greenspanet al., 1988!, or memo-
rizing alternative pronunciations for individual lexical items
~Nygaard et al., 1994; Wingstedt and Schulman, 1987!.
Rather, the benefits seem to result from adjustments at a
relatively early level of processing, probably the phonologi-
cal level ~Duffy and Pisoni, 1992!.

Existing studies demonstrate benefits of several hours
experience with accented speech. But an unanswered ques-
tion is when perceptual learning of accented speech begins.
Does the change in processing require prolonged experience,
or is the response more rapid? Knowledge of the timeline for
perceptual learning will constrain the possible mechanisms
underlying this learning. Previous research with talker-
specific characteristics~Ladefoged and Broadbent, 1957! and
compressed speech~Dupoux and Green, 1997! has shown
changes with exposure to as few as one and ten sentence-
length utterances, respectively. This indicates that some form
of adaptation occurs almost immediately. Moreover, subjec-
tive experience suggests that adaptation to accented speech
also occurs quickly. Many listeners report that when first
listening to a non-native speaker, comprehension can be dif-
ficult, but after a few moments of exposure they ‘‘catch on’’
to the non-native speech patterns, and comprehension im-
proves. These subjective reports might reflect an increased
reliance on utterance or situational context to interpret unin-
telligible words, or on rapid perceptual learning of phono-
logical patterns, or both. The focus of the research reported
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here was the learning of phonological patterns specific to the
accented speaker. We attempted to rule out other sources of
improvement, such as the use of semantic context or general
increases in effort or attention. Thus, a finding of improved
processing efficiency would suggest adaptive flexibility
within the phonological processing system itself.

We used a cross-modal matching task with a reaction
time measure to track processing efficiency during the course
of exposure to accented voices. Sentence-length English ut-
terances were presented, each ending in a key word not pre-
dictable from the semantic context. Immediately following
each auditory sentence, a visual probe word appeared on a
computer screen. The task was a speeded yes/no response
indicating whether the probe word matched the final word of
the sentence. This task had three advantages. First, using
sentences rather than isolated words more closely matches
conversational language and allows for the influence of all
phonological aspects of accented speech, including interword
phonetic context effects and prosodic patterns. Second, reac-
tion time ~RT! may be a more sensitive measure of subtle
changes in processing efficiency during adaptation. RT has
already proven sensitive to the perceptual difficulty caused
by accented speech even when intelligibility is high~Munro
and Derwing, 1995b!. Third, processing speed is sampled at
the end of every sentence, approximately once every 2 s of
speech, providing a relatively fine-grained temporal resolu-
tion of the effects of perceptual learning.

II. EXPERIMENT 1

This experiment looked for changes in processing effi-
ciency arising from a short period of exposure to accented
speech~under one minute!. Three stimulus conditions were
tested: 16 sentences produced by a native speaker of Spanish
with a moderate accent~accentcondition!; 12 sentences pro-
duced by a native speaker of English, followed by four sen-
tences produced by the Spanish-accented speaker~control
condition!; and 16 sentences produced by the native speaker
of English ~no accentcondition!.

It was predicted that theaccentgroup would be slower
than thecontrol and no accentgroups at the beginning of
exposure, but as the experiment progressed theaccent
groups’ RT would decrease due to adaptation. For the last
four sentences, the accent group was expected to be faster
than the control group because the control group would not
have had the previous 12 sentences to adapt to the accented
speech. This controlled for the possibility that the accent
group’s improvement was due solely to practice with the
task. Finally, the no accent condition provided a comparison
for the level of processing efficiency the accent group
reached by the fourth block~i.e., to see whether they reached
native-speech processing efficiency!.

A. Method

1. Participants

Forty-eight University of Arizona undergraduates~37 fe-
males, 11 males! participated and were paid or given partial
course credit. All were native speakers of American English
and reported no hearing problems at the time of testing. They
were not fluent in Spanish and did not have native Spanish-

speaking parents. However, 31 participants had other family
members or close friends with a Spanish accent. Data from
one additional participant were excluded because the partici-
pant exceeded a 20% error rate. Participants were randomly
assigned to the three conditions~16 each inaccent, control,
andno accent!.

2. Design

Four blocks of four auditory sentences were presented to
each group with no breaks between blocks. In each block,
two sentences were followed by matching visual probe
words ~yes trials!, and two were followed by mismatching
visual probe words~no trials!. Four block orders were cre-
ated using a Latin square design such that, across partici-
pants, every sentence was presented in every block position.
Within each group, an equal number of listeners heard each
of the four block orders.

Because between-participants RT comparisons were
necessary, and given the typically high RT variability among
participants, all experimental RTs were normalized according
to a separate measure of each participant’s speed at the task:
Following the experimental trials, all listeners received eight
baselinetrials. The sentences in these trials were novel and
were produced by a different nonaccented speaker. The mean
RT for these trials was subtracted from the experimental RTs
for each subject, and the difference RTs were the primary
dependent measure of processing speed.1

3. Stimulus materials

We used 32 low probability~LP! sentences from the
Revised Speech Perception In Noise~SPIN-R! test ~Bilger,
1984; Kalikowet al., 1977!. In LP sentences, the final word
is not predictable from the meaning of the sentence~e.g.,
Ruth must have known about thepie.!. The 16 experimental
sentences were recorded by a female native speaker of
American English~age: 31! and by a female native speaker
of Mexican Spanish~age: 45; age of English acquisition: 30!.
In an earlier study, the native Spanish speaker’s accent was
given a mean rating of 6.1 on a scale of 1~no foreign accent!
to 9 ~strong foreign accent!. The eight practice and eight
baseline sentences were recorded by another female native
speaker of American English~age: 19!.

Sentences were tape recorded in a quiet room using an
Electro-Voice RE16 directional microphone, a DBX 760X
microphone preamplifier, and a Tascam 122 mkII tape deck.
Stimuli were digitized ~Macintosh PowerPC 8100; 22.05
kHz, 16 bits!, and each sentence was copied into its own file
with silence at the beginning and end trimmed. Each stimu-
lus file was peak normalized to 90% of maximum amplitude
resolution.

Because processing efficiency was measured by percep-
tual identification of the final word of each sentence~the
target word!, the characteristics of these words were care-
fully controlled. Target words in the experimental sentences
were familiar, monosyllabic nouns with a mean frequency of
22 per million ~Kucera and Francis, 1967!. In both the ac-
cented and nonaccented productions, they were each cor-
rectly identified in isolation by more than 70% of listeners in
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a prior word intelligibility experiment (Maccented592.4%;
Mnonaccented595.8%).2 Target words were never repeated
within the experiment.

To control for differences in duration, the accented and
nonaccented productions of each target word were digitally
compressed or lengthened so they both equaled the mean
duration of the two original productions.3 The accented
words were lengthened by a mean of 15%~range:15% to
128%!, and the nonaccented words were compressed by a
mean of 11%~range:25% to 218%!. Stimuli were not re-
screened for intelligibility, but the duration manipulations
were minimal and produced little to no distortion. The mean
durations of the preceding portion of each sentence were
similar for the two voices (Maccented51.29 s; Mnonaccented

51.36 s) and were not altered.
For half of the experimental trials, the visual probe word

did not match the target word but was a phonetic neighbor
differing by one phoneme in either the onset~one case!,
vowel ~four cases!, or coda ~three cases! position. These
words were also monosyllabic English nouns and were simi-
lar to the target words in mean frequency~20 per million!.

4. Procedure

Listeners were tested individually in a quiet room in
front of a computer monitor and a two-button response box.
They were instructed to respond quickly and accurately and
were warned that at some time during the experiment the
voice would change. This voice change occurred between
blocks 3 and 4 for the control condition, and between block
4 and the baseline trials for the accent and no accent condi-
tions. The experiment began with eight practice trials, fol-
lowed by four experimental blocks~16 trials!, and then eight
baseline trials. Trials in the practice and baseline blocks were
presented in the same order for every subject. In each experi-
mental block, sentence order was randomized differently for
each subject.

Auditory stimuli were presented over headphones at ap-
proximately 73 dB~A! sound pressure level. Stimulus presen-
tation and response collection were controlled by an IBM
compatible computer using DMDX software~Forster and
Forster, 2003!. Each trial began with an auditory sentence

followed immediately by a probe word presented in capital
letters on the computer screen. The probe remained until the
listener pressed theyesor theno button. Accuracy and reac-
tion time feedback were provided on the computer screen
after each response. RT measurement began at probe word
onset. If a response did not occur within 4 s, it was recorded
asno response. Participants pressed a foot pedal to begin the
next trial.

B. Results and discussion

For all analyses, the between-participants block order
counterbalancing variable was included in the analysis of
variance~ANOVA ! to remove variance due to counterbal-
ancing. If there was no effect involving counterbalancing
group by a conservative criterion ofp,0.25 ~see Pollatsek
and Well, 1995!, the analysis was performed with groups
collapsed over this variable. To avoid confusion with the
experimental group variable, the counterbalancing group
variable will be denoted bycbg. We used an alpha level of
0.05 for all analyses, and the modified Bonferroni correction
~Keppel, 1982! to control alpha inflation in planned con-
trasts.

1. Errors

Incorrect andno responsetrials were counted as errors.
Mean error rates for the experimental blocks are shown in
Table I. Error data were first transformed to rationalized arc-
sine units~RAU! to convert percent error to a linear and
additive scale~Studebaker, 1985!. To test for differences
among conditions for the first three blocks, a 3~group!33
~block: 1–3!34 ~cbg! mixed design ANOVA was performed.
This revealed a significant effect of group,F(2,36)55.68,
no effect of block,F(2,72)52.33,ns, and a marginal inter-
action,F(4,72)52.16, p50.08. Tamhanepost hoctests for
unequal variances showed the accent group’s error rate was
higher than the control group’s,t(18)53.07, and marginally
higher than the no accent group’s,t(23)52.30,p50.09. Fi-
nally, for block 4, a 3~group!34 ~cbg! ANOVA showed a
main effect of group,F(2,36)53.49. A Tamhanepost hoc

TABLE I. Mean percent error~untransformed; and standard deviations! by experimental block according to
voice condition for experiments 1–3.

Condition

Block

1 2 3 4

Experiment 1
Accent 14.06~15.73! 4.69 ~10.08! 10.94~15.73! 4.69 ~10.08!
Control 3.13~8.54! 1.56 ~6.25! 0.00 ~0.00! 9.38 ~15.48!
No accent 1.56~6.25! 1.56 ~6.25! 6.25 ~11.18! 0.00 ~0.00!

Experiment 2
Accent 6.25~11.18! 4.69 ~13.60! 6.25 ~14.43! 6.25 ~14.43!
Control in noise 14.06~15.73! 10.94~12.81! 3.13 ~8.54! 4.69 ~10.08!

Experiment 3
Accent 1.79~5.25! 2.38 ~5.94! 7.14 ~11.50! 3.57 ~6.96!
Control in clear 2.38~5.94! 2.38 ~5.94! 1.19 ~4.37! 4.17 ~7.35!
Control in noise 11.90~12.71! 13.10~14.60! 11.90~12.71! 4.17 ~7.35!
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test for unequal variances showed the control group’s error
rate was marginally higher than the no accent group’s,
t(15)52.52,p50.07.

The higher error rate for the accent group in the first
three blocks was unexpected because the accented target
words had been screened for intelligibility. Although only
correct responses were used in the RT analyses, they may
have included more guess responses, which do not reflect the
time course of accurate phonological analysis and may have
inflated the RTs. We note this issue here and return to it in
experiment 3.

2. Reaction time

The following data treatment applied to this and all sub-
sequent RT analyses. Only RTs from correct responses were
analyzed. RTs less than 200 ms or greater than 2000 ms were
excluded, and RTs beyond two standard deviations above or
below a given participant’s mean for experimental and base-
line trials were replaced with that cutoff value. Each partici-
pant’s mean baseline RT was subtracted from that individu-
al’s experimental block mean RTs. These difference RTs
were used as the dependent measure.

Mean difference RTs for the experimental blocks are
shown in Fig. 1. RTs for the accent group decreased by over
150 ms from block 1 to block 4. This was statistically sig-
nificant by a one-way ANOVA for the accent condition with
block as a repeated measures variable,F(3,45)513.24.
Planned contrasts indicated RT decreased significantly be-
tween block 1 (M5178, SD5109.62) and block 2 (M
580, SD597.41), t(15)53.24, and between block 3 (M
561, SD577.66) and block 4 (M510, SD565.34),t(15)
52.52. This decrease in RT is consistent with the hypothesis
that processing efficiency increases with brief exposure to
accented speech.

To assess the possibility that practice with the task could
account for the RT change, the accent and control groups’
RTs for block 4 were compared. A 3~group!34 ~cbg!
ANOVA included this as well as the comparison of the ac-
cent and no accent conditions. A significant effect of group
was found,F(2,36)55.50, and planned contrasts showed
that the accent group (M510, SD565.34) was significantly

faster than the control group (M5111,SD5117.27),t(36)
53.03, but did not differ from the no accent group (M
521, SD5102.31),t(36)50.34,ns. The control group lis-
teners, who had as much experience with the task, but no
prior experience with the accented voice, were significantly
slower than the accent group listeners in block 4 when pre-
sented with the accented voice. This indicates that the accent
group’s improvement across the four blocks cannot be ex-
plained by practice effects alone. The results also show no
difference between the accent and no accent groups in block
4, suggesting that after only 16 sentences of exposure, the
group hearing the accented speech was processing it as
quickly as the group hearing native speech.

Two effects in the first three blocks were also of interest:
~a! whether listeners were slower to respond to the Spanish-
accented speech than to the native speech, and~b! whether
the control and no accent groups’ RTs decreased as they were
exposed to the nonaccented voice. A 3~group!33 ~block:
1–3! mixed ANOVA showed a significant main effect of
group, F(2,45)54.91. Planned contrasts indicated that, for
the first three blocks, the accent group (M5106, SD
571.35) was slower than both the control group (M544,
SD589.68), t(45)52.18, and the no accent group (M
520, SD579.20),t(45)53.04. The slower RT to accented
speech is consistent with previous findings of processing dif-
ficulty with foreign-accented speech~Munro and Derwing,
1995b!. There was also a significant main effect of block,
F(2,90)517.94, but no group3block interaction,F(4,90)
51.20, ns, suggesting all groups improved across the first
three blocks.

Overall, the results matched experimental predictions.
Listeners were initially slower to respond to the Spanish-
accented speech, but this difficulty decreased after a rela-
tively brief period of exposure. At the end of 16 sentences,
mean RT had decreased by over 150 ms and was almost
identical to the no accent group’s RT to native speech. Given
that each sentence was approximately 2 seconds long, this
exposure comprised less than 1 min of speech. Although
practice effects likely played some part in the RT change
across blocks, as indicated by the improvement in the first
three blocks for the control and no accent groups, it cannot
explain the entire effect for the accent group.

III. EXPERIMENT 2

The control condition in experiment 1 ruled out practice
effects as an account of the accent group’s improvement over
the four experimental blocks. However, another possible rea-
son for that improvement is that the listeners in the accent
condition developed strategies for understanding difficult
speech, such as depending on the fact that the final word was
always a noun, or putting more effort or attention into the
task.

Experiment 2 was conducted to evaluate these explana-
tions. Noise was added to the nonaccented sentences in the
control condition to make them more difficult to understand.
A signal-to-noise ratio~SNR! was chosen such that overall
RTs to the nonaccented speech in noise were similar to RTs
to the accented speech in the clear. Under these new condi-
tions, results for block 4 would remain the same as for ex-

FIG. 1. Experiment 1 mean difference reaction times~experimental
2baseline! according to condition. Error bars indicate standard errors.
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periment 1 if the accent group is learning something specific
about how to process accented speech during exposure,
rather than learning general strategies or increasing effort. A
no accent condition was not included.

A. Method

1. Participants

Thirty-two University of Arizona undergraduates~22 fe-
males, 10 males! participated and were paid or given partial
course credit. All were native speakers of American English
and reported no hearing problems at the time of testing. They
were not fluent in Spanish and did not have native Spanish-
speaking parents. However, 11 participants had other family
members or close friends with a Spanish accent. Data from
one additional participant were excluded because the partici-
pant exceeded a 20% error rate. Participants were randomly
assigned to the two conditions~16 each toaccentandcontrol
in noise!.

2. Stimulus materials

Materials were identical to those in experiment 1. Using
Cool Edit 96 wave-editing software~Syntrillium Software,
Phoenix, AZ!, the amplitude of the nonaccented sentences
was reduced to a mean of approximately 65 dB at the final
word, and pink noise at 61 dB was added. The resulting
mean SNR at the final word was approximately14 dB.

3. Procedure

Experimental procedures and block counterbalancing
were identical to experiment 1, except that listeners in the
control group were warned that the first several sentences
were in noise.

B. Results and discussion

1. Errors

Mean error rates for the experimental blocks are shown
in Table I. Error rates for blocks 1–3 were higher for the
control in noise group~9.38%! than for the accent group
~5.73%!. However, a 2~group!33 ~block: 1–3!34 ~cbg!
mixed ANOVA on the transformed error percentages~in
RAUs! revealed only a marginal effect of group,F(1,24)
53.75,p50.06. A one-way ANOVA on block 4 showed no
significant difference between groups,F,1.

2. Reaction time

Mean difference RTs for the experimental blocks are
shown in Fig. 2. To test whether the noise made the control
condition more difficult, a 2~group!33 ~blocks: 1–3!34
~cbg! mixed ANOVA ~Huynh–Feldt corrected because the
assumption of sphericity was violated! was performed on the
difference RTs for the first three blocks. There was no main
effect of group,F,1, suggesting that the two conditions
were equated in difficulty for effects on RT. There was a
significant main effect of block,F(2,48)55.63, but no group
3block interaction,F,1, showing that both group’s RTs
decreased equally across the first three blocks.

Mean RT for the accent group decreased by almost 200
ms from block 1 to block 4. This change was statistically

significant by a 4~block!34 ~cbg! mixed ANOVA for the
accent condition,F(3,36)58.83. Planned contrasts showed
that RT decreased significantly between block 1 (M5223,
SD5165.55) and block 4 (M536, SD5157.73), t(12)
53.71, and between block 3 (M5128, SD5141.44) and
block 4, t(12)53.18. Finally, a 2~group!34 ~cbg! ANOVA
comparing the two voice conditions in block 4 showed that
the accent group (M536, SD5157.73) was significantly
faster than the control in noise group (M5143, SD
5121.69),F(1,24)55.14.

Experiment 2 replicated the effect of increased process-
ing efficiency with short-term exposure to accented speech.
RTs for the accent group again decreased across the four
blocks, and were faster than those of the control in noise
group in the last block of the experiment. Because the con-
ditions were equated for difficulty, the assumption that the
accent group developed general strategies for coping with
difficult speech would also apply to the control group. Yet
the control listeners still took longer to process the accented
speech in block 4.

An important question regarding rapid adaptation to ac-
cented speech is the effect of previous long-term experience
with the accent in question. As noted earlier, a large propor-
tion of listeners in experiments 1 and 2 had close family
members or friends with a Spanish accent. In order to deter-
mine whether the adaptation effect differed based on such
experience, the data from the accent groups in the two ex-
periments were combined, and the high experience listeners
(n515) compared with the low experience listeners (n
517). High experiencelisteners were defined as stated
above, andlow experiencelisteners were those who reported
either never having personally known anyone with a Spanish
accent or only having Spanish-accented acquaintances with
whom they spent little time. Inspection of the data in Table II
shows both subgroups improved across the four blocks. Fur-
ther, in block 1 the low experience subgroup was over 80 ms
slower than the high experience subgroup, although this defi-
cit was eliminated by block 4. But the trend indicating an
advantage for the high experience subgroup was not statisti-

FIG. 2. Experiment 2 mean difference reaction times~experimental
2baseline! according to condition. Error bars indicate standard errors.
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cally reliable. A 2 ~accent experience!34 ~block!34 ~cbg!
mixed ANOVA ~Huynh–Feldt corrected for nonsphericity!
revealed a main effect of block,F(2.94,70.54)517.32, but
no effect of accent experience,F,1, or interaction,
F(2.94,70.54)51.40,ns.

Although previous accent experience was not of central
interest in this study, the subgroup analysis suggests that it
may affect how efficiently accented speech is perceptually
processed, at least initially. However, the important result is
that even those listeners with little prior experience with a
Spanish accent showed faster RTs with brief exposure. This
indicates the processing improvement is due to on-line learn-
ing, rather than previous knowledge. Experiment 3 further
investigates this hypothesis by testing adaptation effects for a
less familiar accent.

IV. EXPERIMENT 3

Experiment 3 explored whether the effect of rapid adap-
tation would be found with another and less familiar accent,
specifically a Chinese accent. This accent is less likely to be
encountered by the participant population~living in Tucson,
AZ! than the Spanish accent. It is possible that listeners can
quickly adapt to accented speech only if they are already
familiar with the accent. Otherwise, adaptation may require
more experience~possibly on the order of hours as in previ-
ous training studies!. If adaptation to an unfamiliar accent
requires relatively long exposure, it would suggest that the
adaptation effects found in experiments 1 and 2 were due to
a quick accessing and application of stored knowledge of a
generally familiar accent, rather than an on-line adaptation
process.

Three conditions were tested: anaccent condition, in
which all four sentence blocks were produced by a Chinese-
accented speaker, acontrol in clearcondition~similar to the
control condition in experiment 1!, and acontrol in noise
condition~similar to the control in noise condition in experi-
ment 2!. In contrast to the first two experiments, 24 experi-
mental sentences~six per block! were used rather than 16
~four per block! because a pilot study showed that RTs to the
Chinese-accented voice were slower overall than to the
Spanish-accented voice of the previous two experiments.
Also, although RTs became faster across the four blocks in
the pilot experiment, they were not significantly faster on the
fourth block than those of the control in noise group, sug-
gesting that listeners might need more exposure to the
Chinese-accented speech to fully adapt to it. It is not clear

whether this is because of the Chinese accent itself or the
specific voice, which was rated as more accented than the
Spanish-accented voice in the previous accent judgment ex-
periment. Using six sentences per block was intended to in-
sure that we could detect adaptation to the Chinese-accented
voice.

The control in clear condition was included to test once
again the prediction that RTs would initially be slower for
accented speech than for nonaccented speech. A retest of this
prediction was needed because we discovered that the intel-
ligibility of the Spanish-accented target words in experi-
ments 1 and 2 may have been lower than intended: As noted
earlier, the accent group had a higher error rate than the other
groups in experiment 1. We also conducted a second intelli-
gibility screening in which the target words were presented
in the sentence context used in the experiment~rather than in
isolation!. With this method, several of the accented words
used in experiments 1 and 2 had intelligibility rates less than
70%. Low intelligibility rates raise the possibility that, in
experiments 1 and 2, the accent groups’ RTs included several
guess responses, which might be responsible for the higher
mean RTs rather than the hypothesized slower processing of
intelligible accented words. For the present experiment, only
target words that had greater than 70% intelligibility in the
experimental sentence context were selected.

We predicted that RT would decrease across the four
blocks for the accent condition and that, in the last block, the
accent group would be faster than both control groups. This
was based on the assumption that the effects of short-term
experience found in experiments 1 and 2 were not due to
accessing a stored template for interpreting Spanish-accented
speech, but instead resulted from on-line learning of phono-
logical patterns.

A. Method

1. Participants

Eighty-four University of Arizona undergraduates~44
females, 40 males! participated and received partial course
credit. All were native speakers of American English who
reported no hearing disorders at the time of testing. They
were not fluent in Chinese and did not have native Chinese-
speaking parents. However, 20 participants had other family
members or close friends with a Chinese accent. Data from
one additional participant were excluded because the partici-
pant reported a strategy of not looking at the screen until
after each sentence ended. Participants were randomly as-
signed to the three conditions~28 each toaccent, control in
clear, andcontrol in noise!.

2. Stimulus materials

A new set of 40 LP sentences was chosen from the Re-
vised SPIN Test~Bilger, 1984; Kalikowet al., 1977!. The 24
experimental sentences~six per block! were selected based
on their intelligibility when produced by the Chinese- and
nonaccented voices. Each of the sentence final words was
identified at greater than 70% accuracy in the LP sentence
context by a separate group of listeners (Maccented594.32;
Mnonaccented599.16).4 The target words from the experimen-
tal sentences were familiar, monosyllabic nouns with a mean

TABLE II. Mean difference reaction times~in ms; and standard deviations!
for accent conditions according to experience with the accent~subgroups are
combined for experiments 1 and 2!.

Experience

Block

1 2 3 4

Experiments 1 and 2
Low 239 ~137.16! 146~149.90! 103~106.97! 17 ~89.59!
High 157 ~134.30! 107~151.09! 84~130.96! 29~149.47!

Experiment 3
Low 143 ~158.21! 70~124.72! 30~110.91! 11~110.64!
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frequency of 20 per million~Kucera and Francis, 1967!. Tar-
get words were never repeated within the experiment.

The experimental sentences were recorded by the same
female native speaker of American English as in experiments
1 and 2 and by a female native speaker of Mandarin Chinese
~age: 24, age of English acquisition: 12!. The Chinese speak-
er’s accent was given a mean rating of 7.6 on a scale from 1
~no foreign accent! to 9 ~strong foreign accent! in an earlier
study. The practice and baseline sentences were produced by
the same female native speaker as in experiments 1 and 2.
The Chinese-accented sentences were recorded according to
the procedures described in experiment 1. In order to match
the nonaccented sentences with the highly intelligible
Chinese-accented sentences, the native speaker of American
English recorded additional sentences. These were recorded
onto CD in a WhisperRoom sound isolation booth using a
Shure SM57 Dynamic microphone, a Symetrix 302 micro-
phone preamplifier, and an Alesis ML-9600 disc recorder
~44.1 kHz, 16 bits!.5 The stimulus file was downsampled to
22.05 kHz, and each sentence was copied into its own file,
trimmed, and peak normalized to 90% of maximum ampli-
tude resolution.

In order to control for differences in duration, the ac-
cented and nonaccented productions of each target word
were digitally compressed or lengthened so they both
equaled the mean duration of the two original productions.
The same procedure was used to equate the sentence material
up to the final word because this portion was produced ap-
proximately 250 ms slower on average by the accented
voice. For the accented voice, the final word durations were
modified by a mean of14% ~range:210% to119%!, and
the precursor portions by a mean of27% ~range:216% to
13%!. For the nonaccented voice, the final word durations
were modified by a mean of23% ~range:214% to113%!,
and the precursor portions by a mean of110% ~range:23%
to 123%!. Again, the duration manipulations produced little
to no distortion, and the stimuli were not rescreened for in-
telligibility.

The mean sound level measured at the final word was
approximately 74 dB for the Chinese-accented sentences and
approximately 69 dB for the nonaccented sentences in the
control in clear condition.6 For the control in noise condition,
the mean amplitude was lowered to approximately 63 dB at
the final word, and pink noise at 62 dB was added to each
file, for a mean SNR of11 dB. In a pilot study, this SNR
resulted in RTs similar to those in the accent condition. Fi-
nally, for experimental trials in which the visual probe word
did not match the corresponding target word, the probes dif-
fered from their targets by one phoneme in either the onset
~four cases!, vowel ~four cases!, or coda~four cases! posi-
tion, and were similar to the target words in mean frequency
~21 per million!.

3. Procedure

Experimental procedures and counterbalancing were
identical to the previous experiments except that experimen-
tal blocks consisted of six sentences~threeyestrials, threeno
trials! instead of four.

B. Results and discussion

1. Errors

Mean error rates for the experimental blocks are shown
in Table I. A 3 ~group!33 ~block: 1–3!34 ~cbg! mixed
ANOVA on the percent error data in RAUs revealed a main
effect of group,F(2,72)545.86, and no effect of block or
interaction. Planned contrasts showed a higher error rate for
the control in noise group than for the accent group,t(72)
57.42, and no difference between the accent and control in
clear groups,t(72)51.53,ns. A 3 ~group!34 ~cbg! ANOVA
on block 4 showed no significant difference among groups,
F,1.

2. Reaction time

Mean RTs for the experimental blocks are shown in Fig.
3. To verify that the reduction in SNR in the control in noise
condition equated the RTs in the first three blocks with those
of the accent group, and to test whether listeners were slower
to respond to the accented voice than to the native voice~in
the clear!, a 3 ~group!33 ~blocks: 1–3!34 ~cbg! mixed
ANOVA was performed. There were significant main effects
of block, F(2,144)536.92, and group,F(2,72)53.26, but
no interaction,F,1. Planned contrasts showed that the ad-
dition of noise in the control condition was successful in
equating RTs for the control in noise (M5104, SD
5119.59) and accent (M587, SD5137.42) conditions,
t(72)50.57, ns. In addition, the accent group was margin-
ally slower than the control in clear group (M528, SD
593.34),t(72)51.87,p50.06. The difference between the
accent and control in clear groups may have been smaller
than expected because the accent group adapted to the
Chinese-accented voice within the 18 sentences of blocks
1–3. To equate this analysis with the corresponding analysis
in experiment 1, the group difference for blocks 1 and 2 only
~12 sentences! was tested. For the first two blocks, the accent
group (M5115,SD5160.15) was significantly slower than
the control in clear group (M545, SD5106.28), t(72)
52.01. RTs to the Chinese-accented speech were initially
slower than to the native speech, despite the fact that the

FIG. 3. Experiment 3 mean difference reaction times~experimental
2baseline! according to condition. For blocks 1–3, each mean is based on
six trials. For block 4, means are based on two, four, and six trials. Error
bars indicate standard errors.
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intelligibility of the Chinese-accented speech was high, and
the error rates were similar for the accent and control in clear
conditions. The results are again consistent with Munro and
Derwing’s ~1995b! findings that accented speech is pro-
cessed more slowly than native speech even when it is highly
intelligible.

RTs for the accent group decreased by just over 130 ms
from block 1 to block 4. This change was statistically sig-
nificant by a 4~block!34 ~cbg! mixed ANOVA ~Huynh–
Feldt corrected for nonsphericity!, F(2.53,60.71)516.23.
Planned contrasts showed that RT decreased significantly be-
tween block 1 (M5151, SD5181.45) and block 2 (M
579, SD5148.30),t(24)54.47, and between block 2 and
block 3 (M530, SD5119.60), t(24)52.43. Listeners re-
sponded faster to the Chinese-accented voice over the course
of 24 sentences.

A one-way ANOVA on block 4 RTs tested whether the
accent group was faster than the control groups. A significant
effect of group was found,F(2,81)55.82, and planned con-
trasts showed the accent group (M520, SD5109.60) was
significantly faster than the control in clear group (M
5118, SD5105.39),t(81)53.39, but was not significantly
faster than the control in noise group (M560, SD
5111.86),t(81)51.39,ns. The predicted advantage for the
accent group in block 4 was borne out in the comparison
with the control in clear group but, unexpectedly, not in the
comparison with the control in noise group.

One difference between this experiment and the previ-
ous experiments was that six sentences were included in
block 4, rather than four. Given that the accent groups’ RTs
decreased significantly after only a few sentences, specifi-
cally from block 1 to block 2, in both experiment 1 and the
current experiment, the control groups in the current experi-
ment may have adapted to the Chinese-accented speech
within block 4. If so, averaging across more sentences in
block 4 would attenuate the difference between the control
and accent conditions. To investigate this possibility, the
mean RTs for block 4 were recomputed based on only the
first four sentences, making them equivalent to the means in
the first two experiments. A one-way ANOVA on the four-
trial means for block 4 revealed an effect of group,
F(2,81)54.29. Planned contrasts again showed significantly
faster times for the accent group (M519,SD5129.02) than
for the control in clear group (M5118, SD5122.85),
t(81)52.87. In addition, the accent group was now margin-
ally faster than the control in noise group (M586, SD
5135.54),t(81)51.94,p50.056.

Inspection of the mean RTs for each sentence in block 4
provides further insight into the situation. As shown in the
bottom graph of Fig. 4, RTs for the accent and control in
clear groups are relatively constant throughout the block, but
the control in noise group seems to have adapted to the
Chinese-accented voice within two or three sentences. Con-
sistent with this hypothesis, a one-way ANOVA for means
based on the first two sentences of block 4 again showed a
significant effect of group,F(2,80)53.99, and planned con-
trasts now showed that the accent group (M515, SD
5142.95) was significantly faster than both the control in
clear group (M5132, SD5207.43), t(80)52.50, and the

control in noise group (M5125, SD5164.94), t(80)
52.38. When only the first two sentences of block 4 were
considered, the accent group was significantly faster than
both control groups.

If adaptation could occur for the control in noise group
within only a few sentences of exposure to the accented
voice, the same pattern might also be seen for the accent
group in the first block, when they were first exposed to the
accented voice. Examination of the mean RTs for each sen-
tence in block 1, shown in the top graph of Fig. 4, indeed
suggests a similar pattern. The accent group appears to im-
prove dramatically within the first three or four sentences.

Experiment 3 indicates that the adaptation effect found
in experiments 1 and 2 for Spanish-accented speech also oc-
curs during perception of a Chinese accent. The population
sampled in this experiment have generally less opportunity
to hear Chinese-accented speech in the ambient environment,
in contrast to Spanish-accented speech, and few~24%! re-
ported having a close friend or family member with a Chi-
nese accent. To determine whether the adaptation effect in
experiment 3 occurred for those listeners least familiar with
the accent, a reanalysis was performed including only par-
ticipants who reported either never having known anyone
with a Chinese accent or only having Chinese-accented ac-
quaintances with whom they spent little time~accent: n
521; control in clear:n521; control in noise:n522; see

FIG. 4. Single-trial means of difference reaction times~experimental
2baseline! in blocks 1~top! and 4~bottom! of experiment 3.
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Table II!. The same pattern of effects was found: the accent
group sped up across the four blocks,F(2.89,49.08)58.78
~with Huynh–Feldt correction for nonsphericity!, the control
in clear group was slower than the accent group in block 4,
t(61)53.22, and the control in noise group was slower than
the accent group when the first two trials of block 4 were
considered,t(61)52.03.

The analysis of only the less experienced listeners
should be interpreted somewhat cautiously because the block
order counterbalancing was not maintained when the more
experienced participants were excluded. Nevertheless, it in-
dicates that the effect was not specific to the experienced
listeners alone. The findings with Chinese-accented speech
are consistent with the idea that processing improves due to
on-line perceptual learning of phonological patterns, rather
than a precompiled phonological template. However, Chi-
nese accents are not entirely novel to this participant popu-
lation, so this possibility cannot be completely ruled out.

The control in noise group’s rapid RT decrease within
block 4 indicates that adaptation to accented speech may
occur even more quickly than the initial results of this study
suggested. To test this more sharply,post hocanalyses were
done for block 4 RT data from all three experiments using
two-trial means~see Table III!. For experiment 1,t-tests
showed that there was no change in RT from the first two
trials to the second two trials of block 4 for either the accent
or control ~in clear! conditions, t(15)51.76accent and
0.09control, ns. For experiment 2, RTs for the accent group
did not change,t(14)51.32, ns, but the control in noise
group got significantly faster from the first two to the second
two trials of block 4,t(15)52.63. In experiment 3, ANOVAs
showed that neither the accent group’s nor the control in
clear group’s RTs changed during block 4,F’s,1. However,
the control in noise group’s RTs decreased significantly,
F(2,54)57.18. Planned contrasts indicated a significant de-
crease by the second two trials,t(27)52.51.

The results are generally consistent. For the accent
groups in all three experiments, RT did not change during
block 4, as expected given that listeners in this condition had
already adapted to the accented voice. For the two control in
clear conditions~experiments 1 and 3!, RT did not change
during block 4, but for the two control in noise conditions

~experiments 2 and 3!, RT significantly decreased during
block 4. It is not clear why the control in clear groups did not
adapt to the accented voice within the fourth block as the
control in noise groups did. One possibility relates to task
difficulty. Because the first three blocks were likely easier for
the control in clear groups, they may have been putting less
effort into the task. When the accented voice was introduced,
they may have been caught off guard by the new difficulty.
In contrast, listeners in the control in noise conditions may
have already been making substantial effort and were readier
to deal with the new perceptual challenge. Although this in-
terpretation ispost hoc, it suggests a role for attention in the
process of adaptation to accented speech and is consistent
with evidence that normalization to native voice characteris-
tics consumes processing capacity~e.g., Sommerset al.,
1994; for a review, see Nusbaum and Magnuson, 1997!. On
a methodological note, this finding also shows that measures
of processing speed over time must be fine-grained enough
to detect very rapid changes.

V. GENERAL DISCUSSION

This study demonstrated that listeners adapt very
quickly to accented speech. Initial processing speed is slower
for accented speech, but in all three experiments this deficit
attenuated with less than one minute of experience. In some
circumstances, adaptation required exposure to only two to
four sentence-length utterances. The inclusion of control
groups discounted the possibility that the effect was purely
due to practice with the task or general strategies for han-
dling difficult speech. Further, the extension of the adapta-
tion effect to a less familiar accent is consistent with the
hypothesis that the listeners learned the characteristics of the
accented speech on-line.

One limitation of this study is that, in the control condi-
tions, there was a change in voice as well as a change in
accent, whereas the accent conditions had the same voice
throughout. This confound is difficult to avoid. Ideally the
same speaker would produce both the native and accented
samples, but it is questionable whether one speaker can pro-
duce both ‘‘dialects’’ authentically. It is possible that a
change in voice alone, apart from a change in accent, could
induce a normalization process that could account for the
slower RTs for the control groups. The only estimate of the
magnitude of RT effects due to voice change using natural
speech we are aware of is Mullennixet al.’s ~1989! naming
study. Mean naming latencies were 34 and 70 ms slower in
mixed-talker conditions than in single-talker conditions.
However, the usefulness of this estimate is questionable be-
cause the stimuli included male and female voices, and nam-
ing times are not directly comparable to the RT data of the
present study. We see it as unlikely that a change from one
female voice to another would cause the approximately
100-ms slow-down found in this study. Nevertheless, effects
of this factor should be investigated in future work. The
voice change could also cause a more global ‘‘shock’’ reac-
tion, which might slow response times. Although listeners
were warned that the voice would change at some point dur-
ing the experiment, this explanation cannot be ruled out.

TABLE III. Mean difference reaction times~in ms; and standard deviations!
in block 4 based on two-trial means.@n5number of participants. Means in
the same row with different subscripts differ significantly~see text for type
of analysis for each experiment!.#

Condition n

Block 4 trials

1 & 2 3 & 4 5 & 6

Accent
Experiment 1 16 217 ~59.27! 47 ~131.23!
Experiment 2 15 78~154.34! 21 ~197.55!
Experiment 3 28 15~142.95! 25 ~148.76! 19 ~131.42!

Control in clear
Experiment 1 16 114~142.70! 118 ~165.34!
Experiment 3 27 132~207.43! 130 ~171.28! 137 ~169.39!

Control in noise
Experiment 2 16 203a (184.23) 90b (120.29)
Experiment 3 28 125a (164.94) 48b (152.88) 10b (124.69)
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Another method for removing the confound might be to
add a voice change to the accent condition by presenting a
different voice with the same accent in block 4. This experi-
ment, however, would test a subtly different question. A find-
ing of generalization of learning from one voice to another
requires not only that the listener adjusts phonological pro-
cessing to match the characteristics of the current speaker,
but that those adjustments are sufficiently abstract to be ap-
plied in a new context~taking voice as context!. The ques-
tion of generalization is very interesting, but we are currently
satisfied to establish only the first requirement. That is, it is
acceptable to us that the current data demonstrate only that
the listeners adapted to the specific accented voice they
heard. We suspect that adaptation to one voice would indeed
generalize to a new voice. But adaptation to a single ac-
cented voice is no less impressive even if generalization is
not found. The listener is still initially confronted with
speech patterns that deviate from native norms and adjusts
his or her perceptual processing to more effectively decode
them.

The findings of rapid adaptation to foreign-accented
speech provide new evidence for the type of normalization
first shown by Ladefoged and Broadbent~1957!, in which
the acoustic-phonetic criteria for a vowel category were al-
tered based on the characteristics of a preceding sentence.
We believe that a similar kind of ‘‘extrinsic’’ normalization
occurred in the present experiments~Nearey, 1989!. Speech
that deviated from native norms was evaluated more effi-
ciently when recent experience provided information about
the systematic ways in which it departed from those norms.

A known problem for the extrinsic normalization hy-
pothesis is explaining how the initial segments or words are
correctly evaluated when there is no previous input upon
which to calibrate. The approach suggested by Nearey
~1989! in his discussion of native speech is the same one
offered here. There are usually enough cues within a segment
or syllable that identification can be quite accurate even with
no previous experience with the speaker~Shankweileret al.,
1977!. This is probably largely true even for accented
speech. For example, within-category deviations from native
phoneme prototypes can be identified and noted without any
additional reference information. In addition, there are likely
certain kinds of information that can be extracted from the
speech signal at a low level, such as general vocal tract pos-
ture and speech rhythm. Once some of these properties of the
speech are learned, they themselves can improve processing
efficiency as well as bootstrap the learning of more complex
phonological patterns. Finally, in most real world situations,
higher level knowledge of the lexical, semantic, syntactic,
and situational context can contribute to the perceptual learn-
ing of accented speech.

Rapid adaptation to foreign-accented speech is a clear
demonstration of the remarkable flexibility of spoken word
recognition. Traditional models of spoken word recognition
do not address how this flexibility is achieved. Most assume
phonetic context effects can be predicted and hard-wired,
and that interspeaker variability can be solved at an early
stage with intrinsic or extrinsic vocal-tract normalization.
The models then typically focus on an architecture based on

abstract linguistic units@e.g., PARSYN~Luce et al., 2000!,
Shortlist ~Norris, 1994!, TRACE ~McClelland and Elman,
1986!#.

However, interspeaker variability includes more than
differences in vowel space dimensions. In particular, it ex-
tends to higher levels of phonological representation, includ-
ing phonetic context rules, syllable structure, and prosodic
patterns. This is clearly true for accented speech, but also
applies to idiolect and dialect differences among native
speakers~Klatt, 1988!. Therefore, the traditional concept of
speaker normalization should be expanded to include inters-
peaker variability in complex phonological regularities, in
addition to simple acoustic properties, and must be integrated
as a critical and foundational aspect of spoken word recog-
nition.

Recent attention to perceptual learning in speech percep-
tion ~e.g., Norriset al., 2003; Pisoni, 1997! suggests some
promising lines for theory development. Theories that ac-
count for the adaptability of spoken word recognition have
potentially strong affinities with enriched conceptions of ba-
sic human learning capacities. A striking challenge in the
integration of learning theories and language processing per-
formance will be the need to accommodate such theory to
the rapidity with which effective change occurs. Further re-
search is needed to explore the characteristics of this remark-
able adaptability and uncover its boundary conditions. What
are the consequences of rapid adaptation for long-term lin-
guistic representations? Are the various aspects of speech
learned with a single learning mechanism or a variety? How
do the physical input and previous linguistic knowledge in-
teract to drive adaptation? Answers to these and related ques-
tions will form the foundation for better accounts of speech
perception as well as accounts of how the speech domain
relates to other cognitive capacities.
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1To verify that the experimental groups did not differ systematically on the
baseline measure, the baseline data in each of the three experiments were
analyzed. No significant differences among groups were found.

2Four of the native English speaker’s target words were not included in the
earlier word identification test. These missing values were replaced by her
mean for the purpose of a paired-itemst-test comparing the percent correct
identification for the two voices. The difference between voices was not
statistically significant,t(15)51.33,ns.

3Duration was manipulated using the pitch-synchronous overlap and add
~PSOLA! algorithm~Moulines and Charpentier, 1990! provided in the Praat
wave-editing program~Paul Boersma and David Weenink, University of
Amsterdam!. This algorithm uniformly modifies the duration of a wave-
form with minimal change in its pitch or spectral characteristics. For voiced
portions of the signal, each pitch period is multiplied by a bell-shaped
window and adjacent windows are overlapped and added according to the
compression factor. For voiceless portions, the windows are spaced equally.
The technique is widely used and results in high quality speech.
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4A paired-itemst-test comparing the percent correct identification for the
two voices was statistically significant,t(23)52.42,p,0.05, indicating the
nonaccented words were more intelligible. It is difficult to exactly equate a
non-native speaker’s intelligibility with a native speaker’s. However, the
Chinese-accented target words were still highly intelligible: 20 of the 24
words ~83%! were identified correctly by over 90% of listeners in the
screening test.

5Due to different recording circumstances, the new stimuli had a more tinny
quality than the original sentence stimuli resulting from greater amplitude
of the frequencies above approximately 3 kHz. In order to equate the sound
quality, the new stimulus files were filtered using the Cool Edit 2000 soft-
ware package. Amplitudes of the frequencies above 3 kHz were linearly
reduced from 100% at 3 kHz to approximately 5% at 9.5 kHz to 0% at 10.5
kHz using a passive filter with an FFT size of 8192 and a Blackman win-
dowing function. This produced a similar sound quality to the original
recordings as judged by the first author.

6Although the stimuli in the accent and control in clear conditions differed
by 5 dB, the fact that the accent condition was louder predicts a perceptual
advantage for the accented voice, which is opposite to the experimental
prediction for the first three blocks.
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Tone recognition is important for speech understanding in tonal languages such as Mandarin
Chinese. Cochlear implant patients are able to perceive some tonal information by using temporal
cues such as periodicity-related amplitude fluctuations and similarities between the fundamental
frequency (F0) contour and the amplitude envelope. The present study investigates whether
modifying the amplitude envelope to better resemble theF0 contour can further improve tone
recognition in multichannel cochlear implants. Chinese tone and vowel recognition were measured
for six native Chinese normal-hearing subjects listening to a simulation of a four-channel cochlear
implant speech processor with and without amplitude envelope enhancement. Two algorithms were
proposed to modify the amplitude envelope to more closely resemble theF0 contour. In the first
algorithm, the amplitude envelope as well as the modulation depth of periodicity fluctuations was
adjusted for each spectral channel. In the second algorithm, the overall amplitude envelope was
adjusted before multichannel speech processing, thus reducing any local distortions to the speech
spectral envelope. The results showed that both algorithms significantly improved Chinese tone
recognition. By adjusting the overall amplitude envelope to match theF0 contour before
multichannel processing, vowel recognition was better preserved and less speech-processing
computation was required. The results suggest that modifying the amplitude envelope to more
closely resemble theF0 contour may be a useful approach toward improving Chinese-speaking
cochlear implant patients’ tone recognition. ©2004 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1783352#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In tonal languages such as Mandarin Chinese, the tonal-
ity of a syllable is lexically important; syllables containing
the same combination of vowels and consonants but different
tones have completely different meanings~e.g., Liang, 1963;
Lin, 1988; Wang, 1989!. There are four lexical tones in Man-
darin Chinese, characterized by different patterns of funda-
mental frequency (F0) variation during voiced speech~e.g.,
Howie, 1976; Wang, 1989!. Tone 1 has a flatF0 pattern,
tone 2 has a risingF0 pattern, tone 3 has a falling–risingF0
pattern, and tone 4 has a fallingF0 pattern.

Although theF0 contour is the principal feature for tone
recognition ~e.g., Liang, 1963; Lin, 1988!, other temporal
cues that covary with the tonal patterns also contribute to
tone recognition. These temporal cues include vowel dura-
tion, amplitude envelope, and periodicity fluctuations~Liang,
1963; Whalen and Xu, 1992; Fuet al., 1998; Fu and Zeng,
2000!. Vowel duration and amplitude envelope cues preserve
tonal information effectively when theF0 component and its
harmonic structure are partially or totally removed. Whalen
and Xu ~1992! used signal-correlated-noise stimuli to elimi-

nateF0 information and other spectral cues and found that,
using only vowel duration and amplitude envelope cues,
normal-hearing~NH! listeners could correctly identify about
70% of Mandarin Chinese tones. Fuet al. ~1998! similarly
found 80%-correct tone recognition, but only 39%-correct
vowel recognition by NH listeners listening to the output of
a single-channel noise vocoder in which only the temporal
envelope information below 500 Hz was preserved~for both
tests, chance performance level was 25% correct!. This high
level of tone recognition in the absence of spectral cues also
provided some Chinese sentence recognition~about 11% cor-
rect!.

Multichannel cochlear implant~CI! speech processors
generally divide acoustic signals into several frequency
bands, extract the temporal envelope information from each
band, convert the temporal envelope amplitudes into electric
currents, and deliver the electric currents to appropriate elec-
trodes situated within the cochlea~e.g., Wilsonet al., 1991;
Skinneret al., 1994!. To recreate the tonotopic distribution
of activity within the normal cochlea, the amplitude enve-
lopes from low-frequency bands are delivered to the elec-
trodes located in the apical region, and the amplitude enve-
lopes from high-frequency bands are delivered to the
electrodes located in the basal region. While this frequency-a!Electronic mail: xluo@hei.org
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to-electrode mapping provides gross spectral cues for speech
understanding, many other cues are not well transmitted, in-
cluding F0 and the temporal fine structure above 500 Hz
within each spectral channel.

Several studies have simulated the effects of various CI
stimulation parameters on Chinese tone recognition using a
noise-band speech processor—an acoustic simulation of the
speech-processing strategy in cochlear implants. Fuet al.
~1998! found that when the number of frequency bands was
increased from one to four, Chinese vowel, consonant, and
sentence recognition improved dramatically, similar to the
improvement observed in English speech recognition~Shan-
non et al., 1995!. However, Chinese tone recognition re-
mained nearly constant, independent of the number of bands
~up to the four bands that were tested in the study!. Con-
versely, improving the temporal resolution by changing the
cutoff frequency of the envelope filter from 50 to 500 Hz had
a significant effect on Chinese tone and sentence recognition,
but no effect on vowel and consonant recognition. Xuet al.
~2002! extended these observations to include a greater range
of spectral~1 to 12 frequency bands! and temporal resolution
~envelope filter cutoff frequencies from 1 to 512 Hz!. Results
showed that while tone recognition somewhat depended on
the number of bands~up to 12!, the dependence was not as
strong as that for vowel and consonant recognition; tone rec-
ognition significantly improved with increased envelope fil-
ter cutoff frequencies~up to 512 Hz!, consistent with previ-
ous studies~Fu et al., 1998!.

Chinese tone recognition has also been directly mea-
sured in Chinese-speaking CI patients with different speech-
processing strategies~e.g., Liuet al., 1997; Hsuet al., 2000;
Fu et al., 2003!. Speech-processing strategies in cochlear im-
plants can be roughly categorized into two types: feature-
extraction ~e.g., F0/F1/F2, MPEAK! and filter-bank ap-
proaches~e.g., SPEAK, CIS!. In the multipeak~MPEAK!
strategy~Skinneret al., 1991!, important speech features are
extracted from the acoustic signal, including the voiceF0
~which determines the stimulation rate!, the amplitude and
frequency of peak sound energy in the region of the first
(F1) and second formants (F2), and the amplitude in three
high-frequency bands; the extracted speech information is
then delivered to the appropriate electrodes. In the spectral
peak ~SPEAK! strategy~Skinneret al., 1994!, the acoustic
input signal is filtered into 20 frequency bands; the temporal
envelopes extracted from the 6–10 bands containing the
highest amplitudes are used to modulate pulse trains deliv-
ered to the appropriate electrodes. Although MPEAK explic-
itly encodes changes inF0 by varying the stimulation rate
while SPEAK does not, studies have shown that both pro-
cessing strategies transmitted similar amounts ofF0 infor-
mation to Chinese-speaking CI patients~Liu et al., 1997!.
Compared with MPEAK, the relatively higher stimulation
rate of SPEAK~250 pulses per second per electrode! might
be beneficial for transmission of temporal envelopes, and
therefore benefit transmission of tonal information. Recently,
Fu et al. ~2003! measured tone recognition in nine Chinese-
speaking CI patients~all Nucleus-24 users with a minimum
of 3 years experience with the device!, as a function of dif-
ferent speech-processing strategies: SPEAK, advanced com-

bination encoding~ACE!, and continuous interleaved sam-
pling ~CIS; Wilson et al., 1991!. The results showed that,
with the latest-generation speech-processing strategies, CI
patients were able to achieve moderate levels of tone recog-
nition, and that speech processors which employed relatively
high stimulation rates and increased numbers of channels
provided better tone recognition. However, even with higher
stimulation rates and a greater number of channels, CI users’
tone recognition performance was comparable to that of NH
subjects listening to four-channel noise-band speech. A
speech-processing strategy specifically designed to improve
tone recognition may be necessary to enhance sentence rec-
ognition by Chinese-speaking CI users, as Chinese sentence
recognition is highly correlated with tone recognition~Fu
et al., 1998, 2003!.

The results of these experiments with NH and CI listen-
ers suggest that, while increased spectral cues did not neces-
sarily improve tone recognition, temporal envelope cues are
important for tone recognition. In attempt to enhance CI us-
ers’ pitch perception, several researchers have tried manipu-
lating the periodicity fluctuations in a signal’s temporal en-
velope. Geurts and Wouters~2001! reported that larger
modulation depths produced better single-electrode pitch dis-
crimination. However, when the larger modulation depths
were applied to multiple channels stimulated with synchro-
nousF0 patterns, pitch discrimination did not significantly
improve. These results indicate that the contribution of peri-
odicity cues to tone recognition may be limited for multi-
channel cochlear implants.

The correlation between the amplitude envelope and the
F0 contour of Chinese syllables has been shown in several
studies~e.g., Gardinget al., 1986; Sagart, 1986; Whalen and
Xu, 1992!. Fu and Zeng~2000! found that tone recognition
with only temporal envelope cues was highly variable across
speakers and vowel contexts; acoustic analysis of temporal
envelope cues revealed that this variability was directly re-
lated to the degree of similarity between the amplitude enve-
lope and theF0 contour. Based on these observations, the
present study investigated whether modifying the amplitude
envelope to better resemble theF0 contour can further im-
prove tone recognition in multichannel cochlear implants.
Two algorithms were proposed. The first algorithm adjusted
the amplitude envelope as well as the modulation depth of
periodicity fluctuations for each spectral channel. The modu-
lation depth was increased so that the effects of stronger
periodicity fluctuations on tone recognition could be investi-
gated and compared with those of amplitude envelope modi-
fication. The second algorithm adjusted the overall amplitude
envelope before multichannel speech processing in order to
reduce the changes to the signal’s spectral envelope caused
by modifying individual channels’ amplitude envelope. Both
algorithms were evaluated by measuring Chinese tone and
vowel recognition scores for six Chinese-speaking NH sub-
jects listening to four-channel noise-band speech with and
without amplitude modification.
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II. METHODS

A. Subjects

Six young adult native Chinese-speaking listeners~three
male and three female! participated in this study and were
paid for their services. All subjects were normal hearing and
had pure-tone thresholds better than 20 dB HL at octave
frequencies from 125 to 8000 Hz in both ears.

B. Stimuli and speech processing

The Chinese vowel stimuli were derived from the Chi-
nese Standard Database~Wang, 1993!. Five male and five
female speakers each produced four tones for six Mandarin
Chinese single-vowel syllables~/a/, /o/, /e/, /i/, /u/, /X/!, re-
sulting in a total of 240 isolated vowel tokens; in Chinese
language these isolated vowels are lexically meaningful.
These stimuli were digitized using a 16-bit A/D converter at
a 16-kHz sampling rate without high frequency pre-
emphasis.

All speech stimuli were processed using a four-channel
noise-band acoustic simulation of a cochlear implant fitted
with the CIS strategy~Wilson et al., 1991!. After pre-
emphasis~first-order Butterworth high-pass filter at 1200
Hz!, the input speech signal was divided into four frequency
bands~overall frequency range was between 100 and 6000
Hz!. The corner frequencies of the analysis bands were de-
termined according to Greenwood’s~1990! formula; all
analysis filters were fourth-order Butterworth bandpass fil-
ters. The temporal envelope from each analysis band was
extracted by half-wave rectification and low-pass filtering
~fourth-order Butterworth low-pass filter at 500 Hz!, and was
used to modulate wideband noise, which was then bandpass
filtered by filters with the same passbands as the analysis
filters. The output speech was the sum of these modulated
noise bands.

1. Algorithm 1: Adjusting the temporal envelope of
individual channels

The first envelope enhancement algorithm involved
modifying the temporal envelope of each bandpass filter out-
put with an amplitude envelope related to theF0 contour of
the speech signal, as well as increasing the modulation depth

of the periodicity fluctuations in the temporal envelope. Fig-
ure 1 shows a block diagram of the first envelope enhance-
ment speech processor.

To obtain the modification target of the amplitude enve-
lope, theF0 contour of the speech signal was extracted be-
fore multichannel processing using an autocorrelation
method on a frame-by-frame basis. TheF0 extraction
method used in this study was based on the algorithm pro-
posed by Markel~1972!, with some simplification. Figure 2
shows a block diagram detailing theF0 extraction. To re-
move the influence of formant frequencies onF0 extraction,
12th-order linear predictive~LP! analysis was performed for
each frame using the Levinson–Durbin algorithm~Makhoul,
1975!. The speech signal was inverse filtered to give the
prediction residual, a signal with an approximately flat spec-
trum. The autocorrelation of the residual signal was calcu-
lated and the location of the autocorrelation peak within an
appropriate range~2–20 ms! was chosen as the pitch period
of the frame. The voiced/unvoiced~VUV ! quality of the
frame was chosen as voiced if the normalized level of the
peak was beyond an empirical threshold~0.2 in this study!;
otherwise, it was chosen as unvoiced. TheF0 analysis frame
size was adaptive; if the normal 30-ms frame size was less
than 3 times the previous pitch period estimate, the analysis
frame size was increased to be 4 times the previous pitch
period estimate. The analysis frame shift was fixed to be 10
ms.

Because changes inF0 over time tend to be within a
limited range, several postprocessing methods were em-
ployed to fix errors such as VUV confusion, pitch doubling,
and pitch halving. For example, if a voiced frame was found
to be between two unvoiced frames~or vice versa!, the VUV
decision of the intermediate frame was reversed~Markel,
1972!. Similarly, when pitch doubling or pitch halving oc-
curred for two successive voiced frames, pitch values were
corrected to be the one with higher voicing degree. Finally, a
five-point median filter was used to smooth the extractedF0
contour~Rabineret al., 1975!.

To extract the amplitude envelope and the periodicity
fluctuations in each channel, the half-wave rectified bandpass
signals were low-pass filtered at 50 and 500 Hz. The output

FIG. 1. Block diagram of the individual channel envelope enhancement speech processor.
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of the 50-Hz filter produced the low-frequency amplitude
envelope; subtracting the output of the 50-Hz filter from the
output of the 500-Hz filter produced the periodicity fluctua-
tions corresponding to the human pitch range~50–500 Hz!.

To make the shape of the amplitude envelope more simi-
lar to that of theF0 contour, the root-mean-square~rms!
amplitudes first were calculated on a frame-by-frame basis to
match the discrete format ofF0 data. TheF0Irms amplitude
sequence that was most similar to theF0 sequence in shape
was selected as the modification target of the rms amplitude
sequence, as shown in Eq.~1!

F0Irms~ i !5S (VUV ~k!55Voicedrms~k!

(VUV ~k!55VoicedF0~k! DF0~ i !

VUV ~ i !55Voiced, ~1!

wherek is the frame index of the summations andi is the
frame index of theF0Irms amplitude sequence and theF0
sequence. Note that amplitude envelope modifications were
made only for voiced frames@VUV( i )55Voiced#. The rms

amplitude sequence was then modified according to shape
factor s, as shown in Eq.~2!

ModIrms~ i !5rms~ i !1s3~F0Irms~ i !2rms~ i !!, ~2!

where ModIrms is the modified rms amplitude sequence.
When shape factors50, there was no modification to the
amplitude envelope;s51 produced the largest amplitude en-
velope modification, making the modified rms amplitude se-
quence directly proportional to theF0 sequence. Finally,
modifications of individual amplitude envelope samples
were calculated to be the linear interpolation of the frame-
by-frame rms amplitude modifications. Figure 3 shows an
example of a single channel’s amplitude envelope modifica-
tion. The top panel shows the original waveform of the Chi-
nese vowel /a/~tone 2!, the middle panel shows the extracted
F0 contour, and the bottom panel shows the original and
modified low-frequency amplitude envelope for channel 1.

To enhance the extracted periodicity cues, the modula-
tion depth of the periodicity fluctuations~Ped! were in-

FIG. 2. Block diagram of theF0 ex-
traction algorithm.

FIG. 3. Example of amplitude envelope modification
for one channel of the envelope enhancement speech
processor. The top panel shows the original waveform
of a Chinese vowel /a/~tone 2!. The middle panel
shows the extractedF0 contour. The bottom panel
shows the original and modified amplitude envelope for
channel 1.
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creased according to depth factord, as shown in Eq.~3!

ModIPed5Ped3d, ~3!

where ModIPed is the modified periodicity fluctuations.
When depth factord51, there was no modification to the
modulation depth; whend.1, there was an increase in the
modulation depth.

The modified amplitude envelope and the modified pe-
riodicity fluctuations were added to construct each channel’s
enhanced temporal envelope. This enhanced temporal enve-
lope was then used to modulate the appropriate noise carrier
band. Figure 4 shows a block diagram of the extraction of
the amplitude envelope and the periodicity fluctuations, as
well as the combined modifications to the temporal envelope
for one channel of the first envelope enhancement speech
processor.

2. Algorithm 2: Adjusting the overall amplitude
envelope before multichannel speech processing

In the first envelope enhancement algorithm, the ampli-
tude envelopes of individual channels were modified sepa-
rately. These ‘‘local’’ temporal envelope enhancements,
when combined, may cause a change to the signal’s overall
spectral envelope that, in turn, could cause a change in vowel
recognition performance. Also, modifying the amplitude en-
velopes of individual channels required a large amount of
computation.

In the second envelope enhancement algorithm, the
overall amplitude envelope was extracted from the speech
signal and modified before bandpass filtering, thereby largely
preserving the signal’s spectral envelope. Figure 5 shows a
block diagram of the second envelope enhancement speech
processor.

The F0 extraction and the amplitude envelope modifi-
cation were the same as described in the first enhancement
algorithm. Using the modified overall amplitude envelope
~ModIEnvelope!, the envelope-enhanced speech
~ModISpeech! was calculated as shown in Eq.~4!, and then
replaced the original speech before multichannel speech pro-
cessing

ModISpeech5Speech3S ModIEnvelope

Envelope D . ~4!

Figure 6 shows an example of the modification to the
overall amplitude envelope of the Chinese vowel /a/~tone 2!.
The first panel shows the original waveform of the vowel
and the second panel shows the extractedF0 contour of the
vowel. The third panel shows the original and modified over-
all amplitude envelope and the fourth panel shows the
envelope-enhanced speech waveform.

C. Procedure

Before formal testing began, subjects were asked to pre-
view sample sets of processed speech to gain familiarity with

FIG. 4. Block diagram of envelope ex-
traction and modification for one
channel of the envelope enhancement
speech processor.

FIG. 5. Block diagram of the overall amplitude envelope enhancement before multichannel speech processing.
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the noise-band speech processing. For each recognition task,
the test order of speech-processing conditions was random-
ized and counterbalanced across subjects. Subjects were
seated in a double-walled sound-treated booth and listened to
the stimuli presented in free field over a single loudspeaker
~Tannoy Reveal! at 65 dbA. Tone recognition tests were con-
ducted using a four-alternative, forced-choice~4-AFC! task,
while vowel recognition tests were conducted using a 6-AFC
task; no feedback was provided.

For the first envelope enhancement algorithm, Chinese
tone and vowel recognition were tested under different para-
metric combinations of the shape and depth factors. Shape
factors between 0.0~original amplitude envelope! and 1.0
~largest amplitude envelope modification! were tested, in
steps of 0.2. Depth factors between 1.0~original modulation
depth! and 2.0 ~largest modulation depth! were tested (d
51.0,1.2,1.5,2.0). Note that shape factors50.0 and depth
factord51.0 were the speech-processing parameters used in
the baseline measures.

For the second envelope enhancement algorithm, Chi-
nese tone and vowel recognition were tested under only two
processing conditions: shape factors50.0 ~original ampli-
tude envelope, which served as the baseline measurement!
and shape factors51.0 ~largest amplitude envelope modifi-
cation!.

III. RESULTS

A. Effects of modifying individual channels’
amplitude envelope

Figure 7 shows the speech recognition scores obtained
with modification to amplitude envelope of individual chan-
nels. The average tone recognition score increased from
67.08% to 77.43% correct as the shape factor was increased
from 0.0 to 1.0~the depth factor was fixed at 1.0!. Tone
recognition reached asymptotic performance when shape fac-
tor s50.6. A one-way analysis of variance~ANOVA !
showed that tone recognition was significantly affected by

the shape factor@F(5,30)52.91, P50.03]. On the other
hand, the average vowel recognition score decreased from
49.5% to 45.9% correct. However, a one-way ANOVA
showed that vowel recognition was not significantly affected
by the shape factor@F(5,30)50.14, P50.98], most likely
due to the high variation across subjects.~These relatively
lower tone and vowel recognition scores, compared with
those reported by Fuet al., 1998, were due to the more dif-
ficult testing materials. In the present study, ten speakers
were used instead of one speaker, and a 6-AFC testing pro-
cedure was used for vowel recognition tests instead of
4-AFC.!

Figure 8 shows detailed tone recognition scores as a
function of the shape factor. Modifying individual channels’
amplitude envelope greatly improved recognition of tones 1,
2, and 4, but did not significantly affect tone 3. In the base-
line condition ~shape factors50.0, depth factord51.0),

FIG. 6. Example of the modification to the overall am-
plitude envelope. The first panel shows the original
waveform of the Chinese vowel /a/~tone 2!. The second
panel shows the extractedF0 contour. The third panel
shows the original and modified overall amplitude en-
velope. The fourth panel shows the envelope-enhanced
speech waveform.

FIG. 7. Chinese tone recognition and vowel recognition as functions of the
shape factor in the individual channel amplitude envelope modification; data
were collected with fixed depth factord51.0, i.e., no modulation depth
increase. The symbols represent the mean values, and the error bars repre-
sent the standard deviations.
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recognition scores of tones 3 and 4 were much higher than
those of tones 1 and 2, consistent with previous studies~Fu
et al., 1998; Fu and Zeng, 2000!. With the largest amplitude
envelope modification~shape factors51.0), recognition
scores of tones 1, 2, and 4 increased 10, 20, and 13 percent-
age points, respectively. However, one-way ANOVAs re-
vealed that only tone 2 recognition was significantly en-
hanced by modifying amplitude envelope of individual
channels@F(5,30)53.95,P50.01]. Tone 3 recognition was
not improved by the enhancement algorithm, most likely be-
cause tone 3’s amplitude envelope andF0 contour were al-
ready quite similar, even before processing. Also, tone 3 rec-
ognition is strongly linked to vowel duration cues~Fu and
Zeng, 2000!, which would not be affected by amplitude en-
velope modification.

The effects of modifying individual channels’ amplitude
envelope on tone recognition were somewhat speaker- and
stimulus dependent. For example, tone recognition scores
showed greater improvement for speakers 2 and 3 than for
other speakers. Similarly, the enhancement of tone recogni-
tion was much higher for vowels /a/ and /o/ than for other
vowels. In general, greater enhancements were found for
those speakers and vowels for which tone recognition scores
were relatively lower in the baseline condition.

B. Effects of increasing individual channels’
modulation depth

In contrast to the effects of modifying individual chan-
nels’ amplitude envelope, increasing each channel’s modula-
tion depth had little effect on tone recognition. Figure 9
shows the tone recognition scores obtained with increased
modulation depth of individual channels. One-way ANOVAs
showed that tone recognition was not affected by increasing
the modulation depth of the periodicity cues, whether with
the minimal or the maximal amplitude envelope enhance-
ment~shape factors50.0: @F(3,20)50.33,P50.80]; shape
factor s51.0: @F(3,20)50.29, P50.83]!. These results
were similar to those of Geurtset al. ~2001!, who found no

significant increase in pitch discrimination using larger
modulation depths when multiple channels were stimulated
with synchronousF0 fluctuations.

A two-way ANOVA comparing the interactive effects
between the shape and depth factors showed no significant
interaction@F(3,40)50.60,P50.62] and confirmed that the
shape factor had a significant effect on tone recognition
@F(1,40)545.51,P,0.001#, while the depth factor had no
significant effect@F(3,40)50.02,P50.99]. The results sug-
gest that amplitude envelope cues are more salient than pe-
riodicity fluctuation cues for Chinese tone recognition in
multichannel cochlear implants.

C. Effects of modifying the overall amplitude
envelope before multichannel speech processing

Figure 10 shows the speech recognition scores obtained
when the overall amplitude envelope was adjusted to better
match theF0 contour, before multichannel speech process-
ing. The average tone recognition score increased from

FIG. 8. Recognition performance for individual Chinese tones as a function
of the shape factor in the individual channel amplitude envelope modifica-
tion; data were collected with fixed depth factord51.0, i.e., no modulation
depth increase. The symbols represent the mean values.

FIG. 9. Chinese tone recognition as a function of the depth factor in increas-
ing the modulation depth for individual channels; data were collected when
shape factors50.0 ~,! and 1.0~m!. The symbols represent the mean val-
ues, and the error bars represent the standard deviations.

FIG. 10. Chinese tone recognition and vowel recognition as functions of the
shape factor when the overall amplitude envelope was modified before mul-
tichannel speech processing. The symbols represent the mean values, and
the error bars represent the standard deviations.
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68.54% to 80.56% correct as the shape factorswas increased
from 0.0 to 1.0, while the average vowel recognition score
was unchanged. Student’st-tests showed that tone recogni-
tion was significantly affected by the shape factor@ t(10)
53.41, p50.01], while vowel recognition was not@ t(10)
50.09, p50.93]. For the largest degree of amplitude enve-
lope modification~shape factors51.0), modifying the over-
all amplitude envelope before multichannel speech process-
ing provided better tone recognition than modifying
individual channels’ amplitude envelope; vowel recognition
was not significantly affected by either enhancement algo-
rithm. These results indicate that modifying the overall am-
plitude envelope prior to multichannel speech processing can
greatly enhance tone recognition without adversely affecting
vowel recognition.

The recognition scores for each Chinese tone showed
that modifying the overall amplitude envelope prior to mul-
tichannel speech processing improved recognition of all four
tones. For the largest degree of amplitude envelope modifi-
cation~shape factors51.0), recognition scores of tones 1, 2,
3, and 4 increased 11, 17, 11, and 9 percentage points, re-
spectively. However, Student’st-tests revealed that only rec-
ognition of tones 2 and 3 was significantly improved~tone 2:
@ t(10)53.74, p50.004]; tone 3:@ t(10)53.65, p50.004]!.
Similar to the first envelope enhancement algorithm, the ef-
fects of modifying the overall amplitude envelope on tone
recognition were highly variable across different speakers
and vowels.

IV. DISCUSSION

The present results demonstrate that, under conditions of
reduced spectral resolution comparable to those experienced
by cochlear implant listeners, Chinese tone recognition can
be improved by manipulating the amplitude envelope. These
results further confirm the importance of amplitude envelope
cues in Chinese tone recognition whenF0 information is not
salient, consistent with previous studies~e.g., Fu et al.,
1998!. Tone recognition was significantly improved when ei-
ther the temporal envelope of individual channels or the
overall amplitude envelope was modified. However, adjust-
ing the overall amplitude envelope seemed to better preserve
vowel recognition accuracy and required less speech-
processing computation. Compared with individual channel
amplitude envelope modification, overall amplitude envelope
modification produced larger changes in the speech temporal
envelope but smaller distortions in the speech spectral enve-
lope, which might explain its better performance in tone and
vowel recognition.

Interestingly, no improvement of tone recognition was
observed when the modulation depth of the periodicity fluc-
tuations was increased. There are two possible explanations
for this lack of effect. One is that the contribution of period-
icity fluctuations to Chinese tone recognition is relatively
weak when the amplitude envelope is available. Another po-
tential explanation is that even for unprocessed speech, the
mean modulation depth is sufficient for listeners to detect the
periodicity fluctuations. Therefore, increasing the modulation
depth of periodicity fluctuations may not provide additional
information for Chinese tone recognition.

The effects of amplitude envelope modification on tone
recognition were also highly variable. The amount of tone
recognition improvement was dependent on the speakers,
vowels, as well as tones. The variability in improvement
among the tones was likely due to differences in the degree
of similarity between the amplitude envelope and theF0
contour in each tone. For example, the amplitude envelope
andF0 contour of tone 3 are inherently similar, even before
speech processing. Syllables produced by different speakers
also have different degrees of similarity between the ampli-
tude envelope and theF0 contour. With the original temporal
envelope cues, tone recognition scores were lower for speak-
ers 2 and 3, indicating that the amplitude envelope of their
speech might be less similar to theF0 contour. After ampli-
tude envelope modification, greater enhancements in tone
recognition were generally found for these speakers because
their speech had greater potential for increasing the similar-
ity between the amplitude envelope and theF0 contour.

The amount of improvement achieved by enhancing the
amplitude envelope may be affected by several other factors.
One factor may be the accuracy of the extractedF0 contour.
Errors inF0 extraction may produce distortions of the modi-
fied amplitude envelope. For example, if an error of pitch
halving happens during theF0 extraction of a syllable in
tone 2, the enhanced amplitude envelope will have an undes-
ired drop in its general trend of rising. The SIFT algorithm to
which our F0 extraction method referred had a moderate
number of gross pitch estimation errors in a comparative
performance study of several pitch detection algorithms
~Rabineret al., 1976!. A more accurate and robustF0 ex-
traction algorithm may be necessary to avoid distortions in
amplitude envelope modification and improve the enhance-
ment algorithms. Another factor may be the degree of ma-
nipulation to the amplitude envelope. A large, instantaneous
increase in amplitude based on theF0 contour may produce
a ‘‘popping’’ sound, while a large decrease in amplitude
based on theF0 contour may result in inaudible portions of
the speech signal and ‘‘click’’ sound artifacts. Different
shape factors selected properly for individual speech seg-
ments are expected to make the proper degree of amplitude
envelope modification.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Modifying the amplitude envelope to more closely re-
semble theF0 contour was effective in enhancing Chinese
tone recognition in multichannel cochlear implant simula-
tions. Chinese tone recognition was significantly improved
by modifying individual channels’ amplitude envelope to
better resemble theF0 contour, or by modifying the overall
amplitude envelope prior to multichannel speech processing.
Modifying the overall amplitude envelope before multichan-
nel processing better preserved vowel recognition accuracy
and required less speech-processing computation. Both am-
plitude envelope modification algorithms enhanced recogni-
tion of all four Chinese tones, especially that of tone 2. The
effects of amplitude envelope modification on tone recogni-
tion were somewhat speaker- and stimulus dependent;
greater enhancements were generally found for those speak-
ers and vowels for which tone recognition scores were rela-
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tively lower in the baseline condition. Increasing the modu-
lation depth of the periodicity fluctuations within each
channel did not significantly affect Chinese tone recognition.
These results obtained with normal-hearing subjects~listen-
ing to acoustic simulations of a four-channel cochlear im-
plant! suggest that cochlear implant users’ tone recognition
could be significantly improved by enhancing the amplitude
envelope of the speech signal to better match theF0 contour.
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Native American English and non-native~Dutch! listeners identified either the consonant or the
vowel in all possible American English CV and VC syllables. The syllables were embedded in
multispeaker babble at three signal-to-noise ratios~0, 8, and 16 dB!. The phoneme identification
performance of the non-native listeners was less accurate than that of the native listeners. All
listeners were adversely affected by noise. With these isolated syllables, initial segments were
harder to identify than final segments. Crucially, the effects of language background and noise did
not interact; the performance asymmetry between the native and non-native groups was not
significantly different across signal-to-noise ratios. It is concluded that the frequently reported
disproportionate difficulty of non-native listening under disadvantageous conditions is not due to a
disproportionate increase in phoneme misidentifications. ©2004 Acoustical Society of America.
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I. INTRODUCTION

All four authors of this paper fluently speak and under-
stand both English and Dutch; for each of us, at least one of
these languages is not the native language. As non-native
listeners, we are all too familiar with the phenomenon that
listening to non-native language seems disproportionately
difficult under disadvantageous listening conditions, such as
against a noisy background.

Despite the very large literature on phoneme perception
in non-native languages@see, e.g., Strange~1995! for over-
view papers#, the evidence concerning the effects of noise
and other distortions on non-native versus native perception
remains relatively scant. A series of studies by Na´bělek and
colleagues~Nábělek and Donahue, 1984; Takata and Na´-
bělek, 1990! demonstrated that speech stimuli which native
and non-native listeners reported equally accurately in the
clear were reported significantly less accurately by the non-
native listeners against a noisy or reverberant background.
The stimuli in question were the sentences of the Modified
Rhyme Test~MRT; Kreul et al., 1968!, English words in the
context Say the word—again. Gat and Keith~1978! had
found the same result with similar materials. The MRT
stimuli presented as synthetic speech to non-native listeners
by Greeneet al. ~1985! produced a greater performance de-
crease compared to natural productions than the decrease ob-
served with native listeners~see Pisoni, 1987!. Van Wijn-
gaarden et al. ~2002! found that German and English
sentences were perceived significantly better under noise by

native than by Dutch listeners. Florentine~1985a, b! and
Mayoet al. ~1997!, using the Speech Perception in Noise test
~Kalikow et al., 1977!, found greater relative effects of noise
on non-native than on native reports of high-predictability
sentences~e.g., The boat sailed across the bay!. Conrad
~1989! reported that the greater the rate of compression ap-
plied to simple sentences~e.g.,The traveler saw a lighthouse
in the distance!, the larger were the differences in listening
accuracy between native and non-native listeners.

These results confirm what non-native listeners so fre-
quently report: disadvantageous conditions affect listening to
a greater degree in the non-native than in the native lan-
guage. However, they do not uniquely indicate the source of
this disproportionate effect. One obvious possibility is, of
course, gross disruption of phonetic processing. Where the
phoneme categories of the non-native language fail to match
those of the native language, phonetic decisions can be in-
fluenced by the native repertoire~Best, 1995; Strange, 1995!;
it may be that this influence becomes stronger when stimuli
are harder to perceive. Interestingly, though, a number of
results suggest that the difficulty may not be~exclusively!
located at the phonetic processing level. When semantically
anomalous sentences~e.g., A jaunty fork raised a vacant
cow! were presented as natural or synthetic speech to native
and non-native listeners by Mack~1988!, it was the native
listeners who showed the proportionally greater increase in
errors from the natural to the synthetic condition. Hazan and
Simpson~2000! studied the effects of cue enhancement~se-
lective amplification of the acoustic cues critical for particu-
lar contrasts! on phoneme perception in noise; their investi-
gation revealed that all listeners’ identification performance

a!Address for correspondence: Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics,
P.O. Box 310, 6500 AH Nijmegen, The Netherlands. Electronic mail:
anne.cutler@mpi.nl
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benefited from such enhancement, but the benefit for non-
native listeners was never greater than, and sometimes less
than, that for native listeners. In the studies of Florentine and
her colleagues~Florentine, 1985a; Mayoet al., 1997!, it was
mainly in the effective use of contextual predictability that
native listeners outstripped non-native listeners when per-
ceiving speech in noise. Together, these studies suggest that
non-native listening difficulty may have a more complex eti-
ology than disruption of phonetic processing.

The previous literature does not, however, motivate a
definitive conclusion. The aim of the present study was,
therefore, to provide a new data set of phonetic identification
in noise by native and non-native listeners, using materials
for which higher-level factors such as lexical frequency or
contextual plausibility were irrelevant, and covering almost
the entire phoneme inventory of a language. The usefulness
to speech perception research of very large data sets, ideally
covering a complete phoneme inventory, needs no special
advocacy—for American English, the classic studies of
Peterson and Barney~1952!, Miller and Nicely ~1955!, and
Wang and Bilger~1973! remain valuable, now supplemented
by the more recent studies of Hillenbrandet al. ~1995! and
Benkı́ ~2003a!. Smitset al. ~2003! similarly reported percep-
tual data on the complete diphone set of Dutch. On the basis
of such sets, it is possible to estimate the contribution of
phoneme perceptibility to recognition of any spoken word of
the language; our present aim was to provide such a neces-
sary basis for understanding Dutch listeners’ recognition of
American English, under differing listening conditions.

The noise masking which we used was, as in the studies
of Takata and Na´bělek ~1990!, Florentine ~1985a, b!, and
Mayo et al. ~1997!, multi-speaker babble, which best mimics
difficult listening conditions in the natural experience of non-
native listeners. The stimuli were CV and VC syllables cov-
ering almost all such possible sequences in American En-
glish. The native listeners were speakers of American
English; the non-native listeners were Dutch. These non-
native listeners were fluent users of English, but dominant in
their native language. Where the phoneme categories of
Dutch @16 vowels, 19 consonants~Booij, 1995; Gussen-
hoven, 1999!# fail to match those of American English, misi-
dentifications are expected in the non-native responses; En-
glish contains a number of consonants with no Dutch
counterpart~the final consonants ofpath, smooth, edge, and
egg! and several vowel contrasts which collapse to a single
near category in Dutch~e.g., the contrast inbat–bet in any
variety of English, and the contrastcot–cut in American En-
glish!. The question particularly at issue here, however, is
whether under noisier listening conditions relatively more
such misidentifications are observed.

We might further expect our non-native listener popula-
tion to experience difficulty with syllable-final consonants,
since in Dutch all consonants in syllable-final position are
voiceless; English final voicing contrasts such asat versusad
should therefore prove difficult. Several recent studies of na-
tive listening in English have in fact reported better recogni-
tion of consonants presented in noise in syllable-initial than
in syllable-final position~Redford and Diehl, 1999; Benkı´,
2003a!. Again, however, the question of principal interest

here is not only whether non-native listeners experience spe-
cial problems with perceiving voice in final position, but
whether these problems become disproportionately more
marked under increasing levels of noise.

In summary: If the repeated demonstrations of greater
difficulty of non-native than of native listening under noise
reflect disproportionate effects of noise on phoneme identifi-
cation, then we will observe a phoneme identification differ-
ence between native and non-native listeners which increases
with increasing noise, as the sentence score differences col-
lected by Mayoet al. ~1997! did. However, if the extra dif-
ficulties of non-native listening under noise are not exclu-
sively, or not at all, due to problems at the level of phoneme
identification, then we may observe some other pattern of
results: insignificant increase in the difference between na-
tive and non-native scores, a constant difference between
native and non-native scores across noise conditions, or even
a decrease in the native versus non-native difference with
increasing noise.

II. METHOD

A. Participants

Sixteen native listeners of American English, mostly stu-
dents at the University of South Florida, participated in the
experiment; they received either course credit or a small
monetary compensation. Sixteen Dutch-native listeners, stu-
dents at the University of Nijmegen, also participated; they
received a small monetary compensation. In all cases listen-
ers were rewarded per session and additionally with a bonus
upon completion of the eight-session experiment. The Dutch
native listeners had all completed their school education in
the Netherlands, involving 7 to 8 years of English instruction
beginning on average at age 11. All were fluent in English
but none had lived for longer periods in an English-speaking
country.

B. Materials

Twenty-four consonants and 15 vowels were combined
to form all possible standard American English CV and VC
sequences, excluding those with schwa. All vowels~12
monophthongs and three diphthongs! occurred either in ini-
tial or in final position; thus lax vowels were allowed in
syllable-final position although stand-alone syllables ending
in lax vowels do not occur in the language. Twenty-two con-
sonants~not /G/ or /c/! occurred in initial position, and 21
consonants~not /h/, /w/, /j/! in final position. The full pho-
neme set can be found in Appendix A. The complete set of
stimuli comprised 645~330 CV and 315 VC! syllables.

The 645 syllables were transcribed phonemically. A pho-
netically trained female native speaker of American English
~born in the Mid West, who had lived as child and teenager
in four different states! read these transcriptions in a quiet
room via a Sennheiser ME64 microphone to Digital Audio
Tape. The sampling rate at recording was 44.1 kHz, later
downsampled to 16 kHz. Stop consonants in final position
were released.

Each syllable was centrally embedded in 1 s of multi-
speaker babble noise. The babble was constructed from a
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recording of three male and three female speakers having a
conversation in English in a quiet room. The recording was
made directly onto DAT tape using a Sennheiser microphone
placed in the middle of a table around which the speakers
were seated. For each speaker, a 1-s stretch was selected
during which no background noises were present and he or
she was speaking alone at a normal~i.e., not too loud or soft
or excited! tone. These six stretches of speech were then
equalized for rms amplitude and added together. The test
syllables were normalized for rms amplitude of the vowel
and were then combined with the babble noise at three
signal-to-noise ratios~SNRs!: 0, 8, and 16 dB~normalized
vowel amplitude/babble amplitude!. These SNRs were cho-
sen on the basis of a pretest to yield difficult, intermediate,
and easy English phoneme perception for the Dutch non-
native listeners. The whole stimulus set thus comprised 1935
tokens~645 syllables33 SNRs!.

C. Procedure

Each listener participated in eight testing sessions, made
up of 3870 trials in total. Each of the 1935 tokens was pre-
sented twice~always in separate sessions!, once with the
listener’s task being to identify the consonant and once to
identify the vowel. In each session, listeners received two
stimulus blocks, one for consonant and one for vowel iden-
tification; the blocks consisted solely of CV or solely of VC
stimuli. Every listener received the items of a block in a
different pseudo-random order. SNRs were mixed within
blocks.

The presentation of items was self-paced. If the listener
did not respond by 15 s after stimulus offset, the trial was
recorded as a miss. Listeners signaled responses by clicking
on a word exemplifying the appropriate sound on a computer
screen. Prior to the experiment they were familiarized with
these example words: they saw the display screen and heard
the same speaker as in the experiment pronounce each alter-
native, e.g.,v as in very. Different words were used for
vowels, initial consonants, and final consonants; the words
are listed in Appendix A.

III. RESULTS

No response~‘‘miss’’ ! was registered on in total 0.64%
of trials ~less than 0.1% for the non-native listeners; just over
1% for the native listeners!; these trials were discarded from
the data set.

The principal findings of our study can be derived at a
glance from Fig. 1, which shows the overall proportions of
correct responses for the two listener groups for vowels and
for consonants at the three signal-to-noise ratios. First, it can
be seen that the identification performance of the non-native
listeners is significantly and consistently worse than that of
the native listeners, but that this performance disadvantage is
unaffected by signal-to-noise ratio. Second, it can be seen
that an increase in signal-to-noise ratio results in a clear im-
provement in performance~for both listener groups! in the
identification of consonants, but has very little effect on the
identification of vowels, which~again for both listener
groups! is at a relatively high level even at 0 dB SNR. The

pattern of results thus strongly suggests that the greater dif-
ficulty of non-native than of native listening under noise is
not due to disproportionate effects of noise on phoneme
identification.

Analyses of variance across subjects confirmed that
overall performance was better for native~grand mean
73.6% correct! than for non-native listeners~grand mean
60%;F@1,30#521.1,p,0.001) and for vowels~grand mean
71.1%! than for consonants~62.5%; F@1,30#544.66, p
,0.001); further, performance was strongly affected by SNR
~grand mean of 75% at 16 dB SNR, 69.3% at 8 dB SNR, and
56.1% at 0 dB SNR;F@2,60#52191,p,0.001). The latter
two effects interacted significantly—consonant performance
showed significantly more effect of SNR than did vowel per-
formance (F@2,60#52066,p,0.001)—but the native versus
non-native comparison interacted neither with SNR nor with
the vowel/consonant factor.Posthocanalyses revealed that
for both listener groups there was a significant difference in
performance between 0 and 8 dB SNR for both vowels and
consonants~vowel difference 2% for each group, consonant
difference 24% for native and 23% for non-native!, but a
significant difference between 8 and 16 dB SNR for conso-
nants only~vowel difference 0% for native and 1% for non-
native, consonant difference 12% for each group!.

Figure 2, which presents overall identification in initial
versus final position in the carrier syllable, shows a further
clear effect: for native listeners, identification of both conso-
nants and vowels is better in final than in initial position.
Non-native listeners show the same final-position advantage

FIG. 1. Percentages of correctly recognized vowels and consonants as a
function of SNR, separately by language group~‘‘AE’’ 5American English!.
Data have been pooled across initial and final positions, phonetic contexts,
and subjects.

FIG. 2. Percentages of correctly recognized consonants~C! and vowels~V!
in initial and final positions, separately by language group~‘‘AE’’
5American English!. Data have been pooled across SNRs, phonetic con-
texts, and subjects.
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for vowels; for consonants, however, their performance is
worse in VC than in CV. Analyses of variance confirmed that
the overall advantage for final position was significant
(F@1,30#527.34,p,0.001), but this effect interacted with
the vowel/consonant factor (F@1,30#520.4, p,0.001), the
final advantage being larger for vowels than for consonants.
Moreover, the three-way interaction of these two factors with
listener language was also significant (F@1,30#511.44, p
,0.002);posthoctests revealed the source of this interaction
to be a significant interaction~reversal of the position effect!
of initial/final and vowel/consonant for non-native listeners
(F@1,15#526.91, p,0.001), but no significant interaction
for native listeners (F,1).

Since the overall advantage for final position which we
observed contrasts with previous findings of Redford and
Diehl ~1999! and Benkı´ ~2003a!, we conducted further analy-
ses in direct comparison with these earlier studies; these
analyses are described in Appendix B.

Detailed results are presented as confusion matrices
~separately for native and non-native listeners and for conso-
nants and vowels in initial versus final position! in Tables
I–VIII. These tables show the identification results at 0 dB
~the more accurate results at better SNRs are available at
http: / / www.mpi.nl / world / persons / private / anne /materials.
html!. Where rows do not sum to 100%, the remainder was
missing data.

It can readily be seen from the confusion matrices that
the phonemes which were most difficult for non-native lis-
teners were also difficult for native listeners. Thus although
the Dutch listeners had difficulty identifying the English con-
sonants without counterpart in Dutch, these consonants were
also difficult for the native listeners; and although the Dutch
listeners confused the vowel sounds which share one near

Dutch category, native listeners made such confusions, too.
Characteristics of the masking babble noise presumably in-
fluence these patterns. In fact, the percent correct identifica-
tion rate of the two listener groups across phonemes was
very highly correlated: at 16 dB SNRr 50.83, at 8 dB 0.87
and at 0 dB 0.91, in all casesp,0.001. It can also be seen
from the matrices that there were no strong effects of pho-
notactic legality of syllable-final lax vowels; errors on these
vowels, for both listener groups, tended to be other lax vow-
els. The one clear effect of native phonology on non-native
listening appeared in the Dutch listeners responses to
syllable-final consonants; as described above, Dutch phono-
tactics prohibit voicing contrasts in final position, and the
Dutch listeners made many more voicing errors on final con-
sonants such as /b, d,+/ than native listeners did.

Since Miller and Nicely~1955!, it has been customary to
view perceptual data of the present type in terms of percent-
age of information transmitted for broad feature classes. In
contrast to raw percent correct, transmitted information~TI!
takes account of response biases, and, regardless of the num-
ber of response alternatives, gives a result of zero when sub-
jects guess randomly. The number of response alternatives
varies across features, so only TI measures allow direct com-
parisons of the accuracy with which different features can be
recognized. Thus only TI allows us to compare native and
non-native featural sensitivity. Smits~2000! further explains
these advantages, and equations for TI calculation are pre-
sented by Miller and Nicely~1955!.

Figure 3 presents TI analyses of our data set, and Table
IX shows the phonemes associated with the featural values
we used. We considered the broad features of consonants to
be place and manner of articulation, and voicing, rather than
the more detailed feature systems~coronal, anterior, conso-

TABLE I. Confusion matrix for initial consonants at 0 dB SNR categorized by the American English listeners. Percentages of correct responses have been
pooled over participants and vowel contexts.

Stimulus

Response

pie
p

tie
t

car
k

far
f

thin
Y

see
s

she
b

chin
tb

hi
h

be
b

do
d

go
+

very
v

there
Z

zoo
z

joke
dc

yell
j

my
m

no
n

lie
l

row
r

win
w

p 15.4 2.9 4.6 10.4 3.3 39.2 6.7 1.3 2.1 2.5 1.3 0.8 1.3 1.3 0.4 0.4 0.8 0.8
t 10.4 19.6 9.6 5.4 6.3 1.3 0.8 0.4 27.9 2.9 1.3 3.3 0.4 3.3 1.3 0.4 0.8 0.4 0.8 0.4 0.8
k 11.7 14.6 25.8 1.7 2.1 0.4 0.8 27.9 2.1 0.8 2.1 0.4 0.8 0.4 0.4 2.1 1.7
f 22.9 2.1 3.8 19.2 7.5 0.4 14.2 8.8 1.3 0.8 3.8 5.8 0.4 1.7 3.8
Y 12.5 5.4 3.8 13.3 18.3 0.4 10.4 7.5 2.1 1.3 3.8 14.6 0.8 0.4 0.8 0.4 0.4 0.4 1.7
s 0.4 2.1 0.4 9.2 10.051.7 2.1 0.4 2.1 2.5 9.6 8.8
b 0.4 0.4 0.8 76.7 19.6 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4
tb 5.0 0.8 1.7 0.8 1.3 83.8 0.4 0.4 1.7 2.9 0.4 0.4
h 14.6 5.0 4.6 9.6 4.6 0.4 0.436.7 7.1 0.4 1.7 2.9 2.1 0.4 1.7 0.4 0.4 0.4 1.7
b 2.1 1.3 5.8 5.8 15.0 19.6 1.3 1.3 5.0 8.3 0.4 0.8 3.8 10.8 0.4 4.2 1.7 3.8
d 2.9 1.3 7.9 0.4 0.8 4.6 7.914.6 2.9 0.8 14.6 0.4 0.8 7.1 3.3 19.6 6.7 0.4
+ 1.7 0.8 1.3 2.9 2.5 0.4 10.4 3.8 2.529.6 4.2 2.1 0.4 0.8 19.2 1.3 7.9 2.9 1.3 1.3
v 2.9 1.7 0.4 5.8 4.2 0.8 0.4 8.8 18.3 0.4 3.317.5 14.6 0.8 2.1 4.2 1.7 0.8 1.7 5.0
Z 1.3 1.3 14.6 0.8 0.4 1.7 9.6 4.2 3.3 5.830.4 4.2 2.1 1.3 1.3 4.6 10.0 0.8
z 1.7 9.2 2.5 0.8 1.7 1.7 2.5 8.3 21.331.3 2.1 0.4 0.8 3.3 1.3 1.7 7.5
dc 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 2.5 0.4 4.6 1.3 1.7 4.2 2.9 0.4 8.3 68.8 0.8 0.4 0.4 1.3
j 0.8 0.4 2.9 3.3 5.4 3.3 1.3 1.3 1.7 2.965.8 2.5 2.5 1.7 2.1
m 0.4 0.4 1.7 0.4 3.3 3.8 0.8 1.3 6.3 0.4 0.4 0.863.8 5.8 5.8 1.3 1.7
n 0.8 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 12.577.9 4.2 0.8 0.4
l 0.4 2.5 0.4 0.8 5.0 1.7 2.1 3.3 4.2 0.4 2.1 12.5 5.054.2 2.1 0.8
r 0.8 0.4 1.3 1.3 7.1 5.4 0.4 2.1 5.0 0.8 2.5 0.4 68.8 2.9
w 0.8 0.4 1.7 4.2 0.8 2.9 0.4 4.2 5.8 2.9 0.473.3
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nantal, sonorant, continuant, etc.! used in formal phonology
~e.g., Kenstowicz, 1994!. The values of place of articulation
were held to be labial, dental, alveolar, palatal, velar, and
glottal; this classification strikes a balance between a very
detailed phonetic inventory of places within the English con-
sonant inventory, which would have very few consonants at
many places, and a gross classification into only labial, coro-
nal, and dorsal. As values of manner of articulation we used
stop, affricate, fricative, liquid, glide, and nasal. Voicing had
two values, voiced and voiceless. The features used for vow-
els were height~three values: high, mid, and low!, backness
~three values: front, central, and back! and tenseness~two
values: tense and lax!. Because the three diphthongs always

change value on height and tenseness, and two of the three
also change value on backness, we excluded them from the
vowel calculations in Fig. 3; for the TI calculations it was
therefore also necessary to discard diphthong responses to
monophthongal stimuli, a total of 915 cases~1.85% of the
total monophthongal vowel dataset!.

Statistical analyses of the comparisons in Fig. 3 showed
a significant improvement in percentage of transmitted fea-
tural information with increasing SNR, for five of the six
broad feature classes~all comparisonsp,0.001; vowel
tenseness insignificant!. For all three vowel features, and for
consonant manner, information was transmitted more effi-
ciently in final position in the syllable than in initial position

TABLE II. Confusion matrix for final consonants at 0 dB SNR categorized by the American English listeners. Percentages of correct responses have been
pooled over participants and vowel contexts.

Stimulus

Response

lip
p

hot
t

sick
k

off
f

path
Y

pass
s

fish
b

such
tb

grab
b

odd
d

egg
+

love
v

smooth
Z

buzz
z

beige
c

edge
dc

am
m

on
n

ring
G

ill
l

far
r

p 50.0 16.3 14.2 5.8 5.8 0.8 0.4 0.4 2.1 0.4 0.8
t 5.0 77.1 5.8 0.8 4.6 2.1 0.4 0.4 2.5 0.4
k 11.3 12.5 63.3 0.8 5.0 2.1 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.8 2.1
f 10.0 10.0 6.7 45.0 12.9 0.8 0.8 1.3 5.4 0.8 0.4 0.4 1.7
Y 9.2 17.9 4.2 30.8 19.2 0.8 0.4 0.8 0.4 0.4 0.4 2.5 7.5 0.4 0.4 0.8 0.4
s 0.8 2.9 0.8 12.9 8.8 65.4 2.9 0.4 0.4 1.7 0.8 0.4
b 0.4 1.3 80.8 14.2 0.4 2.5 0.4
tb 0.4 3.8 0.4 89.6 1.7 4.2
b 1.3 1.3 4.2 3.8 2.5 0.4 0.435.0 10.4 9.2 15.4 4.6 0.4 2.5 1.3 2.1 1.7 0.4 1.3
d 3.3 0.4 3.8 2.5 1.7 3.842.9 4.6 6.7 5.8 1.7 5.4 5.8 0.4 5.8 2.9 0.4
+ 0.4 3.3 1.3 2.9 5.4 0.4 0.8 5.4 9.235.4 14.2 5.4 0.8 2.1 1.7 1.3 2.1 2.5 0.4 0.8
v 0.4 0.8 1.3 9.2 2.5 0.4 2.9 4.6 7.947.5 5.8 0.4 3.8 1.7 2.9 1.3 0.8 0.8 1.7
Z 2.1 1.7 4.2 2.5 0.4 0.4 2.9 22.5 5.0 17.516.7 5.8 5.4 7.5 1.3 0.8 0.4 0.4
z 0.4 2.5 7.5 0.4 0.4 1.3 10.0 1.3 12.5 9.637.1 5.4 4.6 0.4 2.5 0.4 0.8
c 0.4 0.8 2.5 2.1 2.5 1.3 4.2 4.6 3.851.7 23.3 0.4 1.7 0.4 0.4
dc 0.4 0.8 0.4 0.4 3.3 0.4 5.8 2.5 0.8 0.4 0.4 17.964.6 0.4 0.8
m 0.4 1.3 0.4 1.7 1.3 2.1 7.1 0.4 0.456.3 12.1 14.2 0.4 0.8
n 0.4 0.4 5.4 1.3 3.3 1.7 1.3 1.3 0.8 12.559.6 10.4 0.4
G 0.4 0.4 0.8 0.4 0.4 1.3 9.2 5.8 1.3 0.4 15.4 25.435.0 0.8 1.7
l 0.4 0.8 0.8 7.9 0.4 0.8 0.8 6.7 3.3 0.4 0.4 1.3 0.4 70.8 0.8
r 0.4 0.4 1.3 0.8 0.4 0.8 0.4 3.8 1.3 1.3 1.3 0.4 0.884.2

TABLE III. Confusion matrix for initial vowels at 0 dB SNR categorized by the American English listeners. Percentages of correct responses have been
pooled over participants and consonant contexts.

Stimulus

Response

beat
i

bit
(

wait
e(

bet
}

bat
,

hot
Ä

cut
#

caught
Å

boat
o*

cook
*

boot
u

buy
a(

boy
Å(

shout
a*

bird
Ñ

i 78.9 8.3 0.3 2.7 0.3 0.3 1.8 1.2 3.9
( 1.5 81.8 0.9 8.0 0.9 1.2 0.3 0.3 1.5 0.9 1.8
e( 5.7 5.4 74.4 4.5 5.7 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 1.2
} 0.6 4.2 2.4 84.2 2.7 1.2 0.3 3.0
, 1.2 6.5 3.9 78.3 0.6 1.2 0.3 0.3 4.8 2.1
Ä 0.6 1.2 0.3 9.8 42.3 12.5 26.8 0.9 0.6 0.9 1.8
# 0.3 1.2 12.5 64.9 8.3 1.8 1.2 1.2 4.2 3.0
Å 0.3 0.3 0.6 36.3 4.5 47.3 3.9 1.2 0.6 2.1 0.9
o* 0.3 4.8 1.2 0.9 69.6 8.9 6.5 3.3 2.1 0.3
* 2.1 14.0 2.1 0.9 63.7 6.8 0.3 3.0 2.1 0.9
u 3.6 1.5 0.3 0.6 3.0 1.5 1.8 19.3 62.5 0.3 1.2 1.8 1.2
a( 8.3 2.1 0.3 87.2 0.6 0.6
Å( 0.3 0.6 0.3 0.3 0.6 1.2 0.6 0.3 92.9 3.0
a* 0.3 0.3 2.1 0.6 3.3 7.1 2.4 0.3 0.3 0.9 81.5 0.3
Ñ 0.6 0.3 1.5 1.5 0.3 95.5
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~three comparisonsp,0.001, vowel backnessp,0.05).
Place and voicing showed no significant main effect of posi-
tion in the syllable. There was an interaction between SNR
and position within the syllable for all feature classes, re-
flecting in each case a greater improvement with increasing
SNR for phonemes in syllable-initial position than for pho-
nemes in syllable-final position~five comparisons p
,0.001, consonant mannerp,0.05). For all types of pho-
netic information, the masking effects of noise~especially at
0 dB SNR! are thus greatest in syllable-initial position. Lis-
tener group language did not interact with SNR for any fea-
ture comparison, but interacted with syllable position for

consonant voicing (p,0.001) and vowel height (p,0.05).
For the native listeners, voicing information was perceived
better in final position, but for the Dutch listeners, as ex-
pected, voice was much less well perceived in final position
@Fig. 3~e!#. The vowel height interaction was due to the ad-
vantage of final position over initial position being larger for
non-native than for native listeners@Fig. 3~b!#.

For each listener group separately, we compared the
relative informativeness of types of featural information.
There were significant differences in informativeness among
the consonant features for the native (F@2,30#516.94, p
,0.001) and non-native listeners (F@2,30#557.69, p

TABLE IV. Confusion matrix for final vowels at 0 dB SNR categorized by the American English listeners. Percentages of correct responses have been pooled
over participants and consonant contexts.

Stimulus

Response

beat
i

bit
(

wait
e(

bet
}

bat
,

hot
Ä

cut
#

caught
Å

boat
o*

cook
*

boot
u

buy
a(

boy
Å(

shout
a*

bird
Ñ

i 93.5 0.3 3.7 0.3 1.4 0.3
( 0.9 84.4 0.3 10.5 0.3 2.0 0.3 0.3
e( 0.6 2.0 91.5 2.0 2.8 0.9
} 0.6 6.3 2.3 73.6 8.5 2.3 2.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3
, 0.6 1.1 12.2 82.7 1.1 0.3 0.3 0.3
Ä 1.1 0.9 8.2 33.5 24.4 27.0 0.6 0.3 0.3 1.1
# 0.9 2.3 6.0 11.4 65.3 11.1 0.3 0.9 0.3 0.3 0.3
Å 0.9 2.6 23.9 3.7 65.3 0.9 0.6 0.9
o* 0.3 0.3 0.3 1.7 0.6 90.6 0.3 0.9 1.4 2.3
* 0.3 0.6 2.0 21.6 0.6 0.6 68.2 2.6 0.3 0.3
u 3.7 0.9 0.3 0.9 0.6 0.3 6.8 81.8 0.3 2.6
a( 6.0 0.9 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 91.5 0.3
Å( 0.6 0.3 0.9 1.4 0.9 0.3 0.3 92.0 2.3
a* 0.3 0.9 0.6 2.0 1.7 8.2 0.6 1.7 82.4 0.6
Ñ 0.3 0.3 1.1 0.3 97.7

TABLE V. Confusion matrix for initial consonants at 0 dB SNR categorized by the Dutch listeners. Percentages of correct responses have been pooled over
participants and vowel contexts.

Stimulus

Response

pie
p

tie
t

car
k

far
f

thin
Y

see
s

she
b

chin
tb

hi
h

be
b

do
d

go
+

very
v

there
Z

zoo
z

joke
dc

yell
j

my
m

no
n

lie
l

row
r

win
w

p 30.8 3.3 9.2 9.6 2.9 0.4 19.2 11.7 1.3 1.3 2.9 1.7 0.4 0.8 0.8 1.3 1.3 1.3
t 24.6 14.2 12.5 7.5 7.9 0.8 2.9 11.3 7.1 0.4 2.1 1.3 1.7 2.1 3.3 0.4
k 25.0 7.9 25.8 3.8 4.2 0.4 0.8 0.4 13.8 4.2 1.3 3.8 1.3 0.8 0.4 0.4 1.3 0.4 1.7 1.3 0.4 0.8
f 24.6 2.1 9.2 15.0 7.1 0.4 0.4 9.2 15.0 1.7 2.9 5.4 4.2 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.8
Y 18.8 6.3 3.8 13.3 12.1 0.4 0.4 0.4 7.1 14.2 2.5 1.7 2.9 7.5 0.4 1.3 2.9 2.9 0.8
s 0.4 2.5 0.4 12.5 24.630.4 0.8 0.4 0.8 1.3 3.3 7.9 14.6
b 0.4 1.3 6.7 72.5 18.3 0.8
tb 3.3 4.2 1.3 2.1 2.5 1.3 4.670.8 1.3 1.3 0.4 0.4 0.8 5.4 0.4
h 26.3 4.6 12.1 11.3 5.0 0.4 0.4 0.817.9 8.3 1.3 0.4 4.6 1.7 0.4 0.8 0.8 1.7 0.8 0.4
b 7.5 0.4 5.8 9.2 1.7 0.4 0.4 12.528.3 2.5 0.4 4.6 2.1 2.9 7.1 2.9 5.0 1.3 5.0
d 2.5 2.1 1.3 1.3 5.4 8.8 12.110.8 2.5 2.1 12.9 0.4 0.4 6.3 4.2 12.5 12.5 1.7
+ 3.3 1.3 9.2 2.9 2.5 0.4 1.3 9.2 10.0 5.017.1 1.7 3.3 0.8 24.2 0.8 2.5 2.5 0.4 1.7
v 7.5 2.9 2.5 8.8 5.0 0.4 6.7 30.0 1.3 1.79.6 7.9 2.1 3.8 1.7 0.4 2.5 5.4
Z 2.5 1.3 2.5 1.7 14.6 2.1 0.4 0.8 2.1 17.1 10.0 1.318.8 1.3 1.7 1.3 1.3 3.3 12.1 0.8 2.9
z 0.8 1.3 1.3 9.6 3.3 0.4 1.3 7.9 5.0 2.5 23.827.1 1.3 2.5 2.1 5.0 0.4 0.8 3.8
dc 4.2 0.4 2.5 0.4 2.1 0.8 18.3 2.1 2.1 6.7 2.1 7.5 40.4 5.8 0.4 1.3 2.9
j 1.3 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.4 2.1 4.2 2.5 1.3 0.4 1.3 0.4 4.669.6 2.5 4.2 1.3 0.8
m 3.8 0.8 2.5 2.9 0.4 2.1 9.6 0.8 2.5 50.0 10.0 5.0 5.4 4.2
n 0.4 2.1 1.7 1.3 0.8 0.4 12.973.8 4.6 0.4 1.7
l 5.8 1.3 1.7 1.3 1.3 0.4 2.1 8.3 1.7 0.8 2.5 3.3 1.3 10.0 4.246.7 2.1 5.4
r 2.5 1.3 1.7 2.1 0.4 5.8 14.6 0.8 2.1 1.3 0.8 0.8 0.4 0.458.3 6.7
w 1.7 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 1.7 5.8 0.8 2.1 0.4 5.8 0.8 2.5 1.775.0
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,0.001), and among the vowel features also for both the
native (F@2,30#5120.23,p,0.001) and non-native groups
(F@2,30#5186.61, p,0.001). Interfeatural comparisons
showed that for native listeners consonantal manner informa-
tion was transmitted most accurately and place information
least accurately; manner and voicing did not differ signifi-
cantly but each was significantly more accurately perceived
than place (p,0.001 for manner,p,0.01 for voicing!. For
non-native listeners manner was also transmitted most accu-
rately ~significantly more so than place,p,0.001), but voic-
ing least accurately~significantly less so than place,p
,0.001). For both groups the vowel features ordered simi-
larly: backness was more accurately transmitted than height,

and height was more accurately transmitted than tenseness
~all comparisonsp,0.001).

These analyses thus further confirm the parallel effects
of the noise masking on the performance of the native and
non-native listener groups. Although the groups differed
overall in one respect, namely in sensitivity to final voicing
contrasts, importantly, on no type of information at all did
listener group language interact with SNR.

IV. GENERAL DISCUSSION

The identification performance of non-native listeners in
our study fell clearly short of the native listeners’ perfor-

TABLE VI. Confusion matrix for final consonants at 0 dB SNR categorized by the Dutch listeners. Percentages of correct responses have been pooled over
participants and vowel contexts.

Stimulus

Response

lip
p

hot
t

sick
k

off
f

path
Y

pass
s

fish
b

such
tb

grab
b

odd
d

egg
+

love
v

smooth
Z

buzz
z

beige
c

Edge
dc

am
m

on
n

ring
G

ill
l

far
r

p 24.2 13.8 11.7 5.8 8.8 0.4 21.3 5.8 2.1 3.3 0.8 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.8
t 4.6 45.0 5.4 1.7 9.2 1.7 1.3 1.7 20.4 0.4 0.4 5.4 0.4 0.4 0.8 0.4 0.8
k 8.3 12.5 44.6 4.2 5.0 0.4 0.4 0.8 2.5 3.8 12.5 0.4 1.7 1.3 0.4 1.3
f 7.5 21.7 6.7 22.1 9.6 1.7 1.3 0.4 6.3 10.4 0.4 3.3 5.0 0.4 0.8 0.4 0.8 0.8 0.4
Y 7.9 24.6 3.8 17.9 17.5 0.8 0.4 1.7 2.9 7.9 0.4 2.5 9.2 0.8 1.3 0.4
s 3.8 17.1 14.6 37.5 5.0 0.8 0.4 0.4 2.5 10.0 4.6 1.7 0.8 0.8
b 0.4 6.7 66.7 10.4 0.4 1.3 1.7 10.0 2.1 0.4
tb 0.4 0.8 0.4 1.3 0.4 6.7 42.5 0.8 3.3 0.4 3.3 5.4 34.2
b 5.0 7.5 6.7 2.9 5.4 0.4 30.4 15.0 3.8 7.9 5.0 1.3 0.4 2.9 2.5 0.8 0.8 1.3
d 1.3 16.3 0.4 2.5 5.8 0.8 0.4 2.139.6 2.1 3.8 7.9 1.7 2.9 5.8 0.4 1.7 2.5 2.1
+ 0.8 12.9 4.6 0.8 7.5 0.8 2.1 20.425.8 4.2 5.0 0.8 0.8 6.3 2.5 1.7 0.8 0.8 1.3
v 1.3 12.9 3.8 12.1 5.4 1.7 0.4 4.6 15.8 3.315.8 5.4 1.3 1.3 1.3 2.1 3.3 1.3 4.2 2.9
Z 0.4 11.3 0.8 4.2 8.3 3.3 1.7 1.3 2.5 29.2 2.1 10.0 8.3 2.9 1.3 7.9 0.4 1.3 0.8 2.1
z 3.8 1.7 10.0 12.1 2.1 2.5 0.4 8.8 2.1 5.0 10.025.8 5.0 2.1 2.1 1.7 1.3 1.3 2.5
c 3.3 0.4 2.1 2.5 14.2 4.2 0.4 3.8 0.4 1.3 4.2 6.745.0 9.2 0.4 0.4 0.8 0.8
dc 2.9 1.7 2.9 0.8 2.9 13.3 0.4 8.8 4.2 0.4 9.651.7 0.4
m 9.2 0.4 4.6 0.8 5.8 1.3 2.1 2.1 0.8 41.3 20.0 8.3 2.1 1.3
n 0.4 9.6 1.3 1.3 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.8 8.3 0.4 2.1 2.1 0.4 2.1 8.348.3 9.2 2.1 2.1
G 6.7 0.4 2.1 2.1 0.4 2.5 5.8 6.3 1.7 1.7 13.8 22.530.4 2.1 1.7
l 0.4 8.3 1.7 5.8 3.3 0.4 9.2 1.3 2.1 1.7 0.4 0.8 2.5 0.457.5 4.2
r 0.4 7.9 0.4 0.8 3.8 0.4 1.7 6.7 1.7 2.9 0.4 0.4 0.8 2.1 1.767.9

TABLE VII. Confusion matrix for initial vowels at 0 dB SNR categorized by the Dutch listeners. Percentages of correct responses have been pooled over
participants and consonant contexts.

Stimulus

Response

beat
i

bit
(

wait
e(

bet
}

bat
,

hot
Ä

cut
#

caught
Å

boat
o*

cook
*

boot
u

buy
a(

boy
Å(

shout
a*

bird
Ñ

i 75.6 16.7 1.8 1.8 0.3 0.6 1.5 0.3 0.3 0.9
( 1.5 86.0 0.6 5.4 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 1.5 1.2 2.4
e( 25.0 14.6 46.7 6.5 4.2 0.3 0.6 0.3 0.6 1.2
} 0.3 12.5 0.9 58.3 25.0 0.3 0.3 2.1
, 1.8 1.2 33.6 56.3 0.3 0.6 0.9 4.2 1.2
Ä 0.3 0.6 13.4 29.2 31.5 15.5 1.2 0.3 0.3 3.9 0.3 1.2 1.8
# 0.3 0.9 4.8 27.4 44.3 7.7 3.9 0.3 0.6 1.5 0.3 3.9 4.2
Å 0.6 63.4 5.4 22.0 2.4 0.6 0.9 0.6 3.0 1.2
o* 0.6 8.6 0.9 2.1 53.0 14.9 14.9 0.9 1.8 1.2 0.6
* 0.6 0.3 0.3 11.6 4.2 2.4 3.9 50.9 17.3 0.6 3.6 2.4 1.5
u 8.6 1.5 0.3 0.3 2.7 0.9 1.8 4.8 46.7 29.2 0.3 1.8 1.2
a( 3.0 24.7 0.6 2.7 0.3 0.6 0.6 64.3 0.9 2.4
Å( 1.5 3.6 0.3 0.9 0.6 0.3 0.9 90.5 1.2 0.3
a* 0.3 2.7 0.6 2.7 2.7 16.4 0.9 0.9 2.4 0.3 70.2
Ñ 0.9 0.3 0.3 0.9 0.3 19.0 0.9 0.3 0.6 0.6 75.9
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mance. Also, all listeners were adversely affected by noise—
the higher the SNR, the better the performance, for both
native and non-native listeners. Crucially, however, the ef-
fects of language background and of noise did not interact.
Of the possible patterns of results we listed in the Introduc-
tion, the one we have observed is a constant disadvantage for
non-native compared with native listeners, irrespective of the
degree of noise-masking. Thus our study clearly suggests
that the disproportionate effects of noise on listening to non-
native, as opposed to native, language are not due to exacer-
bation of the difficulty of phoneme identification.

We did observe effects of the native inventory on the
non-native listeners’ identifications. Where the non-native
listeners performed as well as the native listeners~for in-
stance, in the vowel confusion matrices, for the vowels of
beat, bit, andboy!, it was for phonemes which occupy highly
similar positions in the two inventories~Gussenhoven, 1999;
Ladefoged, 1999!. Where the inventories mismatched, non-

native performance often fell behind. However, these native-
inventory effects were not heightened under noise. If any-
thing, the similarity of non-native and native performance
became stronger under noise, as our correlation analyses
showed.

Phonological constraints of the native language also af-
fected performance; the absence of a voicing contrast in final
position in Dutch was reflected in the non-native listeners’
poor performance on voicing decisions in final position@Fig.
3~e!#, which led to a reversal, for non-native consonant iden-
tifications only, of the otherwise constant advantage of final
over initial position with our stimuli~Fig. 2!. Again, how-
ever, this effect did not significantly interact with the effects
of SNR; if anything, the advantage of initial over final voic-
ing decisions for Dutch listeners was actually greater at 16
dB than under more severe noise.

TABLE VIII. Confusion matrix for final vowels at 0 dB SNR categorized by the Dutch listeners. Percentages of correct responses have been pooled over
participants and consonant contexts.

Stimulus

Response

beat
i

bit
(

wait
e(

bet
}

bat
,

hot
Ä

cut
#

caught
Å

boat
o*

cook
*

boot
u

buy
a(

boy
Å(

shout
a*

bird
Ñ

i 97.4 0.3 0.3 1.7 0.3
( 0.3 95.5 2.3 0.3 0.3 1.4
e( 6.0 4.3 84.1 3.1 1.1 0.3 0.3 0.9
} 0.3 15.6 0.3 60.5 22.2 0.3 0.3 0.6
, 0.9 4.8 39.2 51.7 0.6 1.1 0.3 0.6 0.9
Ä 0.3 0.6 0.6 16.8 23.6 22.7 28.4 2.6 0.3 0.3 1.7 0.3 2.0
# 0.3 0.6 1.7 10.2 25.0 41.5 16.8 1.4 0.3 0.3 1.4 0.6
Å 4.8 34.7 5.4 50.0 3.4 0.3 0.3 0.6 0.3
o* 0.6 0.3 11.1 0.6 4.8 69.6 2.8 6.0 2.6 1.7
* 0.6 5.4 4.3 4.5 1.7 73.3 6.8 0.6 1.4 0.6 0.9
u 17.9 0.3 0.6 0.6 1.4 1.1 0.9 31.3 45.2 0.3 0.6
a( 3.4 14.8 0.3 1.1 0.3 0.6 0.6 0.9 74.1 1.4 0.3 2.3
Å( 0.3 2.3 0.6 0.9 0.3 1.7 93.8 0.3
a* 0.3 0.3 2.0 0.6 4.0 0.6 5.1 17.0 0.3 0.9 3.1 0.9 64.5 0.6
Ñ 0.3 0.3 0.9 0.3 0.6 7.1 0.3 0.6 0.3 89.5

FIG. 3. Percentages of transmitted information for six phonological features
as a function of SNR. Data are presented separately by position~‘‘ini’’
5initial, ‘‘fin’’ 5final! and language group~‘‘AE’’ 5American English,
‘‘Du’’ 5Dutch!, and have been pooled across phonetic contexts and subjects.

TABLE IX. Feature system used for the information-theoretical analyses.

Feature Values Phonemes

Consonant manner stop /p t k b d +/
affricate /tb dc/
fricative /f Y s b h v Z z c/
liquid /l r/
glide /j w/
nasal /m nG/

Consonant place labial /p f b v m w/
dental /Y Z/

alveolar /t s d z n l/
palatal /b tb c dc r/
velar /k + G/

glottal /h/
Consonant voice voiced /b d+ v Z z c dc j m n G l r w/

voiceless /p t k f Y s b tb h/
Vowel height high /i( * u/

mid /e( } # o* Ñ/
low /, Ä Å/

Vowel backness front /i( e( } ,/
central /Ñ/
back /Ä # Å o* * u/

Vowel tenseness tense /i e( Å o* u Ñ/
lax /( } , Ä # */
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Thus although the non-native listeners in our study un-
questionably performed below native phoneme-identification
levels, they did so at more advantageous SNRs as well as
under more severe noise, and the degree to which they suf-
fered additional difficulty appeared to remain fairly constant
across SNRs within the range tested here. In all our analyses,
adverse effects of noise on non-native listening seemed to
parallel adverse effects of noise for native listeners. We con-
clude from these results that it is not disproportionately in-
creasing problems of phoneme identification that underlie the
extra difficulty of listening to non-native language in noise.

Instead, we suggest that non-native listening is dispro-
portionately affected by noise because non-native listening
is, at all processing levels, slower and less accurate than
native listening. Phoneme identification is, as we have seen,
less accurate. Phoneme identification problems may be par-
ticularly important in that all later levels of processing will
be affected by the decisions made at the phonemic level; but
at all later levels, non-native listening is also less efficient.
Segmentation of continuous speech into words is less effi-
cient, because of interference from native prosodic expecta-
tions ~Cutler et al., 1986; Cutler and Otake, 1994! and from
native phonotactic expectations~Weber, 2001!. Lexical rec-
ognition is less efficient: phoneme identification problems
can cause pseudo-homophony~Japanese listeners may have
difficulty distinguishingright from light, Dutch listeners may
confusebat with bet!, and this can lead to additional compe-
tition in the word recognition process~Broersma, 2002; We-
ber and Cutler, 2004!. Spurious competition also arises from
the native vocabulary, while native recognition is less likely
to be affected by competition from nondominant non-native
languages~Weber and Cutler, 2004!. Syntactic processing is
less efficient, even at high levels of proficiency in the non-
native language~Sorace, 1993!; prosodic distinctions be-
tween idiomatic and literal utterances are less efficiently pro-
cessed~Vanlancker-Sidtis, 2003!; and semantic processing,
including the exploitation of prosody for information struc-
ture, is less efficient~Akker and Cutler, 2003!. The effect of
disadvantageous listening conditions, such as a babble of
voices, is to slow down the process from the beginning, al-
lowing the cumulative effects of lesser efficiency at all levels
to become more noticeable and perhaps to exceed thresholds
of auditory memory storage. Compensatory sources of infor-
mation which all listeners will call upon under difficult lis-
tening conditions—knowledge of relative lexical frequencies
of occurrence, of transitional probabilities, and of contextual
plausibility—will also be less extensive, and less efficiently
exploited, in non-native listening@as, indeed, Florentine and
her colleagues observed~Florentine, 1985a; Mayoet al.,
1997!#. Interestingly, Van Wijngaardenet al. ~2002! showed
that a measure of linguistic entropy~letter-by-letter guessing
of visually presented materials! significantly predicted the
speech recognition performance of non-native listeners in
noise; these authors therefore also concluded that less effec-
tive use of context, especially reduced exploitation of seman-
tic redundancy, was a major factor in non-native listening
difficulty in noise.

V. CONCLUSION

The identification of phonemes is adversely affected by
increasing noise to a similar extent for native and for non-
native listeners. Non-native identification scores were around
80% of native identification scores at each of the SNRs used
in the present study. This pattern of results suggests that the
robustly observed disproportionate difficulty which non-
native listeners experience with speech in noisy conditions
cannot be simply attributed to exacerbation of phoneme
misidentification by noise interference; instead, it may reflect
cumulative effects of lesser efficiency at all levels of pro-
cessing, and lesser ability to exploit contextual redundancy.
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APPENDIX A: PHONEMES USED IN THIS STUDY

Phonemes used in the study, with for each phoneme the
illustrative word used to guide listeners’ responses.

Final consonants Initial consonants Vowels

/p/ liP /p/ Pie /i/ bEAt
/t/ hoT /t/ Tie /Ñ/ bIRd
/k/ siCK /k/ Car /u/ bOOt
/b/ graB /b/ Be /(/ bIt
/d/ oDD /d/ Do /*/ cOOk
/+/ eGG /+/ Go /e(/ wAIt
/f/ oFF /f/ Far /Å/ cAUght
/Y/ paTH /Y/ THin /#/ cUt
/s/ paSS /s/ See /}/ bEt
/v/ loVE /v/ Very /Ä/ hOt
/Z/ smooTH /Z/ THere /a(/ bUY
/z/ buZZ /z/ Zoo /o*/ bOAt
/m/ aM /m/ My /,/ bAt
/tb/ suCH /tb/ CHin /Å(/ bOY
/dc/ eDGE /dc/ Joke /a*/ shOUt
/n/ oN /n/ No
/b/ fiSH /b/ SHe
/c/ beiGE /w/ Win
/G/ riNG /j/ Yell
/l/ iLL /h/ Hi
/r/ faR /l/ Lie

/r/ Row
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APPENDIX B: ANALYSES OF OUR NATIVE DATA IN
COMPARISON WITH REDFORD AND DIEHL
„1999… AND BENKI „2003a…

Since we did not find the consistent advantage for initial
over final consonants which the listening in noise studies of
Redford and Diehl~1999! and Benkı´ ~2003a! had led us to
expect, we conducted analyses on our consonant data set in
direct comparison with the previous work. These earlier
studies differed from oursinter alia in that they tested a
narrower range of phonemes. We thus extracted from our
native listening data set the subset most closely matching the
data presented in each of those studies; the relevant subsets
are displayed in Fig. 4.

Figure 4~a! shows the American English listeners’ iden-
tification performance for the voiceless stops and fricatives
@p,t,k,f,Y,s,b#, with voicing errors ignored@as reported by
Redford and Diehl~1999!#. It can be seen that the advantage
for final over initial positions holds over 0 and 8 dB SNR in
our data set, but disappears—to be replaced by a marginal
advantage for initial over final position—at 16 dB SNR.
Redford and Diehl used a SNR of 15 dB; thus, at the condi-
tions most closely approximating theirs, we find a result
more similar to theirs. At less favorable SNRs, however, the
advantage for final position is also robust with this subset.

Figure 4~b! presents the American English listeners’
identification performance for the ten initial consonants@b,p,
,d,t,k,s,h,m,l,r# and the ten final consonants@p,d,t,g,k,
,s,z,m,n,l# as used by Benkı´ ~2003a!. Again, the final position
advantage is stronger at 0 and 8 dB SNR than at 16 dB SNR.
However, Benkı´ used less favorable SNRs~from 214 to25
dB! than any used in our study, so that our final position
advantage with the same subset contrasts with his results.

There were further differences between the studies: we
used just one speaker~Redford and Diehl had seven!; final

stops were released in Benkı´’s and our stimuli but not in
Redford and Diehl’s; neither earlier study used multi-speaker
babble noise; in both earlier studies, stimuli were CVC syl-
lables in a carrier phrase~respectivelySay—some moreor
Say—again, andYou will write—please!, while in our study,
listeners heard CV or VC syllables in isolation. We chose
this format because we were interested in the implications of
our findings for natural listening in noise, in which precise
onsets are not predictable, and certainly are not accompanied
by a constant preceding context. In our study, the syllables
varied in length and were centrally embedded in the longer
sample of noise, so that the moment of onset of the syllable
to be identified was unpredictable and not cued by the pre-
ceding context. Under these conditions, the initial vowel or
consonant was generally somewhat difficult to identify.

Redford and Diehl~1999! interpreted their positional
finding as a result of greater articulatory distinctiveness of
initial consonants, a result supported by acoustic evidence
that their speakers’ initial consonants were longer, louder,
and different in fundamental frequency from the final conso-
nants. Benkı´ ~2003a! similarly cited articulatory differences
as a likely source of his initial-position advantage. Note also
that Benkı´ ~2003b! found that the disadvantage of final con-
sonants largely disappeared when the stimuli presented were
words in sparse phonetic neighborhoods, making the final
consonant relatively more probable. It seems clear that the
relative perceptibility of phonemes as a function of position
is not constant, but depends upon the particular characteris-
tics of stimuli and procedure used in a phoneme identifica-
tion experiment.
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The Speech Transmission Index~STI! is a physical metric that is well correlated with the
intelligibility of speech degraded by additive noise and reverberation. The traditional STI uses
modulated noise as a probe signal and is valid for assessing degradations that result from linear
operations on the speech signal. Researchers have attempted to extend the STI to predict the
intelligibility of nonlinearly processed speech by proposing variations that use speech as a probe
signal. This work considers four previously proposed speech-based STI methods and four novel
methods, studied under conditions of additive noise, reverberation, and two nonlinear operations
~envelope thresholding and spectral subtraction!. Analyzing intermediate metrics in the STI
calculation reveals why some methods fail for nonlinear operations. Results indicate that none of the
previously proposed methods is adequate for all of the conditions considered, while four proposed
methods produce qualitatively reasonable results and warrant further study. The discussion
considers the relevance of this work to predicting the intelligibility of cochlear-implant processed
speech. ©2004 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1804628#

PACS numbers: 43.71.Gv, 43.60Wy, 43.71Ky@KWG# Pages: 3679–3689

I. INTRODUCTION

Early attempts to predict speech intelligibility led to the
development of the articulation index~AI ! ~French and
Steinberg, 1947; Kryter, 1962a, 1962b!. A fundamental prin-
ciple of the AI is that the intelligibility of speech depends on
a weighted average of the signal to noise ratios~SNRs! in
frequency bands spanning the speech spectrum. By account-
ing for the contribution of different regions of the spectrum
to intelligibility, the AI successfully predicts the effects of
additive noise and simple linear filters.

The Speech Transmission Index~STI! ~Houtgast and
Steeneken, 1971; Steeneken and Houtgast, 1980; IEC, 1998!
is an intelligibility metric that differs from the AI by using
reduction in signal modulation rather than band-specific
SNRs. By including modulation reduction in the frequency
band analysis, the STI can predict the effects of reverberation
as well as additive noise. Calculation of the STI is based on
changes in signal modulation when modulated probe stimuli
are transmitted through a channel of interest. The responses
to probe stimuli are measured in multiple frequency bands
for a range of modulation frequencies relevant to speech. The
STI successfully quantifies the effects of room acoustics and
broadcast channels on speech intelligibility~Steeneken and
Houtgast, 1982!. The STI can also be adapted for use with
hearing-impaired subjects~Humeset al., 1986; Ludvigsen,
1987; Paytonet al., 1994!.

Steeneken and Houtgast~1980! suggest that applying the
STI to nonlinear operations requires more sophisticated
probe signals than used in their original procedure. They
introduced complex test signals that combine modulated

noise with artificial speech-like signals, allowing the STI to
predict the effects of automatic gain control and peak clip-
ping. Other researchers have developed variations that use
speech, rather than an artificial probe, to investigate nonlin-
ear operations. These speech-based methods have been used
to analyze dynamic amplitude compression~Hohmann and
Kollmeier, 1995; Paytonet al., 2002; Drullman, 1995!, spec-
tral subtraction~Ludvigsenet al., 1993!, and envelope clip-
ping ~Drullman, 1995!. In addition, speech-based STI meth-
ods have been used to investigate the intelligibility
differences between clear and conversational speech~Payton
et al., 1994; Paytonet al., 1999!.

The speech-based STI methods have generally failed to
predict performance for nonlinear operations. In some stud-
ies, STI intelligibility predictions have been qualitatively in-
consistent with performance results. A study of envelope ex-
pansion found that ‘‘the prediction from STI is in the wrong
direction for the expansion conditions’’~Van Buurenet al.,
1998!. In an investigation of speech-based STI and spectral
subtraction, researchers concluded ‘‘STI, even in its modified
version, is an unreliable predictor when non-linear processes
are involved.’’ ~Ludvigsen et al., 1993!. Other researchers
~Drullman, 1995; Paytonet al., 2002; Hohmann and Koll-
meier, 1995! have also concluded that speech-based STI
methods proposed thus far do not adequately predict the in-
telligibility of nonlinearly processed speech.

In this work, the various speech-based STI methods are
analyzed to determine why they fail to predict intelligibility
for nonlinear operations. Simple modifications are proposed
to overcome problems with the existing speech-based STI
methods. This results in four modified speech-based STI
methods that are related to previously proposed methods.
These modified STI methods are well correlated with the
traditional STI for additive noise and reverberation and also

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed at: Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Building 36, Room 761, 77 Massachusetts Ave.,
Cambridge, MA 02139; electronic mail: jgreenbe@mit.edu
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exhibit qualitatively reasonable behavior for selected nonlin-
ear operations. As a result, the modified STI methods are
promising candidates to predict intelligibility of nonlinearly
processed speech.

II. BACKGROUND

Both the traditional and speech-based STI methods em-
ploy a frequency band analysis as illustrated in Fig. 1. A
bank of bandpass filters splits the probe and response signals
into frequency bands, wherei indicates the frequency band
number. Typically, octave bands with center frequencies
from 125 to 8000 Hz are used. For each band, the probe and
response envelope signals,xi(t) and yi(t), respectively, are
computed by rectification and lowpass filtering and then
compared to determine a transmission index, TIi . The TIi
values are combined using a weighted average to determine
the STI value. The various STI methods differ in how the
envelope signals are computed and in how the TIi values are
computed from the envelopes.

A. Traditional method of computing the STI

For the traditional method~Steeneken and Houtgast,
1980!, the TIi values are determined from an intermediate
function called the modulation transfer function~MTF!. The
MTF is a function of modulation frequency,f , calculated
individually for each value off . For each frequency band,
the probe signal consists of speech-shaped noise that has
been bandpass filtered and then intensity modulated at a par-
ticular modulation frequency. The probe signal is passed
through the system to be evaluated. The fractional change in
modulation depth between probe and response intensity en-
velopes is quantified for that value off , and the process is
repeated for other modulation frequencies to determine the
complete MTF for one frequency band. The MTF is typically
characterized using modulation frequencies ranging fromf
50.63 Hz tof 512.7 Hz in one-third octave intervals. As an
alternative to artificial probe signals, Houtgast and Steeneken
~1985! proposed determining the MTF for each frequency
band from spectra of the intensity envelopes of running
speech. Omitting the subscripti to simplify notation, this
approach can be described as~Drullman, 1994b!

MTF~ f !5a
uY~ f !u
uX~ f !u

5aASyy~ f !

Sxx~ f !
, ~1!

where a5mx /my , mx5E$x(t)%, my5E$y(t)%, and E$•%
denotes expected value.uX( f )u and uY( f )u are magnitude
spectra, andSxx( f ) and Syy( f ) are power spectra, of the
probe and response envelope signals, respectively.

The signal-to-noise ratio~SNR! in decibels as a function
of f is calculated for each frequency band as

SNRi~ f !510 log10S MTFi~ f !

12MTFi~ f ! D . ~2!

An overall apparent SNR (aSNRi) for each frequency band
is determined by clipping the SNRi( f ) values and then av-
eraging across modulation frequencies, that is,

cSNRi~ f !5H 215, SNRi~ f !,215

SNRi~ f !, 215<SNRi~ f !<15

15, SNRi~ f !.15,

~3!

aSNRi5mean~cSNRi~ f !!. ~4!

The transmission index is a linear function of the apparent
SNR for each band, defined to be between zero and one,

TI i5
aSNRi115

30
. ~5!

Finally, the overall STI value is calculated as a weighted
average of the TIi values,

STI5(
i

wiTI i , ~6!

where wi is a psycho-acoustically derived weighting. The
weights,wi , are defined to sum to one, thereby restricting
the STI values to a range between zero and one.

B. Speech-based STI methods

This section summarizes four speech-based methods
proposed in the literature. The first three speech-based meth-
ods use intensity envelopes calculated by squaring and then
smoothing, while the fourth uses magnitude envelopes. For
each method, the description focuses on the calculation of
TI i for one frequency band. To simplify notation, the sub-
script i is omitted for intermediate variables such as MTF(f )
and aSNR.

1. Magnitude cross-power spectrum method

Payton and colleagues~2002! proposed a speech-based
method where the MTF is based on the magnitude of the
cross-power spectra as given by

MTF~ f !5aUSxy~ f !

Sxx~ f !
U, ~7!

whereSxy( f ) is the cross-power spectrum of the probe and
response envelopes. The MTF given by Eq.~7! is used in Eq.
~2!, and the STI is calculated from Eqs.~2! through~6!.

FIG. 1. General form of the STI calculation. For each
frequency band,i 51,...,N, envelopes of the probe and
response signals are compared to determine a transmis-
sion index (TIi). The STI is a weighted average of TIi

values.
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2. Real cross-power spectrum method

Drullman and colleagues~1994b! introduced a phase-
locked MTF in order to investigate the effects of reducing
low-frequency modulations on the intelligibility of speech.
The phase-locked MTF is defined as

MTF~ f !5a ReS Sxy~ f !

Sxx~ f ! D , ~8!

where Re(•) denotes taking the real part of the complex-
valued function. Although they did not propose a corre-
sponding STI calculation procedure, the MTF in Eq.~8!
could be used to calculate the STI in conjunction with Eqs.
~2! through~6!.

3. Envelope regression method

Ludvigsen and colleagues~1990! proposed a method
where the probe envelope signal,x(t), and the response en-
velope signal,y(t), are compared using linear regression
analysis. In this method, the apparent SNR for each fre-
quency band is defined as

aSNR510 log10S Amx

B D , ~9!

whereA and B are the parameters that produce the best fit
for the model y(t)5Ax(t)1B. This apparent SNR is
clipped to values between615 dB, and the STI is calculated
via Eqs.~5! and ~6!.

4. Normalized covariance method

The normalized covariance method~Koch, 1992; Hol-
ube and Kollmeier, 1996! is based on the covariance between
the probe and response envelope signals. For each frequency
band, the apparent SNR is calculated as

aSNR510 log10S r 2

12r 2D , ~10!

wherer is the normalized covariance betweenx(t) andy(t)
given by

r 25
lxy

2

lxly
~11!

with

lxy5E$~x~ t !2mx!~y~ t !2my!% ~12!

and

lx5E$~x~ t !2mx!
2%. ~13!

The apparent SNR of Eq.~10! is clipped to values between
615 dB and the STI is calculated via Eqs.~5! and ~6!.

5. Summary of speech-based methods

The above-described speech-based methods all compute
the STI as a weighted sum of TI values determined from the
envelopes of the probe and response signals in each fre-
quency band. The key difference among the methods is how
the TI values are calculated. Table I summarizes the interme-
diate modulation metrics used to calculate TI values for the

different methods. In the case of the envelope regression
method, the modulation metric in Table I is an alternate form
that is derived in Appendix A. For the two cross-power spec-
trum methods, the modulation metric is a function of modu-
lation frequency. For the other two methods there is a single
value for each frequency band. The implications of this fun-
damental difference are discussed in Sec. VI A. In the fol-
lowing sections, these modulation metrics will be used to
yield insight into the behavior of the speech-based STI meth-
ods.

III. PROPOSED METRICS

A. Normalization based on noise envelope

Both cross-power spectrum methods@Eqs. ~7! and ~8!#
include the terma, which normalizes the envelopes to ac-
count for the power of the probe and response signals. The
alternate form of the envelope regression method derived in
Appendix A also depends ona; for this method the apparent
SNR in Eq.~9! can be expressed as

aSNR510 log10S M

12M D , ~14!

whereM is a modulation metric defined as

M5a
lxy

lx
. ~15!

Thus, the envelope regression method, as well as the two
cross-power spectrum methods, include the normalization
term a. This term successfully normalizes the envelopes for
the cases of additive noise and reverberation; however, for a
large class of operations this normalization ratio is not ap-
propriate. In particular, when the processing reduces the
overall amplitude of the response envelope,y(t), a may in-
crease without bound. As shown in Secs. V B and V C, this
leads to invalid values of the intermediate modulation met-
rics listed in Table I.

An alternative normalization term is proposed here. The
noise envelope is defined as

z~ t !5uy~ t !2x~ t !u, ~16!

and a new normalization term is defined as

b5
mx

mx1mz
. ~17!

For cases wheny(t).x(t) for all t ~as is typically the case
for additive noise and reverberation! thenmz5my2mx and,
consequently,b5a. Thus, for certain operations, the pro-

TABLE I. Intermediate modulation metrics for speech-based STI methods
proposed in the literature. These metrics use the normalization terma
5mx /my . They are calculated for each frequency band and then combined
to produce a single STI value as described in the text.

Magnitude cross-
power spectrum

Real cross-
power spectrum

Envelope
regression

Normalized
covariance

MTF~ f !5aU Sxy~ f !

Sxx~ f !
U MTF~ f !5a ReSSxy~f !

Sxx~f !D M5a
lxy

lx
r25

lxy
2

lxly
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posed normalization term equals the original.
When the processing reduces the response envelope so

that y(t),x(t) for some values oft, then my decreases,
causinga to increase. In some cases, high values ofa may
result in erroneously high values of apparent SNR for that
frequency band. Sincemz1mx is always greater thanmx , b
will avoid characterizing reduced response envelopes as im-
proved SNR.

B. Normalized correlation

We hypothesize that the normalized covariance method
~Sec. II B 4! is well suited to nonlinear operations. The nor-
malized covariance defined in Eq.~11! is a metric that nec-
essarily falls between zero and one, with a value of unity
achieved only when the envelopes are identical. These con-
straints ensure that the method always produces valid values
of the intermediate metric. For the other speech-based meth-
ods, the intermediate metrics in Table I are not restricted to
values between zero and one, and operations that increase the
modulation depth may cause the intermediate metrics to take
on invalid values greater than one, as demonstrated in Secs.
V B and V C.

As a variation on the normalized covariance method, we
consider the normalized correlation,1 r, where

r25
fxy

2

fxfy
~18!

with fxy5E$x(t)y(t)% and fx5E$x2(t)%. The STI is sub-
sequently calculated by substitutingr for r in Eq. ~10!, clip-
ping to values between615 dB, and applying Eqs.~5! and
~6!. The normalized correlation method differs from the nor-
malized covariance method only in that the envelope means
are included in the correlation terms.

Table II summarizes the intermediate modulation met-
rics for the proposed speech-based methods. Comparing
Table II to Table I reveals the key differences between the
methods proposed in this work and those proposed previ-
ously.

IV. METHODS

This section describes the calculation of the various
speech-based STI methods for three sets of processing con-
ditions: acoustic degradation, envelope thresholding, and
spectral subtraction. For the acoustic degradation conditions,
speech-based STI values are compared to the traditional STI.
For the envelope thresholding and spectral subtraction con-

ditions, the speech-based STI methods are characterized by
intermediate modulation metrics for a single frequency band.

A. Common elements

For all speech-based STI methods, the probe stimulus
was a 120 s speech signal formed by concatenating 42 pho-
netically balanced sentences~IEEE, 1969!. For the tradi-
tional method, the probe stimulus was based on a 60 s noise
sequence with the same long-term spectrum as the speech. In
both cases the sampling rate wasFs522050 Hz.

The bandpass filters were seven octave-band filters with
center frequencies ranging from 125 Hz to 8 kHz. All filters
were eighth-order Butterworths. Intensity envelopes were
calculated by squaring the bandpass-filtered signals and low-
pass filtering. Magnitude envelopes were calculated by full-
wave rectification of the bandpass-filtered signals followed
by lowpass filtering. In both cases the lowpass filter was an
eighth-order Butterworth with 50 Hz cutoff frequency. Enve-
lopes were downsampled to 200 Hz before calculating the
various metrics. This resulted in discrete-time probe and re-
sponse envelope signals,x@n# and y@n#, that were N
524 000 samples long for the speech sequence andN
512 000 samples long for the noise sequence.

The octave band weighting function used in Eq.~6! was
taken from Houtgast and Steeneken~1985!. All processing
was performed inMATLAB ® on a personal computer with a
Pentium III processor.

B. Metric calculation

1. Traditional method

The traditional STI was calculated using fourteen modu-
lation frequencies ranging fromf 50.63 to 12.7 Hz in one-
third-octave increments. Because it requires the use of a
probe noise sequence, it was only practical to compute the
traditional STI for the acoustic degradation conditions. For
each modulation frequency, the noise sequence described in
Sec. IV A was amplitude modulated byA11cos(2p(f/Fs)n)
to form the probe signal. The response signal consisted of the
probe signal combined with additive noise and/or reverbera-
tion. Both the probe and response signals were bandpass fil-
tered into octave bands and intensity envelopes were com-
puted by squaring followed by lowpass filtering. The
modulation depth of each envelope was measured as the
maximum value of the cross-covariance between the enve-
lope and the function cos(2p(f/Fs)n) normalized by the en-
velope mean. The MTF value was determined from the ratio
of the response envelope’s modulation depth to the probe
envelope’s modulation depth.

2. Cross-power spectrum methods

Both the magnitude cross-power spectrum method and
the real cross-power spectrum method use intensity enve-
lopes. Sample envelope means were calculated from the av-
erage of the envelope signals. The MTF for the two cross-
power spectrum methods requires estimating the auto- and
cross-power spectra. This was accomplished using the peri-
odogram method with 4096-point Hanning windows, 4096-
point FFTs, and 50% overlap. The resulting 0.05 Hz fre-

TABLE II. Intermediate modulation metrics for speech-based STI methods
proposed in this work. These metrics use the normalization termb as de-
fined in Eq. ~17!. They are calculated for each frequency band and then
combined to produce a single STI value as described in the text.

Magnitude cross-
power spectrum

Real cross-
power spectrum

Envelope
regression

Normalized
correlation

MTF~ f !5bU Sxy~ f !

Sxx~ f !
U MTF~ f !5b ReSSxy~f !

Sxx~f !D M5b
lxy

lx
r25

fxy
2

fxfy
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quency bins were averaged to produce values in one-third
octave intervals~Paytonet al., 1999! centered from 0.63 to
12.7 Hz. This resulted in averaging of three bins for the
lowest modulation frequency and 60 bins for the highest
modulation frequency. These quantities were used in Eqs.~7!
and ~8! for the original methods, and withb @Eq. ~17!# in
place ofa for the proposed methods. Then STI was calcu-
lated via Eqs.~2! through~6!.

3. Envelope regression method

The envelope regression method was calculated from the
intensity envelopes using the alternate form derived in Ap-
pendix A. Sample envelope means were computed from the
average of the envelope signals and the covariance was cal-
culated as an unbiased estimate, that is,

lxy5E$~x@n#2mx!~y@n#2my!%

'S 1

N21D(
i 51

N

~x@ i #2mx!~y@ i #2my!. ~19!

For each frequency band, the modulation metric,M , was
calculated using Eq.~15! for the existing method and withb
in place ofa for the proposed method. The apparent SNR
was then calculated from Eq.~14!, clipped to values between
615 dB, and used in Eqs.~5! and ~6!.

4. Normalized covariance and normalized correlation
methods

The normalized covariance and normalized correlation
methods were calculated based on magnitude envelopes. For
each frequency band, the normalized covariance,r , was cal-
culated from Eq.~11!, with estimates of the variance and
covariance calculated as in Eq.~19!. The normalized corre-
lation, r, was calculated according to Eq.~18! with the cor-
relation estimated as

fxy5E$x@n#y@n#%'S 1

N21D(
i 51

N

~x@ i #•y@ i # !. ~20!

The apparent SNRs were calculated from Eq.~10! ~replacing
r with r for the normalized correlation method!, clipped to
values between615 dB, and used in Eqs.~5! and ~6!.

C. Acoustic degradations

For the acoustic degradation conditions, speech-shaped
noise was added to the probe stimulus and the resulting sig-
nal was convolved with a reverberant impulse response. The
speech-shaped noise had the same long-term spectrum as the
probe stimulus. Two-second-long reverberant impulse re-
sponses were generated using a room simulation based on
the image method~Allen and Berkley, 1979!. The speech-
shaped noise was scaled to produce SNRs between215 and
30 dB in 3 dB increments as well as a no-noise condition.
Reverberation times (T60) ranged from 0 to 1.5 s in 0.3 s
increments. The traditional and speech-based STIs were
computed for all combinations of SNR and reverberation
time.

D. Envelope thresholding

Envelope thresholding is a nonlinear operation that con-
sists of setting to zero any samples of the original envelope
that are below a threshold, that is

y@n#5H x@n#, x@n#>t max~ ux@n#u!

0, x@n#,t max~ ux@n#u!,
~21!

wherex@n# andy@n# are the probe and response envelopes,
respectively, andt is a fractional threshold relative to the
maximum value of the probe envelope. Figure 2 illustrates
the effect of the envelope thresholding on a speech envelope
and shows that increasing the value of the threshold results
in greater levels of modulation and increasingly distorted
envelopes. Intermediate modulation metrics were calculated
for all speech-based STI methods for values oft ranging
from 0 to 1 in increments of 0.02.

E. Spectral subtraction

Spectral subtraction attempts to reduce background
noise by subtracting a spectral estimate of the noise from
short-time spectra of the noisy signal. Generalized spectral
subtraction~Lim and Oppenheim, 1979! scales the noise
spectral estimate by a constant factor, that is,

uP~F !u5uD~F !u2kuN̂~F !u, ~22!

where D(F) is a short-time spectrum of the input signal,
N̂(F) is the spectral estimate of the noise,P(F) is the pro-
cessed spectrum, andk is a parameter that scales the noise
estimate.uP(F)u is multiplied by the phase of the original
input signal and short-time reconstruction is performed to
produce the time-domain output signal.

Figure 3 illustrates the effects of spectral subtraction on
speech envelopes. Fork51, the noise component of the en-
velope is suppressed with relatively little effect on the speech
envelope. Fork58, the noise is suppressed, but the speech
envelope is highly distorted. Spectral subtraction with large
values of k is similar to envelope thresholding in that it
distorts the envelope and increases the level of modulation.

The speech signal was degraded by noise with the same
long-term spectrum as the probe stimulus~0 dB SNR! and

FIG. 2. Effect of envelope thresholding on a speech envelope for the octave
band centered at 1 kHz, shown for two values of the fractional threshold,t.
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then processed by the spectral subtraction algorithm using
the overlap-add method with 25 ms Hamming windows with
50% overlap. Intermediate modulation metrics were calcu-
lated for all speech-based STI methods for values ofk rang-
ing from zero to eight in increments of 0.25. A value ofk
50 corresponds to no spectral subtraction processing and a
value ofk51 corresponds to standard spectral subtraction. A
value ofk58 corresponds to an extreme version where the
spectral subtraction processing eliminates all but the highest
spectral peaks.

V. RESULTS

A. Acoustic degradation

Since the traditional STI method is well established as
an accurate predictor of speech intelligibility for additive sta-
tionary noise and reverberation, any proposed speech-based
method must produce similar values of STI under these con-
ditions. Figure 4 compares the speech-based STI methods to
the traditional STI for the acoustic degradation conditions of
additive noise and reverberation described in Sec. IV C. Fig-
ures 4~a!–~d! show the four previously proposed speech-
based methods described in Sec. II B, while Figs. 4~e!–~h!

show the methods proposed in Sec. III. Each curve repre-
sents STI values calculated over the 45 dB range of SNRs for
one level of reverberation.

In Fig. 4, complete agreement between the traditional
STI method and a speech-based STI method would appear as
a straight line from the bottom left to the top right of a
particular plot. As seen in Figs. 4~a!, ~b!, and~c!, the original
cross-power spectrum methods and the original envelope re-
gression method all provide a reasonable match to the tradi-
tional method, although the real cross-power spectrum
method is slightly less well-matched to the traditional than
the other two.

Comparing Figs. 4~a!, ~b!, and~c! to Figs. 4~e!, ~f!, and
~g! shows that for these acoustic degradation conditions, the
modified methods usingb as the normalization term are
equivalent to the original methods usinga. As described in
Sec. III A, this equivalence is expected because the acoustic
degradations increase the response envelopes relative to the
probe envelopes.

The normalized covariance method@Fig. 4~d!# and the
proposed normalized correlation method@Fig. 4~h!# are dis-
tinctly different from the other speech-based methods. The
normalized covariance method does not exhibit a one-to-one
relationship with the traditional method. The curves for dif-
ferent levels of reverberation are not superimposed, indicat-
ing that the normalized covariance method is not consistent
with the traditional method in accounting for reverberation.
Given the success of the traditional STI, this implies that the
normalized covariance method will not be a good predictor
of intelligibility for additive noise and reverberation. The
normalized correlation method comes closer to having a one-
to-one relationship to the traditional method, with some di-
vergence at high SNRs. This implies that the normalized cor-
relation method may perform poorly when accounting for the
effects of reverberation in quiet and low-noise environments.

While the relationship between the normalized correla-
tion method and the traditional STI is approximately one-to-
one, they are not equivalent metrics. In other words, some
mapping is required to transform the values produced by the
normalized correlation method to values corresponding to
the traditional STI. To the extent that a unique mapping does
exist for these conditions, the new metric will retain the pre-
dictive power of the traditional STI for additive noise and
reverberation.

B. Envelope thresholding

Figure 5 shows the effect of envelope thresholding on
intermediate modulation metrics used to compute the various
speech-based STI methods. Investigating these metrics,
rather than the final STI values, is necessary to identify
methods that produce invalid results. All of the intermediate
modulation metrics have a valid range from zero to one,
where zero indicates no preservation of the envelope modu-
lations and one indicates perfect preservation. Values of the
intermediate metric greater than one indicate a failure of the
corresponding method.

Figures 5~a!, ~b!, and ~c! reveal that the original cross-
power spectrum methods and the original envelope regres-
sion method fail for envelope thresholding. In all three plots,

FIG. 3. Effect of spectral subtraction on the envelope of noisy speech for the
octave band centered at 1 kHz, shown for two values of the control param-
eter,k.

FIG. 4. Comparison of speech-based STI methods to the traditional STI.
Each plot shows the relationship between one speech-based method and the
traditional STI. Each curve corresponds to the 45 dB range of SNR values
for one level of reverberation. More reverberant conditions terminate at
lower values of the traditional STI.
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the modulation metrics increase above one as the threshold
increases. These invalid values of the intermediate metrics
indicate that these methods are not applicable to the nonlin-
ear operation of envelope thresholding. The remaining five
plots reveal that all of the proposed methods@Figs. 5~e!–~h!#,
as well as the normalized covariance method@Fig. 5~d!#, pro-
duce valid values of the intermediate metrics. As the thresh-
old increases, all of the intermediate metrics monotonically
decrease from an initial value of one.

The general effect of envelope thresholding is to empha-
size peaks in the envelope by setting low-amplitude samples
of the envelope to zero. As the threshold increases, more
samples are set to zero. Because this increases the modula-
tion depth of the envelope, most of the previously proposed
speech-based STI methods erroneously interpret this opera-
tion as increasing intelligibility beyond the initial value of
one for speech in quiet. These methods fail because envelope
thresholding reduces the mean of the response envelope,my .
Since it is the denominator of the normalization term,a,
small values ofmy can lead to extremely large values ofa.
Although envelope thresholding also reduces the cross-
power spectrum,Sxy( f ), and cross-covariance,lxy @which
contribute to the numerator of the modulation metrics in Eqs.
~7!, ~8!, and~15!#, empirical observations indicate that as the
threshold increases, these terms decrease more gradually
thanmy , leading to invalid values of the modulation metrics.

The modified methods that useb as the normalization
term do not fail in this way because, for envelope threshold-
ing, mz varies from zero tomx as the threshold goes from 0
to 1, corresponding to values ofb ranging from 1 to 0.5 for
the full range of envelope thresholding. This causes the in-
termediate metrics to decrease with increasing threshold.

The results for the three modified methods, as well as
the normalized correlation and normalized covariance meth-
ods, are qualitatively consistent with the expected effect of
envelope thresholding on the intelligibility of speech in
quiet. The effect of increasing the threshold is to increase the
distortion of the processed signal, thereby making it less in-
telligible. Increasing the threshold of a slightly different en-

velope manipulation has been shown to decrease intelligibil-
ity ~Drullman, 1995!. Therefore, the methods that account
for envelope thresholding by decreasing as the threshold in-
creases are viable candidates for speech-based STI.

C. Spectral subtraction

Figure 6 shows the effects of spectral subtraction on
intermediate modulation metrics used to compute the various
speech-based STI methods. Figures 6~a!, ~b!, and ~c! reveal
that the original cross-power spectrum methods and the
original envelope regression method fail for spectral subtrac-
tion. In all three plots, the modulation metrics increase
monotonically as the control parameter,k, increases and
eventually reach invalid values greater than one. This indi-
cates that these methods are not applicable to spectral sub-
traction. The remaining five plots reveal that all of the pro-
posed methods@Figs. 6~e!–~h!#, as well as the normalized
covariance method@Fig. 6~d!#, produce valid values of the
intermediate metrics. As the control parameter increases, all
of the intermediate metrics initially increase to a maximum
and then decrease.

The proposed methods as well as the existing normal-
ized covariance method exhibit behavior that is qualitatively
consistent with a hypothetical trade-off between noise reduc-
tion and signal distortion. For each of these methods, the
modulation metric initially increases, predicting slight im-
provements in intelligibility due to moderate levels of spec-
tral subtraction (k'1), and then decreases, predicting deg-
radations in intelligibility for more severe processing (k
.2). The modified cross-power spectrum methods and the
modified envelope regression method predict the most ben-
efit from spectral subtraction withk50.6, while the normal-
ized covariance and normalized correlation method predict
an optimum value ofk51.4. Further studies are required to
determine if the proposed methods predict the intelligibility
of speech processed by spectral subtraction and if they ac-
count for the effects of musical noise, an unpleasant artifact
introduced by spectral subtraction~Goh et al., 1998!.

These results imply that spectral subtraction may im-
prove the intelligibility of speech degraded by additive noise.
A number of studies have shown that spectral subtraction
does not improve the intelligibility of speech for normal-
hearing listeners~Lim and Oppenheim, 1979!. However,

FIG. 5. Intermediate modulation metrics of speech-based STI methods for
envelope thresholding as a function of threshold,t. For the cross-power
spectrum~CPS! methods, the intermediate metrics are the MTFs from Eqs.
~7! and~8! averaged over modulation frequency. For the envelope regression
methods, the intermediate metric isM @Eq. ~15!#. For the normalized cova-
riance and normalized correlation methods, the intermediate metrics arer
@Eq. ~11!# andr @Eq. ~18!#, respectively. All results are for the octave band
centered at 1 kHz. The dotted line indicates unity, the maximum valid value
for all metrics.

FIG. 6. Intermediate modulation metrics of speech-based STI methods~as
in Fig. 5! for spectral subtraction as a function of control parameter,k. All
results are for the octave band centered at 1 kHz. The dotted line indicates
unity, the maximum valid value for all metrics.
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spectral subtraction has been shown to improve intelligibility
for cochlear implant listeners~Weiss, 1993; Hochberget al.,
1992!. This is discussed in more detail in Sec. VI B.

VI. DISCUSSION

A. Candidate speech-based STI methods

The results presented in the previous section indicate the
suitability of the various speech-based STI methods for pre-
dicting intelligibility under conditions of acoustic degrada-
tion, envelope thresholding, and spectral subtraction. The
long-term goal is to identify and validate a speech-based STI
method that accurately predicts intelligibility of speech pro-
cessed by a wide variety of linear and nonlinear operations.
The immediate goal of this study is to identify speech-based
STI methods that maintain a one-to-one relationship with the
traditional STI for acoustic degradations while also produc-
ing qualitatively reasonable results for selected nonlinear op-
erations.

Of the four original methods, only the normalized cova-
riance method exhibited qualitatively reasonable behavior
for the nonlinear operations considered in this study. How-
ever, this method does not have a one-to-one correspondence
to the traditional STI for acoustic degradations. The other
three previously proposed methods produce invalid results
for the nonlinear operations considered. Therefore, we con-
clude that none of the four original methods are suitable for
both conventional acoustic degradations and nonlinear op-
erations.

The four proposed speech-based STI methods exhibit a
one-to-one relationship with the traditional STI for acoustic
degradations and produce qualitatively reasonable results for
the nonlinear operations. However, the normalized correla-
tion method may be less accurate for predicting the intelligi-
bility of reverberant speech in quiet. Even so, all of the pro-
posed methods are potential candidates to extend the STI to
nonlinear operations while retaining its applicability to
acoustic degradations. Additional work is required to deter-
mine if any of the proposed methods accurately predict
speech intelligibility for these and other nonlinear opera-
tions.

Substantial differences exist among the four proposed
methods. The two cross-power spectrum methods are com-
puted using a modulation transfer function as the intermedi-
ate variable for each frequency band, and these MTFs are
computed as a function of modulation frequency. In contrast,
for the envelope regression and normalized correlation meth-
ods, the intermediate metrics consist of a single value for
each frequency band and are not computed as functions of
modulation frequency. However, it is shown in Appendix B
that the normalized correlation method can be expressed as
the energy-weighted average of an alternate MTF. The
weights applied to the alternate MTF represent the propor-
tion of the total energy in the probe envelope at each modu-
lation frequency. A similar derivation can be performed for
the envelope regression method but is complicated by the
fact that the intermediate metric is based on covariance
rather than correlation.

This interpretation of the normalized correlation and the

envelope regression methods as the energy-weighted average
of a MTF facilitates comparison with the cross-power spec-
trum methods. One area of concern relates to nonlinear op-
erations that alter envelope spectra at modulation frequencies
above 15 Hz. Such operations will not affect the STI values
produced by the cross-power spectrum methods, because
those methods only include modulation frequencies up to the
one-third-octave band centered at 12.7 Hz. Indeed, there is
evidence that modulation frequencies above 16 Hz provide
only a marginal contribution to intelligibility~Drullman,
1994a!. Because the envelope regression and normalized cor-
relation methods use intermediate metrics that incorporate all
frequencies in the envelopes~up to 50 Hz in the current
implementation!, one might expect these metrics to produce
vastly different predictions of intelligibility for alterations in
the envelope spectra above 15 Hz. However, since the inter-
mediate metrics can be expressed as the energy-weighted
average of a MTF, we must consider how much energy is
present at higher modulation frequencies. For typical speech
signals, less than 5% of the envelope energy occurs above 15
Hz. As a result, alterations to the envelope spectra above 15
Hz have only minor effects on the STI values produced by
the envelope regression and normalized correlation methods.

The normalized correlation method and envelope regres-
sion methods can be calculated efficiently because they re-
quire estimates of envelope means and variances, which can
be computed using running averages or windows of various
lengths. The cross-power spectrum methods that calculate
the MTF explicitly require at least several seconds of speech
in order to estimate power spectra and cross-power spectra
with a resolution less than 1 Hz, and calculating these spectra
is computationally more intensive than calculating means
and variances. Finally, because Figs. 4–6 illustrate that the
behavior of the envelope regression method is similar to that
of the cross-power spectrum methods, we conclude that the
envelope regression method is a more practical choice than
the two cross-power spectrum methods.

The normalized correlation method presents a substan-
tial deviation from the traditional STI. The other proposed
methods are equivalent to the traditional STI, that is, the
speech-base STI values correspond directly to traditional STI
values. However, as seen in Fig. 4, the normalized correla-
tion method is not equivalent to the traditional STI, or is it a
linear transformation of traditional STI. A~nonlinear! func-
tion is required to map the normalized correlation STI values
to the traditional STI.

Another difference, illustrated in Figs. 5 and 6, is that
the qualitative behavior of the normalized correlation method
is substantially different from the other three proposed meth-
ods. As mentioned above, additional work is required to de-
termine if any of the proposed methods accurately predict
speech intelligibility. Note that although the normalized cor-
relation method uses magnitude envelopes rather than the
intensity envelopes used in the other methods, the major dif-
ferences in qualitative behavior cannot be attributed to this
difference in envelope computation. The normalized correla-
tion metric is admittedly a departure from many of the prin-
ciples of the traditional STI, and it may be preferable to
consider it a new intelligibility metric distinct from the STI
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except for the common elements of using frequency-band
envelopes.

B. Predicting intelligibility of cochlear-implant
processed speech

The STI has already been adapted for use with hearing-
impaired subjects~Humeset al., 1986; Paytonet al., 1994!,
and it is a good candidate for predicting intelligibility of
speech processed by cochlear-implant~CI! speech proces-
sors. This expectation is based primarily on similarities be-
tween the STI calculation procedure and CI processing strat-
egies; both the STI and conventional CI processing strategies
use information from the envelopes in a number of frequency
bands and neglect the fine structure. The STI calculation pro-
cedures can be tailored to match a particular CI speech pro-
cessor by matching the frequency bands and method of en-
velope calculation.

Although the absolute performance of subjects listening
to CI-processed speech differs from that of subjects listening
to unprocessed speech, additive noise has relatively similar
effects in both cases~Hochberg, 1992!. Therefore, the STI
methods that accurately predict the relative intelligibility
among conditions of speech with additive noise~Fig. 4!
should also be valid for CI-processed speech with additive
noise, although an alternate mapping from STI to percent
correct scores may be required for CI-processed speech. It is
expected that the same trends will exist for reverberant con-
ditions, although there has been relatively little research as-
sessing the intelligibility of CI-processed speech in rever-
beration.

The selection of envelope thresholding as a nonlinear
operation was guided by our interest in CI-processed speech.
Some CI processors useN-of-M processing, coding only a
subset (N) of the total (M ) frequency-band envelopes during
each stimulation cycle~Loizou, 1998!. The stimulation cycle
is relatively short~a few milliseconds! compared to the STI
analysis frame~typically several seconds!. The effect of
N-of-M processing is comparable to setting the remaining
M -N envelopes to zero during intervals when the envelope is
not selected. Although this is not identical to envelope
thresholding, it has a similar effect on the shape of the enve-
lope, preserving the envelope in intervals where its ampli-
tude is relatively high and eliminating the envelope in inter-
vals where its amplitude is low.

The envelope thresholding results in Fig. 5 indicate that
the four proposed methods are potential candidates for pre-
dicting the effect ofN-of-M processing. If a frequency band
is selected all of the time~equivalent to a threshold of 0%!,
then the intermediate modulation metric is one, contributing
a transmission index value (TIi) of one for that band. If a
frequency band is never selected~equivalent to a threshold of
100%!, then the intermediate modulation metric is zero and
TI i50. If a frequency band is selected intermittently, then
the corresponding modulation metric will fall between zero
and one, producing a transmission index that reflects that
band’s partial contribution to intelligibility. While all of the
proposed methods are qualitatively correct in that they de-
crease monotonically from one to zero with increasing
threshold, additional work is required to determine which

methods, if any, are quantitatively accurate in predicting the
effects of envelope thresholding andN-of-M processing on
intelligibility.

While research indicates that spectral subtraction does
not improve intelligibility for normal-hearing listeners~Lim
and Oppenheim, 1979!, it has been demonstrated to improve
intelligibility for CI users ~Weiss, 1993; Hochberget al.,
1992!. We hypothesize that this may be related to the effec-
tive spectral resolution of the listeners; normal-hearing lis-
teners have relatively fine spectral resolution that permits
perception of narrow spectral peaks that rise above the back-
ground noise, while CI users are restricted to the relatively
broad frequency bands used by their speech processors and
therefore cannot perceive spectral peaks within a wider band
of noise. As a result, normal-hearing listeners do not benefit
from spectral subtraction, since they are already able to listen
in relatively narrow bands. On the other hand, CI users ben-
efit from spectral subtraction algorithms that operate in fre-
quency bins substantially narrower than the broader bands
used by their speech processors. A related interpretation is
that by suppressing narrow frequency bands with low SNR,
spectral subtraction removes noise from the broadband tem-
poral envelope, an improvement that provides greater benefit
to CI users than to normal hearing listeners. The spectral
subtraction results in Fig. 6 indicate that the four proposed
methods are potential candidates for predicting the effect of
spectral subtraction on CI-processed speech. The intermedi-
ate metrics indicate that the proposed STI methods will pre-
dict an improvement for speech processed with spectral sub-
traction algorithms using moderate values of the control
parameter,k. It appears that an appropriate speech-based STI
may predict the effect of spectral subtraction on intelligibility
more accurately for CI-users than for normal-hearing listen-
ers precisely because it uses a broad frequency-band analysis
similar to that used by CI speech processors. In fact, the
success of the traditional STI for normal-hearing listeners
may be due to the historic focus on broadband distortion
such as reverberation and additive broadband noise. For ex-
ample, consider the case of speech corrupted by a pure tone.
This specialized interference would have little or no effect on
intelligibility for normal-hearing listeners, but would have a
detrimental effect on intelligibility when passed through a
CI-speech processor. In computing the STI, the effect of the
pure tone would also show up in the apparent SNR for the
corresponding frequency band, so that the STI would better
predict the effect on intelligibility for CI-processed speech
than for a normal-hearing listener.

C. Alternate intelligibility metrics

Because these quantities can be calculated on arbitrarily
small speech segments, this raises the possibility of calculat-
ing the STI on phoneme-length segments. Traditionally, STI
has focused on long-term effects; however, focusing on short
segments could prove useful in a number of areas. For ex-
ample, researchers have studied the effect of mutual indepen-
dence of adjacent frequency bands based on long-term aver-
ages ~Steeneken and Houtgast, 1999!. However, mutual
information may be modeled more accurately using short
time segments that carry information concerning the fluctu-
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ating short-term SNR. Incorporating short-term averages
could potentially lead to speech-based STI metrics that use
mutual information from neighboring frequency bands on a
phonemic level rather than a global level.

Another approach to combining spectral and temporal
information is the physiologically motivated spectro-
temporal modulation index~STMI; Elhilali et al., 2003!. The
STMI is based on an auditory model~Chi et al., 1999! and
quantifies the difference in the auditory model output be-
tween clean and degraded speech. It operates along spectral
and temporal dimensions jointly and explicitly accounts for
changes in spectro-temporal modulations. The STMI has
been shown to be comparable to the traditional STI for ad-
ditive noise and reverberation. In addition, for nonlinear dis-
tortions consisting of phase jitter or phase shifts, the STMI
tracks subject performance on intelligibility tests, while the
traditional STI does not. Both the STMI and the methods
proposed in this work seek to extend the traditional STI to
nonlinear operations. In order to compare these two ap-
proaches, future investigations should assess the ability of
both the STMI and the proposed metrics to capture the ef-
fects of a wide variety of nonlinear operations that includes
envelope thresholding, spectral subtraction, phase jitter, and
phase shifts.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The main conclusions of this study follow.

~1! None of the four original speech-based STI methods are
suitable for both conventional acoustic degradations and
nonlinear operations.

~2! All four of the proposed speech-based STI methods pro-
duce reasonable results for conventional acoustic degra-
dations, although preliminary evidence suggests that the
normalized correlation method may predict intelligibility
less accurately than the other methods for reverberant
speech in quiet. All four proposed methods produce
qualitatively reasonable results for the nonlinear opera-
tions considered in this study. Additional work is re-
quired to determine if any of the proposed methods ac-
curately predict speech intelligibility for these and other
nonlinear operations.

~3! The normalized correlation and envelope regression
methods are computationally less complex than the two
cross-power spectrum methods and therefore offer the
possibility of computing STI on a short-term~phonemic!
level. The envelope regression method is preferred over
the two cross-power spectrum methods, because it pro-
duces comparable results with less computational com-
plexity.

~4! Of the proposed methods, the normalized correlation
method represents the most substantial deviation from
the traditional STI. Because it produces results that are
qualitatively different from the other methods, it pro-
vides an important alternative for fitting data from future
speech intelligibility studies.

~5! The proposed speech-based STI methods offer the poten-
tial to predict the intelligibility of CI-processed speech.
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APPENDIX A: ALTERNATE FORM OF THE ENVELOPE
REGRESSION METHOD

The following is a stochastic reformulation of the enve-
lope regression method~Sec. II B 3! that facilitates compari-
son with other methods. It begins with the assumption that
the linear regression of the sampled response envelope,
y@n#, onto the sampled probe envelope,x@n#, is performed
using a minimum mean square error criterion~Ross, 1998!.
In this case, the optimal fit is

yMMSE@n#5my1
lxy

lx
~x@n#2mx!, ~A1!

wherelxy andlx are defined in Eqs.~12! and~13!. Thus, the
slope (A) and they-intercept (B) calculated using a mini-
mum mean square error criterion are

A5
lxy

lx
, ~A2!

and

B5my2
lxy

lx
mx . ~A3!

Substituting Eqs.~A2! and~A3! into Eq.~9! and rearranging
allows the apparent SNR to be expressed as

aSNR510 log10S M

12M D , ~A4!

whereM is a modulation metric defined as

M5
mx

my

lxy

lx
. ~A5!

APPENDIX B: NORMALIZED CORRELATION METHOD
EXPRESSED AS AN ENERGY-WEIGHTED MTF

Equation~18! defines the normalized correlation as

r5
fxy

Afxfy

. ~B1!

Using the relationship between the cross-correlation func-
tion, Rxy@k#, and the cross-power spectrum,Sxy( f ), ~Papou-
lis, 1984! together with the observation thatfxy equals the
cross-correlation function computed at zero lag, yields

fxy5Rxy@0#5E
f 521/2

1/2

Sxy~ f !d f , ~B2!

where fxy,E$x@n#y@n#% and Rxy@k#,E$x@n#y@n2k#%.
The normalized correlation can then be expressed as

r5
1

Afxfy
E

f 521/2

1/2

Sxy~ f !d f . ~B3!
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Bringing the denominator inside the integral and multiplying
numerator and denominator by the same terms yields

r5E
f 521/2

1/2 Afx

fy
FSxy~ f !

Sxx~ f !GFSxx~ f !

fx
Gd f . ~B4!

Defining a new MTF,

MTFr~ f !,Afx

fy

Sxy~ f !

Sxx~ f !
, ~B5!

and a weighting function,

W~ f !,
Sxx~ f !

fx
, ~B6!

allows describingr as an energy-weighted average of this
new MTF, that is,

r5E
f 521/2

1/2

MTFr~ f !W~ f !d f . ~B7!

The weighting function,W( f ), is the ratio of the power of
the probe envelope at each modulation frequency to the total
power in the probe envelope.

The MTF defined in Eq.~B5! is similar in form to the
MTFs defined for the cross-power spectrum methods in Eqs.
~7! and~8!. All three MTFs are based on the normalized ratio
of the cross-power spectrum between probe and response
envelopes to the power spectrum of the probe envelope. The
main differences are the factor used for normalization
(Afx /fy rather thana5mx /my) and the fact that in Eq.
~B5! the MTF is complex-valued. However, sinceSxx( f ) is
real and symmetric, andSxy( f ) is complex-conjugate sym-
metric, the integral over equal ranges of positive and nega-
tive frequencies will be real-valued.

1Motivation for considering the normalized correlation comes in part from
studies of binaural detection~Bernstein and Trahiotis, 1996!, which have
shown that the normalized correlation,r, is a better indicator of perfor-
mance than the normalized covariance,r . By including the envelope
means, the metric accounts for the average envelope power as well as the
envelope fluctuations. While binaural detection is clearly different than
speech intelligibility, it is possible that in both cases the auditory system
utilizes the additional information about average envelope power provided
by the normalized correlation.
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This paper presents a new method for robust and accurate fundamental frequency (F0) estimation
in the presence of background noise and spectral distortion.Degree of dominanceanddominance
spectrumare defined based on instantaneous frequencies. The degree of dominance allows one to
evaluate the magnitude of individual harmonic components of the speech signals relative to
background noise while reducing the influence of spectral distortion. The fundamental frequency is
more accurately estimated from reliable harmonic components which are easy to select given the
dominance spectra. Experiments are performed using white and babble background noise with and
without spectral distortion as produced by a SRAEN filter. The results show that the present method
is better than previously reported methods in terms of both gross and fineF0 errors. © 2004
Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1787522#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Achieving robust and accurate fundamental frequency
(F0) estimation is one of the most important problems in
speech signal processing.F0 is also cited as a major clue in
relation to a person’s ability to extract a desired sound from
other sounds in the real world.1 A number of useful speech
applications have already been presented based onF0 esti-
mation. For example, we improved a speech recognition sys-
tem by employing anF0-based sound segregation system as
a preprocessor.2 Recently, a very high quality vocoder,
STRAIGHT, was developed based on the idea ofF0 adaptive
processing.3 In any application,F0 accuracy is of the greatest
importance since any error inF0 determination has a detri-
mental effect on system performance. Many applications also
require robustF0 estimation under adverse noise conditions.

A number of F0 estimation methods have been
proposed.4,5 Typical methods are categorized into two types,
namely temporal and spectral methods. The former is mainly
based on the autocorrelation of input signals and includes the
maximum likelihood ~ML ! method. The latter is mainly
based on spectral peak extraction and includes the cepstrum
method. Recently, several newF0 estimation methods have
been proposed with the goal of providing better performance
than the traditional methods.3,6–10 Some methods are more
accurate, while others are more robust in the face of back-
ground noise. For example, YIN is a temporal method that is
one of the most accurateF0 estimators when there is no
background noise.9 Shimamura’s method is a temporal one
that is described as being robust against white Gaussian
noise.7 TEMPO is a newly developed spectral method that
enables reliableF0 estimation in support of a new high qual-

ity vocoder, STRAIGHT.3 Liu and Lin presented a spectral
method that is robust against white Gaussian noise.8 F0 es-
timation methods for telephone quality speech have also
been proposed recently.6,10

Although these methods are superior to conventional
methods in certain respects, the limited evaluation experi-
ments undertaken thus far make it impossible to decide
which method is the best. For example, robustness and accu-
racy have not been comprehensively evaluated for real world
applications in the presence of both background noise and
spectral distortion. The conditions under which speech
sounds are recorded are not constant and are usually ad-
versely affected by the acoustic properties of microphones
and the environment. It is also necessary for theF0 estima-
tion methods to support telephone line use.

Furthermore, most methods have not been evaluated
with large databases that contain reliable referenceF0 val-
ues. There are problems with regard to the definition of the
‘‘correct’’ F0 value. It must be defined without using speech
signals for a fair evaluation since speech sounds are time-
varying filtered or ‘‘distorted’’ versions of glottal pulse se-
quences. Therefore, we believe this makes it desirable to use
databases consisting of simultaneous recordings of speech
and electro-glottal graph~EGG! signals because EGG signals
are extracted directly from glottal vibrations.

In this paper, we present a newF0 estimation method,
referred to asDominAnce Spectrum based Harmonics ex-
traction (DASH), and show its effectiveness with regard to
both background noise and spectral distortion using a com-
prehensive evaluation method. We define a dominance spec-
trum to reduce the factors degradingF0 estimation accuracy.
We evaluate the robustness and accuracy of DASH using
several large databases containing simultaneous recordings
of speech and electro-glottal graph~EGG! signals.11–13 We
use white noise and babble noise as background noise. We

a!Electronic mail: nak@cslab.kecl.ntt.co.jp
b!Electronic mail: irino@sys.wakayama-u.ac.jp
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also apply spectral distortion to the speech signals using a
SRAEN filter. This is a high pass filter, above 300 Hz, rec-
ommended by the ITU-T14 for simulating a telephone hand-
set. As a result, the effectiveness of ourF0 estimation
method is reliably examined under various kinds of adverse
conditions.

In the rest of this paper, we describe the proposedF0

estimation method based on dominance in Sec. II and experi-
mental results in Sec. III.

II. METHOD

The F0 estimation method proposed in this paper is an
extension of a spectral method based on instantaneous fre-
quency~IF!. It is referred to asDominAnce Spectrum based
Harmonics extraction (DASH). The processing flow of
DASH is summarized in Fig. 1. By way of preparation, the
input signal is first down-sampled~to 4 kHz!, and converted
into a signal in the frequency domain by short-time Fourier
transformation~using 512 points with a 50-m Hanning win-
dow and a 1-m frame shift!. The IF and the dominance spec-
trum are then extracted as described in Secs. II A and II B,
respectively. The effectiveness of the dominance spectrum
for both background noise and spectral distortion is ex-
plained in Sec. II C. Section II D describes a method for
gathering harmonics information, namely harmonic domi-
nance. Several techniques for increasing the robustness are
described in Sec. II E. For example, Sec. II E 1 introduces an
adaptive mechanism to decide the integration length for cal-
culating the dominance spectrum. Finally,F0 estimation is
refined based on the degree of dominance of fixed points to
provide very accurate results as described in Sec. II F.

A. F0 estimation based on instantaneous frequencies

If a signal is represented ass(t)5a(t)ej f(t), the IF of
the signal is defined asḟ5df/dt. The concept of IF was

introduced by Flanagan15 as one of the speech features for a
phase vocoder. The use of IF inF0 estimation was initiated
by Charpentier.16 Recently, it was reported that IF use is
effective in F0 estimation under noisy conditions.3,13,17 In
these methods, the IF is calculated for each frequency bin of
the short-time Fourier transform~STFT! at each time frame.
The STFT can be viewed as a set of bandpass filters as fol-
lows:

S~ f ,t !5E
2`

`

g~t2t !x~t!e2 j 2p f t dt, ~1!

5e2 j 2p f tE
2`

`

g~t2t !e2 j 2p f ~t2t !x~t!dt, ~2!

F~ f ,t !5ej 2p f tS~ f ,t !, ~3!

where x(t) is the time series of the input signal,f is the
center frequency of each STFT bin,g(t) is a window func-
tion, andt is the center time of each time frame. Equation~2!
implies thatS( f ,t) can be interpreted as the output signal of
a bandpass filter,g(t)e2 j 2p f (t), multiplied by e2 j 2p f t.
Therefore, signalF( f ,t) or ej 2p f tS( f ,t) is the output signal
of the bandpass filter. The IF,ḟ( f ,t), is defined as the time
derivative of the phase ofF( f ,t) as in

ḟ~ f ,t !5
]

]t
arg~F~ f ,t !!. ~4!

The IF can be calculated according to Flanagan’s method15,17

as follows:

ḟ~ f ,t !5 f 1
a~ f ,t !~]/]t !b~ f ,t !2b~ f ,t !~]/]t !a~ f ,t !

a~ f ,t !21b~ f ,t !2
,

~5!

where

a~ f ,t !5Re$S~ f ,t !%, ~6!

FIG. 1. Flow diagram ofF0 estima-
tion.
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b~ f ,t !5Im$S~ f ,t !%, ~7!

and time derivatives ofa( f ,t) and b( f ,t) are, respectively,
obtained as the real and imaginary parts of

]

]t
S~ f ,t !5E

2`

`

2h~t2t !x~t!e2 j 2p f t dt, ~8!

whereh(t) is the time derivative ofg(t).
When we draw a mapping function between the center

frequency of the STFT bin,f, and the derived IF,ḟ( f ,t), for
a voiced speech signal, it has the appearance of a regularly
spaced staircase as shown in Fig. 2.16 The harmonic compo-
nents of the fundamental frequency produce the individual
stairs. This is because each harmonic component is the only
dominant signal included in the frequency bands correspond-
ing to its neighboring frequency bins, and the IFs for the bins
coincide with the frequency of the component. Thus the best
estimate of the harmonic frequency is the frequency at each
fixed pointwhere the IF coincides with the center frequencies
of the bins, that is,ḟ5 f . The fundamental frequency,F0 , is
estimated as the difference between the frequencies of adja-
cent fixed points since the harmonic frequencies are integer
multiples of F0 . The use of IF is superior to conventional
methods, such as cepstrum methods, because it can provide a
precise frequency estimate of the dominant harmonic com-
ponent included in each STFT bin.

Abe et al. proposed the ‘‘IF amplitude spectrum,’’17

which is a modified version of the amplitude spectrum,
uS( f ,t)u. The magnitude of the amplitude spectrum is reor-
ganized according to IF,ḟ( f ,t), instead of the STFT center
frequency,f. The IF amplitude spectrum,G(ḟ,t), is defined
as

G~ḟ,t !5 lim
Dḟ→0

1

Dḟ
E

ḟ,ḟ~ f !,ḟ1Dḟ
uS~ f ,t !ud f . ~9!

Since the IF amplitude spectrum enhances the harmonic
structure of speech sounds, it was considered applicable to
F0 estimation in the presence of background noise. However,
we suspect that the performance would deteriorate in the
presence of spectral distortion caused by, for example, tele-
phone handsets. This is because the IF amplitude spectrum is
also affected by spectral distortion as it is inherited from the
amplitude spectrum. Moreover, the IF amplitude spectrum
would not reduce additive noise components since it is de-
fined using a derivative operation on the frequency axis,
which usually enhances the noise.

Atake et al. recently proposed anF0 estimation method
by defining the stability of fixed points13 based on Cohen’s
bandwidth equation.18 This method makes it possible to es-
timateF0 very accurately even under low signal-to-noise ra-
tio ~SNR! conditions. However, it requires an initial rough
estimate ofF0 to define an adaptive short-time window for
preciseF0 estimation. The degree of robustness may largely
depend on this initial estimation. Therefore, one of our goals
is to develop a method using a fixed window that can provide
a robust estimation ofF0 .

In order to overcome the problems posed by existingF0

estimation methods, we propose a new IF-based method that
is robust and accurate in the presence of both background
noise and spectral distortion.

B. Definition of dominance

We introduce a new measure based on IF to evaluate the
magnitude of a harmonic component relative to the other
components in each STFT bin. We refer to this measure as
‘‘the degree of dominance’’ and define it asD( f ,t) in Eq.
~10!19 for each frequency bin centered atf at a time frame
centered att:

D~ f ,t !510 log10~1/B~ f ,t !2!, ~10!

B~ f ,t !25
* f 2D f /2

f 1D f /2~ḟ~ f 8,t !2 f !2S~ f 8,t !2 d f8

* f 2D f /2
f 1D f /2S~ f 8,t !2 d f8

, ~11!

whereḟ( f 8,t) andS( f 8,t)2 represent the IF and the power
spectrum, respectively, for a center frequencyf 8 in a fraque-
ncy range neighboring tof. B( f ,t)2 is derived as the
weighted average of the squared difference betweenf and
ḟ( f 8,t). The averaging is performed over the frequency
range whereu f 82 f u,D f /2, with the weighting function be-
ing the power spectrum,S( f 8,t)2.

The value of B( f ,t)2 reaches a minimum when the
dominant frequency component of a signal coincides with
the center frequency,f, because the value ofḟ( f 8,t) for the
adjacent frequency bins approachesf. This is seen as the flat
stairs around the fixed points in Fig. 2. Here, the degree of
dominance,D( f ,t), reaches its maximum since it is defined
as the logarithm of the inverse ofB( f ,t)2 in Eq. ~10!. By
contrast, the dominance value becomes smaller and does not
have a sharp peak when the frequency component is greatly
affected by noise becauseḟ( f 8,t) increases asf 8 increases
and thus the difference betweenḟ( f 8,t) andf becomes large.
Consequently, the degree of dominance has sharp peaks only
at fixed points corresponding to dominant frequency compo-
nents.

C. Effectiveness of dominance spectrum

When the degree of dominance,D( f ,t), is calculated for
all STFT bins, it takes the form of a spectrum@Fig. 3~a!#.
This is referred to as a ‘‘dominance spectrum.’’ The follow-
ing sections show that basingF0 estimation on the domi-
nance spectrum makes it robust with regard to both additive
background noise and spectral distortion.

FIG. 2. Instantaneous frequency~thick line! and fixed points~circles! of a
speech sound.
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1. Robustness against additive noise

Figures 3~a!–~c! show, respectively, examples of a
dominance spectrum, a logarithmic power spectrum, and the
power spectrum of a clean speech signal when there is no
background noise. The dominance spectrum@Fig. 3~a!# in-
cludes sharp peaks that correspond to the harmonic compo-
nents. The peaks are much sharper than those of a usual
logarithmic power spectrum@Fig. 3~b!#. Figures 3~d!–~f!
show the same kinds of spectra when the speech signal is
smeared with background white noise with 0 dB SNR. Al-
though neither the dominance spectrum@Fig. 3~d!# nor the
logarithmic power spectrum@Fig. 3~e!# have sharp peaks cor-
responding to the harmonic components above 500 Hz, the
peak-to-trough ratio is smaller in the dominance spectrum.
By contrast, the peak-to-trough ratio below 500 Hz is greater
in the dominance spectrum. That is, the dominance spectrum
enhances the peaks of the harmonic components and sup-
presses the variation produced by noise. This property is par-
ticularly useful for robustF0 estimation.~Further detailed
analysis is provided in Appendix A to explain how the domi-
nance spectrum changes with the level of the background
white noise.!

The difference between the power spectra of clean
speech@Fig. 3~c!# and noisy speech@Fig. 3~f!# is very small.
In other words, the proportion of peaks derived from har-
monic components and noise components is very large in the
power spectrum. Therefore, the power spectrum is also con-
sidered to be a good robust measure against additive back-
ground noise.

2. Robustness against spectral distortion

The dominance spectrum exhibits the property of whit-
ening the spectral envelope and this reduces the effect of
spectral distortion. This can be clearly demonstrated by pass-
ing a speech signal through a SRAEN filter to simulate the
telephone handset case. Figure 3~g! shows the dominance
spectrum for the filtered sound. The first and second peaks of
the dominance spectrum in Fig. 3~g! are slightly smaller than
those in the original spectrum in Fig. 3~a!. But this small

decrement does not affectF0 estimation. Figure 3~i! shows
the power spectrum of the filtered sound. The peaks below
300 Hz are greatly suppressed by the filtering, and this shows
that the power spectrum is much more sensitive to spectral
distortion than the dominance spectrum. By contrast, in the
logarithmic power spectrum@Fig. 3~h!#, the peaks at low
frequencies clearly remain, albeit with a small decrement.
This demonstrates that the logarithmic power spectrum is
robust with regard to spectral distortion.

Consequently, only the dominance spectrum is robust
against both background noise and spectral distortion, and
thus must be useful forF0 estimation under various adverse
conditions.

D. Harmonic dominance

We now define a decision measure that summarizes the
degree of dominance for all harmonic components at a time
frame. This measure is referred to as ‘‘harmonic dominance’’
and is defined asH( f n ,t) in Eq. ~12!:

H~ f n ,t !5 (
l 51

l f n,Fmax

~D~r ~ l f n!,t !2D~ f ,t !!, ~12!

D~ f ,t !5(
f

D~ f ,t !/N, ~13!

F05arg max
f n

$H~ f n ,t !%, ~14!

where f n is one of the quantizedF0 candidates19 located
within a specifiedF0 search range,n(50,1,2,...) is its index,
l f n corresponds to the frequency of itslth harmonic compo-
nent, andr ( l f n) is a function that transfersl f n to the center
frequency of the nearest STFT bin. Harmonic components up
to Fmax(51500 Hz) are summed as in Eq.~12!. D( f ,t) is the
average ofD( f ,t) over the number of STFT bins,N, wheref
refers to the center frequency of an STFT bin.D( f ,t) is a
term that ensures that the measure is unbiased. Our prelimi-
nary experiment showed that specific errors known as
‘‘double pitch’’ and ‘‘half pitch’’ errors were effectively re-

FIG. 3. Dominance spectra@~a!, ~d!, and ~g!#, logarithmic power spectra@~b!, ~e!, and ~h!#, and power spectra@~c!, ~f!, and ~i!# of clean speech~left three
panels!, speech with background white noise~middle three panels, SNR: 0 dB!, and speech convolved with a SRAEN filter~right three panels!.
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duced by this unbiasing~see Appendix B!. The frequency
that maximizes the harmonic dominance,f n , becomes the
estimate of the fundamental frequencyF0 as in Eq.~14!.

E. Robust F0 estimation based on dominance

We introduce two additional techniques to improve the
robustness of ourF0 estimation method based on dominance.
One is a method for determining the optimum integration
length for calculating the dominance spectrum, and the other
is the use of dynamic programming~DP! to reduce discon-
tinuous transition errors in theF0 trajectory.

1. Frequency range of bandwidth integral

The optimum frequency range,D f , for the integral in
Eq. ~11! roughly depends on theF0 of the input signal.F0

can be estimated more robustly if the optimum range is given
based on a rough estimate of theF0 . In our preliminary
experiment, the optimum frequency range,D f , was about
130 Hz for male speech and 260 Hz for female speech,
which approximately coincide with the averageF0 of the
target speech. In general, however, noa priori information
on the target speech is available in advance, so the optimum
range cannot be obtained in advance.

To overcome this problem, we introduce an adaptive
method to decide the frequency range. With this method, the
harmonic dominance is maximized twice, first for roughF0

estimation, and second for more preciseF0 estimation. In the
first estimation, we use a fixed frequency range for the inte-
gration that covers both male and female speech, and then
we use the roughly estimatedF0 to determine the optimum
frequency range for the precise estimation. In our experi-
ment, the 260-Hz range~the same as the optimum value for
female speech! was found to be suitable for the initial rough
estimate, and about 67% to 110% of the initial roughF0

estimate was suitable for the precise estimation.

2. The use of dynamic programming

Dynamic programming~DP! has often been used to ob-
tain a smoothF0 trajectory by tracking continuous peaks in
the time series of a vector such as cepstral coefficients. In our
F0 estimation, the harmonic dominance calculated for each
frequency bin at each time frame is treated as the vector to
which DP is applied, and the frequencies corresponding to
the positions of the tracked elements yield the smoothedF0

trajectory.
F0 tracking using DP is viewed as a processing ap-

proach that finds an optimumF0 trajectory at the smallest
cost overall. With ourF0 estimation, the time series of har-
monic dominance are adopted as one cost function for DP.
Let H( f n ,tk) be the harmonic dominance at thekth time
frame for thenth quantizedF0 candidate,f n , searched for in
Eq. ~12!, and P(tk) be the signal power at the time frame.
Thend(n,tk)52P(tk)H( f n ,tk) is treated as the cost func-
tion in our implementation. Another cost function,p( f n , f m),
is also adopted to determine the cost of theF0 transition
from f n to f m between two adjacent time frames.p( f n , f m)
5u log(fn /fm)u is used in our implementation. This approach

means that theF0 tracking problem can be formalized as
finding anF0 sequence,V5$ f n0

, f n1
,...,f nT

%, that minimizes
the following total cost function,C(V),

C~V!5d~n0 ,t0!1 (
k51

T

~w•p~ f nk21
, f nk

!1d~nk ,tk!!,

~15!

wherew is a weight to determine the degree to which theF0

transition cost is weighted in the total cost. Obviously, this
cost function can efficiently be minimized using DP.

F. Accurate F0 estimation based on dominance

To improve the accuracy of theF0 estimation, we intro-
duce anF0 refinement method based on the IFs at fixed
points. Because fixed points with large dominance values are
expected to be derived from dominant harmonic compo-
nents, the IFs at such fixed points are considered to be good
estimates of their harmonic frequencies. Therefore, reliable
F0 candidates can be obtained by dividing their harmonic
frequencies by their harmonic numbers. With our method,F0

is determined as the weighted average of theF0 candidates
derived from fixed points using the degree of dominance as
the weight. Because of this weight,F0 is determined mainly
based on the fixed points of dominant harmonic components,
so the obtainedF0 is expected to be reliable.

The idea behindF0 refinement based on fixed points
was introduced by Atakeet al.13 Cohen’s bandwidth equa-
tion was then used to evaluate the reliability of fixed points.
In this paper, it is modified to use the degree of dominance.20

If F08 is the result of the maximization of the harmonic
dominance as discussed in Sec. II E, the refinedF0 is defined
as follows:

F05
( i 51

n (ḟPḞ~ i •F
08!~ ḟ/ i !~D~r ~ḟ !,t !2c!

( i 51
n (ḟPḞ~ i •F

08!~D~r ~ḟ !,t !2c!
, ~16!

c5 min
ḟPḞ~ i •F08!,i 51;n

$D~r ~ḟ !,t !%2e ~e.0!. ~17!

Here, Ḟ( i •F08) is a set of IFs of fixed points that are
located within610% of theith multiple of F08 , andn is the
number of harmonics. Eachḟ is a candidate frequency of the
ith harmonic component derived from a fixed point, soḟ/ i is
a candidate forF0 , andF0 is calculated as the averageḟ/ i
value weighted by the degree of dominance. ‘‘r (•)’’ is used
to transform a continuous frequency to its nearest STFT cen-
ter frequency as used in Eq.~12!. This quantization is only
used to calculate the reliability of the fixed points, so it does
not affect the accuracy ofF0 estimation. Termc enables the
weights for alli to be greater than zero.

1. Interpolation for precise IF at a fixed point

IF ḟ at a fixed point is precisely determined by linear
interpolation using the IFs and center frequencies of adjacent
STFT bins. Letf 1 and f 2 be the center frequencies andḟ1

andḟ2 be their IFs. There is a fixed point between these two
STFT bins if Eq.~19! holds. The interpolated value of the IF,
ḟ, at this fixed point is defined as follows:
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ḟ5
~ f 22ḟ2! f 11~ḟ12 f 1! f 2

~ḟ12 f 1!1~ f 22ḟ2!
, ~18!

where

ḟ1. f 1 and ḟ2, f 2 . ~19!

G. The use of the power spectrum

In this section, we propose a simple alternativeF0 esti-
mation method, referred to as theRipple-Enhanced Power
Spectrum (REPS), that is based on the power spectrum in-
stead of the dominance spectrum. In the power spectrum
shown in Fig. 3~f!, the dominant harmonic components are
represented as sharp peaks while the additive noise compo-
nents are almost negligible. Thus the power spectrum also
seems to be applicable to robustF0 estimation in the pres-
ence of additive background noise although its performance
would be sensitive to spectral distortions as described in Sec.
II C 2 using Fig. 3~i!.

Although the power spectrum has been used in someF0

estimation methods,2 the robustness of these methods has not
yet been well evaluated. We, therefore, designed another
method by substituting the power spectrum for the domi-
nance spectrum.

In a preliminary study, however, we found that the direct
use of the power spectrum,S( f ,t)2, does not necessarily
result in the best performance. Instead, we modified the spec-
trum so as to enhance the spectral ripple corresponding to the
glottal pulse. The ripple-enhanced power spectrum,R( f ,t),
is derived by a method similar to cepstral liftering in the
power spectrum~not in the log domain as with usual cepstral
liftering!, that is, applying inverse discrete Fourier transfor-
mation ~IDFT! to S( f ,t)2, substituting zeros for the lower
quefrency components, and applying DFT to the modified
coefficients. Finally, we developed our alternativeF0 estima-
tion method by substitutingR( f ,t) for D( f ,t) in Eqs. ~12!,
~13!, ~16!, and~17! without changing the rest of the process-
ing method.

III. EXPERIMENTS

A. Evaluation method

When evaluating anF0 estimation method, it is of the
greatest importance to define the correctF0 values of the
target speech.F0 values labeled in a speech database have
been used in many cases. Unfortunately, such labels are usu-
ally attached by hand and thus are not necessarily accurate or
large enough for reliable evaluation. For robust evaluation,
the correctF0 values are often determined from clean speech
signals using the same algorithm as that being evaluated by
assuming that the method is sufficiently good for clean
speech. However, we need to be careful about this assump-
tion since nonharmonic components included in certain con-
sonants and the time-varying frequency property of the vocal
tract may affectF0 estimation even in clean speech.

In our evaluation, the correctF0 , F0
cor, is estimated

from electro-glottal graph~EGG! signals collected at the
same time as the speech signals~see Sec. III B!. Since an
EGG signal is directly derived from glottal vibration and is
largely unaffected by the nonharmonic components of
speech, it is an ideal signal for estimating the correctF0

value.
Since we concentrated on the evaluation of robustness,

we calculated twoF0 values,F0
cor and F0

est, from the EGG
signal and the noisy speech signal, respectively, using the
sameF0 estimation algorithm. We then calculated the differ-
ence between them as an error measure for model perfor-
mance. We defined two measures: grossF0 error and fineF0

error. GrossF0 error is the ratio of the number of frames
giving ‘‘incorrect’’ F0

est values to the total number of frames.
Value F0

est is ‘‘incorrect’’ if it falls outside 65% of theF0
cor

value. FineF0 error is the normalized root mean square error
between theF0

cor value andF0
est value which is not judged as

‘‘incorrect’’ in the gross error measurement. The formulation
is the root mean square of (F0

cor2F0
est)/F0

cor.
Through our evaluation, we search forF0s between 50

to 500 Hz for every 1-ms frame shift, and we evaluate the
estimatedF0’s only for voiced durations based on voicing
labels.

FIG. 4. GrossF0 errors obtained by DASH, cepstrum, TEMPO, and YIN in the presence of white noise~left panel! and babble noise~right panel!.
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B. Databases

We used the following three databases of speech and
EGG signals recorded simultaneously.

DB1 30 utterances by 14 male and 14 female Japanese
speakers~total of 840 utterances, total duration of 40 min,
16-kHz sampling, and 16-bit quantization!.13

DB2 50 utterances by one male and one female English
speaker~total of 100 utterances, total duration of 7 min, 20-
kHz sampling, and 16-bit quantization!.11 The database can
be downloaded from the following URL, http://
www.cstr.ed.ac.uk/˜pcb/fdaIeval.tar.gz

DB3 Phonetically balanced text utterances by five male
and five female English speakers~total duration of 9 min,
20-kHz sampling, and 16-bit quantization!.12 The database
can be downloaded from the following URL, ftp://
ftp.cs.keele.ac.uk/pub/pitch/Speech

We used the voiced/unvoiced labels included in the three
databases, and determined correctF0’s, F0

cor, for eachF0

estimation method from the EGG signals as described in Sec.
III A. We did not use the referenceF0 labels present in DB2
and DB3 except as indicated in Appendix C because the
referenceF0 labels may have a certain bias depending on the
method used for their estimation.

C. Noise and spectral distortion

We used white noise and babble noise as the additive
background noise. The SNR in terms of the average power
ranged from` to 0 dB. We calculated the average power of
a signal as follows:~1! the initial average power of a signal
was first obtained by calculating the average power for all
frames,~2! frames with less than1

30 of the initial average
power were discarded, and then~3! the average power was
calculated for the remaining frames.

The babble noise was a mixture of the normalized
speech signals of ten speakers randomly selected from DB1.
In a preliminary listening test involving the speech sounds in
the babble noise, the target sounds were almost all distin-
guishable from the babble noise when the SNR was 0 dB and
they were completely indistinguishable when the SNR was
210 dB.

Spectral distortion was introduced by using a SRAEN
filter. The SRAEN filter recommended by ITU-T is designed
to simulate the ideal frequency property of a telephone
handset.14 It has defined spectral characteristics and is a
high-pass filter above 300 Hz. Accordingly, this filter almost

completely eliminates the fundamental component of male
speech. We designed an FIR filter to fit the spectral charac-
teristics by using the Remez algorithm.

D. F0 estimation methods for comparison

We evaluated the dominance-spectrum-based method
with an adaptive integration range~DASH!, and the ripple-
enhanced power-spectral-based method~REPS!. We com-
pared them with a commonly-used cepstrum method~cep-
strum!, the F0 estimation method used in STRAIGHT,
namely TEMPO,3 and YIN.9 TEMPO is anF0 estimation
method based on ‘‘fundamentalness.’’ YIN is a modified ver-
sion of the autocorrelation method. These were recently pro-
posed as improvements to conventional methods.

As a further comparison, we provide several evaluation
results in Appendix C using referenceF0 labels and620%
gross error criterion, both of which are often used as evalu-
ation conditions for recently proposedF0 estimation
methods.6,9,10

E. Results

1. Robustness of F 0 estimation

Figure 4 shows the grossF0 errors for DB1 obtained by
DASH, cepstrum, TEMPO, and YIN21 in the presence of
additive white noise~left panel! and babble noise~right
panel! for an SNR range of̀ to 0 dB without any spectral
distortion by a SRAEN filter. The precise values for SNRs of
` and 5 dB are listed in the second, third, and fourth col-
umns of Table I. In both figure and table, DASH produces
smaller errors than cepstrum, TEMPO, and YIN for all
SNRs. In Tables II and III, the gross errors obtained for DB2
and DB3 are listed in the same order as in Table I. The

TABLE I. Gross F0 errors ~%! for DB1 with a 65% error criterion for
SNRs of` and 5 dB, with and without a SRAEN filter. The bold font shows
the best performance. W: white noise, B: babble noise.

Noise
SNR ~dB!

Without SRAEN With SRAEN

`
W
5

B
5 `

W
5

B
5

DASH 1.52 2.31 16.4 2.53 3.80 22.4
REPS3 0.89 1.26 8.37 3.55 4.67 18.4
cepstrum 6.69 22.4 48.1 6.64 21.6 46.7
TEMPO 3.53 9.02 32.4 6.43 12.5 30.5
YIN 4.30 6.06 35.0 7.05 11.3 40.9

TABLE II. Gross F0 errors ~%! for DB2 with a 65% error criterion for
SNRs of` and 5 dB, with and without a SRAEN filter. The bold font shows
the best performance. W: white noise, B: babble noise.

Noise
SNR ~dB!

Without SRAEN With SRAEN

`
W
5

B
5 `

W
5

B
5

DASH 2.33 4.51 24.0 3.47 5.03 24.9
REPS3 2.18 3.34 15.7 4.28 6.37 25.1
cepstrum 10.9 29.9 56.0 12.2 30.6 56.2
TEMPO 5.27 17.1 43.1 10.3 25.8 48.0
YIN 3.61 7.15 39.3 7.04 12.7 40.8

TABLE III. Gross F0 errors ~%! for DB3 with a 65% error criterion for
SNRs of` and 5 dB, with and without a SRAEN filter. The bold font shows
the best performance. W: white noise, B: babble noise.

Noise
SNR ~dB!

Without SRAEN With SRAEN

`
W
5

B
5 `

W
5

B
5

DASH 3.93 5.70 25.2 5.10 6.91 28.8
REPS3 2.59 3.76 17.7 7.37 10.1 31.1
cepstrum 11.0 29.7 52.4 11.7 30.1 51.8
TEMPO 8.07 18.6 39.7 18.9 28.2 46.4
YIN 5.04 10.7 38.4 9.50 17.8 45.7
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proposed method, DASH, again gives smaller errors than
any other method except for REPS3 which is also our pro-
posed method~see Sec. III E 2!. Since the tendencies of the
errors are consistent across the three different databases, the
superiority of DASH is clearly demonstrated.

2. The use of the power spectrum

In Sec. II G, we proposed the use of the ripple-enhanced
power spectrum as a substitute for the dominance spectrum.
We refer to this original method as REPS1. We evaluated
this method under the same conditions as those used in Sec.
III E 1. The thick solid lines (REPS1) in Fig. 5 show the
grossF0 errors for DB1 with white noise~left panel! and
babble noise~right panel!. The errors were always more than
10% and much worse than those obtained using the domi-
nance spectrum as shown in Fig. 4. We found that the error
was very large when estimatingF0 from the EGG signal.
This is particularly important since we assumed the esti-
mated values to be the correctF0 values in our evaluation. A
detailed analysis showed that the spectral power at frequen-
cies belowF0 often exceeded the power of theF0 compo-
nents in the EGG signal and this precluded exactF0 estima-
tion. An effective way of eliminating these characteristics in
the EGG signal was to use a preemphasis filter~3 dB/oct!.

We therefore applied a preemphasis filter to both the speech
and EGG signals. We refer to this modified method as
REPS2. The results are shown by the thin solid lines
(REPS2) in Fig. 5. The errors were improved at high SNRs
but not so much at low SNRs, especially in the presence of
babble noise. We also found that the robustness of theF0

estimation for the speech signals was degraded by the pre-
emphasis. We therefore applied the preemphasis filter to the
EGG signals but not to the speech signals. This is referred to
as REPS3. The thick dashed lines (REPS3) in Fig. 5 show
the results. The gross errors became much better than those
obtained with REPS1 and REPS2. Moreover, the results
were even better than those obtained with DASH shown as
the solid line in Fig. 4. This is also clearly shown by the
gross errors for̀ and 5 dB in Tables I–III. Thus REPS3

yielded the best performance if the signal was not smeared
by any spectral distortion.

These results show that the ripple-enhanced power spec-
trum is robust against additive noise provided the spectral
distortion is properly compensated. It is, however, difficult to
specify an optimum preprocessing filter in advance when
sound is recorded in the real world since the impulse re-
sponse is not necessarily well-defined.

FIG. 6. GrossF0 errors obtained by DASH, REPS3 , cepstrum, TEMPO, and YIN for speech signals spectrally distorted by SRAEN filtering in the presence
of white noise~left panel! and babble noise~right panel!.

FIG. 5. GrossF0 errors obtained by REPS1 , REPS2 , and REPS3 in the presence of white noise~left panel! and babble noise~right panel!. See Sec. III E 2
for definitions of REPS1 , REPS2 , and REPS3 .
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3. Robustness against spectral distortion

To evaluate robustness against spectral distortion, we
applied a SRAEN filter to speech signals after adding noise.
Figure 6 shows the grossF0 errors for DB1 obtained with
variousF0 estimation methods in the presence of white noise
and babble noise. The grossF0 errors for SNRs of̀ and 5
dB for DB1 with two types of background noise and a
SRAEN filter are also listed in the fifth to seventh columns
of Table I. Tables II and III show the gross errors for DB2
and DB3 in the same manner. In these results, the two pro-
posed methods, DASH and REPS3, were always better than
any other method. In addition, the errors obtained with
DASH were not greatly affected by SRAEN filtering, and
were almost always better than the errors obtained with any
other method except with DB1 under low SNR conditions.
This again implies that the method based on a ripple-
enhanced power spectrum is not as robust against spectral
distortion as the dominance-spectrum-based method, al-
though it is most robust against background noise. This ten-
dency becomes more obvious when we refer to the results
obtained without DP as shown in Sec. III E 5.

From the results presented in Secs. III E 1, III E 2, and
III E 3, we can conclude that DASH is recommended for real
world applications when the spectral distortion is unknown,
unpredictable, or time varying, while REPS is useful when it
is possible to compensate the spectral distortion in advance.

4. Accuracy of F 0 estimation

We evaluated the fineF0 errors of all F0 estimation
methods for DB1 using the two types of background noise
and the SRAEN filter. Figure 7 and Table IV show the re-
sults. The fine errors were calculated over time frames where
all the methods estimatedF0 correctly, i.e., the error was
within 65%, in Secs. III E 1, III E 2, and III E 3. The errors
with DASH were almost the same as those with REPS3 and
were better than the errors with cepstrum, TEMPO, and YIN.
This was because DASH and REPS3 both useF0 refinement
procedures based on fixed points as described in Sec. II F.
This shows that the use of fixed points is effective for in-
creasing the accuracy ofF0 estimation.

5. Effect of dynamic programming

Finally, we measured the effect of DP. We compared the
grossF0 errors obtained by the two proposed methods with
and without DP using DB1. The results are listed in Table V.
Although the gross errors of the methods without DP were
worse than with DP, the performance of DASH and that of
REPS3 are still generally superior to those of the other meth-
ods shown in Table I, except when using REPS3 in the pres-
ence of spectral distortion provided by a SRAEN filter. This
implies that theF0 estimation methods based on the domi-
nance spectrum and the ripple-enhanced power spectrum are

TABLE IV. Fine F0 errors~%! for DB1 for SNRs of` and 5 dB, with and
without a SRAEN filter. The bold font shows the best performance. W:
white noise, B: babble noise.

Noise
SNR ~dB!

Without SRAEN With SRAEN

`
W
5

B
5 `

W
5

B
5

DASH 0.68 0.80 1.00 0.77 0.89 1.05
REPS3 0.66 0.69 0.89 0.81 0.83 1.00
cepstrum 0.86 1.43 1.35 0.88 1.44 1.32
TEMPO 0.85 1.41 1.63 0.86 1.30 1.55
YIN 1.05 1.08 1.18 1.10 1.13 1.18

TABLE V. GrossF0 errors~%! for DB1 obtained by the proposed methods
with a 65% error criterion with/without DP~WDP/WODP! for SNRs of`
and 5 dB, with and without a SRAEN filter. The bold font shows the best
performance. W: white noise, B: babble noise.

Noise
SNR ~dB!

Without SRAEN With SRAEN

`
W
5

B
5 `

W
5

B
5

DASH WDP 1.52 2.31 16.4 2.53 3.80 22.4
WODP 2.80 6.34 26.9 5.35 7.98 31.3

REPS3 WDP 0.89 1.26 8.37 3.55 4.67 18.4
WODP 1.49 2.32 12.3 9.07 12.3 28.2

FIG. 7. FineF0 errors obtained by DASH, REPS3 , cepstrum, TEMPO, and YIN for speech signals without spectral distortion~left panel! and with spectral
distortion caused by SRAEN filtering~right panel! in the presence of white noise.
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both very robust against background noise, and that the
former is also very robust against spectral distortion, even
without anyF0 trajectory correction.

IV. CONCLUSION

We proposed a robust and accurate method forF0 esti-
mation, referred to as DASH, that is based on a new mea-
sure, namely the degree of dominance. We defined the degree
of dominance to allow us to evaluate the magnitude of the
harmonic components of speech signals relative to back-
ground noise. DASH was found to be more robust and accu-
rate than conventional methods under background noise con-
ditions of white noise and babble noise. We also
demonstrated that DASH was robust against the spectral dis-
tortion created by SRAEN filtering. Moreover, we found that
a simple method based on a ripple-enhanced power spec-
trum, referred to as REPS, was a good alternative provided
the spectral shape of the input sound was carefully compen-
sated. REPS will be useful when it is possible to compensate
the spectral distortion in advance while DASH is recom-
mended for real world applications when the spectral distor-
tion is unknown, unpredictable, or time-varying. Further im-
provement is required for such applications as sound
segregation in the presence of babble noise or under cocktail
party conditions. It would be possible to use dual or repeti-
tive F0 estimation13 and a method using sound source local-
ization information when a multi-microphone setup is
available.2
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APPENDIX A: DOMINANCE SPECTRUM
DEPENDENCE ON THE BACKGROUND NOISE LEVEL

Figure 8 shows the dominance spectrum and logarithmic
power spectrum of a harmonic sound with background white
noise. The harmonic sound is composed of two sinusoids of
200 and 400 Hz. White noise is added to the harmonic sound
so that the SNR becomes 30, 10, 0, and220 dB.

The two sinusoidal components have sharper peaks in
the dominance spectrum than in the logarithmic power spec-
trum even when the SNR is low. It is also the case that,
independent of the SNR, the logarithmic power spectrum has
several clear peaks and deep dips at the frequencies above
800 Hz where only white noise exists, while the dominance
spectrum is much smoother in that range. When using
F0-estimation algorithms, such as peak picking or cepstrum
methods, the peaks and dips produced by the noise affect the
preciseness. It is desirable for the spectral representation to
yield distinctive peaks corresponding to harmonics and a flat
response in the noise region. This shows that the dominance
spectrum is a better representation forF0 estimation than the
logarithmic power spectrum.

APPENDIX B: METHOD FOR AVOIDING DOUBLE Õ
HALF PITCH ERRORS

The dominance spectrum is always negative when there
is no subtraction ofD( f ,t) in Eq. ~12!. Then, the harmonic
dominance of the largerf n in Eq. ~12! tends to become large,
resulting in an increase in the double pitch error. This is
because harmonic numbers belowFmax become smaller asf n

becomes larger, and thus the number of negative values de-
creases in the harmonic dominance calculation. Conversely,
when the dominance spectrum is set positive by adding a
large constant value, the half pitch error increases. This is
because the harmonic number belowFmax becomes larger as
f n becomes smaller, and thus the number of positive values
increases in the harmonic dominance calculation. Therefore,
it is necessary to normalize the spectrum adequately to avoid
these two kinds of errors. For this purpose, we choose the
average of the dominance value for all frequencies as the

FIG. 8. Dominance spectrum~left panels! and logarithmic power spectrum~right panels! for a mixture of two sinusoidal components and white noise when
the SNRs are 30, 10, 0, and220 dB.
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normalization term. By subtracting the average dominance
value from Eq.~12!, the dominance values for dominant
components become positive while the other dominance val-
ues remain negative. We confirmed that this approach was
effective in preliminary experiments.

APPENDIX C: GROSS F0 ERRORS CALCULATED
USING COMMONLY USED F0 LABELS

Although it is very difficult to define universally correct
F0 values, commonF0 labels used for several previousF0

evaluation reports6,9,10 may provide better references for a
rough comparison ofF0 estimation methods. For this pur-
pose, we evaluated ourF0 estimation methods with theF0

labels used by de Cheveigne´.9 For DB1 and DB2, we used
the labels made by de Cheveigne´. For DB3, we used the
labels present in the DB itself. All the labels were estimated
from EGG signals. In addition, we modified the definition of
the grossF0 errors as the ratios of the estimatedF0 values
that fell 620% beyond the correctF0 value, in accordance
with previous reports.

Table VI shows the results for DB1, DB2, and DB3.
These tables also contain the results obtained by YIN in our
experiments, and those reported by Wanget al.6 and by Kasi
et al.,10 referred to as Wang and Kasi. Note that Wang and
Kasi are evaluated under somewhat different conditions.
Therefore, direct comparison remains difficult. For example,
they did not evaluate their methods under adverse noise con-
ditions. Furthermore, the gross error rates of Kasi were cal-
culated only on frames for which both referenceF0 labels
and their voicing decision method indicate voiced frames.
The voicing errors of their voicing decision method were
reported as being more than 10%, therefore we suspect that
their gross error rates would be much worse when they are
calculated for all the voicing durations of the referenceF0

labels.
The results in the three tables clearly demonstrate that

our proposed methods, DASH and REPS3, are superior to
the other methods.
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TABLE VI. Gross F0 errors ~%! using commonly-usedF0 labels with a
620% error criterion. The bold font shows the best performance. W: white
noise, B: babble noise.

Noise
SNR ~dB!

Without SRAEN With SRAEN

`
W
5

B
5 `

W
5

B
5

DB1 DASH 0.30 0.43 8.82 0.73 1.55 14.1
REPS 0.26 0.29 4.90 2.11 2.67 12.7
YIN 0.44 2.10 28.4 3.27 7.32 34.6

DB2 DASH 0.42 1.34 14.6 0.63 0.97 15.1
REPS 0.68 1.05 11.1 2.11 3.25 18.9
YIN 1.30 4.38 33.5 5.53 10.3 35.0

DB3 DASH 2.81 3.32 16.5 3.73 4.15 20.0
REPS 2.68 2.98 12.3 6.91 8.49 26.2
YIN 2.57 7.22 31.0 7.55 14.6 40.0

Clean Telephone quality

Wang 4.25 ¯ ¯ 4.34 ¯ ¯

Kasi ~1.7! ¯ ¯ ~3.37! ¯ ¯
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A numerical study of the role of the tragus in the big brown bat
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A comprehensive characterization of the spatial sensitivity of an outer ear from a big brown bat
~Eptesicus fuscus! has been obtained using numerical methods and visualization techniques. Pinna
shape information was acquired through x-ray microtomography. It was used to set up a
finite-element model of diffraction from which directivities were predicted by virtue of forward
wave-field projections based on a Kirchhoff integral formulation. Digital shape manipulation was
used to study the role of the tragus in detailed numerical experiments. The relative position between
tragus and pinna aperture was found to control the strength of an extensive asymmetric sidelobe
which points in a frequency-dependent direction. An upright tragus position resulted in the strongest
sidelobe sensitivity. Using a bootstrap validation paradigm, the results were found to be robust
against small perturbations of the finite-element mesh boundaries. Furthermore, it was established
that a major aspect of the tragus effect~position dependence! can be studied in a simple shape
model, an obliquely truncated horn augmented by a flap representing the tragus. In the simulated
wave field around the outer-ear structure, strong correlates of the tragus rotation were identified,
which provide a direct link to the underlying physical mechanism. ©2004 Acoustical Society of
America. @DOI: 10.1121/1.1815133#

PACS numbers: 43.80.Ka, 43.64.Ha@JMS# Pages: 3701–3712

I. INTRODUCTION

Bats have evolved the common anatomical layout of a
mammal’s outer ear to yield prominent structural features
which presumably serve special functions in biosonar sens-
ing. One such feature is the tragus, a frontal prominence,
which is highly conspicuous in many bat species. Previous
work ~Lawrence and Simmons, 1982; Wottonet al., 1995;
Wotton and Jenison, 1997! has characterized the sensitivity
of the outer ear of the big brown bat~Eptesicus fuscus! as a
function of direction~directivity! by presenting data on im-
pulse responses or transfer functions. Such results have typi-
cally been obtained over a limited angular range and with
limited angular resolution. Directivity gain as a function of
both of the two angles~azimuth and elevation! which char-
acterize a direction in three-dimensional space has been
shown for two frequencies only~Wotton and Jenison, 1997!.
Similar limitations apply to work performed on other bat
species~Grinnell and Schnitzler, 1977; Jen and Chen, 1988;
Coleset al., 1989; Obristet al., 1993; Fuzessery, 1996; Fir-
zlaff and Schuller, 2003!. Despite limitations in the scope of
the data obtained so far, the research on the big brown bat
has revealed interesting functional properties relevant to
source localization in elevation. In particular, it has demon-
strated the importance of the tragus for elevation discrimina-
tion by comparing the performance of animals with natural
tragus position to an experimental group for which the tragus
had been bent out of the pinna aperture~Lawrence and Sim-
mons, 1982!. However, an overview of the spatial distribu-
tion of sensitivity with sufficiently high resolution in angle,
frequency, and tragus position has not been provided. This
prohibits putting features of individual transfer functions ob-
tained for different directions into perspective and hampers
understanding the global effect of the tragus underlying these
properties. Furthermore, since prior data have been limited to

providing black-box system descriptions, they cannot yield
definitive insights into the physical mechanisms, which so
far have not been observed directly.

Here, a different methodological approach is introduced
to this problem, which addresses the above-mentioned short-
comings and hence is capable of yielding a comprehensive
picture of the role of the tragus: Based on x-ray computer
tomographic cross sections, an accurate high-resolution rep-
resentation of the shape of an outer ear can be generated.
Such a representation can be used for a numerical finite-
element simulation study of the diffraction effects taking
place around the ear surface. The far-field directional sensi-
tivity arising from the diffraction effects can also be pre-
dicted by projecting the wave field outward from the bound-
aries of the finite-element model’s computational domain.
This approach offers three key advantages over physical
measurements: First, directivity patterns can be estimated
with a high angular and frequency resolution, since the time
needed to obtain a sensitivity gain estimate is much shorter
than in any physical setup with moving parts. Second, the
digital representation of the pinna shape can be manipulated
in a well-defined way, drawing from the wide range of avail-
able computer graphics methods. Because the efficiency ad-
vantage of numerical evaluation applies to the manipulated
shapes as well, the effects of the manipulations can be stud-
ied using high-resolution directivity estimates to describe the
functional properties of the outer ear. Third, estimates of the
wave field in the volume surrounding the pinna surface,
where all diffraction effects take place, are generated as part
of the method and can be evaluated to obtain insights into the
physical mechanisms behind changes in the directivity pat-
tern. These advantages outweigh disadvantages given by the
approximations and simplifying assumptions made by the
numerical model. While these approximations represent
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sources of error absent in physical measurement, it should be
noted that physical measurements have their own sources of
error.

In the results presented below, a numerical approach will
be used to

~i! obtain a comprehensive spatial picture of the effect
the tragus has on the sensitivity of the outer ear;

~ii ! understand the role of tragus position~rotation!;
~iii ! gauge the shape specificity of the spatial sensitivity

patterns; and
~iv! characterize the underlying wave-field diffraction ef-

fects.

II. METHODS

A. Shape measurement

An outer-ear sample was taken from a big brown bat
~Eptesicus fuscus! carcass, which had been preserved by
cooling. The outer ear was severed from the head with the
concha and part of the ear canal left attached. It was mounted
~glued to a cylindrical holder! in a life-like manner and sub-
jected to x-ray microtomography in a Skyscan 1072 scanner.
X-ray prefiltering was applied to reduce beam-hardening ar-
tifacts in the reconstruction. Shadow images of 102431024
pixels with a pixel size of 19.35mm were collected over a
half-circle~180°! of target rotation performed with 0.9° reso-
lution. Cross sections of the ear shape were reconstructed
using Feldkamp’s cone-beam reconstruction algorithm
implemented in software provided by Skyscan. Cross-section
images~gray scale, 8-bit resolution! were manually postpro-
cessed to remove noise and obvious artifacts which were
clearly separated from the ear cross section in the images. A
pixel classification into the two categories ‘‘tissue’’ and ‘‘air’’
was performed by manual adjustment of a gray-value thresh-
old. Stacking of the resulting binary cross-section images
produced a three-dimensional voxel-array representation of
the shape. It was processed in two ways: for visualization of
the shape, a triangular mesh approximation of the boundary
surface between ear tissue and air was generated using the
marching cubes algorithm~Lorensen and Cline, 1987!; these
meshes were postprocessed by low-pass filtering and deci-
mation ~Schroederet al., 1992!. A rendering of the final
shape representation produced by this method is shown in
Fig. 1.

Visualization and rendering was performed using func-
tions provided by theVISUALIZATION TOOLKIT software li-
brary ~VTK, Schroederet al., 2003!. A mesh of finite ele-
ments filling the air around the structure was generated by a
custom algorithm which evaluated all possible positions for
the placement of finite elements in a lattice of cubic elements
of uniform size. An element was placed at a given position
only if all eight corner voxels for this position had been
classified as air. The bias of this decision criterion against
placing air elements was adjusted at the voxel classification
level, where thresholding was preceded by a three-
dimensional smoothing operation using an isotropic Gauss-
ian kernel of adjustable bandwidth.

B. Shape manipulation

The generated ear shape was subjected to two different
kinds of manipulation: tragus rotations and shape distortions.
Tragus rotation was performed in order to characterize the
influence which the relative position of tragus and ear aper-
ture exerts on the directivity. To define the operation, a
cuboid was placed manually in the voxel array to enclose the
portion of the tragus to be rotated. The cuboid was posi-
tioned to include the entire freestanding length of the tragus.
The classification of each source voxel~tissue or air! inside
the cuboid volume was then transferred to a target voxel,
which was found by rounding the rotated position of the
source voxel to the resolution of the voxel grid. The classi-
fication of all source voxels was set to air, unless they were
the target voxel for another portion of the rotated structure. A
morphological closing operation was performed after the
transfer of the voxel classifications in order to fill any holes
produced by the rounding of the target positions in the voxel
grid and thereby ensure that the rotated structure was again a
homogeneous volume. Rotations were always about an axis
placed at the proximal end of the freestanding tragus portion.
In the original mounting of the ear, the tragus was placed
upright; this position—shown in Fig. 1—is referred to as
‘‘0°.’’ Tragus rotation was in the direction outwards from the
pinna aperture. It was performed in steps of 15°, spanning a
total of 60° from the original position~Fig. 2!.

Shape distortions were performed to assess the robust-
ness of the obtained results with regard to any source of
shape error or variability by means of a perturbation para-

FIG. 1. Tomographic shape reconstruction. Shown is a rendering of a
smoothed, triangular surface mesh~119 287 triangles! approximating the
boundary between tissue and air.

FIG. 2. Shape renderings for tragus rotations performed on the ear shape
representation rendered in Fig. 1. The difference in rotation angle between
neighboring shapes is 15°; the rotation angle of the upright tragus~left! is
defined as 0°.
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digm: the voxel array representation was subjected to ran-
dom distortions by translating each voxel according to a ran-
dom displacement vector. The three Cartesian components of
the displacement vectors were drawn independently from a
zero-mean Gaussian distribution. A strong spatial smoothing
of the directions was performed in order to prevent discon-
tinuities in the displacement field which would have resulted
in breaking the continuous volume describing the ear tissue.
The smoothing operation was carried out using a three-
dimensional, isotropic Gaussian smoothing kernel with
15-mm standard deviation applied to each Cartesian vector
component. This is equivalent to computing a weighted vec-
tor average. The resulting spatially averaged displacement
vectors were normalized in length and then scaled with a set
of displacement magnitudes drawn independently from a
zero-mean Gaussian distribution. The standard deviation of
the displacement magnitude distribution was the parameter
used to control the amount of shape distortion. The field of
displacement magnitudes was spatially smoothed with a ker-
nel identical to the one used for the Cartesian components of
the displacement directions. Displacements were applied to
the voxel array in the same manner as the tragus rotations
~see Fig. 3!.

C. Generation of a simple model shape

In order to investigate to what extent the observed prop-
erties are specific to the bat ear shape, a simple model shape
was studied in parallel with the bat ear. This model shape is
based on the obliquely truncated horn introduced by Fletcher
and Thwaites~1988! ~see also Fletcher, 1992! as an idealized
model for the mammalian pinna. In its original form the
model does not account for a tragus, however. Therefore, the
model was augmented here by addition of a frontal flap in-
tended to mimic the tragus. The overall dimensions of the
model shape were adjusted to match the natural ear shape
approximately ~Fig. 4!. The obliquely truncated horn is,
however, strictly bilateral symmetric, whereas the natural ear
shape strongly deviates from bilateral symmetry.

A detailed description of the augmented obliquely trun-
cated horn model, along with a discussion of other possible
features, can be found in Mu¨ller and Hallam~2004!. Here,
the obliquely truncated horn was subjected to the same tra-
gus rotations as the natural ear shape~Fig. 2!. The shape

model was implemented using Boolean combinations of im-
plicit functions describing cones~for the inner and outer sur-
face!, cutting planes~for the outer-ear aperture and trunca-
tion of pinna and ear canal!, and cylinders for modeling an
ear-canal stump. Binary~1-bit resolution! cross-section im-
ages were generated by evaluating the Boolean combinations
of the implicit functions and thresholding their function val-
ues. The binary cross-section images were then fed into the
same processing chain as the tomographic cross sections in
order to generate shape visualizations~see Fig. 4! and finite-
element meshes.

D. Finite-element model

The finite-element simulation used cube elements~all
edges of equal length, eight nodes per element! to approxi-
mate the air volume surrounding the outer ear. The air was
assigned a density of 1.205 kg/m3 and a bulk modulus of
1.417 673105 Pa; this corresponds to a sound speed of 343
m/s. The cube mesh was generated from the voxel represen-
tation of the shape as described in Sec. II A. Element edge
length was set to eight voxels, corresponding to 154.8mm.
Thus, for the shortest considered wavelength~;4.6 mm at
75 kHz!, ;30 elements were placed within one wavelength.
A cuboidal computational domain around the ear shape was
meshed with finite elements, leaving a minimum distance of
several elements between the ear surface and the outer do-
main boundary on all faces but the bottom face, where the
foot plate of the ear shape was placed right on the domain
boundary. Where the outer boundary of the computational
domain was made up of elements representing air, it was
covered with two-dimensional square-shaped absorbing
boundary elements, which approximated reflection-free out-
ward propagation~Enquist and Majda, 1977!. The ear sur-
face was assumed to be perfectly reflecting.

The finite-element model simulated an acoustical source
placed in the proximal ear-canal cross section, treating the
ear as a loudspeaker. This approach is valid to determine the
ear’s properties as a receiver by virtue of the reciprocity
principle ~Pierce, 1981!. It offers the methodological advan-
tage that a single simulation run gives predictions for the
field on all faces of the computational boundary, from which

FIG. 3. Example realizations of shapes distorted by random displacement
fields. Shown are the boundaries of the finite-element mesh, in which the
cubic shape of the individual elements is clearly visible. The parameter~0,
0.12, 0.23, 0.46 mm! is the standard deviation of the displacement magni-
tude distribution.

FIG. 4. Comparison of the simple shape model~obliquely truncated horn
augmented by a tragus-like flap! with the bat ear shape.
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the directional sensitivity of the ear shape can be inferred for
all directions as described below. If instead a planar wave
impinging from a particular direction were to be simulated, a
separate simulation would have to be run for each direction.
In order to test the importance of the type of simulated
source on the measured system properties, two different
sources were tested and the results compared: a point source,
where a time-varying boundary condition on pressure was
placed on one node near the center of the proximal ear-canal
cross section only, and a piston source, where all nodes lying
in the cross section were subjected to the same time-varying
boundary condition. Taking advantage of the linearity as-
sumption, the signals emitted by the simulated sources were
given lattice spectra, which allowed for testing system be-
havior for an entire set of frequencies of interest in a single
simulation. The frequency components present in the signals
were spaced 500 Hz apart from 25 to 75 kHz; this covers
most of the frequency band of the emission of the big brown
bat as reported by Hartley and Suthers~1989! ~25 to 90
kHz!.

Assembly of the master stiffness matrix from the finite-
element mesh and computation of a solution via a precondi-
tioned conjugate gradient method was performed using the
COUPLED FIELD SIMULATION ~CFS11! program developed by
the Department of Sensor Technology at the University of
Erlangen-Nu¨rnberg, Germany.

E. Directivity estimation and visualization

The wave fields generated by diffraction from shapes
with as little symmetry as the shapes considered here will in
general show a joint dependence on all three spatial coordi-
nates and frequency. However, in the far field, the dependen-
cies on distance and angle separate and the wave-field am-
plitude P can be expressed as

P~f,u,r ,v! →
r @8a2/l

D~f,u,v!
1

r
e2 jkr , ~1!

whereD is the directivity, which depends on direction~two
angles, azimuthu and elevationf! and frequencyv only
~Urick, 1983!. The second term@(1/r )e2 jkr # is the expres-
sion for the wave field of a point source; it depends only on
distancer and wave numberk, which is proportional to fre-
quency. Hence, the directivityD is a complete far-field sys-
tem description which contains all the information specific to
a particular source. In the following, a normalized version of
D is presented in order to treat the influence of direction
separately from overall gain. The lower boundary for the far
field given in Eq.~1! is r @8(a2/l), wherea is the charac-
teristic dimension of the source~here the ear! and l is the
wavelength. The height of the ear shape is;18 mm; hence,
it may be assumed thata'9 mm. The smallest wavelength
considered here is;4.6 mm ~;75 kHz!. Consequently, the
far-field boundary is atr @14.4 cm and—at the chosen reso-
lution of the finite element mesh—;1000 elements would
have to placed along each dimension to reach it. In three
dimensions, the size of the finite-element problem would be-
come a concern in terms of computation resources and accu-
mulation of numerical errors, if the computation were to be

extended significantly beyond the far-field boundary.
To avoid these problems, the wave fields were forward-

projected from the boundary faces of the computational do-
main, which were themselves still inside the near field.
Sound propagation into a space free of any diffracting ob-
jects ~and sources! can be described by a Kirchhoff integral
formulation ~Jackson, 1999!, which was used here to per-
form the forward projection of the wave field~Ramahi,
1997!: In the frequency domain, the wave fieldC~x! at po-
sition x outside the boundary surfaceS can be expressed as

C~x!52
1

4p E
S

ejkR

R
n•F¹C1 jkS 11

j

kRD R

R
CGds,

~2!

whereR is the vector between the surface elementds and
the positionx, n the surface normal,C in the argument of the
integral the field value onS, and k the wave number. The
productn•¹C5]C/]n is the derivative of the fieldC with
respect to the surface normaln. In order to obtain a predic-
tion of the directivity, the positionsx were chosen on a hemi-
sphere which was placed over the ear. The radius of the
hemisphere was chosen large enough to satisfy the condition
given in Eq.~1!. Because all positions on the surface of the
hemisphere differ only in direction and not in distance, the
normalized field amplitudesC~x! can be taken as estimates
of the directivityD.

The transformation from the time-domain finite-element
results to the frequency-domain representation used in Eq.
~2! as well as for the directivities was performed using the
Goertzel algorithm~Mitra, 2001!. Since directivity is a sta-
tionary system characterization, data points containing tran-
sients generated at the start of the time-domain simulation
were discarded prior to this transformation.

The directivity results were visualized using Lambert’s
azimuthal equal-area projection~Weisstein, 2002!. The
equal-area property of this projection is desirable for the vi-
sualization of directivities, because the relative cross-
sectional area of lobes in the beam patterns can be compared
in the map. At the same time, the projection keeps distortions
of lobe shape close to the theoretical minimum, even if a
large portion of the directivity~up to a hemisphere! is shown
in a single map.

The combination of directivity and spherical spreading
losses, like the geometrical attenuation included in Eq.~1!,
results in the formation of three-dimensional ‘‘sound
beams:’’ in the directions where the directivity has a~local!
maximum, sensitivity falls below a given threshold at a
larger distance than for the directions of the adjacent~local!
minima. These sound beams were visualized by rendering of
iso-sensitivity surfaces. Since directivity is also a function of
frequency, there is a different isosurface for each frequency.
Isosurfaces for a set of linearly spaced frequencies were ren-
dered with different gray levels and overlaid in one image to
allow for an easy comparison of the sound beam patterns.

The isosurfaces were generated by evaluating the prod-
uct of directivity and spherical spreading given in Eq.~1!.
Absorption as a source of spreading loss was not considered
for the sake of simplicity, since only the effect of the
frequency-dependent effect of directivity was to be visual-
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ized in a three-dimensional way. To this end, it suffices that
the directivity is multiplied with a term which is a monotone
decreasing function of distance and independent of direction.

III. RESULTS

A. Robustness

1. Influence of the excitation source

A comparison of directivity results which were not nor-
malized for each frequency~not shown! indicated a strong
effect of the chosen excitation source~piston and point
source!. In the normalized directivities~Fig. 5!, however,
only minor differences were found and the overall shape of
the directivities was the same for both sources.

Therefore, the choice of the source affected primarily
the overall sensitivity as a function of frequency, but it had
only a negligible effect on how this sensitivity depended on
direction for any given frequency.

2. Influence of random shape distortions

The influence of shape distortion on directivity estimates
was tested over a range of values for the standard deviation
of the magnitude of the random displacements. The tested
values resulted in distortions ranging from very slight to ma-
jor ~Fig. 3!. Directivity patterns estimated for example real-
izations~Fig. 6! were found to be consistent with the notion
that—in general—larger shape distortions can be expected to
result in larger changes in the directivity patterns. Small
shape distortions~standard deviation,0.1 mm, i.e.,;2/3 of
a finite-element edge length; see Fig. 6! did not alter the
pattern of the major lobes in the directivity; the location,
shape, and relative weight of these features were largely pre-
served. Larger shape distortions did change the overall lay-
out of the directivity pattern, although some common fea-
tures were identifiable even for the largest shape distortion
shown here~standard deviation 0.46 mm; see Fig. 3 for a
rendering of the tested realization!. From the examples ex-
amined, it was not apparent that the degree to which shape
distortions changed the directivity pattern was dependent on
frequency. Hence, it cannot be said that within the studied
frequency band~25–75 kHz! low-frequency directivities
were more or less susceptible to shape distortion than high
frequencies.

B. Tragus rotation and directivities

Rotation of the tragus had a clear, systematic effect on
the directivity pattern in the medium frequency range stud-
ied. Between;35 and;50 kHz, the strength—and to some
extent the location and shape—of an extensive, asymmetric
~one-sided! sidelobe was dependent on tragus rotation. In the
upright tragus position~0°!, the sidelobe had the highest rela-
tive sensitivity; it was gradually attenuated as the tragus was
rotated out of the pinna aperture~see Figs. 7 and 8!.

While tragus rotation did result in a large number of
small changes to the directivity, the effect on the asymmetric
sidelobe stands out by virtue of its magnitude and systematic
nature. For frequencies below 35 kHz~e.g., 30 kHz in Fig.
7!, no sidelobe is formed, and the effect of tragus rotation on
the directivity pattern is minor. For frequencies above 50
kHz, sidelobes are common, but none of them was found to
show a systematic dependence on tragus rotation. The results
for 53 kHz in Fig. 7 are an example of a strong sidelobe in
this frequency band; like the broad main lobe at 30 kHz, it is
largely unaffected by the tragus rotation. At a higher fre-
quency resolution~Fig. 8!, it is evident that the orientation of
the asymmetric sidelobe depends on frequency in a system-
atic fashion: the sidelobe shifts to higher elevations as fre-
quency increases.

C. Wave field correlates

In the wave fields simulated inside the computational
domain of the finite-element model effects were found which
showed a systematic dependence on tragus rotation. This de-
pendence paralleled the effects seen in the directivities. The
effects were particularly obvious in the phase component of
monochromatic wave fields. In the frequency band of the
asymmetric sidelobe, rotation of the tragus caused systematic

FIG. 5. Comparison of directivity pattern estimates for two different sources
of excitation~point and piston source, columns!. The directivities are nor-
malized individually for each of the frequencies~rows! shown. The graphs
show Lambert’s azimuthal equal-area projections of the directivity.
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shifts in wave field phase in two regions: on the outer side of
the tragus, in the area where the tragus obstructed the direct
line of sight from the source in the ear canal, and inside and
upwards from the tragus~Fig. 9!.

Taking the wave field phase values at 60° tragus rota-
tion, where the sidelobe is strongly attenuated, as a reference,
it can be seen that phase angles in the former region tend to
be larger than the reference, whereas those in the latter tend
to be smaller~Fig. 9!. The extent of the phase advance region
increases as the tragus is rotated upwards. Likewise, the re-
gion of phase lag changes shape and the lag magnitude in-
creases~Fig. 9!. In a quantitative comparison of phase values
along a transect which cuts through both regions, it was

found that a strict ordering of phase magnitudes according to
tragus rotation exists~Fig. 10!. In the phase advance region,
upward rotations of the tragus always resulted in larger phase
values, whereas in the phase lag region the reverse was the
case.

D. Comparison with simple model shape

In general, the directivity patterns predicted for the aug-
mented truncated horn were found to be quite different from
those predicted for the bat outer ear. However, despite the
overall dissimilarity, an asymmetric sidelobe was found to be

FIG. 6. Directivity estimates for ex-
ample realizations of distorted shapes.
The graphs show Lambert’s azimuthal
equal-area projections of the normal-
ized directivity. The corresponding
shape realizations for 0, 0.12, 0.23,
and 0.46 mm are shown in Fig. 3.
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present at 34.5 kHz which showed the same dependence on
tragus/flap rotation as the sidelobe seen in the natural ear
shape~Fig. 11!.

It was strongest in the upright position of the flap and
systematically decreased in sensitivity gain as the flap was
rotated downward out of the aperture.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The directivity pattern of the bat pinna shape studied
here arises from sound diffraction at a rather complicated
shape devoid of any symmetry which could be used to sim-
plify treatment. Furthermore, since the wavelengths and the
size of the outer ear and its structural features—such as the
tragus—are similar to each other, the approximations of geo-
metrical acoustics are not valid. The latter insight is not

taken into account by ideas which try to explain the acous-
tical properties of the pinna–tragus combination with distinct
‘‘secondary reflections’’ as alluded to in Lawrence and Sim-
mons~1982! and Wottonet al. ~1995!. Instead, an impinging
wave is diffracted by the entire shape and the interactions
between different parts of the shape~e.g., tragus and pinna!
are a continuous process rather than one which could be
readily broken up into separate, time-discrete effects. In such
a situation, a numerical approach offers the only access to
the mechanisms which cause the functionally significant fea-
tures of the directivity pattern.

A. Robustness and validity of the results

Because no information on the motion pattern of the
tympanic membrane in the big brown bat is available, an
arbitrary choice for the acoustic excitation source to be used

FIG. 7. The effect of tragus rotation~rows! on a large
asymmetric sidelobe of the directivity pattern. Shown is
an example of a directivity pattern with sidelobe for 45
kHz ~center column, approximate sidelobe location
marked by an arrow!. Examples of directivities for fre-
quencies below~30 kHz! and above~53 kHz! where the
effect is absent are shown for comparison. The tragus is
pointing approximately to the left in the graphs; the
corresponding tragus rotations are shown in Fig. 2. The
graphs show Lambert’s azimuthal equal-area projec-
tions of the normalized directivity.
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in the simulation had to be made. However, the comparison
of the results for two very different source choices tested
~piston and point source! indicates that this is not a relevant
issue for the prediction of directivities: while the nature of
the source does affect the overall transfer function of the ear,
i.e., the spectral weighting across frequency bands, it does
have only a minor effect on normalized directivities, i.e., the
spatial weighting within a given frequency band. These ex-
perimental results are in agreement with theoretical predic-
tions ~Fletcher, 1992!: if a source is placed at one end of a
pipe which has a diameter smaller than the wavelength, the
wavefront at the other end of the pipe will be planar to a very
good approximation, irrespective of the source type. The pre-
served portion of the ear canal represents a pipe for which
the scale condition~wavelength larger than pipe diameter!
holds for all frequencies considered here. Therefore, both
theoretical considerations and experimental results corrobo-
rate the notion that directivity patterns can be predicted with-
out knowing the motion pattern of the tympanic membrane.
Inaccessibility of the overall frequency transfer function does
not affect the objective of the work reported here, namely
understanding the spatial sensitivity distribution generated
by the pinna. The directivities of the sonar emission and the
pinna are the only two points along the sonar communication
channel where the spatial sensitivity of the system can be
controlled. Understanding the spatial characteristics at these
two stages is hence of prime importance. In contrast to this,
the overall frequency transfer function is not a spatial prop-
erty and may be controlled at any internal stage of the chan-
nel.

Because only a single ear was used for this study, some
sources of variability in ear shape such as individual and
gender differences, geographical variation, and postmortem
changes cannot be considered. All these factors have the po-
tential for introducing a considerable amount of variability,
an assessment of which would most likely require the study
of a fairly large sample. However, the shape distortion ex-
periments~see Sec. II B! address this issue by taking a boot-
strap approach which creates variability around the sample in
order to assess the robustness of the results. Two insights can
be gained from the outcome of these experiments: first, the
change in directivity as the structure is perturbed is gradual
and the basic shape of the directivity is lost only as pertur-
bations get fairly large. This demonstrates that the results are
robust against small errors introduced by sample mounting
and the shape estimation procedure. Second, larger shape
distortions can alter the directivity pattern thoroughly, even if
the basic pinna–tragus combination is left intact. This find-
ing offers an experimental corroboration of the fundamental
insight that diffraction effects integrated over the entire
shape are responsible for the functional~directivity! proper-
ties. The specific combination of properties seen in the ear
sample, i.e., an asymmetric sidelobe, which occurs over a
fairly wide frequency band, has a frequency-dependent axis
and a sensitivity controlled by tragus rotation, likely to de-
pend on several aspects of this particular shape. However,
the results obtained for the augmented obliquely truncated
horn model~see Sec. III D! demonstrate that some individual
aspects of the overall behavior can be reproduced by a model

FIG. 8. Three-dimensional iso-sensitivity surfaces for different tragus rota-
tions and frequencies. For each tragus rotation, isosurfaces for frequencies
from 25 to 75 kHz in steps of 500 Hz are rendered. Dark-gray values
correspond to low frequencies, brighter grays to higher frequencies. The
asymmetric sidelobe affected by the tragus rotation is marked by an arrow.
The ear shapes are shown as a reference for the orientation of the isosurfaces
with respect to the ear. They are 703 magnified with respect to the direc-
tivities and displaced outside the isosurfaces to provide an unobstructed
view.
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which shares very little structural detail with the original ear
shape.

Besides the validity issues discussed above, it should be
noted that the results presented here solely pertain to the
shape of the pinna. In doing so, two simplifying assumptions
were made: first, it was assumed that the air–pinna boundary
is perfectly reflecting. This simplification is motivated by the
large difference between the acoustic impedances of air
~;413 rayl under the simulated air properties! and tissue~on
the order of magnitude of 106 rayl). Second, the shape of the
pinna was considered in isolation rather than together with
the head. This was necessitated by the limited size of the
tomographic imaging volume. While it can be expected that
the major shaping influence on the directivity pattern is ex-
erted by the structures which immediately surround the
opening of the ear canal, it is possible that parts of the head
which are close to the pinna have a modifying influence.
This is particularly likely for the lower frequencies where the
distance is smaller in terms of the number of wavelengths
needed to span it.

B. Directivities and the role of the tragus

The directivity D(f,u,v) is a complete description of
the spatial sensitivity of an antenna in the far field. However,

it is a function of three variables, two angles~f,u! and fre-
quency~v!, which poses a challenge for visualization. Head-
related transfer functions are one method for making the di-
rectivity accessible: for selected combinations of angle
values~f and u!, a one-dimensional function of sensitivity
gain versus frequency is plotted. Since the spatial variables
~f,u! only appear as labels on a set of one-dimensional func-
tions, head-related transfer functions are a poor choice for
making the spatial dimension of the directivity accessible. In
the spatial view presented here, a two-dimensional function
of the spatial variables is plotted for a set of selected fre-
quency values. If the directivity functions are plotted as a
two-dimensional map~as done in Figs. 5, 6, 7, and 11!, this
necessitates one graph for each frequency. From such maps,
the shape of the directivity for a single frequency can be
readily assessed, if an adequate map projection is chosen.
The choice of the projection is important, since the spatial
relations on the surface of a sphere can never be accurately
represented in a plane. Therefore, a carefully considered
compromise has to be made. Plots using azimuth and eleva-
tion as Cartesian coordinates@as presented in Wotton and
Jenison ~1997!# heavily distort spatial relationships and
hence are difficult to read. Irrespective of the chosen projec-
tion, comparing the directivities obtained for different, fixed

FIG. 9. Difference in wave field phase for a monochro-
matic field of 45 kHz. The reference is 60° tragus rota-
tion. Depicted is the difference between the phase val-
ues of the fields obtained for the other rotations~45° to
0°! and the reference; the corresponding tragus rota-
tions are shown in Fig. 2. Positive values indicate a
smaller reference.

FIG. 10. Wave field phase values along a linear transect
through computational domain. The wave field is
monochromatic~excitation frequency 45 kHz!. Top
graph: phase values~coded by gray values! for upright
tragus position~0°! and location of the transect~dashed
line!. Bottom graph: phase values along the transect for
all tragus rotations tested. Forward phase shifts with
smaller tragus rotation angles are enclosed by the el-
lipse, phase lags by the square. The interruptions in all
curves but the one for 0° at positions in the vicinity of
7.5 mm are due to the transect cutting through the tra-
gus for these shapes. The corresponding tragus rotations
are shown in Fig. 2.
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frequencies requires superimposing two or more maps on
each other mentally, since a graphical superposition would
become cluttered quickly. This encumbers obtaining an un-
derstanding of the directivity as a function of all three inde-
pendent variables. Three-dimensional renderings of sensitiv-
ity gain isosurfaces for different frequencies can be
superimposed on each other in a single graph~see Fig. 8!.
While occlusions of one surface by another hide some detail,
these renderings provide an intuitive overall view of sensi-
tivity gain as a joint function of spatial variables and fre-
quency.

The numerical simulation and visualization approach
taken here has produced a concise description of the impact
the tragus has on the spatial sensitivity of the outer ear in the
big brown bat: it causes the formation of an asymmetric side-
lobe limited to a certain frequency band~here;35 to ;50
kHz! and the direction the sidelobe is pointing in shifts
smoothly upwards with frequency~see Fig. 8!. These find-
ings are at least in qualitative agreement with transfer func-
tion data presented in Wottonet al. ~1995!, where a spectral
notch was observed which shifted upwards in frequency
~from ;45 to ;55 kHz! as a function of elevation. An ex-
ample of directivity gains from the present numerical results
arranged as a function of one directional angle~defined as
elevation! and frequency shows a similar behavior~Fig. 12!.

A precise match between these data and the measure-
ment results of Wottonet al. ~1995! is not to be expected,
because of individual differences between animals, estima-
tion errors associated with both physical measurements and
numerical predictions, and—probably most importantly—the
arbitrary nature of the choices made in positioning the azi-

FIG. 11. In the directivity patterns predicted for the augmented obliquely
truncated horn~see Fig. 4!, an asymmetric sidelobe can be seen for a fre-
quency of 34.5 kHz~approximate location indicated by triangle!, which
exhibits a similar dependence on tragus rotation as found for the natural bat
ear shape~see Fig. 7!. The graphs show Lambert’s azimuthal equal-area
projections of the normalized directivity; the flap modeling the tragus is
pointing to the bottom of the graphs.

FIG. 12. Example of directivity gains as a function of one angle~elevation!
and frequency. Directivity gains are normalized for each elevation value.
The foot plate of the shape~see Fig. 1! is aligned with the azimuthal plane
and zero elevation is at the equator.
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muthal plane and the origins of azimuth and elevation. The
three-dimensional view presented here puts the results on
moving spectral notches into a spatial perspective: occur-
rence of a spectral notch at a certain frequency in the head-
related transfer function for a certain direction means that
this direction coincided with the direction of the spatial notch
in the directivity for that particular frequency. Moreover, a
full view of the directivity can be used as a basis for assess-
ing the role of the outer ear in a different class of biosonar
estimation tasks. Head-related transfer functions are useful
system descriptions in estimation tasks which can be per-
formed by spectral template matching. Elevation estimation
for targets with transfer functions which do not obscure the
spectral templates is an example of such a task. However,
this estimation approach cannot be extended to biosonar es-
timation tasks which involve extended targets with many re-
flecting facets~Müller and Kuc, 2000!. For these tasks, the
spatial view presented here is more useful because it reveals
the spatial weighting imposed on a random spatial distribu-
tion of scatters by the outer ear.

C. Wave field correlates

Digital shape manipulations allow well-localized and
quantifiable changes to the outer-ear shape to be made. This
was used in the tragus rotation experiment and revealed that
the strength of the asymmetric sidelobe was strictly decreas-
ing over five successive steps of outward tragus rotation.
These findings not only establish a convincing correlation
between the tragus and sidelobe formation, they also provide
a starting point for the search of further correlates closer to
the cause of these effects. Correlates matching the monotone
relationship between tragus position and sidelobe strength
for the entire sequence of rotation values are likely to be
nonrandom and linked to the mechanism by which tragus
rotation controls sidelobe strength. The identified changes in
the phase of the simulated wave field meet this criterion: the
extent of the phase-shift regions as well as the magnitude of
the phase shifts showed a monotone dependence on tragus
rotation.

Wave field properties in the immediate vicinity of the
diffracting structure are interesting, because the causes of
sidelobe formation must be localized where diffraction takes
place. A hypothesis for a mechanism of sidelobe control
must link the changes in shape to changes in the wave field
in the vicinity of the structure, and these wave field changes
to the far-field directivity. As to the latter step, it may be
hypothesized that the two observed phase shifts in the out-
going wavefront—forward on the outside and backwards in-
side and above the tragus—cause destructive interference in
the direction of the notch, which separates main- and side-
lobe, and constructive interference in the direction of the
sidelobe maximum. As to the link between shape- and wave-
field-changes, the phase advance on the outside of the tragus
may be attributed to diffraction around the tragus. If a wave
has to travel further to a certain point in space, its phase will
be advanced at that point. As the tragus is rotated outward
and out of the direction of sound propagation, the region
accessible only through diffraction around the tragus shrinks,
as was observed for the phase advance region. The connec-

tion between the observed phase lag and the properties of the
shape is not as readily made as for the phase advance. It may
depend on less well-localized diffraction effects and hence
requires further analysis.

D. Insights from simple shape models

Simplified shape models have the potential to facilitate
the analysis of the physical mechanism linking tragus rota-
tion and sidelobe formation. In order to qualify as a compre-
hensive model, they should reproduce all salient properties
of the sidelobe seen in the natural pinna shape, in particular
its dependence on tragus rotation and on frequency. The re-
sults presented here for the augmented obliquely truncated
horn model show only the reproduction of one property, a
sidelobe strength which depends on tragus rotation. They did
not show the gradual dependence of sidelobe orientation on
frequency. Instead, the directivity pattern changed pro-
foundly, even for slight changes in frequency. Therefore, at
present, this particular model shape could only be used to
study one aspect of the effect. These results do not prove,
however, that the general shape model is incapable of repro-
ducing the sidelobe behavior of the bat outer ear in a more
comprehensive fashion. This may still be possible for a dif-
ferent set of shape parameters. Further results on the aug-
mented obliquely truncated horn model published elsewhere
~Müller and Hallam, 2004! demonstrate that interactions be-
tween the tragus and shape features of the pinna~e.g., a
surface ripple! take place and can have a profound effect on
the directivity. Because this expands the parameter space be-
yond what has been presented here, finding a suitable com-
bination of parameter values would certainly require a major
search effort, which could be undertaken using a numerical
searching technique, for instance a genetic algorithm.

E. Tragus rotation as a control mechanism

Tragus rotations were performed here as an experimen-
tal method to firmly establish that the tragus is the cause for
the large asymmetric sidelobe. However, many bat species,
including the big brown bat, show intricate patterns of ear
movement~Valentineet al., 2002!. If muscular actuation of
the ear allowed some of these species to control tragus rota-
tion relative to the pinna, these animals would also have
control over certain aspects of their ear directivities. Since
only the relative position of tragus and pinna matters, this
does not necessarily require that the tragus itself is being
moved. A fixed tragus and a mobile pinna or a bit of mobility
on both sides would be alternative ways to achieve the same
effect. If the pinna were to be moved, however, this would
most likely imply a coupling between the overall orientation
of the directivity function~controlled by where the pinna is
pointing! and its shape. A—hypothetical—bat with a combi-
nation of the suitable ear mobility and a tragus with a similar
functional significance as in the big brown bat would have
control over the extent to which a sidelobe is present in its
directivity. Such a bat could extend or retract the sidelobe
whenever it facilitates achieving its sensing objectives. A
comparison of echoes received with and without the sidelobe
being present in the directivity pattern would allow the clas-
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sification of echo features as being caused by targets in the
direction of the main lobe or by targets in the direction of the
sidelobe. This classification could be performed even if
main- and sidelobe were both populated with a large number
of scattering facets which would prohibit the application of
conventional direction estimation techniques. In such a case,
the sidelobe could be used like the side view or rear-view
mirror of a car, to which the driver can attend at will, when-
ever deemed necessary.
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2 f 1- f 2 and 2f 2- f 1 distortion product otoacoustic emissions~DPOAEs! were recorded from both
ears of male and femaleRana pipiens pipiensandRana catesbeiana. The input-output~I/O! curves
obtained from the amphibian papilla~AP! of both frog species are analogous to I/O curves recorded
from mammals suggesting that, similarly to the mammalian cochlea, there may be an amplification
process present in the frog AP. DPOAE level dependence on L1-L2 is different from that in
mammals and consistent with intermodulation distortion expectations. Therefore, if a mechanical
structure in the frog inner ear is functioning analogously to the mammalian basilar membrane, it
must be more broadly tuned. DPOAE audiograms were obtained for primary frequencies spanning
the animals’ hearing range and selected stimulus levels. The results confirm that DPOAEs are
produced in both papillae, withR. catesbeianaproducing stronger emissions thanR. p. pipiens.
Consistent with previously reported sexual dimorphism in the mammalian and anuran auditory
systems, females of both species produce stronger emissions than males. Moreover, it appears that
2 f 1- f 2 in the frog is generated primarily at the DPOAE frequency place, while 2f 2- f 1 is generated
primarily at a frequency place around the primaries. Regardless of generation place, both emissions
within the AP may be subject to the same filtering mechanism, possibly the tectorial
membrane. ©2004 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1811571#

PACS numbers: 43.80.Lb, 43.64.Jb@JAS# Pages: 3713–3726

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background—definitions

Distortion product otoacoustic emissions~DPOAEs!
arise when the ear is stimulated acoustically by two sinu-
soidal signals~primaries! with appropriately chosen frequen-
cies (f 1 , f 2) and stimulus levels (L1 , L2) ~e.g., Kemp, 1979;
Probst et al., 1991!. In human subjects, otoacoustic emis-
sions~OAEs! in general are often used for clinical diagnostic
screening of frequency-dependent cochlear function.
DPOAEs may be used for early screening of outer hair cell
~OHC! damage~e.g., Lonsbury-Martinet al., 1993; Stover
et al., 1996; Wagner and Plinkert, 1999!, for monitoring in-
ner ear function after exposure to ototoxic drugs and/or noise
~e.g., Brownet al., 1989; Emmerichet al., 2000!, for diag-
nosis of middle ear damage~e.g., Owenset al., 1992, 1993;
Zhang and Abbas, 1997!, and may also be used for assessing
OHC maturation in premature babies~e.g., Abdala, 2000!. In
addition, OAEs have provided noninvasive means of exam-

ining inner ear mechanisms in mammals~e.g., Maisonet al.,
1997; Shera and Guinan, 2003! and other vertebrates~e.g.,
Rosowskiet al., 1984!, as well as in insects~e.g., Kössl and
Boyan, 1998!. The present study uses DPOAE recordings
from two frog species to examine hearing mechanisms in the
frog ear.

The vast majority of physiological and psychophysical
studies involving DPOAEs concentrate on the 2f 1- f 2 distor-
tion product, principally because it usually represents the
strongest DPOAE and therefore the easiest one to measure.
OAEs, including DPOAEs, originate in the inner ear and, in
most mammals, have been linked to outer hair cell~OHC!
motility and receptor potential~Probstet al., 1991; Robles
and Ruggero, 2001!. More specifically, the shape of mamma-
lian DPOAE input/output~I/O! curves ~i.e., compressive
growth at low stimulus levels, although not necessarily as
compressive as in the case of basilar membrane and hair cell
I/O curves! provides further evidence that may link DPOAE
generation to the cochlear amplifier, a process hypothesized
to account for the observed increased sensitivity of the mam-
malian ear at low stimulus levels and for the mammalian
ear’s compressive and saturating response as stimulus levels
increase from low to intermediate. Zhenget al. ~2000!
showed that prestin is the motor protein related to OHC mo-
tility, while Liberman et al. ~2002! demonstrated a direct
coupling between electrically stimulated OHC motility and
cochlear amplification. In general, DPOAE generation in
mammals has also been associated with the overlap of the

a!Portions of this work were presented at the 146th meeting of the Acoustical
Society of America@P. Vassilakis and P. M. Narins, J. Acoust. Soc. Am.
114, 2414~2003!#.

b!Present address: School of Music, De Paul University, 804 West Belden
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60614-3296. Electronic mail:
pantelis@acousticslab.com

c!Present address: Department of Otorhinolaryngology and Head and Neck
Surgery, University Hospital Maastricht, P.O. Box 5800, 6202 AZ Maas-
tricht, The Netherlands.
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primary tones’ basilar membrane~BM! disturbances.
DPOAEs have been recorded from the ears of all terres-

trial vertebrate classes, including most frog species tested.1

The presence of OAEs in general and DPOAEs in particular
in the frog raises numerous questions with regards to emis-
sion origin, especially due to the fact that the frog inner ear
has neither a BM~Capranica, 1976! nor morphologically dis-
tinct outer and inner hair cells~Lewis, 1977; Lewiset al.,
1982!. Based on observations that direct current injection
may influence both the frequencies and amplitudes of OAEs
~Wit et al., 1989!, Probstet al. ~1991! suggested that frog
OAEs may be related to the electrical tuning of hair cells.
Others ~e.g., Van Dijk et al., 2002! have suggested that
OAEs in frogs may be linked to spontaneous hair bundle
movement, which may be analogous to the previously men-
tioned OHC motility in mammals and has been shown to
occur in the bullfrog sacculus~Martin and Hudspeth, 1999!.
Hair bundle movement has been observedin vitro on several
nonmammalian vestibular organs~review in Hudspeth, 1997!
and the hearing organ of turtles~Crawford and Fettiplace,
1985!, andin vivo on the bobtail lizard~Manleyet al., 2001!.
Recently, hair bundle motility was also observed in rats
~Kennedyet al., 2003!.

The frog ear responds to airborne sound via two separate
hearing organs, the amphibian papilla~AP! and the basilar
papilla ~BP!. The AP nerve fibers are tuned to low and
middle frequencies while the BP fibers are tuned to high
frequencies~Feng et al., 1975!. More specifically, inR. p.
pipiens the AP responds best to frequencies approximately
within the range 100–1250 Hz, while the BP responds best
to frequencies approximately within the range 1250–2400
Hz, with a ‘‘break’’ in the frequency response of the two
papillae at approximately 1250 Hz~Ronken, 1991!. In R.
catesbeiana, the AP range is approximately 100–1100 Hz
and the BP range is approximately 1100–1700 Hz, with the
frequency response border at approximately 1100 Hz~Feng
et al., 1975; Lewiset al., 1982!. The present study reveals
similarities in the behavior of DPOAEs originating in the
frog AP and the mammalian cochlea, supporting analogies
between these two organs. Several such analogies and dis-
tinctions have already been pointed out~Lewis and Narins,
1999!, guiding the present study.

B. Exploration of the stimulus parameter space

The results of parametric studies~e.g., Whiteheadet al.,
1995a, b; Knight and Kemp, 2000; Kummeret al., 2000;
Mills, 2002; Schneideret al., 2003! have revealed a complex
interrelationship between DPOAE levels and the four-
dimensional primary-tone parameter space and have guided
mammalian models of DPOAE generation~e.g., Shera and
Guinan, 1999; Talmadgeet al., 1998, 1999; Tubiset al.,
2000; Knight and Kemp, 2000; Faheyet al., 2000; Lukash-
kin et al., 2002; Mills, 2002!. The precise relationship may
not be the same for all mammals, but it exhibits several
distinguishing trends. As an example, a generally accepted
protocol leading to optimal DPOAE generation within the
frequency ranges of interest in clinical DPOAE measure-
ments includes the following

~a! 1.2< f 2 / f 1<1.25.2 Shera and Guinan~1999!, Faulstich
and Kössl ~2000!, and others have argued that this
value must be at leastf 2 / f 151.15, to avoid phase
complications. In human subjects,f 2 / f 151.22 results
in the strongest 2f 1- f 2 emissions~Probstet al., 1991!.

~b! L1<65 dB SPL. For most mammals, DPOAE I/O
curves show saturation at stimulus levels around 60–70
dB SPL ~Probstet al., 1991!, followed by a DPOAE
level decrease.

~c! 5 dB<L1-L2<10 dB, for f 2 / f 1>1.2 ~e.g., Whitehead
et al., 1995a, b; Kummeret al., 2000; Faheyet al.,
2000!. As primary-tone levels become higher and/or
frequency ratio becomes smaller, this level difference
becomes increasingly unnecessary for the maximiza-
tion of DPOAE levels.

In frog DPOAE studies, the selection of primary tone param-
eters has in general been less systematic. For example, Van
Dijk et al. ~2002! usedf 2 / f 151.1 and L15L2590 dB SPL.
Van Dijk and Manley ~2001! used
1.05< f 2 / f 1<1.5 and 37<L15L2<85 dB SPL, but only re-
ported the relationship between DPOAE audiograms and
f 2 / f 1 . In the absence of both a full parametric study and a
theoretical model of DPOAE generation customized to the
amphibian ear, parameter choices have been based on mam-
malian theoretical grounds, on DPOAE data from studies on
other nonmammals, or on a trial-and-error basis.3

The present work provides a more systematic explora-
tion of the primary-tone parameter space in frogs. DPOAE
amplitudes were recorded from two ranid frog species in a
series of experiments that examine the dependence of
DPOAE amplitude on the absolute frequencies and on the
absolute and relative levels of the primaries. In addition, we
examined the effects of frog species and sex on DPOAE
levels, controlling for possible effects of the degree of anes-
thesia.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Stimulus parameter space

The dependence of frog DPOAE levels on primary-tone
frequency ratio ~explored extensively in mammals, e.g.,
Knight and Kemp, 2000; Schneideret al., 2003! was not
addressed in the present study and the primary-tone fre-
quency ratio was set atf 2 / f 151.15 for all experiments. In
the absence to date of a parametric study examining the re-
lationship between DPOAEs andf 2 / f 1 in the frog, this value
was chosen based on the previously mentioned recommen-
dation (f 2 / f 1>1.15) and to facilitate comparison with pre-
vious frog research~Van Dijk et al., 2002: f 2 / f 151.1).4

More specifically, the study addresses the following primary-
tone parameters:

~a! Frequency range: For the DPOAE audiograms, the
primary-tone frequencies were selected based on the
tuning characteristics of theR. p. pipiensandR. cates-
beianaears, spanning the frequency range of each pa-
pilla ~AP and BP! and at frequency steps approximately
equal to or less than 10% off 1 .
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~b! Primary-tone absolute levels: DPOAE I/O curves were
obtained for equal-level primaries. Highest DPOAE
levels and lowest DPOAE thresholds have in general
been measured for primaries within the frequency
ranges associated with the most sensitive hearing re-
gions of the species examined~Probstet al., 1991!. Ad-
ditionally, there is a close relationship between audi-
tory threshold and EOAE levels~Wagner and Plinkert,
1999!. Therefore, for the DPOAE I/O curves,f 1 was
selected so that all frequencies of interest (f 1 , f 2 ,
2 f 1- f 2 , 2 f 2- f 1) fell near the center of each papilla’s
frequency range.

~c! Primary-tone relative levelsDPOAE audiograms were
also obtained for unequal levels of the primaries
(0<uL1-L2u<10 dB) from R. p. pipiensat 300< f 1

<1600. The frequency range examined was selected
based on the tuning characteristics of theR. p. pipiens’
AP.

B. Subjects and procedure

DPOAEs were recorded from both ears of

~a! Ten northern leopard frogs~R. p. pipiens!, five males
~body mass 25.04–54.31 g, snout-vent length 6.08–
8.08 cm, cranial width 2.09–3.05 cm, tympanic mem-
brane diameter 0.41–0.53 cm! and five females~body
mass 26.59–56.02 g, snout-vent length 6.94–7.61 cm,
cranial width 2.32–2.57 cm, tympanic membrane di-
ameter 0.41–0.52 cm! and

~b! Ten bullfrogs~R. catesbeiana!, five males~body mass
267–370 g, snout-vent length 15.29–17.41 cm, cranial
width 5.24–5.95 cm, tympanic membrane diameter
1.63–2.16 cm! and five females~body mass 300–435
g, snout-vent length 14.76–17.55 cm, cranial width
4.82–6.02 cm, tympanic membrane diameter 1.21–
1.48 cm!.

DPOAE amplitudes are thought to be independent of stimu-
lation side~i.e., left versus right ears! and hearing loss in one
ear of a subject does not affect emission levels in the other
~Probstet al., 1991; Kastanioudakiset al., 2003!. Therefore,
each ear tested in our study was considered a separate data
point.

The same subjects participated in all experiments, per-
formed in a single session per subject, lasting 4–9 h. Ani-
mals were anaesthetized with an intramuscular injection of
pentobarbital sodium solution~Nembutal, Abbott Laborato-
ries, 50 mg/ml:;0.9– 1.0m l/g body mass! and were cov-
ered with wet gauze that was regularly moistened with water
to facilitate cutaneous respiration. Measurements began be-
tween approximately 1.5 and 3 h after Nembutal injection,
with the animals deeply anesthetized~no toe-pinch or eye
reflex and no acoustic artifacts—i.e., breathing/swallowing
noise—in the recorded signal!. Some of the DPOAE mea-
surements onR. p. pipienswere repeated 5–6 h later under
light anesthesia~all reflexes had returned and there were
acoustic artifacts present in the microphone signal! to control
for possible effects of the degree of anesthesia on emission
levels.5

C. Equipment and signal analysis parameters

Measurements were performed in a single-wall sound-
attenuating chamber with the subjects placed on a vibration
isolation table~Newport VH Isostation!. Emissions were re-
corded with a probe assembly~ER-10C, Etymotic Research,
Elkgrove, IL! that includes a sensitive microphone connected
to a preamplifier~amplification: 20 dB! and two miniature
speakers. The ER-10C probe is designed and calibrated for
use with human subjects. Since the frog species examined
have no ear canals, the probe ear-tip was placed inside a
plastic tube, which was coupled to the frog ear by placing its
open end adjacent to the skin around the tympanic mem-
brane. The small gap between the plastic tube and the frog’s
head was sealed using high vacuum grease, a silicone lubri-
cant. The integrity of the acoustic seal was tested using a
sweep tone~WG1 waveform generator, Tucker-Davis Tech-
nologies, Alachua, FL! to ensure that sound level loss at 250
Hz due to diffraction was<5 dB, relative to the level mea-
sured at 1000 Hz. Because of the large differences in tym-
panic membrane diameter betweenR. p. pipiensand R.
catesbeianaand between male and femaleR. catesbeiana,
three different ‘‘ear canal’’ tubes were used:~1! R. p. pipiens:
diameter>0.95 cm, length>1.20 cm, volume>0.68 cm3;
~2! male R. catesbeiana: diameter>2.20 cm, length
>0.55 cm, volume>2.10 cm3, and ~3! femaleR. catesbei-
ana: diameter>1.25 cm, length>1.40 cm, volume
>1.72 cm3.

Primary frequencies (f 1) were selected within the range
240–3000 Hz6 and stimuli were generated using a Real Time
Processor~TDT-RP2!, controlled by software written in Mat-
lab ~version 12, MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA! and RPvds
~version 5.0, TDT, Alachua, FL!. The stimuli were fed to the
two miniature speakers on the probe via two attenuators
~TDT-PA4!, used for manual control of the signal levels. The

FIG. 1. DPOAE I/O curves (2f 1- f 2) from the AP (f 15600 Hz) of male
~-m-! and female~-h-! R. catesbeiana. Average DPOAE levels and standard
errors~ten ears each sex: both ears of five males and five females!. Although
there are level differences between male and female DPOAEs, the overall
shape of the I/O curves is similar regardless of subjects’ sex.
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probe’s microphone signal was fed to a frequency analyzer
~SRS-SR770 FFT Network Analyzer, Stanford Research Sys-
tems, Sunnyvale, CA!.7 The bandwidth of the Fourier analy-
sis changed as a function off 1 .8 For each stimulus tone-pair,
the DPOAE level reported was the maximum amplitude of
five adjacent analysis bands centered at the band containing
the DPOAE frequency. The noise level was calculated by
averaging the levels of 18 analysis bands surrounding the
five bands used to determine the DPOAE level. These
DPOAE- and noise-level calculation methods minimized the
influence of spectral leakage and gave noise levels compa-
rable to system distortion (;83 dB below the primaries for
L15L2>70 dB SPL and ;212 dB SPL for L15L2

,70 dB SPL!, but may have overestimated DPOAE levels
that were near the calculated noise floor. Therefore, any
emission levels in the results that are,3 dB above the esti-
mated noise-floor may be considered indistinguishable from
noise. All levels reported have been corrected to compensate
for the frequency response of the ER-10C microphone.

III. RESULTS

A. Experiment 1: DPOAE I ÕO curves

DPOAE I/O curves at 2f 1- f 2 and 2f 2- f 1 were obtained
for f 2 / f 151.15 and 35<L15L2 (61 dB) <85 dB SPL~in
2.5-dB steps! with f 15800 Hz~AP! and 1800 Hz~BP! for R.
p. pipiensand f 15600 Hz ~AP! and 1500 Hz~BP! for R.
catesbeiana. Although the absolute DPOAE amplitudes were
different for male and female subjects, the overall shapes of
DPOAE I/O curves within each species were similar between
the two sexes~Fig. 1!, so data obtained from male and fe-
male animals were averaged. Mean levels and standard er-
rors for each distortion product from each papilla and for
both species are displayed in Fig. 2.

In Fig. 2~a!, the 2f 1- f 2 DPOAE I/O curves obtained
from the AP of bothR. p. pipiensandR. catesbeianadisplay
non-monotonic growth. For low primary levels (,60 dB
SPL!, the DPOAE level growth rate is,1 dB/dB ~compres-
sive!, saturating at primary levels'60 dB SPL, turning
negative, and reaching a notch at primary levels'70 dB
SPL ('67 dB SPL forR. catesbeiana; '72 dB SPL forR. p.

FIG. 2. DPOAE I/O curves forf 2 / f 151.15 fromR. p. pipiens~-m-, f 15800 Hz, 1800 Hz! andR. catesbeiana~-h-, f 15600 Hz, 1500 Hz!. Average DPOAE
levels and standard errors~20 ears each species: both ears of five males and five females!. ~a! and ~b! 2 f 1- f 2 ; ~c! and ~d! 2 f 2- f 1 ; ~a! and ~c! AP; ~b! and
~d! BP.
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pipiens!. At higher primary levels, DPOAEs grow linearly at
a rate.1 dB/dB ('1.3– 2.2 dB/dB). The 2f 2- f 1 DPOAE
I/O curves obtained from the AP of both frog species@Fig.
2~c!# show similar trends but with no pronounced notches.
For primary frequencies in the BP frequency range@Figs.
2~b! and ~d!#, DPOAE levels are much lower than those re-
corded from the AP, with the DPOAE I/O curves for primary
levels ,70 dB being very close to the noise-floor. For pri-
mary levels.70 dB, the slopes of the DPOAE I/O curves
from the BP are similar to those from the AP. Also note that,
in the AP I/O curves forR. catesbeiana, the notch~or devia-
tion from linear growth! is observed at approximately the
same primary tone levels for both distortion products@Figs.
2~a! and 2~c!; L15L2>67 dB SPL#. This does not seem to
be the case in the AP I/O curves forR. p. pipiens. Here, the
notch in the 2f 1- f 2 I/O curve occurs at L15L2>72 dB SPL,
while the deviation from linear growth in the 2f 2- f 1 I/O
curve is observed at L15L2>67 dB SPL.

A portion of the same results~only R. p. pipiensand
50<L15L2 (61 dB) <70 dB SPL! is displayed in Fig. 3 in
the form of DP audiograms, for 300< f 1<1600 Hz. All in-
dividual DP-audiograms in Fig. 3 show fine-structure, i.e., a
periodic variation in DPOAE amplitude as a function of fre-
quency. The frequencies for which respective maxima and
minima in DPOAE amplitude were found did not change

across different DP-audiograms, indicating that the fine-
structure is independent of stimulus level. Similarly to Figs.
2~a! and~b!, Fig. 3 supports the observation that, for primary
frequencies in the AP and stimulus levels,70 dB there is a
compressive growth of DPOAE levels as primary levels in-
crease. This does not appear to be the case for primary fre-
quencies in the BP. More specifically, for both DPOAE com-
ponents@2 f 1- f 2 : Fig. 3~a!; 2 f 2- f 1 : Fig. 3~b!#, the L1 , L2

560 dB plot is close to the top of the graph for frequencies
in the AP (;,900 Hz) but in between the L1 , L2

557.5 dB and L1 , L2562.5 dB plots for frequencies in the
BP (;1000 Hz).

B. Experiment 2: DPOAE level dependence on
relative levels of primaries

The relationship between DPOAE level and L1-L2 was
examined inR. p. pipiens~both ears of five males and five
females! for 50<L1<60 dB SPL (L2560 dB SPL! and
50<L2<60 dB SPL (L1560 dB SPL!, with 0<uL1-L2u
<10 dB ~2.5-dB steps!, 300< f 1<1600 Hz, and
f 2 / f 151.15. Figure 4 displays the mean DPOAE levels for
each L1 , L2 combination atf 15800 and 1500 Hz. These
frequencies were selected to represent DPOAEs recorded
from each papilla. Similar responses were observed at other
frequencies~Fig. 5!. Again, although the absolute DPOAE
amplitudes were different for male and female subjects, there
were no significant sex differences in the shape/slopes of the
curves describing the relationship between L1-L2 and
DPOAE levels. Therefore, data obtained from male and fe-
male animals were averaged.

Independent of species, sex, and DPOAE (2f 1- f 2 or
2 f 2- f 1), strongest emissions were recorded foruL1-L2u50
or 2.5 dB. AsuL1-L2u increased, DPOAE amplitudes gradu-
ally dropped. Figure 5 displays the same results in the form
of DPOAE audiograms, showing maximum DPOAE levels
for L1-L2>0 for most frequencies tested and both 2f 1- f 2

and 2f 2- f 1 .

C. Experiment 3: DPOAE audiograms

1. AP versus BP; 2 f 1-f2 and 2 f 2-f1

DPOAE audiograms were obtained from both ears of all
subjects for 240< f 1<3000 Hz at ;0.1f 1 steps, with
L15L2560 dB SPL, andf 2 / f 151.15. Figure 6~R. p. pipi-
ens! and Fig. 7~R. catesbeiana! display the levels of 2f 1- f 2

and 2f 2- f 1 DPOAEs as a function of~a! stimulus frequency
f 1 , ~b! stimulus frequencyf 2 , and ~c! distortion product
~DP! frequency. Each plot includes a dashed vertical line that
indicates the approximate frequency value separating the fre-
quency ranges of the two papillae. For both species, the fre-
quency separation between the two papillae is based on neu-
ral tuning curve characteristics~R. p. pipiens: 1250 Hz,
Ronken, 1991;R. catesbaiena: 1100 Hz, Fenget al., 1975!.9

DPOAE data from both sexes were averaged. The error bars
in Figure 9 and 10 are an indication of the variability in the
male and female date.

In both figures, two distinct frequency regions can be
identified where relative maximum emission amplitudes are
found. These frequency regions correspond roughly to the

FIG. 3. DPOAE audiograms fromR. p. pipiens~average DPOAE levels
from 20 ears: both ears of five males and five females! for f 2 / f 151.15,
300< f 1<1600 Hz, and 50<L15L2<70 dB SPL. Only the AP may be ex-
hibiting compressive DPOAE level growth.~a! 2 f 1- f 2 ; ~b! 2 f 2- f 1 .
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frequency tuning of the AP~lower frequency region! and the
BP ~higher frequency region! of each species, respectively.
For the primary level tested~60 dB SPL!, the emission levels
recorded from the AP were higher than those recorded from
the BP.

Figure 6 indicates that, forR. p. pipiens, alignment of
the 2 f 1- f 2 DPOAE audiogram dip and the break in the fre-
quency coverage between the two papillae~1250 Hz;
Ronken, 1991! is best when 2f 1- f 2 amplitude is plotted as a
function of distortion product frequency@Fig. 6~c!#. For the
2 f 2- f 1 DPOAE, on the other hand, closest alignment occurs
when 2f 2- f 1 amplitude is plotted as a function off 2 @Fig.
6~b!#. Near alignment is also observed when this distortion
product is plotted as a function off 1 @Fig. 6~a!#. Similar
results were obtained forR. catesbeiana~Fig. 7!. All values
reported are averages.

To control for possible effects of the degree of anesthe-
sia on DPOAE amplitudes, the experiment was repeated 5–6
h later as the anesthesia was wearing off~eye and toe-pinch
reflexes accompanied by acoustic artifacts—i.e., breathing/
swallowing noise—in the recorded signal!. ‘‘Light’’ anesthe-
sia measurements were made on allR. p. pipiens for
300< f 1<1600 Hz, L15L2560 dB SPL, andf 2 / f 151.15.

The mean results are displayed in Fig. 8 and indicate that, for
the anesthetic agent used and the frequencies and levels
tested, degree of anesthesia did not affect DPOAE ampli-
tudes.

2. Female versus male; R. p. pipiens and R.
catesbeiana

Separate analyses of DPOAE data from male and female
R. p. pipiensand R. catesbeianarevealed clear sex differ-
ences in DPOAE levels. Figures 9 and 10 compare male and
female DPOAE audiograms, demonstrating that, in both spe-
cies, over most of the frequency range tested, and for the
levels of primary tones used, female subjects produce higher
emission levels than male subjects. This is more pronounced
in the BP.

With the exception of emissions from the high-
frequency end of the BP,R. catesbeianademonstrate larger
emission level differences between sexes and, as also indi-
cated in Fig. 2, larger emission levels in general.

FIG. 4. Average DPOAE levels and
standard errors versus L2 , for
L1560 dB @~a! and ~c!#, and versus
L1 , for L2560 dB @~b! and ~d!# from
R. p. pipiens~20 ears: both ears of five
males and five females!. Strongest
emissions were generally recorded for
L1'L2 . As expected, based on inter-
modulation distortion properties, the
level of each distortion product was
affected most by changes in the level
of its neighboring~in frequency! pri-
mary @~b! and ~c!#.
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IV. DISCUSSION

A. DPOAE I ÕO curves provide evidence of an AP
amplifier

The 2 f 1- f 2 I/O curves obtained from the AP of both
frog species tested@Figs. 1 and 2~a!# have a salient charac-
teristic in common with the DPOAE I/O curves obtained
from mammals: nonlinear, non-monotonic growth. The gen-
eral shape of I/O curves recorded in mammals is described in
a manner strikingly similar to the one used to describe the
2 f 1- f 2 DPOAE I/O AP curves obtained in our study@Fig.
2~a!# and, with the absence of a clear notch, to the one de-
scribing the 2f 2- f 1 DPOAE I/O AP curves@Fig. 2~c!#. The
slope of mammalian DPOAE I/O curves depends on the
stimulus levels used. For primary levels,60 dB SPL slopes
are <1 dB/dB. For intermediate stimulus levels (L15L2

'60– 70 dB SPL! the growth saturates, sometimes even re-
sulting in a decrease in DPOAE amplitude~i.e., a notch!. For
higher stimulus levels (L15L2.70 dB SPL! the slope in-
creases again, often to a value.1 dB/dB ~e.g., Probstet al.,
1991!. In mammals, it has been shown that DPOAE levels in
general~e.g., Knight and Kemp, 2000! and the exact shape
of the DPOAE I/O curves in particular~e.g., Mills, 2002!
depend on the distortion product under study, and on the

relative levels (L1-L2) and frequencies (f 2 / f 1) of the prima-
ries. In our DPOAE I/O experiment, L1-L2 and f 2 / f 1 were
not varied. The AP data, however, do exhibit differences in
I/O curve shapes between distortion products@Fig. 2~a! ver-
sus 2~c!#, with only the I/O curve for the 2f 1- f 2 DPOAE
exhibiting a clear notch. Our results are in general agreement
with the DPOAE I/O curve slopes measured by Meenderink
and Van dijk~2004! on R. p. pipiens, although, in their re-
sults, both the low- and high-level I/O slopes obtained from
the BP appear relatively steep.

Until recently, the main hypothesis~e.g., in Probstet al.,
1991! introduced to explain the DPOAE I/O curve shape
~especially the observed notches! in mammals assumes that
there is interference between 2 DPOAE components:10

~a! a level dependent, nonlinear component, which domi-
nates the recorded DPOAEs when the stimulus levels
are low but saturates for higher stimulus levels and

~b! a monotonic component that, as the stimulus levels in-

FIG. 5. DPOAE audiograms fromR. p. pipiens~average DPOAE levels
from 20 ears: both ears of five males and five females! for 0<uL1-L2u
<10 dB, 300< f 1<1600, and f 2 / f 151.15. At most frequencies tested,
highest DPOAE levels were recorded for L1-L2'0. ~a! 2 f 1- f 2 ; ~b!
2 f 2- f 1 .

FIG. 6. Average levels of the 2f 1- f 2 ~-m-! and 2 f 2- f 1 ~-h-! DPOAEs
from R. p. pipiens~20 ears: both ears of five males and five females! for
f 2 / f 151.15, L15L2560 dB SPL (62.5 dB), and 240< f 1<3000 Hz as a
function of ~a! f 1 , ~b! f 2 , and ~c! DP frequency. The dashed vertical line
marks the ‘‘break’’ in the frequency coverage of the AP and the BP~1250
Hz!. For 2 f 1- f 2 , the dip in the plot aligns best with the vertical line when
DPOAE level is plotted as a function of DP frequency~c!. For 2 f 2- f 1 , the
alignment is best when DPOAE level is plotted as a function off 2 ~b!,
although there is also near alignment in the plot plotted againstf 1 .
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crease and the level-dependent component saturates,
becomes dominant in the recorded DPOAEs.

The precise nature of these two components and their place
of origin are subjects of ongoing research.

Lukashkinet al. ~2002! proposed an alternative hypoth-
esis with subtle but important differences to the previous
one. Based on the observation that cochlear function impair-
ment results in an upward level shift of the DPOAE I/O
curve notch~as opposed to the downward level shift pre-
dicted by the earlier hypothesis! they concluded that DPOAE
I/O curve shapes can be accounted for by a single source: a
nonlinear amplifier with saturating I/O characteristics. A
similar hypothesis was introduced by Momet al. ~2001!
based on their observation that DPOAEs measured during
complete cochlear ischemia are highly vulnerable to mild
auditory fatigue induced prior to ischemia. Their results in-
dicate that there is no ‘‘passive’’ component in the response
of the mammalian cochlea and support the single-component
model. Whitehead~1998! and clinical data reviewed in Mar-
tin ~2002! also support such a model.11

The common thread in all explanations is the hypoth-

esized presence~whether on its own or along with some
other passive nonlinearity! of a saturating nonlinear inner ear
amplifier~i.e., cochlear amplifier!. The DPOAE I/O curves in
Fig. 2~a! of the present study, along with the fact that SOAEs
have been recorded from the frog AP, are consistent with the
inner ear amplifier hypothesis, despite the fact that the frog
ear lacks OHCs, believed to be at the center of the mamma-
lian ear’s amplification process.12 Amplification and OAEs,
in the AP of the frog, may be linked to spontaneous move-
ment of the hair cell bundle, which has been shown to occur
in the frog sacculus~Martin and Hudspeth, 1999!, while
there is indirect evidence that it may also occur in the mam-
malian ear~Kennedyet al., 2003!. In other words, hair cell
bundle movement in the frog AP may be analogous to OHC
and/or hair bundle motility in the mammalian ear.

For primary frequencies in the BP, DPOAE levels were
much lower than those recorded from the AP. The portions of
the DPOAE I/O curves that are distinguishable from the
noise-floor appear monotonic, implying that, in contrast to
the AP, an amplification mechanism may not be present in
the frog BP. This potential difference is consistent with the
absence of SOAEs in the frog BP~Van Dijk et al., 1989! and
the differential physiological vulnerability of frog DPOAEs

FIG. 7. Average levels of the 2f 1- f 2 ~-m-! and 2 f 2- f 1 ~-h-! DPOAEs
from R. catesbeiana~20 ears: both ears of five males and five females! for
f 2 / f 151.15, L15L2560 dB SPL (62.5 dB), and 240< f 1<3000 Hz as a
function of ~a! f 1 , ~b! f 2 , and~c! DP frequency. The alignment between the
dip in the audiograms and the frequency coverage border between the AP
and the BP follows the same pattern as in theR. p. pipiensdata~Fig. 6!.

FIG. 8. DPOAE audiograms fromR. p. pipiens~average DPOAE levels
from 20 ears: both ears of five males and five females! for f 2 / f 151.15,
L15L2560 dB SPL, and 300< f 1<1600 Hz, recorded from the same ani-
mals while heavily and lightly anesthetized. No systematic effect of the
degree of anesthesia on DPOAE levels was observed.~a! 2 f 1- f 2 ; ~b!
2 f 2- f 1 .
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~Van Dijk et al., 2003!, and may echo several physiological
differences between the amphibian and basilar papilla. In the
bullfrog ear, for example, the AP has approximately 15 times
as many hair cells and is innervated by approximately three
times as many afferent nerve fibers as the BP~Geisleret al.,
1964; Lewiset al., 1985!. At the same time, efferent nerve
fibers innervate the AP but not the BP~Robbinset al., 1967!.
The possible relationship between these physiological differ-
ences and the observed difference in DPOAE I/O curves,
assumed to reflect amplification-process differences, remains
to be examined. As a general observation, the fact that only
the AP is tonotopically organized~Lewis et al., 1982; Sim-
monset al., 1992! is consistent with a greater relevance of an
amplification mechanism that would increase this papilla’s
tuning sharpness. In contrast, the BP responds as a band-pass
filter with a single characteristic frequency~e.g., Van Dijk
and Manley, 2001!, rendering the development of an ampli-
fication and tuning-sharpening mechanism less essential.

In bothR. p. pipiensandR. catesbeiana, the peak of the
compressive-with-saturation portion of the DPOAE I/O
curves occurs for L15L2>60 dB SPL. Since in mammals
the amplified or ‘‘active’’ portion of the I/O curves is pre-
sumed to be dominant only at low stimulus levels, DPOAE
audiograms~experiment 3! were obtained for L1 and L2 cen-

tered at;60 dB SPL. The relative levels of the primaries
(L1-L2) corresponding to the highest DPOAE levels were
determined in a separate experiment, discussed below.

B. DPOAE amplitude dependence on the relative
levels of primaries

In mammals, the amplitude of each distortion product is
influenced most by level changes in its neighboring~in fre-
quency! primary tone, consistent with intermodulation dis-
tortion expectations. However, and contrary to intermodula-
tion distortion expectations, the highest DPOAE levels are
obtained for unequal levels of the primaries~i.e., L1.L2 ;
Kummeret al., 2000!. This asymmetry in primary tone lev-
els has been linked to the asymmetry of basilar membrane
disturbance envelopes and is less critical at low frequencies,
high primary stimulus levels, and low frequency ratios of the
primaries. Our findings in the frog are more consistent with
intermodulation distortion expectations alone, with highest
emission levels recorded for equal levels of the primaries
~Figs. 4 and 5!.13 The difference between mammalian and
frog data regarding the effect of L1-L2 on DPOAE levels
suggests that, if a filtering mechanism analogous to the mam-
malian BM is present in the frog~i.e., tectorial membrane!, it
must be more broadly tuned. This notion is supported by the

FIG. 9. Comparison between DPOAE audiograms from both ears of five
male and five femaleR. p. pipiens. ~a! The level of 2f 1- f 2 is plotted as a
function of DP frequency and~b! the level of 2f 2- f 1 is plotted as a function
of f 2 ~see Fig. 6!. Female subjects exhibited stronger emissions than males,
especially from the BP.

FIG. 10. Comparison between DPOAE audiograms from both ears of five
male and five femaleR. catesbeiana. ~a! The level of 2f 1- f 2 is plotted as a
function of DP frequency and~b! the level of 2f 2- f 1 is plotted as a function
of f 2 ~see Fig. 7!. Female subjects exhibited stronger emissions than males.
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shape of frequency threshold curves~i.e., tuning curves! re-
corded from frog VIIIth nerve auditory fibers@e.g.,R. cates-
beiana in Feng et al. ~1975!; Eleutherodactylus coquiand
Bombina orientalisin Narins and Hillery~1983!; R. p. pipi-
ens in Ronken~1991!#. In both mammals and frogs, tuning
curves display an asymmetry, with relatively shallow low-
frequency limbs and high-frequency abrupt cutoffs, which is
stronger for high-frequency fibers. However, neural tuning
curves recorded from mammals~e.g., Robles and Ruggero,
2001! exhibit narrower tips than those recorded from frogs.
In mammals, the above noted asymmetry, along with several
other properties of auditory nerve responses including the
L1 , L2 DPOAE asymmetry, is thought to reflect correspond-
ing features of BM vibration~Robles and Ruggero, 2001!.
Our results~Figs. 4 and 5!, along with the difference between
mammalian and frog neural tuning curves, suggest that, al-
though the AP and BP of the frog ear lack a BM, some other
mechanical structure~possibly the tectorial membrane! may
in some respects function analogously to the mammalian
BM, while more broadly tuned. This observation is in agree-
ment with phase data from auditory nerve fiber measure-
ments in the frog~Hillery and Narins, 1987!, pointing to the
tectorial membrane–receptor interface as a possible candi-
date for the mechanical generation of intermodulation distor-
tion products.14 Further evidence supporting this suggestion
is discussed below. No sex differences in the shape/slopes of
the curves describing the relationship between L1-L2 and
DPOAE levels were observed, suggesting that the mecha-
nisms involved in DPOAE generation may be the same for
both sexes.

C. DPOAE audiograms

1. DPOAEs can be evoked in both papillae

The correspondence between frequency ranges to which
nerve fibers are tuned and the frequency ranges for which
relative maximum DPOAE amplitudes are recorded indicates
that DPOAEs are produced in both papillae present in the
frog inner ear~Figs. 6 and 7!. Our findings are in agreement
with previous results onR. p. pipiens~Van Dijk et al., 2002;
Meenderink and Van Dijk, 2004!. For the primary level
tested in our DPOAE audiogram experiment~60 dB SPL!,
the emission levels recorded from the AP were higher than
those recorded from the BP. Van Dijket al. ~2002! reported
almost equal DPOAE levels from both papillae ofR. p. pipi-
ens for primary levels of 90 dB SPL. The difference in the
results of the two studies probably reflects differences in the
primary-tone levels used, an explanation supported by our
study’s DPOAE I/O data~Fig. 2!. More specifically, Fig. 2
indicates that, for low primary levels, DPOAE amplitudes
recorded from the AP are higher than those recorded from
the BP while, for high primary levels, the DPOAE ampli-
tudes recorded from the AP and the BP are comparable.

2. Different generation mechanisms for the 2 f 1-f2 and
2 f2-f1 distortion products

In mammals, the level of the DPOAE at 2f 1- f 2 is typi-
cally plotted as a function off 2 , reflecting very specific the-
oretical assumptions/hypotheses regarding the generation

mechanism and place of origin of the 2f 1- f 2 DPOAE. In
studies on frog DPOAEs~Baker et al., 1989; Van Dijk and
Manley, 2001; Van Dijket al., 2002!, DPOAE levels have
been plotted as a function off 1 , a choice based on conven-
tion ~following Köppl et al., 1993!. Due to the absence of a
theoretical framework for DPOAE generation in the frog ear,
we plotted DPOAE levels in three different ways.

The dashed vertical lines in Figs. 6 and 7 mark the fre-
quency separation between the AP and BP for the species
tested, as determined by neural tuning curves, and are there-
fore within a frequency range of low sensitivity. The assump-
tion of lower sensitivity at the edges of a papilla’s frequency
response versus the center is supported by the results of sev-
eral studies~e.g., Ehret and Capranica, 1980; Narins and Hil-
lery, 1983; Zelick and Narins, 1985!. Since lower DPOAE
levels and higher DPOAE thresholds have in general been
measured at frequency ranges associated with the least sen-
sitive hearing regions of the species examined~e.g., Probst
et al. 1991!, the degree of alignment between the DP audio-
gram dips and the vertical lines in Figs. 6 and 7 provides
useful information regarding the site of DPOAE generation.
For example, if a plot in Figs. 6 and 7 has its dip and vertical
line misaligned, the expectation that emission levels should
be minimal at the frequency range of minimal response is not
satisfied. From this observation it can be deduced that the
generation site of the respective distortion product cannot be
related to the generation site of the frequency component
against which the distortion product levels have been plotted.
Figure 6 indicates that, forR. p. pipiens, alignment of the
2 f 1- f 2 DPOAE audiogram dip and the break in the fre-
quency coverage between the two papillae~1250 Hz;
Ronken, 1991! is best when 2f 1- f 2 amplitude is plotted as a
function of DP frequency@Fig. 6~c!#. This suggests that the
generation of the 2f 1- f 2 distortion product is related to the
generation region corresponding to the DP frequency and not
to that corresponding to the frequencies of the primaries. For
the 2 f 2- f 1 DPOAE, on the other hand, alignment occurs
when 2f 2- f 1 amplitude is plotted as a function off 2 @Fig.
6~b!#. Near alignment is also observed when this distortion
product is plotted as a function off 1 @Fig. 6~a!#. This sug-
gests that, in contrast to 2f 1- f 2 , the generation of the
2 f 2- f 1 DPOAE is related to the frequencies of the primaries
and not to the distortion product frequency. Similar results
were obtained forR. catesbeiana~Fig. 7!, supporting a simi-
lar interpretation.15

The implication is that the generation of the 2f 1- f 2

DPOAE in the frog may primarily occur at or near the
DPOAE frequency place, while the generation of the 2f 2- f 1

DPOAE may primarily occur at a frequency place between
the two primaries. These results differ from those observed
in mammals. As indicated by suppression studies using a
variety of methods and confirmed by studies assessing recov-
ery functions following short exposures to pure-tone or noise
stimuli, the generation of the 2f 1- f 2 DPOAE in mammals
occurs primarily at a frequency place between the primaries.
The distortion product itself then acts as a weak stimulus and
may induce stimulus-frequency emissions at the distortion
product frequency~Shera and Guinan, 1999!. In contrast, the
generation of the 2f 2- f 1 DPOAE occurs at or near the
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DPOAE frequency place on the basilar membrane~Probst
et al., 1991; Knight and Kemp, 2000!. The opposite behavior
of the 2 f 2- f 1 and 2f 1- f 2 DPOAEs observed between mam-
malian and frog DPOAE data may be related to various ana-
tomical differences between the mammalian and frog ears
and needs to be researched further.

Figures 6~c! and 7~c! also reveal that, for frequencies in
the AP, the 2f 2- f 1 and 2f 1- f 2 curves are very similar in
shape and overlaying when DPOAE levels are plotted
against emission frequency. This suggests that, regardless of
the place of generation and prior to their reemission from the
AP, both DPOAEs may be subject to the same mechanical
filtering by a structure with broad filter characteristics, pos-
sibly the tectorial membrane. Several studies have used
DPOAE data to derive filter characteristics~e.g., Brown
et al., 1992; Allen and Fahey, 1993; Ko¨ssl and Vater, 1996!,
while a recent study~Lukashkin and Russell, 2003! specifi-
cally argues for the existence of a possible tectorial mem-
brane filter in mammals, based on the phase characteristics of
different order DPOAEs.

3. Sexual dimorphism manifested in DPOAEs

Figures 9 and 10 indicate that, for the selected primary-
tone levels, and over most of the frequency range tested,
female subjects produced higher emission levels than male
subjects in both species.16 Overall, R. catesbeianaproduced
higher emission levels thanR. p. pipiens.17 In addition, there
is a difference in the DPOAE audiogram peaks between
males and females, suggesting that there are differences in
the frequency tuning between sexes for both species.18

Several studies discussed in Probstet al. ~1991! have
shown significantly higher levels of spontaneous OAEs for
females in adult, children, and infant humans compared to
males. The cause of this sex difference is not clear. In the
female organ of Corti, OHCs are arranged much more irregu-
larly than in males, possibly due to the smaller physical di-
mensions of the female cochlea. It has been argued that such
irregularities may be linked to OAE generation~Lonsbury-
Martin et al., 1988!.19 McFadden and Pasanen~1998! linked
EOAE level differences between males and females to hor-
monal differences. They reported lower emission levels for
homosexual than heterosexual females, and argued that the
nature of this difference is consistent with the idea that ho-
mosexual females are exposed prenatally to higher levels of
androgens than are heterosexual females.

Another possible explanation may lay in sex differences
in middle ear transfer functions. In humans, for example, all
OAEs can be detected reliably within a range~1–8 kHz!
determined to a large extent by the frequency range~1–6
kHz! of effective reverse transmission from the middle ear
~Probstet al., 1991!. Puria ~2003! argues that the forward
and reverse transfer characteristics of the mammalian middle
ear alter significantly the levels of DPOAEs recorded in the
ear canal, in a frequency specific manner~higher frequencies
are increasingly attenuated!. Johansson and Arlinger~2002!
recorded significantly higher DPOAEs from human female
subjects and linked high middle-ear compliance present in
males to low emission levels. Additionally, clinical OAE
studies in infants routinely record higher evoked OAEs emis-

sions from female newborns~e.g., Newmarket al., 1997!,
with this difference increasing with the frequency of the pri-
maries ~e.g., Cassidy and Ditty, 2001!. The frequency-
dependent change in EOAE levels may therefore be linked to
the frequency-dependent transfer characteristics of the
middle ear demonstrated by Puria~2003!, which, as Johans-
son and Arlinger~2002! have argued in terms of middle ear
compliance, may be sexually dimorphic.

In a recent study of bullfrogs, Masonet al. ~2003!
showed that, according to the current models of middle ear
function, there is considerably higher middle ear impedance
transform ratio in male bullfrogs compared to females. Al-
though, according to the authors, it is not certain whether this
reflects the assumptions of the model or actual physiological
differences, such a transform ratio difference between male
and female bullfrog middle ears corresponds well with the
observed sex differences in the DPOAEs. In addition to
middle ear transfer differences, sex differences in the frog
have been reported in relation to peripheral auditory re-
sponse. Narins and Capranica~1976! demonstrated such dif-
ferences for the neotropical treefrogEleutherodactylus coqui,
associating sexual selectivity in the response properties of
the BP to sexual selectivity in behavior. Since higher emis-
sion levels are thought to correspond to higher auditory sen-
sitivity, frequency-dependent differences between sexes in
OAE levels may indeed reflect sex differences in auditory
sensitivity, possibly associated with male-female differences
in what constitutes a biologically relevant sound.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

DPOAE measurements were made for the 2f 1- f 2 and
2 f 2- f 1 distortion products from male and femaleR. p. pipi-
ensandR. catesbeiana. DPOAE I/O curves were obtained at
frequencies corresponding to the best response in the AP and
BP of both species. The 2f 1- f 2 I/O curves obtained from the
AP of both species are very similar to mammalian DPOAE
I/O curves, exhibiting a non-monotonic response, with a dis-
tinct notch for primary levels;70 dB SPL. This similarity
suggests that, like in the mammalian ear, there may be an
amplification process present in the frog AP manifested as a
compressive nonlinearity with saturation. In mammals this
process is linked to prestin-mediated OHC activity. Since the
frog ear lacks OHCs and its hair cells contain no prestin in
their basolateral membranes, an alternative amplifier may be
based on hair cell bundle spontaneous movement, shown to
occur in the frog sacculus. The DPOAE I/O curves obtained
from the BP of both species exhibit a rather monotonic re-
sponse, suggesting that no amplification process may be
present in this papilla. The difference in the response be-
tween amphibian and basilar papilla may be linked to respec-
tive differences in degree and type of innervation. It is also
consistent with the fact that only the AP is tonotopically
organized and could take better advantage of an amplifica-
tion mechanism that increases tuning sharpness, as well as
with the observation that only this papilla exhibits SOAEs.

The dependence of DPOAE level on the relative levels
of primaries (L1-L2) was investigated inR. p. pipiens, within
the range 50<L1 , L2<60 dB SPL. Consistent with inter-
modulation distortion expectations alone and differently
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from mammalian results, highest emissions were generally
obtained for L1>L2 . This difference between mammalian
and frog data is consistent with a difference in neural tuning-
curve shape of mammalian and frog nerve fibers with com-
parable characteristic frequencies. In the mammalian case,
neural tuning curves are thought to reflect BM displacement
envelopes, which are in turn considered responsible for the
dependence of DPOAE level on the relative levels of the
primaries. Since the frog ear lacks a BM, the observed
DPOAE level dependence on L1-L2 in the frog suggests that,
if some mechanical structure~i.e., the tectorial membrane!
functions analogously to the mammalian BM, it must be
more broadly tuned. Our interpretation is supported by the
rest of our results, outlined below, and does not exclude the
possibility of the optimal primary-level difference to be
L1-L2Þ0 for primary levels outside the level-range exam-
ined.

DPOAE audiograms were obtained from males and fe-
males of both species for primary frequencies spanning the
animals’ hearing range and primary levels determined by the
present study. The results indicate the following:

~a! In agreement with previous DPOAE frog results~Van
Dijk et al., 2002; Meenderink and Van Dijk, 2004!,
DPOAEs are produced in both frog papillae and, ex-
cept for primary frequencies at the high-frequency end
of the BP,R. catesbeianaproduce stronger emissions
thanR. p. pipiens.

~b! In contrast to mammalian results, the generation of the
2 f 1- f 2 DPOAE in the frog appears to occur primarily
at or near the DPOAE frequency place, while the gen-
eration of the 2f 2- f 1 DPOAE occurs primarily at a
frequency place between the primaries. Further study is
needed to confirm the observed difference in DPOAE
generation sites between mammals and frogs and deter-
mine the precise reason behind it. Regardless of
DPOAE generation site, both DPOAEs within the AP
may be subject to the same filtering mechanism, possi-
bly the tectorial membrane.

~c! For the primary-tone levels used, females of bothR. p.
pipiens and R. catesbeianaproduce higher emissions
than males in both papillae, with the difference being
larger in the BP. The observed similarities in male and
female frog DPOAE data in terms of I/O curve shapes,
dependence on L1-L2, etc. suggest that sex differences
in overall DPOAE levels are not related to DPOAE
generation mechanism differences. DPOAE-based
sexual dimorphism, also reported in humans and other
mammals, may be linked to inner ear anatomical dif-
ferences, middle ear transfer impedance differences,
hormonal differences, nerve-fiber tuning differences,
and/or behavioral and environmental factors.
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1In frogs, OAEs have been recorded from the ears ofRana pipiens pipiens
@DPOAEs: Van Dijket al., 2002; Meenderink and Van Dijk, 2004; sponta-
neous OAEs~SOAEs!: Van Dijk et al., 1996#, Rana catesbeiana~SOAEs:
Gennosaet al., 1989!, Rana esculenta@SOAEs: Palmer and Wilson, 1982;

Van Dijk et al., 1989; Van Dijk and Wit, 1987; stimulus-frequency OAEs
~SFOAEs!: Palmer and Wilson, 1982#, Rana temporaria~SOAEs: Baker
et al., 1989!, Xenopus laevis~DPOAEs: Van Dijket al., 2002!, Hyla ci-
nerea ~DPOAEs: Van Dijk and Manley, 2001; SOAEs: Van Dijket al.,
1996!, Hyla chrysoscelis, Hyla versicolor, and Leptodactylus albilabris
~SOAEs: Van Dijk et al., 1996!. No measurable SOAE levels were ob-
tained from Xenopus laevis~Van Dijk et al., 1996! and no measurable
DPOAE levels were obtained fromScaphiopus couchi~Van Dijk et al.,
2002!. Neither SOAEs nor DPOAEs could be measured fromBombina
orientalis ~Van Dijk et al., 1996 and Van Dijket al., 2002 respectively!.

2E.g., f 2 / f 151.2 in Kalluri and Shera~2001!; f 2 / f 151.22 in Emmerich
et al. ~2000!; f 2 / f 151.25 in Kemp and Brown~1983! ~in Probstet al.,
1991!.

3The only available parametric DPOAE study on the frog to date~Meen-
derink and Van Dijk, 2004! examines in detail the I/O characteristics of the
two papillae inR. p. pipiens, offering results that, in general, agree with the
results of the present study.

4Although exploration of thef 2 / f 1 space in mammals has revealed several
discontinuities, we assume that the value selected by the present study is
close enough to the value used in previous frog DPOAE studies to allow for
a meaningful comparison.

5The body temperature of the animals was not monitored systematically.
6Below 200 Hz the noise floor of the probe/analysis system was too high
(.25 dB SPL! and the speaker response too weak (,65 dB SPL!, while
the hearing range of neither frog species examined exceeds 3000 Hz.

7Windowing: Blackman and Harris; averaging: 200 time frames with 90%
overlap; input range: adjusted for each primary tone level combination to
ensure consistent use of the analyzer’s full dynamic range; harmonic/
intermodulation distortion of the speaker–microphone–analyzer system
>83 dB below the primaries at all frequencies tested. System distortion
was determined by attaching the probe tube system to a hard surface and
measuring the level recorded at frequencies corresponding to DPOAE fre-
quencies for selected primary-tone frequency and amplitude values. The
dBV reading of the analyzer was converted to dB SPL using a measuring
amplifier ~B&K 2609, Brüel & Kjær, Nærum, Denmark!.

8The analysis bandwidth was 0.98 Hz for 240 Hz< f 1<800 Hz, 1.95 Hz for
850 Hz< f 1<1600 Hz, and 3.9 Hz for 1700 Hz< f 1<3000 Hz.

9Shofner and Feng~1984! indicate 1000 Hz as the frequency value marking
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and Narins, 1984! but may result from electrical filtering within the hair
cells.

15The DP audiogram dips forR. catesbeianaare shallower than those forR.
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Habitat-dependent ambient noise: Consistent spectral profiles
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Many animal species use acoustic signals to attract mates, to defend territories, or to convey
information that may contribute to their fitness in other ways. However, the natural environment is
usually filled with competing sounds. Therefore, if ambient noise conditions are relatively constant,
acoustic interference can drive evolutionary changes in animal signals. Furthermore, masking noise
may cause acoustic divergence between populations of the same species if noise conditions differ
consistently among habitats. In this study, ambient noise was sampled in a replicate set of sites in
two habitat types in Cameroon: contiguous rainforest and ecotone forest patches north of the
rainforest. The noise characteristics of the two forest types show significant and consistent
differences. Multiple samples taken at two rainforest sites in different seasons vary little and remain
distinct from those in ecotone forest. The rainforest recordings show many distinctive frequency
bands, with a general increase in amplitude from low to high frequencies. Ecotone forest only shows
a distinctive high-frequency band at some parts of the day. Habitat-dependent abiotic and biotic
sound sources and to some extent habitat-dependent sound transmission are the likely causes of
these habitat-dependent noise spectra. ©2004 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1811121#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many animal species use acoustic signals to communi-
cate with each other. Males may defend their territories using
songs or calls; females may find and choose mates based on
acoustic courtship signals. Individuals may also aggregate
guided by contact calls or flee and disperse triggered by
alarm calls. Long-distance transmission of the acoustic sig-
nal is often a crucial factor in any of these functions, as
conveyance of the message encoded in a sound depends on
remote detection and recognition~Dusenbery, 1992; Brad-
bury and Vehrencamp, 1998!. Characteristics of the environ-
ment used for acoustic communication will affect the trans-
mission of sounds by signal attenuation and degradation
~Wiley and Richards, 1982; Slabbekoorn, 2004!. Another
major factor that influences the perceptibility of an acoustic
signal in the natural environment is the amount and nature of
ambient noise~Klump, 1996; Slabbekoorn, 2004!. Ambient
noise affects the signal-to-noise ratio, and therefore may in-
terfere with the efficiency of a signal depending on the fre-
quency matching~Klump, 1996; Langemanet al., 1998;
Lohr et al., 2003; Dooling, 2004!. Noise interference may
have direct fitness consequences, especially through the im-
pact on signal efficiency in the context of sexual selection
~Searcy and Andersson, 1986; Catchpole, 1987; Searcy and
Yasukawa, 1996!, which may result in signal evolution to-
wards an acoustic design more efficient under prevailing
noise conditions~Endler, 1992; Forrest, 1994; Slabbekoorn
and Smith, 2002a; 2002b; De la Torre and Snowdon, 2002!.

Sources of ambient noise are diverse and of all frequen-
cies ~Morton, 1975; Brenowitz, 1982a; 1982b; Ryan and
Brenowitz, 1985; Waser and Brown, 1986!. Rustling leaves
and twigs may produce sounds over a wide range of frequen-
cies, while air passing over substrates primarily causes low-
frequency sounds. Animal communities may be complex and
natural habitats can harbor many vocal species filling the air
continuously. The frequency of sounds produced by animals
roughly depends on their body size, explaining general dif-
ferences among taxonomic groups, with insects mainly re-
stricted to relatively high frequencies~e.g., Bennet-Clark,
1970; Michelsen and Nocke, 1974!, and frogs and toads
~e.g., Gerhardt, 1994!, birds ~e.g., Wallschla¨ger, 1980; Tu-
baro and Mahler, 1998!, and mammals~e.g., Waser and
Waser, 1977! vocalizing at lower frequencies. In addition to
all natural abiotic and biotic noise sources, the world be-
comes increasingly affected by anthropogenic noise, which
concerns primarily low-frequency rumbles and roars from
cars, aircraft, and all sorts of machinery~De la Torre and
Snowdon, 2002; Slabbekoorn and Peet, 2003; Katti and War-
ren, 2004!.

The spectral profile of ambient noise is likely to be habi-
tat specific. The impact of wind will depend on the openness
of the vegetation, while the composition of the sound-
producing animal community will also be habitat specific.
Several studies have found variation in noise spectra associ-
ated with habitat type~Morton, 1975; Ryan and Brenowitz,
1985; Waser and Brown, 1986; De la Torre and Snowdon,
2002!, but the sampling in these studies was limited, both
with respect to replication over the day, and with respect to
collecting data at multiple sites. Therefore, empirical evi-
dence for consistent habitat-dependent noise conditions is

a!Electronic mail: slabbekoorn@rulsfb.leidenuniv.nl; Current address: Be-
havioural Biology, Institute of Biology, Leiden University, P.O. Box 9516,
2300 RA Leiden, The Netherlands.
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still largely lacking. In this paper, I present a replicated set of
ambient noise samples, and test whether spectral character-
istics differ consistently between two tropical forest types.

II. METHODS

A. Sites and visiting dates

Ambient noise samples were collected at 14 sites in
Cameroon, central Africa, from January to June 1999~Table
I!: eight sites in rainforest, and six sites in the ecotone region
towards dryer savanna in the north~Fig. 1!. Rainforest sites
concern primary or secondary mature forest with a continu-
ous canopy at about 30-m height. Forest in the ecotone is
restricted to relatively small patches along streams, typically

referred to as gallery forests. The canopy of gallery forests is
generally lower compared to rainforest, and in particular the
middle forest strata are relatively open~Letouzey, 1968;
Longman and Jenik, 1992!. Patterns of rainfall in Cameroon
vary geographically, but in general there is a minor wet sea-
son in April–May and a major wet season that peaks in
September–October~Smith, 1990!. Seasonal changes in ani-
mal activity may vary between habitats, but little is known.
Little greenbul~Andropadus virens!, a widespread forest pas-
serine, sings primarily in February and March in gallery for-
ests while at that time the species is quiet in the rainforest,
where it starts to sing in April~Slabbekoorn and Smith,
2002b!.

B. Sampling procedure

I used a Sennheiser ME67 directional microphone and a
Sony TCM-5000EV tape recorder. Ambient noise was re-
corded in a standardized way, using the same equipment, the
same procedure, and the same settings for all sites. The mi-
crophone was held at 1.5 m from the ground during all re-
cordings. All recording sites were within the forest with
moderately wet soil and leaf litter on the ground and more or
less dense shrub foliage nearby. I took 33 samples per loca-
tion, taken in three different directions, at 11 hourly sampling
times throughout the day, from 7:00 in the morning to 17:00
in the afternoon. At the first recording time of the day, one
direction was chosen randomly, the second direction was op-
posite to the first, and the third direction was a recording
with the microphone in upright position, pointing at the
canopy. Gallery forest patches are long and narrow~often
between 10 to 20 m wide!; here, recording directions were
chosen parallel to the forest edge, and unavoidably they were
always taken relatively near the edge. The directions were
then fixed for the rest of the hourly recordings during the
day. None of the recording days included rainy days. Rain on
the canopy layer, and dripping water, will add noise in a
wide frequency range and is likely to conceal habitat-
dependent patterns at least to some extent.

TABLE I. Overview of field sites per habitat type. DJA reserve was sampled three times~DJA1, DJA2, and
DJA3! and Kribi twice ~KRB1 and KRB2!.

Site Code Latitude Longitude Visiting date

Ecotone forest Betare Oya BTO N 5° 348 E 14° 058 17 February
Wakwa WKW N 7° 168 E 13° 318 25 February
Ngaoundaba RDN N 7° 088 E 13° 428 27 February
Meiganga MGG N 6° 278 E 14° 158 2 March
Djohong DJH N 6° 508 E 14° 408 4 March
Yoko YKO N 4° 028 E 9° 068 11 March

Rainforest Dja Reserve DJA1 N 3° 118 E 12° 498 22 January
Dja Reserve DJA2 N 3° 118 E 12° 498 28 January
Kribi KRB1 N 2° 438 E 9° 528 6 February
Dja Reserve DJA3 N 3° 118 E 12° 498 15 April
Eboumetoum EBE N 3° 448 E 13° 048 23 April
Ndibi NDB N 3° 478 E 12° 138 27 April
Zoebefame ZBF N 2° 398 E 13° 238 6 May
Kribi KRB2 N 2° 438 E 9° 528 12 June
Akok AKK N 2° 458 E 11° 148 23 June
Nyangon NGN N 2° 588 E 10° 458 26 June
Lendi LND N 2° 558 E 9° 578 28 June

FIG. 1. Map of Cameroon showing the location of eight rainforest sites
~triangles below the line indicating the habitat boundary! and six ecotone
sites~dots above line!. The rainforest site labeled with a 1 is sampled three
times ~DJA! and the one labeled with a 2 is sampled twice~KRB!.
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C. Analyses

Ambient noise recordings were digitized at a sampling
rate of 25.0 kHz usingSIGNAL sound analysis software~En-
gineering Design, Belmont, 1998!. Sonograms were made of
1-s time periods for all samples, which were organized by
location and time of day for visual inspection. Short sound
events, such as bird song or monkey calls, were avoided to
sample the continuous sound background. I measured the
amplitude level~rms values! within eight 1.0-kHz frequency
ranges from 0 to 8.0 kHz. The FFT size used was 1024,
which led to a spectral resolution of 24 Hz and a temporal
resolution of 41 ms. No consistent differences were found in
the spectral distribution for recordings taken in the three dif-
ferent directions, which indicates that they are neither
heavily affected by interference patterns from ground reflec-
tions, nor that recordings from an omnidirectional micro-
phone would have led to qualitatively very different results.
The rms values were averaged over the three recording di-
rections, before testing for habitat differences in the spectral
distribution of sound energy, comparing each of the eight
frequency ranges. Three frequency ranges with typical domi-
nant noise sources~two in the rainforest, one in ecotone for-
est! were separately processed to give additional insight into
variation over the day. Finally, the eight amplitude measures
across the spectrum were transformed by means of a princi-
pal component analysis to visualize intra- and interhabitat
variation. All statistical analyses were done usingSPSS, ver-
sion 10.0 from June 2000.

III. RESULTS

A. Sonographic inspection

The noise spectra of rainforest sites were easily distin-
guished from those of gallery forest sites in the ecotone.
Sonograms of rainforest sites showed many relatively dis-
crete frequency bands of sounds at different frequencies,
which were less apparent in ecotone sites~Fig. 2!. In all
rainforest sites, a ‘‘double band’’ of sound appeared around
5.0 kHz in the early morning, which increased in frequency
in a stepwise manner from hour to hour over the morning, to
become less recognizably present during the rest of the day.
This typical double band was never present in the sonograms
of ecotone sites. The increase in frequency of apparently the
same noise bands over the morning was only detected in one
of the ecotone sites. Another typical band of sound was
present around 3.5 kHz throughout the day in all rainforest
sites ~except for one: NDB!, which never appeared in eco-
tone forest sites. The gallery forests in the ecotone showed
fewer distinctive sound bands, and could be characterized by
relatively equal noise levels throughout the spectrum. A high
and loud frequency band above 6.0 Hz, peaking around 7.0
kHz, was apparent during long periods of the day in YKO
and in WKW @see Fig. 2~A!, 10.00–15.00#, but was only
detected in very few samples in DJH, and not at all in the
other three ecotone sites.

B. Identification of sound sources

One identified source of between-site variation was the
presence or absence of a large~.5 cm! species of cicada,
Ugada giovanninaeBoulard ~Duffels and Van der Laan,
1985!. Individuals of this species were located when calling,
typically sitting on bark of large tree trunks at an estimated
height of on average 5.6 m~SD62.6, N520 individuals,
site: DJA!. The species was found calling in five of the eight
rainforest sites~not in NDB, KRB, and LND!, but never in
ecotone sites. The apparent absence of the cicada in NDB
may be explained by a change in species composition at the
site due to human exploitation, whereas KRB and LND are
coastal sites, and this particular species was never observed
in this or any other coastal site~not included in this study!.
Calling individuals would chorus mainly during a few hours
in the morning~typically between 9:00 and 12:00!, and again
for a short period just before dusk. The chorus leads to a loud
double band of sound between 3.0 kHz and 4.5 kHz@see Fig.
2~B!, 11.00#.

Only a few bird species sing in a relatively continuous
mode, and therefore contributed in some of the sampling

FIG. 2. Compilation of sonograms of 11 1-s sound samples taken from 7.00
to 17.00 at~a! an ecotone forest site~WKW! and~b! a rainforest site~ZBF!.
Note for the ecotone site the loud high-frequency band during several
samples in the middle of the day and for the rainforest site~1! the many
different discrete bands in the upper part of the frequency range;~2! the
stepwise increase in frequency for the typical double noise band from 7.00
to 10.00; and~3! the noise band at about 3.5 kHz, which is present through-
out the day~while completely absent in the ecotone site!. The loud double
noise band at 11.00 is caused by calling ofUgada giovanninaecicadas.
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periods to the continuous background noise. Typical ex-
amples of such species in the rainforest are the yellow-
rumped tinkerbird,Pogoniulus bilineatus@repeating monoto-
nous series of tones of about 1.0 kHz, see Fig. 2~B!, 15.00#
and the hairy-breasted barbet,Tricolaema hirsuta~repeating
monotonous tones of about 500 Hz, at a slower pace thanP.
bilineatus!. In the ecotone sites, continuous sounds are pro-
duced by the yellow-fronted tinkerbird,Pogoniulus chryso-
conus ~repeating monotonous series of tones of about 1.0
kHz, in a different temporal pattern thanP. bilineatus!, and
various species ofStreptopeliadoves,S. semitorquata, S.
senegalensis, and S. vinacea, that are abundant in adjacent
savanna habitat~different temporal patterns of monotonous
cooing of about 500 to 900 Hz~Slabbekoornet al., 1999!,
see Fig. 2~A!, 14.00 and 16.00!.

C. Spectral profiles

In the rainforest sites, the typical spectral profile is char-
acterized by several discrete amplitude peaks in the fre-
quency range from 3.0 to 7.0 kHz. This pattern results in
relatively low energy levels in the low-frequency range, with
increasing amplitude levels going up in frequency until 7.0
kHz ~Fig. 3, lower part!. In the ecotone forest sites, the typi-
cal spectral profile is characterized by relatively equal noise
levels throughout the spectrum and a strong but variable am-
plitude peak between 6.0 and 8.0 kHz~Fig. 3, upper part!.
Four of the eight frequency ranges have significantly differ-
ent amplitude levels for the two habitat types (P,0.001,
Kruskal Wallis test; see Fig. 3!.

I selected three characteristic frequency bands for a
closer look at variation over the day in relative amplitude
~Fig. 4!. RF4: the frequency range in the rainforest in which
the characteristic noise band at 3.5 kHz appeared consis-

tently throughout the day was without significant amplitude
variation ~ANOVA: F51.27, P5NS). RF6: the frequency
range in the rainforest in which the double band appeared
that is moving upward in frequency over the morning from
5.0 to 6.0 kHz. This noise band dropped dramatically in am-
plitude from 7.00 to 10.00 to rise again before dusk at 16.00
and 17.00~ANOVA: F57.68, P,0.001). GF8: the fre-
quency range in the ecotone recordings in which presumably
cicadas produce loud sounds in a wide band around 7.0 kHz.
This noise band became louder throughout the day and
showed peak levels in the late afternoon, although statistical
tests indicated no significant differences among sampling
times ~ANOVA: F50.634, P5NS), nor a significant in-
crease over the day~linear regression:F50.49,P5NS).

In addition to the habitat comparisons reported above, I
analyzed noise variation among sites withouta priori catego-
rizing sites into habitat types. I used a principal component
analysis~PCA! based on the averaged rms values for the
eight frequency ranges. The analysis produced three compo-
nents with distinctive factor loadings for the eight frequency
ranges~Table II!. Especially the first component, accounting

FIG. 3. Relative amplitude levels~rms values! per 1.0-kHz interval~aver-
ages and standard deviation! from 0 to 8.0 kHz for eight rainforest sites
~lower part! and six ecotone sites~upper part!. Each frequency range was
tested for significant differences between the two habitats~each site contrib-
uting one set of measurements only!: 1 meansP,0.1;* meansP,0.001
~Kruskal–Wallis test!.

FIG. 4. Variation in relative amplitude over the day for three characteristic
frequency bands, two from rainforest and one from ecotone forest. RF4:
frequency range 4 from 3.0 to 4.0 kHz, including the typical rainforest noise
band at 3.5 kHz; RF6: frequency range 6 from 5.0 to 6.0 kHz, including the
double band in the rainforest which is moving upward in frequency over the
morning; and GF8: frequency range 8 from 7.0 to 8.0 kHz, including the
high-frequency cicadas of the ecotone forests.

TABLE II. Factor loadings, eigenvalues, and % of variance explained for
three principal components based on the pattern of noise energy distribution
among eight 1.0-kHz frequency ranges. High loadings are indicated in bold
for each PC~PC1 and PC2 are used in Fig. 5!.

Frequency range
~kHz! PC1 PC2 PC3

~1! 0–1.0 20.148 20.171 20.659
~2! 1.0–2.0 0.576 20.034 0.731
~3! 2.0–3.0 0.571 20.536 20.280
~4! 3.0–4.0 0.728 20.320 20.236
~5! 4.0–5.0 0.917 20.151 20.218
~6! 5.0–6.0 0.865 0.316 0.254
~7! 6.0–7.0 0.469 0.826 20.040
~8! 7.0–8.0 20.032 0.874 20.250

Eigenvalue 0.021 1.988 1.279
Variance explained 37.8% 24.8% 16.0%
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for 38% of the variation and reflecting primarily variation in
the frequency range between 3.0 to 6.0 kHz, separates the
samples clearly according to habitat. Figure 5 depicts all
sites in the multidimensional space of the first two principal
components. Different measurements in the same rainforest
sites in different seasons show some variation, but fall out
within the space typical for ‘‘rainforest-type’’ ambient noise.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Habitat-dependent noise characteristics

The ambient noise characteristics of rainforest and eco-
tone forest show significant and consistent differences. The
recordings from contiguous rainforest are characterized by
many distinctive frequency bands not found in the ecotone,
which lead to a general increase in amplitude from low to
high frequencies. The recordings from ecotone forest are
characterized by amplitude levels that are relatively equal
throughout the frequency range, while a distinctive loud
high-frequency band, presumably produced by some species
of cicada, was present at three of the six ecotone sites in
some periods of the day. The two most likely explanations
for the differences in noise patterns between the two forest
types are a different impact of wind-generated noise, and a
different sound-producing animal community. The relatively
closed rainforest sites are less affected by wind than the eco-
tone forest sites, which are mostly gallery forests forming
elongated forest patches along streams in an open savanna
landscape. Although few of the species responsible for the
generated sounds were identified, it seems likely that com-
munities of insects, frogs, and birds will differ considerably
in two habitat types that differ in many abiotic factors
~Letouzy, 1968; Smith, 1990; Bassetet al., 1992!. The iden-
tified largeUgadacicadas give a clear example of how insect

species, which contribute significantly to the ambient noise
profile, can have a distribution closely linked to habitat
types. The presence of such a species has a marked effect on
making rainforest noise distinct from ecotone forest noise,
and additionally, may provide distinct noise profiles for
coastal and inland rainforest.

B. Cross-continent comparison

The most extensive study to date on habitat-dependent
ambient noise was conducted in east Africa~Waser and
Brown, 1986!, comparing rainforest, riverine forest, and sa-
vanna habitat. The first two habitats are very similar to the
central African forest types that I examined in this study, the
forest labeled as ‘‘riverine’’ in east Africa being comparable
to ecotone forest in Cameroon. Generally, the results from
both studies reflect very similar patterns. Rainforest record-
ings in east Africa also showed relatively low levels of low-
frequency noise, with increasing amplitude levels in particu-
lar between 2.0 and 4.0 kHz. Insect-generated sounds in the
riverine forest were in a higher frequency range~between 4.0
and 8.0 kHz! compared to the rainforest sites, concordant
with the noise amplitude peak between 6.0 and 8.0 kHz in
some of the ecotone sites in this study. Wind and moving
vegetation were reported to be important factors leading to
increased noise levels in the riverine forest, especially in the
early afternoon. The data set from Cameroon shows a diurnal
pattern consistent with gradually increasing wind levels over
the morning, leading to most wind-generated noise between
11:00 and 14:00. The strikingly similar patterns found in
both studies suggest that the consistency in noise character-
istics related to habitat type may apply over even broader
scales than the 400 km between the two most distant sites
within the same habitat in the present study. The spectral
profiles at the two rainforest sites that were sampled in dif-
ferent seasons showed some variation, but patterns remained
distinct from ecotone noise patterns. A study on two Ecua-
dorian forest types also revealed larger habitat differences
than seasonal variation in spectral profiles despite seasonal
variation in overall amplitude~De la Torre and Snowdon,
2002!.

C. Temperature-dependent frequency shifts

An intriguing pattern that appeared on the sonagrams, of
the rainforest sites in particular, is the stepwise increase in
frequency of distinctive noise bands for subsequent sampling
times over the morning. This pattern corresponds to an in-
crease in temperature that starts a few hours after sunrise:
forest temperatures rise most quickly from 8:00 to 12:00,
while temperature starts to decline gradually again after
15:00 or 16:00~east Africa: Haddow and Corbet, 1960; west
Africa: Cachan, 1963, both in Waser and Waser, 1977!.
Therefore, a likely explanation for this phenomenon seems to
be that the distinctive noise bands are produced by particular
insect species, and that the frequency of their calls increases
with the rise in temperature in the forest. The positive rela-
tionship between call frequency and temperature is relatively
well documented for insects~e.g., Walker, 1962; Sismondo,
1979; Desutter-Grandcolas, 1998!, while this relationship has

FIG. 5. Acoustic variation in noise characteristics among sites, as reflected
by variation in the first two principal components~PC1 and PC2!, based on
the relative amplitude levels in eight 1.0-kHz intervals. The rainforest site
labeled with a 1 is sampledthree times~DJA!, twice in the dry season and
once in the rainy season, and the one labeled with a 2 is sampled twice
~KRB!, once in both seasons. PC1 accounts for 37.8% of the variation, PC2
for 24.8%~see Table II for factor loadings!.
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not been reported for birds, and is known to be of limited
magnitude for frogs~e.g., Gerhardt and Mudry, 1980!. The
temperature-dependent patterns were prominent in the rain-
forest sites, but hardly present in any of the ecotone sites.
This difference could be due to an absence of insect species
in the ecotone producing distinctive noise bands for long
periods of time. Consequently, the temperature increase over
the morning would not be reflected by the stepwise increase
of the continued presence of any particular noise band.
Temperature-dependent noise bands could mask acoustic sig-
nals of animals that are not temperature-dependent them-
selves in producing signals. This means that temperature
variation could also play a role in signal evolution of species
which are traditionally thought to signal independently of for
example diurnal or seasonal cycling between warm and cold.

D. Ambient noise and signal evolution

High background noise levels are known to affect signal
efficiency in a variety of species, including humans~see,
e.g., Pisoni, 1996; Fuet al., 1998!. More noise leads to a
decrease in the distance at which the signal-to-noise ratio is
still sufficient for conspecifics to detect and recognize the
signal. The ambient noise level has been reported to affect
the ‘‘active space’’ in birds~Brenowitz, 1982b! and primates
~Brown, 1989!, and several studies report on noise affecting
the mate attraction function in frog calls~e.g., Gerhardt and
Klump, 1988; Schwartz, 1993, Wollerman, 1999!. Generally,
the level of signal interference depends on the frequency
matching between the signal and the background noise
~Klump, 1996; Langemanet al., 1998; Lohr et al., 2003;
Dooling, 2004!. As a consequence, different noise patterns
will have a different impact on the perception of a particular
signal ~Brown and Sinnott, 1990; Lohret al., 2003!.

Acoustic signals that are predominantly used in a par-
ticular habitat are likely to be shaped by the ambient noise
characteristics of that habitat. Absolute amplitude levels may
affect the strength of ambient noise as a selection pressure
for acoustic signals. However, the sound energy distribution
throughout the frequency spectrum determines whether am-
bient noise leads to directional selection. Differences in am-
plitude levels for different frequency ranges between habitat
types may therefore indicate divergent selection pressures on
acoustic signals~Slabbekoorn and Smith, 2002a; 2002b!.

Brenowitz ~1982b! already emphasized the potential re-
lationship between evolutionary signal changes and noise
characteristics, and he showed how the frequency use of the
red-winged blackbird ~Agelaius phoeniceus! matches a
‘‘noise window,’’ a restricted frequency range within which
amplitude levels of ambient noise are relatively low. Simi-
larly, a study on vocalizations of pygmy marmosets~Ce-
buella pygmaea! and their relationship with ambient noise
revealed that spectral call characteristics matched relatively
quiet regions in the ambient noise in two different tropical
forest types in South America~De la Torre and Snowdon,
2002!. The matching of vocal frequencies of individual spe-
cies to ambient noise profiles may have contributed to the
typical habitat-dependent acoustic features found in com-
parative studies across species~Chappuis, 1971; Morton,
1975; Ryan and Brenowitz, 1985; Slabbekoorn, 2004!.

It is not only at the species level that masking noise may
play a role in general signal convergence within habitat and
signal divergence between habitats. For example, Slabbek-
oorn and Smith ~2002a! found evidence for habitat-
associated song divergence among populations within a pas-
serine species, the little greenbul~Andropadus virens!, and
part of the song divergence could be explained by habitat-
dependent noise characteristics. Greenbul songs in the rain-
forest are distinct from songs in the ecotone by having a
lower minimal frequency, a frequency range coinciding with
relatively low noise levels, as outlined in detail in the current
paper. A study on urban great tits~Parus major! even showed
that song characteristics of individual birds may be corre-
lated to local noise conditions in their individual territories
~Slabbekoorn and Peet, 2003!. Male tits with noisy territories
had higher minimum song frequencies leading to less mask-
ing by the predominantly low-frequency traffic noise.
Habitat-dependent signal divergence within species driven
by variation in ambient noise profiles could potentially affect
reproductive divergence among populations and thereby in-
fluence speciation~Slabbekoorn and Smith 2002b!.

E. Conclusion

The present study clearly shows that noise energy
present may vary considerably throughout the spectrum, and
that spectral profiles can be significantly and consistently
different depending on the habitat. Furthermore, the findings
in the literature on a match between animal signals and rela-
tively silent frequency ranges in the ambient noise of their
typical habitat support the hypothesis that ambient noise may
drive signal evolution. It appears that masking noise may
affect song characteristics of individual animals, change sig-
nal features of whole populations, and shape species-specific
songs and calls over evolutionary time. Given that natural
habitats are often very noisy and that anthropogenic noise is
becoming more and more dominant in both urban and natural
areas, ambient noise should certainly not be treated as ‘‘just
noise’’ in the context of ecology and evolution of animal
signals.
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Measurement of viscoelastic properties of homogeneous soft
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Two main questions are at the center of this paper. The first one concerns the choice of a rheological
model in the frequency range of transient elastography, sonoelasticity or NMR elastography for soft
solids~20–1000 Hz!. Transient elastography experiments based on plane shear waves that propagate
in an Agar-gelatin phantom or in bovine muscles enable one to quantify their viscoelastic properties.
The comparison of these experimental results to the prediction of the two simplest rheological
models indicate clearly that Voigt’s model is the better. The second question studied in the paper
deals with the feasibility of quantitative viscosity mapping using inverse problem algorithm. In the
ideal situation where plane shear waves propagate in a sample, a simple inverse problem based on
the Helmholtz equation correctly retrieves both elasticity and viscosity. In a more realistic situation
with nonplane shear waves, this simple approach fails. Nevertheless, it is shown that quantitative
viscosity mapping is still possible if one uses an appropriate inverse problem that fully takes into
account diffraction in solids. ©2004 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1815075#

PACS numbers: 43.80.Vj, 43.80.Ev, 43.20.Qf@Fd# Pages: 3734–3741

I. INTRODUCTION

Elasticity mapping is an effective method for detecting
tumors in soft tissues. Images of elasticity can be achieved
with static elastography1 or dynamic elastography
~sonoelasticity,2,3 NMR elastography,4,5 or transient
elastography6,7!. The dynamic methods present the advantage
of potentially revealing the medium dynamic properties8,9

such as viscosity. In the simple case of a plane monochro-
matic shear wave for example, the speed and attenuation are
deduced from the phase and amplitude measurements, which
can be converted into elasticity and viscosity. This last com-
putational step requires choosing an appropriate rheological
model. The simplest viscoelastic models~utilizing two pa-
rameters! are Voigt’s model and Maxwell’s model. Although
the first one is more often used for solids and the second one
for liquids, the choice is not obvious in liquid-like solids
such as soft tissues since both models are used in the
literature.10–12 Moreover, in the dynamic elastography fre-
quency range~20–1000 Hz!, no commercially available rhe-
ometer exists~typically 0.01–10 Hz!. Homemade rheometers
moreover tend to present resonance and propagation
difficulties.13,14 This paper may contribute to fill this gap in
experimental data.

II. EXPERIMENT

In our experimental study, we used an ultrafast ultra-
sonic scanner.15,16 It provides images of the echogenecity of
tissues similar to a standard echographic device but with a

rate of 5000 frames/s~about 100 times higher than conven-
tional scanners!. It includes a medical ultrasonic array with
128 channels working at 5 MHz. Each channel is connected
to a 2 Mbytes memory, the echoes are sampled at 50 MHz
and digitized with 9 bit resolution. In a typical experiment,
250 echographic images are recorded in memory with a ca-
dence of 3000 frames/s. A movie of the displacement is ob-
tained using correlation algorithms between successive
speckle images. Thus, it allows one to detect fast tissue mo-
tion induced by low frequency shear waves inside the me-
dium. The apparatus can measure displacements as small17 as
1 mm. As shown in Fig. 1, the low frequency~50–500 Hz!
shear wave is generated by transversally shaking a rigid alu-
minum plate (1103170 mm2) applied on one side of the
phantom with a vibrator~Bruel&Kjaer 4810 type!. The phan-
tom is a mixture of water with 3% gelatin and 2% agar. The
transverse displacement field of the shear wave is measured
in a plane perpendicular to the rigid plate (40340 mm2).
The displacement field, displayed in Fig. 2, confirms the
plane nature of the shear wave. The 100 Hz shear wave
propagates from bottom to top in the four sequential images
selected from the displacement field movie. The use of such
plane waves simplifies the analysis of the viscoelastic prop-
erties of soft solids since viscoelastic theories often utilize
this assumption. From the displacement field along the axis
of the rigid plate (z520 mm), Fig. 3~a!, the phase and the
amplitude as a function of depth are computed, Figs. 3~b!
and 3~c!. The speed,CT52.2660.003 m s21, and the attenu-
ation, aT52361 m21, are then deduced. The experimental
errors are estimated from the linear fit deviations. We point
out that the estimate of the phase slope as a function of depth
is less subjected to noise than the amplitude slope. Conse-
quently, attenuation measurements may be difficult in noisy
situations. The experiment is repeated for frequencies rang-

a!Electronic mail: stefan.catheline@espci.fr
b!Also at: Philips Research Laboratories, Division Technical System, Ro¨nt-

genstrasse 24-26, D-22335, Hamburg, Germany.
c!Also at: Station de Recherches sur la Viande, INRA, Theix, 63122 St
Genès Champanelle, France.
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ing from 50 to 500 Hz with a 25 Hz step. The shear wave
measurements as a function of the central frequency, Fig. 4
~circles!, show a rather flat speed distribution and a strongly
varying attenuation distribution~from 5 to 80 m21). The
maximum error occurs at 500 Hz, because the amplitude of
the shear wave drops with the increase in frequency:DCT

50.007 m s21 andDaT54 m21. This reliable experimental
data will be the reference measurements in the following.

III. THE INVERSE PROBLEM APPROACH

The elasticity mapping in transient elastography is per-
formed with some inverse problem algorithm. We propose

here a very simple one to measure both the local elasticity
and viscosity. In the simple case of a plane monochromatic
shear wave, the starting point is the one-dimensional~1D!
Helmholtz equation:

]2FTt~uz~x!!

]x2 1k2FTt~uz~x!!50, ~1!

where FTt , uz , andx stand for the time Fourier transform,
the transverse displacement, and the longitudinal coordinate,
respectively. Thus the local complex wave vector is given by

k5
A ]2FTt~uz~x!!

]x2

FTt~uz~x!!
, ~2!

and the local speedCT and attenuationaT are expressed as

CT5
v

Re$k%
, aT5Im$k%. ~3!

Thus, the latter set of equations constitute the basis of an
algorithm that permits one to compute the local speed and

FIG. 1. Experimental setup. A low frequency plane shear wave is generated
in an Agar-gelatin phantom by shaking a rigid plate with a vibrator. The
wave propagates along the directionk. In the meantime, a medical trans-
ducer array, connected to an ultrafast scanner, insonifies the medium on a
40340 mm2 area~gray area!. Then a correlation algorithm, on speckle im-
ages stored in memory, computes the displacement fieldu within the phan-
tom.

FIG. 2. Typical experimental transverse displacement field (z component!
of a 100 Hz shear wave. These images are extracted from a movie at dif-
ferent acquisition times 20, 30, 40, 50 ms after a few cycles of sinusoid are
generated from the bottom of the images. The arrow indicates the direction
of propagationk. The plane property of the shear wave is clearly visible: it
is a transverse wave.

FIG. 3. ~a! Seismic representation of the transverse displacement field.~b!
The phase and~c! the amplitude are computed from a spectral analysis at the
central frequency 100 Hz. Linear fits give the speed (CT52.265
60.003 m s21) and the attenuation (aT52361 m21).
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the local attenuation from the local displacement fielduz(x).
Its application to a homogeneous Agar-gelatin based phan-
tom serves to test the feasibility of the technique in a very
simple configuration. The results obtained from the inverse
problem algorithm and those obtained from the phase and
amplitude, Fig. 4~cross!, are very close: within 5% for the
speed and within 11% for the attenuation below 400 Hz. The
deviation in the reconstructed values of attenuation above
400 Hz is due to a poor signal-to-noise ratio in displacement.
Thus, not only is the speed correctly recovered using the
inverse problem algorithm, which has already been
demonstrated,18 but also attenuation even though it is more
sensitive to noise. As a consequence, viscosity mapping
should be possible if a suitable rheological model is chosen.

IV. VOIGT’S VERSUS MAXWELL’S MODEL

At a given frequency, two experimental measurements
of phase and amplitude allow one to compute the local speed
and attenuation, from which the elasticity and viscosity esti-
mates are deduced. This last step requires a rheological
model. These viscoelastic models, which require only two
parameters, are Voigt (V) and Maxwell’s (M ) models, Fig.
5. Both models are composed of a dashpot and a spring, but
they are placed in parallel (V) or in series (M ) depending on
the model. The stress–strain relationships are, respectively,

s5S m12m2

]

]t D «, S m11m2

]

]t Ds5m1m2

]«

]t
. ~4!

The stresss is linked to the strain« via the shear elasticity
m1 , the shear viscositym2 , and the time-derivative operator
]/]t . Inserting these relations for monochromatic excitation
into the equation of motion, one obtains the 1D Helmholtz
equation for Voigt’s model and Maxwell’s model, respec-
tively,

]2U

]x2 1
rv2

~m11 ivm2!
U50,

~5!
]2U

]x2 1
rv2~m11 ivm2!

ivm1m2
U50,

wherer is the density andU the Fourier transform of the
displacement. Then, from the complex wave vector, the
transverse wave speed (CT

V ,CT
M) as well as the attenuation

(aT
V ,aT

M) can be computed for each model:

CT
V5A 2~m1

21v2m2
2!

r~m11Am1
21v2m2

2!
,

~6!

CT
M5A 2m1

rS 11A11
m1

2

v2m2
2D

,

aT
V5Arv2~Am1

21v2m2
22m1!

2~m1
21v2m2

2!
,

~7!

aT
M5
Arv2SA11

m1
2

v2m2
221D

2m1
.

In order to compare the theoretical predictions of Voigt and
Maxwell’s models to the experimental data, one frequency is
chosen arbitrarily, for example, 400 Hz. With the measured
values of Fig. 6, CT(400)52.28260.004 m s21 and
aT(400)55461 m21, it is possible to evaluatem1 and m2

using Eqs. ~6! and ~7!. Voigt’s model gives m155.67
60.02 kPa andm250.2260.01 Pa s and Maxwell’s model
m155.7360.02 kPa andm252361 Pa s. Both models pro-
vide similar values for the elasticity. However, there is a
difference of two orders of magnitude for the viscosity. In
the literature, the viscosity for gelatin rarely exceeds 1 Pa s.
For example, with Zener’s model in gelatin at 1.5 Hz, Dja-
bourov et al.19 found 0.21 Pa s, very close to the value ob-

FIG. 4. Speed and attenuation measurements of the transverse wave as a
function of the frequency.~a! The inverse problem algorithm gives a good
estimation of speed~crosses! compared to the reference measurement ob-
tained with a spectral analysis of the displacement field method~more reli-
able but nonlocal!. ~b! However the inverse problem approach for attenua-
tion measurements seems to be more sensitive to noise since a deviation
from the reference measurements~circles! is visible beyond 400 Hz.

FIG. 5. ~a! The Voigt’s model is composed of a spring, with spring constant
m1 , and a dashpot, with coefficient of viscositym2 , in parallel. ~b! The
Maxwell’s model is a spring and a dashpot in series.
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tained with the Voigt’s model. This result indicates that Voi-
gt’s model seems to be more appropriate for the description
of viscous effects in case of the Agar-gelatin phantom. Now,
a study of the prediction of each model for all the other
frequencies reveals that both models are correct as far as the
speed is concerned, Fig. 6~a!. The dispersion curve of the
speed, therefore, does not allow for differentiating between
the two models. On the other hand, the curve of attenuation
versus frequency indicates a dramatic difference between
Voigt and Maxwell’s models and thus allows one to distin-
guish the good model: Voigt’s model. Although this model is
not perfect, it gives much better predictions for attenuation
than Maxwell’s model. The same general behavior is ob-
served independent of the frequency chosen to fit the experi-
mental data: an increasing law asv2 for Voigt’s model and a
plateau for Maxwell’s model. Indeed, for frequencies beyond
100 Hz, the dashpot becomes ‘‘harder’’ than the spring.
When these two elements are placed in series, as in Max-
well’s model Fig. 5~b!, the viscoelastic properties are entirely
driven by the spring. Thus the speed and attenuation no
longer depend on frequency: they present a plateau. Now, no
plateau is reached in the measured attenuation curve, Fig.
6~b!. As a result, the conclusion so far is that for Agar-gelatin
based phantom, the best of the simplest rheological models is
Voigt’s model.

V. EXCISED POSTRIGOR BEEF MUSCLE

The next step is to conduct the plane shear wave experi-
ment in real soft tissues. We have chosen anexcised post

rigor beef muscle: the bicepsfemoris. Figure 7 shows, from
right to left, the vibrator, the duralumin rigid plate applied on
the back face of the muscle sample, and the transducer array
applied on the left side of the sample. When shaken, the plate
transmits low frequency vibrations as transverse waves with
a polarization perpendicular to the fibers in this situation.
The displacements are detected using the transducer array
connected to the ultrafast scanner. The speed and the attenu-
ation are represented in Fig. 8 as functions of frequency
which ranges from 50 to 350 Hz. The reason why the fre-

FIG. 6. Transverse wave speed and attenuation measurements vs frequency.
~a! The flat speed distribution~circles! is correctly predicted by the Voigt’s
(V) and the Maxwell’s model (M ). ~b! On the other hand, the Maxwell’s
model attenuation predictions cannot properly account for the experimental
distribution ~circles!. Voigt’s model is better.

FIG. 7. Picture of the experimental setup in a beef muscle~bicepsfemoris!.
The vibrator transmits longitudinal oscillations to a rigid plate applied on the
back side of the muscle sample. The transverse wave propagates in the
direction of the fibers. The displacements are detected with a medical trans-
ducer array placed on the left-hand side of the muscle sample and connected
to an ultrafast scanner.

FIG. 8. Speed and attenuation vs frequency in a beef muscle. The transverse
wave has a polarization perpendicular to the fibers. Theoretical predictions
~solid lines! are based on a Voigt’s model.
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quency range ends at 350 Hz is that the attenuation (a
'80 m21 at 300 Hz! is approximately twice as large as in
the Agar-gelatin based phantom (a'40 m21 at 300 Hz! and
thus the displacements are too small to be exploited until 500
Hz. Nevertheless, it is clear that these data are once again
well described by Voigt’s model since no plateau is present
in the attenuation curve, Fig. 8~b!. In addition, the biceps
femoris muscle presents a transverse isotropy. General theo-
retical considerations on anisotropic viscoelastic media20,21

show that two shear elasticities and two shear viscosities are
needed to properly describe the transverse isotropy. It should
be noted that these theories generalize Hooke’s law by add-
ing a Newtonian viscous term in the stress tensorTi j . Thus,
the implicit viscoelastic model is Voigt’s solid,

Ti j 5ci jkl Skl1h i jkl

]Skl

]t
, ~8!

with ci jkl denoting Christophel’s tensor,Skl the strain tensor,
andh i jkl the viscosity tensor.

A slow and a fast wave are found depending on the
polarization with respect to the fibers. Two elasticities and
two viscosities are then deduced:m1

'52561 kPa, m2
'53.3

60.4 Pa s,m1
i
54962 kPa,m2

i
51562 Pa s.

Thus the experimental measurements obtained with the
plane shear wave experiment are in good agreement with
previous work on muscles.22,23 In other soft bovine tissues
such as calfskin, liver, or cardiac muscle, Voigt’s model was
shown to give fair predictions of ultrasonic shear wave speed
and attenuation.24

VI. THE 1D SHEAR ELASTICITY PROBE

The plane shear wave experiments presented in the first
part of this paper can hardly be applied in realin vivo soft
tissues. So what results can one expect from the inverse
problem algorithm in a more realistic situation with nonplane
shear waves?

We used the 1D shear elasticity probe.25,26As shown in
Fig. 9~a!, the shear elasticity probe is composed of a single
ultrasonic transducer mounted on a vibrator. It has the advan-
tage of using simple electronics while giving a quantitative
global estimate of elasticity. It can potentially be applied to
the diagnosis of liver diseases.27 In the following experi-
ments, the same phantom as in the first part was tested with
the shear elasticity probe. The shear wave is generated by the
front face of the transducer meanwhile working in a pulse
echo mode. The central frequency of the 7-mm-diam trans-
ducer is 5 MHz. Its focal is 35 mm. A scans are recorded in
a 9 bit digitizer at a sampling frequency of 50 MHz. The
repetition frequency between successive A-scans is fixed in
the experiments at 3000 Hz. The longitudinal component of
the displacement along the ultrasonic beam is computed us-
ing correlation algorithms. The complex diffraction pattern
of a low frequency vibrator,28 assures that we are not work-
ing with plane shear waves. A typical experimental displace-
ment field is shown in Fig. 9~b!. When a 100 Hz central
frequency pulse is applied, a fast compression wave (P), a
slow shear wave (S), as well as a reflected shear wave from
the bottom of the sample are visible. If the same algorithm

used for plane shear waves is directly applied to the latter
measurements, a very good speed estimate is obtained, Fig.
11~a!. Nevertheless, the attenuation is overestimated, Fig.
11~b!. The reasons for this apparent overattenuation must be
found in the inverse problem algorithm. In order to carefully
study the underlying approximations of the algorithm, one
can start with the most general wave equation in an isotropic
and linear solid, Eq.~8!. For the sake of simplicity, the me-
dium is considered as purely elastic. Adding viscosity does
not change the essential argument:

~l12m!““u1m“

2u2r
]2u

]t2 50. ~9!

The first assumption one needs in order to obtain the Helm-
holtz equation used in the inverse problem algorithm is that
the compression term, the first one in Eq.~9!, is negligible. It
is referred to as the compression-free approximation~also
called the Helmholtz approximation!. In order to justify this
assumption, one notes that it is possible to clearly separate

FIG. 9. ~a! Picture of the 1D shear elasticity probe. A single ultrasonic
transducer is mounted on a vibrator.~b! Sismic representation of the longi-
tudinal component~along thex axis! of the displacement field. A compres-
sion (P), a shear (S), and a reflected shear waves are visible when a 100 Hz
central frequency pulse is applied from the top (x50) of an Agar-gelatin
based phantom.
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the displacement induced by the compression wave and that
induced by the shear wave in homogeneous media with tran-
sient elastography, Fig. 9~b!. Nevertheless, getting rid of the
compression wave is not so obvious as we shall see, espe-
cially in the usual experimental situation where waves are in
the near field. The problem has thus been greatly simplified.
The components of the displacement fieldui are decoupled
and obey the same wave equation,

mDui2r
]2ui

]t2 50, i 5x,y,z. ~10!

Since it is the only one measured experimentally, thex com-
ponent is selected. Then the Laplacian operator reads:

Dux5
]2ux

]x2 1
]2ux

]y2 1
]2ux

]z2 . ~11!

One last simplification is needed. Indeed, the experimental
configuration using the 1D shear elasticity probe allows mea-
surement of only one component of the displacement in one
dimension along the ultrasonic beam. The experiment re-
quires us to neglect two terms in the Laplacian operator:

]2ux

]x2 @
]2ux

]y2 1
]2ux

]z2 . ~12!

This second assumption is referred as the quasiplane ap-
proximation. Then, from the 1D wave equation,

]2ux

]x2 2
r

m

]2ux

]t2 50, ~13!

the Helmholtz equation is finally deduced for the case of
monochromatic excitation:

]2ux

]x2 1k2ux50. ~14!

Consequently, what is a perfect inverse problem for
~plane! transverse waves is only an approximate inverse
problem for general diffracted shear waves~although well
founded as far as speed measurements are concerned!. So
how can one compensate for the lack of information result-
ing from the compression-free and the quasiplane approxi-
mations? We used the analytical solution of the displacement
field in a semi-infinite elastic solid induced by a point source
applied perpendicularly to the surface.29,30 The theoretical
longitudinal component (x component! of the displacement

field is represented on gray scale images, Fig. 10, after a 100
Hz central frequency pulse is applied from the bottom. One
can distinguish a Rayleigh wave on the surface (R), a trans-
verse wave (T) at 45°, and a shear wave along the axis of
the source. The latter wave is precisely the one detected in
the experiments using the 1D shear elasticity probe. If the
inverse problem algorithm is applied to the theoretical lon-
gitudinal displacement in one dimension along the source
axis just as in the experiment, one obtains a good estimation
of the speed and a surprising~at first sight! nonzero attenu-
ation even though the medium is ideally lossless, Fig. 11~b!

FIG. 10. Simulation of the displacement field using the
exact Green’s functions in a semi-infinite elastic solid.
A pulse is applied from the bottom by a 7 mmcircular
piston source. Att51 ms, the compression wave is vis-
ible. Then the shear wave propagates as a Rayleigh
wave (R) at the surface, as a transverse wave (T) in the
oblique direction and as a near field shear wave (S) in
the axis of the piston.

FIG. 11. Speed and attenuation measurements vs frequency.~a! The inverse
problem speed estimation~dots! is very close~within 8%! to the reference
measurements~circle!. ~b! But an overattenuation is clearly visible with the
inverse problem method~dots! compared to the reference measurements
~circle!. Applied to the simulated data in a perfectly elastic solid, the inverse
problem gives an overattenuation as well~solid line!. Subtracting these latter
data from the experimental measurements~dots! compensates for diffraction
effects and allows one to compute the medium attenuation~dotted line!.
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~solid line!. This paradox is a consequence of the approxi-
mations in the inverse problem. Indeed, diffraction, is seen
by the inverse problem algorithm as a dissipative effect. It
therefore computes an apparent attenuation due in reality to
diffraction. Thus if one subtracts this apparent attenuation
from the experimental measurements, the diffraction effects
are eliminated and what remains is the attenuation due to the
medium, Fig. 11~b! ~dotted line!. Consequently, speed and
attenuation~or elasticity and viscosity! can be easily mea-
sured with the shear elasticity probe.

VII. DISCUSSION

Thus the Green’s function simulation allows one to
avoid bias due to diffraction. Another benefit of simulation is
that the compression-free and quasiplane approximations,
used in the inverse problem algorithm, can be tested. Surpris-
ingly, it appears that the quasiplane approximation is very
well founded since the left term of Eq.~12! is at least ten
times bigger than the right-hand side terms in the experimen-
tal configuration.31 This ratio increases for the displacements
measured farther and farther away from the source. Thus the
Laplacian operator is correctly evaluated and the conclusion
is that the main flaw in the approximated inverse problem
algorithm comes from the first approximation, namely the
compression-free approximation. Should not it be elimi-
nated? The divergence of the displacement is almost zero and
yet it would be a mistake to ignore the whole compression
term. It would be ignoring the huge coefficient (l12m) in
front that makes the whole compression term non-negligible:
the longitudinal wave is clearly visible, Fig. 9. The problem
in a quasi-incompressible medium such as tissues is that no
experimental devices~using ultrasounds or NMR! has the
accuracy to experimentally evaluate this compression term.
It should be noted that for the same reason, any Poisson’s
ratio mapping is not feasible with elastography except in the
special case of porous soft materials.32 Nevertheless, as long
as one is interested in phase~or speed! measurements, the
compression-free approximation is valid. But it fails in am-
plitude ~or attenuation! estimations and introduces important
biases.

We have presented an experimental situation in which a
single transducer is as good as a transducer array or a NMR
device. A compression-free inverse problem algorithm does
not lead to the correct value of attenuation along the axis of
a point source. From a more general point of view, this ex-
periment reveals that in order to correctly reconstruct the
attenuation map~and thus a viscosity map!, one has to fully
take into account diffraction effects. It means that the inverse
problem must follow from the exact wave equation, Eq.~9!.
So how can one reconcile the experimental limitation~the
compression term cannot be evaluated! with the theoretical
requirement~the exact wave equation has to be taken into
account!? As shown previously in the simple case of a ho-
mogeneous medium, a first answer would be to use simula-
tion. For heterogeneous media, the question is still open. A
feasible exact inverse problem33 is still needed in order to
create a quantitative viscosity image.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Through a transient elastography experiment using plane
shear waves in soft solids, this paper presents a simple in-
verse problem algorithm to estimate the speed and the at-
tenuation. Moreover, it is demonstrated that the best of the
simplest rheological model for an Agar-gelatin based phan-
tom and a beef muscle sample is Voigt’s solid. The conclu-
sion of this first part is that quantitative viscosity can be
retrieved from an inverse problem algorithm. Some difficul-
ties remain in the more general case where nonplane shear
waves are used. This is the subject of the second part. A
simulation based on theoretical Green’s function is shown to
properly compensate for diffraction biases. Thus, a quantita-
tive estimate of shear elasticity and shear viscosity is ob-
tained with the so-called 1D shear elasticity probe in a ho-
mogeneous soft solid~Agar-gelatin phantom!. For viscosity
imaging~in heterogeneous media!, diffraction effects require
one to solve an exact inverse problem whose solution is yet
to be imagined.
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Theoretical gas body pulsation in relation to empirical gas-body
destabilization and to cell membrane damage thresholds
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Contrast agent gas bodies attached to phagocytic monolayer cells pulsate in response to ultrasound
exposure and damage the cells above thresholds, which increase in proportion to frequency. This
study considered the physical basis for the thresholds and their frequency dependence. Theory for
the pulsation was evaluated using empirical pulse waveforms acquired at thresholds for 1.0, 2.25,
3.5, 5.0, 7.5, and 10 MHz. For optimum-sized gas bodies, the amplitudes calculated at the thresholds
were about 11% of the initial radii. At the cell membrane damage thresholds, theoretical negative
shell stresses were approximately constant with frequency at about 50 MPa. This stress appears to
be sufficient to induce failure of the shell, and gas body destabilization was confirmed by increases
in transmission of ultrasound pulses through the monolayer and by microscopically-observed
shrinkage of the gas bodies. A model of acoustic microstreaming was used to calculate the shear
stress during the pulses. The maximum shear stress increased from about 1500 to 4500 Pa from 1
to 10 MHz, sufficient for the cell membrane damage. This theoretical analysis shows that both the
gas body destabilization and the cell membrane damage could be expected at similar peak
rarefactional pressure amplitudes, with thresholds having the observed proportionality to frequency.
© 2004 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1823212#

PACS numbers: 43.80.Gx, 43.35.Ei, 43.35.Wa@FD# Pages: 3742–3749

I. INTRODUCTION

A theory has been developed for the interaction of ultra-
sound with the encapsulated gas bubbles used for diagnostic
ultrasound contrast agents such as Optison®~Amersham
Health, Princeton, NJ! ~de Jonget al., 1994; Church, 1995!.
Essentially, the shell adds elasticity and viscosity-related
damping parameters to the theory for the pulsation of free
spherical bubbles. This theory has been utilized to describe
the scattering properties of suspensions of the agents, leading
to empirical values for the shell parameters~Marsh et al.,
1998!. The theories appear to be reasonable models of the
gas body behavior for low levels of excitation. As the inci-
dent ultrasound pressure amplitude increases from zero, the
stabilizing shell experiences oscillating stresses. Above
rather modest excitation peak rarefactional pressure ampli-
tudes~PRPAs!, the stresses may be sufficient to expect shell
failure ~Stride and Saffari, 2003!. However, uncertainty re-
mains as to how the theories can be used to describe the
destabilization of the gas bodies, and the complex behavior
at higher amplitudes. The fate of destabilized gas bodies can
include gradual shrinkage or rapid fragmentation, depending
on physical conditions~Chomaset al., 2001a, 2001b!. Ultra-
sound exposure can also result in cavitation nucleation~i.e.,
production and proliferation of free microbubble cavities!
~Miller and Thomas, 1995!. In some circumstances the rem-
nants of destabilized gas bodies~no longer capable of pro-
ducing image contrast! can still serve as cavitation nuclei
~Dalecki et al., 1997!.

The interaction of ultrasound with contrast agent gas
bodies is a form of acoustic cavitation, which can lead to

biological effects~Nyborg et al., 2002!. The mechanical ac-
tion of the pulsating gas bodies on nearby cells or tissues can
lead to a wide range of bioeffects, such as cell membrane
damage~Miller et al., 1996; Miller and Dou, 2004a! and
capillary rupture~Skyba et al., 1998; Li et al., 2003!. The
bioeffects are considered to be cavitational bioeffects and
potentially pose risks of adverse consequences of contrast
enhanced diagnostic ultrasound~Nyborg et al., 2002!. For
low pressure amplitudes, the gas bodies may remain stable,
with mechanical perturbations produced by the pulsation.
There appear to be PRPA thresholds for bioeffects, such as
cell membrane damage, which presumably occur when cell
perturbation reaches critical levels for damage. In addition,
destabilization of the gas bodies appears to occur at compa-
rable PRPAs, particularly for shell-encapsulated designs. For
relatively high pressure amplitudes, the gas bodies are de-
stroyed but can serve as cavitation nuclei with subsequent
effects resulting from free-bubble cavitation phenomena.

A sensitive system for studying cellular bioeffects of
contrast agent pulsation is a cell monolayer grown on the
upper window of an exposure chamber. This allows gas bod-
ies in the medium filling the chamber to rise and come into
direct contact with the cells before exposure. This method is
particularly useful for pulsed ultrasound, and has been used
to study ATP release~membrane damage! from CHO cells
during 3.3 MHz pulsed ultrasound exposure~Miller and Bao,
1998!, sonoporation of epidermoid cells using an actual di-
agnostic ultrasound scanner~Miller and Quddus, 2000!, and
membrane damage in phagocytic macrophagelike cells
~Miller and Quddus, 2001!. The phagocytic cells, but not the
epidermoid cells, tended to retain the gas bodies when mono-
layers incubated with contrast agent were rinsed before ex-a!Electronic address: douglm@umich.edu
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posure, thereby assuring direct cell-gas body contact during
even the briefest pulses.

The phagocytic cell monolayer therefore provides a
model system suitable for the study cavitational bioeffects at
low pulse pressure amplitudes. For brief incubation, the gas
bodies stick to the cells without complete phagocytosis. A
3.5 MHz laboratory ultrasound system was used to explore
the influence of exposure parameters and agent properties on
cell membrane damage~Miller and Dou, 2004a!. The two
different agents Optison®~Amersham Health Inc., Princ-
eton, NJ! and Definity® ~Bristol-Myers Squib Medical Im-
aging, N. Billerica, MA! produced similar thresholds for bio-
effects, which indicates a minor role for small differences in
gas body properties in cellular bioeffects. Thresholds for
damage were only weakly dependent on timing parameters.
For example, thresholds for continuous exposure with Opti-
son® were 0.05 MPa for 60 s increasing only to 0.84 MPa
for 0.6 ms ~a factor of 108 in duration!. The membrane dam-
age thresholds also depended on the frequency of ultrasound
exposure~Miller and Dou, 2004b!. Focused ultrasound with
two cycle pulses and 1% duty cycle was used, which simu-
lated pulse timing parameters of diagnostic imaging. PRPA
thresholds were found to increase approximately in propor-
tion to frequency from 0.066 MPa at 1 MHz to 0.62 MPa at
10 MHz. These thresholds were relatively low for cavita-
tional bioeffects, and the physical basis for the proportional-
ity to frequency was uncertain. For comparison, the inertial
cavitation threshold estimated even for free microbubbles of
optimal size are greater and have a different frequency de-
pendence for this frequency range. Approximate calculations
indicated a frequency dependence of this minimum inertial
cavitation threshold of the form PRPA2 f 1

50.06 MPa2 MHz21 ~Apfel and Holland, 1991!, or PRPA
f 21/250.24 MPa MHz21/2 ~expressed in the form of the Me-
chanical Index!. This contrast between inertial cavitation
theory and experimental results does not support a hypoth-
esis that the inertial cavitation thresholds predict the mem-
brane damage thresholds for this model system of contrast
agent bioeffects.

Development of theoretical models of pulsation, desta-
bilization, and cell damage could elucidate the relationship
between the ultrasound interaction and the bioeffects poten-

tial associated with contrast agents. Detailed relationships
between the pulsation theory and bioeffects experiments in-
cluding the influence of agent destabilization and mecha-
nisms for biological effects have not been established. The
purpose of this study was to assess the physical basis for the
cell membrane damage at relatively low PRPAs and the ob-
served proportionality of the cell damage threshold to fre-
quency. Measurements were made of ultrasound transmis-
sion through the monolayers and the destabilization of the
gas bodies was microscopically observed. The theory for ul-
trasonic pulsation of the contrast agent gas bodies was ap-
plied to describe gas body responses for short pulse wave-
forms measured for membrane damage thresholds in the
1–10 MHz range. This behavior was related to stresses in
stabilizing shells of the gas bodies and to acoustic micros-
treaming shear stress on cells. The shell stresses were suffi-
cient for gas body destabilization, the shear stresses were
sufficient for cell membrane damage, and both critical
stresses predicted threshold PRPAs proportional to ultra-
sound frequency.

II. METHODS

A. Experimental methods

Experimental methods used to obtain the PRPA thresh-
olds for membrane damage were described previously
~Miller and Dou, 2004b!. Briefly, monolayers of phagocytic
cells growing on thin Mylar sheets were loaded with Op-
tion® contrast agent gas bodies. The gas bodies were at-
tached to, but not engulfed by the cells. The cells and gas
bodies were exposed to 1 min pulsed ultrasound under free-
field conditions using two cycle pulses and 1% duty cycle.
Six ultrasound frequencies were tested: 1.0, 2.25, 3.5, 5.0,
7.5, and 10.0 MHz. The pulse timing produced a decreasing
pulse duration and increasing pulse repetition frequency with
increasing frequency, simulating timing parameters of pulsed
ultrasound in diagnostic imaging, but a constant total on-time
of 0.6 s. Cells were scored for dye exclusion at the center of
the focal zone where the incident PRPA was approximately
constant over the area. Thresholds for membrane damage
were determined from exposure-response curves and are
listed in Table I, together with the statistical uncertainties of

TABLE I. Empirical thresholds and theoretical results for gas body pulsation under threshold conditions.

Frequency~MHz!

1.0 2.25 3.5 5.0 7.5 10.0

Threshold~MPa! 0.066 0.15 0.24 0.37 0.44 0.62
Standard error~MPa! 0.018 0.038 0.05 0.10 0.09 0.19
Pulse duration~ms! 1.9 0.79 0.60 0.40 0.27 0.20

Optimal R0 (mm) 7.5 4.4 3.3 2.6 2.1 1.8
Maximum R2R0 (mm) 0.98 0.53 0.45 0.35 0.174 0.144
Minimum R2R0 (mm) 20.83 20.47 20.36 20.30 20.156 20.132
Relative amplitude 0.12 0.11 0.12 0.13 0.079 0.078
Tensile stress~MPa! 55.5 51.2 59.2 59.9 40.4 42.3
Compress. stress~MPa! 65.8 65.2 68.1 76.6 52.6 57.7

Maximum U1 (m/s) 5.5 6.8 7.6 9.1 6.3 7.1
b ~mm! 0.56 0.38 0.30 0.25 0.21 0.18
SS stress~Pa! 1230 2130 3630 5050 2970 3750
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the thresholds and the measured pulse durations~Miller and
Dou, 2004b!.

For this study pulse pressure waveforms were recorded
for use as the driving pressure function in the theoretical
analysis. The exposure fields were measured using a cali-
brated hydrophone~model 805 PVDF bilaminar membrane
hydrophone, Sonora Medical Systems, Longmont, CO!
placed at the focus of the transducers, in the absence of the
exposure chamber. Corrections were made for spatial aver-
aging in the focal zone, as described previously~Miller and
Dou, 2004b!. The system drive voltage was adjusted to pro-
vide the threshold pressure amplitude~or a low multiple of
that voltage consistent with a good signal to noise ratio, later
readjusted to the threshold! and the two cycle pulse wave-
forms were recorded at 5000 time point resolution with a 500
MHz digitizing oscilloscope~model TDS 520B, Tektronix,
Beaverton, OR!.

The acoustical behavior of the ensemble of gas bodies
on the monolayer under near threshold conditions was ex-
plored by measuring the transmission of the ultrasound
through exposure chambers. The chambers with cell mono-
layers were set up as for the bioeffects tests involving incu-
bation with 2% Optison® in the medium followed by rinsing
to remove unattached gas bodies. The apparatus for transmis-
sion measurements is illustrated in Fig. 1~a!. The transmis-
sion coefficient was calculated as the ratio of the voltage
detected by a hydrophone with the chamber in place to the
voltage without the chamber. The transmission loss was pri-
marily due to the gas body population, with transmission
through an empty chamber better than 0.95 for all frequen-
cies.

Finally, microscopical observations of gas body behav-
ior were performed using an inverted microscope~model MZ
FLIII, Leica Inc. Deerfield, IL! with a still or video camera.
The apparatus for microscopical observations is illustrated in
Fig. 1~b!. A dish of water with a 0.24-mm-thick glass win-
dow glued to the bottom served as the exposure water vessel,
with the transducer aimed at a 30° angle from vertical toward
a chamber placed on the window. This located the monolayer

1 mm above the coverslip, which may have compromised
free-field conditions to some extent. However, this apparatus
was used only with the 3.5 MHz transducer with 0.6ms
duration pulses, which would have minimal field distortion
by reflections.

B. Theoretical methods

For this study, the theoretical model for shelled gas bod-
ies developed by Church~1995! was used to calculate radius
time curves. The differential equation for the gas body dy-
namics was solved using Mathematica®~version 5, Wolfram
Research, Champaign, IL!. The differential equation for the
radial velocityU for a gas body of initial radiusR0 , includ-
ing the linear radiation damping term suggested by Church
~1995!, was ~dotted symbols represent differentiation with
respect to timet!:

U̇5S 2U2S 3

2
1S rL2rS

rS
D S 4~R1D!32R3

2~R1D!3 D R

~R1D!D
1

1
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S Pi S R0

R D 3k

2~P01p!2
2s1

R
2

2s2

R1D

24
U

R S mSVS1mLR3

~R1D!3 D D 2~vR0!2

3S R01D

c~11~v~R01D!/c!2!
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FIG. 1. Illustrations of the experimen-
tal apparatus used in this study:~a! the
arrangement for transmission mea-
surements and~b! the arrangement for
microscopical observation of gas-body
behavior. The exposure chamber con-
sisted of a stainless steel ring, which
clamped the Mylar sheet with cell
monolayer and an O ring, which held a
plastic cover sheet in place enclosing
the cell culture medium.
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Here, the radial velocityU, radiusR, and incident pressurep
are functions of time. The other symbols represent constants:
ambient pressureP0 , density of waterrL , viscosity of water
mL , gas-shell surface tensions1 , polytropic exponentk,
internal pressurePi , density of shellrS , viscosity of shell
mS , modulus of rigidityGS , shell thicknessD, and 2p times
frequencyv. The values of the symbols appropriate for the
shelled Optison® gas body are listed in Table II. The values
of the constants were from Church~1995!, except for values
of Gs and mS , which were from Marshet al. ~1998!. The
differential equation for the radiusR was simply

Ṙ5U. ~4!

This system of equations was solved using the ND solve
function. This model neglects thermal damping, which was
appropriate for the small gas bodies considered. Measured
values ofp were acquired using a calibrated hydrophone for
the experimental pulses as described earlier.

The shell experiences stresses as the gas body pulsates
~Church, 1995; Stride and Saffari, 2003!. The approximate
effective stress within the shell at the inner surface is given
by ~Stride and Saffari, 2003!:

Teff526S GS

R2Re

R
1mS

U

R D . ~5!

The modification of the model needed to describe the dy-
namic behavior after destabilization is not known. The be-
havior depends on the strength of the interaction, and may
include slow dissolution, emergence of free bubbles or
break-up of the gas body into quickly vanishing fragments
~Chomaset al., 2001a, 2001b!.

Detailed theory for estimating the amount of biological
perturbation expected from a given exposure situation is not
available for use in medical applications of contrast agents.
Even for moderate pressure amplitudes, a number of differ-
ent mechanisms may plausibly have a role in bioeffects
~Miller et al., 1996!. Many gas bodies were nonspherical or
changed in shape during an exposure. Furthermore, asym-
metric pulsation is expected near solid boundaries, which can
result in asymmetrical collapse and fluid jets directed at the

surface for high amplitudes~see for example, Marmottant
and Hilgenfeldt, 2003; Krasovitski and Kimmel, 2004!. For
the in vitro experiments, gas bodies were absent from stained
~i.e., killed! cells when the effect was scored after suprath-
reshold exposure~e.g., Miller and Quddus, 2002!. This sug-
gests a possible role for gas body destabilization in the cell
membrane damage. However, significant steady~nonoscilla-
tory! fluid shear stress occurs for gas body pulsation near
solid surfaces even at relatively low amplitudes which are
expected for threshold conditions. Thus, a simplified theory
for shear-stress induced by acoustic microstreaming was
adopted for modeling cell injury.

Fluid shear stress generated in the vicinity of a pulsating
gas body can produce mechanical cell membrane damage
~Rooney, 1972; Nyborg, 1977!. The pulsation near a solid
surface produces acoustic microstreaming flow and steady
shear~SS! stress. The fluid velocity decreases to approxi-
mately zero~nonslip condition! at a solid surface within a
thin boundary layer of thicknessb ~Nyborg, 1977!, given by

b5S 2mL

rv̄ D 1/2

. ~6!

This results in a velocity gradient with a maximum value
~amplitude! given approximately byU1 /b, in which U1 is
the velocity amplitude, and in an oscillatory shear stress.
However, biophysical data suggest that the role of the oscil-
latory stress may be small compared to the role of steady
stresses~Rooney, 1972!.

The SS stresses or unidirectional forces result in actual
displacement, allowing the accumulation of perturbations
over multiple cycles and pulses. The critical stress needed for
damage has been determined for several fluid shear situa-
tions, and the microstreaming shear stress model has proven
useful in describing several bioeffects involving ultrasonic
gas body activation~Miller, 1987!. Microstreaming flow is
generated with a velocity gradient near the boundary which
results in a SS stress approximately given by

SSS5
mLvR1

2

R0b
. ~7!

Here,R1 was the linearized amplitude of the radial oscilla-
tion, which was calculated as the mean of the maximum and
minimum values ofuR2R0u. When this shear stress exceeds
a critical value then cell membrane damage may be expected.
For pulse mode exposure, the effects of multiple pulses ap-
pear to accumulate to produce critical stress at lower PRPAs
than for single pulses. The actual processes occurring near
ultrasonically pulsating gas bodies in the megahertz fre-
quency range are only approximated by this model. The
boundary layer thickness is typically smaller than the cell
size in the megahertz frequency range, so that the cells can-
not be subjected to uniform stress, as is the case for large
scale shearing flow. Furthermore, the time course and scale
of actual fluid flow is uncertain for the pulsed mode expo-
sure. Nevertheless, this simplified theory provided a frame-
work for understanding the cell membrane damage.

TABLE II. Definitions and values of the constants used in Eqs.~1!–~3! for
the shelled gas body.

Constant Definition Assumed value

P0 Ambient pressure 105 Pa
rL Density of water 103 kg m23

mL Viscosity of water 1023 Pa s
s1 Gas-shell surface tension 0.04 N m21

k Polytropic exponent 1.0
Pi Internal pressure P0

rS Density of shell 1.13103 kg m23

mS Viscosity of shell 1.11 Pa s
GS Modulus of rigidity 83.3 MPa
D Shell thickness 15 nm
R0 Stable gas body radius Test variable
v 2p times frequency Test variable
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III. RESULTS

A. Experimental results

Pulse waveforms were recorded using excitation condi-
tions corresponding to membrane damage thresholds at each
frequency, in the absence of a chamber. The pulse waveform
recorded for 3.5 MHz for the 0.24 MPa threshold PRPA is
shown in Fig. 2~a!. All the pulse waveforms had a similar
appearance, but different durations as listed in Table II. The
discrete data stored in a spreadsheet was imported into the
Mathematica program, and an interpolation function was cre-
ated for use with Eq.~1!.

The presence of the chambers with cells and gas bodies
influenced the ultrasound field. To characterize this interac-
tion, the amplitude transmission coefficients were measured
for four chambers at each frequency for two PRPA values
used for the threshold determinations~Miller and Dou,
2004b!. The values corresponded to the PRPA levels nearest
the membrane damage threshold and twice this PRPA, mea-
sured both before and after 1 min of exposure. The transmis-
sion coefficients for the start of exposure near the threshold
are shown in Fig. 3. There were no significant differences
between the results at different frequencies. The overall av-
erage transmission coefficient for all the frequencies was
0.5360.21 SD. This attenuation indicates perturbation of the
exposure field. For sparsely distributed point scatterers in a
plane surface, the transmitted pressure reflects the actual
pressure amplitude in the plane~Miller, 1980!. Thus, the
field actually interacting with the gas bodies might have been
about half the calibrated measurements. Unfortunately, this

aspect of the exposure conditions is uncertain given the at-
tachment of multiple gas bodies~i.e., not sparse! to the cells.
However, the observations indicate that the behavior was
about the same for all the frequencies tested and therefore
not a bias in the frequency trends.

There were increases in transmission between the begin-
ning and ending of the 1 min exposures, as shown for the
overall averages for the six frequencies in Fig. 4. For the
near threshold PRPAs the increase was about 7%, while for
the higher PRPAs the increase was about 30%~significantly
different, P,0.01). This indicates that the ultrasound modi-
fied the gas-body population during the exposure. Observa-
tion using the inverted microscope apparatus revealed that
the gas bodies tended to shrink during exposure as shown in
Fig. 5. For even higher PRPAs, the transmission increased
essentially to unity~i.e., the transmission coefficient in the
absence of gas bodies!, and all gas bodies apparently disap-
peared on effected cells.

FIG. 2. ~a! The measured pulse waveform for 3.5 MHz exposures and~b!
the theoretical radial response of the most strongly responding~i.e., optimal
radius! gas body. The amplitude is small relative to the radius, an essentially
linear response.

FIG. 3. The amplitude transmission coefficient through phagocytic cell
monolayers loaded with contrast agent gas bodies for the six frequencies
tested, plotted as the means of four measurements, with standard error bars.
There was no apparent trend with frequency.

FIG. 4. Amplitude transmission coefficients averaged for all six frequencies
before and after 1 min pulsed exposures at~or slightly less! than the thresh-
old PRPAs, and at about twice the threshold PRPAs. Above the thresholds, a
significant increase in transmission was induced by the exposures.
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B. Theoretical results

For each frequency the measured pulse waveform was
used with Eqs.~1!–~4! to obtain the radial pulsation as a
function of time for 100 values ofR0 varied incrementally
over the 1–10mm range of radii. The pulse-maximum am-
plitude R1 was determined during the pulse response for
each radius. From this set of data the optimum~essentially
the resonance size! radius was found and used in subsequent
calculations for the maximum response within the gas body
population. The optimum size at 3.5 MHz was 3.3mm,
which had a radius-time response as shown in Fig. 2~b!. The
response was of small amplitude and very nearly linear. The
maximum amplitude response at 3.5 MHz for 1–10mm radii
is shown in Fig. 6.

The optimal radius~initial radius giving the maximum
amplitude! decreased with increasing frequency, as expected
for the linear resonance frequency. The pulsation amplitudes
also decreased by nearly a factor of 10, even as the threshold
PRPA values increase by approximately a factor of 10. How-
ever, because the optimum radius also decreased, this re-
sulted in an approximately constant relative amplitude
R1 /R0 of about 0.1160.02. Theoretical results are listed in
Table II for each frequency. An approximately constant

~given the uncertainties in the thresholds, and other factors!
shell stress was calculated for the 6 frequencies of 51.468.4
MPa. The relative amplitudes and effective shell tensile
stresses are plotted in Fig. 7.

The decreasing amplitude needed for constant relative
responseR1 /R0 with increasing frequency resulted in an ap-
proximately constant maximum radial velocity amplitudeU1

of 7.161.2 m s21. The calculated SS stresses were rather
variable over the frequency range, making a trend difficult to
discern~it should be noted that the dependence on the square
of the amplitude exaggerated the fractional variation com-
pared to first-order quantities!. The velocity amplitudes and
SS stresses are plotted in Fig. 8. Linear regression (r 2

50.65) on the plot of SS stress indicated an increase from
about 1500 to 4500 Pa from 1 to 10 MHz~with an average of
312761338 Pa!.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Summary

Stabilized gas bodies in Optison® ultrasound contrast
agent can attach to phagocytic monolayer cells, which pro-

FIG. 5. Frames taken from a video recording of phagocytic cells loaded
with gas bodies and exposed to 3.5 MHz pulsed ultrasound:~a! gas bodies
and cells immediately before exposure,~b! after 1 s of exposure, and~c! 5
min after the end of a 10 s exposure. The scale bar in~a! represents a length
of 20 mm, and applies to all three photomicrographs. The arrow in~c!
indicates a cell with membrane damage resulting from the exposure, which
was stained by trypan blue dye in the medium~in greyscale, the nucleus is
slightly darker!. Other cells appeared to be unaffected by the exposure, even
though the gas bodies were destabilized.

FIG. 6. A plot of the theoretical response of gas bodies of radii 0.1–10mm
for 3.5 MHz pulsed exposure.

FIG. 7. Plots of the relative amplitude and effective shell tensile stress for
the six frequencies tested. The horizontal lines indicated the averages of the
six values.

FIG. 8. Plots of the pulse peak velocity amplitudes and steady shear
stresses. The line for the velocity amplitudes represents the average of the
six values. The line for the shear stresses, which appear to increase some-
what with frequency is a linear regression (r 250.65).
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vides a modelin vitro system for the study of bioeffects
induced by the interaction of ultrasound with the gas bodies.
Pulsed ultrasound exposure of the gas bodies has been shown
to induce cell membrane damage~cell death! above apparent
thresholds, which were approximately proportional to fre-
quency for six frequencies from 1 to 10 MHz~Miller and
Dou, 2004b!. Empirical pulse waveforms were acquired for
threshold PRPAs@e.g., Fig. 2~a!#. These wave forms approxi-
mated the pressure waveforms at the cell-gas body locations,
but may overestimate the true local values as indicated by
reduced transmission through the monolayers loaded with
gas bodies~Fig. 3!. Measurement of transmission below and
above the cell damage thresholds indicated that the gas bod-
ies were modified by the higher PRPA pulses, such that the
transmission increased~Fig. 4!. Microscopical observation
confirmed destabilization of the gas bodies, which shrank
during exposure~Fig. 5!.

Established theory for the gas body pulsation~Church,
1995! was evaluated using the empirical pulse waveforms
for the driving pressure to determine theoretical behavior of
the gas bodies@e.g., Fig. 2~b!#. The shell properties restricted
the theoretically calculated pulsation to small amplitudes
~i.e., compared to free gas bubbles!, which may be catego-
rized as noninertial cavitation. The relative radial amplitudes
calculated at the thresholds were approximately constant
with frequency at only about 11% of the optimal radii giving
maximum response. This small amplitude response may nev-
ertheless be important for gas body stability, and resulted in
estimated shell stress amplitudes of about 50 MPa. As noted
by Stride and Saffari~2003!, this level of pulsation and shell
stress may be sufficient to induce failure of the shell. Em-
pirical observations confirmed that shell destabilization was
apparent under pulse PRPAs above the cell membrane dam-
age thresholds.

A model of near boundary microstreaming with steady
fluid flow, which has been established as a mechanism for
cell membrane effects~Nyborg et al., 2002!, was used to
calculate the peak unidirectional shear stress during the
pulsed exposure. The critical SS stress for-cell membrane
damage has been observed in several different fluid shear
situations~Miller, 1987!. The critical shear stress was about
190 Pa for 1 s, and increased slowly for decreasing duration
T of shear, approximately asT20.29. This expected trend was
reflected in the slowly decreasing membrane damage thresh-
olds for increasing exposure duration~Miller and Dou,
2004a!. PRPA thresholds at 3.5 MHz were 0.84 MPa for
single 0.6ms pulses and 0.08 MPa for 0.6 s continuous ex-
posure. Extrapolation from the calculations for this study
yield SS stresses of 42 kPa and 400 Pa for these PRPA
thresholds, compared to expected critical stress values of
12.1 kPa and 220 Pa. For multiple-pulse exposures, damage
seemed to accumulate, and the thresholds fell between that
for a single pulse and that for continuous exposure of dura-
tion equal to the total on-time~0.6 s for the pulsed exposures
considered here!. The calculated SS stress increased slowly
from about 1500 to 4500 Pa~Fig. 8! for the cell damage
thresholds for 1–10 MHz pulsed exposure~Miller and Dou,
2004b!. Critical stresses of approximately 8.8–16.7 kPa
were expected for the single pulse durations~1.8–0.2 ms

over the frequency range! and 220 Pa for a duration equal to
the total on-time of 0.6 s. These empirical values bracket the
theoretically calculated estimates, which supports the hy-
pothesis that the steady shear stress generated by the pulsat-
ing gas bodies was the mechanism responsible for the cell
membrane damage for the multiple pulse exposures.

B. Discussion of limitations

This result is essentially in agreement with conclusions
by Rooney~1972!, Miller ~1985!, Miller and Bao~1998!, Wu
~2002! and others~see Nyborget al., 2002!. However, it
should be noted that details of the phenomena are not en-
tirely clear for this model system. There is uncertainty as to
the actual acoustic field existing at individual gas bodies,
indicated by transmission loss and the close proximity of gas
bodies on different cells or on the same cell. The detailed
nature of the pulsation including asymmetrical oscillation for
gas bodies near a boundary would influence the cell pertur-
bation to some extent even for linear conditions~Marmottant
and Hilgenfeldt, 2003; Krasovitski and Kimmel, 2004!. Fur-
thermore, the internal cell viscosity is much higher than the
surrounding medium, which can influence the gas-body pul-
sation and the shear stress or strain applied to the membrane
Daytonet al. ~2001!.

Another important uncertainty arises from the apparent
coincidence between the PRPA values needed to destabilize
the gas bodies and the values needed to damage the cells.
Microscopical observation, as described in Sec. II, showed
that the gas bodies shrank during the exposure at near thresh-
old conditions. This behavior apparently was similar to the
phenomenon observed by Chomaset al., ~2001a!. Near the
threshold, the gas bodies sometimes shrink, often into non-
spherical shapes, with little or no cell killing. At twice the
near threshold PRPA, the shrinkage was more rapid and
complete, and some cell membranes were damaged, as
shown in Fig. 5 for 0.5 MPa at 3.5 MHz. Most cells with
shrinking gas bodies survived the exposure, which implies
that the destabilizationper sewas not the cause of the cell
membrane damage. However, destabilization and gas body
loss could influence the cell membrane damage threshold in
at least four ways. First, the reduced number of gas bodies
would reduce the attenuation caused by the array of gas bod-
ies covering the cell monolayer, allowing higher PRPAs at
the remaining gas bodies. Second, a large gas body could
shrink to the optimal size for the frequency applied, subject-
ing the cell to higher SS stresses. Third, the strained shell
failure could cause concomitant cell membrane failure at the
point of gas-body-cell attachment. Finally, at suprathreshold
PRPAs destabilization leading to behavior more like that of a
free bubble might also occur and lead to much larger cell
perturbation than expected from a shelled gas body~Miller
and Bao, 1998; Wu, 2002!.

C. Conclusion

Cell membrane damage induced by 1–10 MHz pulsed
ultrasound interaction with contrast agent gas bodies at-
tached to monolayer cells was examined using physical
theory for gas body pulsation. The observed PRPA thresholds
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corresponded to approximately constant relative pulsation
amplitudes. The resulting shell stresses were expected to be
sufficient to induce destabilization, which was confirmed by
measurements and observations. The thresholds also corre-
sponded to approximately constant radial velocity ampli-
tudes. The resulting steady microstreaming shear stress
slowly increased for decreasing 1.8–0.2ms pulse durations
in the 1–10 MHz range and were sufficient to damage cell
membranes, based on previous empirical observations in a
variety of fluid flows. These theoretical insights provide ra-
tional explanations for the gas body destabilization and cell
membrane damage, for the occurrence of the two phenomena
at similar PRPAs, and for their similar frequency depen-
dence. For this model system, contrast agent gas body desta-
bilization and pulsation-induced cell membrane damage oc-
cur in theory and experiment for diagnostically relevant
pulsed ultrasound when the parameterp fÀ1 exceeds about
0.06 MPa MHz21.
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Ring doves~Streptopelia risoria! produce a ‘‘coo’’ vocalization that is essentially a pure-tone sound
at a frequency of about 600 Hz and with a duration of about 1.5 s. While making this vocalization,
the dove inflates the upper part of its esophagus to form a thin-walled sac structure that radiates
sound to the surroundings. It is a reasonable assumption that the combined influence of the trachea,
glottis and inflated upper esophagus acts as an effective band-pass filter to eliminate higher
harmonics generated by the vibrating syringeal valve. Calculations reported here indicate that this
is indeed the case. The tracheal tube, terminated by a glottal constriction, is the initial resonant
structure, and subsequent resonant filtering takes place through the action of the inflated esophageal
sac. The inflated esophagus proves to be a more efficient sound radiating mechanism than an open
beak. The action of this sac is only moderately affected by the degree of inflation, although an
uninflated esophagus is inactive as a sound radiator. These conclusions are supported by
measurements and observations that have been reported in a companion paper. ©2004 Acoustical
Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1811491#

PACS numbers: 43.80.Ka@JAS# Pages: 3750–3756

I. INTRODUCTION

Birdsong has a wide variety of forms, as described in the
classic book by Greenewalt~1968!. Some birds produce me-
lodically rich extended songs with individual notes that are
almost pure-tone in some species but rich in harmonics in
others. Other birds, such as crows, may produce simple vo-
calizations with harmonically rich spectra that are shaped
into formant bands as in human speech. Some cockatoos
even produce chaotic nonharmonic cries~Fletcher, 2000!.
Surveys of the mechanisms involved in some of these cases
have been given by Brackenbury~1982! and others, while
quantitative models for some of these systems have been
developed by Casey and Gaunt~1985!, Fletcher~1988!, and
Fletcher and Tarnopolsky~1999!. The case of Ring doves is
rather different in that they often produce simple pure-tone
coos in a relatively narrow frequency range, and do so with
their upper esophagus inflated to a large sac that effectively
radiates the sound while the beak remains closed. Apart from
this feature, the vocal system of the dove differs little from
that of other birds~Ballintijn et al., 1995!. Extensive studies
of doves have recently been published by Beckerset al.
~2003a, b! and by Riedeet al. ~2004!, and these provide the
experimental basis of the present paper. These papers contain
numerous references to the relevant literature and provide the
experimental data upon which the present paper is based.

The prominence of the inflated esophagus or esophageal
sac ~the abbreviation IE will be used henceforth—it is dis-
tinct from that part of the esophagus or crop, theingluvies, in
which food is stored! during song invites the conclusion that
it is acoustically important, and this is the hypothesis that is
explored here. It is possible, however, that it is also a visual
display feature used in courtship, and it is certainly used in
this way by some species. The fact that the beak is closed
during song leads to the tentative conclusion that the reso-
nances of the mouth and beak that are so important in the
song of some other birds are irrelevant in the case of the
dove, but that leaves the length of trachea connecting the
syrinx to the expanded esophagus as a possible contributor to
resonance. The sound passes through the glottis at the entry
to the trachea, so that constriction of this passageway may
also contribute to overall behavior.

The purpose of the present paper is thus to examine the
role of these anatomical structures in providing a very effi-
cient filter for the generally harmonically rich sound that is
expected to be generated by the vibrating syringeal valve.
Since mere speculation and modeling are inadequate, the
model will be tested by comparison with the experimental
data on song in the Ring dove~Streptopelia risoria! provided
by the study of Riedeet al. ~2004!.

II. ACOUSTIC MODEL

X-ray photographs of a dove while singing are given by
Riedeet al. ~2004!, and from these it is possible to derivea!Electronic mail: neville.fletcher@anu.edu.au
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anatomical details. For the purpose of acoustic modeling,
details such as the precise location and curvature of the tra-
chea are unimportant, and the vocal system can be treated in
terms of the simplified anatomy shown in Fig. 1. The ana-
tomical dimensions, given by the data of Riedeet al., are
shown in Table I.

Figure 2~a! shows an electric analog circuit that repre-
sents the acoustic system of Fig. 1. In such a circuit the
analog of acoustic volume flow is electric current and the
analog of acoustic pressure is electric potential~Fletcher,
1992!. The lungs provide a constant pressure~voltage! of
about 1.5 kPa~15 cm water gauge! and the syrinx behaves
like a valve oscillating at a frequencyf 5v/2p of about 600
Hz. Since the lung pressure is high relative to that in the
trachea, the impedance of the syringeal source is high, and it
can be considered to inject a volume flow of constant ampli-
tude. Because the valve almost closes once in each cycle, the
acoustic volume flow into the base of the trachea is rich in
harmonic overtones~Fletcher, 1988!.

It is interesting to note that, while the trachea and glottis
constitute a series impedance, the components of the inflated
esophageal sac constitute a parallel impedance. The interac-
tion between these two impedances, themselves in series
with one another, is a little complex and generally results in
a pair of resonances, even if they are adjusted to the same
resonance frequency. This need not be of concern, since it is
automatically taken into account in the analysis.

A. Tracheal and glottal impedances

The tracheal tube is represented by a four-terminal ele-
ment with impedance coefficientsZi j given by ~Kinsler
et al., 1982; Fletcher, 1992!

Z115Z2252 jZ0 cotkL,
~1!

Z125Z2152 jZ0 coseckL.

Here L is the length of the trachea,Z05rc/ST , where r
'1.2 kg/m3 is the density andc'350 m/s the velocity of
sound in air at dove body temperature,S5pd2/4 is the area
of the trachea,k5(v/c)2 j a is the complex wave number
for sound of angular frequencyv52p f and attenuation co-
efficient a'2.431025v1/2/d in the tracheal tube of diam-
eterd, and j 5A21. The acoustic pressurespi and acoustic
volume flowsUi at the two ends of the tube are then related
by

pi5(
j

Zi j U j . ~2!

If the impedance connected to the upper end of the trachea is
ZL5p2 /U2 , then it follows from these equations that the
input impedanceZin at the syringeal end of the trachea is

Zin5
p1

U1
5

ZLZ112Z11Z221Z12Z21

ZL2Z22

5Z0

ZL coskL1 jZ0 sinkL

jZL sinkL1Z0 coskL
. ~3!

Since the syrinx is a high-impedance source, it is tempting to
simply select a frequency to maximize the real part of this
input impedance, since maximum power will then be trans-
ferred to the vocal tract, but this does not give information
about radiated acoustic power—the input power may be sim-
ply dissipated in viscous and thermal losses within the tract.

The glottal constriction to a narrow tube of lengthl and
diameterg can be represented, since it is so short and nar-
row, by a simple inductive impedance in series with a resis-
tive viscous loss~Fletcher, 1992!, giving an impedance

ZG'
4rc

pg2 S 2.431025l

g
1 j

4r~ l 10.6g!v

pg2 D , ~4!

where l is the length andg is the diameter of the constric-
tion. This is a valid approximation since the length of the

FIG. 2. ~a! Electric network simulating the acoustic behavior of the vocal
tract of the dove. Voltage is the analog of acoustic pressure, and current is
the analog of acoustic volume flow.~b! More detailed representation of the
analog impedances of the glottal constriction and the esophageal sac.

FIG. 1. Simplified geometry of the vocal tract of the Ring dove.

TABLE I. Anatomical dimensions.

Length of trachea L575 mm
Diameter of trachea d53 mm
Length of glottal constriction l 55 mm
Diameter of glottal constriction g50.8 mm
Diameter of inflated esophagus 2a535 mm
Length of inflated esophagus 2b550 mm
Fraction of IE surface vibrating 0.5
Total mass of IE walls m52 g
Quality factor of IE resonance Q510
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glottal constriction is much less than the sound wavelength
involved.

B. Impedance of the inflated esophagus

When an acoustic current flows into the inflated esopha-
gus from the trachea it tends to both compress the contained
air and also to expand the elastic containing wall. The acous-
tic impedances of these two elements are effectively in par-
allel, as shown in Fig. 2, since they both experience the same
acoustic pressure but the acoustic flow is divided between
them. The acoustic impedance of the air contained within the
IE, neglecting the effect of the small overpressure created by
wall tension, is

ZV'2 j
rc2

Vv
52 j

gp0

Vv
, ~5!

where

V' 4
3pa2b ~6!

is the volume of the IE,p0 is the normal atmospheric pres-
sure~100 kPa!, andg51.4 is the ratio of specific heats for
air.

The walls of the IE, which expand and contract under
the influence of the oscillating acoustic pressure within the
IE and carry with them the overlying tissues and feathers,
present an impedance that is the sum of an inertance due to
the wall mass, a springlike term due to the elasticity of the
walls, and a resistive term due to viscous and other losses
within the material of the wall. The radiation load on the
outside of the walls is small enough to be neglected. This
leads to an expression for the wall impedance of the form

ZW'R1 j
mv

SW
2 1 jX, ~7!

wherem is the total mass of the walls,

SW'4pab ~8!

is the total wall area,R takes account of losses in the walls,
and the final termjX takes account of the elastic resilience of
the walls, the form and magnitude of which will be discussed
below.~Actually jX turns out to be negligible compared with
the second term in the equation.! The total impedance pre-
sented by the IE to the trachea is then

ZS5
ZWZV

ZW1ZV
. ~9!

Exact calculation of the contribution of elasticity to the
total wall impedance is complicated by the fact that the
esophagus has expanded primarily in the radial directiona,
while the length 2b has only increased a little. The skin
tension is thus not isotropic but probably concentrated in the
plane normal to the lengthb of the esophagus, though the
structure of the esophagus wall may influence this. If the
uninflated esophageal tube is taken to have radiusa0 and
lengthb0 , and the inflated sac to be approximately a prolate
spheroid with short radiusa and long radiusb'b0 , then the
surface area has expanded from about 2pa0b0 to about
bab, where the factorb lies somewhere in the range 2p

<b<4p depending upon the ratiob/a, being smaller ifb
.a. As will be shown below, the exact value is not signifi-
cant here. IfK is the relevant elastic modulus of the wall
material, multiplied by the wall thickness and adjusted for
stretch, then the tension in the wall is largely in the equato-
rial plane and has a value close to

T'K~a2a0!, ~10!

and the equilibrium internal pressure excessDp created to
balance this tension is approximately

Dp'
T

a
'

K~a2a0!

a
. ~11!

Equivalently, we can write

K'
aDp

a2a0
. ~12!

The elastic force per unit area of wall for an expansion
of amplitudeda at frequencyv is Kda/a while the inertial
force is aboutmv2da/S or mv2da/bab. The ratio of iner-
tial to elastic force at frequencyv is thus about

4pbDp

mv2 S a

a2a0
D;1025DpS a

a2a0
D , ~13!

where the second expression assumes that the frequency is
about 600 Hz and the total wall mass about 1 g. Sincea
'10a0 , the final factor is close to unity, and the IE over-
pressureDp is only a few hundred pascals~i.e., a few cen-
timeters of water pressure!. The elastic force is therefore
only about 1022 times the inertial force, and so the termjX
in Eq. ~7! can be neglected.

Evaluation of the resistive termR in ~7! is difficult with-
out experimental measurements. Most biological materials
are rather lossy because of the liquid-filled cells of which
they are composed, so that the quality factor, orQ value, of
the IE resonance, given by

Q5
2p f * m

R
, ~14!

where f * is the resonance frequency, is likely to be only
about 10 and perhaps even less. This implies thatR is prob-
ably about one-tenth of the magnitude of the inertial term at
600 Hz. Since the magnitude of the IE-wall damping is un-
known, the choice ofQ510 is speculative. A check of the
calculated results for lower values ofQ shows, however, that
the only significant change is a reduction in the radiated
power. There is little change in the range of required glottal
constriction, since this serves mainly to tune the tracheal
resonance.

C. Effective mass of the IE wall

The other major parameter required for the model is an
estimate of the massm of the IE walls. In the absence of
measurements, the following argument provides an approxi-
mate value.

From the x-ray photographs of the neck of a dove with
inflated esophagus~Riedeet al., 2004!, it appears the diam-
eter of the neck of the bird is about 15 mm, so that its
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cross-sectional area is about 2 cm2. Approximately half of
this cross-section is occupied by the spine, the trachea, and
the interior of the esophagus tube, so that the area of tissue
available to cover the surface of the expanded esophagus is
about 1 cm2, or equivalently about 1 g of tissue per centime-
ter length of neck. Since the neck is about 5 cm in length,
this provides an upper limit of about 5 g for the mass of the
membrane surrounding the IE. To adopt this value would,
however, be a gross overestimate, since some of the tissue is
muscles, sinews and blood vessels. A more conservative es-
timate of 1 to 2 g does, however, seem reasonable.

The simplified treatment leading to~7!, however, is
based upon the assumption that all parts of the IE walls vi-
brate equally, so that the expression for the acoustic imped-
ance involves the simple factorm/SW

2 , whereSW is the total
area of the IE walls. Because, however, the IE is about the
shape of a prolate spheroid with diameter ratio about 5:3, it
is most likely that the walls near the equator are thinner and
vibrate with greater amplitude than those near the upper and
lower ends of the IE. Suppose, as an extreme case, that vi-
bration was confined to an equatorial band of massm8 and
area S85SW/2. To achieve the same acoustic impedance,
since the vibrating area is halved, the vibrating mass must be
reduced to one-quarter of the total original value, or to half
of the mass originally spread over that area. Thus a total wall
mass of 2 g, for example, would have the same acoustic
effect as 4 g distributed evenly over a symmetrically vibrat-
ing sphere of the same surface area. In the calculations to
follow, the mass will therefore be regarded as a parameter
that can be adjusted to some degree but that must be kept
within these reasonable anatomical limits.

These estimates have been confirmed by examination of
a dove body that had been kept in a sealed bag in a refrig-
erator for about 12 months. Dissection of the neck and dis-
carding of those tissues that are clearly not part of the inflat-
able esophagus left a residual mass of 1.14 g along a neck
length of between 4 and 5 cm. This is probably an underes-
timate of the real mass, however, partly because of slight
drying of the tissues during storage, and partly because of
loss of a few feathers during dissection. The value of 2 g
adopted in the calculation is therefore supportable.

D. Effect of esophageal inflation

During the ‘‘coo’’ vocalization the dove exhales air into
the esophageal sac, further inflating it. It is important to
know the effect of this inflation on the resonance frequency
of the IE. The ‘‘coo’’ of a single vocalization lasts for about
1.5 s and, during that time, the dove exhales about 10 cm3 of
air into the IE. The resonance frequency of the IE is given
approximately by

v* 'S gp0S2

Vm D 1/2

. ~15!

SinceV}a2b and S}ab, this indicates thatv* }b1/2. But
the lengthb of the IE is nearly constant and only the radius
a increases with inflation, so that the resonance frequency
v* is nearly independent of further inflation.

Even in the case of a IE expanding uniformly in all
directions, the resonance frequency varies only asb1/2 or
V1/6. The initial IE volume is about 30 cm3 and this could be
expanded to about 40 cm3 during the coo, an increase of
about 30%. This would lead to an increase of only about 5%
in the resonance frequency, and this, it should be stressed, is
an upper limit to the real situation. A realistic interpolation is
to assume that the longitudinal axis bends slightly, since it is
constrained on one side by the bird’s neck, and to take

b5b0S 11e
a2

b0
2D , ~16!

whereb0 is the uninflated sac length and the numerical co-
efficiente<0.6 gives an indication of the extent to which sac
expansion occurs in the lengthwiseb-direction for a given
lateral expansion in thea-direction. A choice ofe50.1
seems a reasonable estimate from the appearance of x-ray
images of the singing bird, and will be used in a later evalu-
ation. The frequency shift in this case will be intermediate
between the ‘‘no-shift’’ result ifb is constant and the small
shift that would be the result of uniform expansion.

The effect of complete deflation of the IE so thata is
reduced to about 1.5 mm is, however, quite a different mat-
ter. As will be seen in a later calculation, such deflation in-
creases the effective impedance of the IE by several orders of
magnitude and effectively prevents significant sound radia-
tion.

III. PERFORMANCE CALCULATION

Because the syrinx is fed from the relatively high over-
pressure in the bird’s lungs, it injects an oscillating volume
flow into the trachea, the magnitude of which depends very
little upon the acoustic impedance presented by the trachea
and associated structures. At the other end of the system, the
acoustic powerP radiated in the ‘‘coo’’ sound is

P5CUS
2v2, ~17!

whereC is a constant. This power is thus proportional to the
square of the amplitude of the acoustic current passing
through the extreme right branch of the analog circuit in Fig.
2~b!, multiplied by the square of the frequency. This simpli-
fication is appropriate since the IE diameter is small com-
pared with the wavelength of sound at the frequencies con-
sidered, so that it can be treated as a ‘‘simple source’’
~Morse, 1948; Fletcher, 1992, Chap. 7!.

From a standard analysis of the analog circuit in Fig.
2~b!, and writing each impedanceZi as Ri1 jXi , it can be
readily shown that the acoustic currentUS through the im-
pedanceZS representing the IE walls when a currentU is
injected at the syrinx is given by

US
25F ~X12XV!21~R12XV!2

A21B2 GU2, ~18!

where

A5RS~R221RG!2~XS1XV!~X221XG!2XVXS,
~19!

B5RS~X221XG!1~XS1XV!~R221RG!1XVRS.
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Since the most readily adjustable parameter from the
viewpoint of the bird is the diameter of the glottal constric-
tion, the full curve in Fig. 3 shows an analysis of the effect
that this has on output power, assuming a ‘‘coo’’ frequency
of 600 Hz, and with all the other parameters having the val-
ues given in Table I. It is clear that the power output depends
critically upon this vocal adjustment. The full curve in Fig. 4
shows the relative power output as a function of frequency,
assuming that the glottal constriction has been optimized in
this way. It seems clear that the dove must learn to constrict
the glottis in just this manner in order to be able to produce
a ‘‘coo’’ sound with reasonable power. It is possible that the
dove can also make some adjustment to the length of the
trachea, as is done by some other birds, and alter the tracheal
resonance frequency in this way, but the required extension
is by about a factor of 2, unless glottal constriction is also

invoked, and there is no evidence that the dove can do this.
Figure 4 also has another implication. The syrinx is a

nonlinear flow regulator and produces not only a flow at its
fundamental oscillation frequency, but also harmonic compo-
nents at frequencies that are precise integer multiples of that
frequency. The flow amplitudes associated with these har-
monics are less than that of the fundamental, but still not
negligible. A pressure sensing microphone placed in the tra-
chea will therefore detect these harmonics, as has been es-
tablished by Riedeet al. ~2004!. The calculation leading to
Fig. 4 shows, however, that the efficiency with which these
harmonics influence the motion of the skin of the IE is van-
ishingly small, so that they do not show up in the radiated
sound. The IE effectively acts as an acoustic band-pass filter
tuned to the song frequency near 600 Hz.

Since the full curves in Figs. 3 and 4 were calculated on
the basis of a IE resonance that is close to the coo frequency
of 600 Hz, it is interesting to see what happens if the IE
resonance is adjusted away from this frequency. The broken
curves in Figs. 3 and 4 are calculated with the vibrating mass
of the IE wall reduced by a factor of 2 to 1 g, so that its
resonance frequency is raised by a factor of 21/2'1.4. The
output power at 600 Hz is greatly reduced even with an
optimized glottal constriction, as shown in Fig. 3, though
there is a minor peak at about 900 Hz in Fig. 4. The coo
frequency could, of course, be adjusted to 900 Hz and a
related adjustment made to the glottal constriction to take
advantage of this resonance, but it would then be the call of
a different bird.

Figure 5 examines the effect of IE inflation upon radi-
ated sound. The full curve is calculated on the assumption
that the longitudinal inflation coefficiente of ~16! has the
value 0.1, which appears to be a reasonable approximation to
the real situation. There is a broad peak in the output near the
actual IE diameter value 2a535 mm. More importantly,
however, the curve shows that the output declines almost to
zero when the IE is deflated, agreeing with experimental ob-

FIG. 3. Calculated relative acoustic power output at 600 Hz as a function of
the diameter of the glottal constriction, assuming the parameter values
shown in Table I. The broken curve shows the result of reducing the effec-
tive mass of the IE walls to 1 g, thus increasing the IE resonance frequency.

FIG. 4. Calculated relative power output as a function of coo frequency
assuming the glottal constriction to be adjusted to the value given in Table I
so as to optimize power output at 600 Hz.~The double peak is due partly to
slight misalignment of resonance frequencies and partly to the series-parallel
resonance arrangement shown in Fig. 2.! The broken curve shows the effect
on power output of reducing the effective mass of the IE walls to 1 g, thus
increasing the IE resonance frequency to about 900 Hz.

FIG. 5. Calculated relative acoustic power at 600 Hz as a function of the IE
lateral diameter 2a, assuming that the expansion parametere50.1 and that
other parameters are as in Table I. The broken curve shows the calculated
result if e50, so that the longitudinal dimension 2b of the IE remains
constant during the expansion, while the dotted curve shows the result ife
50.3.
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servations. Since the exact value ofe influences the position
of the peak and thus the optimal level of IE inflation, it is
useful to examine also the limiting casee50, corresponding
to a fixed longitudinal dimension 2b. This is shown as a
broken curve in the figure. The output now increases steadily
with IE inflation, but is still reduced to near zero for a de-
flated IE. Finally, the dotted curve in the figure shows the
result if we assume a valuee50.3, which is probably rather
larger than is appropriate in reality.

A. Tracheal vibration

In the dove, the trachea is a ringed tube with rather thin
walls between the rings, which raises a question about ways
in which this structure might contribute directly to the radi-
ated sound, since the acoustic pressure within it is quite high.
There are two ways in which this might happen, first by
direct radiation through the surrounding tissue, and second
by mechanical transmission of vibrations to excite the esoph-
ageal sac.

Quantitative consideration shows, however, that these
two contributions are probably negligibly small. In regard to
direct radiation, the radiated sound power for a given wall
motion is proportional to the square of the area of the vibrat-
ing wall, and the sac wall area is an order of magnitude
larger than that of the tracheal walls. The tracheal wall vi-
brational amplitude is also unlikely to be much larger than
that of the sac walls because of the restricting effect of the
cartilage rings along its length and the mass of the surround-
ing tissue.

Transmission of vibration directly from the tracheal
walls to the inflated sac could certainly occur but, because of
the nature of the quarter-wave tracheal resonance, it would
actually be 180° out of phase with the excitation produced
by air flow through the glottis into the sac, and would thus
reduce rather than increase the radiated sound. Once again,
however, the actual magnitude of this effect is likely to be
negligible compared with the major mechanism discussed
above, as can be established by examining resonance condi-
tions in a slightly expansible tube.

B. Comparison with open-beak calls

It is interesting to examine the acoustic reasons under-
lying the strategy of esophageal inflation in doves, as con-
trasted with simple vocalization through an open beak. Cer-
tainly the pure-tone nature of the dove coo provides clear
species identification, but much of the reason for vocaliza-
tion lies with the communication range achievable. How
does the acoustic output from an inflated esophagus compare
with that which the bird could achieve in an open-beak call?

The simplest way to examine this is to compare the
acoustic power in each type of call with that which could be
produced from the trachea and glottis tuned to the same fre-
quency and simply vented to the environment. In all cases,
glottis, beak or esophageal sac, the maximum dimensions of
the radiating structure are small compared with the acoustic
wavelength at the coo frequency of 600 Hz. An analysis
treating the radiation as that from a ‘‘simple source’’~Morse,
1948; Fletcher, 1992, Chap. 7! therefore suffices, and the
expression in~17! is an appropriate relative output measure.

A problem arises, however, in deciding what to keep
constant in such a comparison. The actual acoustic power
produced in any biological, or indeed musical, system is usu-
ally only a small fraction of the input power, which is in this
case the product of the lung pressure~about 1.5 kPa! and the
mean volume flow~about 10 cm3 s21), giving about 15 mW.
The radiated acoustic power, on the other hand, is typically
less than 1 mW or about 80 dB at a distance of 1 m. It is
therefore reasonable to assume that, in terms of vocal effort,
it is the total input power that should be kept constant in any
comparison, rather than the acoustic input power, and this
amounts to keeping the volume flow amplitudeU1 through
the syrinx constant.

The analysis developed earlier in Sec. III can now be
used to compare the acoustic outputs from the IE and from a
simple vented glottis. The first case has already been calcu-
lated and displayed in the figures. To simulate radiation from
the glottis in the absence of the IE, it is adequate to simply
set the effective sac massm equal to zero in the calculation.
The result, when output power is plotted against frequency,
is a peak similar to that in Fig. 4, but reduced in amplitude
by a factor of about 12, corresponding to a decrease in radi-
ated sound level of about 11 dB, and with a smaller peak at
around 2300 Hz representing the mistuned second resonance
of the trachea and glottal constriction.

A similar calculation is now, in principle, required for
radiation from the beak. The beak is acoustically complex,
however, even at low frequencies where beak resonances are
not involved. The acoustic behavior of a beak model has,
however, been investigated in detail by Fletcher and Tarnop-
olsky ~1999!, and their results show that, to a reasonable
approximation, a partly opened beak imparts an acoustic
power gain of about 6 dB, or a factor of 4, compared with the
power that would be radiated from the open glottis, assuming
that the acoustic input power is the same in each case. If the
total input power, rather than the acoustic power, is kept
constant, then the beak gain will be rather less than this, say
4 or 5 dB.

From this analysis it is thus reasonable to conclude that
the inflated-esophagus strategy gains the dove a significant
advantage of about 6 dB in terms of radiated power at the
fundamental coo frequency, compared with a normal call
through the beak. This numerical value will depend upon the
value of the quality factorQ of the IE resonance, increasing
with increasingQ. The beak-radiated call will, however, also
contain some power at higher harmonic frequencies that is
filtered out by the IE. The IE coo possesses the probable
advantage of being very different in acoustic spectrum from
a typical beak-radiated call, which may aid in conspecific
communication.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This detailed analysis of the acoustics of the vocal sys-
tem of the dove leads to several related conclusions, as fol-
lows.

~i! The vocal tract as a whole is tuned to the fundamental
frequency of the dove coo. This involves both passive
anatomical tuning of the inflated esophageal sac and
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also active tuning by the bird of the glottal constric-
tion coupling the trachea to the esophagus.

~ii ! To produce maximum acoustic output, the resonance
frequency of the IE must be approximately matched
to the song frequency. This matching depends upon
the total vibrating mass of the IE walls and the degree
to which the IE is inflated. The resonance frequency
is, however, not critically dependent upon IE volume,
so that the inflation caused during a single coo does
not greatly affect this matching.

~iii ! To produce maximum acoustic power, the glottis must
also be constricted so that the resonance of the trachea
with glottal termination approximately matches the
song frequency.

~iv! It is reasonable to suppose that young birds have to
learn to constrict the glottis appropriately before they
can produce satisfactory coos.

~v! As well as eliminating upper harmonics to produce a
characteristic pure-tone coo, the evolved strategy of
radiating the coo of the dove by means of an inflated
esophagus rather than an open beak gives a significant
increase in radiated acoustic power, and thus in the
range of audibility of the call.

The analysis reported here assumes a simple source/filter
mechanism and neglects the feedback influence of the vocal
tract upon the syringeal oscillation. This coupling, the me-
chanics of which has been discussed elsewhere~Fletcher,
1988!, can be expected to magnify the resonance effects dis-
cussed here and to lead to an even closer dependence of
power output upon glottal tuning.

While this analysis does not claim to resolve all the
questions associated with dove calls, it does appear to pro-
vide a reasonable basis for understanding the origin of the
almost pure-tone sound and the function of the glottal con-
striction. By presenting a clear and quantitative model for the
way in which the vocal filtering system might operate, it
paves the way for detailed experimental exploration of the
hypotheses underlying the theory, in particular,

~i! the assumption that the glottis is actively constricted
during the coo song to produce a tracheal resonance at
the coo frequency and

~ii ! the values assumed for the physical variables such as
IE wall mass and vibration distribution.

In passing, it could be noted that there is a surprising
resemblance between the dove, with its inflated esophagus
and pure-tone coo, and the bladder cicadaCystosoma Saun-
dersii ~Westwood!, whose abdomen consists simply of a
large hollow ellipsoid, the resonance of which selectively
reinforces the fundamental of the 800-Hz sound generated by
repeatedly buckling tymbals~Fletcher and Hill, 1978!.
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Geographic variations in the whistles of Hawai)ian spinner dolphins are discussed by comparing 27
spinner dolphin pods recorded in waters off the Islands of Kaua)i, O)ahu, Lāna)i, and Hawai)i.
Three different behavioral states, the number of dolphins observed in each pod, and ten parameters
extracted from each whistle contour were considered by using clustering and discriminant function
analyses. The results suggest that spinner dolphin pods in the Main Hawai)ian Islands share
characteristics in approximately 48% of their whistles. Spinner dolphin pods had similar whistle
parameters regardless of the island, location, and date when they were sampled and the dolphins’
behavioral state and pod size. The term))whistle-specific subgroup’’~WSS! was used to designate
whistle groups with similar whistles parameters~which could have been produced in part by the
same dolphins!. The emission rate of whistles was higher when spinner dolphins were socializing
than when they were traveling or resting, suggesting that whistles are mainly used during
close-range interactions. Spinner dolphins also seem to vary whistle duration according to their
general behavioral state. Whistle duration and the number of turns and steps of a whistle may be
more important in delivering information at the individual level than whistle frequency parameters.
© 2004 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1785672#

PACS numbers: 43.80.Ka@FD# Pages: 3757–3769

I. INTRODUCTION

In some species, geographically separated groups can be
identified by differences in their acoustic emissions or pho-
nations. Differences between neighboring groups are usually
named microgeographic variations, while differences occur-
ring between groups over long distances which do not nor-
mally mix are called macrogeographic variations~Krebs and
Kroodsma, 1980; Conner, 1982; Mundinger, 1982; McGre-
gor et al., 2000!. Geographic variations can provide valuable
information because they may reflect dispersal capabilities of
a species~Mundinger, 1982; McGregoret al., 2000!, adapta-
tion to local ecological conditions~Marler, 1960; Thielcke,
1965!, and the extent of isolation and genetic divergence
between groups or populations~Lemon, 1966; McGregor
et al., 2000; Ford, 2002!. The study of differences in the
phonations of cetaceans may be useful in providing insights
into the social organization and association patterns among
individuals or pods~Whiteheadet al., 1998; Deeckeet al.,
1999; Miller and Bain, 2000; Yurket al., 2002!.

It is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to design pas-
sive acoustic experiments with wild cetaceans. Encounter
rates, location, pod size, behavioral context, and number of
dolphins phonating cannot be controlled. Therefore, in this
study sampling was performed across the fullest possible
range of potential situations so that comparisons incorpo-

rated components that are known to affect the production of
phonations, such as behavioral state, location, environmental
conditions, and feeding strategy. The existence of microgeo-
graphic variations in the whistles of Hawai)ian spinner dol-
phins is discussed in this paper by comparing the whistles of
spinner dolphins recorded off four of the Main Hawai)ian
Islands ~MHI !, the islands of Kaua)i, O)ahu, Lāna)i, and
Hawai)i. The whistles of the different spinner dolphin pods
recorded in this study were compared between and within
each island. In addition, behavioral state and pod size were
considered in order to investigate if these variables influ-
enced the differences found between whistles. To our knowl-
edge, no other study has examined the existence of geo-
graphic variations in the whistles of spinner dolphins.

Along the Kona coast of the Island of Hawai)i ~Norris
et al., 1994; Östman, 1994! and in the Lāna)i–Maui area
~Pacific Whale Foundation, 1998, 2000, personal communi-
cation!, spinner dolphins live in a fission-fusion society. In-
dividual dolphins in a pod change from day to day, and even
within a day. A pod may split into several subpods and pods
that come in contact may exchange individuals or merge
completely. Within each island, spinner dolphins are known
to travel along the coast~Bazúa Durán, 2001!. In O)ahu,
spinner dolphins travel between the western~Wai)anae! and
south shores, tend to spend time at the Wai)anae Shore, and
just traverse along the South Shore~Fig. 1!. In Lāna)i, spin-
ner dolphins frequent the South Shore quite regularly and
spend time at Mānele Bay, while in the Island of Hawai)i,
spinner dolphins tend to frequent the western~Kona! coast
and spend time in Kealakekua Bay~Fig. 1!. Spinner dolphins

a!Current address~corresponding author!: Dep. Fı́sica, Fac. Ciencias,
UNAM, Ciudad Universitaria, 04510 Me´xico, D.F., México. Electronic
mail: bazua@servidor.unam.mx
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travel between the islands of O)ahu and Moloka)i ~Maldini,
2003!, however, it is not known how much mixing exists
between pods found in the different islands. Spinner dolphins
in the Main Hawai)ian Islands are in such close geographic
proximity that direct interbreeding and social interaction can
occur.

II. METHODOLOGY

Field trips along the coastal waters of the islands of
Kaua)i, O)ahu, Lāna)i, and Hawai)i in the tropical north Pa-
cific Ocean~21°N, 157°W! were conducted from 1998 to
2000 as shown in Fig. 1. Data were collected on the whistles
emitted, general behavioral state, and pod size of spinner
dolphins using small, outboard-driven motorboats that
ranged from 4 to 10 m in length. In this study the term pod
was used to describe the assembly of dolphins encountered
in a specific place and time, without considering the compo-
sition of the dolphin assemblage. The use of the word group
was only used to refer to whistle groups. Spinner dolphins
were recorded three times in 2000 for Kaua)i; once in 1998,
twice in 1999, and seven times in 2000 for O)ahu; three
times in 1998 and five times in 1999 for Lan̄a)i; and twice in
1998 and four times in 1999 for the Island of Hawai)i ~Table
I!. The acoustic recordings of each spinner dolphin pod were
considered independent samples. However, as identification
of individual dolphins within a pod was not obtained, pods

sighted on different days could be composed of the same
animals. We could only be certain that the composition of the
pod was different for encounters had on the same day at
widely separated~more than 5 km! locations.

Behavior parameters were simultaneously annotated by
voice on the second channel of the tape recorder and manu-
ally on data sheets. The general behavioral state of a spinner
dolphin pod could be unambiguously classified as resting,
socializing, or traveling@spinner dolphins are nocturnal feed-
ers~Norris et al., 1994! and recordings were only made dur-
ing daylight hours#. A pod was considered resting if the in-
terval between successive surfacings was greater than 2 min
and animals were coordinated in their movements. It was
considered socializing when dolphins were physically inter-
acting among themselves. Spinner dolphins were traveling if
they were not resting or socializing and were moving to-
wards a specific direction without detours or stops. The
maximum size of each spinner dolphin pod was estimated to
within 65 if individuals numbered below 40, by610 if in-
dividuals numbered between 40 and 80, by620 if individu-
als numbered between 80 and 150, and by650 if individuals
numbered more than 150.

Whistles were recorded using an International Trans-
ducer Corporation~ITC! spherical hydrophone 1032@receiv-
ing response is flat to about 35 kHz~63 dB!# and a portable
two-channel Sony® Digital Audio Tape~DAT! TCD-D8 re-

FIG. 1. Locations of sightings of spinner dolphin pods along the coastal waters of four Hawai)ian Islands during the field trips from 1998 to 2000. Lines
represent the regions along the coast inspected for spinner dolphins.
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corder with an upper frequency limit of 24 kHz. The boat
engines were turned off while recording whistles. The acous-
tic recording stopped when the animals were too far away
~approximately 400 m depending on environmental condi-
tions! to be clearly seen and the boat was then repositioned.
The likelihood of recording whistles from different dolphins
was enhanced by recording for several hours, repositioning
the boat to different locations with respect to the dolphin pod
~spinner dolphins tend to retain spatial structure within the
pod regardless of the position of the boat!, and by the fact
that pods were large~between 35 and 150 individuals, Table
I!. However, the number of dolphins whistling in a pod was
never ascertained and the recordings probably contained
some whistles produced by the same individuals. The behav-
ioral state~and possibly pod size! contributed the most in the
amount of whistles recorded. Socializing spinner dolphins
emit more whistles~7.164.0 whistles/min,N516) than trav-
eling ~5.864.3 whistles/min,N57) and resting ones~3.7
62.6 whistles/min,N511). A total of 6462 whistles were
selected for analysis from the recordings made~22.75 h of
acoustic recording!. All selected whistles for each spinner
dolphin pod sampled were used. No adjustments were made
in accordance with sampling effort and pod size. From 3.22 h
of acoustic recording off the island of Kaua)i a total of 983
whistles were used, 2613 whistles were used from 10.35 h
recorded off O)ahu, 1905 whistles were used from 5.13 h

recorded off Lāna)i, and 961 whistles were used from 4.05 h
recorded off the Island of Hawai)i ~Table I!.

CoolEdit® was used to redigitize the DAT recordings at
a sampling rate of 48 kHz and 16 bits, and the recordings
were stored as sound files~i.e., wav format files!. The sound
files were inspected using spectrograms computed with
CoolEdit® to select the whistles suitable for detailed analy-
sis. Whistles selected had a good signal-to-noise ratio
~greater than 6 dB! and did not overlap with more than two
whistles. To consider successive whistle production as indi-
vidual whistles, a gap between the whistles had to be larger
than 200 ms as described in Bazu´a-Durán and Au ~2002!.
About 80% of the whistles recorded were selected for analy-
sis. The whistles selected for analysis simultaneously de-
scribe the different number of whistle types~whistle reper-
toire! and the context in which they were emitted~whistle
usage!.

Canary® was used to generate the spectrogram of each
whistle selected for analysis~FFT size51024 points, Ham-
ming window, overlap550%!. A frame length of 512 points
~or 10.67 ms! was used for the analysis resolution, thus a
filter bandwidth of 380.62 Hz and a time resolution of 5.33
ms were obtained. Ten parameters shown in Fig. 2 were ex-
tracted from the fundamental frequency of each whistle con-
tour. Begin~BF!, end~EF!, peak~PF: frequency at which the
maximum intensity is found!, maximum ~MaF!, and mini-

TABLE I. Pods of spinner dolphins that compose the whistle-specific subgroups in four Hawai)ian Islands
~Kaua)i, O)ahu, Lāna)i, and the Island of Hawai)i! with the dates and locations where each pod was recorded,
the number of spinner dolphins in each pod, and the number of whistles analyzed for each spinner dolphin pod.

Whistle-specific
subgroup Island

Whistle
group or

pod
recorded Date recorded Location

Pod
size

No. of
whistles

WSS1 Oa O)ahu OG1 13 Aug 1998 Wai)anae 80 315
OG6 29 Jun 2000 Electric Beach 80 369
OG7 30 Jun 2000 Electric Beach 50 139
OG8 01 Jul 2000 Electric Beach 60 251
OG9 01 Jul 2000 Wai)anae 50 94
OG10 02 Jul 2000 Mākaha Beach 50 224

Oc O)ahu OG4 15 Jun 2000 Honolulu-Waikı̄kı̄ 60 199

Lb Lāna)i LG3a,b 17 Aug 1998 W Mānele-Mānele 150 291
LG4 15 Jun 1999 )Auau Channel 100 269
LG8 19 Jun 1999 Mānele Bay 130 275

Ha Hawai)i HG1 19 Jun 1998 Kealakekua Bay 50 126
HG2 23 Jun 1998 Kealakekua Bay 70 215
HG4 23 Mar 1999 Kealakekua Bay 35 10
HG6 25 Mar 1999 Kealakekua Bay 50 151

Kaua)i KG1 12 Aug 2000 Hanalei Bay 60 499
KG3 15 Aug 2000 Hanalei mouth 60 172

WSS2 Lc Lāna)i LG5 17 Jun 1999 E Mānele Bay 60 142
LG6 17 Jun 1999 E Mānele Bay 60 25
LG7 17 Jun 1999 E Mānele Bay 60 114

Hb Hawai)i HG3 23 Mar 1999 Keauhou Bay 50 277

WSS3 Ob O)ahu OG2 31 Mar 1999 Mak̄ua Beach 110 403
OG3 02 Apr 1999 Mākua Beach 80 297
OG5 22 Jun 2000 Honolulu 100 322

La Lāna)i LG1 15 Aug 1998 )Auau Channel 100 241
LG2a,b 16 Aug 1998 E Mānele-Mānele 60 548

Kaua)i KG2 14 Aug 2000 Tunnels 60 312

none Hc Hawai)i HG5 24 Mar 1999 Keauhou Bay 80 182
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mum frequencies~MiF!, peak~PT: time at which the maxi-
mum intensity is found! and center times~CT: time at which
the collective energy is half the total!, and duration~Dur!
were manually extracted using the measurement tool of
Canary®. Number of turns~NT! and steps~NS! were deter-
mined visually~Fig. 2! as described in Bazu´a-Durán and Au
~2002!. These parameters were chosen to be consistent with
previous studies~e.g., Steiner, 1981; Wanget al., 1995; Ren-
dell et al., 1999!.

The whistles selected from the recordings of each dol-
phin pod comprised the different groups~or whistle groups!
to be compared. The ten parameters extracted from each
whistle contour were used with Homoscedastic or linear-
Canonical ~L-DFA! and Heteroscedastic or quadratic~Q-
DFA! Discriminant Function Analyses~Huberty, 1994; Krza-
nowski and Marriott, 1995!. Q-DFA was computed in order
to test if both types of DFA would give the same results. DFA
with a tolerance level of 0.01 anda priori classification prob-
abilities proportional to the amount of whistles analyzed for
each pod were used to investigate differences in spinner dol-
phin whistles. Differences in the whistles were examined us-
ing the following outputs of the DFA:~1! within-whistle
group means of the first two canonical functions~CV1 and
CV2!, ~2! squared Mahalanobis distances (D2; for L-DFA!
and generalized distance (G2; for Q-DFA! of the between-
whistle group pairwise comparisons,~3! p-values from theF
test of the between-whistle group pairwise comparisons, and
~4! plug-in correct classification scores~CCscores! of indi-
vidual whistles to the whistle group of the spinner dolphin
pod they were recorded from. For the L-DFA all four outputs
were calculated, while for the Q-DFA only outputs two to
four could be computed.

Between-whistle group pairwiseF test p-values and
CCscores were used to determine if a whistle group could be
discriminated from others. The pairwiseF test p-value was
used to determine if two whistle groups were significantly
different at thep,0.05 level. CCscores indicate how many
individual whistles are distinctive enough in their parameters
to be correctly assigned by functions to their original whistle
group and, when compared to CCscores expected by chance

alone~a priori classification probabilities proportional to the
amount of whistles per whistle group!, they indicate the per-
formance of the DFA in finding differences between whistle
groups. If the CCscore for a whistle group was not greater
than the classification expected by chance, then that whistle
group was not discriminated from others.

The graph of within-whistle group means of the first two
CV was used to visualize relative differences between
whistle groups by looking at distances between canonical
means using each CV separately and using the combination
of both. The first two CV explained more than 75% of the
variance in the data in all comparisons. The D2 and G2 from
between-group pairwise comparisons of whistle groups were
used to determine the magnitude of the differences found
between whistle groups. The larger D2 and G2 the more dif-
ferent the whistle groups were.

III. RESULTS

A. All whistle groups’ comparison I

The relative difference in the whistles of the 27 spinner
dolphin pods recorded is depicted in Fig. 3 using the within-
whistle group means of the first two CV. The relative differ-
ence between some whistle groups recorded in the same is-
land ~e.g., OG1 and OG2! could be as large as the relative
difference between whistles recorded off different islands
~e.g., OG2 and LG8; Fig. 3!. D2 and G2 were of about the
same magnitude between whistle groups of spinner dolphins
recorded off the same~e.g., DOG1-OG2

2 52.69, GOG1-OG2
2

52.36/3.58) or different island~e.g., DOG2-LG8
2 52.77,

GOG2-LG8
2 52.51/4.06).

To investigate possible reasons for finding whistle dif-
ferences within islands being as large as between islands,
whistles were compared using the whistle groups from each
Hawai)ian Island separately~i.e., ten for O)ahu, eight for
Lāna)i, and six for the Island of Hawai)i!. Kaua)i whistle
groups were not analyzed separately because only three dif-
ferent whistle groups were involved for Kaua)i ~see Bazu´a
Durán, 2001!.

FIG. 2. The ten parameters measured
with Canary® for the fundamental fre-
quency of each whistle or whistle con-
tour. Each turn and step measured are
depicted@modified from Bazu´a-Durán
and Au ~2002!#.
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B. Within islands’ comparisons

In the graph of all values for the first two CVs from the
within-island comparison, there is no obvious difference in
whistle groups~Fig. 4!; canonical values for all whistle
groups clustered together. Although statistically significant
differences were obtained using L-DFA, differences are very
small ~O)ahu: Wilks’ l50.57, approximateF@90,17 603#
516.90, p,0.000 01; Lāna)i: Wilks’ l50.54, approximate
F@90,12 801#513.43, p,0.000 01; Island of Hawai)i:
Wilks’ l50.53, approximate F@50,4317#513.10, p
,0.000 01). Whistles of the different whistle groups seem to
have common characteristics. The number of whistles from
whistle groups that had common characteristics was calcu-
lated by dividing each whistle group into subsamples. Each
subsample contained whistles recorded consecutively in 15-
to 60-min intervals and was compared to the other sub-
samples from the same island using L-DFA. If a subsample
was not significantly different (p.0.05) and/or their
CCscore was lower than the classification expected by

chance alone, then the whistles of that subsample were con-
sidered as common with those of other whistle groups.

The graphs of the within-island whistle group means for
the first two CVs~Fig. 5! indicate that whistles of three is-
lands clustered into several groups. A new term,))whistle-
specific subgroup’’~WSS!, was used to name these whistle
clusters regardless of the location, day, and year of recording.
These whistle clusters were named subgroups since they are
part of all the whistles produced by spinner dolphins in the
Hawai)ian Islands. Joining Clustering Analysis~JCA! was
resorted to form clusters because the massive amount of data
was beyond the capabilities of our computational resources.
However, to substantiate the clustering of whistle groups into
WSSs using DFA, JCA was computed using the means and
medians of the absolute measurements of the ten whistle pa-
rameters of each whistle group.

Several criteria were used to identify whistle groups that
clustered in each WSS~Fig. 6!. CCscores and pairwiseF test
p-values were first examined. When the CCscore of a whistle

FIG. 3. Values of the within-whistle group means for
the first two canonical functions~CV! of the
Homoscedastic-Canonical Discriminant Function
Analysis~L-DFA! for the comparison of the whistles of
all 27 spinner dolphin pods recorded off Kaua)i, O)ahu,
Lāna)i, and the Island of Hawai)i. Between-whistle
group squared Mahalanobis distances and generalized
squared distances, correct classification scores, and
between-whistle groupp-values were used to identify
whistle groups that clustered in each whistle-specific
subgroup~WSS!. Shadings of points represent the WSS
they belong to~WSS1, WSS2, or WSS3!.

FIG. 4. Canonical values of the within-whistle group comparison for the first two functions~CV! of the Homoscedastic-Canonical Discriminant Function
Analysis~L-DFA! for the comparison of the whistles of the six spinner dolphin pods recorded off the Island of Hawai)i. HG2, HG4, and HG6 canonical values
are completely overlapped with those of other whistle groups.
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group was smaller than expected by chance and/or the pair-
wiseF testp-value was greater than 0.05, this whistle group
was clustered with the whistle group having the smallest
pair-wise D2 and G2. Comparisons including whistle groups
with sample sizes much larger than for other whistle groups
produced CCscores not always greater than chance, biasing
CCscores towards the larger sample@CCscores depend on
sample size~Beecher, 1989!#.

After examining CCscores and pairwiseF testp-values,
the remaining whistle groups were clustered according to
their pairwise D2 and G2 values. If pairwise D2 and G2 were
less than 1.0, those two whistle groups were clustered into
the same WSS. However, a whistle group occasionally had
pairwise D2 and G2 less than 1.0 with two or more other
whistle groups, yet these other whistle groups did not have a
pairwise D2 and G2 less than 1.0 between them. This whistle

FIG. 5. Values of the within-whistle group means for the first two canonical functions~CV! of the Homoscedastic-Canonical Discriminant Function Analysis
~L-DFA! ~a,c,e! and Joining Clustering Analysis~JCA! ~b,d,f! for the comparison of the whistles by location for~a,b! the ten spinner dolphin pods recorded
off O)ahu,~c,d! the eight pods recorded off Lan̄a)i, and ~e,f! the six pods recorded off the Island of Hawai)i. For the L-DFA, between-whistle group squared
Mahalanobis distances and generalized squared distances, correct classification scores, and between-whistle groupp-values were used to identify groups that
clustered in each whistle-specific subgroup~WSS!. Shape~a,e! or shading~c! of points represents the year whistles were recorded. JCA was computed using
the means~d,f! and medians~b! of the ten whistle parameters measured for the fundamental frequency of whistles of each whistle group. The solid thick line
represents the linkage distance value to cut different WSS.
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group was clustered with the whistle group with which it had
the smallest pairwise D2 and G2 only when two other whistle
groups that did not have a pairwise D2 and G2 less than 1.0
between them were involved.

Three possible WSSs exist for O)ahu: WSS-Oa consist-
ing of OG1, OG6, OG7, OG8, OG9, and OG10; WSS-Ob
consisting of OG2, OG3, and OG5; and WSS-Oc consisting
of OG4@Table I and Fig. 5~a!#. JCA with the medians of each
whistle group using unweighted or weighted pair-group av-
erages with a Manhattan distance metric revealed almost the
same clusters when the linkage distance was cut at 3500
@Fig. 5~b!#.

When considering subsamples, all whistles from
WSS-Oa (N51392) seem to be common with those of other
whistle groups. All whistle groups could not be discrimi-
nated; they had pairwisep-values greater than 0.05 and
CCscores were lower than chance for OG7, OG8, and OG9.
For WSS-Ob, only some whistles from OG2, OG3, and OG5
(N5411) could be discriminated from the whistles of WSSs

Oa and Oc (p,0.001, CCscores.chance!. Whistles re-

corded off Waikı̄kı̄ Beach (N535) belonging to WSS-Oc
were the only ones from OG4 that could be discriminated
from whistle of other WSSs (p,0.001, CCscores.chance!.
Approximately 75% of the whistles in O)ahu were common
amongst whistle groups~Table II!.

Three possible WSSs exist for Lan̄a)i: WSS-La consist-
ing of LG1 and LG2; WSS-Lb consisting of LG3, LG4, and
LG8; and WSS-Lc consisting of LG5, LG6, and LG7@Table
I and Fig. 5~c!#. Whistles from whistle groups LG5 and LG6
could not be discriminated from each other (p50.37;
CCscore50 for LG6!. JCA with the means of each whistle
group using either the Ward method, complete linkage, or
unweighted or weighted pair-group averages with a Cheby-
chev distance metric revealed almost the same clusters when
the linkage distance was cut at 1200@Fig. 5~d!#.

When considering subsamples with LG2~corresponding
to WSS-La;N531) and LG3, LG4, and LG8~corresponding

FIG. 6. Criteria used to identify whistle groups~WG! that clustered together into a whistle-specific subgroup~WSS!. CCscores are the plug-in correct
classification scores and F-testp-values, D2, and G2 are thep-values, the squared Mahalanobis distances, and the generalized distance of the between-whistle
group pairwise comparisons, respectively.
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to WSS-Lb;N5239), some pair-wisep-values were greater
than 0.05. These whistle subsamples could not be discrimi-
nated and seem to be common with those of other sub-
samples. Approximately 83% of the whistles in Lan̄a)i were
common between whistle groups~Table II!.

Three possible WSSs exist for the Island of Hawai)i:
WSS-Ha consisting of HG1, HG2, HG4, and HG6, WSS-Hb
consisting of HG3, and WSS-Hc consisting of HG5@Table I
and Fig. 5~e!#. Whistles of HG4 and HG6 were poorly dis-
criminated from each other (p50.03; CCscore50 for HG4,
N510), probably because of the small sample size of HG4.
JCA using the means of each whistle group and either~1! the
single linkage with Euclidean or power distance metrics or
~2! the Ward method or unweighted or weighted pair-group
averages with a Manhattan distance metric revealed almost
the same clusters when the linkage distance was cut at 1800
and 4000, respectively@Fig. 5~f!#.

When considering subsamples, some whistles of HG1,
HG2, HG4, and HG6 (N5289; corresponding to WSS-Ha!,
of HG3 (N5231; corresponding to WSS-Hb!, and of HG5
(N574; corresponding to WSS-Hc! had pairwisep-values
greater than 0.05 and could not be discriminated. These
whistles of WSSs-Ha, -Hb, and -Hc seem to be common with
those of whistle groups from other WSSs. Approximately
62% of the whistles in the Island of Hawai)i were common
amongst whistle groups~Table II!.

C. All whistle groups’ comparison II

From the analysis within the islands of O)ahu, Lāna)i,
and Hawai)i it is clear that finding whistle differences within

islands as large as between islands~Fig. 3! is not accounted
for the effects of adding or subtracting whistle groups. In
order to describe how the WSSs of the islands of O)ahu,
Lāna)i, and Hawai)i compared to each other, whistles were
compared using the WSSs for each island. The use of WSSs
was supported by the fact that discriminant functions cor-
rectly classified whistles to each WSS almost twice as much
as expected by chance alone~Table II!. The WSSs by island
were grouped together according to the same criteria used to
form them ~Fig. 6! and these new WSSs were designated
with a number. WSS1 consists of Oa, Oc, Lb, and Ha, WSS2
consists of Lc and Hb, and WSS3 consists of Ob and La
@Table I and Fig. 7~a!#. Hc ~or HG5! was not ascribed to any
numbered WSS because it could not be discriminated
~CCscore50, N5182) and had pairwise D2 and G2 less than
1.0 with Ob, Lb, and Lc. The same numbered WSSs contain-
ing the same whistle groups were formed when using the
DFA output of the comparison between the original 27
whistle groups~including Kaua)i; Fig. 3!.

The numbered WSSs also had some common character-
istics, making discrimination impossible in some situations,
i.e., Oc (N5199) and Ha (N5502) ~from WSS1! could not
be discriminated~CCscore,chance!. Approximately 48% of
whistles of numbered WSSs had common characteristics
~Table II!. When all whistles belonging to a numbered WSS
were combined, WSS1, WSS2, and WSS3 could be discrimi-
nated from each other~Wilks’ l50.71, approximate
F@20,10 570#599.36, p,0.000 01), indicating that there
were sufficient number of whistles with distinct characteris-
tics ~Table II!. The distance between WSS2 and both WSS1

TABLE II. Classification of cases~CCscore! and whistles not in common between whistle groups for the
comparison of the whistles for the three whistle-specific subgroups~WSS! of O)ahu, the three WSSs of Lan̄a)i,
the three WSSs of the Island of Hawai)i, and for the three WSSs for all islands combined.

Whistle-specific
subgroup

L-DFA
CCscorea

Q-DFA
CCscorea Chanceb

No. of
whistles not in

common

Percentage of
whistles not in

common

Oa 0.7162 0.8642 0.5329 0 0
Ob 0.6184 0.5333 0.3909 411 40
Oc 0.3166 0.1306 0.0762 35 18

O)ahu 0.6475 0.6789 ¯ ¯ 25

La 0.5805 0.5779 0.4142 137 18
Lb 0.7198 0.7245 0.4384 82 10
Lc 0.4164 0.4219 0.1474 66 23

Lāna)i 0.6173 0.6218 ¯ ¯ 17

Ha 0.7151 0.8293 0.5223 75 22
Hb 0.6823 0.6462 0.2882 120 43
Hc 0.3791 0.3956 0.1894 108 59

Island of Hawai)i 0.6420 0.6930 ¯ ¯ 38

WSS1 0.8528c 0.9583c 0.5528 945 32
WSS2 0.2849c 0.3927c 0.1053 328 59
WSS3 0.4899c 0.9494c 0.3419 1197 66
ALL ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ 52

aThese values are approximations since the correct classification scores~CCscores! for each WSS where cal-
culated from the results of the comparison between all whistle groups by island, not between whistle-specific
subgroups.

bChance5a priori classification score expected by chance alone proportional to the amount of whistles per
whistle group.

cThese values are the correct classification scores~CCscores! for the comparison between each whistle-specific
subgroup~WSS1, 2, and 3!.
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and WSS3 was larger (D251.95 and 1.96; G252.69/1.41
and 1.77/1.78, respectively! than between WSS1 and WSS3
(D251.02 and G251.49/0.77).

D. Whistle parameters important in the discrimination

Differences found in the whistles of spinner dolphins
could be explained by six of the ten whistle parameters
~Wilks’ l50.71, approximate F@12,10 578#5162.14,
p,0.000 01;F-remove@2,5285#.20, p,0.000 01). All de-
scriptive parameters~NT and NS!, almost all frequency pa-
rameters~BF, EF, and MaF!, and one time parameter~Dur!
were responsible for the differences found~Table III!. WSS1
was characterized by whistles of small MaF and large BF,
WSS2 by whistles of small NT and large NS and EF, and
WSS3 by long whistles~Table IV!.

E. Effect of general behavioral state and pod size

In order to determine if general behavioral state influ-
enced the differences found, whistles were compared be-
tween islands using the WSSs for O)ahu, Lāna)i, and the
Island of Hawai)i as performed previously. Whistles were
also compared earlier using WSSs to avoid having whistle
groups with less than 50 whistles when testing for the effects
of general behavioral state. Only whistles recorded when
spinner dolphins were socializing were considered because
in other behavioral states few whistles were produced.

When comparing whistles of socializing dolphins
grouped by the different WSS found for each island
(N53403 or 62% of all whistles!, significant differences be-
tween WSSs were also found~Wilks’ l50.57, approximate
F@80,21 477#524.59,p,0.000 01). WSSs by island tended
to cluster into the same numbered WSS as when all general

FIG. 7. Values of the within-whistle
group means for the first two canoni-
cal functions ~CV! of the
Homoscedastic-Canonical Discrimi-
nant Function Analysis~L-DFA! for
the comparison of whistles by whistle-
specific subgroup~WSS! for the three
WSSs of O)ahu, the three WSSs of
Lāna)i, and the three WSSs of the Is-
land of Hawai)i for ~a! spinner dol-
phins engaged in all behavioral states
and ~b! only for whistles recorded
when spinner dolphins were socializ-
ing. Between-whistle group squared
Mahalanobis distances and general-
ized squared distances, correct classi-
fication scores, and between-whistle
group p-values were used to identify
whistle groups that clustered in each
whistle-specific subgroup~WSS!.
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behavioral states were taken into account@Fig. 7~b!# and the
same six whistle parameters explained the differences be-
tween numbered WSSs~Wilks’ l50.67, approximate
F@12,6636#5123.11,p,0.000 01;F-remove@2,3318#.20,
p,0.000 01; Table III!. Therefore, general behavioral state
did not affect the conclusions drawn. Nonetheless, differ-
ences between whistle groups were smaller when only using
whistles recorded from socializing animals. The relative dis-
tance between the means of the first two CV@Fig. 7~a! vs.
7~b!# and the pairwise D2 and G2 between groups were
smaller, and NS, NT and BF changed their relative contribu-
tion ~Table III!. Some of the differences found between
whistle groups could be due to differences in general behav-

ioral state. Whistle characteristics seem to change with the
general behavioral state of the dolphin pod they were re-
corded from, but retaining the properties of their WSS.

The size of spinner dolphin pods whose whistles clus-
tered into the same WSS varied~Table I!. Therefore, spinner
dolphin pod size does not seem to affect the conclusions
drawn either.

IV. DISCUSSION

For three Hawai)ian Islands, whistle characteristics did
not seem to change according to location and date of record-
ing. Whistles recorded in the same location on different days
were clustered either to the same~OG1 and OG9, OG2 and
OG3, and HG1, HG2, HG4 and HG6! or different WSS
~OG4 and OG5, LG1 and LG4, LG2 and LG8, and HG3 and
HG5!. Whistles recorded on consecutive days were also clus-
tered either into the same~OG6–OG10, OG2 and OG3, LG1
and LG2, and HG4 and HG6! or different WSS~OG4 and
OG5, OG5 and OG6–OG10, LG1–LG2 and LG3, LG4 and
LG5–LG7, LG5–LG7 and LG8, and HG5 and HG4, HG6!.
Whistles recorded from pods in the same location on the
same day were determined to be part of the same WSS~LG5,
LG6, and LG7! and the whistle groups from dolphin pods
which were known to contain different dolphins were some-
times determined to be in the same~OG8 and OG9! and at
other times in different WSS~HG3 and HG4!. The compo-
sition and relatedness of spinner dolphin pods are probably
important factors in determining differences in the character-
istics of their whistles.

A. Spinner dolphin group composition and
differences in whistle characteristics

In the comparisons within and between Hawai)ian Is-
lands using whistle contour parameters and Discriminant
Function Analyses remarkable similarities in the whistle
characteristics were found; spinner dolphin pods had com-

TABLE III. Whistle parameters that contributed to the discrimination be-
tween the three whistle-specific subgroups~WSSs! found for three
Hawai)ian Islands~O)ahu, Lāna)i, and the Island of Hawai)i! and the WSSs
they discriminated for whistles recorded during all behavioral states and
only for whistles recorded when spinner dolphins were socializing. Param-
eters are listed in increasing degree of contribution to the discrimination.

WSSs separated All whistles parameters Social whistles parameters

WSS1-WSS2 No. of turns No. of turns
No. of steps No. of stepsa

Maximum frequencya Maximum frequencya

Durationa Durationa

Begin frequencya Begin frequencya

End frequencya End frequencya

WSS1-WSS3 Duration Duration
No. of turns No. of turns

Begin frequencya

WSS2-WSS3 No. of turns No. of turnsa

No. of steps Durationa

Durationa No. of stepsa

Maximum frequencya Maximum frequencya

End frequencya End frequencya

aThese parameters have only a small contribution to the discrimination when
compared to the other listed parameters.

TABLE IV. Descriptive statistics~mean, standard deviation@SD#, and highest and lowest values! of the ten parameters extracted from each whistle contour
for the three whistle-specific subgroups~WSSs! found in all four Hawai)ian Islands sampled~Kaua)i, O)ahu, Lāna)i, and the Island of Hawai)i!. Span
frequency is the maximum minus the minimum frequency.

WSS
Descriptive

statistic

Frequency~kHz! Time ~s! No. of

NBegin End Minimum Maximum Span Peak Peak Center Duration Turns Steps

Mean 11.70 13.54 10.40 15.57 5.17 12.76 0.184 0.195 0.408 3.28 2.37
WSS1 SD 3.66 3.45 2.77 3.34 3.31 2.72 0.203 0.166 0.339 2.58 2.54 3599

High 23.31 24.23 22.35 25.25 17.26 22.50 2.177 1.318 2.321 32 19
Low 1.60 1.07 0.85 1.71 0.22 2.22 0.000 0.004 0.016 0 0

Mean 11.56 16.15 10.72 17.56 6.84 13.57 0.194 0.209 0.446 1.59 3.86
WSS2 SD 3.29 3.73 2.69 3.30 3.89 2.51 0.197 0.181 0.379 2.13 3.38 558

High 23.78 23.42 18.33 23.98 16.93 20.95 1.547 1.574 3.350 17 19
Low 4.87 3.62 2.57 5.40 0.39 4.97 0.001 0.011 0.029 0 0

Mean 11.26 13.33 9.66 16.61 6.95 12.72 0.301 0.336 0.716 3.73 2.85
WSS3 SD 3.85 3.69 2.42 3.47 3.28 2.70 0.243 0.191 0.402 2.64 3.07 2123

High 23.52 23.98 21.03 23.98 17.71 21.37 1.721 1.403 3.042 24 31
Low 2.06 1.99 1.62 2.14 0.29 1.78 0.000 0.005 0.017 0 0

Mean 12.21 15.17 10.29 17.21 6.92 12.78 0.265 0.301 0.639 3.02 3.24
Hc SD 4.13 3.92 2.45 3.66 3.82 2.39 0.258 0.200 0.418 2.07 4.01 182

High 22.90 24.08 16.23 24.18 16.91 19.17 1.658 0.981 2.093 14 24
Low 3.76 7.16 3.66 8.41 0.49 6.84 0.006 0.016 0.033 0 0
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mon characteristics in approximately 48% of their whistles.
HG5 could not be ascribed to any numbered WSS since it
had common whistle characteristics with all other whistle
groups. The fluidity in the composition of spinner dolphin
pods may be reflected in the large proportion of common
whistle characteristics. Spinner dolphins that at some point in
time occur in the same pod may be copying whistle charac-
teristics from each other. The more pods interact, the greater
fluidity in the composition of pods because of animals ex-
changing pods, which may result in a higher percentage of
common whistles amongst spinner dolphins.

Despite the fluidity of pod composition, some individu-
als tend to associate or belong to the same pod~Marten and
Psarakos, 1999; Pacific Whale Foundation, 1998, 2000, per-
sonal communication; Norriset al., 1994; Östman, 1994!.
Along the Kona coast of the Island of Hawai)i, Östman
~1994! found that, even though there is a tendency to under-
estimate stability because of the difficulty in identifying in-
dividuals within large pods, association patterns among spin-
ner dolphins varied with location and with sex. He compared
the coefficient of association among 11 females, 32 males,
and 84 unsexed individuals and concluded that associations
were nonrandom; males on average had tighter bonds with
more individuals than did females, although there were ex-
tensive individual variations among sexes. Female–female
associations were less extensive and weaker than male–male
associations, with female–male associations being interme-
diate ~Östman, 1994!.

The similarities found in whistle characteristics and the
presence of whistle-specific subgroups could indicate asso-
ciations between individual dolphins. According to Rendell
et al. ~1999! and Tyack and Clark~2000!, for species where
social bonds center on individual relationships phonations
will vary between individuals, while in species living in
stable pods phonations will vary markedly between pods.
Phonations in spinner dolphins do not seem to follow any of
these patterns and could vary between individuals that do not
spend much time together. The dolphin pods that were asso-
ciated with the same WSS could have been composed in part
of ~1! individuals having similar whistles that spend time
together, ~2! family related individuals that have similar
whistles, and/or~3! the same individual dolphins. WSSs in
the Main Hawai)ian Islands may represent dialects. Spinner
dolphins in the MHI have the potential for intermixing and
interbreeding. The isolation in this spinner dolphin popula-
tion could be due to behavioral differences rather than
through geographical barriers. If dialects exist in Hawai)ian
spinner dolphin whistles, they would not be as distinct as in
killer ~Orcinus orca! ~vocal clans: Ford 1991; Strager, 1995;
Yurk et al., 2002! and sperm whales~Physeter macroceph-
alus! ~Moore et al., 1993; Weilgart and Whitehead, 1997;
Whiteheadet al., 1998! because they live in a fission-fusion
society whereas killer and sperm whales live in very stable
pods. In order to determine what whistle-specific subgroups
represent, concurrent studies that investigate the composition
of spinner dolphin groups need to be carried out; genetic
sampling is recommended since photo-identification methods
give less than 30% identification success because these ani-

mals do not bear many scars and live within large pods~Öst-
man, 1994!.

The percentages of common whistles calculated from
the DFA are not comparable to the percentages obtained
from analyzing whistle contour shapes~or whistle types!,
such as the discrete calls of killer whales~e.g., Ford, 1991!,
the codas of sperm whales~e.g., Weilgart and Whitehead,
1997!, and some calls of birds~e.g., Lemon, 1966!. No at-
tempt was made in quantifying the percentage of common
whistles by whistle types since it would require categorizing
whistles according to contour shape and spinner dolphin
whistles seem to be more graded than discrete~Taruski,
1979; Herman and Tavolga, 1980; Bazu´a-Durán and Au,
2002!.

B. Spinner dolphin movements and differences in
whistle characteristics

Spinner dolphins cover at least 20 km in 16 h in the
Eastern Tropical Pacific~Perrin and Gilpatrick, 1994!, there-
fore, they are capable of traveling between the MHI. It has
been documented that spinner dolphins travel between O)ahu
and Moloka)i using the Kaiwi Channel~Maldini, 2003!,
which is about 40 km wide. To investigate how spinner dol-
phins move within and between the MHI, it was assumed
that spinner dolphin pods whose whistles were ascribed to
the same WSS were composed of individuals that had spent
or are spending time together. It was also assumed that
greater similarities in whistle characteristics result from
movements within and between islands. Along the northern
Gulf of Mexico coast, the degree of movement of bottlenose
dolphins between adjacent areas corresponds to the degree of
similarities in whistle characteristics~Bazúa Durán, 1997!.

Along the Wai)anae coast of O)ahu ~Fig. 1!, it seems
that dolphin pods split and merge so that different animals
that spend time together are sighted along this coast on dif-
ferent days~Bazúa Durán, 2001!. OG6 through OG10 were
whistle groups of spinner dolphin pods recorded on consecu-
tive days in the same general area and their whistles were
clustered into the same WSS. It was known that the compo-
sition of spinner dolphin pods from whistle groups OG8 and
OG9 was different and their whistles clustered into the same
WSS, suggesting that individual dolphins that usually spend
time together have more whistle characteristics in common.
Similarly, WSS-Ob from O)ahu may indicate that there is
some movement from animals between the Wai)anae and
South Shores. Larger similarities in the whistles of spinner
dolphin pods recorded along the same coast, such as
Wai)anae Shore, O)ahu ~WSS-Oa! and Kealakekua Bay,
Hawai)i ~WSS-Ha!, may suggest some degree of residency.

Off the South Shore of Lan̄a)i, whistle groups LG5,
LG6, and LG7 were the only ones from WSS-Lc and could
not be discriminated from each other. These three whistle
groups were from spinner dolphin pods recorded on the same
day in almost the same location after losing contact with the
original pod and encountering another pod some time later.
These three pods were probably the same assembly of spin-
ner dolphins that was lost and encountered some time later.
The same spinner dolphins also seem to have more whistle
characteristics in common.
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We were certain that the composition of dolphin pods
from whistle groups HG3 and HG4 from the Kona coast was
different and, contrary to O)ahu, their whistles were clus-
tered into different WSSs. Spinner dolphin pods that are not
composed of the same dolphins and may not spend much
time together may not have many whistle characteristics in
common.

Using the similarities found between WSS from each
island, the roaming of Hawai)ian spinner dolphins does not
seem to be limited to a single island. Spinner dolphins may
travel more between Kaua)i, O)ahu, and Lāna)i ~WSS3! and
between Lāna)i and the Island of Hawai)i ~WSS2! than be-
tween O)ahu and the Island of Hawai)i ~WSS1!.

C. Possible function of whistles and importance of
whistle parameters’ variation

In whistle perceptual studies with bottlenose dolphins,
Ralston and Herman~1995! suggested that frequency con-
tour is imperative in the judgment, whereas absolute fre-
quency is ultimately ignored. The number of turns and steps
in a whistle are parameters that partially describe the fre-
quency contour of dolphin whistles. NT and NS contributed
significantly to the discrimination between WSSs but also
varied according to behavioral state~Table III!. NT and NS
in a whistle, therefore, are parameters that have high in-
traspecific variations. These whistle parameters may play an
important role in dolphin communication~Herman and
Tavolga, 1980; Caldwellet al., 1990! and they may be im-
portant in individual identification~Norris et al., 1994!.

Whistle duration was an important parameter in the dis-
crimination between WSSs. Rendellet al. ~1999! also found
in five odontocete species that whistle duration had a high
intraspecific and a low interspecific variation. Whitten and
Thomas~2001! found that in Pacific white-sided dolphins
~Lagenorhynchus obliquidens! whistle duration varied be-
tween individuals. Besides varying the duration of whistles
according to behavioral state or context@Table III and Janik
et al. ~1994!#, dolphins also seem to modify whistle duration
to convey individual or ))family’’ identity information
~Steiner, 1981; Wanget al., 1995!. Whistle duration may be
used to communicate information at the individual level, ei-
ther to communicate identity or to communicate what an
individual is experiencing.

Whistle frequency parameters, such as begin, end, maxi-
mum, and minimum, did not contribute significantly in the
discrimination between WSSs~Table III!; they were rela-
tively constant across spinner dolphin groups@also suggested
by Wanget al. ~1995! for bottlenose dolphins in the Gulf of
Mexico#. Rendellet al. ~1999! also found that whistle fre-
quency parameters had both a high intraspecific and interspe-
cific variation. Frequency characteristics appear to be less
important at the individual level.

Besides varying whistle characteristics with behavioral
state, spinner dolphins also modified the whistling rate@see
also Norriset al. ~1994!#. When animals were in close con-
tact and actively interacting~i.e., during socializing! whistles
were produced frequently and less often when resting and
traveling without interactions. The whistling rate also varied
with behavioral state in other delphinids such as the pilot

whale @Globicephala melaena~Taruski, 1979!#, the bottle-
nose dolphin~dos Santos and Almada, 1998!, the Atlantic
spotted dolphin@Stenella frontalis~Herzing, 2000!#, the false
killer whale @Pseudorca crassidens~Nester et al., 2001!#,
and the killer whale~Thomsenet al., 2002!. Whistles seem
to play an important part in the acoustic communication of
most delphinids~Herman and Tavolga, 1980!, especially at
close ranges. They may be important in defining the limits
and arrangement of a pod, and they may convey information
on emotional state and individual identity as Norriset al.
~1994! suggested.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We were able to compare whistle characteristics for dif-
ferent spinner dolphin pods in different locations, behavioral
states, and of different sizes, showing that differences in
whistle characteristics exist. Although it was not possible to
make strong statements on why differences occur, we were
able to discard location, date of recording, number of dol-
phins in a pod, and, to some degree, general behavioral state.
We are suggesting that it may be possible to investigate some
aspects of the population structure of a coastal delphinid spe-
cies acoustically, however, they need to be verified with stud-
ies that identify individual spinner dolphins and investigate
the stability of association patterns and the relatedness of
associates. Aspects of the population structure of spinner dol-
phins that may be explained by investigating whistle varia-
tions could include~1! degree of residency,~2! movements
along the shore, and~3! movements between islands or re-
gions.
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Within-individual variation in bullfrog vocalizations:
Implications for a vocally mediated social recognition system
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Acoustic signals provide a basis for social recognition in a wide range of animals. Few studies,
however, have attempted to relate the patterns of individual variation in signals to behavioral
discrimination thresholds used by receivers to discriminate among individuals. North American
bullfrogs ~Rana catesbeiana! discriminate among familiar and unfamiliar individuals based on
individual variation in advertisement calls. The sources, patterns, and magnitudes of variation in
eight acoustic properties of multiple-note advertisement calls were examined to understand how
patterns of within-individual variation might either constrain, or provide additional cues for, vocal
recognition. Six of eight acoustic properties exhibited significant note-to-note variation within
multiple-note calls. Despite this source of within-individual variation, all call properties varied
significantly among individuals, and multivariate analyses indicated that call notes were individually
distinct. Fine-temporal and spectral call properties exhibited less within-individual variation
compared to gross-temporal properties and contributed most toward statistically distinguishing
among individuals. Among-individual differences in the patterns of within-individual variation in
some properties suggest that within-individual variation could also function as a recognition cue.
The distributions of among-individual and within-individual differences were used to generate
hypotheses about the expected behavioral discrimination thresholds of receivers. ©2004
Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1784445#

PACS numbers: 43.80.Ka@JMS# Pages: 3770–3781

I. INTRODUCTION

Vocal communication plays important roles in social
recognition by allowing animals to direct appropriate behav-
iors toward other individuals after learning to recognize in-
dividually distinct properties of their acoustic signals. Pat-
terns of individual variation in acoustic signals contribute
toward identifying individuals in a number of taxa, including
fish ~Myrberget al., 1993; Crawfordet al., 1997!, frogs~Bee
and Gerhardt, 2001a; Beeet al., 2001!, reptiles ~Polakow,
1997!; birds ~Wearyet al., 1990; Robertson, 1996; Lengagne
et al., 1997!, and mammals~Gelfand and McCracken, 1986;
Hauser, 1991; Insley, 1992; Fischeret al., 2002!. Field and
laboratory playback studies in a wide range of taxa have
confirmed that animals behaviorally discriminate among in-
dividuals based on the learned recognition of individually
distinct acoustic signals in a number of different behavioral
contexts, such as kin recognition~Beecher, 1991; Balcombe,
1990; Aubin and Jouventin, 2002!, mate recognition~Robert-
son, 1996; Lengagneet al., 2000!, territorial neighbor recog-
nition ~Brooks and Falls, 1975a; Myrberg and Riggio, 1985;
Bee and Gerhardt, 2001b, c, 2002!, and individual recogni-
tion ~Beecheret al., 1996; Cheney and Seyfarth, 1999; Gen-
tner and Hulse, 1998, 2000!.

Relatively few studies, however, have sought to under-
stand the mechanisms and evolution of vocally mediated so-
cial recognition by systematically investigating the acoustic
and perceptual bases of recognition either within or across

taxa ~e.g., Beecher, 1991; Gentner and Hulse, 1998, 2000;
Bee and Gerhardt, 2001a, b, 2002; Bee, 2001, 2003!. Clearly
an important aspect of acoustically mediated recognition sys-
tems involves the patterns of variation in acoustic signals
that identify individuals ~Beecher, 1989, 1991; Sherman
et al., 1997!. Only after characterizing the potential for spe-
cific acoustic properties to identify individuals can research-
ers investigate in an informed way the perceptual basis of
recognition using playback experiments.

Here I report results from a study of a vocally mediated
social recognition system in a frog. Davis~1987! demon-
strated that territorial males of the North American bullfrog
~Rana catesbeiana! exhibit relatively lower levels of aggres-
sion in response to playbacks of their adjacent neighbor’s
advertisement calls from the neighbor’s territory in compari-
son to responses to the calls of strangers. Hence, as in terri-
torial songbirds~reviewed in Stoddard, 1996!, territorial
male bullfrogs learn to recognize their neighbor’s vocaliza-
tions and rely on individual variation in vocalizations to dis-
criminate among neighbors and strangers. Bee and Gerhardt
~2001a! investigated the acoustic basis of neighbor-stranger
discrimination in bullfrogs by analyzing the patterns of indi-
vidual variation present in the first note of advertisement
calls, which are more commonly produced as multiple-note
calls ~Fig. 1!. The fundamental frequency~and correlated
spectral properties! exhibited the greatest among-individual
variation relative to within-individual variation, and contrib-
uted most toward statistically discriminating among indi-
viduals in multivariate statistical analyses.

Using the habituation-discrimination paradigm, Bee anda!Electronic mail: mark.bee@uni-oldenburg.de
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Gerhardt~2001b, c, 2002; Bee, 2003! tested the hypothesis
that repeated exposure to a territorial neighbor’s advertise-
ment calls would allow males to learn to recognize acoustic
properties related to the pitch of a neighbor’s advertisement
calls. In a discrimination phase following habituation trials,
changes in the fundamental frequency of the synthetic stimu-
lus elicited a recovery of habituated territorial aggressive re-
sponses, as predicted if territory residents use features related
to call pitch to identify neighbors as familiar.

Based on the results of their acoustic analyses and field
playback experiments, Bee and Gerhardt~2001a, b, c! esti-
mated that the ‘‘just-meaningful difference’’~JMD! ~Nelson
and Marler, 1990; Gerhardt, 1992! in fundamental frequency
required to elicit renewed territorial aggression following ha-
bituation training was between 5% and 10%. Bee and Ger-
hardt~2001b, c, 2002! stressed, however, that this conclusion
was provisional for two important reasons. First, Bee and
Gerhardt~2001a! reported, but did not describe, variation in
several acoustic properties, including fundamental frequency,
that occurredamongthe separate noteswithin the multiple
note advertisement calls produced by an individual~Fig. 1!.
This note-to-note variation in advertisement calls could make
discriminating among individuals more difficult due to in-
creased overlap of the signal properties of different individu-
als’ calls. Second, the synthetic stimuli used in the
habituation-discrimination tasks were invariant, meaning that
the note-to-note within-individual variation present in
multiple-note advertisement calls was not incorporated in the
perceptual learning and discrimination task. Thus, an impor-
tant and unanswered question concerns the implications of
the patterns and magnitudes of within-individual variation in
multiple-note advertisement calls for the behavioral discrimi-
nation thresholds that receivers should use to discriminate
among familiar and unfamiliar signals. As a first step toward
addressing this issue, I describe here the sources, magni-
tudes, and patterns of variation in multiple-note advertise-
ment calls. The main objective of this study was to determine
the ways in which note-to-note within-individual variation in
multiple-note calls can either constrain or provide additional
cues for acoustically mediated neighbor recognition.

II. METHOD

A. Study organism

During their breeding season, male bullfrogs establish
and defend territories in permanent bodies of water from

which they emit advertisement calls to attract gravid females
and to repel rival males~Howard, 1978!. During periods of
active calling, which typically occur between 2300 and 0400
hours, most advertisement calls consist of four to seven notes
~Fig. 1; Bee unpublished data!. The individual notes com-
prising multiple-note advertisement calls are about 700 ms in
duration, are separated by intervals of about 500 ms, and
have a quasiperiodic fine-temporal waveform with a period-
icity that varies inversely with body size and corresponds to
the fundamental frequency of the call~Capranica, 1965; Bee
and Gerhardt, 2001a!. The frequency spectrum of a call note
consists of a series of harmonics with a bimodal distribution
of sound energy. The lower frequency peak is centered be-
tween 200 and 400 Hz; a broader, higher frequency band
occurs between 1000 and 2000 Hz~Fig. 2!. The fundamental
frequency~90–130 Hz! is usually absent from the frequency
spectrum or contains relatively little sound energy compared
to other spectral components~Capranica, 1965!.

B. Recording of vocalizations

Between May and August 1998, the advertisement calls
of 25 territorial male bullfrogs were recorded in ponds lo-
cated in the Little Dixie Lake Conservation Area~Callaway
Co., Missouri, USA!. Recordings were made during active
choruses under ambient light conditions, usually between
2300 and 0400 hours, central daylight time. At least five
multiple-note advertisement calls were recorded from each
of the 25 males using an HHb PDR-1000 DAT recorder
~sampling rate532 kHz! and a Sennheiser MKH 70 shotgun
microphone~with a Windtech SG-3 windscreen! that was
mounted on a tripod placed 1–2 m from a subject and angled
downward between 25° and 45° from parallel with the sur-
face of the pond. Immediately after each recording, the air
and water temperatures at the frog’s position were deter-
mined to the nearest 0.1 °C. Each subject had been captured
and individually marked, and had its snout-to-vent length
~SVL! measured, on a night prior to that of recording@fol-
lowing Bee and Gerhardt~2001a!#.

C. Acoustical analysis of vocalizations

Most of the calls analyzed in this study consisted of
between three and seven notes. To examine the patterns of
within-individual variation among separate notes in multiple-
note advertisement calls, I analyzed eight acoustic properties
for the first, middle, and last notes of five multiple-note calls
from each individual~5 calls33 notes325 individuals5375
total call notes! using a Kay DSP Sona-Graph Model 5500.1

In calls having an even number of notes, one of the two
middle notes was chosen randomly. I analyzed call notes in
the relative positions of the first, middle, and last notes of
calls, instead of notes in fixed positions within a call~e.g.,
the second, third, and fourth notes!, because preliminary
analyses of sonograms indicated that this would be the most
effective method for capturing the range of within-individual
variation in multiple-note calls, as adjacent call notes are
often more similar to one another than are call notes spaced
further apart~Fig. 1!. The person performing the acoustical
analyses was different from the person who made the record-

FIG. 1. Sonogram~top! and oscillogram~bottom! of a six-note advertise-
ment call.
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ings and, although aware of each bullfrog’s individual num-
ber ~e.g., BF9-98!, had noa priori expectations about the
values to be determined in the analyses. The calls analyzed
in this study are the same as those analyzed by Bee and
Gerhardt ~2001a! for the purpose of comparing among-
individual variability in analyses of one call note versus mul-
tiple call notes; however, that study did not describe the pat-
terns and magnitudes of individual variation in multiple-note
calls.

Three spectral properties of advertisement calls were
measured from power spectra generated by fast Fourier
transformation~FFT! over a 100-ms interval from the middle
of a call note, beginning at the point of peak signal amplitude
~transform size51024 points, filter bandwidth514.5 Hz, 0–4
kHz setting!. The spectral properties that were measured in-
cluded dominant frequency and secondary frequency~to the
nearest 10 Hz!, and the amplitude of the dominant frequency
relative to the secondary frequency~to the nearest dB! @Fig.
2#. I also determined the ratio of secondary frequency to
dominant frequency~hereafter ‘‘frequency ratio’’! as a mea-
sure of the distribution of sound energy in the bimodal fre-
quency spectrum. The fundamental frequency is equal to the
reciprocal of the waveform periodicity and is related to the
‘‘periodicity pitch’’ of the signal ~Simmons and Ferragamo,
1993!. Using an oscillogram with an expanded time base,
fundamental frequency was determined~to the nearest 1 Hz!
as the reciprocal of the average period of five repetitions of
the fine-temporal waveform measured from the middle of a
call note@Fig. 2#. Three gross-temporal properties were mea-

sured~to the nearest 1 ms! from oscillograms, including note
duration, rise time, and fall time@Fig. 2#. The recordings had
sufficiently high signal-to-noise ratios to readily distinguish
the onsets and offsets of individual notes from the back-
ground noise.

D. Statistical analysis of vocalizations

The statistical analyses described below were performed
on call properties that were corrected for variation in water
temperature at the times different individuals were recorded
using the procedures outlined in Bee and Gerhardt~2001a!.

1. Sources and patterns of variation

Two goals of the present study were to test for the pres-
ence of systematicwithin-individual variation in multiple-
note advertisement calls that occurs among the separate
notes within a call, and to compare this variation to the mag-
nitude of among-individual variation present in the popula-
tion. I used model II ANOVAs~Sokal and Rohlf, 1994! to
examine the variation in call properties that was due to
among-individual differences~individual! and among-note
differences~note! by treating individual and note as main
effects in a factorial design.2 These analyses were designed
to address three questions. First, the effect ofindividual
tested whether the among-individual variation in call proper-
ties was significantly greater than the within-individual
variation, which included variation due to among-note differ-
ences and among-call differences in the 15 call notes re-
corded from each individual. Second, the effect ofnote
tested whether any systematic variation among separate
notes within multiple-note calls was significantly greater
than the within-note variation that was due to among-
individual and among-call differences in each of the 125 ex-
emplars~25 individuals35 calls! of notes in the first, middle,
and last positions of a call. Bonferroniposthoccomparisons
were used to examine differences among first, middle, and
last notes if the main effect ofnotewas significant. Finally,
the individual3note interaction term tested for any among-
individual differences in the patterns of systematic variation
among notes within an individual’s calls. Because calls with
different numbers of notes were included in these analyses,
any variation due to theindividual3note interaction must be
interpreted with caution, as some of this variation could be
due to differences in the number of call notes that different
bullfrogs produced in their multiple note calls. For these and
all subsequent statistical analyses, a criterion ofa50.05 was
used to determine significance.

2. Relative variation among acoustic properties

A third goal of this study was to compare the magnitude
of within-individual variation among different call proper-
ties. Within-individual variability in each call property was
estimated in two standardized ways. First, within-individual
coefficients of variation~5SD/mean•100%! for each call
property were calculated separately for each individual using
the mean and standard deviation from the sample of 15 call
notes~5 calls33 notes! recorded from the individual. Sec-
ond, the within-individual range of variation for each call
property was calculated separately for each individual as a

FIG. 2. ~a! Power spectrum of an advertisement call note averaged over a
100-ms section from the middle of the note, beginning at the peak of the
amplitude envelope.~b! Oscillogram depicting two call notes.~c! Oscillo-
gram of the middle of the first call note in~b! illustrating the fine-temporal
waveform. Dominant frequency~DF!, secondary frequency~SF!, and the
relative amplitude~RA! were measured from power spectra as in~a!. Domi-
nant frequency is the harmonic of single greatest amplitude and corresponds
to the second harmonic. Secondary frequency is defined as the harmonic of
greatest relative amplitude in the higher frequency band of the bimodal
spectrum. The amplitude~in dB! of the dominant frequency, relative to that
of the secondary frequency, was expressed as the ratio of the sound pressure
of the dominant frequency relative to that of the secondary frequency@dB
5203 log10(pressure ratio); 0 dB51, 16 dB52, 112 dB54, etc.#. Note
duration~ND!, rise time~RT!, and fall time~FT! were measured from os-
cillograms as in~b!. Note duration was defined as the time between the
onset and offset of an advertisement call note. Rise time was defined as the
time from note onset to the time of maximum amplitude; fall time was
defined as the time from maximum amplitude to note offset. Fundamental
frequency~FF! was determined as the reciprocal of the average period of
five repetitions of the fine-temporal waveform as shown in~c!. Horizontal
bars indicate time scales in~b! and ~c!.
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percentage of the within-individual mean from the sample of
15 call notes recorded from the individual. These estimates
of within-individual variation were log-transformed to im-
prove normality and compared among call properties using a
MANOVA approach to test for within-subjects effects. Sub-
sequent Bonferroniposthoctests were used to compare indi-
vidual call properties.

3. Individual distinctiveness

The fourth goal of this study was to assess the extent to
which advertisement calls can be considered individually
distinct given the within-individual variation that occurs
among separate notes within a call. Discriminant function
analysis~DFA! is a commonly used multivariate statistical
approach for examining the individual distinctiveness of
acoustic signals~Nelson and Marler, 1990; Wearyet al.,
1990; Hauser, 1991; Insley, 1992; Beeet al., 2001; Fischer
et al., 2002!. Instead of performing a DFA on the values for
all eight call properties, which were highly intercorrelated
~see the Appendix!, I subjected the data to a principal com-
ponents analysis~PCA! to extract orthogonal principal com-
ponents and performed a DFA using the factor scores from
the PCA as input variables. The discriminant functions were
used to classify each of the 375 call notes as belonging to a
particular individual based on a cross validation procedure.

4. Generating hypotheses about JMDs

The final goal of the present study was to generate test-
able hypotheses about a receiver’s behavioral discrimination
thresholds, or JMDs~Nelson and Marler, 1990; Gerhardt,
1992!, based on the patterns of among-individual and within-
individual variation present in multiple-note advertisement
calls. Signal detection theory provides an appropriate frame-
work for understanding the relationships between individual
variation in signals and behavioral discrimination thresholds
~Wiley, 1994; Shermanet al., 1997; Bradbury and Vehren-
camp, 1998; Gerhardt and Huber, 2002!. In a social recogni-
tion system, receivers are faced with the general problem of
discriminating between familiar and unfamiliar signals, or
between multiple familiar signals. From the receiver’s per-
spective, there are four basic associations between the per-
ceived signal and the behavioral response: correct detection,
correct rejection, false alarm, and missed detection. As Wiley
~1994! and others~Shermanet al., 1997; Bradbury and Ve-
hrencamp, 1998; Gerhardt and Huber, 2002! have pointed
out, natural selection should favor behavioral discrimination
thresholds that optimize the sum of the net advantages of
each of these four behavioral outcomes weighted by its prob-
ability. The probability of each outcome depends on the
overlap in the distributions of the signal properties of the
individuals to be discriminated, which in turn depends on the
magnitudes of differences among individuals in the popula-
tion and on the variance in the signal distributions within
individuals. Comparisons of the distribution of within-
individual differences to that of among-individual differ-
ences provide a way to generate hypotheses about a receiv-

er’s behavioral threshold differences in the acoustic
properties of familiar and unfamiliar signals that should lead
to a discriminative behavioral response.

I used the following procedure to estimate JMDs. First, a
distribution of among-individual differences was created by
computing the absolute value of the difference between each
of an individual’s 15 call notes and each of the other 360 call
notes from the remaining 24 individuals. This was repeated
for each of the 25 individuals to create a distribution of
among-individual differences based on a total of 67 500 pair-
wise among-individual comparisons. Second, a distribution
of within-individual differences was created by computing
the absolute value of the difference between each call note
from an individual and the other 14 call notes recorded
from that individual. This was repeated for each of the 25
individuals to create a distribution of within-individual dif-
ferences based on 2625 pairwise within-individual compari-
sons. The among-individual and within-individual differ-
ences were standardized as percentages of the grand mean
determined from all 375 call notes. Finally, as an estimate of
a discrimination threshold, I computed the percentage differ-
ence in each signal property at which the cumulative pro-
portion of among-individual differences falling below the
threshold first exceeded the cumulative proportion of within-
individual differences falling above this threshold. The JMD
estimated in this way corresponds to the level of difference
between two signals at which the difference is more likely
attributable to an among-individual difference than to a
within-individual difference.

TABLE I. Results of model II ANOVAs for each call property comparing
the variation due to among-individual differences~individual!, among-note
differences~note!, and among-note differences that varied among individu-
als ~individual3note!.

Call property Sourcea F P

Fundamental frequency individual 145.0 ,0.01
note 67.6 ,0.01
individual3note 1.9 ,0.01

Dominant frequency individual 113.2 ,0.01
note 51.3 ,0.01
individual3note 2.6 ,0.01

Secondary frequency individual 8.2 ,0.01
note 5.2 0.01
individual3note 5.9 ,0.01

Frequency ratio individual 11.3 ,0.01
note 1.5 0.24
individual3note 5.4 ,0.01

Relative amplitude individual 9.8 ,0.01
note 5.9 ,0.01
individual3note 3.0 ,0.01

Note duration individual 8.4 ,0.01
note 0.0 0.97
individual3note 5.5 ,0.01

Rise time individual 10.7 ,0.01
note 41.1 ,0.01
individual3note 2.3 ,0.01

Fall time individual 3.8 ,0.01
note 32.5 ,0.01
individual3note 3.0 ,0.01

aDegrees of freedom:individual ~24,48!, note ~2,48!, individual3note
~48,300!.
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III. RESULTS

A. Sources and patterns of variation

Overall, the effects included in the model II ANOVAs
explained substantial amounts of variation in each call prop-
erty, as indicated byR2 values that ranged from 0.59 for fall
time to 0.95 for fundamental frequency and dominant fre-
quency. Variation among individuals was significantly
greater than that within individuals, even after including
variation that occurred among three separate notes within
each of five exemplars of an individual’s multiple-note calls
~Table 1!. The proportions of variation that were due to
among-individual differences~Fig. 3, black bars! were high-
est for fundamental frequency and dominant frequency
~89%!, intermediate for secondary frequency, frequency ra-
tio, relative amplitude, and note duration~54%–66%!, and
lowest for rise time~43%! and fall time~21%!.

There was also significant systematic variation that de-
pended on the position of a note within a multiple-note call
~note! for several call properties~Table I!. The proportions of
variation explained by systematic among-note differences
~Fig. 3, diagonally patterned bars! were highest for rise time
~21%! and fall time ~28%!. Fundamental frequency, domi-
nant frequency, secondary frequency, and relative amplitude
exhibited relatively less variation among notes~4%–5%!.
The variance components attributable to systematic among-
note differences were negligible for frequency ratio and note
duration~,0.5%!.

For fine-temporal and spectral properties,posthoccom-
parisons revealed that fundamental frequency@Fig. 4~a!# and
dominant frequency@Fig. 4~b!# were significantly lower in
the first note of a call compared to the middle and last notes,
which did not differ significantly. Secondary frequency@Fig.
4~c!# was significantly lower at the beginning and end of a

call compared to notes from the middle of the call, and notes
at the beginning of a call had significantly lower secondary
frequencies than notes at the end of a call. The amplitude of
the dominant frequency relative to that of the secondary fre-
quency@Fig. 4~e!# was significantly lower in the first note of
a call compared to the middle and last notes, which did not
differ significantly.

The general similarities among the patterns of variation
in fundamental frequency, dominant frequency, and second-
ary frequency reflect the fact that dominant frequency and
secondary frequency are harmonically related to the funda-
mental. Slight differences among these patterns of variation
can arise, however, because the secondary frequency can cor-
respond to different harmonic components among different
notes within a call, while the dominant frequency of each
call note was always the second harmonic. Although there
were no significant differences in the ratio of secondary fre-
quency to dominant frequency@Fig. 4~d!#, there was a slight
trend for frequency ratio to be higher in notes from the
middle of a call. Together, the results for secondary fre-
quency and frequency ratio suggest that the peak of the spec-
tral energy in the upper mode of the frequency spectrum
shifted to slightly higher harmonics in the middle of the calls
given by some individuals~see below!.

Average note duration@Fig. 4~f!# was constant within a
call, while there were significant differences in rise times
@Fig. 4~g!# and fall times@Fig. 4~h!# that depended on the
position of notes within a call.Posthoccomparisons indi-
cated that rise times increased, and fall times decreased, be-
tween notes within a call@Figs. 4~g! and~h!; see also Fig. 1#.

Patterns of within-individual variation among first,
middle, and last notes similar to those depicted in Fig. 4 were
also observed after separately standardizing the values for
each call note from each individual as a percentage deviation
from the within-individual mean for that individual~Fig. 5!.
On average, fine-temporal and spectral call properties tended
to vary little around the individual mean: fundamental fre-
quency ~3%!, dominant frequency~3%!, secondary fre-
quency~7%!, and frequency ratio~4%!. The exception was
relative amplitude, which varied about 18% around the indi-
vidual mean. Among gross temporal properties of the ampli-
tude envelope, the average note duration was constant across
multiple notes, varying less than 1% around the individual
mean, although the variability in note duration, as depicted
by the size of the error bars in Fig. 5, was greater than that
for fundamental frequency and dominant frequency. Com-
pared to note duration, considerably more variation was ob-
served for rise time~25%! and fall time~24%!.

The individual3noteinteractions were significant for all
call properties~Table I!. The variance that could be attributed
to the individual3note interaction ~Fig. 3, gray bars! was
greatest for secondary frequency, frequency ratio, relative
amplitude, note duration, and fall time~15%–20%!. The
variance components for fundamental frequency and domi-
nant frequency were the smallest~1%–2%!, and that for rise
time was intermediate~8%!. Notice, in Fig. 3, that the pro-
portion of variation in several call properties that could be
attributed to theindividual3noteinteraction was greater than
that explained by systematic differences due to note position

FIG. 3. Estimated relative variance accounted for by the main effects of
individual ~solid black! andnote ~diagonal lines!, and theindividual3note
interaction~gray! in model II ANOVAs in which individual andnotewere
tested as main effects in a factorial design. The white bars indicate the
relative unexplained error variance.~FF5fundamental frequency; DF
5dominant frequency; SF5secondary frequency; Ratio5ratio of SF:DF;
RA5sound pressure of DF relative to that of SF; ND5note duration; RT
5rise time; FT5fall time!.
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alone. This point is illustrated in Fig. 6 for the call properties
of secondary frequency and note duration. As Fig. 6~a! illus-
trates, most individuals had secondary frequencies that were
either relatively constant or increased slightly during
multiple-note calls. However, at least a few individuals had
average secondary frequencies that were considerably more
variable among notes within calls@Fig. 6~b!#. Because male
bullfrogs generally do not change position during the pro-
duction of a single call, it is unlikely that differences in sec-
ondary frequency among notes within calls could arise due to
changes in the positions of some individuals relative to the
microphone, which could affect the relative amplitudes of
harmonic components, and thus determination of secondary
frequency. Hence, the patterns of changes in the frequency of
peak sound energy in the upper mode of the bimodal fre-
quency spectrum that occurred among notes within multiple
note calls differed reliably~i.e., statistically! among individu-
als. The reliable individual differences in note-to-note varia-
tion were even more pronounced for the gross temporal
property of note duration@Figs. 6~c!–~f!#, for which less than
0.5% of the variation was explained by note position alone.
The duration of notes within multiple-note calls was nearly
constant within the calls of some individuals while for other
individuals note duration changed by 100–200 ms during a
call and exhibited either systematic decreases or increases. It
seems unlikely that these distinct individual differences in
the patterns of among-note variation exhibited in the calls of
some individuals could result only from the fact that calls
with different numbers of notes were included in the analy-
sis, although additional work may be needed to clarify this
point.

B. Relative variation among acoustic properties

There were significant differences in the variability
among call properties both for the within-individual coeffi-
cients of variation @Wilks’ l,0.01, F7,185423.1, P
,0.0001 and for within-individual ranges@Wilks’ l50.01,
F7,185223.7, P,0.0001. Posthoc tests revealed the same
pattern of significant differences for both estimates of within-
individual variation ~Fig. 7!. Fundamental frequency and

FIG. 4. Mean ~6SE! values of the first, middle, and last notes for~a!
fundamental frequency,~b! dominant frequency,~c! secondary frequency,
~d! frequency ratio,~e! relative amplitude,~f! note duration,~g! rise time,
and ~h! fall time. These mean values are based on 125 exemplars of each
call note~5 calls325 individuals!. The range of values depicted on eachy
axis approximately extends from one standard deviation below to one stan-
dard deviation above the sample means for each property, averaged over 3
notes, 5 calls, and 25 individuals. Asterisks indicate significant differences
(P,0.05) in Bonferroniposthoctests for model II ANOVAs in which the
main effect ofnotewas significant (P,0.05).

FIG. 5. Magnitudes of variation in the eight call properties among the first~F!, middle ~M!, and last~L! notes within a call standardized as deviations from
the within-individual means. Points and error bars depict the mean and61 SD, respectively. Percentage deviation scores were calculated separately for each
individual (N525) based on the deviation of values for each single note from the within-individual mean averaged over all 15 call notes~5 calls33 notes!
recorded from the individual.~FF5fundamental frequency; DF5dominant frequency; SF5secondary frequency; Ratio5ratio of SF:DF; RA5sound pressure
of DF relative to that of SF; ND5note duration; RT5rise time; FT5fall time!.
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dominant frequency exhibited significantly lower variability
within individuals compared to the other six call properties.
Secondary frequency, frequency ratio, and note duration ex-
hibited significantly greater variability within individuals
compared to fundamental frequency and dominant fre-
quency. Note duration was also significantly more variable
than secondary frequency and frequency ratio. The relative
amplitude of the dominant and secondary frequencies, and
the gross temporal properties of rise time and fall time, ex-
hibited significantly more variability within individuals than
the other call properties.

C. Individual distinctiveness

A PCA of the values for each of the eight acoustic prop-
erties generated four factors with eigenvalues greater than
1.0. However, because the fifth factor had an eigenvalue of
0.75 and explained an additional 10% of the variance, I in-
cluded the factor scores from the first five factors as input
variables to the DFA~Table II!. Together, the first five factors
from the PCA explained 98.4% of the variance in the acous-
tic properties. The DFA generated five significant discrimi-
nant functions (P’s,0.01). Three discriminant functions
had eigenvalues greater than 1.0 and, together, they ac-
counted for 96% of the variation~Table III!. The first dis-
criminant function accounted for 80% of the variation and
was highly correlated with scores from the first PCA factor,
which loaded heavily on fundamental frequency and domi-

nant frequency~Table III!. The second discriminant function,
which accounted for an additional 10% of the variance, was
correlated with PCA factor 3, which loaded most heavily on
secondary frequency and frequency ratio~Table III!. The
third discriminant function explained an additional 6% of the
variance and was highly correlated with PCA factor 2, which
loaded heavily on note duration and rise time~Table III!. The
DFA successfully assigned 283 of the 375 recorded call notes
~75.5%! to the correct individual, which is significantly
higher than the classification success of 4% expected by ran-
domly assigning notes to individuals~Fisher’s exact test,P
,0.01). Therefore, individuals can be statistically distin-
guished by their multiple-note advertisement calls.

D. Estimated JMDs

Figure 8 depicts histograms showing the distributions of
among-individual differences~black bars! and within-
individual differences~white bars! in acoustic properties of
bullfrog advertisement calls. Table IV shows the estimated
JMDs for each call property computed from similar histo-
grams having 1%-wide bins. These estimated JMDs are also
compared to the within-individual coefficients of variation
and the mean-standardized within-individual ranges of varia-
tion that were depicted in Fig. 7. Table IV also shows the
proportions of among-individual differences and within-
individual differences that fall above and below the esti-
mated JMDs. The estimated JMD of most call properties
generally falls between the within-individual coefficient of
variation and the mean-standardized range, with the excep-
tion of fall time, which has an estimated JMD that is slightly
less than the coefficient of variation~Table IV!. With the
exception of relative amplitude, the estimated JMDs for fine-
temporal and spectral call properties are generally lower
~4%–6%! than those for gross temporal call properties
~10%–21%!.

In the context of territorial neighbor recognition, in
which individuals respond more aggressively toward unfa-
miliar individuals, a correct detection is the equivalent of

FIG. 6. Individual3note interactions from model II ANOVAs showing in-
dividual differences in the patterns of among-note variation in multiple-note
advertisement calls for the call properties of~a,b! secondary frequency and
~c–f! note duration. The value for each call note from each individual rep-
resents the average value of five calls.

FIG. 7. Comparisons of the relative variability in different call properties.
Points and error bars depict the mean and61 SE, respectively. Different
letters above the error bars indicate significant differences (P,0.05) be-
tween call properties inposthoc tests following MANOVAs of the log-
transformed data.~FF5fundamental frequency; DF5dominant frequency;
SF5secondary frequency; Ratio5ratio of SF:DF; RA5sound pressure of
DF relative to that of SF; ND5note duration; RT5rise time; FT5fall time!.
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responding aggressively to the signals of stranger, while a
false alarm is the equivalent of aggressively responding to a
familiar neighbor that already shares an established territorial
boundary. A correct rejection involves withholding an ag-
gressive response to the signals of a familiar neighbor, while
a missed detection is the equivalent of failing to respond
aggressively toward an unfamiliar individual. Because a ter-
ritory holder is much more likely to hear its nearby neigh-
bors than the occasional stranger, at least after stable bound-
aries have been established, and because aggressive
interactions are probably costly, we should assume that there
would be a selective advantage to having a behavioral dis-
crimination threshold that leads to high correct rejection
rates and low false alarm rates. As shown in Table IV, the
likelihood that individuals would respond appropriately to
the calls of a familiar neighbor~correct rejection! are consid-
erably higher than the likelihood of mistakenly responding to
the neighbor’s calls~false alarm!. Notice, also, thatdiffer-
encesin the estimated rates of correct rejections and false
alarms are highest for fundamental frequency and dominant
frequency. However, as the results in Table IV also make
clear, if discrimination were based on the estimated JMD for
a single call property, there could be a relatively high rate of
missed detections~26%–47%!, in which the individual could
fail to respond aggressively toward an unfamiliar individual.
This result, of course, stems from the overlap in the distri-
butions of among-individual and within-individual differ-
ences, and the fact that it is impossible to simultaneously
maximize both correct rejections and missed detections.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Implications of within-individual variation for
vocally mediated recognition in bullfrogs

Bee and Gerhardt~2001a! reported that several acoustic
properties of bullfrog advertisement calls exhibited signifi-
cant variation both among individuals and among separate
notes within individuals. The results reported above extend
this previous work in several important ways. First, the re-

FIG. 8. Histograms showing the distributions of percentage differences in
each acoustic property that occurred among individuals~black bars! and
within-individuals ~white bars!. Numbers along thex axis depict the lower
bounds of the histogram bins.

TABLE II. Normalized factor loadings~varimax rotation! from a principal
components analysis of the eight acoustic properties. Bold type indicates the
heaviest factor loadings.

Call property

Factor

1 2 3 4 5

Fundamental frequency 0.98 0.02 0.11 0.02 0.10
Dominant frequency 0.98 0.03 0.05 0.06 0.12
Secondary frequency 0.12 20.01 20.99 0.00 0.08
Frequency ratio 20.40 20.02 20.92 20.02 0.00
Relative amplitude 20.16 0.10 0.07 20.06 20.98
Note duration 0.02 0.92 20.01 0.33 20.04
Rise time 0.04 0.93 0.04 20.29 20.09
Fall time 0.06 0.01 0.01 0.99 0.06

TABLE III. Factor structure from a discriminant function analysis showing the correlations between principal
component scores and the canonical roots. For each factor from the principal components analysis~PCA!, the
acoustic properties with the heaviest factor loadings, as depicted in Table II, are shown in parentheses. Bold
type indicates correlations greater thanr 50.50.

PCA factor

Canonical Root

1 2 3 4 5

Factor 1~fundamental and dominant frequencies! 20.61 20.07 20.11 20.25 0.74
Factor 2~note duration and rise time! 0.05 20.39 20.79 0.19 0.43
Factor 3~secondary frequency and frequency ratio! 20.04 20.61 0.45 0.59 20.28
Factor 4~fall time! 20.04 20.12 20.22 20.31 20.92
Factor 5~relative amplitude! 20.06 0.36 20.24 0.81 20.40

Eigenvalue 22.0 2.8 1.6 1.0 0.2
Cumulative proportion of variance explained 0.80 0.90 0.96 0.99 1.00
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sults describe the systematic patterns of variation in call
properties present among notes within an individual’s calls.
These findings can be used to improve the design of future
playback experiments that investigate the perceptual basis of
discrimination by providing the data necessary to incorporate
natural levels of within-individual variation into perceptual
learning and discrimination tasks. Second, the results from
the present study suggest that there may be significant
among-individual differences in the patterns of within-
individual variation in some call properties, as indicated by
the significantindividual3note interactions in the model II
ANOVAs ~Table I!. This finding suggests that within-
individual variation need not function solely as a constraint
on recognition, and suggests the hypothesis that among-
individual differences in the patterns of within-individual
~i.e., among-note! variation in the calls of some individuals
might function as an additional source of acoustic recogni-
tion cues. Third, the results show that, with the exception of
relative amplitude, fine-temporal and spectral call properties
exhibited significantly lower magnitudes of variation within
individuals than did gross temporal properties. Finally, the
present study demonstrates that fundamental frequency and
the correlated property of dominant frequency exhibited the
most reliable among-individual differences, contributed most
toward statistically discriminating among individuals based
on variation in multiple-note calls, and had the lowest esti-
mated JMDs, even though these two correlated call proper-
ties also vary significantly among the notes within multiple-
note calls. One general conclusion that may be drawn from
this study and that by Bee and Gerhardt~2001a! is that fine-
temporal and spectral call properties are potentially better
vocal recognition cues than gross temporal call properties,
despite the fact that fine-temporal and spectral call properties
also exhibit significant within-individual variation among the
notes in an individual’s multiple-note calls.

B. Individual discrimination based on ‘‘pitch’’

As in some songbirds~Brooks and Falls, 1975b; Nelson,
1989!, male bullfrogs appear to use acoustic properties re-
lated to pitch to discriminate among familiar and unfamiliar
vocalizations. In habituation-discrimination experiments,

Bee and Gerhardt~2001b,c! demonstrated that a 5–10%
change in fundamental frequency was sufficient to elicit sig-
nificant levels of recovery of the habituated aggressive re-
sponse. Hence, the JMDs for fundamental frequency and cor-
related spectral properties of 4%–6% that were estimated
above ~Table IV! appear to be in line with the presently
available data from field playback tests. Psychophysical es-
timates of frequency discrimination are available for only
one frog, the South African clawed frog,Xenopus leavis~El-
epfandtet al., 2000!. Frequency difference limens for pure
tones measured using a GO/NO-GO conditioning paradigm
were approximately 5% in the hearing range of the amphib-
ian papilla, and 2.4%–6% in the hearing range of the basilar
papilla. The current estimates of JMDs for fine-temporal or
spectral properties of bullfrog advertisement calls may, there-
fore, approach the absolute limits of the anuran auditory sys-
tem.

C. Individual discrimination based on other acoustic
properties

At present, there have been only limited efforts to inves-
tigate the use of other call properties as recognition cues in
bullfrogs. As pointed out by Bee and Gerhardt~2001a!, and
as illustrated in Table IV, discrimination based only on call
properties related to the pitch of the call would likely be far
from perfect because of the non-negligible proportion of
relatively small among-male differences in these properties
present in the population~Fig. 8, Table IV!. Other properties
of advertisement calls also have some potential to statisti-
cally distinguish among male bullfrogs~Table I, Bee and
Gerhardt, 2001a; Simmons, 2004!, and therefore we might
expect behavioral discrimination to be based on multiple di-
mensions of signal variability. Although the sample sizes
were small, Bee and Gerhardt~2001c! found no evidence in
their habituation-discrimination experiments that 10% de-
creases in note duration and internote interval or 10% in-
creases in rise and fall times elicit recovery of habituated
aggressive responses. Novel stimuli having differences in the
harmonic fine-structure~presence/absence and relative am-
plitudes of harmonic components!, but a constant fundamen-

TABLE IV. Estimated ‘‘just-meaningful differences’’~JMDs! for each call property in relation to within-individual coefficients of variation and mean-
standardized ranges, and the proportion of among-individual and within-individual differences that fall above and below the estimated JMD.

Call property

Within-
individual

coefficient of
variation ~%!

Within-
individual
range~%!

Estimated
JMD ~%!a

Among-individual
differences~%!

Within-individual
differences~%!

Above
estimated

JMD
~correct

detections!

Below
estimated

JMD
~missed

detections!

Below
estimated

JMD
~correct

rejections!

Above
estimated

JMD
~false

alarms!

Fundamental frequency 1.9 6.3 4 66 34 84 16
Dominant frequency 2.1 5.6 5 53 47 96 4
Secondary frequency 5.9 17.8 6 74 26 82 18
Frequency ratio 5.8 17.5 6 72 28 80 20
Relative amplitude 22.3 77.2 25 61 39 63 37
Note duration 8.0 27.6 10 62 38 65 35
Rise time 18.9 62.9 21 58 42 60 40
Fall time 17.8 58.0 17 56 44 57 43

aJMDs were estimated from histograms of the among-individual and within-individual differences in bins of 1%. See Sec. II D 4. for additional details.
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tal frequency, also failed to elicit recovery of habituated ag-
gressive responses~Bee and Gerhardt, 2001c!. On the one
hand, these previous findings are consistent with the rela-
tively higher estimated JMDs for rise time, fall time, and
relative amplitude~Table IV! in comparison to those for fine-
temporal and spectral call properties. On the other hand,
however, if note duration is used as a recognition cue, then
these results suggest that the JMD for note duration used by
receivers is higher than that estimated here. Estimating JMDs
for note duration is complicated by the relatively large
among-individual differences in the patterns of note-to-note
variation. Clearly, more work is needed to determine whether
receivers use gross temporal call properties as recognition
cues.

Three properties of bullfrog advertisement calls, for
which the patterns of among-individual and within-
individual variation have not been investigated thoroughly,
are internote interval, note duty cycle, and phase spectrum.
At a constant note duty cycle, a 10% decrease in internote
interval ~and note duration! failed to elicit response recovery
~Bee and Gerhardt, 2001c!. When note duration was held
constant and the duty cycle was increased 20%~from 0.5 to
0.7! by decreasing internote interval by 57%~700 to 300
ms!, half of the subjects responded aggressively to the novel
stimulus @only 25% responded to the control stimulus~Bee
and Gerhardt, 2001c!#. None of the subjects responded to a
novel stimulus having a 10% increase in duty cycle~from 0.5
to 0.6! effected by a 33% decrease in internote interval~700
to 467 ms!. In a field playback test examining habituation
and recovery of evoked advertisement calling, Hainfeldet al.
~1996! found some evidence to suggest that territorial male
bullfrogs might behaviorally discriminate among advertise-
ment calls differing in phase spectrum based on differences
in waveform periodicity. If there were reliable individual dif-
ferences in the phase spectra of advertisement calls that were
reliably transmitted through the environment across dis-
tances that separate individuals, then the phase spectrum of a
neighbor’s calls might also function as an additional acoustic
cue for recognition. This seems unlikely, however, as Hain-
feld et al. ~1996! argued that phase spectrum was not a par-
ticularly salient cue for discriminating among advertisement
calls in the natural environment.

D. Relevance of estimating JMDs from patterns of
individual variation in signals

Acoustical and statistical analyses of signals cannot de-
termine a receiver’s discrimination thresholds, which instead
requires experimentation. Therefore, it is important for read-
ers to keep in mind that estimating JMDs from the degree of
overlap in the distributions of among-individual and within-
individual differences in multiple note calls represents one
way to generate hypotheses about a receiver’s behavioral dis-
crimination threshold that can be tested in future studies. The
value of deriving estimated JMDs in this way is that it pro-
vides a reasonable starting point from which to assess actual
JMDs in field playback experiments.

The actual discrimination thresholds of receivers could
differ from those estimated above for numerous reasons. For

example, the estimated JMDs may fall below the resolution
of the bullfrog auditory system. This possibility is difficult to
address because psychophysical estimates of spectral and
temporal resolution of the anuran auditory system are still
generally lacking. Alternatively, the actual and estimated
JMDs might differ because natural selection favors behav-
ioral discrimination thresholds that are flexible within indi-
viduals and can be adjusted according to spatial and temporal
variation in the level of competition for territories. If suitable
territories were limited, or stable territory boundaries were in
flux, this could increase the benefits of correct detections
~i.e., responding aggressively toward strangers! and increase
the costs of missed detections~i.e., failing to respond aggres-
sively toward strangers!, which would shift the discrimina-
tion threshold toward lower values for threshold differences.
One result of such a threshold shift would be an increase in
the false alarm rate, so that individuals would also more
often respond aggressively toward neighbors. Indeed, Stod-
dard ~1996! describes a situation in song sparrows
~Melospiza melodia! in which strong neighbor-stranger dis-
crimination occurred in two seasons in which territories were
relatively stable, but not in an intervening season in which
territory boundaries were in constant flux due to an unusually
high predation rate. As argued by Stoddard~1996!, an ulti-
mate level explanation for his finding is that neighbors and
strangers were equally threatening during the period of high
territory turn over, and thus deserved similar responses. A
shift in the birds’ behavioral discrimination threshold might
explain this finding at a more proximate level.

An important limitation of the above discussion of esti-
mated JMDs is that these estimates assume that within-
individual variation functions as a constraint on recognition
by increasing the overlap in the distributions of signal prop-
erties of different individuals. However, this need not be the
case. If particular call properties vary substantially within
individuals, but there are also reliable among-individual dif-
ferences in thepatternsof within-individual variation, then
the pattern of within-individual variation itself may be used
as an additional cue to identify the individual. This point is
best illustrated by the gross temporal property of note dura-
tion @Figs. 6~c!–~f!#, for which there was a significant
individual3note interaction that accounted for 20% of the
variation in the sample of recorded call notes~Table I, Fig.
3!. Determining whether receivers take advantage of this ad-
ditional source of among-individual variation will require
testing in future playback studies.

E. Conclusions

Surprisingly little effort has been made to integrate, ei-
ther within or across species, an understanding of the under-
lying acoustic and perceptual bases of vocally mediated so-
cial recognition. More commonly, studies of vocal
recognition examine either~i! the ability of signals to statis-
tically identify individuals without regard for whether or not
the animals actually do, or possibly even could, discriminate
among individuals based on the patterns of observed signal
variation, or (i i ) the ability of animals to discriminate be-
tween the signals of individuals with little or no regard for
understanding the underlying acoustic basis of recognition.
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The present study represents the latest effort to better under-
stand both the acoustic and perceptual bases of vocally me-
diated neighbor recognition in North American bullfrogs
~Bee and Gerhardt, 2001a,b,c, 2002, Bee, 2001, 2003!. A
better understanding of the bioacoustic basis of vocally me-
diated social recognition systems requires a description of
the within-signal variation that individuals experience both
when learning to recognize, and when discriminating among,
the signals of other individuals. The ultimate goal of acous-
tical and statistical analyses like those reported here should
be to relate patterns of signal variation both to the JMD
required to elicit evolutionarily adaptive behavioral re-
sponses from receivers, as well as to the ‘‘just-noticeable
difference’’ ~JND! of the receiver’s auditory system. The
habituation-discrimination paradigm represents a powerful
experimental tool for providing behavioral estimates of re-
ceivers’ JMDs under natural conditions. Psychophysical es-
timates of the JNDs of acoustic signal properties are gener-
ally still lacking for frogs. Future psychophysical
experiments with bullfrogs that employ techniques based on
conditioning ~Elepfandtet al., 2000! or reflex modification
~Megela-Simmonset al., 1985; Megela-Simmons, 1988!
could provide much needed insights into the mechanisms of
vocal recognition in bullfrogs by illuminating the relation-
ships between the spectral and temporal resolution of the

auditory system, on the one hand, and patterns of signal
variation and the behavioral threshold for discriminating be-
tween familiar and unfamiliar signals on the other.
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APPENDIX: CORRELATIONS AMONG CALL
PROPERTIES

Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients~r, be-
low the diagonal! and the associatedP-values ~above the
diagonal! for correlations between call properties calculated
over 375 call notes.

Call property

Call Property

Fundamental
frequency

Dominant
frequency

Secondary
frequency

Frequency
ratio

Relative
amplitude

Note
duration

Rise
time

Fall
time

Fundamental frequency ,0.01 0.78 ,0.01 ,0.01 0.47 0.36 0.08
Dominant frequency 0.95 0.08 ,0.01 ,0.01 0.25 0.36 0.02
Secondary frequency 0.01 0.09 ,0.01 ,0.01 0.95 0.36 0.97
Frequency ratio 20.48 20.44 0.85 0.93 0.67 0.20 0.30
Relative amplitude 20.25 20.27 20.16 0.00 0.03 ,0.01 0.02
Note duration 0.04 0.06 0.00 20.02 0.11 ,0.01 ,0.01
Rise time 0.05 0.05 20.05 20.07 0.20 0.74 ,0.01
Fall time 0.09 0.12 0.00 20.05 20.13 0.32 20.26

1The five exemplars of multiple-note calls analyzed from each individual
were selected from a longer sequence of 20 consecutive advertisement calls
recorded during a single night. Bee and Gerhardt~2001a! have shown that
the acoustic properties of the first note of multiple-note calls are highly
repeatable across separate nights. Model II ANOVAs that tested the effect
of among-call variation in the five exemplars recorded from each individual
in an individual3call factorial design confirmed that little of the variation
in the sample of recordings was explained by systematic variation among
calls ~all F ’s,1.2, all P’s.0.17).

2Separate univariate analyses were performed for each acoustic property
because the question of interest addressed how each call property varied
among individuals and among notes within calls, and not whether there was
overall significant variation. This is not meant to imply that all eight acous-
tic properties uniquely contribute to the total amount of information in the
signal~Beecher, 1989!. This is certainly not the case, as there are significant
correlations among several call properties~see the Appendix!.
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An echolocation model for the restoration of an acoustic image
from a single-emission echo
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Bats can form a fine acoustic image of an object using frequency-modulated echolocation sound.
The acoustic image is an impulse response, known as a reflected-intensity distribution, which is
composed of amplitude and phase spectra over a range of frequencies. However, bats detect only the
amplitude spectrum due to the low-time resolution of their peripheral auditory system, and the
frequency range of emission is restricted. It is therefore necessary to restore the acoustic image from
limited information. The amplitude spectrum varies with the changes in the configuration of the
reflected-intensity distribution, while the phase spectrum varies with the changes in its configuration
and location. Here, by introducing some reasonable constraints, a method is proposed for restoring
an acoustic image from the echo. The configuration is extrapolated from the amplitude spectrum of
the restricted frequency range by using the continuity condition of the amplitude spectrum at the
minimum frequency of the emission and the minimum phase condition. The determination of the
location requires extracting the amplitude spectra, which vary with its location. For this purpose, the
Gaussian chirplets with a carrier frequency compatible with bat emission sweep rates were used.
The location is estimated from the temporal changes of the amplitude spectra. ©2004 Acoustical
Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1811411#

PACS numbers: 43.80.Lb, 43.64.Bt, 43.80.Jz@JAS# Pages: 3782–3788

I. INTRODUCTION

Bats use frequency-modulated~FM! echolocation
sounds to locate and discriminate individual objects in three-
dimensional~3D! space, even when they are moving~Grif-
fin, 1958; Griffinet al., 1965; Simmonset al., 1995; Webster
and Griffin, 1962!. The process by which they accomplish
this task is not fully understood. If an emission is considered
as an acoustic impulse, the acoustic image of an object cor-
responds to the impulse response, which is referred to as the
reflected-intensity distribution~Weißenbacher and Wiegrebe,
2003!. The reflected-intensity distribution of an object lo-
cated at a particular range includes information on its posi-
tion and shape. The returning echo is produced by convolv-
ing an emitted sound with the reflected-intensity distribution.
It is therefore an inverse problem to compute the reflected-
intensity distribution from the emitted sound and the echo.
However, in the case of bat echolocation, it is difficult to
directly determine the reflected-intensity distribution from
the perceived echo. A single emission from a bat consists of
a principal frequency that sweeps through a range of values
from ;20 to 100 kHz~Fenton and Bell, 1981!, and the time
resolution of the bat peripheral auditory system is not suffi-
cient to detect the phase of the perceived echo~Bruggeet al.,
1969; Roseet al., 1967!. This indicates that the output of the
peripheral auditory system comprises only the amplitude
spectrum of a restricted frequency range, whereas the
reflected-intensity distribution is composed of both the am-
plitude and phase spectra over a range of frequencies. De-
spite these limitations, bats have been reported to perceive

changes in the phase spectra of an echo during range-
discrimination tasks~Moss and Simmons, 1993; Simmons,
1979, 1989; Simmonset al., 1990!. This raises the question
of how the reflected-intensity distribution can be restored
from the amplitude spectrum of the restricted frequency
range alone, which we describe as an ill-posed problem. In
the determination of delay times of multiple glints, Saillant
et al. ~1993! first proposed the model to transform the echo
spectrogram into the acoustic image. However, models to
restore the reflected intensity distribution of the object from
the echo produced by a single emission have not yet been
proposed.

The amplitude spectrum of the reflected-intensity distri-
bution varies with changes in its configuration. However, the
phase spectrum varies not only with changes in the configu-
ration of the distribution but also with the onset-delay time
(To), which indicates the location of the object; the former is
known as the configuration-dependent phase spectrum, and
the latter as the delay-dependent phase spectrum. All three
types of spectra are needed to determine the reflected-
intensity distribution. We adopted the following steps in or-
der to obtain these measurements. First, we introduced the
continuity condition of the amplitude spectrum at the mini-
mum frequency of the emission and the minimum phase con-
dition to determine the configuration-dependent phase spec-
trum; the configuration of the reflected-intensity distribution
over the whole frequency range was restored from the am-
plitude spectrum of the restricted frequency range. Second,
we used Gaussian chirplets for which the carrier frequency
agrees with the sweep rate of the emission, since the deter-
mination of the location of the object requires extracting the
amplitude spectra, which vary not only with the changes ina!Electronic mail: matsuo@riec.tohoku.ac.jp
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the configuration of the reflected-intensity distribution but
also with its location~Matsuoet al., 2004!. The location was
estimated from the temporal changes of the amplitude spec-
tra.

II. MODEL

A. Characteristic of emission and echo

Our model uses FM emission, because the purpose of
the model is to restore the acoustic image of the object. The
emission had a single harmonic linear sweep, the spectrum
of which had constant amplitude from 20 to 120 kHz. The
2-ms FM emission begins at 130 kHz and sweeps down to 10
kHz, with 100-ms rise and fall times. Figure 1~a! shows the
emitted waveform.

For simplicity, it was assumed that reflection did not
modify the phase of the sound. The emitting mouth was mid-
way between two ears, and the distance between the mouth
and each ear was 5 cm.

B. Transformation of the waveform into the
spectrogram

Waveforms for the emission and the echo were put into
this model. These waveforms were transformed into spectro-
grams in a manner that simulates this process in the mam-
malian cochlea ~Saillant et al., 1993!. Two types of
bandpass-filter banks were used to detect the configuration of

the reflected-intensity distribution and its delay time, Gauss-
ian tone~GT! and Gaussian chirplet~GC! filters ~Mann and
Haykin, 1992, 1995; Matsuoet al., 2001, 2004!, the latter
with a carrier frequency in agreement with the sweep rate of
emission. The temporal characteristics of these filters can be
described by

Ft~ f j ,t !5expS 2
t2

a Dexp~2p j f j t !,

Fc~ f j ,t !5expS 2
t2

a DexpS 2p j S f j t1
1

2
st2D D ,

where f j (kHz) is the center frequency for thejth bandpass
filter, t is time ~s!, s is the sweep rate of the emitted wave,
anda is a parameter for the width of the window function.
Each bandpass-filter bank was composed of 101 filters, with
a center frequency ranging from 20 to 120 kHz, positioned at
regular frequency intervals. At 70% of the peak height, the
width of the window function for all filters was 160ms. The
waveforms for both the emitted sound and the echo were
transformed into a spectrogram by convolution with the fil-
ters. The emission spectrogram shown in Fig. 1~b! reveals
the smooth-envelope~amplitude! array produced by a linear
frequency-modulated input signal. Examples of the temporal
patterns of emission convolved with one GT filter and one
GC filter are shown in Fig. 1~c!. As a result of the linear FM
emission, spectrograms produced with the same type of
bandpass filter showed similar temporal patterns designated
Wt ~GT filter! andWc ~GC filter!.

In order to demonstrate the output from the cochlear
filters for the echo from the object, we considered the situa-
tion of a small planar circle~radius528 mm!, which was
located at (x,y,z)5(0,50,700 mm). The values ofx, y, andz
represent positions on the horizontal, vertical, and depth
axes, respectively. Figure 2~a! shows the ideal reflected-
intensity distribution for the circle with 1-ms interval. This
distribution was obtained by the calculation according to the
finite-element method, that is, by the summation of the ech-
oes from the elements when the object is represented as the
assembly of mesh elements with the quite small region and
an emission is considered as an acoustic impulse. The wave-
form and spectrograms of the returning echo from the circle
are shown in Figs. 2~b! and ~c!, respectively. The two types
of spectrogram produced with the GT and GC bandpass-filter
banks were transformed into the range-frequency patterns
St ( f ,t) and Sc ( f ,t), respectively, with 10-ms intervals by
compensating for the sweep rate of the emission-frequency
modulation@Figs. 2~d!, ~e!#. Setting the emission start time
to 0, the compensating time~t! represented the range corre-
sponding to the delay time. The range-frequency pattern of
Sc ( f ,t) was more sensitive to temporal changes in the inter-
ference patterns of the returning echo than that ofSt ( f ,t), as
shown in Fig. 2~f!. This indicates that the range-frequency
pattern ofSc ( f ,t) varies not only with the changes in the
configuration of the reflected-intensity distribution but also
with its location.

FIG. 1. ~a! Emission waveform.~b! Emission spectrogram. The solid and
dotted curves represent the spectrograms computed by the convolution of
Gaussian chirplet~GC! and Gaussian tone~GT! filters, respectively.~c!
Temporal emission patterns,Wc ~solid! and Wt ~dotted!, corresponding to
the spectrograms produced with one GC filter and one GT filter, respectively
~center frequency570 kHz!.
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C. Correspondence of the output of cochlear filters
with the reflected-intensity distribution

To determine the reflected-intensity distribution, we ex-
amined the correlation between the outputs of the cochlear
filters and the reflected-intensity distribution along the range
axis ~T!. As shown in Fig. 3~b!, the two range-frequency
patterns,Et ( f ,t) andEc ( f ,t), which correspond toSt ( f ,t)
and Sc ( f ,t), respectively, can be theoretically calculated
from the reflected-intensity distribution.Wc and Wt can be
regarded as window functions for the reflected-intensity dis-
tribution. Multiplying the reflected-intensity distribution by
values ofWc or Wt , the peak time of which corresponds to
t, produces the windowed reflected-intensity distributions
Rc (T,t) and Rt (T,t), respectively. These are represented
along the range axis at each delayt @Fig. 3~a!#. Fourier trans-
forming the windowed reflected-intensity distributions
Rc (T,t) and Rt (T,t) gives the range-frequency patterns
Et ( f ,t) and Ec ( f ,t). The spectral shapes ofSt ( f ,t) and
Sc ( f ,t) closely correspond to those ofEt ( f ,t) and
Ec ( f ,t), respectively, at eacht @Figs. 2~e! and 3~b!#. This

shows that the reflected-intensity distribution can be deter-
mined from the windowed reflected-intensity distributions,
which can be obtained from the range-frequency patterns if
the amplitude and phase spectra over a range of frequencies
are estimated from the returning echo.

D. Restoration of the reflected-intensity distribution

Restoration of the reflected-intensity distribution re-
quires estimation of the configuration of the windowed
reflected-intensity distribution and the onset delay timeTo ,
indicating the location of the object. The configuration of the
windowed reflected-intensity distribution is determined using
the amplitude spectrumSt ( f ,t), which is suitable for ex-
tracting its configuration from 20 to 120 kHz at each delayt.
The amplitude spectrumSt ( f ,t) at t54120ms is shown in
Fig. 4~a!, lacking values from 0 to 19 kHz; we compensated
for the missing range by settingSt ( f ,t) to 0. The
configuration-dependent phase spectrum is independent of
the location of the object equal to the delay timeTo . The

FIG. 2. Reflected-intensity distribution and range-frequency pattern.~a! Ideal reflected-intensity distribution along the range axis equivalent to the delay time
T, according to the finite-element calculation.~b! Echo waveform.~c! Echo spectrograms with GC~solid! and GT ~dotted! bandpass-filter banks.~d!
Range-frequency patterns,Sc ( f ,t) andSt ( f ,t), computed from the echo spectrograms (Sc , solid; St , dotted! by compensating for the sweep rate of the
emission-frequency modulation.~e! Range-frequency patterns (Sc , solid; St , dotted!. The axes are exchanged to represent the amplitude spectrum at each
delayt. ~f! Spectra calculated by subtracting the spectrumS ( f ,ton) at the onset delay (ton54090ms) from the spectraS ( f ,t) at each delayt ~GC, solid; GT,
dotted!. Sc ( f ,t) is more sensitive to the temporal changes in the interference patterns thanSt ( f ,t).
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phase spectrum can therefore be estimated from the tentative
amplitude spectrum using the minimum phase condition
~Oppenheim and Schafer, 1975!, which represents the rela-
tionship between the amplitude and phase spectra@Fig. 4~b!#.

The tentative amplitude spectrum and estimated phase spec-
trum f @Fig. 4~c!# are converted into the real and imaginary
parts. The impulse response, which corresponds to the win-
dowed reflected-intensity distribution, is computed with 4-ms
interval by the inverse Fourier transform of these real and
imaginary parts from 0 to 120 kHz. It is assumed that the
reflected-intensity distribution of one object should include
only one region with positive values; therefore, only the first
positive component of the impulse response along the time
axis is included. The amplitude spectrumSt8 ( f ,t) is ob-
tained using the Fourier transform of this extracted impulse
response@Fig. 4~d!#. Here, the amplitude spectrumSt ( f ,t)
from 0 to 19 kHz is estimated from the spectrumSt8 ( f ,t),
under the continuity condition that the amplitude ofSt ( f ,t)
and its frequency derivative at 20 kHz should agree with
those ofSt8 ( f ,t) @Fig. 4~e!# ~see the Appendix!. The phase
spectrum f corresponding to the amplitude spectrum
St ( f ,t) is also calculated using the minimum phase condi-
tion @Fig. 4~f!#. The inverse Fourier transform of these am-
plitude and phase spectra,St ( f ,t) andf, produces a revised
impulse response@Fig. 4~g!#. Again, only the positive com-
ponents of the revised impulse response are extracted@Fig.
4~g!#. The Fourier transform of this impulse response leads
to the amplitude spectrumSt8 ( f ,t) @Fig. 4~h!#. These steps
are repeated until the impulse response contains only one
region with positive values; that is,St ( f ,t) agrees with
St8 ( f ,t). The procedure is summarized in Fig. 5. Applying
this series of steps once to the returning echo is sufficient to
restore the amplitude spectrum over the range of frequencies
in this example.

The onset-delay timeTo of the reflected-intensity distri-
bution is determined from the configuration of the windowed
reflected-intensity distribution with 4-ms interval using the
echo spectraSc , which corresponds to the outputs of the
Gaussian chirplet and is suitable to detect the amplitude
changes. Candidates for the reflected-intensity distribution

FIG. 3. Correspondence of the output from cochlear filters with the
reflected-intensity distribution.~a! Windowed reflected-intensity distribu-
tions,Rc (T,t) andRt (T,t) (Rc , solid; Rt , dotted!. Rc (T,t) andRt (T,t)
are computed by multiplying the reflected-intensity distribution by values of
Wc andWt , the peak time of which corresponds tot. ~b! Range-frequency
patterns,Ec ( f ,t) andEt ( f ,t), computed by Fourier transformingRc (T,t)
andRt (T,t), respectively (Ec , solid; Et , dotted!.

FIG. 4. Determination of the windowed reflected-intensity distribution.~a! Tentative amplitude spectrumSt ( f ,t) at the delay~t54120ms!. Values of the
tentative amplitude spectrumSt ( f ,t) from 0 to 19 kHz were set at 0.~b! Phase spectrumf computed using the minimum phase condition from the tentative
amplitude spectrumSt ( f ,t). ~c! Impulse responses ~solid! computed by inverse Fourier transform from the tentative amplitudeSt ( f ,t) and phase spectraf.
The dotted curve represents the extracted impulse response, which includes only positive components of the impulse responses near t50. ~d! Spectrum
St8 ( f ,t) computed by Fourier transform of the extracted impulse response.~e! Extrapolated amplitude spectrumSt ( f ,t) from 0 to 19 kHz estimated from the
spectrumSt8 ( f ,t). ~f! Phase spectrumf computed using the minimum phase condition from the extrapolated amplitude spectrumSt ( f ,t). ~g! Revised
impulse responses ~solid curve! computed by inverse Fourier transform from the new amplitudeSt ( f ,t) and phase spectraf, and the extracted impulse
response~dotted curve!. ~h! SpectrumSt8 ( f ,t) computed by Fourier transform of the extracted impulse response.
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with 4-ms interval can be obtained from the configuration of
the windowed reflected-intensity distribution by setting the
onset-delay timeTo every 1ms @Fig. 6~a!#. The windowed
reflected-intensity distribution is computed by multiplying
the candidate reflected-intensity distribution by values of
Wc , the peak time of which corresponds tot. The amplitude
spectrumSc8 ( f ,t) is computed by Fourier transforming the
windowed reflected-intensity distributionRc (T,t). When
the estimated reflected-intensity distribution corresponds to
the actual reflected-intensity distribution, theSc8 ( f ,t) corre-
sponds to theSc ( f ,t) at each delayt. The spectraSc8 at the
present delayt and 10ms before are computed from each

candidate reflected-intensity distribution@Figs. 6~b! and~c!#.
To is determined as 4126ms by comparing the echo spec-
trum Sc with the estimated spectrumSc8 at the present delay
~t54120ms! and 10ms before~t54110ms!. The location of
the object, which corresponds to the delay-dependent phase
spectrum, can then be determined with 1-ms range accuracy
from the temporal change of the amplitude spectrum.

III. RESULTS

We also examined different-shaped objects~rectangle,
square, and triangle! located at the same position in the circle
but with different rotational angles~0°, 30°, and 45°!. The
gravity position of each object is (x,y,z)5(0,50,700 mm).
The area of each object is 25 cm2. Each side of the square is
5 cm. The longer side of the rectangle is;8.3 cm and the
shorter side is 3 cm. Each side of the regular triangle is 7.6
cm. Figures 7~a!, 8~a!, and 9~a! show the object shape~solid,
rotation angle50°; dotted, rotation angle530°; broken, rota-
tion angle545°!. The solid curves in Figs. 7~b!–~f!, 8~b!–~e!,
and 9~b!–~f! represent the reflected-intensity distribution re-
stored from the echo with 4-ms interval and with 1-ms range
accuracy, and the dotted curves represent the corresponding
ideal reflected-intensity distribution calculated using the
finite-element method with 1-ms interval. Each calculated
reflected-intensity distribution showed good agreement with
the corresponding ideal reflected-intensity distribution. This
confirms that our method is suitable for extracting the acous-
tic images of a range of objects.

FIG. 5. Iterative algorithm used to reconstruct the windowed reflected-
intensity distribution.

FIG. 6. Determination of the reflected-intensity distribution from the windowed reflected-intensity distribution.~a! Candidates for the reflected-intensity
distribution computed from the windowed reflected-intensity distribution by setting the onset delayTo . ~b! Amplitude spectrumSc ( f ,t) ~solid curve! and the
spectrumSc8 ( f ,t) ~dotted curve! computed from each candidate of the reflected-intensity distribution at the present delay~t54120 ms!. ~c! Amplitude
spectrumSc ( f ,t) ~solid curve! and the spectrumSc8 ( f ,t) ~dotted curve! computed from each candidate of the reflected-intensity distribution at 10ms before
~t54110ms!. To is determined as 4126ms by comparing the echo spectrumSc ( f ,t) with the estimated spectrumSc8 ( f ,t) at the present delay~t54120ms!
and 10ms before~t54110ms!.
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IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Bats can locate and discriminate individual objects even
when they are moving~Griffin, 1958; Griffin et al., 1965;
Simmonset al., 1995; Webster and Griffin, 1962!. Experi-
mental evidence indicates that FM bats are capable of dis-
criminating both the shape and size~Simmons and Vernon,
1971!. To identify the object’s shape requires estimating the
acoustic image, that is, the reflected-intensity distribution
from echoes produced by a single emission. This reflected-
intensity distribution is composed of amplitude and phase
spectra over a range of frequencies, and this distribution is
represented by its configuration and the onset-delay timeTo .
As shown in Fig. 4, the configuration of the reflected inten-
sity distribution can be restored by using the continuity con-
dition of the amplitude spectrum at the minimum frequency
of the emission and the minimum phase condition from the
restricted amplitude spectrum~from 20 to 120 kHz!. As
shown in Fig. 6, the onset-delay timeTo can be determined
from the temporal changes of amplitude spectra. Figures 7,
8, and 9 show that the calculated reflected-intensity distribu-
tions agree with the ideal reflected-intensity distributions.

Therefore, the model performances suggest this proposed
method might explain the bat’s mechanism for the recon-
struction of the acoustic image.

For simplicity, we have only considered objects located
in the median plane, for which determining the distance
alone is sufficient to locate the object. However, in order to
locate objects in 3D space, bats need to process directional
information from the echoes as well as the distance data.
Recent studies measuring the transfer functions at the exter-
nal ears have revealed the existence of spectral notches,
which are local minima in the amplitude of incident sounds
~Wotton et al., 1995!. The frequency of these spectral
notches, which is known as the external ear-dependent notch
frequency~EEDNF!, ranged from;30 to 50 kHz. The am-
plitude spectrum in the EEDNF region contains information
on the shape of objects. We could not separate information
on direction and shape in the amplitude spectrum in advance;
therefore, the available data for restoring the reflected-
intensity distribution of an object were restricted. However,
our method was effective for extrapolating the amplitude and
phase spectra over a range of frequencies and the iteration
times were increased.

FIG. 7. Outputs produced with rectangle-shaped object.
~a! Object shape~solid, rotation angle50°; dotted, rota-
tion angle530°; broken, rotation angle545°!. ~b!–~f!
The solid and dotted curves represent the reflected-
intensity distribution computed from the echo and the
ideal acoustic image calculated by the finite-element
calculation. When the rotation angle50°, the echo
waveforms received by both ears are the same. There-
fore, the reflected-intensity distributions estimated from
echoes received by both ears are the same. Each calcu-
lated reflected-intensity distribution shows good agree-
ment with the corresponding ideal reflected-intensity
distribution.

FIG. 8. Outputs produced with square-shaped object.
~a! Object shape~solid, rotation angle50°; dotted, rota-
tion angle530°; broken, rotation angle545°!. ~b!–~e!
Computed reflected-intensity distribution. The solid and
dotted curves represent the reflected-intensity distribu-
tion computed from the echo and the ideal acoustic im-
age calculated by the finite-element calculation. When
the rotation angle50° or 45°, the echo waveforms re-
ceived by both ears are the same. Therefore, the
reflected-intensity distributions estimated from echoes
received by both ears are the same. Each calculated
reflected-intensity distribution shows good agreement
with the corresponding ideal reflected-intensity distri-
bution.
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Cross correlation between waveforms of the emission
and echo is generally used to transform the time domain into
the delay time domain. However, we have shown that this
method cannot accurately determine the reflected-intensity
distribution and delay time of objects in 3D space~Matsuo
et al., 2004!, in order to explain the observed behavior of
bats. Furthermore, the cross-correlation-function method
cannot solve the ill-posed problem of extrapolating the am-
plitude and phase spectra in the whole frequency region from
limited information.

APPENDIX: EXTRAPOLATION OF THE AMPLITUDE
SPECTRUM FROM 0 TO 19 kHz

The amplitude spectrumSt ( f ,t) from 0 to 19 kHz is
extrapolated from the spectrumSt8 ( f ,t) in accordance with
the assumption that the change of the spectrumSt ( f ,t) cor-
responds to that of the spectrumSt8 ( f ,t) of 20 kHz. The
spectral changedSt ( f ,t) from 0 to 19 kHz is computed by
the following equation:

dSt~ f ,t!5
dSt~ f min ,t!

dSt8~ f min ,t!
dSt8~ f ,t!,

wheref min520 kHz implies the minimum frequency of emis-
sion. The spectrumSt ( f ,t) from 0 to 19 kHz is computed
from dSt ( f ,t).
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intensity distribution computed from the echo and the
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ment with the corresponding ideal reflected-intensity
distribution.
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Noise emission during the first powerboat race in an Alpine lake
and potential impact on fish communities
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In order to assess the effects of high-speed boating on fish communities, noise levels were measured
during the first Class 1 powerboat race on the Austrian Lake Traunsee. The noise spectra were
compared to natural ambient noise and hearing abilities of four native fish species. Sound pressure
levels ~SPLs! were significantly elevated during the training heats and the race compared with
natural levels, reaching up to 128 dB re 1mPa ~instantaneous SPL! at a distance of 300 m to the
powerboats. Continuous equivalent SPLs were significantly lower during training and the pole
position race compared to the race itself because fewer boats were simultaneously on the lake. The
hearing abilities of the native hearing specialists and generalists were investigated. While carp and
roach~two cyprinids! showed enhanced auditory sensitivity typical for hearing specialists, perch and
whitefish were much less sensitive to sounds. Comparisons between power boat noise spectra and
audiograms showed that the cyprinids can detect the boats up to several hundred meters distance
because the main noise energy is well within the most sensitive hearing range. The hearing
generalists, however, probably only perceive the first harmonic of the boat noise at close distances.
© 2004 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1808219#

PACS numbers: 43.80.Nd, 43.30.Nb, 43.50.Cb@WWA# Pages: 3789–3797

I. INTRODUCTION

Noise is an ever-increasing environmental factor in the
aquatic environment due to growing anthropogenic activities
such as shipping, drilling, seismic explorations or energy
production~hydroelectric power plants, offshore windmills!
~Myrberg, 1990; Popper, 2003!. The effects of noise on
aquatic animals may be manifold. Increased noise levels may
impair the detection of sounds relevant for acoustic orienta-
tion, acoustic communication, prey capture, or predator
avoidance by simply masking an animal’s hearing. High-
intensity sound such as that arising during seismic explora-
tions can even severely damage the sensory epithelia of the
inner ear in cod and pink snapper~Enger, 1981; McCauley
et al., 2003!, injure other inner organs, and induce endocri-
nological stress responses in several fishes like European sea
bass, Atlantic salmon and European freshwater fishes~Sver-
drup et al., 1994; Santulliet al., 1999; Smithet al., 2004;
Wysocki et al., 2004!.

Beyond direct deleterious impacts on the organisms,
noise may also have indirect consequences related to ecol-
ogy, behavior and fitness over the long term. To this date, the
focus has been on the impacts of noise on the marine envi-
ronment, especially on marine mammals~for a review see
Richardsonet al., 1995!. Certain whale species react to ap-
proaching vessels by changing their resting and vocalizing
behavior and migration routes~Richardson et al., 1995;
Lesageet al., 1999!. In freshwater habitats, recreational ac-
tivities, besides traffic or hydroelectric power plants, are
largely responsible for increased noise levels. A study on the
effects of disturbances on migrating water birds~Schummer

and Eddleman, 2003! on a lake in a national wildlife sanctu-
ary has demonstrated that recreational activities account for
nearly 87% of all disturbances. Especially boat fishing was
found to induce increased alertedness, escape activities and
energy expenditure in various bird species.

The effects of boat noise on fishes have mainly been
investigated within the framework of population assessment
and better management of catch rates in fishery. Such studies
were nearly exclusively conducted in the marine environ-
ment.

Behavioral responses~e.g., avoidance reactions! of her-
rings and cods have been observed in the presence of differ-
ent types of vessel noise in the lab~Boussard, 1981; Schwarz
and Greer, 1984!, but also in the field~Vabø et al., 2002;
Mitson and Knudsen, 2003; Handegardet al., 2003!. In the
latter, fishes actively avoided different kinds of vessels by
diving reactions and horizontal displacement. Groups of
spawning rudds and roaches in the Meuse River~Belgium!
were observed to actively avoid high-speed boating~Bous-
sard, 1981!. Wysocki et al. ~2004! are showing that boat
noise results in an increase in cortisol secretion in European
freshwater fishes.

The first Class 1 Powerboat Race in a freshwater lake
took place at the Austrian Lake Traunsee in early September
2003. Powerboat racing~top speed 270 km/h! usually takes
place offshore in the marine environment~e.g., in Dubai,
Quatar, Portugal, Germany, to name just a few!. In Trave-
münde ~Germany!, environmental impact assessment on the
powerboat races are furnished annually in order to elaborate
the factors potentially affecting the adjoining marine and ter-
restrial protected areas, and to minimize conflicts with the
local population and authorities~Morgenroth 2002, 2003!.
With regard to the aquatic environment, most concern has

a!Electronic mail: sonja.amoser@univie.ac.at
b!Electronic mail: lidia.wysocki@univie.ac.at
c!Electronic mail: friedrich.ladich@univie.ac.at
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been expressed about hydrological forces and turbidity in
view of the blue mussels and about potential collisions be-
tween powerboats and whales. However, the lack of under-
water noise measurements is regarded as a main shortcoming
for the prognosis of noise effects, and the necessity for such
measurements in future surveys has been stressed.

In order to provide a basis for assessing the potential
effects of powerboat races on animal communities in and
around an alpine lake, the local district authorities in Upper
Austria required noise measurements in air and under water,
echo-sounder studies on fish distribution before and after the
race, and the monitoring of birds during the Class 1 Power-
boat Race on Lake Traunsee in early September 2003. The
decisive factor for the order to conduct underwater noise
measurements and echo-sounder studies was the concern of
local fishermen that whitefish stocks might be disturbed. The
European whitefish~Coregonus lavaretusL.! is not only the
dominant but also the most important commercially used
species of this and neighboring lakes~Wanzenbo¨ck et al.,
2002a!. During the past years, the population in Lake Traun-
see has collapsed due to declining productivity paralleling a
pronounced oligotrophication of the ecosystem and continu-
ing high fishing pressure~Wanzenbo¨ck et al., 2002b!.

Our study is the first to describe underwater noise emis-
sions and noise levels of powerboats in a lake and to deter-
mine the hearing abilities of several native fish species~with
different hearing abilities!. This should enable us to calculate
the distance over which powerboats can be detected by fish
and to estimate the potential impacts on fish communities.
Our paper should enhance public awareness on the effects of
recreational boating on fish communities.

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS

A. Study site

Lake Traunsee is situated in the Traun River drainage
basin in the lake district ‘‘Salzkammergut’’ east of Salzburg,
Austria, 422 m above sea level~Fig. 1!. It is a typical olig-
otrophic, deep~mean depth: 90 m, maximum depth: 191 m!
alpine lake with rather low retention times due to flushing by
the large Traun River~Wanzenbo¨ck et al., 2002b!. The fish
community is dominated by European whitefish~Coregonus
lavaretusL.! as well as by salmonids such as the arctic charr
~Salvelinus alpinus!, by perches such asPerca fluviatilis, and
eight cyprinid species, e.g., the roachRutilus rutilusand the
carpCyprinus carpio~Wanzenbo¨ck et al., 2002a!.

Data collection was performed from a 10 m motor sail-
boat in the afternoon of 13 September and in the morning of
14 September 2003. The boat was anchored at the embank-
ment of the quarry of Karbach~Fig. 1, Position 2!, which is
on the east bank of the lake. This site was surrounded by
mountains and an underwater rock face plunges down to
about 140 m water depth. The hydrophone was suspended at
a depth of about 1.5 m. The powerboats passed by here at
high speed~;270 km/h! because this position was at the
longest straights of the course~Fig. 1!. The shortest distance
to the powerboats was;300 m ~an official security zone
prohibited closer access to the powerboats!.

The weather was rainy on 13 September~air temperature

about 16 °C, water temperature about 15 °C! and became
rather dry and partly sunny towards the end of the measure-
ments on 14 September~air temperature 16 °C in the morn-
ing, 20 °C around noon; water temperature 16 °C!.

In addition, on 12 September~afternoon! and 13 Sep-
tember ~morning!, measurements were performed at a site
near the confluence of the Traun River~hydrophone depth
1–1.5 m! in the southern part of the lake off Ebensee~Fig. 1,
Position 1!. Because the river was spating due to heavy rains
on previous days, strong currents caused the boat to drift and
produced high ambient noise levels. Therefore, data from
this recording site were excluded from further analysis.

FIG. 1. Map of Lake Traunsee and the race track of the Class 1 powerboat
race.~1! and ~2! indicate the two measuring positions~Position 1, Position
2; marked by arrows!; for more details see text. Gray textures: mountain
area.
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B. Noise measurements and recordings

Sound pressure levels of ambient and boat noise were
measured using a sound level meter~Brüel and Kjaer 2238
Mediator!, a Brüel and Kjaer 2804 power supply and a Bru¨el
and Kjaer 8101 hydrophone. Two SPL measures were ob-
tained:~1! The instantaneous SPL (LLSP, L-weighted, 5 Hz
to 20 kHz, RMS fast!, to assess the variability of both the
ambient and the powerboat noise, and~2! the equivalent con-
tinuous SPL (LLeq), averaged over 60 s. TheLLeq is a mea-
sure of the averaged energy in a varying sound level and is
commonly used to assess environmental noise~ISO 1996!.
SPL measurements were made for one to two minutes. Dur-
ing each period the LLSP was noted every 5 s, and at the end
we noted theLLeq as well ~the B & K Mediator allows par-
allel reading of four different noise measures!.

Underwater noise was recorded on a DAT recorder
~Sony TCD 100! connected to the power supply and hydro-
phone. Recordings were made during the heats~training,
pole position race, and the race itself! and just before and
after the heats, when neither powerboats nor other motor
boats were cruising on the lake, to get recordings under
‘‘quiet’’ conditions. The minimum recording period was 1
min, but for some recordings—especially during the race
itself—this period was elongated up to 5 min and more. Im-
mediately before and/or after the sound recordings,LLSP- and
LLeq were measured. Thus, it was possible to attribute SPL
values to each of the recordings.

C. Sound analysis

All sound recordings were analyzed using STX 2.17
~sampling frequency 44.1 kHz!, the sound processing soft-
ware developed by the Research Laboratory of Acoustics at
the Austrian Academy of Sciences. Two ambient noise re-
cordings were made during a period of 10 h~4 h during the
pole position race, 5 h during training, 1 h during the race!. A
total of 107 s of ambient noise and 3579 s of boat noise
~1235 s training, 1018 s pole position race, and 1326 s race!
were analyzed.

1. Noise spectra calculations

The relative noise spectra of mean ambient noise and
powerboat noise were calculated. Ambient noise~AN! refers
to ‘‘quiet’’ conditions when neither powerboats nor other
motor boats were cruising on the lake. Powerboat noise~PN!
is the noise recorded when the powerboats were closest to
the recording site~minimum distance of 300 m!.

For the absolute AN spectra calculation, FFTs for each
recording under quiet conditions were averaged and absolute
spectra calculated using theLLeq measured immediately be-
fore and after the recordings. For the PN spectra calculations,
59 noise segments of 5 s duration were selected from 9 re-
cordings at those parts with highest sound amplitude~corre-
sponding to minimum distance of the boats! and equated to
the correspondingLLSP for spectrum level and distance cal-
culations~Fig. 3!.

Averaged sound spectra of the recordings were calcu-
lated by a fast Fourier transform~FFT! analysis using a filter
bandwidth of 1 Hz. These spectra were then exported as

ASCII Files and imported intoEXCEL, and the relative spec-
tral values were transformed to linear values using Eq.~1!:

Ai510∧~ai /10!, ~1!

where Ai are the linear spectral amplitude values,ai the
logarithmic spectral amplitude values. From these values, the
relative root-mean square~rms! was calculated by Eq.~2!:

e510* log( Ai, ~2!

wheree is the relative rms value calculated from the spectral
amplitudes. The relative rms was then equaled to the abso-
lute LLSP measured with the sound level meter immediately
before and/or after the recording, and the relative spectral
levels were recalculated into absolute spectral levels.

2. Statistical analysis
The LLeq levels measured at four conditions~ambient

noise, training, pole position race, and race! were compared
by a one-way ANOVA, followed by Scheffe´ post hoc tests.
Instantaneous SPL measures (LLSP) were not normally dis-
tributed, nor were variances homogeneous. Therefore, non-
parametric statistic tests were used. Values obtained at the
four different measurement conditions were compared by a
Kruskal–Wallis test. The Mann-Whitney-U test was used for
further pair wise comparisons. All statistical tests were run
using SPSS 11.5.

D. Auditory sensitivity measurements
1. Animals

Test subjects were six Common carpsCyprinus carpio
@99.2–155 mm standard length~SL!, 29–61.4 g body mass
~BM!# from a pond near Vienna, seven European perches
Perca fluviatilis ~85.7–97.8 mm SL; 10.6–16.9 g BM! and
six European whitefishCoregonus lavaretus~93.7–111.8
mm SL; 8.2–16 g BM!. The latter two species were obtained
from local hatcheries near Traunsee. In addition, two speci-
mens of roachRutilus rutilus~135 and 136 mm SL; 45.7 and
43.7 g BM! obtained from a fisheries pond in Lower Austria
were measured.

All animals were kept in planted aquaria whose bottoms
were covered with sand, equipped with half flower pots as
hiding places, filtered by external filters, and maintained at a
12L:12D cycle. The temperature in the holding tanks was
around 21 °C, for the whitefish 16 °C. The fish were fed live
Tubifex sp., chironomid larvae or commercially prepared
flake food~Tetramin, Tetrapond®! daily. No submerged fil-
ters or air stones were used in order to reduce noise in the
holding tanks. All experiments were performed with the per-
mission of the Austrian Commission on Experiments in Ani-
mals ~GZ 68.210/50-Pr/4/2002!.

2. Auditory evoked potential (AEP) recordings
The AEP recording protocol used in this study followed

that recently described in Wysocki and Ladich~2002, 2003!
and Amoser and Ladich~2003!. Therefore, only a brief sum-
mary of the basic technique is given here. During the experi-
ments, the fish were mildly immobilized with Flaxedil~gal-
lamine triethiodide, Sigma!. The dosage used was 0.5–1.3
mg g21 for C. carpio, 1.3–3.3mg g21 for P. fluviatilis, 2.4–
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5.8 mg g21 for C. lavaretus, and 0.8 and 1.5mg g21 for R.
rutilus. This dosage allowed the fish to retain slight opercular
movements during the experiments but without significant
myogenic noise to interfere with the recording. Test subjects
were secured in a bowl-shaped plastic tub~37 cm diameter, 8
cm water depth, 2 cm layer of fine sand! lined on the inside
with acoustically absorbent material~air-filled packing wrap!
in order to reduce resonances and reflections~see Fig. 1 in
Wysocki and Ladich, 2002!. Fish were positioned below the
water surface~except for the contacting points of the elec-
trodes, which were maximally 1 mm above the surface! in
the center of the plastic tub.

A respiration pipette was inserted into the subject’s
mouth. Respiration was achieved through a simple gravity-
fed water circulation system. Temperature during the experi-
ments was 17.660.6 °C ~SE! for C. lavaretus and 21.5
60.4 °C ~SE! for the other 3 species. The AEPs were
recorded using silver wire electrodes~0.25 mm diameter!
pressed firmly against the skin. The portion of the head
above the water surface was covered by a small piece of
Kimwipes tissue paper to keep it moist and to ensure proper
contact during experiments. The recording electrode was
placed in the midline of the skull over the region of the
medulla and the reference electrode cranially between the
nares. Shielded electrode leads were attached to the differen-
tial input of an a. c. preamplifier~Grass P-55, gain 1003,
high-pass at 30 Hz, low-pass at 1 kHz!. The plastic tub was
positioned on an air table~TMC Micro-g 63-540! which
rested on a vibration-isolated concrete plate. The entire setup
was enclosed in a walk-in sound-proof room, which was
constructed as a Faraday cage~interior dimensions: 3.2
m33.2 m32.4 m!.

Both sound stimuli presentation and AEP waveform re-
cording were accomplished using a Tucker-Davis Technolo-
gies ~Gainesville, FL, USA! modular rack-mount system
~TDT System 3! controlled by a Pentium 4 PC containing a
TDT digital processing board and running TDT BioSig RP
Software.

3. Sound stimuli

Sound stimuli waveforms were created using TDT
SigGen RP software and fed through a power amplifier~Ale-
sis RA 300!. A dual-cone speaker~Tannoy System 600, fre-
quency response 50 Hz–15 kHz63 dB!, mounted 1 m above
test subjects in the air, was used to present the stimuli during
testing.

Sound stimuli consisted of tone bursts which were pre-
sented at a repetition rate of 21 per second. Hearing thresh-
olds were determined at frequencies of 100, 300, 500, 800,
1000, 2000, 3000, and 4000 Hz forC. carpioandR. rutilus,
and of 100, 200, 300, 500, 800, and 1000 Hz forP. fluviatilis
andC. lavaretus, presented in random order. The duration of
sound stimuli increased from two cycles at 100–300 Hz up
to eight cycles at 4000 Hz. Rise and fall times were one
cycle at 100 and 200 Hz and two cycles at all other frequen-
cies. All bursts were gated using a Blackman window. For
each test condition, stimuli were presented at opposite polari-
ties ~180° phase shifted!, and the corresponding AEPs aver-
aged by the Bio-Sig RP software in order to eliminate stimu-

lus artifacts. Sound pressure levels of tone-burst stimuli were
reduced in 4 dB steps until the AEP waveform was no longer
apparent. The lowest SPL level for which a repeatable AEP
trace could be obtained, as determined by overlaying repli-
cate traces, was considered the threshold~Kenyon et al.,
1998!.

A hydrophone~Brüel and Kjaer 8101, frequency range:
1 Hz–80 kHz62 dB; voltage sensitivity:2184 re 1 V/mPa!
was placed close to the right side of the animals~2 cm apart!
in order to determine absolute SPLs underwater in close vi-
cinity of the subjects. Control measurements showed that, in
accordance with theoretical expectations~due to increasing
distance from the loudspeaker!, SPLs decreased with increas-
ing distance from the center of the tub as well as with in-
creasing depth. Our sound-pressure-sensitive hydrophone re-
sponded exactly to any attenuation in SPL generated by the
BioSig software and played back via the air loudspeaker.

Only measurements of sound pressure were performed;
in any acoustic field this is the adequate measure of the de-
gree of auditory stimulation in pressure-sensitive fish such as
otophysines~Fay and Popper, 1974!. Although hearing gen-
eralists such as the perch and whitefish perceive only the
kinetic component of sound, hearing thresholds were given
as SPL levels in order to enable their auditory sensitivity to
be compared with ambient noise spectra~which are always
given in pressure units! and to calculate possible effects.

III. RESULTS

A. Radiated noise levels

The LLeq measured at the different times~ambient, pole
position race, training, race! differed significantly~one-way
ANOVA: F3,35576.03; p,0.001). A Scheffe´ post-hoc test
revealed that the noise level during the race differed from all
other noise levels (p,0.001). Similarly, the ambient noise
~AN! was different from all the other conditions (p
,0.001), whereas the noise levels at the pole position race
and during the training were not significantly different from
each other (p50.156). On the average, theLLeq was el-
evated by 14.7661.01 dB during the race relative to quiet
conditions~AN! and was 3.5660.63 to 5.3460.74 dB louder
than during the pole position race and the training sessions
~Fig. 2!.

The instantaneous noise levels (LLSP) were not normally
distributed, nor were variances homogeneous~Table I!.
Therefore, nonparametric statistical tests were used.LLSPs
were compared between 4 measurement conditions: AN,
pole position race, training, race. A Kruskal–Wallis-test re-
vealed significant differences between the different measure-
ments:x3,216

2 5153.34;p,0.001. Mann–Whitney-U tests re-
vealed that onlyLLSP between the pole position race and the
race did not differ significantly (U31,365547; p50.884). All
other pairings were significantly different.

B. Noise spectra

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate that the main sound energies
were concentrated below 5 kHz. PN emissions were har-
monic with a mean fundamental frequency of 41762.7 Hz
~range: 400–445 Hz,n567). Four to 11 harmonics were
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detectable in the amplitude spectrum@Figs. 3 and 4~b!#. The
drop off at higher frequencies differed between noise condi-
tions. AN levels were relatively high at low frequencies, with
a peak of 93 dB at 110 Hz, and decreased by about 1.8 dB
per kHz between 0.5 and 12 kHz; they then showed a slight
increase again before falling off more steeply~2.9 dB per 1
kHz! to 20 kHz ~Fig. 4!. The powerboat noise decreased by
0.8 dB per kHz above 3 kHz which is much less than in the
AN, indicating that powerboat noise levels remain much
higher in the upper frequency range than AN.

C. Hearing sensitivity of the fish species

Both otophysines,C. carpio andR. rutilus, were sensi-
tive to high-frequency sounds~up to at least 4000 Hz, the
highest frequency tested! and had sensitivity maxima be-
tween 500 and 1000 Hz~Fig. 5!. AEPs ofC. lavaretuscould
only be obtained up to 800 Hz, those ofP. fluviatilis up to
1000 Hz. Sensitivity maxima were found at 300 Hz. The
latter two species were up to 50 dB less sensitive to tone
bursts than the otophysines~Fig. 5!.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Powerboat noise emissions

Very little data is available on SPL measurements and
noise spectra of recreational boats or vessels other than com-
mercial or military ships~Arveson and Vendittis, 2000; Ma-
linowski and Gloza, 2002!, and most of these data were as-
sessed in the marine environment. In an attempt to compare
the noise characteristics of six research vessels, Mitson
~1993! stressed that SPLs and frequency spectrum are ex-
tremely variable in relation to speed, load, pitch angle of

FIG. 2. Mean~6SE! equivalent continuous SPLs (LLeq) of the ambient
noise and the noise levels measured during training, the pole position race
and the race itself. All possible pairwise tests were statistically different at
the level ofp,0.001 except for training vs pole position race.

FIG. 3. Sonagram~above! and oscillogram~below! of the powerboat noise
recorded during the race. The white bars indicate the 5 s time period chosen
for calculating the PN noise spectra. Filter bandwidth 10 Hz, sampling fre-
quency 44.1 kHz, 50% overlap, window: Blackmann Harris.

FIG. 4. Noise spectra recorded during the different conditions in Lake
Traunsee during the powerboat race in 2003. Shown are the mean spectra
computed from 107 s AN and 350 s PN. The lower graph gives a detail of
the noise spectra within the hearing range of fishes~50–5000 Hz!.

TABLE I. Range of instantaneous noise levels (LLSP) measured during the
4 noise conditions. AllLLSP-values are given in dB re 1mPa.

Condition Min.LLSP Max. LLSP

Ambient noise 103 114
Training 122 126
Pole Position Race 124 127
Race 124 128
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propeller and age of the vessel, which makes it difficult to
compare different studies. Noise from merchant ships with
keel aspect source levels ranging between 178 and 192 dB re
1 mPa ~at 1 m! can elevate the natural ambient noise in the
marine environment by 20–30 dB in many areas~Arveson
and Vendittis, 2000!; smaller ships~,60 m of length! pro-
duce keel aspect wideband source levels of 140–167 dB and
were found to elevate natural ambient noise by 10–40 dB.
The latter observation agrees with our study where, during
the race, the equivalent continuous SPL exceeded the natural
ambient noise by about 15 dB on the average, whereby the
minimum distance to the boats was 300 m and the source
level was calculated to be 180 dB at 1.2 m. Boussard~1981!
described 1/3 octave band levels of up to 140 and 160 dB
near cruising barges and high speed boats, respectively, in
the Meuse River.

A characteristic feature for the radiated noise of surface
ships is peaks in the frequency range below 100 Hz~Mali-
nowski and Gloza, 2002!, sometimes also at higher frequen-
cies, depending on propeller, engine and load. For example,
the position of peaks within the frequency spectrum of the
FRV ‘‘Thalassa’’ changed when trawling conditions were
simulated by towing a loaded barge on the surface. Mitson
~1993! attributes the increase in high-frequency noise level
during the trawling simulation to the different propeller pitch
angles. Another research vessel described in that report, the
FRV ‘‘Explorer,’’ which is a steam-powered vessel, showed a
peak at 830 Hz when in free-ranging mode, this ‘‘singing’’
being caused by the propeller. This tone is lost during trawl-
ing because of the increased cavitation level.

The radiated noise of the powerboats also showed a peak
at about 417 Hz, which fits well to the above-mentioned
vessels. However, the powerboat noise shows harmonic char-
acteristics as well, a feature not described for the research
vessel and clearly audible when listening to the recordings.
One feature that powerboat noise has in common with other
boat noise is the relatively high levels in the low frequency
range and the slow fall off at higher frequencies~in the case
of the powerboats above 3 kHz!.

Noise levels (LLeq) were significantly higher during the
race compared to the training heat and the pole position race.
This surely was caused by the larger number of boats racing

simultaneously on the lake during the race~maximal 1 and 2
boats during training heat and pole position race as compared
to 5–9 boats during the race itself!. Noise levels during all
heats~training, pole position race, and race! were signifi-
cantly above the natural ambient noise, even measured at a
distance of 300 m. Note that the natural ambient noise mea-
sured in Lake Traunsee is quite high for a lake~about 106
dB!, which may be attributed to the fact that the Traun River
flows rather rapidly through the Lake from its south end in
Ebensee to the north end, causing a strong current through-
out the lake. The mean noise level in the neighboring Lake
Mondsee is;98,5 dB~pers. obs.!.

B. Hearing abilities of lake fishes

The investigated species are typical representatives of
hearing specialists and generalists in the lake investigated. In
general, fishes without accessory hearing structures~‘‘hear-
ing generalists’’! are sensitive to particle motion and are only
able to detect low-frequency sounds. Typical hearing gener-
alists in European freshwaters are perch~Perca fluviatilis!,
pike ~Esox lucius!, salmonids~trouts and charrs!, and white-
fish ~coregonids!. The ability to transmit oscillations of air-
filled cavities within the body enables several groups~‘‘hear-
ing specialists;’’ Hawkins and Myrberg, 1983! to perceive
not only the kinetic but also the pressure component of
sound; this improves their hearing sensitivity by allowing an
extension of the hearing range and by lowering the hearing
thresholds~Popper and Fay, 1993!. The predominant group
of hearing specialists in European freshwaters are cyprinids,
which belong to the otophysines. This group is characterized
by a chain of bony ossicles, known as the Weberian appara-
tus, connecting the swim bladder to the inner ear~for a recent
review, see Ladich and Popper, 2004!.

Knowledge of the hearing abilities of native European
freshwater fish species is sparse. A sound pressure audiogram
up to 300 Hz with a maximum sensitivity of 86.5 dB re 1
mPa at 100 Hz has been established for European perch and
pike-perch~up to 800 Hz! ~Wolff, 1967, 1968!. No data are
available on coregonids. Within the salmoniforms, only the
Atlantic salmon,Salmo salar, was investigated; this species
shows particularly low hearing sensitivity with the most sen-
sitive hearing at about 160 Hz~hearing thresholds 95 dB re 1
mPa; Hawkins und Johnstone, 1978!. By contrast, cyprinids
such as carp and roach possess excellent hearing abilities up
to several kHz, with best sensitivities of about 60 dB re 1
mPa between 0.5 and 1.0 kHz. Data on the carp and roach
agree well with previous audiograms in cyprinids in respect
of hearing range and sensitivity~koi carp: Popper, 1972;
goldfish: Ladich 1999, Ladich and Wysocki, 2003!. Most
cyprinids apparently possess quite similar hearing capabili-
ties, enabling conclusions to be drawn about other cyprinids
which have not yet been investigated. The audiograms of
perch and whitefish should be interpreted with caution be-
cause hearing generalists are only sensitive to particle mo-
tion and not to sound pressure. However, it was neither pos-
sible to measure boat noise levels in terms of particle motion
nor to calculate particle motion sound spectra. The present
sound pressure audiograms of the hearing generalists are de-

FIG. 5. Audiograms~mean6SE! of the four selected fish species, deter-
mined using the AEP-recording technique.
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termined for comparative purposes and should not be re-
garded as absolute hearing thresholds.

C. Possible detection distance of boat noise

A comparison of hearing sensitivities measured with ab-
solute powerboat~1ambient! noise spectra shows that the
main energies of the boat noise lie within the most sensitive
hearing range of the cyprinids@Fig. 6~a!#. Depending on the
distance of the boats, their noise emitted is more than 45 dB
~distance 10 m! above the hearing thresholds of the fish~at
800 Hz!. Even at distances of 300 m, the spectral noise levels
are ;30 dB above the hearing threshold measured under
relative quiet laboratory conditions. By contrast, hearing
generalists such as perch and whitefish most likely only de-
tect the first harmonic~containing the peak energy of the
boat noise! at closer distances to the boats@below 10 m, Fig.
6~b!#.

When estimating the detection distance of a sound
source, however, the prevailing ambient noise must be taken
into account. Figure 6~a! illustrates that the ambient noise
spectrum levels in Lake Traunsee are higher than the hearing
thresholds of cyprinids. Thus, the hearing of these species in
the natural habitat is masked, which means that signal detec-
tion is impaired. It is therefore insufficient to compare audio-

grams established under quiet laboratory conditions with
field sound spectra in order to calculate the detectable dis-
tance of boat noise. Another key factor to consider is the
signal-to-noise ratio at threshold level~S/N at threshold! of
the fish. It is a measure of how much the signal energy must
lie above the background noise for the signal to be detected
by the animal and is defined as the difference~in dB! be-
tween the masked hearing threshold and the spectrum level
of the masking noise~Chapman and Hawkins 1973!. In gen-
eral the S/N ratios at threshold are independent of the actual
noise level over wide noise ranges, a phenomenon common
to fishes as well as mammals~Fay 1974, 1988, Yost 2000!.

Taking those two parameters into account, we
calculate—according to Southallet al. ~2000!—the approxi-
mate maximum distance at which the different investigated
species can potentially detect the noise emitted by the pow-
erboats. This is only a crude estimate because several other
details on the actual sound propagation characteristics at dif-
ferent sites in the lake, i.e., bottom morphology, absorption,
shadow zones due to refraction, salinity, temperature clines,
etc., will also influence the detection limit. We apply rather
strict criteria in our calculation, so this distance is likely to
be underestimated. We concentrated on the first harmonic
~around 400 Hz! of the boat noise, where the energy maxi-
mum is concentrated. S/N ratios at threshold at several fre-
quencies are available for the goldfish, which has an audio-
gram very similar to carp and roach. Therefore, S/Ns at
threshold for other cyprinids are likely to be similar to those
of goldfish. In the following calculation, we assumed a
10 logR spreading for shallow waters~according to Southall
et al., 2000!. Based on a S/N at threshold of 15 dB at 400
Hz, the main energy of noise,~by comparing and interpolat-
ing data from the literature; Fay, 1974; Wysocki and Ladich,
in press!, and on an ambient noise spectrum level of 77 dB re
1 mPa, the hearing threshold would be 92 dB re 1mPa in this
lake. Assuming that the powerboat source spectrum level is
120 dB at 1.2 m under the assumption of cylindrical sound
spreading~3 dB/dd!, the powerboats should be detectable by
otophysine fish at distances of almost 400 m even in the
shallow banks of the Lake Traunsee. When we add the S/N at
threshold level to the AN spectrum level, the result~92 dB!
is 4 dB lower than the powerboat spectrum level at a distance
of 300 m~96 dB!; this supports the above calculation of the
audible powerboat distance@Fig. 6~a!#.

For the hearing generalists@Fig. 6~b!#, we estimated a
S/N ratio at threshold of 20 dB based on interpolations avail-
able for other hearing generalists like cod and sunfish
~Hawkins and Chapman, 1975; Wysocki and Ladich, in
press! at 400 Hz. At this frequency, the European perch’s
hearing threshold could just be masked~AN spectrum level
plus S/N at threshold597 dB vs interpolated hearing thresh-
old of 95 dB!. We therefore included the 97 dB originating
from masked hearing into the calculation. Under these as-
sumptions, perch probably perceive the boats up to a dis-
tance of 200 m. Whitefish are not likely to be masked in the
lake ~interpolated hearing threshold of 105 dB at 400 Hz!,
leading us to operate with absolute hearing threshold values.
The maximum distance at which they can detect the boats is
roughly 30 m. Note again the restrictions related to interpret-

FIG. 6. Audiograms of the cyprinids~above! and the hearing generalists
~below! compared with different noise spectra. AN5ambient noise~without
boats!, PN3005powerboat noise at a distance of 300 m~measured!, PN10cyl ,
PN10sph5noise 10 m away from the boats, considering cylindrical~attenua-
tion of 3 dB/dd! and spherical spreading~attenuation of 6 dB/dd!, respec-
tively ~calculated!. Omitted are potential filter properties of the medium
during sound propagation and distortions of the frequency content. Note the
difference inx-axes ranges in Fig. 4~linear! and this figure~logarithmic!.
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ing the sound pressure hearing thresholds of perch and
whitefish and thus the estimated distance over which they
can detect the boat noise. Nonetheless, the general statement
that powerboat noise affects hearing-specialized cyprinids
over much wider distances than percids or coregonids re-
mains valid. At the audible distances, the boat noise will
interact with other sound sources and additionally mask
acoustic signals relevant for the fish, such as sounds from
prey or predators.

Beyond affecting hearing~Scholik and Yan, 2002!, boat
noise may also induce disturbances. There are several indi-
cations that fishes are disturbed by shipping. Certain investi-
gations, mainly performed in the marine environment, show
that fishes react to different extents to ship noise. Cods~Ga-
dus morhua! significantly altered their behavior during and
after the passage of a bottom-trawling vessel. They initially
reacted by diving, then with horizontal movements away
from the ship~Handegardet al., 2003!. No data on noise
levels emitted by the vessel were given. Herring reacted dif-
ferently to loud and quiet boats~Vabø et al., 2002!. Their
reactions were already significant at distances of 220–270 m
to a 3 tvessel cruising at 10.9 knots. These observations are
interesting when regarding the fact that herrings are less sen-
sitive than perches and coregonids measured in our study
~best sensitivity according to Mannet al. ~2001! 100 dB re 1
mPa!. Based on these data and vessel speeds, Mitson and
Knudsen ~2003! calculated that this vessel type radiates
144–164 dB at 8 knots, which has the potential to induce
fish reactions between 79 and 790 m. Fernandeset al. ~2000!
reported no reaction in herring near a noise-reduced vessel
complying with ICES CRR 209 recommendations. The ICES
CRR No. 209~Mitson 1995! stressed the importance of noise
reduction at vessel motors, especially for research vessels
surveying fish resources. Based on available data on fish
hearing capacities and behavioral reactions to noise, guide-
lines for noise specifications of vessels that would not affect
the fishes were established. In that report, spectral levels~in
1 Hz bands! of 130–134 dB re 1mPa at 1 m for frequencies
up to 2 kHz ~the main hearing bandwidth of most fishes!
were recommended in order not to alter fish behavior.

Although our knowledge about noise control is increas-
ing in the marine environment, data on freshwaters remain
sparse. Underwater video recordings of rudds and roaches in
the Meuse River~Belgium! showed that the fishes actively
avoided high-speed boats~Boussard, 1981!. The flight reac-
tions started at distances of approximately 5 m. Based on
playback experiments in the lab, the author concluded that
this reaction is exclusively induced by the acoustic stimuli
when an amplitude of 125 dB is reached. Comparing this to
data on herring and cod reactions, it seems likely that several
fish species can hear a noise source over wide distances.
Stress and avoidance reactions during the race must be as-
sumed because noise levels causing stress reactions and el-
evation in cortisol levels in otophysines~white noise: Smith
et al., 2004; ship noise: Wysockiet al.2004! were reached in
vicinity of the powerboats. Our assumption is supported by
reports of local fishermen who observed an increase in catch
rates 1 to 2 days after the powerboat race~J. Wanzenbo¨ck,
pers. comm.!. Higher catch rates are probably due to a higher

swimming activity of fishes following startling by the pow-
erboat noise in Lake Traunsee.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Powerboats generated noise levels of;180 dB re 1mPa
at 1 m distance during the first Class 1 powerboat race at an
Alpine lake. Cyprinids, which along with whitefish and charr
constitute most of the Lake Traunsee fish community, can
probably detect the boat noise at distances of nearly 400
meters. Depending on species, this distance drops in hearing
generalists down to 200~perch! and 30 m~whitefish! due to
their poorer hearing abilities. Although direct observations
are lacking and echo-sounder measurements were only un-
dertaken three days after the powerboat race~and are not
available to the authors!, we conclude—based on the fact
that main sound energies are within the best hearing range of
numerous fish species and on observations reported by vari-
ous authors in earlier studies—that fishes near the power-
boats were disturbed by high noise levels emanating from
these vessels.
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